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SWITZERLAND

LIMITATIONox BEXefiTS IN THE NEW US-SWITZERlAND
Treaty

Howard R. Hull

reason, may lend itselfto treaty shopping.6Nevertheless,the
Howard R. Hull is a partner in the Geneva based
consultancyfirm, L & S Conseil. He is a Certified Swiss Tax specific provisions of the LOB article contained in US tax

Consultantand has a law degree from the Universityof treaties vary from treaty to treaty.
Geneva. He is co-authorof the IBFD Publication,
Switzerland in InternationalTax Law and has published The following analyses the conditions which are to be ful-

numerous articles on Swiss and internationaltaxation. He filled for a resident of either contracting state to qualify for
also lectures in internationaltax.law at the Swiss Institute treaty benefits. A clear distinction has been made between
of Certified Accountantsand Tax Consultants. residents who qualify for total treaty benefits, residents who

qualify for partial treaty benefits in the form of a reduced

withholding tax on dividends, interest and royalties, as well
Although the new US-Switzerland treaty was signed on 2 as relief in triangularcases and discretionaryrelief.
October 1996, it shall not take effect until it has been ratified

by both the United States Senate and the Swiss Parliament.1

II. TOTAL TREATY BENEFITS

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Introduction

As a rule, the new treaty applies to persons who are residents .M
ofeither theUnitedStates or Switzerland.2The Limitationon

If a resident of one contracting state fails to meet the condi- 7
'

Benefits article (hereafter: LOB) provides an exception to tions laid down by the LOB provision with regards to total 1

this rule by restrictingthe personalscope ofapplicationofthe treaty benefits, relief is denied on income which is derived

treaty to residents which meet certainpredeterminedcriteria.3 from the other contracting state (see AppendixA).
Indeed, by inserting an LOB provision, the treaty partners However, the question must be raised as to whether that res-

agree that certain residents do not qualify for treaty benefits. ident shall be denied all the benefits of the treaty. For exam- .l.
Thus, a distinction is made between ordinary residents and ple, it could be argued that the articles pertaining to the
qualifying residents, LOB provisions effectuate that only exchange of information, non-discrimination,or the mutual
qualifying residents are eligible for treaty benefits. agreementprocedure should not be considered as benefits

The basic policy of the LOB provision is to deny treaty bene- and that they should therefore apply regardless of LOB pro-

fits to taxpayers using so-called treaty shopping tech- visions. The answer to this question has been the subject of

niques, i.e. taxpayers which set up an entity that is a resident much discussionin light ofLOB provisions in treaties signed
in one of the contracting states in order to take advantage of by the United States with other treaty partners and is at pre-

treaty relief. The entity inthis situation merely acts as a con- sent unclear in the US-Switzerlandcontext.

duit for residents of some third country.4 Since it is relatively
easy for residents of third countries to establish a conduit

entity in a contracting state, without an LOB provision, a

favourable treaty with one contracting state may become a

treaty with the entire world.5.This not only defeats the object 1. This article is based the documents officially available 2 Octoberon on

of treaty negotiationson a bilateral level, but may also hinder 1996 which include the treaty itselfas well as the Protocol and Memorandumof

treaty negotiations with non-treaty states who are less Understandingwhich clarify the terms of the active tradeor business test and the

inclined to make treaty concessions since their residents can predominantinterest test.

reap the benefits ofexisting treaties.
2. Art. 1, para. 1 and Art. 4 US-Switzerlandtreaty.
3. Art. 22 US-Switzerlandtreaty.

Although neither the OECD Model nor the UN Model con-
4. Arnold B.J., McIntyreM.J., InternationalTaxPrimer (Den Haag: Kluwer,

at
tain a provisionsimilar to the LOB article, all US tax treaties

1995, 116).
5. Vogel K., Shannon H. A., Doernberg R.L., United States Income Tax

which haveentered into force since 1979 contain such a pro- Treaties (Deventer: Kluwer) Part II. CommentaryArt. 16-11.

vision. Indeed, the United States now insists on the insertion 6. Loengard Jr R. O., A (modest) proposal to reconsider the limitation on

of an LOB provision since it maintains that the law of
.benefits provision of US tax treaties, in Alpert H.H., van Raad K., Essays on

InternationalTaxation,Kluwer (Series on InternationalTaxation 15), Devnter,
almost any country by design, by mistake, or for some other 1993. ,'
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B. Individuals all of its income. Therefore, when applying LOB provisions.
to specific situations, all other tests should be analysedprior

Individuals who are residents of either of the contracting to the active trade or business test. If a company qualifies for

states are entitled to the benefits of the treaty without further treaty benefits under any of the other tests, no inquiry will be

examination. made under the active trade or business test.
i

Nevertheless, in order for individuals to be considered as res- 1. Active trade or business test9
idents, the treaty has introduced the condition that they must

be subject to ordinary Swiss income tax with respect to all The active trade or business test not only requires that the
US source income.7 This specifically aims at disqualifying income recipient should be engaged in an active trade or

individualsfrom treaty reliefwhen they take advantageof the business in its state of residence, but also that the income
so called lump-sum taxation whereby Swiss income tax is derived from the other contracting state must be derived in
levied on the basis of expenses (i.e. standardof living) rather connectionwith or be incidentalto that trade or business.
than on taxable income.8 In order to comply with this condi- In addition, if it is derived from a relatedparty in connection
tion in other treaties, a modifiedmethod ofcalculationhas with the trade or business in the state ofresidence, that busi-.
been introduced by which the income tax liability under ness must be substantial in relation to the income-produc-
lump-sum taxation is at least as high as the ordinary income ing activity (see AppendixB).
tax which would have been levied on the total income

The assumption underlying this test is that taxpayers are
received from the other contracting state as well as Swiss

.

source income. It is probable that this modified method of unlikely to incur the expense of establishing a substantial
trade or business in Switzerlandor the United States primar-calculation shall be applied mutatis mutandis in order to

comply with the conditions laid down in the US-Switzerland ily to avail of the benefits of the treaty.10 If the conditions of
this test are fulfilled, it is thereforepresumedthat the investor

treaty. has a valid business purpose for becoming a resident of one

of the contractingstates.

C. Public establishments The LOB provision does not define what an active trade or

business is, except with respect to banks, insurance compa-
Contracting states themselves, along with their political sub- nies and registered securities dealers and by excluding the
divisions or local authorities thereof(or any agency or instr- business of making, managing, or simply holding invest-

mentalityof such states, politicalsubdivisionsor authorities), ments.

are treated in the same manner as individuals since they are
However,as per the protocol,whether the activities ofa for-

granted full treaty benefits without being required to fulfil
eign corporation constitute an active trade or business must

any tests.
be determinedunder all the facts and circumstances. In gen-
eral, a trade or business comprises activities that constitute

D. Companies (or could-constitute)an independenteconomicenterprisecar-

ried on for profit. To constitute a trade or business, the activ-
ities conductedby the resident,ordinarilymust include everyIn order for companies to qualify for treaty relief under the
operation which forms a part of, or a step in, a process byUS-Switzerlandtreaty, they must be able to fulfil one of the which an enterprisemay earn income or profit. A resident of

following tests: The active business or trade test, the head-
a ContractingState actively conducts a trade or business if it1 quarters test, the stock exchange test, the predominantor
regularly performs active and substantial management and

interest test.
operational functions through its own officers or staff of

The first two tests analyse the activities of the cmpany employees. In this regard, one or more of such activitiesmay
which is claiming tax relief on the basis of the treaty. The be carried out by independent contractors under the direct
idea behind these two tests is to determine whether the com- control of the resident. However, in determiningwhether the

pany has invested sufficiently in the contracting state of corporation actively conducts a trade or business, the activ-
which it claims residency so as to be considered as a qualify- ities of independentcontractors shall be disregarded.
ing resident for treaty purposes. The second two tests go a The active conduct of a trade or businessmay involve manu-
step further and look through the company to determine

facturing, sales or services. However, income received from
whether the ultimate shareholders of the company may be the business of making, managing, or merely holding invest-
considered as qualifying residents. In other words, the avail-

ability of treaty benefits dependson whetherthe persons con-

trolling the company would themselves be entitled to claim 7. Art. 4, para. 5 US-Switzerland treaty. Similar rules apply in the Swiss
treaties with Germany (Art. 4, para. 6a), Austria (Art. 4, para. 4), Belgium (Art.

treaty relief. 4, para. 2), Italy (Art. 4, para. 5b) and Norway (Art. 4, para. 4).
8. For a more detailedexplanation,see Oberson X., Hull H.R., Switzerlandin

Although the active trade or business test is the first to be InternationalTaxLaw (Amsterdam: IBFD PublicationsBV, 1996, at 42).
covered, it is probably the most difficult test to interpret and 9. Sometimes referred to as the activity test or the substantial trade or busi-

apply in practice. In addition, this test applies separately to ness test.

10. Van Herksen M., Limitation on Benefits and the Competent Authorityeach item of income whereas a company which satisfies any Determination,50 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation, 1 (1996) at

of the other tests is entitled to treaty benefits with respect to 24.

O 1997 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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ments does not qualify. It has been argued that this exclusion
sausagemakingbusiness.13However, the treaty does not con-

lacks any reasonable justification since the placement or tain a safe harbour to determine whether the substantiality
management of investments can very well constitute an condition is fulfilled and it is easy to imagine a lot of grey
active trade or business. The Memorandumof Understand- areas. Hence, the protocol specifically indicates that
ing does however specify that this provision does not affect whethera trade or business is substantialwill be determined
the status of investment advisors or others who are actively on the basis of all the facts and circumstances.Such determi-
conducting the business of managing investments that are nation will take into account the comparative sizes of the
beneficiallyowned by others. trades or businesses in each Contracting State (measured by
It is not necessary for the company claiming the benefits to reference to asset values, income and payroll expenses), the

be directly engaged in a trade or business since it may very
nature of the activities performed in each Contracting State,

well be deemed to be so engaged through the activities of and, in cases where a trade or business is conducted in both

related parties that are residents of one of the contracting Contracting States, the relative contributions made to that

states. Hence, a Swiss holding companymay be deemed to be trade or business in each Contracting State. In making each

engaged in a tradeorbusiness if it has a subsidiarywhich ful- determinationor comparison, due regard will be given to the

fils this criterion. There is at present no specific definitionof relative sizes of the US and Swiss economies.

related parties for the implementation of this provision, The three ratios which are used to determine the relative size
however, we can imagine that the notions developed under of the trades or businesses in each contracting state compare
the predominantinterest test could be appliedmutatismutan- separately, the amounts of assets, gross income, and payroll
dis with regards to parent-subsidiaryrelationships, and that in the income recipient's state to the amounts in the income-
the notion of common control could be applied to sister producing state. There are currently no safe harbour rules
companies. whichdeterminethe acceptableratio requirement in order to

Income is derived in connectionwith a trade or business if comply with this test.

the income producing activity in a contracting state is a line Income derived from a state is incidental to a trade or busi-
of business that forms a prt of or is complementaryto ness conductedin the other state if the incomeis not derived
the trade or business conducted in the other contracting in connectionwith a trade or business and if the production
state.12 No further explanation is currently available. How- of such income facilitatesthe conductof a trade or business
ever, in the context of the US-Netherlands treaty, the Trea- in the other state (for example, the investmentof the working
sury Explanationinterprets forms a partof as meaning the capital of such trade or business).14
design, manufactureor sale of the same products, or the pro- This article is left to much interpretation. If, for
vision of similar services. The technical explanation further open exam-

states that complementarydoes not require the activities to ple, a private Swiss manufacturerof drugs should decide to

or a
relate to the same type of products or services, but they expand and diversify by buying all part of US chemical

will dividends from its investmentbe regardedshould be part of the same overall industry and be related in company, as

incidentalto its Swiss business15
the sense that the success or failure of one activity will tend
to result in success or failure of the other.

2. Headquarterstest
In light of these explanations, it can be considered for exam-

ple that where a Swiss manufacturing company receives Headquarters companies (Hereafter: HQ companies) qualify
for treaty benefits for as long as they fulfil the followingcon-

treaty favoured income from its US distributor, the products ditions (see Appendix C):
are the same. Therefore, the income producing activity in the
United States forms a part of the trade or business carried out

(a) Overallsupervisionand administration
in Switzerland. In addition, for example if Swissairhas a US

subsidiary which is active in the hotel business, the income The HQ companymustprovide.asubstantialportionof the

producing activity in the United States may be regarded as overall supervisionand administrationof the group. A sig-
complementary to the trade or business carried out in nificantnumber of functions for thegroup must therefore be
Switzerland. performed, such as group financing (which cannot be the

\ principal function), pricing, marketing, internal auditing,Where the income is derived from a related party in connec- internal communications,and management. These activities
tion with the trade or business in the state of residence, that

must be performed in the state of residence of the HQ com-
business must be substantialin relation to the income-pro-
ducing activity. There is deemed to be a related party transfer pany.

of income if the recipient owns, directly or indirectly 10 per There are no furtherexplanationsof this conditionin the Pro-

cent or more of the shares (or other comparablerights) in the tocol or the MemorandumofUnderstanding.However, in the

payer.
11. Beck'scheSteuerkommentare,The new US-GermanyDouble tax treaty, at

The active business in the income recipient's state must 465.
therefore be substantial in relation to the active business in 12. Para. 4, MemorandumofUnderstanding.
the state in which the income is produced.Thus, for example, 13. A Commentary to the United States-NetherlandsTax Convention, Inter-

a small hot dog stand in Switzerland will not qualify as a
tax, 1993/4-5, at 201.
14. Para. 5 Memorandumof Understanding.

Swiss holdingcompany to receive dividendsfrom a large US 15. See supra note 6.

1997 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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Memorandumof Understanding relating to the US-Nether- (e) Independentdiscretionaryauthority
lands treaty, it is understood that in determining-ifa substan-

The HQ must have, and exercise, independent,tial portion of the overall supervision and administrationof company
cannot

the group is provided by the HQ company, the activities it discretionary authority. In other words, it simply
execute the orders or implement the instructions of a parentperforms as a headquarters company for the group it super-

vises must be substantial in comparisonto the same activities company.

for the same group performed within the multinational. For For the application of this condition in other.treaties signed
example, if a multinational company has two or three head- by the United States, the determinationof the independent
quarters companies which monitor and control differentgeo- discretionary authority is made individually for each func-

graphical locations but, neither the other two HQ companies, tion. For instance,18 an HQ company could be nominally
nor any other related company besides the parent company responsiblefor group financing,pricing,marketingand inter-

perform any other of the above mentioned headquarters nal auditing functions, but another entity .could be actually
activities with respect to the group of companies that the directing the HQ company as to the group financing function..
Swiss HQ company supervises, the Swiss HQ company will In such a case the HQ company would not be deemed to.have
be considered to provide a substantial portion of the overall independentdiscretionary authority for group financing,-but
supervisionand administrationof the group it supervises. it might have such authority for the other functions. Func-

tions for which the HQ company does not have and exercise

(b) Active trade or business independentdiscretionaryauthority are consideredto be con-

ducted by an entity other than the HQ company for purposesIn order to qualify, the HQ company must manage a group of
of the LOB provision.corporationsresident in, and engaged in active businesses in,'

at least five countries (or five groupings of countries). In
(f) Income taxation rules

addition, each of the five must generate 10 per cent or more

of the group's gross income. The HQ company must be subject to generally applicable
rules of taxation in its state of residence.

Only the activities of corporations qualify. Consequently,
fewer than five corporationsoperating in more than five dif- Thus, if one of the contracting states introduces special tax

ferent countries through local branches do not constitute an legislation that allows for a lower rate of income tax on HQ
internationalgroup. In determiningwhich companies belong companies than is levied on ordinary operational companies
to the multinational group, the actual management structure engaged in the active conductof a trade or business, or would
of the group seems to be decisive.16All companies under the provide for an artificially low taxable base for such compa-
supervision of the headquarterscompany are included in the nies, an HQ company subject to those rules would hot be
multinational group provided that they carry on an active entitled to the benefits of the Convention under this para¬
business. They need not be subsidiaries of the HQ company. graph..
It is not necessary for the group that is supervised to include Swiss resident HQ companies often subject to corporateare

persons in the other contractingstate. income tax on the basis of a notionalprofit which is general-
If the gross income requirementis not met for a taxable year, ly deemed to be at least 10 per cent of total expenses incurred
the taxpayer may satisfy this requirement by averaging the for the provision of the services to affiliates or one sixth of
ratios.for the four years preceding the taxable year (four-year the total local payroll costs.19 This is not strictly speaking a

averaging). tax concession,but merely a simplifiedmethod ofcalculating
taxable profits which is justified by the fact that it is often

(c) Single country limitation very difficult to determine the effective taxable income gen-
erated by an HQ company. Companies who are assessed to

No more than 50 per cent of the gross income of the group
may come from the business activities carried on in any one

tax in this manner should therefore continue to qualify for

country (other than the country of residence of the HQ com- treaty benefits. However, certain Swiss cantons levy corpo-

pany). This requirement reflects the idea that, if a group's
rate income tax on HQ companies at substantially low tax

centre of gravity is clearly in some country other than the rates. Companies who take advantage of this favourable

state of residence of the HQ company, the HQ company
treatment would therefore probably not qualify for treaty
relief.

might more logically be located in that country, were it not

for treaty shopping concerns.17
(g) In connection with or incidental to trade or business

If the gross income requirementis not met for a taxable year,
the taxpayermay apply four-yearaveraging (see above). The HQ company's income from the other contracting state

must be derived inconnectionwith, or be incidental to a trade

(d) Otherstate gross income limitation or business supervised by the HQ company. Therefore, the

HQ company can only earn treaty-favouredincome connect-
No more than 25 per cent of the gross income of the HQ com-

pany may be derived from the other contractingstate 16. See note 13, at 203.supra

If this gross income requirementis not met for a taxableyear,
17. Id.

the option of four-yearaveraging is again available.
18. Technicalexplanation to the US-NetherlandsTax convention.
19. Hull H. R., Switzerland: IncomeTax Incentivesfor Corporations,50 Bul-

O
letinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation 1 (1996); at
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ed with (or incidental to) the businesses it manages ( e.g. 4. Predominant interest test26 .

dividends or interest from a subsidiary it manages). Intrest
income derived from an unrelated party would normally not Under the predominantinterest test, persons who are entitled

satisfy the requirement of this subparagraph. Reference is to the benefits of the Conventionunder the foregoing para-
madehere to the treaty provisiondealingwith the active trade graphs (other than n the basis of the active trade or business
or business test in which there is also the condition that the test) must be the ultimate beneficialowners of a predominant
incomederived from the other contractingstate be in connec- interest in the company in the form of a participationor oth-
tion with or incidental to the trade or business in the first erwise (see AppendixE).
mentionedstate. This test is designed to ensure that there is at least one level

of taxation imposed by the residence state at some point on
3. Stock exchange test2o the income of the entity. Thus, even if the residencestate does

not impose a significant tax on the income of residence state
(a) Directstock exchange test entities, the residence state will tax the income when dis-

A company that has primary and regular trading in its princi- tributed to its shareholders.

pal class of shares on a recognized securities exchange is a Here, the importance is placed on the ultimate beneficial
qualified person. Indeed, if a company's shares are regularly owners. The test therefore looks through one or more enti-
and primarily traded on a registered stock exchange, there is ties to the ultimate beneficial owners. This can often prove
a presumptionthat the company is owned by residents of the difficult to apply in practice since the management of the
state where the stock exchange is located and that, even if company may have little knowledgeof the ownership.
residents of non-treaty countries are the ultimate sharehold-

The termpredominantinterest is not defined. Nevertheless,ers of the company, treaty shopping is not the principle pur- it from the examples given in the Memorandum of
pose of the company's organization(see AppendixD).21 appears

Understandingthat a person is deemed to have a predominant
This serves as a complete safe harbour.22 Indeed, there is no interest when he or she owns more than 50 per cent of the
additional requirement that the company satisfy a base ero- beneficial interest in the resident company. Equity interests
sion or any other test. The publicly traded company safe har- are taken into considerationas well as othercontractualinter-
bour applies regardless of where its actual owners reside or ests.
the amount or destinationofpayments it makes.23

This test is similar to the 50 cent transfer limit in thevery per
The treaty does not contain a definitionof the term principal Swiss 1962 Abuse Decree whereby it is inappropriate to use

class of shares. In other treaties signed by the United States, more than 50 per cent of treaty favoured income to pay off
this term covers the single or most valuableclass ofcommon claims to persons not entitled to treaty relief. In this context,
stock of a company, provided that this class represents the rights and claims are defined as transfers of income other
majority of the voting power and value of the company. If than dividends. They include interest, royalty, sales, publici-
there are multiple classes of shares, difficulties will arise ty, administration, research and development as well as

where values of various classes shift disproportionatelyand income used to write off assets which have been acquired
where differentclasses of stockhave special or limitedvoting directly or indirectly from persons not entitled to treaty
rights.24 relief.27

The termprimarilyand regularly is not defined in the treaty It should be added that this disposition does not include .a
but is certainly meant ,to convey that the mere public listing time frame. Therefore, it might be possible for an entity to
ofstock is not sufficienttosatisfy the publicly-tradedcompa- meet the ownership requirementsfor one day or one moment

ny test.25 Nevertheless, it is not required that all of the princi- during the relevant taxable year.
pal class of shares be listed. For the moment, ther are no

rules requiring a minimum turnover.
E. Partnerships.With regards to the definition of recognized stock ex-

change, an exhaustive list is given in the LOB provision. Under the US-Switzerland treaty, partnerships do not fall
Reference is made thereto.

under the general definition of companies.28 They are how-

(b) Indirectstock exchange test
ever consideredas residentsofeitherof the contractingstates

to the extent that the income derived by the partnership is
Much of the treaty-favoured income may not be received

directlyby a publiclytraded company,but rather by one of its 20. Sometimes referred to as the publicly traded test or the public company
subsidiaries.Therefore,subsidiariesofpublicly traded parent test.

companies also qualify for treaty relief for as long as one or 21. See supra note 10, at 23.

companies which meet the direct stock exchange test
22. Supra note 5, at CommentaryArt. 16-61.

more
23. Senate report United States-Finlandcited supra note 22.

are.the ultimate beneficial owners of a predominant interest 24. Supra note 13, at 197.
in the subsidiary. The following paragraph explains the 25. Supra note 5, at CommentaryArt. 16-41.

notion ofpredominantinterest in more detail. 26. Sometimes referred to as the more than 50. per cent beneficial ownership
test.

27. See commentshereafterconcerning the base erosion test.
28. Art. 3, para. 1(b) US-Switzerlandtreaty.

1997 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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- subject to tax in one of the contracting states in the same B. Shareholdertests
manner as the income of a resident of that state, either in its
hands or in the hands of its partners.29 Under this test, certain EC residents are treated as compara-
If such is the case, partnerships are required by LOB provi¬ ble to residents of the contracting states. Indeed, if only 30

sions to satisfy the conditions laid down in the active trade or per cent or more of the ultimate beneficial owners of the

business test. Referenceis thereforemade to the observations aggregatevote and value ofall shares are qualifiedpersons in

given here above. a contractingstate (other than on the basis of the active trade
or business test), treaty relief may neverthelessb granted if
more than 70 per cent of all such shareholders are qualified

F. Trusts and estates individuals and persons that are residents of Member States
of the European Union, of the European Economic Area or

Trusts and estates must comply with the conditions laid down parties to the North AmericanFree Trade Agreement.
in the predominant interest test in order to qualify for treaty The beneficial in third states taken into consider-
relief. Reference is therefore made to the observations

owners are

ation provided that they would have been able to apply for
already made.

similarreliefin the absence of the intermediarycompanyres-

ident in the contracting state. To ensure this, the following
G. Family foundations four conditionsmust be fulfilled:

a tax treaty must exist between the state of residence of-

Swiss resident family foundations qualify for total treaty
the beneficialowner and the state of source of income;

reliefunless the founder, or the majority of the beneficiaries, the beneficial owner must be entitled to all the benefits-

are not Swiss resident individuals,or ifmore than 50 per cent provided by the above mentioned treaty;
of the income earned by the family foundation could benefit

- the tax at source due under the above mentioned treaty

persons who are not Swiss resident individuals. Most of the must be at least as low as the rate applicable under the

observations regarding the predominant interest test can be new US-Switzerlandtreaty;

applied mutatis mutandis in determining whether family
- the beneficial owner must qualify for the total treaty

foundationsqualify under LOB provisions. benefits under the LOB provision- in the new US-
Switzerland treaty if applied mutatis mutandis.

H. Pension trusts and not-for-profitorganizations
C. Base erosion test

Pension trusts and not-for-profitorganizations are entitled to

full treaty relief provided that more than 50 per cent of the Even if an entity satisfies the above ownership tests, it is still

beneficiaries,members or participants, if any, are qualifying possible for the income earned by an entity in a, contracting
persons. state to escape full taxation in that state and leave no income

for distribution to the equity owners by eroding the tax base
Pension trusts include any organizationwhich is maintained

with deductiblepayments. In effect, the earnings of the enti-
exclusively to administer or provide pensions, retirement or

be stripped debt-holderswho qualifyingemployeebenefits, that is establishedor sponsoredby a per-
ty may out to are not

defined under the shareholdertests.
son resident in a contractingstate. persons as

It is difficult to consider the beneficiaryof income as the real
A not-for-profitorganization is one which is establishedand

beneficial of the underlying assets when most of themaintained for religious, charitable, educational, scientific,
owner

income is transferred to non-qualifying persons. Therefore,cultural or other public purposes.
as per the base erosion test, it is considered as inappropriate
to use more than 50 per cent of gross income to make
deductiblepayments to persons not entitled to treaty relief.30

III. LIMITED TREATY BENEFITS
Deductiblepayments include transfers of income other than

dividends, such as interest, royalty, sales, publicity, adminis-
A. Introduction tration, research and developmentetc. In addition, it is prob-

able that income used to write off assets which have been
Although a company which is a resident of one of the con- acquired directly or indirectly from persons not entitled to
tracting states may not comply with the above mentioned benefit from a treaty is also taken into consideration (As is.

LOB provisions, it may nevertheless qualify for treaty relief the case in Article 2, paragraph 2 (a) 1962 Abuse Decree).31
on dividends, interest and royalties received from the other This concerns the writing off of immovable property which
contractingstate if it cumulativelyfulfils the followingshare- has been acquiredt an earlier time from non-qualifyingper-
holder tests and the base erosion test (see AppendixF).

29. Art. 4, para. 1 (d) US-Switzerlandtreaty.
30. Note that this article does not refer to gross treaty favoured income as in the
Swiss 1962 Abuse Decree.
31. See ObersonX., Hull H. R., Switzerland in InternationalTax Law (Am-
sterdam: IBFD PublicationsBV, 1996, at 140).
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sons. In these situations, the paymentof the acquisitionprice If the 60 per cent threshold is not satisfied, the state of source

is considered to be an anticipated distribution of future will impose a 15 per cent tax on the gross amountof any divi-
income. Deductiblepayments in this context include interest dends, interest or royalties. Any other income willbe subject
or royalties but does not include an arm's length purchase to tax under the domestic laws of the state of source.

price or rental of tangible property in the ordinary course of
Nevertheless,full treaty relief is granted if:

business or arm's length remunerationfor services rendered in the case of royalties, the royalties are received com-as-

in the contractingstate in which the payer is a resident.
pensation for the of, the right to intangibleuse or use,

Liabilities do not include the repayment of principal or any property produced or developedby the permanentestab-

other outlay that does not reduce the entity's taxable income lishment itself; or

in the contractingstate. Accordingly,non-deductibleinterest, - in the case of any other income, the income derived from

non-deductiblerents, etc. should not be counted in the base the other contracting state is derived in connectionwith,
erosion test. A liability is considered met in the year the or is incidental to, the active conduct of a trade or busi-

satisfaction of the liability gives rise to a tax benefit (e.g. a ness carried on by the permanent establishment in the

deduction).32 third jurisdiction (other than the business of making,
managingor simply holding investments for the person's

This article does not look through the person receiving the own account, unless these activities are banking, insur-
payment to the ultimatebeneficiaries.Accordinglyif an enti- ance or securities activities carried on by a bank, insur-
ty of a contracting state makes interest payments to a corpo- ance company or registered securities dealer).
rate lender resident in the same state, those interestpayments
do not count against the entity for purposes of the base ero-

sion test even if the lender is owned by third state sharehold-
V. DISCRETIONARYRELIEF36ers.33

The 50 per cent transfer limit does not mean that the remain- Althougha person may not qualify for treaty reliefunder the

ing 50 per cent of treaty favoured-incomemust be subject to above LOB provisions, the contracting state of source of
income tax. First, administrativeexpenses and taxes may be income may nevertheless grant treaty relief on a discre-
deducted. Second, such income may be subject to a reduced tionary basis. This possibility, which puts the credibility of
tax rate under specific domestic tax laws. the other LOB provisions in question, is only possible after

consultationwith the competentauthority of the state of res-
It has been argued that the substance of this test is unreason- idence of the beneficiaryof the income.
able in the context of increased globalization, which often
leads to situations where a company must use more than 50 We can only hope that this shall be used in situations where

per cent of its gross income to meet liabilities to persons res- the residents of a contracting state have perfectly justifiable
ident in other countries.34 This being said, it would appear

reasons for failing to fulfil the conditions of the.other LOB

more appropriateif the 50 per cent transfer limit did not rep- provisions. In principle, it is not necessary to obtain an

resent an excessive burden on the activities of a bona fide advanceruling from the competentauthorities in order to rely
commercialcompany. Hence, if such companieshave justifi- on this provision to obtain treaty relief. Nevertheless, until

able reasons for exceeding the 50 per.cent transfer limit, the the tax administrations'practice has been clearly defined, an

competentauthoritiesshould grant the requestedtreaty relief. advance ruling would clearly be advisable.

Whether they will do so in practice remains to be seen. If this provision is applied in a similar fashion to the way in
which discretionaryrelief is applied in otherUS treaties con-

taining LOB provisions the principalpurpose of the struc-

IV. TRIANGULARCASES
ture shall serve as the criterion for qualifying for the relief.
Therefore, if the competent authority of one of the contract-

ing states concludes that obtaining treaty relief is not the
Triangular cases covered by the LOB provision concern principalpurposeof the structure,an entity may qualify for
income earned by a permanentestablishmentof a resident of discretionaryrelief.
one contractingstate from a source situated in the other con-

tractingstate, the permanentestablishmentbeing situated in a Since the questionof intent is oftendifficult to determine, the

third state. This provision is designed to discouragethe use of Memorandum of Understanding to the US-Netherlands

branch financing structures where a resident enterprise is not treaty introduces six intent factors which serve as criteria to

taxed on the profits realized by a permanent establishment help determine the underlying intention of the taxpayer:
situated in a third state (see AppendixG).35 1. The company's date of incorporation in relation to the

date that the new treaty entered into force.
.

As per this disposition, treaty relief is only granted by the
state of source if the tax in both the state in which the perma- 32. Supra note 5, at CommentaryArt. 16-33.
nentestablishmentis situated ahd the state ofresidencyof the 33. Id.

beneficiary of such income is higher than 60 per cent of the 34. Supra note 11, at 469.

tax that would' be imposed if such income were not 35. Delattre O., France-US New Tax Treaty, 49 Bulletinfor International

attributableto the permanentestablishment(i.e. if the income.
FiscalDocumentation, 1 (1995) at 65.

. 36. Sometimes referred to as the grace clause, subjective test or competent
had passed directly from.one contractingstate to'the other). authority relief.
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2. The continuity of the historical business and ownership standing. It should be noted that these provisions are sup-
of the corporation. posed to be self executing and do not require an advance

3. The business reasons for the corporation residing in its competentauthority ruling or approval, but, due to the prob-
state of residence. lems which are sure to arise, prior rulings shall certainly

4. The extent to which the corporation is claiming special become commonplace.
tax benefits in its country of residence. In addition, the .LOB provision introduces mechanical tests

5. The extent to which the corporation'sbusiness activity in which taxpayer fail to satisfy though it is nota may even
the other state is dependent on capital, assets, or person- engaged, in treaty shopping. Such provisions therefore
nel of the corporation in its state of residence. may

force a taxpayerto structure its transactionscarefully in order
6. The extent to which the corporationwould be entitled to

to avoid losing treaty benefits to which would think it isone
treaty benefits comparable to those offered by the con-

legitimatelyentitled.
vention if it had been incorporated in the country of res-

idence of the majorityof its shareholders. Lastly, it remains to be seen to what extent withholding
agents will be held responsible for ascertaining whether for-

eign beneficiaries are qualified residents for purposes of

VI. CONCLUSION respectiveLOB provisions.
At the present time, it is too early to tell how the LOB provi-

The concept ofqualifiedresident is very complicatedand, sion shall be applied in practice. We can only hope that its

regardlessof the limited explanations in the Protocol and the implementationshall not have the effect of sharply reducing
Memorandum of Understanding, many issues are still out- the value of the US-Switzerlandtreaty as a whole.

APPENDICESA - G FOLLOW
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Appendix A Total Treaty Benefits

Yes
Is the person receiving the income a resident individual

No

s
Is the person receiving the income a Contracting State, apolitical Yes

subdivisionor local authority thereof, or an agencyor instrumentalityof such
y

State, political subdivisionor authority

No

jr

Is the person receiving the income a residentcompanyNo

Yes

Is the Active Trade or BusinessTest fulfilled Yes

(see separate diagram)
No

Is the HeadquartersTest fulfilled Yes
(see separatediagram)

No

Is the Stock ExchangeTest fulfilled Yes

(see separatediagram)
No

Is the Predominant InterestTest fulfilled Yes

(see separate diagram)
No

Y
Is'the person receiving the income a residentpartnership

No

Yes
Yes

Is the Active Trade or BusinessTest fulfilled

(see separatediagram)
No

Is the person receiving the income a resident trust or estate

No

* Yes

Is the Predominant InterestTest fulfilled Yes
-q No (see separatediagram)

V

Is the person receiving the income a Swiss resident family' foundation

No

Yes

Is the founder, or the majority of the beneficiaries, Yes
d qualified individuals,or does more than 50 % of the

income benefit qualified individuals
No

Is the person receiving the income a resident Pension trust ora

Not-for-profit organization
No

w Yes
J Yes

Are more than 50 % of the beneficiaries,members b=.
y

or participantsqualified persons
No

^
Total treaty protection Total treaty protection .^

r refused granted -
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Appendix B The Active Trade or Business Test

Is'the persn engaged in the active conductof a trade.or business

(not including the business of making, managingor simplyholding investments

No unless in the field of banking, insurance or securities activities)

Yes

Is the income derived by this person from the other State derived
in connectionwith the businessactivities carried on in the first mentioned

State
No (formspartofor is complementaryto..)

Yes

No
Is the incomederived from a related party

(10% ownershi of shares orothercomparablerights)

Yes

Yes
.il Is the trade or businessof the income recipientsubstantial in relation to the

income producing activity
No

V

Yes
Is the income derived in the other State incidental to the trade or business

in the first-mentionedState

No (facilitates the conduct of..)

Treaty protection refused Treaty protection granted -.
=

See other tests
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Appendix C The Headquarters Test

Does the headquarterscompanycarry out a substantialpart of the overall

supervisionand administrationof a multinationalgroup of companiesand

No are these activites carried out in the State of residence

Yes
V

Does the group consist of corporationswhich are residents of and are

actively engaged in business activities carried on in at least five countries or

No five groups of countries

Yes
V

Is at least 10 % of the group's gross income derived from each of the five
countriesor five groups of countries

No

Yes

Is less than 50 % of the group's gross income derived from any one country
other than the State of residence of the headquarterscompany

No

Yes
V

Is 25 % or less of the headquartercompany's gross incomederived from the
other Contracting State

No

Yes
V

Does the headquarterscompany have independentdiscretionaryauthority.
to carry out the functios mentioned in the 1st question and does the

No headquarterscompanyexercise this authority

Yes
V

Is the headquarterscompanysubject to generallyapplicable .rules of taxation
in its country of residence

No

Yes

Is the income derived from the other ContractingState derived Yes

in connectionwith the group's business activities or is it incidental to the

No group's business activities

w_ Treaty protection refused Treaty protection granted
J

See other tests
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Appendix D The Stock Exchange Test

DIRECTSTOCK-EXCHANGETEST
Is the principal class of shares listed on a recoqnizedstock-exchange
(Theprincipalclassofsharesis generally the ordinaryshares of the company,

No provided that this class ofshares representsthe majorityof the votingpowerand
value of the company).

yy Yes

Yes
Is the principal class of shares traded regularly and primarily on one or more

recognizedstock exchanges
No

'Ir
YesINDIRECTSTOCK EXCHANGETEST

Are one or more companieswhich meet the direct stock exchange test the '

e--

No ultimate beneficialowners of a predominant interest in the company

. Treaty protection refused Treaty protection granted
See other tests

Appendix E The Predominant Interest Test

Yes
Do qualifying persons constitute the ultimate beneficial owners of a

predominant interest in the form of a participationor otherwise
No

=.- Treaty protection refused Treaty protection granted ^=
See other tests
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Appendix F Limited Treaty Benefits

SHAREHOLDERTESTS
Is more than 30 % of the aggregatevote and value of all shares

No owned by qualified persons'residentof the State of the recipient

Yes

Is more than 70 % of the aggregatevote and value of all shares owned by
qualified persons and personswhich are residents of an EU. EEA or NAFTA

No member State

Yes
V

With regards to shares owned by residentsof an EU. EEA or

NAFTA memberstate, is there a tax treaty between the State of

No residenceof the.recipientand the State of source of the income

Yes
V

Is the recipientof the income entitled to all the benefits of the
abovementionedtreaty

No

Yes
JE

Is the tax at source under the abovementionedtreaty at least as

low as under the United States - Switzerland tax treaty
No

Yes
V

Would the recipient of the income qualify for total treaty benefits
under the LOB provision in the United States - Switzerland tax

No treaty if applicable

Yes

V

Yes
BASE EROSION TEST

Is less than 50 %of the gross income used to make deductible payments to

No persons which are not qualified persons

T
Limited Limited

treaty protection refused treaty protection granted
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Appendiix G Triiangullar Cases

DoesDoesananenterprisse ofofoneoneContractinng State derive income from thethe otherotherr
Coontractinng State which isssattributaable too aaoermanentpermaanneenntestaablisshhmeentinnnaa

NoNo third jurissdictioon

YesYes

I __

Isssthetheetotal taxaaxxliaability innnthetheeCoontractinng State of,thetheebbeenneficiaryandandthethe third YesYes

juurissdictioon more thanthaann6060% ofofthetheetaxaaxxliability that would havehavebeenbeenpaid innn
thetheeabsenceabsenceof thetheepermanentpermanentestablishment

No

V

Isssthetheeincomenncoomeerovaltv income received as coompeennssatioonfor thetheeuse of, or
YesYes

as use or

thetheeright to uusse, intaanngible prooperty producedrooduucceedororddeevveloopeed byyythethee y

permaanneentestablishmentitself

No

V

DoesDoesthetheeincome consist innn income (otherotheerrthanthannroyalty innccoome) derived innn
YesYes

connectionwith, ororincidental to, thetheactive''conduct ofoftrade ororbusiness y

No carried ononby thetheepeermanneentestablishment innnthethethird juurissdictioon

Treeaty proteectioon refusedeeuusseed

^ (Maximuumtaxaxxat sourcesourceonon Treeaty proteectioon grantedraanneed .d
*

dividdeenndds, interest andand
.

royaltiees: 15 %)

TheThetriaanngularcasecase

disspoosition isssnotnot
ir.

applicable
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BELGIUM

SAFE HARBOURRULIXGS FOR BELGIAN SERVICE CESTRES
Peter Verhaeghe and Caroline Doccio

Avocats; Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld, Brussels

I. INTRODUCTION transfer prices applied between the distribution centre and
other affiliated companies benefit from a safe harbour. The

AlthoughBelgiumhas a relativelyhighcorporate income tax safe harbour implies that the tax authoritieswill not challenge
rate (39 per cent plus 3 per cent crisis contribution, i.e. 40.17 the inter-companyprices of the distribution centre provided
per cent), it has over the past 15 years successfullydeveloped the distribution centre's turnover is at least equal to 105 per
a number of tax incentives to compete with.its neighbouring cent of its operational expenses. Initially, the distribution
countries in the race to attract investmentfrom multinational centre regime applied only if the centre's activities were lim-

enterprises. ited to the storage and handling of raw materials or invento-

The principal examples of this Belgian tax policy1 are the ries for the benefit of affiliated companies. In addition, the

adoptionof the Belgiancoordinationlegislation2and the Bel- tax base for the calculationof the safe harbourwas not clear-

gian distributioncentres tax circular.3 ly defined. In an effort to rectify these perceivedflaws first an

amendedcircularand then a new circularexpanded the range
Coordinationcentres must apply to the Belgian Government ofpermissibleactivities and defined more accuratelyopera-for recognition.They can only be establishedby large multi- tional expenses. This clarificationhas led to distribution
national groups which met certain criteria.4Banks, financial centres being set up by several leading multinationalgroups.institutions and insurance companies are not allowed to set,

up a coordinationcentre. The activitiesof a coordinationcen- More recently, a circulardated 26 July 1996 introduceda new

tre'must remain limited to those specifically included in its service centre regime similar to the distribution centre

recognitiondecree. However, the.permissibleactivities cover regime. Essentially, it provides for a safe harbour with
a wide variety of intra-group financial services, headquar- respect to transferprices between the servicecentre and other

ters-type coordinationand back office support functions. affiliated companies. The range of permissible activities is
similar to permissiblecoordinationcentre activities. The ser-Coordination centres are subject to the regular corporate vice centre regime attract which either do notincome tax at the normal rate. However, their taxablebasis is may groups
meet the requirements for establishing a recognized coordi-

not their actual income but a notional income. That notional
nation centre or do not wish to establisha coordinationcentreincome is determined as a percentage (usually 8 to 10 per because, for example, the ten-employee requirementcent) of the centre's operational costs other than payroll

or

home-contry legislation makes it unattractive to have a
expenses and financial charges. The average taxable basis of

coordinationcentre. More importantly,however, the new ser-
operatingcoordinationcentres was 3.34 per cent and 2.19 per vice centre regime should interest multinational that
cent, respectively,of their fiscal yearprofit in 1990 and 1991. groups

are per se interested in a safe harbour with respect to theCoordination centres also benefit from certain other tax
transfer pricing applied between their (regional) service sup-exemptions such as the exemption from withholding tax on
port centre and affiliated companies.interest and dividends paid by coordinationcentres to banks

and other companies. Inspiredby the Dutch ruling practice, the 1996 circulardraws
flexibleguidelines for negotiationswith the tax authoritiesonThe main drawbacks of the coordination centre regime are

the requirement to engage ten full-time employees within the conditionsof operationof the servicecentre.It rests with
the group to describe its business, goals and the expectedtwo years from the start of their activities and the fact that

they can only be established by truly large international
groups. 1. Other tax incentives have been granted to enterpriseson the basis of their

location (enterprises established in the so-called employmentzones, T-zones or

Coordination centres have been successfully set up by reconversionzones) or on the basis of their activities (innovationcompaniescar-

numerousmultinationalgroups, a large majorityofwhich are rying out highly innovative technologicalprocesses).
2. Royal Decree No. 187 of 30 December 1982 relating to the creation of

US controlled. Since 1983, more than 350 coordinationcen- coordinationcentres, as amended, and implementinglegislation.
tres have been recognized of which more than 250 are cur- 3. Circularof 30 November 1996 relating to distributioncentres

rently operational,mainly as group finance centres. 4. The group (companiesunder common control and linked by a 20 per cent

shareholding)must have an annual consolidated turnoverof BEF 10 billion and
In 1989, the Belgian tax authorities issued a circular mod- a consolidated equity of BEF 1 billion; in addition, the group must have four

elled after the Dutch regime applicable to distribution cen-
affiliated companies in four different countries, and realize a consolidated

tres. Under the circular, Belgian distribution centres remain,
turnover of BEF 5 billion or 20 per cent of its worldwide turnover and have a

consolidatedequity of BEF500 millionor 20 centre of its worldwideequity out-

subjectt the ordinary corporate income tax regime but the side the home country of the parentcompany.
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devellopment in the levells of emplloymentt. Subsequent to 1.1. Prreparatorryand auxiilliiary activitiies .

negottiiattiionswith the group, tthe ttax autthorities can decide on
The preparattory and auxiilliiary acttiivittiies definedare

tthe speciifiicpermiissiiblleactiiviittiiesof tthe service centre and on
tterms

tthe minimum profiit margiin itit is expectted to realize. In other by reference to. Article 5, paragraphs 4(d)&(e) of the OECD
Model Tax Treatty.words, service centres are allowed to set their iintter-company

prices at such a level that the book profiit equalls the negottii- The service centre cannot carry out activities which consti-
ated cost-plus..Obviiouslly, the goal of any group will be to set tute or arepartof the group's core business..In addiittiion, these

as low a priice as permitted,, and consequently reduce their activitiesmustnott, in priinciiplle,contributeany added value to

taxable profiit down to the negotiiatedmarrk--up, since the rul- the goods or services ssupplliiedby the group.
iing protectts them from iintter--companypriice adjusstmenttss. Permiissiible activities iinclude, for examplle: maiinttaiiniing a

Herreafter follows a more detailed desscriptiion of the service data bankof travel--milesfor an aiirlline grroup; managementof

centtre regiime. iintternal (bettween group members) or external communica-
ttiion flows, exclusive of commerciial conttactts; central pur-
chasiing for the account of group members; and scientific

II.II. TERMS AND CONDITIONS research of a preparattoryor auxiilliiary natture.

A.. Qualliifyiing entities
2.. IInformation to customers

This category includes support services to a group''s cus-

A service centre can be established either as a Bellgiian com- tomers, such as computter help lines and information on

pany or as a sseparrate Bellgiian branch of a forreiign company. It goods and services suppllied''bygroup members.

must bellong to a grroup..5
3. Passssiive sales--related activitiies

The group isis defined by reference tto the definition of affili-
atted companiies in the annex tto tthe Royal Decree of 8 Octo- A serviice centre cannot bear any busiiness risk. ItIt acts in the

ber 19766 rellattiing to the annual accounts of enterpriisess..7 A name and on behafof the group members in the capaciitty of

company isis affiliated to another when itit controls the other a passiive agent. ItItcannot negottiiatte or accept orders from the

company, itit isis controlledby the other company, or both com- custtomersbut ititcan collectand confiirm orders in the name of

paniies are subject to a common conttrol. For the purpose of group members.

tthiis defiiniittiion,controlisis the llegal or actual power to exercise
a significant influence on (i) the appointmentof the majoriitty 4.. Actiive sales--related activities
of the company''s directors or managers,,or (ii) the manage-
ment polliicy of the company..A company holldiing more than A service centre may be allowed to act in its own name but

50 per cent of the voting rightts in a ssubssiidiiarry isis iirrrefuttablly for tthe account of their group members. The business risk

presumed to control that subsiidiiary. tthat ititbears must howeverremainmiiniimall. In order to ensure

tthat tthiis requirement will be satiissfiied, the tax authorities
If one decides to establish a service centre as a branch, and require the applliicant to submiit the draft agreementts under
the serviice centre onlly renders auxiilliiary and preparattoryser- whiich-thecentre isis expectted to operatte.
viices for the benefit of the company of whiich itit isis part, itit

probablly will not constitutte a permanent establishment in The terms and conditions of any serviiciing, or suppllyiing of

Bellgiium under the applliicablle doublle tax treaty proviisiion goods tto customers must be diirectlly negotiiatted between the

(Artiiclle 5, paragraph4, of the OECD Model Tax Treatty). In custtomers and group members. A serviice centre cannot pro-

such case, one must bear in miind tthat tthe service centre may
mote the goods or services supplliied by group members. An

be ttottalllly exempt from Bellgiian iincome tax and the applliica- examplle of an acttiiviitty that woulld quallify under this headiing
tion for a service centre rulliing would not serve any purpose.

is re-invoicing..
This fourth category of permissible activities diisttiinguiishes
serviice centres from coordinatincentres since coordination

B. Permissible activities centtres are not allowed to conttact non--group members in
ttheiir own name.

The common feature of the permissibleservice centre activ-
iittiies isis their administrative nature. A service centre isis not

allllowed to carry out markettiing or manufactturing activities. C. IIntra muros
At fiirst siightt, permiissiiblleserviice centtre activities are akin to

coordiinattiioncentre activitiies. However, the definitionof ser- A serviice centre's services are desiigned tto be for the exclu-
viice centre activities isis more flexiiblle, since service centres siive benefiit of the .members of its group. A service centre
are allllowed, to a certain exttent, tto have contacts in their own

name with group members' custtomers..In addiittiion, a service 5. It can only operate forforthethebenefitof group members (see below).
centre's permiissiiblle activities are negotiated with :the tax 6.. Chapter,III, Sec. 1,1,item IV. A.

authoritieson a case--by--casebasis. These activities must fall 7. Serviice centres may be the alternative solutiion for groups which intendntendtoo

setsetup their regional heeaaddquuarteers ininBelgiuumbut which do notnotssatissfy thetheemulti-
iintto one of the folllowing four cattegoriess::8 national test for the purposesofofcoordinationcentre legiislation (see aabove).

8. Thesse categories appearappeartoo overlapeach other somewhat.
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cannot supply information or assistance to customers of a Service centres are also subject to regular transfer pricing
non-group member. rules. Any abnormal or gratuitous advantage granted by the

service centre to another enterprise is added to its taxableThe intra-murosrequirement is not applicable to the supplies
provided to the service centres. A service centre can freely

income.

buy the goods and services it needs to carry out its activities.
In this context, it is worth noting that the intra muros rule B. Safe harbour
does not preclude the service centre from acting as a central

purchaser for the group since it buys for the benefit of group The 1996 circular provides service centres with safe har-members.
a

bour: the tax authoritieswill considerthat a servicecentrehas
not granted any abnormal or gratuitous advantages to its

D. Recognition group members provided that the service centre realizes a

book turnover corresponding,at a minimum, to the notional

A service centre must be officially recognizedas such before amount calculated according to the circular and set forth in

it can benefit from the special tax regime. Rulings stating the the ruling. Should a service centre's book turnover be, how-

permissibleactivities and the applicablemark-up (see below) ever, less than the notionalminimumturnover, the difference

are obtained through negotiations with the tax authorities. will be deemed to be an abnormal and gratuitous advantage
granted to its group members and will'be added to its taxable

Requests must be filed with the Central Administration of basis.
DirectTaxes. Applicantsmust includeall informationregard-
ing the seat, the nature of the purported activities, the nature

and the extent of the risks borne by the service centre, and a C. Cost-plus and resale-minus ruling
copy of the agreements between the service centre and the

group members. The safe harbour must be negotiated with the tax authorities
based upon the followingprinciples:

Requests in French mustbe mailed to:

Administrationcentrale des contributionsdirectes 1. Preparatoryand auxiliary activities; customer

Direction II/2 information; passive sales-related activities: cost-plus
Tour des Finances When a service centre's activities do not include any active
Boulevard du Jardin Botanique50, bte 32 intermediary role in the sales or services provided by group
1010 Bruxelles members, the compensation.for its services must be at least

equal to its operational costs relating to its activities in-
Requests in Dutch must be mailed to: creased with a certain mark-up.
Hoofdbestuurder directe belastingen The mark-up is agreed to by the tax authorities on a case-by-
Directie II/1 case basis, dependingon the type and volumeof the activities
Financietoren actually carried out. The circular provides a list of indicative
Kruidtuinlaan50, bus 32 mark-ups:
1010 Brussel a. Preparatoryand auxiliary activities: 5%
The requestmust be filed before the establishmentof the ser- b. Customerinformation: 10%
vice centre if the service centre is to qualify from commence- c. Passive sales-relatedactivities: 15%
ment. Existing entities may also apply for the ruling regime. Operational expenses include the costs booked to accounts
In such case, the request must be filed prior to the first fiscal 60 to 64 of the Belgian Minimum Standard Chart of
year to which the ruling applies. Accounts (i.e. consumable goods, services and other goods,

payroll expenses, depreciation,write-offs, provisions for lia-
bilities and charges, other operating charges). They do not

III. SCOPE OF THE SAFE HARBOUR RULING include the turnoverofgroup companies flowing through the
service centre, expenses whose deduction is not allowed for

A. Service centres are subject.tothe regular tax purposes, and taxable reserves.

corporate income tax rules The tax authoritiesmay agree that payroll expenses and third

party charges can be charged back with a zero mark-up. Per-
The taxable basis of a service centre is determinedaccording sonnel expenses include all costs related to personnel. Costs
to the regular corporate income tax .rules. It includes the ser- of services supplied by .third parties to the service centre

vice centre's retained earnings, disallowed expenses and qualify if they could have been billed as such directly to

dividenddistributions,less tax exempt items and carriedovr group members and provided they are billed by the supplier
losses. The regular tax rates apply (i.e. 40.17 per cent inmost with a,normalprofit margin.
cases).
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2. Active sales-related activities: resale minus beginningof the first fiscal year commencingafter the filing
of the request.When a service centre acts in its own name and for the

account of the group members, the minimum compensation The regime applies for five years unless the service centre

is determined as the profit that a service centre should make expands ,its activities beyond the tax authorities' recognition.
n its total sales. The circulardoes not specify when the regime actually termi-

nates if the end of the fifth yeardoes not coincide with a fis-
The turnover cannot be less than the aggregate costs booked

cal closing date.
to accounts 60 to 64 of the Belgian MinimumStandardChart year

of Accounts (includingpersonnelexpenses),excludingdisal-
lowed expenses and items included in taxable reserves.

V. CONCLUSION
The profit margin is determined on a case-by-csebasis and
should not exceed 5 per cent. The safe harbour regime for service centres is attractive in
Service centres carrying out different types of activities must that it provides a multinational group the opportunity to

allocate the costs to each activity before applying the proper obtain more certainty with respect to its transfer prices for

computationalmethod. certain service supportfunctions that it wishes to centralizein
a service support centre. The central location of Belgium in
the EU, its well trained labour force and its excellent infra-

IV. DURATION OF THE SAFE HARBOUR structure make it an attractive site for an European service

RULING centre.

Although not clearly stated in the 1996 circular, the regime
applies as from the date ofestablishmentof the servicecentre

if the request has been filed prior thereto, or as from the

1
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AUSTRALIA

HAVE THE GHOSTS OF SECTION- 260 COME BAcKTO HAUST
THE COMMISSIONEROF TAXATION-

Dr Julie Cassidy

LL B (Hons), Ph.D. Barrister and Solicitor. Associate professor of Law, Deakin University.

Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has had to grapple with

Latest developments more sophisticated forms of tax avoidance and tax evasion
than that involved in the above illustrations.

As this edition was going to print the High Court of
Australia handed down its determinationof the appeal In the 1970s the magnitude of the problem increased to dis-
from the Full Court of the Federal Court's decision in astrous levels5 with tax accountants and legal practitioners
Spotlessv. FCT (1995) 95 ATC 4775. The appeal was limited openly marketingand selling tax avoidanceschemes.6While
to, in essence, determining the correctnessof Cooper J's at this time the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth)
conclusion (with which Northrop J concurred) that the

(ITAA) contained a general anti-avoidance provision, Sec-
taxpayer'sdominant purpose was to obtain the maximum
return on the money invested after the payment of all tion 260,7 the Australianjudiciary's interpretationof this pro-
applicable costs, including tax, and not to obtain a tax vision rendered Section 260 largely ineffective.8 As a result
benefit. As noted in this article, this conclusion was of the Australian High Court's excessively literal interpreta-
reached even though the Court concluded that, but for tion9 of the provisionand the developmentofjudicialextrap-the consequenttax benefit, the taxpayerwould not have

olations further limiting its of blatant taxentered into the subject scheme. scope, even cases

avoidanceseemingly slipped through Section 260's reach.10
The High Court, in a unanimousdecision, upheld the
Commissioner'sappeal. The Court noted that Cooper J's
references on the one hand to a 'rational commercial
decision' and on the other to the obtaining of a tax
benefit as 'the dominant purpose of the taxpayers in
making the investment'suggest the acceptance of a false
dichotomy.While the High Court accepted that a

particularcourse of action may be ... both 'tax driven'
and bear the characterof a rational commercial decision,
it stressed that the presenceof the latter characteristic 1. Cf. RH Woellner, TJ Vella and L Bums, ustralian TaxationLaw, 5th ed.
does not determinethe answer to the question whether (CCH Australia Ltd, Sydney, 1994) at 1-080. See also A Thompson, Some
... a person entered into or carried out a 'scheme' for the Thoughts on Tax Avoidance (1978) 128 NewLawJournal at 629.
'dominantpurpose' of enabling the taxpayer to obtain a 2. G Lehmann and C Coleman, Taxation Law in Australia, 3rd ed. (Butter-
'tax benefit'. Rather, the crux lay in identifying what worths, Sydney, 1994) at 1.8.

purpose dominated. In the subject case the High Court 3. Under this tax the extent of a householder's wealth was measured by,the
concludedthat the dominant purpose in the adoption of number of windows in his/herhouse.

the particularscheme was the obtaining of a tax benefit 4. Supra note 1 at 1-080.

[V]iewed objectively, it was the obtaining of the tax 5. Dr Y Grbich estimated that at least AUD 10,000m was lost through tax
...

benefit which directed the taxpayers in taking steps they avoidance during the 1970s: Problems of Tax Avoidance in Australia in JG

otherwisewould not have taken by entering,intothe Head (ed.) Tax Issues of the 1980s (AustralianTax ResearchFoundation, 1983)
scheme. at 413.

6. Grbich, id. at 416 and 424-426; Woellner,supra note 1 at 1-090.
7. Hence it would be thought that the Australiancourts would not need to fol-
low the lead of theirEnglish brethrenand developjudicialanti-avoidanceprinci-
ples such as the doctrineof fiscal nullity. See Furnissv. Dawson [1984] AC 474.
The High Courthas held the doctrine to be inapplicableto the Australiancontext:

I. INTRODUCTION John v. FCT (1989) 89 ATC 4101 at 4110.
8. See furtherFCTv. Peabody (1993) 93 ATC 4104 at 4110; John v. FCTid.
at 4108; Davis v. FCT (1989) 89 ATC 4377 at 4399; Case W58 (1989) 89ATC

Tax avoidance has been a problem that governments have 524 at 533.

had to try to combat since the very introductionof taxes.1 In 9. Underthe lead ofBarwickCJ. See, forexample,Mullensv. FCT(1976) 135

the 13th century taxpayers tried to avoid property levies by
CLR 290; Patcorp InvestmentsLtdv. FCT(1976) 140 CLR 247; Slutzkinv.FCT

(1977) 140 CLR 319; Cridlandv. FCT(1977) 140 CLR 330; FCTv. Westraders
placing their assets outside the sheriff's geographic area,2 Pty Ltd (1980) 80 ATC4357 esp. at 4358. ContrastMurphyJ's approach in FCT

while in the 17th century taxpayers sought to avoid the Win- v. WestradersPty Ltd (1980) 80 ATC 4357 at 4369-4370.

dow Tax3 by blocking up their windows until the tax collec- 10. Under the choice principle, discussed below, that the transaction was

entered into deliberately to obtain a tax benefitdid not preventa taxpayer taking
tor had been and gone.4 Tax avoidance is not, however, con- advantageof this exemptingdoctrine. See in particularCridlandv. FCT id. at

fined to the English taxation system. Across the globe, the 339 and 340.
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O With a change in the public attitude towards tax avoidancein - relieving a person from paying tax;
the early 1980s, the governmentseized the opportunity12 to - defeating, evading or avoiding any duty or liability
enact a new general anti-avoidancemeasure, Part IVA. Part under the Act; or

IVA of the ITAA was to be the Commissionerof Taxation's - preventing the operationof this Act.28
white knight in the fight against tax avoidance. The new

The illegitimate of, in tax avoidance need
provisions, applying to schemes entered into after 27 May purpose essence,

1981,13 replaced Section 260 and purported to bury the doc-
not be the sole, or even principal, purpose underlying the

trines that had rendered Section 260 almost useless.14 Part arrangement.29 It is sufficient that this purpose is not in-
essential or merely incidental.30IVA in fact went further, its broadly draftedprovisionspoten-

tially providing the legislation with an unlimited scope,
extendingbeyond even Parliament's15and the ATO's16 inten¬ 11. Previously, the Australian public had a Robin Hood mentality about tax

tions. avoidance,viewing it.as an acceptableand almost praiseworthyway of taking
from the government.Subsequentstudies revealed,however, that such tax avoid-

The Commissioner'swhite knight has not, however, met
ance was undertakenby the wealthy with the result that the tax burden was being

its expectations. Despite th Commissioner saving Part
bome by PAYE (py as you eam) taxpayers. See for example'the Royal Com-
mission on the Activities:of the Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union

IVA for over a decade for what was believed by the ATO to (Costigan Royal Commission),FinalReport, Vol 1 at 100-102.

be an-obvious case of tax avoidance, the application of Part 12. Spurred also by the significant revenue losses arising from tax avoidance:

IVA to that long awaited case, (i.e. Peabody,I7) has brought Grbich, supra note 5 at 413.
13. See Sec..177D.

the Commissioner nothing but grief. While there is still a 14. See furtherFCT v. Peabodysupra note 8 at 4110; John v. FCTsupra note

dearth of judicial18 discussionofPart IVA, the few cases that 7 at 4108; Davis v. FCTsupra note 8 at 4399 and Case W58 supra note 8 at 533.

have considered its provisions have all severely limited its 15. While in his Second Reading Speech introducing the legislation the then
not to

scope.19The Commissionerwas dealt yet anotherblow in the Treasurer, Mr Howard, stressed that Part IVA does apply ordinary family
or commercialarrangements,but rather was designed to catch schemes ofa bla-

recent decisions in Spotless Services Ltd v. FCT20 (Spotless tant, ariificial or contrivedkind, potentiallyPart,IVAextendedbeyondcases of
No. 1) and FCT v. Spotless Services Ltd121 (Spotless No. 2). blatant tax avoidance. See Hansard, Hous of Representatives,27 May 1981 at

These decisions not only highlight the current uncertainty
2683-2684.
16. While in his speechentitled Part IVA: OrdinaryBusiness or FamilyDeal-

underlying elements of Part IVA, but suggest that the prob- ings Mr Boucher, the then Commissionerof Taxation, stated that if family or

lems inherentin Section260 have resurfacedin the contextof commercial reasons underlay the scheme this would serve to exclude Part IVA

the new legislation. In the latter of the two decisions Cooper from an arrangement,even though the applicationof what is known as the sub-
scheme approach would have allowed Part IVA to apply to many such cases.

J, with whom Northrop J agreed, took many steps towards The speech is detailed in the Supplement to Taxation in Australia,August 1981.
resurrecting the choice principle and the antecedentsitu- See also Second CommissionerNolan's paper The interpretationof Part IVA

ation test which, it will be'seen, played a major part in the given at the Taxation Institute of Australia's Intensive Seminar on Part IVA,
downfallof Section 260. Adelaide, 15 June 1990. Cf. also ITRuling2330.

17. Peabody v. FCT (1992) 92 ATC 4585 (Federal Court); Peabody v. FCT

This article considers the Courts' comments on the applica- supra note 8 (Full Court of the Federal Court) and FCT v. Peabody (1994) 94
ATC 4663 (High Court).tion of Part IVA in Spotless22and suggests that while some of 18. Thre have been some relevant decisions by the AdministrativeAppeals

the limitations imposed by the Courts appropriately ensure Tribunal, most notably, Case W58 supra note 8.

that, at least legally,23 Part IVA cannot be used by the Com- 19. See also Osborne v. FCT (1995) 95 ATC 4323.

missioner to interfere with legitimate commercial decision 20. (1993) 93 ATC 4397 (LockhartJ).
21. (1995) 95 ATC 4775 (Full Court of the Federal Court).

making, otheraspects of the decisions indicate that the ghosts 22. SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20 and SpotlessNo. 2 id.
of Section 260 have come back to haunt the Commissioner. 23. The inabilityof many taxpayers to challengeunfavourableassessmentswill

While Part IVA was introduced to overcome such judicial undoubtedlyensure that in practice, some ATO representativeswill continue to

inventions, the choice principle and the antecedent situation purport to apply Part IVA to arrangements that clearly do not fall within its
parameters.

test may continue to play a majorpart in the operation of Part 24. SpotlessNo. 1, supra note 20 and SpotlessNo. 2, supra note 21.
IVA. 25. The inclusionof the word arrangementgives the section an added scope

beyond'formalagreements:Newton v. FCT(1958)96 CLR578 at 630; Jaquesv.

Before considering the facts in Spotless,24 a brief outline of FCT (1924)'34 CLR 328. Any concertedaction designed to produce a particular
Section 260 and Part IVA is detailed below. result will suffice to satisfy this element of Sec. 260.

26. By the taxpayeror his/heragents such as the taxpayer'saccountant/lawyer:
FCT v. Gregrhon InvestmentsPtyLtd (.1987) 87 ATC 4988.
27. The phrase purpose or effect has been read conjunctively; requiring the

arrangementto have, not only the,effectof altering the incidenceof tax, but also
II. SECTION 260 to have been intended to have such a result: Bayly v. FCT (1977) 77 ATC 4045;

Newton v. FCfsupra note 25 at 8.
28. In determining whether an arrangement.fallswithin the terms of Sec. 260,

A. Elements of Section 260 the Australiancourts have used thepredicationtest, espousedby LordDenning
in Newton v. FCT id. at 8: In order to bring the arrangementwithin the section

mustb able to predicate-by looking at the overt acts by which it is imple-
For Section 260 to apply there must be:

you
mented- that it was implementedin that particularway so as to avoid tax. Ifyou

a contract, agreementor arrangement;25 cannot so predicate, but have to acknowledgethatrthe transactionsare capableof-

made or entered into;26 explanationby reference to ordinary business or family dealings, withoutneces-
-

sarily being labelled as a'means to avoid tax, then the arrangementdoes not come

orally or in writing; within the section.-

purporting to have the purpose or effect27 of; 29. Davis v. FCTsupranote 8 per Hill J.-

30. Hollyock v. FCT (1971) 125 CLR 647 at 657; FCT v. Gulland; Watson.v.
directly or indirectly, FCT; Pincusv. FCT(1985) 160 CLR55 at 67 and 105; Davis v. FCTid.; Bunting

-

-

altering the incidenceof tax; FCT (1989) 89 ATC 5245; Case Y31 (1991) 91 ATC 312 at 317.
'

-

v.
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If Section 260 is applicable, the arrangement will be abso- into the arrangement, Section 260 was inapplicable. On the

lutely void for taxation purposes. Section 260 has the effect otherhand the narrow formulationof the choiceprinciplesig-
of annihilating the whole arrangement.There is no provision nificantly diminished the impact of the principle. However,
for reconstruction.31 The arrangement is, however, nullified whether the narrow interpretationor the broad one espoused
only for the purposes of taxation. in FCT v. Cridland43 is correct remains unclear given Deane

J's dissent in the Doctor cases44 on the basis that the broad
choice principlevalidated the arrangement.45

B. Choice principle

With respect to the above mentioned judicial extrapolations C. Antecedenttransaction/situationtest
that severely constrained the operation ofSection 260, per-
haps the two most limiting doctrines developed by the

courts,32under the lead of BarwickCJ, were the choice prin- A wealth of authority46 provides that Section 260 cannot

ciple33 and the antecedent transaction/situationtest.34 apply in the absence of an antecedenttransactionor situation
where the taxpayer previously derived the subject income.

Under the choice principle,Section260 couldnot apply if the Thus in Europa Oil (NZ) Ltd v. IRC47 the Privy Council
taxpayerhad merely taken advantageof a choice provided for declared:
under the Act. Under the broad formulationof this rule,35 the

The section does not strike at of income or restrict
taxpayer could take advantage of-any provision of the Act

new sources

the right of the taxpayer to arrange his affairs in relation to,income
that may enable a person to lower his tax liability. Under the from a new source in such a way as to attract the least possible lia-
broad formulation:36 bility to tax.

[the choice principle] is not confined to cases in which the Act
.offers two alternativebases of taxation; it proceeds on the footing
that, the taxpayer is entitled' to create a situation by entry into a

transaction which will attract tax consequences for which the Act 31. Newton v. FCTsupra note 25 at 10; Casuarina Pty Ltd v. FCT (1970) 70

makes provision and that the validity of the transaction is not ATC 4069 at 4077 - 4078; Bayly v. FCTsupra note 27 at 4056- 4057; Jones v.

affected by Section 260 merely because the tax consequences
FCT (1977) 77 ATC 4058 at 4064 - 4065; FCT v. Kareena Hospital Pty Ltd
(1979) 79 ATC 4667 at 4671 and 4673.

which it attracts are advantageous to the taxpayer and he enters 32. Thepurely annihilatoryforceofSec. 260 has also proven to be a significant
into the transactiondeliberatelywith a view to gaining that advan- limitation. As there is no power of reconstruction, it is possible that if Sec. 260
tage. were to strike down an arrangement the ATO could be faced with a problem,

there being no structure left to derive the income: see FCTv. Phillips (1978) 78
Thus in the leading decision FCT v. Cridland37 the taxpayer, ATC 4361 at 4380-81; Bayly v. FCT id.; FCT v. KareenaHospitalPty Ltd id.;
an engineeringstudent, was held to be able to take advantage FCTv. Casuarina id. at 4077-8. See also IT Ruling 2330 point 7(9) which pro-

of income-averagingprovisions38 extended to primary pro- vides that there must be a surviving arrangementwith respect to which the gen-

ducers by investing in a unit trust that was carrying on the eral law of income tax can operate.

business ofprimaryproduction.39.The Courtheld Section260
33. Mullensv. FCTsupra note 9; PatcorpInvestmentsLtdv. FCTsupranote 9;
Slutzkin v. FCT supra note 9; Cridland v. FCT supra note 9; FCT v. Gulland;

did not apply even though the transactions were explicable Watson v. FCT; ,Pincus v. FCTsupra note 30; Tupicoffv. FCT (1984) 84 ATC

only by reference to a desire to attract the averaging provi- 4851.

sions of the statute and the taxation advantage which they
34. See Europa Oil (NZ)Ltd v. IRC [1976] 1 WLR464 at 475; FCTv. Kareena

HospitalPty Ltd supra note 31 at.4686; FCTv. Gulland id. at 73 and 111; Case
conferred.40 T4 (1986) 86 ATC 123 at 129, 130, 134 and'135; FCTv. Bunting supra note 30

at 4363; Ripponv. FCT (1992) 92 ATC4186 at 4191-4192;on appeal, (1992) 24
In what are known as the Doctor cases,41 however, Gibbs ATR 119. The antecedenttransaction test was recently reaffirmed in Osborne v.

CJ and Wilson J gave the choice principle a very narrow FCTsupra note 19 at 4329.

interpretation.They held the choice principle did notallow a 35. See Mullens v. FCT supra note 9; Patcorp InvestmentsLtd v. FCT supra

taxpayer to elect to have his personal exertion income taxed
note 9; Slutzkin v. FCT supra note 9; Cridlandv. FCTsupra note 9.
36. Cridlandv. FCTid. at 338-339.

through a family trust rather than through, in that case, an 37. Id.

ordinary medical practice. The choice principle, they said; 38. Contained in Div. 16 of Part III of the ITAA.

was only applicablewhere the Actprovides the taxpayerwith 39. Sec. 157(3) provided that where a trustee of a trust estate carried on a busi-
ness ofprimaryproduction,a beneficiarypresentlyentitled to incomeunder that

specificchoices betweenone or more options.42Hence, under trust was deemed also to be carrying on a business of primary production.
the narrow view, .it is necessary for the Act to give the tax- 40. Cridlandv. FCTsupranote 9 at 340.

payer a specific choice between two approaches before the 41. FCTv. Gulland; Watson v. FCT; Pincus v. FCTsupra note 30.

choice principlewill be applicable. It is not sufficient that the 42. See also Fisher J in Tapicoffv. FCT supra note 33. Note, however, that
Deane J dissented in FCTv. Gulland; Watson v. FCT; Pincus.v.FCT id., assert-

Act, for example, recognizes entities, such as companies.and ing that the choice principlevalidated the subject arrangement.
trusts, for the-taxpayerto legitimatehis/heruse of these enti- 43. Supra note 9.

ties under the choice principle. 44. FCTv. Gulland;Watsonv. FCT; Pincus v. FCTsupranote30.
45. While the failure of Dawson and Brennan JJ to indicate which of the com-

From this brief discussionit will be apparent that the broad peting views they preferredalso leaves the matteruncertain.Given that they held

formulation of the choice principle annihilated Section 260. Sec. 260 to be applicable to the subject facts they must have either rejected the
choice principleentirely or adopted the narrow formulation.

As long as the tax benefit derived from the arrangement 46. Including Europa Oil (NZ) Ltd v. IRC supra note 34 at 475; FCT v.

stemmed from a provision of the Act, the taxpayer could Kareena Hospital Pty Ltd supra note 31 at 4686; FCT v. Gulland; Watson v.

plead that he/she was merely making use of a choice provid- FCT; Pincus v. FCTsupra note 30 at 73 and 111; CaseT4supra note 34 at 129,

ed by the Act and hence Section 260 could not apply. Even if 130, 134 and 135; FCTv. Bunting supra note 30 at 4363; Rippon v. FCTsupra
note 34 at 4191-4192; Osborne v. FCTsupra note 19.

tax considerationsprovided the dominant reason for entering 47. Id. at 475.
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In Rippon v. FCT4& Heerey J held the use of the subject cor- If these elements are satisfied the Commissionermay cancel

porate trustee to conduct an engineering consultancy busi- any tax benefit stemming from the arrangement (Section
ness was a new enterprise and therefore fell outside Section 177F).
260. Despite the taxpayer being previously employed as an

engineer, Heerey J believed the injection of capital and the
B. Scheme

use of other persons' efforts made the subject consultancy a

new enterprise. In the course of so concludinghe stressed that
the need for an antecedentsituation is firmly entrenched in For Part IVA to apply there must be a scheme. Scheme is

the jurisprudenceof Section 260.49 defined in exceptionallybroad terms in Section 177A(1):
(a) any agreement, arrangement, understanding,

More recently, in Osborne v. FCT50 Olney J held that Section promise or undertaking, whether express or implied
260 did not apply to the subject arrangement, the conduct of and whether or not enforceable, or intended to be
a valuation business through a corporate trustee, as the tax- enforceableby legal proceedings and;
payer had never previously derived the valuation business' (b) any scheme, plan, proposal, action, course of
income in a personal capacity.51 The relevant test according action or course of conduct.
to his Honour was whether the arrangementalters.the inci-

This definition is extended by Section 177A(3) to include
dence of income tax in a case in which the taxpayer is in

receipt of income.52 Here, as the valuation income was a
unilateral schemes. Given the breadth of the definition in
Section 177A, in most cases the existence of a schemewill

new income stream, there had been no diversion of income
' from the taxpayer to the corporate trustee.53 The 'arrange-

be readily satisfied.

ment' changed nothing so far as the applicant's liability for Identifying the scheme is important as, inter alia, for Part
tax was concerned.54 IVA to apply the person must enter into the scheme for the

dominant purpose of obtaining a tax benefit for the relevant
The jurisprudenceon the operation of this aspect of Section-

taxpayer (Section 177D). This purpose must be the dominant
260 has developed a distinction betwen what is known as

reason underlying the scheme as a whole, not just a part of
the antecedent transaction test and the antecedent situation scheme,56 sub-scheme.57the known as a
test. The antecedent transaction test requires an excessive

degree of exactness between the previous scenario and the

arrangementunder scrutiny. It requires that the entity deriv- C. Relvant taxpayer
ing the income under the new arrangement derive the same

income from the same source(s).Under the antecedent situ- The relevant taxpayer is the person who obtains the tax
ation test, however, there does not have to be an exact corre- benefit, if any, stemming from the scheme (Section 177D).
spondencebetween the pre-existingsource of income and the Section 177D makes it clear that the relevant taxpayer need
subsequent income stream. This test would be satisfied if the

not be the person, or one of the persons, who entered into or
same type of income is derived, even though such income carried out the scheme enabling the relevant taxpayer to
stems from, for example, contracts with a different pool of

... ...

obtain a tax benefit .... Thus the relevant taxpayer may
clients. It is this more flexible approach which has been merely be a passive recipientof any tax benefit.
accepted by the Australian courts as the appropriate test.55
While the antecedentsituation test does not require the exact-

ness of the antecedent transaction test, it still significantly
limits the operation of Section. 260. Where the subject
arrangementinvolves a new income stream Section 260 can-

not apply even if tax considerationswere the dominantcon-

siderationunderlying the arrangement. 48. Supra note 34 at 4192.
49. Id. at 4191.
50. Supra note 19.
51. Id. at 4330.

III. PART IVA
52. Id. at 4329, quoting Gibbs J in FCT v. Gulland; Watson v. FCT; Pincus v.

FCTsupra note 30 at 73.
53. Id. at 4330.
54. Id.

A. Elements of Part IVA 55. FCT v. Gulland; Watson v. FCT; Pincus v. FCT supra note 30 at 73 and

111; FCT v. Bunting supra note 30 at 4363; Osborne v. FCT id. at 4329-4330.
56. Peabody v. FCT supra note 8 at 4111;.FCTv. Peabody supra note 17 at

For Part IVA to apply there must be: 4670.

a scheme as defined in Sectins 177A(1) and (3);
57. Some commentatorsoriginallybelieved that Part IVAmightbeapplied to a

-

sub-scheme:RI RosenblumPart IVA of the IncomeTax AssessmentAct, pre-
which provides the relevant taxpayer; sented at the First National Taxation Institute Retreat, Port Douglas, 15-18 July-

with a tax benefit as defined in Section 177C; and 1993 at 9-10; RI Rosenblum Anti-avoidance: Part IVA of the ITAA (1994)
-

29(1) Taxation in Australia 24 at 42-43; T Murphy, Part IVA: Back to the

the person must enter into the scheme for the sole or Beginning (1993) 2 Taxation in Australia 75 at 77 and 78. The author suggest--

dominant purpose of enabling the relevant taxpayer to ed to the contrary that Part IVA could only apply to the scheme as a whole. See

obtain a tax benefit (Sections 177D and 177A(5)).
further J Cassidy, Case W58: The Death Knell for Family Companies and

Trusts (1992) 26 Taxation in Australiaat 479; J Cassidy, Observationson the

Applicationof Part IVA: Peabodyv. FCT (1993) 21 ABLR 424 at 430-431.
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D. Tax benefit ed the offer and invested the AUD 40m. They sent one of
their officers to the CookIslands as attorney with authority to

As noted above, before a schememay be held to be subject to draw and delivera cheque for the amount to EPBCL, receive
Part IVA it must provide the relevant taxpayer with a tax the certificate of deposit and, on maturity, surrender the cer-

benefit.58 Subsection 177C(1) defines tax benefit in terms tificate in return for the principal and interest (AUD 2.96m),
of either: less withholding tax.

the non-inclusion in the taxpayer's assessable income of The taxpayercompaniesclaimed in.their taxation returns that
-

an amount that would or might reasonablybe expected to the interest was exempt'fromAustralian tax under the former
be included in the taxpayer's income; or Section 23(q) ITAA, which exempted foreign source income
the allowance of a deduction which would or might not that was taxed in the source country. The Commissioner-

have been allowable, but for the scheme. issued assessments on the basis that (i) the interest was Aus-

To date, the most controversialaspect ofSection 177C(1) has tralian sourced or (ii) Part IVA applied and rendered the inter-

been the interpretation of the phrase an amount that would est assessable.The taxpayers objected and appealed from the

have been included, or might reasonablybe expected to have Commissioner'srefusal to allow.their objections to the Fed-

been included in the taxpayer's assessable income (Section eral Court.

177C(1)(a)). More specifically, the major question has been
the degree ofprobabilityby which it must be establishedthat
the taxpayer would have earned the income, but for the V. ISSUES
scheme.

In relation to the above mentioned elements of Part IVA, theSection 177C also has an exclusionarylimb thatprovides that
a tax benefit attributable to a declaration, election or option dispute in Spotless raised, inter alia, five important issues:

expressly provided for by the Act is excluded from the def- (i) the meaning ofscheme;
inition of tax benefit (Section 177C(2)). Subsection 177C(3) (ii)' is the Court bound by the scheme as identified by the

deems a tax benefit to be attributable to such a declaration, Commissioner;
election or option where the income would not have been (iii) the meaning of tax benefit;
included, or the deduction not allowed, if the declaration, (iv) does Part IVA include the'choiceprinciple; and

election or option had not been made, given or exercised. (v) how is the dominant purpose determined'underSection

Prior to Spotless59 there had been no judicial60 comment on 177D(b).
the meaning of this exclusionary limb. Each of these issues are considered in turn in light of coun-

sels' submissions, the Courts' approaches to these-submis-
The use of imperative language in Section 177C61 suggests sions and a critical evaluation of the Courts' findings.
this definition is exhaustive.

VI. MEANING OF SCHEMEE. Dominant purpose

Finally, Part IVA only applies where, having regard to the A. First instance
eight factors listed in Section 177D(b),62 it would be con-

cluded that a,personenteredinto or carried out the scheme for While Lockhart J believed the definition of scheme con-

the sole or dominant purpose of enabling the taxpayer to tained in Section 177A was cast in very wide terms,63 he
obtain a tax benefit (Section 177D). held that the Commissioner'sformulationof the scheme was

58. Sec. 177D.
59. SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20; SpotlessNo. 2 supranote21.

IV. FACTS 60. It was suggested in Case W58 supra fiote 8 that this exclusionary limb
embodied the narrow interpretationof the above mentionedchoice principle.

The successful public float of Spotless Services Ltd left the
61. I.e. a reference in this Part to the obtainingby a taxpayerof a tax-bene-...

fit in connectionwith a schemeshallbe read as a reference to ....
taxpayer companies, Spotless Services Ltd and Spotless 62. The eight factors to which reference is to be made are:

Finance Pty Ltd, with a surplus f funds. They sought to (i) the manner in which the scheme was entered into or carried out;
invest this AUD 40m in a suitable short term investment (ii) the form and substance of the scheme;

vehicle. An investment adviser provided them with the
(iii) the time when the schemewas entered into and the length of the period dur-

ing which the scheme was carried out;
details concerning investing with a bank in the Cook Islands, (iv) the result achievedbut for Part IVA;
European Pacific Banking Co Ltd (EPBCL). This docu- (v) any change in the financial position of the taxpayer as a result of the

mentation detailed that a series of transactions were to occur
scheme;

(vi)
.

any change in the financial position of any person who has a connection
if the investor wished to invest with EPBCL. These steps, in (whether family or business) with the taxpayeras a result of the scheme;
effect, ensured the source ofthe interestwould be in the Cook (vii) any other consequences for the relevant taxpayer or any other person

referred in sub-paragraph(vi);Islands. By . telex the taxpayers received an offer from to

natureEPBCL for the investment of their funds in the manner out-
(viii) the of any connection (whether family, business or other) between

the taxpayerand a person referred to in subparagraph (vi).lined in this documentation.The taxpayercompanies accept- 63. Supra note 20 at 4412.
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too narrow. The Commissionerhad confined the scheme to Further, the Commissioner's statement that the location of
the officer travelling to the Cook Islands with the relevant the lending arrangement was not the location in which it
authority to effect the transactions.64This formulation,Lock- would be made on the basis of usual commercial considera-
hart J said, wrongly ignored other aspects of the arrange- tions78 was mere speculation and hence should not be used
ment.65 While not detailing how the scheme is identified in the context of Section 177A.79 The Commissioner'sstate-
under Section 177A, Lockhart J suggested that in this case ment that the transactionwas only ostensibly ... entered into
the relevantscheme was '.'the offer and the acceptancetogeth- on a commercialbasis80also indicated that the Commission-
er with the interveningacts and probbly the steps commenc- er's new formulationswere based on an opinion, namely that
ing with the receiptby the taxpayersof the informationmem- the arrangementwas a sham.81
orandum and other documents prior to the making of the
offer.66 The Commissionercould not select out of these facts CooperJ agreed with LockhartJ that one way of formulating
one part or step in the broader arrangementand classify that the facts to constitute a scheme within Section 177A was the
as the scheme.67 Consequently, the scheme as formulatedby offer and the acceptance together with the intervening acts
the Commissionerdid not satisfy the definitionof scheme for and probably the steps commencing with the receipt by the
Part IVA purposes. taxpayers of the information memorandum and other docu-1

ments prior to the making of the offer.82 Alternatively, the
scheme could be identified as the taxpayers' proposal to

B. Full Court of the Federal Court invest AUD 40m on deposit in the Cook Islands and to pay
1 Cook Islands withholding tax on the interest earned, cou-

On appeal, a majority68of the Full Courtof the Federal Court pled with all the necessary steps taken to implement the pro-

rejected the Commissioner's original formulation of the posal.83 It will be seen, however, that Cooper J only further

scheme and two new formulationspleaded on appeal. . considered the latter of these formulations, ultimately con-

cluding that this scheme was not entered into for the domi-
Cooper J, with whom Northrop J concurred, agreed with nant purpose of obtaining a tax benefit.
Lockhart J that the Commissioner's original formulation of
the scheme did not satisfy this definition of scheme. Apply- BeaumontJ, in his dissent, rejected Lockhart J's conclusion
ing the test espoused by the High Court in FCT v. Peabody,69- that the Commissioner's original formulationdid not satisfyCooper J held that this scheme is not capable ofstanding on the definition of scheme,84 asserting that the- Commissioner
its own and having practical meaning ... if it is severed from could rely on narrow formulationsof the schemewhen apply-the antecedentconduct, including the offer, or from the sub- ing Part IVA. Beaumont J does not, however, specifically
sequent conduct in concluding the loan agreement in the apply Part IVA to the Commissioner'svarious formulations
Cook Islands and hence did not satisfy the definition of of the scheme, but rather concentrates on a wider scheme
scheme.70To this end he believed that the definitionin Sec- akin to that formulated by Cooper J. He asserts that [a]ll
tion 177A requires that the parties to the scheme, in so far as these dealings, that is, from the handing over of the Informa-
they are known, must be identified and the terms or content tion Memorandum to the issue of the certificate of depositof any agreement, arrangement, understanding, promise or and its subsequent redemption, constituted a plan of action
undertakingand the steps or stages of any course of action or which could be fairly describedas a schemewithin Section
proposal in so far as they are relevant, be identified.71 177A(1)(a) or(b).85 Unlike Cooper J, however, BeaumontJ

Cooper J also stressed that the scheme must be identified by
th Commissioneron the basis ofexisting fact and reality, 64. See id. at 4416.

65. Id.
not the Commissioner'sspeculationas to a hoped for fiscal 66. Id.
outcomeor the Commissioner'sview of the facts and their 67. Id. at 4413 and 4416, applyingPeabodyv.'FCTsupranote 8.

legal effect.72CooperJ believedboth of the Commissioner's 68. Cooper and Northrop JJ, BeaumontJ dissenting.
new formulations73 did not satisfy these prerequisites. They

69. Supra note 17 at 4670, quoting IRC v. Brebner [1967] 2 AC 18 at 27.
70. Supra note 21 at 4805.

were based on an assumption-thatthe funds that were invest- 71. Id.
ed with EPBC or EPBCLwouldhave in the ordinary course 72. Id.

been invested in Australia but, as part of the scheme, it was
73. Both of these schemes were expressed as being, in essence, an agreement
between the parties to locate in the Cook Islands what would have been in.the

agreed between the parties that the transaction was to take ordinary course of business an Australian transaction: id. at 4796 and 4804. '

place in the Cook Islands to attract Section 23(q).74 This 74. Id. at 4805.

wrongly represented that the taxpayers had a choice whether 75. Id. at 4796.

to invest with EPBCL in Australia or the Cook Islands.75 To 76. Id.
77. Id.

the contrary, Lockhart J had found that if the taxpayers 78. See id.
wished to invest with EPBCL that company required that the 79. Id. These matters were to be determined under Sec. 177D(b), not Sec.

transactionoccur at its place of business, the Cook Islands.76 177A, and not in a vacuum divorced from the facts as found.
80. See id.

Moreover; Lockhart J found that there was no agreement 81. Id.
between the taxpayers and EPBCL in Australia,77much less 82. SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20 at 4416, quoted by CooperJ in SpotlessNo. 2
one to ensure that the transaction was situate in the Cook id. at 4805.

Islands. 83. Id.
84. Id. at 4794 and 4796.
85. Id. at 4797.
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concluded that this overall arrangementwas based on domi- support his assessment by relying on alternatives suggested
nant tax considerations. by the Court.100

It was also erroneous of Beaumont J to suggest101 that the

C. Evaluation High Court disapproved of Hill J's finding in Peabody v.

FCT102 that the Commissioner may not isolate out of a

course of action comprising several steps ... one step and
1. The Commissioner'soriginal formulation classify that as a scheme.103 Contrary to BeaumontJ's sug-

As noted above, the High Court in FCT v. Peabody86held that gestion, on appeal the High Court expressly agreed with Hill
J's statements,concluding that a part of a scheme may not be

the facts constituting the scheme must be capable of stand-

ing on their own withoutbeing robbed of all practicalmean-
isolated from the overall schemefor the purposes of applying

ing.87 If the purportedscheme fails this test it constitutespart
Part IVA.104

of the scheme, or a sub-scheme, to which Part IVA may not The Commissionersought to justify th original formulation
be applied.88 It is submitted that LockhartJ, at first instance, of the schemeon the basis that where there is no commercial .

and Cooper and Northrop JJ, on appeal, correctly held89 the advantage to be gained from an aspect of the arrangement,
taxpayers' officer travelling to the Cook Islands with author- that aspect is distinct from the broader arrangementand can

ity to enter into the lending agreement lacks all practical be isolatedas a distinctscheme.105As the locationofthe lend-
meaning when isolated from (i) the prior agreementof the ing agreement in this case was allegedly based on non-com-

taxpayercompanies to invest the funds with EPBCL and (ii) mercial considerations, the Commissioner argued that it
subsequentactions and events, including the officerconclud- could be isolated as a separate scheme for Section 177A(1)
ing the loan agreement in the Cook Islands, surrenderingthe purposes.106 It is submitted that, in effect, the Commission-
certificate of deposit on maturity and the consequent pay- er's interpretationof the notion of scheme embodies the sub-
ment of the principal and interest, less withholding tax. scheme approach .which, as detailed above, both the Full

Cooper J's statement that Section 177A requires that the Court of the Federal Court107 and the High Court108 have

parties to the scheme, in so far as they are known, must be rejected. These Courts have stressed that it is insufficientif a

identified and the terms or content of any agreement, step in a scheme is based on tax considerationsif the scheme

arrangement,understanding,promise or undertaking and the as a whole has commercialconcerns as its overallpurpose(s).
steps or stages of any course ofaction or proposal in so far as

they are relevant, be identified90does not necessarilyadd to

the High Court's definition.This checklist ofrelevantfacts

provides, however, an important reminder that when formu- 86. Supra note 17 at 4670, quoting IRC v. Brebnersupra note 69 at 27.

lating the scheme those parts of an arrangementthat may be 87. Quoted in SpotlessNo. 2 supra note 21 at 4803 and 4805.

based on commercial concerns should not be isolated from 88: Peabody v. FCT supra note 8 at 4111; FCT v. Peabody supra note 17 at

those steps that may appear to have tax consequences.
4670.
89. SpotlessNo. i supra note 20 at 4412; SpotlessNo. 2 supra note 21 at 4805.
90. SpotlessNo. 2 id.

Beaumont J's conclusion that the Commissioner's original 91. Id. at 4794, 4895-4796.
formulation satisfied the definition of scheme .is, with 92. Supra note 17.

respect, clearly wrong for the reasons outlined above. In 93. Supra note 21 at 4794.

addition, it is submitted that his basis for concluding that it 94. Supra note 17 at 4670.
95. Id. The facts must be capable of standing on their own without being

satisfiedSection 177A is flawed. BeaumontJ stated91 thathis 'robbed of all.practicalmeaning' id., quoting IRC v. Brebnersupra note 69.

finding was supportedby the High Court's decisionin FCTv. 96. Supra note 21 at 4794 and 4795-4796.

Peabody.92BeaumontJ suggested that the High Courtheld in 97. Namely:

that case that the Commissionercould rely on the narrow for-
- the conversion of certain shares into worthless Z-class shares and conse-

quential transactions;and
mulations of the scheme suggested by O'Loughlin J at first - the financing arrangementunderlying the purchase of the first mentioned

instance.93 With respect, it is submitted that while the High shares and the conversionof these shares into worthlessZ-class shares: id.

Court accepted that the Commissionermay identify alterna- at 4594.
98. Supra note 17.

tive schemes, which may include a narrower scheme that is 99. In fact the High Court failed to identify what was the scheme in that case.

part of a wider scheme,94 it stressed that the narrowerscheme 100. Supra note 17 at 4670.

must satisfy the above definition of a schemebefore it may
101. Supra note 21 at 4794.

support an applicationof Part IVA.95 102. Supra note 8.
103. Id. at 4411,.quotedby BeaumontJ in SpotlessNo. 2 supra note 21 at 4794.
104. Id.

It is submitted that it was also erroneous for BeaumontJ to 105. See supra note 20 at 4414.

suggest96 that the High Court adopted the narrow formula- 106. A similar view was recently reiterated by Mr Michael D'Ascenzo, Chief

tions of the scheme suggested by O'Loughlin J97 at first Tax-Counselfor the ATO. He suggested that as long as the particulartransaction

instance in Peabody v. FCT.98 While the High Court stated is not explicable by commercial reasons it constitutes a separate scheme that

may be examined in isolation of any broader facts: Peabody and Part IVA
that the Commissionermight rely on these narrow, alterna- Seminar, Deakin UniversityCommercialLaw and Policy Centre, Law Institute

tive formulations, the High Court did not comment on of Victoria, 3 November 1994. Cf. Waincymer,Peabody and Part IVA, paper

whether these formulations satisfied the definition of a presented at Peabody and Part IVA Seminar, Deakin University Commercial

scheme.99 The Court simply stated that the Commissioner is
Law and Policy Centre, Law Institute ofVictoria, 3 November 1994.
107. Supra note 8 at 4111.

not bound by his original formulationof the scheme and may 108. Supra note 17 at 4670.
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2. LockhartLocckharttJ'sJssformulationofofthethescheme identified by thethe Commissioner was vitally importaant inn
t

As notednotedabove, LockhartJJsuggestedan alternativeformula- Spotleess,l12 particularly given Lockhart J'sJss conclusionconccusson thatthatt
an thetheeCommissioner'soriginal formulationofofthe scheme was

tion ofofthetheescheme which appearsappearstoo bebeconfined totoacts prior
to, andand inncluuding, thethee offer andand acceptance ofof thethee leendinng

tootoonarrow. LockhartJJdid not, howeever, speecificcallydiscuss
accceepptnnccee thetheeissue innnthetheecontextcooneexxtofofthetheecasecasebefore him. Nevertheless

aagreementt.119His formulationmakes nonoreference totoacts andand he asserted that Jackson FCT113 and Peaabboody FCT,14he thatt v. and v.
events subsequentsubsequenttoto thethee conclusionconccussoon ofof thethee lendinng aagreee- established thatthattit is thetheescheme identified bybythetheeCommis-
ment. For this reeaasson, it isis submitted thatthatt this formulation ss

sionersionerwhich isis too bebeconsideredbybythetheeCourt.115 His aagreee-
alsoalsofails to.meetthethe High Court's definitionofofscheme. IfIfthe

ment with this proposition is also implicit in his refusal
1 conclusionconclusionofofthetheeloanloanaagreeeemeent isis isolatedssoateedfrom.the surren-

ment is also in too

considerconssiderrthetheeaappliccationofofPart IVA totohis alteernative,broad-
derderofofthethe certificate ofofdeepoosit andandthetheeconsequentconsequentpaaymeent
ofofthetheeprincipalprnccpaalandand interest, lessesssswithholding taax, it isis sub-

ererformulationofofthetheescheme.u6

mitted thatthatt this coursecourseofofaction is meaningless within thethee
High Court's test. The veryverybasis for thetheelendinng agreement B. Full Court ofofthetheFederalFederalCourtCouurrt
cannotcannotbebeidentified whenwhenit is isolated from thetheeprofit mak-

inging thatthatt flowed from thatthatt commercial transaction andand thethee
actions subsequentsubsequenttoto cconcluding thethee aagreeeemeent thatthatt trig- While, asas notednoteedaabove, thethee Court heldheeld thethee Commissioner's

geredgeredthatthattprofit making. Hence Lockhart J'sJssformulationofof newnewformulations did notnotssatissfy thethe definition ofofssccheeme, it

thetheescheme maay bebemetmetwith the same criticism asas thetheeCom- agreedagreed that the Commissioner couldcouldrelyey onon newnew formula-

missioner'soriginalorrgnnaalnarrow formulation. tions ofofthe ssccheme, including thosethosseedevelopedbybythethe Court.

l The Court believed it waswasnotnotboundboundbybythetheeschemeschemeasasorigi-
3. CooperCooperandandBeaumontBeaumontJJ'sJJssformulationsofofthethescheme nnally identified byby thethee Coommisssiooner, nornor anyany suubseequueent

formulations.1'7
By ccontrast, Cooper J'sJss formulation appearsappears too includenccudeethethee
wholewhoeearraangeemeentininsosofar asashe suggestedsuggeesteedthe scheme too bebe To this eend, inn starkstarkcontrast too Lockhart J, Cooper JJconsid-

eeverything involvednvoveedininthethe proposal toto investinvestAUD 40m onon
erederedthetheeaappliccaability ofofPart IVA too his new formulationofof

deeposit inin thethee Cook Islands andand too paypay Cook Islands with- thetheescheme.,11 Cooper JJultimately cconcludeed, howeever, thatthatt

holdinng taxaaxx onon thethee interestnteresttearned.111 This would seem tooo thetheedominant purposepurposeunderlying this scheme waswas too maxi-

includennccuudeeeevverything from thetheereceipteecceepttofofthetheeinitial information mizemzzeethe return onon the taxpayers'axxppaayyerss'investmentnvvestmeenttafter thetheepay-

memorandum tooo thethee surrender ofofthetheeddeeposit certificate andand mentment ofof all aappliccable ccosts, inncluudinng taax, rather thanthaan too

thetheeconsequentconsseequeentreturneeurnofofthe principal andandinterest, lesslesswith- obtain aataxaax benefit. 19

holding tax. Similarly, Beaumont JJsuggestedsuggeesteedasas ananalterna- Following thethee High Court's decisiondeccsson inn FCT v. Peeabody,n0

tive formulationofofthetheescheme [a]ll thesetheesseedeealings, thatthattis, Beaumont JJ alsoalsoheldheeld thatthattthethee Commissionercouldcouldrelyeey onon
from tre handing overoverofofthethe Information Memorandum too alternative formulations ofof thethee schemesccheemee suggesteduggeesteed byby thethee
thethee issue ofof thethee certificate ofof deposit andand its subseequeent Court.122 As noted aboovve, heheccoonseequueently applieed Part IVA
reeddeemptioon ...,ut totoa widewide formulationofofthetheescheme similar too thatthattformulat-a

It isis submitted thatthaat bothbotth ofof thesethessee formulations ssatisfy thethe ededbybyCooooper J.122 While inn all sensessensesthetheescheme adopted byby
High Court'sCoourttss definition asas theytheyy includennccuudee all aspeects ofof thethee BeaumontBeeauumoonttJJechoedechoedthat consideredcoonssidereedbybyCooperJ, BeaumontBeeauumoonttJJ
broader arraangeemeent, therebythereeby faacilitating aa balancedbalanced concludedconccudeedthatthattthetheescheme was fissccally oror taxaax driven ......123123

appraisalppraassaalofofthetheescheme'ssccheemeessunderlyingunderryingpurposse. andandthatthattthettheetaxationaaxatton aspectsspeeccsswere [not] merely incidentalnccideentaaloror

cconsseequeential..124
4. Commissioner'snew formulationsofofththscheme

It is submittedthatthattCooperJ'sJssreequireementthat thetheeschemebebe 109. Supra note 2020atat4416.

confined to matters ofofestablished fact is approopriate. TheThe
110. Supra note 21 atat4805.

oo 111. Id. at 4797.
rationale for this principlerrnccpeeis surelyureey akin tooo that underlyingunnderryyng 112. SpotlessNo. i1supra notenote20; SpotlessNo. 22supra note 21.

thetheereequireemeentthatthattallegations inn originatingpleeaadingsmust 113. (199889) 8989ATCATC444429; ononappealpppeeaal(1199990) 9090ATCATC4990.

bebeconfined too assertionsasssserttonssofoffaact, ratherratherrthanthan legaleegaal opinion. 114. Supra notenooee8.
115. Supra notenooee2020atat4413.

The rationaleattonaaeefor bothbotthprinciplesrrncpeesslies ininthethe difficcultywhich aa 116. See id. at 4417.

party wouldwouldface ififtheytheey hadhadtoo try too dispute anan alleegation 117. Supra note 21 atat47944794andand4803, Coooper JJquuoting atat48034803the High Court

thatthattis founded inn opinionopnnoon rather thanthaan fact. innnFCTFCTv. Peabody id. atat4669-4670.
118. Id. at 4805.
119. Id. at 4811-4812.
120. Supra note 17.

Vil. IS THE COURT BOUND BY THE SCHEME 121. Supra note 2121atat4794.
122. Id. atat4797.

AS IDENTIFIED BY THE COMMISSIONER 123. Id. atat4797 andand4798. He saidaaidthat this conclusionoonccussonnwaswasparticularlysuupport-
edby,ed inter alia:
- the emphasis placedpaceedon taxtxxconsiderations innn the Information Memoran-- on

A. First instance dum;
- the fact that theEPBCLEPBCLinterestrate was less than the domestic interestrate;- was

As will bebeapparentfrom thetheeaboveabovediscussionofofthetheemeaning
-.-,

the security risk involvednvvooveedinnndealing offshore; andand
ppareent - the high transactioncosts.-

ofofschme that whether aa court is boundboundbyby thethee scheme asas 124. Id.
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C. Evaluation VIU. MEANING OF TAX BENEFIT

The practical import of this issue will be self-evident. If the A. First instance
court is bound by theCommissioner'soriginal formulationof
the schemeand that formulationfails to meet the definitionof

As Lockhart J concluded that the Commissioner's formula-
a scheme, the court will be unable to come to the Commis-
sioner's rescue with a new scheme to which Part IVA might

tion of the scheme did not satisfy the definition of scheme

apply. contained in Section 177A, his judgment contains little dis-
cussion of the meaning of a tax benefit. While he noted that

The Full Court's finding in Spotless No. 2125 that the Com- in ascertaining whether the requisite tax benefit existed it
missioner may rely on alternative formulations of the was necessary to determine what the expected outcome
scheme126 accords with the High Court's decision in FCT v. would be if the scheme adopted had not in fact been entered
Peabody.127 Here the High Court stated that Part IVA was into or carried out,143 he did not apply this test to the facts
triggered by the factual existence of a scheme that provides before him.
the taxpayer with a tax benefit, rather than the Commission-
er's opinion as to the existenceofsuch a scheme.128As a con-

sequence, the High Court believed that a court might legiti- B. Full Court of the Federal Court
mately replace the Commissioner's formulation of the
scheme with its own scheme. CooperJ stated that Section 177C(1)(a) required identifying
It is submitted that the preferable approach is that taken by reasonableexpectations,rather than mere possibilities,as

Lockhartand Hill JJ. Hill J asserted that it was impermissible to what would in fact have occurred but for the identified

for O'LoughlinJ, at first instance, in that case to identify an
scheme.144 He also suggested that what would have been

alternative scheme to which Part IV might apply because derived but for the scheme must be assessable income, rather
145

when an objection decision is referred by a taxpayer to this than exempt income or a capital gain.
Court, the court was confined to the scheme as identifiedby While Cooper J agreed with counsel for the Commissioner
the Commissioner.129The function of identifying the scheme that it is self-evident that the taxpayers would not have left
had been committed by the legislature to the Commissioner the AUD '40m idle ..., whether there was a reasonable
and [t]heCourt cannot stand in the shoes of the Commis-' expectation and not just a possibility that the AUD 40m
sioner and usurp that function'.130 would have been used to produce assessable income in an

This approach recognizes that unlike Section 260, Part IVA amount of not less than the income earned in the Cook

does not operate automatically, but rather is based upon the
Commissioner determining under Section 177F(1) that the 125. Id.

relevant taxpayer has obtained a tax benefit from the 126. Id. at 4794 and 4805.

scheme.131 Since part of this determination is the Commis-
127. Supra note 17.
128. Id. at 4670. The crucial fact, the Court held, was whether a tax benefit

sioner's identificationof the subject scheme132it is submitted which the Commissionerhas purported to cancel is in fact a tax benefit obtained
that it would beerroneous for the courts to usurp this func- in connectionwith a Pt IVA schemeand so susceptibleto cancellationat the dis-

tion.133 Moreover, such an usurpation would contravene the cretion of the Commissioner: id. (emphasisadded).
129. Supra note 8 at 4116.

doctrine of separation of powers134 as it would involve the 130. Id.
court exercising an administrativefunction.135 Such an inter- 131. Cf. LockhartJ in SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20 at4412;BeaumontJ in Spot-
pretation would also be contrary to the principle of statutory less No. 2 id. at 4792.

132. See further J Cassidy, Observations on the Application of Part IVA:interpretation that taxation legislation must be strictly con- Peabodyv. FCT (1993) 21 ABLR 424; J Cassidy FC ofT v. Peabody and Part
strued in favour of the taxpayer.136 IVA (1995) 5(1) RevU 197.

133. See furtherHill J in Peabodyv. FCTsupranote 8 at 4114 and 4116.
If the Commissionerwishes to rely on a new formulationof 134. Under this doctrine courts must only exercise judicial powers: R v. Kirby;
the scheme, it is submitted that this should occur through an Exparte Boilermakers'Society ofAustralia (1956) 94 CLR 254.

amended assessment, specifying that new scheme,137 so that 135. See J Cassidy,FC ofT v. Peabody and Part IVA supra note 132. While
it could be argued that the above process merely involves the Commissionerre-the taxpayer is not caught by surprise. While it has been sug- exercising his administrativefunction with a little help from the court, it is sub-

gested that this problem could be cured by amending the mitted that in actuality the court is reformulatingthe scheme.

pleadings138or through an adjournment,139it is submitted that 136. 'Cape Brandy Syndicate v. IRC [1921] 1 KB 64 at 71; Hepples v. FCT

these do not provide sufficientprotectionof taxpayers' rights (1991) 91 ATC 4808 at 4818.
137. [S]ubject to the limits contained in Sec. 170 of the Act: per Hill J in

and may operate unfairly on taxpayers.140 Peabody v. FCTsupra note 8 at 4116.
138. FCTv. Peabodysupra note 17 at 4670.

In practice, the ability to rely on new formulations of the 139. Osborne v. FCTsupra note 19.
scheme will probably have little impact as any new scheme 140. Particularlygiven that, generally, the financial resources that the taxpayer
will often, as in Spotless,141 fail to satisfy the further prereq- has to commit to fighting the Commissioner'sassessmentwill be limitedwhen

uisites of Part IVA.142 compared to the ATO's resources.

141. SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20; SpotlessNo. 2 supra note21.
142. See furtherJ Cassidy,FC ofT v. Peabody and Part IVA supra note 132.
143. Supra note 20 at 4413, citing FCTv. Jacksonsupra note 113 and Peabody
v. FCT supra note 8.
144. Id. at'4806 and 4807.
145. Id. at.4807.
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Islands as interest146dependedon how the term amount in echoing the antecedent transaction test. At the other end of

Section 177C(1)(a) was interpreted. He rejected counsel for the scale, counsel for the Commissioner submitted that no

the taxpayers' suggestion that this required that it be estab- correspondencewas requiredbeyond the two incomes160hav-

lished that the same type of income (interest) would have ing the same quantification in dollar terms.161 Cooper J's

been derived by the taxpayer from the same source interpretationof amount falls somewhere in between these

(EPBCL).147While in some cases, such as wherea pre-exist- two extreme views and largely accords with Section 260's

ing income stream is diverted, the amount as a particular antecedent situation test. He did not require that both

amount of income remains the same and comes from the incomes stem from the same transactions with the same par-

same source, Cooper J believedan amount of income may
ties.162 Incomemay be more generally identifiedas long as

be identified more generally as the income produced from a it was produced from the same particular source or activi-

particularsource or activity, in this case interestfrom capital ty,163in this case interest from the same type f invest-

investment.148While Beaumont J suggested that the taxpay- ment.164

ers' case involved a new income stream, he agreed with

Cooper J that Section 177C(1)(a) was not confined to diver- From this discussionit appears that whilePart IVA is not con-

sions of existing income and could apply to new income fined to the diversion of a pre-existing income stream,165 the

streams.149 absence of an antecedentsituation is nevertheless relevant to

Section 177C(1)(a). Both Cooper and Beaumont JJ stressed

Cooper J found this more flexible test was satisfied in this that for Section 177C(1)(a) to be satisfied it must be estab-
case because he believed that, but for the Cook Islands pro- lished as a matter of reasonable probability, rather than as a

posal, the subject funds would have been invested in Aus- mere possibility, that the income would have been derived,
tralia to earn assessable interest within Section 177C(l)(a).150 but for the scheme.166This accords with the findings ofHill J
This conclusionwas supportedbythe prior investmentof the and the High Court in the Peabody cases.167 In the absence of

subject funds on the overnightmoney market.151 As the inter- an antecedentsituation it is submittedthat it will often be dif-
est rate under the Cook Islands investment was some 4 per ficult to establish as a matter of probability what course of
cent less than the rates available in Australia, Cooper J action the taxpayermight have taken and hence what income
believed it was reasonable to expect that, but for the scheme, the taxpayer might have derived. This will be particularlyso

the taxpayers would have derived an amountnot less,than the if the taxpayer had a choice or if there are reasons why the
interest it receivedunder the Cook Islands lending agreement taxpayer would not derive income in the manner suggested
in the form of assessable interest.152 Similarly Beaumont J by the Commissioner.168 Moreover, as Cooper J required a

concluded that given the taxpayer companies' intention to correspondencebetween the type of income derived and the
invest the AUD 40m, it might reasonably be expected that type of income that would have been earned but for the
interest of at least that actually earned would have been scheme, it is submitted that in the absence of an antecedent
earned in Australiaand would have been included in [the tax- situation, the nature of the income that the taxpayer would

payers'] taxable income.153

In accordancewith counsel for the Commissioner'ssubmis- 146. Id.
147. Id. at4808.

sion, both Cooper and Beaumont JJ believed that any pos- 148. Id.
sible investmentwith other off-shorecompanies to obtain the 149. Id. at 4798.

benefit of Section 23(q) should be ignored.154There was no 150. Id. at 4808.

reason to suppose that [the taxpayers] would, in fact, have 151. Id.
152. Id.

embarked upon any of these [offshore] proposals.155More- 153. Id. at 4797.

over, by reason of the tax benefits that could attach to these 154. Id. at 4808 and 4797 respectively. Cooper J believed that he could also

off-shore investments,Part IVA might be equally applicable ignore the possibility of investing in Hong Kong given the taxpayers' security
concerns: id.

to these alternativesources of investment.156 155. Id. at 4797 per BeaumontJ.

As noted above, BeaumontJ rejected counsel for the taxpay-
156. Id.
157. Id. at 4798.

ers' submission that Section 177C(1)(a) would not apply to 158. Id.

new sources of income.157 While he agreed that the taxpay- 159. See id. at 4806.

ers' case involved a new income stream, he believed Section 160. I.e. that derived and that which would have been derived but for the
scheme.

177C(1)(a)was not confined to diversionsofexisting income 161. Seesupra note 20 at 4806.
and could apply to new income streams.158 162. He acknowledged,however, that in cases where there has been a diversion

of a pre-existingsource of incomethese prerequisiteswould be met: id. at 4808.
163. Id.

C. Evaluation
164. Id. at 4808 and 4809.
165. Id. at 4808.
166. SpotlessNo. 2 id. at 4797 and 4807.

The discussion of the meaning of amount in Section 167. Peabody v. FCT supra note 8 at 4111; FCT v. Peabody supra note 17 at

4671.
177C(1)(a) is reminiscent of the debate that surrounded the 168. In Osborne v. FCTsupranote 19, for example, the taxpayer'sevidencewas

antecedenttransaction/situationtests. At one end of the scale, that without the protectio that the corporate trustees' limited liability afforded

counsel for the taxpayers asserted that the Commissioner he wouldnot conducta valuationbusiness.Hence this provideda basis forunder-

mining the Commissioner'ssuggestion that, but for the corporate trustees, it was
must establish that the very same income would have been reasonablyprobable that the taxpayer would have conducted the valuationbusi-
derived from the.same source, but for the scheme;159 thereby ness as a sole proprietor.
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have derivedbut for the schemecould not be determinedwith is confined to income which is assessable under Section
the requisitedegree of probability. 25(1), it is submitted that his conclusion is erroneous.While,

as noted above, the definitionof tax benefit in Section 177C
This view also appears necessary given Cooper J's require- is exhaustive and it has been suggested175 that it consequent-
ment that the quantificationof the income that would have

ly does not extend to rebates or credits, it is submitted that
been derived but for the scheme correspondwith the income this definition does not exclude capital gains. Under Section
actually earned. In the absence of an antecedent situation, in 160Z0 ITAA capital gains are included in a taxpayer'sthis case a prior investment, it is submitted that it would be assessable income. Consequently they would appear to be a
impossible to provide the exactness which Cooper J pre- form of income that may be derived for Section 177C(1)(a)scribes. When dealing with speculation, rather than actuali-

comment stem
ties, such an exact science could not be achieved in the purposes. Alternatively,CooperJ's may from

his suggestion that Section 177C(1)(a) requires the income
absence of an antecedent situation. Thus it is submitted that. that would have been derived but for the scheme to be the
this requirementmay at times provide a considerablehurdle

same type of income as that actually derived.176 He may,for the Commissioner. therefore, simply be suggesting that in this case,deriving a

Hw the antecedentsituation test may continue to operate in capital gain would not have been the same type of income as

the context of Part IVA is illustrated in the above mentioned that actually derived, namely interest.

decision in Osborne v. FCT.169 As noted above, the Commis- Counsel for the taxpayer suggested that Section 177C(1)(a)
sioner applied Section 260 to the taxpayer's conduct of a could not be satisfied if the subject transaction would not
valuation business through a corporate trustee, B Pty Ltd. have been entered into but for the tax benefit which the
That valuation business was subsequently taken over by a scheme provided. In essence this submission was based on
second corporate trustee, T Pty Ltd. The Commissioner the notion that once the scheme was annihilated under Part
applied Part IVA to this arrangementas the change in owner- IVA, the very means by which the income, here interest, was

ship of the valuation business occurred during Part IVA's derived was no longer present.177 Hence it could not be said
operative dates. In the Federal Court, Olney J suggested that that the taxpayers would have derived the income but for the
the case did not involve a tax benefit within Section scheme because without the scheme there was nothing left to
177C(1)(a) as there had been no alteration in the incidenceof sustain the derivation of that income178 and the taxpayers
the taxpayer's incomebecause the valuationincomewas pre- would not have entered into the subject transaction. While
viously derived by the corporate trustee, B Pty Ltd, rather this approach appears to give Section 177C(1)(a) a strange
than the taxpayer.170 The absence of an antecedent situation operation, it is hard to see how this application of Section
where the taxpayerderived the valuation income in a person- 177C(1)(a) can be avoided. If the provisionof a tax benefit is
al capacity prevented the conclusion that, but for the second central to the decision to enter into a transaction, but for that
corporate trustee, T Pty Ltd, the taxpayerwould have derived tax benefit it could not be said that it was reasonably proba-the income. ble that the taxpayer would have derived that same type of

Correspondingly, it will be easier to establish a tax benefit income but for the scheme within Section 177C(1)(a).
within Section 177C(1)(a) where an antecedent situation Strangely, the underlying tax considerations could actually
exists. Despite BeaumontJ's conclusion to the contrary, in work in the taxpayer's favour and prevent Section 177C

Spotless such an antecedent situation existed. As Cooper J being satisfied. If this view is correct, Part IVA suffers from a

noted, the taxpayers' funds had been invested in Australia in major limitationwhich would allow the most blatantof cases

the overnightmoneymarketprior to the Cook Islands lending of tax avoidance to avoid, its operation.
agreement.172 Hence there was an antecedent receipt of
incomeof the same type, namely interest from the investment
of the subject funds. IX. DOES PART IVA INCLUDE THE CHOICE
While even in the absence of an antecedentsituation it might PRINCIPLE
be thought reasonably probable that the taxpayer companies
would have derived the same income but fr the scheme as A. First instance
they would not have left the AUD 40m idle,173 it must be
remembered that there must be a correspondencein thetype LockhartJ noted that if the relevantprovisionhad,been Sec-
of income. As suggested above, in the absence of an tion 260, rather than Part IVA, the choice principle would
antecedent derivation of interest income, how the funds have placed a considerableobstacle in front of the Commis-
would be used by the taxpayercompanies would be a matter
of speculation. In this way, it is submitted, Section
177C(1)(a) embodies a modified version of the antecedent 169. Id.

170. Id. at 4331.
situation test. If this view is correct,Part IVA will suffer from 171. Supra note 21 at 4798.
the same shortcoming as its predecessor, rarely, if ever, 172. Id. at 4809.

extending to new sources of income. 173. Id. at 4807.
174. Id.

In regard to the latterpoint, it is interestingto note that Coop- 175. See Hill J in Peabodyv. FCTsupra note 8 at 4117.
176. Supra note 21 at 4808.

er J stated that Section 177C(1)(a) would not extend to cap- 177. See id. at 4806.
ital gains.174If CooperJ is suggestingthat Section 177C(1)(a) 178. See id.
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sioner.179 Lockhart JJ ssuggested that the taxpayerrs may have C..Evaluation
simply taken an advanttage ofofaa ''right of choice' expressly
given by the Act itsself, namely, toto invest money overseasoverseasand 1.1. Would the choice princiiple have been applliccable inin
derive income from overseasoverseas ssourrces, aa right sspecifically Spotlesss
grantedgraanteedbybySection 23(q)..1S80LoocckhartJJstateed, howeeveer, thatthatt Before thethee question whether Part IVA embodies thethee choicechoice
thetheechoicechoiceprinciplerrnccpeedid notnotcontinue too operateopeeraaeeindepeendeent-
ly ofofPartPartIVA's provisions,except to thetheeextent thatthattSections pncipleprnccpe isis cconsidereed, Lockhart J'sJss ssuggeestion thatthattififSec-
y except o exeent tion 260 were appliccaable the choicechoice principle would have
1177C(2) andand (3)(3) maay excludeexclude aa taxax benefit from Section

1177C(11).181 Whether the exclusionary limb of Section 177C provided aa considerable obstacle too applying that sectinseectiion192192

of needs further examination.Uder the broad choice principleembodied the choice principle, and whether it was applicable ititcould be ssaid, in akin to FCT C,rdland,193 thatthatn aamanner to v.
ononthe facts beforebeforethe.C.ourt, was not, however, considered.

the taxpayers entitled to create situationby entry intointowere o creae aa

aa transaction which will attract taxtax consseequencceess194 thatthatt

B. Full Court of the Federal Court
stem from thetheeAct's treatment ofofincome sourced overseas.

It isis submitted thatthattthe arraangeemeentwould not, howeeveer, be
Cooper J'sJss treatment ofof Section 1177D, rather than Section leegitimateed underunder thethee narrow inteerpretation ofof the choicechoice
1177C, suggestedsuggeesteedthat he agreedagreedwith counselcounselfor thetheetaxpay- priinciple. As noted above, ininFCT v. Gulland;Watsonv. FCT;
ers'ers'submissionthat the taxpayerstaxpayerswere merely taking advan- Pincus v. FCT,99 Gibbs CJ andandWilson JJheld thatthattthe choice
tage ofofaa benefit prroviided forfor in Section 23(q) in aamanner principle'wasonlyony applicablewhere the Act prrovides the tax-
akin toto the choice principle. While concluding that, but forfor payer with specific choices between one or more optionsi96one
the Section 23(q) exemption, thethe investment in the Cook such as ininareas ofoftrading stock and taxtaxaccounting. Hence,as areas
IslandsIslands would not have occccurred,182 Cooper JJ nevertheless the narrow choicechoiceprinciple would notnotallow the taxpayers too
heldheeld thatthattthethee dominant purposepurposeunderlyingunderryng thethee scheme waswas sourcesourcethetheeinterestntereesttoverseasoverseasasasSection 233(q)didnotnotexpress-express¬
notnottoo obtain aa taxaax beennefit..18.3 He stressed thatthattSectionSeectton 23(q)23q) lyy extendexteendtoo taxpayerstaxpayersaaright too electeeecttwhether too havehavetheir
enabled thethee taxpayersaaxpayersstoo achieve aahigher netnetreturneeurnononthethee income treated as Australian or eexteernally sourced income.as or sourced
money after the payment ofofali costs, including tax, than thethe Rather, Section 23(q) merely sspecified the conssequencces ifif
taxpayers could have obtained in Australia investing the income was externally sourced. As the narrow interpretation
money onon depossit atat the current Australian interest ratesrateson of the choice principleappearrs totobe the more authoritativeof
offer.184 Such taxaax benefitss, hehe ssaid, could legitimately be the apprroaches,Lockhart J's suggestion that thetwo Jss suggesstton taxpay-
takenaakeen intonto accountaccountwhen maaking thethee commercial decision

ersers ininSpotleesss197 would havehavebeenbeenable too utilize thetheechoicechoice
[whether] too investnveesttininthetheeCook IslandsIslandsininpreefereencce too Aus- principle isisprobaably erroneous.
tralia.188 To this eendd hehe notednoteed thatthatt [w]here thethee taxationaaxatton
ratesaaeessononparticular investmentsarearediffereent, the incidencenccideencceeofof 2. Does Part IVA embody thethechoicechocceeprrinciipleParrt
taxax asas aacostcostbecomes oneoneofofthe important matters for con-con¬

sideration inin coming too anan investment decision.186 He sug- It isis interressting that, beyond Lockhart J'sJss comment that the

gessted thatthatt this was no different from taking advantage ofof choice principle doesdoes not continuecontinuetoto operateoperae outside these

other exemptions provided forfor underunderr the Act, such asas thethe prrovisiongs198 thethe discussion ininSpotlessss19 asas too whetherPart

treatment ofof income from gold mining asas exempt income IVA embodies the choice principle makes nono reference too

under Section 233(o)..187Utilizing this reasoningCoooperJJcon- Sections 1177C(2) and (3). It appearsappears that Beaumont and

cluded thatthattthe dominant purposepurposeunderlying the scheme inn CooperJJJJwere considering the existenceexistencce ofofthe choice prin-
this casecasewas obtaining thetheemaximum return onon the taaxpaay-
ers'ers'funds.118 179. Supra note 2020atat4417.

By contrast, BeaumontJJ rejected counsel forforthe taxpayers'
180. Id.
181. Id. atat4418.

submission.189 He assertedasssserted thatthatt there was nono piace forfor thethe 182. Id at 4811.4811.
choice priinciple in Part IVA for two reasons. Firrsst, he 183. Id. atat4811481 landand 4812.

as of at'believed that as aamattr of form and ssubstance, [Part IVA 184. Id. at 4810.
185. Id. atat4811.

and Section 260] arearequite different and hence there was nono 186. Id.

piaceplaceinn Part IVA for aaprincipleprnccpeedeveloped ininthetheeSection260260 187. Id.

jurispruddeencce..11.9 Seeccond, heherelied onon thethee statement inn Sec- 188. Id. at 4811 and 4812.

tion 177B thatthatt......nothing inn thetheeprovisions ofofthis Act otherttherr
189. Id. at 4798.
190. Id.

than this Part ... shall be taken toto limit the operration ofofthis 191. Id.
Part.191 192. Supra note 2020atat4417.

193. Id.
194. Cridlandv. FCTsupranote 99atat338-339.
195. FCTv. Gullannd; Watson v. FCT; Pincus v. FCTsupra note 30.
196. SeeSeealso Fisher JJinnnTupicoffv. FCTFCTsupra note 33. Note, hHoowever, that
Deane JJdissented innnFCTFCTv. GullannddWatson v. FCT; Pincus v. FCTFCTsupraamote
330, asserting that thetheechoice principlevalidated the subject arranngement.
197. SpotlessNo. 11suprasupranote 220; SpotlessNo. 22supra note 21.

198. Id. at 4418.
199. SpotlessNo. 1I idd; SpotlessNo. 22id.
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ciple outside the terms of Section 177C and possibly outside It is submitted that Cooper J's indirect resurrection of the
Part IVA as a whole. broad choice principle has the potential to render Part IVA a

essence tax con-To this end Beaumont J was at pains to stress that there was paper tiger. In Cooper J has transformed
siderations into commercial considerations that may legiti-no place in Part IVA for a doctrine that had its roots in Sec-

tion 260 jurisprudence.200It is submitted that Beaumont J's mately predominateentry into an arrangementunder Section
177D. His approach allows a taxpayer to plead that he/sheapproach to this issue is flawed. First, it is submitted that the
was merely taking advantageof a tax benefit to lessen outgo-form and substanceof Section 260 and Part IVA are not as

returns. one mustdifferent as Beaumont J suggests.201 Hill J in Peabody v.
ings and hence increase If this is legitimate

FCT202 found that the explanatorymemorandum to Part IVA speculate when Part IVA will ever apply
made it clear that Part IVA was intended to restore the law
[under Section 260] to what it was thought to be after the While the Court in SpotlessNo. 2213 did not refer to Sections

decision of the Privy Council in Newton v. Federal Commis- 177C(2) and (3) as a potential source of the resurrection of

sionerofTaxation.Second, it is submittedthat Section 177B the choice principle, it is submitted that these provisions
does notpreventthe languageused in Part IVA, whether that might support a very limited version of the choice principle.
be Sections 177C(2) or 177D, embodying notions that have Subsection 177C(2) excludes from the notion of tax benefit

their origins in Section 260. Thus Hill J in Peabody v. FCT203 the non-inclusionof income or the allowanceofa deduction

found that Section 177D incorporatedthe Section 260 Pred- that is attributableto the makingof a declaration,election or

ication test. selection, the giving of a notice or the exercise of an option
expresslyprovided for by the Act, provided that the scheme

CooperJ's comments clearly embrace sentiments akin to the was not entered into or carried out to create a.circumstanceor
broad interpretationof the choice principle. As noted above, state of affairs which is necessary to enable the declaration,
he suggests that if the Act treats income differentiallyby, for election,selection,notice or option to be made, given or exer-

example, exempting it under Section 23(q) or some other cised ....
provision of the Act,204 taxpayers can legitimately take that
fact into account when choosing a course of action.205 These The meaning of the exclusionary limb has not been the sub-
sentimentsecho the principleexpressed in Cridlandv. FCT206 ject of much judicial comment. Its language would suggest,that the taxpayer is entitled to create a situationby entry into however, that it embodies the narrow interpretation of the
a transaction which will attract tax consequences for which choice principle in so far as a tax benefit attributableto a de-
the Act makes provision ... claration,election or optionexpresslyprovided for by the Act
The source of CooperJ's suggestion is unclear, but appears to is excluded from the definitionof tax benefit.214Consequent-
lie in Section 177D or a source independent of Part IVA, ly, while Section 177C(2) would not legitimate the use of a

rather than Sections 177C(2) and (3). He states the above vehicle, such as a trust or company, that is merely recognized
principle in the contextof determiningwhether the dominant by the Act,215 it would prima facie exempta tax benefit stem-

purpose underlyingthe schemewas obtaininga tax benefit.207 ming from the adoption of an express choice provided for in

Despite making rather damning findings of fact which sug-
the Act, such as those contained in the trading stock provi-

gest that obtaining the tax benefit provided,by Section 23(q) sions. Unlike the choice principle, however, Section 177C(2)
was the dominant factor underlying the taxpayers' decision includes an additionalcaveat. In contrast to the choice princi-
to invest in the Cook Islands,208 Cooper J somehow con- ple where the taxpayer is protected even if the arrangement
verts this apparently illegitimate objective into a legitimate was entered into for the dominant purpose of obtaining the

commercial concern.209 This conversion allows him to ulti- tax benefit,216Section 177C(2) will not exempt the tax bene-

mately conclude that objectively, the dominant purpose of fit when the scheme was entered into to enable the tax bene-
the investor investing off-shore is [not] to get a tax benefit; fit to be attracted. Thus in Spotless,217 the taxpayers would
the purpose is to obtain the maximum return on the money

not be able to rely on this provision as it appeared that they
invested after the payment of all applicable costs, including purposely sourced,the income in the Cook Islands to enable
tax.210

It may be thought that Cooper J's finding accords with Hill 200. Id. at 4798.
201. Id.J's statement in.Peabodyv. FCT211 that Part IVA would sel- 202. Supra note 8 at 4110.

dom, if ever, ... [apply] where the overall transaction is in 203. Id. See also FCTv. Peabodyv. FCTsupranote 17 at 4672.
every way commercial, although containing some element 204. He also makes reference to Sec. 23(o): supra note 21 at 4811.
which has been selected to reduce the tax payable. Cooper 205. Id.

206. Cridlandv. FCTsupranote 9 at 338-339.J's findings of fact, however, suggest that it was not just 207. See supra note 21 at 4810-4812.
some elementof the transaction that was selected to reduce 208. Id. at 4811.
tax. He stressed that, but for the operation of Section 23(q), 209. See id. at 4810,4811 and 4812.

the investment would not have been made.212 This suggests
210. Id. at 4812.
211. Supra note 8 at 4118.

that tax benefits were more than just secondary or incidental 212. Supra note 21 at 4811.
concerns. The whole arrangement was dominated by the 213. Id.

reduction of tax. Thus it is submitted that Cooper J's senti¬ 214. Cf. Case W58 supra note 8 at 536-7.

ments involve a considerable expansion of the transactions
215. Case W58 id.
216. Cridlandv. FCTsupranote 9 at 338-339.

that fall outsidePart IVA's scope. 217. SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20; SpotlessNo. 2 supra note 21.
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1 - them to take advantage of the tax benefit Section 23(q) While Cooper J found that the tax benefits stemming from
.

extended. Section 23(q) were determinativein so far as the investment
would not have occurred but for these benefits, as noted

Thus it is submitted that Section 177C(2) embodies a very above, he believed such considerations that
limited form of the narrow choice principle and that Cooper

tax were matters

J's broad choice principle must have its source elsewhere. may be taken into account when making commercial deci-
sions.228 Where the activity under consideration is a bona
fide investmentof capital funds the tax payable on the inter-
est earned is, for the purpose of deciding whether or flot to

X. HOW IS THE DOMINANTPURPOSE UNDER undertake any particular investment, a relevant considera-
SECTION 177D(B) DETERMINED tion.229

A. First instance C. Evaluation

Lockhart J asserted that the Commissioner must consider Given that it is now well established that the Commissioner
1 each and every factor detailed in Section 177D(b) before

must have regard to each and of the matters
evaluatingwhetherthe scheme was entered into for. the dom- every one

referred to in Section 177D(b),230BeaumontJ's reference to
inant purpose of obtaining a tax benefit.218Lockhart J reject- only factor is concerning example of failure to
ed, however, the taxpayers' suggestion that the Commission-

one a a sys-
tematicallyensure that each of Part IVA's prerequisites is sat-

er's statementthat factors (v) - (viii) were not applicable isfied. Moreover, it is unfortunate that the Full Court of the
indicated that the Commissioner had not considered these Federal Court did not consider the extent to which the appli-factors.219Rather, LockhartJ suggested that by this comment cation of the factors detailed in Section 177D(b) must be do-
the Commissionerwas merely stating that he gainedno assis- cumented.
tance from considering these factors.220 As Lockhart J had
concludedthat the Commissionerhad too narrowly formulat- To date, the only guidance lies with Lockhart J's suggestion
ed the subject scheme, he did not, however, find it necessary that a reference to certain factors as being not applicable
to determine the taxpayers' dominant purpose in light of the provides a sufficientbasis for inferring that the Commission-

applicationof these factors.221 er had considered, but rejected, those factors.231 The correct-

ness of this statementwas not tested on appeal and it is sub-
mitted that given that the rationale for requiring the Commis-

B. Full Court of the Federal Court sioner to considerall factors is to ensure that a balancedopin:¬
ion is drawn as to the dominant purpose underlying the

On appeal, the Court did not considerthe degree to which the scheme, it would be inappropriateif the Commissionercould
factors detailed in Section 177D(b)must be examined. In this reject certain factors by simply referring to them as not

regard it is interesting to note, however, that in the course of applicable and thereby readily isolate, and concentrate on,
Beaumont J's application of Section 177D(b) he only men- those factors that weigh against the taxpayer.
tions one factor, Section 177D(b)(ii),whichrefers to the form As to the Full Court's findings to the taxpayers' dominant
and substance of the scheme.222 The form and substance of

as

in this it is submitted Beaumont J correctlythe proposal was, he said, to obtain a tax benefit by ensuring purpose case,
concluded that the dominant purpose of entering into the

the source of the interest was located in the Cook Islands in scheme was to obtain a tax benefit. Given the emphasisorder that the taxpayer might rely upon Section 23(q).223 As
placed in the informationmemorandumsent to the taxpayersnoted above, having regard to this factr, he concluded that
on the tax benefits stemmingfrom the investmentagreementsthe dominant purpose underlying the arrangementwas fis-
being concluded in the Cook Islands and CooperJ's damningcally or tax driven in the sense that it was based on exempt- finding that without the tax benefits provided by Section

ing the income from Australian tax.224
23(q) the taxpayers would not have entered into the

In stark contrast to BeaumontJ's approach, CooperJ system- scheme,232 there appears to be strong support for Beaumont

atically considered the factors detailed in Section 177D(b).225 J's finding. While Cooper J concluded that the overall

Cooper J believed that these indicated that, in essence, the

arrangementwas not a sham, but rather a form of investment 218. Id.
that allowed the taxpayers to achieve a higher net return on 219. Id.

the money after the payment of all costs, including tax, than 220. Id.

the taxpayers could have obtained in Australia investing the
221. Id.
222. Supra note 21 at 4797.

money on deposit at the current Australian interest rates on 223. Id.

offer.226 As noted above, following on from the application 224. Id.

of these factors, Cooper J concluded that objectively, the 225. See id. 4810.
226. Id.

dominantpurpose of the investor investing off-shore is [not] 227. Id. at 4812. See also id. at 4811.
to get a tax benefit; the purpose is to obtain the maximum 228. Id. at 4811.

return on the money invested after the payment of all appli- 229. Id.

cable costs, including tax.227 230. Per Hill J in Peabodyv. FCTsupra note 8 at 4113-4114.
231. Supra note 20 at 4417.
232. Supra note 21 at 4811.
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arrangementwas explicableby commercialconcerns, name- ment which has been selected to reduce the tax

ly investing in a manner to ensure the maximum return,233 payable;249
this conclusion does not sit comfortably with his continual - if the Act treats income differently taxpayers can legiti-
stressing that without Section 23(q) the taxpayers would not mately take that. into account when entering into an

have entered into the scheme.234 It is consequentlysubmitted arrangement;250and
thatBeaumontJ was correct in concludingthat these tax con- - the Commissioner must establish all of Part IVA's ele-
siderations were not purely incidental.235 ments before any tax benefitmay be cancelledunderSec-

tion 177F.251

While it is submitted that many of these principles appropri-
XI. CONCLUSION ately ensure thatPart IVA will not inhibit legitimatecommer-

cial transactions, many of the developments found in Spot-
The potentially limitless scope of Part IVA has been whit- less252 threaten to render Part IVA as ineffective as Section
tled down to size by the Australianjudiciary. The combined 260. While Cooper J's judgment appears to echo the
force of the cases236 that have considered Part IVA suggest antecedentsituationtest, more worrying is the resurrectionof
that there are significant limitationsupon the effectivenessof the broad choice principlewhich threatens to renderPart IVA
this legislation: a paper tiger. In effect, his reasoning negates the role of

for an arrangement to be a scheme within Section Section 177D. Even where the primary factor underlying-

177A the circumstancesof the purportedschememust be entry into a scheme is to obtain a tax benefit, Cooper,J sug-
capableof standing on their own without being 'robbed gests that this may simply be viewed as a means of limiting
of all practical meaning';237, outgoings and hence maximizing returns.253 It is submitted
the Commissioner may not isolate out of a course of that this suggests that havingregard to the tax benefits that an-

action one step.and classify that as a scheme for Section arrangementmay provide is a legitimatecommercialconcern

177A purposes;238 and hence does not satisfy Section 177D..If such arrange-
whether the dominantpurpose underlying a scheme is to ments do not fall within Section 177D, there must be doubts-

obtain a tax benefit within Section 177D must be deter- as to whetherSection 177D will ever be satisfied.
mined in relation to the scheme as a whole;239 Thus it that the ghosts of Section 260 have not onlyit is not sufficient that an element of [the] scheme [has] appears

-

come back to haunt the AustralianCommissionerof Tax, but
a tax advantage if the dominant purpose(s) underlying have knocked his white knight off its mount. Given the
the scheme is commercial;240 divergence in the approaches taken by Cooperand Beaumont
the Commissioner is required to supply particulars of

JJ, however, much will depend the outcome of the Com-
-

on
the scheme relied on ...241 as an erroneous identifica-

missioner'spending appeal to the High Court.
tion might lead to the wrongfulexercise of the discre-
tion conferredby Section 177F(1);242
for there to be a tax benefit within Section 177C(1)(a) it 233. Id. at4812.-

must be reasonablyprobable, rather than a mere pos-
234. Id. at 4811.

sibility, that but for the scheme the taxpayerwouldhave
235. Id. at 4798.
236. Peabody v. FCTsupra note 8; FCT v. Peabodysupra note 17; Osborne v.

derived the income;243 FCTsupra note 19; SpotlessNo. 1 supra note 20; SpotlessNo. 2 id.

for there to be a tax benefit within Section 177C(1)(a) it 237. FCT v. Peabody id. at 4670, quoting IRC v. Brebnersupra note 69 at 27;-

must be establishedthat but for the scheme, the taxpayer SpotlessNo. 2 id. at 4803 and 4805.
238. Peabodyv. FCTsupranote 17 at4111; FCTv. Peabody id.; SpotlessNo. 1

would or could reasonably be expected to have derived supra note 20,at 4413.

the same type of income as that actually derived under 239. Peabody v. FCT id.; FCTv. Peabody id.; SpotlessNo. 1 id.

the subject arrangement;244 240. Peabody v. FCT id.; FCTv. Peabody id.
241. FCTv. Peabody id. at 4670.

for there to be a tax benefit within Section 177C(1)(a) it
v. at errorgoes to mere

-

242. FCT Peabody id. 4669. Wherethe the detail of the
must be establishedthat but for the scheme, the taxpayer scheme,however, this would not have such grave consequences: id. at 4669.

would or could reasonablybe expected to have derivedat 243. Peabody v. FCTsupra note 8 at 4112, citing Davies v. Taylor [1974] AC

least the same amountof income as that actually derived 207 at 212 and 219; FCT v. Peabody id. at 4671, citing Dunn v. Shapowloff
[1978] 2 NSWLR.235at 249; SpotlessNo. 2 supranote21' at 4797 and 4807.

under the subject arrangement;245 : 244. SpotlessNo. 2 id. at 4808-4809.

regard must be had to each and every one of the matters 245. SpotlessNo. 2 id.-

referred to in Section 177D(b) and the relevantpurpose
246. Peabodyv. FCTsupranote 8 at 4113; SpotlessNo. 1 supra note20 at4417;

evaluatedby examining those factors for and against the SpotlessNo. 2 id. at 4810.
247. Peabodyv. FCT id. at 4110.

taxpayer;246
248. Supra note 25 at 9...

Part IVA embodies the Predicationtest,247 espousedby 249. Peabody v. FCTsupranote 8 at 4118.-

Lord Denning in Newton v. FCT,248 and as a result Part 250. SpotlessNo. 2 supra note 21 at 4811.

IVA will not apply where the overall transaction is in
251. Osborne v. FCTsupra note 19 at 4331.
252. Supra note 21.

every way commercial, although containing some ele- 253. Supra note 21 at 4812.
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IND A

TAXATION OF SERVICES:

SOME POLICY IMPERATIVESFOR INDIA
Mahesh C. Purohiit

Table 11
Mahesh C. Purohit isis Professorat the National Institute Fiscal ImporttanceofTax on Services
of Publiic Fiinance and Polliicy, New Dellhii..The paper reflects
the perrsonal views of the author and does not reflect the (IINR ihi'n miillllion)
views of any institution.

Tax on Services 11970--711 11980-811 11990,-91 1994--95

A. Sttatte Taxes onon Services
Taxes on PPassssengers and

I.I. INTRODUCTION Goods ((PGT) 678.4 2,7118.0 110,6118..1 116,643..5
Taxes on Motor Vehicles

Sales taxes in India are confined allmostexclussivelyto goods; ((MVT) 11,047.0 4,1149..3 115,662..7 28,7611.2

services ssubject to a few exceptiions contained in the State EntertainmentTax 575.2 2,553.8 4,308..7 5,532..1

Listof the Constitutionare exempt. The exceptiionswhich the Electtricity Duty 671.6 2,282..7 1111,849..1 20,605..5
on

states have the power to tax are: ellectriiciitty, ttransporttattiion,
Tottal Sttatte Taxes
Services 2,972..2 1111,,703..8 42,438..6 711,542..3

entertaiinment and professiional services.. There is no such (8..82) (7..18) (6..38) (5..08)
power under the Union List but under the proviisiions of the

resiiduary enttry of the Constitution the Union Government B. CentrallTaxes.on Services

has pre--emptted the power to tax serviices. As of ttoday, itit ExpenditureTax -
m
- 750 2,1100

levies tax on foreiign travel,l hotel expendiiture,,2 telephoness, Servicce Taax -
m
-

-
- 4;000

sstockbrrokerss,non-life inssurrance, advertiissing, couriering and FForeign Travel Tax - - 1,580 2,600

radio paging.
Total Central Tax - - 2,330 8,700

(0.42) (0..011)

Notwiithssttanding the attemptts of the Uniion as well as the
states to llevy tax on a few select serviices, revenue from the C.. Grand Totall 2,972..2 1111,,703..8 44,768..6 80,242.3

tax on services has been iinsiigniifiicantt. The contribution of (8..82) ((7..118) (6..8) (5..69)

this tax tto the total tax revenue which stood at 8..82 per cent
Note: Figurres within parenttheses indicate cent to the total

in 1970-71 declined to 7.18 per cent iin 1980--81 and to 6.8 per
per

ttax revenue.

cent in 1990--91.By 1994--95 it had fallen to just 5.69 per cent

(see Table 1). Source:: Reserve Bank of India, RBI Bulletin, Bombay,,various issssues,

O In view of the inssiignificant and decllining share of revenue Statistics, Ministtry of Financce, New Delhi.
and Governmentof India (11994), Indian Public Finance

from the tax on sserviicess, this paperprressentts an analyssiis of the

exiisstiing structureof taxes on services and examines their ssyss-
tem of administration. In addiitiion, itit setts out the reforms
needed before the government resortts to further taxation of
servicess. The paper isis structured as follows: Section II pre-
sents the economic rationale of taxing services. This is fol-
lowed by an anallysiis of the structure and coverage of taxes

on serviices in other countries. Section IV examines the evo-

lution of the taxation of services in Indiia. The next section

anallyses the pottentiial base of service taxation in India. Sec-
tion VI purportts to pressent the salient feattures of the admin-
istratiionof the exiissting service tax and pointts out the reforms
that must be carried out priior to iimposing a general tax on

servicess. The final section summariizes the conclusions and 1.1. With effect from 1515October 1971,1971,thethe Central Goveernmeentlevied aataxaax onon

foreign andandinlandnaandtravel underunderthetheeForeign Traavel Taax Act, 1971.1971.
recommendationsof the sstudy. 2. A taxaaxxononhotelshoteesswas leviedeeveedthrouugh thetheeExxpeendituureTax Act 1987. This was

levied onontheheebasisbassssofofamounts charged for aaccccommoddationinincertain classescasssseessofof
hotels and for food and drinks in such hotels. The constitutionalityof this tax has

, been upheldby the SupremeCourt as aatax on expenditureand not on services
asassuch..(FederationofHotels v. Union of India, AIR 1990SC 11637).
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II. RATIONALE OF TAX ON SERVICES III. TAXATION OF SERVICES IN OTHER
COUNTRIES

From the pointofequity there is a good case for bringingser-

vices into the tax net.3 Since most services tend to be luxu-
Most countries levy tax on services. In general, twories, taxing services means taxing luxuries. This is corrobo-

rated from the pattern of consumption expenditure on ser- approaches are adopted, viz. the integrated approach and the
selective approach. Under the former approach, all the ser-vices which indicates a positiverelationshipbetween income
vices taxed those specifically and underand the proportion of expenditure on services. As the are except exempt
the latter approachsome stipulatedservices alone are singledmarginal propensity to spend on services exceeds the aver-
out for taxation.

age, .the expenditure on services as a percentage of total

expenditure increases, the greater one's expenditure. The
data on consumptionexpenditure from the National Sample Among the countries adopting VAT, the integrated approach

is prevalent in those countries that had a turnover tax prior toSurvey (NSS) indicate that the proportion of expenditure in
the introductionof VAT. The exemptions includehealthrural areas increases from 2.93 per cent in the INR 0 to 15 care,
education, social security, philanthropic or cultural institu-

expendituregroup to 14.56 per cent in the expendituregroup tions and public postal services. The selective apprach isof INR 100 and above. The trend is similar in the urban areas
awhere the expenditure on services increases from 5.44 per

prevalent in countries that adopted VAT from manufactur-
er's form ofsales tax. In this form the services singled out for

cent in the INR 15 to 28 expendituregroup to 19.87 per cent
taxation include personal services (e.g. dry cleaning, beautyas one moves to the expendituregroupofINR 100 and above.
shops, hair dressers), restaurant, entertainment, repair, leas-

Non-taxation of services accentuates the distributional ing, telecommunication, transport, publicity and legal ser-

impact of taxation and increases the costs to the taxpayer vices.
including the deadweight loss associated with these taxes.4
This is due to the fact that when an area of consumption is In OECD countries there is much diversity in the treatmentof
untaxed, the tax rates applied to other spendings need to be different services, particularly in the following areas: trans-

higher to raise a given amount of revenue. Also, resource port of passengers, entertainment, hotels and restaurants
allocation is distorted by the exemptionof services because (Table 2). Advertising, telecommunications and the liberal
the exclusionaffects the relativeprices ofgoods vis--vis ser- professions are usually taxed at the standard rate but the lat-
vices. Given the high price elasticityof demand for .the latter, ter are fully exempt in Finland and Norway. In Sweden, ser-

this distortion artificially stimulates and encourages the vices in the cultural area (artists, performers), in education,
demand for services and leads to a skewed allocation of doctors, dentists and other liberal professions (lawyers etc.)
resources. In addition, most services are labour-intensive. have become subject to taxation since 1991. In Belgium ser-

Encouraging their consumption through exemption of tax vices performedby doctors, lawyers and bailiffs are exempt.
could have a disproportionatelylarge effect on the employ- The same holds for the services of doctors, dentists and cer-

ment of labour vis--vis the-use of capital. tain other medical services in the Netherlands and Germany.
Insurancepremiums andbettingand gamblingare exempt inThe inclusion of services in the tax net would yield greater most countries,but nearly always subject to a separate tax. In

revenue and make the existingcommodity tax structuremore
New Zealand gambling and general and fire insuranceincome-elastic.The empirical estimates of income-elasticity

are

both taxableatthe standard rate and in addition certain gam-of services vis--vis goods indicate that the former is gener- bling activities subject specific duties. Services whichally higher than unity while the latter is invariably less than
are to

unity.5 are generally exempt from VAT include banking and finan-

Ocial services, cultural, educational and medical services,
The taxation of services and goods on an equal footing sim- rental payments and postal services. Finally, there are sub-
plifies administration because it is very difficult to distin- stantialvariations in the VAT treatmentofresidentialhousing
guish betweengoods and services. Taxing the entire turnover and the services related to housing.6
saves the administrationfrom having to distinguishbetween
goods and services. For example, repair shops at presentbill
parts (componentstreated as goods) and labour (servicecom- 3. Various scholars as well as GovernmentCommitteeshave in thepastadvo-
ponent) separately to minimize tax. This encourages dealers cated taxing services. See, e.g. Governmentof India (1978), Report of the Indi-

to increase the exempted component of the transaction to
rectTaxationEnquiryCommittee,NewDelhi, at 245-246;Lakadawala,D.T. and
K.V. Nambiar (1972) Commodity Taxation in India, Ahmedabad, Sardar Patel

reduce their tax liability. Institute of Economic and Social Research, at 89-96; and Purohit, Mahesh C.

As in theory there is no economic distinctionbetween goods
(1975), Sales Tax Exemptions in India, 10 Economic and Political Weekly,
(March 8), No. 10, at 445-452.

and services, there is no reason to impose tax on goods but 4. See for an estimationof deadweight loss in the United Kingdom, Kay J;.A.
not on services. The tendency to do so is more a historical and E.H. Davis, The VAT and Services chapter 6 in Gillis, 'Shoup .and Sicat

accident. It is high time that the tax on services is given its (1990), ValueAddedTax in DevelopingCountries,World Bank.

due place. Taxing services would have the advantages of
5. Gandhi, Ved P. (1977), Sales Taxation ofServices in Developing Coun-
tries, DM/77/114, International Monetary Fund, Fiscal Affairs Department,

rationalizing the tax structure and raising resources for the Washington,DC, USA; Due, John F. and John L. Mikesell (1983), Sales Taxa-

government. tion, State andLocalStructureandAdministration,TheJohn Hopkins Universi-
ty Press, London.
6. See OECD (1988), Txing Consumption, Paris, at 83-85; and OECD
(1994) GeneralConsumptionTaxes in OECDMembercountries,Paris.
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The .treatment ofofservicesservices among the non--OECD countries tes that followed the formerBritish ssysstem ofoftaxation, gen-
1 (Table 3) isis quiite similar to that prrevailling in the OECD errallly excludeservices from the ambitof generral sales tax but

countries. However, some of the countries tax services ssepa- llevy sseparrate exciise duties on a few select services and at

rratelly, without ttaxiing them asas parrt of the-VAT ssysstem. The rates often sspeciifiic, varyiing from one service to another.

countries that followed the old ssysstem of French conssump- Such aa treatment isis followed in Ausstrralliia, some proviinces of
tion taxes (viz. aamulti--sttageturnovertax)tax)generrally include aa Canada, many countriesofEngliissh sspeakingAfrica and some

broad rangerangeofofservicesservicesin their taxtaxbasses, which contain only countriescounttressofofthe Far East and South Asia.
a few enumerated exemptions. On the other hand, the coun-

Table 2
Taxation of Services in OECD Countries

Counttry Exemption otherottherrthan standard exemptions'c Taxation of standard exemptionss

Austria Telecoms Culture (lower ratte). LLetting (lower ratte). Hosspittals (lower rate)
Belgiium Law
Canada Child ccaare, leegal aid, feerry, road andandbriidge tolls, Lotteries and gaamblinng, sales andand leaasinng of commercial land

standardtaandaarrdmuunicipal services andanndbuildings
Denmark PassengerPassengerttraannssport, ssportts, buurials, sale ofof Radio andand television broaadccaastinng, theatretheeaattreeandandcinema

neewly constructedconstructedbuildinngs andandtravel aagennts.
1 Finland Water andandall services otherotherthanthan restaurantessaauraanntservices andand -

telecommunicationandandservices thatthatareareconnectedconnnneected
with goods

France Nne (legal services have been taxed since 119911) Sale of buiilding sites and new buildings. Rentingofof
fitted premisses

Gerrmany Telecoms
Greece Culture (lower rate)rate)
Iceland Sportts, passssenger ttranssport, autthors, compossers, burials
Ireland Traannssport, broaadccaastinng, ssuupply ofofwater bybypuublic LLonng-teerm lettinng ofofcommercial immovable propertypropeeryy

authorities SSuupply ofofcommercial landaanndandand buildings(2) (staanndaard
Italy Muunicipal passenger ttraannssport, burials rate), buildinng eennteerprisses, lettinng immovable property(3)

(staanndaard rate)atte)
LLettinng (staanndaard rate)atee)

JJapan Social services
Mexico The Salesae ofofnational and internationalcurrencycurrencyand gold; Postal serviceg and insurancescs). LLetting of immovable

ttranssport, managerial, agriculttural ororfisshing activities property(6)
developed by individual ttaxpayers(4)

Netherlands Telecoms, burials, cremations, public broadcassting, sports
Norrway Sports, passssenger ttranssport, law, burials, ttelevision,

accomodation innn hhotels, certain services rendered byby
innteermeediaaries,services renderedenndeeredbybyconsultants andand
advisors

PPorttuugal Agricculttuure
SSpain Some cultural goods, e.g. nneewsspaapeers, books andandsome cultural

services provideed consumers paypayforforthem
Sweden Television
Switzerland Reusable conttainers, certain postal sservices, sttamps, Short-term parrking for cars, certaincertan banks sservices, prostthesis

social services provision of agency workers under certain denture
condition, certaincertan second--hand goods

Notes

1.1. Standard EExxeemptionnss arearethethefollowinng: postal sseervicces; medical ccaare; dental ccaare; cchhaaritaable.work; eedduuccation; non--commerciaiactivities ofof
nnonn--profit maakinng orgaanizzationns; cultural sseervicces; insurancennssuuraanncceeandannd reinnssuuraanncce; lettinng ofofimmovable property; financial sseerviccees; lotteries and gaam-
blinng; ssuupply ofoflandaanndandandbuildinngss
2.2. Lower ratesratesforforhouseshousesbothbothtoto reside.
3.3. Lower ratesratesforforresidential housing.
4. Individual taxpayers devoteddevotedtoto maanagerial, aagricculttural ororfisshing activities havehaveincome ofofupuptoto7777 minimum.wagesand assetsassetsofofnotnotmore

than 15 minimum wages inn the earlier yeaar, the VAT exemption isssapplied.
5. Life and ffaarrming risk insurancesnssuranccessand reinsurancearearethe onlyony type ofof insurancesnssuraanccessexempt..
6. Only thethe letting of housing isssexxempt.

Source: OECD (11994), General Conssumption Taxes inn OECD Member Countries, Paris.
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Table 3
VAT Treatmentof SelectedServices in Non-OECDCountries

Country/Services Laundry Beauty Hotels Amusement Telecommu- Repair Advertising
Shops Restaurants Entertainment nication Maintenanceof Admn.

Movable goods
Hungary 2 2/S X/2 E L S
Iceland

'

S' S S S S S
Norway S S E* S S S
Indonesia E E* S E S E/S
Israel S S S S S S
Japan S S S S S S
Korea S S E/S E* S S
New Zealand S S S S S S
Philippines S S S S S S
Taiwan S S S E S S
Argentin.a S S S S S E 1
Bolivia S A S S S S
Brazil (States) TS* TS* TS* E* TS TS
Chile S S . S S S S
Colombia E S E/S* L S E
Equador S S S E S E
Peru S E* E* E ' S S
Uruguay S L S E S S,
Costa Rica S S S S S E
Dominican Republic E S E S E E
Grenada S S S S S S
Guatemala S S S S S S
Haiti S S S S S S
Honduras S S S S E S
Mexico S S E/S/H S* S S.

Nicaragua H H S/H E S H
Peru S S S S S S
Panama E E E E E E
Algeria TS TS TS E E TS
Cote d' Ivoire' TS TS TS E E E
Guinea TS TS TS E E E
Mdagascar S S S S S S
Mauritius E E* E E E E
Morocco S L E/S* L S S,

Niger S S L L S S
Senegal TS TS TS TS E E
Tunisia S L S S S S

Notes: S = Normally liable to standard rate of VAT. E = Normally exempt from VAT.
'L = Normally liable to lower rate of VAT. TS= Services taxed separately.

H = Normally liable to higher rate of VAT. *
=
_ Normally liable to excise or separate tax on services.

Z = Not normally liable to VAT.

Source: Purohit Mahesh C. (1993), Principlesand Practicesof Value Added Tax: Lessons for Developing Countries, Delhi, p.54.
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Table 44
Retail Sales Tax ononServices in the USAUSA

State Service Category
19701970 19821982 Notes:

Alabama 55 55 Service categorires shown innnthe Table areareasasfollow:
Arizona 44 44 I 1- general taxation ofofservices-

California 55 33 22- broad taxation ofofservices
-

Colorado - 55 55 33- substantial taxation ofofservices
-

Connecticut 55 44 44
- narrownarrowtaxation ofofservices
-

Florida 33 33 55- nonotaxation ofofservices, beyond utilities, hotels
-

Georgia 55 55
andandadmissions

Hawaii
'

1 1 1
Idaho 55 55
IllinoisIllnooss 55 55
Indiana 55 55

owaaowa 22 22
Kansas 33 33
Kentucky 55 55
Louisiana 33 . 33.

Maryland 55 55
Massachusetts 55 55
Michigan 55 55
Minnesota 55 55
Mississippi 33 33
Missouri 55 55
Nebraska 55 55
Nevada 55 55
New Mexico 1 1 1 1
NewNewYork 33 33
North Carolina 44 44
North Dakota 55 55
Ohio 55 33
Oklahoma 55 55

Pennsylvania 33 33
Rhode Islandssannd 55 55
South Carolina 55 44
South Dakota 22 1 1
Tennessee 33 33
Texas 55 55
Utah 33 33
Vermont 55 55

Virginia 55 55
Washington 22 22
Wisconsin 33 33

Wyoming 33 33

Source: Robert A. BohmBhmandandEleanor D. Craig (1985) Recent Sales Tax Trends: Services asasaaPoint ofofDeparturee,NationalTax Associa-

tion -Tax- InstituteofofAmerica, p.5.7.

Select services areareextensivelytaxed under the retail sales taxtax tions innn the coveragecoverageandand the raterateofoftaxation ofofservices

system ofofthe United States. AApluralityofofUSUSstates resort toto almostamosstall countries nownowtax services.

taxationofofservices (Table4). Five states have increasedtheir

ranking overoverthe years. OfOfthese'five, ConnecticutandandSouthSouuth
Carolina have movedmovedfrom categorycategory55 (no taxation ofofser- IV. EVOLUTION OFOFTHETHETAXATION OFOF
vices beyond utilities, hotels andandadmissions) totocategory 44 SERVICES INININDIA
(narrow taxation ofof services); Arkansas andand Ohio have

movedmovedfrom category 55totocategory 33(substantial taxation ofof As innnother developing countries, in India too, the service

services); andandoneoneState (South(SouuthDakota) from broad taxation sectorsectorhas been expanding rapidly inrecentnn recentyears. The share

ofofservices (category 2) toto the generalgeneraltaxation ofofservices ofofservices in grossgross domestic product, has gonegoneupup from

(category 1). The overall trends innnthe taxationofofservices innn 31.81 perpercent in 1950-51 to 37.68 per centcentin 1960-61. It has

different countries indicate that notwithstanding the varia- further increased to 41 per cent in 1980-81 andandto 47.1 per
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cent in 1993-94 (Table 5). However, all services cannot pos- oughly examinedbefore resorting to such a tax.9 The Interim
sibly be taxed. Some of these are in the nature ofmeritgoods. Report of the Tax Reforms Committee (1991), however, re-
There are others such as public administration and defence commended that some of the services be taxed at the rate of
that do not have the characteristicsof a sale ofservice. The 10 per cent of the value of the services. The services recom-
wholesaleand retail trade margins are automaticallyincluded mended to be taxed are: advertising services, services of
in the base of sales tax levied on goods. While welfare con- stockbrokers,motor vehicle insurance, insurance of residen-
siderations demand exemption of community and social ser- tial property, personneleffects and jewellery, and residential
vices, administrative considerations call for exemption of telephone services. A Report of the study team on Reform ofpersonal services. Adjustment is also required in regard to Domestic Trade Taxes in hTdia: Issues and Options (1994),10electricity, gas and water. Traditionally, these services are

suggests that a simple and non-discriminatingway of goingclassified as industrial in the national accounts. However, for about this (of selecting services for state taxation) would be
the purposes of taxation they need to be treated as utilities. to concentrateon services which are integral or incidental to
Accordingly, these services have to be redefined in the the supply of goods, e.g. installation, works contract, and
national potential base. With all such adjustments an-approx- delivery.imate potentialbase of tax on services in India is estimated to
be INR 288,190 million in 1993-94 (Table 6).7
Over the last six years the potential base has almost quadru-
pled. However, it is neither necessary nor administratively
feasible to attempt to tax all services. Some of the services
may not be taxd for reasonsof social welfare or social poli- 7. Someestimates suggestthatfor 1968-69 the yield from a low ratof2.5 per

cent tax on services, would have been in the order of INR 200 million
cy. For example, medical, educational and religious services {Lakadawala, D.T. and K.V. Nambiar (1972), Commodity Taxation in India,
may not be taxed on account of their importance in social Sardar Patel Institute of Economic and Social Research, Ahmedabad, at'95 }.
welfare. In addition, administrative expediency makes the Anotherestimate for the State of Gujaratsuggests that a tax on services (at 7 per
taxation ofsomepetty services unfeasible in rural and even in cent) would have resulted in INR 10 million for the year 1980. {See, NCAER

(1970), IncidenceofTaxation in Gujarat,New Delhi, at 20. }.urban areas. In view of administrative and other considera- 8. Governmentof India (1954), Reportof the TaxationEnquiryCommission:
tions the Taxation Enquiry Commission, 1953-54 did not re- 1953-54, New Delhi.

commend a tax on services.8 The Indirect Taxation Enquiry 9. Governmentof India (1978),Reportofthe IndirectTaxationEnquiryCom-
atCommittee, 1978 also suggested that the revenue potential as

mittee, Pt II, New Delhi, 246.
10. IPFP (1994), Reform of Domestic Trade Taxes in India: Issues and

well as practical problems of such taxation should be thor- Options, New Delhi, at 76.

Table 5
Share of Services in Gross DomesticProduct

(percentage)
SI, No. Sectors 1950-51 . 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 1993-94

1 Constructions 2.81 4.20 4.92 5.00 5.74 5.6
2 Trade, hotels & restaurants 6.55 7.90 8.83 12.04 12.44 13
2.1 Trade 6.19 7.47 8.30 11.32 11.70 12.2
2.2 Hotels & restaurants 0.36 0.43 0.53 0.72 0.74 0.8
3 Transport, storage & communication 3.50 4.22 4.36 4.68 7.17 8.1
3.1 Railways 1.69 1.97 1.50 0.92 1.36 1.4.

3.2- Transport by other means 1.34 . 1.76 2.19 3.01 4.72 5.3
3.3 Storage 0:07 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.1
3.4 Communication 0.40 0.43 0.60 0,65 1.00 1.3
4 Financing, insurance, real estate &

business services 9.97 11.92 10.03 8.87 8.26 8.5
4.1 Banking & Insurance 0.79 1.07 1.65 2.83 4.20 5.2
4.2 Real estate, ownershipof dwellings &

business services 9.18 10.85 8.37 6.04 4.06 3.3
5 Community, social & personal services 8.89 9.44 9.69 10.50 11.59 11.9
5.1 Public administration & defence 2.96 3.70 4.37 4.74 5.70 5.7
5.2 Other services 6.03 5.74 5.32 5.76 5.90 6.2

Total Services 31.81 37.68 37.83 41.09 45.19 47.1

Source: CSO, NationalAccountsStatistics (various issues), Governmentof India, New Delhi.
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Table 6 400 per day and above could be broughtunder the purviewof
Share of PotentiallyTaxable Services in Gross Domestic taxation and a small service charge on their room rent be

Product levied.

Services Income Originating in Income Originating in
Services Sector Services Sector C. Transport services
(INR in million) (INR in million)

(1987-88) (1993-94)
The transportsector is presentlybeing taxed by the state gov-

Hotel and Restaurant 21,680 55,840 ernments via the motor vehicle tax and the passengers &

Railways 43,560 182,860 goods tax. Any other tax on motorvehicles would complicate
Transport and other the structureof taxes on vehicles. If necessary, the state gov-
services 124,680 375,420

'

ernments could always increase the rates of both taxes. How-
Storage 3,170 5,270 ever, a close analysis of the structure of these taxes reveals
Communication 27,970 92,690
Banking and Insurance 111,430 364,910

that most of the state governments levying passengers and

Real Estate, Ownership goods tax are collectingrevenue throughcompoundedlevies.

of dwellings 136,130 233,330 There is no proper assessmentof the base of these taxes. As
and business services the number of vehicles has increased from 306 thousand in
Electricity, Gas and 1950-51 to 1.86 million in 1970-71, and to 21.31 million by
Water Supply 62,680 288,190 1990-91 this base has a greater potential for raising

resources. However, leaving aside the need to have a separate
Source: CSO (1995), NationalAccountsStatistics, Dept. of Statis- analysis of the structure of the motor vehicle and passengerstics, Ministry of Planning, Governmentof India, New Delhi.

and goods tax, it is still pertinent to note that the services pro-
vided by the transport companies could be distinguished
from the services provided by the vehicles owned by others.

V. POTENTIAL BASE OF SERVICE TAXATION A tax on services, provided by the transporters i.e. the trans-

IN INDIA port companies,could therefore be levied.

As the transportcompanies are large in size and providepub-Although the Union Government through the Finance Act
lic services,' all of them maintain their documents meticu-

1994 levied a tax on the services of stockbrokers, non-life
insurancecompanies, and telephonecompanies, and through lously and a small levy on the services of these transport

the Finance Act 1996 levied tax on advertising, couriering companies would not affect their business. Over the years,

and radio paging, it is suggested that the following services
there has been a rapid increase in the number of transport

could also be broughtwithin the tax net thus raising resources companies as well as a substantial increase in their combined
turnover. As these companies have come to occupy an im-

for the states' tax systems.
portant place in the movementof goods all over the country,
imposing a small tax on this service would yield a consider-

A. Computermaintenanceand consultancyservices able amount of revenue.

Computerservices have developed in India over the last few
D. Motor vehicle repair and servicingyears. Almost all offices, private enterprises and other insti-

tutions of repute need maintenanceand consultancy services

relating to computers. As this has been a new and growing The repairing and servicingof motorvehicles is an important
service, a small tax on it would not affect either the compa- base on which a service tax could be levied. Such a tax exists

nies nor the consumers.Administratively,there shouldnot be in most countries. India has numerous small garages on the

any difficulty because all these companies maintain their road side and, therefore, it would not be possible to collect

complete accounts and are very .small in number (Table 7). this levy from all types of garages. However, over the years,
The available data indicate that only 60 companies have there has been a tremendous increase in the number of vehi-

turnoverof over INR 0.25 million. cles as well as a corresponding increase in the number of
show-rooms and repair shops. All the big show rooms pro-
vide for the servicing and repair of vehicles. To begin with,

B. Private nursing homes . all the shops carrying out the repair and servicing of motor

vehicles and having a turnoverof INR 0.2 million and above

Medical services providedby private nursing homes seem to could be brought into the tax net. A small service tax on all

be a potential tax base for the taxation of services. Notwith-. these repair shops would not create any problem for adminis-

standing the fact that medical services fall under the category tration of this tax, as all these shops have proper accounting
of social and welfare services, the phenomenon of pricing systems. As,the number of vehicles have increased consider-

these services in private nursing homes suggests that these ably, this tax would be a lucrative source of revenue for the

institutionscharge a rate which could be paid by affluentpeo- State.

ple only. Private nursing homes whose total receipts exceed
INR 0.2 million per annum and/or charge room rent of INR
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E. Rentals from leasing vices generate. The price at which the services are sold is not

simply a charge for services. The indirect calculationused in

Sales and leasing are two aspects of the same coin. Non-taxa- the invoice method whereby tax is computed on the price of

tion of leasing creates loopholes in the taxation ofsales since the service and tax on inputs is subtracted, cannot be a mea-

taxpayers may camouflage their sales as leasing. Film pro-
sure ofvalue to financialservices. Instead, value added has to

ducers,- for example, avoid sales tax by resorting to leasing be calculated directly, by adding wages, salaries, and profits.
instead of sale as shown in the case of A.P. Meiyappan v. This method was introduced in Israel from 1976 through

.

CTOu where a film producer avoided tax by entering into an 1979. However, since 1979, the tax on the financial sector

agreementwith a distributorwhereby the distributorhad the has been designated as a separate and distinct tax in Israel. In

right to distributethe films for49 years. Leasing ofplant and this context, it is important to note that the Committee on

-- machinerycould also be used to avoid significantamountsof Value Added Tax, 1989, of the American Bar Association

tax. Administratively} it would be expedient to tax leasing could not reach a consensus on how to calculate tax on these

companies having a large turnover since the number of such services or provide credits for business purchasers of these

companies is small. services.16

Most countries do not tax these services because it may drive 1

financing underground. Another reason for the non-taxa-
F. Works contract tion of these services is that although in theory, the services

may be measured by the spread between the revenue from
Since in the case of a works contract, the sale of goods and lending and the cost ofborrowing in practice it is often found
services is part of the same transaction, it is easy to tax them impossible to determine the margin. Consequently, most of
together. In the supply of food and drinks in hotels and the countries exempt core financial services (Table 8)
restarants,as per the legal interpretation,the term service is including dealings in money, shares, bonds, lending money,
included in sub-clause (f) of clause (29-A) of Article 366.. advancing credit, and operating bank accounts. Some coun-

Accordingly, a tax on sale or purchase is authorized to be tries (e.g. Finland and Norway) also exempt secondary
levied on the service element. However, in the case of a financial services.
works contract, the service element is excluded; no tax is
authorized to be levied on the service componentofthe con- Table 7
tract. This makes the levy of tax on such transactionsambigu- ComputerService CompaniesClassifiedby TurnoverGroup
ous and difficult to administer. The numerous cases pending (Year 1991)
before the various High Courts and Supreme Court challeng- (INR million)
ing the levy of tax on works contracts are a resultof the ambi-

guity created by excluding the service element from the levy Turnover Group Number of Companies Total turnover

of tax. This is the consequence of the decision by the

Supreme Court in the State ofMadras v. Gannon Dunkerly
5- 15 37 33.3

15- 20 46 145.2
and Co. (Madras)Limited12 which stated that the labour por- 50- 100 22 145.7
tion is not taxable. Also, in Builders Association ofIndia v. 100- 250 41 672.9.

Union ofIndia13, while adjudging the constitutionalvalidity 250- 500 24 835.9
of sub-clause (b) of clause (29-A) of Article 366, the 500- 1000 17 1,183.4
Supreme Court held that by the Forty Sixth Amendmentof 1000- 2500 20 3,400.9
the Constitution the powers to levy tax enjoyed by the States 2500- 5000 6 2,033.9

prior to Gannon Dunkerly's Case14 is restored. It would, 5000-10000 5 3,101.8

therefore, be useful to levy tax on the service component of
Over 10000 6 8,565.6
Total 224 20,118.6the works contract.15

Source: Data Quest, July 1991.

G. Other serviCes

In due course, it might be possible to tax other services such
as dry cleaning, dying and related services, beauty shops, 11. 20 STC 115, Madras.
video parlours and other professionals such as doctors, 12. [1958] 9 STC, 353.

lawyers and chartered accountants. However, at this juncture 13. [1989] 73 STC, 370, (SC).
none of the states' administrative machinery is developed 14. [1958] 9 STC, 353 (SC).

enough to be able to successfully levy tax on these services. 15. The judgementofWest Bengal TaxationTribunal in Studio Kamalalayav.

CommercialTaxOfficerwhich held that the photographydidnotcause any addi-
In fact, even direct tax from professionals has not been col- tion, accession or accretion to the goods supplied by the contractors and hence
lected by the income tax departmentin any worthwhilequan- was not liable to tax under a works contract is importantfor the administrationof

tity. the tax. (I.e. since, the legal position of other types of contracts wher goods of
substantialvalue are used up in the process, like fumigation,chemical treatment

As regards financial services, it may be noted that these ser- etc. might seem to fall within the scope of this judgement. [1993] 89 STC, 307

vices are generally exempt from value added tax. This is (WBTT).)
16. AmericanBarAssociation,(1989), ValueAddedTax-A ModelStamteand

because of problems in measuring the value added these ser- Commentary:A ReportoftheCommitteeon ValueAddedTax, TaxationSection.
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Table 88
TreatmentofofFinancialServices Under the VAT

Couuntry Core:financiaiservices Secondary financial ExportedExxported Other Indirect

(deealinngs innn moonneey, services (Fin. aadvicce, financial Tax (Rate(Rateinnn

sshhaares, bboonndds, etc. leenndinng debt colleection, services brackets ifif
moonneey,bankbankaaccouunts) kkeeeepinng sseeccuurities) ififkknnown)

Austria eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrdrateatee1 exempt yesyes
BBelgiuum eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaaee yesyes
Canada eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaaee n02no2
Denmark eexxeempt standardstandardraterate zerozerorateaaee nono

Finland eexxeempt exxempt eexxeempt yesyes(11.55%)
France eexxeempt standardstandardrateaae zerozerorateae yesyes
Germany eexxeempt (ororrtaxable forfor standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaae nono

trader ififsosoddesireed)
Greece exemptexempt standard'rate zerozerorateaaee yesyes
Iceland exemptexempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaaee nono

Ireland eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaaee yess34
Italy eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zero rat nono

Japan eexxeempt standardstandardrateaae zerozerorateaae nono

LLuxembourg eexxeempt lower ratesrate5 zerozerorateaae yesyes
Mexico exempt standardstandardraterate eexxeempt nono

NetherlandsNettherraanndss eexxeempt standard rate7 zerozerorateaaee nono

New Zealand exemptexempt standardtaanndaarrdrate8atee8 zerozerorateaaee nono

Norway exemptexempt exemptexempt exemptexempt nono

PPortuugal exempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee zerozerorateaaee yesyes
SSpain exempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaae zerozerorateaaee nono

Sweden exempt standardtaandaarrdrateaaee exempt nono

Switzerland exxempt standardtaanndaarrdrateaaee -9_9 n.a.

TurkeyTurkey eexxeempt standardstandard exxempt yesyes
UKUK eexxeempt standardtaanndaarrd.rater.aaee zerozerorateaaee yesyes

Notes:
1.1. TheThegraantinng, thetheenneegotiatioon, thethemanagementmaannaaggeemeenntofofcredit andandthetheemanagementmanagementofofcredit guaranteesguuaaraanneeessareareexeempteed.
2. HHoowever, provinces maymaylevyeevyyotherotherrindirect taaxes ononfinancial services (e.g. Quueebbeec zero-rates ononfinancial services andandlevies coonnssuumptioon

taxtaxononpaid upupcaapital (0.3355%), insurancenssuraanncceepreemiuums (0.1155%) andandwageswages(11% oror2.5% ddeepeenndinng ononthetheetypeofoffinancial innstitutioon).
3. Inter'estnnerrsstononcertain loansoaannsstoo ccompaanies, which attract aa lowlow rateaaeeofofccorporatioon taax, liable tooostaamp dutydutyyatat12%.
4. A fixed levyevy ofofPoundsPounds36m isssassessedassessedonon banksbankseacheachyeeaar.
5. RecoveryReeccovvery ofofdebts issstaxedtaxedatat 15%. Financial advice andandthethemaannaageemeenntofofsecurities arearetaxedtaxedatatthethereducedreducedrateaaeeofof12%.
6. Interestneeresstonon loansoanssforforcconnssuumption goodds.
7. TheThegraantinng, thetheenneegotiatioon, thethemanagementmanagementofofcredit andandthetheemanagementmaannaaggeemeenntofofcredit guaranteesguuaaraanneeessareareexxeempteed.
8. Debt collection issseexxeempt.
-9. CoreCoreeservices exxeempt, secondaryseecoonndaayyzerozerorate.

Source: OECD (1199994), General Connssumption Taxes inn OECD membercounntries, Paris.

,
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VI. STRUCTURALAND ADMINISTRATIVE the economic system. To avoid these adverse economic
REFORMS: A PRE-REQUISITE effects, it is necessary to provide a full set-off of the tax on

services from the further tax liability. In the absence of a

Although the tax on services has been in existence since the VAT, there would be an escalation in the costs and prices in
1960s when the air travel tax was first levied, the tax so far the economy along with, other economic distortions. It is,
has been levied primarily through sporadic attempts. The therefore, necessary to have related changes in the tax struc-

recent effort to levy tax on three services (viz. stock brokers, ture of the country. In this context the Tax Reforms Commit-
non-life insurance, and .telephones), is the first comprehen- tee (TRC) has also emphaticallystated that a cascade type of
sive attempt to levy tax on services by the Union Govern- service tax shouldbe avoidedat all costs... so that the entire
ment.17 For this purpose the Service Tax Rules, 1994 have systemofindirect taxation..wouldbedevoidofcascadingand
been framed.18 These rules cover the following areas: regis- would cause no distortion in costs or in the allocation of
tration, maintenance of records, submission of returns and resources24.In fact, the TRC was crystalclear in its intentand
assessments. The department has appointed Central Excise prescription when it recommended that once the existing
Officers with specifiedjurisdictionfor the purpose of assess- excise system is convertedinto a VAT, it would be possible to

ment and collectionof this tax. The administrativesystem for introducea fairly comprehensive(VAT) systemof taxation of
the taxation of these services is as follows. services.

Telephone service: The service tax on telephone bills is col- In addition, it is important that prior to the introduction of a

lected through the two companies who provide this service to tax on services organizational and procedural reforms are

all the consumers19-.Both these companiesare registeredwith instituted.The agenda for reforms should include the follow-
the CommissionerofCentral Excise, Delhi. For the purpose ing :

of registration an application is submitted in Form ST-1 Exemption limit: At present the administrative coverage of
(under Section 69 of the Act). The Central Excise Officer, taxpayers under both the excise and sales taxes is extensive.
after satisfying himself that everything is in order, issues a However, under the existing system only a small proportion
RegistrationCertificate (Form ST-2) within seven days of the of dealers actuallypay tax. Ifunder the service-tax,each tax-
receiptof such application.The tax is collectedevery month, payer had to contribute to the treasury this would involve a
but a quarterly return (Form ST-3) is required to be submitted tremendous increase in the work load of the department.
giving detailed informationon gross turnoverand the amount Hence, the exemption limit has to be redefined. In fact, it is
of tax collected. neitherpracticablenor useful to include all the small taxpay-
Non-lfe insurance:The tax on non-life insurance is collected ers in the tax net. In the Indian context, given the low level of

through the Chairman (or Chairman-cum-managingdirector) maintenance of records, the department would entail very
of the insurancecompany.20 high costs of collection. It is, therefore, suggested that we

adopt an exemption limit of INR 0.5 million for registrationStockbroker: All stockbrokers are required to be registered of dealers paying service tax. Indeed in other countries simi-
with the respective Commissionersof Central Excise in dif- lar exemption thresholds exist.25
ferent cities.21 The registration numbers issued by the Com-
missioner of Central Excise are independentof the existing Tax Identiication Number (TIN): An important step is to

Permanent Account Number (PAN) numbers of the income establisha master file for each taxpayerbased on a unique tax

tax department. Payment of tax, as specified in Rule 6, is identificationnumber (TIN)-- a code to differentiateone tax-

made in the notified branches of the authorized banks
through Form TR-6.22 Each assessee has to choose, one 17. The Union Budget of 1996 has in addition levied tax on three other ser-

branch in which all the payments ar required to be made. vices. These are advertising, radio paging and couriering. However, no detailed
proceduresare yet available.

While the powers of assessment are given to the Assistant 18. For details see Governmentof India (1994), Service Tax, Customs & Cen-

Commissioner (under chapter V of the Finance Act), the tral Excise, New Delhi.
19. The excise department has in consultation with the telephone departmentassessing authority or any other officer is prohibited under decided that regional offices would also become assessees. If approved by the

the Service Tax Circular23 to undertake any visit orcarry out Central Board of Excise and Customs, this would create a large number of

any spot inspection.A special search ofpremises can only be assesses.

attempted with the approval of the Commissioner. However
20. The tax is paid by the two assessees (viz. General Insurance Company and
the New India InsuranceCompany Ltd.) in Bombay; one assessee (viz. National

in practice such searches are unlikely since no extra staff Insurance Company) in Calcutta; one assessee (viz. Oriental Insurance Compa- .

have been allocated to the new tax. ny) in Delhi, and one assessee (viz. United India InsuranceCompany) in Madras.
The branches are not registered to pay the tax.

The needed reforms: In view of the skeletal administrative 21. The stockbrokers of Haryana also apply for registration to the Commis-

machinerygoverning.thenew service tax levied by the Union sionaireof Central Excise, Delhi.
22. Form TR-6 means a memorandum referred to in rule 92 of the TreasuryGovernment, it is important that prior to any further exten- Rules of the Central Government.

sion of this tax to other services the requisite administrative 23. Service Tax Circular No 1/1/1994 dated 29 June 1994 (File No 137/1/94-
as well as structural reforms are attempted. CX.4), Departmentof Revenue,Ministryof Finance.

24. Governmentof India (1991), InterimReportofthe TaxReformsCommittee,
The main reform needed relates to the introduction of value Ministry ofFinance,New Delhi, at 123.

added tax (VAT) as a prerequisite to levying tax on services. 25. In France, for example, the exemption limit is low for dealers dealing in

It is important that the new tax does not fall on inputs so
goods and high for dealers in services. See Purohit, Mahesh C. Principles and
Practices of Value Added: Lessonsfor Developing Countries, Gayatri Publica-

increasingtheir cost and creatingcascadingand distortions in tions, Delhi-110052.
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payer from the other.26 The existing registrationprocedure- ing, couriering and radio paging have already been taxed by
which is involvedand cumbersome-also needs to be simpli- it. The fiscal role of the taxes on services has so far been neg-
fied. Furthermoreit would be useful to strengthen the verifi- ligible. In fact the share has declined over the years. These
cation machineryused to check the credentialsof the taxpay- taxes in all yield approximately6 per cent of the total taxes in
ers [to enable the department to identify the fictitious 1994-95.

(hawala) or bogus taxpayers].
The rationale of equity suggests that the taxes on services

Processing of returns: Simplifying the tax return and mini- which primarily fall on luxuries make the structure progres-
mizing the documents required would reduce taxpayer's sive. From the point of allocative efficiency, service tax

compliance costs. It would also facilitate the processing of would help lower the tax rate on the existing base it would
returns. Whereas the additional information increases the also reduce the other costs including deadweight loss. Fur-
compliancecosts, a minimum amount of information is nec- thermore the general introductionof such a tax would have a

essary for the requisite management information system positive effect on relative prices and resourceallocation. The
(MIS). It is essential that a suitable computationaltechnolo- income elasticity of the tax system is estimated to be higher
gy is adopted to administerthe tax. in tax systems which tax services. From the administrative

Assessment of dealers: At present, all dealers are assessed. angle, it helps increase administrativeexpediency.
This is treated as a routine affair. No in-depth audit is Almost all countries levy tax on services either through the
attempted to unearth tax evasion. Most tax revenue accord-

integrated or the selective approach. Although the treatment
ingly comes from admitted tax. With a view to increasing in coverage shows diversity, the trend is towards increasing
complianceit is useful to select a small proportionof the total the scope of taxes on services. In recent years, following the
numberof dealers. This could be done in accordancewith the recommendations of the TRC, the Union Government has
criteria of their size supplementedby information available

already levied a service tax on some services. However, it is
from the cross-checkingofinvoices. In fact, a selectivecheck

important that the services related to the transportsector, pri-
of invoices is meaningful to ascertainevasion of tax.

vate nursing homes, computer maintenance, consultancy,
Training and recruitment: An importantcharacteristicof the automobile repairs, rentals from leasing, advertising and

existing administrative system is the lack of an intensive works contracts could be taxed by the state governments. It

training programme. The officers are trained to administer, should be noted that most countries do not levy any tax on

audit, and verify the documentsrelated to a single-pointtaxa- financial services and those who do, impose a separate tax

tion. The levy of a service tax implies a sea change in the sys- (i.e. financial services are not subjected to VAT). Since the
tem ofadministrationwhen introduced in the contextof VAT. Finance Act 1991 India has had an interest tax which now

All the officerscurrently responsible for auditing the service yields over INR 8000 million. In addition, service tax on

tax would have to be trained afresh. insurance has already been levied. Hence, it is not desirable

Deterrentpenalties: Whereas it is essential to have a simple
to have any additional tax on financial services.

structure and a helpful administrationto enable the taxpayer With a view to implementinga tax on services, it is recom-

to pay its dues, it is equally importantthat deterrentpenalties mended that (i) service tax must be levied only after VAT has
are imposedonthe erring dealers. At present the penalties are been introduced; (ii) the exemption limit and overall cover-

negligible. Furthermore, in most cases these are left to the age of the tax has to be raised to INR 0.5 million for the pur-
discretionof the assessing authority. In fact it is advisable to pose; (iii) a 'tax identificationnumber (TIN) must be given to
have greater transparency in the system ofpenalties. all the dealers. This number must also be cross referenced to

the income tax reference; (iv) registration procedures and

necessaryverificationprior to registrationwith due involve-

Vil. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONSAND
ment of the trade associations are important; (v) a simplified
tax return and the involvementof the banks in making pay-

POLICY IMPERATIVES ment is useful forproper administration; (vi) a requisite MIS
must be introduced;and (vii) a.selectiveauditingof accounts,

The general system of commodity taxes in India is at present requisite training of staff and deterrent penalties for the
confined mainly to goods; services are excluded from the defaulters are importantfor a scientific tax administration.
purview of taxation. Althoughsome services are taxed under
the specific provisions of the Constitution (such as taxes on Services have both a national and a regional basis. Owing to

passengers and goods carried by road and inland waterways, the diverse tax bases, it is necessary that the service tax is

taxes on luxuries including amusements and taxes on betting introduced both in the Union and the State Lists. Services

and gambling), neither of the Lists under the Constitution like insurance, stocks and shares and residential telephones
expressly enumerates taxation of services. However, by and advertising should fall under the Union List. Other ser-

virtue of Entry 97 of the Union List, the Union Government vices such as hotel services, works contracts, leasing, com-

has pre-empted all the powers necessary to levy tax on this puter consultancy,car repairs, dry cleaning,beauty shops and

source.

In recent years the Union has exercised this power and some 26. The TIN serves three useful purposes. First, it facilitates the use of com-

services, viz. foreign and inland travel, accommodation in puters in detectionofslow and non-filers.Secondly, it helps cross-verificationof
invoices. And thirdly, it helps provide a comparison of tax statistics with the

hotels, stock brokers, telephone, general insurance, advertis- National AccountsStatistics.
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video parlours should fall under the State list. The requisite Kay, J.A. and Davis E.H., (1990), The VAT and Services in
constitutionalamendmentsand administrativechanges are of Value AddedTax in DevelopingCountries,World Bank.

paramount importance to tap this virgin area.
Kansal, S.M., (1992), Contributionof Other Services, Sec-
tor to Gross Domestic Product in India: An Evaluation, 27
Economic.andPoliticalWeekly, No. 38, pp. 2047-2056.
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IFA NEWS

SOMESOMEHIGHLIGHTS FROMFROMTHETHESECRETARYSECRETARY IIalso wish totocommemoratehere ananextremely active mem-mem¬

GENERAL'SGENERAL'S1995/96 ANNUALANNUALREPORTREPORT ber ofofourourUSAUSABranch, whose untimely death meansmeansaagreat
loss. IIamamreferring totoMr Frank Walsh, past Presidentofofthe

J. FRANSFRANSSPIERDIJK USAUSABranch andandthe initiator ofofmany events, including the

very successfulregionalConferenceinnnHawai innn1991. On 2626
February 1996 wewelost oneoneofofthe founding members of-our

INTRODUCTION Branch innnPeru, Dr Enrique Vidal Henderson, who many ofof
ususwill rememberwith respect.

From the beginning ofof 1995 onwards David Tillinghast
assumed the responsibilityof leading the PermanentScientif-
ic Committee, after Augusto Fantozzi left usus toto become CANNESCANNESCONGRESSCONGRESS
Finance MinisterofofItaly.

The fourth Congress innnFrance, the previous ones being in
In the meantimeeanntmeeit has become clear that Prof. Fantozzi, who ones

Paris innn1953, 1963 andand1980, provedprovedtotobe an unequalled
is nownowthe Minister for InternationalTrade innnhis country, is an

This due tothe devoted and untiring efforts of
likely to continueonntnueeto play an active role innnItalian politics.

success. was to and of
to to an

During the 19951995Cannes Congress DavidTillinghastwas for-
the President ofofourour49th Congress, Mr Georges Dominjon.

mallyaalyyappointedppoonneedChairmanofofthe PermanentScientific Com- Together with Mrs Franoise Dominjon, who putputher ownown

mittee (PSC)(PSC)andnndthere is no doubt thatunderhis leadership
indelible stamp ononthe Congress, andandthe members ofofthe

no

the Committeewill continueonntnueeto perform its essential function Organizing Committee, Messrs Robert Baconnier, Manuel
to

within IFAIFAwith great dedicationandandenthusiasm.Already the Castro, Guy Delorme, Yves-Alain Grouard andand Pierre

Saumet, he managedanageedtotorun the Congress with charm, enthu-
PSCPSChas developed ideas for aaprestigiousnewnewResearchPro- run

ject which will hopefully be presented in some detail during
siasm andandefficiency. This personal touchoucchgavegavethe Congress

some

the 1996 Geneva Congress.
aavery special atmosphere, sosothat the smallmaallcity ofofCannes
felt like hom totothe manymanyparticipants (1438) andandaccompa-

This year againgaannwewehad the pleasure totocelebrate atatthe Gen- nyingyynggpersonspersons(615) who had the privilege ofofspending aa

eral Secretariat aatwentieth anniversary ofofemploymentwith weekweekononthe beautifulCteCoeed'Azur. The OrganizingCommit-

IFA. This timetmeeThea vanvanDijk was complimentedfor staying teeteewas very ably assisted by Mr F. Erlenbach, Secretary
with IFAIFAsosolong andandurgedrgeedtotocomplete atatleast another 2020 General ofofthe famous annualannualFilm Festival andandhis experi-
year-term with us. Thea has performed many different tasks encedenceddaughterBatrice, asasweil asasby Novatours,Cannes.

atatthe General Secretariat. AmongAmonggother things she payspaysspe- As in Florence innn19931993andandToronto innn1994, an early timetmeean
cial attention totoourourpublicationsandandtotofinancialmatters. She schedulewas observed,which workedvery well, andandenabledwas
was responsible for ourourmembership administration untilnntil the participants to spendpenndsome timetmeeat their leisure andnndtoto some at to
19901990when she joined Nel Slingerlandtotoshare the more gen- enjoy the beautiful surroundings.
eral responsibilityofofmanaginganaggnggourourSecretariat.

Many ofofyouyouwill remember the Opening Ceremony atatthe
Also in this year IFAIFAlost aanumber ofofits prominent mem- Grand Thtre Lumire, the famous Auditorium where the
bers. On 77October 1995 Prof. Paul Sibille (Belgium) left us, Cannes International Film Festival is held every May. The
after many months ofofillness, atatthe age ofof84. Prof. Sibille fireworks afterwards only enhanced aagrand Ceremony, with
has played aavery important andandextremely active role in ourour wonderfulmusic innnaaconvivial atmosphere. The internation-
Association. alalevening ononthe occasion ofofthe Centenary ofofthe cinemacnemaa

of the highlights of the Congress. The Gala evening
Prof. Jean-Pierre Lagae, Chairman ofofour Belgian Branch,

was oneone of of vennngg
our atatthe Palm Beach, one ofofthe mostmostprestigious venues innn

pays tribute totothis warm andanddynamicpersonality innnthe 1995
Cannes, worthy

one
farewell to wonderful Congress. Iwas a toa I

Yearbook. We were very sadsadtotoreceiveeceeveethe newsnewsofofthe pass- must of
a

make mention of
a
the honour whichmust ofcourse of was

ingnggaway onon3131October 19951995ofofDr Gilberto de Ulha Canto
bestowed PresidentAdonnino: the MayorofCannes made

was

(Brazil), founder ofofour Brazilian Branch back innn1949 andand
onon of

our him an honorary citizen andandawarded him the Medal ofofthis
the driving force behind many ofofourourAssociation'sactivities.

City. I
an

that President is proud indeed
He willwillbe very sorely missed as one ofofthe leading interna- Icancanassure youyou our very proud

very one ofofthis distinction.
tional lawyers ofofBrazil andandauthor ofofmanymanybooks andandart-

icles. His devoted friend Agostinho Toffoli Tavolaro pays IIwouldouuldlike totorecognize with muchmuchgratitude the devoted

tribute totothis distinguished andandcharismatic manmaninnnhis In efforts andandexcellent contributions ofofaliallthose who were

Memoriam innnthe 1995 Yearbook. Both Prof. Sibille andandDr involved innnthe scientific programmme ofofthe Congress. IFAIFA
de Ulha Canto had been elected Honorary Members of.the owes them aagreatgreatdebt ofofgratitude for their valuable input.
Association, innn.recognition ofoftheir valuable contributions The newnewprocedures for the Working Sessions againgaannproved
towards the activities ofofourourAssociation. their effectiveness, although there is always roomroom for
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improvement. Prof. J.R le Gall (France) served as General We are hopful to publish the proceedings of three of the
Reporter, and Prof. DDr H.G. Ruppe (Austria) as Discussion Seminars in the IFA Congress Seminar Series. Some of
Leader for Subject I International income tax problems of these booklets will be available by the time of the 1996
partnerships. 28 National Reports appear in the 1995 Congress. Details on where these booklets may be purchased
Cahiers.The Panel consistedofMrW. Burke (USA),Prof. L. are given in the 1995 IFA Yearbook.
Burns (Australia), Prof. Dr A.H.M. Daniels (Netherlands),
Dr H.J. Lethaus (Germany) and Mr O. Olsson (Finland). Mr
J. Taquet (France) was Secretary. Tax aspects of derivative PERMANENTSCIENTIFIC COMMITTEEfinancial instrumentsappeared as the Main Subject II in the
programme,and was very ably prepared and presentedby Mr

In February the PSC enjoyed the kind hospitalityof the SwissH.D. Rosenbloom (USA), Mr Ch.T. Plambeck (USA) as Branch at their meeting in Geneva. The discussions,ably ledGeneralReporters, and Mrs D. Ring (USA) as assistantGen-
by our newly-appointed Chairman David Tillinghast, wereeral Reporter. lively and constructive. Prof. Dr J.M. Moessner (Germany)

29 NationalReporterscontributedto the Cahiers. Mr R. Brif- attended the meeting for the first time as fully-fledgedmem-

ber. The Committeenoted with regret that Prof. Dr J.M. Riv- 1fett (UK) took on the heavy task of Discussion Leader, and
ier (Switzerland), productive and long standingmembers of the Panel were Mr S. Edge (UK), Mr A. a very mem-

ber of the Committee, had tendered his resignation after theMeirelles de Miranda (Brazil), Mrs Y. Miyazaki (Japan), Mr
Geneva Congress. It will be proposed the Geneva GeneralP. Pouliguen (France) and Dr R. Senn (Switzerland). Mr A. to
Council that Me R Gillioz, well-known as the driving forceBouin (France) acted as Secretary.
behind the organizationof the 1996 Congress, be appointed

In my previous AnnualReport I announced,with much plea- as his successor. It will also be suggested to honour the long
sure, the closer collaboration of our Association with the standing desire of our second-largestBranch, in the Nether-
OECD. This teamwork is demonstrated by an annual joint lands, that they be representedon this Committee.

project, a Congress Seminar which in Cannes was entitled Prof. Dr K. van Raad is their designated candidate. Another
The OECD Model Treaty - 1995 and beyond. Chaired by proposal which will be put to the General, Council is that
Prof. Dr K. Vogel this interesting Seminar proved to have a Prof. J. Malherbe (Belgium) become Vice-Chairman of the
lot of crowd-pullingappeal. IFA Members of the Panel were PSC, to assist Mr Tillinghastwith the huge amount of work
Mr S.H. Goldberg-(USA), Mr A.W. der Kinderen (Nether- that needs to be done.
lands) and Prof. Y. Masui (Japan), while for the OECDMr T.
Fuller (USA), Mr J. Owens (UK), Mr H. Skurnik (Finland), Mr Tillinghastpaid tribute, which I wholeheartedlysupport,
Mr D. Lthi (Switzerland)and Mr E. Romano (Mexico) gave

to the excellent work and the enormous amount of time Prof.

their contributions.Mr B. Elvin acted as Secretary. H.J. Ault (USA) has devoted to the activities of our Research
Subcommittee.for the past five years in his,capacity as Chair-

Dividend access shares (stapled stock) was the title of man. The initiative which was started by the Executive
SeminarB. Mr P. Derouin (France) chaired the Panel consist- Directorof the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation

ing of Mr M. Aidin (UK), Mr P.C. Canellos (USA), Mr H. (IBFD), Prof. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers, of having an IFA
Marseille (Netherlands)and Mr D. Smith (Canada) and Mr P. researcher work at the IBFD to help developtopics for con-

Harris (Australia) as Secretary. siderationby the PSC, has been extremelyhelpful inincreas-
ing the quality, relevance and preparation of the Main Sub-

Prof. F. Vanistendael(Belgium) was found prepared to sit in jects and the Seminars that are discussedand presentedat our

the chair of the VAT in internal markets- Europeanexperi- annual Congresses.Prof. Aulthas indicatedhis wish to retire
-

ence Seminar C. Panellists were Mr M. Aujean (EC), Mrs from this function. We owe him and his collaborators, in par-
D. Blou (Denmark), Mr R.G. Hales (UK), Mr A.C. ticular Mrs J. Wheeler of the IBFD, a great debt of gratitude.
Rodrigues do Amarai (Brazil) and Dr H. Zitzelsberger(Ger- Prof. K. van Raad was appointed as Prof. Ault's successor,
many). Seminar D dealt with Taxing regimes applicable to and he will undoubtedlyvery ably carry on the work.
headquarters. Chairman was Mr B. Gouthire (France), We were very fortunate to be able to engage Prof. Y. Masuiassisted by Mr R. Berner (UK), Mr P. van Haute (Belgium), (Japan), as our 1995 researchassociate.He made an excellentMr.S. Sivalingam (Malaysia), Dr A. Storck (Germany) as contribution to the work of the PSC, particularlyconcentrat-Panellists, and Mr F. Le Stang (France) as Secretary. Dr J. ing on potential subjects for our 199.7 New Delhi Congress.Killius (Germany) chaired Seminar E Taxation of non-res-
ident entertainers.Members of the Panel were Mr S. Carrere Out of six candidates, deriving from Australia, Italy (2), Sri
(France), Mr R. Dukes (Australia), Mr T. Miyatake (Japan), Lanka (2) and the USA, Dr Marco Lombardi (Italy) was

Prof. D.S. Sandler (Canada), and Mr A. Trivoli (Italy). Dr F. selected for the 1996 research associate position. He started
Hey acted as Secretary. SeminarF dealt with Tax reform on workingat the IBFD in May 1996 and I wish him success and
the Southern side of the MediterraneanSea. Prof. C. David inspiration in his efforts.

(France) was the Chairman, and the Panel comprised Mr N. Six young peopleparticipatedin the Posterprogrammeat the
Akesbi (Morocco), Mr M. Bouderbala (Algeria), Mr D. Cannes Congress. This is an excellent way of engagingBouzoraa (Tunisia) and Mr C. d'Andria (Italy), with Mr J.P. promisingpotentialmembers in the activities ofour Associa-
Andrieux (France) as Secretary. tion, and the programmewillbe repeated in Geneva. ,

=.
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- The scientific programme of the Geneva Congress promises this project. More information will be available at the 1996
to be very interesting and stimulating. National Reporters Congress.
from 33 Branches contributed to SubjectI Principles for the
determinationof the income and capital of permanentestab¬ Lastbut certainly not least, I wish to congratulate our PSC

lishments and their applications to banks, insurance compa¬
Chairman on the institution of the David R. TillinghastLec-

nies and other financial institutions, for which Prof. Dr P. tures on InternationalTaxation, in conjunction with the New

Athanas (Switzerland) is General Reporter. 29 National York University School of Law LL M in InternationalTaxa-

Reports were submitted for Subject II Internationalaspects tion Program in May 1'996. IFA is proud of this distinguished
of thin capitalization, with Prof. Dr D.J. Piltz as General. recognition,which is very well deserved.

Reporter. Needless to say IFA is greatly indebted to the Gen-
eral and NationalReporters for their contributions.The Sem-
inars in Geneva will treat:

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
A: Taxation issues in a Federal State and economic group-

ings with concurrenttaxing authorities The Swiss proved again to be excellent hosts for the lively
Chairman: Mr J.S. Hausman (Canada) and interesting28 April 1996 meetingof the ExecutiveCom-

B: The influenceof corporate law and accountingprinciples mittee (EC),/ which took place in Geneva at the Crdit
in determining taxable income Suisse Forum. President Adonnino welcomed Mr G.D.
Chairman: Prof. P. Thorell (Sweden) Andrew (South Africa) and Mr J. Libin (USA) as new mem-

C: International tax aspects of the economic relations with bers, and Mr H. Birk (Canada) as candidate for membership,
Eastern Europe who, as proposed, will completeMr Dart's term until 1998.
Chairman: Prof. Dr A.J. Rdler (Germany)

As regards the further composition of the EC, for the periodD: OECD Model Treaty- 1996 and beyond 1996-1998 it will be submitted to the General Council for
Chairman: Prof. Dr K. Vogel (Germany) approval that Dr M. Desax (Switzerland),Prof. R.L. Deutsch

Moreover, there will be a special Jubilee Symposium on the (Australia), Prof. Dr D. Juch (Netherlands),Mr T. Miyatake
topic of Visions of the tax systems of the XXI Century. (Japan) and Mr J.D.B. Oliver (UK) be re-elected.
Prof. S.O. Lodin (Sweden) will act as Chairman, and we are

privileged to have two distinguishedKeynote speakers in the It was noted that there was a considerable increase in the

persons of Prof. Ch. McLure (USA) and Mr M. King (UK). costs of the 1995 Cahiers due to their volume, circulation,
postage and higher expenses for paper. The General Treasur-

The two Main Subjects for the 1997 New Delhi Congress
er's expectation is that this situation will be maintained for
the 1996 Congress.'Volumes. Whilst it was concluded that

will be:
IFA should not Shy away from these costs, the Cahiers beingI: The taxation of income derived from the supply of tech-
IFA's main scientific achievement, it recommendedthat

nology, with Mr S.R. Lainoff (USA) and Dr R.C. Vaish
was

Central IFA continue to follow very closely the new develop-(India) as General Reporters; and
ments in electronic publications of reducing the

II: The taxation of investment funds, for which topic Dr
as a way

costs and possibly providing a better service to its members.
P.J.M. Bongaarts (Netherlands) and Mrs L.J. Ed (UK) have I happy to report that the General Secretariatis taking the
agreed to be General Reporters. The Main Subjects of the

am

London 1998 Congress will be the Tax treatmentof losses,
necessary steps to go on Internet, and the feasibility of pro-
viding the Cahiers, and possibly other publications, not in

with Prof. A..Michelsen(Denmark) as General Reporter; and book-formonly is being investigated. It without saying
The applicationofdouble tax treaties on which topic Prof. goes

that I shall keep you posted on any progress made in this
D. Williams (UK) will act as General Reporter. regard.
In close consultation with the Israeli Branch initial discus-
sions were held on interestingand suitable topics for the 1999 Apart from Frenchnewspapers,press coverageof the Cannes

Jerusalem Congress. Congress again proved to be disappointing, in spite of the
devoted endeavours by our French friends to gain interest

One ofthe most exciting issues that was discussedduring this from the professionaland internationalpress. It was conclud-
PSC meeting was the proposal to launch a ResearchProject. ed that IFA should continue to use its best efforts in getting
The idea is that IFA will sponsor an independent research more results, although it is realized that a scientific Associa-
effortunder its general supervisionand with the participation tion such as ours will never be in the limelight. The possibil-
of the National Branches. The project will be examining the ity of engagingone of the leading internationalnewspapersin

impact of technological and financial innovation on tradi- IFA's activities by inviting them to distribute a free copy of
tional rules of source-basis taxation. While governmentsand their paper to each Congress participant as a way of getting
the OECD are studying these problems, it is felt that a non- extensive coverage of the Congress, is being looked into. In

governmental, scientific study will be a major contribution. addition, a report of proceedingswill be preparedwhich will
This is an excellent way of drawing on the Scientific Fund be distributedto the (professional)press, also as a way ofgiv-
which has been built-up since 1990 from contributions by ing credit to the extensive work of all the persons actively
CongressOrganizingBranches, and I sincerely hope that the involved in the Congress, and in particular the Discussion
General Council in Geneva will give its official approval to Leaders and Seminar Chairpersons.The intention is to make
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this report availableon the Internetas well, so as to introdce thus professionallyvery rewarding, and attract quite a lot of
to in an amicable atmosphere. To give you some. people IFA and its activities. members

The EC acknowledged with gratitude the contribution of examples, the US/CanadianBranches were meeting in Mon-
treal in June 1996, there is a jointmeetingbetween the ItalianNLG 50,000 by the CanadianBranch to the scientific fund of
and Dutch Branches just before the Geneva Congress,the Association,as a resultof the organizationof the Toronto

at

which time the French and US Branches will also get togeth-Congress, and in recognition of Central IFA's supportive er in Dijon.efforts to the success of the 1994 Congress. Mr Dominjon
announcedthat the FrenchBranch was likely to decide short- In conclusion, let me again refer to the Newsletterwhich we

ly on a contribution to be made to IFA's scientific fund on send quarterly to all NationalBranches,provided there is suf-
similargrounds. In the meantimewe have receivedconfirma- ficientnews to convey. I would like to repeatmy usual appeal
tion that the contribution will amount to FFR 200.000 to let us know what is going on in your Branch, for the bene-
(approximatelyNLG 67.000), which will certainly be wel- fit of other Branches.
comed enthusiasticallyby the EC at its next meeting.

CONTACTWITH INTERNATIONAL
MEMBERSHIPFEES ORGANIZATIONS

After serious consideration, and with the proviso that the I refer to the reports of our Ambassadors as published in the
situationwill be carefully reviewedagain next year, the Gen- IFA Yearbook. We are grateful to them for their significant
eral Treasurerwill propose to maintain the membership fees contribution in maintaining close contact with the fiscal
for 1997 at the level of the previous year, i.e. NLG 105 for activities of these organizations.
individual members of National Branches, NLG 115 for
direct individualmembers,NLG 250 for corporatemembers, Our contacts with CIAT are being carefully maintained. In

both direct and ofNationalBranches. November 1995 I attended their Technical Conference in
Paris. I continue to participate in the meetings of the Tax

I would like to express gratitude to the continuous efforts of Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce in
Mr J.W.B. Westerburgen and his assistants in dealing with Paris. It is important for IFA to be present and active at a

the financial affairs of the Association. I would also like to forum where the interests of the internationalbusiness com-

thank all those Branches who faithfully cooperate in collect- munity are represented, such as the ICC Tax Committee, and
ing the fees from their members. However, there is room for at places where the voices of governmentrepresentativescan

improvement, and I would again appeal to all Branch Offi- be clearly heard, such as CIAT Conferences.
cers to assist in keeping IFA in a financially healthy position
by timely remitting the fees that are due. In December 1995 IFA was representedby Mr Y. de Coulon

of our Swiss Branch at the Geneva meeting of the Ad Hoc
IFA owes thanks to Mr H. Birk (Canada) for his many years Group of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Mat-
of devoted' service as Chairman of the Finance Committee. ters of the UN Ecosoc Council.
BecauseMr Birk will join the EC, he had to step down from
this function.

MITCHELL B. CARROLL PRIZE 1995

NATIONAL BRANCHESAND MEMBERSHIP Out of five entries, the Jury decided to award the 1995 Prize
to Dr Klaus Grossmann (Germany) for his work entitled

We did not have the pleasureof welcomingnew Branches in Dual residence finance companies in international tax law,
our midst at the 1995 Congress.However,we continue to use with special emphasis on Germany USA. The main focus-

our best efforts to promote IFA, because the need is felt to of the thesis is an analysis of the tax law implicationsofdual
engage members residing in certain areas of the world, residencewhen a double taxation agreementexists. Many of
includingAsia, Australasiaand the Pacific, and in the former

you will rememberthat this' topic was dealt with at the Brus-
COMECON Countries, more actively in IFA programmes. sels Congress in 1987.
The Vice Directorof the State AdministrationofTaxation of
the People'sRepublicof Chinahas been invited to participate Five entries have been receivedfor the 1996 Prize.

in our Geneva Congress, with the aim of broadening our

activities in this vast and importantcountry.

Unlike last year, I was unfortunately not in a position to INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL
undertake much promotional travel in the period under con- DOCUMENTATION
sideration. I did manage to pay some of our Branches a visit,
and it is. good to witness at first hand how active some of The relationship with the IBFD continues to be cooperative
them are. The fact that bilateralmeetings are being held at a and productive for both our organizations.Prof. Hamaekers,
regular pace is a fact Central IFA can only applaud and with his many contacts worldwide, is a valuable source of

encourage. These meetings are usually of a high calibre and information at the meetings of our PSC, and as a member of
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O thethe Board ofof Trustees II havehave thethe privilege ofof beingbeing keptkept Congreesss inn Geneva. Under thethee inspired andand enthusiastic

informed atatfirst handhandabout the activities ofofourourSister Orga- cchairmaanship ofof Me Pierre Gillioz, supportedupported byby his col-

nization. leeaaguees, the organizationorganzatton isisgoing ssmoothly, andandaareference
too SwissSwssssclockworkcocckworrkis,certainlyis certaany inn place!paacee! IIwish them everyevery
successsuccessandandhopehopethatthattyouyouwill gracegracethetheeCoongresss innn large

THE 50TH CONGRESS IN GENEVA, 1-61-6
numbers.

SEPTEMBER 1996

After Zurich inin 1951,1951,Basle inn 1199660, andandLausanne inn 19731973
wewe now looklook forward with much aanticipation toto ourour 50th

RESOLUTIONS--
-50TH IFA CONGRESS, GeNEVA, 1996

SUBJECT hI:I: PRINCIPLES FOR THE 3. The OECD guidelinees for thetheeincomenccomeeallocationreessulting
DETERMINATIONOF THE from loans.shouldoaanss. shouldbeberevisedeevsseedputting more eemphasis onon thethee

INCOME AND CAPITAL OF criterionofofeffectiveriskriskbearing.beearrng..
PERMANENTESTABLISHMENTS Allowing for thetheefunctional independenceofofthe branches ofof
AND THEIR APPLICATIONSTO banks and insuranceinsuranceccoompaanies, thethee transferability ofofloansloans
BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES shouldshoouuldbeberecognizedeeccooggnnzzeedfor taxation purposespurposesififvalid commer-

AND OTHER FINANCIAL ciaicial reasonsreasons cancan bebe givengvveen for suchsuch transfer or ifif thethee samesame

INSTITUTIONS transfer would havehave beenbeen effected betweenbetweeeen unrelatedunreeateed third

partiees.
4. The income reessulting from inveesting the insurancenssuraancceepre-

RESOLUTION (FIINAL ORIGINALVERSIION) miums shouldshouldbebeallocated too thetheedifferentbranchesusingussng thethee
direct method ofofallocation only, thusthussgivinggivng due considera-

TheThe50th Coongresss, havinghavvnnggregardregardtooo thethee National Reeports tion tooo thetheebranches' increasednncreeaseedfunctional innddeepeenddeencce. IfIf
andandthetheeGeneral Report ononthetheePrinciples for thetheedetermina- thetheeinvestment is handled bybyaacentralized treeasury centre anan

tion ofofthe incomenccomeeandandccapital ofofpeermaaneent establishments arm's length compensationfor suchsuchserviceserviceisisjustifieed.
andand theirtheerr aappliccations too baanks, insuranceinsurance ccompaaniees andand
otherttherr financial institutions, asas publisheed .inn Vol. 8la81a ofofthethee
Cahiers de DroitFiscal Inteernationnal, taaking notenoeeofofthetheedis- An explanatoryexpanattorynotenoteononthetheResolutionsforforSSubject I I
cussionscussionsduringdurrng thetheeCongresss,hashasadoptedadopteedthetheefollowingRes- by lanaan W. Harrris, discussiondssccusssson leaderleaderrforforthethePanelPanel
olutions.

The PanelPanelmet onon three occasionsoccccassoosspriorrrorrtooo thethee Coonngresss tooo
1. Coonsidderinng thethee increasedincreeaseed functional independencendeeppeendeencceeofof formulate thetheefive Resolutions that presenteed. InInfram-
permaaneent establishmentspertaining to banks andand insurancensuraancce

werewere
to ingingthetheeResolution thetheePanel found three major areasareasofofcon-

ccompaaniees, thethee alloccation ofof incomenccomeeandand ccaapital shouldshouldbebe arising from the NationalReeports:cemcern thee
made onlyony bybythetheeappliccationofofthetheedirectmethod (and(andnotnotbyby
indirect methods) andand consideringconssiderrng thethe regulatoryeguatory require- 1.1. That asas thethee ssubjeect matter was veryvery speecializzeed it was

ments. found thatthattininmany countries entities were often taxed ononaa

formulatorybasis.
Countries, howeever, which have aalonglongtradition inn applyingppyng
thethee indirect methodethoodshouldshoouuldintroduce aa periood ofoftransition 2. BothBotthbbanking andandinsuranceoperate in highly regulated
which is sufficient to allow.bothbotthlegislator andandbbanking andand

operaaee n aa
oo environment which often made no distinction between ano betweeeen a

insurancensuraanccee industry toto changechange thethee methodmetthod withott creeating branch andand ssubsidiary ininthethe aappliccationofofthethe rules.aa
new double taxationprobleems.
2. llowing for the extended functional independence of

3. ThePanel waswasunable too find aacommon theme too link thethe
the of five Reessolutions, thereforeeacheachResolutionstoodtoodon its own.on

peermaaneent establishments ofof banks andand insuranceinsuranceccompa- Howeever, therethereewere two basicbaasscc factors runninguunnng through thetheewere
niees, thetheeccaapital endowmentofofthetheebranch ininaccordanceaccordancewith

Resolutions:
thetheeregulatory reequireemeents hashastooobeberespeecteed bybythetheerele-
vant tax authorities.

a. As thethee bannkinng andand insurancensurancceeindustries areare suubjeect tooo
t

vant axx suchsuchstringeent andandclosecosse regulations which are increas-are

Any excceeeeding amountamountshould beberespected asasaaloanoan graanteed inglyngy beingbeingimposseed, globally this should beberecognized
byby thethee headhead office too thethee branch oror asas additional .e.equity - for taxaax purpossees.-

deepeending ononthetheeheadheadoffice's valid commercial intention. b. From aamaanaageemeentpointpointofofviewviewtherethereeisisoften little dif-

Losssses/Gains on dotation ,ccapital causedcaused byby a deecreeasse/-
ference betweenbetweeeen aa branch andand aa ssubsidiary, thethee choicechoccee

on a

increaseincreaseofofthe foreign exchange rateaatehavehavetoo be recognizedeeccognzzeed
often beingbeingdictated bythethe regulatoryeguatory authority.

inn thethe head office country for tax purpossees.
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Resolution No. 1 insurancecompanies and therefore beyond the scope of Sub-
ject I. The Resolutionwas rejected.

ResolutionNo. 1 was the key to the Panel's findings from the
National Reports in that it was the Panel's view that the tax

profit of a branch should follow that as determined by the SUBJECT II: INTERNATIONALASPECTS OF
regulators. In particular, the Panel considered that the formu- THIN CAPITALIZATION
latory indirect method inappropriate theor was as separate
entity approach is adaptedby the regulators. Much of the dis-
cussion from the floor and proposed amendmentscentred on RESOLUTION (FINAL ORIGINALVERSION)
the use of the arm's length method. The Panel responded that
the use of the arm's length method produces results different The 50th Congress, having regard to the National Reports
from that determinedby the regulatorsand which the Resolu- and the General Report on Internationalaspects of thin capi-
tion sought to overcome.A furtheramendmentfrom the floor talization, as published in Vol. 81b of the Cahiers de Droit
permitting any change to be subject to transition ruls was FiscalInternational,takingnote of the discussionsduring the
accepted by the Panel. Congress,has adopted the followingResolutions.

1. When applying Article 9 of the OECD Model Conven-

Resolution No. 2 tion for the purposes of determiningwhetheran enterprise is
thinlycapitalized, the relevantstandard is whetheran unre-

lated lender would make a loan to the taxpayer on the termsCongress accepted the first part of this Resolution requiring account
tax authorities to accept the regulatory requirementsregard- including the security for the loan and the ability of

proposed, taking of all of the facts and circum-

ing the capital'ofa permanentestablishmentwith any excess
stances,
the borrower to generate funds necessary to meet scheduledbeing treated as a loan. The second sentenceengenderedcon- A comparisonof the level of profit of the borrow-payments.siderable discussion with the main objection relating to the
er or lender with that of independententerprises cannot be afreedom of the head office to determinethe tax consequences factor in determining whether loan is made at arm'saand again the arm's length principlewas suggested.However
length.the wordingofthe sentencewas amended to restrictany abil-

ity to manipulatethe position. The Panel agreed that the final 2. When thin capitalization rules are applied by countries
sentence should reflect profits as well as losses. which are ,parties to double taxation conventionsin a manner

consistent with the applicable convention, the recipient's
country (the shareholder's country of residence) should be

Resolution No. 3 obliged to accept the re-characterizationmade by the source

country (the company's country of residence) when applying
The term effective risk bearing caused difficulty until the the convention.Ifinterest is re-characterizedas a' dividendby
Panel was able to explain that this related to the permanent the source country, the country'ofresidenceof the sharehold-
establishment which the regulatory authorities regard as er should apply its rules for avoiding double taxation ofdivi-
being responsible for the loan. This was contrasted to the dends.
legal position where the ultimate responsibility lies with the 3. The taxpayershould have the right to that its debt-head office. prove

equity ratio is appropriateeven if it exceeds a specified fixed
ratio.

Resolution No. 4 4. If the application of thin capitalization rules results in
double taxation, the countries concerned should be obliged,

Congress consideredthat the Resolutionas it stood contained upon requestof the taxpayer, to attemptto eliminate the same

too many flaws and that as it covered areas beyond the scope whether or not the taxation is in accordance with the provi-
of Subject I, it should be subject to further in-depth study. sions of the relevantdouble taxation convention.
The Resolutionwas rejected.

I 5. Taxpayers should have the right to request a binding rul-

ing from the tax authorities as to whether or not a plannedResolution No. 5 financial transaction triggers the application of thin capital-
ization rules.

In adopting this Reslution it was recognized that it encom-

. passed cases where there was either integrated or decentral-
ized managementor where a separate entity was used. An explanatorynote on the Resolutionsfor Subject Il

by Bruno Gangemi, discussion leader for the Panel

Resolution No. 6 The draft Resolutions for Subject II and the related Explana-
tory Statementswere draftedby the GeneralReporterand the

This was introduced from the floor and the Panel considered DiscussionLeader and presented to the Congress for discus-
that if it was adopted it would have effect beyond banks and sion. The Explanatory Statements sought to highlight the
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relatioonship ofof thethee thin ccapitalizzatioon rulesrueess with Article 9, totonon- ororlow-tax countries was subsumed within thetheescopescope
with particcular reference too whether thethee thin ccapitalizzatioon ofof thethe Substitute Resolution. A further amendment was

issueissueisssappropriatelyaddressedbybyArticle 9(1)9(1)ofofthetheeOECD adoptedadopteed that underlined thethee ooppositioon too thethee useuse ofofprofit
Model Convvention, andand thethee interaction ofof this conclusion methods.
with Article 24. The Exxplannatory Statements also addressed

Originnal Resolution No. 44 was addopteed without channge asas
thetheepraacticcal aspeects ofofthethee implemeentatioonofofthetheethin ccaapi- ResolutionNo. 2. TheThediscussionclarified thatthattthetheeResolution
talization rules, asaswell asas thetheepracticcal difficulties derivingderrvvnng was notnottoo bebetaken as a deesscriptionofofthetheecurrentcurrentlegaleeggaalposi-was as a
from countries' useuse ofof different ratios andand discrepancies tion underundermost treeaties, butbutwas intendednteendeedtoo serve as a clearceearrserve as a
derivingderrvvnng from countries' definition ofofccapital andanddebt. The

statementsaaeemeenntthhat, inn cases ofofreclassificationsofofinterestntereesttas divi-cases as
philosoophy behind the draft Resolutions presenteed tooo the dends which are consistentwith thetheeappliccableccoonventioon, it
CongressCoonngresssreflected the concernsconcernsthatthattthe difficulties innnapply- is desirable thatthaatthe residenceessidenceecoouuntry proovide full relief.
ingnnggArticle 99to thetheeissue of.thin capitalizzationcouldcoouuldresult innn
thethee proliferatioon ofofcasescases ofofdouble taxation. Accccordinngly, InIn the,discussion ofoforiginal Resolution No. 5, itwas suug-

originalorrgnaalResolution No. 11 wouldwouldhavehavestatedtateed thatthattArticle 99 gestedgeesteedthat thetheeOECD takeaakeeupupthethee issuesssuueeofofharmoonizing thethe

waswasnotnotaapraacticcal yardstick for thin ccapitalizzatioonccases; o- definition ofof thethee elementseeemeentssofofdebt andand eequity usedused innn

ginalgnaalResolutionNo. 22wouldwoouuldhavehaveproohibiteed thetheeappliccatioon fixed ratios. OriginnalResolutionNo. 5, hhoowevver, waswasoobjeect-
ofofthin ccapitalizzatioonrules to countries boundboundbybytreaties con- ededtoooononthe groouunds thatthattaaharmonizedsafe haven,haven,which

tainingaannnngganti-discriminationrules; andandoriginalrrggnaalResolutionNo. nnormallywouldwouuldbebeallowed to bebeusedusedat the electionofofaatax-

33wouldwoouuldhavehaverestricted the appliccation ofofthin ccapitalizzation payer, wouldwoouuldbebeextremelydifficult toooachieve innnpractice andand

rulesuuesstotocasescasesinvolvingnnvvoovvnng taxaax havenhavencountries,ororfraudulent taxaax wouldwoouuldhavehaveaatendencyeendeenccy too reducereducethetheescopescopeofofthetheesafe havenhaven

planningpaannnnnnggschemes. toto thethee lowest commoncommon denominator. On this bbasis, thethee

CongressCoongresssvoted totodeletedeeeteethetheeResolution.
TheThediscussion reflected aaconsensusconsensusthatthattwhile Article 9(1)9(1)
waswasaadifficultyardsticck toooapplypppyytooothin ccapitalizzatioon isssuues, Originnal Resolution No. 66 waswas adoptedadoopteed with aa clarifyinng
it waswasnonetheless bothboothaarelevanteeevvaanttandandappropriate standard. amendmentameendmeenntasasfinal ResolutionNo. 3. Durinng the discussioon,
A numbernumberofofamendments innnfavour andandagainstaggaansttthe oginalorggnnaal it waswassuggested that thetheeburden ofofproofproofbebereversed, that is

draft Resolutions werewere proposedproposed (incluudinng amendments thatthatt the tax authorities shouldshoouuldhavehave tooo proveprove thatthatt the debt

from Mr Ethherinngtoon (UK) andand Mr Andrade (Brazil)). Mr finnaancinng innn quuestioon did notnotcomplycoomppyywith the arm's lengtheenngtth
Diehl (Germaanny) quuestioonneed whetherArticle 9(11),prooviddeedaa principle.This suuggestioonwaswasnotnotviewed asasfeeasible, inn light
legaleeggaalbasis for adddressinng thin ccapitalizzatioon situations. Mr ofofthe legaleeggaalpoositioon inn thetheevastvastmajority ofofcountries.

Lopez (Argentinna) intervenedntervveeneed andand notednoteed thethee significcant The Congress nextnextturnedtrneedtoo originalorgnaalResolutionNo. 77relat-
effects ofofexchangeexchangerate gainsgaanssororlossesossessononfinancinng innninfla- ingnnggtotorelief from double taxation inn thin ccapitalizzationcasescases

tioonnary environments. Mr Herzig (Germanny) proposedropposeed toto innvvolvinng denial ofofinterest deduction. Mr Ward (Canada)(Cannaadaa)
deletedeeeteeoriginalorggnnaalResolutions No. 22(proohibiting applicatioonofof proposedproposedananamendmentamendmentthatthattclarified thatthattthetheeoobligatioon tooo
Article 9(1)9(1)where aanon-discriminationartcle wouldwoouuldapply) atteempt tooo eliminate double taxation shouldshoouuldapplypppyy without
andandNo. 33 (restrictinng appliccatioon ofofthin ccapitalizzatioon rulesuuess regardregard too whether thethee taxation waswas inn accordanceaccordancewith thethee
too casescasesinvolvingnvvovvnng taxtxxhavenhavenororfraudulentplaannninng). provisions ofofthetheeconvention. This amendment waswasadoptedadopteed

A Resolutionwas proposedinropposeed nnapprooximately the form final- andandthetheeResolutioon, asasamendeed, waswasaaddoopteed asasfinal Reso-

lyyyadopted by thee'CongressCoonngresssas Resolution No. 11 as a substi- lution No. 4.
as as a

tute for the first three original Resolutions. This Substitute In the discussion ofoforiginnal Resolution No. 8, Mr Liebman
Resolutiondid notnotaddress speecificcally thethe issueissueofofdiscrimi- (Belgium) notednoteedthatthaatthethee topicopccofofadvanceadvancerulings extendedexteendeed
natioon; onceonceit is acceptedcccceepteedthatthattthethe appliccatioon ofofaathin ccapi- beyondbeyyoondthin ccapitalizzatioon andandhadhadbeenbeenaddressed toto some

talization adjuustment doesdoesnotnotconflict with thetheearm'srmsslengtheenngtth extentexeentinn otherttherrconferences.SomeSomepoossibleproobleemswith thethe
standardtaanndarrdofofArticle 9(11), theen, underunder thethee terms ofofArticle useuseofofthe word binndinng also werewerenoted. Originnal Resolu-

224(4), the non-discriminationprinciplerrnccppeewouldwouuldnotnotapply. The tion No. 88was renumbered as ResolutionNo. 55anndaddoopteedas

issue ofoflimitinng the tlin ccapitalizzatioon rules tooo interest paid innnthe form proposedropposeedwithout chhannge.

.
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knowledge. The exit tax in Austria (Sec. 31(2), No. 2 of
sufficientlyguaranteedby the excellent

(B. 115.061) the IncomeTax Act). The book discusses
reputationof the author and the juridical
characterof the course. The authordoes not

Patzak, Gerold; Rattay, Gnter. comprehensivelythe various aspects of the only comment on corporate tax law sensu
exit tax as levied in Austria. stricto but also tackles issues like evasionProjekt Management.Leitfadenzum tax

Managementvon Projekten,Projektportfolios (B. 115.458) and tax avoidanceand the. legislativeattempts
und projektorientiemenUnternehmen. to reduce tax avoidance. In addition, the author

Ullrich, Andreas. also includes chapters related subjects likeVienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995, Die Rechtsformgestalltunggewinnstarker
on

pp. 592. ATS 670. ISBN: 3 85122 534 1. the taxation regime applicable to shareholders,
Unternehmenunter der Prmisseder partners, directors lenders of funds. Finally,Project management.Practical guide for or

projectmanagers, team members, managers of Personenbezogenheit. the book also treats subjects such as the

projects, project portfolios and enterprises Vienna, Linde Ve.rlag Wien GmbG. 1995. constitution,reorganizationand liquidation of

focussingon projects.
Moderne Betriebswirtschaft,No. 12, pp. 354. Belgiancompanies, the benefitsof transferring
ATS 661. ISBN: 3 85122 539 2. assets or activities to a Belgiancompany,(B. 115.230)
Legal structuringof closely held enterprises intemational aspects of corporate taxation and

Ruppe, Hans Georg. making profit. The book discusses under companies subject to special tax regimes
economic aspects the legal form of enterprises. (investmentcompanies,coordinationcentres).Umsatzsteuergesetz1994. Kommentar.

Vienna, WUV Universittsverlag,Berggasse
It states that the Austrian tax system is not (B. 115.478)
neutral as regards the legal forms available.

5, A-1090 Vienna. 1995, pp. 1421.
The book considers in particular tax aspectsISBN: 3 85114207 1.

as Strijd tegen BTW-fraudein de EuropeseUnie.

The 1994 Value Added Tax Law. regards legal forms for closely held enterprises Handhaving in Belgie en Nederland. Editor

Comprehensivecommentaryto the Austrian making profit, and is accompaniedby a J.A.E. Vervaele.
diskette.

1994 VAT Law. Antwerp,Maklu Uitgevers, Somerstraat13-15,
(B. 115.138) 2018 Antwerpen,Belgium. 1995, 212.(B. 115.155) pp.

BEF 1650. ISBN: 90 6215 489 1.

Schwarzinger,Petra. The book contains the elaboratedcontributions
Der positiveVerkehrswertim Belgium presentedat the internationalcongress on

Umgrndungsrecht.Ein systematischer VAT-fraud in the European Union held in

Beitrag zur Wertfindung. Annuaire fiscal 1996.1. Utrecht - The Netherlandson 17 and 18

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, Diegem, CED Samom. 1996, pp. 900. November 1994.

pp. 202. ISBN: 3 85122 546 5. ISBN: 90 5334 509 4. (B. 115.591)
The positive market value as used in the Useful professional information,such as

restructuring law. The authorexamines the addressesof collectors', inspectors' and Subsidie zakboekje 1996/1. Fiscale, parafiscal
term positivemarket'valueas used in the directors' services, descriptionofentry into een financileincentives voor ondememingen.
RestructuringTax Law. Transferof assets, force of recent laws, summary ofprocedures, Compiledby G: Peeters.

mergers and divisions require a positive amountof withholding taxes and a description Diegem, CedSamsom/Kluwer
marketvalue in order to:be executed tax of the taxation of income, registrationduties Rechtswetenschappen.1996, pp. 408.

neutrally. and VAT. ISBN: 90, 5334 475 6.

(B. 115.485) (B. 115.457) Firstofa bi-annualupdate pocket guide on the
various subsidies in Belgium concerning

Sitz,Franz. FiscolexB.T.W. 1996. Wetboekvan de investment,research,anddevelopment,
Tabbelen zur.Kapitalisierungvon Leibrenten. belasting over de toegevoegdewaarde met employment,venture capital and the
2. Auflage. uitvoeringsbesluiten;Wetboekvan environment.
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, zegelrechtenen Wetboekvan met het zegel (B. 115.520).
pp. 170. ATS 145. ISBN: 3 85122 586 4. gelijkgesteldetaksen. Richtlijnenvan de Raad
Calculationof the value of life insurance.The van de Europese Gemeenschappen.6th
book contains schemes regarding the Edition. Samengestelddoor K. Gheysen en G. Bulgaria
calculationof life insurances. Roelens.
(B. 115.530), Diegem, Ced Samsom/Kluwer Financinggovemmentinthe transition:

Rechtswetenschappen.1996, pp. 632. Bulgaria. '

Steuerleitfadenzur Vermietung.5. Auflage. ISBN: 90 5334 477 2. The political economyof tax policies, tax
Stand 1.5.1996. Bearbeitetvon Gerhard The bookcontains the VAT Code and the bases and tax evasion. EditorsZ. Bogetic and
Kohler. Royal decrees of implementationof the VAT A. Hillman.
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O Aldershot, Avebury, AshgatePublishing Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, Harmonisierungder

Group, Gower House, Croft Road, Aldershot, pp. 288. ATS 810. ISBN: 3 85122 597 X. Krperschaftsteuersystemein den 'EU-Staaten.

HampshireGUI 1 3HR, England'. 1996, Tax treaties in relation to the EC Treaty. The Herausgegebenvon NorbertHerzig.
pp. 253. GBP 39.95. ISBN: 1 85972 329 2. book is the result of a seminarofWien Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1994.
(B. 115.741) University and the Austrian IFA branch and Steuerthemen im Brennpunkt,Band 6, .pp. 120.

deals with the influenceofEC regulations on. DEM 49. ISBN: 3 504 25096 8.
tax treaties and contains the contributionsof Harmonizing'thecorporate tax systems within

Czech Republic the lecturers. the EuropeanUnion. This book outlines'the

(B. 115.583) perspectiveson the harmonizationof corporate
Czech financial servies legislation in 1996. income tax and profit determination

Prague, Trade Links, P.O. Box 131, EG-HandbuchRecht im Binnenmarkt. provisions.
110 01 Prague 1, Czech Republic. 1996, Herausgegebenvon Carl Otto Lenz. 2. (B. 114.215)
pp. 317. Auflage.
English translationsof the followingamended Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1994, Strijd tegen BTW-fraudein de EuropeseUnie.

acts: BankingAct No. 21/1992, the Foreign pp. 1187. DEM 198. ISBN: 3 482 43552 9. Handhaving in Belgie en Nederland. Editor

ExchangeActNo. 219/1995, the Money Second edition of a descriptionof many
J.A.E. Vervaele.

LaunderingAct No. 61/1996, the Securities aspects of EC law with a specific view towards Antwerp,Maklu Uitgevers,Somerstraat13-15,
I Act No. 591/1992, the Bonds Act No. the establishmentof the internal marketby 1 2018 Antwerpen,Belgium. 1995, pp. 212.

530/1990, the Stock ExchangeAct No. January 1993. Topics covered include: the BEF 1650. ISBN: 90 6215 489 1.

214/1992 and the InvestmentCompaniesand EuropeanCouncil and the most importantof The book contains the elaboratedcontributions

InvestmentFunds Act No. 248/1992. Also the other Europeanorganizations, free presentedat the internationalcongress on

included is the Chart of Accounts and movementofgoods, free movementof VAT-fraud in the EuropeanUnion held in

AccountingProcedures for Banks. employees and labour law, social law, tax law, Utrecht - The Netherlandson 17 and 18

(B. 115.509) competition law, traffic and environmental November 1994.

law. (B. 115.591)
Financial risks and opportunities in Central (B. 113.844) Turner, Sharon; O'Shea, John.
Europe. Taxes as tools of EC environmentpolicy: The
Amsterdam,FAA- FinanceAssociation Fischer, Peter; Kck, HeribertFranz.

of the carbon/energy
Amsterdam,Roetersstrat11, Room EO. 12, Europarecht.Einschlisslichdes Rechtes case tax.

1018 WB Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 1995, supranationalerOrganisationen.2. Auflage. Derry, Magee College, Universityof Ulster,
NorthlandRoad, Derry, BT48 7JL, Ireland.

pp. 180. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,
1995.

Reportof a student researchproject conducted pp. 910. ISBN: 3 85122 490 6.
Irish Journal ofTaxation 1995, 50.

by the FAA in 1995. The studies concentrate EC manual. The law within the Internal pp.
Article in Irish Journal ofTaxation (1995)

on the banking and financial sectors in Market. Amongstothers, the following issues
tracking the EC's approach carbon and

Hungary, the Czech Republic and the Slovak are discussed: community law, free movement
to

Republic. ofgoods, freedom ofsettlement, financial energy taxes from its Fifth Action Programme

(B. 115.487) institutes, securities, insurances, social law, on the Environmentin 1992 to proposalsmade

employmentlaw, environmental law, tax law, in 1995 which envisaged a transition from

Jankovska,Martina; Wanke, Alexander. competition law, traffic law and the Treaty of national measures to a harmonisedcommunity

Unternehmenin der TschechischenRepublik. Maastricht. wide tax.

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994, (B. 115.029) (B. 115.492)

pp. 112. ATS 176. ISBN: 3 85122 598 8. VAT across the EuropeanCommunity.
Trading in the Czech Republic.Thebook deals Gulmann, Claus; Hagel-S0rensen,.Karsten. Amsterdam,DeloitteTouche Tohmatsu

EU-ret.
with problems a company has to resolve if it

Copenhagen,Jurist- 0konomforbundets International. 1996, pp. 19.
wants to start business in the Czech Republic og A survey of the impact on businessof the new

especiallyconcerningcivil and fiscal law. Forlag. 1995, pp. 452. ISBN: 87 574 1897 7.
Single MarketVATrules.

The book describes all the basic aspects of the
(B. 115.531) (B. 115.550)EuropeanUnion and includes such topics as:

the institutions, (includinga comprehensive
section on the EuropeanCourt ofJustice) and Finland

European Union the lgal control of the European Union, the

law-makingprocess, the sources of EU-law, Korkeimmanhallinto-oikeudenvuosikirja
Company giving in Europe. Editor Brian the applicationof EU-law, including 1995. B Verotus.
Dabson. implementationand enforcement, the internal Helsinki, Oy Edita Ab. 1996, pp. 332.
London, Directoryof Social Change, market, the free movementsof goods, persons, ISBN: 951 37 1975 8.
Radius Works, Back Lane, LondonNW3 1HL, services and capital and competition law, the Annual of the Supreme AdministrativeCourt
United Kingdom. 1991, pp. 144. principleof non-discriminationand the 1994; Part B Taxation. Compilationof tax-

ISBN: 0 907164 74 9. principlsof solidarityand subsidiarity. appeal cases decided by the Supreme
A survey ofsupport given by companies in (B. 115.701) AdministrativeCourt during 1995. Issues
Europe to charitablecauses and tothe include national and municipal income taxes,
community. It includes backgroundarticles on Handbuchdes EuropischenSteuer- und their assessmentprocedure,'advancepayment
corporate giving, the impactof 1992 and Abgabenrechts.Herausgegebenvon Dieter of tax, social securitypremiums,,inheritance
global trends, overviews on currentpractice in Birk. and gift tax, turnover tax, value added tax and
the MemberStates of the EC, 20 case studies Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1995, stamp tax. Topical and chronological indexes
of major corporategivers in the different pp. 1169. DEM 198. ISBN: 3 482 465916. in Finnish and Swedish are appended.
countries, and informationon the tax reliefs Manual of the European tax and duties law. (B. 115.587)
available on corporategifts. The manual tackles, amongstothers, issues

(B. 115.743) with respect to the EuropeanUnion and the Puronen,Pertti.

EuropeanCommunities, taxes, customsduties, Perint- ja lahjaverotus. 6th edition.

Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenund EU-Recht. the prohibitionofdiscrimination,free LakimiesliitonKustannus. 1996, pp. 572.

Auswirkungenauf die Abkommenspraxis. movementofgoods, EC law and international ISBN: 951 640 896 6.

HerausgebersWolfgangGassner,Michael tax law, taxationof EC company forms. Inheritanceand Gift Taxation. Sixth revised

Lang und Eduard Lechner. (B. 114.639) edition of the monographdescribing in depth
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the Finnish inheritanceand gift tax law as capitalizationapproaches and the various loss Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 96.
fundamentallyrevised with effect from 1 compensationsystems in the three countries. DEM 34.80. ISBN: 3 08 317696 1.
January 1996. The book aims to be practice (B. 115.761) Part-time and temporary employees.New
oriented, giving guidance in solving most regulations as regards part-timeand temporary
commonly occurringproblems. Special Cozian, Maurice. employeeseffective 1 January 1996.
attention is given to the interplay between the Les grands principes de la fiscalitdes (B. 115.154)
inheritance and gift taxation, on the one hand, entreprises. 3rd Edition.
and the income, net-wealth and stamp'taxation, Paris, Editions Litec. 1996, pp. 497. FFR 260. Baranowski,Karl-Heinz.
on the other hand. Appendixes include the full ISBN: 2 7111 2658 7. Besteuerungvon Auslandsbeziehungen.2.
law text, tax return forms, an extensive case Third edition of monographdealing with the Auflage.
list and a topical index. major principlesof taxing business enterprises. Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe. 1996,
(B. 115.511) (B. 115.599) pp. 938. DEM 180. ISBN: 3 482601925.

Taxationofcross-borderrelations. The author
Ryynnen,Olli.. Heering, A.D.G.; Clement, M.J. explains the regulations which apply in case of
Frtcktdividend i'beskattningen. Onroerendgoed in Frankrijk; kopen, bezitten emigrationof a company to anothercountry.
Helsinki,The Swedish School of Economics en ontwikkelen. The book deals with double taxation treaties,
and Business Administration. 1996. Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande. 1996, mutual agreementprocedures,and legal
Ekonomi och samhlle,No. 64, pp. 568. pp. 188. NLG 49. ISBN: 90 5458 265 0. assistanceand procedures, the German
ISBN: 951 555 484 5. Monographdealing with investments in real Aussensteuergesetz,the valuation of
The taxationof constructivedividends. property in France. The'followingaspects are participations in foreign corporations for
Doctoral dissertation.This in-depth study dealt with: acquisitionof real property, legal income and property tax and special
analyses the Finnish taxation treatmentof aspects of construction industry, leasing and regulations in force for cross-bordersituations.
constructivedividends in the current dwelling, tax consequencesof investing in (B. 115.620)
environmentof imputation system and dual French real property.
taxationof income (earned income- income (B. 115.498) Barthel, Klaus; Gnther, Karl-Heinz.
from capital). Forms of tax avoidance, cross- Einkommensteuer.61 praktischeFlle. 12.
border transfers of hidden profit distributions Spengel, Christoph. Auflage.
and thin capitalizationare also discussed. An EuropischeSteuerbelastungsvergleiche Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996.

English summary is appended. Other Deutschland- Frankreich- Grossbritannien. Steuer Seminar, Band 2, pp. 277. DEM43.90.
appendixes include an extensive bibliography Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1995, ISBN: 3 8168 3022 6.
on the relevant topics and a list of relevant pp. 497. DEM 98. ISBN: 3 8021 0687 3. Income tax. The book is designed for students
cases on final assessmentand on advance European tax burden comparison.A and contains 61 practical cases on the income

rulings. comparisonbetween Germany,France and the tax. It includes all relevant issues, i.e. resident

(B. 115.616) United Kingdom.Tax burden comparison and non-resident taxpayers, income categories,
based on electronicdata processing. assessmentyears, tax rates, allowances,etc.

Terra, Ben J.M.; Taipalus,Pivi. (B. 115.160) (B. 115.340)
EY:n arvonlisverotusja oikeuskytnt-
Katsaus EY:n ja Suomen arvonlisverotukseen BesteuerungwirtschaftlicherAktivittenvon

1996. Auslndern in Deutschland.Herausgegeben
Helsinki, KauppakaariOy. 1996, pp. 205. Germany von Lutz Fischer.
ISBN: 951 640 872 9. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1995,
EU VAT law and case law - a survey of the AO/FGO-Handausgabe1996. Allgemeines pp. 162. ISBN: 3 504 61507 9.
VAT system of the EuropeanUnion and that steuerlichesVerfahrens-und Taxation of economic activities of foreigners
of Finland. The authors discuss the provisions Verwaltungsrecht.AO, FGO Nebengesetze, in Germany. Internationalcomparisonof

of the 6th VAT Directive in light of the Verwaltungsanweisungen,Rechtsprechung.5. investmentactivities, real estate investments,
decisions of the European Court of Justice, and Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Joachim Kraemer. permanentestablishmentsof banks and

describehow the provisionsof the directive Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 2388. insurancecompanies, treaty shopping,
DEM 140. ISBN: 3 08 367596 8. assignmentof employees and the explanatoryare reflected in the Finnish VAT law.

(B. 115.753) 1996 Manual on the Fiscal Code and the Tax information issued by the GermanMinistryof
Court Code. The manual contains the texts of Finance on Sec. 8A Corporate Income Tax
the laws and related legal regulations, Law.
jurisprudence,and administrativeguidelines (B. 115.041)

France issued by the tax authorities.
(B. 115.459) Bierhaus,Werner; Mannek,Wilfried.

Bont, Guido de; Essers, Peter; Kemmeren, Anteilsbewertungzum 31.12.1994und zum

Eric; a.o. Arndt, Hans-Wolfgang;Piltz, Detlev Jrgen. 31.12.1995.
Fiscal versus commercialprofit accounting in Grundzge.desBesonderenSteuerrechts. Band Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1996.
the Netherlands,France and Germany. 1: Ertragsteuer-und Unternehmenssteuerrecht. Steuer-TelexBeratungsschriften,pp. 111.
Amsterdam, IBFD PublicationsBV. 1996. Munich, Verlag Franz Vahlen; Verlag C.H. ISBN: 3 88606 189 2.
IBFD InternationalTax Topics, pp. 150. Beck. 1996. Valuationofparticipations in companies and
ISBN: 90 70125 91 9. LehrbcherfrWirtschaftund Recht, pp. 641. partnerships. Commentson and practical
The book analyses and evaluates possible DEM'68. ISBN: 3 8006 1874 5. applicationof the regulations which are in
distortionscaused by differencesbetween Principles of.income tax law and enterprise.tax force.
fiscal and commercialaccounting in the law. The book is primarily addressed to (B. 115.474)
Netherlands,France and Germany. The students who need to acquire a thorough
General Section deals with the various knowledgeof the tax law. Birkenfeld,Wolfram; Daumke, Michael.

consequencesof these differences.The (B. 115.186) Das neue aussergerichtliche
Specific Section makes a comparisonof the Rechtsbehelfsverfahren.2. Auflage.
fiscal and commercial treatmentof various Aushilfslhne.Teilzeit- und.Aushilfskrfte. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. 1996,
entries on the balance sheet in the three Lohnsteuer,Vermgensbildung, pp. 312. DEM 64. ISBN: 3 504 22203 4.
countries. Subjects concerning the total profit Kirchensteuer,Sozialversicherung, Appeals against decisions of the Tax
conceptare dealt with: the different thin Arbeitsrecht. 15. Auflage. Administration.The authors explain which
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decisions ofofthe Tax Administrationmaymaybe shareholders either by way ofofsuccessionuccesssonnoror Division ofofcorporationsaccording totothe newnew

appealedppeaaeedagainst andandwhat cancanbe done ififaa intervivos. ReorganizatitonLaw ofof2828October 1994. The

taxpayerdoes notnotagree withwithananappeal (B. 115.153) book givesgvessananin-depthdescriptitonof the newnew

decision or when the Tax Administrationdoes ReorganizatitonLaw effective 1 1January 1995.

notnotdeal withwiththe complaint. Dankmeyer,Udo; Welter, Monika. (B. 114.884)
(B. 1115.618) Steuer-Leitfadenfr die neuenneuenBundeslnder.

Stand Aprii 1996. 6. Auflage. Falterbaum, H.; Beckmann, H.

Bont, Guido de; Essers, Peter; Kemmeren, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 392. Buchfhrungund Bilanz. 16. Auffage.
.

und
Eric; a.o. DEMDEM35.80. ISBN: 3308 320296 2. Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996.
Fiscal versus commerciaiprofit accountingccounntngginnn Income tax, corporation tax, trade taxtaxandnnd GrneReihe, Band 10, pp. 1170. DEMDEM96.
the Netherlands,France andandGermany. valuaauueadded tax. The book givesgvessan overview ISBN: 3 8168 1106 X.an 3 1106
Amsterdam, IBFDIBFDPublicationsBV. 1996. ofofspecialpeccaalregulationseguuaatonnswhich applypppyytotothe newnew Standard book for the practitionerandandfor
IBFDIBFDIntemationalTax Topics, pp. 150. Lnderof the former GDR, especiallyspeccaalyyofof students'onaccounting,commerciaiand tax

on and tax
ISBN: 909070125 91 9. incentives, tax-free amounts, taxtaxrates andand balancesheet andandprofit determinationfor taxtax
The book analysesnaaysessandandevaluatesvaauaaesspossible transitional law. purposes. Case lawawwandnndadministrative
distortions causedcausedby differencesbetween (B. 115.512) guidelilnes areareasasatat1 1October 1995.
fiscal andandcommerciaiaccountingccounntngginnnthe (B. 115.157)
Netherlands,France andandGermany. The Das grossegrosseGerichtsverzeichnis.
General Section deals with the variousarrouss Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1996, Familienleistungsausgleich1996. Gesetze.

-

consequencesof these differences.The pp. 862. DEMDEM98.19. ISBN: 3350450419200 3. Begrndungenn-Kommmentierung
-

-

Specific Section makes aacomparisonof the Tax Court registry. Addresses of tax.courts, Materialien. Bearbeitet
-

von Gerd,Berlebach.
-

von
fiscal andandcommerciai treatment,ofvariousarrouss publilc prosecutoroffices, penal'penalinstitutions, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 457.
entries ononthe balance sheet innnthe three labourcourts, finance courts, socialoccaalcourts andand DEMDEM72. ISBN: 3308 368396 0.
countries. Subjects concerning the'totalooaalprofit administrativecourts. Also of the European 19961996Family equalization law. The manualmanual
conceptconceptare dealt with: the different thin Court ofofJustice andandthe notarynotaryandandlawyers contains the law, parliamentaryhistory,
capitalizationappiaalzaatonnapproaches andandthe variousarrousslossosss organizatitons.
compensationsystems in the three countries. (B. 1115.2.31)

. commentscommentsandandother materialsaaerraasswithwithrespect toto

systemsnn the familiy equalizationquaalzaatonnlawawwwhich has.been
(B. 115.761) introducedeffective 1 1January 1996.

Die Steuerrechtsordnunginnnder Diskussion. (B. 115.286)
Brandmller,Gerhard. Festschrifffr Klaus Tipke zumzum70.
Der GmbH-GeschftsfhrerimimGesellschafts-, Geburtstag.Herausgegebenvon.'Joachim Feil, Erich.
Steuer- undundSozialversicherungsrecht.8. Lang.
Auflage. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. 1996, Eigenkapitalersetzende

GesellschafterdarleheninnnLehre undund
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 318. pp. 738. DEMDEM178. ISBN: 3350450406015 8.

Rechtsprechung.
DEMDEM5180 ISBN: 3083 3158083158084. Liber Amicorum for Klaus Tipke concerning
Fiscal andandsocialoccaalsecurity lawawwfor the manager the tax lawawwinnnthe context of the constitution, Vienna, Linde Verrag Wien GmbH. 1996,

manager tax context
ofofa closecoseecompany.The author explains the interpretationofofthe tax system, criminalrrmnaaltax pp. 47. ATSATS118. ISBN: 3385122851225965961.

a tax tax

consequencesof recent importantmporrannt law andandEuropean and. foreign tax law. Requalificationof loans (provided totoaa
recent

jurisprudence
consequences

concerningpension rights, the (B. 11556.19)
tax companycompanyby the shareholders) intonnooequity. The

enssonn
employeecontractofofa manager, the liability

book describes the rules of the German andand
contract a

risks (before registrationandandinnncase.ofof Dtsch, Ewald.
Austrian Supreme Courts withwithregard totothis

liquidatiton)andandenvironmental legislatiton. Das.neueUmwandlungssteuerrchtab 1.995 requalifiationandandthe opinionsppnnonssofofGerman
ab andandAustrian authors.

(B. 115.513) UmstrukturierungvonvonUnternehmen,
Verschmelzung,Spaltung,,Formwechsel,l (B. 115.534)

Crezelius, G.; Seewald, H. Chr.; Einbringung.2. Auflage.
Spiegelberger, S.; Wassermeyer,F. Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1996, Fleischer,Erich; Thierfeld, Rainer.

Unternehmenssicherung.Gestaltungsplanung pp. 423. DEMDEM78. ISBN: 33820282021090 3. Stille Gesellschaft immmSteuerrecht.6. Auflage.
fr den Erbfall undundnachnachdem Erbfall. The 1995 RestructuringTax Law. Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1995, pp. 205.

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996. Commentaryen the revisedRestructuringTax DEMDEM54. ISBN: 338168 4036 1.
on

BeratungsAkzente, No. 14, pp. 171. DEMDEM98. Law ofof28 October 1994whichapplies toto
Taxationof the atypischestille Gesellschaft.

ISBN: 330808440014 8. restructuringswhich become effective.asofof3131
The book deals with the taxtaxobject, the taxtax

Enterprise continuance.Tax planningpannnnggon December 1994. subject, profit calculation, taxtaxaccountitng, the
on

successions.The book givesgvessdetailed (B. 115.232) establishmentandandliquidatitonof thissl-egal
informationand analysis on the taxationaxaatonnofof

form, foreign,aspectsandandthe taxationaxaatonnofof
on

heirs. AAspecific chapter is dedicated toto Einkommensteuergesetz..Kommentar. 15. participatingemployees.
successioncasescaseswhich have,a foreign Auflage. HerausgegebenvonvonLudwig Schmidt. (B. 115.516)
connection. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 2383.

(B. 115.234) DEMDEM164. ISBN: 3'406 39935 5. Friedl, Peter-Joachim.

Income taxtaxinnnGermany.The book containsonnaanssanan KapitialflussrechnungundundLiquidittsanalyse.
Crezelius, G.; Seewald, H. Chr.; explanatitonandandcommmentary ofofallallarticles ofof Die Praxis der Cash-Flow Statementsnachnach

Spiegelberger,S.; Wassermeyer,F. the German incomencometaxtaxas ofofJanuary 1996. deutschemundundsterreichischemHandelsrecht.

Unternehmenssicherung. Moreoveraasummary of the decisions of the Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1995,

Unternehmensgestaltungdurch German Supreme Court andandthe opinions,ofof pp. 247. ATSATS478. ISBN: 3385122 483 3.

Geiellschafterwechsel. authors issgiven. Cash flow accountingccounntnggandandanalysis. The book

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995. (B. 115.567) presents models andandsolutionsoouutonssfor cash flow

BeratungsAkzente, No. 13, pp. 153. DEMDEM98: accountingccounntnggand'analysiswithwithrespectrespecttoto
ISBN: 330808440013 X. Engelmeyer,Ccilie. Gerrmany andandAustria.

Enterprisecontinuance.Structuringan,an Die Spaltung vonvonAktiengesellschaftennachnach (B. 115.084)
enterprisethrough achange in shareholders. dem neuenUmwandlungsrecht.a nn neuen

The book tackles civilcvvillaw, innnpartitcular Cologne, Verlag.Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1995. Gasper, Richard.

company andandinheritance taxtaxlaw, asasweilwellasas RechtsfragennderHandelsgeselllschaften,Heft Die Lifo Bewertung.Zielsetzung,GoB

O
taxtaxlaw issues with respect totoaachangeofof 82, pp. 520. DEMDEM79..ISBN: 33504,646349. Konformitt,Verfahren.
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Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996, Jasper, L.Th.; Kracht, R.; Schwartzkopff,Chr. tax free (tax free amount) for residentandnon-
pp. 339. DEM 98. ISBN: 3 8021 0686 5. ABC steuergnstigeGeldanlagen 1996. resident taxpayers and the situation under tax
Valuationaccording to the LIFO method. Gestaltungen,Rendite, Risiko. treaties.
Effective 1 January 1990, the LIFO method Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp. 408. (B. 115.546)
has been accepted in Germany for tax DEM 51.80. ISBN: 3 08 214096 3.
purposes. The author discusses various topics Tips on how to invest money advantageously. Linssen,RudolfB.
related to the LIFO method when used in the The book provides informationon the tax Das neue Einspruchsverfahren.
tax balance sheet. The book also contains a treatmentofcapital investmentsas regards Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1996.
chapter on the LIFO methodas applied in the income tax, net wealth tax, inheritance tax, and SteuerTelex Beratungsschriften,pp. 102.
United States. gift tax. Specific topics discussedare DEM 77.60.
(B. 115.162) investmentabroad, tax-free capital,gain The new complaintprocedure. Text,

appreciation, tax bribery, interest withholding commentsand practical application.
Gehre, Horst. tax. (B. 115.475)
Steuerberatungsgesetz.Kommentar. 3. (B. 115.158)
Auflage. Lohr, Jrg-Andreas;Graetz,Jrg.
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 536. Karakitis,Alexandros. Die Besteuerungauslndischer
DEM 168. Die ertrag- und vermgensteuerrechtliche Investmentfondsbei privaten Kapitalanllegern.
Commentaryon the various laws governing Behandlungvon Gewerbebetriebenmit Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996,
the profession,oftax advisors. Betriebsstttenin Deutschlandund pp. 269. DEM 78. ISBN: 3 8021 0672 5.
(B. 114.648) Griechenlandim Lichte des deutsch- The taxationof income from non-resident

griechischenDoppelbesteuerungsabkommens. investmentfunds on the residentprivate
Grass, Arno. Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996. investor. The book contains profound
UnternehmensformneutraleBesteuerung. Schriften zum Steuerrecht,Band 52, pp. 220. informationon the tax treatmentof shares and
Berlin, Duncker& Humblot GmbH. 1992. DEM 86. ISBN: 3 428 08547 7. other securities in non-resident investment
Schriften zum Steuerrecht,Band 42, pp. 191. Income and property taxationofbusiness funds.
DEM 74. ISBN: 3 428 07399 1. activities of companies with permanent (B. 115.161)
Tax-neutral taxationof enterprises.The book establishmentsin Germany and Greece,
discusses the issue of whether there is any including the Greece-Germanytax treaty. The Lck, Wolfgang.
justification in taxing corporationsand investigation focuses specially on problems Rechnungslegungnach Handels- und
partnershipsdifferently. concerning the divisionof profits and the Steuerrecht.7. Auflage.
(B. 111.978) exercisingof taxationpowerby the state where Bonn, StollfussVerlag. 1996, pp. 603.

the permanentestablishmentis situated in the DEM 44.80. ISBN: 3 08 372996 0.
Hahn, Volker; Kortschak,Hans-Peter. context ofArticle 52 of the EC Treaty. Commercialand fiscal accounts. The book
Lehrbuchder Umsatzsteuer.7. Auflage. (B. 115.602) deals with the fiscal accounting rules, the
Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1996, calculationof fiscal profits and their
pp. 395. DEM 58. ISBN: 3 482 74817 9. Knief, Peter. committing to'a fiscal year. Moreover, the
Handbookconcerning all aspects of VAT in Krperschaftsteuer1996. Gesamtdarstellung treatmentof losses and the fiscal valuation
Germany. mit Beispielen. 3. Auflage. rules are taken into account. The book also
(B. 115.598) Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 440. contains an overviewof the rules which apply

DEM 48.80. ISBN: 3 08 213103 4. to groups.
Hakelmacher,S. Corporation tax. Handbookconcerning the (B. 115.514)
HakelmachersABC der Finanzen und taxationofcoiporations.An overview is given
Bilanzen. of all regulations,especially the distributionof . Meyer, Oliver.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1995, profits, the imputationsystem, the capital Die Besteuerunggrenzberschreitender
pp. 205. DEM 48. ISBN: 3 504 0192 5. division, the solidarity surcharge, the taxation Verschmelzungen.
ABC of finances and balances. A book on tax of foundationmerger, split-up,and transfer of Berlin, Dunker& HumblotGmbH. 1995.
and accounting terms. legal form. Schriften zum Steuerrecht,Band 49, pp. 200.
(B. 115.233) (B. 115.529) DEM 88. ISBN: 3 428 08240 0.

Taxation ofcross-bordermergers. Thesis
HoldingHandbuch. Recht- Management- Kommentarzum Umwandlungsrecht. dealing with the civil and fiscal conditions
Steuern. 2. Auflage. HerausgeberMarcus Umwandlungsgesetz- which have to be met in order to bring cross-
Lutter. Umwandlungssteuergesetz.Herausgebers bordermergers within the-ECMerger
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1995, p. Klaus Goutier, RdigerKnopf und Anthony Directive.The author concludes that Sec. 14 of
800. DEM 238. ISBN: 3 504 48001 7 Tulloch. the German law concerning the change of legal
Manual for holding companies.The book Heidelberg,VerlagRecht und Wirtschaft form in combinationwith the tax treaties,
elaborates on several issues as regards holding GmbH. 1996, pp. 1346. DEM 290. ISBN: 3 already meet most of the requirementsfor a

companies,e.g. legal forms, intemal and 8005.2019 2. successfullcross-bordermerger.
external control, financing,national and Restructuringlaw and restructuring tax law. (B. 114.505)
international tax matters, foreign locations for Extensivecommentary to the new

holding companies. RestructuringLaw of 28 October 1994, Pietsch,Reinhart; Bader, Franz-Josef.
(B. 115.042) effective 1 January 1995. Besteuerungvon Gesellschaften.82 praktische

(B. 115.191) Flle. 7. Auflage.
Hffer, Uwe. Achim, Erich Fleischer'Verlag. 1996.
Aktiengesetz.2. Auflage. Lindberg, Klaus. Steuer-Seminar,Band 7, pp.624. DEM 68.80.
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995, pp. 1542. Die Besteuerungder Kapitaleinknfte. ISBN: 3 8168 3077 3.
DEM 178. ISBN: 3406 38709 8. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 264. Practical case studies on all tax aspects
The CorporationLaw. Commentaryto the DEM 88. ISBN: 3 406 40352 2. regardingcorporations,partnerships, limited
CorporationLaw including all recent Taxationofcapital income. The book explains liability companies, and divisions in Germany.
amendments,e.g. the law on the restructuring the tax law concerningcapital income (B. 115.133)
of corporationsof 28 October 1994. especially the calculationof the income, the
(B. 114.814) tax subject, acquiringexpenses which are

deductibleand the part of the income which is -L
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Pietsch, Reinhart; Schulz, Burghard. the fast part, the author givesgvessher ownownsolutions SSpengel, Christoph.
ErbschaftsteuerSSchenkkuungssteuer.6060 for the commerciaicoommerccaalconcernconcernbalance sheet. EuropischeSteuerbelastungsvergleiche
praktischeFlle. 3. Auflage. (B. 11115.7722) Deutschland- Frankreich- Grossbritannien.- -

Achim, Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1996. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 19995,
Steuer-Seminar,Band 10, pp. 361. Rekow, Erich. pp. 497. DEM 98. ISBN: 80218021068706873.
DEMDEM52.80. ISBN: 3381688168310331036. Der neueneueSSolidarittszuschlagbei European tax burden comparison.AA
Practical case studies ononthe German Kapitalgesellschaftenundundderen comparisonbetween Germany,France andandthe
inheritance andandgift taxtaxsystem. Gesellschaftern. United Kingddom. Tax burden coomparisoon
(B. 11115.207) Boonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 119995, pp. 104. based ononelectronicdata processing.

DEM 39.80. ISBN: 3308083661013661010. (B. 11115.11660)
Ranft, E.; Lange, H. The newnewsolidarity surcharge levied onon

Lohnsteuer. 12. Auflage. corporationsandandtheir shareholders.The book Starke, Peter; Schroer, Achim.
Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996. provides in-depth informationononthe solidarity InternationalesSteuerrecht. 118118prrk.tische
GrneReihe, Band 4, pp. 686. DEMDEM79. surchargeasasofof11January 1995. Flle. 2. Auflage.
ISBN: 338168816810421042X. (B. 1115.082) Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1993.
Comprehensiveexplanatioonofofthe wagewagetaxtax SteuerSeminar, BandBand12, pp. 335.
incluuding the soll'idarity surchargeandandthe child Reuter, Hans-Geeorg. DEM 57.80. ISBN: 3381688168312231222.
grant. Sonderbetriebseinknfteimm Verfahrender 118118Case studies on German international taxon
(B. 11115.4338) einheitlichenundundgesonnderten law innnparticulardesigned for students.

Gewinnfeststellung. (B. 1114.721)
RechnungslegungnachnachIntemtional FrankfurtamamMain, Verlag Peter Lang. 1995.

AccountingStandards. EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, SteuerberaterkongressReport 1995. Deutscher
Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1995, Rechtswissenschaft,Vol. 1746, pp. 126.

Steuerberaterkongress19951995der
pp. 776. DEM 185.05. ISBN: 3380218021068806881. CHF44. ISBN: 3363163148377483775. Bundessteuerberaterkammer.Ansprachen,
Accoouuntingcomplyingoomppyynnggwith the International Income determinationandandassessmentofof Referate.
AccoouuntingStandards. Practical guidance for partnerships.Thesis elabboratingononspecific Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1199995, 421.
the setting up ofofprofit andandloss statements ofof issues arising when determining the incomencomeeofof

pp.
up DEM 3 406 39462

corporationsandandgroups in Germany. a partnership.
DEM' 105. ISBN: 3 406 39462 0.

a

(B. 1115.087) (B. 1115.063)
The book ofofthe German ChamberofofTax
Advisors containsontaanssthe lectures held at the

Rechnungslegung,Prfungund BBeratung. Rose, Gerd; Glorius-Rose,Cornelia. yearly congress for German taxtaxadvisors
und between 1985-1993.

Herausforderungenfr den Wirtschaftsprfer. SteuerplannungundundGestaltungsmissbrauch.
Festschriftzumzum70. GebburtstagvonvonProfessor Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 119995, pp. 88. (B. 115.55558)
Dr. RainerLuudewig. HerausgegebenvonvonJ. DEM 36. ISBN: 3350350303554035540.

Bartge, D. Brner, K-H. Forster undundL. Tax planning andandthe abuse ofoflaw. An SteuerpolitikundundStannddortquualitt.Expertisen
Schruff. evaluationofofthe case law ofofthe German zumzumStandortDeutschland.Herausgegeben

case

Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996, Federal Tax Court on the general anti-abuse vonvonHorst Siebert.
on

pp. 1187. DEMDEM198. ISBN: 338021 069106911. provision (Sec. 4242ofofthe Fiscal Coode). Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). 1996,

Anniversaryvolumeoouueefor RainerLudewig (B. 11155064) pp. 192. DEM 98. ISBN: 3316161455814558X.

dealing with various aspects ofofGerman The book deals with the influenceofoffiscal

acccoouunting,coontrolling andandcoonsultancy Schrder, Susanne. policy uponuponthe place ofofinvestigation.It

practice. Steuerlastgestaltuungder Aktiengesellschaften contains aacomparisonbetween severalseveralECEC

(B. 1115.5563) undundVeranlagungzur Krperschaftsteuerimm
memberstatessaaeesandandrecommendationfor aa

zur
DeutschenReich undundden USAUSAvon 19181918bis change ofoftaxation for corporations innnEurope

von

Rechtsbehelfsempfehlungenaus der Zeitschrift 1936. andandaareform ofofpublic finance.
aus

Die Steuerberatung1986-1995. BBerlin, Duncker&&HumblotGmbH. 1996. (B. 1115.595)
BBonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1995, pp. 132. Schriften zurzurWirtschafts-undund
Recommendationsas regards legaa remedies. SSozialgeschichte,Band 47, pp. 282. DEM 98. Steuerrecht- Fundstellen 1995.

Excerpts from the tax magazineagazzneeDie ISBN: 3342842808735087356. Rechtsprechuung- Verwaltung-Schrifttum.
tax

- -

Steuerberatungasasregards the years 19861986till TaxationofofcompaniesoompannessinnnGermany andandthe BearbeitetvonvonJrg ManfredMssner.

1995. USA between19181918andand1936. The authorhas Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 11996, pp. 893.

(B. 11115.1552) made aacoomparisonbetweencompaniescoomppannessinnn DEM 108. ISBN: 3340640640984409849.

both countries between 19181918andand1936. She 19951995Tax law sources. An overviewofofthe tax

Reis, Monique. has investigatedwhether all corporations were lawaw sourcessourceswith respect totocasecaselaw,
Die Krperschaftsbesteuerungdes Konzerns taxedaxeedequally during this period. Her regulationsofofthe taxtaxauthorities andandliterature.

als wirtschaftlicheEinheit. Mgliche conclusiononccussonnis that especially innnGermany (B. 11115.694)
AlternativezurzurEinnzelbbesteeuueruunng companieswerewerenotnotalwaysawaysstaxedaxeedinnnananequalquuaal
FrankfurtamamMain, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. andandjustifiablemanner. In the USUSthe Steven, Gerhard.

EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V, legislationsometimes waswastootoodetailed, which Zur Bedeutungauslndischer

Volks- undundBetriebswirtschhaft,Vol. 1872, forms ananobstacle against ananequalqquaaltaxationofof Finanzierungsgesellschaftenfrdie

pp. 373. DEM 95. ISBN: 3363163149466494661. companies. Finanzierunguslndischer

' Corporationtax for groupsgroupsas ananeconomic (B. 1115.5.44) Tochtergesellschaftendeutscher

entity. In this book the authorexplains the multinationalerUnternehmen.

existing treatmentofofgroupgroupcompanies.They SSorg, Peter. FrankfurtamamMain, Peter Lang Verlag. 1996.
are separately taxedaxxeedexceptexceptwhen they meetmeetthe Kosten- undundLeistunngsrechhnnuunng.5353praktische EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V,
requirementsofofthe Organschaft.AnAn Flle. 2. Auflage. Volks- undundBetriebswirtschaft,Vol. 17116,
alternativecouldoouuldbe the regardingofofgroupsgroupsasas Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996. pp. 256. DEM 69. ISBN: 3363163148623486235.

ananeconomicentity, whereunderthe groupgroup Steuer-Seminar,BandBand13, pp. 308. The useuseofoffinnancing corporatioonssetsetupup
companiesare permanentestablishmentsofof DEM 48.60. ISBN: 338168816831323132X. abroad in order totofinance foreign subsidiaries
the parentcompany.The authordeals with Practical casecasestudies ononthe German costs andand ofofGermanresidentmultinationalenterprises.
foreign regulations concerningoncernnnggcountries where expenseexpenseaccountingprinciples. Analysis ofofpossibilitiesandandlimitationswhen

O
groupsgroupsare regarded asasoneoneeconomicconnoomccentity. In (B. 11115..1556) usingssnnggfinancingcorporationsabroad asasregards
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the tax burden of the non-residentsubsidiary Unternehmensfinanzierungim Internationalen Ireland
and the residentparent company. Steuerrecht. Herausgegebenvon Detlev J. Piltz
(B. 114.892) und Harald Schaumburg. Cooney, Terry; McLaughlin,Jim; Martyn, Joe.

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1995. Taxation summaryRepublic of Ireland
Thoms-Meyer,Dirk. Forum InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 9, 1996/97.
GrundstzeordnungsmssigerBilanzierung pp. 210. DEM 89. ISBN: 3 504 61'508 7.

Dublin, The InstituteofTaxation in Ireland, 19
frPensionsrckstellungen. Enterprise financing in internationaltax law.

SandymountAvenue, Dublin 4, Ireland. 1996,
Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1996. The book contains contributionson the 370. ISBN: 0 902565 07 9.
Schriften des Instituts frRevisionswesender following topics: internationalcapital markets, pp.

WestflischenWilhelms-UniversittMnster, affiliated companies,financing corporations, Fully updated edition reflecting the changes
made by the Finance Act 1996 and other

pp. 314. DEM 98. ISBN: 3 8021 0700 4. thin capitalization, treaty shopping, regulations in the law affecting income tax,
Accountingprinciples with.regard to pension requalifyinginterest, hybrid financial

corporation tax, double taxation agreements,
reserves. The CommercialCode does not instruments,residentparent companies- non-

anti-avoidanceand capitalrevenuepowers,contain a concrete regulation. Art. 253 Abs. 1 resident subsidiaries,non-residentparent gains tax, stamp duties/propertytax, VAT,
Satz 2 of the German CommercialCode only companies- residentsubsidiaries.

and tax amnesty.indicates the liabilities.forwhich no service in (B. 115.418)
(B. 115.682)

return anymorewill be,receivedhave to be
accounted by means qfgood commercial Zimmermann,R.; Reyher, U.; Hottmann,J.

practice(fair view). The book deals with the Die Personengesellschaftim Steuerrecht.5. Foreign nationals working in Ireland.

filling-in of those principles. Furthermore, the Auflage. Amsterdam,Coopers & Lybrand. 1996,
book contains a comparisonwith the fiscal Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1995, pp. 52.

practice which at several points is very pp. 1206. DEM 168. ISBN: 3 8168 4095 7. Comprehensiveoverview of the key tax issues
restrictive. At last the accountingof pension Taxation ofpartnerships.The book contains all which need to be consideredby expatriates

,

liabilities of foreign subsidiaries by German aspects with regard to civil and fiscal law working on assignment in Ireland. It also

parent company is taken into account. concerningpartnerships.The establishmentof serves as a general guide for foreign nationals

(B. 115.561) a partnership, it's taxation, the treatmentof relocating to Ireland. The booklet reflects tax

losses, the participation in another company,
law andpractice in Ireland as at 1 April 1996.

Tipke, Klaus. the split-up, merger, liquidation, transferof (B. 115.481)
Die Steuerrechtsordnung.3 Bnden. legal form and aspects of inheritance tax are

Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. 1993, explained. Lynch, Irene; Marshall, Jane; O'Ferrall, Rory.
pp. 1593. ISBN: 3 504 20101 0. (B. 115.515) Corporate insolvency and'rescue. Law and

Publicationcomprising3 volumes dealing practice.
with justice in tax regulations.The author Dublin, Butterworth (Ireland) Ltd. 1996,
expresses the opinion that a tax is not justified Greece pp. 372. IEP 55. ISBN: 1 85475 1662.

merely becauseof the fact that the revenues Full expositionof the law. and practice relating
are needed. Therefore, tax should be levied to liquidationsand receiverships in the area ofKarakitis,Alexandros.
followingjustifiedprinciples, which should Die ertrag- und vermgensteuerrechtliche corporate insolvencywith particularreference .

result in an equal treatment.The existing Behandlungvon Gewerbebetriebenmit
to the 1990 legislationon commercialabuse

regulations are of importance,because tax may Betriebsstttenin Deutschlandund
and corporatereorganisations.Designed for

only be levied in case of an existing regulation. Griechenlandim Lichte des deutsch- practitionersand students alike.
However, the legislationdoes not always use

griechischenDoppelbesteuerungsabkommens. (B. 115.553)
general law principles when proposingnew

Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996.laws. This could result in an unfair levying of
Schriften Steuerrecht,Band 52, 220.taxes. The author deals with the question, to

zum pp.
DEM 86. ISBN: 3 428 08547 7. Luxembourgwhat extent is the tax system in accordance

with the legal order, and has investigatedwhen Income and property taxationofbusiness

tax laws can be qualified as fair. Furthermore, activities of companies with permanent Winandy,Jean-Pierre.
he tries to indicate which requirementsa tax

establishmentsin Germany and Greece, Les impts sur le revenu et sur la fortune. 3rd
system has to meet in order to be qualified as including the Greece-Germanytax treaty. The Edition.
legal. The tax bearing principle is used. The investigation focuses specially on problems Luxembourg,Editions Promoculture. 1996,
author closes with a fundamentalexplanation concerning the divisionof.profits and the

711. ISBN: 2 87974 017 7.pp.
of the juridical basis for the levying of taxes. exercisingof taxationpowerby the state where

The handlook the Luxembourgtaxationtreats
Tipke concludes that regularly unsystematic

the permanentestablishmentis situated in the
regime of income and capital in Luxembourg

and complex regulations are enacted which contextofArticle 52 of the EC Treaty.
applicable 1 January 1996. This editionas on

conflictwith justice. (B. 115.602) is not.merelyan updateof the 1992 version,
(B. 115.686) but has a considerablywider scope. The

following taxes are treated in this manual:
Troll, Max. Hungary income tax, capital tax, commercialcommunl
Vermgensbertragungen1995 und 1996. tax and the real estate tax. In addition, where
Schenkung-und Erbschaftsteuernach den Financial risks and opportunitiesin Central needed, the author has given due attention to

Entscheidungendes Europe. intemationaland European aspects.
Bundesverfassungsgerichts. Amsterdam,FAA-FinanceAssociation (B. 115:594)
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1995. Amsterdam,Roetersstraat11, Room EO.12,
DStR Schriftenreihe,pp. 115. DEM 42. 1018 WB Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 1995,
ISBN: 3 406 404324. pp. 180.

NetherlandsThe transferof net wealth in 1995 and 1996. Report of a student research project conducted
Inheritanceand gift tax issues after the by the FAA in 1995. The studies concentrate
decisions of the ConstitutionalCourt of22 on the banking and financial sectors in Ambergen,W.J.A.;Pas, W.E.M.
June 1995 which declared taxationof real Hungary, the Czech Republic and the Slovak Wet bestrijdingonrerendgoed constructies.
estate as not in accordancewith the German Republic. Deventer,Fed. 1996.
constitution. (B. 115.487) Fed's ActualiteitenNo. 25, pp. 81.
(B. 115.062) ISBN: 90 6002 701 9.
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Bookletdeealinng with:aanewnewlawaw totocombat gelegenheidvanvanzijnzinnafscheid als hoogleraar Fiscale Moonnoografieen,No. 777, pp. 444.

VAT evasionevvassoon structures inn leasingeeaassnng transactions aanaandedeErasmus UniversiteitteeeRotterdam. NLG 86.50. ISBN: 90902002001833'7.
with respecteespeeccttoo realeeaalestate. Deevveenter, Kluwer. 119996, pp. 222. Commerciaiedition ofofdissertationddealinng
(B. 11115.66113) ISBN: 9090200,1802 7. with thetheethree principlesofoftaxpayeraaxxpayer

Festschriftunder the generaleneraaltitle Lost protectioon: legitimacy in levyinng ofoftaxess, trust

Asjes, Pieterr'Bedee, Henk; Nieuwennhhuizen, paradise.ofofsimplicity,published innnhonourofof andandequality principlee
Wilbert. prof. DeDeMoor. (B. 11115.5542)
Sport enenfiscus. (B. 11115544996)
Devveenter, Kluwer. 1996. Heeerinng, A.D.G.; Cleemeent, M.J.

KluwerBelastinngwijzers,No. 335, pp. 200. Dijck,J.E.A.M. van. OnroerendOnroereendgoedgoedinnnFraankrijk; kopeen, bezitten

NLG 35. ISBN: 9090200200177217721. Vervangingvanvaninkomsten. 5th Edition. enenontwikkelen.

Moonnoographdeealinng with taxationofofindividual Devveenter, Fed. 1996. Lelystad, KooninklijkeVermande. 1199996, .
.

sportsmenandandorganizzatioons involvednnvvoovveedinnnsportport Fed Fiscale Broochhures,pp. 189. NLG 65. pp. 188. NLG 49. ISBN: 9090545854582652650.

.activitiessSSportsmencancanperform as ISBN: 9090600260026716713. Moonographdealing with investments in realeaal

employee, but they cancanalso be employer: Fifth edition ofofmonographmonnoograpphdealing with the property innnFrance. The folloowing aspects areare

these.differentforms arearedescribed fromthe conceptcooncepptreceiptreceepttofofreplaced incomenncoomeeunder the dealt with: acquisitioonofofrealrealproperty, legalegaal

4 point,ofofview ofofincomenccoomeetaxes, socialooccaalsecurities Individual IncomeTx Law. aspects ofofconstruction innddustry, leasing andnnd
andandoldoldageageproovisioons. Attention is paidpaaidtotothe (B. 11115566114) ddwellinng, tax consequencesconsequencesofofinnvestinng:in
taxtaxliabilityofofsportsprrtclubs andandthe taxaxx French realeeaalprooperty.
impliccatioonsofofspoonsorinng Flexibele arbeidsrelatiesen arbeidsbbelooninngeen. (B. 11115.44998)

en
(B. 11115555660) Pre-adviesvoorvoordede42stejaarvergaderinngvanvan

dedeNederlandseOrde van Belastinngaaddvisseurs. Huige, J.W.J.; Vijfeijken, I.J.F.A. van.
van

Belastingtarieven1996. Voorzien vanvan Pre-adviseurs:J.O.M. Beke, W.H.Kanbier, DeDenieuwe regelgevingegeegevvnnginzake tijddelijke
toelichtendeaantekeningen. M.A. van der Zande en W.G.Zandvliet. genotsrechtenenenblote eigennddom.

van en
Arnhem, Gouda QuintBV; Deventer, Kluwer. CordinatorC.W.M. van Ballegoooijen. Deventer, Kluwer. 1996.

van
1199996, pp. 146. ISBN: 9090387387044604461. Amsterdam, IBDBIBDBInternatioonalBureauBureauuofof

Fiscaal Actueel, pp. 78. NLGNLG39.50.
19961996taxaxxrates with explanatorynotes. Tax Fiscal Documentation.

ISBN: 9090200200 183118310.
ratesratescoveredcoovvereedcomprisecoomprrseeindividualandand NOB NederlandseOrde van Moonnoograph ddescribinng the newnewregimeeggmee

van
corporate incomennccoomeetaaxes, wagewagetaax, .netnetwealth

Belastinngaddviseurs,Pre-adviezen,No. 113,
introduced asasofof11 January 19961996bybythethe Income

taax, dividend tax, inheritance andandgift tax, 188. ISBN: 90 70125,83 8.
Tax Act andandthetheeNet Wealth Tax Act with
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between leasing and other forms of finance for Association,Geneva, 1996.
capital projects; how do interest rate levels Gomaa, MohammdM. Deventer, Kluwer: 1996.
affect the attractivenessofusing leasing Suspensionfor terminationof treaties on IFA Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Intemational,
agreements; is there a Europeansingle market grounds ofbreach. VolumeLXXXIA,pp. 844.
in leasing and asset finance, or do national The Hague, KluwerLaw International,PO ISBN: 90 411 0214 0.
regulatorydifferencesprohibit this; tax Box 85889,2508CN The Hague, The Summaryof national reports delivered by
planning through international leasing Netherlands. 1996, pp. 201. NLG 145. various contributorson principles for the
transactions;has privatizationin the UK ISBN: 90 411 0226 4. determinationof the income and capital of
opened up new opportunitiesfor asset finance; This book provides an in-depth treatmentof permanentestablishmentsand their.
harmonization in lease accountingstandards; the law relating to breach of international applications to banks, insurancecompanies
can leasing make a contribution to the PFI. treaty obligations.The conceptof material and other financial institutions.Thereportby
(B. 115.776) breach is covered in terms ofmeaning and the general reporterPeter Athanasis fully

content, followed by an analysis of the effects published in German, French, English and
of materialbreach with particularattention to Spanish.
the codificationof the principle of,.termination (B. 115.470)
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Scarlatta, Federico G. several chapterrs, referencesarearemade to further (NAFI'A), and the effect ititwill have on
'

Gllobal taxpllanningand offshore literature.The book isiswrritten by an international employment, the envirronment, ttariiffs, and the

opportunities. grroup ofofErnst& Young asssociates. variousvarioussiindusstry ssectorrs such asas automobiiless,
Helsingborrg,Comtax PubllishiingAB, (B. 11115.572) financial sserrvices, textile prroducttion,
Drrottttniinggattan7, S--251 21 Helisingborg,,

r telecommuniicatiions,,insurance, advertiissing,
Sweden. 11995, pp..348. ISBN: 91 9723 526 1.. Worldwide tax treaty index.. 1996/97 edition. enerrgy and transportatiion.The book also

An accountof various aspects of international Arlliingtton,,Tax Analysts..1996, pp..231. offers an overview of the EnvironmentalSide

taxationseen from the standpointof the Part I: Worldwide tax treaties;;Part II:: US tax Agreementtand the Labor Side Agreement..
international tax practtiittiioner..The fiirst part of treaties and their legiislativehistories..Inclludiing (B.. 113..996)

book deals with generallprinciples such ellectroniic arnd microfichedatabasecitations..the as

iinternationaldouble ttaxatiion, ttax ttreatiess, and (B. 11115.744)
transferpriciing as well as certaiin typical
pllanning structures such as hollding companies, Yearbookof intemattiionallenvirronmental law. NORTH AMERICA

permanentestablishmentsand trrusstss. The Volume4, 1993. Editor-in--ChiefGnther

second part discusses the role of tax havens Handl. Canada
and the iimpacttof antii--avoiidance,and proviides New York, Oxford UniversityPress Inc..,,200

a comparrativesummarry of 20 tax haven Madison Avenue, New Yorrk, NY 10016,

juriisdictions..A computter--aiided iillllustrattionof USA. 11994,pp. 901. ISBN::0 119 825895 X. APFF--Assssociiattiion de PlanificatioriFiscale et

findiing optimal''holdingcompany llocations isis (B. 11115.735) Financire.Congrs ''95.

set out in an appendiix. Montreall, APFF, 445, Bid Saint-Laurent,

(B.. 115..582) OECD
Bureau 300, Montrall,,Qc H2Y2Y7, Canada.
1996, pp.. 11520.. ISBN::2 920098 04.

Shapiing an international tax order.. Tax treaties. Liinkages between OECD Collectionof papers presented in October

Proceedingsof IntemationalSymposium,, membercountries and dynamic non--member 11995 at the 20tth annual conferenceof the

organizedby the Institute ofLegal Studies,, economies..OECD proceedings..Preparedby APFF. parttI covers recentjurisprudence
held on 27 and 28 July 1994 at Kansaii Richard Vann. iinclluding the Crown Forestcase on trreaty

University.. Pariiss, Orrganiissatiionfor Economic Co- iinterprrettation.Miscelllaneousssubjects include

Ossaka, The InstituteInssttituteofLegal Sttudiess, Kansai operration and Devellopment. 1996, pp. 225. shareholder loans,,taxation on damages,
Univerrssity, 3--35, Yamate--cho3--chome, Suitta- FFR 160. ISBN: 92 64 15331 4. financial arrrangements in court ssetttlementss,
sshii, Osaka 564, Japan. 11996, pp. 200. OECD worrksshopheld in Oaxaca, Mexico, on irrecoverabledebts, environmentprresservatiion,
IISBN: 4 906555 07 1.1. 11--13 October 1995. Thiis worrksshopexamined business ssuccessssionss, capittal gaiins tax

Sympossium 1:1:Tax treaty override, covers the the tax treatiesrreattes between OECD and eight non- exemptiion, frranchiissing,Quebec state taxation,
following contributions:Tax treaty override: a membercountries: Argentiina, Brrazill, Chiile, emplloymentbenefitss, agriicullture,
Japanesseview by T. Murraii; The prroblem of ChineseTaipeii, Korrea, Mallayssiia,Siingaporre cooperrativess,and forresstry.
tax treaty overrides in the USA by RicharrdL. and Thaiilland, and discusses the main issues

(B. 11115.593)
Doemberg;;Tax trreaty override under whicharise in thenegotiiatiionand applliicatiion
internationaland constitutionallllaw:: the German of these tax treaties.

experienceby Klaus Vogell;;Tax treaty (B.. 115..767) CanadaTax Cases. 1996..Vollume 1.

overridein the UK and Canadaby P.. Baker;; Judgementtsof the Supreme Court of Canada,

Tax treatty overrideby S. Taniiguchi, and LATIN AMERICA
Federal Court of Canada,Tax Court.ofCanada

How to apprroach the prroblem of tax treaty
and prrovinciial courts on taxationmatters

overridesby H. Urabe. Symposium2:: rreported by Canada Tax Cases from Januarry to

Procedurallasspectts of transfer pricing rellief.. Mexico May 1996 iincllusive..Editors H.H. Stikemen,
Contributionscover amongsstotherrss: Trranssfer R.W. Pound, J. Sum and J. Wells.

pricing and aanew IntemationalTax Orderby Doiing business with North America. Editor Scarrborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional

S.D. Petersson; TheEuropeanUnion JonathanReuvid. Publliisshing. 11996, pp. 38117.
multillaterralconventionon arbiitrationprocedurre London, Kogan Page Ltd. 11996, pp. 403. ISBN: 0 459 57532 5.

to avoiid double taxation in case of transsactions GBP 35. ISBN: 0 7494 1240 2. (B. 11115.547)
between associatedenterpriissess: as a model for This book discusses the implicationsof

an InternationalTax Orderby Gerrt Sasss. intemationalinternattonaltrade and iinwarrd invesstment in
Doiing business wiith North America.Editor

(B.. 115.728)
North America.The book isisa cooperrativework

JonathanReuviid..by Baker & McKenzie, Coopers & Lybrand,,
and the Southern EconomicDevelopment London, Kogan Page Ltd.. 1996, pp..403.

Social securiityprograms throughout.theworld,; Council. The book containsextensivechapters GBP 35. ISBN::0 7494 1240 2.
1995..22nd Edition.

Washington,,GovernmentPrinter.. 1995..
on doiing business in the United States,,Canada, This book discusses the implicationsof
and Mexico, and includes ttax asspcts as well asas intemational trade and iinward investment in

ResearchReporrt364, SSA PublliicatiionNo.. 13- environmentallaw and regullatiion,,employment North America. The book is a cooperrative
1111805, Juliy 11995, pp..376. rellations, product liability,,restriictionson work by Baker & McKenzie, Cooperrs &
ISBN::0 16 048224 0. foreign trrade, monopolies,,forms ofdoing Lybrrand, and the Southern Economic
Ressearch report dealliing with 1165 sociial bussinessss, and mergerrs and acquiissitions.The DevelopmentCouncil. The book contains
ssecuriity sysstems in effect on 11 January 11995 book also contains an economicoverrviewof the extensive chapterrs doing business in the
alll over the world (iincludiingemplloyeeand states located in the southernpart of the United

on

emplloyercontributionrates).ratess).. States.
United States, Canada, and Mexiico, and

((B. 11115.7311) (B. 11115.484)
includes tax aspects asass weill asasenvironmental
law and rregullatiion, emplloymentrellations,

VAT & sales taxestaxesworldwide.A guide to Gllick, Leslie Alan. product lliiabilliity, rresstriictionson forreign trrade,
' practice and procedures in 61 countries.. Understtandiingthe North AmericanFree Trade monopolliies,,forms of doiing busiiness, and

Chichester,John Wiilley & Sons Ltd.. 1995, Agreement..2nd editiion.. mergers and acquiisiitions..The book also

pp..765. GBP 60. ISBN: 0 471 95573 6.. Deventer,KluwerLaw and Taxation contains an economicoverviewof the states

Thiis.bookproviidesan, overview ofVAT and Publishers. 1994, pp.. 147.. located in the southernpart of the United

sales tax in 61 countries.The diissposittionofeach ISBN: 90 6544 846 2. States.

chapter (country) isisgenerrally the ssame, which An overview of the key proviisiions and iimpact (B. 11115.484)

O
makes comparativestudies easier. At the end of of the North AmericanFree Trade Agreement
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IncomeTax AmendmentsAct, 1996. Noticeof Doing business with North America. Editor This volume contains unabridgedFederal and
Ways and Means Motion to amend the Income Jonathan Reuvid. State Court decisions arising under the Federal
Tax Act and related statutes. Explanatorynotes. London, KoganPage Ltd. 1996, pp. 403. Tax Laws.
Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional GBP 35. ISBN: 0 7494 1240 2. (B. 115.681)
Publishing. 1996. This book discusses the implicationsof
Suppl. to Canada,Tax Service 96-2. Special international trade and inward investmentin RIA'scomplete analysis of the Small

Release, June 20, 1996, pp. 590. North America. The book is a cooperativework Business, Health Insuranceand Welfare
ISBN: 0 459 57535 X. by Baker& McKenzie,Coopers & Lybrand, Reform Acts of 1996. With Code Sections as

(B. 115.748) and the'SouthernEconomicDevelopment amended and CommitteeReports.
Council.The book contains extensivechapters New York, RIA Research Instituteof America.

Report ofproceedingsof the forty-seventh tax on doing business in the United States, Canada, 1996, pp. 1700
conferenceconvenedby the CanadianTax and Mexico, and includes tax aspects as well as The book containsRIA's complete analysisof
Foundationat theRoyal York Hotel, Toronto, environmentallaw andregulation,employment the tax provisionsofH.R. 3448, the Small
November27-29, 1995. relations,product liability^ restrictionson Business Job ProtectionAct of 1996 ('96 Act),
Toronto, CanadianTax Foundation. 1995, foreign trade, monopolies, forms ofdoing H.R. 3103, the Health InsurancePortability
pp. 1400. ISBN: 0 88808 106 5. business, and mergers and acquisitions.The and AccountabilityAct of 1996 (Health
Papers published in this reportof the book also contains an economicoverviewof the Reform Act) and H.R. 3734, the Personal
proceedingscover: tax simplification, states located in the southern part of the United Responsibilityand Work Opportunity
emerging tax issues, tax avoidance, tax States. ReconciliationAct of 1996 (Welfare Reform
planning for the professional,estate planning, (B. 115.484) Act). It also contains the text of the Intemal
corporate tax issues, tax shelters, rental Revenue Code as amended and committee
property losses, international tax planning. Glick,Leslie Alan. reports relating to the above tax provisions.
(B. 115.679) Understandingthe North AmericanFree Trade (B. 115.680)

Stikeman IncomeTax Act. Annotated.,25th Agreement.2nd edition!
Saltzman,Michael I.

Edition. Editor-in-ChiefRichard W. Pound. Deventer,KluwerLaw and Taxation IRS practice and procedure. 2nd Edition. 1996
Scarborough,'CarswellThomsonProfessional Publishers. 1994, pp. 147. CumulativesupplementNo. 2.

Publishing. 1996, pp. 2668. ISBN: 90 6544 846 2.
Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont. 1996,An overviewof the key provisions and impactISBN: 0 459 57495 7. pp. 700. ISBN: 0 7913 2767 1.

This 25th edition incorporates the Income Tax of the North AmericanFree Trade Agreement This supplementreplaces the 1996 Cumulative
Act, IncomeTax ApplicationRules, Income (NAFTA), and the effect it will have on

supplementNo. 1 and serves both as a means

Tax Conventions InterpretationAct, employment, the environment,tariffs, and the ofkeeping the main volume current and as a
various industrysectors such as automobiles,Canada-USand Canada-UKtax treaties, reference to recent developments.The

InterpretationAct consolidatedas of July 15,
financial services, textile production, supplementpresents relevantjudicial,

1996 (incl. Bills C-70 and C-36 as enacted) telecommunications,insurance, advertising, legislative, and administrativedevelopments
with Proposed DraftLegislationof 20 energy and transportation.The book also that have occurred since December 1990. The
December 1991; 15 November 1995; 5 March offers an overview of the EnvironmentalSide CumulativeTables and Cumulative Index in
1996 and 20 June 1996. Federal Budget Agreementand the Labor Side Agreement. this supplementsupersede the Tables and
proposalsof 6 March 1996; press releases and (B. 113.996) Index in the main volume.
other tax proposals; income tax regulations (B. 115.736)
and draft.regulationsto 15 July 1996.

.

Intercompanytransferpricing: analysis of final

(B. 115.678) regulationsunder Section 482 and temporary Schrder, Susanne.
regulationsunder Section 6662. Steuerlastgestaltungder Aktiengesellschaften

The Practitioner'sIncomeTax Act. 10th New York, Sutherland,Asbill & Brennan, 600 und Veranlagungzur Krperschaftsteuerim
Edition. EditorDavid M. Sherman. Madison Ave., 11th Floor, New York, NY DeutschenReich und den USA von 1918 bis.

Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional 10022-1615.USA. 1994, pp. 59. 1936.

Publishing. 1996, pp. 2118. USD 52. (B. 115.476) Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996.
ISBN: 0 459 57489 2. Schriften zur Wirtschafts-und
This tenth edition includes the text of the Act re- Internal Revenuecumulativebulletin 1995-2, Sozialgeschichte,Band 47, pp. 282. DEM 98.
enacted as R.S.C. 1985 (5th Suppl.) on 1 March July-December. ISBN: 3 428 08735 6.
1994, and furtherconsolidatedby numerous Washington,GovernmentPrinter. 1995, Taxationof companies in Germany and the

amendingbills includingBill C-36, plus all draft pp. 515. USA between 1918 and 1936. The author has
amendmentsto 15 July 1996, text of the Income Compilationofall official rulings,.decisions, made a comparisonbetween companies in
Tax Act, InterpretationAct, Canada-US tax executiveorders, tax treaties and other items both countries between 1918 and 1936. She
treaty as amended in 1995, with all technical of a permanentnature published in the has investigatedwhether all corporationswere

explanations,Canada-UKtax treaty, and monthly bulletins during July-December1995. taxed equally during this period. Her
IncomeTax Conventions InterpretationAct, (B. 115.622) conclusion is that especially in Germany
draft legislation,press releases, etc. companieswere not always taxed in an equal
(B. 115.621) RIA federal tax regulations.4 Volumes. July and justifiablemanner. In the US the

1996 edition. legislationsometimes was too detailed, which
New York, RIA-ResearchInstituteof forms an obstacle against an equal taxationof

USA America. 1996. companies.
Full text of all final, temporaryand proposed (B. 115.544)

Brownlee,W. Elliot. TreasuryRegulationspertaining income Shaviro, Daniel.to tax,
Federal taxation in America. A shorthistory. estate tax, gift tax, employmenttax, procedure, Federalism in taxation. The case for greater
Cambridge,Universityof Cambridge,The Pitt administration,and excise taxes, published as uniformity.
Building,TrumpingtonStreet, CambridgeCB2 of 30 June 1996. Washington,The AEI- AmericanEnterprise
1RP, England. 1996, pp. 190. (B. 115.677) InstitutePress. 1993, pp. 115.
ISBN: 0 521 56265 1. A study of US federal, state, and local
The book emphasizesand examines the AmericanFederal Tax Reports. Second series, taxation. The chapters include (1) tariffs, taxes,
historic flexibilityof the federal governmentin Vol. 76. and locationalneutrality, (2) the exerciseof
adapting its fiscal systems to social needs. New York, RIA Research Instituteof America. federaljudicial review to bar discrimination
(B. 115.521) 1996, pp. 3050. against outsiders or interstatecommerce, (3)
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political factors affecting the practiceof Australia - Moms
federalism in taxation, and (4) conclusionsand release 5
recommendations.The study was sponsored Australian tax practice:

- Skattenyt-Kronologisk
by the AmericanEnterprise Institute for Public - Fringe benefits releases 21-25

Policy Research, Washington,D.C. releases 40 and 41 - Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk
(B: 113.684) - Internationalagreements releases 10 and 11

' release 24 A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
Stephens,R.B.; Maxfield, G.B.; Lind, S.A.; - Rulings and guidelines Copenhagen.
Calfee, D.A. releases 190-199
Federal estate and gift taxation. 6th Edition. Butterworth,North Ryde.
1996 CumulativesupplementNo. 2. European Union
Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1996, Australianstamp duties law
pp. 480. ISBN: 0 7913 2721 3. Tolhurst-Wllace-Zipfinger Handboekvoor de Europese Gemeenschappen
This cumulativesupplementbrings the sixth release 143 Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.-

edition up-to-date to 1 February 1996. New Butterworth,North Ryde. releases 372 and 373
ChapterA discussed in detail Sections 2701- Kluwer, Deventer.
2704, added to the Code by the 1990 Act,
including current rulings. The supplement
discusses the final regulations under Sections Austria
2701-2704 and under Section 2056 and the France
new regulations dealing with generation- Gebhrenund Verkehrssteuern,Stempel- und

skipping transfers, qualified domestic trusts, Rechtsgebhren,Grunderwerbsteuer Fiscalitpratique- fiscal

and valuation rules. Fellner release 4

(B. 115.566) release 18 Editions Francis Lefebvre,Levallois-Perret.

SelbstverlagDr Karl-WernerFellner, Enns.

'UnleashingAmerica's potential. A pro- Fiscalitpratique- impts indirects

growth, pro-family tax system for the 21st release 2

century. Reportof the National Commission Belgium Editions Francis Lefebvre,Levallois-Perret.
on EconomicGrowth and Tax Reform (Kemp
CommissionReport). BTW gecoordineerdeaanschrijvingen

Juris Classeur-droit fiscal- code gnral des

Arlington,Tax Analysts. 1996, pp. 24. release 15 impts
Commissionreport summarizing KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne.

release 83
recommendationsfor the reform of the US tax Ed. du Juris Classeur, Paris.

r system based on opinions given in public Commentaar het Wetboek de
hearings. Report sets out a list of basic op van

Juris Classeur droit fiscal commentaires

principleswhich the new tax system should inkomstenbelasting impts directs
- - -

release 4
embody, such as fairness, simplicity, and release 1199

neutrality and follows this with anumberof Ministry of Finance, Brussels.
Ed. du Juris Classeur, Paris.

key recommendationsfor the implementation
of those principles, including the adoptionof a

Commentairedu Code des Impts les
Juris Classeur- droit fiscal- fiscalit

single low tax rate and a territorial system of
sur

immobilire
taxation.

revenus release 93
release 4

(B. 115.493) Ed. du Juris Classeur, Paris.
MinistryofFinance, Brussels.

U.S. citizens abroad.
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 64. L'indicateurfiscal

This guide provides a summary of 1995 US
releases 705-712 Germany

income tax rules and proceduresregarding
Ced Samsom/KluwerRechtswetenschappen,

exclusions, deductions and foreign tax credits Diegem. Abgabenordnung- Finanzgerichtsordnung
for foreign-earnedincome. Tipke-Kruse

(B. 115.482)
release 79

Canada Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

Loose-leaf
Canada's tax-treaties

Einkommensteuer-und

release 53 Krperschaftsteuergesetzmit Nebengesetzen
Raupach-Herrmann

Butterworths,Markham. release 185

Services Foreign investment in Canada

'

Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
releases 3 and 4 Einkommensteuergesetz- Kommentar

Received between 1 Octoberand CarswellThomsonProfessionalPublishing, Kirchhof-Sohn
30 November 1996 Scarborough. releases 67 and 68

C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg.
Income tax references/Rfrences la loi de k

. Das Einkommensteuerrecht-Kommentarzum

Africa l'imptsur le revenue Einkommensteuergesetz
release71 Littmann-Bitz-Meincke

Fidafrica CarswellThomsonProfessionalPublishing, release 29
releases 7-10 Scarborough. Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart.
Fidafrica,Paris.

Handbuchder Bauinvestitionenund,

Fiscalitafricaine Denmark Immobilien--Kapitalanlagen
releases 15-18 releases 84 and 85
Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique, Paris. Skattebestemmelser C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg.
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Kommentarzum Aussensteuerrecht Kluwers subsidieboek Switzerland
Flick - Wassermeyer- Becker release 176
release 37 Kluwer, Deventer. Die Praxis der Bundessteuern
Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Agner

Kluwers tarievenboek Band II, release 50
Steuererlasse in Karteiform releases 463 and 464 Verlag frRecht und GesellschaftAG.,
releases 417-421 Kluwer, Deventer. Basel.
VerlagDr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Die EidgenssischeMehrwertsteuer

Leidraad bij de belastingstudie release 7
Steuerrechtssprechungin Karteiform Van Soest-Meering VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG.,
releases 535-538 release 141 Basel.
Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Gouda QuintNoorduijn, Deventer.

Rechtsbuchder SchweizerBundessteuern
Umsatzsteuergesetz(Mehrwertsteuer)- Modellenvoor de rechtspraktijk release 98
Kommentar releases 155 and 156 VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG.,release 86 Kluwer,Deveter. Basel.
VerlagDr Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Nederlandseregelingenvan intemationaal

belastingrecht Die Steuern der Schweiz/Les impts de la
Umwandlungsrecht releases 202-204 Suisse
Wismann-Mayer Kluwer, Deventer. Band I, release 93
release 34

Band II, release 85
Stollfuss Verlag, Bonn. Nederlandsewetboeken Band III, release 83

,

release 274 VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG.,
Kluwer, Deventer. Basel.

International
Omzetbelasting(BTW) in beroep en bedrijf

Handbuchder Einfhrnebenabgaben releases 156-158 United Kingdom
releases 4-and 5 Gouda QuintNoorduijn,Deventer.

.Mendel Verlag, Aachen. Simon's Tax Cases
Rechtspersonen releases 38-44

Iniemational tax system and plnning release 134 Butterworth& Co., London.
techniques Kluwer, Deventer.

Saunders Simon'sDirectTax Service
release 31 De sociale verzekerihgswetten releases 21 and 22

Oyez LongmanPublishing,United Kingdom.
- Algemenedeel Butterworth& Co., London.

releases 102-104
-- AOW/AWW Simon's Tax Intelligence

releases 84 and 85 releases 39-47Netherlands
- AKBW Butterworth& Co., London.

release 65
Belasting praktijkboekvoor de ondernemer

- AWBZ De Voil Indirect tax service-

release 25 releases 150 and 151 (formerly Value added tax De Voil)-

Kluwer, Deventer.
- Heffingover uitkeringenen loon peleases 11 and 12

release 81 Butterworth& Co., London.
Belastingwetgeving Kluwer, Deventer.

Successiewet-

release 65 Staats- en administratiefrechtelijkewetten USA
Gouda QuintNoorduijn, Deventer releases 330 and 331

Kluwer, Deventer. Federal taxation ofpartnershipsand partnersCursus belastingrecht release 3
Mobach Vakstudie Fiscale encyclopedie Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.-

releases 248 and 249
- Inkomstenbelasting1964

Gouda QuintNoorduijn,Deventer. releases 1015-1019 Tax ideas- Report bulletin

Invorderingswet releases 9 and 10-

Dutch business law releases 87 and 889 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
Schuit-Beek- Zevenboom- Schifman Lokale belastingen milieuheffingen-

release 11 release46 Tax treaties-Reportbulletin
Kluwer, Deventer.

- Loonbelasting releases 9 and 10
releases 660-662 Warren GorhamLamont,'Boston.

Fiscale wetten
- Omzetbelastingreleases 243-246 releases 307-309 United States tax reporter

Fed, Deventer.
- Successiewet1956 releases 38-45

Handboekvoor de in- en uitvoer releases 188and 189 RIA-ResearchInstituteofAmerica Inc., New
Algemenewetgeving inzake douane - Vermogensbelasting1964 York.-

release 49 release 180
Gecombineerdenomenclatuur Kluwer, Deventer. US taxationof internationaloperations

-

releases 126 and 127 releases 18r21
Tariefvan inverrechten Warren, Gorham& Lamont, Boston.-

releases 145-147A
Kluwer, Deventer.
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UNITED STATES

TAXADMINISTRATIONIN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
A DECENTRALIZEDSYSTEM'
Harley T. Duncan and Charles E.E. McLure, Jr.

.

II.II. THE CONSTITUTIONALAND POLITICAL
HarleyHaarreey T. Duncan isssExecutive Direectoor, Federation ofofTax ENVIRONMENT
AdministratorsandandCharles E. MccLure, Jr. isssSeniorSeennorr
FFellow, HooverHooverInstittuution, StanfordStanfordUnivveersity. This paperpaper
waswasoriginnally preparedpreparedforforpuubliccation ininaa monnograaphic
issuesssuueeofofHacienda Pblica Espaaola devoteddevotedtotoTaxTax A. The constitutionalssetting
Administration innn aa Multi-Level Public Sector.Seeccorr..

InIncontrast too thethe constitutionsofofmaany ccountries, thethe Consti-
tution ofofthetheeUnited States placespaccessonlyonnyyoneoneeexxplicitrestriction

I. INTRODUCTION on thetheetaxingaxxnnggpower ofofstatestaeegoovveernmeents.4.It hashasbeenbeeninter-on

pretedreteedasas alsoalsoplacingpaaccng twowo additional significcaant limitations,
Under thethee US Constitution thethee individual statessaaeess retainetaan pluspussseveralseverallesslessimportaant ones. The Constitution eexplicitly
sovereigntysoveeregntyoveroverali mattersnotnoteexplicitlyassignedassssgneedtoo the fed- prohibits statesaaeetaxesaaxeesson imports and eexports. Alsso, the Com-on
eraleralgoveernmeent ororprohibiteed bybythe Constitution ororfederal

merce Claausse, which graants totoCongreesss thethe power toto regu-powerlaw.2 Thus taxtax policcy andand taxtax administration inn thethee United lateatee Commerce with foreign Nations andandaamong thetheeseveralseveral
States areareperhapsperhapsasas decentralized asas ininanyanyccountry ininthethee States andand with thethee Indian Tribess, hashas beenbeen interpreteed tooo
world. SSuubjeect onlyonyytoooquite broad constitutional limitations impose restrictions on statesaaeetaxation ofofinterstate andandforeignon
(deealinng primarilywith duedueprocessprocessandandthetheessannctity ofofinter-

commerce. Althoouugh originally interpreteed as implying thatthattas
statesaaee andand international trade) andand minor legislativeeegssattveerestric- interstatenteerstate commerce couldcouldnotnot bebe taxed atat all, thethe modern
tions, American statessaeesshave virtually unlimited discretion inin interpretationofofthe Commerce Clause isis thatthattstatesaatetaxation
thetheedesigndeessgn andandexecution ofoftaxtaxpoliccy. Theey cancanparticipate cannotcannotimpose an undueundueburdenburdenon interstatenterstateecommerce andandan on
inin prograammees for thethee exchangeexchangeofof information andand otherttherr must meet four criteria. First, therethereemust bebesubstantialnexusnexus
asssistaancce, bothbotthhorizzontally (with.otherttherrstates)tateess)andandvertical- betweenbetweeeen thetheetaxingaaxng statesaae andandthetheepersson, property, or transac-or

lyy (with the federal governmeent), but arearenotnotreequireed too dodo tion beingbeennggtaxed. SSeeccoond, thetheetaxaxxmust befah'lybe appoortioonneed
so. This system ofofindependentnndeeppendenttleegislatioon andandadministra- too activities carried on bybythetheetaxpayeraaxpayyerrinn thetheestate. Third, thetheon
tion providesproovvideessmaximum autonomy andand fleexibility for state tax mustmust notnot discriminate againstagaainstt interstatenterstatee commerce.

goveernmeents,butbutalsoalsocancancreatereeaae economic distortions, com- Fourth, therethereemust bebea rationalrttonalrelation betweenbetweeeen thetheetaxaax andanda

pleexity andandcconfusion, andanddupliccation ofoftaxtaxadministration
andandccoomplianccee3.

1. TheTheauthors wish tooothank Ron Fisher, Walter Hellerstein, andandBenBenMiller
This paperpaper describes the mechanisms ofof coordination andand for their useful comments ononananearlier draft ofofthis paper. However, the authors

collaborationbetween federal andandstatesae taxax administrations- bear full respoonsibilityfor the views expressedxxpresseedhere.
-

andandthe lackacckthereof. Section II sets thetheestagesaaggeebybyddescribing 2. This reflects the fact that the federalgovernmentwaswascreatedby the original

the constitutionaland politiccal frameworkswithinwhich this
colonies. ByBycomparison, local governments are legally creatures ofofthe states,

and having onlynnyythe powers accorded totothem by state constitutions andandlaws. Like

coordination andand collaboration occurs. Sections III andand IV virtuually ali other aspects ofofthe USUSsystem, these powerspowerscancanvaryvaryfrom state toto

provideprovideaabriefssummaryofofthetheesalient features ofofthethe taxax sys-sys¬
state.

temseemssusedusedatatthethee feederal, statesaateand localoccaalleveislevels ininthetheeUnited
3. For useuseofofthe term indepenndentlegislation andandadministrationtooodenote
the systemsystemusedusedinnnthe United States andanddescribed innnthis paper, seeseeCharles E.

States and thethee diversity found inn statesae ssysteems. SectionSeectton V McLure Jr., RevenueRevennuueeAssignnment andandIntergovvernnmentalFiscal Relations .innn

describesdesscrribeessthetheemechanisms ofofcoordinationandandcollaboration Russia, innn EdwardEdwarrdLazear, editor, Economic Reform in Eastern Europe andand

among taxaax administrations.SectionVI appraisses thetheesuitabil- Russia: Realities ofReform (Palo Alto, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1199995), atat

199-246.
ity ofofthetheeAmericanmodel for useuseinn ther countries. 4. For a briefdescriptionofoftheconstitutional limitationson state taxing poow-a on

ers, seeseeWalter Hellerstein, ConstitutionalLimitations ononState Tax Exporta-
tion, AmericanBarBarFoundationResearchJoournnal, No. 1, (Winter 1982), oror(in
themoremorerestrictedareaofoftaxationofofnatural resources)esoourcess)WalterHellerstein,State
andandLocal Taxation ofofNatural Resources in tire Federal System: Legal, Eco-

nomic, andandPoliticalPerspectives(AmericanBarAssociatioon, 199886), at 141--195;
for aamoremorecoomprehensiveanalysis ofofthese issuues, seseeJeromeR. Hellersteinand
Walter Hellerstein,State Taxation Vols. IIandandII (Warren Gorham Lamont, 2d2d

ed., 11993). Given the nature ofofthis paper, this summarysummaryis necessarily brief,
neglecting manymanynuances. Thus wewelump together the prohibition ofofduties onon

tonnageonnageewith the prohibitionofoftaxestaxesononimports andandexports.
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servicesprovidedby the state. The Due Process Clauseof the income tax field, is seen in some quarters as a welcomebrake
Fourteenth Amendmenthas also been construed to limit the on the growth of government that makes state governments
taxing power of states.5 Over time, the Due Process require- more responsive to the desires of citizens.12Others, however,
ments have been interpreted as being substantiallysimilar to have decried the states' efforts to outdo each other in offering
the Commerce Clause requirements, but also to impose cer- tax benefits to attract businesses on the ground that it erodes
tain basic procedural obligationson the states.6 the states' tax base.and leads to a race to the bottom.13

Despite the constitutional grant of power to the Congress to

regulate interstate and international trade, the Congress has B. The structure of Congressshown considerable reluctance to legislate restrictions on

state taxing power. For the most part, Congress has confined The US Constitution provides for a Congress comprised of
its activities to limiting state taxationof interstate transporta- two houses. The lower House of Representativesconsists of
tion industries and interstate commerce workers.7 It has 435 members apportioned among the states in relation to
steadfastly refused (or been unable politically) to legislate in

population (with no state having less than one representa-broader areas, such as requiring a uniform state method of tive). In the Senate, each state has two members. Members of
taxing corporate income, limitinguse.ofunitary combination, both the House and the Senate are popularly elected in con-
or expanding the reach of state taxation to allow taxation of

temporaneous elections the former in Congressional dis--

interstate mail-ordersales. (See descriptionsbelow.) tricts and the latter in state-wide elections. House members
Because of the substantial taxing power of the states under serve two-year terms, while Senators serve for six years.
the Constitution, and the relatively general wording of the There is no constitutionallimitationon the numberof terms a

restrictions imposed on. that power, there has been a steady memberof Congress can serve, but some states have recent-

stream of litigation testing the limits of what is permissible.8 ly introduced such limits, the constitutionality of which is

For the most part, when taxpayers believe that state laws (or currently being tested.
their administrative interpretations)are inconsistentwith the Thoughhaving somewhatdifferentconstituenciesand slight-
US Constitution or federal law, they can petition to the US ly differentpowers and procedures,the House of Representa-
Supreme Court once they have exhausted their remedies at tives and the Senate are essentially co-equal partners in the
the state level.9 During the last twenty years the US Supreme enactmentof legislation; to become law, legislation must be
Court has decided a number of importantcases, especially in
the area of state corporate income taxation. While the

Supreme Court has occasionally struck down state statutes
5. The US Supreme Court has held that the Due Process Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment, which limits state power, incorporates many of the limita-

(or their application in particular cases), for the most part it tions imposedon the FederalGovernmentbythe Bill ofRights. These include, in

has been reluctant to do so. Indeed, it has repeatedly noted particular, the obligation not to interfere with the freedom of speech, freedom of

that under the US Constitution the Congress is fully compe- religion, and freedom of the press.
6. The US Supreme Court has held, however, that the Commerce Clause's

tent to restrict state powers if it finds current state practices nexus requirement,which protects the integrity of the interstate market, may in

inappropriate.10As a result of this wide latitude, states have some circumstances be more demanding than the Due Process Clause's nexus

sometimes pursued policies that have upset the trading part- requirement,which requires only fairness to the individual taxpayer.

ners of the UnitedStates (both foreignmultinationalcorpora-
7. Among these are measuresrequiring that interstate transportationindustries
not be treateddifferently than othercommercialand industrialproperty for prop-

tions and their governmentsof resident), as well as domestic erty tax purposes, limiting taxation of some transportationworkers to the state in
residence taxpayers. which they reside (rather than where the services are performed), and requiring

that certain taxes on interstate transportationbe administeredin a particularfash-

During the 1980s, dissatisfactionwith state use of worldwide ion. (See discussion of the InternationalFuel Tax Agreementin Section V.)
unitary combination reached the point that PresidentRonald 8. By comparison, Supreme Court cases involving federal taxation generally

Reagan instructed Treasury Secretary Donald Regan to con-
deal with quite narrow issues of statutoryconstruction.
9. Supreme Court jurisdiction, however, is discretionary; the Court accepts

vene a Working Group on Worldwide Unitary Taxation less than 2 per cent of the petitions for certiorari that are filed. As a general mat-

charged with producing recommendations... that will be ter, moreover, unless specifically authorized by law, federal courts may not

conducive to harmonious international economic relations, assume original jurisdiction over a matter of state tax law if the taxpayer is

while also respecting the fiscal rights and privileges of the
afforded a plain, speedy and efficient remedy in state court.

10. While the Supreme Court has generally allowed the states great leeway in
individual states.11 Composed of representatives of state designinga tax system, it has withoutexceptionstruck down tax schemes which

government (including tax administrators), multinational have as their intent or effect favouring in-state business over interstate com-

corporations, and the federal government, the Working merce. Examplesof schemes struck down includepreferential tax rates for prod-
ucts made or activitiesconducted in a particularstate, varying business tax rates

Group had only the force of moral suasion. Its report did, based on the amountof in-state activity, and impositionof special taxes on inter-

however, prove to be influential in alleviating this perceived state activities.

problem, as noted in Section IV. 11. On this episode, see US Departmentof the Treasury, The Final Report of
the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group (Washington, 1984) and

Althoughthe states have substantial legal authority to choose CharlesE. McLure,Jr., UnitaryTaxation:The WorkingGroup's Contribution,

whatever tax systems they want, economic interdependence TaxNotes,Vol. 24, No. 9 (27 August 1984), at 879-83,or CharlesE. McLure,Jr.,
,Federal Law and State Corporate Income Taxes, Vanderbilt Journal of

increasingly limits the use of this authority, as it does the TransnationalLaw, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Spring 1985), at 275-310.

sovereignty of nations. Income taxes that are too far out of 12. See CharlesE. McLure, Jr., Tax Competition: Is What's Good for the Pri-

line may repel capital and highly educated labour, and high vate Goose also Good for the Public GanderNational Tax Journal, Vol. 39,
No. 3 (September, 1986), at 341-348.

sales taxes and excises may lead to cross-border shopping 13. See, e.g. Note, A Proposal to Prohibit Industrial Relocation Subsidies,
and mail order sales. Such tax competition,especially in the TexasLaw Review, Vol. 72, No. 3 (1994), at 669-713.
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approved by a majority of both houses and signed by.the Percentage Distribution by Type of Tax
,President. (In the case of a Presidential veto, legislation can Federal % State % Local %

be enacted with the support of two thirds of the members of Individual income 45 28 5

each house.) The Constitutiondoes not give the Senate a spe- Corporate income 9 6 1
General sales 0 29 10

cial role in defending the interests of the states or in settling Property 0 0 76
disputes between levels of .governments. Even so, because Excises 6 15 5
each state has two of the 100 Senators, but some have as few Estate & gift 1 1 0
as one of the 435 members of the House, the Senate has Social insurance 38 11 0
reflected the views of the less populous and politically con- Other 1 9 4

servative Western states, while more urban and more liberal Total 100 100 100

Eastern states have dominated the House, at least until

recently. Notes
Totals may not sum to 100 per cent, due to rounding.

The Constitution provides that legislation dealing with rev- Source: Authors' computationsbased on data provided in Advisory
enue should originate in the House of Representatives. In Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features

fact, however, congressional procedures have developed in of Fiscal Federalism, Vol. 2: Revenues and Expenditures (Washing-
such a way that matters affecting taxation can originate in ton: ACIR, 1994).
either house. Also, tax legislation is often based on recom- General sales taxes and individual income taxes each pro-
mendationsmade by the President. duce roughly 30 per cent of total state tax revenues. Corpo-
The Constitution specifies that the President may make rate income taxes produce about 6 per cent of state tax rev-

treaties with other nations, by and with the advice and con-. enues, and excises 15 per cent (with taxes on motor fuels

sent (de facto, the approval) of the Senate. This is relevant being by far the largest component, followed by those on

tobacco products and alcoholic beverages). Other taxes,for present purposes because international agreements
regarding exchange of information and cooperation with tax including licence taxes and severance taxes (taxes on extract-

authorities of foreign countries are contained in tax treaties. ing or severing natural resources) amount to about 10 per

In addition, in 1978 an unsuccessful attempt was made to
cent of state receipts, roughly the same level as certain insur-

include prohibitionof worldwideunitary taxation (described ance trust taxes for unemploymentcompensationand work-

in Section IV) in the tax treaty with the United Kingdom. er's compensation and disability insurance. Property taxes

and death and gift taxes produce marginal amounts of state

tax revenue. About20 per centof total state revenuescome in
the form ofgrants-in-aidfrom the federal government.These

III. THE ACTUALASSIGNMENTOF TAXES are largelyrequired to be used for particularpurposes such as

providingcash and medicalassistancefor low-incomehouse-
The federalgovernmentaccounts for roughly two thirds ofall holds or building and maintainingroads and bridges.
tax receipts in the United States, state governments account

These do, however, differwidely byfor about one fifth, and local governments for about one percentages state, as not

eighth. (See Table 1.) Just under one half of federal tax rev-
all taxes are employedby all states and the economiccharac-
teristics of states differ widely, particularly the presence of

enues is derived from the individual income tax; corporate
income taxes provide just under 10 per cent of federal rev- economically importantnatural resources. Five states do not

enues. The next most important source of federal revenues levy general sales taxes, nine have no broad-basedindividual
income and five do levy a income tax.14

are the payroll taxes that finance social security; they provide tax, not corporate
Tax bases and rates can differ widely, even among states that

more than one third of federal revenues. Excise taxes and
customs duties comprise about 6 per cent of tax receipts, and levy a given tax; see the next section. Among the outlyers
estate and gift taxes just 1 per-cent.

in the percentage distribution of state tax collections are:

Alaska, which receives the majority of its revenues from the
taxation of natural resources (mostly oil), and Wyoming,Table 1 which receives about 40 per cent from that source15; Florida

DistributionofTax Revenues in the United States and Washington, neither of which employs an individual

1992 income tax, and both of which obtain more than 60 per cent

of revenues from the taxation ofgeneral sales;16New Hamp-
Percentage Distribution by Level of-Government shire, with its 45 per cent of revenues from selective sales

Federal % State % Local % Total %
Individual income 81 18 2 100

14. All references in this paper include the District of Columbia as one of 51
Corporate income 81 17 2 100

states, although it is not actually a state and it is not represented by a voting
General sales 0 82 18 100 member in the US Congress.The count of states levying a corporate income tax

Property 0 0 100 100 includesMichigan, which levies a modifiedaddition-methodof value added tax,
Excises 50 42 8 100 instead of a tax on corporatenet income.

Estate & gift 71 29 0 100 15. Alaska (and to a lesser extent Texas) also receive substantial amounts of

Social insurance 91 9 0 100 revenue from oil producedon land that each state retained when it attained state-

Other 14 68 18 100 hood.
16. Washington'ssales tax revenues include a tax on business gross receiptsTotal 64 22 14 100
as well as a general retail levy; Florida, by contrast, relies exclusivelyon a retail
sales tax for its sales tax revenue.
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taxes; Delaware's receipt of roughly 20 per cent of tax rev- this diversity extends well beyond the choice of which taxes

enues from franchise fees on corporations headquartered to levy.
there; and Oregon, which levies no sales tax and receives 70

per cent of revenues .from income taxes (followed by Mas-
sachusetts and New York with over 60 per cent from this A. General sales tax

source).
1. Taxable sales

Local-governments receive roughly 75 per cent of tax rev-

enues from the property tax and about 10 per cent from gen- The United States is one of the few developed countries that

eral sales taxes. It should be noted, however, that tax rev- does not have a national sales tax. Thus, ,there is no possibil-
enues comprise only about 63 per cent of total revenues from ity of coordinating state taxes with a non-existent federal

own sources (and only 40 per cent of total revenues from all tax.19 In essence, each state goes its own way, defining its

sources). The remainderof own-sourcerevenues come from sales tax base as it wishes. State sales taxes are, however,
charges and miscellaneous (primarily user fees for generally similar in their basic structure.20

1 selected services ranging from libraries to water and sewer Nearly every state sales tax exemptsprescriptiondrugs. More
charges and in some cases public utilities). The remainderof than halfof taxing states exempt food for home consumption
total revenues are derived from inter-governmental grants, and electric and gas utilities for residential use, and a few
primarily from the state level. Local governments in about 30 exempt clothing and telecommunications services. Eight
states employ general sales taxes, and local jurisdictions in states grant credits to low-incomehouseholds in order to off-
13 states levy local income taxes. (For the most part, local set the burden of sales taxes; seven of these states do not
governments in a given state levy only one or the other of exempt food.
these general taxes, but there are importantexceptions to this

rule.) The tax treatment of sales to manufacturers, producers, and

processors is particularlydiverse and contentious.There is a

Income taxes and property taxes levied by state and local wide divergencebetween tax theory (under which all sales to

governments are deductible in calculating taxable income business firms for business use would be exempt) and prac-
under federal law, but sales taxes and excises are not, unless tice (where many such sales are taxed). As a general matter,
they are business expenses. Thus income tax rates and prop- states exempt wholesale sales (sales for resale) and sales of
erty tax rates are effectivelyreducedby a fractionequal to the intermediategoods which become an ingredient and compo-
federal marginal income tax rate of the taxpayer.17The feder- nent part of a subsequent product sold at retail. However,
al governmenteffectively pays for (subsidizes) this fraction only about one-half (24) of the taxing states exempt items
of expendituresfinancedby revenues from these taxes. consumed in the production process (e.g. fuel, lubricants,

There are no federal constitutionalor statutory limitations on etc.), and a similarnumberexemptmanufacturingmachinery
state issuance of debt for governmentpurposes. Essentially,

and equipment, as well as items consumed in the production
states have a free hand in this area, subject only to rules process. Various economic studies have found that business

intended to insure a full disclosureof risk to all purchasers of purchasesoften account for 40 to 50 per cent of state sales tax

bases.21
securities, regardless of the nature of the issuer. The Federal
ReserveBoard (the central bank) and various agencies of the Interestingly, in the sales taxation of services sold to busi-
federal governmentmonitor (but do not regulate) borrowing nesses, state practices more closely conform to theory. For

by state and local governments, as they would the activities example, nearly allstates exempt custom computersoftware.
of other large borrowers. Many state constitutions and This is attributable to the fact that sales taxes have tradition-
statutes limit the issuance of debt by state governments. For ally been appliedonly to sales of tangible personal property
example,nearly every state prohibits issuanceof debt for cur- and selected services, as well-as to agrowingconcern thatthe
rent operating purposes. Most states also limit the purposes taxation of business inputs will inhibit investment and job ,

for which local governments may issue debt and the amount

of debt that may be issued, relative to the tax baseofthe local 17. Thus, forexample, fora taxpayersubjecttoa marginal federal tax rate of40

government. percent, a state tax rte of 10 per cent would effectivelybe reduced to 6 percent.

18. Over time eligibility for this exemptionhas been progressively limited, to

The federalgovernment,in effect, subsidizes state borrowing prevent abuse, such as the use of proceeds from tax-exempt bonds to finance

costs by exempting interest payments of state and local gov- industrial developmentand other private activities.

ernments from federal income tax.18 While initially it was
19. The fact that the states considerthe sales tax their fiscal preserve is one rea-

son the United States has not adopted a federalsales tax. In addition, it would be
thought that this.exemption was constitutionally required, extremelydifficult to coordinatea federal value,added tax with'state retail sales
more recently it is seen as a matter ofpublic policy and inter- taxes. See Charles E. McLure,Jr., The ValueAdded Tax: Key to,DeicitReduc-

est group politics. tion (Washington:AmericanEnterprise Institute, 1987). The state of Michigan
levies a Single BusinessTax, an addition-methodvalue added tax.

20. John F. Due and John L. Mikesell, Sales Taxation:State and Local'Struc-
ture and Administration,2nd ed. (Washington,D.C.: The Urban Institute Press,
1995), at 61-64.

IV. DIVERSITY IN STATE PRACTICE 21. See Due and Mikesell, op. cit. A summary of these economic studies.is
found at page 73 of that volume. The figures in the text somewhatoverstate the
problem. In some industries (e.g. housing) tax is levied on business purchasesBecausethe Constitutiongrants the states wide latitude in tax (constructionmaterials), insteadof the final product (new houses). Such taxation

policy, one finds substantial diversity in state tax systems; is a 'surrogate for retail-level taxation, not an additional tax.
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creation.22Table 2 indicates the pattern of exemptions under also levy sales taxes, commonly as surcharges on the state
state sales taxes in 1992. tax. While the most common practice is for municipalitiesor

counties to levy local sales taxes, in some states special dis-
Table 2 tricts (commonly transit districts) also levy sales taxes. Com-

bined state and local sales tax rates reach 8 per cent or higherState Sales Taxes: Exemptions in several states such as Alabama, California, Louisina,
Sales of: Number exempting Total taxing New York, and Texas.

selected items selected items
Food 26 20

Prescription drugs 44 2 B. Individual income tax
Residential utilities 31 15

Clothing 6 40
Telecommunications' 8 37 1. Tax rates
Custom computer
programmes 31 15 Although a few states (six) levy a flat-rate individual income

Sales to contractors 3 43 tax, most employ graduated rates.23 For the most part, top
Manufacturers, producers, marginal state tax rates are clustered in the range of 5-8 per
processors 45 1 cent; in fewer than ten states does the top marginal rate

Repairers 13 33 exceed 10.per cent. (See Table 4.)

Notes Table 4All counts of states include District of Columbia.
1. The numberof states taxing and exempting this item does not sum State Individual and Corporate Income Taxes:
to 46 in the source docment.
Source: Advisory Commission on IntergovernmentalRelations, Signifi- Top Marginal Rates

cantFeaturesofFiscal''Federalism,Vol. 1: BudgetProcessesandTax Sys- Top marginal rates No. of states1 No. of states
tems (Washington:ACIR, 1995), at 89-91. individual . corporate

0% - 5% 142 83

Table 3 5%- 6% 4 6
6% - 7% 10 8

State Sales Taxes: Rates 7% - 8% 9 8
8% 9% 4 7Sales tax rate Number Of states

-

9% -10% 3 83% - 3.9% 2
10% or 74 64% - 4.5% 11 greater

5% 151
6% - 6.5% 162 Notes

7% 2 1. Five states do not levy either individual or corporate income tax:

Nevada, South Dakota, Texas, Washington and Wyoming. Additional-

Notes ly, Arkansas, Florida, New Hampshire and Tennessee levy only limited

1. Includes one state with a rate of 4.9 per cent or no individual income tax.

Source: See note 1 (table 2), idem at 93-94 2. One state in this category bases its individual income tax rate on a

2. Includes one state with a rate of 5.75 per.cent. percentageof the taxpayer's federal income tax liability. Nine states in
this category do not levy broad-based individual income taxes.
3. Five states in this category do not levy corporate income taxes

Cross-bordershopping and mail-ordersales pose a particular 4. Three states in this category base their individual income tax rates

problem in the impositionof sales taxes. The Supreme Court on a percentage of the taxpayer's federal income tax liability.
has interpreted the CommerceClause of the US Constitution Source: See note 1 (table 2), idem at 66-69 and 74-77

to prohibit a state from requiring a seller without a physical I

presence in a state to collect sales and use tax on goods Local jurisdictions (primarily cities) in 13 states also impose
shipped into the state. Instead, states are required to collect individual income taxes, and cities in three other states

such tax from the individualpurchaseror user of the product, impose payroll taxes. Such payroll taxes are commonly
obviouslysomethingthat cannotbe done easily, except in the intended to collect tax from individualswho work in the tax-

case ofitems thatmustbe registeredby the purchaser,such as ing city but reside in another. Some states allowresidentindi-
cars and boats. The result defies common sense and violates viduals a credit for income and payroll taxes paid to localities
basic principles of justice, since it gives out-of-state firms a in other states.

competitive advantage over in-state retailers. The revenue

loss from untaxed interstate sales is estimated at over USD 2. Tax base
3.0 billionper year. Comparing tax rates tells only part of the story, and indeed,

only a minor part. Working through the calculation of indi-
2. Tax.rates

Although state tax rates range from 3 per cent to 7 per cent, 22. For a furtherdiscussionof state taxation of service transactions,see Feder-

they are clustered fairly narrowly in the range of 5 to 6.5. per ation of Tax Administrators,Sales Taxation ofServices:An Update (Washing-
cent; 30 state tax rates fall within this range. (See Table 3.) ton: FTA, April 1994).

This is not, however, the end of the story. In about two thirds
23. Two states collecta flatpercentageof federal income tax liability, and one

imposes slightlygraduated rates on federal tax liability; this, ofcourse,produces
of the states that levy general sales taxes, local governments a graduatedrate schedule.
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vidual tax liability, beginningwith a gross income figure and 2. Tax base
ending with taxable income, one encounters myriad ways in =

which state tax bases cn (and do) differfrom the federalbase The calculation of the corporate income tax base exhibits

and from each other. every bit as much diversity across the states as the individual
income tax base. Starting from the federal tax base, each state

Most states base the state individual income tax on federal requires certain additions and allows certain subtractions in
law to some extent. In about three fourths of the taxing states, calculating income for state tax purposes. Among the most
state law conforms most closely to the concept of adjusted important additions are interest exempt under federal law
gross income (AGI) under federal law. (Adjusted gross (interest on the debt of state and local governments), income
income reflects various exclusions of income, such as alimo- taxes of other,states (allowed as a deduction in calculating
ny, pension contributions by employers (including the self- federal tax), depreciationallowances (to the extent that feder-
employed) and social security benefits as well as adjust- al law is more generous than state law), and net operating
ments for moying expenses and contributions to individual losses from prior years allowed as 'a deduction in calculating
retirement accounts.) States must also make adjustments to federal tax liability. Subtractions include depreciation

t federal AGI for income which is taxable at the federal level, allowances in excess of those under federal law and interest
but not at the state (primarily interest on federal debt obliga- on obligationsof the federalgovernment.States allow a vari-
tions) and for incomeexemptedunder the federal incometax, ety of credits (reductions in tax liability), notably for invest-
but not the state (primarily interest on the debt of state and ment in pollutioncontrol and waterconservationfacilities. In
local governments). addition, nearly all states allow some credits for increased

Eight states conform most closely with federal taxable investment and job creation in specified areas of the state

income (derived by subtracting from AGI personal exemp-
called enterprisezones.26

tions for the taxpayer, spouse and dependants,and a standard
deduction or itemized deductions for personal expenditures). 3. Apportionmentformulas
In three states, state tax liability is calculatedsimply as a per-
centage of federal liability. Whereas the federalgovernmenttaxes the worldwide income

of corporations incorporated in the United States, as well as

Conformity is generally far from complete, however. For income attributed to US sources, state taxes are levied pri-
example, states show great variability in the extent to which marily on income deemed to have its source in the state.27
they conform to the federal taxation of a portion of social Based on Supreme Court interpretations, the actual constit-
security benefits and unemploymentcompensation. In addi- tional requirement is that the income be rationally related
tion, many have a more generous allowance for moving to the taxpayer'sbusiness activities in the state. All states use

expenses and do not tax pensions paid by public employee formulas to apportion the income of corporations among the
retirement systems (and in some cases private retirement states in which they do business. They do not, however, all
plans).24 use the same formula. Historically, states generally used a

In computing taxable income, states employ either personal formula which accorded equal weight to three factors -

exemptions or credits, in combination with standard deduc- payroll, property and sales. More recently, a considerable

tions, to create a tax threshold below which no tax is due. numberhave moved to give greaterweight to the sales factor,

The amounts ofexemptions,credits and standard deductions, presumably in order to reduce the implicitburden on payrolls
which commonly depend on the filing status of the taxpayer

and property and the potentially adverse effects on business

(single, married filing jointly, married filing separately, etc.) location.28As of 1996, 22 states employedan equally weight-
differwidely from state to state. There is also a fair amountof ed three-factor formula, 22 gave double weight to the sales

variation in the itemized deductions allowed taxpayers, par-
ticularly as it relates to the allowanceofdeductionsfor feder- 24. To some extent the discrepancybetween state and federal laws reflects the

al income taxes, federal social security taxes, state and local failure of states to adopt recent changes in federal law. See Harley Duncan and

sales taxes, medical expenses, and casualty losses.
Ronald Alt, FTA Report: Impact of Federal Tax Changes on State Tax Sys-
tems, State TaxNotes,Vol. 7, No. 49 (3 December 1993), at 233-238.
25. The followingdiscussionof corporation income taxes is generallyapplica-
ble to Michigan'sSingleBusinessTax (SBT), a modifiedaddition-methodvalue

C. Corporate income tax added tax imposed at a rate of 2.3 per cent on value added in excess of USD
45,000.Value added is apportionedto Michiganusing an apportionmentformula
that accords doubleweight to the sales factor.

1. Tax rates 26. This discussion is also generally applicable to the calculation of business
income of individualsnot operating in corporate form.
27. Intangible income that is not derived from the taxpayer's business opera-

All but 12 of the 46 states levying a corporate income tax tions, however, is typicallyassigned to a state on a residencebasis. See general-
employ a single rate.25 In those with a graduatedrate, the top ly, Walter Hellerstein, State Taxation of Corporate Income from Intangibles:

/ marginal rate is generally reached at a low level (less than Allied Signal and Beyond,TaxLawReview, Vol. 48, No. 4 (1993), at 739-879.

USD 250,000net incomein all but one state). State corporate
28. These are the formulas used in such areas as merchandisingand manufac-

turing. Some states use specialized formulas for such activities as banking,and
income tax rates are generally clustered in the 6 to 9 per cent finance, transportation,and'communications.See Charles E. McLure, Jr., The

range. (See Table 4.) Local corporate income taxes are per- State Corporate Income Tax: Lambs in Wolves' Clothing, in Henry J. Aaron

mitted in six states - Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, New and Michael J. Boskin, eds., The EconomicsofTaxation (Washington: Brook-
at argument taxes appor-

York, Ohio and Oregon. Rates range from 0.5 per cent in ings Institution, 1980), 327-46, for the that income
tioned on the basis of a formula implicitly tax the factors appearing in the for-

Missouri to nearly 9 per cent in New York City. mula.
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factor, 1 weighted the sales factor at 70 per cent and 2 used D. Excises
only a sales factor.

The flavour of interstate diversity in excise taxation can be
4. Unitary combination seen from the range of rates levied on three importantprod-
One of the most controversialareas in state corporate income ucts: gasoline, cigarettes, and alcoholic beverages. Gasoline

taxation is the definition of the entity whose income is to be taxes range from less than 10 cents per gallon in five states to

subject to formula apportionment. Some states (separate 20 cents per gallon or more in 24 states. (These figures refer

entity states) limit apportionmentto the income and activi- only to state gasoline taxes, per se. In some states there are

ties of a single corporation. Many, however, require some
also local taxes, and in some states sales of gasoline are sub-

version of unitary combination. Under this system, formula ject to the general sales tax.)
apportionmentis based on the income and factors of a group Discrepancies are even greater in the excise taxes applied to
of affiliated firms deemed to be engaged in a unitary busi- cigarettes.Four southern tobacco-producingstates levy taxes
ness. Unitary combination is justified by these considera- of7 cents per pack (20 cigarettes) or less. By comparison,27
tions: (a) corporations might otherwise manipulate transfer states impose taxes of 30 cents or more per pack, including
prices on transactions between affiliated entities (including six states in which the rate is 50 cents or more.

interest income and expenseand other financial transactions) Because of the differences in the major alcoholic beveragesto place taxable income in low-tax jurisdictions, and (b) the
economic interdependencecharacteristicof modern corpora-

(beer, wine, and distilled spirits), it is difficult to summarize
interstate differencesin the taxationof these beverages. (Thetions commonly makes it impossible, even conceptually, to

isolate the source of income of a group of affiliated firms.29 problem is further aggravatedby the fact that 18 states oper-
ate wholesale or retail outlets, deriving revenues primarily

Combinationcan be limited to the water'sedge, or it can be from profits on these operations, rather than from explicit
applied on a worldwide basis. The Working Group on Uni- taxation.) Again, however, the differences are substantial.
tary Taxation mentioned earlier was convened to address the Tax rates on beer range from 6 to 10 cents per gallon in 11
complaints of multinational business and foreign govern- states to 20 cents or more per gallon in 22 states. Tax rates on

ments that worldwidecombinationis inconsistentwith inter- distilled spirits range from a low of USD 1.50 per gallon to a

national practice (including that of the US federal govern- high of USD 6.50 per gallon in Florida.
ment), which uses separate accounting to determine the
nationoforiginof income.30Many state corporate income tax

State excise taxes on distilledspirits and tobaccoproducts are

cases decided by the US Supreme Court have involved the generally administered through the use of indicia or tax

legitimacy of unitary combination, especially as applied to stamps (denominated in amounts equal to the tax rate) which

multinationalcorporations. In some cases the taxationof for- are affixed to the productbefore it reaches the retail distribu-
tion level. Wholesalers must purchase the tax stamps from

eign-sourcedividends has also been involved. Over the years the authorityand affix them the product priorthe definition of what constitutes a unitary business has also
state tax to to

been subject to considerablecontention and litigation.
sale to the retailer. For beer and wine, wholesalers or distrib-
utors are responsiblefor remitting tax to the state on all prod-

The dozen years ,since the Working Group issued its report ucts they receive. Federal excise taxes on tobacco and alco-
have seen substantially reduced use of worldwide combina- holic beverages are collected directly from manufacturers.
tion, despite the methodhavingrepeatedlybeen condonedby
the Supreme Court during that period. This reflects interstate The situation is more complex for excise taxes on motor fuel.

competition for new investment, the threat of federal legisla- Traditionally, state taxes were collected by wholesalers and
distributorsat the point they delivered fuel to the retail level.

tion, and the effects of anti-unitarylobbying in state capitals,
as well as the recommendation of the Working Group that

Because ofwidespreadevasion, however, both state and fed-

combinationbe limited to the water's edge. In exchange for
eral governmentsare attemptingto move the pointoftaxation
furtherup the distributionchain to the point at which the fuel

agreeing to this recommendation, the federal government first the for ultimatedelivery retail outlets.
promised the states substantial additional administrative

enters system to

assistance, for example, on transfer pricing issues. In fact,
this assistancehas not materialized. E. Areas of agreement
5. Dividends Two areas in which there is relatively little state diversity are

Dividends pose a particularly important problem. To the payroll taxes that finance unemploymentcompensation and
extent dividends flow between corporations filing a com- estate and gift taxes. This is true because the federal govern-
bined report, they are eliminated from the calculationof tax- ment allows tax credits for much of the state tax liability
able income. However, the proper treatment of other divi- against federal liability. (In the case of the estate and gift
dends is subject to controversy. Some states tax dividends
received by corporations deemed to be engaged in a unitary 29. See the papers in Charles E. McLure, Jr., editor, The State Corporation
business with the payor, but others exclude such dividends. Income Tax: Issues in Worldwide Unitary Combination (Stanford, CA: Hoover

This issue continues to be litigated. InstitutionPress, 1984).
30. This inconsistency in federal and state approaches is not as great as oppo-
nents ofunitarycombinationclaim. The federalgovernmentsometimesuses for-
mulas to allocatecosts when arms-lengthprices do not exist.
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taxes, the credit is based on a federal law enacted in 1926.) port functionssuch as legal services,personnel, facilities,and
Since such arrangementsare probably better characterizedas information systems. For taxpayers desiring to adjudicate
sharing of federal revenues with the states, than as taxes actions of the tax authority, there is commonly at least one
levied independentlyby the states, and because of their rela- level of administrative appeal within the revenue agency,
tive insignificance,they are not considered furtherhere. with rights of subsequent appeal to other administrative tri-

bunals and the state judicial system.

F. Appraisal
B, Federal-Statecooperativeactivities

In short, the US constitutional system places a premium on

the sovereignty of the individual states, allowing them wide
1. Federal-Stateexchangesof informationlatitude in designing their tax systems. This enables each

state to design a system that is most in keeping with the The cornerstone of cooperative tax administration in the
desires of its citizens. This autonomy carries a price, how- United States is an active exchange of information between
ever. Taxpayers, particularly those operating in multiple federal and state tax authorities to supportenforcementof the
states, bear the substantialburden inherentin simply trying to personal and corporate income tax. Federal law authorizes
comply with the multitudeof state laws and tax authorities in the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to provide federal tax
discharging their obligations. States also pay a price for their return information to state tax agencies, provided it is used
autonomy and diversity in the form of reduced compliance. solely for administration purposes and is properly safe-tax
The differences between state and federal taxes and among guarded against unauthorized disclosure or release.31 All
state taxes make voluntary compliance through education states have entered into an exchange of information agree-and assistance difficult to accomplish. Further, enforcement ment with the IRS through which they routinely receive an
efforts are complicatedby differing rules which allow some abundance of tax information. Information exchangedincome and transactions to avoid tax, while others are poten- includes copies of all federal audits or other adjustments to a
tially subjected to multiple taxation. taxpayer's return, identificationof taxpayers filing a federal

income tax return with an address in the receiving state,
extracts of items of income and expense reported on the fed-

V. MECHANISMSOF COOPERATIONAND eral tax return, and information reports filed by third-party
COLLABORATION payers (e.g. banks, brokerage firms, and employers) with

respect to taxpayers in a particularstate.

Despite the highly independentsystem of.tax administration Given the basic level of conformitybetween state and feder-
resulting from the sovereignty accorded the states by the US al income tax bases (see earlier discussion), this information
Constitution,there are a numberofcooperativearrangements is often used to assess additionalstate tax directly. For exam-
between state and federal tax authorities and among various ple, one of the most effective information exchanges is an
groups of states. These arrangements are aimed primarily at IRS programmethatmatches third-partyreports ofincome to
improving tax compliance and enforcement; relatively few entries on taxpayer returns. The IRS assesses additional fed-
address the administrativeand complianceburdens faced by eral tax where income has been omitted and provides infor-
multi-state taxpayers - a lacuna that has been the focus of mation the adjustment to the state tax authority in whichon
recent criticism. the taxpayer resides. The state customarily issues an auto-

matedassessmentofadditionalstate tax, unless the income is

A. State tax agency organization exempted by the state. States also compare the exchanged
data with state files to insure consistency in amounts report-
ed to federal and state tax authorities and to identify poten-Each state has its own tax administrationagency commonly tially non-filing taxpayers. With the massive amounts of

known as the departments of revenue, which is responsible information involved,nearly all information,is exchangedon
for the collection of taxes imposed by that state. State tax computer-readableor electronicmedia instead ofpaper.agencies are generally headed by individuals who are ap-
pointed by and serve at the pleasure of the governor, the Federal data and federal audit reports are the only, or at least
elected chiefexecutiveofthe state. In three states, the head of the predominant,means of independentlyauditing state indi-
the tax agency is a statewideelectedofficial, and severalstate vidual income tax returns in many states. The rates of state
revenue agencies are governed by a multi-membercommis- individual income taxes (generally 5-8 per cent of taxable
sion appointedby the state's governor. income) are such that it is not cost-effective (particularly

to on state corporateState tax agencies are generally organized around the core compared the yield audits of income

functions of tax administration, rather than being organized
taxes and retail sales taxes) to maintain a substantial cadre of
state revenue agents to conduct on-site audits of individualby type of tax. A revenue department commonly has major income tax returns.organizationalsubunitsdevoted.toidentificationand registra-

tion of taxpayers,processingof returns and remittances, tax-

payer accounting, audit and enforcement, and taxpayer edu- 31. State taxstatutes likewise authorize the exchange of return information
cation and assistance, as well as various organizationalsup- with other states and with the federalgovernmentunder appropriatesafeguards.
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States also useusethe results ofoffederalccorporatioon taxaaxxaudits for 2. Cooopeerativvetaxpayertaxpayerassistanceasssssaanncee
enforcement. SinceSncce thethee ccomputation ofof statesaaee taxaax geenerrally
begins with federal taxable inccome, statessaeessrely extensivelyexteenssveyonon Beeyond thethee audit andandenforcementefforts, statestae andandfederal

federal examinationactivities for verificationofofthetheetaxaax basebase taxaax authorities haye undertakenundertakeen aawide rangerangeofofccooperative
andandthe properpropertreatmentofofvariousvaaroouusstraanssactioons,particcularly taxpayeraaxxppaayyerrservice andandeducation activities. Of particular note

thosethosse involvingnvvovvng international ooperatioons. State agenciesaggeenccess areare ccooooperativve ororjointjoonttprogrammes for proovidinng traininng
devotedevvoteetheir audit activities primarily totovverifyinng the appor- andand education tooo taxaax practitioonners andandpreparerspreparersasas well asas

tionment ofofincome acrossacrossstates, examining thethee taxpayer'saaxxppayyerrss prooviding ccooooperativve reegistratioon andand filing assistance tooo

treatment ofofcertaincertaan typesypess ofof traanssaactions, andand determining new businesses. It isisalsoasso notnotuncommon for statesaaeeandandfeder-

the meembership ofof thethee unitary groupgroup ifif the statesaae employs aial authorities toto offer on--site taxpayeraxpayerrassistanceassssstaancceeatataa singlesnge

combined reeporting. site.

States havehaverecentlyeecceentty gainedganeedaccessaccesstoo data from otherttherrfederal The most ambitious effort builds uponupon aa computerizedcoompputeerzzeedoror

agenciesgeenccesstooo aidaid inn taxax enforcement activities. They receiveeecceevee electronic filing programme begunbeguun bybythetheeIRS severalseveralyearsyears
regularegguarrreports from thethee US CustomsCuustoomssService onon importedmpporteed aago. States were, atat thethee samesame time, beginningbeeggnnnng tooo enterennerr thethee

goods thatthatttheythey useusetoo identify goodsgoodstoo which thethe retailetailsalessaeess electronic filing arena. To avoidvvooiddduupliccativve efforts andandsim-

andanduseusetaxax may applyappy orortoo identify poteential taxpayerstaxpayersthatthaat plify matters for taaxpaayers,mostmoststatessaeessdecideddeccideedtotoenterenerrintonto aa

may notnotbeberegistereed. cooperative filing effort with thethee IRS ratherattherr thanthaan developdevelop
their ownown individual filing proogramme. InIn 119996, 3131 states

Historiccally, thethe flow ofofinformation waswas largelyargeeyy from thethee participateed innn thethee jointjoontt FedState electronic filinng pro-
federal governmentgovernmenttooo thethee states. InIn recentrecentyeears, hoowevver, Under thethee thetheefederal andandstate individ-
states havehavebegunbegunproovidinng more information tooofederal taxtax

gramme. proogramme,
more ualual incomenccoomeetaxaxx returnseeuurnssfor personspersonsusingussnnggaaparticipatinng taxaxx

administrators. InInparticcular, federal administratorsuseusestatesaaee be filed in single electronic transmissionwith
lists ofregisteredof eegstereedsales taxpayers to ideentify potentialnon-fil- preparer cancan be nnaa snge

saaeess taxpayers to thetheeIRS, which ininturn providesrovideessthetheestatesaaeereturneeurn totothetheeappro-appro¬
ersersofoffederaieemploymeentandandccorporationtaxesaaxeessandandtoo cross-cross¬ priateprrateestatesaae taxtaxaauthority..34
check reportedeporteedreecceipts. They alsoalsouseuse files maintained byby
otherttherrstate agenciesagenccessthatthattlicense individuals engagedengagedinn vari-
ousoustrades andandprofesssioons asasaasourcesourceofofleads (e.g. ononnon- 3. Collaborativetraininng efforts

filers). Finally, statesaaee driver licence files provideroovvidee aa goodgood A final ofofcollaboration between state andand federal taxaxxareaarea
sourcesourceofofaddress informationandandpoteential assets inn aaseizureseizure authorities is in traininng perssoonnnnel. This ccooooperatioon takesn takess
situation. Here aagain, thethee datadataa areare exchangedexchangedunderunder legaleegaal three forms:
aagreeeemeents regarding thethee useuse andand ssafeeguarding ofofthethee data,
andand most information isis exchangedexchanged inin ccomputer-usseeaable

- State taxtax agencyagencypersonnelpersonnelareare able too takeaakee partpart inin all-

form. IRS-sponssoreed training sessionssessssonss ifif spacespace is available.
This includesnccuudess accessaccess tooo aa widewidee rangerange ofof coursescourses from

There arearerelatively few instancesnstaanccessinn which thethe statessaaeessandandfed- short-term, speecializeed coursescourses too more basicbasscc coursescourses

eraleralgovernmentgoveernmentconductconductjoint.auuditsofofindividual taxxpayers, which might bebeseveralseveralweeks inn lengtheengtth(e.g. basicbasiccrim-

exceptxxcceptinn thetheemotormoorrfuel excise taxtaxareaareaififearlier invvestigativve inalnaal innvvestigatioon). This enables states toto leverageeevveraaggeethe
work bybyeither thethe federai ororstatestatetaxtaxauthority hashasrevealedeveeaaeed resourcesresourcesofofthethee IRS too meet certainceetaan training needsneeds for
evidence ofofcriminal taxtaxevasion. which it would bebeimpractical too developdeveloptheir own offer-

There is little ininthetheeway ofofcooperativeefforts betweenbetweeen state ings.
andandfederal agenciesageencceessinn thetheeadministrationofofexcise taxesaaxeesonon

alcoholic beveragesbeveragesoror tobaccooobaaccccoo proodduucts, exceptexcept for occa- 32. In the pastpastthere waswasmore cooperationbetween state andandfederal officiais.

sionalsoonaalworking arrangemeentsbetweenbeeweeen individual agenciesgeenccessatat
More recently, the federai Bureau ofofAlcohol, Tobacco, andandFirearms has been

preoccupiedwith the activities ofofparamilitarymilitias.
the localooccaallevel.32Federal law, hooweevver, doesdoesreequire thatthattman- 33. Federai law regardingcollectionofofdelinquent taxes complicatesefforts tooo

ufacturers ofoftobaccotobaccoproductsroductssandandalcoholic beveragesbeveragespro- share ororjointly conduct collection activities. For example, federal statutessaauutespro-

videvideereports totostatesaaeetaxaax authorities ononall productsproductssshippeed too hibit entities other than the IRSIRSfrom collecting federal delinquencies.They also

preventthe IRS from shharinng anyproceeds it might collect until all federal tax
wholesalers ininthethe state. This is a greatgreataidaidinn insungnsurng thatthatttaxaax

prevent IRS any
a debts are satisfied.Legislation is underconsiderationwhich wouldwouuldeaseeasethis pro-

is paidpaaidononall proodduucts eentering thetheedistributionchainchaan ininaapar- cess. In oneonecooperative venture, about 3030states will withhold (i.e. levyevyyandand

ticular state. attach) aastate incomencomeetaxtaxrefund totosatisfy aafederai taxtaxdelinquency.Legislation
totoauthorize the federal govemmentgovernmenttotoofferaareciprocal service totothe states has

Likeewise, therehashasbeenbeenlittle ccooooperatiooninn thetheecollectionofof been introducedinnnthe USUSCongress. (See S. 1408, 104th Congress, 1st Session,

delinqueent taxaaxobligations, eveneventhoughthoughaadelinquent taaxpay- 1995.)
34. BeyondBeyyonndthetheepoint atatwhich the electronic return is received by the state taxaxx

erermay often oweowemoney too bothbotthstatesaaeeandandfederal authorities. agency, administrationproceeds separately, with eacheachleveieveelrespoonsible for anyany
InIn faact, this isisoften aasourcesourceofoffriction between taxtaxauthor- further contactcontactit might have with thetheetaxpayer. AAfederal lawaaw enactednacceedinnn 19761976

ities, with oneone levellevel atteempting tooo assert prio[yrrooriyy overover thethee authorizedthe federalgovernmentgovernmenttotoadministerstate income taxestaxesfor states that

otherttherrwherewheretheretheree are insufficient resources t ssatisfy bothbotth agreed totoadopt the federal incomencomeetaxtaxbase (among other conditions).No state
are resources t

obligations.3.3
has availed itselfofofthis opportunity, andandthe provision waswasrepealed innn19921992as

ananunusedunusedandandunnecessary piecepeceeofoffederai law. The proposed legislation,cited

innnsuprasupranote 3333above wouldouuldauthorize coooperative andandjoint efforts innnaanum-

ber ofofareas without the conditions ofofthe prior law, which states generally sawsaw

asastootoorestrictive onontheir ability totodefine their ownownincomencomeetaxtax(especially the

base).
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State and federal tax authoritieshave on occasionjointly 1. MultistateTax Commission.-

developed specialized training programmes. Most re-

cently, they cooperated in developingbasic and advanced The MultistateTax Commission(MTC) is an organizationof
courses in motor fuel audit and investigation;over 1,200 20 full-member states which serves as the administrative
state and federal agents attended the course over the last agency for the UniformDivisionof Income for Tax Purposes
three years. Act (UDITPA) and the MultistateTax Compact.36The MTC

- IRS personnel regularly participate, both as instructors was formed in 1967 as a means of coordinating state activi-
and students, in training sessions conducted by state ties in the taxation of businesses operating in multiple states

agencies or their representatives.For example, the Feder- and bringinggreateruniformity to state taxation of such busi-
ation of Tax Administrators (FTA)35 regularly sponsors' nesses. The Multistate Tax Compact and MTC were formed

training workshops and conferences on current topics largely in response to a series of hearings and studies by the
and techniques in tax administrationfor state agencyper- US Congress regarding the taxation of interstate commerce

sonnel. IRS personnel regularly participate in such and purported complexities and inequities facing multistate
events. businesses.37To forestall federal legislationpreemptingstate

taxation of interstate commerce, the states formed the Com-

4. Procedures for cooperation pact to bring greateruniformityand equity to state taxation of
multistate businesses. In addition to the 20 full-member

The process by which these cooperative tax administration states, which are required to have adopted UDITPA and the
activities are initiated, developed, and implemented is Multistate Tax Compact, 15 states are Associate Members
diverse and somewhat dependent on the nature of the initia- and an additional five states work with the MTC on various
tive. Outside the information and data exchange area, the projects. Associate members do not participate directly in
cooperative efforts are generated largely by individual state governanceof the MTC and have not enacted the provisions
tax authorities and their counterpartIRS district office. Rep- of the MultistateTax Compact.
resentatives from the IRS and state tax agency regularlymeet

to examine ways to cooperate, and it is out of such liaisons The Multistate Tax Commission operates several pro-
that many individual initiatives grow. Once developed and grammes:
tested, they are likely to be replicated in other states. But the - A joint audit programme for member states wherein
implementationof many efforts may not occur in all areas of MTC staff (in conjunction with auditors from the indi-
the country. vidual states) conduct sales tax or corporate income tax

audits on behalfofmultiplestates at the same time. UponThere is a similar coordinative mechanism at the national
level for efforts affecting all states. The leadership of the completionof the audit, individual states are responsible
FTA, as representativesof state tax authorities,holds regular for dealing with the taxpayer on all matters and any
liaison sessions with the executive leadership of the IRS to appeals resulting from the assessment. The joint- audit

discuss and coordinatecooperativeactivities. The IRS main- programmesupplements,but does not replace, audit pro-
tains a small National Office staff (about 15 persons) dedi- grammes of the individual states.

cated to assisting states in working with the IRS and inpro-
- An active process of working with states and taxpayer

viding information on the types of cooperative activities groups to develop uniform approaches to the taxation of

being conducted across the country. Numerous IRS staff multistate businesses.38Proposals for uniformity cover a

throughout the country and in various functions devote at

leastpart of their time to workingwith states. Leadershipand
35. The Federationof Tax Administratorsis associationof the principalan taxstaff of the IRS and FTA play a lead role in designing and administrationagencies in each of the states, the Districtof Columbia and New

implementingefforts that are nation-widein implementation, York City. See discussion at Sec. V.C.2.

e.g. the jointelectronicfilingprogrammeand the information 36. UDITPA is a model uniform law developedby the NationalCommission-
ers on UniformStateLaws as a means ofcoordinatingthe divisionof a corpora-exchangeprogramme.They are also active in facilitating.the tion's income among states in which it does business. It has been adopted by 22

doption of initiatives generated at the state-district level in states and the laws of 12 other states are in substantialcompliance with UDIT-
other regions of the country. PA. The National Commissionerson Uniform State Laws is an adjunct of the

Councilof StateGovernmentsand consists of leading state legislators and other
state legal experts. Its mission is to review areas of state policy and governance

C. Interstate coordination mechanisms
which would benefit from a uniform state approach and to recommend legisla-
tion which would implementthe preferredapproach.
37. See generally the proceedingsof the Special Committeeon State Taxation

There are several multi-state organizations of state tax offi- ofInterstate Commerce, Committeeon the Judiciary,US House ofRepresenta-
tives pursuant to Public Law 86-272. The Subcommitteeoperated from 1962-

cials and authorities that contribute to coordination and col- 1966. These hearings weregenerallyknownas the WillisCommitteehearings
laboration in state tax administration. Generally speaking, after its chairman,Rep. EdwinE. Willis ofLouisiana.
these organizationsare aimed at one or more of the following 38. There are several organizationsof business taxpayerswith whom state tax

objectives: (a) improvingstate tax compliancethrough infor- administratorsregularly interact and work in efforts to promote uniformityand

consistency in state taxation. These include the,Committee on State Taxation
mation sharing; (b) improving the uniformity of state tax (COST), an adjunctof the Council ofState Chambersof Commerce,which con-

laws and practices to increase compliance and reduce com- sists of roughly 400 multistatecompanies.The primary purpose of COST is to

plexity for taxpayers; and (c) conductingadministrativeoper-
advocatefor multistatetaxpayersbeforestate and federal legislativeand judicial
bodies and to provide training to membercompanies.Similarly, the Tax Execu-ations on a combinedbasis to reduce administrativecosts and tives Institute (TEI) is an organizationof tax professionalsfrommajormultistate

the complexityof operating in multiple states. and intemational corporations domiciled in the United States and Canada. Its
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wide rangerange ofof issues, 'but areare commonly focused onon type ofofagreement too include aa mechanism under which aa

developing consistent approaches to the apportionment retailer cancan file aa single returneurrnwith one statestate to ssatissfy its

and allocationof incomeofvarious industries and gener- salessalestax obligations ineach ofofthe three states.41 The South-

ally implementing the prrovisions ofofUDITPA, defining easteastagrreementalsoalsoincludesprroccedures forforroutinely ssharing
the jurisdictional reach ofof statesae authority toto tax, andand certain corporate income taxtaxinformation.

developingdeeveeopng taxaax approachesapproaaccheesstoo new andand eemerging tech-

nologiesnoogeessandandindustries.Exaampleesofofrecentrecentproposaisareare 4. Bilateral exchanges
uniform apportionmentformulae for multistate financial
institutions, brroadcassterrs, and publisshers and a standard In addition, each state has entered intointo agreements toto

approachtotothe salessaesstaxationaxattonofoftelecommunicationsser- exchange taxtaxreturn informationwith nearlynearry ali other states.

vices. All recommendations are advissory too statesae taxtax
This exchange may bebeacccomplisshedeither thrrough the Uni-

are

authorities and legislatures.
form Exchange ofofInformationAgreementdevelopedby the

A nexus disscoverry progrramme for about 40 statessaess
FTA and executed by about 45 statessaess oror thrrough sseparrate

-

aimed atat identifying taxpayerrs which should be, but are
bilateralexchangeagrreements.Under these bilateralarrange-

are

not, registeredeegstereedfor taxaax purposes ininone or more states. meents, statessaaeess routinely share ccompliaancce information with
purposes one or

Coordinationofofstate legislativeeegssattveeinitiatives at thetheefederal
otherttherr states onon aa taaxpaayer-by-taaxpaayerandand aa state-by-state

saaee at basis. The exchangesexchanges may bebe more ccompreeheensive. New
-

levei.
York, New JerseyJerseyand Connecticutroutinelyrouttney exchange infor-

- Research and analysis ofof emerging taxax administration
mation individual taxpayers in the New York City

issues.
on

metrropolitan areaarea who work in one state, but reside in an-

other, to insureinsureconsistentconsssstenttsourcing ofofthe income and prroper
2. Federation ofofTax Administrators computationofofcredits forfortaxesaxesspaid in anotheranotherstate.

The Federation ofofTax Administrators isis aanon-prrofit associ-
ationofofthe taxtaxauthoritiesinineacheachofofthe 50 states, the District 5. International Fuel Tax Agreeeemennt
ofofColumbia and New York City.3.9 InIncontrast too the MTC, InInthetheelastlastseveralseveralyeears, statessaeesshave been reequireedby federal
the FTA isis notnot an operating taxtax administration agency, but law too joinjointhe InternationalInternationalFuel Tax Agreement(IIFTA), as aas a
rather aamechanism for all statessaess too cooperrate inin imprroving means ofof reducing thethe administrative burden on taxpayers
the techniques and standards ofoftaxtaxadministration.The mis- thrroughparticipationinina jointjointtaxtaxadministrationprroject. Alia
sion ofofthe Federation isis too imprrove statestatetaxtax administration

statesstaess (and a number ofofCanadian provinccess) are now mem-a are

prractices thrrough rressearrch, writing, and information bers of IIFTA, which prrovides a mechanism for apportioninga
exchange ononstatesae tax policy and prractices; trraining statestae taxtax the motor fuel exciseexcise tax liiability of an interstatenterrstate or multi-
agency perrssonnel; and coordinating interstate and federal- jurissdictionalmotorcarriercarrieramong the statessaessininwhich it oper-
state taxaax administrationprograammees. ates.42Under thetheeAgreeeemeent,thetheecarrier files onlyony a singlesngeetaxaaxa

The FTA regularlyeeguarrypublisshees newslettersandandresearchresearchreportseeporrss return with.tbetheestatesaaeeininwhich it isisdomiciledororbasseed, togeth-
on current issuesissuesin tax administration and conducts aawide erer with information on its operratins (purrchasses, mileage,
range of trraining worksshops and conferences on statestate taxtax etc.) in alialljurissdictiions for the reporting periiod. The base

administrationissues and techniques. Training efforts gener-
ally covercovernew and emerging issuesissuesinintaxtaxpolicypolcy and admin- mission includes proofessioonnaldevelopmentdeevveeooppmeenttandandadvocacyadvocacybefore state andandfeder-

isstrration, advancements inin the use ofof technology inin taxtax
aialpoliccy makers.TheTheInstituteofofProopertyTaxation (IPT) consists ofoftaxaxxprofes-

use sionals andandrepresentatives innnthetheepropertyroopperryyandandsales andanduse taxtaxareas. Its mis-use

adminiisstrration, and sspecifiic developments inin such areasareas asas sionsoonn is limited toooprofessioonnal development for its members andandworkinng with

motor fuel and tobacco excises and taxax research. As outlined approopriatestate andandlocal taxtaxauthorities ononmatters ofofmutual interest.

aabove, the FTA isisactive in developingand ccoordinatingvar- 39. MembershipinnnFTAFTAis openopentoooall states, thetheeDistrictofofColumbia,andandcer-

iousiouss federal--state ccoooperative tax administrationefforts andand
tain large cities which administer their ownownsales ororincome.taxes.New York is

tax thetheeonlyonnyycity thatthatthashaselected too join.
facilitating interstatentersstate cooperative efforts. FTA alsoalso works 40. The regionaleggoonnaalagreementsprovideroovvideethatthattinformationgatheredatthereedonontransactions

with statessaess inin purrssuing federal legisllative initiatives andand meetinng specifieed criteria will be sharedshareed among thethee states. TheThe information

examiningemerging taxtaxadministrationissues. exchangesexchangesfall far short ofofproovidinng information ononali interstate sales SuchSuch
reegioonnal ororotherttherrvoluntaryvoountary interstate agreeemeents areareinherently limited becausebecause

theytheey involvenvvoovveetaxaax authorities innnoneonestate proovidinng information tooo otherttherrstates,

3. Regional cooperrativeagrreementts which will leadeeaadtotoincreasedncreeaseedtaxation ofofcompaniescoompaaneess(or their products) operating
inn thetheestate proovidinng thetheeinformation. Certain states areareuunlikely tooojoinoonnsuchsuch

In severalseveralareasareasofofthe country, statesae taxtaxagencies have joinedjoined endeavours becausebecausesubstantial portioons ofof their economyeconomymaymaybenefit from

togetherttadoptadoptregionaleegonaalaagreeeemeents too encourageencourageinforma- coompliancedifficultiescurrently facedby otherstates. Similarly, tax administra-
tors consideringparticipation innninterstatesharingofofinformationmust bebesensi-

tionton sharing aamong thethe statessaaeess asas aameans ofof improving taxtax tive tooothetheepolitical interests innntheir state; otherwise they risk losingossnng thetheesupportsupport
compliiance onon interstate sales. States participating in the ofofelectedofficials.

agreements agree to share information onon goods being 41. For aamorecompletecoomppeteedisccussioon,seeseeHarleeyT. Dunccan, InterstateCooooper-

sshipped into otherparticipatingstatessaesswithout the paymentofof
ative Efforts too Enforce State SalesSaaeessandandUse Taaxxes, Prooceedings of thethee81st81st
AnnualAnnualCoonferenncceononTaxatioon, (Coluumbbuus,OH: NationalTax Association-Tax

tax.44 Certain ofofthe agreements alsoalsocall for active encour- Institute ofofAmericca, 1199889), atat93-98.

agement ofofretailers toto register inin all statessaess intointo which theythey 42. InInthetheeUS, aacarrier payspaystaxaaxxat thetheetime fuel issspurchasedpurcchaseedororatatthetheepump,pump,

sship goods. Such agreements arearein piace in the Great Lakess, .
butisbut ssthentheennrespoonsibleforapportiooninngthetheetaxtaxpaid ononits entire fleetononthetheebasis

Midwest and Southeast regions ofofthe country. In addition,
ofofmiles travelledinnneacheachjurisdictioon.Before thetheeaddooptioonofofIFTA, aacarriercarrrerrwaswas

respoonsible for filinng quarterly returns innneacheachjurisdictioon innnwhich it operated,
New York, New JerseyJerseyand Connecticuthavehaveextendedexteendeedthis detailing its mileage, purchases andandconsuumptionandandanyanytaxtaxororrefund owed.
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stateprovides informationto otherjurisdictions,reconciling VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
the tax owed by the carrier in all jurisdictions, and otherwise
provides for the administrationof the tax with otherjurisdic- The sometimes chaotic system of tax assignment and tax
tions on behalfof the carrier. The base state also audits carri- administrationin the United States reflects the unique histor-
ers on behalf of all other jurisdictions. In short, the interstate ical development, in whicha nation was createdby states that
carrier deals only with the tax authority in its base state, retained substantialpowers, including fiscalpowers. The cur-
which is responsible for all contacts on behalf of the carrier rent system was not planned; like Topsy, in Alice in Wonder-
with other jurisdictions. land, it just growed. As a result, it is characterized by
New York State has taken the joint administrationof IFTA inconsistencies (e.g. in law and administration), gaps and
one step further. It has developed a data processing facility overlaps (in tax bases), duplication (of administrative and
whichprovides tax return and remittanceprocessingservices complianceefforts), excessive litigation, inequities, and eco-

for 16 IFTA jurisdictions, including two Canadian pro- nomic distortions.
vinces.43The processingcentre captures all data from returns While the system of essentially independent legislation and
filed with it and handles all financial transactions among the administration works fairly well for the United States -

states involved as well as with other IFTA jurisdictions.The which shows no proclivity to change it in fundamentalways,
states are individually responsible for registering and audit- it does not provide a useful blueprint to be followed by a

ing carriers and dealing with delinquentcarriers. nation attempting to construct a more rational and efficient
IFTA began as a voluntary cooperative effort among a rela- system. However, the horizontal and vertical cooperative
tively small number of states - three at the outset. However, arrangements that have been worked out to deal with various
because of the perceived benefits, the interstate trucking problems are worth studyingby a country that chooses to fol-

industry pushed hard for further participationand was even- low the path.of independentlegislationand administration.

tually successful in securing enactment of a federal law
requiring states to participate in IFTA if they wish to contin-
ue imposing the apportioned fuel use tax beyond 30 Septem-
ber 1996.44 While some states initially resisted enactmentof 43. As of April 1996, the centre is processing for 12 jurisdictions.The remain-

the requirement,all will have compliedwith its provisionsby
der will come on-line in July 1996.
44. See Public Law 102-240, the Internodal Surface Transportationand Effi-

the deadline. ciency Act of 1991.
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CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

As- OVERVIEWOF TRENDS IN TAX REFORMS in SELECTED

CENTRALEUROPEAN- COU-TRIES1
Mria Vghelyii*

Senior ResearchReseeaarcchAssociate IBBFFD, Amsterdam

I. INTRODUCTION aim ofofrstruucturing thethee legallegalframeework, removingeemoovvng restric-
tions ononprivateprrvateeeconomic aactivity andandencouragingenccouraagng foreign

This paperpaperprovidesrovideessananoverviewoverviewofofthetheeongoingongong development investmentandandtrade.

ofofthe direct taxation systems ofofcertain Central andand East

Europeancountries (hereeafter: CEE ccoouuntries), i.e. thetheeCzech Formerly, Czechoslovakia hadhad aa central taxingaxng aauthority
which imposed all taxesaaxeess inn bothbothrepubliccss5. TheThetransforma-

Reepublic,Huungary andandthetheeSlovakSoovvaakReepuublic. tion ofofthis ssysteem occurredocccurreedin two staages. An entirelyn two new,

These ccoouuntries were selectedononthetheegroouunds thatthattttey areareali .but transitioonal, systeem waswas introduced inn 1989.6 This waswas

atteempting totoharmonizeharmonzze their taxtaxsysteems, ininline with thosethoosee thenthen replacedeplacceedbybythetheepresentpresentsysteem, which camecameintoitooeffect

ofofEU Member States. IndeedIndeedaliallareareassociatedassssoccateedmembers ofof onon 11 JanuaryJanuary 19931993andandisiscloselycosseey basedbaseduponuponWestern Euro-

thethe Europeeaan Union.2 However inin spite ofof their common peanpeanmodels. The ccompreeheensivetaxaaxsystem consistsconssstssofofcor-'

goals, thethee'Czech Republic andandHungarry representeprresentdiverging porateporateandandpersonalpersonalincome taxtaxand aavaluevaaueeaddedaddedtaxtaxwhich

directions inn .thetheeddevveloopmeentofoftaxax systeems, theythey showshowtwo closelycoseeyyfollows thethee EU Directives. With the dissolution ofof
extremes: thethee CzechCzechRepuublicc's taxaaxx systemysseem isis stable, while Czechoslovakiaonon3131December 1199992, thetheenewnewsystem waswas

Huungary's taxtx systeem suffers from continuous ccoontraadictoory adoptedadoopteedbyby bothbotth the Czech andand Slovak Repuublics, thoughthoouggh
changes, butbutneverthelessneverttheeeessssoffers investorsnveestorssmore incentives subbseequueentlybothbotthcountrieshavehaveadpted significcaantamend-

than the Czech ssysteem does. ments andandtheirtheeirtaxtaxsystems arearenonolonger identical.

The taxaxx policcy climate hashas altered cconsideraably from thethee InInthe period after this reform inn the Czech Reepublic taxaax pol-
early 1990s1990stooothetheepreseent. After thetheepoliticcal changeschangeswhich 1Cyicyhashasbeenbeenconsistentandandfairly tight. No reliefs, deductions
occurredcccurreedatat the turnturnofofthethee lastasstdecade these countries with andandconcessionscoonccesssoonssareareavvailable,.and the taxation systeem doesdoes
emergingmerggnggmarketsmarrkeessneeded tooodevelopdeevveeoop newnewandandappropriatetaxax notnotoffer anyany form ofofincentive for foreign investors. Since
systeemss3. They started almost from scratch asas theytheeyyhadhadnono thethee taxtxxreform.innn 1199993, nonoconceptualconcceeptuaalororstructural changeschanges
realreal traditions inin this field, They aliall therefore havehavehadhad tooo havehave takenaakeen placeplace inn the taxtax leegislatfon. Amendments tooo taxaax

searchsearch for newnew waysways too improveimprove theirtheerr taxaax systems andand too

adaptadapttheir ssysteems too new deevelopmeents. The countries inin * The author wouldwoouuldlike toooacknnowleddgethe valuablecommentsofofGabriella*

transitionhavehavehadhadconsiderableprobleems ininestablishingandand Erds, Tax PartnerofofKPMGHungria, Budapest.
developingdevelopingadequate taxaax policies andand reegimes. TheseTheseproob- 1. This paperpaperis aashortened updated version ofofthe presentation made totothe

lems are particcularlypronouncedpronouncedwhenwhenit comes too fine tun- Scientific seminar: The ImportanceofofInstitutions for the Transition innnCentral

ing tax policcy to ssatisfy thetheeneeds ofofspecific industries.4 andandEastern Europee held innnHalle/Saale(Germany) onon18-19 March 1996. The

ngg ax to seminar was mainlyaannyydevoted to the developments innnthe agriculture andandfoodto

TheThe countries inn transition wish too., developdeevveop tax systeems,
industry, therefore special attention waswaspaidaaidto the taxation ofofthe agricultural

tax sector andandthe food inddustry.This paperpaperdoesdoesnotnotseparatelycovercoverthese sectors,
incentives andand otherttherr methods sirilar too thosethosse ofof thethe EU instead it is limited totoexaminingxxamnnnggthe generaleneraaltrends ofofdevvelopmentinnntaxation

Member StatesStateessinn order too achieve theirtheireconomic goals, i.e. innnthe regioon.
too encourageandandpromote thethe growth and ccompetitiveenesssofof

2. In adddition, thethee Czech Republic andand Huungary became members ofofthethee ..

encourage OECD.
their economies. 3. Under the communistregimes, the tax systems reflectedsome ofofthe irra-tax some

tionality ofofthe applied economieconomicsystems. The years prior totothe 1990s cancanbe

characterizedby ananunreasonablyhigh.state participation innnthe economy. The
mainaannpurpose ofofthe tax system, besides the collection ofofrevenues for the state

II. HISTORICALOVERVIEW budget, waswas(as part ofofthe central plan) totoguide andandinfluence the wholeecono-

my.
4. The EuropeanUnion also hashasgreatgreatconcernsconcernsaboutaboutits regimeeggmeeofofincentives

A. The Czech and Slovak Reublics andandsubsidies for specific inddustries, mainlyy£ortagricultureandandthe food indus- -

try, andandit is planning totorestructure this wiiwitljinaa10-15 yearyearperiod, using the

financialdevices available through the taxtaxssstemss'gfMemberStates.

Czechoslovakiawas, bbasiccally, thetheelast,ootthee.soocialistcun- -5.. J. Prust: The Czech andandSlovak Federal Republic: GovernmentFinances

tries to undergo far-reeaching politiccal cchhaanges. Arfe''ti'
- n'aPriodofTransitionn,of (Ed. Vito Tanzi),Transition totoMarket:Studies in Fis-

o undergoo
VelvetRevolution in Czechoslovakiain 1199889, intensive

calcalRRforms, IMFIMFi993.
n n anan nteenssvvee 6. The systemyystemprior tooothe one introduced in 19891989had consisted ofofan enter-one an

preparatoryreeparaaory workworrkbegan too createreeaae reform legislationwith thethee prise profits taxtaxandandanantumoveruurnooverrtax.
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O laws were basically technical in nature, aimed at bringing The measures in the new corporate income tax and dividend
increased clarity and closing unintended loopholes. tax law adopted for 1997 are designed to overcome the con-

tinuing budget deficit problem, while maintaining and=

The Slovak Republic inherited the same tax system as the
encouraging economic growth and reducing inflation. Addi-

Czech Republic. As most foreign investmentconcentratedin tional objectivesof the new reforms are:
the Czech territories, the Slovaks introduced incentives for

to promoteneutrality in competition;-

specific industries and specific areas. However, these incent-
-

ives were generally unsuccessful and were later withdrawn.
to facilitateharmonizationwith EU MemberStates; and

In general, the Slovak Republic is somewhat behind the
- to eliminate controversial and contentious elements of

Czech Republic in amending its tax legislation and closing
the current legislation.

loopholes, nevertheless in most cases it follows in.the same Summarizing the trends it can be stated that the tax regimes
direction. of Central and Eastern Europe are developing from a com-

mon origin under the COMECON system towards systems
more similar to those in the West. Among the countries

B. Hungary referred to, the path, speed and scope of change is different.
The tax system of Hungary from 1992 onwards underwent

The Hungarian tax system has been subject to constant, fre- frequent, sometimes very contradictory, changes and devel-

quent and far-reaching changes. Among former centrally opments, resulting in a reduction in taxpayer security. This
planned economies,Hungarypioneered the initiationofmar- continuous revision of the fiscal legislation endangers the
ket-oriented reforms in general and the overhaul of fiscal main principlesofneutrality, transparencyand fairness.After
institutions in particular. The reform effort began in 1968 the split the Czech and Slovak Republics introduced a com-

with the introductionofa new economicmechanism.In the pletely new tax system on 1 January 1993, which, irrespec-
course of continuous.fiscalreforms the main purpose of the tive of certain fine tuning changes, still applies.
tax system changed from directing the economy to collecting
budget revenue. The initial tax system represented a combi-
nation ofdifferent types of contributionsto special funds and III. MAIN DEVELOPMENTSIN THE DIRECT
excess wage taxes, with a great number of preferences TAXES BETWEEN 1988 AND 1997obtained on a highly discretionarybasis.7

The milestone in taxation was the major reform of 1987 A. Corporate income tax
which introduced a comprehensive tax system with effect
from 1 January 1988. The reform undertakencoincided with
the entire rebuilding of the legal environment in Hungary.

The corporate income tax is levied on the worldwide income

The characteristic features of this comprehensivetax system
of legal persons, including limited partnerships. It also

were the high effective tax rate and a wide range of tax pref- applies to the domestic income earned by branches of foreign
erences granted to selected activities or industries, mostly in companies. In Hungary partnerships are normally subject to

the form of reduced tax rates. However, the most generous corporate income tax, but the income of general partnerships
tax preferenceswere granted to foreign investrs.The reform in the Czech and Slovak Republics is taxed' in the hands of

in 1990 replaced the entrepreneurialprofits tax with a corpo-
the individualpartners.

rate income tax. With the entering into force of the Account-

ing Law in 1992, structural changes were introduced, the

existing distortions8 were corrected, the rates reduced and 7. The taxes were not primarily used to collect state revenue but rather to

direct taxes harmonized. Since then, Hungary has followed direct the economy. Enterprises were subject to a complicatedsystem of formal

the general trend of a further reduction in tax rates, of elimi-
taxes and contributionsto special funds, according to a specificallyelaboratedset
of formulas. Profit allocated to these funds was taxed at progressiverates from 0

nating specialpreferencesand of broadeningthe taxable base per cent to 70 per cent depending on the type of industry. This type of taxation
and has gradually adapted its tax system to European stan- was clearly neither transparentnor neutral, and gave rise to brgainingover the

dards. grantingof tax preferences.During the 1970s, profit taxationwas simplifiedwith
a regulatory tax rate of 40 per cent and a municipal tax rate of 6 per cent com-

The 1994 amendments which came into force on 1 January bined with a highly progressiveexcess wage tax rate of up to 400 per cent. Cer-
tain reliefs were still given on a discretionarybasis.

1995 representeda new reform which conceptuallymodified Thebeginningof the 1980s again witnessedchanges. Certain types of taxes were

the Hungarian tax system, through the introductionof a two- repealed, while the rate of profits tax and the municipal tax rate were increased

stage corporate tax, and the repeal of a great number of tax to 45 per cent and 15 per cent respectively. In 1985 allocations to special funds

incentives. The beginning of 1996 again witnessed changes
were abolished, enterprises paid a 50 per cent profits tax and a municipal levy.
Reduced rates were still available forcertain activitiesand enterprises. [see Bc-

in the legal framework,includingchanges in fiscal legislation skai T.,(1971), New developments in State Enterprise Taxation in Hungary,
caused by a need to secure economic stability, the deficit in Vol. 6 Acta OeconomicaNo 1-2, at 107-121; and Kopits G. (1993), Hungary:A
the balance of payments, and the unconditional adoption of case of GradualFiscal'Reform,Transition to Market:Studies in Fiscal reforms,

IMF InternationalMonetaryFund, at 387].the aims of certain interest groups. Complex tax regulations 8. A great numberofdistortionswere caused by the old-fashionedaccount-
of an anti-avoidancecharacterwere also introduced.Some of ing system which did not give a true, complete or clear picture of the financial

these regulations are unduly restrictive, ignore the economic position of a business entity. The new Accounting Law introduced new norms

reality and may hold back development. and provisions for valuation and revaluation of assets, and for making accruals
etc. The new tax law followed the new principles and accountingrules allowing
the computationof the tax liability from the accountingprofits.il 1997 International,Bureauof Fiscal Documentation
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1.1. Tax ratesrates thanthan distribute, their profits. This two-tier regime was intro-
,

ducedducedwithin thetheeframeworkofofaageneral trend toto reduce thethee
InIn 19881988 thethe corporatecorporrae taxtax ratesrates were geenerally higher than

availabilityofoftax incentivesncceenttveessandandto restrict the applicationofofaax o
thosethosse ininWestern ccountriees, butbutaagradualgradualreductioneeductton ininthethe taxaax tax incentives thatthatthadhadalreeaady beenbeengranteedd9. Moreeover, thetheaax
burdenburrdeen tookooookplacepacceeininthe folloowing yeears. Table 11 showsshowsthatthatt changeschangesin thetheecorporate tax systeem suubstaantiallyaltered thetheen tax
thetheenominalnoomnaalratesaaesshavehavebeenbeenreducedreducedtoooaaleveleevveelwhich is nownow taxaaxx positioon ofof companies formerly bbenefiting from taxtxx
ccoompatible (or(orevenevenlower inn thetheecasecaseofofHungary) with thethee incentives. As ccoompeenssatioon for the losses suffered from
corporation tax rates ininEU andandOECD countries.

aa thee ossess
tax aeess the additional taxaax burden caused by the supplementary taax,

Hungariaan taxtaxlaw offered treaty relief for double taxationaaxatton too
Table 11 foreign shareholdersshareeholderss(i.e. thetheerelevanteeeevaanttprovisionrovsson allowed for-

Standard CorpoorateTax Rates eignegn shareholdersshareeholdersstoo applyappy thetheedividend articles ofofdouble taxtax

treaties with respectesppeeccttooothetheeraterateofofsuuppleemeentarrytax). All ofof
19881988 19891989 19911991 19931993 19961996 19971997

CzechCzechRReepuublic 7575
' 7575 55*55* 4545 3939 3939

this hashasresulted inn aasituation ofofuunccertaintyandandhashasnecessi-
'

HungaryHuunnggaary 55**55** 50*50** 4040 3636 18+23***1818+23*** 'j g
tated anan eextreemely complexcoompeexx calculation procedureprocedure andand

Slovak RReepuublic 75 75 55 45
.

40 40 administration.l175 75 55 45 40 40

** ExceptExceptforforthethefirst CZKCZK200,000 which waswastaxedtaxedatat2020perpercent. As from 11 JanuaryJaanuary 19971997thethe probleematic two-staagecorporatecorporaae
**** TheThefirst HUFHUF33million was taxedtaxedatat3535 perpercent. taxtaxstructurehashasbeenbeenabolishedandandreplacedreplacedbybyaasinglesngeecor-

******BasicBasscccorporatecorpporaaeetax rateaaeeofof1818perpercentcentandandsupplementarysuuppppeemeentaryytax onon porateporaaee income taxtax raterae ofof 1818 perpercentcentandand aa dividend with-
profit distribution atataarate ofof2323perpercent. holdinng taxtax levied ononthe foreign recipienteeccppeenttatataarateaaeeofof20 perper

cent.1
InInananatteempt toooencourageencourageselectedaactivities, aawidewideerangerangeofof
taxtaxprefereenccees wereweregrantedgraanteed(mostly inn thethe form ofoftaxaax cred- InInHungaarry profit distributions made bybyHuungariiaan ccoompa-

its ororreducedreducedratees). niesneesstoo individuals were ssubjeect too taxaxxatataafiat rate ofof1010perper
centcentfrom 19951995 (prior too 19951995 it was 20 perpercceent). For 19971997

2. Taxation ofofdistributed profits the taxtax onon dividends payable by individuals hashas been
increasedncreeasseedtoo 2020 perpercentcentoror 2727 perper cent. The higher rateaae isis

The issue ofofhowhow too taxax distributed profits inin relation too appliccaable ififthetheedividends exceedexceedaacertainpercentagepercceennaggeeofofthethee
retained profits became ananimportant issue duringdurrng thetheefunda- individual'sshareshareinnnthetheebusiness.12
mental reform andandoverhauloverhaulofofthetheetaxaax systeems. TheTheselected
countriescounttreessbasically chose thethe classicalcassssccaaltaxaax ssysteem, wherebywheereby Althouugh all thesethesse countries havehave classicalclassical systeems, theytheey

profits already taxedtaxedatatcompany leveieeveelareareuponupondistribution apply offssettingmeasures totoreducereducethe taxaax onondividendspaidpaaid
ssubjeect too taxaax ininthetheehands ofofthetheeshareholders. bybyresidentessideenttccompaaniees too residenteessideenttindividualsasasananincentive.

PersonalPersonalandandcorporatecorporaae incomeincometaxaax remain completelycompetey sseepa-
InIn thethee Czech Republic double taxationaaxatton ofof dividends isis rate.
relieved through the inteegration ofofccorporate taxaax andandincome
taxax with respecteespeeccttoo thethee taxation ofofdistributed profits. This

3. Treatmentofofintercompanydividends
scheme allows shareholders aacredit for thethee dividend with- nneerccoomppaannyy
holding taxtax dueduetoo setsetoftagainstagaansstthetheecompany'scorporatecorpporaae taxaax The treatment ofof intercompanynterccompaany dividends isis notnot geenerally
which resuliseesulss inn aa reduced corporatecorporrae income taxtax rate. This favouraable; ininthetheeCzech andandSlovakReepubliccs dividendsareare

legislationegssattonwhich took effect onon11 January 11995, providees, inin ssubjeect too aalocaloccaalwithholding taxaax thatthatthas always beenbeen treat-

praacticce, different ratesraess ofof ccorporate income taxtax onon distri- ed asasaafinal taxaax liaability.
butedbuteedandandundistributedprofits. On the otherhandhandfrom 119994,
thetheeCzech Repuublic has putputintonto placeplaceananimputatioon systeem.
throough,the eexxeemptinng ofofdividend incomenccoomeefor holdinng com- 9. However, suchsuchfiscal incentives granted through the taxtaxsystem have cre-

panies. ated difficulties (e.g. economicconomccdistortion).
10. TheTheeffective supplementary taxtaxraterateapplicable totodistributions was totobe

InIn thethee' Slovak Republic nono specialspecial provisionsprovisions existexstt with calculated as thetheeweighted average raterateapplicable totothetheevariousaaroussshareholders.

respect totograntingrelieffrom double taxation.A purelypureey clas-clas¬ The effective supplementary taxaaxxrate, therefore, depended ononthe proportion ofof

sicalsccaalsystem isisaapplieed.
participationofoftreaty andandnon-treaty (incluudingHuunngarian)shareholdersandandthethee

treaty ratesratesapplicable totoeacheachshareholder. Huunngary did notnotapply withholdinng

The Czech andand thetheeSlovakSlovakReepubliccs imposse a withholding
taxtaxonondividends.

a 11. No dividendwithholdingtax will be levied ononthe profits distributed totores-

taxax onon dividends distributed toto bothbotth domestic andand foreign ident persons (except natural persons andandthe permanentestablishmentsofoffor-

shareholders.InInthetheeCzechRepuublic thetheewithholdingtaxax isis2525 eignegnnpersons) provided they are transferred toooananaccount kept with domestic

perpercentcentonondividends paid totodomestic shareholders andand 1515
financial institutions. An exemption from dividend withholding taxtaxis available
totoforeign persons for dividends which areareusedusedtoooincreasencreeaseethetheeshare capital ofof

perpercentcentififtheytheey arearepaid too foreignshareholders.InInthetheeSlovakSlovak new or already existing Huungaaraan resident coompanies, or ififthe dividends arenew or or are

Reepublicwithholdingtaxaax onondividends isissetsetatat1515perpercentcentinn kept ononaaspecial purposepurposeaccountaccountwith aadomestic financial institution.TheThedivi-

all cases. dend tax will become payable atat the momentmomentwhen aanon-resident makes thethee
actuai transfer ofofdividendsorordisposes ofofthe relevanteeevanntshare capital.

InInHungaryfrom 11January 19951995aareducedratereduced aaeeofof1818perpercentcent 12. ThepercentageeisThe defined asasdouble the prime rate ofofthe NationalBankBankofof

applieed too undistributedprofits and aasuuppleemeentarytaxax atataa Hungary applying onon the first day ofof the year in which the dividend waswas

rate ofof2323per centcentapplieed too distributedprofits. This taxaax was
approved. The individual's share is the portion ofofthe equity less the valuation

per reserve attributable totothe shareholding.The 2020per cent or 2727per cent rates are

adoptedadoopteedinn ananeffort too encourageencourageccoompaanies toooretain, rather calculatedby thepayorcompanycompanyandandmustmustbe withheld from dividendpayments.
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As mentioned above in the Czech Republic, from 1 January In 1993 Hungary introduced a restrictive scale, which is still
1994 a partial imputation system was introduced for divi- in force, for the creation of reserves for bad and doubtful
dends paid through holding companies. If a company both debts. The amount deducted from the taxable base varies
receivesdividends from a (minimum)20 per cent owned sub- between 2 per cent and 25 per cent depending on how long
sidiary and pays such dividends to its parent company (mini- overdue the debt is. Special, much more favourable rules
mum ownershiprequirementagain 20 per cent), then the ele- apply to uncollectible debts as from 1996.16 As of 1997 this
ment of the dividendpaid relating to the dividendreceived is favourable rule has been restricted by excluding foreign
not subject to withholding tax. With effect from 1 January debts from the categoryof bad debts.
1995 a tax credit for distributedprofits (i.e. a differentialrate

In the CzechRepublic other than banks,of corporate income tax on distributed and undistributed corporatetaxpayers,
profits) was introduced. A company which pays dividends are entitled to writeoffbaddebts incurredafter 31 December

may deduct fromits corporatetax liability an amountqual to
1995 on a phased basis.17

one halfof the withholdingtax relating to the dividends)paid If proper'action (e.g. legal proceedings against the debtor) is
by the company in the year concerned.13 taken to collect long overdue bad debts such bad debts may
Prior to 1997, in Hungary dividends paid to corporate share- be written off in proportion to the period of'time they are

overdue.18holders were not subject to withholding taxes (see above).
Dividends received (except dividends subject to the con- The Slovak Republic has an even less generous regime for
trolled foreign companies rule14) are excludedfrom the com- deducting bad debts, i.e. taxpayers, other than banks, can

putation of the taxable base for corporate income tax pur- only deduct bad debts if the debtor becomes bankrupt.
poses.

4. Loss relief B. Tax incentive policies in the context of different
categoriesof taxpayersLoss relief has been introduced in the countries concerned.

The option to carry forward losses represents not so much an
For countries undergoingeconomic transition, foreign directincentivebut rather the removalof an importantdisincentive.
investmentis of significance.CEE countries consideredIn general, the countries concerned do not allow the carry great

back of losses.15
- rightly or wrongly- corporate tax incentives to be a major
tool in the transformationprocess, vital for creating a fiscal

Table 2
The carry-forwardof losses 13. The lower effective rate for distributedprofits is in contrast to the Hungar-

ian two-stagecorporate income tax system, which from 1995 until 1997 applied
lower for undistributedprofits.1988 1991 - 1993 1996 a rate

Czech Rep. not available not available 5 7 14. As a new anti-avoidancemeasure,a controlled foreigncompany (CFC) rule
has been introduced from 1997. A controlled foreign company is defined as a

Hungary* 5 5 5 5** non-residentperson:
Slovak Rep. not available not available 5 5*** - whose registered seat is located in a country that does not imposecorporate

tax on the income of non-residents or that has an applicable rate of tax
* Hungary provides that losses incurred in the agricultural sector under 10 per cent. (The CFC rule does not, however, extend to companies
may be carried back for two years. Start-up losses can be carried for- resident in OECD Member countries or in countries with which Hungary
ward for an indefinite period of time. has a double taxation treaty); and
** The option to carry forward losses will be denied from the third

- in whose registeredcapital a residentpersonor corporationholds directlyor

year from commencementof entrepreneurialactivity, if a taxpayerdoes indirectly an interest of at'least25 per cent for at least 30 days (aggregate)
not generate net sales revenue of at least 50 per cent of the total and also holds that intereston the last day of the tax year.

expenses incurred, unless permissibn is given by the tax authorities. Per-
To prevent shifting taxable income outside of Hungary and receiving it as

income (dividends are normally excluded from the taxable base), divi-mission will be given only in the case of a natural disaster or if there is exempt
dends received from controlled foreign companies must be included in the tax-

a justifiable failure in putting a new investment into operation. able base.
*** No carry-backof losses is allowed. In addition, loss carry-forwards 15. Although Hungary permits carry-backof losses for the agricul-a two year
are restricted. Corporations can only use one fifth of the loss incurred tural sector.
in the current year to offset against the income from each of the next 16. The amount of uncollectibledebts as specified in the law, (i.e. debts can-
five years (i.e. 20 per cent each year). If the corporation incurs losses in celled during bankruptcy or liquidation proceedings and loss of commercial
the year to which a prior-year loss is carried over, the new loss is not credits,)provided the steps taken to collect them were unsuccessfulare treated as
available for the carry-over treatment. tax deductible items. From 1996, the following are also recognized as uncol-'

lectibledebts: (a) claims which have elapsed, i.e. which are older than tive years;
(b) claims which are forgiven by the creditors; (c) claims which are cancelled in

5. Deductibilityof bad debts a bankruptcy proceeding; (d) unrecoverable debts which are unrecoverableon

the basis ofa writtendeclarationmadeby the liquidatorin the case of liquidation;The treatment of bad debts was a critical issue in the coun- (e) existing claims against debtors who cannot be traced and the creditor has
tries under consideration. In the initial period tax legislation taken formal steps to locate the debtor; and (f) claims Whose recovery costs

was silent concerning bad debts relief, and only in very spe-
would exceed the claim itself.
17. 20 per cent - for debts more than six months overdue; 33 per cent - forcific situations permitted a tax deduction, e.g. the debtor had debts more than twelve.monthsoverdue.

filed for insolvency or for bankruptcy or had gone into liqui- 18. Perioddebt overdue (months) Write oft(%)
dation and the creditor registered a claim at court. Only 18 50

recently have these countries introduced rules that allow tax
24 66
30 80

deductions for specific bad debts. 36 100
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environment conducive to attrracting foreign direct invest- Table 33
ment.t9 Tax holidays available to allalllegal entities

Bassiicallly, aliall the CEE countries widely ussed, (and some of New businesses Special Reinvestment Others

them stilistill use)usse) aa grreat range ofof incentives to make their (years)yearss) Activities incentives

economiescompetitiveon the internationalmarket. The priin-
cipal form of corporate tax incentives available in the initial '88/'88/ '93'93 '96'96 '88/'88/ '93'93 '96'96 '88/'88/ '93'93 '96'96

phasse ofof transformation in the CEE countries was tax holi- '91'91 '91 '91

days (which operrate by exempting,,'ortaxing atata preferential Czech Rep. 22 nono nono yesyes yesyes yesyes no nono no yesyesor a

raterae income earned during the firstfrrssttyear ofofthe founding ofofa Hungary 33 nono nono yesyes yesyes yesyes yesyes yesyes nono yes
a Slovak Rep. 22 11 no no yes yes no yes no yesno no yes yes no yes no yes

company (initial incentive) oror certain years depending onon

presscriibed conditions. Most ofofthe countries introduced gen-
erous tax incentives for joint ventures. However, because of There are ssignifiicant differences in the prractice of certain

the lack of experiience in adminiissteriing incentives and the CEE countries towards grranting incentives. This isis due to

lack of underrsttandingof investors' motives, these measures
considerationsrellating to the protectiion of the revenue basse,

were often introduced in an inapprropriiateway withoutexam-
and maintaining the principles of equity, ssimplicity and effi-

ining interactionsnteracttonss with other regulations. Conssequently inin ciency. The Czech Republic declared neutrrality asas aa main

many cases they could not fulfil their intended function ofof priinciple inin its new income taxtax code introduced inin 1993.23
cases

sstimulatingeconomic grrowth..20 The Slovak Republic, which suffered from insufficient for-

eign investment after the ssplit, has decided toto give up the
Most commonly incentives were grranted toto newly estab- principleof competitiveneutrralityand has introducedaanum-

lished ventures: but they ussuallly did not take intointoconsidera- ber of tax incentives for forreiign investors inin 11993, although
tion possssible ssttarrt--up losses and they did not depend on the these incentives were again withdrawn for 1996.24 Hungary
fulfilment ofofsspecifiied requirementts and conditions. There- has an extensivessysstemof taxtaxincentives.Prior toto 11989, com-

fore, the tax incentives grranted have sometimes led to unex- panies with foreign participation were ssubject to lower tax

pected results: certaincompanieswere unable too benefit from ratesraess than domestic companies. The incentives have subse-
the taxtaxholiday, others targetingquick returnsreurrnssmadeuseuseofofthethe quently been modifiedand were mosstly eliminatedatatthe end
incentivesincenttvessbutdidnotnotplay ananimportantroleroleininfuelling eco-eco¬ ofof 1993, though exissting enterprises continue too enjoy the
nomic development.A tax holiday granted without pre--con- incentives for which they have qualiiieed..22 For the 1995 taxtax

ditions priimarily benefits short-term investments (this year Hungarry broke the trend by introducing thethepossssibility
occurred in Hungary in 119882i). From aagovernment'spoint of tax incentives for llarge--sscale investors. At the begiinning
of view tax holidays can lead toto aa llarge erosion of the tax of 11996, Hungarry again introduced new incentives in the

basse,222 which affects neutrality and can have an unintended form of aataxtaxexemptiionor reduced tax rateratedependingon the

diisstortingeffect on the economy. sizesizeof investment and its result in terms of anan increase ofof

These andand similar experiences havehavechanged the incentives turnover ororexports. The new incentives arearevery resstrictive,

policy: the emphassis isis now on providing carrefully targeted dessigned for aagroup ofofcompanieshaving substantialcapital
on

incentives i.e. offering incentives to companies investing inin
certain.branchesofofthe economy (e.g. in manufacturing,agri-agrri-¬ 19. OECD, Taxation ofofForeign Direct Investment inn Cennral andandEastern

culture and the food indusstry) oror in certain regions. Incent- Europe, (OECD Report releasedonon2929March 1199995).
20. G. Erds: Tax incentivesncceenttvvessfall short,short,Vol. 55 International Tax Reevieew,

ivesives areare aimed atat encouraging onlly llarge scalescale investments Nos. 33andand4, March 1994.
and have been grrantted on aa casse--by--casse basis. Where the 21.21. A goodgoodexample isssHuungary, where many jointjointventuresventureshavehavebeenbeenestab-

granting of tax incentives depended on officiais exerrciissing lishedlssheedwith thetheeminimum amountofofccaapital requiredrequiredbybylawlaw(ussually onlyony aafew

discretion (rather than the tax incentivesbeing granted ssolely
hundredhundreddollars for thethee foreign investornvestorrinvolveed). The companycompanywas able too

benefit from thetheetaxtaxincentives grantedraanteedtotojointjoonttvveentures, acchieevinng ccoompetitivve
by reference totodetailed conditionscontained ininthe taxax legis-egss-¬ aaddvvaantages innnthis waywayoveroverotherttherrdomestic ccoompanies.
llation), there was the danger ofofundueundueinfluence being exert- 22. I.e. thetheegovernment'sgoovvernmeenttssrevenuesrevenuesarearereduced.

ed by the partiesparttessinvolved. Even though tax incentives were 23. No taxaxxhholidday isssavailable under CzechCzechlaaws, exceptexceptfor aatax eexxeemptioon

basically codified, it was posssible in certaincircumstancestoo
for five years for small-scaleenergy proodduucers. Innn 19941994ananinvestmenteexxpeenndi-
tureureeallowance waswasintroduced toooencourageencouragecompanies totoinvestnvvesttinnnnew assets:

negotiate incentives. 1010perpercentcentofofthetheeacquisitioonprice ofofmacchinnery andandequipmentequpmeenttmay bebededuct-
ededfrom thetheetaxable income ofofthethe first ownerownerofofthethe assetsassssetsififtheythey arearenotnotsoldsoldoror

Table 33proviides informationonontaxtaxholidays that were or areare leasedeeaseedwithin three yeears. Accelerateddeepreeciation isssalso available.

available toto allallcorporateentities. The CEE countries grranted 24. Inn thethe periodperrodbetween 19931993andand 19951995thetheeSlovakSovvaakReepuublic grantedraanteedthetheefol-

aawide range ofoftaxtaxincentives inintheir early corporate income lowing taxtax holidaays (mainlymaainy totoforeign investors):

tax and foreign investment laws. However, from 1993-1994
-
- newly establishedjointonttventures (one(oneyeear); oror

- jointjonttventuresveenuuresinn underdevelopedunnderrdevveeooppeedareasareasfunded throouugh rein,estmentofsav-eennvestmeenttof-

the CEE countries have grradually reduced oror completely ingsings(two yeears).
eliminated tax holidays asas aa form of incentive for foreign For thethe folloowinng twowoyears thetheetaxaaxxrate is 2020perpercent. For commerciai ccoompa-

investment. These investor specific incentives have been niesness with atat least 3030 perpercentcent (minimummnnmuum DEM 11 millioon) foreign ccapital aa

reducedreducedtaxaaxxrate ofof3030perpercentcentfor twowoyeears applies.
replaced with activity--sspecifiicallowances,credits forforexpen- Farmers andandentities engagedennggageedinnnagricculture innnthe Slovak Reepuublic cancanapplyppppyyaa
diture onon new plant and machinery and temporrary exemp- standard deduction ofof5050 perpercent againstaggaanstttheir incomenccoomeeandand avoidavvooid iteemizinng
tions from tax for reinvestedprofiittss. eexpeensees. A raterateofof2020perpercentcentapplies too thetheeressulting taxable base.

25. Under the incentivesncceenttvessgranted too companies too attract foreign invvestmeent,
particularparttcuuarrattentionmustbebepaidpaaidtoo taxaaxxholidaysgivengveen for tentenyearsyearsfor industries

ofprimeof importaancce.

19971997International BureauBureauofofFiscal Documentation
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and export market capacities. In order to develop special Table 5
areas and regions the tax law provides for regional incentives Personal Income Tax Rates
as well. The incentives which were available in Hungary in
1996 are summarizedin Table 4.26 However, the biggestHun- Top rate on Lowest rate on Number of
garian corporate tax incentive is without any doubt the very earned income income brackets
low rate of corporate income tax (18 per cent). 1988 1993 1996 1988 1993 1996 1988 1993 1996

Czech Rep. 60 47 40 15 15 15 12 6 5

Table 4 Hungary 60 40 48 12 020756

New or amended tax incentives in Hungary available to all Slovak Rep. 60 47 42 15 15 15 12 6 6

taxpayers in 1996
1. Personal income taxation in the Czech and Slovak

Tax exemption Industry/ . Minimum Period Other Republics
or reduction region investment conditions

In Czechoslovakia,personal income taxation was introduced30% of economy none none investment
capitalized development financed at the beginning of 1991. It was a schedular system under
interest or tenders by Hungar- which different tax rates applied to different categories of
18% of interest ian bank income, and the incomewas not aggregated. Incomewas cat-

expenses loan egorized as income from employment,agriculture or literary
19% of manufacturing none none investment and artistic work, and other income such as business
capitalized environmental financed income or passive income. This other income was subject to
interest or protection, by Hungar- citizen's income tax with rates ranging from 15 per cent to 55
12% of interest tourism ian bank per cent. The wage tax was designed for income from depen-
expenses loan dent services with progressiverates up to 60 per cent depend-
50% reduction manufacturing HUF 1 5 years 25% but ing on the number of the taxpayer's dependents. The tax
in the basic billion min. HUF reform of 1993 abolished the former distinction between
corporate tax 600 million employmentand other source income, and introduced a pro-(18%) annual gressive tax scale with rates ranging from 15 per cent to 47

increase in
export per cent for aggregatedincome. The top rates have been grad-

ually reduced so that by 1996 they stood at 40 per cent in the
100% of basic manufacturing none 5 years 1 % export Czech Republic and 42 per cent in the SlovakRepublic.28tax on profits in special zone or

from the agricultural
region, but income 2. Personal income taxation in Hungary
max. 70% of increase
CIT annually Personal income taxation was in principle not in place in

Hungaryuntil the early 1980s and the emergence of a second
100% of basic hotel and none 5 years none Since that time various taxes have been imposedtax on profits accom- economy.
from the modation in on personal income from different sources with highly pro-
region, but depressed gressive rates of up to 75 per cent. In January 1988, a broad-
max. 70% of area er-based personal income tax with progressive rates which
CIT ranged from 12 per cent to 60 per cent was introduced. As of
100% of basic manufacturing none 5 years export 1992, the personal income tax was further streamlined, the
tax on profits in depressed increase top marginal rate was reduced to 40 per cent, the structureof
from the area equal to brackets was simplified and a personal allowance in the foim
region, but 5% of the of an exemption was granted. Since 1988 a separate 20 per
max. 70% of investment cent final withholding tax was imposed on interest and divi-
CIT value dend income, the latter was reduced to 10 per cent in 1995,

while the tax on interest was set at 0 per cent in 1995. For
1995 credits and deductions against income were abolishedBoth the Czech Republicand Hungary, at present, widely use

such incentives as special or accelerateddepreciation (grant-
and replaced by a system of credits against taxes. The year
1996 again witnessed a reform in personal income taxes thated for the acquisition of new machinery and equipment) has caused heated debate. Themajor changes include theinvestmentexpenditure allowances and investment tax cred- a

its.
26. The incentives are available only in the years in which the conditions are

met. The scope of incentives and the conditions for eligibility have tightened
C. Personal income taxes slightly for 1997. Tax allowancesrefer to the corporate income tax levied at 18

per cent on the taxable income (tax incentives displayed in the table refer to the
first part (basic tax) of corporate income tax).In the countries under review, a decline in the top tax rates 27. Although, in certain instances thresholdshave remainedunchangedduringtook place during the period between 1988 and 1996 (See periods of inflation.This leads to an effective reduction in the value of the rele-

Table 5). The reduction of the highly progressive rates has vant threshold.

been combined with the widening of the tax base and in- 28. In the case of the Czech Republic, for 1997 the brackets were extended
(e.g. in the highest bracket from CZK 564,000 up to 756,000), but the rates

creases in thresholds.27 remain unchanged.
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introduction ofofdifferent taxtaxraterateschedules for incomencomeefrom ing with the increasingncreassnnggcomplexity andandvariety ofof today'soodayyss
dependent activities (employment) andand for income from business transactions.Indeed, the increasing internationaliza-
independent activities (e.g. business income) with aa top tion ofofdoing business requires frequent changes toto legisla-
marginal rate ofof4848per centcentandandthe abolitionofofthe personal tion andandthe adoption ofofmore sophisticated taxation rules.

allowance.In the case ofofearningarnnnggboth types ofofincome the taxtax This process ofofadaptation is part ofofthe natural evolution ofof
is calculatedproportionallyusingssnggbothboothtaxtaxtables. In addition, market-orientedsystems.2.9
aanewnewfeature ofofpersonal incomencoomeetaxation is the extensive.

Finally, given the short history of tax laws in Central
application ofofdifferent flat rates, mainlyaannyytotopassive income

very of
aa nnaaveryvery of

andandincome from other sources. The 19971997modifications are
Europe, lot has been achieved in short periodof time.
If similar,progress is made innnthe future, the tax regimeseggmessofof

notnotasassignificant as tliose ofof1996; the dual taxtaxrate schedule these countries will undoubtedly reachreachtheir goalgoalofofachiev-
has been abolishedandandonlynnyyoneonetable applies, the toptopraterateofof ingnnggcompatibilitywith the Western model.
taxtaxhas been reduced from 4848perpercentcenttoto4242perpercentcentandandthe
threshold triggering this rate has been substantially
increased. The tax payable onon dividends has againgaann been
increased toto2020per centcent(the standard rate) oror2727perpercentcent(the REFERENCESREFERENCES
excessexcessrate) - seeseeabove andandnotenote12.-

G. Erds andand J. Swinkels: Czech andand Slovak Republics.
Unndouubtedly, the introduction ofofthe personal incomencomee taxtax Comparison ofof Tax Systems,Systemss,, 3333 Europeaan Taxation 1010
regimerggmeewaswasthe most controversial fiscal reform measuremeasurein (19993), at 340.
Hungary. The newnewtax waswasthe subject ofofconsiderable criti-
cism by politicians, taxtaxexperts andandtaxpayers at large. The Ch. Heady, M. Pearson, N. Rajah andandS. Smith: Tax Reform

criticism waswasbased partly ononhistorical sensitivities devel- innnCzechoslovakiaa,(Ed. Vito Tanzi), The Institute ofFiscal

opedpeedduring the Habsburg episoode andand revived under the Studies, No. W92, 18, October 1992.

post-war regiine, andand partly onon the reform's inflationary G. Kopits: Hungary: AA casecaseofofGradual Fiscal Reform,
impact due totothe inadequateone-time gross-up ofofwageswagesfor Transition totoMarket: Studies innnFiscalReforms, IMFIMF1993.
the personal income taxtax (to leave after-tax incomes unal-

tered).
R. Knuepfer,R Rona: Hungarymaymayeliminate tax incentives
for foreignerss,Vol. 44Journaloflnternationalof Taxation, No.

1212(11993) atat562-567.

IV. CONCLUSION M. Kupa: Hungary: Tax reform, 1988-89, 29.E.uropean
Taxation 11(1989), at 3-6.

The main trend that cancanbe discerned in eacheachcountry is the J. M. Mintz, andandT. Tsiopoulus: Corporate Income Taxation
movementmovementaway .from communist style tax regimeseggmess andand andand Foreign Direct Investment innn Central andand Eastern
towards those adopted in advanced Western Europeancoun- Europee, Foreign Investment Advisory Service, Occasional
tries. Paper 4.

The Czech andandSlovak taxtaxsystems are rapidly reachinga rel- J. Prust: The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic:
'

Govern-a and
atively maturematurestagestageofofdevelopment. Significant legislative mentmentFinances innnaaPeriod ofofTransition,(Ed. by Vito Tanzi),
changes that maymayhave aagreatgreatimpactmpacctononbusiness life areare Transition totoMarket: Studies in Fiscal Reforms, IMF 1993,
nownowoccurrinnginfrequently.The mainmaannstructure ofofthe systemsystem atat387.
is clearly establishedandandgenerally functions well.

D. Roach: Czech Republic: Fine Tuning ofofTax Laws, 3535
In Hungary, the conceptconceptofofthe corporate taxtaxsystem is fairly EuropeanTaxation, 7, (1995), at 230-235.
stable but the changes ofof19961996andandsubsequently 19971997espe-
cially with respectreseecttotothe withdrawal andandsubsequent intro- Dr C. Seibel andandDr St. Salzmann: Overviewofofthe Income

Tax System,Syssem,,3131EuropeaanTaxation 1111 (1199991), at 351.
ductionofofnewnewtaxtaxincentives- have led totoaafeelinngofofuncer--

tainty amongamong taxpayers. The frequent, andand significant I. Svitek: The CzechoslovakTax Reform ofof1993,1993,Vol. 11

changes totothe laws andandregulationsmaymaycreate insecurityandand RRFE/RRL,No 24, (June 1992), at 38-41.

instability, making business planning difficult. The changing
nature ofofthe Hungarian system lies notnotonly in the effort by
the governmentgovernmenttototax what is possible andandcollect asasmuchmuch 29. These changes only the collection of for the bud-notnot nnyyserveserve ofrevenues statestate
revenuerevenueasaspossible, but also in the efforts totoclose looopholes get, but also other, politicalgoals. This aspect, however,can leadeaadinnnthe short runcan run

andanddevelop aamoremoresophisticatedtax systemsystemcapable ofofcop- totodistortions that mustmustbe eliminatedelmmnaaeedlater innnthe evolutionvoouutonnprocess.

,j
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A COMPARISONOF COMPLIANCE COST ESTIMATES FOR THE TAX
SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND NEW ZFAI.AnD

Peggy A. Hite and Adrian J. Sawyer

II. RELATIVE MEASURES OF COMPLIANCE
Peggy A. Hite, Ph.D., CPA, is Associate Professor in COSTSTaxation in the Departmentof Accountingand
InformationSystems, School of Business, at Indiana

t UniversityBloomington, Indiana. E-mail: A. Compliance costs as a percentageof tax revenueHITEP@indiana.edu.Professor Hite specializes in
accounting education and tax research, and has published
widely on behaviourtax compliance issues. The federal budget for the United States is substantial; there-

fore, describing compliancecosts as a percentage of tax rev-
Adrian J. Sawyer, M Com, LL B, CA, is a Lecturer in enue and/or GDP allows for a more appropriate,albeit imper-Taxation and Business Law in the Departmentof fect, comparison to New Zealand data. In 1994-95, total fed-Accountancy, Finance and InformationSystems at the
Universityof Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. eral receipts for the United States was USD 1.3 trillion dol-
E-mail: A.SAWYER@afis.canterbury.ac.nz.Adrian Sawyer is lars.3 Of this amount, USD 543 billion was paid by individu-
the New Zealand Correspondentfor the Bulletin and. has als for income taxes, USD 140 billion was attributableto corr
published widely on issues in tax complianceand porate income taxes, and USD 461 billion for social security-administration.He specializes in tax complianceand related contributions. Thus USD 1.1 trillion ofadministration,and effective tax rate research, as well as

revenue was

companyand insolvency law. He is a member of the New related to an income tax system that corresponds to New
Zealand Society of Accountants (NZSA) and is on the Zealand's income tax system.4 Since social security taxes,
Canterbury/WestlandBranch of the Society'sTaxation including self-employment taxes, are reported on the US
Committee. income tax return, the associated revenue is included to pro-

vide more of a broad-basedcomparisonwith New Zealand's
system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Compliance costs for the predominantly income tax based

Concern for whether income tax systems have become too system in the United States have been estimated at USD 75
billion or higher.5 Using these data, the US tax compliancecomplex has generated interest in the economic impact of

complying with tax legislation. Many countries have under-
costs are 6.6 per cent (USD 75b/USD 1,144b) of the tax rev-

enue. Slemrod, however, reported that the USD 75 billiontaken programmes to estimate compliance costs as a way to
costs 10 cent of federal and state income taxwere per rev-

measure the burden associatedwith complex income tax sys-
tems. The most recent estimates available indicate that the

enues. Slemrod's base is different from the one used in this

compliance costs associated with New Zealand's business study because he does not include receipts from social secu-

taxes nor state revenues.
taxes are approximatelyNZD 1.9 billion1 (USD 1.3 billion,

. rity other FurthermoreSlemroddoes
include all of the compliance associated with social

using a 0.70:1 exchangerate), while compliancecosts for the
not costs

United States are USD 75 billion.2These estimates,however, security taxes and other state revenues, especially state

income tax administration costs. A good comparison to
are not readily comparable. Slemrod's 1995 estimate is the prior estimate based 1982on

The objectives of this article are to identify factors that are

useful for comparing differing tax systems, and to highlight 1. C. Sandfordand J. Hasseldine,The ComplianceCosts ofBusinessTaxes in
many of the differences underlying compliance cost esti- New Zealand (Wellington, NZ: Institute of Policy Studies, 1992). The taxes

mates in the United States and New Zealand. Improving our included in this study were the Pay As You Earn (PAYE, covering employers'
understanding of how each country calculates and portrays costs), theFringeBenefitTax (FBT), the Goods and ServicesTax (GST) and the

these costs will help policy makers and tax administrators
Business IncomeTax. This study did not include the compliancecosts from non-

business related taxes, such as personal income tax, and various duties and
evaluate improved methods for measuring and interpreting excise taxes.

compliance costs, in turn leading to improved efficiency.in References to NewZealand figures are in New Zealand dollars, unless specified
' collecting tax revenues. otherwise.Figures for the United States are in US dollars.

2. J. Slemrod,Thesimplificationpotentialof alternatives to the income tax,
66 TaxNote (27 February) (1995), at 1331-1340.
3. See 1995 IRS Form 1040 InstructionBooklet.
4. New Zealand funds its public retirement system through the collection of
all types of revenue. It does not have a separate fund for social security type
taxes.

5. Slemrod,supra note 2.
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data which reportedeportedcompliance'costsatat77perpercentcentofoffederal divergent ssystems make thisthss difficult. For thetheUnited States,
and statesae income taxtax revenues.6 complliiance. costscosts of statestate and local taxestaxes areare largely

unknown, (income taxes may be included ininthe prreparerfees
IfIfSlemrod'sUSD 75 billion estimate was calculatedrelative

andand taxpayer time, butbut administration costscosts forfor salessales and
too only the 19951995federal income taxtaxrrevenues, the compliiance have been estimated). If the compliance
costcostpercentagepercceenaagewould be 1111per centcent(USD 75b/USD 68833b).7. property taxestaxes havenotnot If

per costs arearenotnotincludeed, thetheeassociated revenuerevenueshouldshouldalsoasso bebe
Alternatively, ififall federal revenuesrevenuesareare includednccudeedtoo match

state local tax
the available New Zealand data,8 thethee ccompliaancce costcostper-

excluded. Excluding the sae and local aax revenue would
result in aaccompliaancce costcostratio which isis much higher than

centage would bebe5.8 per centcent(USD 75b/USD 11,3300b). For
2.9 cent. Table 2 provides ofofthe data ssubjeect-

New Zealand, the business complianccecosts have been esti-esti¬ per aassummary
costs

mated at NZD 1,882 million (rrounded to NZD 1.91.9billion)..9
ededtotossenssitivity analysis.

at o

This isis 8.18.1 perpercentcentofof the taxtax revenuerevenuegenerated by all thethe Table 2
New Zealand taxes.l0

Sensitivity analysis of compliancecostscosts

Table 11 New ZealandZeeaaaannd United States

Estimates ofofccompliaanccecosts andandrelatedeeateedfactors Compliaanncce costs asasaa perpercentcent
ofoftax revenueeevveennuuee1 8.1 %2 5.8%3

Estimate New Zealand United States What if:
'

NZD USDUSD(0.70) USD Only include USUS income tax.andand
Percentageofoftaxtax social sseeccuurity reecceipts 6.1%
revenuerevenue 11.2% 5.8% (1995) Only include US income taxtax

PercentagePercentageofofGDP 3.1% 1.0% (11995) recceipts 11.0%

19921992Nominal GDP 7474billion 52 billion 6.0 trillion Add all feedeeral, statestateandand local

19951995Nominal GDPGDP 8787billion 61 billion 7.3 trillion reecceipts 2.9%

Estimated ccoompli- Only include federal andandstatesaaee

anceancecosts 1.91.9billion 1.31.3billion 7575billion income taxaaxxreecceipts 10.0%4

Tax administration =.. Add thethe19951995IRDIRDtaxaaxx

costs 366 million 256256million 6.6 billion administrationcosts 9.4%

Total national/ UseUssee 19951995taxtaxrecceipts, assumingassssuumnng

federal revenuerevenue
ccompliaanncce

collected byby IRD/IRS 19.7 billion 13.8 billion 1.11.1 trillion costs (inncluudinng IRDIRDouutlaays) were

Numberof income
constantconstant 9.1 %

taxtaxtaxpayers 2.8 million 115115million
Notes

Number ofof IRD/IRS
eemployeees 5,88990 11113,00000

1.1. Coompliaannce costs forforNewNew Zealand include in-house preeparatioon
time valued atatNZDNZD28.50 perperhourhourandandatatUSDUSD10.00 perperhourhourfor thethe

CostCosttofofpaid preparers 604604million 423423million 77 billion USUScoompliaannce costs.
Per centcentuusinng paidpaaid 2. Source: McCulloch (1199992).
preparerspreparers 36% 50% 3. This estimate isss basedbased onon Slemtod's (1199995) ccompliaanncce costcostesti-

Averaage numberofof mate ofof USD 7575 billion forforthethe US. This numerator isss thenthen divided byby
taxpayer hours onon total US taxaaxxreecceipts inn 119994, USD 1.31.3trillion.
taxtaxaffairs 1111 2727 4. Source: Slemrod (11995). HeHeusesusesrevenuerevenuefrom yearsyearspriorrtoo 1995.

TheTheestimate was 7% basedbasedonon 19821982datadata(Sleemrod andandSorum 119984).

One factor too bebeconsideredconssidereedininaaccomparissonbetween thetheetwo

countries (asideaasside from thetheeinherentinherentimpreecision ofofeestimating Also probleematicisisthetheerevenuerevenueandandrelatedeateedccompliaanccecostscossss

the compliance costs which will be discussed later), isis the for administrationofofthe US socialsocialsseeccurity taxes. IfIfthe onlyony
fact that New Zealanddoes notnothave statesae andandlocallocaltaxesaaxessthat issueissuewas the ccompliaanccecostcostofofthe income taxaax ssysteem in the

areare comparrable too those inin the United States.u If these taxax United States, then the socialsocial ssecurity receiptseceptss should be

revenues areare included in the US taxtax revenuerevenuebasse, the com- eliminated from the disscusssion. However, thetheNew Zealand

pliance costcostpercentagewould be reduced as the denominator
' taxtax ssyssttem applies receipts from income andandgoodsgoodssand ser-as

increases. In 1995,1995,combined US statestae and locallocaltaxes were vicesvices taxes toto thethe payment of its social ssecurity/retirement
about half the sizesizeofoffederal revenues.12Thus, adding all of ssystem, so including the US revenue from soialsocal ssecurity
the statesaaee andand locallocal revenues would reduce the ccompliaancce taxesaaxeessfacilitatesaabroaderccomparissonbetween thetheetwo coun-

costcostratio too aboutabout3.9 perpercent. However, ififthethee revenuerevenueisis
includedncludeed inn thetheedeenominator,thentheen thetheeccompliaanccecosts asso- 6. J. Slemrod.and N. Soruum, TheTheecompliance cost ofofthe USUS individual

ciated with thosethosse taxes.shouldbebeincluded ininthe nmerrator, incomencoomeetax systeem, 3737NationalTaxJournal (199884), atat461-474.

but these compliancecosts have notnotpreviouslybeen estimat- 7. SeeSeeTable 11 for aasummarysummaryofofthetheedata.
8. SeeSeeSandfordandandHasseldine,suprasupranotenooe 1.

ed. One cancan only speculate on the sizesize ofof the compliance 9. Id. .

costscosstssfor what areareprmariily income taxes that often piggy- 10. S. MccCullocch,Tax ccoompliancecosts: Heaviestburdenononsmall firms.7272

bck on the US federal taxtaxssysstem, salessalestaxes, and property Accountants' Journal (November) (1199992), at 3232 - 33..The totalotaal tax revenuerevenue-

includes personnal income tax andandvarious duties andandexcise taxestaxssinnnaddition toto
taxes.

revenuesconsideredbyyySandford andandHasseldine,suprasupranote 1.

InIn ssum, too ccompare ccompliaancce costscostsasas aapercentage ofoftaxtax
11. New Zealandhomehomeowners are required tooopaypayrates, aaproperty tax chargeed
yy ocaal tooo thee property taxestaxes nn thee

revenue for New Zealand and the United States, the numera-
by local authhorities, which is similar the local in the United
States.

torstors and denominators should be closely aligned, but the 12. USA Tooday, Heeavvy burdenofoftaxes. (May 6) (1199996), 13A.
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tries. If social security receipts are excluded, the compliance For the United States, if the USD 75 billion of compliance
cost ratio would increase significantly. However, the result- costs is divided by 1992 GDP of approximatelyUSD 6 tril-
ing ratio would be misleadingsince many costs ofcomplying lion, the compliance cost ratio would be about 1.2 per cent.
with social security taxes are already intrinsically tied to the However, if those costs are divided by 1995 GDP which
income tax system. amounted to USD 7.3 trillion,18 then the compliance cost

cent'

Similarly, other federal revenues such as gift and estate taxes
ratio is approximately1.0 per for the United States.

are typically excluded from compliance cost analyses. Yet, Comparing compliance costs to GDP appears appreciably
the administrationcosts associatedwith these revenues are a more reliable than comparing compliance costs to tax rev-

part of the Internal Revenue Service's (IRS) budget. Thus, enue because of the ambiguous nature of the revenues and
once the IRS expenditures are included as a compliancecost their corresponding compliance costs; that is, which costs

(or rather as an administrative cost), then total revenues and revenues should be included in the calculations One
(USD 1.3 trillion), could be justified as an appropriate way to validate the appropriateness of the size of the rev-

denominator.The end result is a US compliancecost ratio of enues is to compare them to GDP figures. Pechman and
approximately 5.8 per cent (USD 75 billion/USD 1.3 tril- Engelhardt19 reported total tax revenues relative to GDP for
lion). 1987. New Zealand was not included in their study, but the

United States had total tax revenues (from all types of taxes.McCulloch13used the data collectedby Sandford and Hassel-
at federal, state and local levels) at 30 cent of GDP. Todine and summarizedthe compliancecosts for New Zealand. per

anMcCullochreported compliancecosts at 8.1 per cent of New place that number into Asian-Pacificperspective, the ratio
for Australia was 31 per cent.Zealand's revenue, but this statistic did not include adminis-

tration costs for the Inland Revenue Department (IRD). If These numbers are consistentwith currentUS data. The Eco-
NZD 366 million is added for the IRD's expenditures,14then nomic Report to the President20 reported the 1994 ratio of
total compliance costs are approximately NZD 2.2 billion. total tax revenue to GDP for several countries. Specifically,
However, these are not recent figures since McCulloch the rates were 31.5 per cent for the United States, 32.9 per

reported 1992 compliance cost estimates. Total revenue cent forAustralia, 36.4 per cent for the UnitedKingdom,and
received by the IRD in 1991-92 was NZD 19.7 billion.15 32.3 per cent for Japan. ForNew Zealand, the ratio appears to

Hence, the adjusted compliance cost ratio is 11.2 per cent be between 31 per cent and 28 per cent, depending on the

(NZD 2.2b/NZD 19.7b). source of the data used. Using the compliance.' cost/GDP
ratio, developedby Sandfordand Hasseldine,of2.5 per cent,

Anotherdifficultywith the New Zealand ratio is the fact that and the 8.1 percentcompliancecost/tax revenueratio report-Sandfordand Hasseldinevalued in-housecompliancetime at ed byMcCulloch,the ratio of total tax revenue to GDP would.

NZD 25.83 per hour. In contrast, Slemrod valued individual .be 30.8 per cent. Using 1995 IRD revenues ofNZD 24.3 bil-
and small business taxpayers at approximatelyUSD 10 per lion, and NZ budget21 data for GDP in 1995 of NZD 86.77
hour. Even if a 1.42 currency conversion ratio is applied to billion, the total tax reveriue/GDPratio forNew Zealand is 28
the New Zealand hourly rate (yieldingUSD 18.08), the New per cent. If, however, a broaderdefinitionof total tax revenue
Zealand in-house rate is much higher than the US rate. is preferred (whereby taxes collected by sources other than

Overall, the availabledata suggesta comparisonof two com- the IRD, for example, the CustomsDepartmentand othercol-

prehensivesystems that are predominantlyincome tax based. lection agencies, are included), then. total tax revenue

Using the most current income estimates, the New Zealand increases to NZD 30.2 billion. This would raise the tax rev-

ratio of total compliancecosts to total receipts is 9.1 per cent, enue/GDPratio to 34.8 per cent.

while the US ratio is 5.8 per cent. The reason for looking at the tax revenue/GDPratios is that
the ratios for New Zealand and the United States are quite
similar-bothwere in the vicinityof30 per centin 1992. This

B. Compliance costs as a percentageof GDP observation is consistent with reports on Tax Freedom
Day, the day of the year in which taxpayers',ceaseworking

Table 1 summarized the data used to calculate compliance to pay their taxes and begin working for themselves. For the
costs in terms of both a percentage of tax revenue and a per- United States in 1996, this day was May 7th,22 and for New
centage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). For New
Zealand, the compliance costs of collecting all business re- 13. McCulloch,supra note 10.
lated taxes (PAYE (only employer's costs), FBT, GST, and 14. Inland Revenue Department, Report of the Inland Revenue Department:
Business Income Tax) was NZD 1.9 billion for 1990-1991. For the Year Ended 30 June 1995, (Wellington, NZ: IRD National Office,
This was 3 per cent of GDP for that year.16 If the FBT and 1995).

15. Id.
GST are excluded, then compliancecosts were NZD 1.4 bil- 16. See Sandfordand Hasseldine,supra note 1.
lion or 1.9 per cent of GDP. Alternatively, if the IRD expen- 17. New Zealand Government, Budget Economic and Fiscal Update 1996,

, ditures are included as compliance costs, the ratio increases (Wellington:GovernmentPrinter, 23 May 1996).
18. Economic Report of the President, (Washington, DC: US Government

to 3.1 per cent when all taxes are included in the denomina- Printing Office, 1996)..

tor. Lastly, if the 1995 New Zealand GDP figure is used with 19. J. Pechmanand G. Engelhardt,Theincome tax treatmentofthe family: an

constant 1992 compliance costs (NZD 86.77 billion),17 then internationalperspective43 NationalTaxJournal (1990), at 1-22.

the ratio is 2.5 per cent (NZD 2.2b/NZD 86.77b).
20. EconomicReport to.the President,supra note 18.

'

21. New Zealand Government,supra note 17.
22. See Wall Street Journal, Tax Report. (May 8), (1996), at 1.
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Zealand it was also May 7th.23 This suggests that the totalooaaltax administration costs arearetootoohigh innnrelation tooo'taxpayerss'
burdens are 'similar, andandthat ititis the difference innnactualccuaal compliance costscostsor that New Zealand is doing aafar better

and/or mannermannerofofcomputingompuutnggthe estimatessstmaaessfor compliance job ofofshifting the compliance burden totothe taxtaxadministra-

costs that makes comparisonsbetween the twotwocountries dif- tion body, the IRD. The latter explanation is consistent with

ficult. the fact that only 3636perper
centcentofofNew Zealand taxpayers use aa

paidaaidpreparer,31 while approximately5050perpercentcentofofUS tax-tax¬

payers incurncurrcompliance costs by hiring aataxtaxprofessional.3.2
C. Tax administrationcosts Furthermore, the IRDIRDhas twice asasmany employeesmppoyeeesper tax-tax¬

payer asasthe IRSIRShas, although both ratios arearelowowwwith very
The 1994-95 outlays for IRDIRDoperatitng expensesexpenses

werewereNZDNZD few employees perpertaxpayer (.002 for New Zealandandand.001
366366million,24 andandthe 19951995IRSIRSoutlays were USDUSD6.6 bil- for the United States).
lion.25 The IRSIRSfederal budget appears totodwarf the IRD'sIRDss
expendituresononadministration,but when the dollar costs are The above discussiononontaxtaxadministrationcosts andandthe fig-
divided by the number ofoftaxpayers, the picture changes sig- ures presentedreesnneedinnnTable 33must be moderated by ananunder-

nificantly. New Zealand had 2.8 millionmillonnincomenccometaxtaxreturns, standing ofofwhat comprises taxtaxadministration costs ininthe

(this includes partnership andandcorporate returns)26eturnss)26while the twotwocountries.The IRDIRDis responsiblefor administeringoverover

United States had 115115millionmillonnindividual incomenncometaxtaxreturnsreturns 8080perpercentcentofofNew Zealand's taxtaxrevenue, while innncontrast,

innnthe 1995 year.27 Thus, theadministrationcosts perperincomeincme the IRSIRSadministrationcosts represent aasmaller partpartofoftotalooaal
taxtaxreturnreturnarearehigher for New ZealandatatNZDNZD131131eacheachcom-com¬ US taxtaxadministration costs. There are statestategovenmentsgovernments
paredareedtotoUSDUSD5757for the United States. If corporateandandpart- administering the collection ofofstatestateandandlocal incomenncoeetaxtax

nership incomencomeetaxtaxreturnsreturnswerewereincluded innnthe USUSfigure, returnsreturnsasaswellwellasasother types ofoftaxes, andandthese administra-

that wouldouuldaddaddabout four .million moremorereturns,28 which tiontioncosts have never been accumulated andandincluded innnaa

wouldouuldloweroowerthe costcostfor eacheachUSUSreturn. model ofofcompliance costs.33 Thus, although the IRSIRSbudget
is undoubtedlythe major portion ofoftaxtaxadministrativecosts,

In contrast, if the compliancecosts ofofeacheachtaxtaxadministration
total administrationcosts for the United States for all types ofooaal all of

re dividedby the numberofofIRDIRDororIRSIRSemployees,then the
taxes for just income tax not known.or even nccoee taxare not

costcostperper
taxtaxadministrationemployee wouldouuldbe NZDNZD62,100 even are

(USD(USD43,500) for New Zealand andandUSDUSD58,400 for the

United States. This difference is causedcausedby the fact that the

IRDIRDhas about 5,890 full-timeequivalentemployees,29 while D. Tax preparerassistance
the IRSIRShas approximately 113,000 empllyees.3.3 In other

words, the IRS federal budget is 1818timestmesslarger than the AAhigher percentage ofoftaxpayers use paidaaidpreparers inintheuse
IRD's, the numberofofIRSIRSemployees is 1919times higher than United States (50(50per cent)ennt)than ininNew Zealand (36 perper
the IRD's, while the United States has atatleast 41 times asas cent), yet the compliance costs attributable to tax preparersyet to tax
manymanyincomenncoeetaxtaxtaxpayers asasNew Zealand. Table 33pro- are a muchmuchlarger portion ofofthe totalooaalestimates for compli-are a
vides aasummary of these figures: ance costs innnNew Zealand. For example, New Zealand pre-ance costs pre¬

parer fees werewereNZDNZD604604million,34 which is 3232perpercentcentofof
Table 33 NZDNZD1.9 billion totalooaalcompliance costs. If the IRDIRDexpendi-

Relative tax administrationcoststax tures areareincluded in the compliance costs, thenthe percent-
New Zealand (IRD) United States (IRS) ageageis 27 perper

centcent(NZD(NZD604m/NZD2,248m). Either way, aa

NZD USD (0.70) USDUSD significant portiton ofofthe New Zealand costscostsofofcompliance
Operating costs ' are goingoonggtotothe taxtaxpreparercommunity.
of IRDIIRS 366366million 256256million 6.6 billion are

Cost perperindividual
taxpayer 131 92 5757 23. See C. Howie, Freeof after only four monthsThe Dominion (May 7)tax only fourtaxCost perperIRDIIRS (1996), at 10.at
employee 62,139 43,497 58,407 24. Inland RevenueDepartment,(1995), supra notenote14.
Ratio of IRD(IRS) 25. See Wall StreetJournal, Tax Report.

supra
(26 June) (1996)., at 1.(26 at

employees toto 26. Inland RevenueDepartment, (1995), suprasupra
notenote14.

taxpayers .002.002 .001 27. Intemal RevenueService (1996), StatisticsoflncomeBulletin 1515(Spring).
Administrationcostscosts

28. Id.

relativerelaveetototaxpayer
29. Inland RevenueDepartment,(1995), suprasupra

notenote14.

compliance costs 19.4% 9.6% 30. W. HunterandandM. Nelson,An IRS production function.49 NationalTax

compliance Journal (March) (1996), atat105-115.
31. See Inland Revenue Department, Electronic Filing ofofTax Returns, 7070

Sandford andandHasseldine assertedsserreedthat, when possible, the Accountants'Journal, (February)(1991),atat10-11, which reportsreports
that 870,000

burden ofofcompliance costs should be shifted toto the taxtax
returnsreturnswerewerefiledfiledby taxtaxagents ininthe 1989/90 yearyear

ininNew Zealand. The IRDIRD

administration andandaway from the taxpayer. If the relative reported that there werewere2.433 millionmillionincomeincometaxtaxrelatedrelatedreturnsreturns
filedfiledininthe

away 1989/90 year;year;
seesee

Inland Revenue Department, Annual Report (1991), atat19.
size ofoftax administration costs is compared tototaxpayerss' This equatesequatestoto

aapaidaaidpreparerratioratiototototal incomeincometaxtaxrelated returnsreturnsofof0.3576

compliancecosts, the ratio is higherforNew Zealand than for oror3636perper
cent.

the United States; that is 19.4 per centcent(NZD(NZD366m/NZD36m/NZD
32. Internal RevenueService, (1996), suprasupra

notenote27.

per 33. Neitherhave the compliancecosts ofproperty rate taxs been consideredinin
1,882m) asascomparedcomparedtoto9.6 perpercentcent(USD(USD6.6b/USD 69b), a similar manner in New Zealand.

costs rate taxes

a similar manner in
respectively. This suggests that either the New Zealand 34. McCulloch,suprasupra

notenote10.
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In the United States, USD 7 billion of the USD 69 billion Moreover, the New Zealand data collected by Sandford and

compliancecosts are attributable to tax preparer fees, which Hasseldine emphasized business taxpayers more than the

is about 10 per cent. If the IRS expenditures are included in average individual taxpayer, while the US data emphasize
the total costs, then the percentage is 9 per cent (USD individual taxpayer data. For example, the data presented in

7b/USD75b). Thus, while more taxpayersuse paid preparers this papergenerallycombineall sources ofNew Zealandrevi
in the United States than in New Zealand, these costs are a enue and all compliance costs.36 If the compliance costs for
smallerpercentageof the total costs. The majorportionof the only PAYE (employers' costs) and business income taxes are

US costs is the value of the time required by the taxpayers , considered, the costs would be NZD 1,421 million (USD 995
themselves.With one-halfof 115 million taxpayersnot using million), excluding the IRD's expenditures which are diffi-
tax preparers, the value of such a large number of people's cult to allocate to each type of tax. DividingNZD 1.4 billion
time rapidly adds up, even at only 10 per hour this equates to by 4.8 million tax returns (2.8 million income tax returns and
a figure of USD 1.15 billion. 2.0 million PAYE returns37), the average compliancecost per

income tax-relatedreturn would be NZD 292 (USD 204). In
Sandford and Hasseldineestimate that 46.5 million in-house
hours were spent on tax compliance. Out of the 46.5 million,

the United States if corporate, partnership, and payroll tax

30.9 million were attributable to income taxes. The average
returns were added to the analysis, the cost per return would
be significantlyreduced as well.

time per income tax return is, therefore, 11 hours

(30.9m/2.8m).Slemrod reported that the individual taxpayer Although the limitations within this study are numerous,

taxaveraged27 hours per year dealing with affairs. That esti- which makes inter-countrycomparisonsdifficult, some facts
mate is based on three billion hours per year and does not still provide useful overviews for evaluating the appropriate
include another 3.6 billion hours that is spent annually by size of compliance costs for each country. First, the average
small business. Clearly, taxpayers in the United States must US taxpayer is spending 27 hours per year while the average
devote appreciablymore of their leisure time (and/orproduc- New Zealand taxpayer is spending 11 hours on his (income)
tive time) to tax matters than their counterparts in New tax affairs each year. Second, the compliance costs for New
Zealand.This observation is also reflected in the relative lev- Zealand are approximately 9.1 per cent of the tax revenue

els of complexity in tax legislation and tax returns between while the compliancecosts are estimatedat 5.8 per centof the

the US and New Zealand. US tax revenue. Based on GDP figures, New Zealand'scom-

pliance costs are 2.9 per cent of its GDP, while they are as

low as 1.0 per cent for the United States. This difference

III. LIMITATIONSAND CONCLUSIONS could be partially explained by the economiesf scale that a

larger nation such as the United States can draw upon com-

Drawing conclusions about which country is more efficient pared to a small nation such as New Zealand, a country

in terms of its compliancecosts is difficult, because both the whose population size is just over 1 per cent of that of the

revenues and the manner of calculating the compliancecosts
United States.

differ. To the extent that taxpayersultimatelybear the burden Given the difficulty of identifying comparable data for any
of tax administrationcosts, a broad-based comparison could two countries, tax administration agencies must not only
be the average cost ofcomplianceper taxpayer (or per return keep themselves informed about other countries' systems,
filed). For New Zealand, this would be NZD 786 (determined but they shouldalso focus on internalcomparisonsover time.
as NZD 2.2 billion/2.8 million, or in US dollars, USD 550), Tracking the performance of one's own system allows for
and for the United States it would be USD 652 (USD 75 bil- more comparable data and, therefore, more valid conclu-
lion/115 million). sions. Studying the way in which other countries calculate

The implications of this comparison should be cautiously such costs will add insights on how to measure one's own

interpreted.For example, the US data include only a USD 10 country's compliancecosts.

per hour estimatefor in-house tax preparation,while the New
Zealand estimate is NZD 25.83 (USD 18.08), which makes
the US taxpayers' hourly rate low relative to the New
Zealand rate. This is surprising considering the relatively
higher cost of living in the United States compared to New 35. State and local tax revenuesalso are excluded from the denominator.

Zealand. Also, the US estimate does not include compliance 36. This does not include personal income tax and various excise taxes and
duties.

costs for social security administrationnor for the adminis- 37. These figures include personal and other non-business income tax related

tration and compliancecosts of state and local taxes.35 returns.
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CANADA

CASADA'S NEW DEPARTUrETAX PROPOSALS
Jack Bernstein, Aird & Berlis

I. INTRODUCTION It is proposed that all emigrants, including trusts, will be sub-

ject to Canadiandeparture tax on any gains that have accrued

Many Canadians have emigrated from Canada as a result of up to the time of departure, other than on Canadian real

employmentor business opportunitiesor by choice on retire- estate, inventory used in a Canadian business and certain

ment. The increasingly global nature of business has seen pension rights. Non-residentswho dispose of an interest in a

Canadians expanding their businesses around the world. non-resident corporation, partnership or trust the value of

Lower tax rates and better business opportunitieshave led to
whose assets over the prior five years consisted primarily of

migrationof Canadianentrepreneursand executives. Canadian real property, resource property or timber rights,
will be taxable in Canada.

Canadians of retirementage may find the allure of a move to
a milder climate coupled with a reduction or elimination of
Canadiantaxes to be an irresistiblecombination.Many Cana- III. CURRENT DEPARTURETAX RULES
dians have retired to the Bahamas,Bermuda,Cayman.Islands
and other Caribbean havens. Others have opted main-tax to Canada levies a departure tax in respect of certain propertytain their Canadian domicile and become resident in the ownedby a taxpayerwho terminates Canadian residence.An
United Kingdom, Ireland, France and Greece in order to individual (not a corporation) may electto pay.the departureavoid paying tax on income not earned in or remitted to the tax over six years.
foreignjurisdiction.

Under Section 128.1(4), immediately before becoming a

Proposedamendmentsto Canada's departure tax will have an non-resident, a taxpayer is deemed for income tax purposes
impact on individuals, corporations and trusts considering to have disposed of each property, subject to certain excep-
giving up Canadian residency. Many Canadiansmay have no tions, for proceeds equal to the fair marketvalue at that time.
alternative but to maintain Canadian residency or to become The taxpayer is deemed to have racquiredeach property at a

dual residents in order to avoid the departure tax. It will also cost equal to fair market value. In the case of a corporation
impact; on non-residents of Canada who dispose of certain which emigrates there is a deemed year end and the corpora-
assts and on executivesand entrepreneursoutsideof Canada tion is deemed to have disposedof all properties at fair mar-

who; are considering a move to Canada. New reporting ket value. A trust would be subject to departure tax on assets-,.

requirements are also proposed for emigrants for the year of other than taxable Canadianproperty.A trust could distribute
departure. taxable Canadian property (defined below) to a non-resident

beneficiaryon a tax deferredbasis.

Where the taxpayer is an individual, the following types of
II. THE REASON FOR THE PROPOSALS propertyhave been exempted from this rule:

(a) taxable Canadian property (a defined term);
anIn re.sponse to the publicity last summer over an advance tax (b) capital property that is the subject of election

ruling given to the Bronfmanfamily with respect to shares of (suchelectionmay notbe madeby a trust) to be treat-
ed as taxable Canadianproperty;Seagram's held by a Canadian trust, Finance Minister, Paul

tax-Martin announced major changes on 2 October 1996 to the (c) inventory used in a business carried on by the

income tax rules for individuals,corporationsand trusts who payer in Canada at the particulartime; and

leave Canada and for non-residents who dispose of certain (d) the right to receive specified incomeamounts (gener-
property. Th ruling obtained by the Bronfman family in ally pension entitlement).
1991 came under scrutiny by the AuditorGeneral earlier this Taxable Canadianproperty is defined in Paragraph 115(1)(b)
year and resulted in the controversy over the apparent leak- to include the following:
age from the Canadian tax system. Canada taxes non-res- (a) real property situated in Canda;
idents on the disposition of taxable Canadian property (a (b) capitalpropertyused by the taxpayer in carrying on a

defined term). A Canadian trust owned shares which were business in Canada (other than an insurance busi-
taxable Canadianproperty.A series of transactionspermitted ness);
the transfer of the shares to the United States without Cana- (c) a share of a corporation resident in Canada, other
dian income tax. A House of Commons Finance Committee than a public corporation (generally a public cor-

. was chargedwith reviewingthis matterandmadeseveralrec- poration is a Canadian corporation, the shares of
ommendationsfor improvingCanada's tax system. which are listed on a stock exchange in Canada);
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(d) a share in a .public corporation if at any time in the occur because on a actual disposition of the property by the

five-year period immediately preceding departure former Canadian resident tax may arise in the new jurisdic-
not less than 25 per cent of the issued shares of any tion of the taxpayerbased on the historic cost of the property
class were owned by the taxpayer or persons with without any step up in cost base being available for the fair
whom he did not deal with at'arm's length; market value of the property at the time that the taxpayer

(e) an interest in a partnership, provided that in the moved to the new jurisdiction. In that case, no foreign tax

twelve months immediately preceding the disposi- credit may be available in respect of the tax arising in Cana-
tion not less than 50 per cent of the fair marketvalue da on departure.
of the partnership property was taxable Canadian

Revenue Canada prepared permit foreign credit
property, certain resource property or an income was to a tax

interest in a Canadian resident trust;
to be claimed at the time of actual sale of the propertysubject

(f) a capital interest in a trust resident in, Canada;
to the election where foreign tax arose on that sale. In order

(g) a unit of a unit trust resident in Canada;
to make the election, security had to be furnished to the min-
ister, sufficient to satisfy the tax liability that would have

(h) a unit of a Canadian mutual fund trust if at any time
arisen had election been made. Revenue Canada.requiresduring the five-year period immediately preceding

no

a security chargeon the propertyofthe taxpayer(or any other
1 departurenot less than 25 per cent of the issued units

^person) which charge is enforceable within Canada,
were ownedby the taxpayeror persons with whom it

a guar-

did not deal at arm's length;
antee from any other person, or a declaration of trust of a

financial institution.
(i) any of the property deemed by the Act to be taxable

Canadian property; and TaxableCanadianpropertyhas been excludedfrom departure
(j) an interest or an option in the above property. tax as the Canadianfiscal authoritieswould be able to collect

Section 248(1) provides an extended meaning of taxable tax on those assets at the time of an actual sale. Section 116

Canadian property which is to apply for the purposes of of the IncomeTax Act requires that a vendorof taxableCana-

departure tax. Taxable Canadian property also includes a
dian property obtain a certificate either ten days before or

after a sale which would either confirm that the tax of 33 1/3Canadian resource property, a timber resource property, an

income interest in a residenttrust, a retiring partner's income per cent of the gain has been paid or that a treaty exemption
rights under a partnership, and a life insurance policy in applied. Failure to provide the certificate imposes on the pur-

chaser the tax liability of the vendor without the benefit ofCanada.
any treaty exemptionwhich may have applied.

As a resultof the departure tax, the departing taxpayercould
realize either a capital gain or a capital loss dependingupon Generally, Canada's tax treaties do not exempt capital gains
the adjusted cost base of his capital property or an income arisingon either a dispositionofCanadianreal propertyor on

gain or loss in respect of any inventory owned outside of capital property used in carrying on a business in Canada.

Canada. Similarly, if the valueofthe shares ofa Canadiancompany is
derived principally from Canadian real estate, Canada's tax

Taxpayershave been limited in using the election to have tax- treaties do not provide an exemption from tax on the capital
able Canadian property subject to departure tax in a manner gain.
that triggers net losses. The intention is to preclude the defer-
ral of a disposition of property with inherent gains and to Assume a non-resident, living in a jurisdiction with which
treat propertieswith inherent losses as having been disposed Canada has a bilateral income tax convention, owns Canadi-
of. an real estate througha Canadiancompany.The shares would

be taxable Canadian property in accordance with the provi-In the past, it was not necessary to provide Revenue Canada sions of the Income Tax Act. The transfer of non-real estate
with a list of all of the assets of taxpay.erwho was emigrat- assets to the company by the non-resident could dilute the
ing from Canada. When the personal tax return was filed for value of the Canadian real estate assets of the company to
the individual in respectof the year of departure, the taxpay-

'

less than 50 per cent of.the value of the company. Although
er would indicate that he ceased to be resident in Canadadur- the shares would still be taxable Canadianproperty, the rele-
ing the year and the date of departure. Only assets subject to vant treaty exemptionwould then be available.
departure tax or actually sold in the year up to the date of

departure were required to be reported in the return. Although gains from the alienation of property, other than
real property, are generally taxable only in the contractingUntil recently it has ,been possible for an individual (other state of which alienator is resident under the terms ofthan a trust) who otherwisewould be subject to departure tax

an

Canada's income tax conventions, a special provision is
to elect to have his property treated as taxable Canadianprop- made in most of the treaties, for former Canadian residents.
erty and thereby defer liability for tax on inherent capital on
gains until the actual disposition of the property or until a

Depending the treaty, Canada retains the right to tax all

deemed disposition. The election was required by the 30th gains from the alienationofproperty derived by a residentof
another country if such person was previously resident in

April of the year following the year of departure. Canada at time during specified period prior to theany a

When security was. provided, the payment of the departure alienationofproperty and was resident for an aggregateperi-
tax would be deferred until the actual sale. This was impor- od of time. In the Canada-US treaty, the rule applies if the
tant as double taxation could otherwise arise. This would person was resident in Canada at any time in the past ten
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years during any period of twenty consecutive years. The (c) a. capital or income interest in a Canadian or foreign
Canada-UK treaty refers to five years during any aggregate trust;
period of 15 years and the other treaties generallyhave a five (d) a unit trust;
or six year limitation. (e) a unit in a mutual fund trust;

(f) a timber resourceproperty;
(g) a retiring partner's income rights;

IV. NEW PROPOSALS (h) portfolio investments (e.g. government or corporate
bonds or debentures or shares of public corporations

The new definition of taxable Canadian property will apply within prescribed limits);
to both Canadian residents and non-residents. An earlier (i) foreign real estate;

technical interpretation of the old definition had confirmed (j) foreign inventory;
that taxable Canadianpropertywas not relevant for Canadian (k) non-depreciable or depreciable capital proper.ty not f

residents. used by the taxpayer in carrying on a business in

Canada;
Taxable Canadianpropertywill be defined to include a share (1) personal-useproperty;
in the capital stock of a non-residentcorporation, an interest (m)listed personalproperty defined by the Act as works
in a partnershipor an interest in a non-residenttrust where at of art, jewellery, rare manuscripts and books, stamps
any time during the last five years more than half of the fair and coins.
marketvalue of the underlyingassets of the entity comprised To the extent that a deemed dispositionoccurs, the taxpayer
Canadian real property or Canadian resource properties or will be deemed to have acquired the property at fair market
timber rights. Althoughpropertyused in carryingon business value.
in Canada (other than an insurancebusiness) will continue to

be taxable Canadian property, this treatmentwill cease once A trust will be subject to the departure tax with respect to the

the property is no longer used in the business. The non-res- fair market value of all property (other than Canadian real

ident will be deemed to have disposedof such property at its estate) distributed to a non-residentbeneficiary.The trust and

fair market value at the time it ceases to be used in carrying the beneficiarywill have the right to provide the security for

on a business in Canada. A non-residentof Canadawho dis- the taxes otherwise payable. The taxable Canadian property

poses ofshares of a foreign corporationwhose value is or has distributed by a trust to a beneficiary would remain taxable

been derived from primarily Canadianreal property,Canadi- Canadian property to the beneficiary. This will ensure that

an resource properties or timber rights would be subject to the liability for Canadian tax on a subsequent sale be

the requirement to obtain a Section 116 Certificate.The plan assumedby the beneficiary.
to dilute the Canadian assets of the non-residentcorporation An individual will be permitted to provide security accept-
or Trust may be unrealistic in light of the five year test. This able to the Ministerof NationalRevenue forthe payment of
provisionwill be very difficult to enforce and will undoubt- any tax liability arising as a result of the deemed disposition
edly lead to instances where non-residentswill not be aware describedabove. No interestwill arise on the tax and the tax
ofthe requirements.Generally, theserules apply after 1 Octo- will be exigible at the time of the actual sale,ofthe asset. The
ber 1996. tax is based on the value at the time of departure and not on

o

It is proposed that the ambit of the departure tax be extended any subsequentappreciation.
for individuals who emigrate after 1 October 1996, to apply If a capital loss arises within three years of departure on tax-
to all property, other than: able Canadian property only, it may be carried back to offset

(a) real property situated in Canada; the gain departure. Assume that the shares of Canadianon a

(b) capital property used in, or property described in an private corporation owned by the emigrant are redeemed or

inventory of, a business carried on by the individual purchased for cancellation within the three years after emi-
through a permanentestablishmentin Canada imme- gration. For Canadian tax purposes a deemed dividend will
diately before that time (a partnership interest in a arise equal to the differenze between the adjusted cost base
partnership carrying on business in Canada would (increasedon departure) and the paid up capital. The.deemed
not be excluded and could be subject to departure dividend will be subject to Canadian withholding tax.' Rev-
tax); enue Canada is considering whether this type of planning

(c) Canadian resourceproperties; wouldbe abusive as it effectivelyeliminatesthe departure tax

(d) certain pensions; and replaces it with the lower withholding tax on dividends.
(e) assets ownedby an individualwho has lived in Cana-

da for less than five years;
If security is provided, the payment of the tax arising on the
deemed dispositionwill be postponeduntil the actual sale of,

(f) employeestock options; .

the property in respectofwhich securityhas been given. Oth-
(g) a life insurancepolicy (possibly) erwise, emigrants would be required to pay the tax without

Departure tax, will now apply to: having the benefitof third party proceeds. Double taxation is

(a) shares of Canadian or foreign private or public cor- possibleeven ifpaymentof the tax is deferredsince the other

porations;
(b) an interest in a partnership; 1. If the emigrant resides in a treaty jurisdiction the rate of withholding tax

may be 15 percent.
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countrymay not allow a step up in costbase of the assets sub- corporation, the USD 500,000capitalgains exemptionwould

ject to departure tax. For example, the US taxes dispositions be available in order to reduce the tax otherwisearising.
based on historiccost. A foreign tax creditmay not alwaysbe

It is significant that all individual emigrants who
available in the other jurisdiction for Canada's departure tax

own prop-

whetherpaid before or after departure.By postponing the tax erty with a total value of more than USD 25,000 will be

until the actual sale, if the actual sale triggers tax in the other required to report all their property holdings to Revenue

jurisdictionthe foreign tax credit should be availableeither in
Canada. An exemption will exist for personal-use property

Canada for the foreign tax or in the foreign jurisdiction in (includingclothing, householdgoods, cars, etc.) with a value
of less than USD 10,000. The reporting requirements will

respect of the Canadian tax. The foreignjurisdictionmay not

allow a foreign tax credit for Canadian tax relating to the pre-
apply to all individualswho have left Canada after 1995 and
will take the form of a schedule or similar document to be

departure gain and not to a sale. Steps may be takn before
includedwith the person's income for the theydeparture to step up the cost of the assets for the purposes of

tax return year
left Canada. This may give rise to some difficult valuation

the foreign jurisdiction. Depending upon the jurisdiction, a
issues and disputes with Revenue Canada the value of

sale to a family membermay accomplishthis objective.
as to

interests in private corporations.
There is a concern that a subsequent disposition, which

The proposed changes be of overkill. Theto
would otherwise qualify as a roll-over (e.g. transfer to a appear a case

Canadian holding company or share for share exchange), objective of the Section 116 certificatewas to ensure that the
Canadianfiscal authoritycould collect the tax on the ultimate

may accelerate the departure tax as the posting of security sale of taxable Canadian This provision and the
defers the paymentuntil there is a disposition. property.

restriction in Canada's tax treaties requiring that the indivi-
Under the existing system, an election was available to treat dual reside outside of Canada for at least five years should

property as taxable Canadian property and thereby defer lia- have been a sufficientdeterrentfor Canadians trying to avoid

bility for tax on inherent capital gains until the actual dispo- their tax liability on taxableCanadianpropertyby emigrating
sition of the property or until a deemeddisposition.Under the from Canada. A quick flip was not possible. The perceived
new rules, the definitionof taxableCanadianpropertywill be abuse in the BronfmanRuling could have been addressedby
significantlynarrowed. To the extent that the deemed dispo- subjectingTrusts to departure tax in the same manner as cor-

sition applies with respect to other assets, they will be porations and by taxing the distributionof taxable Canadian
deemed to be disposed of for proceeds equal to the fair mar- property to a non-residentbeneficiary.
ket value at the time of departure. In other words, should the

Based extensiveexperience in advising emi-
assets appreciate in value subsequent to departure, only the

on my taxpayers

gain up to the date ofdeparturewould be subject to Canadian grating from Canada, it was rare that the person departed
from Canada in order to rely on a treaty capital gains exemp-taxon the sale. This is differentunder the existing law where
tion with respect to the subsequentsale of taxable Canadian

the election to treat property as taxable Canadian property
entitled Canada to tax the full gain on the propertyat the time property.

of sale. The future gain (on the appreciation after departure) The rule which now requires that a departing person pay
will also be subject to Canadian tax if the property is taxable departure tax or post security may be too onerous. For exam-

Canadianpropertyunless a treaty exemptionapplies. As indi- ple, assume that a father owns the shares of a business. He
cated in the case of a former Canadian resident, relief may has decided to implementan estate freeze and to issue com-

not be available under an income tax convention for the first mon shares to his children who are to continue the business.
five, six or ten years, depending on the relevant treaty or if The father exchanges the common shares for non-voting
the asset is Canadianreal estate. In that case Canadawill also retractable preferred shares and then retires to Florida.
tax the gain after departure. Assuming that the parent is still required to guarante .the

bank's obligations, the posting of security in connectionwith
In the past, it was possible to avoid departure tax by convert-

the departure the preferredshares adverselyaffect the
ing non-taxableCanadianproperty to taxable Canadianprop-

on may
father's ability to provide financial assistance to.the business

erty. For example, foreign assets or Canadian portfolio or interest in other ventures. This result appears to be undulyinvestments could be rolled into a Canadian private corpora-
tion pursuant to Section 85(1) prior to emigration.The shares punitive. The father in this example should considerbecom-

of the Canadian corporationwould have been taxable Cana- ing a dual resident. This may be accomplishedby not selling
his Canadian residence. Revenue Canada will assume Cana-

dian property exempt from departure tax. A subsequentsale
dian residency has been terminated where individual

of the shares of the Canadian private corporationwould not
not an

retains a residence available to him. The tie breaker rules in
have been subject to tax in Canada provided the person emi-

the Canada-US would apply determine where the
grated to a jurisdiction which has a tax treaty with Canada, treaty to

father is resident for purposes of the treaty. As Canadian res-
the person resided outside of Canada for at least five years
and the value of the private companywas not attributablepri- idency would not have been terminated, the departure tax

wouldnot apply. If the centre ofpersonaland economic inter-
marily to real estate in Canada. This type ofplanningwill no

longer be available as the shares of the private company
ests has shifted to the United States and the father now

would be subject to departure tax. spends more time in the United States than in Canada, the
father could be deemed to be a resident of the United States

To the extent that the departure tax arises in c6nnectionwith for purposes of the Canada-US treaty without having been
shares of a qualified farm crporationor of a small business subject to Canada's departure tax. After ten years, the Cana-
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da-US treaty protection in ArticleXIII would be available to reportingrequirementsrequiringan annual disclosureby res-

shelter from Canadian tax gains arising on the sale of the idents of Canada of offshore assets having a value in excess

shares of the Canadian company. ofUSD 100,000 (other than a residence)may deter individu-
als from becoming Canadian residents. There are substantialCanada's proposed legislation may be a disincentive for

internationalentrepreneursconsideringa move to Canada. It penalties for failure to disclose non-Canadianassets includ-

may also deter senior executives wishing to take on a long ing
.

interests in foreign corporations and funds advanced to

term assignment in Canada and then return to their home foreign trusts.

country. The emigration rules coupled with the new foreign
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U kl TED.SPATES

CHANGES TO TAXATION- OF INBOUxDForeIgn TRUSTS
Constance M. McCarthy, Esq.

Ernst & Young LLP, InternationalTax Services group, Chicago

I. INTRODUCTION In addition to the foregoing exceptions to the no foreign
grantor rule, the Act grandfathers certain existing trusts

The Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996 (the Act), establishedby foreigngrantorswhich are grantor trusts under

which became law on 20 August 1996, contains the foreign Section 676 (revocable trusts) or under Section 677 (income
, trust legislation first introducedin 1995 and makes a number for the benefit of the grantor and/or his spouse). This grand-

of important tax and reporting changes to the treatment of fatheringapplies only to trusts in existence on 19 September
inbound foreign trusts (i.e. trusts established by foreign 1995, and only in respectof assets transferred in trust prior to

persons for the benefit of US persons). The Act generally that date and income thereon.

limits the availability of grantor trust treatment with Finally, the no foreign grantor rule does not apply for pur-
respect to trusts which do not have a US person as grantor. As of determiningwhether foreign corporation is
a resu.lt, US taxes will be imposedon trust distributionsto US poses a a pas-

sive foreign investmentcompany (PFIC). This means that a
beneficiaries which were formerly tax-free under prior law, foreign corporationcannot avoid PFIC status by transferringand the tax efficacy of such trusts will be dramaticallyaffect-

assets to a foreign trust.
ed in most cases. These changes are generally effective as of
the date of enactment, 20 August 1996. In the case of all trusts which are not excepted from the no

foreigngrantorrule or grandfathered,trust incomeand gains
will become taxable either on the trust (if a domestic trust) or

II. LOSS OF GRANTORTRUST STATUS WHEN when distributed to US beneficiaries. Subject to regulations,
TRUST ESTABLISHED BY FOREIGN such beneficiaries will receive a foreign tax credit for any

GRANTOR foreign taxes actually incurred by a foreign grantor with

respect to income of a foreign trust that would be a grantor
trust but for the no foreign grantor rule.

Under the prior law, many foreign trusts established by for-

eigngrantors, or with respect to which a personother than the The Treasury is also authorized to issue regulations which
grantor has sole power to advance income or capital to him- would recharacterizepurportedgifts from foreign corpora-
self (i.e. a Section 678 trust) were considered foreign tions or partnerships to prevent avoidance of the no foreign
grantor trusts.As a resultofbeing so classified, the grantor grantor rule. In addition, amounts derived directly or indi-
or other person holding grantor powers was deemed to own rectly from a.non-grantor foreign trust and received by US
the trust assets, and thus the grantor (or such other person), persons from a person other than the foreign grantor will be
was subject to tax on the trust's income and/or gains. Thus, treated as received directly from the foreign trust.

the trust had no currentor accumulatedincome, and trust dis-
tributions to US beneficiarieswere generally received free of The Act expands the reach of the existing give and go rule

US income and gift tax. (whereby certain prior gifts of property by a US beneficiary
to a purported foreign grantor will, to the extent of such

Under the Act, grantortrust status generally applies only if transfers, cause the US beneficiary to be treated as trust
the grantor (or otherperson with grantorpowers) is a US cit- grantor) to include other direct and indirecttransfers (exclud-
izen or resident, or a domestic corporation. For this purpose, ing sales for full consideration).However, the legislativehis-
a controlled foreign corporation is treated as a domestic cor- tory indicates that this provisioriwillnot apply to transfersby
poration. Excepted from this no foreigngrantqrrule are (1) a memberof the beneficiary'sfamily.
trusts which are revocable by a foreign grantor, either alone
or with the consentof certain related or subordinatepersons,
and (2) trusts from which, during a foreigngrantor's lifetime,
distributions(whetherof incomeorassets)may be made only III. PRE-IMMIGRATION(DROP OFF) TRUSTS
to the grantor and/or his spouse. Also excepted are Rabbi
trusts and other trusts the distributions for which are treated Underprior law, a foreignnon-grantortrust (e.g. an irrevoca-
as compensationfor services rendered. In addition, the Trea- ble trust for the benefit of the grantor's children) established

sury Department (the Treasury) is authorized to except by a foreign person prior to assuming US residence was not

other appropriate cases (e.g. certain investment trusts)' by considered a grantor trust under Section 679 following the

regulation. grantor's move to the United States, notwithstandingthat the
beneficiaries also became US persons. In other words, the
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foreign trust's incomeremainedoutside the US tax net unless Under the Act, US persons are required to report the receipt
distributed to US beneficiaries. of gifts from foreign persons the aggregate value of which

exceeds USD 10,000 annally (indexed for post-1996years),
Under the Act, if a foreign person transfers property to an excludinggifts for tuition or medical care. This is intended to

irrevocable foreign trust and becomes a US resident within allow the IRS to verify that such gifts are not, in fact, dis-
five years of such transfer, the trust will become a Section guised income distributions. For failure to report such gifts,
679 grantor trust if it has a US beneficiaryat the transferor's the IRS may recharacterize a gift as income, in which case

residency starting date. However, for this purpose, a benefi- the donee will be subject to a.penaltyequal to five per cent of
ciary who becomes a US citizen or resident more than five the value of the gift per month, up to 25 per cent. No dupli-
years after the transferofproperty into a trustwillnt be con- cation of reporting is required if the gift can also be char-
sidered a US beneficiary. The changes made by the Act to acterized as a trust distribution.
Section 679 apply to .transfers of property.occurringafter 6

February 1995.

V. RESIDENCE OF TRUSTS

IV. INFORMATION REPORTING BY Under prior law, the principal factors used to determine the
US BENEFICIARIES residenceof a trust were the residenceof the principal trustee

t and the place of trust administration.However, other factors
Underprior law, US persons receivingdistributionsfrom for- could' also be applied, including the nationality or residence

eign trusts, were required to report such receipts only to the of the grantoror beneficiaries,the proper law of the trust, and
extent that they represented taxable income. There was no situs of assets.

special form; the information was merely included in a tax- Under,the Act, a trust is considereddomesticif (1) a US court
payer's normal income tax return. If insufficientinformation is able to exerciseprimary supervisionover administrationof
was provided to determinethe proper applicationof the rules the trust and (2) one or.more US fiduciarieshave authority to
relating to an accumulation distribution, the accumulated control all major decisions of the trust. All other trusts are
income was deemed to have arisen in the trust's earliestyear. foreign. The first test will normally be met if, for example,Further, there was no requirement under prior law for the the trust instrumentis governedby the trust laws ofa US state
donee of a gift to report its receipt. (or is registeredundera provisionsimilar to ArticleVII of the
Under the Act, each US beneficiary who receives a distribu- Uniform Probate Code). The second test will normally be
tion from a foreign trust (whether or not the distribution is met if a majority of the fiduciaries are US persons, and no

consideredtaxable to anotherperson as grantor) is required to foreign fiduciary (including, for this purpose, a protector or

make an annual return identifying the trust, distributions other trust advisor) can veto important decisions of the US
received from the trust, and other informationprescribed by fiduciaries. The changes made by the Act with respect to the
the Treasury. If adequate records are not providedby the ben- residence of trusts are applicable to taxable years of trusts

eficiary to determinethe proper treatmentof any distribution, beginningafter 31 December 1996 or, on an electivebasis, to

the IRS may treat the distribution as an accumulationdistri- taxable years ending after the date ofenactment.

bution with the Section 668 interest charge deemed to apply
from the midpoint of the trust's existence. The Treasury is
also authorizedto issue regulations to relieve abeneficiaryof VI. ANTI-ABUSE REGULATORYAUTHORITY
this result if the foreign trust designates a US agent for ser-

vice of process. The Treasury is authorizedunder the Act to issue anti-abuse
For failure to file a required informationreturn, a US benefi- regulations to prevent avoidance of the income tax rules

ciary will be subject to a penalty equal to 35 per centof the applicable to trusts and beneficiaries,as well as to estates. In

gross trust distributionsreceived.For failure to comply with- particular, the Treasury is expected to ,issue anti-abuseregu-
in 90 days after mailing of an IRS notice, the beneficiarywill lations to prevent avoidanceof the rules relating to accumu-

be subject to an additional USD 10,000 penalty per month lationdistributions,including the Section668.interestcharge.
until compliance. The penalties are subject to a reasonable
cause defence.However, this defencewill not be considered
to be met by foreigncivil or criminal laws prohibitingdisclo-
sure by a trustee or any otherperson.
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UNITED STATES

TAN COURT DECISIONRADICALLYCHANGES US TAXATION OF
=

ROYALTIES PAID TO OVERSEAS LICE_-SORS
Richard E. Andersen

Partner, Jones Day Reavis & Pogue, New York

I. INTRODUCTION III. EARLIER PRECEDENTS

On 2 October 1996, the United States Tax Court (Tax Court) Although the statutory formulation of the place-of-use
issued its decision in SDINetherlandsBV v. Commissionerof source rule is easy to state, and is in fact generally not diffi-
Internal Revenue.' In that case, the Tax Court reversed an cult to apply in the case of tangiblepersonal property, signif-
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) administrativeprecedent of icant complications are introduced where the property in
over 15 years' standing relating to. the taxation of royalties question is intangible (i.e. patents, trademarks, copyrights,
paid for the use of intangible property within the United technicalknow-how, scientific processes, trade secrets, etc.).
States and opened the door,to a new rangeof internationaltax In that context the place of use is the territory in which (1) the
planning opportunities for multinational groups seeking to .licensee is legally entitled to use the property (i.e. pursuantto
exploit such property in the United States. the terms of an express or implied licence) and legally pro-

tected for so doing (under local intellectual property law,
contractlaw, or otherwise),or (2) the property is actually (but .

II. CONTEXTAND BACKGROUND lawfully) used. Thus, if the owner of intangible property
validly grants a licence to a licensee for only a single juris-
diction (e.g. the United States), actual use within the United

Section 861 of the US Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as States will be sufficient to source the correspondingroyalty
amended (IRC or 1986 Code), sets forth a number of stat- income of the licensor within the United States; and, con-

utory rules governing the source of income for US federal versely, unauthorizeduse of the property outside the United
income tax purposes. These rules are important in a number States will not result in any of the royalty income being allo-
of operative contexts under the 1986 Code, most notably (1) cated away from the United States for tax purposesr in determining the appropriate level of tax credit that the (although, presumably, compensatory money'damages ulti-
United States will allow for foreign income taxes2 and (2) in mately obtained by the lessor as redress for the unauthorized
ascertainingthe types ofincomederivedby a non-US person3 use of the property in the other jurisdiction would produce
that the United States may tax. In general, non-US-source foreign-sourceincome for US tax purposes.)7income that is not effectively connected with the recipient's
conduct of a US trade or business is exempt from US tax,
whereas US-source income not so connected is subject to I. DocketNo. 23747-94,107TC _, No. 10 (1996).

2. Only income taxes levied by a foreign taxingjurisdictionon incomethat is
withholdingtax at a flat statutory rate of30 per cent gross (or not deemed to be from sources within the United States under US tax law prin-
a lower treaty rate, if applicable).4 ciples may qualify for the credit. See IRC 901 et seq.

3. Anon-US person is a non-residentalien individual or a foreign corpora-
Unlike most of the other source-of-incomerules in the Code, tion, partnership, estate or trust. See IRC 7701(a)(30) (definition of US per-
which are driven by the residenceof either the payor (interest son).

4. See IRC 871-872,881.and dividends, with some exceptions) or of the payee (gains 5. Pub.L. No. 164,41stCong., 2d Sess., 16 Stat. 256 (14 July, 1870), 6. The
from the sale of many types of property), payments made in statute does not speak in terms of source, but the principleappears to be implic-
considerationof the right to use the property of another have it in the distinctiondrawn betweenUS-situs and non-US-situsreal property.

long been sourced according to the location of the property. 6. Pub. L. No. 98,67th Cong., 1st Sess., ch. 136,42 Stat. 227 (23 November,
was

This principle can be found as far back as 1870, when a rev-
1921), 217(a)(4). The rule restated withoutsubstantivechangeby Pub. L.
No. 562,70thCong., 1st Sess.,ch.852,45Stat. 791 (29 May, 1928), 119(a)(4);

enue statute first provided explicitly that rents paid for the that citation was preserved when the preceding series of revenue acts was first

use of real property locatedwithin the UnitedStates would be codified in 1939 (53 Stat., Part I, at 53-54, 76th Cong., 1st Sess., 10 February,

taxable to a non-residentalien owner of the leased property.5 1939).
7. Under the origin of the claim.test established for amounts paid in litiga-

The rule was recast in terms of source, and extended to other tion; see, e.g. UnitedStates v. HiltonHotelsCorp., 397'US 580 (1970). See also

types ofproperty, in 1921,6 and was carried through in essen- Rev. Rul. 72-232, 1972-2CB 276 (copyrightroyalties were fromsourcesoutside

tially the same form through the first two codificationsof the the United States where the licensorsold the copyrightedmaterialexclusively in

US tax law in 1939 and 1954 and to the current provisionof
a country other than the United States under the copyright protections of that

country; the fact that the materialswereprinted'in the UnitedStates was deemed
the 1986 Code. irrelevant).
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For this,purpose, the conceptofuseappears to relate to the US-Netherlands income tax treaty as then in effect, US-
ultimate use of the intangible property, as opposed to any source royalties'derivedby a Dutch resident (such as the cor-

intermediate uses to which it might be put. For instance, poration in the ruling) were exempt from US taxation. The
where a non-US owner of trademark rights licensed those IRS held that the property licensed to the Netherlands com-

rights to a US manufacturerwhich affixed the trademark to pany was in fact used in the United States (after being reli-

products within the United States and then shipped the prod- censed to the US company), so that, although the royalties
ucts to non-US customers (presumablyfor an enhancedsales paid by the US company to its Dutch licensor were exempt
price reflectingan increase in the products' marketvalue due from tax in the United States under the US-Netherlands
to the presence of the trademark), the IRS held nearly 30 treaty, the royalty income derived by the non-resident alien

years ago that the use took place where the products were from the Dutch company was US-sourceroyalty income that
used and consumedby the end customers (outside the United was fully taxable to the non-resident alien recipient under

States), and not where.the trademarkitselfwas affixed to the Section 871 of the 1986 Code (no treaty between the United

goods (within the United States).8 States and the non-residentalien's country of residencebeing
The statutory place-of-usesourcing rule for rents and roy- available).
alties has heretofore led to some counter intuitive results. Although the rule enunciated in-Revenue Ruling 80-362 has
Most famous of these is the so-called cascading royalty often been criticized, no contrary authority had been issued
problem, brought to the fore by a 1980 IRS ruling.9The facts by the IRS or any court until the SDI decision.

,

of that ruling (charted in Figure 1) describe the paradigm: A

Figure 1 IV. THE SDI SITUATION

Rev. Rul. 80-362 The SDI Group is an affiliated group of multinational com-

panies involved in the design, manufacture, marketing and

servicing of commercial systems software for use by third-

party customers on mainframe computers throughout the

X Shareholders world. The group is headed by a Bermuda company (SDI
Bermuda), and also includes a Dutch company ultimately
known as SDI Netherlands BV (SDIN). In 1986, SDIN
licensedon.a non-exclusivebasis the worldwiderights to cer-

tain software from its indirect Bermuda parent; although
clearly included in the worldwide scope of the licence, the

US licence ,A United States was not mentionedby name. Royalties were to

(3rd country) be payable at a rate equal to 93 per cent of the aggregatenet
X royalties received by SDINfrom all sub-licences of the sub-

(Netherlands) ject rights; from 1987 through 1990 the royalties paid under
that licence amounted to over USD 19 million.

During the four years at issue SDIN sub-licensedthe US por-

Y Shareholders tion of the rights on an exclusive basis to SDI USA, a US
affiliate of SDIN, in exchange for a royalty equal to 50 per
cent of the licensee's gross revenues; the aggregate royalties

US licence paid on that sub-licence over .the period amounted to over

USD 11 million. On a global basis, SDIN retained almost
USD 1 million in net royalty income (the excess of royalties
received over royalties paid) during the 1987-1990period. A

simplifiedchart of the structure is set out in Figure 2.

Y /
(US)

non-residentalien not engaged in the conduct of a US trade
or business licensed intangibleproperty to a Netherlandscor-

poration, which relicensed the same property rights to a US
corporation for exploitation in the United States. The non-

resident alien resided in a country with which the United i
States did not have an income tax treaty; under the 8. Rev. Rul. 68-443, 1968-2 CB 304.

9. Rev. Rul. 80-362, 1980-2 CB 208.
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Figure 2

SDI v. Comm'r

SDI Ltd.

(Bermuda)

100%

SDI Antilles NV SDI Bermuda Ltd. European subsidiaries
(N. Antilles) (Bermuda)

Worldwide
licence

SDI Netherlands BV
Other

(Netherlands) licences

US licence

SDI USA, Inc.

(US)

Royalty payments on the sub-licence were made free of US character as US-source income to the extent attributable to

withholding tax under the authority of Article IX of the the undeniably US-source royalties paid to SDIN by SDI
income tax treaty between the United States and the Nether- USA, under authority of Rev. Rul. 80-362, supra. The IRS
lands as then in effect. However, SDIN also made its royalty also relied on several cases that it claimed should be read to

payments to SDI Bermuda free of US withholding tax. The support a proportional allocation approach to tracing the
IRS assessed deficiencies against SDIN, claiming that a por- source of royalties through multiple payors;11 however, the
tion of SDIN's royalties paid to SDI Bermuda constituted Tax Court noted that, in each of those cases, the payments
US-source income of SDI Bermuda that was subject to with- that were ultimately held subject to withholding were made

holding, and further that SDIN was a withholdingagent with by a US payor.
respect to those payments and should therefore be held to The Tax Court was unpersuadedby the IRS position. Begin-
account for its failure to withholdthe statutory30 per cent tax

ning its analysis with Rev. Rul. 80-362, it began by
on the royalty payments to SDI Bermuda. SDIN thereupon supra,

noting that IRS rulings are not entitled to any special weightpetitioned the Tax Court to overturn the IRS assessment.
as precedent for unresolved tax questions, and criticized the

ruling for its lack of reasoning or legal precedent to support

V. THE COURT'S ANALYSIS

The Tax Court first disposedof an evidentiary issue in favour
of the IRS, and then went on tothe first (and, as it turned out,
the only) substantive issue discussed: whetherroyalties paid
by SDIN to SDI BermudaconstitutedUS-sourceincome of a

type subject to the 30 per cent statutory tax underSection.881 10. If the royalties had been found-to be from sources within the UnitedStates,
of the 1986 Code and the correspondingwithholdingobliga- SDI Bermuda would not have been subject to net basis taxation under Sec.

tion imposed by Sections 1441 and 1442 of the 1986 Code.10 882(a) of the 1986 Code, since it was not engaged in the conduct of a US trade

The crux of the IRS argument was that the SDIN royalties
or business during the years at issue. .

11. See, e.g. Wodehouse v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 15 TC 799
paid to SDI Bermuda should be viewed as retaining their (1950); Molnar v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 156 F2d 924 (2d Cir.

1946).
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(note 12)
Rev. Rul. 80-362 Figure 3 SDI v. Comm'r

US licence
A

X

US licence / \
Worldwide

licence

( AX
Y

its conclusion.12The opinion then goes on to note that the IRS- US licence

had not pressed the argument that SDIN was a mere conduit
between SDI USA and SDI Bermuda, which might (if the
fact of such status had been proven) have supported the IRS Y
position.13 Instead, the Tax Court analogized the situation
before it to the one it addressedthe previousyear in Northern
IndianPublic Service Co. v. CommissionerofInternalRev-
enue,14 in which an intermediaryoffshore finance subsidiary
was not ignored for US withholding tax purposes because it VI. RAMIFICATIONSAND OPPORTUNITIES

engaged in substantial business activity that resulted in sig-
nificant earnings (because of an interest rate spread captured It is difficult to predict how much of an impact the SDI case

by the finance subsidiary.15 will have on future international licensing transactions and
structures. For one thing, the case appears to have been poor-In the SDI case, according to the Tax Court, the parties ly argued by the government: example, the Tax Court

entered into two separate licence agreements with separate
as an

went out of its way in the opinion to note that, although there
and distinct terms, under which SDIN had independentroles

was an affiliation between SDIN and SDI USA, the IRS did
as main licensee and sub-licensor.SDIN retained a spread on riot press this point at trial and did not argue the correspond-the royalty stream that yielded a substantial amount of net

ing position that SDIN should be viewed as merely a conduit
income (between 5 and 6 per cent; according to the opinion). for royalties that shouldhave been deemedpaid by SDI USA
Therefore, the Tax Courtruled that it would be inappropriate to its ultimateBermudaparent (which would have supportedto treat any portion of the SDIN royalty to SDI Bermuda as the imposition of withholding obligation, there beingattributable to royalty income received by SDIN from SDI

a no

comprehensive income tax treaty in effect between the
USA.

The,Tax Court seemed particularly troubled by the possible
consequencesof a differentholding. Ever since the issuance
of Rev. Rul. 80-362, supra, commentators have noted the

major theoretical difficulty with the cascading royalty 12. This was an important step in the court's reasoning: as can be seen by the

approach: i.e. it carries the risk of multiple instances of US side-by-sidecomparisonofthe factpatterns in Rev. Rul. 80-362and the SDIcase

set out in Figure 3, it is difficult to see how the Tax Court could have sustained
withholding taxation on the same income stream, where a the precedential value of the ruling and not upheld the IRS position in the case

royalty is paid through several tiers of taxable entities.16 before it.

Although the IRS disavowed any intent to impose multiple 13. SeeAiken Industries,Inc. v. CommissionerofInternalRevenue,56TC925

(1971) (back-to-backloans with no interestspreadcapturedby the intermediary).levels ofwithholding tax on the royalty paid by SDI, the Tax 14. 105 TC 341 (1995) (on appeal Seventh CircuitCourtof Appeal).to
Court was unwilling to countenance a holding that would 15. The choice of the Northern IndianaPublic Service Co. case as the guiding
require an exercise ofadministrativediscretionby the IRS in precedent, although appealing at first blush because of the similarity of the cor-

order to avoid that result. The weight accorded to this issue porate structures involved, is somewhatsurprising given that the interest sourc-

on status payor payor
by the Tax Court suggests the possibility that the judge was

ing rule depends the ofthe (making the substantialityof the
a criticai analytical factor), whereas the royalty sourcing rule is independentof

more troubled by the inequity that might result from a con- that status.

trary holding than by the relative lack of direct precedential 16. See (1)Isenbergh,InternationalTaxation: US TaxationofForeignPersons

underpinningsfor the decision that was.ultimatelyrendered. andForeignIncome (2d ed. 1996), at 7:20-21; (2) Kuntz & Peroni, US Interna-
tional Taxation (1992), at Cl:45-46; Dale, Withholding Tax on Payments to

Foreign Persons, 36 Tax. L. Rev. 49,66-67(1980).
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United States and Bermuda).17 There were also other issues where the consideration to be paid is tied to the use or pro-
raised by the petitioner that were never addressedby the Tax ductivity of the intangible: such gain is sourced in the same

Court, such as whetherSDIN could, as a non-US corporation manner as a royalty.19 Presumably whatever comfort taxpay-
not engaged in a trade or business within the United States, ers may take from the SDI decision as to multi-tier royalty
be required to act as a withholding agent by the US govern- flows applies to contingentsales of intangibleassets as well.

ment; because of the Tax Court's pro-taxpayerresolution of
the source issue, these remaining questions were deemed
moot and therefore were not addressed in the opinion. Fur- C. US foreign tax credit planning
thermore, as noted above, the holding may have been result-
oriented (i.e. driven by a desire to foreclose inequitablecon- Since the source rules generallyapply equally to US and non-

sequences that might flow from a contrary holding), so the US taxpayers, a natural question arises as to the circum-

extent to which the decision's reasoning is properly applica- stances in which a US multinational'slicensingarrangements
ble to other contexts is open to question. In addition, the roy- might be affected by the SDI decision. It appears that the

alty and limitation-on-benefitsarticles (Articles 13 and 26) of most likely such context is the area of foreign tax creditplan-
the current US-Netherlands treaty, which replaces the ver- ning, since the US foreign tax credit is only available for for-

sion in force during the years at issue in the SDI case, would eign taxes paid on foreign-source income (as determined

significantlycomplicatethe analysisof the case's facts if they underUS tax principles).20For example, query whethera US

were presented today. Finally, the decisionwas handed down multinational's oversea licensing subsidiary can now sub-

very recently, so the IRS has not yet indicatedwhether it will license the US rights to the US parent's intangibles to a sub-

file a judicial appeal, accept the decision, or publish its offi- licensee for use in the United States without having the cor-

cial non-acquiescence (by which the IRS would accept the responding portion of the main royalty it pays to the parent
Tax Court's decisionwith respect to the taxpayerand years at recharacterized as US-source income:21 if that technique
issue, but would not follow the decision in other contexts). were successful, foreign taxes on other income that mightnot

otherwise be creditable because of the Section 904 limita-
Bearing the foregoing in mind, it is nevertheless interesting tions could become available.
to speculate on how the principles of the SDI decision could

prove useful in various internationaltax planning contexts.

D. Application to tangible property
A. Multinational intellectual property holding The statutory sourcing rule for royalty income applies equal-structures ly to rentals paid for the use of tangible property. Thus, for

example, income from true leases (as opposed to financ-
The most obvious method of applying the SDI decision is in ings or sales documented in leasing terms) of transportation
similarfactual situations,namely the establishmentand oper- hardware and other tangible personal property is sourced
ation of internationallicensing structures. If the case remains according to place of use.22 It will be interesting to see

good law, it provides a .road map for multinational groups whether the SDI case can provide support for lessors of tan-
seeking to maximize the intra-group use of owned intangi- gible property, where the property's physical location at a
bles without attracting excessive withholding tax liabilities. given moment can be readily ascertained.
In particular, the mixingbowl approach of the SDI Group,
in which the US sub-licenceroyalties were commingledwith

royalties from other worldwide sub-licensees within SDIN E. Other types of income
before being paid on to SDI Bermuda. However, the Tax
Court's broad hint in the opinion that a conduit argument The unusual feature of the statutory sourcing rule for rents

might have achieved for the IRS what its other positions did and royalties that gives rise to the issues raised by Rev. Rul.
not, suggests that taxpayersseeking to establishor reorganize 80-362 and the SDI case is that the rule is not tied to the sta-
their multinationallicensingoperations to fall within the pro- tus of either the payor (e.g. for dividends or interest) or the
tections of the SDI case will have to exercise caution that payee (e.g. for most non-inventorysales gains). That charac-
their arrangements do not fall foul of the various conduit teristic is present in the case of a selectnumberofother types
precedents available to the IRS.

17. In this context, mention should be made of IRC 7701(1), enacted after the

B. Dispositionsof intangible property years at issue in the SDI case, which authorizes the IRS to issue regulations
designed to combatback-to-backarrangementsin certain situationswhere the
result is avoidanceof US tax. Those anti-conduitregulationshave since been

A related area in which the SDIdecisionmay be relevant is at issued by the IRS (see Treas. Reg. 1.881-3), but there are real questions as to

an alternativepoint in the useful life cycleofan item of intan- their applicabilityto cascadingroyalty arrangements.
18. See IRC 865.

gible property, i.e. upon its sale. Although the rules of the 19. RC 865(d)(1)(B).
1986 Code for sourcing gains from the sale of property are 20. See IRC 904(a).

generally tied to the seller's tax residence,18there are numer- 21. IRC 904(g) contains an anti-black-box rule that resources certain

ous importantexceptions to this principle. One of these is the
income of United States-owned foreign corporations; however, by its terms

thatprovisionwould not appear to apply to the situation described in the text.
source rule for the gain from the sale of intangible property 22. Real estate leases are a specialsubsetof this rule: leased real estate is by its

nature used where the real estate is physicallysituated.
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of income to which the principlesof the SDI decisionmay be istrative determinations will be required in order to resolve
relevant. For example, compensation income is sourced by that uncertainty. However, it is clear that the decision repre-
reference to the place in which the services are performed,23 sents a major shift in this part of the US tax law and provides
and insuranceunderwritingincomeis sourcedby reference to an opportunity to consider significantpotential international
the locationof the risk covered.24In addition, certain types of tax planning opportunities for US and other multinationals
income are subject to an arbitrary sourcing rule (e.g. the and their advisers.
50/50 rules for internationaltransportation25and communica-
tion26 income). It may be that the SDI case will give some

scope to imaginativeplanning designed to control the source

of these and other types of income that share the sourcing
characteristicof payor-payee independence.

Vil. CONCLUSION
23. IRC 861(a)(3).
24. IRC 861(a)(7).The scope and precedential value of the SDI case are some- 25. IRC 863(c)(2).

what unclear at this stage, and additionaljudicial and admin- 26. IRC 863(e)(1).
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BOOK CHOICE

GLOBALTAX PLANNING AND OFFSHORE trusts, investmentfunds and asset securitization;anti-avoid-
ance, including treaty shoppingand US penalties for gettingOPPORTUNITIES it wrong; country specialities,such as Swiss bank secrecy,

Federico Scarlata Dutch tax rulings, and Liechtensteintax (or rather lack of it);
Comtax PublishingAB, 1995 and, finally (where would a book on international tax plan-

ning be without it), EU Harmonization.

INTERNATIONALTAX PLANNING The test of a book about tax planning is probably the extent to
. which it contains principles or techniques which will save

/ Dennis Campbell (Ed.) .you tax. Both books satisfy this test. Global Tax Planning
Kluwer Law International, 1995 starts with some fundamental issues like double taxation and

transfer pricing and goes on to discuss planning structures

such as finance branches, holding companies, and coordina-
BARRY LARKING* tion centres, as well as a special structure for Italianjointven-

tures. The Italian usufructstructures,now largely ofhistor-
Headof IBFD Library and Source Information ical interest only, could probably have been passed over. The

terminologyexplanationswill be appreciated'bythose.new to
It takes a brave man to edit a book on international tax plan- the area, although it is a pity that the reader is left guessing as

ning and a still braver man to write one. International Tax to the meaningof some of the more exotic soundingconcepts
Planning (editedby Dennis Campbelland authoredby many) such as secondaryshelteringopportunities,stapledstock
and Global Tax Planning and Offshore Opportunities (writ- or drop-off (!) trusts. However, this is more than compen-
ten by Federico Scarlata) do little to dispel this view, but they sated for by the many insightful observations sprinkled
do still produce some very worthwhilereading. throughout the book, such as the too often forgotten fact in

Global Tax Planning is the statement of someone with a
international tax planning that at the end of the path....there

cause: multinational-man's battle against government's will always be PEOPLE. Along this path will normally be

voracious daily need for funds, or, the great challenge of companies, and here the global tax planner has a marvellous

freedom. The book is divided into two parts. The first electronic tool, Comtax, to help him. A still life at the end

addresses a number of principles of international taxation in of the book illustratesthe pointby taking 20 differentways to

a way which makes them accessible for newcomers to the route dividends from A to B in order to determine the opti-
area or to non-professionals seeking their way to freedom. mal solution.

The second focuses on tax havens and contains a good prac- Turning to the tax-treasures in International Tax Planning,
tical guide to the most popular locations- I certainlywill not we find out why charitabledonations in Austria are so unpop-
be taking my millions to Andorra! Despite its title, the book ular, discover ways of minimizing exposure to US transfer
should not be seen as an encyclopedia of international tax - pricing penalties and how to get a Dutch tax ruling (and what
indeed there are a number of notable omissions - but as a types are available),we pickup VAT planningtips using Irish
highly personalized critique of the subject. Although the non-resident companies, and can apply on the spot for

, structure is at times a little hard to follow and the message Gibraltarianresidence. We also learn why not to die in Italy!
probably comes over better in its original Italian, it is never-

theless a good read with plenty of illuminating insights and Inevitably the two books have overlaps, and perhaps the.only

inspired comments. surprise is that there are not more. A disappointingexample
is that of trusts. Both books give a good account of the his-

InternationalTaxPlanning is really apot-pourriof tax issues torical background and terminology relating to trusts, but in
and countries. Admittedly, it does not pretend to be more nor neithercase is their relevancefor international(or global) tax

less than this, althoughwhetherit shouldhave been is anoth- planning actually explained. Both books also pay due regard
er matter. Whatever the quality of the individual contribu- to anti-avoidance,emphasizingthe two way nature of the tax

tions, the book comes togetherawkwardlyas a whole, and as planning game, the object of which Mr Scarlata neatly sums

a result is less of the handy reference tool it mighthave been. up on behalf of the tax planner as being to avoid the anti-
Nevertheless, many of the individual contribu'tions contain avoidancerule.
valuablepractical informationand will repay careful reading.
The difficulty of bringing structure into the book is also
indicative of the breadth of its coverage. My own four-part
classificationhardly does justice to this but I found it a handy * The views expressed herein those of the author in his personal capacityaide memoire: vehicles,covering non-profitorganizations,

are

and do not necessarilyreflect those of the IBFD.
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librarywhich will gladlysupply further informationupon request (pleasequotethe Tokyo, National Tax Administration. 1996,
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8th Edition. Business profile series: Malaysia. 8th Edition.
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landandproperty, foreign employment individuals and companies, investmentThis handbook is a compilationof major tax regulations,exchangecontrols, trade marks incentives, intellectual and industriallegislationcurrently in force. The first part of and patents, in Brunei Darussalam.Taxation is

property
the book is devoted to an examinationof the also dealt with.

protection, employmentand expatriates,
customs duties, labour force and labour1996 amendments to the Income Tax Act. This (B. 58.207) regulations.is followedby the Income Tax Act, regulations

and practicenotes and extracts from the Tax (B. 58.206)
on RetirementFunds.Act, the VAT Act, the
Estate Duty Act and the TransferDuty Act. China (People's Rep.)
This bound volume is publishedannually. Mongolia
(B. 13.525) Business profile series: China. 1 lth Edition.

Hong Kong, The HongkongShanghai Banking Theroux, Eugene; Moser, Michael J.
CorporationLtd. 1995, pp. 56. Business guide to Mongolia.Revised and updated guide giving information Hong Kong, Asia InformationAssociationASIA & THE PACIFIC on foreign investment,business registration, Ltd., G.P.O.Box7617, Central, Hong Kong.financing of development,selling to China,

The concise tax guide. Selected corporate tax exchangecontrol, commerciallaw, intellectual 1996, pp. 181. ISBN: 962 8107 06 2.
In addition to general informationon travellingaspects in the Asia Pacific. property protection, taxation and commercial

Hong Kong, Baker& McKenzie. 1996, pp. 55. law.
to and within Mongolia, this booklet contains

This booklet contains informationon the tax (B. 58.194) chapters on banking and the legal system in

treatmentof dividends, treatmentof interest Mongolia.The chapter on the legal system
and royalties, foreign tax credits and treaty

includes sections on customs and taxation,
relief, tax incentives, and income subject to tax foreign investment law and intellectual

in the Asia-Pacificregion. Hong Kong property. The guide also contains a chapter on

business informationsources, including(B. 58.196)
Business profile series: Hong Kong. internetresources.

10th Edition. (B. 58.222)
Hong Kong, The HongkongShanghai Banking

Australia CorporationLtd. 1995, pp. 60.
Revised and .updatededition of introductory PakistanThe Taxpayer 1996 tax summary. 77th informationon foreign investment, the

Edition. economy, business ventures, taxation and
Business profile series: Pakistan. 6th Edition.EditorPeter McDonald. travellingconditions etc. for businessmen.

East Kew, AustralianTaxpayer'sAssociations, (B. 58.186) Hong Kong, The HongkongShanghai Banking
CorporationLtd. 1995, pp. 48.P.O. Box 292, East Kew Victoria3102, Revised and updated introductoryguide to theAustralia. 1996, pp. 1540..

facts and figures, business ventures,Annual updatedpublicationproviding, in a Japan economy,
taxation and travellingconditions, etc. for

comprehensivebut concise form, the main
businessmen.features of the various taxes levied by the Doing business in Japan.

Commonwealthand the States (corporate and 1996, 263.Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. pp.
(B. 58.193)

individual income taxes, fringe benefits, sales Informationguide on doing business in Japan.
tax, capital gains tax, superannuationfunds, The material includes informationon the
gift tax, etc.). This edition includes all relevant Japanese investmentclimate, business Taiwan
changes and amendmentsup to 30 June 1996. environment, foreign investmentand trade,
(B. 58.224) bankingand finance, exporting to Japan, Doing business in Taiwan.

labour and social security, taxationof Amsterdam, PriceWaterhouse. 1996, pp. 213.

corporationsand individuals,consumption tax Informationguide on doing business in
and other indirect taxes. The material Taiwan including tax aspects based on

contained in this guide is as at 30 November materialassembledat 31 March 1995.
1995. (B. 58.212)
(B. 58.189)
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CARIBBEAN Economicanalysis of corporate tax systems in Fiscalit de l'expatriation: travail, rsidence
the EU. Using a dynamic model the effects of l'tranger.

Bahamas corporate tax integration in various EU Nice, Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens. 1995.
countries are analysed, in particularwith CollectionImpts sur le revnu et sur les

InternationalTax and Business Guide: regard to distributionpatterns, financing socits.

The Bahamas.
methods and share sales. Loose-leafpublication in the series Impts

New York, DeloitteTouche Tohmatsu (B. 115.723) sur le revenu et sur les socitsdescribing
International. 1996, pp. 65. expatriate taxation. The first part of this
The book is designed to provide potential

Kessler, Wolfgang publication is related to some general aspects
foreign investors with fundamental

Die Euro-Holding.Steuerplanung, ofexpatriates, (as dealt with within tax

informationabout the Bahamianenvironment,
Standortwahl,Lnderprofile treaties) and the general concepts of fiscal

including factors a foreign investorshould Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 413. residenceand permanentestablishment.
DEM 128. ISBN: 3 406 40915 6.consider in deciding whether to acquire an Separatechapters are devoted to specific
This detailed study systematicallyreviews the

existing Bahamiancompany or to start a new expatriates: diplomatic and consular

operation in the country. These factors include
tax issues surroundingholding companies in representatives, teachers and researchers,

tax planning, employmentand labour,
nine selected Europeancountries. The directors of internationalenterprises,

financing, importing, and exportingmatters. introductorypart discusses the factors which commuters,etc. within the EU, Monaco,
(B. 18.926) may lead to additional taxation (including anti- Switzerlandand the United States.

avoidancemeasures) and methods of (B. 115.074)
alleviating this. The use of holding companies
in international tax planning is also analysed.

EUROPE The country chapters systematicallydeal with
the tax considerationsof dividends received Germany

Austria and paid, capital gains, and acquisitioncosts.
The final part discusses both tax planning and Huth, Andreas H.J.

bersicht 1996. Beitragsrechtlicheund
economicpolicy considerations.An extensive Industriefinanzierungin Deutschlandund

leistungsrechtlicheWerte in der bibliography is provided. Frankreich.
(B. 115.463) Leverkusen,DeutscherUniversittsVerlagSozialversicherung. GmbH. 1996, pp. 281. DEM 98.Vienna, Hauptverbandder sterreichischen
WorldLaw Group. ISBN: 3 8244 6274 5.

Sozialversicherungstrger.1996, pp. 21.
Internationalbusiness acquisitions: Major Financing industries in Germany and France.

1 Overviewof social security premiums and
legal issues and due diligence. Editors Michael Influenceof national factors on the financingpayments. Whalley and Thomas Heymann. through shares, bonds, hybrids and bank(B. 115.569) The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1996, lendings. The author analyses the financingof
pp. 376. NLG 187.62. ISBN: 90 411 0893 9. enterprisesby financial instruments in France
Survey covering 23 countries (and the EU) of and Germany. In detail, the analysis refers to

Belgium the major legal issues related to cross-border the following topics: financing costs, banking
acquisitionsof companies or business assets, margins, taxes, bank and stock exchange

Malherbe,Jacques; Stainier, Anne V. including taxes affecting the structureor price, systems, investor regulations and the like.
Business operations in Belgium. liability, official approvals, competitionrules, (B. 115.434)
Washington,Tax ManagementInc. 1996. formal.transactionalrequirements,employee
Foreign Income Portfolio, No. 953, pp. 130. issues, and tax deductibilityof acquisition Leisner, Walter.
Summaryof the main business and tax laws of costs Die verfassungsrechtlicheBelastungsgrenze
Belgium. Includes detailed analysisof Belgian (B. 115.494) der Unternehmen.
company law, corporateand individual income Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996.
taxation, Belgian income tax treaties, VATand UnioEuropeia-Portugal. Quadro Schriften zum ffentlichenRecht, Band 696,
other indirect taxes. Comunitario pp. 123. DEM 78. ISBN: 3 428 08740 2.
(B. 115.449) de Apoio 1994-1999. The burden of taxation for companies in

Lisbon, Ministryof Finance. 1995, pp. 50. relation to the constitution.The authorhas
Vennootschap in pocket. Zijn uw statuten EU-founded investment incentives schemes investigated for supplementaryemployeecosts
conform de nieuwe vennootschappenwet applicable in Portugal. whether the rising burden of taxation is
Diegem, Ced Samsom/Kluwer (B. 115.444) compatiblewith the constitution.The author
Rechtswetenschappen.1996, pp. 38. concludes that the burden of taxation is too
ISBN: 90 5334 536 1. high and.that the constitution requires that this
Addendum to the annual pocketbookon France will be changed. This is of special importance
corporate law. The aim of the addendum is to with regard to investmentin Germany.check the conformity.ofthe by-laws of

Huth, Andreas H.J. (B. 115.590)
different types of companies with the new

Industriefinanzierungin Deutschlandund
corporate law of 13 April 1995 which came

Frankreich. Feldhausen,Peter.
into force on 1 July 1996.

Leverkusen,DeutscherUniversittsVerlag Wege aus der GmbH.
(B. 115.549) GmbH.' 1996, pp. 281. DEM 98. Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1996.

ISBN: 3 8244 6274 5. Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 82.
Financing industries in Germany and France. DEM 38.80. ISBN: 3 88606 170 1.

' European Union Influenceof national factors on the financing Ways out of the limited liability company.
through shares, bonds, hybrids and bank Brochurediscussing the tax consequencesof

Rossmayer,Konrad. lendings. The author analyses the financingof restructuringa limited liability company into a

konomischeAnalyseder enterprises by fnancial instruments in France partnershipor sole entrepreneur.
Krperschaftsteuersystemein der'EU and Germany. In detail, the analysis refers to (B. 115.173)
Frankfurt.amMain, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. the following topics: financing costs, banking
EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V, margins, taxes, bank and stock exchange Hock, Bemhard.
Volks- und.Betriebswirtschaft,pp. 265. systems, investorregulations and the like. Personengesellschaftenmit internationalem
DEM 79. ISBN: 3-631-49976-0. (B. 115.434) Gesellschafterkreis.
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IncomeTax Law). Various articles onondebt ISBN: 90 200 1791 8.

financing innnananinternationalnternaatonaalcontextcontextfocussing Pocketedition containingonnaannnggrelevantdata onon

on the thin capitalizationprovision (Sec. 8a) Netherlands double taxationaxaatonntreaties concludedby the
'

on
andandthe provisionfor the participation Netherlands.Summariesof the 35%35%ruling,

exemption. Rijks, K. withholding tax, social security andandother

(B. 115.050) Het instituutvanvande fiscale eenheid innnde domestic taxtaxlaws.

vennootschapsbelasting.6th Edition. (B. 115.6.83)

Ewringmann,Dieter. Deventer,Fed. 1996.

kologischeSteuerreform:Steuern innnder Fiscale BrochuresFed, pp. 157. NLGNLG54. Tax auditing handbook.AADutch perspective.

Flchennutzung.
ISBN: 9090600260026454. Amsterdam, IBFDIBFDPublicationsBV. 1996,

Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1995. Monographononthe conceptconceptofoffiscal unity for pp. 186. NLGNLG195. ISBN: 909070125 88889.
&

FinanzwissenschaftlicheForschungsarbeiten, purposes of the corporate incomencomeetax, updated This handbooksets outoutthe principles which
to the Tax Administrationof the Netherlandshas

Band 63, pp. 179. DEMDEM76. up toApril 1996.

ISBN: 33428 08434 9. (B. 115.692) adopted innnorder totoorganize andandcarry outoutthe
auditing process. Divided intonnoofour parts it

Ecologicalltaxtaxreform: taxestaxesapplied innnland Fiscaal Memo 1. describes the and structureof the Tax
utilization. Various authors discuss totowhat

purposepurpose and
Deventer, Kluwer: 1996, pp. 290. Auditing Handbook,containsonnaanssa summary ofof

extentextenttaxes andandduties maymaybe usedusedinnn ISBN: 9090200200 178417845. the stages of the auditingprocess
a

of the Tax
ecological land utilization. stages

Updated bookletcontainingonnaannnggthe mostmost Administration.In the secondsecondpartpartthe
(B. 114.955) importantprovisions innnthe Dutch taxtaxlawawwasasofof principlesandandassumptionsare presented that

1 1July 1996. togetherconstitute the auditing policy. The
Friedrichs,Ralf. (B. 115.568) third partpartexplains the conceptconceptunderlying the
Die Beendigungdes Engagementsinnneiner auditingprocess, andandthe last part discussespart
auslndischenPersonengesellschaft. Handleidingop de handleiiingvoor investigationsnvesstgaatonssfor the collectionof taxes andandop taxes
Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1996. loonbelasting,premie volksverzekeringenen auditing both within a computerizeden a

Management,Rechnungslegungundund premie werknemersverzekeringen1996. environment.

Untemehmensbesteuerung,Band 6, pp. 215. Deventer,Fed. 1996, pp. 81. NLGNLG54. (B. 115.777)
DEMDEM76. ISBN: 33503 03566 4. ISBN: 90906002 657 8.
The liquidationofofaapartnershipororthe InStructiveguide on the levyingofofwage taxtaxon wage
resignationessgnaatonnofofaapartner from aapartnership, andandsocial security premiums. Portugalespecially when'thepartnership is situated innn (B. 115.6.88) Portugal
Austria andandthe United States. Which

UnioEuropeiaa-Portugal. Quadro
resignationmethods lead totothe lowestowessttaxtax Personenvennootschappenen aanverwante

-

en Comunitario
depends ononvarious factors suchucchas the activity rechtsvormen.Fiscaal- en civielrechtelijike
ofofthe foreign partnership,whetherit is aspecten. Editors J. Doornebal,

en
P.H.J. Essers,

de Apoio 1994-1999.

situatedsiuaaeedinnnaatreaty orornon-treaty.c,ountryandand J.J.M. Jansen and A.L. Mohr.
Lisbon, MinistryofofFinance. 1995, pp. 50.

and
the legal form ofofthe partners. Furthermore the Deventer,.Kluwer.1996. ISBN: 90A402200X.

EU-founded investmentincentivesncenntvessschemes

book containsonntanssananoverviewvervvewofofthe influenceofof Loose-leafpublicationdealing with different applicable in Portugal.
these factors. (B. 115.4.44)forms ofofpartnerships,as provided under Dutch
(B. 115.559) civilcvvilandandtaxtaxlaw. The first part of this

publication is dedicated totoformation,capital
Falterbaum,Hermann; Beckmann,Heinz. requirementsandandliabilities, capitalizationandand RussiaRusssaa
BuchfhrungundundBilanz. Unter besonderer management.The secondsecondpart details different

Bercksichtigungdes Bilanzsteuerrechtsundund forms, suchsuchas: generalgeneralpartnership, limited Fiscal managementinnnRussia.
der steuerrechtlichenGewinnerrmittlung. partnership,EEIG, andandinternational:tax Washington,The World Bank,'1818HHStreet,
Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996. aspects. N.W., WashingtonD.C. 20433, USA. 1996,
GrneReihe, Band 10, Lsungsheftzurzur16. (B. 115.6.85) pp. 168. USD 11.95.

Auflage, pp. 91. ISBN: 3381688168100610063. Report analysing the deficiencesof the budget
Supplementtotothe 16th edition ofof system. It recommendswaystotoimprove fiscal

BuchfhrungundundBilanz.The booklet innn managementmanagementtotomeetmeetthe requirementsofofaa

particularfocuses ononthe law governingovernnnggthe decentralizedmarket-basedeconomy. The
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report focuses on features of fiscal Law and ElectronicCommerce,Volume2, shopping and triangularsituations. Published
managementwhich determine the outcomeof pp. 213. NLG 125. in three loose-leafvolumes.
fiscal policy and the allocativeefficiencyof Collectionof papers dealing with various (B. 115.742)
governmentresources: intergovernmental aspects of the role of information technology
fiscal relations, and the structural, technical in the administrationof taxes. Klabbers,Jan
and institutionalaspects of the budget system. (B. 115.541) The conceptof treaty in international law.
(B. 115.836) The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1996.

WorldLaw Group. Developments in InternationalLaw,
Internationalbusiness acquisitions: Major Volume.22,pp. 307. NLG 165.

Switzerland legal issues and due diligence.Editors Michael ISBN: 90-411-0244-2.
Whalley and Thomas Heymann. This book describes the nature and functionof

Hhn, Ernst. The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1996, internationaltreaties and their status under
InternationaleSteuerplanung.Eine Einfhrung pp. 376. NLG 187.62. ISBN: 90 411 0893 9. international law. Consideration.isgiven to the
in die Steuerplanungfr internationale Survey covering 23 countries (and the EU) of Vienna Conventiondefinition. Case law of the
Unternehmenmit Bezug zur Schweiz. the major legal issues related to cross-border Permanentand InternationalCourt of Justice is

Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt. 1996. acquisitionsof companies or business assets, summarizedas well as relevantnational and
SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund including taxes affecting,the structure or price, other courts.

.Finanzrecht,Volume79, pp. 684. SFR 128. liability, official approvals, competitionrules, (B. 115.415)
ISBN: 3-258-05229-8. formal transactionalrequirements,employee
The first part of this book deals with the issues, and tax deductibilityof acquisition
principlesofnational and international costs

CIAT
taxationof internationalbusiness including (B. 115.494)
two chapters on tax problems and tax Structureand administrationof income and
planning. The second part focuses on Swiss Holding company report. Preparedby the

sales taxes in CIAT membercountries.
taxation, first as regards internationalbusiness Coopers & Lybrand GlobalTax Planning Panama, CIAT ExecutiveSecretariat. 1995,of Swiss-basedcompanies and secondly as Group. 349.
regards non-residentsdoing business in Rotterdam,Coopers & Lybrand. 1996, pp. 15. pp.

Switzerland. Includes several illustrativecase Bookletsummarizingholding company Summary
to'income

of CIAT membercountries with

studies. regimes in 11 Europeanand 4 Asian countries respect tax and sales tax.

(B. 115.489) including a comparative table. Information is (B. 18.933)
based on a symposiumheld in May 1996.
(B. 115.467) CIATReview 1994-1995. OrganizationofTax

Administrationin CIATmember countries.
United Kingdom Taxationofnon-residententertainers. Panama, CIAT ExecutiveSecretariat. 1995,

Proceedingsof a Seminarheld in Cannes, pp. 199.
Wood, John; Fraser, Ross. France, in 1995 during the 49th Congress of Descriptivestudy divided into three parts:
Tolley's taxationof offshore trusts and the InternationalFiscal Association. conceptual,synthesis, and country description.
offshore funds. 2nd Edition. The conceptualpart is aimed at theThe Hague, KluwerLaw Intrnational. 1996.
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd. IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 20d,

identificationof the role ofTax Administration
1996, pp. 250. GBP 65. ISBN: 1 86012 303 1. 166. ISBN: 90 411 0285 X.

for achieving the specific objectivesposed by
Updatededition of a practical guide including pp. riscal policy. It describes the objectivesof theCountry survey of the international tax Tax Administrationand how the latter isthe most recent and important legislation, case

treatmentof non-residententertainersand
law, officialmaterials and useful tables athletes under both domestic law and tax organized to achieve them. The second part
affecting the taxationof offshore trusts and treaties. Introductionsummarizes the main

deals with the evolutionof the administration
of internal in the CIAT memberfunds. Highlightsboth the opportunitiesand issues including source and characterizationof

taxes

pitfalls of the taxation of overseas income for income, loan out companies and definitionof countries, as well as in those countries where
individuals and companies.The first sections entertainersand athletes.

the administrationof internal taxes and
deal with offshore trusts, and examine the customs duties are assigned to a single office.

(B. 115.806)
concepts of residence and domicile. The The last part of this study describes the
applicationof the main taxes is also organizationalconfigurationof each Tax
considered.The second part concentrates on Phillips, John S. Administrationmemberof CIAT, the

International tax treaty networks. 3 Volumes.the offshore funds, steps needed for functions performedat each level of the
certification, the calculationof offshore London, ESC InternationalLtd., Fairfax structure and also includes the most current tax
income gains and the interactionof these House, Fulwood Place, London, WC1 6UB, data available for each country.United Kingdom. 1995, pp. 2502.provisionswith other anti-avoidance

ISBN: 0 948641 99 1. (B. 18.932)
provisions. A comprehensiveanalyticalstudy of over400(B. 115.847)

double taxation treaties using the 1977 OECD
OECDFinal reporton tax legislation. Model Treaty as a standardof reference.The

London, The Institute for Fiscal Studies. 1996, core of the work is divided into country
Controlled foreign company legislation.pp. 90. ISBN: 1 873357 57 5. chapters containinga matrix analysis of each

A summaryof the final reportof the Tax Law country's treaties with a list of related dates Paris, OrganisationforEconomic Co-
followed by a synopsis per article of operation and Development. 1996.Review Committee.

(B. 115.712) significant features of each particular tax OECD Studies in Taxation ofForeign Source
treaty. Two introductorychapters deal with.the Income, pp. 160. FFR 160.
developmentand use of tax treaty models in ISBN: 92 64 15337 3.
general and then with'an article by article A descriptive report providing factual

INTERNATIONAL commentaryon the OECD Model (intended to informationon controlled foreign company
supplementthe official commentaries) legislation ofJune 1995 in the 14 OECDas

Informationtechnology and innovation in tax
-

highlightingsignificantissues and variations ' member countries that operated such regimes.
administration.Editor Glenn Jenkins. as between countries and models. There is also (B. 115.849)
The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1996. a review of current issues, i.e. treaty override,

O
ISBN: 90-411-0966-8. unitary taxation, offshoreexploration, treaty
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LATIN AMERICA 19961996Canadian master taxtaxguide. 51st51stEdition. Australia
North York, CCH Canadian Limited, 66

International taxax and business guide: GaramondCourt, North York, Ontario AustralianTax Practice:
Taxation inn Central and South America. M3C 11Z55, Canada. 11996, pp. 1.337.

New Yorrk, DeloitteTouche Tohmatssu ISBN: 11 55141 710 3. -
-Fringe benefits

International. 11996, pp. 188. Complete, accurrate, and up--to--dateguide to release 42

The book isisdesigned to prroviide potentiial Canadian federal taxation. Includes - Rulliings and guidelliines-

foreign investors with fundamental comprrehenssivecommenttaryonon the Income releases 200 and 201
informationaboutaboutthe business environments Tax Act and regulations, including aliall North Ryde, Butterworths.
ininthethe various countries, including details amendments to the Act and regulations too 31

about the forms ofbusiness available, the taxtax October 1995. Current tax ratesaessunder the Australian InternationalTax Agreeements
regime and ratess.invesstment,inccentives, andand Excise Tax Act and the Excise Act, andandfees releaseeeasse 62
the countries' double taxtaxtreaty network. underunderthethe Canada Business CorporationAct North Ryde, CCH AustraliaLtd.

(B. 118.925) areareincluded along with summaries ofofthe
currentcurrentCanada-US and Canada-UK income
taxtax treaties. The book isisaimed too assistassist
taxpayerrs in. fiilling their 11995 income taxax Austria

MIDDLE EAST returns.

(B. 11115..829) Die Einkommensteuer:

Jordan
-
-Rechtsprrechung

release 44
Vienna, Anton Orac Verlag.

Business profile series: Jordan. 8th Edition. USA
Hong Kong, The HongkongShanghai Banking SteuerlicheTabellenssammlung
CorporrationLtd. 11995, pp. 52. Bittker, Boris I.; McMahon,Martin J. releaserelease86
Updated informationguide ononforeign Federal income taxationofofindividuais.2nd Vienna, Anton Orac Verlag.
investmentregulations and incentives, land Edition.
and property ownerrsship,contractors,agents, Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1995.
iimporrt--exporrtcontrols, free trade zoness, labour ISBN: 0 7913 2403 6.0
regullations, taxationof individuaisandand Revised and updated loose-leafpublication inin Bellgiium
corporrations,salessalesttax, patents and trade 2 volumes prroviidiinga concise but compllete
marks. accountof tax prrobllems faced by individual FundamenteleBelgisscheWetgeviing
(B. 58..1195) taxpayerrs, whetherwage earnerrss, investors or release 72

sole proprietorrs. Diegem, Kluwer Rechtswetensschappen.
Zu'bi, SharifAli (B. 115848)
Business legislationandandincentives. L''indicateurfiscal

Amman, The SteeringSteerrng Committee& Allied Procceedingsofofthe eighty--eighthannualannual releasesreleases713-715713-7115
Accountants. 1995, pp. 115. conferenceon taxationtaxattionheld under the ausspices Diegem, KluwerRechtswetensschappen.
This book contais sectionssectionsonon the Jordanian of the NationalTax AssociationatatSan,Diego,
legai'ssystem, businessbussnessssorganizations, California, 8--10 October, 1995. VennootsscchaapenenBelastingen
investment laws, taxation, import andandexport Columbus,NationalTax AssociationTax releaserelease3131

regulations, labour law and intellectual InstituteofAmerica. 11996, pp. 326. Diegem, KluwerRechtsswetensschappen.
property laws. There are also sections dealling Contributionsby various authors dealliing with
with the rregullations of the banking and e.g..: conssumptiontax, state and locallocalfiscal Wetboekvan de IInkomsstenbellassting
financial sectorssectorsand ofofthe insuraflcesector. impacts of international trade and mobiilliity, tax release 106
Other chapterrs cover the law rregullating pollicy, school finance rreform, Brrussssellss, Miinistry of Finance.

foreign contractors and conssultingengineers intergovernmentalfiscal relations, the role of
andandthethe importantssubject ofofcommercial the Tax Code in reforminghealth care, taxax

agents and middlemen.Environmental compliancce, taxax reform, revenuerevenueestimation, Canada
legisllation, realrealestateessae and arbitrationarearealso taxing non--US source ccorporate inccome, and

brieflly covered. locallocaltaxes. CanadianTaxationofofCharities and Donations
(B. 58..1197) (B. 11115.834) A. Drache

releaseeeasse 11
Sccarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional

NORTH AMERICA Publisshing.

Canada Forreign Investment ininCanada

Loose-leaf release 5

Canada taxax cases 1996. Volume2. JJudgements Scarborrough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
cases

ofofthethe SupremeCourt ofofCanada, Federal Services
Publisshing.

Court of Canaada, Tax Court of Canada.-and
provincialcourtscourrsson,taxationmatters reported
by CanadaTax Cases from JuneJunetoo Seeptember Received between 11 and

Denmark
1996 inclusive. Editors H. Heward Stikeman, 31 December 1996
R.W. Pound, J. Sum, and J. Wells. Skattebestemmelser

Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
Publisshing. 11996, pp. 3817. -Moms
ISBN: 0 459 57534 1.1. Africa release 6

(B. 11115.832) -
-Skatttenytt--Krronollogiissk

FiscalitAfricaine releases 26 and 27
releasesreleases19 and 20 -

-Skattebestemmelser--Systematiissk
Paris, Editions Fiduciaire,FranceAfrique. . releaseeeeasse 12
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Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket Doppelbesteuerung Hndboekvoor de in- en uitvoer
Informationskontor. Kom-Dietz-Debatin - Algemenewetgeving inzake douane

release 68 release 50
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. - Gecombineerdenomenclatuur

release 128European Union
Handbuchder Aktiengesellschaft Tarief invoerrechtenvan-

Handboekvoorde Europese Gemeenschappen
release 26 release 148

Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.- Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. Deventer,Kluwer.

release 374

Deventer,Kluwer. Handbuchder Personengesellschaften Kluwer fiscaal zakboek
release 23 release 10
Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. Deventer, Kluwer.

France Handbuchder Rentebesteuerung Kluwers tarievenboek
Richter release 465

Fiscalitpratique- Droits d'enregistrementset release 30 Deventer,Kluwer.
de timbre Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.
release 4 Nederlandseregelingenvan internationaal
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Kommentarzum Abgabenordnungund belastingrecht

Finanzgerichtsordnung release 205
Fiscalitpratique- fiscal Hbschmann-Hepp-Spitaler Deventer,Kluwer.
release 5 release 150
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt. Nederlandsewetboeken

releases 275 and 276
Juris Classeur-Chiffred'affaires- SozialversicherungHandbuchfr die Deventer,Kluwer.
Commentaires betrieblichePraxis
release 6170 Figge De sociale verzekeringswettenParis, Ed. du Juris Classeur. release 59 Algemenedeel-

Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. release 105Juris Classeur- Code fiscal
AOW/AWW-

release 260
release 86Paris, Ed. du Jurus Classeur.

International AKBW-

release 66Juris Classeur-Droit fiscal- Code gnral
des impts Interfisc Tax Treaty Service - Coord. SV/Premieheffing

John Dewhurst release 39release 84
release 74 Heffingover uitkeringenen loonParis, Ed. du Juris Classeur.

-

London, J.F. Chown. release 82

Juris Classeur-.Droitfiscal- Commentaires- Deventer,Kluwer.

Impts directs Steuern in Europa,USA, Kanada und Japan
Mennel Staats- en administratiefrechtelijkewettenrelease 1200

Paris, Ed. du Juris Classeur. release 31 release 332
Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe. Deventer,Kluwer.

Rglementationsocialepratique/Scurit
sociale lgislationdu travail Vakstudie- Fiscale encyclopedie
release 4 Luxembourg - Algemenedeel

Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. release 272

Etudes fiscales - Inkomstenbelasting1964

releases 99-i02 releases 1020-1025
-

Germany Luxembourg, ImprimerieSaint Paul. Invorderingswet
releases 88 and 89
Lokale belastingenen milieuheffing-

ABC FhrerLohnsteuer release47
release 46 Netherlands Loonbelasting-

Stuttgart, VerlagSchffer. releases 663-666
Belastingheffingvan NV's en BV's en van Omzetbelasting-

ABCFhrrSozialversicherung haar aandeelhoudrs releases 310 and 311
release 53 release 46 Vennootschapsbelasting1969-

Stuttgart, Verlag Schffer. Alphen a.d.Rijn, SamsomBedrijfsinformatie. releases 395-397
Deventer,Kluwer.

Deutsche Gesetze Belasting praktijkboekvoor de ondernemer
Schnfelder release 26
release 90 Deventer, Kluwer.
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. Norway

Belastingwetgeving
DeutscheSteuerpraxis- Nachschlagwerk EditieJ.M.M. Creemers Skatte-nytt
praktischerSteuerflle release 115 B, release 8
Felix Deventer, Gouda Quint. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening.
releases 171 and 172

Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt. Cursus belastingrecht
Mobach
release 250
Deventer,GoudaQuint.
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PeruPeru Switzerland USA

Coodigo Tributario Rechtsbuchder SchweizerScchweezerrBundessteuemBuunndessteeuuemn Tax ideasideeass-Report- Bulletin

release 6363 release 9898(revised) release 1111
SanSanIsidro, Editorial EconomiayyFinanzas. Basel, frRecht undundGesellschaftAG. Boston, Warren Gorham Lamont.

Impuestoaala renta Tax treaties-Report Bulletin-

release 8585 release 1111United KinngdomSanSanIsidro, EditorialEconomiayyFinanzas. Boston, Warren GorhamLamont.

Simon'sTax Cases
Impuestomppuuestooaalasassventasventas releases4545andand4646

United States Tax Reporter
releaseeeeeasee9494 releases46-50
SanSanIsidro, Editorial Economiay Finanza. Loonnddoon, Butterworths.

New York, RIA-ResearchInstituteofofAmerica
y

Simon's Tax Intelligence
Inc.

.

releases48-52
SouthSouthAfrica Londdon, Butterworths.

US taxationofofinternationaloperatioons
releases 2222andand2323
Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont.

Legislation- SouthSoutthAfrica De Voil- Indirect taxaxxservice
-

-

release 6060 (formerlyValue Added Tax - De Voil)-

Durbban, Butterworths. release 1313
Londdon, Butterworths.

Sweden

Skatt papaarv och.skattpapagavagava
Bratt-Fogelkloou-Norrdell-Waller
release 1717
Stoockholm,NorstedtsFrlaget.

InvestmentFunds
International Guide to the Taxation and Regulation of

Mutuai Investment Funds and their Investors

'Investment'InnvveesttmeennttFunds'Funds'isssaaguideguuideetototaxation andand reegulation ofofmutueimutualinvestment funds. Ittt isss reesseearcchheed, written

andandedited by aa disstiinnguisshheed groupgroupofof leeadinng expertsexperts inin thethefield ofofinvestment fundfundanalysiss.

TheThebasicbaassccstructurestructureofofthethebookbookcentres onon ccoouunntry cchhaapteers; commoncommonsub-section hheeaadinngs within eecheachofofthesethese

chapterschaptersallow rapidaappidassimilation ofofmaterial andandeasyeasycomparisoncoomppaarrssoonntotobebemede betweenbetweeeenncountries. Innnthethefirst

eeditioon, eighteen countries aroundaroundthetheworld areareexemined innn deeptth. A chapterchapternnEUEU UCITS directive isss

inncluuddeed, withwtthtthhe.ssuubjeect ofofworldwide offshore investmentnnvveessmeenntvehicles coveredcoovveereedinnn aa futurefuturessuuppleemeennt.

Uniquuely, 'Investment Funds'Funds'addressesaddressesbothbothtaxation ofofinvestmentvehicles andandtheirtheirreegulationn.
ForFortaxtaxprofessionolsandandbusinessbuussnneesssspeople alike, this bookwill proveprovetotobebeanan invaluable sourcesourceof information.

One binnddeer, undatedundatedaannnnuually.

19971997Annual Suubsscriiption: NLG 1200
19971997Renewal ofofpre-exissting SSuubssccription: NLG 400400

Residents ofofthe Netherlands,andandresidentsofofthe EUEUwithoutaaVAT number, areareliable totovalueaaueeadded tax ononthe pricepnce
ofofthis itemiem

IBFD PublicationsBV PO Box 20237 10001000HE Amsterdam,TheThe Netherlands IBFD

teh +31 (0)20 626 7726 fax: +31 (0)20 622 8658
Publications
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THE TAXATION OF GLOBAL TRADInG OF FI-AnCOEINSTRUMENTS:

AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSIONDRAFT

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris 1997

Copyright OECD, 1997

Technological change, the communications revolution, and The core of the paper concerns the examinationof the most
the spread of financial deregulation and liberalisation have difficult cases, where the different functions necessary to per-.
had a dramatic effect in globalising financial markets. Finan- form the global tradingbusiness are so integrated that it is dif-
cial firms have developed innovative financial instruments, ficult to evaluate them on a separatebasis. The case for apply-
such as derivatives, to meet the global demand to finance ing transactional profit split methods, as methods of last
trade and investment and to reconcile the often different resort, is reviewed.The discussiondraws on the existingguid-
demands of borrowers and investors. ance given in the TP Guidelinesand examineshow this can be

Such innovation challenges traditional tax systems both as
applied in the special factual circumstancesof global trading.
The paper concludes that the special circumstances can beregards the taxation of the end users of innovative products

and the providers of such instruments. A second challenge adequately dealt with by the application of existing tax rules
and transfer pricing methodologies. However, it is felt thatarises because financial firms have increasingly organised further guidance the practical application of the rulesontheir activities on a global basis so as tO be able to meet the
would be useful for both and administra-demands of investors for global financialproducts, 24 hours a

very taxpayers tax

tions.
day. It is this phenomenon of global trading that the paper
addresses. The paper looks at current practices for actually applying the

profit split method (in cases where it has had to be used as aThe paper looks in some detail at the factual background to method of last resort) and especially the use of factor formu-
global trading. This covers the general business background, lae to arrive at an arm's length profit split. There is a detailed
trends in the financial industry, the type of financial institu- discussionof the factors that could be used when performingtions involved and the products that they trade. either a contribution or a residual profit analysis. These
There is a detailed descriptionof the various ways global trad- include compensation of marketers, risk managers and

ing businesses can organise themselves and the various func¬ traders, measurement of capital/risk exposure, risk manage-
tions which they must perform. These include sales, market- ment and compensationof support staff.

ing, trading, risk management, systems control, accounting, There is also a brief considerationof other factors that could
settlementand other support functions. be used in such a formula and of how to best measure the dif-
The paper outlines the challengesposed to the traditionalway ferent factors. The vital issue of how to weight the factors to

of taxing such enterprises. A descriptionof trading models is produce an arm's length result is also explored.
given and the applicationof traditional transactionmethods to The paper does nt generally reach recommendationsbut that
such trading patterns is reviewed, using the views set out in was not its intention. It aims to provide a basis for discussion
the 1995 OECD TransferPricing Guidelines for Multination- of the issues raised by global trading. The description of the
al Enterprises and Tax Administrations (hereafter referred to issues and the setting out of the options open to Governments
as the TP Guidelines). to deal with them provided in the paper, is seen as a first step
Global trading is often carried on in branch form (or through: in forming a multilateralconsensus on how to tax such activ-

agents) for reasons of capital adequacy and so the paper also ities. The Special Sessions is particularly aware of the need

reviews the difficulties of applying the existing rules to such for input from the business communitybefore taking the pro-
situations. Particular problems arise as to the question of ject further.

whether certain kind of activities carried on in a particular
jurisdiction amount to the carrying on of business there
through a permanentestablishment.This question can be dif-
ficult to answer, given the integrated nature of much global
trading. There are also many problems concerning the attribu-
tion of income and expenses to a permanentestablishmentof
a global trading business. For example, to what.extentshould NOTE

The Discussion Draft will be published in full in a forth-
tax administrations recognise transactions within a single coming issue of the IBFD's InternationalTransfer Pricing
legal entity, such as mirror swaps betweena permanentestab- Journal. -

,

lishmentand head office
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BELGIUM

TI-iE 1997 BtrogET: .I.PLICATIOSSrOR ISTE1L-ATIO_-AL

FINANCING STRUCTURES
HerwigHerwggJoosten

Ernst &&Youunng,LLP, NewNewYork

I. INTRODUCTION III. THIN CAPITALIZATION/BASEEROSION
RULERULE

Over the last few years, budgetary pressures in BBelgium, asas

well as impending deadlines for monetary integration called s ofof11 January 1997, the interest ononnon-publicly issued
for by the MaastrichtTreaty, have resulted innnthe emergence loans paid,ororaccruedaccruedby aaBelgian companycompanytotoanothercom-

ofofnewnewtaxtaxlegislation. At the endendofofJuly 1996, parliament panypanythat enjoys aafavourable tax regimeieggmee1 is nono longerongerrtaxtax

provided the BBelgian Government with special powers toto deductibleififthe total amountofofthe tainted loans outstanding
introduce the newnew legislation needed to reduce Belgiuum's (on which the interest is calculated) exceeds aacertain,erraannthresh-

budget deficit to the EUEUlimit andandto restore the country's old. The threshold is sevenseventimes the amountamountofofthe sumsumofof
competitiveness.Consequentlylast Decemberwas character- the borrower's reserves atat the beginning ofofthe relevant
ized by aalong series ofofnewnewmeasures in the areas ofofsocial accountingccounntnnggyear andandthe paiddin share capital at the endendofofthe

security aridanddirect asaswell asasindirect taxes. relevant accounting year. Any capital increase taking place
The 19971997BBudgetLaw, which was promulgatedby the Royal during the course ororat the endendofofthe fiscal yearyearmaymaythus

Decree ofof2020December 1996, is designed to further reduce increase the corporate tax deductibility ofofinterest ononthese

Belgium's budget deficit as a percentage ofofgross national tainted loans.
as a

product. It also containsonnaanss several corporate tax, individual Initially, the rule waswasdesigned totodeal with the funding ofof
income tax, indirect taxtaxandandsocial security measures. BBelgian companies by foreign companies subject toto aa

The following provides ananoverview ofofthe mostmostimportantmpportannt favourable tax regime. The limitation ononthe deductibilityofof

newnewmeasures. interestwas introduceddtostopto tax'motivated.structures,suchsuch
s the case where aaBelgian companycompanywith aahighly capital-
ized foreign subsidiary2graltS loans to its parent or the par-
ent'sentssgroup in Belgium.

II. CARRY-FORWARDOFOFLOSSES/CHANGE ININ group

CONTROLCONTROL The law, however,has been written innnsuchucchaageneralgeneralwaywaythat

the thin capitalizationrule will als apply in thecaseofofaaBel-

Losses cancanin general be carried forward indefinitely for taxtax gian coordination centre financing toto aaBelgian company.

purposes. However, under the newnewbudget law losses cancannono Thinly capitalized BBelgian companies that fund themselves

longer be carried forward ififcontrol ofofaacompanycompanychanges, through their Belgian coordination centre ororthrough aafor-

unless the change ofofcontrol cancanbe justified by legitimate eign companycompanybenefiting from aafavourable tax regimeeggmeemaymay
financial andandeconomicneeds. The conceptconceptofofcontrol (50(50perper

therefore have to rethink their financing structure.

cent ofofvotingootnggrights or factual control) is defined under Bel-

gian accountinglaw.The aimam ofofthis measuremeasureis to discourage
the practice ofofselling loss-makingcompanies. IV. PARTICIPATION EXEMPTION
The acquisition ofofaaloss-making company is economically
justified ififsomesomeor all of the company'sompanyyssactivities continueto Belgium's very favourable holding companycompanyregimeeggmeecancanbe
be carried outoutandandits personnel is (even partially) retained. briefly summarized as follows:
The change in control ofofaaBBelgian company resulting from - aacomplete taxtaxexemption for capital gainsaanssrealized onon-

the transfer ofofshares orormanagementmanagementtotoaacompanycompanythat is qualifying shares;
part ofofthe sameconsolidatedsame groupgroupapparently does notnotpre- a 9595per cent exemption from the taxable basis for divi--

a per-

ventventthe carry-forwardofoflosses. It will be possible totoapply dends received from qualifying shares;
for anan advance ruling inin this respect. This measure also

applies with regard to the carryingoveroverof the BBelgian invest-
ment deduction. 1. An abnormal or special taxtaxregime or aaregimeeggmeethat is considerablymore

advantageousthan the ordinary Belgian taxtaxregime.
2. E.g. ananIrish IFSC, aaSwiss finance company ororaaDutch company withwithaa

NetherlandsAntilles subsidiaryororbranch.
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O
- in principle, unlimited deductibilityof interest and other Most Belgian tax treaties, however, contain non-discrimina-

charges even though the expenses relate to investments tion clauses with regard to dividendpayments. Since the par-
generating tax-free income; ticipation exemption was available to Belgian holding and
a 0.5 per cent stamp duty on capital increases; finance companies (such as theBelgian coordinationcentre),-

the possibility to invoke the EU Parent-SubsidiaryDirec- the participation exemption also had to be applied to divi--

tive and, thus, receive dividends from EU subsidiaries dends from an Irish IFSC or a Dutch holding company,based
free of withholding taxes; on the non-discriminationclauses in the respective treaties.
an exemption from Belgian withholding tax for divi- Under the recently enacted measures, dividends from Bel-

-

dends paid to 25 per cent EU parent companies; gian finance and holding companies are also excluded from
a favourable tax treaty network (5 per cent withholding the participationexemption. Consequently,the non-discrimi-

-

tax with most non-EU countries, including the United nation clauses in Belgian treaties should no longer provideStates); relief.
deductibility of capital losses suffered at the time of li--

quidation of a subsidiary to the extent of its paid-in cap- Obviously, the government hadto change the definition of
ital; and finance company in order to prevent Belgian coordination
no withholding taxes upon liquidation. centre dividends from being taxed. The new finance compa--

status to
Belgian holding companies do not enjoy a particular tax

ny only applies companies that are in the business of
external borrowing outside their group.4 Since a Belgianregime. The Belgian dividend exemption applies to all Bel- coordinationcentre can only lend on an intercompany basis

gian companies and, therefore, may be used to efficiently or perform intercompany financial services, it does not fall
manage the tax situation of a Belgian operating company (a under the new definition of finance company and, therefore,mixed holding company) or may be combinedwith the use of its dividends qualify for the 95 per cent exemption.a Belgian coordinationcentre.

The change in the definitionoffinance company also impliesUnder the new US check-the-box rules, a Belgian company that dividends from foreign companies that are intercompanycan easily be hybridized (treated as a corporation in Belgium lenders or provide intercompany financial services and are
but as a partnership or branch for US tax purposes). These subject to a favourable corporate tax regime, but not estab-
rules may render the use of a Belgian holding company lished in a tax haven, still qualify for the dividend exemp-(eventuallycombinedwith the use of a Belgian coordination tion.5
centre) a very effective internationaltax planning tool for US
multinationals. A dividend distributedby a company which is:

not subject to corporate income tax or not subject to a-

The 95 per cent exclusionofdividends3from the taxablebase
foreign tax similar to the Belgian corporate tax; or

is subject to a minimum participationrequirement (except if established in tax haven country (a country where thea-

the dividends are received by banks, investment companies ordinary tax regime is considerably favourablethanmore
or insurance companies). The'minimumshare capital invest- the Belgian regime);ment in the distributing company must at least equal 5 per qualifies for the participationexemption. Consequent-never
cent of the investmentvalue of the shares or should amount

to not less than BEF 50 million (aboutUSD 1.6 million).This ly, dividends distributed by Luxembourg 1929 companies
minimum threshold does not need to be fulfilled to enjoy the (since not subject to tax) or distributed by companies estab-

lished in tax havens (such as the Dutch Antilles, Aruba, Bar-capital gains tax exemption. bados, Jersey, Bermuda, the Caymans and Liechtenstein)do
Prior to- the 1997 Budget Law, the participation exemption not qualify for the dividend exemption, regardless of the
and capital gains tax exemptionwere only granted if the dis- nature of their activity. The tax authorities have established
tributing company had been subject to Belgian tax or a for- several official non-exhaustiveindicative lists of tax haven
eign tax similar to the Belgian corporate tax. The subject to countries and tax haven companies which serve as general
tax requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to obtain rulings.
the 95 per cent participation exemption or the capital gains A foreign that benefits from favourable taxexemptionon shares have been substantiallymodifiedby the company a

law of20 December 1996, and have become extremelycom-
regime and is in the business of external financing may still
benefit from the Belgian dividend exemption provided it isplex. established in the EU. An Irish IFSC of a Belgian bank that

A taxpayermay seek an advanceruling from the Belgian tax provides financing for the bank's clients couldqualify for this
authorities that a dividend meets the subject to tax require- exception. In these circumstances the participation exemp-
ments in order to benefit from the participationexemption.
Prior to the introduction of the new subject to tax tests, cer- 3. Dividends distributed by investment companies are excluded from this

tain dividends from foreign finance companies which were
rule.
4. A group is composedof a parentcompanyand its subsidiaries (i.e. compa-either subject to a special tax regime (such as an Irish IFSC) nies in which it holds, directly or indirectly, a participation of at least 20 per

or acted as a conduit company (such as a Dutchholdingcom- cent).

pany holding shares of a Netherlands Antilles company) 5. Dividends from an Irish IFSC, a Dutch company qualifying for the new

would, under Belgium's domestic law, be excluded from the
Dutch financing regime, or a Swiss company (with favourable tax status) that is
in thebusinessof intercompanylendingshould, therefore,undernormalcircum-

Belgian participationexemption. stances qualify for the Belgianparticipationexemption.
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tion maymaybe obtained provided the BBelgian shareholder cancan exemption.Under the previous subject tototaxtaxtests, dividends

evidence aalegitimate financial andandeconomic motivation for received from holding companies couldouuldenjoy proportional
usingssnggaaforeign finance companycompanyandandprovided the foreign look-through treatment. Under the newnewregime, dividends ofof
finance companycompanyis sufficiently leveraged. aacompanycompanythat receiveseceevessandandredistributesdividendswill only

at cent
The foreign finance company'sompanyyssequity should not exceedexceeda

qualify for the exemption ifif least 9090per centofofthe redis-
not a tributed dividends wouldwouuldhave been exemptexemptinnnBelgiumBeegguum had

predefined percentage ofofits liabilities (this percentage will

be reduced from 5050per cent in 19971997to 33.33 per cent in they been distributeddirectly.
per cent to

1999). The leverage test seemsseemseasy totocomply with but the Where aadividend received from aaforeign holding companycompany
needneedfor economicjustificationseemsseemsmoremoreburdensome. is comprised ofofmore than 1010per centcentofofnon-qualifyingdivi-

Dividendsreceived from treasury companiesbenefiting from dends, it is fully taxed.6 AALuuxembbourg companycompanythat dis-

a special taxtaxregimeeggmeeare notnottaxtaxexempt. Companies that are
tributes aadividend toto its BBelgian parent that is 8080perpercentcent

a

mainly involved innncash pooling andandact as treasury centres
attributable to dividends received from fully taxed sub-

act
for their group members (such as Belgian coordinationcen-

sidiaries andand2020per centcentto dividendsreceived from aaforeign
group

tres) are notnotviewedastreasury companies from a taxtaxpointtofof
low-taxed finance companycompanywill nono longer qualify for the

as a

view. BBelgian participation exemption. Based ononthe above, Bel-

gian companies maymayhave toto revise somesomeofoftheir foreign
Dividends distributedby aaforeign investmentnvessmenntcompanycompanysub- holding structures.

ject totonormal taxationwill undernormalcircumstancesqual-
ify for the participation exemption. Dividends from invest- The 9090perpercentcentrule does not applypppyyififthe distributingcompa-

ment companies benefiting from aaspecial taxtaxstatus should nyny is aa Belgian company listed onon aa recognized stocktocck

notnotqualify for exemption. However, ififsuchsuchananinvestment exchange ororaa listed foreign companycompanyestablished in aa tax

companycompanydistributes at least 9090perpercentcentofofits income, full treaty country andandsubject totoaanormalnormaltaxtaxregime. The 9090per

transparencymaymayapply. centcentrule also does notnotapply if the intermediary companycompanyis
itselfsubject totofull taxationononthe redistributeddividends.AA

The newnewsubject tototax tests nonolonger exclusivelyrefer to the BBelgian or Dutchholding company receiving dividends fromor company
taxtaxregimeeggmeeofofthe companycompanydistributing the dividend. The aaLuxembourg 19291929companycompanywill be fully taxed thereon; ifif
newnewtests also refer toto the taxtaxregimeeggmeetotowhich the profits these companies redistribute the dividends, the redistributed
(whichconstitutethe basis for the dividenddistribution)have dividends should qualify for the BBelgian participation
been subjected. exemption.
Dividends that originate from profits realized innnaacountry
other than the country innnwhich the distributingcompanycompanyis aa

resident andand that have been subject to aa favourable taxtax V. MANAGERS/DIREECTORS/PARTNEERS
regime, innn principle, do notnot qualify for the participation
exemption. In certain countries, it maymaybe possible totoobtain
an exemption on foreign source income. Dividends that are The provision that recharacterizes interest into dividends if
an on source

paidaaidoutoutofofsuchsuchexemptexemptprofits from offshore activities no the amountamountofofthe loans granted by individualpartners, share-
no

longer qualify for the BBelgian participationexemption. holders, oror directors toto their companies exceedexceedaa certain
threshold (1/1 ratio innnprinciple) has been harmonized. The

In addition,dividendspaidaaidby aacompanycompanyoutoutofofthe profits ofof difference in tax treatmentbetween active partners andandman-

its foreign establishment (if subject to aa favourable taxtax agingggnggdirectors has been removed. Loans made by nor/-res-

regime) do notnotqualify for the participationexemption.Divi- ident companies totoBelgian resident companies in which the
dends from aaDutch companycompanywith aaNetherlands Antilles foreign lender companycompanyis aadirector arearealso subject totothe
branch oror aa Luxembourg companycompanywith aa Swiss finance requualification.
branchwill only be eligible for the participationexemption ifif
the total effective foreign taxtaxpaidaaidamounts totoatatleast 1515per Initially, the governmentgovernmentwanted to introduce: (i) recharacter-

centcentof the branchprofits. However,aadividenddistributedby ization ofofprofit-sharing bonuses paidaaidto companycompanydirectors

aaBelgianBeegganncompanycompanythat originates from its foreign establish- as dividends; andand(ii) the non-deductibilityofofmanagement
ment establishedinnnaacountry that has concludedaadouble taxtax fees exceedingcertainlimits.These measures,however,were

treaty with Belgiumqualifies for the participationexemption. not accepted by the BBelgian Council ofofState. The BBelgian
Governmenthas indicated that the corporate tax deductibility

Following from the above,.dividendsfrom aaBelgian compa- ofof suchucch compensations will be further scrutinized innn the
nyny distributed outoutofofprofits realized in its Swiss finance future.
branch wouldouuldqualify for the dividend exemption, whereas

dividends distributed by aaforeign companycompanyoutoutofofits Swiss
finance branch wouldouuldnotnotqualify. Taking into account the
non-discriminationprovisions in most Belgian treaties, it is
doubtful whether the taxtaxauthorities will always be able toto

successfully apply this newnewlegislation.
Dividends paidaaidb.y ananintermediatecompanycompany(such asasaahold- 6. Where less than 1010percentofthe dividend is comprisedofofnon-qualilfyingper cent

ing company) will normally notnotqualify for the participation dividends, the dividend is 95 perpercentcentexempt.
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VI. CAPITAL GAINS REALIZED ON Vili. OTHER BUDGET MEASURES
INTANGIBLEASSETS

1. The introduction of a 16.5 per cent tax (increased by
The capital gains tax that relates to the sale of fixed assets municipal and crisis tax) levied on capital gains realized by
held for at least five years can, under certain conditions, be individuals from the sale within five years of its acquisition
deferred by investing in other depreciable fixed assets. This of developed real estate.

deferral possibilitycan result in substantial tax savings if the 2. The indirect real estate property tax (Revenu Cadastral),reinvestmentasset is a fixed asset with a long useful life. In which is levied on owners of dwellings that are not let, orthe past, this deferral possibility could be applied in the case which are let but not used for business, is substantiallyof intangible assets (such as client lists, patents, trademarks increased.
and licences) even if they had never been depreciated. As of
27 September 1996 the deferral possibility for intangible 3. A solidarity contributionof 33 per cent will apply on the
fixed assets only applies if these assets have been previously benefit-in-kindresulting from the personal use of a company
depreciated for tax purposes. car.

4. Excise duties on fuel, cigarettes and certain alcoholic
beverages will increase.

Vil. BANKING CONFIDENTIALITY 5. A special annual tax of 0.06 per cent will bd levied on

certain tax-exemptsaving deposits.Previously, the Belgian treasury was, under normal circum-
stances, not entitled to open an investigationwith regard to a 6. A 0.2 per cent tax, applicabl as of 1 January 1997, is

bank unless it could prove that there was evidenceof tax eva- levied on each delivery of bearer securities.
sion and complicity by the financial institution. 7. Non-indexation of standard deductions, tax brackets,
From 1 January 1997, it is sufficient that there be evidence scales and thresholds until 1999.

that tax evasion is either in existenceor being prepared, with- 8. Taxation of certain non-tax deductible costs made by
out the need of evidencing complicity by the bank. The organizations (not being ordinary non-profit associations)
investigations may now be carried out by the tax inspector which are not subject to the normal tax regime for corpora-
who initially started up the investigation, without the tions.
involvement of the Belgian special tax brigade. These
changes further reduce Belgium's bank secrecy.

9. The tax exemption for new staff hired in the field of sci-
entific research should be increased from BEF 440.000 to

Belgian resident individuals are for the first time obliged to BEF 880.000 in the very near future.
voluntarily declare any foreign bank accounts held on their
annual tax return starting this year. Based on this information, 10. A stock exchange tax applying to governmentbonds was

tax officials may ask for foreign bank account extracts. introducedon 6 December 1996.

11. The abolitionof the 0.42 per cent stock exchange tax.

12. Many other unpopularmeasures in the domain of social
security.
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EUROPEAN UNION

WITHHOLDINGTAXES AND

THE MOST FAVOURED _-ATION CLAUSE*
David Hughes**

I. INTRODUCTION maymaytake manymanyyearsyearstoooagreeagreeontheon. theespecific proovisioons totobebe

incorporatedintonnooaatreeaty.7.
This article examinesexxamnesswhetherwheetherrEU MemberStates areareoobligeed To proovide ananexamplexxampeeofofthe practiccal impliccatioons ofofthethee
toto offer Most Favoured Nation (hereinnafter MFN) treat- aboveaboveconsider thetheefolloowinng. Coouuntry A is aatechhnnoloogically
mentmenttotoresidentsofoffellow MemberStates. This quuestionwaswas advancedadvanced nnatioon, it concludesoonccuudess treaties with coouuntry B, aa

considered inn written quuestion 6447/92 tooothe Commissionofof developing nation andand ccouuntry C, aanetnetcapital exporter toto
the EuropeanEuroppeannCommunities andand is aakey argumentrgguumeentthat maymay ccouuntry A.
bebe raised innn the Hoechst/Pirelli litigatioon ccurreently inn

In its neegotiatioons with B, A had originallyIn ccoouuntry ccoouuntry had
proogresss. pressedpressedfor aa 55 perper centcentwithholding rateaaee onon rooyalties andand
InInview ofofthe uunccertainty created bybythe EuropeanEuropeanCourt ofof interest, this it arguedrggueed wouldwoouuld free upup cross-border capital
Justice's (ECJ) focus ononnon-discriminationissuues, it is notnot flows. On the otherhhannd, coouuntry BBtook.theposition that the

surprisinng that doubts havehavebeenraised overoverwhetherofferinng rates shouldshoouuldbebe 1515per centcentinnn.bothbotthcasescases (since this figure
moremorefavourable terms toooresidents ofoneoneEUEUMember State wouldwouuldgivegvee it aa larger shareshareofofthethee relevant taxtxx revvenuues).
comparedcomparedtotoresidentsofofotherMemberStates isispermissssable. After muchmuchhardhardneegotiatioon BB proposedproposedthetheefolloowing twotwo

Framed inn terms ofofthetheewritten quuestioon whenwhenthetheetaxaxxtreeaty alternativesolutions:
which the taxpayer'saaxxppayyerrsshome ccouuntryMemberState A has con-

cluded with Member State BB is less favourable thanthannaa taxtax AlternativeAA

treeaty that Member State BB has concluded with aaMember Royalties 15%15%

State CC (or(or a third ccouuntry D) then [will] the taxpayer ofof
Interest 7.5%

a

Member State A bebe entitled toto thethee benefits ofof thethee more Alternative BB
favourablepositioon ofofthetheethird party treeaty RRoyalties 10%10%

Interestnneresst 10%10%
In order toto attempt tooo answeranswerthis questioon, it is necessarynecessary
firstly totoconsider the naturenaauureofofbilateral taxtaxtreaties andandsec- Couuntry A accepted alternative BB asas aa goodgood ccoomproomise
onndly totodetermine the impactmppacctthat the Treeaty ofofRomeRomehas.on.on solution.
the contentofofthese treaties.

Turninng toto its negotiatioons with ccoouuntry C, bothbotthcountries

quickly agreedgreeeedonona.5 perpercentcentrateraeefor rooyalties.TheTheeaseeasethatthatt
agreementwaswasreachedreachedononthis pointponttwaswasnonodoubt facilitated

II. THE NATURE OF TAX TREATIES bybythe fact that rooyalty incomenccoomeeflows between the twotwocoun-

When states enternntrrinto bilateral tax treaties with eacheachother **The viewsvewssexpressedxpresseedinnnthis articledo notnotnecessarilyreflect the viewsvewssofofeither

they dodososoprimarily to: the IBFDIBFDor IFA.

facilitate internationaltrade throouugh providing ccertainty1
****The author wishes totoacknowledge the insightfulcommentsmade ononananear-

-

-

and removing the impedimentofdouble taaxation;22
lier draft of this article by Prof. Wim Wijnen, IBFD and Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel.of IBFD and

and the of 1. Once the treaty is signedsgneedthe sourcesourcecountry'sability totochange the taxtaxenvi-
- a may own- rfght taxtaxevasionvvasson throouugh providing a basis for ccoooopera- ronment is restricted. For instance while it may in its own domestic legislation

tion betweenbeeweenntax administratioons;andand
increase withholding rates, these increased ratesrateswouldouuldnotnotapplypppyytotothe incomencomee

toto taxes of treaty partners.
provide a basis for the sharinng3 ofoftaxtxxrevenues.4

subject withholding derived by enterprisesof its
- rovvidee a 2. Although states often offer unilateral to relieveeeleveedouble taxation- measuresstates to

these measuresdo notnotprovide the relativelycomprehensiveprotectionandandbene-
The actualctuuaalprocessprocessofofachievinng these objectivves is throouugh fits afforded by a taxtaxtreaty. Thus statesstateshave an incentivencenttveetotoprotectprotecttheir enter-a an

neegotiatioons, conductedconduucteed viavia skilled neegotiators. InIn most prises by concluding treaties evenevenwhere they have domestic legislation which

instancesnstanccees-thethee OECD and/or UN Model Treaties provideprovvidee aa provides for unilateral relief.

standard reference point. Given the cconflictinng interests
3. Ofcourse ideallyeacheachstatestatewouldouuldlike totoobtain the maximumaxxmum taxtaxbase andand
revenues.

between states5 the treeaty actuually signedsggneed is essentially aa 4. Baker, Philip, Double Taxation Conventions andandInternational Tax Law

coomproomise reflectinng bothbotththetheerelative bargainingbarggaannnnggpositions (second edition) SweetSweet&&Maxwell atat12.

ofofthe parties andandthe skills ofoftheir respectivve negotiators.6. 5. See suprasupranotenote3.
6. See Hinnekens, Luc CompatibilityofofBilateral Tax Treaties with Euro-

I.e. nonostatestateactuually gets all it wants from aatreaty. Given thethee pean Law Applicationsof the Rules, ECECTaxReview (11995) at 213.
pean at

complexcoomppeexxissuessssuuessinvolvednvvoovveedit isssnotnotsurprisinguuprssng that inn practicce it 7. See for examplexamppeethe US-Netherlandstreaty.
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tries were of roughly similar amounts.8The withholdingrate movements (Article 73b) is subject to a restriction set out in
for interest was much more controversial. Country A argued Article 73d which states:
for a 5 per cent rate, while country C believeda nil rate would 1. The provisions of Article 73b shall be without prejudice to the
be beneficial to both states. In the end country A accepted right of Member States:

country C's arguments and settled on the nil rate. (a) to,apply the relevantprovisionsof their tax law which distin-

guish between taxpayers who are not in the same situation
with regard to their place of residence or with regard to the

Withholding Rates place where the capital is invested...
2. The provisions of this Chapter shall be without prejudice to the

Country B Country C applicabilityof restrictionson the right ofestablishmentwhich are

Royalties ,
10% 5% compatiblewith this Treaty.

3. The measures and procedures referred to in paras. 1 and 2 shall
Interest 10% 0% not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised

restriction on the free movement of capital and payments as

defined in Article 73b.From the above it is clear that differentiationoccurs vis--vis
taxpayers resident in different treaty countries. Additionally Therefore a MemberState may discriminateagainstnon-res-

differentiationalso occurs within a single tax treaty between idents and stillcomply with Article73b provided that the dis-
taxpayers with different revenue and expenseprofiles. crimination is neither arbitrary nor (intended) simply as a

restrictionon the free movementof capital.'Both types of differentiation are acceptable under interna-
tional law, notwithstanding the inclusion of an OECD type The ECJ has held that discriminationoccurs where different
non-discriminationarticle9 in the relevant tax treaty.10 In this rules are applied to comparablesituations or where the same

regard it is important to rememberthat without the tax treaty rule is applied to different situations.15Furthermorealthough
each state would be entitled to apply the withholding rates strictly the prohibition is against discrimination on the
etc. provided for under its domestic legislation. These rates grounds of nationality, the provision has been construed
are normally higher than the corresponding treaty rates. widely and applies to protect non-residents, since non-

Treaties therefore represent a package of measures designed nationals are in general non-residents.
to benefit taxpayers by eliminatingdouble taxation. Taxpay- First in Schumacker and again in Wielockx the ECJ recog-
ers may rely on their provisionsbut not rewrite them.12 nized that the position of resident and non-resident is nor-

mally not comparablesince sources of income, and the taxa-
tion of that income by the states concerned may be differ-

III. EU ISSUES ent.16 For that reason they determinedthat for a taxpayerto be
in a comparable position all or almost all that person's
income17 must be earned in the state where the alleged dis-A formal basis for bilateral tax treaties between Member
criminationoccurred.States is containedin Article 220 of the Treaty ofRome. This

provides that: Applying this to the question of the MFN, a major practical
Member States shall, so far as is necessary, enter into negotiations obstacle presents itself since it is unlikely that the parent
with each other with a view to securing for the benefit of their
nationals the abolition of double taxation within the community. 8. This of is simplification. In practice negotiators adoptcourse a treaty a

While recognizingthe usefulnessofsuch treaties, Article220 reasonably standardized approach, which they maintain regardless of the
amounts involved, (which in many cases they may not even be able to quantify).in no way reduces the requirementthat any treaty negotiated Taking a consistent approach facilitates the treaty negotiation process. Never-

comply with the Treaty of Rome. theless I would argue that this standardizedapproach has as its'basis, the objec-
tive of obtaining the overallmaximumbenefit for.theirstate.

The Treaty of Rome does not contain any provisions 9. Art. 24 OECDModel Convention.

designed to ,ensure the harmonizationof direct taxes within 10. Indeed para. 57 of the OECD Commentarystates that Art. 24(5)'s object
to ensure treatment taxpayers same State and not tothe EU.13 This togetherwith argumentsover the impactof the

is equal for residing in the
subject foreign capital, in the hands of'the partners or shareholders, to identical

principle of subsidiarity, raises questions about the extent of treatment to that applied to domestic capital. See Hughes David, Non-dis-
the legitimate involvementof the EU in direct tax matters.14 crimination: A Consideration of Article 24(5) OECD Model Convention 50

However, regardless of these doubts the ECJ has since 1986 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation,9(1996),at390.

regularly reviewed direct tax matters where discrimination
11. Although a taxpayermay normallyrely on the provisions ofa tax treaty in
certain jurisdictionsdomestic law provisions may override treaty provisions.

has been alleged. 12. I.e. a Japanese taxpayerinvesting in the US could not argue that the Ger-
many-US treaty applied to a specific transaction,solely on the grounds that that

Article 6 of.theTreaty ofRome contains a generalprohibition treaty contained a more favourableprovision than did the US-Japan treaty.
against discriminationby Member States on the grounds of 13. Art. 100 which does not explicitly refer to direct taxes forms the basis for

nationality. Detailed provisions governing the applicationof the directives on direct taxes. See Gammie M. and Brannan G., EC law'strikes
at the UK corporation tax - The death knell of UK imputation 8-9-Intertaxthis principle are contained in Articles 48 (freedom of move- (1995) at 392.

ment of workers), 52 (freedom of establishment), 59 (free- 14. Vermeend,Willem, Editorial Vol. 5 EC TaxReview2, at 54.
dom of provision of services) and, 73b (freedom of capital 15. See para. 17, C-80/94 (Wielockx)C-279/93 (Schumacker).See also Kam-

movements). phuis H.J. and Ptgens F.P.G. Goodbye Mr Bachmann, Welcome Mr Wie-
lockx, 50 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation 1 (1996), at 3.
16. I.e. different tax rates, allowancesand deductionsare likely to apply.It is important to underline that certain freedoms are more 17. Although the matter is not withoutsome doubt, it is generallybelieved that

fettered than others. For instance the freedom of capital almost all implies at least 90 per cent of the taxpayer's income.
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companycompanywill earnearnsuubstantially all ofofits income from' the (1) help the state's ownownenterprises (since those operating
state in which the subsidiary is resident. within the treaty partners borders will be subject to lower

withholdingrates);
Indeed this problem reiterates the fundamental problem ofof
establishing the principle ofofthe MFN. Existing case law i.e. (2) protect the state's taxtaxbase (since it will be able totoobtain

Schumacke,; Wielockx etc. merely deal with the relatively
aagreatergreaterslice ofofthe tax payable by it's ownownenterprises onon

their foreign eaarings.1.9
straightforwardissue ofofestablishingdiscriminationby com-

paring aaMember State's treatment ofofits ownownresidents with The reasonreasonwhy attracting inward investment is normally
its treatmentofofnon-residents.If the MFN principlewerewererec- only aasecondary motive, is that statesstateshave totodeal with the

ognized the relevant comparison wouldouuld notnot be with the here andandnownowi.e. it is aaconcrete fact that they have enter-

source country's ownownresidents but rather with the best casecase prises who are taxpayers andandthat they have aarevenuerevenuebase,
resident ofofaathird country with which the sourcesourcestatestatehas aa attracting inwardnnwarrdinvestmentnnvessmenntis onlynnyyaatheoreticalpossibility.
treaty. I.e. there arearenonoguarantees that adopting aacertain withhold-

ingnggrate strategy will achieve the desired 'effect ofofattracting
Notwithstanding this initial objection againstgaansstcomparability inwardnwarrdinvestment.20
based ononananincome rule, the casecasefor ananMFNMFNis aastrong one.

SurelySureeyyaaMember State cannotcannottreat aaresident ofofMember Nevertheless,the offeringofofaalowerwithholdingrate maymaybe

State XXmoremorefavourably than aaresidentofofMemberState YY seenseenasasaamethod ofofoffsetting aaperceivedperceeveeddisadvantage (for
I.e. aaMemberState wouldouuldnotnotbe able, for instance, totooffer aa instance aahigh domestic income tax, social security tax or

French plumber aahigher wagewagethan aaGerman plumber for corporatecorporatetaxtaxrate), vis--vis investorsnvessorssofofaaparticularstate.

doing precisely the samesameworkorrksincesnceethis wouldbeouuld aaclear andand
unjustifiablebreach ofofthe fundamental freedoms, being dis- Exammple
crimination purely on the grouunds ofofnationalityJ.8 Unfortu- CCountry A, isiscurrently negotiating treaties withwtthcountries BBandandC.

on

nately the position regarding the offering ofofdifferent rates ofof
TheThefolllowing corporate andandpersonal tax rates aapply.

withhpldingtax ,totoresidents ofofdifferentMemberStates is far Country AA Country BB Country CC

moremorecomplex, involving issues not only ofofECECLaw e.g. sub- Corporation tax 50%50% 50%50% 35%35%

sidiarity, but also ofofnational sovereignty, the allocation ofof Incomencomeetax 60%60% 60%60% 40%40%

taxingaxxnggrights amongamongMember States andandthe future ofofbilater-
alaltax treaties within the EU. Couuntry AAwishes totoattract asasmuchmuchinwardnwarrdinvestmentnvestmenntfrom

countries BB andandCC asaspossible, subject totoobtaining aafair
The argument in favourofofMFN treatment is that offering for share ofoftax revenueevenueeon any profits arising from the invest-tax on anyinstance different rates ofofwithholding taxtaxtototaxpayers res-

ments made.
ident innnoneoneEUEUMember State asas opposedpposeedto.residents ofof
other MemberStates ororindeed residents ofofthird countries is In its taxtaxtreaty with country B, country AAoffers aawithhold-
discriminatory (infringinng Article 6) sincesnceeit provides aabias ingnngg raterate ofof 1515 perper centcentonon royalties. However, toto attract

in favour ofofinward investment from the country with the investmentnvessmenntfrom CCit maymayhave totooffer aareduced rate ofofsaysay
lowestwithholding rate. 55perpercentcentinnnorder totooffset the disadvantageofofits relatively

high corporate andandincome tax rates.
This argumenthoweverfails totorecognizeboth the naturenatureandand
uunderlyinngrationale ofoftaxtaxtreaties. I.e. that taxtaxtreaties repre- The fact that taxpayers resident innncountry CCareareoffered aa

sentsentaatrade-off ofofmeasuresmeasuresreflecting the specific circum- lower rate ofofwithholdinng taxtxxdoes notnotreflect the fact that

stancesstancesofofthe twotwostates. (See section II above.) The argu- investors from country CC are being treated anyany moremore

mentmentalso ignores the true nature,ofofwithholding tax, which is favvourably than investorsnvessorssfrom country B, it merely reflects

that it is aatax imposedmposeedby the sourcesourcestatestatewhich should be the fact that they require aagreater inducement toto investnvesstinnn

offsetable innnthe residencestate. Finally the argument ignores country A, sincesncee country AA has rather high domestic tax

the adversepractical implicationsofofa finding in favourofofthe rates.2' The withholdingtaxtaxpayable by couuntry C'sCssinvestorsnnvessorssa

MFN. These issues are discussed.below. is being loweredd to reflect the lower domestic burden C'sCss

,

IV. TREATYTREATYTRADE-OFFS

As setsetoutoutinnnSection II taxtaxtreaties are the result ofofcomplex
negotiations innnwhich various trade-offsareareaccepted innnorder
totoachieveaapackageofofmeasures, that it is believedwill ben-
efit taxpayers ofofboth contracting states, subject totothe rev- 18. See supra notenote6.

enueenueconstraints ofofthe countries involved. In this contextcontextthis 19. I.e. the residence statestatewillwillhave totogivegveelessessscredit sincesnceethe foreign taxtax

section examines possible motives ,for lowering withholding
withheldwill be smaller.

exaamiess 20. This analysisappliles totodevelopeddcountries(in this instanceEUEUcountries).
taxtaxrates. Developingnations may rankrankattracting inwardnwarrdinvestmentas the primary objec-

tivetveeof their treatytreatypolilcy.
21. I.e. country A'sAsshigh corporate andandpersonal tax rates impose a significantsgnnifcannt

The mainaannreasonreasonfor offering lower withholdingrates is usu- impediment to inward investment. Offering lower withholding
tax

rates
a

is one wayto lower one

ally notnottotoattract inward investmentnvessmenntbut instead to: ofofmitigatingmitgaatnggthis impediment.
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investors would face, if they chose to reinvest in their own V. WITHHOLDINGTAXES
country.22
Indeed with the ever increasing globalization of trade and It is possible to argue that withholding taxes should not be

investment, it cannot make sense to favour investors from seen as discriminatory since they effectively wash out in

specific countries. I.e. an investment of USD 100 million computing a multinational enterprise's final liability to cor-

made by a French corporation is surely as welcome as an poration tax.

equivalent investment made by a United States or Japanese Consider the following: country X has concluded tax treaties
investor. with countries A and B. The following information is rele-
Even if through a historical accident i.e. that ,the disadvan- vant.

tages that led to a lower withholding rate being negotiated Country X Country'A Country B

ceased to apply, for instance because country C became a Corporation tax rate 30% 50% 35%

high tax country, the fact that no revision to the 'relevant Withholding tax rate (Royalties) - 10% 5%

treaty is made23 to reflect this, does not necessarily imply its Corp X resident in country X has two subsidiaries, Sub A and Sub
investors are being favouredvis--vis country B's. Indeed, to B, resident in countries-Aand B respectively. The results of the
successfully allege discrimination, comparability must be group for 1996 were as follows.
established.

Corp X Sub A Sub B
As mentioned above, comparability as measured by an Gross Income 200 1'00 100
income rule may be difficult to achieve. This however may Royalties (Gross) - (100)* (100)**
not prove too much of a stumbling block if the ECJ is deter-
mined to extend the scope of the non-discriminationprinci- 200 - -

ple. In this case, perhaps a weak form version of the compa- Tax (60)*** - -

rability requirementwill be stated as a condition.
Profit after tax 140 Nil Nil

However, regardless of the ECJ's ingenuity in this matter, the ---

author is of the opinion that from,an economicperspective * Withholding tax 100 X 10% = 10
it is currently impossible to envisage asituation where an

** Withholding tax 100 X 5% = 5
investor resident .in one country is in an identical or at least

*** Tax computation
comparable situation to an investor resident in another
country. Corp X

200 @30./0 = 60
Comparability.problemsinclude: less withholding tax: Sub A (10)

Sub B (5)The impact of the domestic tax regime. Tax rates normally
differ. Even, where corporate and income tax rates coincide, Payable by Corp X 45
the effective tax burden facing investors in- each. country is
likely to vary significantly.Timing issues, the deductibilityof As can be seen in this example, the actual difference inwith-
expenses, the carry forward and carry-backof losses, capital holding tax rates does not affect the group's final corporation
duties and VAT are among the main tax issues that make a tax burden. I.e. the amount distributable to Corp X's share-
comparison impossible. holders is not reduced by the withholding tax, payable by
Tax treaties. Investors in both countries will have access to Subs A and,B, since the withholdingtaxes are fully offsetable

their respective treaty networks. These networks will impact against Corp X's corporation tax liability.
upon.tax rates, timing issues etc. The ground for alleging discriminationwould be that Sub A

In addition, the fact that a tax treaty reflects a bundleofmea-
has to pay withholding tax t amuch higher rate than Sub B.

sures also affects comparability. If for instance the relevant However, as pointed out above provided that the withholding
third party treaty has a lower'rate ofwithholdingtax on inter- tax is offsetable,no economicdiscriminationhas takenplace,
est than the actual treaty, but a higher rate for royalties should
taxpayers be allowed to cherry pick i:e. to demand the
lower withholding rate on interest, whilst retaining the ori-
ginal (beneficial)rate on royalties

Non-taxfactors.The general investmentclimate in the coun-

tries concerned will have a fundamental impact. I.e. interest 22. Since high withholding rates coupled with a low tax rate in the residence

rates, investmentopportunities,etc. country increase the likelihoodthat the withholdingtax will only be partially off-
setable against the main corporation tax liability, it may well be necessary to

Comparabilityignoring these factors is, it is argued, a rather lower withholding tax rates to ensure that the tax withheld does not become an

abstract concept, without much relevance to the real world,
additional.taxand hence a deterrent to investment.
23. In practice, because of the very limited resources states generally make

where economicdecisions must be made. available to facilitate treaty negotiations together with the effects of the stan-
dardizd approach treaty negotiators take, many treaties are revised only very
occasionally.Perhaps in recognitionof this certain treaties contain explicit pro-
vision for the alteration of withholding tax rates, in the event of a change in

O
domestic tax rates. See for instance, Art. VI Germany-UnitedKingdom treaty.
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the issue is solely oneoneofofallocation ofofrevenuesrevenuesbetween the European Commission, when considerinng written question
countries concerned.24 647/92,32 found against the applicationofofMFN treatment.

In the present climate, where muchmuch criticism has been
Even if the withholding taxtaxis notnotimmediatelyoffsetable,22it focused on the ECJ for making technical errors,33 andandignor-on
is possible totoput upupaastrong argument that the residence ing economic reality,34 prudence may dictate that erring onmay on

couuntry should allow the carry-forwardofofrelieffor the with- the size ofofcaution is preferable tooobeing accusedaccusedofofadopting
holding tax,26 andandthat thereforeagaingaannthe issue is oneoneofofallo- ari Alice in Wonderlandattitude.35
cation notnotdiscrimination.

Whatever approachpproacchthe ECJ eventually adopts, J.E Avery
Jones' call for the Court totorefer totoananindependentbody for

VI. PRACTICALIMPLICATIONS expertexpertadvice36 is particularly relevant in the current context.

After all, the interests ofofthe EuropeanUnion will notnotbe best
served by replacing haphazarddiiferentiationwith rational-

On the assumption that Member States treaties with eacheach ized discrimination. Consideration ofofthe big picturee is
other reflect the intentional allocation ofof taxing rights called for.
betweenMember States, aafinding by the ECJECJthat withhold-

ingnggrates different totothose containedonnaaneedinnnthe treaties apply is

likely to have aasignificantandandperverse impactmpacctononstate trea-

suries. Put simply, aafinding in favour ofofthe MFN is aalarge
stepstepforward innnthe directionofofresidence taxation.22I.e. since
the highest rate ofofwithholding tax applied by aaMember

State, maymaynotnotexceedexceedthe lowest rate agreedgreeedby that Member
State the taxation ofofincomencoomeeshifts decidedly innnfavour ofofthe

residencestate, which maymaynownowretain aalarger slice ofofthe tax

cake for itself.28 Some Member States would undoubtedly
24. This is aafundamentalpoint.oonn.t.The author argues that provided the withhold-

Some ouuld ing taxtaxis offsetable, variations innnwitihholding rates do notnotperperseseactactadversely
beneeit,29 but only totothe extent that other partners lose. against the taxpayer.

The partypartyadversely affected might,t ononthe assumptionssumpptonnthat its enterprises
The above is argued onon the perhaps overly optimistic earned littlelitteeforeign income, be the state who charges the lowestowesstwithholding

assuumption that Member Stats' treaty networks survive the since'itssncee issrevenues wouldouuldbe lowerthanowerr the statestatechargiig the higher rate. How-

initial aftermath ofofthe introduction ofofan MFN principle. ever, ofofcoursecoursethis difference maymaybe moremorethan offset by revenuesrevenuesraised
an a of nvessmennt to owerr

Consider the following: ififstate AAwhich has conceded a zero
through atttractitng agreater share of inward investmentdue toit's lower with-

a zero holding rates. The equation is ananextremelycomplexompplxxone.

withholding raterateto oneoneEUEUstate wouldouuldbe forced totoapply 25. For examplexamppeebecauseofstart-up losses.

this rate totoresidents ofofstate BBwith which it has agreedgreeedononaa
26. The questionuesstonnis therefore oneoneofoftaxingaxxnggrights. Witihholding taxestaxesarearenono

withholdingrate ofof1515per cent, state BBwouldouuldstill be entitled more discriminatorythan coiporation tax charged by the residentstate.

per 27. Residencebased taxationaxaatonnisisunlikely totobe the answer if the goalgoalissstotoelim-
totowithhold 1515perpercentcentfrom state A'sAssresidents sosothat the inatenaaeecompetitiveobstacles andanddisadvantages. In this regardegarrdProf. Klaus Vogel
essential symmetryofofthe treaty wouldouuldbe destroyed. State AA argues that source taxation combined withwithexemption, in the residence statestate

wouldouuldhave nonochoice other than to terminate the treaty with would better achieve this objectitve. See Prof. Klaus Vogel,l Problems ofofaa

state B. In a very short space ofoftime no treaties between EUEU
Most-Favoured-NationClause innnIntra-EUTreaty'LawwECECTax Review 1995/4

a space no
. at 264.

MemberStates wouldouuldexist.30 28. I.e. ititneedneednow onlynnyyproviderelieffor a smallermaalerramountamountofofwithholdingtax.
now a

29. It is possible that there willwillbe ananoverall shrinkage innnthe sizeszeeof the EUEUtaxtax
AAfinding in, favour ofofthe MFN wouldouuldtherefore have pro- cake as tax mitigationmitgaatonnstrategies are developed to direct incomencomeeflowsfowssthroughas tax are to

found political implications which couldouulddamage the cohe- the newnewstructurestructureof lowerwithholding rates.

sion ofofthe EU.31 The author argues that'the introductionofofan 30. Thisparagrapharagrapphdraws ononthe views ofofProf. Dr Klaus Vogel.
an

MFNMFNrequires careful consideration andand agreement by all 31. The author argues that the impositionmpossitonnofofaaprinciplerrnccppeeof taxationaxaatonnwhich may
agreement dramaticalllyaffect EUEUStates' taxationaxaatonnrights (and revenues).notnotonlynnyyvis--vis

Member States, soso that compensatory measures for states each otherbut also withwiththird partypartystates, may putputsubstantialstrainsraannononthe cohe-

adverselyaffectedcancanbe agreed. In addition, states shouldbe sionsonnofofthe EU. Indeed, the fact that there is'likely.tobe clear winnerswnnerssandandlosers

given time totorenegotiate andandcoordinate taxtaxtreaties totomiti- under ananMFNMFNis'likely,toaggravate the situation.

gate the downside of the MFN.
This analysis ignores the potentialooenntaalfor substantialerosion of the EUEUtaxtaxbase that

of the adoptitonof ananMFNMFNprinciplemight bring.
32. Referred totoinnnthe introduction.
33. See Kamphuis H.J. andandPtgens F.P.G. Goodbye Mr Bachmann, Wel-

Vil. CONCLUSION
comecomeMr Wielockx 5050Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 11
(1996), atat7.
34. See Avery Jones J.F., Carry ononDiscriminating3636EuropeanTaxation2,

Given the strong arguments againstgaansstthe applicability ofofthe (1996) atat46.
35. See supra notenote1414atat54.

MFN, andandlack ofofECEClaw, with which totounderwriteaadeter- 36. Seesupra notenote3434atat49. AveryJones J.F. suggests that the OECDOECDwouldouuldbe

mination in its favour, it is perhaps notnotsurprising that the wellwellplacedpaceedtotoprovideananexpert opinionppnnonnfor the Court.
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. MALAYSIA

A REVIEW Of RECENT TAX DEVELOPMENTSIn MALAYSIA
VeerinderjeetSingh

II. THE 1997 BUDGET CHANGES
Mr Singh is a tax partner at ArthurAndersen, Malaysia.
He was formerly an associate professor in tax and head of
the Departmentof accountancyat the Faculty of A. Business taxation
economicsand administration, Universityof Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur. 1. Purchase of proprietary rights

The purchase of proprietary rights such as patents, designs,
I. INTRODUCTION models, plans, trade marks and brands is viewed as a pur-

chase ofcapital assets which does not qualify for a tax deduc-

The NationalBudgetpresentedby the MinisterofFinance on tion. Further, these rights, being intangible assets, do not

25 October 1996 was the most significant tax event in 1996. qualify for capital allowances.However,royalties for the use

The 1997 Budgethas been described as a reasonableand rl- of these intangibles are tax deductible.

atively painless budget. It is aimed at strengtheningthe foun- To encourage the acquisition of the latest technology by
dations of the economy and ensuring the well-being of Malaysiancompanies,expenditure incurred to purchase such
Malaysians. rights is allowed as a tax deduction with effect from year of

The economy is expected to grow by 8.2 per cent in 1996 and assessment(Y/A) 1997.1

by 8.0 per cent in 1997 compared to 9.5 per cent in 1995. The
current account deficit in the balance of payments is also 2. Approved loans

expected to be reduced from 9.0 per cent of Gross National By virtue of Paragraph 27 of Schedule 6 to the Income Tax
Product (GNP) in 1995 to 6.3 per cent of GNP in 1996 and to Act (ITA), interest income derived' from Malaysia on an
4.4 per cent of GNP in 1997. Some of the economic indica- approved loan by a person not resident in Malaysiahas been
tors for the years 1995 to 1997 are shown in the appendix to exemptfromwithholding tax.
this article.

Such loans must be specifically approved by the Ministry of
Against this backdrop, the 1997 Budget focuses on the fol- Finance as an approved loan under Section2 of the ITA. Cur-
lowing areas:f rently, subject to certain conditions, the following loans byachieving sustainable growth through enhanced produc- non-residentsare eligible to qualify as approved loans:
-

tivity;
- a loan or credit made to the Government, State Govern-

strengthening the balance of payments position with
ment, local authority statutory body;

-

improvements in the services sector and higher domestic
or

-

production; and
a loan or credit made to any person where the loan or

credit is guaranteedby the Governmentor State Govern-
strengtheningthe agenda for social development. ment; or

-

Due attentionhas been given to the need forMalaysia to shift - a loan or credit exceedingMYR 250 million.
towards productivity-drivengrowth which involves encour-

In effort borrowers obtain loansaging high-technology industries, multimedia application,
an to encourage more to

from the international offshore financial centre of Labuan,automation, research and development and human resource
the definitionof approved loan has been amendeddevelopment. so as to

restrict the third category stated above to applications
To improve the balance of payments, exports of services are received prior to 25 October 1996.2 Thus, after 25 October
encouraged, tourism activities are promoted, incentives are 1996, approved loan status is restricted to the first two cate-
offered to the financial sector and domestic production gories.
capacity is to be increased.

Thus, loans or credits exceeding MYR 250 million are no
A range of incentives and increased allocations have been longer subject to the withholding tax exemption. However,
granted to the social sector which includes rural develop- withholding tax exemption on interest is available on bor-
ment, povertyreductionprogrammes,housing,health, youth, rowings from institutions in Labuan.
women, theatre and the arts, and environmentalconservation.

This article examines the various measures introduced in the

Budget and the Finance Act 1997 with regard to direct and
indirect taxation as well as other recent developments in the 1. The relevant amendment to the legislation has not been introduced.
Malaysian tax system. 2. Amendmentto Sec. 2(1) of the ITA 1967.
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3. Accelerated.depreciationallowances Disallowanceof gross royalty
(income tax effect

To further encourage the use of natural gas for vehicles, it is 30% x MYR 1000) 300.0
.

proposed that from Y/A 1997 accelerated depreciation
through a 40 per cent initial allowance and 20 per cent annu- Total tax impact 315.5 100

al allowance (i.e. a three-yearwrite off) be granted in respect
of the following assets:

monogas buses operatedby transport companies;
'

5. Living accommodation-

equipment for the provision of natural gas at petrol sta-
Currently, manufacturerwho incurs expenditure the

-

a on con-
tions such as gas compressor units, ground storage cas-

struction purchase of building for the provisionof livingor a
cades, dispenser units, control panels, compressor bays, accommodation for his employees, is entitled to capitalelectric cables and high pressurepipes. allowances in respect of-the expenditure incurred at the rate

It is expected that the relevant statutory order will soon be of 10 per cent annually.
issued to give effect to this proposal. With effect from Y/A 1997, the capital allowance has been

extended to include employers undertaking a hotel, tourism
4. Withholding tax business or an approved service project (in relation to trans-

Currently, failure to comply with the withholding tax provi- portation, communications, utilities or any other approved
sions in the ITA with respect to interest, royalties, contract sub-sector).4
payments and special classes of income would render the However, for the purposes of this provision, an employee
payer liable to the following: must not be a director, an individual having control of the

the payment made would not be tax deductible in arriv-
or a management, or

-

business member of the administration
ing at the adjustedbusiness income of the payer; clerical staff engaged in that business.
the imposition of late payment penalties of 10 per cent-

and 5 per cent on the tax due if it is not paid to the Inland
6. Child care facilities

Revenue Board within the stipulated time periods; and
the payer is liable to pay the tax plus the penalty as a debt Currently, capital expenditure incurred by an employer in-

due to the Government. constructing or purchasing a building to establish child care

facilities for its employeeswill qualify for an allowanceof 10
With effect from Y/A 1997, the expensewouldbeallowed as

cent
a deductioneven though the withholding tax is not paid with- per annually.
in one month of the due date, provided such withholding tax In line with the foregoing, with effect from Y/A 1997,
and a penalty equal to 10 per cent of the gross amountof the expenses incurredby employerson the provisionand mainte-

expense is subsequently,paid3. This total amountconstitutesa nance of child care centres for the benefit of persons
debt due from the payer to the Government.The amendment employed by them in their businesses is deductible from

regarding impositionof the penalty is effectivefrom 25 Octo- gross income.5The deductiondoes not include capital expen-
ber 1996. diture incurred on land, premises, buildings, structures or

works of a permanent nature or on alterations, additions or
The financial impact of the amendmentto the penalty provi- extensions thereof in setting such facilities.upsions is illustratedbelow:

7. Approved musical or cultural group expenses

Previous Current To encourage the private sector's involvement in the promo-
MYR MYR tion of national culture, a deduction from gross income is to

Gross royalty 1000 1000 be given with effect from Y/A 1997 to companies establish-
Less: withholding tax (10%) (100) (100) ing and managing a musical or cultural group approved by

the Minister.6The qualifyingexpendituremay includeexpen-
Net royalty payable 900 900 diture on equipment, instruments,costumes and other related

expenses.

Penalty for late payment of withholding tax: 8. Approved'charityand communityprojects
With effect from Y/A 1997, expenditure incurred on the pro-MYR MYR

After 30 days
vision of services, public amenities and contributions to any

or to
10% x MYR 100 10.0 -

approved charity community project pertaining educa-

After 90 days tion, health, housing and infrastructure is deductible from

5% x (MYR 100 + MYR 10) 5.5 -

Increase in debt due 3. Amendment to Secs. 39(1)(f)(i) and(j) as well as to Secs. 107A, 109 and

10% x MYR 1000 - 100 109B of the ITA 1967.
4. Amendmentto para. 42A(1) of Sch. 3 ofthe ITA 1967.
5. Amendmentto Sec. 34(6)(i) of the'ITA 1967.

15.5 100 6. Amendmentto Sec. 34(6)(j) of the ITA 1967.
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gross income.7However, the said amount will not qualify for ment companies, income derived by local fund management
furtherdeductionunder Section44(6) of the ITA as approved companies from the provision of fund managementservices
donations. to both foreign and local investors will be taxed in the same

manner as in the case of foreign fund management compa-
9. Promotion of culture, arts and heritage nies.10This is effective from Y/A 1997.

Under current legislation, cash donations for the promotion This is achieved through the redefinition of foreign fund
of culture, arts and heritage made to the Government, State managementcompany to mean a company incorporated in
Government, local authority or an approved institution or Malaysia and licensed under the Securities Industry Act,
organizationunder Section 44(6) of the ITA, will qualify for 1983. This definition would thus include Malaysian-owned
deduction. fund managementcompanies.

In order to encourage greater private sector participation in 13. Closed-end funds
such activities, the following cash contributions would be
deductible as donations from Y/A 1998: In seeking to promoteMalaysiaas a regional financialcentre,

contribution to a trust accountunder the MinistryofCul-- the Government through the Securities Commission, has

ture, Arts and Tourism to sponsor cultural performances been promoting numerous financial products and vehicles.

including orchestra, theatre and other local cultural per- The guidelines on closed-end funds (CEF) were introduced
formances recognized by the Ministry as national cul- in October 1995. Apart from the exemption on interest

ture; earned by CEFs on certain bonds and securities, which was

contribution to a trust account under the Ministry of- introduced in the 1996 Budget, specific legislation has not

National Unity and Community Development to fund been previously introduced on the treatmentof CEFs for tax

research and activities to overcome social problems; and purposes.
contribution to a trust account under the Department of With effect from Y/A 1997, CEFs will be treated in the same

-

Museumand Antiquitiesand the DepartmentofNational manner as unit trusts. The principal features of this basis of
Archives to fund research and activities related to the treatmentare as follows:
preservationof national heritage. (i) CEF is defined to mean a public limited company incor-

With effect from Y/A 1997, a deduction in respect of arte- porated in Malaysiaand approvedby the SecuritiesCom-
facts and manuscripts donated to the Government or State mission to engage wholly in the investment of funds in
Governmentwould be allowed based on the valuation deter- securities.
mined by the DepartmentofMuseums and Antiquitiesor the (ii) Gains from the realization of investments by CEFs will
National Archives8. This will also apply to such donations be exempted from income tax. Such exempt income aris-
made by individuals. ing from gains on realization of investments as well as

interest on certain bonds and securities, can be declared
10. Donations to .technical and vocational institutions as tax exempt dividends to shareholders. The normal

two-tierexemptionmechanismapplies.From Y/A 1997, cash donations to technical or vocational (iii) Only a fraction of the followingpermittedexpenses, as in
training institutions not operated primarily for profit and the case ofunit trusts, is allowed for deduction in arrivingapproved by the Director General of Inland Revenue for the at the total income of a CEF:
purposes ofSection 44(6), will qualify for deduction.9

manager'sremuneration;-

maintenanceof register of shareholders;-

11. Freight charges share registrationexpenses; and-

Freight charges paid to Malaysian shipping companies for - secretarial, audit and accounting fees, telephone
transportationon board Malaysianregistered ships currently charges, printing and stationery costs and postage.
qualify for double deduction in arriving at adjusted income. The fraction of permitted expenses is determined based onHowever, it has been found that this incentive is not effective

the following prescribedformula:in helping to promote the developmentof the shipping indus-
try in Malaysia and it is therefore to be withdrawn effective

Bfrom Y/A 1998. A
4C

where
12. Local fund managementcompany A =the total permitted incurred for that basis peri-expenses
Effective from Y/A 1996, the chargeable income of a foreign od;
fund managementcompany derived from services rendered B =the gross income consisting of dividends and interest
to foreign investors is subject to a concessionary income tax chargeable to tax for that basis period; and
rate of 10 per cent. Income arising from the provisionof fund
managementservices to local investors is taxed at the normal

7. Amendmentto Sec. 34(6)(h) of the ITA 1967.
corporate tax rate of30 per cent. 8. Via introductionof Sec. 44(6)(A)of theITA 1967.

To further develop the fund management industry in
9. Amendmentto Sec. 44(7) of the ITA 1967.
10. Amendmentto Sec. 60G(6) of the ITA 1967.

Malaysia and to allow equal treatment to local fund manage- 11. Via introductionof Sec. 60H to the ITA 1967.
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CC==ttheethe aggregateaggrregateofofthetheegrossgrossincome ccoonsistinngofofdividends group)group)tooocontinue eenjooying thetheebenefits ofoftaxaaxexemptexemptdivi-

andand interestnereesst (whether exemptexemptoror nnot) andand gainsgaanss made ddeends, registeredeegstereedccooooperativve societies with members'members'funds

from the realization ofofinvestments (whether chargeeaable ofof less thanthaann MYR 77550,00000 will bebe exemptexemptfrom taxtax with

tototaxaxxorornnot) for thatthattbasis periood. effect from Y/A 1997.13

The deductionshall bebeatatleast 1010perpercentcentofofthetheetotal permit-
tedeedexxpenses. Howevver, where aaCEF is unable toooutilize thethee 17. Film hire dutydutyyandandrooyalties
deduction inn aayearyearofofassessmeent, thetheeexcessexcesscannotcannotbebecar- Prior too 11 January 1199997, thetheeCineematoographFilm Hire Duty
ried forward. Act, 19651965 required anyanypersonpersonddesirinng too rentrentanyany film for

exhibition totobeberegistereed asasaaregistereed renter. SuchSuchregis-
14. EExxeemptioon onon interestnneresstearnedearnedfrom bondbonds tered renters wereweresuubject toooaafilm hire duty atatthe effective

Under current leegislatioon, interest received bybyan inndividuual, rate ofof1515perpercentcentofofgrossgrossrental receiptss In view ofofthe film .

an

unit trust andandlisted closed-end fund from bonds (other thanthann
hire dutydutyy levied, film rentals paidpaaid tooo non-residents werewere

convertible loanoaan stocck) issued bybycompanies ratedateedbybyRating accccordinnglynotnotsuubjeect totowithhholding tax.

Agenccy MalaysiaBerhadBerhadis exempted from tax. Effective from 11Januaryaannuuaryy1199997, thetheeCinneematoographFilm Hire

With effect from Y/A 119997, tax exemptioon is givengvvenn ifif the Duty Act, 19651965hashasbeenbeenrepeealeed. Acccordingly, film rentals

coompanies issuinng the bonds are rated bybyMalaysian Ratinng paidpaaid tooo non-residents will nownow bebe suubject tooo withhholdinng

CorporatioonBerhad which is the second ratinng ageenccy..,2 tax. 14 Rentals derived from motion picturepcturee films, films oror
Berrhaad second

video tapes ororother meansmeansofofreproodductioon,where suchsuchfilms

15. EExxeemption on incomenncomeeofofnon-residentcompany forfor
oror tapesapess havehave beenbeen oror areare toto bebe usedused oror reproducedeprooduucceed inn

on company
providinng lecturerseecttuureerss Malaaysia, will nownowconstitute rooyalties underunderthetheeITA 1967.

Where suchsuchpaayments areare mademade toto nnon-residdents, taxaax will
InIn line with the oobjectivve ofof overcoming the shortage ofof havehaveto be withheldatatthe rate applicabletotorooyalties i.e. atat1010
exxpertise innn certain fields andand toto introduce newnew ideas andand perpercentcentofofthe grossgrosspayments.
techniques totoMalaaysians,ananincomenccoomeetax exemptioonofof5050perper
cent is tooo bebegivengvenn tooo incomenccomeederived byby anyanynon-resident

organizationororcompanycompanyfrom services renderedrenderedbybytheir lec- B. Personal taxation
turersurerssororspeakersppeeaakerssinn approvedpproovveedorganizzatioons andandeducational
institutions inn thetheefields ofofscieencce, engineengennggnneeeernnggandandtechnicaleecchnccaal 1.1. Relief forforlife insurancenssuuraanncceepremiums
skills, high techhnnoloogy, information techhnnoloogy, andand otherotherr
critical disciplines. Currently, reliefofofupuptoooMYR 5,00000 is givengvvenntotoananindividu-

alalononthe combined totalotaalofofcontributions toto the EmployeesEmppooyyeeess
It appearsappearsthatthaatwhere the non-residentorganization or com- Provident Fund (EPF) andandpremiumremuum payments made to life
panypanyhashasaataxable presencepresence(i.e. aapermanentestaablishhmeent) insurancensurancceeccoompanies.Hooweevver, for life insurancensuranncceepreemiums,
inn Malaysia, thetheeincomenccoomeetaxtaxexemption ofof5050perpercentcentwouldwoouuld thetheepayerpayerisisonlyonyyallowed reliefofofupuptooo77perpercentcentofofthetheeccap-
bebegivengvven ononthetheeincome derivedderrvveedfrom thetheeselectedseeeecceedfields uponupon ital sum assured. With effect from Y/A 1199997, thethee77per centcentper
submissionofofits Malaysian taxtaxreturn. Non-residentorgani- restriction hashasbeenbeenremoved.11 This is aamovemovedesigned toto
zations ororccoompanies that arearereegarded asashaving aataxable enable aataxxpayer toooenjooy greatergreaterrelief innnrespectrespectofofcontri-
presencepresencein Malaysia couldcoouuldinclude thosethoseeinvolvednnvvoovveedinnn twin- butions toto EPFEPF andand premium payments for life insurancensurancee
ningnnnggprogrammesprogrammeswith localooccaalccolleges ororuniversities. policies. Unfortuunately,thetheemaximummaxxmuumreliefremainsemaanssatatMYR

Where thethee non-resident organizzatioon oror companycompanydoesdoesnotnot 5,00000.
havehave aa taxable presencepresence inn Malaysia, it appearsappears thatthatt thethee
incomenccomeetaxtaxexxemptioonofof5050perpercentcentrepresents.a.nabatement 2. Relief forformedical expensesexpenses
ofofthe 1010perpercentcentwithholdinng taxaxx(finnal taxtaxononthe non-res-

Currently, individual is entitled deduction ofanan tooo aa ofupup toto
ident) ononthe grossgrossincomenccoomeederived from the selected fields.

MYR 5,00000 for medical incurredncurreed his parents.
The incomencoomee taxtax exxemption is effective for five years ofof

expensesexpenses onon

Hoowever, medical expensesexpenses incurredncurreedbyby the individual onon
assessmentassessmentfrom Y/A 19971997 toto Y/A 2001. TheTherelevanteeevvanttstat-

utoryuory orderorderis expectedexxpeecceedmto bebegazzetteed soon.
' himself, his wife ororchildren arearenotnotallowed asasaadeduction.

to
To reducereducethetheefinancial burdenburdenofofthosethosseeafflicted bybyseriousseeroouuss

16. CCooooperativvesocieties diseases, aadeduction ofofupuptotoMYR 5,00000 (from Y/A 1199997)
will bebegivengvenntotoananindividual innnrespectespecctofofmedical expensesexpenses

Currently,aaregistereedcoooperativvesoociety continues to enjooy incurred on himselffhis wife or child, provided the individu-on or
tax exeemptioonfor five yearsyearsfrom thetheedatedateeofofreegistrationififits al, his wife or child is sufferinng from a seriouseerooussdisease.' Ifhisor a
members'members'funds aa atat thetheefirst dayday.ofofthetheebasis periodpeeroodfor aa wife is earningearnnnggincome andand is separatelysepparateeyyassesseed, sheshewill
yearyearofofassessmentassessmentareare lessessss thanthan MYR 500,00000. Members'
funds meanmean thethee aggregate ofofthethee paid-up ccapital, statutorysaauuoryy
reserve funnd, reserves,balancebaaanceeofofsharepremiumremuum accountandand

12. AmendmentAmendmenttotopara. 35(c) ofofSch. 66ofofthe ITAITA1967.
reserve account 13. AmendmentAmendmentto para. 12(1)(b) ofofSch. 66of the ITAITA1967.to
balancebaaanceeofofprofit andandlossossssapproopriatioonaccount. 14. AmendmentAmendmenttotoSecs. 2(1), 4A(iii), 15A(c) andandPart VVofofSch. IIofofthe ITAITA

To encourage the growthroowtth ofof coooperative societies andand to
1967.

encourage to 15. AmendmentAmendmenttotoSec. 49(2) ofofthe ITAITA1967.
allow thetheemembers(who(whoarearegeennerally from thetheelower incomenccome 16. AmendmentAmendmenttotoSec. 46(1) ofofthe ITAITA1967.
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also be allowed a separatedeductionofup to MYR 5,000 for The above incentive is effectivefrom Y/A 1997 to Y/A 2001
such expenses she incurs. and a statutory order is expected to be gazetted soon.

Serious disease has been defined to include acquired
immunity deficiency syndrome, Parkinson's disease, cancer, 6. Notification of cessation of employment
renal failure, leukaemiaand other similardiseases.The claim Currently, where an employer is about to cease employingan
must be evidenced by a receipt and certification issued by a individual, he is required to notify the Director General in
medical practitioner. writing one month prior to the date of cessation. In addition,

an employer is required to withhold monies from the
3. Child care facilities employee'ssalary until a tax clearance is issuedtoensure.that

In the 1994 Budget, the Governmentintroduced an incentive the employee's taxes are settled.

in the form of industrial building allowance to encourage The introduction of the Schedular Tax Deduction (STD)
t employers to providechild care facilities for their employees. scheme in 1995 resulted in the collection of monies on a

Although many employers have responded by establishing monthly basis by way of deduction from the employee's
such facilities, it is unclear whether these facilities will con- salary. The notificationofcessationofemploymentand with-
stitute a taxable benefit to the employes. holding ofmonies is inconsistentwith,theSTD scheme since

To clarify the situation, an amendmenthas been made (with the objective, which is to collect the employee's tax liabili-

effect from Y/A 1997) whereby child care benefits provided ties, would have been achievedunder the STD scheme.

by employers are excluded from being treated as a benefit in Therefore, from 1 January 1997, notification of cessation is
kind to the employees.17Thus, holiday travel, medical, dental not required19 to be given to the Director General when the
and child care benefits would constitutenon-taxablebenefits. following circumstancesarise:

where the income from the employmentof the employee-

4. Exemption on income from cultural performances is subject to the STD scheme; or

To encouragethe appreciationand promotionofnationalcul- where the employee's total monthly remuneration from-

ture and the preservation and conservation of national her- employment is below the minimum amount of income

itage, resident individuals participatihg in cultural perfor- that is subject to monthly STD; and

mances which have been approved by the Ministry of Cul-
- the employee is not retiring from employment.

ture, Arts and Tourism, will be exempt from income tax on However, it appears that the requirement for employers to
the income derived from such performances.18 withhold monies due to employees will continue to apply,
This exemption, however, is only applicable to non-profes¬ thus requiring a tax clearance to be obtained. This appears
sionalperformancesor individualswho are not performingin to be an anomaly which is expected to be clarifiedby way of

their official capacity and is effective from Y/A 1997. guidelines.

5. Tax treatment of income earned by non-resident
C. Tax incentiveslecturers

Currently, non-resident lecturers and speakers at local uni- 1. Incentives for high technology industries
versities and'educational/training institutionsare assessed to

tax on income earned in Malaysiaat a flat rate of 30 per cent, In line with the Government's strategy to shift from labour
as in the case of other non-residents. intensive to knowledge-based technology and capital-inten-

sive industries, the developmentof selected wafer fabrication
Under most Double Taxation Agreements (DTA) between

products fundamental to the semiconductor industry will be
Malaysia and other countries, foreign lecturers and

encouraged.It is anticipatedthat this will strengthen linkagesresearcherswho are invited by any university or public insti- between industriesin addition to increasingskills. Waferfab-
tution to teach or conduct research are exempt from rication was already granted incentives in the 1996 Budget.Malaysian tax provided that the period of their visit does not No new tax incentive was announcedin the 1997 Budget.exceed two years and that they are taxable in their home

country. 2. Incentives for companies located in the Multimedia
In a move designed to help overcome the shortage of teach- Super Corridor
ing expertise in,certain specializedareas by securing the ser-

vices of foreign lecturers/academicians(who are not entitled Introduced as a catalyst for the developmentof state-of-the-
to treaty exemption) it is proposed that 50 per cent of gross art information-basedindustries, the Multimedia Super Cor-
income received by non-residentlecturers and speakers who ridor (MSC) is a region carefully crafted to enable mutual
lecture in approved educational and training institutions/ enrichmentof companies and countries using leading tech-
organizations, be exempted from income tax. This exemp- nologies in a border less world. A total of eight special areas

tion, however, is only granted to lecturers and speakers in

specialized fields such as science, engineering and technical
skills, high technology, information technology and other

17. Amendmentto Sec. 13(1)(b) of the ITA 1967.
18. Via introductionof para. 32C to Sch. 6 of the ITA 1967.

critical disciplines. 19. Amendmentto Sec. 83(3) of the ITA 1967.
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will be promoted, including telemedicine, smart-schools, Types of incentive Promoted Outside
research and development clusters, multipurpose cards and area* promoted
electronic government. area

The Multimedia Development Corporation, established by Pioneer status

the Government to ensure that MSC companies have the Tax holiday period 5 years 5 years
world's best environment for harnessing multimedia ser- % of statutory income exempt
vices, has a mandate to manage and market the MSC. It is from tax 85% 70%

proposed that companiesapprovedby the MultimediaDevel-
Investmenttax allowance (ITA)

opment Corporation be eligible for the following incentives

subject to certain conditions: Qualifying period 5 years 5 years

pioneer status for ten years or an investment tax Rate of ITA 60% 60%
-

allowanceof 100 per cent on qualifyingcapital expendi-
% of statutory income against
which ITA is deducted 85% 70%

ture is to be given to new or existing companies;
exemption from all taxes on multimediaequipment; * Promoted area refers to Sabah and Sarawak and the Eastern corridor

-

special incentives for companies whose presence will of Peninsular Malaysia comprising the states of Kelantan, Terengganu,
-

attract other companies to establish their operations in designated areas in Pahang and the district of Mersing in Johor.
the IT City;
special guidelines to regulate foreign currency transac- The effectivedates for the proposed tax incentivesare as fol--

,tions and loans; lows:-
small and medium-scale industries (SMIs) undertaking-

research and developmentactivities in the MSC are tobe Proposed tourism project Incentive effective from:-

given funding under the allocation for Intensificationof Construction and expansion 1 January, 1996.
Research in Priority Areas (IRPA); and of hotels
recruitmentof expatriates is to be freely permitted based-

or
on necessity.

Hotel construction
hotel expansion activity

In addition, the Prime Minister announced the following must not have

incentives when launching the MSC on 1 August, 1996: commenced as at

MSC companieswill be allowedunrestrictedrecruitment 25 October, 1996
-

of overseas knowledge workers for the next ten years; Construction of holiday camps Applicationsmust be

and and recreational camps received after

.- there will be no restrictions on foreign ownership within 25 October, 1996.

the MSC. Constructionof conference Year of assessment 1997
centres

The effective date of the incentives has not been announced.
Further, no amendments to the legislation have been intro-

In addition to the above incentives, local companies organiz-duced as yet. ing or promotingconferencesheld in Malaysiawill be grant-
ed tax exemption on income earned from bringing in at least

3. Tourism industry 500 foreign participants.This proposal is effective'from Y/A
To encourage the tourism sector, it is proposed that either 1997 to Y/A 2000.
investment tax allowance or pioneer status be given for the It is expected that the exempt income may be transferred to
following tourism projects: an exempt income account out of which exempt dividends

the constructionofmedium.andbudgethotels (limited to
may to tax exemp-

-

be paid to shareholderssimilar the income
a three star category hotel as certified by the Ministry of tion given to operators of inbound tours. It is also expected
Culture, Arts and Tourism); that the above-stated proposals will be enacted by way of
the constructionof holiday camps and recreational pro- statutory

-

orders.
jects including summercamps;
the expansionand modernizationof existing hotels; and

4. Tax incentives for strengtheningthe industrial linkages
-

the constructionofconventioncentres with a hall capable-

schemes
of accommodatingat least 3,000 participants.

The Government aims to reduce the overdependence on
It shouldbe noted that the incentives for expansionand mod-

imports of intermediategoods and increasedomesticproduc-ernizationof existing hotels were previouslywithdrawnon 1 tion capacity. One of the special implementedto
January, 1996. Therefore, the above incentives have been programmes

curb this overdependence on imports is the programme to
reinstatedand will be given only once for each existinghotel.

strengthen industrial linkages, particularly between large
The details of the tax incentives are summarized in the table firms and SMIs as suppliers of components. The tax incent-
below: ives introduced to enhance industrial linkages are as follows:
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(i) Tax incentives for large companies - area, national or state fishermen's associations (within
the meanings assigned under the Fishermen's Associa-It is proposed that the following expenditure incurred by tions Act, 1971).20large companies, including multinationalcompanies, for the

benefit of SMIs be allowed as a deduction: To encourage reinvestmentin equipmentwhich significantly
technical assistance; increases productivity levels, it is proposed, with effect from-

training of employees; Y/A 1998, that an approved reinvestmentbe given reinvest--

productdevelopmentand testing; and ment allowanceof 60 per cent of capitalexpenditureincurred-

factory auditing to ensure the quality of the suppliers' as a deductionagainst 100 per cent of statutory income. The-

products. incentivewill be similarto that granted to'theeastern corridor
of Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak. However, it isThe above proposal (as no amendments have been made to unclear as to how one would determinewhether the reinvest-the relevant legislation) is aimed at encouraging large com-
ment increases productivity levels. It is hoped that some

panies to participate in the industrial linkages programme, guidelineswill be issued on this in due course.
thereby encouraging the growth of the SMIs. This incentive
is effective from Y/A 1997.

D. Labuan - International Offshore Financial Centre
(ii) Tax incentives,forsuppliercompanies
At present, SMIs which are suppliers of components to large The Government's efforts to promote Labuan as an Interna-
companies are granted pioneer status for a period of five tional Offshore Financial Centre (IOFC) since its establish-
years if theirproductsare in the promoted list. The exemption ment in 1990 have 'been facilitated by Labuan's conducive
is limited to 85 per cent of statutory income if the factories legal framework and environment. Further efforts are now

are located in a promoted area and 70 per cent if they are required to enhance Labuan'scompetitivenessas an IOFC.
located outside the promoted area.

(i) Introductionofsecurities legislationIn order to further strengthen the industrial linkages scheme,
the following tax incentive is proposed for supplier compa- The Minister has announced the.formulationof a securities
nies, including SMIs: pioneer status is to be given for a peri- legislation regime specifically to encourage stock market
od of ten years to supplier companies which produce inter- activities in Labuan. Financial services activities based on

mediate goods under an approved,scheme and are capable of Syariah principles, such as fund management, Takaful, loan
achievinga world class standard in terms ofprice, quality and market, interest-freebanking and private debt securities, are

capacity. The exemptionwill be given on 100 per centofstat- also encouraged in Labuan.
utory income.

(ii) Offshore Banking Act 1990The incentives will be effective for applications received
after 25 October 1996. However,no legislativechanges have Currently, only commercialbanks are granted offshorebank-
yet been introduced. ing licences in Labuan. The .1997 Budget proposes that the

Offshore Banking Act 1990 be amended to allow merchant
Type of incentive banks and Islamic banks to operate in Labuan. It is envisaged

Pioneer status that banks in niche specialist areas such as corporate adviso-
ry services, may be provided with an investment banking% of statutory income exempt from tax 100% licence to operate in Labuan. This is in line with the Govern-
ment's efforts to promote new offshore banking activities inInvestmenttax allowance (ITA)
Labuan.

Rate of ,ITA 60%
% of statutory income against which ITA is deducted, 100% (iii) Offshore CompaniesAct 1990

5. Reinvestmentallowance Currently, the Offshore Companies Act, 1990 prohibits
Malaysianresidents other than a trust company, from holdingCurrently, the reinvestment allowance incentive is given to shares in a Labuan offshore company. The 1997 Budgetpro-resident companies carrying out manufacturing.andagricul- poses to relax this prohibition whereby Malaysians will be

tural projects which undergo expansion or diversificationof allowed to own offshorecompanies.Whilst the proposalwill
their existing business into any related product, or undertake encourage Malaysians to own offshore companies, it .is
modernizationof their existing business in respectf a prod- expected that the permitted activities of such offshore com-
uct or any related product within the same industry. With panies will be restricted to investmentoverseas.
effect from Y/A 1997, the incentive has been extended to
include the followingcooperativesocieties and associations: It has also'beenproposed to allow non-Malaysianowned off-

agro-based cooperative societies (within the meaning shore companies to undertake portfolio investment in-

assignedunder the Farmers''Organisation.Act,1973); Malaysia, The income from such portfolio investment in

area, national or state farmers' associations (within the Malaysiawill qualify for preferentialtax treatmentunder the-

meanings assignedunder the Farmers' OrganisationAct,
1973); and 20. Via introductionof para. 10 to Sch. 7A of the ITA 1967.
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LabuanLabuanOffshore BusinessBuussnessssActivity Tax Act, 19901990(LOBA- approvedppproovveed ccoommuunity projeects pertaininng tooo eeduuccatioon,
TA). heealth, housing andandinfraastructure;

-

- eexpeenditure incurredincurred inin eestaablisshing andand managing aa

(iv) LabuanLabuanOffshore BusinessActivity Tax Act 19901990 musicalmussccaalororcultural groupgroupapprovedapprovedbybythetheeMinister;
-

- eexxpenditure incurred (not(notbeingbeenngg ccapital eexxpenditure onon

Curreently, ananoffshore trust is defined innn thetheeLOBATA asas aa laannd, preemises, bbuildinngs, structures or works ofofa per-or a
trust createdreeateedinn LabuanLabuanwhere thetheesettlorandandbeneficiariesareare alteratioons, additions extensionsmanent naturenaaureeororonon oror exteennssoonss
non-residents.This means thatthattwherewhereanyanybbeenneficiary subse- thereofthereeoof ininthetheeaccquisitioon ofof rights in' oror anyany nnororoveroveranyany
quueently becomes aaMalaaysiaanreesideent, the trust'srrusttssstatussauussasasanan property)property)on thethe provision and maintenance ofofa childon a
offshore trust will bebetaintedaanteedandandthetheetrustrusstwouldwouldbebepreeclud- care centre for thetheebenefit ofofeemployeeeess2.1care centre
ededfrom eenjoying thethe prefereentialtaxaax treatmentunderunderLOBA-
TA. TheTheeaboveaboveis effective from Y/A 19971997andand is similar tooo thethee

changeschangesmademadetoo thetheeITA 1967.
With effect from Y/A 1199997, thetheedefinitionofofananoffshore trust

inn LOBATAhashasbeenbeenamended totobebeinn line with thetheereecceently 2. ContributiontotoAbandonmentCessCessFundFund
enacted LabuanLabuan Offshore Trusts Act, 19961996 (LOTA).
Although thethe definitionofofananoffshore trust underunderLOTA still Curreently, contributions made byby aa contractor underunderaapro-

requiresrequiresthetheesettlor andandbeneficiariestoo bebenon-residentatatthethee duction sharingsharrng contract too thetheeAbandonmentCess Fund dodo
time ofofthetheecreation ofofthe offshore truust, the newnewdefinition notnot qualify for taxax deduction. The reasonreason is thatthatt the taxaax

allows thetheetrusttrusttotoremain asasananoffshore trust evenevenififanyanyben- authorities viewveew suchsuchcontributions asasnotnotbeingbeennggincurred innn

eficiary suubseequueently becomesbecomes aa Malaysiaan resident. The thetheeproductionofofinnccoome. Since thetheepurposepurposeofofthetheeFundFundis tooo

new definition will thusthusshavehavethetheeeffect ofofenablinng anan off- ensureensurefunds existexxstttoooconserveconservethetheeenvironmentafter thetheesite

shoreshoreetrust totoeenjooy prefereential taxaaxxtreatment evenevenififoneoneofof hashas beenbeenabandonedabandonedbyby thethee contractor andand tooo bebeconsistent
thetheebeneficiariesssubsseequeentlybecomes aaMalaaysiaanresident. with thethee taxtax deduction accordedaccorded too contributions too thethee

Petroleum Research Fund, contributions made toto thethe Aban-

(v) Other tax incentives donment Cess Fund will bebeallowed asasaataxaax deductionretro-

spectivelyfrom thetheeY/A 1989. The amendmentis expected tooo
InIn aaddditioon, thethee folloowing incentives havehave beenbeen proposedproposed bebelegislatedbybyway ofofaagazzette order.
which are aimed,atatproomotinng thetheedevelopmentofofLabuan:
-

3. Gift of artefacts maannuscripts- Coompanies ,deriving incomenccoomeefrom prooviding quualifyinng of oror
professioonal servicesservicessuchsuchasas financial, accccoouunting, sec-

retarialetaaraalandand legallegalservicesservcceesstoo offshore ccompaaniees will bebe InInarrivingarrivingatatthetheechargeable incomeofofaapersson, aadeductiondeeductton

grantedraanteedananexemptionofof6565perpercentcentofofstatutorysaauory income (from assessable income) equalequaltoo thethe valuevalueofofanyanygift ofofanan

(i.e. profits after deduction ofofccapital alloowances). This artefactorormanuscriptmademadebybythetheeperson totothetheeGovernment

eexxeemptioon will takeaakee effect Y/A 19971997 tooo Y/A 2000. It oror State Government will bebe givengveenn with effect from Y/A

appearsappearsthatthisthaat proposalproposalwhenwhengazetteed willlreplaceeppacceethethee 1997. TheThevaluevaauueefor thetheedeductiondeeduucttoon is tobeoo bedeterminedbybythethe
current positioon which providesroovvideess-for 5050perpercentcenteexeemp- Department ofof Museums andand Antiquities oror thethee National

tion ofofaadjuusteed incomederivedderrvveedbybyaapersOn from thepro-thee Archives.22
visionvision ofof qualifying profeesssional servicesservcceess too offshore

ccompaanies.
-

per
F. RealRealproperty gains tax

- The taxaaxx eexxeemptioon ofof5050 per centcent ofof the employment ganss tax
income ofof aa non-citizen individual servingservvng inn offshore

ccoompanies inn aamanagerial ccapacity, will bebextendedexteenndeedupup 1.1. Transactionsbetween connectedconnectedpersonspersons
too thethe Y/A 2000. ForForrrealrealprooperty gains tax purposees, a transaction betweentax a

-

connected is treated arm's length- The reequireed periodpeeroodofofstaystayinnnLabuan for individuals tooo conneecteed isnot engtthtransac-
bebeeligible to purchasepurchasedutyduy free goodsgoodshashasbeenbeenreducedreduced

personspersons not asas anan
to tion. InInconnectionconneecttonwith thethe aabove, aarelativereeattveeissstreated asasaa

from 7272hourshourstoo 2424hourshourswith effect from 2525 October connectedconneecteedpersson.
1996.

-

per
With effect from 2525October 119996, thetheewordwordrelative is tooo

- Reductionofofroadroadtaxax byby5050per cent ininLabuan effective
from 11Januaryaanuuary 1997. bebe redefined tooo excludeexxccuude ananuncle, auunt, nepheew, nieceneecceeandand

cousin.23 With the proposedrooposeedeexxcluusioon, aa transaction with aa

person's uunncle, auunt, nepheew,niecenieceand,cousinwill no'longeroonnggerr
E. Petroleum income taxtax bebetreated asasoneonebetween connectedconnectedperssons.

1.1. Contributionstotoapprovedapprovedprojeects
InIn line with thethee Government's aspiratioon to create aacaring
andand artistic ssoociety, deductions againstggaanstt grossgross incomenccoomee areare 21. Via introduction,ofSecs. 16(7B), (7C) andand(7D) ofofthe Petroleum Income

givengveen for thetheefolloowing: Tax Act (PITA) 1967.
22. Via introductionofofSec. 22(1A) ofofthe PITA 1967.

-
- eexpeenditure incurred ononthethe provisionprovisionofofsseerviccees, public 23. AmendmentAmendmentto para. 1(1)1(1)ofofSch. 22ofofthetheeReal Prooperty Gains Tax Actto

amenities andand contributionsconttributtonss to, approvedapproved charities oror (RPPGTA) 1976.
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2. Date of disposal and acquisition the manufactureof products for the local market is 5 per cent.

However, for the export market, the existing policy on
Under current law, the date of an agreement is deemed to be

exemption remains.
the date ofdisposal (and acquisition)of an asset for real prop-
erty gains tax purposes. In the absence of such an agreement, These changes are effective for applicationsreceivedafter 25
the date of disposal is deemed to be the date of completionof October 1996.
the disposal of the asset.

2. Export dutyFrom 25 October 1996, the first reference to an agreement in
the above paragraph refers only to a written agreement; With effect from 25 October 1996, export duty on oils
whilst the second circumstancedescribedwould apply where obtained from bituminousminerals (crude) has been reduced
there is no written agreement.24 to 20 per cent from 25 per cent.

3. Sales tax
G. Indirect taxation

The 1997 Budget abolished sales tax on 54 items including
canned anchovies,mackerel and tuna, dental materials,unin-1. Import duties
terruptible power systems, .transmission apparatus, paper

(i) Reductionand abolition of importduties products, and all types of printing paper. This measure is in
line with the Government'spolicy to reduce inflation.

Unlike previous years, where import duties on thousands of
As to reduce the cost of production, of selecteda measure

items were reduced or removed, this year's Budget affected
non-taxable products such as computers and peripherals,only a few items. These include dental alloys, deodorants, packaging materials made of paper, products of the printingcosmetics and soap products, instant print film, duplicating industry, agricultural horticultural plywood,or sprayers,

paper, carpets, razor blades, modems, uninterrupted power retreaded tyres, uninterruptible systems and modems,supplies, and transmission apparatus like transceivers. The power
the 1997 Budgetexemptedall goods used in the manufacture

changes took effect from 25 October 1996.
of these products from sales tax.

(ii) Reimpositionof importduties Special incentives are introduced to promoteindustries relat:¬
ed to the MultimediaSuper Corridorby granting tax exemp-The Minister has gone against the trend of past years' Bud- tion on multimediaequipmentsuch as uninterruptiblepower

gets by increasing importduties (with effect from 25 October
systems, apparatus for carrier-currentline systems or for di-

1996) from 5 per cent to 20 per cent, on heavy machinery like
gital line systems.track laying bulldozers and angledozers, graders, levellers

and scrapers, pile drivers and pile extractors. Sales tax exemptionon spares and consumablesused in man-

ufacturing is withdrawn to curb imports of these intermediate
The repair and reconditioningof heavy machinery was clas- goods and to improvethecountry's balance ofpaymentposi-sified as a promoted activity so as to encourage SMIs in the tion. Similarly, tax exemption on certain hotel equipmentmachinery and. engineering industry to participate in this such as crockery, cutlery and linens has been withdrawn.
activity. Apparently, the Governmentis not satisfiedwith the However, those manufactured locally will be exempted'.
progress in this sector as a large amount of such machinery Spares and consumablesused for research and developmentremains abandonedand unused. In order to help develop this and for approved training will continue to be given tax
promoted activity further, import duties on such heavy exemption.machineryhave been increased.

With effect from 25 October 1996, the Sales Tax Act, 1972
(iii) New exemptionpolicy has been amended by inserting a new Section 2B which

deems a licensed warehouse and a licensed manufacturing
In order to strengthen the country's balance of payments, the warehouse to be both situated outsideMalaysia. Consequent-
Government-has revamped its policy on ad hoc exemptionof ly, goods sold in the local market will be treated as imports
import duties on spares and consumables such as replace- and a higher sales tax will have to be paid.
ment parts for machinery/equipmentused directly or indi-

rectly in production, and organic or inorganic consumables 4. Free zones
used directly or indirectly in the manufacturing process.
These include items such as screws and bolts, filters, valves, The Free Zones Act 1990 has been amended (with effect

gaskets, refractorybricks and other manufacturingaids. from 25 October 1996) to allow retail trade and any other

activity to be carried out in a free zone, subject to such con-
The hotel industryhas not been spared from this revamp.The ditions as the Ministermay deem fit to impose.Governmenthas curtailedthe items eligible for exemption in
this industry. Items include crockery, cutlery, linen and cov- This would facilitate multinational companies to establish
ers. InternationalProcurementCentres in the Free Zones.

The assembly industry (especially electrical and electronic

products) is also subject to this new policy. The minimum

import duty that has to be paid now on components used in 24. Amendmentto para. 15 of Sch. 2 of the RPGTA 1976.
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5. Service tax vate hospitalswith an annual sales turnoverof MYR 300,000
or more of prescribed services. To promote Malaysia as an

(i) Exportofservices international medical centre and reduce costs borne by
patients, the Service Tax (Amendment) Regulations, 1996

At present, the Service Tax Act 1975 (STA) requires service provides that from 1 January 1997, service tax in the case of
tax of 5 per cent to be charged in respect of any prescribed private hospitals will be restricted to the provision of food,
service provided in any prescribed professional establish-

rooms for lodging and sleeping accommodationin such hos-
ment or prescribed establishmentwhether the service is pro- pitals.
vided to a person overseas or within Malaysia.

Service tax is also chargeableat present in respectof consul-
In order to avoid diminishing the international competitive- tancy services where the provider has an annual sales
ness ofMalaysia's professionalservices, with effect from 25 turnoverof MYR 300,000 or more ofprescribedservices. To
October 1996, services supplied for and to a person in a coun- enhance and promote research and developmentactivities in
try other than Malaysia (excluding Langkawi, Labuan and Malaysia from 1 January 1997, consultancyservices relating
Free Zones) will not be liable to service tax provided the fol- to research and development companies approved by the
lowing conditions are satisfied: Ministerof Finance will be excludedfrom service tax.

the service is not supplied in connection with goods or-

land situated in Malaysia; and (iv) Wideningofscope ofservice tax
the person is not in Malaysia at the time the service is-

performed.25 As a measure to encourage prudence, with effect from 1

January 1997, service tax will be imposed on charge or cred-
Previously,such exemptionwas allowedadministrativelybut it cards provided and issued by a charge or credit card com-
more recently the authorities had required service tax to be pany, includinga bank and a financial institution.The rates of
charged where prescribed services were provided in service tax for providing and issuing such cards are as fol-
Malaysia to a person overseas. lows:

(ii) Paymentofservice tax Validity period of card issued Rate of tax

Based on the amendment to Section 14 of the STA, 1975, MYR

which was gazetted on 20 July 1995, service tax is due at the a. One year or any part thereof 50
time when payment is received for the taxable ser.vice pro- b. Exceedingone year but not exceeding
vided or when the taxable goods are sold or provided to the two years 100
customer or purchaser. Where the payment is not received c. Exceeding two years but not exceeding
within a period of six months from the date of issue of the three years 150
invoice, the service tax is due on the day following that peri- d. Exceeding three years but not exceeding
od and the service provider is required to pay the tax to the four years 200
customs authorities. Exceeding four 250e. years
The six month-period is to be lengthened to twelve months26 This measure, although intended to curb spending, is more a
with effect from 25 October 1996. Thus, in cases where the

revenue gnerationmeasure.

payment for any taxable service provided is not received
within twelve months from the date of issue of the invoice,
the service tax becomes due on the day following that period. H. Other changes
In the intervening period from 20 July 1995 to 25 October
1996, following several representationsby the private sector 1. International ProcurementCentre (IPC)
and professional bodies to the Minister of Finance, the fol- IPCs are regionalorganizationsestablishedby manufacturing
lowing was decided: companies to reap economies on the.cost of the provision of
- service tax in respect of invoices issued prior to 20 July services and purchase of raw materials, components and fin-

1995 is to be settled only after payment thereofhas been ished products.
received;

- for invoices issued from 20 July 1995 onwards, service To attract multinationalcompanies (MNCs) to use Malaysia
tax is to be settled according to the amendmentto Section as their centre of marketing and distribution, the Minister

14 of the STA. However, the due date for paymentof ser- proposed the following incentives for approved IPCs:

vice tax on outstanding invoices has been extended to - approval for expatriate posts based on requirements of

twelvemonths from the date of issue of the said invoices, IPCs;
instead of six months. Once again, the issue was dealt - the unlimitedability to retain their exportproceeds in one

with administratively. or more foreign currency accounts maintained with any
licensed commercialbank;

(Hi) Exemption from service tax

Currently, service tax is chargeable in respect of medical, 25. Amendment to Sec. 2 of the ServiceTax Act (STA) 1975.
health care, consultancy and other services provided by pri-

.

26. Amendmentto Sec. 14(2) of the STA 1975.
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the ability to participate in foreign exchange forward ular basis in the form of zero coupon bonds which fulfil-

contracts with any licensed commercialbank to sell for- Islamic principles.
ward exportproceeds based on projected sales; The investmentrules of the EPF, National Savings Bank and
exemption from the requirements of the Ministry of the Social Security Organisation will be liberalized to

-

Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs Guidelines on
increase their investments in PDS instruments. The level offoreign equity ownership of the wholesale and retail

trade; and mandatory investment in Malaysian Government securities
by these institutions will also be lowered to encourage the

importation of raw materials, components or finished
developmentof the PDS market.

-

products without payment of custom duties into Free
Znes or Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses for (iii) Paperless trading ofsecurities
repacking, cargo consolidation and integration before
distribution to the final consumers. As a measure to increase the liquidity of the bond market, a

system for electronic transfers of funds and securitiesThe Ministry of International Trade and Industry (which is
(SPEEDS) has been enlarged to include unlisted corporatedirectly responsible for the promotion of investment in the bonds.

country) will act as a one-stop centre to process and approve
all applications for IPC status.

(iv) Islamicshare index
Local as well as foreign companiesmay apply for IPC status. In line with the Government's vision of promoting Kuala
They must undertake procurementof raw materials, compo- Lumpur as a regional Islamic financial centre, an Islamic
nents and finished products for sale to related and unrelated share index will be introduced the KLSE.on
companies in Malaysia or abroad. This would include pro-
curement from local sources or from third countries. (v) Over-The-Counter(OTC) market
In order to qualify for the incentivesoffered, IPCs must satis- The introductionof an OTC market will allow the trading of
fy the followingcriteria:

shares of high technology companies which too recentlyare
a minimumpaid-up capital ofMYR 0.5 million for local-

to a
-

established have sufficiently long earnings history.ly incorporatedcompanies;
a minimum total business spending of MYR 1.5 million

3. Exchange control -foreign accounts
-

currencyper year;
a minimum annual business turnover of MYR 100 mil- Currently, Malaysian residentexporters are allowed to main--

lion; and tain only one foreign currency account. The amount of pro-
goods to be handled directly throughMalaysianports and ceeds which an exportercan retain in the account is restricted-

airports. to an overnightbalance ranging from USD 1 million to USD
5 million depending on the level of export earnings of the

2. Initiativesfor financial and banking sectors exporters.

To further develop Malaysia as a premier capital market and It is proposed to allow exporters to maintain more than one

services centre in Asia, the Ministerannounceda packageof foreign currency account and qualified exporters will be

initiatives to promote the financial and banking services sec- allowed to retain up to a maximum of USD 10 million.

tor. Some highlightsof these initiatives include:
4. Road tax

(i) Securitybroking services To encourage the wider use of natural gas for vehicles
As a measure to enable local security broking firms to com- (NGV), the road tax for the following types of vehicles will

pete with foreign brokers, they are permitted to establishunit be reduced from 1 January 1997:

trusts, undertake fund managementand underwriting activi-
ties, and issue call warrants. Subject to certain conditions, Type of vehicle Reduction

they are also permitted to manage listings of companies and Monogas vehicles (solely poweredby NGV) 50%
undertakeelectronicshare transactions. Bi-fuel/dualvehicles (petrol or diesel

vehicles converted to use NGV) 25%
In order to facilitate the transfer of technology and expertise
from foreign broking firms, foreign equity of up to 49 per
cent in domestic brokerage firms will be allowed. The Gov-
ernment will also ensure active Bumiputeraparticipation in III. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS
this sector.

A. The Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia
(ii) Benchmarkbonds

To promote the expansion of the domestic bond market, the The Inland Revenue Board (IRB) of Malaysia was estab-
lished on 1 March 1996 under the InlandRevenue Board ofGovernmentwill introducea series ofbonds aimed at provid-

ing a benchmark yield curve in the private debt securities Malaysia Act 1995. The new body corporate replaces the
Inland Revenue Department.(PDS) market. These series ofbonds will be issued on a reg-
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B. Tax eexxeempt dividends paayaableeoutoutofofoffshore (iii) thetheeccorrespoondinngexchangeexchangeofofccollateral, inn respectrsppeecctofofaa

income securities borrowing andandleendinng transactionmade underunder
aasecurities borrowingandandleenndinng aagreeemeent.

Foreign sourcedsourcedincomenccoomeereceived innnMalaysia bybyaaresident To quualify for thetheeexxemptioon, the borrower andand lender

companycompany(other thanthannaacompanycompanycarryingcarryynnggononthe business ofof must bebepersonspersonsauthorizedbybythe Securities Commissiontooo

bbanking, insurancce, shippinng andand air traansport) is exemptexempt engageengageasas aaborrower oror lendereennderrinn securities borrowingborroowng andand
from taxaax with effect from Y/A 1995. leenndinng transactionsunderunderaasecuritiesborrowingandandleending

ByBy virtue ofof thethee IncomeIncomeTax (Exxeemptioon) (No. 31)31) Order agreementagreementapprovedpproovveedbybythetheeCommission.

19951995which camecameinto effect from Y/A 1199995, dividends dis-
tributed outoutofofthe aforementioned exemptexemptincomenccoomeearearealso F. Income from rental ofofreal property
exempteedfrom tax. SuchSuchdividendswouldwoouuldthusthussnotnotbebesuubject
totothetheeSection 108108frannkinng reequireemeents. IfIfthetheerecipienteeccppeentis aa InIn119995, thetheeIRBIRBissuedsssuueed guiddelinne settinng out thetheevariousvarioussit-
ccoompany, it may redistributea secondsecondtier ofoftaxaaxxexemptdivi-

aa out
may a exempt uations underunderwhich incomenccoomeederivedderrvveedfrom thetheerental ofofproop-

dends.
erty wouldwoouuld bebe treated asas incomenccoomee derivedderrvveed from aa businessbuussnesss

TheTheeffect ofofthetheeaboveaboveeexxeemptiooncombinedwith Malaysiaa's source. InInFeebruuary 1199996, thetheeIRB amendedParagraph 1.4 ofof

taxax treeaty proovisioons maymayprovide planningpannnnnnggoopportuunities for the guideline which deals with rental incomenccoomeefrom aamixture

Malaysian residentessidenttccompanies. ofofresidentialhhoouses, retail-residentialpropertyandandcommer-

ciai bbuildings. ConsequentConseqquuenttotothetheeamennddment, rental incomencoomee
will bebetreated asas businessbuussnessssincomenccoomeeunderunderSection 4(a)4aa)ofofthethee

C. Approvveed Service Projects (ASSP) ITA ififit isssderivedderrvveedfrom atatleasteeasttfour units ofofresidentialhous-

es, retail-residentialpropertyroprryyororcommerciaibbuildinngs.
Under thetheeguiddelines issued onontaxaxxincentives for thetheeservices
sector, the followinng service projects maymayquualify for ASP Further, innnOctober 119996, the IRB issued thetheefolloowinng clari-

status: fication:

Traansportatioon airline (internnatioonnalsector)/airportoope-
ratioons, seaporteeapporrtooperatioons andandrail trans-

1. For thetheepurposepurposeofofParagraphParaagrapph1.2 ofofthetheeguideline which
deals with rental incomenccoomeefrom retail-residentialprooperty,

port. oneoneunit means aanormal ddoouuble-storeeypropertyroperry with thethee
Communications ccomputer/informationtechnologydevel- shopshopareaareaonon thethe groundgroundfloor andandthetheeresidenceeessideenncceeonon thethee

opmentopmentandand satellite-based telecommu- first floor.
nication projects. However, floor of such that hasevery of suchaaprooperty aasepa-

Utilities gasgas pipelinne, eleectricity generatioon andand rateaate legaleeggaal title is treated asas oneone uunit, irrespectivve ofof

water/sseewerraage/toxic wastewassee treatment whetherwheetherrthethee propertyproprrty is ownedownedbyby aa singlesngeetaxpayertxxpayeroror

plants. everyeveryfloor ofofthetheepropertyrropprry isssowned bybydifferent taxxpay-
ers.

D. Partial eexxeemptioon forfortrade associations
2. Rental income received from the letting ofof factories,

warehouses andandoffice/shhooppinng coomplexes quualifies to

bebe taxed asas businessbussnessssincomenccoomeeunder Section 4(a) ofofthe
With effect from Y/A 1199996, trade associations residenteessideentt inn ITA.
Malaysiaenjooy thetheefolloowinng taxaax eexxeemptioons:
(i) For trade associationsestablishedbefore 11Januaryanuaryy19961996

-
- anan eexxemptioon ofof upup tooo 5050 perper centcentofof thethee statutorysaauuory G. Double Tax Agreeeemeents
incomenccomeefor eacheachyear ofofassessmentassessmentfrom Y/A 19961996toto

Y/A 2000. To ddate, Malaysia has signedsggneed4646double tax agreements withtax
(ii) For trade associations established ononororafter 11 January thetheefolloowingcountries:-

19961996- ananeexxeemptioonofofupuptoo 5050perpercentcentofofthetheestatutorysaautory-

incomennccoomeefor aaperiodpeeroodofoffive yearsyearsccoommeencing from thethee Australia JordanJordan Russia

yearyearofofassessmentinn which it waswasestablished. Austria Malta Saudi Arabia

Bangladesh Mauritius SingaporeSnggapporee
Belgium Moonngolia sr Lanka

E. EExxeemptioon ononsecurities bboorroowinng andand leenndinng Canada Netherlands SudanSudan
Czech Repuublic New Zealand Sweden

The IncomeIncomeTax (Exxeemptioon) (No. 330) Order 19951995providesroovidess Denmark Norway Switzerland
thatthatteffective from Y/A 1199996, aaborrower andand aa lendereenderrareare Finland Pakistan Thailand

exempt from taxaax ononincome arisingarssnggfrom: France PapuaPappuuaaNew Guinea Turkey
(i) aa loanloanofofsecurities listed onon thethee Kuala Lumpur Stock Geermany People's Reepuublic United Arab

Exchhannge; ofofChina Emirates

(ii) the return ofofthe samesameororequivalentsecurities; andand Huunngary Philippines UniteeddKinngddom
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India Poland United States financial centre (IOFC). As a one-stop agency, LOFSA will
ofAmerica be responsible for licensing, supervising and regulating off-

Indonesia Republicof Vietnam shore financialservices and activities in Labuan. Its functions
Albania include administering and enforcing the offshore financial

Iran RepublicofFiji Zimbabwe services legislation and cooperating with ffshore financial

Italy Republic of Korea institutions in Labuan to promote offshore financialservices.
Japan Romania

2. Labuan Offshore Trust Act, 1996
Notes:
1) The agreementswith Saudi Arabia and the United States of America are lim- The Labuan Offshore Trust Act was recently passed by Par-
ited in scope. liament to provide for the creation and recognition,of off-
2) On 10 December 1996, a new agreement was signed with the United King- shore trusts to further expand the offshore financial servicesdom to replace the existing agreement.

available in Labuan. The Act deals with the creation and

recognitionof offshore trusts, the role and responsibilitiesof
H. Real Property Gains Tax (RPGT) trustees, secrecy provisions and other legal implications.

Pursuant to the Finance Act 1996, capital gains accruing to
an individual who is not a citizen and not a permanent res- IV. CONCLUSION
ident on disposals of real property or shares in real property
companiesafter 27 Octobet; 1995 are chargeable to RPGT at Overall, the 1997 Budget has adopted,the appropriatestrate-
the rate of 30 per cent. In the 1995 Finance Bill, it was pro- gies given the state of the economy and the need to prepare
posed that the 30 per cent rate of tax was to have been appli- for the various economicchallenges that lie ahead. In essence
cable to disposalsby the said individualson chargeableassets it is all about consolidation,stabilizationand facing up to the
acquired after 27 October 1995. Some representations have economic realities.
been made to amend the legislationso as to revert to the posi-
tion originally proposed in the Finance Bill. It is understood Although there were no reductions in the income tax rates,
that the MinistryofFinance is looking into this matter. Malaysia remains fairly competitivewith its neighbours.It is

unlikely that income tax rates will be lowered in the next few

years as the Malaysian economy undergoes rationalization.
I. Human Resources DevelopmentFund Once again, the Sales and Service Tax was not announced.

Indeed it is understood that in the short term it is unlikely to

The Human Resources Development (Amendment) Act, be .introduced. Theoretically, a comprehensivetax on goods
1996 provides that with effect from 1 August 1996, employ- and services is needed. Until then, there is little expectation
ers in the manufacturing industry with at least ten but not of any further lowering of income tax rates. We should, nev-

more than forty-nineemployees and with a.paid-upcapital of ertheless, still see incentives being introduced selectively as

less than MYR 2.5 million are given the option to register Malaysia moves further along the path towards full industri-
with the Human Resources Development Council and con- alization.
tribute the human resources development levy at the rate of
0.5 per centof the wages of the employees in any month. The

coverage of the Human Resources Development Fund has REFERENCES
also been extended to the services sector.

Further, Section 6(1) of the Human Resources Development 1. 1997 Budget Speech.
Act was amended to enable an employer who has paid the 2. Finance (No. 2) Bill 1996.
levy upon registration to immediately qualify for financial
assistanceunder the said Actwithouthaving to wait for a fur- 3. MACPA, 1997 Budget Commentary & Ready Reckoner,
ther period of five months. Kuala Lumpur, 1996.

4. Ministry of Finance, Economic Report 1996/97, Kuala

Lumpur, 1996.
J. Labuan

1. Establishmentof Labuan Offshore Financial Services
Authority (LOFSA)

LOFSA was established on 15 February 1996 to further
; develop and promote Labuan as an international offshore
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APPENDIX

MAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS

1995 1996s 1997SS

Gross Domestic Product (growth %) 9.5 8.2 8.0

Per Capita Income
(at current prices, MYR) 10,058 11,118 12,171

Consumer Price Index (growth %) 3.4 3.6 3.5

Unemploymentrate (%) 2.8- 2.6 2.5

Gross National Savings (as % of GNP) 36.5 38.8 41.3

Balance of-Payments
Merchandise (MYR billion) 0.2 4.6 10.0-

Services (MYR billion) (19.0) (19.4) (21.5)-

Deficit as % of GNP 9.0 6.3 4.4-

Total exports (growth rate %) 20.2 4.1 9.4
Total imports (growth rate %) 24.6 1.8 6.7

Manufacturing(growth rate %) 14.5 12.8- 12.5

Mining and quarrying (growth rate %) 9.0 3.1 0:9
Construction (growth rate %) 17.3 9.0 8.8-

Services (growth rate %) 9.4 8.9 8.7

Agriculture, livestock,
forestry and fishing (growth rate %) 1.1 1.6 1.4

International reserves (months of imports) 3.3 4.0 NA
Revenue (MYR billion) 51.0 56.5 60.8

Direct taxes (% of revenue) 44.5 44.0 44.3-

Indirect taxes (% of revenue) 37.2 37.3 37.7-

Source:.EconomicReport 1996197, Ministryof,Einance, Malaysia.
S . Estimate
SS Forecast
NA Not Available
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Q CANADA

INTERPRETATIONOF CAXADIAXTREATIES:
RECEXT DEVELOPMEN-TS

Jack Bernstein

Aird & Berlis

I. INTRODUCTION Revenue Canada calculated the exempt portionof the capital
gain of CAD 166,250 on ,the deemed disposition of the one

This article examines the impact of the Kubicek Estate v. half interest in the property acquired in 1967 to be the lesser
Canada1 decision on the interpretationof terms contained in amount of CAD 104,156 by applying the following formula:
Canadian treaties.

Gain of CAD 166,250x
156 (months 31/12/71 to 31/12/84)

249 (months owned 31/12/71 to 16/9/92)
The total taxable capital gain of CAD 234,414 (75% xII. FACTS
(166,250 + CAD 146,300)) was reduced by CAD 78,117 (3/4
of the exempt portion of CAD 104,156). The Minister there-Mr KubicekJr. and his wife, both American residents,joint- fore reassessed the total taxable capital gain in respectof thely purchased a cottage in Ontario in 1967 for CAD 17,500. deemed disposition 16 September 1992 to be CADUpon his wife's death in 1981 Mr Kubicek Jr. became sole

on

156,297.
owner of the cottage. For tax purposes he was deemed to
have acquired her half share in the property for its market
value at the date of her death i.e. CAD 28,700. The fair mar-

ket value of the cottage immediatelyprior to his death on 16 III. THE ISSUES
September 1992 was CAD 350,000. At issue was the manner

in which the capital gain was to be calculated. The issue was whether in computing the gain reference was

to be made to the income tax provisionswhich generallypro-Paragraph 9 of Article XIII of the Canada-US Income Tax
vided that capital gains would only be taxable after Decem-Convention (1980) provides relief from Canadian taxation
ber, 1971 based the Income Tax Application Rulesfor certain gains accrued before 1 January 1985, (the date the

on or
'

whether the Treaty provides additionalrelief.provisioncame into force) on property owned on 26 Septem-
ber 1980. Basically, the amountof the gain which is liable for In the Income Tax Act (ITA) the term gain is not specifi-
tax in Canada in accordance with Article XIII shall be cally defined. Paragraph 40(1)(a) defines capitalgain as the
reducedby the proportionof the gain attributableon a month- difference between proceeds of disposition and the adjusted
ly basis to the period ending on 31 Decemberof the year in cost base. Under the Income Tax Application Rules, the
which the US Conventionentered into force.2 adjusted Cost base is the value of the property on valuation

The taxpayer computed the amount of the exempt portion of day (31 December 1971).
the gain on the deemed dispositionof the one half interest in A similar issue had been considered in Kaplan Estate v. The
the property he acquired in 1967 to be CAD 115,045. This Queen 94 DTC 1816 (TCC). The Court indicated that the
amount was arrived at using the following formula: word gain was not defined in the ITA. The Act only

defined capitalgain. The gain under the Canada-USTax
Gain* of CAD 166,250 x

207 (months 19/9/67 to 31/12/84)
Conventionshould be construed,as capital gain for the299 (months owned 19/9/67 to 16/9/92) not a

purposes of the Act. It is necessary to calculate the gain in*

The gain is derived as follows: (CAD 350,000 CAD 17,500) x 50% CAD=

doing the computationunder paragraph 9 of Article XIII. It
-

166,250.
was held in Kaplan that the Minister erred in deducting the

The total gain on the deemed dispositionon death was com- adjusted cost base of the property in arriving at the capital
puted to be CAD 197,505 (the gain on the one half interest gain to which the formula was applied. The appropriate
acquired in 1981 i.e. CAD 146,300 (CAD 175,000 - CAD
28,700) plus the gain on the one half interestacquired in 1967

1. KubicekEstate Canada [1996] T.C.J. 841.v.
less the exempt portion (CAD 166,250 - CAD 115,045). 2. Altemativelysuch greaterportion of the gain be relieved is shownmay as
Thereforea total taxablecapitalgain ofCAD 148,128 (75 per to the satisfaction of the competent authority of Canada to be reasonably
cent3 of CAD 197,505) was reported. attributable to that period.

O
3. The taxable portion of the chargeablegain.
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method ofofcalculating the formula waswastotocalculate the num- vides thatwhere aatermtermis notnotdefined innnaataxtaxconvention,ref-

ber ofofmonths between the date ononwhich the propertypropertywas erenceerencemaymaybe made totothe ITAITAtotoobtain its meaning. How-

purchased andand 11 January 19851985 rather than the number ofof ever, although the term gaingaannis notnotdefined innnthe Income

months between 3131 December 19711971 andand 11 January 19851985 Tax Act Convention, neither is it specifically defined innnthe

which waswasthe basis for the Minister'scalculation.The Court ITA. In Kaplan, the Judge did not relyeeyyononthe Interpretation
innnKubicekrefused totoseeseeanyanydistinctionbetween the Kaplan Bulletinbut indicated that the Ministerwaswastaking aadifferent

case andandthe case atatbar. position from the InterpretationBulletin (which as indicated

Interpretation Bulletin IT-173R2 outlined the tax treatment above, waswassubsequentlyrevised).Mr JusticeMcArthurindi-
tax catedaaeedthat he did not agree with the opinions expressed innnthe

by Canada ofofgainsaanssderived by residents ofofthe United States

arising from the alienation (i.e.. dispositions and deemed dis-
amended Bulletin. He therefore held that the time period toto

and
positions) ofofproperty in Canada. The method usedusedby the

be usedusedinnncalculating the deduction is from the date ofofpur-

taxpayer innn Kaplan Estate was specifically delineated innn
chase of the property andandnotnotfrom 3131December 1971.

InterpretationBulletin IT-173R2.Following the Kaplan case,

Interpretation Bulletin IT-173R2 waswas revised in February,
19961996totoclarify Revenue Canada's position that the Income V. CONCLUSION
Tax Application Rules mustmustbe taken into accountaccountinnncalcu-

lating aacapital gainaannononproperty ownedownedsincesncee19721972andandthat Although the case dealt with aanarrow issue, it is interesting
these rules wouldouuldbe relevant for the formula innnparagraph 99 asasit confirms that Revenue Canada maymaynotnotalways be cor-

ofofArticleXIII ofofthe Canada-USTax Convention.This revi- rectrectinnnits published interpretations. Where the Income Tax

sion waswasannouncedannouncedinnnthe IncomeTax TechnicalNews No. 44 Convention containsontaanss aa reference toto aa termterm which is notnot

dated 2020February 1995. specificallydefined innnthe ITA, then the ITAITAwill notnotbe rele-
vantvantinnnits interpretation.

IV. THEVERDICTTHE

The Minister'sargument innnKaplanwaswasbased ononSection 33ofof
the Income Tax Conventions InterpretationAct which pro-
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VIEXICO

MEXICO'S NEW TRAnSFERPRICInG RULES
Luis Coronado and Mauricio Monroy

Galaz, Gmez Morfin, Chavero, Yamazaki

I. BACKGROUND - Transfer pricing compliance is highly stressed and its
observance is connected to the criteria used to determine

Most OECD1 Member countries2 have established transfer whetheror not a permanentestablishmentexists.

pricing guidelines in their domestic legislation which take
- Transactions with low tax jurisdictions (tax havens) are

into account the recommendations issued by the organiza- discouraged.
tion's Committee on Fiscal Affairs. Accordingly and in line

- Endorsementof the arm's length principle following the

with the increasingly open nature of Mexico's economy3, OECD's Guidelines. (However certain global formulary
Mexico has decided to incorporate into its internal laws new apportionmentprocedures are retained.)8

The burden ofproof is shifted to the taxpayer, if this bur--

comprehensive legislation on transfer pricing. The new
den is discharged the Hacienda determine thenot mayregime goes beyond the practices and policies adoptedby the
price or amountof consideration.

tax authorities during the Maquiladora4 compliance cam-
Definitions of related party, comparable transactions-

paign that began in January 1995.
and.comparablecompaniesare given. In addition the leg-

The reforms recently enacted include provisions governing: islation provides for certain adjustments to be made to

transferpricing documentationrequirements;- the comparables.
approved transfer pricing methods; -

- The adoption in principle of OECD transfer pricing
multi-yearrulings; a- methods without imposing specific hierarchy.
penalty provisions;

- Recognitionof an arm's length range and principle.Thus-

filing fees; and a price, amountof considerationor operating profit mar--

the time limit before the negativa ficta5 applies in the- gin within the specified range is deemed arm's length-. If
case of transferpricing ruling requests.

the taxpayeris outside the range, the median is deemed to

be the arm's length point.
Although not expressly stated in the new legislation, the leg- - Documentation is required tO evidence arm's length
islators have emphasized in the foreword to the reform the transactions and to be eligible for the reduced penalties
fact that their intent when drafting the provisions'was to set out in the legislation.
ensure that the authorities observed the pre-eminenceof tra- - The Federal Fiscal' Code adopts specific provisions to

ditional methods asmuch as possible6. govern transferpricing rulings.andbilateral APAs and to
allow multi-year rulings, it also includes guidelines on

In the case of disagreement between the taxpayer and the
correspondingadjustments.authorities, the alternative of competent authority interven-

tion based on the tax treaties entered into by Mexico,(which Additionalprovisionsare set out which give the Haciendathe

was not legislatedunder internal laws), is now includedas an power to determine the prices of importations and exporta-
option. This reform brings the Federal Fiscal Code in line tions and other cross-bordercharges, as well as to construct

with the terms negotiatedunder Mexico's various treaties. dividendsunder certaincircumstances.These provisionsgive
the Hacienda greater powers than are normally associated

One of the most notable changes in the law is that taxpayers with traditional transferpricing regimes.
now have to document their foreign related party transac-

tions. Notwithstanding this in the case of domestic transac-

tions, Article 64-A still applies so that the Hacienda7 may
1. The Organisation for Economic Cooperationand Development.
2. Mexico became a memberof the Organisationon 18 May 1994.' continue to determine the taxpayer's income which arises on 3. Mexico has recently introduced trade liberalization, reduced its withhold-

non-arm's length transactions irrespective of the residency ing rates and removedexchangecontrols.

' for tax purposes of the parties. 4. Maquiladorasare in-bond industries that manufacture,process, assemble,
and/orrepairraw materialsand components.The finishedor semi-finishedprod-
ucts are then typicallyexported back to the country of origin.
5. Generally, under Mexican law when a tax authority does not respond to a

taxpayer'sconsultationwithin a period of three monthssubsequentto the formal
II. MAIN POINTS request, it is understood the petition has been rejected.

6. Following the guidelines as set forth in para. 2.49 of the OECD Guidelines
7. MexicanMinistryof Finance and Public CreditThe main points which arise from the new legislationmay be 8. Art. 4 of the IncomeTax Lawforpermanentestablishmentsand fixedbases

summarizedas follows: and Art. 23 for companiesengaged in internationalair and land transportation.
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Relevant transfer pricing provisions included in the Federal their taxable income and authorizeddeductions, to apply
Fiscal Code, Income Tax Law and Federal Law of Dues, to their transactions the prices and amounts of considera-
which went into effect as of 1 January 1997, state the follow- tion that would otherwise have been used with or

ing. between independentparties in comparable transactions.

B. Definition of related partiesIII. ARTICLE 64 GENERALARM'S LENGTH
PRINCIPLE

Under the old regime, the Haciendahad powers to determine

This article sets out the criteria and methods the Hacienda prices on relatedparty transactionswhen a party possessedan

interest in the business of anotherparty, when the parties had
may adopt when assessing income to unrelated parties
engaged in non-arm's length transactions.

common interests or when a third party had interests in the
businessesor goods of both parties. The term interestwas not

The article also gives powers to the Haciendato make adjust- defined. This omission made it difficult to determine the
ments that go beyond the arm's length principle as proposed scope of the transferpricing authority of the Hacienda.
in Chapter I of the OECD Guidelines.For example it permits The article takes the definition of related party firstlynew a
an adjustmentto be made under the arm's length principle in

from the OECD Guidelines, and secondly from Article 9 of
cases involving tax fraud or tax avoidance.9

the Model Tax Convention which clarifies the term and
Further, the legislation seems to conveniently refer to the extends the scope of transferpricing compliance.
arm's length principle and marketvalue as synonymous The definition states that two parties relatednew or more are
for transferpricing purposes. when directly indirectlyparticipates in the administra-one or

Finally, it provides that the Hacienda will take into account tion,10 control or capital of the other, or when a person or

when determining the price or amountof consideration,aris- group of persons directly or indirectly participate in the

ing in connection with import or export transactions or any administration,control or capital of the said parties.
paymentmade abroad, the following criteria:

The current national or foreign market prices. Where Unfortunatelyno definitionhas been given of what is meant

these are not available, the appraisal that the tax authori- by direct or indirect participation neither are the terms

administration,control and capital defined.
ties make or have demanded;

The cost of the goods or services derived by subtracting Likewise,no thresholdofparticipationor otherparametersto

from the market value the percentage of the gross profit
facilitate the applicationof the law hve been given.'1

using the provisions of the Federal Fiscal Code or the
Income Tax Law. The cost will be determinedaccording C. Comparable transactionsand companiesto Mexican GAAP; and

The price at which a taxpayer sells goods acquired from Transactionsand companies are comparablefor transferpric-
anotherentity multipliedby the resultofsubtractingfrom ing purposes when no differences exist among themselves
the unit the coefficient that could be used to determine that significantlyaffect the price, considerationor profitmar-

the taxable income of the referred to taxpayer according gin referred to in Article 65, or where such differencesexist,
to the Income Tax Law. they are eliminatedby means of reasonable adjustments.

It seems that the legislator intended to state that the compari-
son is between the controlled transactions and the compara-

IV. ARTICLE 64-A, ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE ble ones. The usage of inexact comparables is currently an

FOR RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS international trend. Indeed in countries like Mexico which
have limited access to information on companies and which

A. General also lack reliable databases from which to derive transfer

pricing informationit has become establishedpractice.
Until 1996, Article 64-A granted powers to the Hacienda to In order to identify differencesbetween the controlled trans-
determine the prices of related party transactions when such actions and the comparables, guidelines are established that
transactionswere not carried-outunder the arm's lengthprin- correspond to the five OECD factors determining compara-
ciple. bility:
Under the new article:

(a) The arm's length principle as set forth in the OECD
Guidelines is adopted.

(b) Formerly, the burden of proof was on the authorities.
From 1st January the amendment shifts the burden of

proof on to the taxpayers by stating that corporate tax- 9. Para. 1.2 of the OECD Guidelines
10. Directionunder the OECD model.

payers that carry out transactionswith related parties are 11. Both taxpayersand tax authoritieswould benefit if the thresholdof partici-
obligated under the Income Tax Law, when determining pation was explicitlystated.
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1. Characteristicsofthe transactions ican GAAP). For instance, in the case of the cost-plus
Specific guidelines are given for financing, provision of method, the OECD allows the costs and expenses of an enter-

services, sale or use of goods and finally for transactions prise to be grouped into three differentsegments: directcosts,
involving intangibleproperty. indirectcosts ofproduction and operating expenses.

2. Functionalanalysis A gross margin method would build a cost base includingTaking into account the functions or activities, including direct and indirect costs while a net margin approach wouldthe risks and assets of each party. also include operatingexpenses.3. Contractualterms

4. Economic circumstances Under the OECD Guidelinesnet marginsmay show more tol-
5. Businessstrategies erance than gross profits margins to certain functionaldiffer-

Including market penetration, permanence and expan- ences between controlled and uncontrolled transactions.
sion. The Mexican cost-plus method expressly states that the

plus shall be computedby dividing grossprofit by the cost

D. Methods of goods sold, of the comparableoperation or company.

3. Contribution Profit-Split MethodThere are six methods set out in the new Article 65 of the
Income Tax Law. Unlike the OECD Guidelines that discour- Under the description of the application of the Contribution
age the use of transactionalprofitmethods and considerthem Profit-SplitMethod, it is stated that for the divisionofprofits,
as last resort methods, Article 65 allows the application of consideration should be given to elements such as assets,
any of the methods. It does not impose a hierarchy or a best costs and expenses. If these are the only examples that cor-
method approach. respond to a functional analysis, the approach is consistent

The methods are as follows: with the OECD Guidelines, otherwise, this could be viewed

ComparablUncontrolledPrice (CUP) as a sortof formularyapportionment.We believe though, that-

Resale Price Method (RPM) these items were expressly mentioned simply to provide-

Cost-Plus to
- examplesofelements thathave be taken intoaccountwhen

ContributionProfit-Split- applying the profit split method.

ResidualProfit-Split-

TransactionalOperatingMarginMethod (TOMM) 4. The Transactional Operating Margin Method-

Although sufficientprovisions are given to get a basic under- The Transactional Operating Margin Method is defined as

standing of the methods, regulations will be needed to pro-
the method that consists in determining in related party

vide guidance on their potential application.Furthermore,no transactions, the operating profit that would have been
safe harbour provisions are extended to the taxpayer in this obtained by comparable companies or independent parties
transition period, apart from the maquiladoras per the 1996 (sic) in comparable transactions, based on profitability fac-
miscellaneoustax provisions. tors which take into account variables such as assets, sales,

costs, expenses or cash flows.
Legislators stated in the foreword to the tax reform that the
methods were drafted followingOECD Guidelines.Thus the This definitionwhich conceptuallycorresponds to the one set

OECD Guidelines could be taken as a source of interpreta- out in the OECD Guidelines,puts an emphasis on the operat-
tion. However, further legislationmay be required before the ing profit obtainedfrom comparable transactions.This raises

guidelines can be used as an authoritative interpretation in the question as to whethersuch method based on comparable
Mexican courts. transactionsequates to the comparableprofits method (CPM)

under US methodology. The CPM evaluates whether the
The new methods although based on the OECD Guidelines, amount charged in a controlled transaction is arm's length,have certain peculiarities. based on indicators from uncontrolled taxpayers, in other

words, companies rather than transactions.
1. CUP

It seems that the Mexican TOMM would be equivalent to
CUP takes into consideration the same principle as the CPM to the extent that the tested company carries out one
OECD version, however the exclusion of the wording in transaction or a group of segmented transactionsonly, other-
comprablecircumstanceswill create conflicts when estab- wise it could be argued that the method is not in accordance
lishing the criteria for applicability (and thus its reliability,) with the OECD Guidelines since it compares the consolidat-
and when determining the adjustments that must be made to ed global profits ofmultinationalenterprises.
the transactions.

An example illustrating a situation where both methods

2. RPM and Cost-Plus approximateto each otherwould be in the case ofmaquilado-
ras. The individual transaction between a conventional

RPM and Cost-Plus require the use of the gross margins of maquiladora and its parent is the provision of a service.
comparable transactions and do not give the flexibility Meaning that, all endeavours, functions and activities of the
allowed by the OECD of applyingnet margins and projected maquiladora are synthesized in the provision of a service.
costs (Article 65 requires actual costs determinedunderMex- Therefore, from a US transferpricing standpoint, CPM using
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for instance USUS service providers toto establish the transfer Following the spirit ofofthe OECDOECDandandsincesnceenonowrittenprovi-
price ofofthe services.frommaquiladoratotoparent wouldouuldyield sion is contained in the newnewlegislation, taxpayers retain the

aareasonable result. Likewise, from aaMexicanstandpointthe freedom totoapplypppyymethods totoestablishprices notnotcontainedonnaaneedinnn

useuseofofUSUSserviceproviders totoestablishaatransferprice under the legislation provided those prices satisfy the arm's length
the transactionalapproachpproacchunder MexicanTOMM wouldouuldbe principle innnaccordancewith the Guidelinesandandprovided that

acceptable asas well. Nevertheless, this does notnot meanmean that the corresponnding documentatio is prepared andand main-

CPM andandTOMM are equivvalent, anananalysis ononaacase byby tained. Therefore the application ofofaahybrid method is innn

case basis is required. principle aapossibility.

Based on-the above wewewouldouuldlike totoreiterate that this CPM-

style method should be applied with caution especially with
non-US multinationalssincesnceeinnnpractice it maymaynotnotbe strictly V. DOCUMENTATION
as similar totothe OECD'sOECDssTransactionalNet Margin Method
asasit appears totobe at first glance. SSpecific transfer pricing documentation requirements are

establishedwhich require taxpayers totoobtain andandretain.doc-
umentation totoevidence that non-residentrelated partypartytrans-

E. Accoouuntinng principles actions werewerecarried outoutononananarm's length basis. This obli-

gation is effective for transactions that take place ononororafter

For the purposespurposesofofdetermining revenues, costs, gross mar- 11January 1997.

gins, netnetsales, expenses, operating profit, assets andandliabili- Article 64-A empowers the Hacienda to determine the
empowers

ties, accountingccounttnggprinciples generally accepted innn Mexico income arising on related party transactions regardlessofoftheon
should be followed. -.

couuntry ofofresidence ofofthe taxpayers. It wouldwouuldseem that innnseem

This principle is stated innnArticle 6565which addresses transfer principle Mexican resident companies which do notnotenter

pricing methods. In this respect, it is understood that the into anyany non-resident related party transactions areare notnot

items ofofthe tested companycompanyreferred totoinnnthe previous para- obliged toto document their related partyparty transactions. It is

graphrapphshouldbe determinedbased ononMexicanGAAP. Where howevernotnotclear whetherthese companieswouldouuldbe eligible
non-Mexicancomparablesare usedusedtotodetermine the transfer totobenefit from the reduced penalties ififthe Hacienda raised

price, the observance ofofthis provision will require careful ananassessmentassessmentunder Article 7676ofofthe Federal Fiscal Code.

analysis. The fact that documentation should be contemporaneous is

Generally, the useuseofofnon-Mexicancomparableswill require notnotexpressly stated innnitem XIV ofofArticle 5858ofofthe Income

adjustments totothe financiai,statements ofofthe comparables innn
Tax Law which sets outoutthe transfer pricing documentation

respectrespectofofthe accounting/valuationmethod applied totocertainertaann requirements. Nevertheless, aacomprehensive interpretation
transactions. These adjustments are necessary toto brinng the ofofthis andandother transfer pricinngprovisions implies that doc-

financial statementsofofthe comparables innnline with the Mex- umentationshould be contemporaneous.

ican GAAP. Where suchsuchadjustments arearemade, the taxpayer The Haciendamaymayonlynnyyrequest documentationfor complet-
should be prepared totoexplain andandjustify the adjustments. ededfiscal years, innnother words requests for aareview ofofsup-

porting informationmaymayonly be issued tototaxpayers after 3131
March 1998.

F. Applicatioon ofofmethods
Item XIV ofofArticle 5858sets outoutthe followingdocumentation

Taxpayers areareallowed totoobtain rangesrangesofofprices, considera- requirements;
tions or profit margins through the adoption ofofany ofofthe (a) Name, address andandresidence for tax purposespurposesofofrelated

or any
methods authorizedunder Article 6565when determining their parties with which transactionsare carried out, asaswell as

documentationthat discloses the direct ororindirectpartic-
transfer prices. ipation.
Article 6565states that the rangerangemaymaybe adjusted by meansmeansofof (b) Information related totothe functions or activities, assets

statistical methods. No reasonreasonis givengvennwhy this maymaybe nec- usedusedandandrisks assumedby the taxpayer.
essary, although it is understoodthat it is in order totoobtain aa (c) Information andanddocumentation ononthe principal related

statistically representativesample. partypartytransactionsandandcorrespondinngamounts.

This means that the Haciendawill accept methods which use
(d) Details ofofthe method applied under Article 6565incluuding

means accept use information andanddocumentation on comparable transac-
interquuartileranges, BerryBerryyratios, etc.

tions companies.
on

oror

Further, innnconformity with OECDOECDandandIRSIRSGuidelines, the AAquestion arises as to the additional burden that this newto new
Mexicanrules provide that the taxpayerwill be found totohave

requirementwill impose taxpayers, however, echoinng themposeeonon
determined its transfer price ononananarm'srmsslength basis, ififthe views ofofthe OECD, taxpayers should recognize that the pro-
amounts are within the arm'srmss length range. Otherwise, the duction of such documentation

taxpayers
will facilitate the resolutionof such

median will be deemed toto be the arm'sarmss length price. AA ofofpotential transferpricing disputes with the Hacienda.
notable deviation however, from the IRSIRSregulations is that
the taxpayerneedneedonly apply oneonemethod.
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VI. TRANSACTIONSWITH LOW TAX al agreements with countries with which Mexico has a tax

JURISDICTIONS treaty. In these cases, the Hacienda may totally or partially
waive surchargesprovided that the tax authorities of the other

A salient aspect of the 1997 Mexican tax reform is ,the country have not accrued interest in favour of the taxpayeror

attempt to discourage transactionswith low tax jurisdictions. refunded the correspondingtax.

In this respect, it is established that, unless proved otherwise, Hence, the Mexican authorities through the mutual agree-
transactions with corporations or entities located or resident ment procedure negotiated in tax treaties, may be able to

in a low tax jurisdiction,will be deemed to be: resolve disputes over juridical double taxation arising from
transactionsbetweenrelated parties; and transfer pricing adjustments.-

not carried out on an arm's length basis.
some new

-

The above paragraph is inconsistent with of the
This will automatically give the authorities the power to provisions of the Income Tax law due to the fact that the rul-
determine the price, considerationor profit marginunless the ings issued under the terms ofArticle 34 of the FederalFiscal

taxpayer can prove through documentation properly pre- Code enables a determinationof the profitability level of a

pared12 that either arm's length prices were used or that the taxpayerwhereas the new Article 34-A states that APAs will
transactionswere betweenindependentparties. authorize the adoptionof a methodology for determining the

a
This provision, goes beyond the scope of the Guidelines profitability level of taxpayer.

issued by the OECD which state that Tax administrators A 4,000 Mexicanpeso (MXN) filing fee is establishedfor the
should not automatically assume that associated enterprises processing of a transfer pricing ruling, and a MXN 800 fee
have sought to manipulate their profits. Clearly there is a for the review of each annual report on the application of a

!
risk that taxpayersmay incur double taxationwhere they deal transfer pricing ruling.
with related parties resident in countries includedi the red

In principle under the new regime taxpayers, primarilylist that are not tax havens from a tax and-economic stand-

point. maquiladoras,which have not yet received their ruling, may
be eligible for a multi-year ruling. Further confirmation of
this point is advisedbeforefiling with the Hacienda.

Vil. TRANSFER PRICING RULINGS AND Generally, taxpayers (subject to certainexceptions)may only
DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS file two amended returns. Taxpayers will be allowed to file

amended returns based on an adjustment resulting from

Mexico,commencedthe enforcementof transfer,pricingpr-
mutual agreement procedure irrespective of such limitation.

visions in 1995 with a transfer pricing ruling campaign for Based on current experience the Hacienda may also waive

maquiladoras. surcharges for the unpaid taxes if the correspondingpayment
is made within the mandated time frame after the ruling is

A significant addition to the Federal Fiscal Code under new notified.
' Article 34-A, allows the Hacienda to issue transfer pricing

rulings covering up to nine years. The year of issuance, and
the next and/orpast four years.

Vili. CONSTRUCTIVEDIVIDENDS
This new article gives the Hacienda the authority to reach
extended Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs)with taxpay- The changes to the law affecting constructivedividends
ers. Under the old legislation the Hacienda was precluded

con-

flict with the OECD Guidelines since paragraph 1.36 of the
from issuing rulings dealing with more than one fiscal year. Guidelines states that examination by the tax authoritiesan

A period of eight months is established for the Hacienda to should be based on the transactionactuallyundertakenby the
resolveAPAs. It is understoodthat, unless this is achievedthe associated enterprise and only in exceptional cases should
terms solicitedby the taxpayerwill be rejected. that transactionbe disregardedor reconstructed.Furthermore

the OECD believes that restructuring legitimate businessAn importantaspect is the fact that to this date the writtenpri- transactions is arbitrary and could result in double taxation.
vate rulings include wording that confirm the usage of a

mark-up rather than the new methodology stated in the The constructivedividendprovisionsof the IncomeTax Law
amendmentto the FederalFiscal Code. This togetherwith the were amended to incorporate the definition of related party
introduction of multi-yearrulings implies that it will be nec- and to add two new situations that trigger a constructivedivi-
essary to substantiallymodify the content ofprivate rulings. dend:

Taxpayers are encouraged under the OECD guidelines to (a) interest not deductible in accordance with item XV of

reach extended APAs especially when the application of tra- Article 24 of the Income Tax Law (non-arm's length
ditional methods is not straightforward or is difficult to interest)
apply,13 accordingly the Hacienda should facilitate this pro-
cess.

Further, legal precedence is establishedfor bilateralAPAs by
12. I.e. prepared under the guidelines given in Sec. XIV of Art. 58 of the
Income Tax Law.

providing that transferpricing rulings may arise from bilater- 13. Para. 4.124 of the OECD Guidelines
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(b) interest arising from back-to-back loans, even when Article 78 of the Customs Law, establishes that linkage
granted through financial institutions resident in Mexico exists, among other instances, when there is an employee-
or abroad. employerrelationshipor when the parties are members of the

In this respect the arm's length principle is invoked in order same family.
to avoid the recharacterizationof interest payments as profit No distinction is made between business and non-business
distributions, interestingly there are no thin capitalization transactions.Thus these provisions go beyond the traditional
rules and thus there may be difficulty in applying the arm's scopeof transferpricing provisions.
length provisions.

XI. MAQUILADORAS
IX. PENALTIES It is expected that the 1997 transfer pricing provisions for

The provisions of the Federal Fiscal Code include the possi- Maquiladoraswill be issued later in 1997. It is also expected
that the safe harbour and APA provisions effective in 1996

bility of reduced penalties where the taxpayer has complied will be extended to 1997.
with the transferpricing documentationrequirements.

Under previous law, the maquiladoraexpressly did not con-
Penalties may be reduced as follows: stitute permanentestablishmentfor the foreign related enti-a
(a) By 25 per cent of the tax omitted when the payment of

the tax on the adjustment is made before the Hacienda ty, irrespective of the factthat certain transactions may have
indeed otherwiseconstituteda permanentestablishmentsuch

gives notificationof the resolutionof the assessment.
as the provision of dependent personal services. It seems

(b) For overstated losses, 15 per cent to 20 per cent of the from. the reform that the Hacienda considers that a
overstatement.

a
(c) In other cases, 35 per cent to 50 per cento of tax.

maquiladora will always constitute permanent establish-
ment of the foreign related party.

Nevertheless, under a Transitory Article of the 1997 tax

X. PERSONAL INCOME TAX SUBJECTS reform, it is stated that non-residents that act in Mexico

through a Maquiladorawill not be deemed to have a perma-
nent establishment in Mexico if,their documentationprovesTransferpricingprovisionsare traditionallyaddressed to cor-
that the transactions carried out with the Maquiladora are

porate entities and individuals that carry out business activi-
established arm's length basis, and that such documen-

ties. Under OECD Guidelines reference is generally made to
on an

tation is delivered to the tax authorities'when so requested.MNE (Multinational enterprise) groups or associated enter-

prises, suggesting that transfer pricing guidelines apply pre- Maquiladoras that hav received rulings from the Hacieda

cisely to commercial transactions. On the other hand, the enjoy the followingbenefits:
same guidelines state that transferpricing should not be con- - observanceof the agreed mark-up;14
fused with problems of tax fraud or tax avoidance. - no permanent establishment is deemed for the non-res-

ident related party; and
Under the new wordingofArticle 74 of the IncomeTax Law

waiver foreign owned-

which governs general taxation aspects for individuals, the
asset tax on assets.

definitionof relatedparty is extendedto cases wherelinkage
exists among them (the parties) in accordance with customs 14. Thus the Haciendamay not'attributegreater income to the taxpayermerely
legislation. by raising the mark-up.
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Moonnoographonontax.avoidance.The authorautthoorr Meens, K.L.H. van. Ervven, schenken enenfiscus. 7th Edition.
discusses from aaccomparativve.perspeectivvethethee BuitenlandsereecchtssperssooneeninnnNederland. Deevveenter, Kluwer. 1996.
issue ofoftaxaaxxavoidancevvooidannceevs. thetheeabuseabuseofoflaw. Devveenter, Kluwer. 1996. KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 2, pp. 162.
The author alsoasso givesgvessananoverviewovvervveew ofofthetheeanti- Fiscaal Actueel, pp. 92. NLG 40. NLG 35. ISBN: 9090200200181018108.
avoidance techniqueseecchnnquuessadoptedadopteedinn vaousvaarouusscivilcvvil ISBN: 9090200200184718477. SeventhSeevveentthrevisedevsseedandandupdated edition ofof
andandcommon lawaaw states. Finnally, aadetailed The authorsautthorssdealdealwith foreign ccoompaanies monographonongifts andandinheritance tax.

description is providedrovideedofofthetheefolloowing issues, havinghaavvng their businessbussnesssactivitiesinn thethee (B. 11115.7554)
each from thetheepoint ofofviewveew ofofGerman law: Netherlands. Descriptioon is givengvveennofofthetheeDutch
thetheeapproachppprooacchofofthetheeGerman legislator totothethee legaleggaalframeworkrelatinng totothetheereeccoognitioonofof Tarieven het bbeedrijfsleevveen 1996.voor
proobleem ofoftaxtxxavvoiddancce; thetheegeneral anti- aaforeign ccoompanny. AAccoomparativvearticle isss De oontwikkkelinngeen gemeeentelijkevan
avoidanceproovisioon ofofGerman domestic lawaaw devoted toooforeign vs. localooccaalcompanycompany bbelastinngeen tarieven

van
in de vier steden

andandthetheecase lawaaw on ththgeneral anti-avoidance structures andandactivities. SSpecial attention is
enen nn de grote

on

proovisioon. paidpaaidtooothetheeresiddency, non-discriminationandand
enendedegemeeenteen innndedeRegio Amsterdam.

(B. 11115.88110) emigration/immigrationasspeects. Some Amsterdaam,EconomischeZaaken, Afd.

eexxaamples ofofforeign entities structuressuchsuchas Resseearcch, Amsteel 1, 1011PN Amsterdam.
as

Delaware Inc., LiechtensteinStiftuunng andand 119996, pp. 38.

Netherlands Annstalt, etc. are giveen. The texts ofofthethee
Tax ratesraeessfor businessesbuussneesssess1996. The

are

prooposaas presented totothetheeParliamenton Wet developmentdeevveeooppmeenntofoflocaloccaaltaxestaxessandandrates inn thethee
on

four main cities andandmuunicipalities in thetheenn

Coonnyn, G.A.A.; Emmerig,B.; Etteema, C.M.;
formeel buitenlandseveennnnoootschhap(No. Amsterdam Informationbookletarea.

Kooele,,I.A.;Mens, K.L.H. van. 224.11339) andandWetconflictrecht ccorporatiess
incluudinng financial impact ,bbusinesses,withon

OvernemenOvveereemeennen doorstartenvan bbedrijvveen innn (No. 224..114411) are appenndded. tables.
mppactt

en van

financilemooeilijkkhheeddeen. (B. 11115.77770)
(B. 11115.88665)

Deeveenter, Kluwer. 1996.
Fiscaal Actuueeel, pp. 83. NLG 40. BureauBuureeaau Francis Leefeebvvre; LoyensLoyens&

ISBN: 9090200200184618469. Volkmaaars; Teksten,intemationaal& EG bbelastingreeccht.

Moonoographddeealing withreeorgaanizzation, Oppeenhoff& Rdler. SaameengestellddoordoorC. vanvanRaad. 9th Edition.

mergers andandaccquisitioonnsofofbusinessesbussnessssesshavinghavvnngg Hybrid finnaancinnginnnBelgiuum, Fraancce, Deevveenter, Kluwer. 1199996, pp. 121.1.

finannciaalprooblemsinnnorderrrderrtoo restart their (or(or Germany'and'thetheeNetherlands. ISBN: 9090200200183518353.

part ofofthheir) activities. Separatechapters are Amsterddam, IBFD PublicationsBV; Paris, Ninth uupddateed edition ofofaaccoompilatioonofof
are

devoted too thetheecorporatecoorporaaeeincome taxaax andand
Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1199996, pp. 140. entire texts andandextracts ofoftax'treaties

turnoveruurnnoovverrtaxaaxxaspeects, andandtooointernational NLG 50. ISBN: 9090701257012587870. concludedbetweenbetweeeennthetheeNetherlandsandandotherttherr

impliccatioonsofofthetheereeorganizatioon. Coomparativverevieweevveew ofofthetheetaxtaxtreatmentofof countries. This edition containscoontaannssthetheeccoomplete

(B. 11115.7711) hybbrid financing inn thetheeresspeectivvecountries. textextofofthethe 19961996Netherlands--Denmarktaxaax

Introductionidentifies thetheebasic.issuessssuueeofofdebt treeaty, andandthethee19951995Netherlands--Finlandtaxax

Glaadpoootjees,T.A. versusversuseequity, descbesdeesscribessthethe useuseofofhybrid treeaty. Extractsofofthetheenewnewtreaties concluded

Het.nieuweaaannmerkelijk-b'elaanngreegime. finaancing inn international taxaax planningpaannng andand with Israel andandSlovakia andandwith thetheeCzech

Deveenter,Kluwer. 1996. related obstacles (anti-avvoidancce),and.lists.thethee Reepuublic, andandthetheeproposedproposedchangeschaangessinn the taxaxx

Fiscaal Actuueeel, pp. 107. NLG 47.50. mostmostcommon forms. Coouuntry cchhapters regulatioons ofoftheKinngddoom ofofthe Netherlands

ISBN: 9090200200185118515. prooviddeedetailedddescriptioons, incluudinng are also included. Texts'ofofthe OECD 1199663,

AnAnnoverviewovvervveew ofofthetheeproposalrooppossaaltooochangechangethe lawaw interactionofofnational lawaw andandtaxaxxtreaties. 11977/11992-11995mooddels, the Dutch standaard

on substantial shharehholdinngspreseenteed to the (B. 11115.55006) vverdrag 19871987and;the UN Model Convention
on to
Parliament innnJuneJune1199996, with specialppeccaal

1199880, areareappenndded.
references too thethe individual income taax, Obluudda, S. (B. 11115.77888)

corporate income tax, netnetwealth taxaax andandwage Directeur-aandeelhouderinn zaken inn

tax. The texteextofofthethe proposalproposalisssaappeendeed. Duitsland.

(B. 11115.773) Deevveenteer, Fed. 1996. Soviet Union
Euroopareeeks,No. 6, pp. 177. NLG 37.

Doinng businessbuussnnessssinnnthetheeNetherlands. ISBN: 9090600260026976977.

Amsterddam,Price Waterhouse. 1199996, pp. 263. Bookletdeealinng with German taxaaxxsystem, taxaaxx
Cheeastry, Adrieennnne; Davis, Jeffrey M.

Guide toooassist thosethoseeinterested innndoingdonng law andandlegal aspectsspeecctsrelevanteeevvanttfor.aaDutch Fiscal transition innncountries ofofthetheeformer

businessbussnesssiitheNethherlannds,thee basedbaseden material small orormedium-sized'businessman/director SovietSoovvettUnion. An interimnterrm assessment.
on

assembled on 11 January 1996. Information is shareholderrefectinng the lawaw innnforce at Washinngtoon,IMF InternationalMoonnetary
on

givengveen on fooreign investmentnvveestmeenttandandtrade JanuaryJaanuuaaryy1996. Fund. 1996.
on

oppoortuunitiees, innvvestmenttinccentivves,baannking (B. 11115.6999) IMF Working PaperPaperWP/996/6611, pp. 32.

andandfiinnaancce, labour'relations'andandsocialsocial
This paperpaperexamines fiscal stabilization inn thethee

seeccurity, aauuditinng andandaccccoouuntinng, taxationofof Leeeeuween, C.H.J. vaan; Kooeedoooodder,M.T.M.; Balticcs, Ruusssia, andandotherttheerrcountries ofofthethee

ccorporatioonsandandinndividduuaas, sharehholders, Mens, N.F.M. former Soviet Union innnthetheelastasttfour yeears,

foreign ccoompanies, VATandandother indirect Praktijkkgidsartiest & recht 1996. Fisccale, ccoontrastinng.thhepath eennvissageed atatthetheeoutset ofof

taxes. socialeenjuridischheen informatie voorvoorartiest, their transitionwith actualctuuaalddeevveloopments.
(B. 11115.88003) orgaanisator,managerenenadviseur. (B. 11115.55776)

Deevveenter, Kluwer. 1199996, pp. 323. NLG 49.50.
SchematischoverzichtvanvandedeNederlandse ISBN: 9090312312138113810.

belastingeen.30th Edition. Saameengeestelddoordoor Book containingcontanngdescriptionofofthethe taax, socialsooccal
J.W. Ilsink enenJ. Schuurman. andandlegal provisionsconcerningconcernngartissts,
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Spain Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. INTERNATIONAL
1996, pp. 520. GBP 39.95.

Schnieder,Ernst-August. ISBN: 1 86012 290 6. International taxationofdividends
Die Krperschaftsteuer-ein Rechtsvergleich A comprehensiveguide to the taxation reconsidered in lightof corporate tax
zwischen Spanien und Deutschland. provisionsrelating to land transactionsup to integration.Proceedingsof a Seminar
Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. and including the 1996 FinanceAct. This organizedjointly with the OECD in Toronto in
EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, edition takes into account the implicationsof 1994 during the 48th Congress of the IFA
Rechtswissenschaft,pp. 240. DEM 69. the changes to the treatmentof interest InternationalFiscal Association.
ISBN: 3 631 49936 1. following the introductionof the loan The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1995.
Comparativestudy of the corporate.tax relationshiprules in the Finance Act 1996. It IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 19A,
systems of Germany and Spain. Covers double includes a comprehensivechapter on the pp. 82. ISBN: 90411 0871 8.
taxation and its reliefboth in a national context landfill tax, VAT tribunal decisions and (B. 115.038)
(shareholderintegration)as well as in an commentary,cases relevant to property taxes,
internationalcontext (foreign tax credit and tax planning aspects, council tax, inheritance Environmentaltaxes and charges. Proceedings
exemption). Choice of business form, foreign tax and stamp duties. of a Seminarheld in Florence, Italy in 1993
base companiesand worldwideversus source- (B. 115.846) during the 47th Congress of the International
based taxation are also dealt with. Fiscal Association.
(B. 115.800) Price Waterhouse. The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1995.

Tolley's estate planning 1996/97. A IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 18D,
comprehensiveguide to practical taxation 201. ISBN: 90 411 0068 7.
strategies.

pp.

Ukraine Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd.
(B. 114.881)

1996, pp. 504. GBP 39.95. The internationalguide to partnerships.The constitutionof Ukraine 1996. ISBN: 1 86012 289 2. Editors Kees van Raad and Rijkele Betten.Reading, BBC Monitoring,CavershamPark, The book provides essential guidance on how Amsterdam,IBFD PublicationsBV. 1996.Reading 8TZ, United Kingdom. 1996, pp. 22. to formulate a plan for the provision,holding NLG 595. ISBN: 90 70125 93 5.GBP 33. and devolutionof personal and family This loose-leafpublicationexamines in depthEnglish translationof the Constitutionof resources.This edition takes accountof the the full international implicationsof all formsUkraineas published in the Holos Ukrayiny changes made by the FinanceAct 1996, ofpartnerships,with reference law
newspaperon 14 July 1996. including the changes to inheritance tax relief

to company
and tax law. Subjects covered include, inter(B. 115.747) for business property and agriculturalproperty. alia, the managementof a partnership, the

(B. 115.766) liability of the partners and the dissolution of a

United Kingdom Trusts: an introduction. partnership.The intitial release contains the

Nottingham, Inland Revenue, Ferrerd House, chapters on the Netherlands,Switzerlandand
the United States. Austria and Spain will be

PO Box 38, Castle Meadow Road, NottinghamThe tax debt handbook. added shortly, the full complementcomprisesNG2 1BB, United Kingdom. 1996.London, Tax Aid CharitableTrust, Linburn
Personal TaxpayerSeries, No. IR152, 17.

12 country chapters.
House, 342 Kilbum High Road, LondonNW6 pp. (B. 115.840)
2QJ. 1996, pp. 332. GBP 32.50. A short guide to basic types of trusts and how

ISBN: 1 900577 05 4. they are taxed. Non-residenttrustees are not
Secondaryadjustmentsand related aspects ofcovered. Covers main features of trustsReferencebook on all aspects of tax debt, from transferpricing corrections.Proceedingsof a

checking and challenging the amount including their taxation and self-assessment
Seminarheld in Toronto, Canada, in 1994issues as well as Inland Revenue addresses.demanded, through negotiatingwith the during the 48th Congress of the International

Collector, to the legal enforcementof tax (B. 115.864) Fiscal Association.
debts. Includes considerationson the changes Peake, Robert; Burkert, Manfred. The Hague, KluwerLaw International. 1996.
to be introducedunder self-assessment. IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 19B,UK/Germany tax treaty. A practical guide.(B. 115.791) The Hague, KluwerLaw International, pp. 68. NLG 80. ISBN: 90 411 0158 6.

P.O. Box 85889,2508 CN The Hague, The (B. 115.293)
Hancock,Dora. Netherlands. 1995, pp. 187. NLG 100.
Taxationpolicy & practice. 4th Edition. ISBN: 90411 0119 5. Stotsky, Janet G.
London, InternationalThomsonBusiness Referencesource book for tax advisers, Gender bias in tax systems.
Press, BerkshireHouse, 168-173 High professionalsand managementinvolved in Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund.

.

Holbom, London WC1V7AA. 1996, pp. 352. internationalstructures, tax planning and 1996.
GBP 19.99. ISBN: 1 86152 000 X. advice, both in Germany and the United IMFWorking Paper WP/96/99,pp. 18.
Updated to include the 1996 FinanceAct. Kingdom and throughout the world. Explains This paper examines the nature ofgenderbias
Annually updated textbookdesigned to the provisions in the UK-Germandouble in tax systems. Gender bias takes both explicit
provide students with thorough understanding taxation convention and deals with the tax and implicit forms. Explicitgender bias is
of the principlesof taxation. Written in an treatmentof sources of income and capital found in many personal income tax systems.
accessiblestyle with examples, activities and gains arising within the UK which are owned (B. 115.854)
questions throughout, this book is an ideal by German residents.
introduction to taxation, fiscal policy and (B. 115.024) ; How domestic anti-avoidancerules affect
decisionmaking. (B. 115.789) double taxationconventions.Proceedingsof a

The Adjudicator'sOffice annual report 1996. Seminarheld in Toronto, Canada in 1994
Whillans's tax tables. 52nd Edition. London,The Adjudicator'sOffice, Haymarket during the 48th Congress of the International
London, Butterworths. 1996, pp. 101. House, 28 Haymarket,London SW1Y4SP. Fiscal Association.
GBP 3.96. ISBN: 0 406 06449 0. 1996, pp. 93. .The Hague, KluwerLaw International, 1995.
Revised edition of 1996-97 tax tables up to Annual report of the Adjudicatorfor the Inland IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 19C,
1 September 1996. Revenue, Customs and Excise and pp. 50. NLG 55. ISBN: 90 411 0070 9.
(B. 115.828) ContributionsAgency reviewing the year's (B. 114.882)

problems and complaintsconcerning these
Maas, RoberrW. institutions. Dolzer, Rudolf; Stevens, Margrete.
Tolley'sproperty taxes 1996/97. 9th Edition. (B. 115.866) Bilateral investmenttreaties.
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The Hague, KluwerLaw International, The purposeof this paper is to review recent formulatingactivist tax policies to reduce
P.O. Box 85889,2508CN The Hague, The developments in military expenditures unemployment.
Netherlands. 1995, pp. 330. NLG 194.43. worldwideand for differentcountry groups, (B. 115.577)
ISBN: 90411 0065 2. present a preliminaryanalysis of the effect of
This study reviews modern bilateral changes in military spending on other Model Tax Conventionon Income and on

investment treaty (BIT) practice as it relates to expendituresand fiscal'stance,and assess the Capital. OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs.
all the provisions found in a typical BIT. After resilienceof military spending in the face of September 1996. Condensedversion. 2nd
offering some general considerations,the book fiscal adjustment. Edition.
examines the scope of applicationof BITs, (B. 115.579) Paris, OECD Organisationfor EconomicCo-

.

with respect to both investmentsand investors, operation and Development. 1996, pp. 253.
and to the application in time of investment Alesina,A.; Perotti, R. FRF 150. ISBN: 92 64 15284 9.
treaties. The study then reviews provisions Budget deficits and budget institutions. Second edition of the condensedversion of the
relating to the admissionof investments,and Washington, IMF InternationalMonetary loose-leafpublicationentitled Model Tax
the treatmentstandard offered by host Fund. 1996. Conventionon Income and on Capital,
countries, including a review of transfer IMF Working Paper WP/96/52, pp. 32. originallypublished in 'September 1992. This
clauses. Finally it discusses the expropriation This paper discusses how differentprocedurs shorter version contains the full text of the
provisions, and concludes the study with an may lead to different fiscal outcomes, Model Tax Conventionas it read on 1
analysis of BIT provisions on dispute particularly to differentdegrees of fiscal September 1996, but omits the historical notes
settlements and subrogation. discipline. It examines theoretical arguments and annexes, which include a detailed list of
(B. 115.876) that link procedural-rulesto fiscal outcomes, it tax conventionsbetween OECD member

also emphasizes the limits of the literature, and countries and the text of the Recommendations
Amold, Brian J.; McIntyre,MichaelJ. suggests several issues open for further of 31 March 1994 and 21 September 1995.
International tax primer. research. By reviewing the empirical evidence (B. 115.805)
The Hague, KluwerLaw International,P.O. drawn from OECD countries, Latin American

Box 85889,2508 CN The Hague, countries, and the USA, the paper concludes

The Netherlands. 1995, pp. 149. NLG 58.30. that budgetprocedures are-important
ISBN: 90 411 0959 5. determinantsof fiscal outcomes. LATIN AMERICA .

Introductoryanalysis of the major issues that a (B. 115.578)

country mustconfront in designing its Chile
international tax rules and in coordinating Hagen,Jrgen von; Harden, Ian.

those rules with the tax systems of its trading Budgetprocesses and commitmentto fiscal
Holzman,Robert.

partners. discipline. Pension reform, financial market development,
(B. 115.183) Washington, IMF InternationalMonetary

Fund. 1996. and economicgrowth. Preliminaryevidence
IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/78, pp. 34. from Chile.

Lupoi, Maurizio. This paper develops a political-economy Washington,IMF InternationalMonetary
Trust laws of the world. A collectionof Fund. 1996.model of the budgetprocess focusing on the
original texts.

common pool problemof the public budget. IMFWorking Paper WP/96/94,pp. 47.
Rome, ETI EditorialeTributaria Italiana, Viale (B. 115.581) The Chilean pension reform of 1981, in which
Mazzini 25, 00195 Rome, Italy. 1996, Chile moved from an unfunded to a funded
pp. 1078. Buiter, Willem H. scheme, has considerableattraction for other
Trust laws from 40 countries are collected in Generationalaccounts, aggregatesavings, and countries in Latin America and Central and
this book, spanning from mid-XIXcentury to intergenerationaldistribution. Eastern Europe. This paper presents empirical
early 1996. Washington,IMF InternationalMonetary data and preliminaryeconometric testing of

(B. 115.780) Fund. 1996. the claimed growth, capital formation, and

IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/76, pp. 27. saving effects and highlights the theoretical

Premchand,A. This paper asks and answers two questions. underpinningsof these claimed'effects.

Erosion of expendituremanagementsystem. First: what do generationalaccounts tell us (B. 115.853)
An unintendedconsequenceof donor about the way the governmentbudget affects

approaches. intergenerationaldistributionSecond: what Holzman,Robert.

Washington,IMF IntemationalMonetary do generational accounts (augmentedwith Pension reform, financial marketdevelopment,
Fund. 1996. generation-specificpropensities to consume and economicgrowth. Preliminaryevidence

IMFWorking Paper WP/96/102,pp. 13. out of lifetime resources) tell us about the from Chile.

The paper considers the various procedures effect of the budgeton saving Washington, IMFInternationalMonetary
and practices relating to budgetingand (B. 115.580) Fund. 1996.

accounting for foreign aid, and points out that IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/94,pp. 47.

as a result.ofthe high degree of ringfencing The Chilean pension reform of 1981, in which
associatedwith the aid, a kind of functional OECD Chile moved from an unfunded to a funded

diarchy has emerged with serious implications scheme, has considerableattraction for other
for expendituremanagementin the recipient Zee, Howell H. countries in Latin America and Central and
countries. It concludes that more structured Taxation and unemployment.

Eastern Europe. This paper presents empirical
negotiations, improved.informationsystems as Washington,IMF InternationalMonetary data and preliminaryeconometric testing of
well as performanceagreementshave the Fund. 1996. the claimed growth, capital formation, and

potentialof avoiding the problems now IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/45,pp. 52. saving effects and highlights the theoretical
encountered. underpinningsof these claimedeffects.This paper reviews conceptual linkages
(B. 115.851) between taxation and unemployment,available (B. 115.853)

empirical evidence and country policies.that
Gupta, S.; Schiff, J.; Clements,B. may have a bearing on these linkages in the
Worldwidemilitary spending, 1990-95. OECD and in a sample of developing and

Washington, IMF InternationalMonetary transitionaleconomies. It concludes that the
Fund. 1996. emphasis in policy should be placed on

IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/64, pp. 36. minimizing tax distortions, rather than on
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NORTH AMERICA Loose-leaf release' 1

Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket
Informationskontor.

Canada Services
Corporate tax strategy 1996-97. European Union
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 225. Received between 1 and 31
ISBN: 0 433 40389 6. January 1997 Handboekvoor de Europese Gemeenschappen
Practical suggestions, in the form of tax - Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.
tactics, to help to reduce and monitor the release 375
corporation's tax liability throughout the year. Africa Deventer, Kluwer.
The book deals with corporate income taxes,
both federal and provincial, taking into Droit des affaires en Afrique
accountcurrent legislation and proposals as of (formerly:Fiscalitafricaine) France15 June 1996.

f releases 21 and 22
(B. 115.798) Paris, Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique. Fiscalitpratique Impts indirects-

release 3
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre.

USA Australia
Juris Classeur- Droit fiscal-Fiscalit

1996 U.S. master tax guide. By CCH Tax Law Australian tax practice: immobilire

Editors.
-Rulings and guidelines release 94

releases 202 and 203 Paris, Ed. du Juris Classeur.
Chicago, CCH Incorporated, North Ryde, Butterworths.
4025 W. PetersonAvenue, Chicago, Il 60646- Rglementationsocialepratique/Scurit
6085.1995,pp. 672. Australianstamp duties law sociale lgislationdu travail
This latest edition reflects all income tax law Tolhurst-Wallace-Zipfinger release 1
changes that affect 1995 tax returns, including release 144 Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre.
legislative amendmentsmade by the Uruguay North Ryde, Butterworths.
Round AgreementsAct of 8 December 1994,
which implementedagreements relating to the

1 GATT. Germany
(B. 115.830) Austria

Bonner HandbuchRechnungslegung-
Kommentarzum Gewerbesteuergesetz AufstellungPrufung und Offenlegungdes

The complete Internal Revenue Code.
release G Jahresabschlusses

July 1996 edition. Vienna, Anton Orac Verlag. Hofbauer-Kupsch
New York, RIA - Research Institute of release 38
America. 1996, pp. 370. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag.
All the income, estate and gift, employment,
excise, procedureand administrative Belgium Einkommensteuer-und Krperschaft-
provisions updated to reflectall tax legislation steuergesetzmit Nebengesetze
through 30 June 1996. Also includes the 1996 Guide fiscal,permanent Raupach-Herrmann
Small Business Health Insuranceand Welfare releases 700-719 release 186
Reform Acts, and the TaxpayerBill ofRights. Diegem, Ced Samsom. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

(B. 115.787)
Einkommensteuergesetz- Kommentar

Worldwide tax treaty index 1996/97. PartI: Canada release 69
Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.

Worldwidetax treaties. Part II: U.S. tax

treaties and their legislativehistories. Canada's tax treaties
Handbuchder Bauinvestitionenund

Arlington,Tax Analysts. 1996, pp. 231.
release 54

Immobilien-Kapitalanlagen
ISBN: D 918255 03 1. Markham, Ont., Butterworths.

release 86
This Tax Analysts' collection of.bilateral, Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.Foreign investmentin Canada
multilateral,and model tax treaties includes release 6
over 3000 treaties, protocols, and similar Handbuchder GmbH
documents from 181 countries. In addition to Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional

Eder-Heuser-Tillmann-Gaul
comprehensivetreaties concerning taxes on

Publishing. releases 75 and 76
income and capital, this collection includes

Taxationof real estate in Canada Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.
estate, inheritanceand gift tax treaties, limited

Atlas
agreementsconcerning taxationof income Kommentarzum Gewerbesteuergesetz
derived.fromshipping and air transport, and

release 2
Lenski-Sternberg

informationexchangeand administrative Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
release 78

assistanceagreements. It also includes US Publishing. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.
social security totalizationagreementsand
model tax treaties. Includes electronic and Steuererlasse in Karteiform
microfichedatabase citations.The index is Denmark releases 422-424
current through 1 August 1996. Cologne, VerlagDr Otto.Schmidt.
(B. 115.908) Skattebestemmelser

Skattenyt-Kronologisk SteuergesetzeI-

releases 1 and 2 release 114
Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck.-
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Steuerrechtder betrieblichenAlterversorgung Fiscale modellen - Invorderingswet
Ahrend-Frster-Rssler release 68 releases 90 and 91
release 13 Deventer, Kluwer. - Lokale belastingenen milieuheffing
Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. release 48

Fiscale wetten - Loonbelasting
Steuerrechtssprechungin Karteiform release 247 releases 667-669
releases 539 and 540 Deventer, Fed/Kluwer. - Omzetbelasting
Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. releases 312 and 313

Handboekvoor de in- en uitvoer - Vennootschapsbelasting1969
Umsatzsteuergesetz(Mehrwertsteuer) - Algemenewetgeving inzake douane release 401
Hartmann-Metzenmacher) releases 51-53 Deventer,Kluwer.
releases 6 and 7 - Gecombineerdenomenclatuur

Bielefeld,Erich ShmidtVerlag. releases 129-131
Deventer, Kluwer. Peru

Umsatzsteuergesetz(Mehrwertsteuer)-
Kommentar Kluwers subsidieboek
Rau-Drrwachter-Flick-Geist release 177 Impuesto a la renta

release 86
release 87 Deventer, Kluwer.

Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.
San Isidro, Editorial Economiay Finanzas.

Kluwers tarievenboek
release466

International Deventer, Kluwer. United Kingdom

Modellenvoor de rechtspraktijk Simon's Tax Cases
Interfisc tax treaty service

release 157 releases 1,2 and 3
John Dewhurst
release 75 Deventer, Kluwer. London; Butterworths.

London, J.F. Chown.
Nederlandseregelingenvan internationaal Simon's DirectTax Service
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LUXEMBOURG

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW UNITED STATES-LUXEMBOURG
DOuBLeTaxTReaTY

Jean Schaffner
Zeyen Beghin Feider Loeff Claeys Verbeke, Luxembourg and Paris

I. INTRODUCTION non-resident foreigners only. Residents and citizens should

always be subject to US taxes on their worldwide income. A

On 3 April 1996, Luxembourgand the United States signed a tax treaty should not decrease resources of the US revenue

new comprehensivedouble tax treaty (DTA) which is intend- and should not facilitate tax avoidance.

ed to replace the old treaty of 18 December.1962 (the 1962 The scope and the impact of the saving clause are, however,
treaty). The DTA has not yet been ratified by.the contracting reducedby the methods for the eliminationofdouble taxation
states, mainly because 1996 was an election year in the and by Article 1 of the DTA itself. Indeed, Luxembourg is
United States. It is likelythat ratificationwill occur in 1997 neverthelessallowed to fully tax the persons falling under the
and that the DTA will then come into effect on 1 January saving clause.provided the treaty confers the right to tax to
1998. Luxembourg (Article 25(3)). The United States will allow

The purpose of the DTA is to adapt the framework of Lux- Luxembourg tax as a credit against US tax due by their res-

embourg-US relations to the current US tax treaty policy, idents and citizens, who fall under the scope of the saving
reflected by other recent US double tax treaties (e.g. the clause. In other words, the saving clause does not have an

treaties signed with France on 31 August 1994 and with the impact on Luxembourg tax revenue, but may negate Luxem-

Netherlands1 on 18 December 1992.2) bourg tax advantages that would otherwise have been avail-
able to US residents and citizens.

One of the objectivesofthe United States when renegotiating
the 1962 treaty was to include restrictions in the new tax Article 1(4) of the DTA further provides (i) that the saving
treaty which prevent the use of Luxembourgfor the creation clause shall not affect certain treaty provisions (in particular
of intermediatecompanies investing in the United States. For Article 19 on pensions, Article 26 on non-discriminationand
this reason, Article 24 of the DTA, containing the limitation Article 27 addressing the mutual agreementprocedure), and
on benefits (LOB) provision, is to be viewed with great (ii) that the saving clause is not directed at non-US citizens,
care. who are not green card holders, for certain kinds of income

This article undertakes an examination of key provisions of (e.g. income earned by students or diplomatic agents).
the DTA. It also analyses differences with other US treaties
with WesternEuropeancountries which contain an LOBpro-
vision. Certain tax planning opportunities which arise from III. DEFINITION OF BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP
these differences are highlighted.3 AND TRANSPARENTENTITIES

The DTA gives an interesting definitionof the term benefi-
II. SAVING CLAUSE cial owner (Article 3(1)), which is important for the articles

on dividends,royalties and interestpayments.In the presence
The DTA contains a saving clause; which has been intro- of a partnership or another entity transparent for treaty pur-
duced at the request of the United States. Article 1 of the poses, treaty benefits will be available to the members of this

DTA, which defines the general scope of the treaty, enables entity, in as far as they are subject to tax on the relevant
the United States to tax its residents and its citizens as if the income in their contractingstate of residence.For example, if
DTA had not come into effect. The saving clause extends this
taxationright to formerUS citizens, who surrenderedcitizen-

1. Hereafterreferred to as the Dutch treaty and the French treaty.
ship within the previous 10 years, to save taxes. Although a 2. For a very detailed analysis of the tax treaty between the UnitedStates and
similar saving clause can be found in various other US tax the Netherlands,seeACommentaryto the UnitedStates-NetherlandsTax Con-

treaties and already existed in the 1962 treaty, it is interesting vention,h,tertaxSpecial Issue, May 1993.

to briefly address this provision which reflects the US 3. The purposeof this article is not, however, to give a completeoutlineof the

approach to double tax issues.4
whole DTA. Certain aspects are thereforepresented in a simplified way only, to

facilitate the analysis.
4. For detailed developments on the saving clauses imposed by the United

From a US perspective, the purpose of the saving clause is States, see Klaus Vogel, DBA Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen Kommentar
that the DTA should limit the taxation rights in respect of (Beck, 1990), at 89.
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a Luxembourggeneral partnership (socit en nom collecti) IV. TAX RESIDENCE, DUAL RESIDENT
derives US-source interest payments, Luxembourg resident COMPANIES
members of that partnership may enjoy the withholding tax

exemption of Article 12 of the DTA. Similarly, US resident The residenceof taxpayers is definedby Article4 of the DTA
partners of a transparent US limited liability company may which refers to the domestic law of both contracting states,
also be deemed beneficial owners of Luxembourg interest and only includes a tiebreaker clause for individuals. For
payments and are thus entitled to treaty benefits. companies, the United States basically looks at the place of

Difficultiesmay arise where the transparententity originates incorporationof the company, while Luxembourgconsiders
its placeofeffectivemanagement.Thus, incorpo-from a third country (e.g. a French general partnership -

a company

socit en nom collectf. In the author's view, the setting-up rated in the United States and managed in Luxembourg is

of a transparententity under a jurisdictionof a third country deemed a resident of both contracting states for treaty pur-
should not prevent members of this transparent entity, who poses.8

1
are residents of one contracting state, to be granted treaty In respectof dual resident companies, the DTA requires that

' benefits for income derived through that transparent entity the competent authorities of both contracting states (i.e. the
from the other contracting state. This analysis is consistent US Secretary of the Treasury and the Luxembourg Minister
with Luxembourg tax law.5 Further, a situation involving a of Finance) determine the company's residence for treaty
French general partnershiphas also to be analysed under the purposes by mutual agreement with regard to its place of
French treaty. In an exchangeof letters annexed to this treaty, effective management, its place of incorporation and other
the United States has declared that it is prepared to apply the relevant factors. In the absence of an agreement, the compa-
tax treaty it has entered into with the country of residenceof ny will be deemed a resident of neither contracting state
the member of the partnership. Thus, in the above example, under the DTA. The purpose of this rule is to encourage tax-
the United States would apply the DTA signed with Luxem- payers to organize their affairs so as to minimizethe possibil-
bourg if US-source income is derived through a transparent ity of dual residence.9
French general partnershipby a taxpayer resident in Luxem-

bourg.6 The shareholders of a dual resident company will neverthe-
less not be excluded from treaty protection.10 Accordingly,

Anotherdifficulty lies in the definitionof a transparententi- shareholders of one contractingstate of a dual resident com-

ty. It can easily be imagined that an entity transparent for. pany would be entitled to treaty benefits on royalties paid by
Luxembourg tax purposes would be recognized as a taxable this company which are deemed originating from the other
company in the United States. The Treasury Department contracting state. Indeed, royalties are deemed to arise in a

Technical Explanations indicate that the qualification of the given contractingstate if they are paid for the use ofproperty
contracting state where the members of the entity reside is or know-how in that state (Article 13(4) of the DTA). This
relevant.7 source rule means that the residenceof the payer is not direct-

In a way similar to Article 3(1), Article 4(1)(b) of the DTA ly relevant. For interestpayments, the relevantcriterionis the

indicates that a partnership qualifies as a resident of a con-
location of the permanentestablishment (in Luxembourg or

tracting state to the extent that the incomederived by it is tax-
in the United States) of the dual residentcompany in connec-

tion with which the indebtedness was incurred, provided theable in that state either in its hands or in the hands of its part-
ners. For example, from a Luxembourgperspective, capital

interest being paid was borne by that permanent establish-

gains on the sale of a substantial participation in a Luxem- ment (Article 12(4) of the DTA).

bourg company by a US partnership having two members, No solutionapparentlyexists for dividenddistributions.Each
one being a US resident, the othe.r one being a resident of a contracting state may consider that the dual resident dis-
third (non-treaty) country, will be taxable in Luxembourg to tributing company is a resident of its jurisdiction for the
the extent that the gain corresponds to the share of the third applicationof the withholding tax on dividends.1l
country resident in the US partnership'sprofits. The fraction Another interesting feature is that pension funds and other
of the capital gainrealizedby the transparentUS partnership not-for-profit organizations qualify residents under the
which is subject to tax in the United States at the level of the

as

DTA. Hence, Luxembourg-sourcepassive income (e.g. divi-
US resident member is deemed to be derived by a US res-

ident for DTA purposes.
5. See Alex Sulkowsky, Internationaltax problemsofpartnerships,Luxem-

To benefit from the super-reduced withholding tax rate on bourg report, Cahiersde droitfiscalinternational80a (Kluwer, 1995), at 371.

dividends (Article 10(2)) the beneficial owner has to hold a 6. See Bruno Gouthire, France: New tax treaty with the United States, 35

direct participation in the voting stock of the distributing European Taxation, 3 (1995), at 95.
7. Treasury Department Technical Explanations of the convention between

company. This test does not bar a company member of a the governmentoftheUnitedStatesofAmericaand the governmentofthe Grand

transparent entity from benefiting from this super-reduced Duchy of Luxembourg for the avoidance.ofdouble taxation and the prevention

withholding tax rate as this member is deemed the beneficial of fiscal evasion with respect to takes on income and capital signed at Luxem-
on on

owner of the dividends,by virtue of Article 3(1) of the DTA. bourg 3 April 1996, released 18 September 1.996.
8. The same difficultymay arise underArt. 4(4) of the Dutch treaty and under

He is therefore considered to be the direct owner of the par- Art. 4(4) of the French treaty.

ticipation in the distributingcompany. 9. See TreasuryDepartmentTechnicalExplanations,Art. 4.
10. See Jean-Pierre Winandy, The 1996 US - Luxembourg Income Tax Con-
vention, edited by FiduciaireGnralede Luxembourg(1996), at 7.
11. See supra note 2, at 178.
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dends and interest payments) derived by a US pension fund investment income generatedby a Luxembourg industrial or

may benefit from the reduced withholding tax rates of the commercialcompany. It may therefore be important to trace

DTA. the (active, passive or foreign) origin ofprofits distributedby
a Luxembourgcompany.

In view of the provisions for the reliefof double taxation, this
V. DIVIDEND WITHHOLDINGTAX restriction,which does not exist in the above-mentionedLux-

embourg-Switzerland treaty, is perfectly justified. Indeed,
Article 10 on dividends is, on the one hand, more favourable the United States applies the credit method for eliminating
than the formerUS-Luxembourgtax treaty and, on the other double taxation. If a US company owns at least 10 per cent of
hand, less generous. Under the 1962 treaty, the Luxembourg the voting power of a Luxembourg company distributing
withholding tax was reduced to 5 per cent in the presence of dividends, the tax credit available in the United States will
a substantial shareholding and to 7.5 per cent for portfolio include the Luxembourgwithholding tax and the underlying
dividends and dividends earned by individuals. The DTA corporate income tax paid by the distributingcompany on the
provides that the withholding tax on Luxembourg and US- profits out of which the dividends are paid (Article 25(1)(b)
source dividends may not exceed 5 per cent of the gross of the DTA).
amount of the dividends if the beneficialowner is a company
that owns directly at least 10 per cent of the voting stock of If the Luxembourg distributing company is a mere holding
the distributingcompany.Otherwise, tlie withholdingtax rate company benefiting from the Luxembourg participation
may not exceed 15 per cent. Consequently,US individuals,or exemption (Soparfi regime), it may be exempt on its income

companies not holding a substantialparticipation in the Lux- consisting of dividends and of capital gains on the sale of

embourg company paying the dividends, will bear a 15 per substantialparticipations.There is no reason for Luxembourg
cent Luxembourgwithholding tax, instead of only a 7.5 per

to grant incentives, i.e. a withholdingtax exemption, that will

cent tax. vanish in the United States, as the beneficiary will be fully
taxed on the dividendsreceived from a LuxembourgSoparfi.

However, according to Article 25(1), the United States will However, a US parent company having an active subsidiary .

allow the Luxembourgwithholding tax as a credit against the in Luxembourgmay, depending on its own income tax bur-
US income tax. The impact of this increase of the tax rate on den, take advantageofthe absence ofwithholdingtax in Lux-
the overall tax burden of the US resident beneficiary will embourg.
thereforein most cases be reduced. The increasewould, how-
ever, affect exemptUS entities entitled to treaty benefits. The provisions of Article 10 are als'o applicablewhere a ben-

eficial owner of dividends holds depositary receipts eviden-
In this respect, it is also interesting to note that the DTA con-

cing the ownershipof the shares in respect of which the divi-
tains in its Article 30(3) a grandfatheringprovision, whereby dends were paid. Under the Dutch treaty, the holder of
a taxpayer may elect to benefit for one year after the entry depositary receipts may benefit from the super-reduced rate
into force of the DTA from more favourableprovisionsof the of 5 per cent available to a company owning a substantial
previous treaty of 1962. Accordingly, dividends distributed

participationin the distributingsubsidiary. He may, however,
during the first year of applicationof the new treaty may, on

not avail himselfof the reduced rate of 15 per cent ifhe mere-
option, still be subject to a 7.5 per cent withholding tax in

ly receives portfolio dividends.13
Luxembourg. This option implies that the old treaty will be

applicableto this taxpayer in its entirety, whichmeans thatno Article 10(3) includes participatorybonds in the list of secu-

cherry-pickingis possible. rities the income of which qualifies as dividends.The state of.
residenceof the distributingcompany may further include inWhere a US parent companyhas held for at least two years at

the date of distributiona directholding of at least 25 per cent
the term dividend all income distributed by a domestic

of the voting stock of the Luxembourg distributing sub- company which is treated,as a distributionunder its own tax

sidiary, Luxembourgwill exempt from withholding tax divi- law. Thus, from a Luxembourgperspective,silentpartnership
dends distributed by this Luxembourg subsidiary to its US

interest payments should be treated as distributions and be

parent. Only dividends attributable to shares individually subject to the withholding tax on dividends if derived by a

complyingwith this two-yearholdingperiod may be exempt.
US resident.14

A similar provision, based on the EC Parent-Subsidiary
Directive of 23 July 1990 (90/435), can also be found in the

Luxembourg-Switzerlanddouble tax treaty dated 21 Decem- 12. The wording initially inserted in Art. 10(2)(b) was more ambiguous, as it

ber 1993. This withholding tax exemptionshall only apply to merely required that the Luxembourgcompany that distributedthe dividends is
a or

dividendspaid out of profits originatingfrom the active con-
engaged in the active conductof trade business in Luxembourg.
13. See supra note 2, at 177.

duct of a trade or business (including banking and insurance 14. In general, a silent partner (bailleur defonds typique) participates, under

undertakings) in Luxembourg.12 It is not necessary that the domestic law, in the profits of the undertaking in which he made an investment,

distributingcompany itselfcarries on an active trade or busi- and thus earns income subject.to the withholding tax on dividends. He is, how-
ever, not entitled to a share of the liquidationsurplus and does not have to con-

ness in Luxembourg, it may in fact merely redistributedivi- tribute to the undertaking's losses. Unlikea bailleurdefondsatypique,deriving
dends received from an operatingsubsidiary in Luxembourg. businessprofits from its participation,he may thereforenot be deemedco-owner

of the undertaking.See forexampleArt. 5 and protocol of theLuxembourg-Ger-
Foreign-source profits do not qualify for this exemption, many tax treaty dated 23 August 1958; see further Klaus Vogel, DBA Dop-
which is also not available for the rdistribution of passive pelbesteuerungsabkommenKommentar(Beck, 1990), at 634 and 675.
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VI. BRANCH TAX royalty companies in Luxembourgshould
'

nonetheless be

contemplatedonly after a complete examination of the LOB

Article 11 of the DTA enables the United States to apply a provisionofArticle 24 of the DTA.

branch tax of 5 per cent to the business profits of a US per-
manent establishment of a Luxembourg resident and to

income and capital gains derivedby this resident from its US Vili. CAPITAL GAINS
real property. In substance, the branch tax is levied on the
dividend equivalent amount15 that is transferred to the home Article 14 of the DTA addresses capital gains and offers wel-
office, instead of being reinvested in the US branch. Under come clarification in comparison to the 1962 treaty, which
the Dutch treaty (Article 11), the branch tax is limited to the merely containeda source rule for capital gains, but no direct
profits accumulated,bythe branch after the treaty entered into allocationof the right to tax (except on real estate). The new
effect. No such restriction exists in Article 11 of the DTA. It DTA follows the principlesof the OECD, save for real prop-
is therefore advisable to repatriate accumulatedbranch prof- erty companies. In essence, a contracting state may tax cap-
its prior to the date of the first applicationof the new Luxem- ital gains on the sale of shares of a company of the other state

bourg-US tax treaty. Under the current treaty neither of the investingpredominantly in real estate situated in its jurisdic-
contractingstates could withhold a branch tax. tion.

The branch profit tax is, to some extent, in conflictwith Art- Another beneficial change is the inclusion of a residual art-
icle 26(2) of the DTA, which prohibits the taxation ofperma- icle focusing on incomenot dealt with under any other article
nent establishments that an enterprise of a contracting state of the DTA (Article 22).
has in the other contracting state in a less favourable way
than the taxation of domestic enterprises of that contracting
state. Article26(5) thereforeexpressly indicates that the non- IX. LIMITATION ON BENEFITS
discrimination provision does not prevent the levy of the
branch tax. Even if a person is a residentof a contractingstate, he is nev-

ertheless not automaticallygranted the benefit of treaty pro-
tection. The LOB provision should prevent treaty shopping,

Vil. INTEREST PAYMENTSAND ROYALTIES where an intermediate company is set up in a jurisdiction
which offers a favourable tax environmentand further has a

Article 12 exempts interest payments from, withholding at comprehensive double tax treaty with the United States. In

source in the country of the payer. Article 12 reflects Luxem¬ the absence of an LOB provision, the United States will have

bourg domestic tax law, as well as Luxembourgtreaty policy. to grant treaty protection to this intermediatecompany, even

Like Article 10 (dividend payments) and Article 13 (royal- though it mightnot be keen on grantingsimilaradvantages to

ties), the exemption is availableconditionalupon the fact that the country of residence of the final investors. In that situ-

the recipientof the payments is the beneficialowner thereof. ation, the benefits of the structure will belong to the interme-
diate country and to the country of origin of the investors.

By applicationofArticle 13 of the DTA, royalties may bene- These two countries may derive additional income and tax
fit from a withholding tax exemption, which should favour revenue from this structure, while the'UnitedStates will lose
cross-border streams of income between both contracting tax revenue because of it. From a US perspective, every for-
states. Under Luxembourg domestic law, royalties are, in eign investor should pay an appropriateportion of US taxes.
general, exempt from withholding tax, except if they are paid The United States does not want its tax treaties to turn into
for literary or artistic work or on inventions used, or patents open-endedcontracts with the entire world.16
registered, in Luxembourg. However, no internal provision
allows a withholding tax at source on other industrialproper-

Provisions similar to Article 24 of the DTA can be found in

ty rights, know-how or trade marks. other recent US tax treaties (entered into e.g. with Switzer-
land, Portugal, France, the Netherlands,Spain and Sweden).

The treaty definitionof the term royalties is extensive and Older treaties signedby the US had already tended to exclude
encompasses income from literary, artistic (including audio certain residents from the benefit of the articles addressing
and cinematographic rights, video tapes, disks and other withholdingtaxes on dividends, interestpayments and royal-
means of reproduction) and scientific work, patents, trade ties.17
marks and other industrial property rights, as well as infor-

The LOB provision distinguishes between qualifiedmationconcerning industrial,commercialor scientificknow- res-

how. It also includes gains arising on the alienation of such idents, non-qualified residents enjoying limited protection
property, if the gain is related to the productivityof the prop-

and excluded persons (i.e. non-residentswithinthe meaning
of Article 4 and residents who fail the LOB test). The test iserty. This list is similar to the one contained in the old 1962

tax treaty, which granted a withholding tax exemption for

royalties and interestpayments. 15. As defined by US domestic tax law, see Treasury Department Technical
Explanations,Art. 11.

In comparison to, for example, the US-Netherlands tax 16. See H. David Rosenbloom,DerivateBenefts: Emerging US Treaty Poli-

treaty, this enumerationalso includescinematographicrights. cy, IntertaxFebruary (1994), at 83.
17. See for example, the US-Belgiumtreaty dated 9 July 1970, as amended in

il
Despite this very comprehensive list, the incorporation of 1987.
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applied on an annual basis. A person who qualifies for treaty incme is used to make deductiblepayments to non-qualified
protectionduring a given year may indeedbe excludedthere- persons under the Dutch treaty and less than 30 per cent is
from in the following year. The LOB test has to be met in used for deductiblepayments to persons that are neitherqual-
both directions, i.e. Luxembourg may also refuse to apply ified residents nor European Union residents. A similar pos-
provisions of the treaty to US residents who do not comply sibility is given under the French treaty.
with the LOB test. Below, we will examine the LOB provi- Non-taintedarm's length payments in the ordinary course of
sions from the more sensitive perspective of a Luxembourg business, those paymentsmade for services purchasesare or
resident investing in, or deriving income from, the United

or rentals of tangible property including immovable proper-
States. ty. The purpose of the negotiators was to disqualify from

treaty benefits companies that dediict excessive amounts of

A. Qualified residents royalties and interest payments from their taxable profits.
From a broad perspective, however, payments for services

A resident of a contracting state is a qualified resident for a may, inter alia, include financial services. A distinction has
therefore to be drawn between mere passive interest pay-taxable year ifhe meets one of the followingalternativecon-
ments and considerationfor services rendered. The base

ditions:
ero-

sion test should, for instance, be met by a Luxembourgcom-
Article 24(2)(a): an individual is always a qualified res--

ident. pany paying finance charges to a non-qualifyingcontracting
in relation the acquisitionof business

Article 24(2)(b): a public entity of one of the contracting party to assets.
-

states is always a qualified resident. Obviously, under domestic tax law, payments effected in the

Article 24(2)(c): Shareholder/base erosion test (see ordinary course of business by a Luxembourgcompanymust-

below) always be in accordancewith the arm's length principle. Oth-
Article 24(2)(d): Stock quotation test (see below) erwise, these payments would be deemed abnormal transac--

Article 24(2)(e): Public ownershipbaseerosion test (see tions and, as such, would not be tax-deductible expenses.-

below) Quite often, the Luxembourg tax authorities are prepared to

Article24(2)(f): a not-for-profitorganizationqualifies as grant a ruling with a view to certify that a transaction is-

a resident under the LOB provision if more than half of acceptable to them. A ruling may ascertain an appropriate
its members are qualified residents. profit margin taxable in Luxembourg, for instance if a Lux-

embourg company acts as a group finance company and on-

1. Article 24(2)(c): Shareholder/baseerosion test lends to group members funds borrowed intra-group or from
third parties.20 A group finance company deducts a signifi-

The shareholder/baseerosion test is met if, at the same time, cant amount of interest payments and finance costs from its
50 per cent of the principal class of shares of a company is taxable profit. If the beneficiariesof these interest payments
ultimatelyownedby qualifiedresidents or by US citizens and are not qualified residents, the group finance company may
that company does not fail a base erosion test. fail the base erosion test. Because of the size of the Luxem-

The ultimateownership test does not mean that direct owner- bourg economy, the base erosion test of the DTA unfortu-

ship is required. Intermediateowners are disregarded.A Lux- nately offers little flexibility.
embourg public limited company (socit anonyme) may
have registered or bearer shares. Bearer shares may qualify 2. Article 24(2)(d): Stock quotation test

under the shareholders test although it may be difficult to A listed company, the shares of which are substantially
establish the ownershipof these shares. traded either on any stock exchangeregisteredwith the SEC,
The ownership test merely requires the holding of50 per cent or on the NASDAQ, the Luxembourgstock exchange or the
of. the principal class of shares of the relevant company, stock exchanges of Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfurt, Ham-
which means that it is not necessary that 50 per cent of the burg, London, Madrid, Milan, Paris, Sidney, Tokyo and
total share capital of the company is held by qualified res- Toronto has access to treaty benefits. The list of recognized
idents.18The DTA is, in this respect, more advantageousthan, stock exchanges does not include either the EASDAQ, cre-

for instance, Article 30(1)(d) of the French DTA and Article ated in 1996, or the Zurich stock exchange. This last exclu-

26(1)(d) of the Dutch DTA. The term principal class of sion may adversely affect LuxembourgsubsidiariesofSwiss
shares generally refers to the ordinary or common shares of banks.21
the company,provided that such class represents the majority The list of recognizedstock exchanges is reducedif the com-
of the voting power and value of the company.19 pany, desirous to qualify for treaty benefits, is a closely held
Under the base erosion test payments to beneficiaries other

thanqualifiedresidents of either contractingstate (or to non-

US citizens) that are deductible for tax purposes, other than 18. See HarrisonJ. Cohen, LawrenceA. Pollackand RogerMolitor, Analysis
of the New US-Luxembourg Income Tax Treaty, Tax Management Interna-

arm's length payments in the ordinary course of business, tionalJournal,July (1996), at 412.

must not exceed 50 per cent of the gross income of the com- 19. See TreasuryDepartmentTechnicalExplanations,Art. 24.

pany for that year. Under the Dutch treaty, there is an alterna- 20. Similarrulings may be negotiated in othercountries, including the Nether-
lands.

tive to pass the base erosion test. A Dutch company also 21. See Frank Muntendam, Luxembourg: New Tax Treaty with the United
meets the base erosion test if less than 70 per cent of its gross States, 36 European Taxation, 12 (1996), at 386.
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company, meaning that, despite the quotation,50 per cent or B. Non-qualified residents benefiting from limited
more of the principal class of its shares is owned by persons treaty protection
who are neither qualified residents under the DTA, nor res-

idents of a MemberState of the EuropeanUnion or of a state 1. Article 24(3): Active business test
that is a party to NAFTA, each ofthese persons owning more

than 5 per cent of the shares for more than 30 days during a A non-qualified resident of Luxembourg may nevertheless

taxable year. In that case, the Luxembourg stock exchange benefit from treaty protectionwith respect to income derived

and the NASDAQ are not recognized stock exchanges. In from the United States if it satisfies a quite complex active

substance, the negotiators of the DTA considered that the business test. To that effect, four criteria have to be consid-

obtainingof a listing in Luxembourgor on the NASDAQwas ered:

relatively easy, and could have led a company to seek a list- (i) The companymust be engaged in the active conductofa
ing although it did not have a broad shareholding. trade or business in Luxembourg (other than a mere invest-

1
The shares are substantiallytraded if at least 6 per cent of the ment business). The Luxembourg company may either be

principalclss of shares is traded during the previousyear. As directly engaged in this trade or business, or indirectly,via an

opposed to the Dutch treaty, the DTA does not require that associated enterprise. Consequently, a Luxembourgholding
significant trades are effected every month. companymay be able to meet this test if the income is gener-

ated by one of its operating subsidiaries.
At the end of 1996,43 Luxembourgcompanies22were listed
on the Luxembourgstock exchange. Of these companies 24 (ii) The US income is only incidental to the Luxembourg
had a share capital denominated in Luxembourg francs. We activity.The incidentalcharacterofthe US incomeis taken as

have investigated if the principal class of shares of these 24 given where the US income merely facilitates the conduct of

companies is substantially traded on the Luxembourg stock the Luxembourg business. As an example the contracting
states indicated that the investment of working capital by aexchange.23 In fact only four companies- Luxempart,Selan-

gor Holding, Banque Internationale Luxembourg and Luxembourg undertaking in the United States may have an

incidentalcharacter to its Luxembourgbusiness.CEGEDEL- meet this test. Large Luxembourg companies
such as Arbed, Audiofina, Kredietbankor Banque Gnrale (iii) If the above incidentalcondition is not complied with,
de Luxembourg fail it. Further, most of these companies are the United States item of incomehas to be derived in connec-

not traded on any other recognized stock exchange, save for tion with the Luxembourg business, which is the case if it
instance for Arbed, Ares-MMRA,Audiofinaand CEGEDEL accrues in the ordinary course of such business, provided the
which are all also listed in Brussels. It is therefore quite like- Luxembourg beneficiary of the income owns, directly or

ly that insufficientattention was paid to the size of the Lux- indirectly, less than 5 per cent of the US payer, or if the US.
embourgeconomy when including these stock quotation cri- activity is a line of business forming a part of, or being com-

teria. plementary to, the Luxembourgbusiness.

(iv) Once the connection between the US-source of income
3. Article 24(2)(e): Public ownership/baseerosion test and the Luxembourgbusiness has been established, it has to

A company directly or indirectlycontrolledby listed compa¬ be evidenced that the Luxembourgbusiness is substantial in

nies, within the meaning of Article 24(2)(d), satisfying the relation to the Luxembourg company's interest in the US

base erosion test of Article 24(2)(c), is a qualified resident activity that generated the income.26
under the DTA. The term control refers to the ability to The substantial in relation test will be appraised according
influence the actions of the company,but does not necessari- to the facts and circumstances of every particular situation.
ly require a majority ownership. Basically, this provision purports to prevent a Luxembourg
There is no requirement as to the number of ultimate listed business undertaking from being used to extract US-source

shareholdersof this Luxembourgsubsidiary,and the wording profits although this Luxembourg business has no real eco-

of the DTA does not require that the listed shareholders of nomic substance in comparison to the US business from

this subsidiaryshouldbe resident in Luxembourg,the United which payments - deductible for US tax purposes and/or
States or the European Union. According to Frank Munten- qualifying for reduced withholding tax rates - are made.

dam,24 the Luxembourg authorities concur with this progno- A safe harbour exists for this substantial in relation test,
sis.25 This represents an advantage of the DTA over the consisting in a comparison between three different factors.
French and Dutch treaties. Unfortunately, the Treasury The Luxembourgasset value has to equal at least 7.5 per cent

Department Technical Explanations have indicated that the of the US asset valuerelated to the activity that generatedthe
test ofArticle 24(2)(e) is open exclusively to subsidiaries of
listed Luxembourgand US companies. 22. Other than undertakings for collective investment.

23. Statistical informationkindly providedby the Luxembourgstockexchange
indicates the numberof shares,tradedfor each company in 1996. It was further

possible to determine with kind assistance from the Luxembourgcompany re-

gistry how many shares have been issued by each listed company.
24. See supra note 21, at 390.
25. See supra note 18, at 413.
26. This substantial in relation condition is not relevant if the US item of

O
income is merely incidental to the Luxembourgbusiness.
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income. Similarly, the Luxembourggross income and payroll holding tax reductionwill be available under the DTA if the

expenses have both to reach at least 7.5 per cent of the US tax treaty existing between the United States and the res-

gross income and payroll expenses. Finally, the average of idence country of the relevantshareholderprovides for a less
these three factors has to be at least 10 per cent. These per- favourable withholding tax reduction than the DTA. The

centages should possibly reflect the difference in sizes rates that are compared are those applicable in a situation
between the economies of Luxembourg and of the United where the shareholderwould have directly received the US-
States.27 Strangely the same factors are included in the source income, and in view of the holding period require-
French and Dutch treaties, although the Luxembourgecono- ments and holding thresholds prescribedby both treaties. For

my is not yet as large as those of France or the Netherlands. example, in the presence of dividends distributed by a US

All the above factors reflect data pertaining to the Luxem- company, the rates for individual shareholders or for portfo-
lio dividendsof the DTA shouldnotbe more favourable than

bourg undertaking in respect of its activity carried out within
the respective rates applicableunder the tax treaty the United

the borders of Luxembourg. Under the Dutch treaty, the
States has signed with the residence country of the share-

activity conducted in other EU Member States may also be
holder of the Luxembourg intermediate holdingtaken into consideration,except that the 7.5 per cent factor is company.
There is no direct comparison between the rate applicablereplaced by a factor of 50 per cent and the 10 per cent factor
under the DTA to dividends distributed by US toa companyis increased to 60 per cent.
its Luxembourg parent (i.e. the superreduced rate of 5 per

If the Luxembourgresidentholds less than a 100 per cent par- cent) and the rates availableunder the treaty existingbetween

ticipation in the US income-generating activity, the above the UnitedStates and the residencecountry of the investor for
factors have to be reduced in due proportion. Thus, if the individualshareholdersor forportfoliodividends (in general,
Luxembourgresident owns no interest at all in the US activ- a reduced rate of 15 per cent only).
ity, this substantial in relation test will automatically be

If the treaty the United States entered into with the residence
met.

country of the investor provides some benefit, but without

being as generous as the DTA, it is not possible to obtain a
2. Article 24(4): Derivative benefits test partial benefit under the DTA, which would merely corres-

Article 24(4) provides for a derivate benefits test that may pond to the withholdingtax reductiongranted by the relevant

enable a Luxembourg non-qualified resident to enjoy treaty treaty.30
protection if 95 per cent of its shares are ultimately held by (iii)where the shareholder of the Luxembourg company
seven or fewer residents of a MemberState of the EU or of a exclusively meets an active business condition (such as the
party to NAFTA,with which the United States has concluded test ofArticle24(3) of the DTA),31 Article24(4) is.only avail-
a comprehensivedouble tax treaty. At present all EU Mem- able if the item of US income derivedby this shareholdervia
ber States and all countries that are a party to NAFTAhave a the intermediateLuxembourgcompany is connectedwith an
tax treaty with the United States. active trade or business conducted by the shareholder in his

To qualify as a resident of a Member State of the EU or of a country of residence.

state party to NAFTA, either the ultimate shareholder must The DTA is more flexible than other US tax treaties which
pass the comprehensiveLOB test existing in the tax treaty his include.aderivativebenefit,test. The advantageof the DTAin
country has signed with the United States or, in the absence comparison to the French, Swiss or Dutch treaties is that it
of a comprehensivelimitationon benefitsprovision therein,28 allows EU companies,having no Luxembourgshareholders,
he should'bedeemed a qualified residentunder the LOB pro- to set up a joint-venture in Luxembourg for investing in the
vision of the Luxembourg-USDTA. United States, while the derivativebenefits tests of the three

There is no condition according to which the ownership test other treaties all require a minimum of 30 per cent domestic

has to be satisfied by residents of a single EU Member State shareholding. Joint-ventures having exclusively EU owner-

or country that is a party to NAFTA. ship are therefore excluded from the scope of the French,
Swiss and Dutch treaties, except if they comply with another

Furthermore: LOB test. Bearing in mind that a holding company is, in gen-
(i) a base erosion test, similar to that included in Article eral, not able to fulfiltheactive business test, the role ofLux-
24(2)(c), must be passed: payments by a Luxembourg com- embourg as a location for intermediateholding companies32
pany to non-qualifiedresidents or to:non-residentsof the EU may remain significant in the future.
or of NAFTA,29 that are deductible for tax purposes, other
than arm's length payments in the ordinary course of busi-
ness, shouldnot exceed50 per cent of the gross incomeofthe 27. See para. 7(b) of the protocol to the United States-Switzerlandtreaty of 2

company for that year. Hence, a Luxembourgjoint-venture
October 1996 (not yet effective, hereafter ihe Swiss treaty).
28. See the United Kingdom-UStreaty of 31 December 1975.

involvingEU companies may not be used for routing royal- 29. The base erosion test ofArt. 24(2)(c)does howevernot acceptpayments to

ties from the United States to a non-EU country, although it residents ofa MemberState ofthe EU or ofa party to NAFTA.

may be used for channellingroyalties to anotherEU Member 30. See supra note 18, at 419.
31. I.e. where he fails a shareholder/baseerosion test, a stockquotation test andState.
a public ownership/baseerosion test, and is not an individual,a public entity or

(ii) in respect of royalties, interest payments and dividends
. a not-for-profitorganization.

32. Of non-listed groups, because otherwise a public ownership test may be
paid to a Luxembourg intermediate company, no US with- available.

,
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- The absence of a domestic shareholding requirement in the activity giving rise to the income, and, if it is a corporation,
derivativebenefit test is also importantbecausemostLuxem- the extent to which it would be entitled to treaty benefits
bourg companies,regardless of their activity, are held by for- comparable to those afforded by the DTA, if it had been

eign investors. For example, in November 1996 of the 224 incorporatedin the country of residenceof its majorityshare-
banks registered in Luxembourgonly four were controlledby holders. Under the Dutch treaty, additional criteria are the

Luxembourgresidents.33 date of incorporationof the relevantcompany (i.e. if it exist-
ed before the treaty entered into force) and the continuity of

3. Article 24(5): Triangularcases test its historical business and ownership (in order to avoid cor-

porate takeovers). Obviously the criteria listed by the Dutch
The triangular cases test of Article 24(5) addresses the situ- treaty,,reflectingthe rationaleof the safety net provision,mayation where a Luxembourg company derives US-source also be relied upon under the DTA.
income that is attributable to a permanent establishment of
the Luxembourg company in a third country. Except where

3. Particular exclusionsI
an active trade or business is carried out by this foreign per-
manent establishment, treaty benefits are not available if the Particular exclusions from the scope of the DTA exist for
tax rate in this third jurisdictionis less than 50 per cent of the pure holding companies governed by the law of 31 July
Luxembourg tax that would have been imposed if the US 192935 and for investmentcompanies governedby the law of
income were not attributable to the foreign permanentestab- 30 March 1988 relating to undertakingsof collective invest-
lishment. ment (UCIs). While the first exclusion is included in almost

all Luxembourgtax treaties (except in the treaties with China
This provisionmay in particularprevent a Luxembourgcom-

and Romania), there is little justification for the second
pany from making investments in the United States via a

restriction. French undertakings for collective investment
Swiss financebranch, which would be subject to a tax burden

significantly lower than the Luxembourg corporate income qualify for instance as residents under the French treaty (see
Articles 4(2) and 30(1) of the French treaty).taxes. In that situation, the United States may levy a with-

holding tax of 15 per cent on US-source dividends, interest Luxembourg UCIs may be divided into two categories,
payments and royalties. namely investmentcompanieswith variableshare capital and

investment funds.36 While investmentcompanies are in gen-
eral organized as public limited companies (socits

C. Particular provisions anonymes) with legal personality, investmentfunds have no

separate legal personality and are characterized by the joint
1. Article 24(6): Disproportionatepart of income/ ownership of securities. Investment funds may, however, be

Preferred shares deemed a body of persons within the meaning of Article

Article 24(6) partially excludes treaty benefits if a Luxem- 3(1)(a) of the DTA. Further, although not being subject to

bourg company, controlledby persons which are not qualify- corporate income taxes, LuxembourgUCIs are subject to an

annual registration duty (taxe d'abonnement),calculated on
ing residents of one of the contractingstates, of the EU or of

their total Luxembourg legal authors therefore
NAFTA, is entitled, because of a particulararrangement,to a

net assets.

portion of US income which exceeds the portion it would express the opinion that they are fully liable to tax in Luxem-

have received in the absence of such agreement. bourg.37 Thus, Luxembourg UCIs are protected by the tax

treaties signed by Luxembourg, subject to specific exclu-
For instance, a Luxembourgcompany controlled by a Swiss sions. As the DTA only excludes investment companies, it
resident, holding preferred shares of a US company, may not might reasonably be argued that an investment fund may
benefit from the reduced withholdingtax of the DTA for pre- avail itself of the benefit of the DTA. As a consequence, a

ferred US dividends. Treaty benefits may, however, be avail- reduced withholding tax of 15 per cent might be availableon

able for that part of US income that corresponds to an ordi- US-source dividends and an exemption might be secured on

nary dividend.34 US interest payments. Capital gains realized by the invest-

2. Article 24(7): Safety net provision
'

A resident of a contracting state who fails the LOB test may 33. The breakdown of the country of origin of the majority shareholders was

nevertheless be entitled to treaty benefits if the other con-
the following: Belgium (23), Germany (72), France (18), Italy (20), Switzerland
(17), Scandinaviancountries (14), United States (9), Japan (9), the Netherlands

tracting state so determines (Article 24(7)). The motivations (6), United Kingdom (5), Israel (5), Brazil (5), South Korea (5), etc.

of this taxpayer have to be analysed. It is required that the 34. Provided the Luxembourg company qualifies for treaty protection under

implementation of the structure did not have as one of its one of the LOB tests.

35. Luxembourg ordinary commercial companies benefiting from the partici-principalpurposes the obtaining of benefits under the treaty. pation exemptionare not targeted by this exclusion.
It is not sufficient that the taxpayer pursued, among others, 36. I.e. socits d'investissement capital variable (SICAV) andfonds com-

non-tax related objectives. mun de placement(FCP).
37. See Philippe Hoss and Patrick Kinsch, Conventions fiscales interna-

Consideration may, according to the Treasury Department tionales et OPCVM, IFA Joint Seminar of the French, Belgium and Luxem-

Technical Explanations, inter alia be given to the existence bourg branches,Luxembourg,May 1992; see furtherPhilippeHoss, Dans quel
cadre s'inscrit la fiscalit des actionnaires des OPCVM tablis Luxembourg:of a clear business purpose, the conduct of an active trade or Le point de vue des actionnaires luxembourgeoiset trangers,ALFI Yearbook

business, a valid business nexus between the entity and the 1994, at 45.
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ment fund on US securities might in principle not be subject D. Conclusion
to taxation in the United States.

Unlike the Dutch and the French treaties, the DTA does not The LOB provision suffers from several difficulties. For

include a test for headquarters companies. Consequently, it instance it is not clear what evidence is required to satisfy the

may prove difficult to set up a socit de coordination in tests contained in the provisionnor is it clear which contract-

Luxembourgfor multinationalgroups having interests in the ing state is entitled to appraise compliance with the tests.

United States. However, the headquarters company tests in Under the Dutch treaty, the certification for Dutch residents
the French and Dutch treaties are rather stringent, which seeking treaty protection generally lies with the Dutch tax

implies that for instancenot many Frenchquartiersgnraux administration.38 Under this procedure, the Dutch taxpayer
will qualify as a headquarters company under the French has to provide sufficient documentation (in particular, it has

treaty. to submit an estimate of its US-source passive income for
which treaty benefits are claimed) to the Dutch tax inspector,

4. Compatibilityof the LOB provision with EC'law who in returnmay issue a certificateconfirmingthat the LOB
test is passed. This documentationrequirementconstitutes a

One important issue, analysed by various authors', is the way for the US authorities to obtain documentation that
compatibilityof the LOB provisionwith EC law. Indeed, the would not be available under the exchange of information
LOB provision is likely to infringe the fundamentalfreedoms clause. Neverthelessthe taxpayerhas also to file in the US for
grantedby the EC treaty and thus may violateEC law. Exclu- the application of the relevant treaty provision (e.g. form
sion from treaty benefits exists under the LOB provisions for 1001 for a withholding tax .reduction on US-source divi-
non-home country EU investors in a Luxembourg (Dutch, dends). The Dutch certificationhas to be obtained every year
Frenchetc.) company. Similarexclusionsapply to the benefi- and no prospective ex ante certification is available. On the
ciary ofpayments under the base erosion test, although these basis of a declaration by the taxpayer that his situation has
exclusions can not be directly understood as fighting situ- not changed and that therefore there is no need to supply
ations of treaty abuse. updated documentation,the validity of the certificatemay be

Why apply in the DTA a base erosion test where only pay- extended for two subsequentone-yearperiods. The Treasury
ments to qualifying residents of both contracting states or to DepartmentTechnicalExplanationdoes not contain a similar

US citizens are goodpayments,when the Dutch treaty also procedure, but merely provides that once the competent
accepts, to a certainextent, paymentsmade to residents ofthe authorities of both the United States and Luxembourghave

European Union One might also ask why is the derivative gained more experience, guidelines may be developed and

benefits test in the Dutch treaty only available if there is a made public. In the meantime, a certain level of insecurity
minimumof 30 per cent Dutch holding in the Dutch interme- will persist.
diate company, while, under the DTA, a Luxembourg inter- Anotherproblemarises from the complexityof the LOB pro-
mediate company fully ownedby EUresidentscouldpass the vision in the DTA.39 The LOB provisionpurports to be com-
derivate benefits test of Article 24(4) prehensive, with a view to close treaty shopping opportuni-
In fact, the existence of unjustified discrimination between ties and to cover a priori all possible scenarios. Nevertheless,
domestic and EU nationals (and residents) depends on the the DTA is, in the author's view, easier to access than the

application ofthe safety net provision (Article 24(7) of the Dutch treaty. The provision is also more comprehensivethan

DTA or Article 26(7) of the Dutch treaty). As indicated the corresponding Article 22 of the Swiss treaty,40 which

above, the safety net provision enables a resident of a con- offers more room for interpretationand consequently leaves

tracting state having failed all tests under the LOB provision a lot of grey areas, detrimental to fiscal certainty. From these
to be granted treaty benefits if it has not as one of its princi- perspectives, the DTA offers advantages over both the Swiss

pal purposes the obtaining of benefits under the treaty. Para- and Dutch treaties.

graph XXI of the Memorandum of Understanding of the
Dutch treaty expressly refers to the free flow of capital and

persons within the European Union. Treaty benefits might X. ELIMINATION OF DOUBLE TAXATION
thereforebe granted if a given structure does not appear abu-
sive in a Union context, although not complying with the
LOB provision. For instance, the Memorandum of Uder- The 1962 treaty was the only treaty signed by Luxembourg
standing of the Dutch treaty gives as an example a company

where the creditmethod was used as a generalmethod for the

which ceases to qualify for treaty protection bcause of a
eliminationof double taxation. In introducing the exemption

change in its shareholding. If this change in shareholding is methodfor the eliminationof situations ofdouble taxation in

not attributable to tax avoidance motives, the company Luxembourg, the DTA adheres to traditional Luxembourg
should still benefit from the treaty. No similar provision is tax treaty policy. This exemption is granted where the DTA

included in the DTA. Hopefully, a similar approach, consid- confers the right to tax to the United States, even if the rele-

ering the EU membershipofLuxembourg,should govern the
safety net provision and the LOB provision generally under 38. Regulation of the Dutch Ministry of Finance dated 10 May 1994 and

the DTA. Notice94-85 issued by the US Internal RevenueService on 4 August 1994.
39. A briefchart at page 172 is intended to facilitate the analysis ofArt. 24.
40. For example, there is no safe harbour rule in the Swiss treaty for the activ-

ity test (see Art. 22(1)(c) and para. 4 of the Memorandumof Understanding).
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vant item of income is, under US domestic law, not deemed which can not be obtained under its domestic law, or (iii) to

US-sourceincome and thereforenot subject to US taxation.41 furnish information which would result in the disclosure of

professionalsecrets, or would be contrary to public policy.
During the treaty negotiations,the UnitedStates indicated its

XI. NON-DISCRIMINATIONCLAUSE regret that informationcovered by the Luxembourgbanking
secrecy could,not be made available to them. Banking secre-

Concerningtaxes covered by the DTA it is worth mentioning cy is based on the constitutionalprincipleofprotectionofpri-
that by virtue of US treaty policy only federal taxes are cov- vate life. It has been embodied in Luxembourg tax and crim-
ered by the treaty. The federal authorities are in fact not inal law, as well as in the regulations dealing with the bank-
allowed to restrict the differentmemberstates' right to tax by ing and the insurance sectors. Banking secrecy may, how-
means of international agreements. The non-discrimination ever, not be opposed to (i) Luxembourg and, to a certain
clause (Article 26 of the DTA) is an exception to this princi- extent, foreign regulatoryauthorities,for purposes ofpruden-
ple; as it includes all taxes imposed by the contractingstates tial supervision of financial or insurance undertakings, (ii)
and by political subdivisionsor local authorities thereof. criminal investigations, of money laundering and of tax

An interestingopportunitymight result from the broad scope
fraud, and (iii).inheritancetax purposes if the deceasedwas a

of the non-discriminationclause as regards the Luxembourg resident of Luxembourg. The Luxembourgauthorities make

capital, duty (droit d'apport). A 1 per cent capital duty is about 250 information requests per year to Luxembourg
levied on the incorporationof a Luxembourg company and banks in an effort to reply to commissionrogatoire from for-

on subsequent capital increases. No capital duty is due if at eign jurisdictions.43
least 75 per cent of the shares of an EU company are con- Paragraph IV of the Memorandum of Understanding indi-
tributed to a Luxembourgcompany, in exchange for shares of cates, on the one hand, that the provisionof informationpro-
the beneficiary company, or if an EU company contributes tected by the Luxembourgbanking secrecy will be addressed
either all its assets and liabilities, or a branch of activity, to a by the Treaty on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Mat-

Luxembourg company. As a prerequisite for these exemp- ters to be entered into between the United States and Luxem-
tions the company involved should be incorporated or have bourg44 and, on the other hand, that th United States should
its place of effectivemanagementin the European Union. be able to benefit from assistance identical to that granted to

The contributionby a US companyofall its assets and liabil- Member States of the European Union. Indeed, it would,

ities, as well as the contributionof more than 75 per cent of under this most favoured nation principle, be logical to

the shares of a US company to a Luxembourg company exchange tax informationwith the United States on a similar

might, by virtue of Article 26, also benefit from this capital basis to that applyingunder the 1978 protocolon tax matters,

duty exemption. In the author's view, the extension of the to the EuropeanConventionon MutualJudicialAssistancein

scope of this exemptionto US companiesby the Luxembourg
Criminal Affairs, signed in Strasbourg on 20 April 1959.

tax authorities would have a positive impact on the Luxem- Basically, under this protocol, which has not yet been rati-

bourg economy as it may favour the reorganizationof multi- fied, Luxembourgwill grant assistanceif a taxpayerhas used

national groups of companies which include US entities.42 fraudulentmeans, with a view to elude significantamountsof
taxes in the. requesting state. These two conditions are also
those of the offence of tax fraud (escroqueriefiscale), which
was introduced into Luxembourg law in 1993.

XII. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

Article28 of the DTA provides that the competentauthorities
of both contracting states shall exchange the information 41. See supra note 2, at 193.
which is necessary to correctly apply the provisions of both 42. Id. at 206.

the DTA and their domestic law. In accordance with the 43. See Marc Elvinger, FraudeFiscaleet Secret Bancaire,Discussionpaper

OECD Model Conventionand with Luxembourg treaty poli- presented at a conference held on 23 October 1996, organized in Brussels by
SkyroomEvents.

cy, a contractingstate is not obliged (i) to carry out measures 44. As of the date of writing (February 1997), no draft ofthis treaty was avail-
at variance with its domestic law, (ii) to collect information able.
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LIMITATIONONBENEFITSPROVISION
(Article24 of the DTA)

1. Qualified residents 2. Non-qualifiedresidents

Individual: Companywhich meets a
Art. 24(2)(a) substantial activity test:

Art. 24(3)
or

or

Public entity:
Art. 24(2)(b) Companywhich is held

by not more than 7 EU
or NAFTA residents:or

Art. 24(4)
Company 50% of the
shares of which are or
ownedby qualified res-

idents and not failing a

base erosion test: Art. Safety net provision:
24(2)(c) Art. 24(7)

or T

Listed company:
Non-qualifiedresidents:

Art. 24(2)(d)
=^ treaty benefits
available in respect of
the relevant income only

or

Company controlledby a

listed company that does
not fail a base erosion
test: Art. 24(2)(e)

or

Not-for-profit
organization:
Art. 24(2)(f)

T
Qualified residents:
= treaty benefits
available
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AUSTR A

HOLDING COMPANYTAXATION IN AUSTRIA
Reinhard Leitner

Leitner & Leitner, Linz

I. INTRODUCTION exempt which implies that for instance disguised profit dis-
tributions are exempt from corporate income tax (as are divi-

The EC Court of Justice's (ECJ) recent decision in the dends, received after the shares have been sold, or dividends

Denkavitcase necessitatedamendmentsto the holdingperiod paid by a controlling parent corporation to minority share-

set out in the Austrian international holding privilege. This holders of a controlled subsidiary corporation, (the so-called

article explains these amendments and also outlines the new dividendguarantee).2The domestic holding privilege does

developmentsaffectingholding company taxation in Austria. not apply to capital gains which result from the sale of
domestic shares.

II. DOMESTICAND INTERNATIONAL B. International holding privilege
HOLDING PRIVILEGE

According to Section 10 paragraph 2 KStG dividends

A. Domestic holding privilege receivedfrom internationalholdingparticipationsare exempt
from corporate income tax. An internationalholding partici-

By virtue of Section 10 paragraph 1 Corporate Income Tax pation is defined as the ownership of at least 25 per cent of

Act (hereafter referred to as KStG) dividends received by the share capital of a foreigncorporation.The legal form of

an Austrian corporationare,exemptfrom tax if certain condi¬ the foreign.corporationmust be comparable to Austrian cor-

tions are met (holding privilege). Qualified dividends are: porations.The comparabilitytestis deemed to be satisfiedby
1. Profit shares of any kind derived from a participationof EU corporations listed in annex 2 to the Austrian IncomeTax

shares in domestic corporations or commercial coopera-
Act (hereafterreferred to as EStG).

tives. The regulation regarding the international holding privilege
2. Refunds grantedby commercialcooperativespursuant to also stipulates that the foreign shares be owned for a mini-

' Section 8 paragraph 3 No. 2 KStG. mum period of two years. Dividends received prior to the
3. Profit shares ofany kind derived from the participationin expiry of the two-year term are initially taxable. The two-

domestic corporations in the form of participationrights year minimum holding requirement has been introduced by
(Section 8 paragraph3 No. 1 KStG). the Tax Amendment Act 1996. According to the previous

4. Profit shares of any kind derived from participationcap- regulation the holdingprivilege applied only, if the participa-
ital within the meaning of the Austrian Banking Act and tion had existed continuously for at least 12 months preced-
the InsuranceSupervisionAct. ing the balance sheet date'determining the computation of

income (therefore under the new regime it is not possible to
The holding privilege avoids economic double .taxation of shorten the minimum participation period by of
distributed profits from domestic corporations. Basically

means a

change of the balance sheet date). Incontrastto the domestic
profits should be subject to taxation at the level of the cor-

poration which realizes the profits. Profit distributions to holding privilege the international holding privilege also
to

individuals are subject to personal income taxation at a rate applies capitalgains arising from the sale of foreignshares,

of 25 per cent (or halfof the average income tax rate). provided that the interest disposed of in the foreign corpora-
tion constitutes at least 25 per cent of its share capital. Where

Where profits which are passed through an intermediatecor- the shares prior to the sale are subject to a special write-off

porationare subjectto corporate income tax at the level of the caused by a reduced going concern value,, the capital gain is
intermediate corporation, a cumulative double taxation taxable to the extent of the previous write-off.
would result if these same profits are subsequently taxed in
the hands of the parent company. In order to avoid double
taxation, the KStG of 1966 provided for an exemption of C. Holding privilege and cost of financing
qualified participation dividends if the interest of the parent
company in the subsidiaryexceeded25 per cent. In the KStG Both the Austriantaxauthorities and the Austriancourts take
of 1988 therequiredminimum interestwas abolished.There- the position that interest payable in connection with the
fore the domestic holding privilege applies regardless of the

percentageparticipationor the length of the period ofowner- 1. Compare this to the internationalholdingprivilegeregime.

O
ship of the participation.1 Profit shares of any kind are 2. See Doralt/Ruppe,Grundrdes,sterreichischenSteuerrechts,I,-at 277.
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acquisitionof shares subject to the holding privilege, can not was incorporated into a draft version of the Tax Reform Act

be deductedfor tax purposes. In case ofan internationalhold- 1993). Deductible special write-offs and losses on disposals
ing participation the exclusion from deductibility applies which are not caused by profit distributions from the sub-

only if all prerequisites for the application of the holding sidiary to the parent company shall be proratedover a period
privilege are fulfilled (for instance expiry of the minimum of seven years.
participationterm).
This position is based on Section 12 paragraph2 KStG which

states, that expenses, economically directly connected to III. GROUP TAXATION
non-taxable income, shall not be deducted.

The authorities argue that there is a direct economicconnec- A. Consolidatedgroup taxation
tion betweenprivilegeddividendswhich are exempt from tax

and interestpayable in connectionwith the acciuisitionof the Ifa controlledsubsidiaryand a controllingparentcorporation
underlying shares. However, the tax profession in Austria have entered into a non-profitagreement, the profit (loss) of

strongly opposes this view. They instead argue that there is the controlled subsidiary corporation as computed for pur-
no direct economic connection between the dividends poses of corporate income tax shall be attributed to the con-

receivedand the interestpayableon a loanused to acquire the trolling parent corporation.
shares. Since the capital gain resulting from the disposal of Controlled subsidiary corporations are corporations or com-
shares is subject to corporate income tax (this is fully true for mercial cooperativeswhich are subject to an unlimited (cor-
domestic holding participations and under certain conditions

porate income) tax liability. Controlled parent corporations
also true for internationalholding participations),the interest are corporations,commercialcooperatives,mutual insurance
payable on the acquisition price is connected to taxable associations and banks within the meaning of the Banking
income. Act (if they are corporate entities) which are subject to an

The literature suggests that recent decisions from the Austri- unlimited (corporate income) tax liability.6
an administrativecourt and the Austrian constitutionalcourt Prerequisites of consolidated group taxation are the conclu-
have been based on the assumptionof an economic connec- sion of a non-profit agreement and the financial, economic
tion between financing costs and taxable capital gains. Thus and organizational domination of the controlled subsidiary
financing costs should also be deductible for tax purposes. corporation by the controlling parent corporation. Currently
This applies equally to interestpaid in connectionwith inter- there isa discussion,regardingthe overhaul of the conceptof
national holding participations, since the international hold- consolidatedgroup taxation in Austria. It is possible that the
ing privilege is only applicable if certain conditions are ful- prerequisites of economic arid organizational domination
filled.3 may be abolished in the course of the next tax reform.

Normal
'

overhead costs (for instance wages) which could be The tax advantage offered by consolidated taxationgroup
theoretically linked to non-taxable dividends are deductible does not consist in the attribution of profits from the sub-
according to the current practice of the Austrian tax author- sidiary to the parent compay (since the domestic holding
ities. On the other hand, the exclusion from the deduction of privilege achieves the same result). Instead the principle
financing costs shall - according to the authorities - also advantage of consolidated group taxation is that profits and
apply if debt-financedassets are contributed!toa foreign cor- losses may be offset between controlled subsidiary corpora-
poration which qualifies for the international holding privi- tion and controllingparent corporation.7
lege.4

Another advantage of consolidated group taxation is that

financingcosts incurredin connectionwith the acquisitionof

D. Holding privilege and special write-offs the interest in the controlled subsidiary corporation can be
deducted for tax purposes.This is based on the fact that prof-

It is the opinion of the Austrianadministrativecourt that spe-
its of the controlled subsidiary corporation are attributed

cial write-offs caused by a fall in the going concern value of directly (no-tax-exemptdividend distribution) to the control-

the shares,aredirectly connectedwith the'asset (substance)of ling parent corporationwhere the profits are subject to corpo-

the shares. Therefore, according to general principles special rate income tax.8

write-offs aredeductiblefor tax purposes. However, the spe-
cial rule of Section 12 paragraph 3 KStG excludes special 3. See for instanceLang, FremdkapitalzinsenzurFinanzierungderAnschf-

von at
write-offs from qualifying as a deduction, if the reduction of fung Beteiligungenabzugsfhig,Ecolex 1995, 507; Wundsam/Spitzer,

Fremdfinanzierungder Beteiligung in der (Nicht-) Organschaft, Recht der
the going concern value is caused by a profit distribution Wirtschaft(RdW) 1995, at 75.

from the subsidiary to the parent (holding) company. Never- 4. See Littich/Schellmann/Schwarzingerfrrentini,Holding, at 43.

theless, the reduced going concern value is relevant for tax
5. See Wiesner,Beteiligungenund ausschttungsbedingteTeilwertabschrei-

purposes.5 The prohibition against deducting special write-
bungen,Ecolex 1994, at 123.
6. This should be. contrasted with the German consolidated group taxation

offs in connection with profit distributionsof the subsidiary which also allows individualsto qualify for thecontrollingparententitystatus.

has been criticizedheavily in the literature..For practical and 7. A set-offbetween losses and profits of companiescould also be achieved
means a group company

constitutionalreasons a general non-taxabilityof changes in by of of (limited) partnerships where the principle of
the group is a corporation.

the value of participationshas been suggested (this principle 8. See AustrianMinistry of Finance, 8 August 1994,RdW 1994, at 299.
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O B. Thin capitalization rules - application of the withholding ,tax exemption conflicts
with Ministry of Finance regulations, disallowing the

Thedraftversion of the Structural,AdjustmentAct 1996 pre- exemption(preventionof tax evasionorabuse); or

pared by the Austrian Ministry of Finance provided among
- :the distributionconstitutes a.hidden:profit.distribution.

other'things for the introductionof thin capitalizationrules in The grounds for suspected abuse are specified in more detail
Austria. The draft provision contained fixed debt/equity in regulation 56/1995 issued by the Austrian Ministry of
ratios and did not distinguishbetween resident and on-res- Finance. According to this regulationthe Austriansubsidiary
ident shareholders.In contrast'theretoAustrianentrepreneurs is not responsible for an abuse if the subsidiary possesses a

suggested the thin capitalizationrules should'be'restrictedto declarationfrom the dividend recipientwhich states that:
applying t loans granted by non-resident shareholders. - themain activity,0f the foreign parent corporation is not

However, this may lead to constitutional doubts.9 The draft the administrationof assets;
provision was heavily criticized in the literature and was - the 'foreign parent corporationhasits own staff; and
eventually abandoned.10 - th foreign parent corporation has an office at its dis-

In an internationalcontext the stipulation of fixed debt/equi- posal.

ty ratios seems to,be,of:doubtfulvalidity, since they may not

be in accordancewith arm's lengthprinciples.Furthermore,
In addition.to theabove declarationbythe foreignparent,cor-

the InternationalFiscal Association recommends that a tax- poration, there must be no evidencewhich casts doubt on the

payer should have the right to prove that its debt/equityratio accuracy of the declaration.

is appropriateeven if it exceeds a specified fixed ratio.12 If the declaration can not be prod.uced, the subsidiary must

deduct the withholding tax and the foreign EU parent cor-
It is worthmentioningthat the currentdraftversionof the Tax poration has to request reimbursementfrom the Austriantax
Amendment Act 1996- des not cOntain thin capitalization authorities. The foreign parent corporation must ,prove its

, rules. However, it is very likely thatinthecourseof the next qualification for the exemption method when applying for
Austrian tax reform thin capitalization rules will be intro- reimbursement (prior to the Tax Amendment Act 1996 the
duced'into the domestic income tax law. domestic subsidiarywas also entitled.toapply for reimburse-

ment).
Asmentioned above the two-year minimum participation

IV. ANTI-ABUSE PROVISIONSACCORDINGTO period is also required if the internationalholdingprivilege is
THE PARENT-SUBSIDIARYDIRECTIVE to be applied (Section 10 paragraph 2 No. 2 KStG). In this

context the recent judgementof the ECJ, with respect to the

A. Holding period requirements
Denkavitcase' is ofimportance.Pursuant to Section 10 para-
graph 2 KStG (old version) the international 'holding privi-
lege can not be applied, if the minimum'holding period'has

The Parent-SubsidiaryDirective also takes measures against not been fulfilled at the time of receipt of the foreign divi-
directive-shopping (Article 1 paragraph 2). EU Member dend. Dividends received prior to the expiry of the holding
States have the right to exclude corporations from the bene- period ar taxable. This provision is in clear breach of the
fits of the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective, if such corporations Parent-Subsidiary Directive (comparable and therefore
can not prove that they will hold shares in foreign sub- doubtful regulations have been implemented in Denmark,
sidiaries for at least two years (holding privilege) or that an Netherlands,Portugal and Germany.14According to the deci-
EU parent corporationwill hold shares of the domestic sub- sion mentioned above Article 3 paragraph 2 in connection
sidiary for at least two years (exemption from withholding with Article4 paragraph 1 of the Parent-Subsidiary.Directive
tax). states that the international holding privilege is applicable

r,

In Austria the anti-abuseprovisions of the Parent-Subsidiary
even where the two-yearminimumholdingperiodhas not yet

Directive have been implemented in Section 94 a EStG and been fulfilled.

Section 10 paragraph3 KStG. Under certain conditions Sec- According to the ECJ the exemption from the withholding
tion 94 a EStG grants an exemption from withholding tax on tax should be granted, even if the justification of the tax

dividends paid to EU corporations.13Pursuant to Section 94a exemption can only be checked after all prerequisites have
EStG in connection with regulation 56/1995 the exemption been fulfilled. On the other hand the Member States are not

from withholding tax is subject to the followingconditions:
the EU parent company is listed in annex 2 to the EStG 9. See Lang, Unterkapitalisierung, in Gassner/Lang/Lechner (Eds.),-

and holds at least 25 per cent of the share capital of the AktuelleEntwicklungenim internationalenSteuerrecht,at 156.

Austrian subsidiary; 10. See for instanceRdler,BestehtBedarffreine gesetzlicheBeschrnkung
der Gesellschafterfremdfinanzierung,FJ 1996, at 151.

the participationmust be held by the parent company for 11. See Gahleitner, Die tschechischen Unterkapitalisierungsregelungenaus
-

at least two years. Sicht sterreichsicher Investoren, Stener und Wirtschaft International (SWI),
(1996), at 495.

The exemptionwill not in any event apply if:. 12. IFA, InternationaleAspekteder Unterkapitalisierung,SWI 1996, at 494.
13. See Leitner,Mibrauch im internationalenSteuerrechtaus sterreichischer

the parent company has not met the continuous owner- at
-

Sicht, IWB 1996, Fach 5, Gruppe2, 357.

O
ship and holding period requirementsset forth above; or 14. Steuer-Telex,(1996), at 359.
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obliged to grant the tax exemption if it can ,not be proven B. Method change in cases of suspected tax abuse
whetherthe requiredparticipationperiod can be met. In such
cases a reimbursementprocedure may be justified. I.e. if all Austriatiregulationsregarding the internationalholdingpriv-
the conditions are subsequentlymet the exemption from the ilege contain anotherprovision whichmay be doubtfulunder
withholding tax has to be applied as from the beginning of both the EC Directive and the Austrianconstitutional law.
the participationperiod. The opinion of the ECJ with respect
to the exemption from the withholding tax can also be Section 10 paragraph 3 KStG specifies three grounds for sus-

applied to national provisions regarding the international pected abuse which also form the basis of the Ministry of
holding privilege.15 Finance regulations:
The Tax AmendmentAct 1996 reflects the recent ECJ deci- - the company'smain source of income is passive income;
sion. Dividends received from a foreign subsidiary which and

although basically satisfying the internationalholding privi-
- there is no comparable taxation with respect to the tax-

lege requirements,has not yet fulfilled the minimumpartici- able base and the tax rate applied in the jurisdictionof the

pation period at the time of distribution, are initially taxable country of residence;,arid

accordingto the new versionofSection 10 paragraph2 No. 3
- it is not proven that non-resident individuals directly or

KStG (applicable to dividends received after 1 January 1996 indirectly hold the majority interest in the Austrian par-
and for capital gains realized after 1 January 1997). After the ent company.

requiredparticipationperiodhas elapsed, the authoritieshave In such a case, the tax exemption granted under the interna-
to decide whether the holding privilege is applicable. tional holding privilege will be replaced by an indirect for-

The ECJ decided that Article 5 paragraph 1 and paragraph 3 eign tax credit (method change). This means that the foreign
of the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective are directly applicable so corporate income tax burden may be deductedfrom the Aus-

that taxpayers may claim the tax exemption on the basis of trian corporate income tax burden which is levied on the for-

that directive. For dividends, which have been received by eign dividends. The deductible foreign corporate income tax

Austrian corporations. after Austria joined the European will be added to the foreign dividends in assessing the Aus-

Union and where the applicationof the internationalholding trian tax base. The provisionmentionedabove has been criti-

privilege has been declined because of the fact that the cized since it obviouslyexceeds the legal content of the anti-

requiredholding period has not yetbeen fulfilled, any corpo_
abuse provisions set forth in the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective.

rate income tax levied on the foreign dividend may be Moreover, the Austrian authorities take the presence of

reclaimed after the minimum holding period has been ful- grounds for suspectedabuse as an absolute legal presumption
filled. for the presence of actual tax abuse. This is in clear contrast

to the correspondingEC provision referring to the exemption
On the other hand the recent decision of the ECJ implies that from withholdingtax on dividendspaid to EU corporations.16
the Austrianprovision of Section 94 a EStG and the require-
ments containedthereinregardingthe minimumparticipation
durationare in accordancewith the Parent-SubsidiaryDirect-
ive. Pursuant to Section 94 a EStG previouslydeductedwith-

15. See for instance Hgel, InternationalesSchachtelprivileg:Mindestbeteili-
holding tax may be reclaimedby an EU parent corporationif gungszeitrichtlinienwidrig,RdW (1996), at 545.
the minimumholding period requirementsare met. 16. See supra note 13.
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TRIanGULARSITUATIONS:A CASE OF DOUBLE SOURCE
TAXATION OF INTERESTAND ROYALTIES'

Marco Lombardi

HO State Lender StateMarco Lombardi is a Research Associatewith the IBFD.
This article evolved out of research done by the author in
his role as 1996 IFA.ResearchAssociate.Triangularcases

are the subject of one of the seminars to be held during
the 1998 IFA Congress in London.

I. INTRODUCTION HO
i4tyv

Triangular situations are commonly defined as situations .

involving three states. The 1992 OECD Report Triangular LENDER
Cases2 defines the typical triangular cases as those in
which income from dividends, interest or royalties derived
from a source within a certain state is received by a perma- f '\
nent establishment in another state which belongs to a head /pE\
office resident in a third state.3 l

\ ,

These and other triangular cases are dealt with in the Com-

mentary to the OECD Model,4 but are not specifically cov-

ered by the Model itself.5 Generally, this is held to be due to

the fact that, by definition, tax treaties are normally6bilateral
in nature and therefore cannot effectively deal with multilat- PE State Exhibit 1
eral situations. As is argued below, and as the OECD Com-

mentary would seem indirectly to confirm, this conclusion is 1. The author wishes to thank Rijkele Betten and Prof. Kees van Raad for
not necessarilycorrect. their valuable comments on the draft of this article.

2. TheReportwas publishedby the OECD as the secondchapteroftheModel
Tax Convention: Four Related Studies, No. 4 of the series Issues in Interna-

A. Double source taxation of interest tional Taxation.
3. In para. 2 at 28.
4. In,this article OECD Model stands for the 1992 OECD Model Double

This article intends to discuss the triangular situation which Tax. Conventionon Incomeand on Capital, as amended in 1994 and 1995.

may arise where payments of interest are made which are
5. For example, the case discussedin this article (dealt with in paras. 28 to 30
of the OECD Commentaryon Art. 11), the typicaltriangularcase dealt with in

connectedwith a permanentestablishmentthat the payer has the Commentaryon Art. 24; the case dealtwith in paras. 3(c) and 11 of the Com-
in a third state. In particular, the question as to whether mentaryon Art. 23; the case referred to in para 37 oftheCommentaryon Art. 25;
double tax treaties, either following the OECD Model or par-

etc. Other cases, for instance the case of a dual resident company paying or

tially departing from it, may help to settle potential conflicts receivingdividends to or from a residentofa third state, are not touchedupon by
the Commentary.For a discussion of some of these triangularcases see K. van

betweenthe source rules of two differentstates will be exam- Raad, The 1992 OECD Model Treaty: Triangularcases, 33 European Taxa-

ined.7 Other interest and royalties situations that may cause tion 9 (1993), at 298.

double or even triple source taxationare not dealt with in this 6. Examplesofmultilateral tax treaties are the 1922 ConventionofRomeand
the Nordic Convention.

article.8 For sake of simplicity, hereafter the term source 7. For a discussion of source rules and jurisdiction to tax see K. Vogel,
rule is used broadly to cover rules that allow a certain state Worldwidevs. source taxationof income-A reviewand re-evaluationofargu-
to tax incomewhich is derivedby a non-residentof that state. ments, Intertax (1988) at 224. On the issue of source see also J.S. Phillips and

M.H. Collins, General Reporters, in Cahiers de droit fiscal international The

The situation considered in this article, which is discussed in assessment and collection of tax from non-residents Vol. LXXa, Deventer:

paragraphs28 to 30 of the Commentaryon Article 11 of the Kluwer (1985); J.A. Jones, Does the UK give credit for tax on a permanent
establishment abroad In Essays in Honour of Sidney I Roberts, Eds. H.H.

Alpertand K. van Raad (Deventer: Kluwer.1995).
8. The UN Commentaryon Art. 11(5) largely refers to the OECD Commen-
tary. However, it adds that a different source rule may be adopted, i.e. based on

the place ofuse of the loan. With regard to royalties the UN Commentaryon

Art. 12(5) also refers to a placeofuse rule. This may lead to further triangular
and even quadrangularsituations.
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OECD Model, is the following. A person (Head Office)9 In practical terms, interestborne is synonymouswith interest
resident in a certain state (HO State) pays interest to a per- deductibleby the PE.
son (Lender) resident in another state (Lender State) in
connection with a loan entered into for the benefit of a per- Paragraphs28 to 30 of the OECD Commentaryon Article 11

manentestablishment(PE) in a third state (PE State) and suggest, inter alia, that a solutionmay be found at a multilat-

borne by the latter1, for instance for the purchase ofmachin- eral level. The following discussion, however, does not take

ery and equipmentused by the PE (exhibit 1). into account theoretical multilateral solutions and concen-

trates instead on possible solutions at the bilateral level.
In this situation interestpayments may be subject to taxation
in three states, namely in the HO State, in the PE State and in
the LenderState. In particular, triple taxationmay arise if the

A. No treaty between the HO and the PE States
HO State levies taxes (normally by withholding) on interest

paid by residents of that state and, at the same time, the PE
State also levies taxes on interest which is either borne or Let us imagine that there are two treaties, both following the

economically connected to the PE. However, there is relief OECD Model: one between the Lender Stte and the HO

from doublesource taxation only if the LenderState grants to State and one between the Lender State and the PE State.

the Lender a tax credit in respect of the taxes levied in both However, there is no treaty between the HO State and the PE

the HO State and the PE State (unfortunately this will not State. Under Article 11(5), first sentence of the HO

often be the case).12 State-LenderState treaty the HO State may levy taxes on the
interest paid to the Lender. Article 11 says nothing about the

This article does not deal with the situation of internal loans right to tax of the PE State in the event that the loan was
between Head Office and PE, which, with the exception of obtained by the Head Office for the requirements of the PE
the case of banks, are rare in practice.13 and the interest is borne by the PE in the PE State. However

the PE State, under its domestic law (and underArticle 11(5),
B. Double source taxation of royalties

second sentence of its treaty with the Lender State) may also
tax the interest. It would seem that under these circumstances
the two existing treaties do not provide any solution to the

Triangular situations may also arise where royalty payments situation of double source taxation. On the other hand no
are made by the Head Office under e.g. a licence agreement problemof double source taxation arises if the PE State does
entered into by the Head Office for the benefit of the PE.

not generally levy taxes on outbound interest or in any event
However, since the OECD Model, unlike the UN Model, on interest borne by permanent establishments situated in
does not provide for any source taxationof royalties, this art- that state.
icle concentrates first on interest payments and deals sepa-
rately with royalties at Section V below. Assumethe Head Office is in Italy, the PE in Nigeria and the

Lenderis residentin the Netherlands (see exhibit2). Current-

ly there is no treaty between Italy and Nigeria. Under the

II. THE OECD MODEL Italy-Netherlandstreaty the interestpaid by the Italian Head

The triangular interest situationdescribedabove is discussed 9.- Using the term Head Office in this article in no way implies that the PE

below in the light of the interest article of the OECD Model.
is in any legal sense an entity distinct from the Head Office.
10. For the PE the money borrowed therefore represents a liability and not

Article 11 of the OECD Model provides,thatinterestmay be owned capital.-
taxed both in the state of the recipientand in the source state. 11. How technically this tax is levied (i.e.by withholding;by assessment) is

In the latter case taxation is 'limited to a maximum of 10 per
a matter for the PE State's domestic law.
12. The full creditabilityof the foreign taxes shall generally be prevented if in

cent of the gross amount of the interest. Article 11(5) first the Lender State the foreign tax credit rules provide for a per country limita-
sentence sets forth the basic source rule with respect to inter- tion of the foreign tax credit. In addition,evenin the absenceofsuch a limitation,
est and provides that interest is deemed to arise in the con- since the Lender is only taxed on his profit margin as opposed to his gross

tracting state where the payer, is a residentof that state. How- income, he will often be unable to credit the entire amount of the source taxes

againsthis income tax due o the margin.
ever, Article 11(5) second sentence adds that: 13. Loans for the benefitof the PE are often negotiatedand entered into direct-

where the person paying the interest, whetherhe is a residentof a ly by the head office. In general, (with the exception of banks), the funds raised

contracting state or not, has in a contracting state a permanent by the head office from third parties cannot be in legal terms on-lentt the PE

establishmentor a fixed base in connectionwith which the indebt- since the PE is not a separate legal person. In fact, many domestic tax rules dis-

edness on which the interest is paid was incurred, and such interest allow internal debt-claims, i.e. they disregard internal loans between Head

is borne by such permanentestablishmentor fixed base, then such Office and PE. This reflects the position of the OECD, expressed in the 1994

interestshall be deemed to arise in the state in which the permanent
Report on the Attribution of Income to Permanent Establishments and co-
firmed in para. 18.3 of the Commentary on Art. 7 of the OECD Model. The

establishmentor fixed base is situated. Report (but not the Commentary) recognizes the possibility of interest deduc-

Paragraph27 of the OECD Commentaryon Article 11 clari- tions in case of overcapitalizedPEs. This exception,however, is not reproduced
in the new (i.e. including 1995 amendments)OECD Commentaryto Art. 7.

fies that interest is deemed to be borne by a permanentestab- 14. Namely, (a) when the loan has been contracteddirectlyby the management
lishmentwhen there is an economic link between the loan on of the PE; (b) when the loan contractedby the head office is used solely for the

which the interest accrues and the permanentestablishment. purposesof thePE and ultimatelyborne by it. The Commentary(pointc)) leaves
to the contracting states the choice of whether-to extend the same principle in

Paragraph 27 also gives some examples of situations in
case of a loan entered into by the head office for the benefitof more than one PE

which such an economic link is normally deemed to exist.14 located in differentstates.
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Office is deemed to arise in Italy and may be subject to tax tion to the problemof double source taxation. But whetherin
there.15 Under Article 11 of the Nigeria-Netherlands treaty practice the Lender could avoid double source taxation
the interest is also deemed to arise in Nigeriaand may also be dependson whethersuch aninterpretationis compatiblewith

subject to tax there.16 The Lender may thus be confronted the principle contained in Article 1 of the OECD Model
with two source taxes based on the gross amountof the inter- which generally restricts th applicationof the treaty to res-

est. idents of the two contracting states.18 The OECD Commen-

tary stops short of dealingexpresslywith the issue ofwhether
Italy Netherlands residents of third states may enjoy benefits under a treaty

between two other states. However, since Article 11(5) sec-'
ond sentencewould not eliminate double source taxation if it
could not benefit residents of third states, it may be inferred
that the OECD's view is that, in spite of Article 1 of the HO
State-PE State treaty,19 the Tie-breakerRule of Article 11(5)
of this treaty, after the ratificationof the same, becomes partHO of HO State domestic law and as such may be relied upon by
the Lender.20The Lender's entitlementto HO State domestic
law, rather than his entitlement to the HO State-PE State

LENDER treaty, would therefore seem to be the real issue at stake.

In practice, however, the question remains unrsolved as to

whether the solution of double source can apply to persons

'PEI / Lender. Furthermore, the issue arises as to what extent the
other than HO State-PE State treaty residents i.e. to the

\ ,
Lender may efectively enjoy protection against double
source taxation. Especially since the Lender, not being a res-

ident of either HO State or PE State, cannot in principle
invoke the mutual agreement procedure provided for in the
HO State-PE'State treaty and thereforecould only rely on the

Nigeria Exhibit 2 remedies offered by HO State domestic law. In short, the

interpretationof Article 11(5) second sentence suggested by
the OECD does not always allow the Lender to predict in

B. Article 11(5) as a source tie-breakerclause advance the amount (and the place) of the source taxes that
will.be levied on the interest he will receive. By the same

Let us now imagine that there is a treaty between the HO token, it may not always reassure the Head Office, in its

State and the PE State with an interest article followingArt- capacity as withholding agent, about the correctness of its

icle 11 of the OECD Model. In this case it does not matter choicenot to withhold taxes on interestpaymentsmade to the

whetheror not the PE State has an OECD type treaty with the Lender.

Lender State, nor whether the Lender State has such a treaty
with the HO State since these treaties, as discussed above,
would not in any event provide a solution to double source C. Single source taxation
taxation.

The OECD Commentary on Article 11(5) suggests, at para-
How the Tie-breaker Rule of Article 11(5) may eliminate
double source taxation can be illustrated by using the previ-graph 29, that Article 11(5) of the PE State-HO State treaty

could eliminate double taxation at source. Although the ous example.This time, however, the PE is located in France,

Commentary does not expressly so state, it may be inferred
that the solution envisaged is that Article 11(5) second sen- 15. I.e. up to 10 per cent.

tence of the treaty between PE State and HO State is to be 16. I.e. up to 12 per cent.

17. However, it may be argued that in its current'text, Art. 1'1(5) second sen-

interpreted as setting forth a general rule for the determina- tence does not prohibit taxation by the HO state, but rather permits taxation by
tion of the source of the interest which applies beyond those the PE state.

cases where the interest is derived by a resident of either PE 18. Art. 1 reds as follows: This Convention shall apply to persons who are

residents of one or both the Contracting States. However, the treaty non-dis-
State or HO State.17 In other words, under this interpretation, criminationprovision (Art. 24) applies to nationals.
Article 11(5) second sentence would contain a general tie- 19. It is unclear whether a treaty may be more easily invoked by residents of

breaker rule on the settling of two conflicting source rules third states in the event that the treaty in questiondoes not contain an Art. 1 cor-

(hereinafter referred to as the Tie-breaker Rule). This respondingto Art. 1 of the OECDModel. See, among others, the 1979 Canadian
HunterDouglasand the 1990 UK Commerzbankcases.

would extend its effects to interest derived by a person res- 20. In this sense, M. Edwardes-Ker, Tax Treaty Interpretation. The Interna-
ident in a third state, thus superseding the (explicit or impli- tional Tax Treaties Service London: In-depthPublishing(1995) at Chapter 56

cit) domestic source rules of the HO State. who also stresses how after the 1992 amendments,para. 54 of the Commentary
on Art. 24 no longercontainsa reference to the principleof the relativeeffects of

Certainly Article 11(5) second sentence of the HO State-PE tax treaties. Edwardes-Keralso reports and comments on some national courts

State treaty, if so interpreted,would in principle offer a solu- decisions on this issue. Contrary, P. Baker, Double Taxation Conventions and
InternationalTaxLaw(2ndEd.) (London: Sweet and Maxwell 1994) at 76-77).
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which has a treaty with Italy, Article 11(7) of which, repro- III. THE OECD COMMENTARYAND THE
duces the Tie-breakerRule.21 (exhibit 3). AUSTRALIANCLAUSE

Italy Netherlands Paragraph 30 of the OECD Commentary on Article 11(5)
suggests that double source taxation could be eliminated by
wordingArticle 11(5) second sentence as follows:

Where, however, the person paying the interest, whether he is a

residentof a contracting state or not, has in a state other than that
of which he is a resident a permanentestablishmentor a fixed base
in connectionwith which the indebtednesson which the interest is

HO paid was incurred, and such interest is borne by such permanent
establishmentor fixed base, then such interest shall be deemed to

arise in the state in which the permanent establishment or fixed
base is situated.

LENDER Under this provision, unlike under the standard one of the
OECD Model, the interest may have its source outside both

contracting states. It is interesting to note that most of the
/ \ treaties entered into by Australia25 (and also some US
lpE l contain a provisionequivalentto the one suggested\ i treaties26)
\ , in the OECD Commentary.For sake ofsimplicitythis type of

-- --

provision is hereinafter referred to as the Australian
Clause.

Let us assume that the Australian Clause is contained in Art-
icle 11(5) of the treaty between the HO State and the Lender

France Exhibit 3 State. Let us further assume that there is no treaty between
the HO State and the PE State or that there is a treaty between

Assume that Italy agrees with the interpretation of Article these two states but the Tie-breaker Rule27 is not effective,

11(7) ofthe Italy-Francetreaty suggestedin the OECD Com- under HO State domestic law, i.e. it does not bind the HO

mentary and agrees to give up its right to tax the interestpaid State with respect to the Lender. It is irrelevantwhetherthere

to the Dutch lender.22Such interestwill be deemed to arise in is a treaty between the PE State and the LenderState.

France both under the Italy-France treaty and under Article

11(6) of the France-Netherlandstreaty. As a result, interest A. Single source taxation
may be taxed only once at source, i.e. in France up to the
maximum rate provided for in the France-Netherlands

treaty.23
Under the Australian Clause in Article 1-1(5) of the HO
State-Lender State treaty, interest paid by the Head Office
would be deemed to arise in the PE State and double source

D. No source taxation taxation would b thus avoided. No conflict between source

rules would arise because the interest would equally be

Not only may Article 11(5) second sentence of the HO deemed to arise in the PE State under the OECD-typeArticle

State-PE State treaty eliminate double source taxation, it 11(5) of the PE State-LenderState treaty, if any. Assumethat

may even result in the elimination of source taxation alto- the Head Office is in Canada, the Lenderis a residentofAus-

gether. This occurs if the PE State does not levy taxes on tralia and the PE is in Spain (exhibit4).
interest arising in that state. This can be illustrated with an

example.
Assume this time that the PE is located in the Netherlands
and the Head Office in Italy (the Lenderbeing a resident of a

third state). As mentioned, Article 11 of the Italy-Nether-
lands treaty provides for a limited source taxation. Under
Article 11(7) second sentence of the treaty (which corre-

sponds to the Tie-breaker Rule24), the interest paid to the
Lender by the Italian Head Office but actually borne by the 21. I.e. ofArt. 11(5) second sentenceof the OECD Model.

22. The rightof Italy to tax the interest is based on Art. 20 of the Italian Income
Dutch PE is deemed to arise in .the Netherlands.UnderDutch Tax Law.
domestic law interest payments are gene'rally not subject ,to 23. I.e. 10 per cent.

withholding taxes. As a result, no tax will be levied in the 24. See supra note 19.

Netherlands regardlessofwhetheror not the Netherlandshas
25. E.g. the interestarticle in the treaties between Australiaand Austria, Cana-

da, Finland, India, Italy, the Netherlands,Norway, Spain, United States, but not
a tax treaty with the state of residenceof the Lender. e.g. in the treaty with Switzerland.

26. E.g. the interest article in the US-Belgium treaty (Art. 11); the source
articles in the treaty with Norway (Art. 24) and Brazil (Art. 5).
27. See supra note 19.
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rect,30 the advantageofArticle 11(5) second sentence is that itCanada Australia
is a standard clause contained in virtually all treaties follow-

ing the OECD and UN Models; however, it too has a weak-
ness since it may eliminate double taxation only if there is a

treaty between the HO and the PE States and in any event,
may not provide the Lender with effective protection (See
Section II above).

HO As mentioned,both clauses may lead to no source taxationof
the interest. However, whereas the Tie-breaker Rule of the
HO State-PE State treaty simply causes the HO State to

LENDER waive its right to tax the interest at source, the Australian
Clause in the treaty with the Lender State eliminates double
source taxation of residents of the HO State in the reverse

, situation, i.e. when the Lender is residentin the HO State. For

/J-i. reasons, may\/pE
/ Clause

all these
should become

it
included
perhaps be

in the
argued

standard
that the

Article
Australian

11(5),

of the OECD Model.

Both clauses settle the conflictbetweensource rules in favour
of the PE State. It is worth discussing whether from a theo-
retical pointofview this is an acceptablesolution. In order to

Spain - Exhibit 4 do so, a comparisonshouldbe made between the source rules
of the two states seeking to tax the interest at source. Unfor-
tunately, since domestic source rules, and their .underlying

Let us furtherassume that, unlike Italy in exhibit3, Canada is principles, do not follow a consistent pattern, this may turn

not prepared to regard the provision of Article 11(5) of its out to be a difficultexercise.

treaty with Spain28 as an interest source tie-breakerrule that For instance, although the withholding of taxes on interest
may benefit the AustralianLender. and interest deductibility are two separate issues, a few
Under the Australian Clause of the Canada-Australiatreaty, states31 allow the deductibility of interest paid to a non-res-

(i.e. Article 11(5)), the interest paid by the Canadian Head ident by anothernon-residentin connectionwith a permanent
Office to the AustralianLender is deemed to arise in Spain29 establishmentin the state only if withholdingtaxes are levied
and may be taxed at source only in Spain under Spanish on the interest. In these states the relation between the inter-
domestic law and under Article l't of the Spain-Australia est and the state, which justifies the interesthaving its source

treaty. in that state, is that income is generated through investment
in that state ofthe moneyborrowed. In fact, Article 11(5) sec-

ond sentence of the OECD Model reflects this same princi-
B. No source taxation ple.

In other cases32 a more formalistic pattern is followed, i.e.It should be noted that, as in the case of Article 11(5) Tie-
interest is deemed to arise in the state if the is residentbreaker Rule, the application of the Australian Clause may

payer
in that state, regardless of whether there is a connectionlead to no taxationat source, i.e. in those situations where the
between the loan and the productionof income.33PE State does not levy taxes on the interest bore by PEs

located in that state. . Forthepurpose of settling the conflictbetween two domestic
source rules it is suggested that the interest should have its
source in the state where the borrower (i.e. the Head Office)

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON INTEREST uses the borrowedmoney to produce the income from which

DOUBLE SOURCE TAXATION the interest is paid.34 As a result, the interest should have its

If one were to compare Article 11(5) Tie-breakerRule with 28. CorrespondingtoArt. 11(5) second sentenceof the OECD Model.
the Australian Clause, it could be pointed out that the Aus- 29. The interest is also deemed to arise in. Spain under Art. 11(5) of the

tralian Clause is more effective in that it can no doubt be Spain-Australiatreaty.

invoked directly by the Lender, who is the person most
30. There is currentlysome debate on whether the OECD clause has the effect
stated in the interpretation.

immediately affected by double source taxation. Moreover, 31. Forexample,Australia, the UnitedKingdom.On this issue see B.J. Arnold,
the Lender can rely, if necessary, on the mutual agreement General Reporter, in Cahiers de droit fiscal international,Deductibilityofinter-
procedureof the treaty between the LenderState and the HO est andfinancing charges in computing taxable income, Vol. LXXIXa (Deven-

State. The weakness of the Australian Clause rests in that it
ter: Kluwer 1994) at 518 and 536.
32. E.g. Art. 20 of the Italian IncomeTax Law.

may eliminate double source taxation only if there is a treaty 33. E.g. loan obtained by a private individual for the purchase of a private
between the Head Office and the Lender States. In compari- asset; money, borrowed by a company, that the law regards as not being con-

son, on the assumption that the OECD interpretation is cor-
nected with the productionof income; etc.
34. SeeA.L. Harding,DoubleTaxationofPropertyandlncome,(1933) at 171.
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source in the PE State, i.e. the statestate where the money bor- by aaperrsson, whether aaresident of aacontractingstatestateorornot,
rowed isisutilized too produce income that may be taxed there. that areareborne by aapermanentestablishmentininone of the two

Thiis conclusionconcusson isiscorrectcorrectregardlesssofwhetherthe HO State contrractingstatessaessarearedeemed to arisearisein the contrractingstatestae
where the PE isislocated. As aaressult, aatriangularrrianguarrsituation like

prrovides reliefrelief from double taxationaxatton ofof the PE income

through an eexeemptionmethod or through a credit method. In
the one discussedaboveabovewith respect totointerestnteressttmay arise.

an or a In
bothbotthccaasses, thetheeHO State ininpracticepraacttcceewaivees, either ccoomplete- Unlike thetheeOECD CommeentaryononArticle 11,11,thetheeUN Com-

ly ororpartially, its taxaaxclaims ononthe PE income ininfavourofofthe meentary ononArticle 12 does notnotdeal with this triangularsitu-
PE State. As aaressult, it would seem correct that the HO State ation. The issueissue therefore arisesarises asas to whether the solutions
did the same with respect too the interestnteressttpaid too the Lender inin advanced inn the OECD Commentarry may be applicable inin
connectionwith thethe productionofofthe income ininthe PE State. this case. Given the corresspondencebetween the OECD (and
Of coursse, for thesethesse purposses it isisnecessssarry too properly alio-alo-¬ UN) interest sourcesourceruleruleand the UN royaltyroyaty sourcesourcerule, it

catecae the interest between Head Office and PE. This cancan bebe may be argued that alsoalsoin the casecaseof rroyalties Article 112(5)
done simply by applying the same domestic allocation rules second sentence ofof the treaty between the HO and the PE

aapplieed too calculatecaaccuateethe incomeofofthe PE under ananeexeemption States may be interpreted asas aa tie-breaker clauseclausegoverning
method andandthe maximumamountofofforeign taxaax creditunderunder cconflictingsourcesourcerules.
aacredit method.35 Finally, with respect too royaltiees, thethee inclusionnccusson ofof thethee Aus-

In conclusion, it seems correct, from aa theoretical point ofof tralian Clause ininthe treaty between the statesae ofofthe recipient
view, that both Article 11(5) Tie-breakerRule and the Aus- and the HO State may eliminate double sourcesource taxation.

tralian Clause seek to settle conflictingconflcttngsource rulesrulesin favour IIndeed, this clauseclauseisiscontained in virtuallyaliallthe tax treatiesreattess
ofofthe PE State.336 entered into by Australia.39

V. ROYALTIES
35. Themain twowooapproachesavailableare the tracinng approachppprooacchandandthe appor-
tionment method. See paras. 18.2 andand 18.3 ofofthetheeOECD CoommentaryononArt.

11.

Article 12 ofof thethe OECD Model provides that rroyalties may 36. From aa practiccal pointpoonttofofvieew, it wouldwoouuld perhapsperrhapss bebe preeferable for thethee

only be taxedtaxed inin the statesae ofof the recipient. However, underunder
Lender tooohavehavethetheesourcesourcerulesuuessconflict settled innnfavour ofofthetheeHO State. This
wouldwoouuldenable thetheeLender toooassessassessinnnadvanceadvancethetheesourcesourcetaxtaxburdenburrdeennononthetheeinter-

Article 1212ofofthethe UN Model the sourcesourcestatesae has alsoalsoaa(limit- estesthehereceivves,especially innnthosethoseecasescaseswheretheLendercannotcannotknowknowwhatwhatuseuse

ed) right toto taxtax rroyalltiess..337 Since, however, aa few OECD thetheeHead Office will make ofofthetheemoneymoneyborrowed (e.g. will thetheemoneymoneybebedis-

states38statess38have made aareservation on Article 12 ofofthe OECD tributed too more thanthaan oneonePE, will thetheeHeadOffice itselfuseusepartpartofofthetheemoonney,

Model concerningconcerningtheir right too taxtax royaltiees atat ssource, the etc.). On this pointpoonttseeseeK. Voogel, (1199991), Klaus Voogel ononDoubleTaxation Con-
ventions (Deventerr Kluuwer, atat6773). Hoowever, this does notnotseemseemaapractical

issuesssuee ofofroyaltiees sourcesource taxation inn praacticce alsoalso affects aa solution,because ittgoesgoestotally againstgaansttthe principleoftaxationof innnthe state oftheof thee

number ofoftreaties enteredentereedintonto bybyandandbetweenOECD states. PPE, containedsincesnceethe 19631963draft innnArt. 1111ofofthe OECDOECDModel.
37. Art. 12(1) ofofthe UNUNModel reads as follows: Royalties arising innnaaCon-

Article 12(5) ofofthetheUN Model follows the same pattern asas tractinng State andandpaidpaaidtoo aaresidentessidenttofofthetheeotherttherrCoontractinng State may bebetaxedaaxeed

Article 11(5) ofofthe OECD Model. It provides that rroyalties inn thatthattotherttherrState.

are deemed totoarisearisein the statesae ofofthe payer. Allsso, like Article 38. Namely,Australia,Austria, Greeece, Caannaadda, Japan, Meexicco, New Zeealaannd,
are Portuugal, SSpain, Turkey andandItaly.
11(5) ofofthethe OECD Model, it prrovides that the royalties paidpaid 39. SeeSeetreaties mentioned innnsupra notenooee23.
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SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTrIAfricanBUdGET 1997
Marius van Blerck

The marginal tax rate applicable to taxpayers with tax-
Marius van Blerck is Founding editor of the SA Tax able incomes falling in the range ZAR 40,000 to ZAR
Review, Chairman of the South African Fiscal Think Tank, 45,000 is reduced from 41 per cent to 32 per cent.
Author of Mining Tax in South Africa, Group Tax
Consultantwith the Anglo American Corporationof The number of incomebrackets has been reduced from 8

South Africa, originatorof the Taxfax site on the World to 7.
Wide Web, and editor of the InfoTax electronictax service Currently a person whose income does not exceed ZAR
on Southern African fiscal affairs. 50,000per year does not have to submita tax return. This

reduces the administrativeburden for both the employee
and the South AfricanRevenueService.The limitwill be

I. INTRODUCTION increased from ZAR 50,000 to ZAR 60,000 as from
1 March 1997, relieving many thousands of taxpayers of

On 12 March 1997, the new South African Minister of the burden of submitting tax returns.

Finance, Mr Trevor Manuel, delivered his maiden Budget
Speech. The following is a summary of the main measures

announced, supplementedby some brief discussion. B. New rates

Taxable income (ZAR) Tax rate (%)
II. CORPORATETAX 0 to 30,000 19%

30,000 to 35,000 5,700 + 30% of the excess

A. Tax rates 35,000 to 45,000 7,200 + 32% of the excess

45,000 to 60,000 10,400 + 41 % of the excess

60,000 to 70,000 16,550 + 43% of the excess
The rates which remainunchanged are as follows: 70,000 to 100,000 20,850 + 44% of the excess

Corporation tax 35 per cent. 100,000 upwards 34,050 45% of the- + excess

Secondary tax on companies (STC) 12.5 per cent.-

The combined tax rate on distributed.earnings42.2. per-

cent. C. Rebates
The gold mining tax formulae also remainunchanged.

The primary rebate has been increasedfromZAR 2,660 to

ZAR 3,215.
B. Other

Notwithstanding speculation in the press, ring-fencing for D. Fringe benefits
gold mines remains in place. The Katz Commission has a

sub-committeeon Mining Tax (on which the author serves) There has been a considerable increase in the tax on some

which is likely to finalize its deliberations (on ring-fencing, fringe benefits, as follows:
amongst others) during 1997. Tax amendments which may
follow the Commission'srecommendationsare thus likely to 1. Companycars
be announcedeither late in 1997, or in the 1998 Budget.

The fringe benefit arising from the private use of a company
car is taxed at a value equal to 1.2 per cent per month of the

III. PERSONALTAX cost of the car. For example the private use of a companycar

costing ZAR 100,000 has a monthly taxable value of ZAR
A. Tax rates 1,200. With effect from 1 July 1997, this percentage will be

Tax rates have been dramatically reduced for lower-middle increased to 1.8 per cent..

level earners, as follows: In addition, with effect from 1 July 1997, the value to be
The effects of inflationhave been reduced for all taxpay- placed on any second or subsequentvehicle is to be increased-

ers and eliminated for those with taxable incomes less from the current levelof2 per cent to 4 per cent.

than ZAR 30,000;
There is now only one tax bracketon taxable incomesup 1. This rate is computed as: 35 per cent plus 12.5/112.5 of the remaining 65

-

to ZAR 30,000. per cent.
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2. Travelling allowances South African residents be they corporate or individual
will become subject to tax in South Africa on passiveAt present where a taxpayer does not keep accurate records
income, regardless of the source, from the date that the

of distances travelled and the total kilometres travelled for
are

business and private purposes do not exceed 32,000 kms, a exchange controls relaxed.

distance of 12,000 kms is deemed to be travelled for private 2. The deeming provisions would, however, exclude pas-
purposes. To bring the tax treatment of this benefit in line sive income which is effectively connected with an

with that of company cars, the deemed private kilometres active business operation (permanent establishment)
will be increased to 14,000 as from 1 March 1997. The tax- conducted by a South African resident through a fixed
able portion forPAYEpurposeswill be increasedfrom 35 per facility outside South Africa.
cent to 40 per cent with effect from 1 July 1997.

3. Housing V. THE RETIREMENTAND MEDICAL FUND
Regarding the taxable value of residential accommodation INDUSTRIES
providedto employeesby an employeror by a connectedper-
son in relation to the employer-as from 1 March 1997 where A. Tax rate retirement funds-

residential accommodation provided as a benefit to the

employee is not owned by the employer, or where.the

employee has an interest in the accommodationin question,
The tax rate on the gross interest and net rentals received by

such an employee will be taxed on an amount equivalent to
retirement funds (first imposed in 1996) remains at 17 per

the rentals paid and other expenditures incurred by the cent.

employer in order to provide such accommodation.The def-
inition of the employee's interest in the accommodationwill

B. Tax base retirement funds-

also be extended to include any connectedperson in relation
to such employees.The percentageswhich are applied to the
formula for determiningthe taxablevalueof the housingben- There are a few expected chnges to the tax base.

efit will also be increased by one percentage point as from In the case of investments made by funds in unit trust
1 March 1997. schemes with property shares, such funds receive dividends

which are derived from propertycompanies.Since thesedivi-
4. Holiday accommodation dends are effectivelya distributionofrental income received

The value for fringe benefit tax purposes to be placed on holi- by the property companies and having regard to the fact that

day accommodationprovided by an employer to an employ- such dividends are distributedbefore taxation, the taxationof

ee, is the cost incurred by the employer for the hiring of the rental income is effectivelybeing shifted to the unit holders.

accommodation.In any other case the employee is currently At present such dividends received by funds are neither sub-
taxed on the value of ZAR 35 per person per day. As from ject to normal tax nor tax on retirementfunds in the hands of
1 March 1997 this value is to be increased to ZAR 100 per the fund. Given that such dividends effectively represnt
person per.day. rental income, they will be subject to the tax on retirement

funds with effect from 1 March 1997.

In addition, where a fund lends interest-bearing instruments
IV. EXTENSION OF THE SOURCE BASIS OF to a borrower payments by the borrower to the lender for

TAXATION compensation for the loss of interest and use of the instru-
ments will be deemed to be interest and will be subject to the

The relaxation of exchange controls announced in this Bud- tax on retirementfunds as from 1 March 1997.
get has tax implications. The Katz Commission has a sub-
committee (on which the author served) which has complet-
ed an examinationof the currentsource basis of taxation.The C. Equal tax treatmentfor members of public and
Katz Commission's report on this subject will be released private funds
within a week. In the interim, the Ministerhas announcedthe
extensionof the currentsource basis of taxation to include in In terms of present tax rules lump sum benefits payable to
the South African tax net a greater range of foreign passive members of retirementschemes establishedby law or for the
income, earned directly and indirectly. benefit of local authorities (public sector funds) are not tax-

The followingare the interimmeasures to protect the tax base able. However,membersofprivate sector funds are liable for
in the short term. tax on lump sum benefits.

1. The existing provisions of the Income Tax Act which Both theKatzCommissionand the NationalRetirementCon-
deal with the deeming of the source of income, will be sultative Forum have recommended that there should be
extended to includepassive income,namely interest, roy- equal treatment of lump-sum benefits received by members
alties, annuities and rentals not presently deemed to be ofpublic and private sector funds.
from a South African source. The effect of this is that
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Equality between public and private sector funds of the tax managers, as well as to allow unit trusts more flexibility
treatment of lump sum payments is to be introduced from in applying the current 10 per cent limits;
1 March 1998 subject to the protectionofvested rights. - the South African Reserve Bank will supervise the

implementationofa dollar/randfutures contract issued in
South Africa;

D. Deferred compensation - the non-resident ownership level at which foreign con-

trolled resident entities become subject to limits on local
The Government is extremely concerned about the practice borrowingwill be raised from 25 per cent to 50 per cent;
of using some medical savings schemes and other types of - the limits for the completion of forms A and E for the
salary sacrifice schemes to reduce the taxable income of a purchase and sale of foreign exchange will be increased
person. from ZAR 2,000 to ZAR 40,000;
The South African Revenue Service (SARS) holds the view

- South African individuals and corporations will have to

that interestcredited to a savings scheme of this nature is tax- provide authorized foreign exchange dealers with a tax

able in the hands of the member. SARS are also investigating referencenumberand sign a declarationof good standing
in respect of their South African tax obligations beforethese schemes to determine the tax treatmentofcontributions

to such funds as well as the tax treatment of repayments and being permitted to remit funds offshore.

withdrawals.

Vili. OTHER MEASURES
VI. VALUE ADDED TAX

A. Excise duties
The VAT rate remains unchangedat 14 per cent.

As usual, there are considerableincreases in these duties.

Excise duties are in the main specific levies per unit of vol-
Vil. EXCHANGE CONTROL ume, rather than ad valorem taxes on value and it is therefore

appropriate that we consider these duties annually.
Following widespread speculationon the probable easing of
exchange controls on residents, measures which will imple- Substantialincreases in the excise duties on tobaccoproducts
ment considerable relaxation of these controls were

are again proposed.The rate ofduty on tobacco will increase

announced by the Minister. The following are some of the by 52 per cent, bringing the tax, includingVAT, to 50 per cent

important features of the package: of the average retail price. Smokers will have to pay an extra

cents cost extrawith the exceptionofdiscretionarytype expendituresuch 27 10 cigarettes. Pipe tobacco will
- per an

ZAR 2.49 per kilogram.as maintenance payments whose limits have been sub-
stantially revised, most remaining controls on current The news for drinkers is equally sobering. Some of the high-
account transactionswill be abolished; lights are: beer goes up by 8.15 cents per litre or about3 cents
travel allowancesare increased to an annual allowanceof per 340 ml can; sorghum beer increases by 2 cents per litre-

80,000 per adult and ZAR 25,000 per child; and sorghum flour by 5.5 cents per kilogram; unfortified
individualswill be allowed to remit an amountof capital wine increases by about 8 cents per 750 ml bottle; mineral-

abroad, with extended limits for the acquisitionof fixed water and soft drinks go up by 1.2 cents per litre; cane spirits
property in SADC countries;will be able to maintain for- will increaseby about 66 cents per 750 ml bottle, and similar
eign currency denominateddeposit accounts subject to a increases apply to whisky, brandy and gin.
prescribedceiling with South African banks; and will be
permitted to retain foreign income earnings in foreign
currency accounts; B. Ad valorem customs and excise duties
corporations wishing to establish new ventures will be-

permitted to transfer up to ZAR 30 million as a propor- The current ad valorem duties range between 6 and 37.5 per
tion of their investment, or ZAR 50 million in the case of cent before VAT. The abolition of these duties was recom-

SADC investments; mended by the Margo Commission and the Katz Commis-
South African corporations will be allowed to raise for- sion has also indicated its unease. The Minister felt that for-

eign funding on the strength of.their South African bal- revenue reasons he was at presentunable to justify the aboli-
ance sheets; and when circumstances permit, South tion of these duties, but reductions are in store.
African corporationswill be free to invest abroad a per- The existing rates of 37.5 cent and 32.5 cent to be
centage of their assets (based on audited balance sheets) per per are

lowered to 15 per cent. As far as motor cycles are concerned,for portfolio investments;
the rates will be loweredfrom 32.5 cent and 17.5 centinstitutional investors will in 1997 be allowed to invest per per-

(which applies to cycles with a cylindercapacity of less than
up to 3 per cent ofthe net inflow of funds during the1996

800 cm3 ) to 15 cent and 7.5 cent respectively.calendaryear; the definitionofqualifying institutions for per per

asset swaps will be broadened to include regulated fund
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C. MarketableSecurities Tax IX. DOUBLEDOUBLETAXTAXAGREEMENTS2AGREEMENTS2

Following the progressive reduction ofof the MSTMSTraterate in A. General
recent years (from 1.5 perpercentcentaafew years agoagototo0.5 perpercentcent
last year) this tax has nownowdropped toto0.25 per centcentfrom 11 In recent months there has been much. activity this front.
April 1997.

recent onon

During the course ofof1996, andandin the first few months ofof
1997, DTAs with the following countries were ratified:

D. SimplificatioonofofthetheeIncomencoomeeTax Act Country Ratificationby South Africa

This year the Ministry ofofFinancewill embark on a project toto Korea 2626January 19961996
on a

consolidateandandsimplify the IncomeTaxAct innna mannerthat Norway 1515October 19961996
a

ensures that the contents are easily understandable by all Poland 1616May 19961996

South Africans.The scop.escopeof the project is far-reachingandnndit Taiwan 33September 19961996

is envisaged that it will take several years totocomplete. The Thailand 33September 19961996

projectwill serve as aatraining ground for youngyoungtaxtaxlawyers On the negotiation front the following treaties have recently
andandaccountants who willwillbe appointed totohelp with the task been signed:
ofofrewriting the Act.

Austria DTADTAsigned 44March 19961996- awaiting-

ratification.

E. Declaration ofofgoodgoodstaanndinng Mauritius DTADTAsigned 11July 19961996- awaiting-

ratification.
The Governmentintends totomoremorevigorouslyvgoroussyyenforce the taxtax Czech Rep DTADTAsigned 1111November 19961996- awaiting-

legislation. ratification.

To this endendthey have decided that anyanySouth African, be it aa
Italy DTADTAsignedsgneed1616November 1996-1996 -awaiting

natural personor aacorporation,who wants tototender andandpar-
ratification.

ticipate in any form ofofcontractto provide goods andandservices United States DTADTAsigned 1818February 1997 - awaiting
any to

-

totogoyernment, or who wishes to accessaccessanyanyofofthe supply- ratification. (see notenotebelow ononthe United

side financial assistance opportunities ororother Government States agreement)
initiatives mustmustbe a registered taxpayertaxpayerandandmustmustsignsgnna de- India DTADTAsigned December 19961996- awaiting

a a
-

claration that his taxtaxaffairs are in order. ratification.

The provision ofoftaxtaxnumbers andand aadeclaration ofofgoodgood In February 19961996it waswaserroneously reported innnananinterna-

standing will also bbrequired from individuals ororcorpora- tional fiscal publication that South Africa had signedsgneedaatax

tions wantinganntnggto avail themselves ofofforeign currency. (See treaty withLuxembourg innn1995, dealing with air transport.
above.) In fact, the treaty dealt exclusivelywith air transport, andandhad

nonoreference tototaxtaxissues.

F. TheThefinal tax reliefeeleefprogramme
On aamore general note, SouthSouuthAfrica is likely to be negotiat-
ing comprehensiveDTAs with aanumber ofofSouth American

With a view to broadening the tax base andandaddressing the countries innn1997, in addition totothe countries listed below in
a to

problem ofofnon--ayment ofoftax, the Government offered a
the negotiationdates awaiting finalizationcolumn.

a

final tax, interest, penalty andand additional taxtax relief pro- Regarding existing DTAs, the NetherlandsFinance Ministry
grammegrammetotocertainerraanncategories ofofpersons in 1996/97. Follow- issued aadecree (IFZ 96/94 U. 3) onon44April 19961996totothe effect

ingnggthe approvalpprovaalofofthe legislation by Parliament, the period that SouthAfricanSecondaryTax ononCompanies(STTC) qual-
to apply for reliefstarted onon11November 1996 andandended onon ifies as aatax ononprofits substantiallysimilar totothe existing
2828February 1997. taxes listed in Article 22ofofthe DTADTAbetween the twotwocoun-

The programmewas extensive, covering both registeredandand
tries. STCSTCis thus coveredby the agreement.

unregisteredpersons. In the case ofofunregisteredpersons, nono Regarding the newnewUnited States agreement, in aaforthcom-
taxes were levied for the tax years before 11March 1994. For ing article innnthe Bulletin the author argues that the wording
registered taxpayers, interest andandpenalties owing for the ofofthe agreement is inadequate totoguaranteeUSUSshareholders

periods before 11March 19941994were written off ififcertain con- aacredit innnthe USUSfor South African STC. AAUSUSTreasury
ditions were met. official subsequently expressedxpresseedthe view that the current

wording won'twonn'tbe aaproblem,but has yetyettotoexplain why
this is the case. Further developmentsare awaited.

2. The following information isisby courtesy of the InfoTax
electronic taxtaxservice.
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B. Current status report 6. Negotiation dates awaiting finalization

The following table sets out the current status report relating Greece Jordan Kenya Morocco
to South Africa's DTA network. New Zealand Nigeria. Spain Ukraine

United Zambia

1. Comprehensiveagreements in place Arab Emirates

Botswana Denmark (la) Finland (lb) France (Ic) 7. Limited sea and air transport treaties in placeGambia Germany Grenada Hungary (ld)
Israel Korea (le) Lesotho Malawi Belgium Brazil Greece Ireland
Mauritius Namibia Netherlands Nicaragua Italy Japan Norway Portugal
Norway(Ir 'Poland (lg) Romania(lh) Seychelles Taiwan Spain
SierraLeone Swaziland Sweden (li) Switzerland
Taiwan (lj) Tanzania Thailand (lk) Uganda Notes

UnitedKingdom Zambia Zimbabwe 1: Ali DTAs listed under note 1 (i.e. la, lb, lc etc.) are new, in
that they have come into existence since South Africa's first fully

2. Comprehensiveagreementssigned by both countries,
democraticelections in April 1993.

presently ratified only by South Africa
la: Denmark: agreementratifiedby South Africa on 22 December
1995.
lb: Finland: agreement ratified by South Africa on 1 December

Austria Belgium Canada Italy 1995.
Lesotho Russian Federation lc: France: agreement ratified by South Africa on 27 September

1995.

3. Comprehensiveagreementssigned by both countries, ld: Hungary: agreement ratified by South Africa on 13 September
presentlyunratified by either country 1995.

le: Korea: agreementratifiedby South Africaon 26 January 1996.
Czech Republic India Mauritius lf: Norway: agreement ratified by South Africa on 15 October
United States of America 1996.

lg: Poland: agreement ratified by South Africa on 16May 1996.

4, Comprehensiveagreements negotiated or lh: Romania: agreement ratified by South Africa on 27 September
renegotiated, presently unsigned by either country 1995.

li: Sweden: agreement ratified by South Africa on 22 December
Botswana Croatia Cyprus India 1995.

Luxembourg Malaysia Malta Namibia lj: Taiwan: agreement ratified by South Africa on 3 September
Singapore Slovakia Swaziland Turkey 1996.

Uganda Zimbabwe lk: Thailand: agreement ratified by South Africa on 3 September
1996.

5. Comprehensiveagreements being negotiatedor

renegotiated
'

Argentina Gabon Ireland Japan
Portugal Tunisia Turkey

Taxation& Investmentin SouthAfrica3
Ml

L IBFD's essentialguide to the post-reform economy
jTT Written and maintained by taxation specialists based in South Africa in conjunction

'
.

IBFDI
Publications

with IBFD's research staff, this compactand accessible loose-leaf service provides a
'- ,,,.,:,:,2_,/ .

detailed account of the regulations governing trade, and investment in South

Africa. Clear, accurate and authoritative, the srvice is specifically tailored to the

requirementsof international businesses and investors.,
, .,, , ,

,

IBFD Publications.BV
1997 INITIAL SUBSCRIPTION:NLG 465

P.O. Box 20237

1000 HE Amsterdam (1997 renewalof an existing subscription:NLG 210)
The Netherlands One loose-leafbinder,updatedtwice a year

Tel: +31, 20.6267726 ' Residetsofthe Netherlands, and.residentsof the EU-withoutaVAT'nmber-

'

to,value'added:tx,on :,'
,.

1

areFax: +31 20 622 86S8- Il ' ' ' ri''; vj;: : liable the price of'this item.
'

}
'

, ,
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AUSTRALA

TAXACCOUNTINGIN AUSTRALIA
Rick Krever

I. INTRODUCTION vides little guidance,4 but taken fogether, legal precedents
provide a fairly clear idea of the borderline between cash-

Subject to a few schedular-like exceptions and set of dis- basis and accrual-basis taxpayers. Generally, cash-basis

crete capital gains rules, Australia's income tax system gen- accounting is applied to individualsand very small business-

erally operates as a global tax in which all gross receipts are es and accrual-basisaccounting is applied to larger business-

lumped together to ascertain total assessable income,and all es and to companies.Attemptsby the CommissionerofTaxa-

deductible outgoings are lumped together to determine total tion to extend accrual-basis accounting to individualprofes-
allowabledeductions.These two items are netted together to sionals have been successfully rebuffed,5 while attempts to

determine taxable income for the year,1 on which tax is then assess smaller partnerships on an accrual basis have been

imposed.2 successful.6

The income tax base, i.e. what comes into assessable income
One of the leading cases on the borderline between cash-

has undergone a complete transformationand broadening in
basis and accrual-basis taxpayers, Henderson FCT,7 alsov.

the past 15 years. One importantconsequenceof that change illustrates fundamental weakness of the Australian tax
has been to shift tax accounting issues from the quiet back-

a

water in which they had languished for decades to the fore- accountingdoctrines. The courts have never developed rules
to prevent overlap or lacunae where taxpayers switch from

front of tax planning concerns. Whereas formerly taxpayers accounting the other. The in Hen-one tax system to taxpayer
were primarily concerned with how a receipt or outgoing derson, for example, memberof partnership (as ironymightbe characterizedfor tax purposes,followingtax reform

was a a

would have it, an accounting firm). The taxpayerargued suc-
and base broadening a prime issue became when the amount

on
would be recognizedfor tax purposes.

cessfully behalf of himself and his fellow partners that it
was more appropriate for the firm, which had, formerly sub-

This article reviews the statutory measures and case law mitted tax returns on a cash basis, to submit on an accrual

precedents that establish Australia's rules of tax accounting, basis. As the result of the decisionin his favour, a substantial
the rules thatdeterminewhen incomemustbe'recognizedand part of the firm's billings for the year prior to the change dis-
when expensesmay be deducted for tax purposes.3 appeared from the tax system. No income was recognized

when invoices had been sent out as the firm was on a cash
basis in that year. And no income was recognizedwhen pay-

II. CASH-BASIS OR ACCRUAL-BASIS ment was made on the invoices as the firm was on an accrual

ACCOUNTING basis that year. While the judge at first instancedeviseda rule
that would have required recognition of the lost income fol-

A taxpayer's taxable income is calculated as income derived
less expenses incurred to derive the income. When a taxpay- 1. Income TaxAssessmentAct1936 (hereiafterITAA) Sec. 48.

er derives income will depend on whether the taxpayer is 2. ITAA Sec. 17.
3. This article draws from a chapterby the author in S. Ross and P. Burgess,

subject to cash-basis or accrual-basis tax accounting rules. Income Tax: A CriticalAnalysis (2nd ed) (Sydney: Law Book Company, 1996).
As is explained in more detail below, the type of accounting AleadingarticleontaxaccountinginAustralia,which shouldbe consultedby all

system applied to a taxpayer appears to be less relevant to readers interested in pursuing furtherthe law and policy of tax accounting issues,

determiningwhen that person incurs a deductibleexpense.
is Graeme Cooper, Tax Accounting for Deductions (1988) 5 Australian Tax
Forum 23. Cooper's two chapters on tax accounting in G. Cooper, R. Deutsch

Subject to refinements discussed further below, under cash- and R. Krever, Income Taxation Commentaryand Materials (2nd ed) (Sydney:
Law Book Company, 1993) should also be consulted.

basis accounting, a taxpayer generally derives an amount 4. An often cited precedent, for example, simply asserts that the appropriate
when it is received. Again subject to the refinements dis- system is the one that will give a substantiallycorrect reflex of the taxpayer's
cussed below, under accrual-basis accounting (sometimes true income- per Dixon J in CommissionerofTaxes (SA) v. ExecutorTrustee

called earnings-basis accounting in Australia, particularly in and Agency Company of South Australia Ltd (Carden's case) (1938) 63 CLR
108, at 154 (Full HC).older court cases), a taxpayer generally derives an amount 5. See, for example, FCTv. Firstenberg (1976) 6 ATR297 (S. Ct. Vic); FCT

when he accrues a right to be paid (usually when the cus- v. Dunn (1989) 20 ATR 356 (Fed. Ct.) (no rule that sole practitionersmust use

tomer is invoiced), whetheror not actual payment is made at cash-basis accounting, but it was appropriate in this case); see also Determina-

the same time. tion TD93/11, which deals with professional income and TD93/18, which deals
with taxpayers generally, setting out some criteriaused by the Commissionerof

The courts have said the question of whether any particular Taxation when deciding whether to apply cash- or accrual-basisaccounting to a

taxpayer is subject to cash-basis or accrual-basis accounting
taxpayer.
6. See, forexample,Barratt v. FCT (1992) 23 ATR 339.

is a question of law. For the most part, doctrinalanalysis pro- 7. (1970) 1 ATR 596 (Full HC).
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lowing a change in accountingmethods,8he was overruled.on soughtto characterizethe gain they realizedon redemptionof
appeal. Surprisingly,nolegislativereform has followed. deep discount notes as exempt capital gains, arguing it was

related to the underlyinginstrumentand had none of the char-
acteristics of ordinary income such as periodicity.The argu-

III. CASH--BASIS INCOME RECOGNITION ment met with little success, as it was clear that the discount
was in substitution . for ordinary interest and, as such, it
attained an income character. The taxpayers' fall-back argu-A cash-basis taxpayer derives income when it is received.

that recognitionof the gain could be deferred by cash-A statutory measure reinforces the general principle that ment,
basis lenders until redemption, was successful. The resultreceipt may be actual or constructive so a taxpayer will be

significantdeferral of taxation. Whatparticularlyupsetwas a
deemed to receive a payment when it is dealt with on his the tax authorities th fact that accrual-basis lendersbehalf.9 was

treated the discount as an accruing liability and deducted it
Constructivereceipt implies some active controloverincome over the life of the loan as if it were in fact compounding
by the taxpayer that is, some direction in ,how it is used, or interest. The Taxation,Officewas thus caught in a classic tax

applied or some benefit derived, by the taxpayer. Thus, a planning whipsaw, with the txpayer who paid interest
cash-basis taxpayer who fails to demand payment to,which obtaining the benefit of an immediate deduction while the
he is entitled will notderive incomesimplyby failing to call taxpayerwhoreceivedinterestdeferring tax on the gain-until
for it,10 but the taxpayerwho is presentedwith and refuses to well into the future..

accept payment will derive -the income it reprsents when

payment.is tendered. The former taxpayer is completely
A variation on the deep, discount note arrangement was the

passive with respect to the derivation of income, while the issuance of deferred interest'' debt instruments. Interest on

latter exercises control over income in the sense of actively
deferred interest debentures was calculatedannually but was

dealing with the funds, even if that control is only to tell not payable until the debenture matured. When the instru-

anotherperson to retain the funds. ment was redeemed, the lender would receive the principal
and deferred interest. The interest rate was always much

It has been suggested in passing in a leading ,tax accounting higher than that paid on debentures, with ordinary annual
case that a taxpayerwho, prior to the date on which payment interestor compouftdinginterestbut, not by coincidence,was
is due, asks for payment to be deferred past its due date always set at a rate such that the total interest receivedby the
wouldnot derive the incomeuntil it was received.12'However, investor on maturity of the debenture equalled the interest
many tax commentators believe a court faced directly with that wouldhave'been paid on an ordinarycompoundinginter-
this situationtwould conclude the request amounts to control est debenture.The differencewas that compound'interstwas
over the income and thus should constitute constructive recognized every year, when it compounded, while deferred
receipt on the due date. To allow taxpayers,to defer income interest,did not have to be recognizeduntil,pid,uponmaturi-
recognition simply by requesting before a payment is made ty.
that it be delayed rather than waiting until it is tendered and
then refusing to accept it would clearly undermine the policy The government responded to the dis0unt and deferred

underlying the doctrineof constructivereceipt. interestschemes with statutoryprovisions,contained in Divi-
sion 16E of Part III of the Income Tax Assessment Act

Actualreceiptdoes not mean actual'receiptofcash. Although (ITAA), which requir taxpayers to recognizedeferred inter-
there are no Australian cases confirming the point, it is gen- est, discounts in th .nature of inte.rest, and similar interest-
erally thought that the cash-basis taxpayer paid by cheque like returns on an annual basis, over the life ,of a debt. The
derives the income when the cheque is presented to the tax- Division applies to deferrals exceeding 12 months; thus,
payer, not when it.is cashed.13 since the adoption of Division 16E the longest a cash-basis
Cash basis accounting opens many opportunities for plan- taxpayer can defer recognition of interest or a discount on a

ning. It is particularly open to exploitationand.manipulative debt instrument is from one year to the next tax year.

timing when applied in transactions involving an accrual-
basis taxpayer paying income and a cash-basis taxpayer
receiving it. Tax minimization based on this combination
reached its apex in, the 1980s in the deep discount arrange-
ments set up by many financial institutions.Undera deep dis-

8. (1969) 1 ATR 133 (HC).
count arrangement,a.financial institutionwouldborrowfrom 9. ITAASec. 19.
cash-basis taxpayers using deep discount bonds or deben- 10. Brent v. FCT (1971) 125 CLR 418 (High Ct.).
tures that paid little or no annual interest, but which were 11. Case 31 (1972) 18 CTBR,(NS) 221. An interesting distinguishing case is

case wasredeemed after several years at a substantial premium over
CaseD7 (1972) 72 ATC 38. The taxpayer in this offeredthe alternative
of a single paymentor two instalmentpayments. The taxpayerelected to receive

the issue price. The deep discount ,was in lieu of ordinary two payments and the Board of Review concluded that, inlight of the election
interest and usually was calculated to yieldthe,equivalentof option, it could not be said the taxpayer constructively received the second pay-

ordinary interest compoundedover the life of the debt instru- ment until it was actually made.
12. Brent v. FCT, (1971) 125 CLR 418, at 430 (High Ct.).ment. 13. This proposition derives from Tilley v. The Official Receiver (1960) 103

Prior tO 19 September 1985, when Australia added capital
CLR529 (High Ct.) and the New Zealand income tax case of Ullrichv. CIR (NZ)
(1963) 13 ATD 321. A contrary position was taken in the UK case of Parkside

gains to the income tax base, some cash basis taxpayers LeasingLtd v. Smith [1985]'STC63 (Ch. D.).
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IV. ACCRUAL--BASIISINCOME RECOGNITION for this purposse. InIii some casses, this isis donedoneby recognizing
receipts asas income.butbutthen appropriiatingparttof,prroffits too aa

An accrual-basis taxpayerderives income when the taxpayer reservereservetoo indicate the prrofits arearenotnotactually available forfor

has aa legal right toto receivereceivepayment. Normally this arisesarssess use or distributionbut arearebeing held for eventualeventualapplication
when anan invoicenvoice isis issued atat the completion ofofaa contrract, too ssatissfy aa contingent oror potential liability. An alternative

eveneventhoughthoughthetheeterms ofofthethe contractmaay allow thetheecustomer thatthattisss sometimes followed isss too treat the income asasprofit ofof

some time inn which too pay. The income isisderived even ififthe thethe businessbussneessssbutbuttoo addaddaanotation too thethe accounts indiccating
taaxpaayer isis unaable, by reasonreasonofofsome legailegal inccaapaacity, tOto that thetheeincomereceivedeecceeveedisisssubjecttoo aacontingentor,poten-or

enforce payment thrrough the courts.14 tialtal liability and'may not, therefore, reflecteflectt actualactual gain. A
third commonly used option isis too not treat the amount asas

Ussually,businessesbussnessssessissue ananinvoicenvocecontemporraneouslywith incomeforforaccountingpurposses and to insteadcredit the con-

the prrovision ofof goods or services. This isis not always the sideration to aaprepaidrevenue account.This isisrecorded as

casse, however. Sometimes, forfor administrative reassons, aa liability ofof the company (the equivalent ofofaa loan)loan) that isis
invoices arearemailed outoutatataalateraterrdate, even though the con- offset onon the balance sheet by the increased assetassetofofmore

tract for thethee saiesale oror services did notnotprecludereeccudee,thetthee taxpayeraaxpayerr moneey in the bank. As the gooods ororservicsservicesareareprovideed, the
from issuing the invoicenvocce atatthe time the goods were delivered liaability will be diminished and amounts will move from,the
oror the serviceservicewas provideed. InIn this situation, the taxpayer preepaid revenue account too the incomeaccount.

ssupplying goods oror services will derive income when the

goods ororservicesservicesareareprovided,asasit isislegallyentitled to issueissue The object behind allallthese methods isis totoprevent businesses
the invoice atatthat time and it isisoly for internal administra- from misleading the owners ororpotentiial investors asas to the
tivetve ororsimilar reasonsreasonsthat the invoicehashasnot been prressent- bsiness' profiitability by recognizing ali payments received
ed. ororinvoiced in aayearyearasas gains. A truerrruerrpicturepcture isis prressented ifif

There are ssome, and for the most part unussual, casescaseswhere thethe readerreaderofofthethe accounts isismade aware thatthattsome gains

taxpayersaxpayerrssdo notnothave the optionoptton ofofinvoicingnvoccngupon delivery. derived ininthe yearyearareareattributable too servicesservcceesstoo be provided
This maay bebe thethe ccaasse, for eexaample, for regulatedeeguateedutilities ininfuture yearsyearsororthatthatttheytheey might givegveeriseriseininfuture years too

where legislationegssatton governing the utility stipulates that billing liabilities that havenotnotyetyetcrystallized.
must follow the provisionofofservices. InInssuch cases, the gen- Income tax rules, bybyway ofofcontrrast, were traditionally lessless
erleral rule that income isis derived asas servicesservices areare prrovided isis concernedwith qualifying deferringrecognitionof incomeoror of
displacedand the taxpayerrswill derive incomeupon the laterlater forfor the ofofenssuring that taxpayer'saxpayerrssfuture obliga-
pressentationofofthethe invoice to the customer.15 purposse aa

to tiofls arearenoted. As far asastax law was concerned;1whenaatax-

Not all invoicednvocceedamounts are treated asas income too the accru- payer invoiced aaccustomer, the taxpayer hadhadeconomic com-

als-basis taxpayeraaxpayerr issuingsssung .thethee invoice. For exaample, ifif thethee mand overoverthethee income which shouldshouldbeberecognizedrecognizedas.suchsuch

taxpayer knows thatthattthetheecustomer hashas aapoteential legaleegaalright for taaxpurpossees.Future obligationswere too beberecognizedrecognizedbyby
to avoidavoidpart ofofthethe payment and isis likely to exerciseexercise that wayofdeductionswhen and,ifthefunds were used. This gen-

right, the recognized income can be reduced by the amount eral, prropossitiionhas been incrreassingly,eroded,however, and

unlikely totobe paid. This often occursoccurswith contractsconrracssthat pro- in some areasareasincome taxtaxlaw goesgoeseven,further,thanaccount-

vitevide for discounts inn the casecaseofofprrompt payment. IfIfthe tax-tax¬ ing.prractice too defer recognitionofofincome.
payer isis able toto prrovide Convincingconvincingevidence that, bassed onon

past performance, its customers areare likely toto qualify for the

dissccount, onlyony thethee discounted amounts needsneeds too bebe reeccog- 14. SSee, forexxample,Barrattv. FCT(119992)FCT 23 ATRATR339339(Full Fed. Ct.), where

nizednzzeedasasincome too thetheetaaxpayer.16 medical practitiooners operating throough aapartnership werewereprohibited byby the
Medicai PractitionersAct 19381938 (NSSW) from recovering .fees for at least six
months after thetheeprovisionofofmedicai services. TheThetaaxxpaayers werenevertheless
assessableononinvoiced incmenccomeewhenwheenaccounts were presentedresseenteedtoo patieents.

A. Income rrecognition and prrepaymentts 15. SSee,-FCTv. Australian GasGaasLighttCo. (1199883) 1515ATRATR105105(Full Fed: Ct.),
wherewheree legislatioon applyingppppyynngg tooo thethee taxpayeraaxxppayyerrprevented it from. issuinng bills, oror

pyymnnt thannononaa If
Normally, suppliers have no right toto payment and thus no

ddeemaanndinngpaymentotherttherrthan regular threee-moonthlybillinng ccycle. If there
no hadhadbeetl nonosuchsuchstatutory proovisioon, thetheeincomenccoomeewouldwoouuldhavhavebeenbeenderived asas

riight toto issueissue anan invoiceinvoiceandand nono capacity to derive income services werewereproovided.
por too ccompletionofofaacontract.7Howeeverrsome goods andand 16. SeeSeeBallaratBrewing Co Ltd,v. FCT (1951) 82.CLRCLR364364(High Ct.).

servicesservicesare sldsold on a prepaidreepaaidor pre-invoicceed basisbasis underunder
17. Normally,, thetheecontract itselfspecifieswhen it is coompleteddHoowever,addi-

are on a or tional requirefnentsmightbe readintoeaad the contract innnsomecases.See, forexam-some
which suppliers invoice customers for benefits thatthattwill bebe ple, Gasparin v. FCT (19994) 2828ATR 130130(FulllFederalCoourt), where the tax-

ssupplied after the invoice isis issssued, sometimes in futureuture payerwaspayerwasaalandaannddevelopersellinng residentialallotments.TheThecaseconcernedcase concernedthethee

years. Until recently, the recognition ofof invoiced amounts transfer ofofseveral allotments pursuuant tooo aa 'conditional' ccoontract, which was

conditional upon reegistratioon ofofa planpannofofsuubbdivisioon. TheThecondition waswassatis-
relating to the provision of future goods or servicesserviceswas oneone fied priorprorrtooo

upon
thetheeendendofofthetheeyear ofof

a

assessmeent, butbutfinal settlement tookoookplacepacceeinnnyear
areaareain which commerciai,accountingaccounttng and tax accounting inin thetheefolloowinng yeear. The Full ,Federal Court saidsaaidthatthattnonodebt arosearoseunder aacon-

Australiadiffered drramatically. tract for thetheesale ofoflandannduntil thetheeccoompletioonofofthetheecoontract, which occurred.onon

settlemeent, evenevenififthe contract did notnotimposemposeesettlement asasaacondition ofofthethee

Geenerally, commercial accccounting proccedurees reequire (ax- sale. It wouldoouuldappear the Court innn Gasparin relied onon prooperty law ccooncepts

payerspyyerstoo defer ororqualify reeccognitionofofsome of'thetheeincome rather thanthanncommerciai taxtaxaccouuntingprinciples totodecide ananaccoountinng issue.

where an invoicedamount isisrelated to the provisionof goods
It issarguable that the conditions innnlandanndlawaaw necessarynecessaryfor coompletion ofofaacon-

tract ofofsaieaaeeofofland are irrelevant totothe questioonofofwhen aataxpayer's right tooo
ororservicesservicesinin future years. A variety ofoftechniques areareusedused incomenccoomeehas crystallizeedsufficieently tooobe derived for taxtaxpurposes.
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The stark differences between commercial; accounting and price is.fixed,butthe contract is subjectto,some contingency-
tax accounting began to dissolve in, the 1960s as the courts and third, where the contract is fixed, but the rate,of consid-
began to allow taxpayersin selectedsituations to defer recog- eration is subject,tovariation.
nition of income where it was referable to future services to
be provided by the taxpayer. The system is often referred1to The first category often arises in respect of transactions

as Arthur Murray tax .accounting, after the leading case in where the price is calculatedby reference to an external base.

which it was endorsed by the High Court ,(Australia's final For example, a taxpayer may sell, say, oil for the avrag
court of appeal).18 Amsterdamspot price for the month or be entitled to interest

equal to the average London inter-bank-offer-rate for the
Originally, the deferral was available only where the taxpay- month and at the end of the year not have received,theinfor-
er could show,on the.basis of statisticalevidence theextentto mation necessary to calculate its income entitlement. There
which customers would seek to cancel their contracts with are no judicial.precedentson.thispointand it remains-unclear
the taxpayer and be granted a pro rata refund of part of the when income is recognizedfor tax purposes in these circum-
sale price.19 It was soon extended to, a range of transactions stances. The application of analogous deduction cases sug-where taxpayerswere invoicedup front for goods or services gests that the amounts payable under the contract would be
to be provided over more thanone financial year.20 derived' when the customer's liability to pay accrued under
Two situations somewhatanalogous to that found in the pre- the contract, subjct to the figures being filled in when the

payment transaction are those involving contracts requiring necessary information is available.25 However, deduction

deposits and contracts that provide for warranties. Under the
former, 'the taxpayer may be required to refund a deposit if 18. ArthurMurray (NSW) PtyLtd FCT (1965) 114 CLR 314 (High Ct:).the contractedsale does not proceed.Under the latter, the tax-

v.

19. In Arthur Murray the Court allowed the taxpayer to defer recognition of

payermay have'toproviderepairs or replacementsfor a fixed income on this basis even though the taxpayerwas under no legal'obligation to

period after the, sale. Once again, financial accounting prac- providerefunds. Itdid, however,demonstrateto the Court's satisfactionthat as a

tice would generally allow businesses to make reserves for
matter of practice it provided refunds for goodwillpurposes.
20. A leading case is Country Magazine Pty Ltd v. FCT (1968) 117 CLR. 162

amounts that shouldnot be recordedasgross gains in the year (High Ct.) where the taxpayer sold subscriptions,to its publication for up-front
derived' because they are subject to potential repayment or subscription fees that covered delivery of a magazine over a period extending
expenditure in a future year. Tax accounting, on the other past the year in which the amountwas invoiced.The taxpayer in CountryMaga-

zine was subject-to an interesting 'whipsaw' by the Comnissinerof Taxation;hand, traditionally required taxpayers to recognize the up- in effect thetreverse of the whipsaw carried out by thestaxpayer in Henderson,
front payments etirely as income and then allowed deduc- supra note 7. Thetaxpayer:inHendersonwhipsawedthe CommissionerofTaxa-

tions ifand when depositswere refunded21 or warrantieshon- tion by switching from a cash to accruals-basis-accountingsystem after sending
oured. One reason courts were not willing, to defer up-front

out a largenumberf invoices.The change in accountingsystemscaused a large
amountof income-anything.thathad been invoicedbutnotcollectedat the time

recognitionofincome,wasa concern-thatprojected'futurelia- of the change- to simplydisappear for.tax.purposes.just the reverseoccurred to

bilities might in fact never have tobe met.22 the.taxpayer in Country Magazines, where the Commissionerof taxation used
tax accountingdoctrines to whipsaw a taxpayerbadly. Prior to the ArthurMur-

To date, judicial precedents that allow deferral of income ray case, the taxpayer in CountryMagazines, a magazinepublisher, recognized
recognition in a prepayment situation by means of Arthur as income the etir amount of subscriptions invoiced, even though part'of the

Murray tax accountinghave not been extended in Australia amountreferred to magazines that-were to be provided in a future,yearand might
be refunded if a taxpayercancelledher or his subscription in the later year. Fol-

to transactions involving warranties, even if the taxpayer is lowing the ArthurMurray case, the taxpayer in CountryMagazihesmodified its
able to quantify with a reasonable degree of certainty the tax accountingsystem, recognizing invoiced amounts only. in the yearsin which

probable costs of future warranty obligations. Recently, the subscriptions were actually provided. The Commissionerrequired,the taxpayer

door was opened in New Zealand to an alternative approach
to recognize in the first year of the new accounting system all previously
invoiced amounts attributable to subscriptions delivered in that year, even

that achieved result similar to non-recognitionof that part though much of this income had been recognized in.previous years, when the
of an income receipt attributable to future warranty obliga- customers had been invoiced. The High Court agreed'with the Commissioner,
tions. 'In Mitsubishi Motors New Zealand Ltd.,23 the Privy using the same logic it had adopted in Henderson,namely that each year mustbe

Council affirmed lower court decisions that required-the tax-
consideredseparately and that ther are no general-principlesthat could be used
to correct the double counting.or disappearance when-a taxpayer moved from

payer to recognize the entire sale price up front but then one accountingsystem to another.

allowed the taxpayer immediateoffsetting,deductions.forthe 21. See, for example, the UK decision ofElson v. Prices Tailors,Ltd [1963] 1

estimated warranty costs.24 This approach, discussed further All ER 231 (Ch. D.). The taxpayer company in that case receiveddeposits on

custom-made cloths which were refunded if,the order was subsequently can-
below in the context of tax accounting for deductions, has celled, although the taxpayer was in,theory not legally obligated to provide a

thus far not been endorsedby Australiancourts. refund.
22. See, for example,AATCase5181 (1989) 20 ATR 3694 where the taxpayer
had provided-housebuilders with a ten year warranty of its pest control treat-

B. Uncertaintyof payment
ment,.but.thebuilders,had not transferred their rights,to the final purchasers,of
the,homes.

,
23. [1995] STC 989 (P.C.).

A separate issue is the' recognitionof income where there is 24. The Privy Council, which sits in the UnitedKingdom, is the final court of

some uncertaintyas to the amountof income or even whether appeal for New Zealand, a legacy of the colonial era since abandoned in other
formercolonies such as Canada andAustralia.

it will be paid at all. Cases involving.this issue may be divid- 25. See, for, example, Commonwealth,AluminiumCorp v. FCT (1977)7 ATR
ed into three broad categories: first, where the contract is 376 (S. Ct. Vic). CommonwealthAhtminium involved the deductibility of an

fixed and the price is fixed but the actual dollar amount of expense, royalty payments in that case, the amountof which had not been deter-

considerationpayable under the contracthas not been calcu-
mined at the end of the year of income. The Supreme Court of Victoria never-

theless concluded the expense had been incurrd and was deductible in the year

O
lated at the end of the year of assessment; second, where the of income.
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principles are often not applied in an analogous fashion to erty does not prove as valuable as the parties believe it will
income derivationsituations and there are many examples of be. For example, natural resource property may be sold for a

courts allowing deferral of income recognition where some notional consideration to be reduced by a specified amount

uncertainty about entitlement remains.26 Moreover, it could per tonne for each tonne of shortfall where total production
be argued that since it would not be legallypossible for a tax- falls below the agreed production. Similarly, a business may

payer to recover an,unascertainedamount at the end of a tax be sold for a fixed amount to be reduced by a nominatedper-
year, it cannot be said that the taxpayer has derived the centageof any shortfallbetweenactual profits in the year fol-
amount in a tax accounting sense. On the other hand, it is lowing the sale and profits predictedby the vendor.
clear the taxpayer in this case has a contractual right to be

paid for the goods or services supplied and it is equally clear
The tax treatment of downward adjustments will depend on

how the adjustment is structured. Unless the vendor can pro-that the taxpayer has derived a benefit (of an admittedly vide convincingevidence that it expects part of the consider-
uncertain amount) from a commercial perspective. In the

ation be refunded, the vendor's income will be calculated
absence of direct authority, the question of income recogni-

to

tion remains open where there is an amountuncertain. by reference to the entire amount initially received.28 The

problem for the vendor then becomes how to recognize
The second category of uncertainty case involves transac- repayments if some of the purchase price is refunded.
tions based on conditionalor revokablecontractswherenom- Because the vendorhas divesteditselfof the income-produc-
inated conditions must be satisfied for a transfer to become ing property, there is no prima facie nexus between repay-
absolute. Generally, Australian courts allow taxpayers to ment and an ongoing income-producingprocess. Australian
defer recognition of income invoiced or paid pursuant to a tax jurisprudence on allowable deductions has traditionally
conditional contractuntil the conditions for final transfer or been fairly strict, requiring a clear nexus betweenan expense
sale set out in the contract are satisfied.27 Prior to that time, and on-going business operations before a deductionwill be
the taxpayerhas not.derivedincome in the sense ofhaving an allowed. If the purchase and sale of property is an ancillary
unfetteredright to the gain. part of the taxpayer's business, as will be the case with many

natural resource producers or explorers, repayments mayThe tax accountingtreatmentof the third 'type of uncertainty,
arising because the contractprovides for variable considera- qualify as ordinary business deductions.29 The vendor may

face difficulty if the gain is treated as a capital gain, however,
tion, is a little more complicated, partly because under vari-

the repayments would probably not qualify ordinaryable consideration contracts the final consideration can be
as as

business deductions. Moreover, because the repayments take
subject to either upward or downward change. Contracts

a
involvingvariableconsiderationare quite commonwhere the place after the sale of property, they cannot be tied to dis-

assets
parties to the contracts are unable to agree on the value of posal of in the year in which they are made. As a result,

property being sold. This is often the situation, for example, they cannot give rise to capital losses that might be offset

with sales of natural resource property where there is some
against capital gains in the year the repayments are made or

in future years.doubt about the value of minerals below the land. In cases

like these, the sale may provide for a fixed price and addi- Anotherpossibility open to.the vendor in transactions where
tional payments of a certain amount per tonne of mineral consideration may be open to downward adjustment is to

mined. Contracts involving conditional payments are also seek an amendmentof the original retum in which the entire

quite common in the sale of private businesses. A business consideration was reported. Where the sale agreement does

may be sold for a fixed price plus a percentage of profits for not require paymentuntil sometimeafter the year of the sale,
a nominatedperiod after the sale. when it is clear there will be a lower sale price than original-

can an return
Where a sale contract provides for potential additional pay-

ly anticipatedthe vendor seek amendmentof its
for the year in which the sale proceeds were assessed. The

ments that would increase the total consideration, the Com-
missionerofTaxationallows taxpayers to dissect the contract potential drawback to this approach is the limitationperiods

that apply to amendments of returns. An amendmentcan be
into two parts - a sale for the certain amount and a separate made at any time if the gain was assessed as a capital gain,entitlementto conditionalpayments that crystallizewhen the

taxpayer becomes entitled to the payments. Thus, for exam- provided part of the considerationused in the calculation of

ple, where natural resource property is sold for a fixed price
plus a further amount per tonne of mineral recovred, the
vendor will be assessed in respect of the fixed price at the 26. Cases referred to previously that could be cited in support of this proposi-

tion includeGasparin,supra note 17, BallaratBrewing,supra note 16, and Aus-
time of the sale and in respect of the contingent amounts as tralian GasLight,supra note 15.
minerals are recovered and the additionalpayments fall due. 27. See, for example,AAT Case 8284 (1992) 24 ATR 1085; Gasparin v. FCT

These same rules apply whether the gain is assessed as judi- (1994) 28 ATR 130 (Full FC).

cial concept income or acapital gain.
28. The treatment is illustrated in analogous circumstances in Case 22195
(1995) 95 ATC243. The taxpayerin that case was a memberofa partnershipthat

More difficult are sales where the sale price is subject to
receiveda lease incentivepayment.The partnershipagreementrequired a partner
who left the partnership within five years of the payment being received to pay

downward adjustment. Contracts of this type are less com- back a pro rata portion of the amount distributed to that partner. The taxpayer
mon, but are sometimes,usedin transactions similar to those argued that since the income representedby the paymentwas subject to a poten-

attracting ordinary conditionalpayments. In a sale where the tial claw back, it should be recognizedonly at the end of the five-yearperiod or,
on a pro rata over

price is subject to downwardadjustment, the parties agree on
alternatively, basis that period. The Tribunal held the-income
was assessable in full when receivedby the partnership.

a fixedprice, but furtheragree it shall be reduced if the prop- 29; Under ITAA Sec. 51(1).
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the capital gain was not received.3Howeyer, if the gain was cit interest components. This way, the interest component
assessed as ordinarybusiness income,,thetaxpayermust seek will be excluded from the assessable capital gain36 and the
amendmentwithin the strict time limits allowed for amend: vendor can defer tax on the interest component until it is
ment.31 If the lower price is not determined until after the actually paid.
amendment period has expired and the consideration was

treated as ordinary business income, there is no provision for The second tax accounting issue is the opportunity for tax

altering the original assessment. deferral in some cases where property not yielding capital
gains is sold for profit on an instalmentbasis. There are two

types of transactions where property sold on an instalment
C. Instalmentsales basis can yield assessableincome and not capital gains. First,

where the property sold is trading stock of the vendor, the
Instalmentsales,in which property is sold for a series ofpay- proceeds of sale will be treated as ordinary business income.
ments instead of a single up-front payment raise two impor- Second, where the property sold is a revenue asset of the tax-
tant tax accounting issues. The first is the opportunity this payer (that is, not trading stock but property sold in the ordi-

type of transaction formerlyoffered taxpayers for converting nary course of business) or propertyacquired for the purpose
taxable interest into tax-free capital gains. The second is the of resale at a profit or for sale in the course of a profit-mak-
opportunity for deferral resulting from the income recogni- ing scheme, the net profit on the sale will be included in
tion system used by the Commissionerof Taxation for one assessable income.37
type ofinstalmentsale.

The ITAA is silent on the measurement of gain other than
Prior to 1985, where propertyyielding capital gains was sold capital gains from an instalment sale. As a result, the tax
on an instalment basis, with interest charged on the instal- accountingrules for instalmentsales are derived from admin-
ment payments, the gain on the sale itself was exempt from istrativepractice rather than legislativeprescription.
tax but interest payable on the instalments would be assess-

able. To avoid tax on the interest payments, vendors would Where property sold is trading stock, the vendor taxpayer is
sell on an instalmentbasis with no explicit interest charge on assessed as if the entire proceeds were realized up front, at

the instalment payments. Rather, the total sale price and the time. of sale. This is the only instalment sale procedure
resulting instalment payments would be set at a level that that has been both reviewed and,accepted by the courts.38
included an implicit interest component to compensate the Where taxpayer sells asset, gains recognizeda a revenue are
vendor for the .fact that consideration was paid over time

on a profit-emergingbasis. The profit-emergingbasis sys-instead of when the property was sold. The effect of these
tem of income recognition is rata recognition systema proarrangementswas to convert taxable interest into tax-exempt that stretches recognition the entire instalmentpaymentcapital gains.

over

period. Under this system, profits are calculatedby determin-
The tendency of Australian courts is to recognize legal form ing total gain and then recognizingas income a pro rata por-

f over economic substance. As a result, the government tion of each payment.39 Often the sale price will reflect the
believed-itwould be unlikely to enjoy success if it attempted fact that the vendorcan defergain recognitionover the instal-
to address the problem of interest conversions on instalment ment sale period, thus providing vendor-financedsales with
sales by asking the courts to follow the United Kingdom's
precedentsand carve out an implicit interestcomponentfrom
instalment sales yielding tax-free capital gains.32 Rather, it

30. ITAA Sec. 160ZF.
31. The applicationmustbe made within four years, althoughamendmentand

attempted to deal with the problem by legislation, introduc- refunds may be made outside that time provided the application is lodged in that

ing a provisionthat allowedthe CommissionerofTaxationto time: see.ITAASec. 170(3) and Sec 170(6).
32. Leading UK examplesof this approach includeSecretaryofStatefor India

carve the interest component out of each instalment pay- v. Scoble [1903] AC 299 and Vestey v. IRC [1962] Ch 861.
ment.33The section proved impotent, however, as it provided 33. ITAA Sec. 262.
no authority for recharacterizing part of the payment as 34. With the adoptionofPart IIIa of the ITAA.

implicit interest and could only operate where it could be 35. ITAA Sec. 160ZD(1)(a).
36. ITAA Sec. 160ZA(4).

proventhat the sale,price containedan explicitlyagreed inter- 37. Gains from the disposal of tradingstock is assessableunder ITAA Sec. 25;
est component. gains from the disposal of revenue assets are assessable undr ITAA Sec. 25 or

t Sec. 25A.
The problemwas addressedin 1985on a prospectivebasis in 38. This approach was originally rejected by the High Court in FCTv. Thoro-
so far as sales yielding capital gains are concerned, with the good (1927) 40 CLR 454. That case was decidedon the basis of the 1922 ITAA

inclusion of capital gains in the income tax base.34 The cap-
and the facts of the case were distinguishablefrom most conventionalbusiness
situations

.

as the taxpayer in Thorogoodwas in the business of subdividing land,
' ital gains measures apply to disposals ofassets acquiredafter which may explain the willingness of the Commissionerof Taxation to distin-
t 19 September 1985. Where a gain is assessable as a capital guish the precedentwhen assessingaccrual-basistaxpayers.The Commissioner

gain, the vendor's proceeds of disposal are defined as the continued to apply the 'up-front' recognitionrule to accrual-basistaxpayerssell-

amountreceivedand receivable in the future in respectof the ing trading stock and his persistence paid off when the High Court finally
endorsedthis approach inJRowe& Son PtyLtd v. FCT (1971) 2 ATR497 (Fullsale. Thus, any implicit interest components in future instal- High Ct.). The taxpayer in Rowe was a retailer which sold householdgoods on

ment payments become assessable when the asset is sold as an instalment-sale basis and who sought to recognize the gains on a profit-
part of the capital gain.35 As a result, since 1985'ithas been in emergingbasis, an incomerecognitionscheme describedbelow.

the vendors' interest to structure instalmentsales ofproperty
39. Examples of cases endorsing the profit-emergingbasis of income recogni-
tion includeL'Estrangev. FCT (1978) 8 ATR 410 and Spence v. FCT(1967) 15

acquired after 19 September 1985 So that they include expli- ATD 80.
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an iimplliiciit subssidynot available to vendors who requirepur- Tax accounting cases involving deductions can be classified
chasers to seek loan funds from third partiess. Statutory into four broad categoriiess:
reform of this problem isisunllikely, as the governmentappar- -

- where a payment isismade in the year of income for bene-

enttlly believes most instalment sales of property other than fitsfits that are received in that year;
ttradiing stock will be caught under the capiittal gaiins provii- -

- where an oblliigattiion accrues to the ttaxpayer that it will

siions, where the up--front recogniitiion rule overcomes the not have to sattiisfy until a future year;;
deferral probllem. -

- where a payment isismade in the year of incomefor bene-
fits totobe received in future yearrss; and

- where a taxpayer oblliigates itselfitselfto pay in the future for- a

V. TAX LAW RULES FOR RECOGNIZING benefits to be received in the future.

EXPENSES These four situations are discussed in more detail below.

The principal deduction proviission of the ITAA allows tax-

payers a deduction for losses and outtgoiings incurred to A. Deductions for payments made in a year of
derive assessable income.440 Whether the term incurredhas income for contemporaneousbenefits
the same or different tax accountiingmeaniings for cash--basis
and accrual--basis ttaxpayers was until recently a matter of Generralllly, the courts have taken a very pragmatiic approach
somewhat contentious debate in Australia. One grroup of to the quesstionofwhetheraataxpayerhas incurredan expensse
commentators arrgued that the rulles for recogniizing when where payment has been made and aa benefit received but

expensses are incurredby a ttaxpayerfor tax purposses parail- some asspects of the lliiabillity remain uncertain. Provided the

lei those for rrecogniizing when income isis derived for tax oblliigatiion has cryssttalliized in an economic ssensse, itit will be

purposses so different rulles applly to cash--basis and accrual- treated as an expensse incurrred, even where some legal details

basis taxpayerrss. A second grroup arrgued that the dichottomy of the oblliigatiion, iincluding the actual amount, remain to be

between cash--basis and accruall--basis ttaxpayers on the finalized or where there isis a risk that the oblliigattiionmiight be

income recogniitiion side isis not replliicatted for outtgoiings and, reversed in the future.

subject to a few exceptiions, the term incurredhas the same
The pragmattiic approach followed by the courts in respect of

meaniing for both cash--basis and accrual--basis ttaxpayers so
both these matters is well illustrated by of the lleadiingsimilar tax accounting rulles apply to both types of ttaxpayerss.

one

cases in this arrea, the CommonwealthAluminium case.44 The
The debate appears for the moment to have been resolved in in that liable royalltiies thecase was payfavour of those in the second grroup, with the release in 1996 ttaxpayer to to

by the Taxation Office of a Draft Taxation Rulling that ssug-
Queensslland government in rresspect of bauxite itit had mined

gessted the term incurredhas a consistentmeaning that does during the year. The royalties were setsetby the State govern-
ment on an annualbasis and atatthe close of the year ofincome

not varry according to the accounting ssysstem used to recog- the governmenthad yet to set the royallty levels for the
nize income.44

set year
just ended. In the absence of firm knowlledge of the royallty

The iimplliicattiions of the Tax Office Draft Rulling, if it is con- llevell, the ttaxpayer had based its paymentts the previiousit on

firmed in a final rulliing, are siigniiffiicant.Almost all cases con- year''s royalltty ratte, on the assumpttiion that an adjusttment
sidering the meaniingofincurredinvolve accruall--basistax- would have to be made after the rate for the income year was

payerss. Neverthelessss, the Tax Offiice will extend the pncii- announced. The court agrreed the ttaxpayer had incurred the

pies establishedby those cases tocash--basisttaxpayerss,which costcost of the royalties duriing the year of assssessssment, even

will be a generous concession in many cases.cases.For examplle, if though it was not until the folllowiing year that the exact

the Rulling isis sstriictly folllowed, cash--basis ttaxpayers will be amount due was calculated.

able to defer recognition of interest income until itit isis A second asspect of the case related to the possssibiilliity that the
received, but take deductions for interest expensses on an

oblliigationmiight be reversed in the future. At the time of the
accrual--basis. Notwithsstanding itsits view on the correct legal assessment, the ttaxpayer involved in separrate llegal
priinciplles, the Tax Office has indicated itit will allow cash-

was a

action to diisputte the llegalliitty of the llegiisllatiion .iimposiing the
basis ttaxpayers to use a cash--basis systtem for recogniiziing royalltty oblliigatiion. This matter remained unresolved at the
deductibleexpenses if tthey wish (tthat is,is, ttreatiing expenses as close of the year of taxation. If the ttaxpayer won,45 the obli-
deductible when they are actuallly paiid). gatiion would have evaporatted and the royallties itit had paiid
Determining when a taxpayer incurs an expensse has during the year would have been refunded. But atatthe time ittt

proved one of the most confounding issues in Australian
income tax law and has probably generrated more cases than 40. ITAA'Sec. 5511(11).

any other tax accountting issue. The cases have yielded an 41. DraftTaxationRuling TR96/D118.

arrray ofjudiiciialpronouncementtsranging from the solemn to
42. While there isis aa dearth,.of casescasesprovidinng poositivve guidaancce, theretheree isss nono

ofcasescases nccuurreed does notnotmean - doesnot,
the ssuperficiial, but ai1,all, unfortunately,provide little concrete

shortaage of that explain what incurred does - it does for

eexaample, meanmadeorpaidor (see WNevill& Co Ltd v. FCT (1937)(1937)56 CLR

guiidance,42other than to show that a ttaxpayer must be sub- 290 atat302 (High Ct.) oronlyor defrrayed, disscharged,or borne (seeNewZealand

jected to an oblliigattiion to have incurred the expense..43 For- Flax InvestmentsLtd. v. FCT(1938) 6161 CLR 179179atat207207(High Ct.)).
43. SeeSeeFCTv. JamesFloodPty Ltd (1953) 8888CLR 492 atat506506(High Ct.).

tunattelly, the outcomes of the casesproviide some firmerguid- 44. CommonwealthAluminium FCT77 (1977) 77ATR 376 (S. Ct. Vic).v.

ance. 45. As it turned out, it,lost.
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-

was requiredtocalculate its taxable income, the taxpayerwas C. Deductionsfor prepayments
under a legal obligation to pay the royalties and the fact that
the obligationmightbe defeasiblebecause of external factors As a general rule, where a taxpayer actually makes payment
was not consideredby the court to be relevant to whether the prior to receiving goods or services, judicial doctrines will
expense had been incurred. treat the expense as incurred for tax purposes when the pay-

ment is made, even if it refers to the future delivery of the

B. Deductionsfor accrued obligationsthat will be goods or services. This rule meant that taxpayers could preT
such several years' interestpayments, rental

satisfied in a future year
pay expenses as

payments, or management fees to generate large up-front
deductions and reduce taxable income in the year of pay-

There is a clear analogy betweena transactionin which a tax- ment. Not surprisingly, the opportunity for abuse did not
payer seeks to deduct currently an expense payable in the remain unexploitedand in the 1970s and early 1980s in par-
future in respect of an accruing obligation and the situation ticular a large number of tax minimization schemes sprung
referred to earlier in which a taxpayer seeks to deduct an

up involving deductibleprepayments.
expense already paid for accruing or accrued benefits. In the
earlier case, payment was made but the legal details had not The Tax Office enjoyed no victories in its attempts to attack

been finalized by the end of the year, while in the latter case prepayment schemes on the basis of tax accounting princi-
payment had not yet been made. But in both cases, the tax- ples. Courts held consistently that an expense paid was an

payerhas receivedthe benefit and admits an obligationto pay expense incurred. Tax officialsdid enjoy some success, how-

for the benefit. ever, in more oblique attacks. For example, it was argued in
some cases that the taxpayers did not satisfy the basic nexus

Cases involving future payments in respectof accrued liabil- requirement for a deduction since prepayments were made
ities are less consistent than those involving payments for not for the purpose of deriving assessable income but rather
benefits received. The cases show courts accept as certain primarily to obtain some tax advantage.53 This approach
and fully crystallized the obligations of financial institutions could only be used on an ad hoc basis, however, as it depend-
and large corporations to pay interest, and those of insurance ed on the facts of each case and often taxpayers could imbue
companies to pay compensation, while the obligations of a transaction with sufficient commercial flavour to avoid it
businesses to provided contractedbenefits to workers is seen being characterizedas nothing more than a tax minimization
as less certain. Thus, the courts have consistently allowed scheme.
financial institutions deductions for deferred interest obliga-
tions in the year the obligationaccrued, though the taxpayers An alternativeapproach attempted in some cases by tax offi-

were not obligated to pay the interest until a future year.46 cials was to seek tohave the,expensecharacterizedas a cap-

(Under a deferred interest arrangement, interest is ot com- ital outlay, made to acquire a long-term benefit. Had they
pounded but is not payable until the deposit matures.) Simi- succeeded in characterizing prepayments as capital outgo-
larly, the discount payable on short-term promissory notes ings, the expendituresnever would have been recognized for

issued in one tax year and redeemable in the next is recog- tax purposes. However, since the prepayments usually
nized and deductibleon a pro rata basis over the two years.47 involved expenses on revenue account such as interest, rent,

A parallel approach has been taken in the case of insurance
companies seeking deductions in respect of claims for loss

46. Alliance HoldingsLtd v. FCT (1981) 12 ATR 509 (NSW S. Ct.); FCT v.

AustralianGuaranteeCorporationLtd (1984) 15 ATR 982 (Full F.Ct.).
sufferedby clients where the claims have not been submitted 47. Coles .Myer Finance Limited v. FCT (993) 25 ATR 95 (High Ct.). While
to .the insurance companies by the end of the year of assess- the holding of the case is both logical and consistent with ordinary commercial

ment. On the basis of previous years' experience, insurance accountingpractice, the actual language in the decision is somewhatconfusing.
The Court said the loss (the difference between the amount received when the

companies are able to estimate with considerable accuracy notes were issued and the amount that had to be paid upon maturityofthe notes)
the value of still-to-besubmittedclaims relating to each year occurredwhen the notes were issuedat a discount,butsix of the sevenjudges sit-

of assessment. Courts have consistently allowed these tax- ting on the Court said the loss was incurredfor tax purposes over the life of the

payers to treat estimated obligations based,on actuarial evi-
notes.

48. See, for example, RACV Insurance Pty Ltd v. FCT (1974) 4 ATR 610
dence as incurred, and hence deductible, expenses.48 This (Supreme Court of Victoria) and CommercialUnion AssuranceCo ofAustralia
treatment has been extended to a banking group that regis- Ltd v. FCT(1977) 7 ATR 435 (SupremeCourtof Victoria). SeeTaxationRuling
tered as a self-insurerfor workers' compensationpurposes.49 IT 2663 for the Commissionerof Taxation'sguidelines on the standard of esti-

mation required.
' The treatment of employers' obligations to pay accruing 49. ANZBanking Group Ltd v. FCT (1994) 27 ATR 559.(FullF. Ct.).

benefits to workers provides an interesting contrast to the 50. FCTv. JamesFloodPty Ltd (1953) 88 CLR 492 (High Ct.). .

51. Nilsen DevelopmentLaboratories Pty Ltd v. FCT (1980) 144 CLR 616
treatmentaccordedobligations to pay future interestor future (High Ct.).

. compensation (discussed above). The courts have denied. 52. The court of first instance in Nilsen DevelopmentLaboratoriesPty Ltd v.

employers deductions both for the cost of leave entitlements FCT (supra, note 51), distinguished theJames Flood precedentand allowed the

accruing for the benefit of employees5o and the cost of fully taxpayera deductionfor accrued leave obligations;see (1978) 8 ATR760 (S. Ct.
Vic.), per Murphy J. The government,concerned with the result, movedquickly

accrued unclaimed leave entitlements (that is, entitlements to amend the ITAA by the insertionof Sec. 51(3), which preventsdeductionsfor
where employeeshave satisfiedallrequirements to enjoy the leave payments until they are in-fact paid. Following the amendment, the High
leave, but not taken the leave by the end of the tax year).51 Court reversed the lower court decision, yielding the result that had been legis-

lated.
The judicial rule has since been codified to protect the rev- 53. See, for example, FCT v. llbery (1981) 81 ATC 4661 (F. Ct.); FCT v.

enue from the risk of a future reversal of that rule.52 GwynvillPropertiesPtyLtd (1986) 17 ATR844(Full F. Ct.).
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or managementfees, courts were rarely inclined to accept the deduction for the estimated future costs of honouring the
Tax Office's characterizationin these cases.54 warranty, supportedby appropriatestatistical evidence.

While an unlucky few were caught under the various Tax It had generally been assumed that this approach would not

Office arguments, the vast majority of taxpayers claiming be successful in Australia. Certainly tax authorities have
deductions for prepaid expenses succeeded, and prepaid declined to distinguish the warranty situation from other
schemes cost the government millions (Treasury estimates cases where taxpayers seek deductions for future payments
put the figure at AUD 35 million per year) before the prob- even though in the warranty case the taxpayer has in fact
lem was finally addressed by legislation in 1988. Taxpayers received actual benefits at the time of the contract, not just a

making prepayments are now required to capitalize prepay- promise of goods or services to be delivered in the future.
ments for benefits lasting more than 13 months. Taxpayers The Commissionerof Taxation requires taxpayers to recog-
may then amortize the outgoingover the shorterof the period nize the entire sale proceeds as income, deducting warranty
of the benefit or ten years.55 costs only when they are incurred.57However, support for an

alternativeapproachhas come from the New Zealandcase of
CIR v. MitsubishiMotorsNew ZealandLtd, discussedearlier

D. Obligationsfor future payments in the context of income recognition,58 In that case, the
United Kingdom's Privy Council allowed the taxpayer, a

There are no judicial cases directly on point with regard to motorvehicle manufacturer,a deductionfor estimatedfuture

taxpayers claiming current deductions for obligations to warranty expenses. The question has yet to be tested in an

make future payments for future benefits. However, taxpay- Australiancourt. It is highly likely that if an Australiancourt

ers and tax administrators have adopted an approach that is were to follow the Privy
'

Council precedent in Mitsubishi

arguably implicit in a numberof decisions.56 Motors, the legislature would move quickly to overturn the
result by statute.

In the case of obligations relating to the current year of

income, the event giving rise to the obligationhas generally
finished by the end of the tax year the minerals have been

mined, the accidents for which insurance will be claimed VI. PROPOSED STATUTORYACCRUAL RULES
have taken place, the borrowerhas held and used the lender's

principal, and so forth. By way of contrast, a large numberof The distortions and inequities caused by timing mismatches
factors may undermine certainty of an obligation to make accelerated deductions and deferred recognition of income

payments in the future for goods or services to be supplied in have been a matter of increasingconcern in almost all devel-
the future. Accordingly, these obligations are not recognized oped countries. Many nations have moved or are moving to

as having crystallized in an earlier year. remedy the problemby the adoptionof comprehensiveaccru-

Thus, where a taxpayer signs a lease to rent premises for a
al .rules that require taxpayers to recognize gains and losses

multi-yearperiod and to .pay for each year's rent early in the on an annual basis.

followingyear, at the end of the first year only the obligation In December 1993 the Australian Government released a

to pay one year's rent will be treated as incurred for tax pur- blueprint for comprehensive reform of the tax accounting.
poses. While a commitment to pay annually for many years rules applicable to financial arrangements.59 The docu-

may be made when the lease is signed, the obligationhas not ment, popularlyreferred to by its short title, the Consultative
fully crystallized at that point simply because many events Document, recommended the taxation of all financial

might intervene to make it uncertain that all future rents will arrangements on an accrual basis. Financial arrangements
be paid. were defined to includeall types of debt such as loans, deben-

In recent years there has been some speculationthat it may be tures, bonds, bills of exchange, equity investments such as
-

possible to restrict the approach now taken to future obliga- redeemable.preferenceshares that are in substance(albeitnot

tions to cases where the taxpayerhas receivedno more than a legal form) debt investments,and derivatives such as interest

commitmentto have goods or services provided in the future swaps, interest rate futures, forward .rate agreements, and

when it assumed the obligation to pay in the future. The situ- financial options, as well as most foreign currency transac-

ation tax advisers have in mind as a distinguishablecase is tions.

where the taxpayer has received an up-front payment that

obligates it to spend money in the future. This is the situation 54. One case in which a court adopted this characterizationwas FCTv. Creer

where, for example, a taxpayer sells products subject to a (1986) 17 ATR 548 (Full F. Ct.). By way ofcontrast, the taxpayerin Lau v. FCT
(1984) 16 ATR 55 (Full F. Ct.) was allowed to deducta prepaymentof manage-

warranty and can show, on the basis of solid statistical evi- ment fees for a 21 year period.
dence, what its future expenditures to honour the warranty 55. ITAA Sec. 82KZM.

will be. The preferredapproachof such taxpayersmightbe to 56. For example, in Coles Myer Finance Limited v. FCT (1993) 25 ATR 95

defer the initial recognitionof part of the sale price that can (supra,note 47), the taxpayerwas denied an up-frontdeductionfor its obligation
to pay a premiumon a discounteddebt upon maturity. Instead, it was allowed to

be attributed to the warranty coverage, as might be done for recognize the differencebetween the issue price of the debt and the redemption
commercial accounting purposes. However, as explained price on a pro rata basis over the life of the debt.

above, taxpayers have not succeeded in deferring income 57. See TaxationRuling IT 2648.

recognition in this manner. An alternative solution would be
58. [1995] STC 989 (P.C.), discussedabove at text and at note 23.
59. Australian Taxation Office, Taxation ofFinancialArrangements:A Con-

to recognize the entire sale proceeds as income but to allow a sultativeDocument (Canberra: AustralianTaxationOffice, 1993).
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The ConsultativeDocumentcalled for the applicationof the retranslation
accrual-basisaccountingrules to both accrual-basisand cash- for foreign-
basis taxpayers. However, it suggested individuals should be exchange
exempt from the rules unless they enter into arrangements gains and
that provide significant tax deferral opportunities or the losses (2)
arrngementsinto which they enterhave a total valueexceed-

Australian mark-to- accrual-basis
ing AUD 500,000. AUD Debt market recognition
Under the Consultative Document proposals, transactions recognition
would be recharacterized'as if they were ordinarycompound- Derivatives mark-to- hedge tax
ing debt arrangements.A substitutemethod was proposed for market accounting
arrangementssuch as forward contracts and futures contracts

recognitionand options for which it is impossible to predict at the time
the contract commences or the option is sold or acquired Foreign mark-to- hedge tax

what final gain or loss will be realized on the investment.The Currency market accounting
Consultative Document called for these arrangements to be Holdings recognition
subject to a mark-to-marketvaluation. This entails valuing TradedEquity mark-to-
investmentsby reference to prevailingmarketprices for sim- market
ilar investments and requiring the taxpayer to recognize the recognition
difference between the current value and the previously rec-

ognized value as an assessablegain or allowable loss. (1) Optional mark-to-marketrecognition.
The ConsultativeDocumentproposalsgeneratedwidespread, (2) Optional accrual-basisrecognition.
and often critical, discussion. A committee comprising Tax
Office and Treasury officials was appointed to reconsiderthe
issue in the light of the numerous submissions prepared in Vll. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
response to the document. Three years later, in December
1996, the Committee'releasedan IssuesPaper with revised Tax accountingin Australiafor the mostpart is based on judi-
proposals.60 The revised proposals differ from those in the cial doctrines that set out rules for determiningwhen income
original document in a number of respects. Significantly, is derived and when expenses are incurred for tax pur-
they include traded equities in theproposednew tax account- poses. Those doctrines have evolved over many decades in
ing regime. Also, they abandon the daily compounding response to particularfact situations involvingparticulartax-
accrual system proposed in the Consultative Document in payers. Not surprisingly, operating together they do not con-
favour of a simplified accrual system. stitute an integrated and consistent whole; rather, they may
To determine which system should apply to which transac- lead to accelerationand deferral, providing opportunities forf

tion, the Issues Paper distinguished between transactions mismatchbetween taxpayerson eitherside of a transactionor

involving five types of assets: debt denominatedin a foreign between differentcomplementarytransactionscarried out by
currency, debt denominated in Australian dollars, deriva- any one taxpayer.
tives, physicalholdings of foreign currency, and traded equi- Statutory intervention or modificationof the rules based on

ty. Tax rules for each type of asset were considered in the judicial doctrine has been rare. The main statutory rules are

context of three different purposes for the acquisitionof the the accrual rules for deep discounts, spreading rules for pre-
property: for trading purposes, for hedging purposes, and for payments,up-frontrecognitionrules for capitalgains (butnot

investing or financing purposes. Under hedge accounting, to other types of income) realized by way of instalment sale,
be applied to property acquired for hedging purposes, the and the rule deferring recognitionof employee leave obliga-
recognitionofgain or loss would be determined.byreference tions. The proposed tax accounting rules for financial instru-
to the taxation treatmentof the underlyingposition. ments represents a significant new direction, with compre-
The tax rules proposed in the Issues Paper are summarizedin hensive statutory tax accounting rules applying to transac-

tions based on a number of specified types of assets. Itthe table below:
remains.tobe seen whetherthe proposalswill be enacted and,

Asset Type Purpose of the Transaction if they are, whether they will be at the forefront of'legislative
intervention into the area of tax accounting or a one-off

Trading Hedging Investing/ response to a relativelynarrow issue.
Financing

Foreign mark-to- accrual-basis accruals

CurrencyDebt market recognition basis recog-
recognition nition of 60. Australian Treasury and Taxation Office, Taxation ofFinancialArrange-

interest (l); ments: An Issues Paper (Canberra:AustralianTaxation Office, 1996).
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administrationand pending developments. EUROPE
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no longer be covered in the EuropeanTax Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, miscellaneousincome. Numerous examples
Handbook, the IBFD advises.readersto refer pp. 196. ATS 315. ISBN: 3 85122 624 0. illustrate this often complex subject. In
to the IBFD's publicationTaxes and Entrepreneurshipor hobby-sphereThe author addition, the author bases his discussion on the
Investmentin the MiddleEast for information explains the criteria used to decide. This is of latestjurisprudenceand legal doctrine.
on taxation in Israel). importance in the context of loss compensation (B. 115.906)
(B. 116.048) and pre-VAT. The author also explains the

latest jurisprudence in this area. Aerts, D.
A tax guide to Europe. (B. 115.885) Het enig document.
London, Arthur Andersen. 1996, pp. 284. Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1996, pp. 269.
This publicationprovides a country-by- The author discusses the Single Administrative
country guide to the regimes in 41 nations in Belgium Documentin all its aspects. In the first part he
the Europeanregion. For each country, the discusses the various aspects of the use, filing,
outline of the tax system has sections on: acceptation,validationand verificationof the

d'Ursel, Bernard.
corporate taxation, individual taxation, VAT

Voordelen alle aard. sole document. In addition, he discusses how a

and other direct/indirecttaxes. This 1996
van

return be rectified or withdrawn. In themay
edition covers for the first time the following Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1996, pp. 110.

second part specific attention is paid to some

countries: Israel, Kazakstan,Latvia, Lithuania, Study on the taxation regime of the various
data listed the sole documentwhich be

benefts in kind. In addition to the income tax
on may

Romania and Uzbekistan. audited. Thereby a number ofpossibleVAT
regime of the various benefits, i.e. refund of

(B. 115.913) and customs duty exposures can be eliminated.
costs, social benefits, meals, car costs, refund
of travel costs, real estate benefits, interest-free (B. 115.881)

loans, stock options, differentkinds of
Austria cheques, exemptbenefits, the benefit

Annuaire riscal 1996.2

originating from managers insurance, study Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1996, pp. 952.

Wieser, M.;Takacs,P.; Gebhart, S.; stipendiumsand outplacement.In a second
ISBN: 90 5334 646 5.

Lenneis, C.; Weninger,R. chapter the author also treats the VAT regime
This reference pocketbook which is updated

Steuerjahrbuch1995/96. 2 Bnden. applicable to the above-mentionedbenefits.
twice a year (second update for 1996) gives an

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996, (B. 115.879)
overview of the main provisions applicable in

pp. 1640. Belgium income tax law. The book contains
the legislationup to 30 September 1996. It

1995/96Tax manual. 2 Volumes. Publication Code des impts sur les revenus 1992.
on Austrian tax law. With respect to changes (Edition 1996.2).

covers the individual income tax, corporate

in law, jurisprudence,official publicationsand Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1996, pp. 779.
income tax, tax on legal entities, the taxation
of non-residentsand the differentwithholdingliterature, a detailed account is given of the ISBN: 90 5334 677 5.

developments in Austrian tax law in 1995. Second, of the bi-annual updates of the
taxes. There is also a handy chapter with

(B. 115.884) Belgian Income Tax Code as of 30 October keywords and one with relevantaddresses
which makes the book useful for practitioners.1996. This edition contains the Income Tax

Tumpel. Michael. Code itself, the Royal Decree implementing
In addition there is a chapter on the procedure
in fiscal matters. Finally there are also chaptersHarmonisierungder direkten the Income Tax Code and the attachments

Unternehmensbesteuerungin der EU. thereto and the most important legal and
on indirect taxation (VAT, registrationand

Vienna, sterreichischeStaatsdruckerei. 1994. regulatoryprovisions in force.
successionduties, mortgage and stamp duties).

SchriftenreiheEuropa des Bundeskanzleramts, (B. 115.901) (B. 115.889)
Band 4, pp. 484. ATS 398.
ISBN: 3 7046 0501 8. Delporte, Frank.
Harmonizationof direct taxation,for Pensioenenvanuit fiscaal oogpunt. European Union
entrepreneurs in the EU. The book deals with Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1996, pp. 186.
the harmonizationprovisionsof the EC Treaty, The contributionconsiders the taxationof Tumpel, Michael.
the applicationofEC law, interpretationofEC pensions in the broadestsense. Harmonisierungder direkten
law and already taken harmonizationmeasures (B. 115.910) Untemehmensbesteuerngin der EU.
like the merger and parent-subsidiary Vienna, sterreichischeStaatsdruckerei. 1994.
directives and the influenceof primary EC law Scheers, Denis. SchriftenreiheEuropa des Bundeskanzleramts,
on business taxation. L'impositiondes pensions, rentes, indemnits Band 4, pp. 484. ATS 398.
(B. 115.843) et allocationsen tenant lieu. Revenus de ISBN: 3 7046 0501 8.

source beige obtenus par des rsidents. Harmonizationof direct taxation for

Tichy, Georg. Brussels, EtablissementsEmile BruylantS.A. entrepreneurs in the EU. The book deals with
Die Ausschttungs-und 1996, pp. 588. BEF 4250. the harmonizationprovisionsof the EC Treaty,
Steuerbemessungsfunktiondes ISBN: 2 8027 0653 5. the applicationof EC law, interpretationofEC
Konzernabschlusses.Ein Pldoyerzur In-depthstudy on the tax regime applicable to law and already taken harmonizationmeasures

Bercksichtigungvon Konzernstrukturenin pensions, replacementincome, and other like the merger and parent-subsidiary
Betriebswirtschaftund Recht. similar periodicpayments. The lay-outof this directives and the influenceof primary EC law

Vienna, Linde VerlagWien GmbH. 1996, in-depthstudy makes it both a useful tool for on business taxation.

pp. 184. ATS 372. ISBN: 3 85122 602 X. the practician and the theoretician.The book (B. 115.843)
The distributionof dividends and calculation gives a clear overview of this complex area.

of the tax base by way of the yearly accounts The book is divided into four major parts. In Kaefer, Wolfgang.
of the concern. The distributionbase is the first part the authordiscusses pensions, Verfahrensaktenund Erluterungenzum

explainedby means of two models. The entire periodicpayments and similarpayments with a EuGH-DiskriminierungsfallSchumacker.
concern model and the parentcompany model: professionalcharacter. The second part treats Heidelberg,Verlag Recht und Wirtschaft
The book is useful for individuals interested in the indemnitiesreceived as a compensationfor GmbH. 1996.
group accountingand group management. the total or partial temporary loss of income. SchriftenreiheRecht der Internationalen
(B. 115.765) The third part discusses the periodic payments Wirtschaft,Band 52, pp. 453. DEM 90.

and income from capital which according to ISBN: 3 8005 2025 7.
Hilber, Klaus H. Belgian tax law are to be consideredas European law and the cases of the European
Kurzkommentarzur Liebhabereiverordnung. movable income. The fourth part discusses Court ofJustice have becomevery important
Stand: 1.10.1996. periodicpayments which are taxed as for tax matters. In this book using as an
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example the Schumackercase the complete Stuhrmann,Gerd. 2. Auflage.
procedure is shown including the action taken Die neue Investitionsfrderungin den neuen Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.
by legislators to comply with the decision. The Bundeslndern.4. Auflage. 1996.
book is especiallyof importancefor taxpayers Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1996. Schaeffers Grundrissdes Rechts und der
dealing with EC matters. SteuerTelex Beratungsschriften,pp. 126. Wirtschaft, Band 39, pp. 347. DEM 39.80.
(B. 115.809) DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 88606 195 7. ISBN: 3 8114 5496 X.

The new investmentpromotion in the five new Taxation of corporationsand businesses. The'
FallsammlungEuropischesZollrecht. Lnder. The book provides informationon the book contains an overview of the taxationof
Herausgegebenvon Peter Witte und Reginhard changes implementedby the 1996 Tax Law. financial results, capital and property, VAT,
Henke. (B. 115.869) and economicparticipation.New important
Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1996, legislationsince 1992 has been taken into
pp. 390. DEM 62. ISBN: 3 482 47841 4. Schulze zur Wiesche, Dieter. account, forexample: the anti-abuse
Customs duties and cases concerning Betriebsverusserung,Gesellschafterwechsel legislation, the solidaritysurchargeand the law
Europeancustoms duties. The book contains und Betriebsaufgabeim Steuerrecht.Unter concerning the furtheranceof own housing.
an overview of all importantcustoms matters, besondererBercksichtigungder Furthermoremost importantaspects of income
and is useful for students and practitionersnot freiberuflichenPraxis. 6. Auflage. tax, corporationtax, business tax, net wealth
regularly dealing with this subject. Heidelberg,C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag. tax, real estate tax, VAT and inheritance tax
(B. 115.808) 1996, pp. 255. DEM 88. ISBN: 3 8114 5396 3. are given.

Taxationof profits in case of the selling of a (B. 115.892)
Environmental taxes. business, change ofpartner, contribution into a

Copenhagen,EuropeanEnvironmentAgency, partnershipor corporationor liquidationof a HarzburgerSteuerprotokoll1995. 34.
Kongens Nytorv 6, DK-1050 CopenhagenK, business. The authorexplains the possibilities Steuerfachtagungdes Steuerberaterverbandes
Denmark. 1996, pp. 63. ISBN: 92 9167 000 6. to avoid immediate taxation and explains the Niedersachene.V. in Bad Harzburgvom 27.
Report focusing on the environmental tax consequencesofperiodicalpayments and bis 29. September 1995.
effectivenessofgreen taxes and on policy interest. The tax consequencesof the Tax Bill Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. 1996,barriers and solutions to their implementation. 1996 are taken into accountas are the latest 355. DEM 78. ISBN: 3 504 65202 0.It also tries to emphasize the value of non- cases of the Supreme Court.

pp.

energy taxes. The book attempts to be (B. 115.835) Report on a seminarheld in Bad Harzburg on

27-29 September 1995 on the topic 1996Taxaccessible to non-experts.
(B. 115.926) Friedemann,Brbel.

Law. Contributionscovered include the
unitary valuation, changes in corporation tax,

Umweltschutzrckstellungenim Bilanzrecht. VAT, inheritance tax, and developments in
Wiesbaden,Verlag Th. Gabler GmbH. 1996. Eastern Europe.

Germany Neue betriebswirtschaftlicheForschung,No. (B. 115.872)
196, pp. 195. DEM 89. ISBN: 3 409 13295 3.

Lange, Joachim; Reiss, Wolfram. Provisions for environmentalmeasures in Zirfas de Morn, Heidrun.
Lehrbuhder Krperschaftsteuer.8. Auflage. accounting law. The author deals with the

TransnationaleBesteuerung im kontext der
Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1996, question whethera provisionmay be formed

Globalisierung.
pp. 548. DEM 69. ISBN: 3 482 75418 7. in the context of the general accounting Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1996.
Handbookon corporationtax. The book principles. This book is especiallyof interest

Steuerberatung-Betriebsprfung-explains all aspects of the German corporation to teachers and students as well as to
Unternehmensbesteuerung,Band 29, 181.

tax, taking into accountall recent tax laws in practitioners. pp.

this field. (B. 115.795) DEM 58. ISBN: 3 503 03576 1.
Transnationaltaxation in the contextof

(B. 115.838) globalization.The book refers to the trend off

Meyer, Holger.
Heinhold, Michael. Steuer-ABCfrFreiberufler. 3. Auflage. globalizationin the world economy. Covering

the wide range ofplanning issues such as
Unternehmensbesteuerung.Band 3: Investition Stand: 1. Juni 1996.

decisions location, legal entity, provisionof
und Finanzierung. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996. on

Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1996, Beck Rechtsberaterim dtv, pp. 273. capital and transferpricing, the author points
at the importanceand complexityof tax

pp. 194. DEM 49.80. ISBN: 3 7910 0895 1. DEM 12.90. ISBN: 3 423 05065 9.
implications.A pattern for transnational tax

Taxationof enterprises. Investmentsand way Taxation of the free profession. Booklet
planning has been developed, to be used

of financing.The author deals with the main containing an overview of all aspects like as a

tax
aspects of accounting tax law. In this book, deductionof costs, insurance, real estate trade, guideline by practitioners for multinational

useful for practitioners,an overview is given leasing, free professionpartnership, enterprises.
of accounting for investmentand its tax accountingregulationetc. (B. 115.903)

consequencesby means of cases. (B. 115.899)
(B. 115.763) Mack, A.; Olbing, K.; Posdziech, O.;

Soyk, Stefan. Schwedhelm,R.; Streck, M.

Gbes, Christian. Minerallsteuerrecht.Systematische GmbH in Bedrngnis.
Die Unternehmensbesteuerungin Deutschland Darstellungunter Einbeziehungder Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996.
und Grossbritannienvor dem Hintergrunddes Mineralltechnologieund der zolltariflichen BeratungsAkzente, No. 17, pp. 219. DEM 98.

europischenIntegrationsprozesses. Einreichung. ISBN: 3 08 440017 2.
Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 269. Close companies.The book deals with,tax

' MannheimerBeitrgezum ffentlichenRecht DEM 38. problems resulting from an employment
und Steuerrecht,No. 8, pp. 313. CHF 72. Customs duties and oil taxation. The author relationshipbetween a partner and a close
ISBN: 3 631 30314 9. explains the history and tax base of this tax, company, especially the question as to whether
Taxationofcorporations in Germany and the import and export, the collectionof the tax and the pension and salary are at arm's length.
United Kingdom in the contextofEuropean administrationprocedures. The book is particularlyuseful for tax advisors

integration.The book explains the current (B. 115.831) and the Tax Administration.

systems for corporations in the UK and (B. 115.779)
Germany. Scheffler,Wolfram.
(B. 115.845) Besteuerungvon Unternehmen.Band I: Rhrig, Alfred; Heiliger, Maria.

Ertrag-, Substanz- und Verkehrsteuern. Lebensversicherungund Steuerrecht.
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Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 255. The book describes in detail how trusts,
DEM 39.80. ISBN: 3 08 365801 X. Baumgrtel,Martina; Perlet, Helmut. trustees and beneficiariesare taxed as at 31

Taxation and life insurance.The book explains Die Hinzurechnungsbesteuerungbei December 1993. In seven parts it describes the

the new Par. 10 (Sec. 2.2) of the Income Tax, Auslandsbeteiligungen. trust law, charities and imperfect trusts,
introduced to attack abuse caused by certain Neuwied, Hermann LuchterhandVerlag. 1996, income tax, capital gains tax, corporation tax,

financingof life insurance. It shows in a useful pp. 241. DEM 86. ISBN: 3 472 02323 6. capital acquisitions tax and local taxation.

way the main aspects of the new regulation Surcharge levied where income and property Numerousworked examples, case law

and the financingof corporate and private are transferred to low tax countries. The references and commentariesexplain the law
investments. authors deal with this deemed income and its practical implications.The book is an

(B. 115.796) surchargeand explain problems, legal essential guide for tax practitioners,solicitors,
shortcomingsand uncertainties.The question financial institutionsand students of law and

Niermann,Walter. as to whether the surchargefor deemed income tax.

Die neuen LohnsteuerRichtlinien 1996. should be maintained is discussed. (B. 115.971)
Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1996. (B. 115.844)
SteuerTelex Beratungsschriften,pp. 110. Saunders,Glyn.
DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 88606 173 6. Steuerstrafrecht.Mit Steuerordnungs- Tolley's taxation in the Republicof Ireland
Detailed explanationof the 1996 wage tax widrigkeitenund Verfahrensrecht.Bearbeitet 1996-97.

guidelines. von Brigitte Gast-De Haan, WolfgangJoecks Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.

(B. 115.215) und Reimer Voss. 4. Auflage. 1996, pp. 407. GBP 32.95.

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 1034. ISBN: 1 86012 306 6.

Loy, Hartmut. DEM 198. ISBN: 3 406 38330 0. A detailed annual guide covering income tax,

Finanzierungenunter Einsatz von Lebens- und Fiscal criminal law. The book contains an corporation tax, capital gains tax, capital
Rentenversicherungen.3. Auflage. overview of fines procedure, administration acquisition tax, residentialproperty tax and

Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1996. procedure, customs procedure, and value added tax, including theprovisionsof

SteuerTelex Beratungsschriften,pp. 114. investigationprocedure. the FinanceAct 1996, and double taxation
DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 88606 155 8. (B. 115.900) reliefagreementswith the UK.

Financingby means of life and pension (B. 115.898)
insurance. Overview on recentchanges in Sander, Hergen.
German tax law. The author shows remaining Volkswirtschaft.3. Auflage.

Tax guide 1996-97. 5th Edition.
tax planning opportunities in this highly Achim,Erich FleischerVerlag. 1996. Dublin, ButterworthIreland Ltd. 1996,
complicatedarea. Grne Reihe, Band 7, pp. 332. DEM 59. pp. 1322. ISBN: 1 85475 708 3-

(B. 115.714) ISBN: 3 8168 1073 X. The guide provides comprehensivecoverage
of all areas of taxation applicable in ,Ireland.

Introduction to the German economy,.(micro-
UmsatzsteuerHandausgabe 1995/96. well macro-economy).The

This fifth edition is fully updated to Finance
Bearbeitetvon Christian Forst, Horst Treptow

economy, as as
Act 1996. The book is an essential reference

book deals especially with the economiccircle,
and MichaelLanger. the balance theoiy and the Keynesianmodel. guide for any person dealing with taxation on a

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 888. (B. 115.807) regularbasis.

DEM 64. ISBN: 3 08 361695 3. (B. 115.968)
VAT law manual. Textedition on German
VAT law including guidelines, law, VATActs 1996-97. Value added tax.

accompanyingordinances,administrative Iceland 5th Edition.EditorAlan Moore.

directives,jurisprudenceand the EC Sixth Dublin, ButterworthIreland Ltd. 1996,
Directive. The economy of Iceland pp. 799. ISBN: 1 85475 723 7.

(B. 115.801) Reykjavik, Central Bank of Iceland. 1996, Annual referenceguide containing the Value

pp. 51. ISSN: 1024 0039. Added Tax Act 1972 (consolidated to Finance

Kraeusel,Jrg. A survey on recentdevelopmentsand Act 1996), the non-amendingsections of, and
Das neue Umsatzsteuerrecht1996. 4. Auflage. economicprospects.It includes informationon detailed notes on, the FinanceActs from 1973
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 732. foreign trade and balanceof payments, to 1996, VAT regulations (to July 1996), VAT
DEM 62.80. ISBN: 3 08 313604 8. financial markets, and foreign debt. orders (to July 1996), EuropeanUnion
The new 1996 VAT law. The authorconsiders (B. 116.056) Directives (consolidated, including the new

all changes to the VAT law and to the VAT rules on second-handgoods), EuropeanUnion
Directives introducedby the 1996 Tax Law. regulations.
The text of the AdministrativeDirectives has (B. 115.970)
not been included in this edition. However, in Ireland
each section an alphabetical listing ofkey- Capital Tax Acts 1996-97.,Stampduties,
words allows the reader to find sources of Tax Acts 1996-97. Income tax, corporation capital acquisitions tax, residentialproperty
additional information as providedby tax, capital gains tax. 6th Edition.EditorAlan tax, probate tax. 4th Edition. Editors Tom
administrativedirectives,case law and Moore. Boland and Alan Moore.
literature in 1994/95. Dublin, ButterworthIreland Ltd. 1996, Dublin, ButterworthIreland Ltd. 1996,
(B. 115.794) pp. 1925. ISBN: 1 85475 718 0. pp. 725. ISBN: 1 85475 728 8.

The book sets out consolidatedversions of the The handbooksets out consolidatedversions
Lammsfuss,Franz; Mielke, Klaus. IncomeTax Act 1967, the Capital Gains Tax of the StampAct 1891, the Capital
FallsammlungInternationalesSteuerrecht. Act 1975, and the CorporationTax Act 1976, AcquisitionsTax Act 1976 and the Residential
Einkommensteuer,Krperschaftsteuer, together with the non-amendingsections of the Property Tax Legislation(FinanceAct 1983),
Aussensteuergesetz,DBA-Schweiz. FinanceActs from 1967 to 1996, and the togetherwith the relevantnon-amending
5. Auflage. major statutory instrumentsfor each tax. sections of the Finance Acts from 1891 to

Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1996, (B. 115.973) 1996 inclusive. The book is an essential annual

pp. 317. DEM 59. ISBN: 3 482 72425 3. referenceguide for tax practitioners,
Cases in international taxation. Concerning O'Callaghan,J.M. accountants,property lawyers, businessmen,
income tax, corporation tax, tax laws for non- Taxationof trusts. The law in Ireland. financial institutions,studentsof law and tax.

residents and the tax treaty with Switzerland. Dublin, ButterworthIreland Ltd. 1996, (B. 115.969)
(B. 115.784) pp. 362. ISBN: 1 85475 616 8.
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Italy InternationalesErbschaftsteuerrechtund Litwinczuk, Hanna.
Nachlassplanung,Band 2, pp. 531. DEM 98. Prawobilansowe.

Borio, Gian Franco. ISBN: 3 504 62402 7. Warsaw,KiK Konieczny i Kruszewski. 1995,
La tassazionedei non residenti. The Dutch inheritanceand gift taxes. A pp. 222. ISBN: 83 901185.3 X.

Milan, Dott. A. Giuffre Editore. 1996, pp. 143. complete overview of the Netherlands Analysis of the bookkeeping law from the

ITL 20.000. ISBN: 88 14 05609 9. inheritanceand gift taxes (the tax base,,rates, ,point ofview of accountancyand tax law.

The book provides a quick (not in-depth) way of calculation,cross-border:relation).The New aspects within companymanagement,and

analysis of the rules applicable to non- book is useful for practitionersas well as administration,such as settingffbusiness

residents, in particular, the authordeals with: private investors. assets against liabilities on the (fiscal) balance
the conceptof residenceand fiscal domicile; (B. 115.785) sheet and the consolidationof the balance

the conceptofpermanentestablishment; sheet are discussed.

IRPEG and ILOR on non-residents; the Memo lokale belastingen& milieuheffingen, (B. 115.966)
withholdingtaxeson dividends, interest'and 1996.

royalties; the fiscal representativesofnon- Deventer,Kluwer. 1996, pp. 178.

residents; the system of refunds; the domestic, ISBN: 90 200 1776 4. Sweden
bilateral and EC rules applicable to non- Overview of local taxes and environmental
residents. taxes.

Lfgren,Kent; Haglund, Lennart.
(B. 115.254) (B. 115.870) Omstrukturering,fusion och rekonstruktion.

Stockholm,NorstedtsJuridikAB, Kundtjnst,Schematischoverzichtvan de sociale Box 6454, 113 82 Stockholm,Sweden. 1996,
verzekeringswetten.Juli 1996. SamengesteldLiechtenstein doorL. Opheikens. pp. 224. ISBN: 91 39 10038 3.

Reorganization,merger and reconstruction.
Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp. 30.

Marxer, P.; Goop, A.P.; Kieber, W. ISBN: 90 312 1463 9. Monographon company law and tax law rules

Gesellschaftenund Steuern in Liechtenstein. July 1996 summaryof social security
concemingreorganizationsthrough transferof

9. Auflage. legislation.
assets, merger and voluntary liquidation.

Vaduz, LiechtensteinVerlag AG., P.O.Box (B. 115.673) (B. 115.837)
133, FL-9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein. 1996,

Gva. Upplysningarfrgvodeklarationpp. 265. CHF78. ISBN: 3 85789 860 7. Dijk, H.L.L. van.

Partnerships,corporations and taxation in Gestructureerdeinformatieverwerkingbij
(Gvor fr o m 1992).

Liechtenstein.This ninth updated edition beleggingsvraagstukken.
Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen.1996, pp. 15.
Instructionsfor filing gift tax returns.contains an overview of all legal regulations, Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp. 212. NLG 79.50.

including the changes in the field of the ISBN: 90 200 1844 2. (B. 116.040)
EuropeanEconomicArea, which are of Informationprocesses in case of investments.
importancefor partnerships and corporations. The author concludes that structured
The book is useful for students as well as informationprocessing is necessary for future Switzerland
practitioners. investmentresults. Quantity methods and
(B. 115.802) techniquesplay an importantrole in this field. Steuerbelastungin der Schweiz/Charge

(B. 115.792) fiscal en Suisse.
Bern, Eidg. Steuerverwaltung.1996.

Netherlands Contracterenin de internationalepraktijk. ffentlicheFinanzen No. 18, pp. 97.
Deel II. ISBN: 3 303 18042 3.

Slotboom,M.T. Amsterdam,Caron & Stevens. 1996, pp. 118. Statistical survey of the tax burden in

Volledigebelasting-en.premieheffingbij Internationalaspects of contracts. The book Switzerlandfor individuals and corporations.
AOW'ers contains an overview of internationalaspects (B. 115.552)

Deventer, Gouda Quint. 1996, pp. 56. of various contracts like turnkey contracts, Bauer-Balmelli,Maja; Jger, Hans-Joachim.
NLG 38.50. ISBN: 90 387 0502 6. leasing contracts, cross-borderloan

Securities lendung und Repos in der Schweiz.
Levying of all premiums on people over 65 agreements,EU competitionrules and their

Zurich, ArthurAndersenAG. 1996, 35.pp.
who receive a state pension (AOW). The influence on internationalcontracts and

The Swiss of securities lendingtax treatment
author explains the history and characterof the aspects ofcompetitionclauses in labour

and repurchaseagreementsdiscussed.
AOW and the future problems resulting from contracts in the European law and international

(B. 115.445)
the growing number of people entitled to the security contracts.

AOW. The authoralso investigateswhether (B. 115.813) The advantages of the Swiss tax system.
the problems should be resolved by levying Bern, IntercantonalFiscal Information
premiums on people above 65. Commission. 1996, pp. 55.
(B. 115.799) Poland An overview of the Swiss tax system. A

separate annex covers the tables on

Vries, B. de; Dur, R.A.J. Gluchowski,Jan. internationaldouble taxation, tax burden, tax
Verzilverdvergrijzen. Oazy podatkowe. revenues of the confederation,cantons and
Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1996. Warsaw, Dom WydawniczyABC. 1996, municipalities, internationalcomparison.
OCFEB Research MemorandumNo. 9608, pp. 239. ISBN: 83 85148 82 5. (B. 115.711)
pp. 104. ISBN: 90 5539 043 7. Monographdealing with tax havens. A general

' The Dutch pension regime in light of the descriptionof tax havens is given, including Jger, Hans-Joachim.
steadily growing numberof old-age people. methods ofuse and abuse and.nationaland Der UnternehmensstandortSchweiz aus der
The author tries to develop a system which internationalanti-tax haven measures. The steuerlichenSicht standortungebundener
deals with the problem. author focuses on European tax havens, Unternehmen.
(B. 115.825) howevernon-Europeanareas are also Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt. 1996, pp. 382.

mentioned.An internationalbibliography is ISBN: 3 258 05414 2.
Hoog, Michael. appended. Switzerland as a placeof establishmentfor
Das niederlndischeErbschaft- und (B. 115.965) corporations.The author explains the changes
Schenkungsteuerrecht. which have taken place in Switzerlandduring

O
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1996. recent years, e.g. the introductionof VAT, and
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the harmonizationof taxes. The author Gbes,Christian. The Hague, KluwerLaw International,P.O.
concludes that several inconsistenciesbetween Die Unternehmensbesteuerungin Deutschland Box 85889,2508CN The Hague, The
VAT, equalization tax and direct taxation und Grossbritannienvor dem'Hintergrunddes Netherlands.
problems are caused by the division between europischenIntegrationsprozesses. IFA Congress SeminarSeries, Vol. 20A,
privilegedparticipation income gains and non- Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. pp. 143. ISBN: 90 411 0297 3.
privilegedcapital profits, which also result in a MannheimerBeitrgezum ffentlichenRecht (B. 115.888)
disadvantage,at the Level of the European und Steuerrecht,No. 8, pp. 313. CHF 72.
market. In the authors' opinion participation ISBN: 3 631 30314 9. Investmentfunds. Internationalguide to the
profits therefore should be tax exempt. The Taxationof corporations in Germany and the taxation and regulationof mutual investment
author also explains that the harmonization United Kingdom in the contextofEuropean funds and their investors.
law results in a loss of tax innovationsand it is integration.The book explains the current Amsterdam, IBFD PublicationBV. 1996.
uncertain what the effect will be for privileged systems for corporations in the UK and NLG 1200. ISBN: 90 70125 89 7.
corporations.In the last part of the book the Germany. The purposeof this loose-leafpublication is to

desirabilityof a consumer tax is explained. (B. 115.845) cover professionallymanaged collectiveor

(B. 115.895) mutual investment funds (whetheror not

Watterston,J.M.; Smailes, D.; Golding, J.; a.o. organized in corporate form) that are open to

Locher, Peter. tax public investment. Country chapters contain
'

Einfhrung in das internationaleSteuerrecht
Tolley's computations 1996/97. a

Croydon,Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd. comprehensiveintroduction to the regulatory
der Schweiz. 1996, pp. 700. GBP 38.95. aspects of the investment fund industry as,
Bern, Verlag Stmpfli & Cie AG. 1996, ISBN: 1 86012 307 4. these rules are closely linked with the tax

pp. 635. CHF 125. ISBN: 3 7272 0898 8. A manual ofpractical examples covering treatmentof funds and investors.All
Introduction to Swiss international taxation. income tax, corporation tax, capital gains tax, regulatory aspects governing the placementof
The author deals with the consequencesof inheritance tax and value added tax. This domestic and foreign funds in the relevant.
Swiss double taxation treaties and Swiss law jurisdiction examined.A chapter theedition has been fully updated to take account are on
for cross-borderrelations and non-residents in of the provisionsof the FinanceAct 1996 and UCITS Directive and another on the use of
direct taxation. Moreover, the OECD Model other relevant informationup to 1 June 1996. offshore tax havens, are included.
Treaty, plus the 1995 commentaryare

(B. 116.050) (B. 115.716)
included.
(B. 115.907) Zirfas de Morn, Heidrun.Reardon, AnthonyM.

The AlliedDunbarPensions handbook. TransnationaleBesteuerung im Kontextder
Swiss-U.S. income tax treaty. 6th Edition. Globalisierung.
Zrich, SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag. Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1996.
1996, pp. 246. ISBN: 3 7255 3525 6. London, Pitman Publishing, 128 Long Acre,

Steuerberatung-Betriebsprfung-London. 1997, pp. 388. GBP 24.99.Full English and German texts of the
ISBN: 0 273 62506 3. Untemehmensbesteuerung,Band 29, pp. 181.

Swiss-US treaty of2 October 1996, including DEM58. ISBN: 3 503 03576 1.
the Memorandumof understandingand The book covers both the 1995 Pensions Act

Transnationaltaxation in the ofcontext
protocol, article-by-articlecomments,

and the 1996 FinanceAct. It details the effect
globalization.The book refers the trend ofto

references to the existing treaty and model of the new legislationon pensions, particularly
globalizationin the world Covering

conventions,and tax planningproposals.
the new contractingout requirementson economy.

the wide range ofplanning issues such as

(B. 115.909) occupationalpensions, disclosureof
decisions location, legal entity, provisionofinformation,and pensions withdrawal on

schemes. It also examines the differentpension capital and transferpricing, the authorpoints
choices available and how they work. The at the importanceand complexityof tax

United Kingdom guide is essential for business owners, implications.A pattern for transnational tax

company directors, the self-employedand planning has been developed, to be used as a

Graeme, J.G.; Rogers, A.C.; Jones, K.A. professionalpensionplanners. guidelineby tax practitioners for multinational

Tolley's taxation in the Channel Islands and (B. 115.920) enterprises.
Isle ofMan 1996/97. (B. 115.903)
Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd.
1996, pp. 264. GBP 32.95. Tanzi, Vito.

ISBN: 1 86012 300 7. INTERNATIONAL Globalization, tax competitionand thefuture

A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey,Jersey of tax systems.
and the Isle of Man. Revised to include the Harris, Peter Andrew. Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund.

Channel Islands' law for 1996 andthe Manx Corporate/shareholderincome taxation and 1996.
law for 1996-97. Includes a summary of the allocating rights between countries.A IMF Working Paper WP/96/141,pp. 21.

latest rates and allowances in the Islands and comparisonof imputationsystems. This paper discusses the implications for tax

the UK. The law stated in this edition is as of Amsterdam,IBFD PublicationsBV. 1996, systems of globalizationof capital markets and

31 March 1996. pp. 904. NLG 395. ISBN: 90 70125 94 3. of economies. It shows the extent to which

(B. 115.897) The book proposes a fundamentalchange to particular taxes are affected by the
the norms for the allocationof taxing rights globalizationprocess. It speculates on future

Adams, D.; Evans, J.; Foreman, T.; Forster, among countries.The author uses an in-depth developments in this area and on tax

P.K. study of imputationsystems to expose the competition.
Tolley's purchase and sale of a private flaws in the current internationalorder, (B. 116.075).
company'sshares. 6th Edition. arguing that it is theoreticallyunsound. He

Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. then develops an alternative that would resolve Premchand,A.

1996, pp. 266. GBP 39.95. many of the problems presentedby Issues and new directions in public
ISBN: 1 86012 291 4. international tax law today. expendituremanagement.
The book deals with.the taxationimplications (B. 115.967) Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund.
ofbuying and selling either a controllingor a 1996.

minority interest in a private company.This Dividend access shares (stapled stock). IMFWorkingPaper WP/96/123,pp. 41.

fully updated edition includes the relevant Proceedingsof a Seminarheld in Cannes, (B. 116.074)
provisionsof the FinanceAct 1996. France, in 1995 during the 49th Congressof
(B. 115.904) the InternationalFiscal Association.
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CIAT Prez de Acha, Luis Manuel. Guadalajara, Indetec, CuautitlnNo. 1025,
Beneficiosde las empresas. Cdigo Postal 45042, Guadalajara,Jal.

Solution of critical aspects in tax control, Mexico, EditorialThemis, Patriotismo 889 Mexico. 1996, pp. 190.
with particularreference to VAT. CIAT Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910 Mxico,D.F. 1994. Procedures and legal consequencesof .

TechnicalConference,San Carlos de ColleccinTratados Internacionalesen circularization(verification)conductedby the
Bariloche, Argentina, 10-14 October 1994. MateriaTributaria, Comentario7, pp. 33. Tax Administration.This book examines the
Panama, CIAT ExecutiveSecretariat,P.O. ISBN: 968 454 437 5. techniquesusedby the Tax Administration
Box 2129, Zona 9A, Panama, Rep. of Panama. This booklet analyses Article 7 of the OECD when conducting their compliancechecks on

1996, pp. 287. Model Double Taxation Convention,related to taxpayers,especially the verificationof data
Conferencepapers dealing with the solutionof business profits. The author'explainsithe obtained from third parties known as

critical aspects in tax control, examining and concept in the light of several treaties compulsa.
identifying the most adequate mechanismsfor concludedby Mexico, Germany, Canada, (B. 18.921)
overcomingcertain difficultiescommonly Spain, the United States, France and

1 faced by the Tax Administrationfor Switzerland. Enrique Calco Nicolau.
effectivelycarrying out its control duties. The (B. 18:930) Tratado del impuesto sobre la renta. Tomo II-
contributionsrefer especially to the most A: Los ingresos; conceptojurdicoy su

importantaspects of the tax administrations mennifestacinpara efectos fiscales.
particularlywith reference to VAT. Some Mexico,EditorialThemis, Patriotismo889
issues dealtwith are: the administrationof LATIN AMERICA Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910Mxico, D.F. 1996,
large taxpayers, the use of informationby the pp. 537. ISBN: 968 454 518 5.
Tax Administrationto support its control Brazil This book analyses the income tax law of legal
functions, VAT collection in customs entities. The author explains concepts such as:

operations and control of VATbalances in income, dividends, interest, exchangeand
favourofexporters. Regulamentodo ICMS. 2th Edition.

inflationarylosses and gains, tax credit, etc.

(B. 18.923) Sao Paulo, Editora Fisco e ContribuinteLtda. (B. 18.931)1993, pp. 548.
Second edition of the Brazilian VAT

Enrique Calco Nicolau.
regulations,updated up to September 1993. Tratado del impuesto sobre la Tomo I:OECD renta.
(B. 18.938) Conceptosjurdicos fundamentales,sujetos y

Prez de Acha,.LuisM. objetos del impuestos.
Regulamentodo ISS no municipiodo Rio de Mexico,Editorial Themis, Patriotismo889Establecimientopermanente. Janeiro. Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910Mxico, D.F. 1996,Mexico, Editorial Themis, Patriotismo 889 Rio.de Janeiro, GrficaAuriverdeLtda. 1996, 516. ISBN: 968 454 514 2.Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910 Mxico, D.F. 1994, 187.

pp.

pp. 35. pp. The book examines the Mexican income tax
Brazilian services tax and its regulation. law. The author explains the main concepts ofBookletanalysingArticle 5 of the OECD

Model Tax Treaty. The authorexplains the (B. 18:936) income tax law, especially regarding the

definitionof permanentestablishment, taxation of legal entities. Issues dealt with

building sites and constructionor installation Imposto sobre productos industrializados. include: the legal aspects of tax law, general
projects, independentand dependentagents

2 Volumes. aspects of income tax law in Mexico,
and refers to practical cases. Rio de Janeiro, GrficaAuriverdeLtda. 1996, descriptionof current legislation,permanent
(B. 18.929) pp. 1500. establishment,,domicileand tax base.

Compilationof excise tax laws and regulations (B. 18.928)
Lahodny-Karner,A.; Schuch, J.; Toifl,,G.; from 1982 up to 1996, in two bound volumes.

Urtz, C.; Vetter, T. (B. 18.939) Prez de Acha, Luis M.

Die neuen Verrechnungspreisrichtliniender Establecimientopermanente.
OECD. Alves Pereira, Dorazil; Bruzzi, Dorian. Mexico, EditorialThemis, Patriotismo889
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1996. Dorazil legislao tributria.Legislao Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910 Mxico, D.F. 1994,
Schriftenreihezum Internationalen tributriado estado do Rio de Janeiro. pp. 35.

Steuerrecht,Band 4', pp. 272. ATS 490. Anotado. 3.Parts. Booklet analysingArticle 5 of the OECD
ISBN: 3 85122 610 0. Rio de Janeiro,Edio de Luiz Felipe Ilha Model Tax Treaty. The.authorexplains,the
The new OECD transfer pricing rules. The Alvves Pereira. 1996, pp. 900. definitionofpermanentestablishment,
book contains a useful commentaryfor tax Tax legislationof the State of Rio de Janeiro, building sites and constructionor installation
advisers and multinationalenterprises. It up to 1996, in three parts. projects, independentand dependent.agents
explains all importantaspects of the new rules (B. 18.937) and refers to practical cases.

and gives an analysis of their effects on certain (B. 18.929)
practical cases. Constituiaoda RepblicaFederativado
(B. 115.764) Brasil. Prez de Acha, Luis Manuel.

Promulgada,em5 de outubro de 1988. Beneficios de las empresas.
Consumption tax trends. 2nd Edition. 14th Edition. Editor Juarez de Oliveira. Mexico, Editorial Themis, Patriotismo889
Paris, OECDOrganisationfor Economic Sao Paulo,Editora Saraiva. 1996, pp. 217. Col. Mixcoac, C.P. 03910 Mxico, D.F. 1994.
Co-operationand Development. 1997, pp. 75. ISBN: 85 02 1993 7. ColleccinTratados Intemacionalesen

FRF 100. ISBN: 92 64 15421 3. The constitutionof the federal republic of MateriaTributaria, Comentario7, pp. 33.
' This study focuses on the international Brazil as ofMarch 1996. ISBN: 968 454 437 5.

characterof consumptiontaxes particularly in (B. 18.935) This booklet analyses Article 7 of the OECD
the field of VAT and identifies some of the Model DoubleTaxation Convention, related to
external factors influencinggovernment business profits. The author explains the
policies towards consumptiontaxation. This concept in the lightof several treaties
publicationdescribes the situation in OECD Mexico concludedby Mexico, Germany, Canada,
membercountries as at 1 January 1996. Spain, the United States, France and
(B. 116.061) Manuel HernndezAlvarez. Switzerland.

Procedimientosy efectos de la compulsaen la (B. 18.930)

O
auditoria fiscal federal.
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a
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(B. 58.2.63)
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Federal CourtofofCanada, Tax Court ofofCanada USUSinheritanceandandgift tax. BecauseBecauseofofcross- release 204204

andandprovincial courts on taxationmatters border investmentswhere ananinheritance takes North Ryde, Butterworths.
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to

December 19961996inclusive. Editors H. Heward foreign inheritance lawsawssapply. Becausethe

Stikeman,Richard W. Pound, Joan Sum andand
economicconnomccrelation with the USUSis very strong, Belgium

JeffWells.
the author explains the gift, inheritanceandand

Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional generation-skippingtransfer tax andandlooks atat FundamenteleBelgischewetgeving
Publishing. 1996, pp. 38,13. ali relevantvaluatioh aspects. Moreover the release 7373
(B. 1116.044)

book contains case studies andandprocedural Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen.
aspects andandananoverviewvervvewofofdouble taxation Guide fiscal permanent
aspects. release 720

perannent
720

Income taxtaxandandGSTGSTplanning for the (B. 1115.874) Diegem, Ced Samsom.

purchase, sale andandCanada-US expansionofofaa
business. CorporateManagementTax Swiss-U.S. incomencomeetaxtaxtreaty. Vennootschapen belastingenen

Conference 1996. Zrich, SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag. release 3232
Toronto, Canadian tax Foundation. 1996, 1996, pp. 246. ISBN: 3372557255352535256. Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen.
pp. 750. CADCAD150. ISBN: 008880888808109109X. Full English andandGerman texts ofofthe

Compilationofofpapers presented atatthe Swiss-US treaty ofof22October 1996, including
conferenceheld innnToronto, June 1996, by the the Memorandumofofunderstandingandand

CanadianTax Foundation,dealing with the protocol, article-by-articlecomments, CanadaCanada

major tax issues connectedwith purchase andand
references totothe existing treaty andandmodel

tax
saleaaeetransactions,cross-borderacquisitionsandand

conventions,andandtax planning proposals. Foreign investment innnCanada

dispositions,andandsuccessionplanning for (B. 1115.909) release 11

family businesses. Scarbborough,CarswellThpmsonProfessional

(B. 1116.0.46) Saltzman,Michael I. Publishing.
IRSIRSpractice andandprocedure. Second edition.
1996. CumulativesupplementsNos. 1,2 andandPersonal taxtaxstrategy

Toronto, Price Waterhouse. 1997, pp. 292. 3. DenmarkDenmark
CADCAD16.95. ISBN: 0038538525615 9. Boston, Warren, Gorham &.Lamont. 1996,

Complete taxtaxinformationandandplanningguide pp. 2000. Skattebestemmelser
for 1996/97, andandbeyond for individual The supplementsbring the Second Edition ofof

IRSIRSPractice andandProcedureup tooodate andandtaxpayers. up - Moms

(B. 1115.935)
serves both as aameansmeansofofkeeping the mainaann release 11

'

volume current andandasasaarefernce totorecentrecent Skattenytt-Kroonologisk-

developments.The supplementspresent
-

releases 3 and
-

43 and 4 t

relevantjudicial, legislative, and, Skattebestemmelser Systematisk- -

administrativedevelopments that have occured
-
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-
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2
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NTERNATONAL

ADVASCERULINGS: LESSONS FROM THE SWEDISH MODEL
DuncanDuncanBeentley*

School ofofLaw, BondBondUUniversity, Australia

I. INTRODUCTION An experienced andandwell-paid permanent legal secretariat
ensures that the processprocessis supportedupporreedby expertexpertadministration

Advance rulings are now commonplace in the tax adminis- andandlegal preparation.The secretariatis aaprestigiousappoint-
are now tax

trations ofof most developed countries. Sweden' offers an
mentmentwithin the public service. As with other support roles innn

an

example ofofone ofofthe earliest rulings systems andandyet its judicial bodies fundedby the government, there is nonoques-
one

model remainsemaanssunique. This article reviews the key features tion raised as totothe independence ofofthe secretariat. Nom-

ofofthe Swedish model ofofadvance rulings andandsuggests some inally, for budgetandandsalary purposes, they maymayfall underthe
some

ofofthe lessons that can be learnt from it. It shows how the NTB, but the reality is that the secretariatis completely inde-
can

lessons might apply innna typical rulings system: that ofofAus- pendent, andandis seenseenasassuchucchby taxpayers. The professional '

a

tralia. expertise ofofthe members ofofthe secretariat is also widely re-

cognized.

II. STRUCTURESTRUCTURE Comment

Rulings arearegivengvenninnnSweden by the Skutterttsnmnden(the The notable featureofofthe Swedishsystem is that the Councl

Council for Advance Tax Rulings, hereinafter the Coun- has the status ofofaacourt, with the associated independence.
cile'1', l The Council is made up ofoftwotwodivisions, one dealing Just as important, the Council's members are leading taxtax

up one

with questions ofofdirect taxation andandthe other dealing with experts drawn from ali sections ofofthe community. In these

questions ofofindirect taxation. aspects, it provides anan ideal model for other jurisdictions,
representing ananopportunity totoprovide clear andandbalanced

Swedishadvancerulingsdifferfrom those givengvenninnnother sys- interpretations ofofthe law acceptable totoall taxpayers. How-
temstemsin that the Council is notnotsimply independent from the ever, although it overcomes aamajor shortcoming ofofother
Swedish taxtaxauthority, the National Tax Board, (hereinafter systems- the taxtaxauthorityboth interpretingandandapplying the

-

theNTB),but is partofpart the courtcourtsystem. It has the statUsstatusofof taxtaxlaw - the model is unlikely totobe adopted elsewhere.7No
-

aanationalaatonaaltax court and.taxpayersmaymayappealppeaalfrom the Coun-
cil to the Regeringsrtten (the Supreme Administrative

Court), which is the highestcourt that hears taxtaxmatters.2The ** Research intointothe Swedish rulings system was made possible by a grantwas a

effect is totoincrease significantly the value ofofrulings by the from the Australian Research Council. I Iamamgrateful totoAssociate Professor
Anders Hultqvist of the UniversityofofStockholm for his inpt andandassistance. I I

Council. It has also meantmeant that stringent processes have am alsoalsograteful to the folllowing for their provisionrovvssinnof informationon the oper-am to on

developed totomaintainaannaannthe integrity ofofrulingss3. ationatonnof the Swedish rulings system:system:Justice GustafSandstrmof the Supreme
AdministrativeCourt; Mr Stefan Ersson, Chairman of the National Council for

The Swedish government appoints the 1818members andand1818 AdvanceTax Rulings (the Council),Mr Carl-GustafWingren,Vice-Chairman

deputies totothe Council for four years.4. There is an overall of the Council, andandMr Niclas Virin, Member ofofthe Council; Professor Peter
an Melz andandProfessor Christer Silfverberg ofofStockholm University andandformer

chair ofofthe Council who has the rankrankofofaaseniorennorrjudge. The Member andandMembr ofofthe Council respectitvely; Emeritus Professor Leif

chair andand three vice-chairs ofof the Council are permanentpermanent Mutn ofofthe Stockholm School ofofEconomics; andandMs Anne Rutberg ofof

members, the others are part-time members, but leading taxtax EnskildaJuridik. Any errorserrorsarearemine.

experts in their field.5 This ensures that the Council is seen as
1. Lag (SFS 1951:442) omomfrhandsbeskedi itaxeringsfrgorSec. 2. (Ali sec-sec¬

seen tionsonnsrefer totothis Act unless otherwisestated.)
the leading repository ofoftaxtaxexpertise within the court sys- 2. Sec. 9.
tem. Council membership is drawn from both public andandpri- 3. Secs. 44toto7.

vatevatesectors andandhas included various financial sectorsectorandand
4. Ibid.

industry representatives,academics, judges andandmembers ofof
5. Ibid.
6. Sec. 3.

the public service. There are also representativesof the NTB. 7. The Swedish model has been raisedraisedfor considerationininboth Australiaandand

Each division sits as aaCouncil ofofaamaximumaxxmum ofofeight mem- New Zealand but has attracted littleliteeofficial comment. See PrebbleJ, Canadian

bers, although a quorum can consistofofas few as three mem-
andandSwedish Procedures for Advance Rulilngs innnIncome Tax Cases (1987) 44

a quorum can as AustralianTax Forum at 217; Smith M, Binding Rulingss, Paper presented atat Smith presented at
bers andandaachair, ififthey agree ononaamatter.6 Experience has theNewZealandSocietyofofAccountants 1993 Tax Conference;BentleyD, The

shown that the position taken by Council members does notnot Commissioner'sPowers: DemocracyFraying atatthe Edges (1994) 44Revenue

necessarilyreflect their background. LJ atat85; James SSandandWallschutzkyI,I,The Designof ananAppropriateSystem ofof
Tax Rulings (1995).5 RevenueLJLJatat175.
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tax authority is likely to give up such a power voluntarily.8 become particularly important given a recent trend in appli-
Furthermore,governmentstend to support the wishes of their cations relating to internationaltransactions.
tax authority, provided the system yields the necessary rev- Rulings are given on questionsof law.18 It is not the Council's
enue without causing too much offense to taxpayers.9

'

role to determinequestions of fact. The Council also does not

For example, in Australia the Australian Taxation Office provide tax planning advice. It would dismiss a request for a

(hereinafterthe ATO) issues rulings to provide guidance as ruling as to the most appropriate way to apply the law to a

to the interpretationand applicationof the tax laws.10 Public given fact situation where it was impossible to determine a

rulings are general in nature and apply to classes of arrange-
specific outcome in advance. It would also dismiss an appli-
cation requesting a ruling on a number of alternatives, thatments or taxpayers.Private rulings are specific and state how

the ATO will apply the law to the tax affairs of a particular
was designed to try to find the boundariesof the law, in order

taxpayer. Rulings are generally binding on both the ATO and
to implement a tax scheme. The Council restricts itself to

taxpayers, subject to a taxpayer's right of objection and determiningmatters of legal principle in relation to real fact

appeal against a private ruling. situations. Nonetheless, the Council does rule on the legality
of tax avoidanceschemes in certaincircumstances.The ratio-

As with most rulings systems, the twin objectivesof the Aus- nale is that the taxpaying community is better served if the
tralian regime are to promote fairness and certainty. How- Council prevents ineffective schemes from becoming
ever, it is questionable how far these aims can be fulfilled widespreadat an early stage.
given that all rulings are made by the revenue collection The Council does not consider ruling applications that
agency. It is a general principle,ofthe Australian legal system involve questions of law that are clear or already decided.that an administrativedecision-makershould be disinterested The Council also dismisses applications that are not of suffi-
or unbiased in the matter to be decided.12 Given that the ATO cient importance. It rules matters that re important toon
interprets the legislation that it has to apply in order to meet individualsor the community in making decisions.its revenue collection targets, the effect is a breach of the
principle. The Council does not provide general rulings. Ruling

requests may not involve theoretical questions, but must at
What is of more concern is that rulings are challenged in a least seem to relate to real situations. This gives rise to diffi-
relatively small numberof cases.13 Accordingly, in most situ- culties and is one of the shortcomings of the process. Tax-
ations, taxpayers treat rulings as the law, when their real sta- payers or their representativesoften construct artificial cases
tus is that they simplygive the ATO's opinionofwhat the law to find out the state of the law governinga particular transac-
should be and how it should apply.14 The New Zealand rul- tion or situation.
ings system has tried to overcomethe inherentbias in rulings
issued by the Inland Revenue Department through extensive Most taxpayers that are going to ask for a ruling, such as

consultation, and provides detailed feedback in response to major listed companies, financial sector taxpayers selling
submissions.15 This seems a second best alternative to full financial products and large investors investigatingpotential
independencefor the rulings body. projects, cannot,afford,for reasons of confidentiality,to take

Another advantage of the Swedish system, (which New
Zealand has adopted,) is that rulings are issued centrally. A 8. A rule granting extensive discretion is generally only given to decision-

flaw in the Australian system is that divergent views appear
makers instrumental-inexercising the powers of the state within society, which

that the executive tends to retain that discretion within its authority:in rulings originating from different offices of the ATO
means own

Bentley D, Formulating a Taxpayers' Charter of Rights: Setting the Ground
around Australia.16 With the advent of modern technology Rules (1996) 25 AT Rev at 97. See further, Schauer F, Playing by the Rules

this shouldnot be an insurmountableproblem, but forquality (Oxford UniversityPress, Oxford, 1992) at Chapter 8. The UK Inland Revenue

control purposes, the reality is that a centralizedbody has the certainly takes this view:.seeInland Revenue,Post TransactionRulings:A Con-
sultativeDocument (HMSO 1994) at para 22.

advantage. 9. For example, the Australian Government's response to the 1993 report of
an inquiry into the operation of the Australian tax system, Joint Committee of
Public Accounts, Report 326, An AssessmentofTax (AGPS, Canberra, 1993).
10. Part IVAAA and Part IVAA TaxationAdministrationAct 1953 (Cth).

III. SCOPE 11. Second Reading Speech to the Taxation Laws Amendment (Self Assess-
ment) Bill 1992.
12. Refer, Allars M, Introduction to AustralianAdministrativeLaw (Sydney:

The Council provides rulings on most tax matters, including Butterworths, 1990) at Chapter6.
13. Whentheyare challenged, they are often found to give incorrect interpreta-the Tax Evasion Act (SFS 1995:575).17 This means that the tions of the law. For example, the ATO's interpretationof the meaning of good-Council rules on diverse matters ranging from transfer pric- will was held to be wrong in FC ofT v. Krakos InvestmentsPty Ltd (1996) 61

ing and the application of international double taxation FCR 489.

agreements through to questions of law governing the imple- 14. Wijn J de, The Taxation Ruling System: Help or Hindrance (1992)
Taxation Institute ofAustralia,31st VictorianConventionPapersat26.mentationofbasic administrativeprocedures. 15. For a discussionof the New Zealandrulings system, see SawyerA, Imple.
menting a Regime of Binding Rulings: The New Zealand Experience, paperThe current Council sees one of its main roles as helping to presentedat the UNSW (ATAX)Conference,Current Issues in Tax Administra-

providebusiness taxpayerswith interpretationsof the tax law tion, 11-12 April 1996.
to enable them to make rational investment decisions. The 16. Taxation Institute of Australia, Public Rulings and Determinations

Council wants to ensure that the business community (1995/96) 3 Taxation in Australia-RedEdition at 157.
17. Sec. 1.

respects its decisions and perceives them as fair. This has 18. Ibid.
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manymanyrequests intontoothe public forum. They also generally do ever, the quuality ofofprofessional advice cancanvaryvarywidely, soso

not wantwantaamajor investigationinto all the circumstancesgiv- that the useuseofofaaprofessional adviser does notnotguarantee that

ing rise totoaaproject, product or investment, but wantwantaaquick aaruling application is accepted. All parties affected by aapar-
decision as totothe applicationofofthe law. Where the law has ticular transactionmaymaymake applications.
changed, they maymaynotnotbebeable totowait for aagenuinegenuuneecasecasetoto It is arguuable that the tendency for rulings to be givengvennto largeto to
testtestthe interpretationofofthe newnewlaw. business taxpayers effectively discriminates against smallggaansst
Accordingly, they will useuseaawilling taxpayer andandcreate aa businesses andandindividuals. However, the counter-argument
situation ononwhich totorequest aaruling. For example, at the is that the reasonreasonlarge businessesneedneedto apply for rulings is

requestrequestofofanan insurancensuranceecompany, the spousespouseofofoneoneofofits that they are entering into complex transactions andandthe law

directors maymaymake aaruling requestrequestasas totothe application ofof governinggovvernnnnggthem is equually complex. Individuals, who areare

the law totoaaparticular insurancensuranceeprooduct, developed recently suubject totoless complex laws, particularly folloowinng the 19911991

bybythe insurance company. The spousespousewill saysayinnnthe ruling taxtaxreforms, are far less likely to needneedtotomake ananapplication
requestrequestthat he or she is consideringpurchasing the product. for aaruling.
The Council is aware that this is done. Provided it does notnot Until recently the NTB has not been able to make rulingsNTB not to aa

representrepresentananabuse ofofprocess, andandbecause it makes applica- application. This is now beinng changed with amendments tonow to
tions for important rulings possible, the Council takes suchsuch the law.22 The private sector andand some commentatorssome
applicationsatatface value. These casescasesare, innnanyanyevent, care- opposedppposeedthe changes on the grouunds that the NTBNTBis an armon an

fully constructed, sosothat it is only those with inside informa- ofofthe executive andandlaws introduced by the executive into
tion who wouldouuldknow that the taxpayer innn aa casecasedid notnot parliament should, be sufficiently clear for the xecutive toto
intend totoenter into the relevant transaction. implement without further interpretation by the judiciary. If
It is uunsatisfactoryfor taxpayers to have totoconstructartificial lawsawssintroduced bybythe executive areareincompleteandandrequire
andandcontrivedfact scenarios tooogenerategenerateaarulinng that cancanhave interpretation priorprorrtoto implementation, critics arguearguethat the

generalgeneral application. There are suggestions that the NTBNTB judiciary is taking ononaalaw-makingfunction, whichis uncon-

should be allowed totopublish public rulings. This is already stitutional. Rather, the NTBNTB should ensureensurethat the law is

done ononananinformalbasis. For example, financial institutions changed toto effect anyanynecessary clarification. These argu-

obtain informalrulinngs onontax issues connectedwith the issue ments did notnotsucceedsucceedandandthe NTBNTBwill nownowbe able totoapply
ofofprospectuses: it is oftenessential totoobtain suchsuchassurancesassurances for rulings.
innnadvance. Informal rulings do notnothave anyanylegal status. As with other taxpayers, the NTBNTBmay onlynnyyapply for rulinngsmay

on. actualctuaalcases. However, the NTBNTBdoes not needneedthe tax-

CommentComment
payer totoconsent before it makes aaruling application. Com-
mentators have arguedrguueedthat this is aabreach ofofindividualp-
vvacy.2.2 In practice aataxpayertaxpayeris notified.

The broad scopescopeofofthe Swedish system is emulated inn coun-

tries offerinng aaregimeeggmeeofofcomprehensivetaxtaxrulinngs. It makes
the system fairer andandmore certain forralargerrnumbera oftax-of CommentComment
payers, which is the aimam ofofmostmostrulings systems. Many sys-
tems, suchsuchasasthoseofofthe NetherlandsandandIndia, offer rulings Professional tax advisers ateareusedusedtotoformulate ruling appli-
toto limited classes ofoftaxpayers ororonlynnyyinnncertain areas. The cations innnmostmostjurisdictions.The formalityofofthe application
reasons areareoften historical ororrelate totoresourceresourceconstraints.19 processprocessin. Sweden asascompared, with that innnsay, Australia,

Sweden provides a clear example ofofthe difficulties that can
where rulings are moremoreeasily accessible, wouldouuldseemseem to

a can

arise where there is no public rulings system. It is notnotenoughnouggh
make it moremoreimportantmpporrannttotouseuseananadviser. It is aaresourceresource

no

totooffer privaterulings when the needs ofofbusiness taxpayers,
issue. In jurisdictionswith less complex legislation ororwhere

innnparticular,demand generalgeneralinterpretationsofofthe law appli- large numbers ofoftaxpayerstaxpayersdonotnothave totofile returns, rulings
cable totowhole classes ofofarranngements or taxpayers. This is are usually less important for individuals andand small busi-

or

where systems suchsuchas those in Australia andandNew Zealand nesses. Accordingly, aacomplex ruling application process,

have a clear advantage. The challenge is totofind a way for an
suchsuchasas that innn Sweden, cancanmoremorelegitimately restrict the

a a way an

independent body toto provide public rulings. In Sweden, applications considered totothose with aagenuine problem ofof

muchmuchofofthe difficulty in doing so is constitutional. This is interpretation.Where the tax laws are complex andandmost tax-
so

discussed further innnpartpartXI ofofthis article. payerspayersfile returns, asasinnnAustralia andandNew Zealand, the rul-

ingnnggprocessprocessneeds totobe simple andandaccessible. Innnthese juris-
.

IV. APPLICATIONS 19. In India ititisssresource andandpolilcy issues which prevent the widening of the

rulings system. Furthermore,there is aaconcern that aageneral rulinguulnggsystemcouldouuld
overlapverrappwith the jurisdiction ofofthe courts. See Har Govind, AdvanceTax Rul-

Applications made by taxpayers areareprocessedprocessedbybythe secre- ingsngssfor Non-Residents22Asia-PacificTaxBtdletin 55(1996) atat135.

tariat.22 The formality andandcomplexity ofofthe processprocessmeansmeans 20. Sec. 4.

that mostmosttaxpayers making applicationsare large companies 21. (SOU(SOU 1996:44) versyn avav skatteflyktslagen - Reformerat frhands--

besked.
or wealthy individuals.Almost all successfulapplicationsare 22. For example, innnan earlieraarlerrcommitteeommmmiteeeexaminingxammnnnggthe questiton of taxpayerss'an

made ononbehalf ofoftaxpayers by professional advisers. How- rights, 1995 Ars skattteflyktskommmitit).
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dictions it takes more resources to process the greaternumber nous, particularly where applications are complex, with
of ruling applications. extensive comment by the NTB and analysis by the secre-

tariat. The Council considers applications de novo and doesFrom a practical standpoint, where an independent body not necessarily follow the recommendations of themakes rulings, the revenue authoritiesshouldbe able to apply
secre-

tariat. Whenever the Council feels that it should' investigatefor rulings in the same way as taxpayers. Arguments that the
some issues further before it can make a ruling, it postponeslaw should be detailed enough to cover every situation seem
the application until the secretariat obtain the relevantcanhollow.23 It would be particularly important for revenue
informationfrom the taxpayer.This illustratesboth strengthauthorities to have the facility to request public rulings, if a

and weakness of the process.these rulings were made by an independentbody, as the rev-

enue authorities would usually be best situated to determine The detailed investigationof each matter by the Council has
when and where they were needed. ensured that it has an outstandingreputationfor the qualityof

its decisions. It means that rulings cover all important issues
and are not confined to a cursory consideration of the law.

V. PROCESS This has been particularly important in the interpretation of
the law governing complex issues, such'as the taxation of
financial products and transactions.The price of the reputa-Ruling applications are often complex. Successful applica- tion is the time it takes to ruling applications. Thetions usually provide a comprehensiveanalysis of the ques-

process
Council recognizes the problem, and is making efforts totion on which they request a ruling. They includeananalysis reduce the time it takes to make rulings without sacrificingof the current law, reference to any relevantauthorities,argu- their quality.ments on both sides of the question and reasons why the

Council should decide the question in a particularway. Very occasionally, the Council or secretariatmay seek input
from external experts. For example, the Council may requestThe secretariat prepares its own comprehensive analysis of
a written opinion from an internationalor foreign accountingthe issues in question and provides extensive commentaryon
body how particular accounting standards operate, iton orthe ruling application. In order to do this, and prior to pre- ask foreign institution to describe the exact nature of

senting the application to the Council, the secretariat liaises may a

payments the institution is making to Swedish taxpayers.extensively with the applicant to obtain further information, Evidence from third parties often forms part of ruling appli-a
commentand clarification.The application is also sent to the

cation, but even though provision is specificallymade in the
NTB for comment. The NTB comments are sent to the tax- law for the Council to do so, it only exceptionally seeks
payer for the taxpayer to provide a response. The final legal external evidence itself.26
brief presented to the Council for consideration, with a re-

commendationby the secretariat, is of the highest standard. The law also provides for oral evidence in an oral hearing.27
However, the Council always conducts its proceedingsusingA large number of applications are not formulatedappropri- written applications, submissions and evidence. Council

ately. The secretariatattempt to help taxpayers to reformulate
meetings themselves informal and often involvetheir applications.Theyusuallyprovide full details to the tax-

are very
extensive discussion of the documentation by the members

payer as to why an application is unlikely to be accepted. If before they reach a decision.
the taxpayer fails to reformulate the application to make it
acceptable, the secretariat recommends that the Council It is the Council which decides whetheror not to make a rul-
should dismiss it. Recommendationsfor dismissal are gener- ing or dismiss a ruling application.28If the Council allows an

ally dealt with before the main meeting of the Council by a application, the Council rules how the questionbefore it is to

minimum quorum.24 In most cases the recommendationsare be treated in an assessmentto tax. Except in special circum-
accepted. It is usually applications by individual taxpayers stances, the ruling will only state the principles that the NTB
that are dismissed. Many are too broad and the taxpayers are should follow when makingan assessment.

unable to reformulatethem to relate to a specific issue. Many The chair of the Council usually records the ruling and then
othersrelateto issues overwhichthe Councilhas nojurisdic- circulates it for comment and input among the other mem-
tion, such as the determinationof an appropriatevaluation or bers. Dissentingmembers state their for dissent. Fullreasons
matters involving inheritanceor gift taxes.25

reasons supporteach ruling and all the judgements,including
Approximately40 per cent of all applications for rulings are dissentingjudgments,are given to the applicant.The Council
dismissed.This seems very high. However, it is explaifiedby tries to act with as much unanimity as possible. However,:a
the fact that the NTB often tells taxpayers that they have the number of different opinions are very useful to the Supreme
option of applying for a ruling on a matter that they cannot Administrative Court when, which is likely if there is not

resolve to their satisfaction with the NTB. The majority of unanimity, the matter is heard on appeal.
such applicationsare not in fact suitable for considerationby
the Council and it is these that form the bulk of the dis-
missals. 23. James and Wallschutzkysupra note 7, at 183.

24. Sec. 7.

The Council considers all serious applications in significant 25. Sec. 1.
26. Sec. 4.

detail and the members are provided with comprehensive 27. See forexample,Secs. 4 and 6.
documentationfor each case. Documentationcan be volumi- 28. Sec. 7.
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A rulliing, once made, isis sent to both the applliicant and the isisappealed, prroviidiing aarange of experrt opinions on the mat-

NTB by regiissterred mail.29 There can be no appeal agaiinsst a ter. IfIfaa law isisunclear, this ssysstem highlliightts the lack ofclar-

decision of the Council to dismiss a rulliing applliicatiion..33o iitty, and proviides the iimpettus for a final rulliing by the hiighest
Where the Council dismisses a rulliing applliicattiion, it giives tax courtt, or for amendment by the llegiisllatture. It is an

brief reasons and, if the applliicattiion falls within the juriisdiic- approach that cuts tthrough any attttemptts to proviide a rulliing
tion of the Counciil (as lack of juriisdiictiion isis a common rea- that takes a parttiicullar lliine, holldiing itit out as the only riight
son for diismiissall) then the applliicant can redraft ititand reap- answer: a feature of systtems where the revenue authoriitty
ply. makes the rullingss.

Comment VI. TIMING

Swedish rullings have a reputtatiionfor quality. ItItisis not a repu- Rulliings can take up to a year from the time of applliicattiion. In
tation shared by the rulliings,iin many juriisdiicttiions.Taxpayers certain cases, where the applliicattiion isiscompllette and there are
in Australia conttiinualllly raise concerns about the qualliitty of few questtiions, a rulliing can take onlly three months. However,
rullings and the ATO has responded to criticismwith a major ttaxpayers see this as a major shorttcomiingof the rulliings sys-
review of itsitsPublic Rulliings programmeand a strengttheniing tem. Where ttaxpayers are conttempllatiingmajor transacttiions,
of itsitsqualliity control.3[

and time isis of the essssence, they often avoid asskiing for a rul-

Quality.and service are ssought after features of any rulliings iing, because of the time itittakes to get one.

ssysstem as they contribute ssiignifiicantlly toto the levells of cer- ItIt isisoften difficult to reduce the time.takenif the ssysstem isis to

ttainty and fairrnessss, on which such systtems are judged..332 ItIt isis work properly. The secretariat requirres time to ascertain the
welll documentedthat when ttaxpayershave favourableexpe- relevant detaiills and to fiilll in any gaps in the applliicatiion.The
riences within aa tax ssysstem, their complliiance with the tax NTB needs time to consider itsits ressponsse and can sometimes
laws improves..333Large ttaxpayers in Sweden appear to be sat- have queriies of itsitsown before ititcan give an opiiniion.The tax-
isfied with the rulliings process. However, the llarge number of

payer also needs time to consider the NTB opiiniion,and any
dismissals suggestts that many ttaxpayers are badlly served by comments made by the secretariat. Fiinalllly, the secretariat
a systtem that tthey cllearlly do not fulllly understand. This may needs to prepare the final applliicattiionfor considefationby the
be a parttiicullar probllem associated with rulliings giiven by an. Counciill, ttogettherwith itsitswn recommendations.The Coun-
iindependent body. In Ausstralliia, the ATO wiidely publliiciizes cil ttoo, needs time to read and consider the mattter, before itit
key features of the self assessmentssysstem, and tries to assist can produce a reasoned rrulling. Onlly if an applliicant preparres
ttaxpayers with procedurral matterss, such asas raaking a rrulliing a casecaseexceptiionalllywellll, isis the whole processs streamlined.
applliicatiion. As the revenuecollection authoriity itit ineviittably
has grreater resources than would anan independent rullings The Council isisaware of the prroblem ofoftimeliness and isis tak-

body. iing steps to reduce the time taken over rulliings without sacri-

fiiciing their qualliity. ItItisishopiing to proviide a fast--trackfor rul-
As suggestted above, ititseems that the Swedish system has an iings where a ttaxpayercan show that itit is necessary given the
additionalprobllem in that certain officers of the NTB tend to circumstances.The currentchairhopes to be able to cut down
advise ttaxpayers to applly for a rulliing, even where itit is iinap- to a month the time taken to giive rulliings in urgent cases..

propiatte,,'rattherthan to use genuiine,methodsof probllem res-

olution. Over time, this approach would be expectted to have
an adverse iimpacton complliiance.
The Swedish ssysstem makes little use ofof third party or oral 29. Sec. 8.
evidence. This isisa featureofadministrativedeciissiion--makiing 30. Ibid.

generralllly. In Ausstrralliia, the ATO publliiciizes itsits consultative 31.31. Taxation Institute of Australia ssupra notenoee 116; Barton GA, The Rulinngs

approach to rrullings, but itsits record has been poor in takiing Systeem: Twilight Zone ofofTax Law (1993) 11 Taxation inn Attstralia-
-Red Edi-

tionton atat 2884; CommissionerofofTaxation 1994-95 Annual Report (AGPS, Can-
account of third party submissiions.34New Zealand offers a berrra, 1995) atat 411; National Tax Liaison Group Minutes for Meeting of 4 June

conttrasttiingapproach. The Inland Revenue Departmenttakes 1996 para 4.2.

full account of ttaxpayer submissiions in draftiing itsits rulliings..335 32. SecondSecondReading Speechsupra notenote 1'1.11.

An iindependent rulliings body makiing publliic rulliings could 33.33. Li J, Taxpayer Rights inin Canada (1997)(1997) 77 Revenue LJ (forthccoming);
James SS andandWallsschutzky IIG, The Shape ofofFuture Tax Administration49

take far more cogniizanceof third party views than the Coun- BtuletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation(1995)(1995)atat2117; StalansL, Talk-

cilcilisiscurrrentlyable to. The Councilmakes privatterullings and inging aboutaboutTax Audit Exxpeerieenccees: The Procedural Content ofofSocialisation'

the associatedconfiidentiialliityrequirrementtslimit the possssibiill- paperpaperpresentedpreesseentedatatthetheeIntemalnteernaalRevenueServiceServcceResseearcch Confereencce,Washinng-

iity of third party iinvolvement.
tonon DC, 12--13 November 1992 andandquoted inn WickersonJ, MeeassurinngTaaxxpaayer
Complliance: Issues and ChhalleengeesFaacinngTax Administrations(1199994) 1111Aus-

A partiicullarly useful element of the Swedish sysstem isis the
tralian Tax Forum atat 112; Roth JA, Scholz JT andand Witte AD (eds), Taxpayeer
Compliancce,Vol I1 (UnivversityofofPeennsylvvaaniaPresss, 1989) atat 129.

final form in which rulings are given toto the relevant partiess. 34. Taxation Institute ofofAustralia ssupra notenoee 16. There isssconstantconnssaantccomplaint
Because the Council isis a court, ititgiives a rulliing as if ititwere a from taxpayeraxpayerrrepressentativvegroupsgroupsatatNational TaxpayerLiaison Group meet-

judgement. Accordiinglly, the parttiies are proviided with full ingsingswith thetheATO that taxpayerstaxpayershavehavevoluntarilygivengvvenaavastvastamount ofofinputinput
intointo thetherulingrulng process atat thetheATO's request and yetyetvery little thatthatttheythey ssay isis

reasons, iinclludiing any diissenttiing opiiniions. This isis parttiicu- ever takentakenon board.
very

ever on

llarlly useful to the SupremeAdministrativeCourt if the rulliing 35. SawyerA supra.notenote 115, atat24.
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Comment cations, and from there to the SupremeAdministrativeCourt
rather than through the ordinary court system.

Timing is an issue wherever rulings are made. The Swedish A possible contrary approach may be taken by some taxpay-
process can be inordinately long, but would be among the '

who perceive that lack of expertiseers may any on tax mat-
quickest if it were cut down to one month.36The ATO is cur- ters in the ordinary court system could work to their advan-
rently trying to improve the quality and timeliness of its pri- tage. They may believe that, by using expert professionalvate rulings programme. It aims to provide routine rulings advice, they can achieve a more favourable decision than
within seven weeks of application and complex rulings they would from the Council, with a membership of tax
within a period negotiated with the taxpayer.37 In New experts. Taxpayers may also prefer to go to the ordinaryZealand, regulations require that routine applications for rul- courts where earlier advantageousdecisions have been made
ings should be processed within four weeks, but more com- that they wish to rely on, that are technically doubtful but
plex matters may take longer.38 have not yet been the subject of a ruling application to the
There is a trade-offbetween quality and timing. The timely Council or an appeal to the Supreme AdministrativeCourt.

delivery of rulings depends upon the resources available to
the body making the rulings. It should not make a difference
whether that body is independent or part of the revenue Comment
authority.

The review of rulings in Sweden is very effective. It is par-
ticularly useful to have the right of appeal to the highest tax
court against a ruling. It reflects the quality of the rulings that

Vil. REVIEW
are made by the Council that the Supreme Administrative
Court is willing to hear these appeals. It also means that there

Speedingup the ruling process willnot necessarilyassist tax- is a mechanismfor a relatively timely review of importanttax
payers, as a ruling is subject to review. A taxpayercan appeal questions.A possiblegap in the reviewprocess is that there is
against a ruling if it is unfavourableand the NTB can appeal no appeal against a decision to dismiss a ruling application.
againsta ruling that is favourableto the taxpayer.39An appeal
to the Supreme Administrative Court is generally not final- In many jurisdictions there is no right of appeal and, if there
ized in less than a year. As ruling applicationsusually involve is a right, it is seldom to the highest tax court.41 In Australia,
complex transactions in areas where the law is unclear, tax- taxpayers may appeal against unfavourablerulings made by
payers often appeal against rulings, particularly where a rul- the ATO to the Full Federal Court. Although not the highest
ing is not unanimous. court, it is normally the court of last resort for tax cases.42

There are caveats to the right of appeal in Australia, which
An applicant can appeal to the Supreme Administrative compare unfavourably with that in Sweden. The Australian
Court within one month of the date on which the applicant is courts cannot hear hypothetical cases.43 This means that an

apprised of theCouncil'sruling.40Althoughmany rulings are appeal has to be heard in the year to which the application
appealed, they constitute a very small proportionof the total relates or it cannotbe heard at all.44 The rationale is that, once
number of appeals to the Supreme Administrative Court. the year in which the arrangement was to be carried out
However, in the tax law context they are very important,sim- passes, it becomes a hypothetical case. The problem is
ply because the Council provides a fast-trackappeal route. resolved by always applying for a ruling that will cover a

If a matter progresses through the normal court system, an potential transaction for a number of years. Nonetheless, it
appeal to the court can only be made nce a transaction is adds anotherhurdle to the appeals process.
assessed to tax. There is no hearing in advance of the imple- In Australia, if the ATO does not ask for sufficient facts to
mentation of a transaction in the ordinary courts. An appeal make a properdecisionwhen a ruling is made, the courts will
against an assessmentusually goes before the tax tribunal, is not be able to hear an appeal against the ruling.45 This can
appealed to the City Court and then finally to the Appeals have unfortunate results where all the parties thought that a
Court. Appeals to the Supreme Administrative Court from ruling was properlymade and only discover on appeal to the
the Appeals Court are only given by way of special leave.
The process can take about five years before an appeal is
finalized. 36. European practice suggests that 2-3 months is the norm for issuing rulings.

See IBFD, Ruling Practice: A European Survey and Comparison35 European
From a timing perspective, a ruling application provides a Taxation2 (1995), at 60.

37. NationalTax Liaison Group Minutes for Meeting of 4 June 1996 para. 4.2.
taxpayer with a clear interpretation of the law much more 38. Tax Administration(BindingRulings) Regulations 1995, reg 5.
quickly. The Council is also respected for giving the best 39. Sec. 9.

interpretationsof the tax law of any judicial body below the 40. Sec.10.

SupremeAdministrativeCourt and, for this reason, taxpayers
41. IBFD supra note 36.
42. The High Court must give special leave to appeal from the Full Federal

prefer to use the ruling process. The Council's expertise Court. In FC ofTv. WestieldLtd (1991) 22 ATR 400, the High Court said that
comes from its composition of leading tax experts and its special leave will only be given in tax cases where a question of fundamental

specific tax law focus. In this context it is little wonder that importancearises.
43. In re TheJudiciaryAct and TheNavigationAct (1921) 29 CLR 257.transactionsuntested at law, and the interpretationofnew tax 44. CTC ResourcesNL v. FC ofT (1994) 48 FCR 397.

legislation, tend to flow through the Council as ruling appli- 45. Ibid.
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Full Federal CourtCourtthatthattit waswasnot. The rulinng is then remitted IX. CHARGES
tooo the Commissiooner, who mustmusttry tooo obtain the necessarynecessary
additional information before makinng aanewnewruling, which Successful rulinng applications are suubject to,a fee ofofbetweena

maymay then be appealed all overoveragain. The Swedish review SEKSEK600600andand10,0000.4.7 The Council fixes the fee, which, innn
system seemsseemssimpler andandmoremoreeffective. practice, is setsetbybythe secretariat. Most applicatioons bybylarge

taxpayersautoomaticcallyattract thetheemaximummaaxxmuumfee. The fee cancan

bebe waived byby the Council inn specialpeeccaal circumstances.48 TheThe

Vili. EFFECT Council has absolute discretion overoverthe fee totobebepaidpaaidandand
there is nonoappealppeaalfrom,its decision. The fee isspayablewithin

AnAnAdvance Rulinng, once made, is followed innn the assess-
oneone month ofofaa demand sentsentoutoutwith the rulinng.4.9 If the

once

ments toto which it relates, toto the extent thatthaata taxpayertaxpayerhashas SupremeAdministrativeCourtCourtsets aside the rulinng, the fee is
a

entered intonnoothe relevant transaction.46Rulinngs are very clear reimbursed totothe aappllccant.5.0
are very

andandtaxpayersaxxppaayyerscannotcannotchoosechoosetotoapplyppppyyonlyonyycertain parts ofofaa Relative totothe costcostofofprofessioonnal advice inn preparingrepparrng aarul-

rulinng, althhouugh there are nonospecific pennalties for ignoringgnoornnggaa ing request, the applicatioonfee is small. The discretiongiven
rulinng, i.e. the usualsuuaalpenalties andandinterestfor late paymentpymentofof tototheCounciltotovary the fee meansmeansthat it is unlikely that the
taxtaxwouldwouuldapply. If ananassessment is subsequently appealed fee acts asasaadisincentive totopreventprvvnntaataxpayer from making
onon aa matter onon which the Council has givengveen aa rulinng, the aarulinng appliccation,particularlysincesncceethere is nonofee applicca-

. courts wouldwoouuld almostamosstalwaysawayss follow the rulinng, unless the ble tooo unsuccessful appliccations. The fee maymaybebeuseful inn
transaction differed suubstantially in its implementatioonfrom prevventinng tvial oror unnecessaryunnecessary requuests, butbut given the
the facts ononwhich-the rulinng waswasmade. Rulinngs applyppppyyonlyonnyytoto number ofof rulinng appliccatioons thatthatt areare dismissed onon the
the specific transactionssetsetoutoutinnntheruling application. grouunds that the Councilhas nonojurisdiction,argumentscouldouuld

Rulinngs are notnotunlimited inn their application andand usuually equually be made tooothe contrary. It is clear from the applica-
are

applypppyy for twowoo taxaxx yeears, sometimes longeroonngerrifif the taxpayeraaxpayerr
tions thatthattmanymanytaxpayerstaxpayersdodoseeseethe Council asas aameansmeansofof

requuests it. There is nonotiminng advvantage tototaxpayerstaxpayersinnnmak oobtaininng taxtaxadvice, butbutsuchsuchappliccatioons arearedismissed onon

ingnnggrulinng appliccations as far asas the paymentpaaymentofoftaxaxx is con-
the groouunnds that the rulinng is notnotofofsufficient importance.

cerned. Interestandandpennalties applypppyytooolate paidaaidtaxtaxuntil aarul-

ingnggto the contrary is given. There is nonoremittance ofoftax,
interest ororpenalties pennding the outcome.ofofaaruling. Comment

If the Council feels thatthattit hashasmade ananerrorerrorinnnaarulinng, the Australia, alongaonng with most other jurisdictioons, does notmost not
oginal rulinng wouldwoouuldstill stand. Hoowever, the Council cancan charge for its rulinngs.5.1 In ccontrast, New Zealandprovidesrovvidessanan

channge its mindmnnd innn suubsequuent rulinngs. This wouldwoouuldnot bebe exxample ofoffull cost-recoovvery for the proovision ofofrulinngs.5.2
done lightly given the respecteespectaccorded totoearlier decisions The principleofofusers payingayynnggfor services provided is impor-
andandwouldwoouuldtake intontooaccountaccountthe consequencesofofaachannge innn tantanntinnnNew Zealand: it limits the numberofofrulings requested
interpretation. In SSweden, emphasis is placed ononthe similar andand;ensures thatthattthose reequuesteed can be issued inn a timelyensures can a
treatmentofofsimilar cases. mannermannerwith the resourcesresources available.53 AnAnn applicatioon fee

payspaysfor the first twowoohours ofofthe InlandnnanndRevenue Depart-
ment'smenttsstime, innnwhich it determineswhetherit will givegvveeaarul-

Comment ing. The taxpayer is then given anan estimate ofof anyany fees

payable innnexcessexcessofofthe applicationfee, togetherwith ananesti-
The juudicial nature ofofSwedish rulings is aauniquennquueefeature. In mate ofofthe time the ruling will take toooprepare. OnceOncethe rul-
somesomejurisdictioons,as rulinngs simply representtherepresent opinionppinoonnofof ing is made, appliccants receive an itemized account, proovid-an
the revenuerevenueauthhorities, they arearenotnotbinndinng ononthe courts. In ingnnggfull details ofofcosts andanddisbursements.54
others, ananadvanceadvancerulinng is followed bybyaacourtcourtinnnapplyingppppyynngg
the lawaw totoaaparticulartaxxpayer. InInAustralia,rulinngs are bind- ChargesCharggessandandhow theytheyyare made areareaamatter ofofpolicy. How-

ing ononthe ATO tooothe extent that they are innnfavourofofthe tax- ever, theNewZealand approachsuuggests that charges cancanbe

payer, but the courts dodonotnotconsider the rulings themselves usedused tooo allocate scarce resources. Welfare issues areare less

asasannythinngmoremorethanthannthe opinion ofofthe ATO. Hooweverrififaa likely to arise innnrelation totorulinngs, asasthosethoseetaxpayersrequir-
taxpayertaxppayyerrdelibberately disreegards aa privateprvvateerulinng, penalties ingnngg rulinngs arearegenerally those with reasonable amounts ofof

maymayapply. This is innnthe contextcoonntxxtofofaaself-assessmentsystem. taxtaxto paypayand, therefore, should be able tooopaypayfor rulings.
If taxpayersaxxpayyeersdodonotnotagreeagreewith aarulinng, the properpropercoursecourseis
for them tototake the rulinng ononappeal to the courts rather than 46. Sec. 11.

simply to ignore it. As Australian rulings are not juudicial 47. Sec. 12.

decisions, theytheyymaymaybe withdrawn, suubject totostct statutory 48. Ibid.

rules.
49. Ibid.
50. Ibid.
51. IBBFD, suprasupranotenote36.
52. Tax'Administration(BindingRulings) Regulations 19951995(NZ).
53. SawyerAAsupra notenote15, atat21.
54. Tax Administration (Binding Rulings) Regulations 19951995(NZ) regs 3, 44
andand5.
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X. PUBLICATION XI. INDEPENDENCE

Ostensibly there is absolute secrecy in relation to ruling When reviewing the Swedish ruling system it is important to
applications. However, the Council is a judicial body, rather do so in the Swedishcultural context. The Swedishsystem is
than an organ of the executive.This makes it moredifficult to noted for its formality. There is not traditionally a close rela-
limit access to any information generated during the ruling tionship between the NTB and taxpayers. Accordingly, the
process. The process used in making rulings means that Councilprovides an.important,formaland independentfunc-
information is provided to the NTB for comment and tion in deciding matters of law important to the taxpaying
rsearch is done by the secretariatand professional advisers. community in a relatively timely manner.

Accordingly, the risks of a breach of confidentiality are

higher than in ruling processes in many other jurisdictions, The Council also ensures the constitutionalityof the applica-
where only a'very small numberofpeople would have access tion of the tax law. In Sweden, great importance is placed
to the information. This reduces the attractiveness of obtain- upon the separationofpowers, flowingdirectly from the con-

ing a ruling on real transactions involvinghighly price sensi- stitution. TheNTB, as an arm of the executive, is clearly sep-
tive information. arated from any official interpretationof the law. It is the role

of the judiciaryunder the constitutionto interpretthe law, andThe Council itself is very concerned to maintain absolute
that is why the Council is independentand has the status of a

confidentiality and there is no publication of details of par- court.56ticular cases. There is no official publication of rulings, but
the Chair of the Council writes in SkatteNytt, a leading tax Thestringentview taken in Swedenof the separationofpow-
journal, and provides details of recent rulings to ensure that ers also explains why, unlike in other jurisdictions, general
they can be followed by other taxpayers.The details are gen- public rulings may not be made. InSweden, only the legisla-
eral enoughnot to reveal the identitiesof the applicants. If the ture could make binding public rulings or even rulings that
ruling is appealed to the SupremeAdministrativeCourt, then were effectively binding, as they would have the nature of
the full decision of that court is published. law. The theory is that the tax law is made and is clear. Any

interpretationof the law by a body other than the legislature,
that in any way extends or expands the existing law, repre-Comment
sents the making ofnew law and is in breach of the constitu-
tion.

The Council issues only private rulings. Public rulings, in

jurisdictions where they are made, are published widely, so

that taxpayers can follow them in arranging their tax affairs.
Private rulings present issuing authorities witha dilemma: it Comment
is highly desirable that they are published, but the confiden-

tiality of the taxpayers concernedmust be protected. In Swe- The judicial nature of Swedish rulings highlights a funda-
den taxpayers are provided with broad details of private rul- mental difference between rulings issued-by an independent
ings that discuss important issues or matters of principle. body and those issued by the revenue authorities. Rulings
New Zealand does not follow this example. usually interpretand apply the tax law. In many jurisdictions,

the transactioncosts of taking a dispute to courtmean that, in
In Australia, too, private rulings are not published. However,
in important matters of interpretation, the approach taken in

most cases, taxpayers prefer to avoid conflictand accept the
a means

any ruling is available internally within the ATO to ensure
interpretation,of'thelawgiven in ruling. This that the

consistency in future rulings. Nonetheless, the ATO issues interpretationeffectively becomes the law for those taxpay-
ers. The Swedishsystem, where an independentjudicialbodyrulings from a number of offices around Australia. In prac- makes rulings, at least provides taxpayers with confidence

tice, this has led to differences in the approach taken in pri- that there is obvious bias in the Whereno process. revenue
vate rulings issued.55 What makes it more problematic is that

authoritiesmake rulings, there is such The
advanced technology has meant that national professional

no assurance. rev-

enue collectionagency performs the role ofboth judge/inter-advisers are able immediately to compare private rulings of the law and collector, usually with collec-
issued to 'their clients (and often, each other's clients) by dif- preter revenue

tion targets to meet.
ferentoffices of the ATO. Accordingly,they are able, in some

cases, where different opinions have been expressed by the In this context, the Swedish constitutional position on the
ATO, to approach the office most likely to give a favourable separationofpowers merely represents a basic principle that
ruling. Not only does this underminethe ruling system, but it underlies most legal systems: that in administrativeand judi-
also discriminates in favour of taxpayers represented by cial decision-makingthere should be no bias. Where the rev-
national firms of advisers. Perhaps because of this, New enue collection agency determineshow the law is applied in
Zealanduses the Swedishmodel and has centralized the issue the collection of revenue, that determination is inherently
of rulings.

55. Taxation Instituteof Australiasupra note 16.
56. Foradiscussionoftheseprinciples,seeHultqvistA,Legalitetsprincipenvid
inkomstbeskattningen(Juristfrlaget,Stockholm, 1995) chap. 3 and chap. 4.
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biased. It is in its freedom from bias that the Swedish system rulings are published, albeit in a form designed to protect the
of rulings offers an example that should be followed. confidentialityof the applicants.These are all factors open to

criticism in other rulings programmes.

Where the Swedishmodel falls down is on the time it takes to

XII. CONCLUSIONS make rulings. However, this is a problem area for most rul-

ings systems and, in most jurisdictions, there are constant

The Swedish system of advance tax rulings has been in place efforts made to speed up the rulings process.
since 1951. Yet, it still offers a model of impartiality and

In 1951 the concept of charges for rulings to contribute
independencethat is the envy of taxpayers aroundtheworld.

towards their cost innovation. New Zealand has
Revenueauthorities,on the otherhand, prefer not to consider

was an one

of the most recentlydevelopedruling systems and it has built
the model, as it impacts too greatly on their power of inter-

on this concept to incorporate a user-pays approach. In con-
pretationof the tax laws. That is a significantpower, particu- Australia does charge for rulings. Charging for rul-
larly since rulings have the effective force of law for most

trast, not

a matter no one
taxpayers, given the cost of taking a tax dispute through the ings

.

is of policy, and option is necessarily
better than another.

courts.
The rulings system in Sweden may be nearly 50 years old,

The Swedish model uses a centralized rulings system with
but it has number of features that included sophisti-a are as

independentexperts from a wide range of backgrounds. The
cated elements ofnewly developedsystems. Most important,result is rulings of a high quality that are respected by the
in where taxpayers' rights given increasingweightan age are

courts and by taxpayers. The system is made more useful by revenue a
its broad scope and more effective because ofthe role of the by governments and authorities alike, it offers

model that can provide taxpayerswith genuinelyindependentsecretariat in ensuring that applications are comprehensive. and impartial rulings.Anadditionaladvantageof the Swedishsystem is that-private
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r: Al\CE

NEW TAX DEVELOPMENTSTO EnCOURAGEFOREIGN
InVESTMEnTIS FRANCE:

HEADQUARTERS,LOGISTICS CENTRESAND TAXATION OF EXPATRIATES
Marie-Amlie Deysine-de Bourqueneyand Renaud Jouffroy

Price WaterhouseJuridique et Fiscal Law Firm

I. INTRODUCTION (cost plus) fixed by the tax administrationunder the terms of
a prior ruling.

At the beginning of 1996, the French government demon- This tax status results froma simple administrative,tolerance,
strated its desire to encourage the establishment of foreign the conditions of which, until now, have not been clearly
companies in France. Given their economic importance, defined either in terms of access or procedures, by any offi-
headquarters and logistics centres of multinational groups cial publication.It is, in particular, in order to fill this vacuum
constituteda specific target. that the tax administration decided to publish its own doc-

Although the French tax system already provided for a spe-
trine.

cial status for headquarters and their employees, it was not The recent Instruction issued by the tax administration also
perceived as being sufficiently generous compared to those has the advantage of offering new opportunities, by making
offered by neighbouringcountries. the headquartersregime more in line with the needs of inter-

France'scompetitivepositionregarding logistics centres was
national groups.

even less favourablesince no special tax treatmentwas avail-
able, even though severalEuropeancountries already applied A. Publication of the administration'sdoctrineattractive regimes.
It is in this contextthat the tax administrationhas published By deciding to formalize the rules applied to headquartersby
an important Instruction1 aimed at offering an favourable tax way of an Instruction, the tax administrationhas, for the first
environment to headquarters and logistics centres. This time, officially defined the applicable tax rules. The,follow-
Instructionalso provides for tax relief for expatriateemploy- ing rules are thus confirmed:
ees located in France. - The headquarters' tax treatment is availableunder a prior

ruling procedure.
The very nature of headquarters is to direct, manage,.co--

II. HEADQUARTERS:OFFICIAL RECOGNITION
ordinateand control activities,for the exclusivebenefitof

OF INCENTIVES group companies.As a result, those services whichhead-

quarters may well render to companies outside of the
group are taxed under normal rules.

For a number of years, headquartersof multinationalgroups The headquarters may be organized as a French corpo-
'

-

have already benefited from an advantageous tax status in rate entity, as a French branch of a foreign company or
France the purpose of which is twofold:

even as a division of a French company.
To simplify the.taxable income calculation.

- Generally speaking, the used calculate the
-

costs to cost
To reassure companies that their taxable income would plus the headquarters' day-to-day operating

-

are
not be contestedby the tax administrationin the case of a expenses. These costs include the various expenses
tax audit. incurred during a financial year, (e.g. operating interest,

Indeed to achieve the above objectives and as the nature of depreciation,etc.) but excludeprovisions for charges and

services rendered by headquartersand the status of the bene- corporate income tax.

ficiaries (inter-groupservices) makes it difficultto determine
a market price, the headquarters taxable income may be
determined on the basis of a percentage of operating costs 1. Instructionof 21 January 1997 (BOI 13-G-1-97).
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On the otherhand, operating results which are not strictly In addition, to encourage the developmentof financial activ-
connectedwith the headquartersactivity are taxed under ities in France, the Government has decided to extend the
standard rules (dividends, capital gains and' losses on headquarters' tax status to undertakings in the .banking and
asset disposals). finance sector, for all the eligible activities above plus also
These basic costs are increased by a margin negotiated for certain functions specific to the banking and finance sec--

with the tax administration, which corresponds to the tor: i.e. back office and financial analysis.
profit level which would have been generated on these
same services if supplied by an independentparty. Even 4. Partial exemption for sub-contractingexpenses and
if the tax administrationavoided setting a general margin disbursements
rate in its Instruction, in practice, this rate, often set at 8

per cent, ranges from 6 to 10 per cent. Headquartersmust The freedomof action ofheadquarterswas, until now, limited

invoice their services to group companies at cost plus the by the fact that subcontracting expenses and disbursements

agreed mark-up. incurred for services rendered to the group were included in

Taxable income generated by headquarters, and calcu¬ the cost plus basis, whereas these types of services did not
-

lated in compliancewith the ruling, is liable to corporate necessarilyjustify a margin.
income tax at the standard rate (36.66 per cent for 1997, The administration's stance is now more flexible in this
and theoretically 33.33 per cent thereafter) and may not respect, without, however, fully meeting the demands of
be challengedby the tax administration. internationalgroups. Disbursements are now excluded from

the cost plus basis to the extent that they do not exceed 10 per

B. New opportunities
cent of headquarterscosts excluding disbursements.Subcon-

tracting expenses are also excluded up to a limit of 50 per
cent of headquarterscosts, excluding subcontractingcosts.

The tax administrationhas relaxed its doctrine so as to adapt
the headquarters' regime to the needs ofmultinationals. This partial exemptionshould offer headquartersnew oppor-

tunities in the areas of internal organizationand the provision
1. Extension of territorial competence ofgroup services.

Until now, the territorial competence of headquarters was 5. Application of the Instruction to pre-existinglimited to a specific geographical zone. They were not au- headquarters
thorized to act on a worldwide level.

The Instruction:may.notonly apply to future headquartersbut
Taking accountof the fact that multinationalgroups are often also to those already agreed. The latter may waive some of
organized on a sectorial rather than on a geographicalbasis, the terms of their existing ruling and choose to benefit from
the new Instruction sets no limits on the territorial compe- the provisionsof the Instructionshould these be more advan-
tence of headquarters. They may now operate either on a

It is likely that this will often be the case, given thetageous.world-wide basis or for a specific geographical zone. In all
new rules applicable to disbursements and sub-contracting.

cases, however, services rendered by headquarters must, However, each ruling is specific and its terms and condi-as
mainly, benefitgroup companies located outside ofFrance. tions reflect the date at which it was granted,2headquarters

whose status has already been agreed upon should carefully
2. Extension of the headquarterstax.statusto French considerwhichof the availableschemesbest suits their inter-

groups ests.

Until .now, only the headquarters of multinational groups, Nevertheless, if activities exercised as per the existing ruling
controlled from outside pf France, were eligible for the spe- are to be modified, it is necessary to obtain preliminary
cial regime. As a result, French groups with international approval from the tax' authoritiesprior to being able to bene-
activities tended to locate their headquarters abroad in coun- fit from these new provisions. This can trigger the need to
tries where a more appropriate tax status is offered like Bel- renegotiatethe terms of the existing ruling.
gium.
In order to remedy this situation, which was all the more dif-
ficult to justify in that it discriminatedagainstFrenchgroups, III. LOGISTICS CENTRES: CREATION OF AN
the favourable tax status is now available to the headquarters APPROPRIATETAX SYSTEM
of French groups.

Until publicationof the Instruction, logistics centres did not
3. Definition and extension of eligible activities benefit from any particular tax treatment in France. They
Eligible activities comprise direction, management, coor- were thus open to the risk of seeing their transferpricingpol-
dination or control in the following specific fields: adminis- icy challengedby the tax administration.

tration, data processingservices used for internal group man-

agement, strategy,human resources,communications,public
relations, supply and collation of information, research and 2. The tax administration'sdoctrine has developedconsiderablyover the last

development. 15 years.
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Given this, a number of multinational French and foreign The logistics centre is able to purchase raw materials and
groups decided to locate their logistics centres in other coun- supplies in the riames of the companies for which they are
tries which offeredmore favourabletax conditions,for exam- intended. It may also make purchases on its own behalf.
ple, the Netherlands or Belgium. However, if it does so, then any profits connected with its
Faced with.this situation, France had to react and introduce a

own purchases are taxable under standard tax rules.

tax system attractive to these centres. This is what has been At present, it seems that logistics centres may neither pur-done by offering logistics centres, under certain conditions, chase nor sell the goods and finished products of group com-
the opportunity to benefit under a prior agreement from the panies even though they performlogistics services relating to
same tax rules as those applicable to headquarters. these goods and products. Clearly, these restrictionsconcern-

ing the ownershipofgoods do not, in a numberofcases, meet
the needs ofmultinationalgroups. We believe that, as was theA. Legal structure and operating rules
case for headquarters, the logistics centres tax status will
develop in a favourabledirection.Provided that logistics cen-

A logistics centre may be organized as a French corporate tres do not bear the riskofexchange losses, responsibilityfor
entity or as the French branch of a foreign company. Unlike goods or losses thereof, it could be argued that inter-groupheadquarters, they may not form part of a division of a purchases and sales of goods should be completed at cost
French operating company or of a holding company. In addi- price, with only the services rendered by the logistics centre
tion, if the legal structure so allows, a logistics centre may being remunerated.
coexist in the same structure as a, headquarters.

Moreover, where a logistics centre issues invoices outside ofAs the role of a logistics centre is to render logistics services the group, these invoicesmust be prepared in the name of theto group companies, all services rendered to companies out-
group company which actually completes the sale, and clientside of the group are taxed in accordance with standard tax
payments must be paid to this same company. The logisticsrules.
centre may not, therefore, take on the role of a reinvoicing

There are no limitations on the territorial competence of a centre.

logistics centre. However, their services must mainly benefit
companies located outside of France.

C. Taxation of logistics centres

B. Eligible activities Tax rules applicable to logistics centres are similar to those
The eligible activities of logistics centres are precisely applied to headquarters.The centres are taxed on a cost-plus
defined by the tax Administration.Generally, a logistics cen- basis, the marginbeingnegotiatedwith the tax administration
tre may only be involved in preparatory or ancillary activi_ with reference to arm's length operations. The logistics cen-

ties. It cannot therefore, perform activitiesnormally inherent tres must issue their invoices, increased by the agreed mar-

to manufacturingor marketing units. A logistics centre may gin, which is expected not to exceed that accepted for head-
not, for example, be involved in the transformationof raw quarters.
materials or of semi-finished goods, or the making of alter- Costs included in the cost-plus calculation are identical toations to finished goods. those describedabove for headquarters, i.e. day-to-day oper-
The table below summarizes those activities which may be ating costs, excluding the purchase price of the goods. The
carried out by a logistics centre: new rules applicable to disbursements and, subcontracting

will be applicable.
Services concern- Services concern- Other services
ing raw ing commodities These rules may be combinedwith those benefitingtax ware-

materials and and finished houses which allow for advantages in relation to VAT and
supplies products of customs duties, as well as the business tax exemption for
intended for . group'companies companies located in tax favoured areas.
group and rendered on

companies behalf of
group companies

IV. NEW TAX RULES FOR EXPATRIATESpurchases in the warehousing taking of orders1

name of group management 1 preparation,
companies packaging printing and A significant part of the recent Instruction deals with the
warehousing labelling sending of taxation of indemnities and expense reimbursementspaid to

1 management transport and invoices expatriates.
packaging delivery administrative' 1

' transport and formalitiescon- The tax administration defines expatriates as being persons
delivery only to nected with the who were not domiciled in France, under the terms of French
group companies centre's activities domestic law or tax treaties, during the year preceding their
labelling arrival in France, and who are employed in France for a

'

period which will not exceed six years.
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Until now, the tax administrationallowed for favourable tax specific taxtaxregime. Items falling into this category are tax-

treatment totobe applied onlynnyytotothose expatriates working for able under standard taxtaxrules.

headquarters. Headquarters statusstatus was frequently sought
principallyrrnccpaalyy toto obtain preferential treatment for expatriate 2. Redefinitionofofcategories ofofexpensesexpenses
benefits.

The tax administration has rethought the split between the
As was the case with corporate income tax, the expatriaterul- three categories.The general tendency is totoincrease the num-

ingnggresulted from aasimple administrativepractice which was ber ofoftypes ofofexpense'sexpense'sexemptexemptfrom incomencomeetaxtax(category
neverneverofficially confirmed. 1) andandrestrict the definition ofofexpensesexpensesfalling within cate-

Thus, the new Instructionhas the followingadvantages: gory 2.
new

-

nn of ofexpenses nn- it confirms andandadapts the taxtaxrules applicable totoreim- The increase in the number of types of in category
bursements andandindemnities paidaaidtotoexpatriates working 11is aaresultof the taxtaxadministration'sredefinitionof the con-

for headquarters; ceptceptofofprofessional expensesexpensesinherent totoexpatriation.'.The
- to tax has to as- it extends the provisions to expatriatesworking for logis- taxadministration until,nowrefused toconsider being

tics centres; andand ofofaaprofessionalnature, certain expenses that, by their veryvery
- were- it allows for aapersonal incomencomeetaxtaxexemption for aaseries nature, closely linked totothe expatriate status. This waswas

ofprofessionalof expenses paidaaidtotoexpatriates who are nei- the case, for example, with the annualannualtrip totothe home coun-coun¬
ther employedby headquartersnornorlogistics centres. try (home leave), ororschool,fees innnthe host country. This posi-

tiontonnwaswasali the moremoreunjustified innnthat these expensesexpenseswere

A. Expatriatesworkinng for headdquartersandand
already considered as professional expenses by the social

logistics centres
security authorities or by case law andandwere, thus, exemptexempt
from social security contributions.

In order totomake the taxtaxenvironmentevenmoreeven enticing for The table below details those expensesexpenseswhich-nowfall within

logisticscentres, the taxtaxadministrationhas decided totoextendxxennd categorycategory1. Those in italics fall into this category for the first

taxtaxrules previously reserved totoheadquarters expatriates toto
time.

those working for logistics centres. This means that the taxtax

rules, subsequenttotoapproval, areareas follows. hometrips
-

- pre-assignment house-hunting trip for the

1. Tax rules expatriateandandspousespouse
-

to- annualannualtriprrppto the home countryfor the expat-

Indemnities andandexpense reimbursementspaidaaidtotoexpatriates riateraaeeandandfamily
are split intonnoothree categories, eacheachofofwhich is treated innna

- annualannualtp for dependent children atatschool
are a

-

differentwaywayfor tax purposes.
abroad totovisit their parents
-

The first category ofofexpenses is exempt from personal
- emergency trips totothe home country for the

category exempt expatriateandfamilynnd
incomencomeeta/ This exemptionxempptonnis explainedby the naturenatureofofthe

expenses concerned, which innnpractice correspondorresponndtotogenuineenuunee
professional
expenses

costs directly incurred in connection with the
carscars

nn -

car at
expatriation.

- car rentalennaalat the beginning andandthe endendof the
French assignmentsssgnmenntfor aa maximumaxxmumm two-monthwoomonnth

The secondsecondcategorycategoryallows for the possibility ofofincome taxtax period
exemption for individuals, innn respectrespectofofthose indemnities - costcostofobtainingaaFrench driving licence

-

andandexpenseexpensereimbursementsassessed under standard corpo- - expensesexpensesfor technical conversionof carscars-

raterateincomencomeetaxtaxrules atatthe level ofofthe headquartersor logis- - catcarregistrationcosts-

tics centre.

The advantages ofofthis taxationaxaatonnmethod arearetwofold. First, it housing
allows for tax savings in that the corporate income tax rate is

- agencyfeesforfindingrentedenneedaccommodation
tax avvngss corporate tax rate

-

often lower than the individual's marginal income tax rate. innnFrance

Secondly, as is often the case, where the expatriate benefits
- home country furniture storage-

from a tax equalization policy, these provisions avoidvooidthe
- moving andandtravel costs atatthe beginning andand

a tax
-

needneedfor the employer to gross-up taxtaxandandsocial security the endendofofthe assignment
reimbursements.

- accommodation costs during the removalremoval-

period for the expatriateandandfamily
It should be borne innnmindmnndthat the benefitofofthis secondsecondcat- additional rentalennaalcosts ofofrentingenntnggtwo homestwo-

egoryegoryis reserved totoexpatriates who (apart from the fact that simultaneously
-

at the beginning and the end of theat and end of
they should be employedmppoyeedinnnFrance for aaperiod which mustmust assignmentfora maximumaxxmum three-monthperioda
notnotexceedexceedsixsxxyears) were notnotdomiciled innnFrance, for the caretaking costsfor home-counttyresidence-

five consecutiveyears preceding their arrival in France.
-

customs chargescustoms
-

-

The third category includes aliallthos reimbursements andand
indemnities ofofaapersonal naturenaturewhich arearenotnoteligible for aa
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other This provision, does however, supplement the wide range of
schoolfeesfor expatriateschildren tax provisionsaimed at encouraginginvestmentfrom foreign

-

language lessons for the expatriateandfamily companies in France, including headquarters and logistics
-

administrativeand tax support fees centres. We have also seen how the tax administration has
-

redefined the concept of professional expenses inherent to
Expenses in the second category are restricted to the follow- expatriation for headquarters or logistics centres. As the
ing reimbursements: intrinsic nature of these expenses as professional expenses

reimbursement of additional housing costs incurred on arises as a result of their connection with expatriation, and
-

the expatriate'saccommodationin France; not because the beneficiaryworks for a headquartersor logis-
reimbursementof excess taxes and social security contri- tics centre, it would be difficult to imaginehow this new def

-

butions.3 inition could not be applied to all expatriates, regardless of
It should be noted that the reimbursementof excess taxes is the host structure.

limited to that resulting from tax equalization on the expat- In any event, this provision has the merit ofharmonizing the
riate's salary, and not on worldwide family income. tax and social security treatment of these expenses (exemp-
Similarly, additional social security contributions falling tion) and of adapting French tax rules to constraints con-

within category 2 only concern contributions made to com-
nected with expatriation.

pulsory schemes.

All indemnitiesor expense reimbursementsnot listed for cat- V. CONCLUSIONegories 1 or 2, are included in category 3. Examples of such
expenses include expenses incurred for decorating an apart- This Instruction is significantfor two reasons:ment or for the prchase of a car.

Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time-

that the tax administration has actually constructed and

B. Expatriatesworking for a structure other than a published from scratch an exception to traditional tax

headquartersor a logistics centre rules in the absence of any supporting legislation. This
highlights the interest of the French Government in
multinationalgroups.One of the major innovationsresulting from the new Instruc-

-

tion concerns expatriates working for structures other than Secondly, unlike in many other countries, little room is
left in the French tax system for ruling procedures.headquarters or logistics centres. Indeed, such persons are

now automaticallyexempt4 from income tax on those indem- Therefore, the tax administration's adoption of this pro-
cedure for the headquarters and logistics centres taxnities or expense reimbursements included in category 1 as

described above. regime should be seen as a move towards greater flexi-
bility in applying tax legislation.

At first sight, it might appear surprisingthat the tax adminis-
tration has included such a provision in an Instruction which 3. I.e. excess comparedwith.whatwould have been paid in the home country.is mainly aimed at headquartersand logistics centres. 4. There.is,noneed to request any administrativeapproval.
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EUROPEAN UNION

ACT, DMDENDSAND UKWITHHOLDINGTAX:

WE ARE NOT AMUSEDI
RonaldRoonnaaldDietz

Royal Packaging Industries Van Leer Services N.V.

I. INTRODUCTION II. UKUKIMPUTATION SYSTEMSYSTEM

On 11January 1992, the ECECDirectiveofof23 July 1990,2 better UnderUKUKtaxtaxlaw, wheneveraaresidentcompanycompanypays aadivi-

known asas the ECEC Parent-Subsidiary Directive, camecame intonnoo dend, it mustmustpaypayACT.3 This ACTACTis calculated asasaafraction

force. The focus of the ECECParent-SubsidiaryDirective (here- ofofthe dividend (currently20/80) andandmay be setsetoff (subject to
inafter referred totoasasthe Directive) is ononcross borderdivi- certain limitations)against the company'sompanyysscorporationtaxtaxlia-

dend payments by subsidiaries tototheir parents, where both bility (if any), thus operatingperaatnggasasaaprepaymentofofcorporation
companies are located innnthe EU. tax.

Pursuant totoArticle 44ofofthe Directive the statestateofofthe parent At the samesame timetmee aa UKUK resident individual shareholder

company, which receives distributed profits from its sub- receiving suchucchaadividend receives the benefitofofaatax credit.

sidiary, shall refrain from taxingaxxnggsuchucchprofits, ororgrant the He is liable totoincomencomeetaxtaxononthe aggregate ofofthe dividend

parent-companyparentcompanyaataxtaxcredit forunderlyingcorporationtaxtaxonon andandthe tax credit.4 The taxtaxpaidaaidby the resident company onon

those profits andand the amountamountofofwithholding taxtax (if any)nyy) the profit distributed is imputedmpuueedtotothe shareholderandandmaymay
levied by the state ofofresidence ofofthe subsidiary, upuptotothe be credited by him against his liability to income tax ononhis
amountamountof,the correspondingdomestic tax. income. Unless he is liable totoincomencomeetaxtaxatatthe higher raterate

Article 55ofofthe Directive provides for an exemption from (40(40perpercent)ennt)the taxtaxcreditwillwillextinguishhis income,taxtaxlia-
n

withholdingtaxtaxwhere aasubsidiarydistributes its profits totoits bility.

parent company, provided the parent companycompanyholds atatleast The ACTACTon the dividend matches the tax credit giventototheon
2525perpercentcentofofthe capital ofofthe subsidiary. recipientshareholder.This ensures that taxtaxhas been collected

Article 77of the Directiveprovides that,the termwithholding equalquaaltotothe credit granted.5.
taxaxxshall notnotcovercoverananadvancepaymentpaymentororprepaymentprepayment(pr- Where a group incomencomeeelection is innnforce dividends paidaaida groupcompte) ofofcorporation taxtaxtotothe statestateofofresidence ofofthe within a UKUKtax group, may be paidaaidwithout accountingccounntnggfora
subsidiarywhich is made innnconnectiononnecctonnwith aadistributionofof ACT. In the case ofofdividends paidaaidto non-residentcompa-to
profits totoits parentparentcompany. In the secondsecondparagraphofofthis nies, however, the position is different sincesnceeACTACTmust bemust
article another exception is made: The Directive shall notnot igaidaaidinnnrespect ofofthe dividends. UnderUKUKdomestic law the
affect the applicationofofdomestic ororagreementbased provi- receivingeceevvnggcompany, ififnot holding the shares through a per-not a
sions designed totoeliminate ororlessen economic double taxa- manent establishment, is in principle liable to income tax atmanent to tax at
tiontonnofofdividends, innnparticularprovisions relating totothe pay- the lower rate (1996(19962020per cent) withoutentitlementto a taxto a tax
mentmentofoftaxtaxcredits totothe recipientofofdividends. credit. However, tax credit refunds may be grantedunderranneed taxtax tax

It is thus clear that the French prcompte is notnotconsidered aa treaty provisions.
withholding tax under the Directive. However, it is far less

Where tax credit refund is available UK tax law provides
clear whether the UK's advance corporation tax (hereinafter

nono UK tax
UKss tax that no income tax assessmentshall be made on thatperson innnno tax on

referred totoas ACT) andandthe related (half) taxtaxcredits provided of income the lower the valuencomee tax at rateonon amountoror
for under certain UKUKtax treaties, are ininaccordancewith the respect tax at rate amount

tax of the dividend.6And sosoaanon-residentcompanycompanywhich is notnot
termstermsofofthe Directive.

Before questioning whether the levying ofofcertain ACTACTis 1. This articlerrcceeisisamongstothers basedon the informationprovidedby a groupon a

prohibited under the Directive aabrief outline ofofthe UKUK ofofDutch multinationaluulnnationalcompanies involvedivooveedininaaprocedure challenging the UKUK

imputationsystemsystemis setsetoutoutbelow.. withholding tax.

2. Council Directive90/435/EECofof2323July 1990, ononthe commoncommonsystemofof
taxationtaxationapplilcable ininthe casecaseofofparentparentcompaniesandandsubsidiariesofofdifferent

MemberStates; OficialJournalNo. LL225 ofofAugust 1990, atat6.
3. Sec. 1414ICTAICTA 1988.
4. Sec. 20 ICTA 1988.
5. Sec. 231 ICTAICTA1988.
6. Sec. 233(1) ICTAICTA1988.
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entitled to a tax credit refund will not have any additionallia- arrangements for the payment of tax credit under double taxation

bility to tax on the dividend because it is only liable to agreementsare outside the scope of the Directive.

income tax at the basic 20 per cent rate.7 Therefore, in the This statementreflects the InlandRevenue'scurrentposition.absence of any tax credit provided for under a treaty, a non- One may thereforeassume that any challengewill be resisted
resident corporate shareholdersuffers no tax on the dividend
received. ACT paid by the distributing company will be very strongly by the Inland Revenue, since they consider the

5 per cent (deduction) levied pursuant to Article 1(3)(a)(ii)available foroffset against its mainstreamcorporationtax lia- of the UK-Netherlands tax treaty to be abatement of the
bility.

an

tax credit rather than a withholdingtax.I

However,entitlementto (one-half) tax creditunder a treaty is
sufficient to trigger a UK charge to tax at the level of the for-

eign parent.8
' V. POSITION OF CERTAIN EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES

III. TAX TREATY CREDIT FACILITY
In the literatureseveral attemptshave been made to challenge
the Inland Revenue's view that ACT is just an advance pay-UK tax law sets out provisionswhich apply to UK double tax

treaties. Under these provisions tax treaty benefits will,
ment ofcorporationtax within the meaningofArticle7 of the
Directive. One argument was12 derived from the fact that a

notwithstanding anything in any enactment to the contrary, UK would have liability to UK mainstream
have effect in relation to income tax and corporationtax inso- company no cor-

on a a
far as they provide inter alia for (i) relief from income tax in poration tax dividendreceived from, for instance, Ger-

man subsidiary. The German company ,pays tax on its dis-
respectof incomeand (ii) the right to a tax credit in respectof

tributed profits at 36 cent and additional 5 cent
qualifying distributions, e.g. dividends made to persons not per an per

resident in the United Kingdomby UK resident companies.9
One example of a tax treaty article providing such benefits is
Article 10 of the UK-Netherlands tax treaty (the Treaty).
Article 10 contains provisions concerningboth the tax liabil- 7. Sec. l(2)(a) ICTA 1988.

ity on dividends and the payment of a tax credit. Pursuant to 8. A UK charge to tax will be triggered under Sec. 20 ICTA 1988, displacing
the provisions of Sec. 233(1). Sub-section (2) of Sec. 20 states that ....any suchArticle 10(3)(c) a Dutch resident company which receives a distribution in respect ofwhich a person.isentitled to a tax credit shall be treated

dividend from its UK subsidiary is entitled to a tax credit as representing incomeequal to the aggregate of the amountor value of that dis-

equal to one-halfof the tax credit to which an individual res- tribution and the amount of that credit, and income tax under this Scheduleshall

ident in the UnitedKingdomwould have been entitledhad he accordinglybe charged on that aggregate.Under Sec. 231(3) ICTA 1988 a non-

resident who is entitled to a tax credit may claim to have the credit set againstreceived those dividends,and to the paymentof any excess of the income tax chargeable on his income and where the credit exceeds.... ,

that tax credit over its liability in the United Kingdom.10 that income tax, to have the excess paid to him.
9. Sec. 788 ICTA 1988.

Article 10(3)(a)(ii),however, provides as follows: 10. Art. 10(3)(c) full text: The provisions of sub-paragraph (b) of this para-
(ii) Where a residentof the Netherlands is entitled to a tax credit graph shall not apply where the beneficial owner of the dividend is a company
in respect of such a dividend under subparagraph (c) of this para- which either alone or together witli one or more associated companies controls

graph tax may also be charged in the United Kingdom,and accord- directly or indirectly 10 per cent or more of the voting power in the company

ing to the laws of the United Kingdom, on the aggregate of the paying the dividend. In these circumstancesa companywhich is a residentof the

amount or value of that dividend and the amount of that tax credit Netherlands and receives dividends from a company which is a resident of the
United Kingdom shall, subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (d) of this

at a rate not exceeding5 per cent.
paragraph and provided it is the beneficial of the dividends, be entitledowner to

The UK subsidiary will be subject to ACT in the normal a tax credit equal to one half of the tax credit to which an individual resident in
the United Kingdom would have been entitled had he received those dividends,

manner with respect to the dividend payment to the Dutch and to the payment of any excess of that tax credit over its liability to tax in the
residentcompany.In addition, in cases where the Dutch com- United Kingdom.
pany is entitled to the (one-half) tax credit the UK company 11. J.D.B. Oliver, Withholding tax and tax credits, with some reflections on

will also be obliged to withholdfrom that tax credit5 per cent
Union Texas, British TaxReview, 1992, at 245-247: On the other hand section

231(1) of the Taxes Act 1988 (formerlyFinanceAct 1972, s.86(4)) provides that
of the dividendplus half the tax credit. a person, not being a company residentwithin the United Kingdom,who is enti-

tled to a tax creditmay claim to have the creditset against the income tax charge-
able on his income, and where the.credit exceeds that income tax, to have the
excess paid to him. That suggests it is a reduction of the tax credit; there is not

IV. POSITION OF THE UK INLAND REVENUE withholding tax as such but the only way in which any part of the tax credit can

be receivedby the shareholderis on the basis that he accepts it first be applied to

offset any income tax liability on the dividend. The dividend itself is undimin-
In a consultativedocumentissued by the UK Inland Revenue ished by the tax charge and is indeed exempt from withholding tax, while the
reference was made to Article 7(2) of the Directive. The reduction, through offset, of the tax credit is permitted because of the Directive

Inland Revenue stated: is not to affectprovisionsrelating to the paymentof tax credits to the recipientof

In the Government'sview the expression provisions relating to
dividends. The abatement theory is also shared by Eamonn Mc Gregor,

the payment of tax credits in that paragraph refers to all the pro-
Implementationof the EC Parent-SubsidiaryDirective in the Various Member
States,46 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation,7 (1992),at340.

visions of double taxation agreements relating to the calculation 12. J. Graham, The EC Parent-SubsidiaryDirective and UK Advance Cor-
and payment of tax credits, including the provisions requiring a porationTax: Abuseby theTax Authorities,32 EuropeanTaxation, 10(1992),
deduction from the amount of the dividend and tax payable in at 353 publishedbefore the introductionoftheForeign IncomeDividendScheme
respect of tax charged in the United Kingdom. Accordingly, and the UK HeadquartersRegime.
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wiitthholldiing taxt1 on paymentof the diviidend to the UK com- iing a deducttiion from the amount of the diiviidend and tax

pany.. In the UK a tax credit is giiven with respect to the crediitt.l16 Artiiclle 10(3)(a)(iiii) speciifiies the llevel of tax to be
income received. The UK company subsequentlydistributes charged according to the law of the United Kiingdom with
all the dividends to its Dutch parent company. As the UK reference to the paymentof a dividend.. The tax charge is

companyhas no activity other than to hold shares in the Ger- iimposed under section20 ICTA 1988..
man company,,it has no lliiabiilliity to UK corporatiion tax on the

profits of the year concerned. It is argued,, therefore, that That Article 10(3)(a)(ii) relates to a charge to ttax is allso clear

ACT is not an advancepaymentof corporationtax within the from Article 22(2)(c) of the Treaty which provides for a

meaningofArticle7 of the Directtivebut isis insteadeithercor-
credit to be granted agaiinst'Dutchtax,7 for the tax paiid in the

porattiion ttax on the dividend receiived, which isis prohiibiitted Uniitted Kiingdom on these items of income. If Article 10(3)

pursuantto Article4 of the Directive,,or a wiithholldiing tax on proviides only for a deduction from the amount of the tax

the dividends paiid which is prohibited pursuant to Article 5 credit to be paid then this reference tto tax paiid in the Uniitted

of the Directive. Kingdom would be iinappropriiatte.

It can, however, also be argued that a UK company isis fulllly Artiiclle 5(1) of the Diirective has direct effect pursuant to the

lliiablle tto ttax on dividends receiived from a non-UK sub- doctriine develloped by the European Court of Justiice. Under

sidiiary 4 The resulltiing tax lliiabiilliitty may ((subject to certain thiis docttriine a proviisiion of an EC Diirecttiive will applly
conditionsbeing fullfillled)be relievedby a credit for overseas diirecttly to a Member State if itit contains a clear and preciise
tax paid on the profiits out of which the dividend is paiid.. In obligation imposed on a Member State, is unconditionaland

view of the fact that the German tax rates are hiigher than the leaves no discretionary powers to the Member State. .The
UK it couldbe argued that relieffor the underly- only discretion affecting Article 5(1) relates to the two-yeartax rate, tax

iing German tax paiid results in no further UK tax beiing miinimum shareholding periiod. 'Subject to the fulfilment of

payable..This would indeed iimplly that ACT paiid could not thiis requiirement the Directive should have direct effect so

be offset agaiinst mainstreamcorporattiion tax siince at present that any prroviission in UK or ttreatty llegiisllattiionresulltiing in any-

there woulld be no lliiabiilliity to that ttax. However, this stillstill tthiing other than an exempttiion of wiithholding tax will iot be

woulldnot makeACT a final tax siince the ACT would be car- vallid.

riied forward iindeffiiniitellyuntil ititcoulld be offset agaiinstmain-
Article 7((2) of the Directive tthe proviisiion for

stream corporation tax.
preserves pay-

ment of the tax credit pursuant to Article 10(3)(c) of the
Anotther approach taken by a group of Dutch multinational Treatty, but it does not prevent Article 5(1) of the Directive

companies, contesting the Inland Revenue''s posiitiion,, is that from eliminating the withholdiing tax pursuant to Article
Article 10(3)(a)(ii)of the UK-Netherlandsdouble tax treaty 10(3)(a)(ii) of the Treaty and Section 20 ICTA 1988..
(theTreatty) imposesa tax (not exceeding5 per cent) on the

aggregateof the dividend and the tax credit.. Although the scope of Article 7(2) is somewhat obscure, it
cannot be the case that itit preserves all proviisions in tax

Siince tthe company isisentitled tto a ttax crediit, ititshould be sub- treaties rellattiing tto dividends paiid between parentts and sub-
ject tto UK income tax at the lower rate under Secttions 20 and sidiiariies..At the time the Directive was concluded, compre-
207A ICTA 1988 with respect tto the distributiion. However, hensiive tax treatiesexistedbetweenmostEU MemberStates.
Artiicle 10(3)(a)(ii) limits the rate of thiis tax to 5 per cent. As If the dividend articles of these treaties were meant to be left
mentioned above the tax is charged on the aggregatte of the untouched by the Diirecttiive, then the scope of the Directive
diiviidend and half the tax credit to which the company is enti- woulld have been very limited indeed. Siimiillarlly, the scope of
tlled tto by viirtue of Article 10(3)((c)). Article 7((2) can allso not be limited to ttreattiies in exiisttence at

The conclludiingphrase ofArticle 10(3)(c) sttates that the com- the time of conclusion of the Diirecttiive. If subsequent
pany is entitled to paymentof any excess of that tax crediit treaties' diviidend articles may override the Directive in theiir.
over its liability to tax in the Uniited Kiingdom..This implliies entiirety,,then the Directive would be depriived of allll force.

that the tax to which the company is lliiable pursuant to Sec-
tion 20 (as limited by Article 10(3)(a)(ii)) is to be withheld
when paymentof the tax credit is made to the company.

13. Art. 5, parra. 3 of the Directiveallowed Germany to levy a 5 per cent with-
The argument isis thereforethat the deductiionof the 5 per cent holding taxtaxuntil 11996.
ttax on payment of the tax credit iin accordance with Artiiclle 14. J. Kortenoever, Toepassssing moeder/doochterrichtlijjn,Weekblad voorvoorFis-

10((3))((a))((iii) falllls to be treated as a wiitthholldiing tax within the caalRechtcaal 11994/611113, atat1116-1117.1116-1117.

tterms of the Diirective.
15. J.D.B. Oliver, Withholding taxaax andand taxtaxcredits, with som reflectionseflecttonssonon

Union Texas, British Tax Review, 11992, atat245-247: One argument might pro-

The 5 per cent tax reflects the tax charged in accordancewith ceedceedas follows::(i) Tax is being leviedleviedparttly on the dividends and partly on the
taxtaxcredit; ((iiii)(ii) The Term witthholldiingtaxtaxas used in theDirective isis intended to

the laws of the United Kiingdom. It is charged in respect of a describe any tax chargedon the dividendand isisnottliimited to tax withheld from
dividend and by reference to the aggregate of the amount of the diiviidend;;((iiiiii) To theextent that tax isischargedon the dividend ititcontravenes

that dividend and the tax credit. It is collllected by withhold- the Diirecttiveand ititmatttersnot that the tax charged is collllecttedby way ofa with-¬

ing..15 It iis not excludedby Article 7(1) of the Directive since holldiing from the tax credit rather than a wiithholdiing from the dividend.
16. See Inland Revenue ConsultativeDocument;;ECDiirecttTax Measurres,atat

it is not an advancepaymentofcorporationtax. 21.
17. The fact that purssuant totothe Netherlandsparticipationexemptiiondividends

Arttiiclle 10((3))((a))(iiii) isis not merelly a proviisiion rellatting to the received are not included inin a company's taxable income, does notnotreduce thea

callcullatiionand paymentof tax crediitts, or a proviisiionrequiir- vallidity ofofthis argument.
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A key question is which provisions are preserved by Article Treaty does, therefore, not introduce a charge to tax on dis-
7(2) and which are not. Article 7(2) refers expressly to pro- tributed profits where there would otherwise be no such
visions designed to eliminate or lessen economic double charge. On the contrary, the purpose of Article 10(3) is to
taxation of dividends. The 5 per cent withholding tax is not confer upon residents of the Netherlands the benefit of an
covered by Article 7(2). Article 10(3)(a)(ii) and Section 20 entitlement to a tax credit in certain circumstances.
ICTA 1988 have the effect of imposingUK tax, not of elimi-

The economic effect of Article 10(3) is that Dutch parentanating or lessening economic double taxation.
company receives a half tax credit, less the abatement pur-

When analysing the phrase eliminate or lessen economic suant to Article 10(3)(a)(ii), in addition to the full amount of
double taxation of dividends one should distinguish eco- the distributed profits. As a matter of substance, therefore,
nomic double taxation from juridical double taxation. Eco- the Inland Revenue feels that, Article 10(3) neither imposes,
nomic double taxation implies that the same profits are sub- nor gives rise to, a withholding tax on distributions made to

ject to taxation in the hands ofdifferentpersons,here both the the Dutch parent by its UK subsidiary. The true effectofArt-
company which derives those profits and the shareholders to icle 10(3)(a)(ii) is to abate the half tax credit to which the
whom those profits are distributed. Juridical double taxation Dutch parent is entitled pursuant to Article 10(3)(c). The
arises when the same profits are subject to taxation in differ- means by which the abatement is calculated and retained by
ent countries in the hands of the same person. Provisions for the UK does not alter this.
the relief of economic double taxation include dividend tax Accordingly,the tax chargedupon the Dutchparentcompanycredits, split rate systems and dividend deduction systems. pursuant to Section 20 ICTA 1988 in pursuanceof the abate-Provisions for the relief of juridical double taxation include ment allowed by Article 10(3)(a)(ii) of the Treaty is not athe reduction in withholding taxes in tax treaties, as well as withholding tax on distributedprofits within Article 5(1) ofprovisions for foreign tax credit or exemption of foreign the Directive.
income found in treaties and in domestic law.

In the previous section it is mentioned that the fact that Art-
Article 10(3)(c) of the Treaty - which extends the dividend icle 10(3)(a)(ii) relates to a charge to tax is also clear from
tax credit - is a provision designed to eliminate or lessen Article 22(2)(c) of the Treaty which provides for a credit to
economic double taxation. Article 10(3)(a)(ii) has no such be granted against Dutch tax for the tax paid in the United
purpose. It merely reduces to 5 per cent the UK tax which Kingdom on these items of income.According to the Inland
would otherwise be payable with respect to a dividend. Like Revenue there is, of course, good reason for the abatement
similar provisions in other tax treaties reducing the level of being in the form of a charge to tax on the aggregate of the
withholding tax, it is designed to reduce juridical double dividend and the tax credit payable. The tax credit is abated
taxation. But again, all such withholding taxes are no longer in this way to enable the recipient of the dividend to obtain
permittedby virtue of Article 5(1) of the Directive, and they credit against the Dutch tax payable on that income. By
are not preservedbyArticle7(2). adopting this form the provisions of Article 22(2)(c) can be
A fall back position is that the withholding tax should be applied to the abatement in the same way as they apply to tax

imposed only on the credit and that the dividend itself must
on other income.

remain exempt from withholding tax.18 Further the Inland Revenuedisagrees thatthe purposeofArt-
icle 7(2)is limited to preserving the provision in Article
10(3)(c) of the Treaty relating to the payment of tax credits
when the preceding articles of the Directive cannot conceiv-VI. COUNTERARGUMENTS UK INLAND
ably have any effect with regard to the paymentof tax creditsREVENUE
per se.

Broadly speaking the two key issues are firstly whether the The Inland Revenue agrees that the scope of Article 7(2) is
deduction of 5 per cent of the aggregate of the dividend and not entirely free from doubt. What is nevertheless obvious
half the tax credit in calculating the tax credit payable pur- however, is that it preserves provisions relating to the pay-
suant to Article 10(3) of the Treaty is a withholdingtax disal- ment of tax credits. Article 10(3) is just such a provision, as

lowed by Article 5(1) of the Directive, and, secondly, assum-
the first sub-paragraphofparagraph (3) clearly indicates.

ing that the first question is answered in the affirmative, The Inland Revenuedenies that the subparagraphs(a)(ii) and
whetherit is neverthelesspermittedby virtue ofArticle 7(2). (c) of Article 10 can be treated as distinctprovisions. Article
The Inland Revenue argues that the 5 per cent withholding is 10(3)(c) cannot be read in isolation from the remainder of

not a withholding tax i.e. even though the deductionallowed paragraph(3). The entitlementgranted to the Dutchparentby
by Article 10(3)(a)(ii)takes theformof a charge to tax on the paragraph (3) is to half a tax credit less an abatement. The

Inland Revenue emphasizes in this connection that withinaggregate of the dividend and the tax credit it is in substance
an abatementof the half tax credit to which the no'n-UKcom-

pany is entitled pursuant to Article 10(3)(c) of the Treaty. In
the absence of a tax treaty provision a Dutch parent would 18. D. Bouzoraa, The Parent-Subsidiary Directive: Denkavit's Lessons, 37
not be entitled to a tax credit in respect of the distributionsof EuropeanTaxation, 1 (1997), at 14. This view is supportedby the findings of

the EuropeanCourt ofJustice in Denkavit that Article5 of the Directive (whichits UK subsidiary, nor would it be chargeable to UK income provides for withholding tax relief) is of fundamental importanceso that other
tax in respect of those distributions. Article 10(3) of the provisions of the Directivemust be strictly interpreted.
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paragraph (3) the abatementprovisionprecedes the provision ofofACTACTagainst mainstream corporation taxtaxliabilities) pay-
which grants the entitlementtotothe half taxtaxcredit. mentmentofofACTACTby the UKUKsubsidiary andandrefund ofofhalf,ofofthe

As statedsaaeedabove Article 10(3)(c) is a provision which is ACTACTcredit totothe Dutch parent is more advantageous than
a

designed to eliminateelmnaaeeor lessen economic double taxation. It successfully invoking the prohibition againstgaansstdiscrimination
to which wouldouuldeliminatethe UKUKsubsidiary'sliability to ACT.

is the Inland Revenue's view that ititis notnottenable totoisolate to

Article 10(3)(a)(ii) andnrid to argue that this provision is
HoechstAGAGclaimed that it was treatedunfavourably-incomcom¬

to

designed to reduce internationaldouble taxation, and, there- parison with aaUKUKparent, which, wouldouuldbe prohibited dis-
to crimination.Since a UKUKparent is notnotsubject tototaxtaxon a divi-

fore, that it is notnotwithin Article 7(2) of the Directive. On the
dend from its UK

a

subsidiary, it generally
on
claim

a

contrary the Inland Revenue feels that Article 10(3) readeaadas a UK cannotcannot aa
a refund ofofACT. Only when the UKUKparent has suffered a tax-tax¬

whole is clearly concernedoncerneedwith lessening the economicdou-
able loss and decides the dividend it has received

a

(and
ble taxationaxaatonnofofdividends. Moreover, the Inland Revenue nnd tototreat

argues, that within Article 10(3) subparagraph (a)(ii) is con-
ononwhich ACTACTwaswaspaidaaidby the UKUKsubsidiary) as incomencome

cernererneedwith themethodby which the tax creditgranted to the againstgaansstwhich losses cancanbe offset, is the parent entitled totoaa
tax to refund ofofthe ACTACTthat is related to the dividend received.

Dutch parent by that Article is calculated. Accordingly,Art- to

icle 10(3)(a)(ii) is a provisionwhich falls squarelywithin the
Since the foreignparent (HoechstAG) does notnothave andandwillwill

a

kind of provision relating to the payment of tax credits that
notnothave UKUKlosses it willneverneverbe able totodemonstratethat it

of to payment of tax is
.

in
.

nna comparablesituation to the UKUKparent.
Article 7(2) upholds. a to

Hoechst also claims it is treated unfavourably in comparison
Finally, the Inland Revenue questions the purpose ofofArticle

with companies located in other EU Member States.
7(2). It cannotcannothave been intended totopreserve the paymentofof

parentparent nn EU
This comparison results from the application ofofthe mostmost

partial taxtaxcredits per se, asastheir paymentpaymentis notnotaffected by favoured nation principle. A German claim
the Directive. The Inland Revenue is ofofthe opinion that its A companycompanycannotcannot

purposemust surely be to ensure, for the avoidanceofofdoubt,
aatax credit refund under the double tax treaty andandHoechst

must to
that the United Kingdom's method ofofcalculating the tax

claims that this is discriminatoryandandthat Hoechstshould notnot
tax be treated more unfavourablythan parent companies innnother

credit payable under its taxtaxtreaties is notnotaffected by the
EU MemberStates (e.g. the Netherlands) and should'beenti-

Directive. E and
tled totoaarefund ofofoneonehalf ofofthe taxtaxcredit. It appears,some-

what surprising that Hoechst is notnottaking anyanypointoonntononthe

Directive.22Even ififHoechstwinswnssononthe MFN argument this
VIL THETHEHOECHSTHOECHSTCASE, ANANALTERNATIVE wouldwuuldnotnotbe ofofassistance totoDutch parent companies sincesncee

they arearealready entitled totothe treatment asasprovided innnthe
In the previousparagraphs the non-discriminationprovisions K-Netherlandstreaty.
asasprovided,for in Article 24(5) of the OECDOECDModel Conven-

tion19 werewerenotnotinvoked. Article 24(5) provides:
Enterprisesofofa,Contractinga. State, the capitial ofofwhich is wholly
ororpartlypartlyownedownedororcontrolled, directly or indirectly, by oneoneoror

Vili. CONCLUSION
moremoreresidents ofofthe other Contracting State, shall notnotbe sub-

jected ininthe first-mentionedState totoany taxationaxaatinn'ororany require-eeuuree¬ AAHoechst claim willwillnotnothelp Dutch multinationals withwith
mentmentconnected therewithwhich is other or moremoreburdensomethan UKUKsubsidiaries. Since the Inland Revenue is notnotwilling toto
the taxationtaxatonnandandconnectedonnecceedrequirements totowhich other similarsimilar alter their standpoint that the 5-5per cent levied pursuant to

per cent pursuant to
enterprisesnnerrprisesof that first-mentionedState areareor maymay

be subjected. Article 10(3)(a)(ii) is abatementof the tax credit, coveredanan of tax covered
Hoechst UKUKandandits parent HoechstAGAGhave asked for aade- by Article 7(2) ofofthe Directive, ananappeal cancanbe filed totobe

claration that the obligation ofofHoechst UKUKtotoaccountaccountfor heard by the Special Commissioners.The Special Commis-

ACTACTis discriminatory,22both under the Articles 6,52 andand5858 sioners will then have the authority totorefer the question
(freedom ofofestablishment)of the Treaty ofofRome andandArticle directly totothe European Court ofofJustice. An appeal totothis

20(4) (non-discrimination)in the double taxation treaty con- Court is necessary totoobtain anananswer totothe question55perper
cluded between the United'Kingdom andand'Germany. Hoechst cent, withholding taxtaxorornot.oot..
AGAGhas claimedrestitution,orcompensationfor ACTACTpaidaaidby
Hoechst UKUKororalternatively paymentpaymentofofthe taxtaxcredit innn
respect ofofthe dividends paidaaidby the UKUKsubsidiary.
In the Hoechst case the dividends were being paidaaidtotoaaGer- 19. For a considerationof their applicationsee: D. Hughes, Non-Discmina-

a see:

manmanparent. Unlike the treaty between the United Kingdom tion:onn:AAconsiderationofofArticle24(5) OECDOECDModel Convention,50ulletinfor
andandthe Netherlands, the United Kingdom-Germany treaty InternationalFiscalDocumentation,99(1996), atat390:

has no provision for payment ofofpart ofofthe tax credit to the 20. Sec. 247 ICTA 1988: group incomeicomeeelection, aa51. perper
cent,UKcent UKsubsidiary

no part to ofofa UKUKparentparentmay opt for the payment ofofdividends without accounting for
,

recipient ofofthe dividend nor anyanycorrespondingprovision toto ACT.
a

withhold the 55per centcenttax. 21 21. Moreover, if no ACTACThas to be paid'withwitha dividenddistributionby the UKUKno to a

subsidiary, then there isisno.basis for aarefund ofofhalfithe taxtaxcredit totothe Dutch
If the UKUKsubsidiary is able totouseusethe ACTACT(because ofofthe parentparentpursuantpursuanttotoArt. 10(3)(c) of the treaty.

availabilityofoftaxable profit, resulting in aafull recoverability 22. I.e. they take the 55perper
centcentwithholding taxtaxfor granted.
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C- NA

THE IMPACT OF CHISA'S XEW TAX LAWS ON

FOREIgn INVESTMENTS
Lee Fook Hong MBA, Ph.D, FCIS, FAIA

I. INTRODUCTION A. Corporate tax rate

To invest in China effectively and profitably, it is necessary Under the new income tax law for foreign enterprises and
to understandChina's investmentand taxation laws. joint ventures, the corporate tax rate .is 30 per cent. A ,local :

Foreign investors may invest in China using the following
tax of 3 per cent of taxable income is also payable.

business structures: Reduced tax rates and tax exemptionsare available to foreign
Equityjoint ventures; investors:-

Limited liability companies;1 20 per cent withholding tax on passive income;-
-

Contractualjointventures;2 15 per cent for SpecialEconomicZones (SEZs) and Eco--
-

Wholly foreign owned enterprises. nomic & TechnologicalDevelopmentZones (ETDZs);-

24 per cent for Open Coastal EconomicZones (OCEZs);-

start up tax concessions for enterpriseswith foreign-

II. TAXATION FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS investors (see below).

Foreign investment enterprises are subject to the following B. Tax concessions
taxes:

.

Enterprise income tax
a two-year tax per cent tax

-

Generally exemption and 50
Indirect taxes:-

reduction during the subsequent three is available.yearsvalue addedtax-

consumptiontax to- Such tax reduction and exemption applies SEZs, ETDZs,
business tax OCEZs, agriculturaland export orientedbusinesses.-

Land appreciation tax Tax rebates are given if profits are repatriated but rein-
-

not
Real estate tax vested in the business. Tax credits are granted relieve any

-

to
Resource tax foreign taxes paid.

-

Stamp tax-

Individual income tax-

Other taxes C. Taxable income-

Taxable income is total income in a year less deductibleitems

1 III. ENTERPRISE INCOME TAX for that tax year.

Total income includes the following:
1 Until 30 June 1991, .Chinese foreign equity enterprises were (i) Income from productionand business operations;

subject to income tax under the ChineseForeign Equit,yJoint (ii) Income from the transfer of property;
Venture Income Tax (JVIT). Foreign enterprises were also (iii) Interest income;
subject to income tax but under the Foreign Enterprise (iv) Income from leasing;
IncomeTax (FEIT). (v) Income from royalties and licence fees;
Both these tax laws were repealed and replaced by The (vi) Dividendincome;

T
Income Law of the People's Republic of China for Enter- (vii) Other income.

prises with Foreign Investment and Foreign Enterprises Deductible items for the purposes of computing taxable
which was passed by the National People's Congress on 9 income are costs, expenses and losses. They include interest
April 1991 andbecame effectiveon 1 July 1991. expenses, salaries and wages, employees' union expenses,

donations for communitybenefits and charitabledonations.

1. Foreigner'sminimumshareholding25 per cent.

2. I.e. a contract between the parties.
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Non-deductibleitems include the following: B. Tax rates
(i) Expenditureof a capital nature;

(ii) Expenditureon the acquisitionor developmentof intan- VAT is imposedwhenevergoods and certainservices are sold

gible assets; or imported.
(iii) Fines in relation to illegal business operations and

The is 17 for selling importinglosses incurred on confiscationof property;
tax rate per cent taxpayers or

cent taxpayers(iv) Surcharges on overdue tax payments, fines and penal- goods and 13 per for selling or importing:
food grains, edible vegetableoils;-

ties in relation to various types of taxes;
-

(v) That portion of losses incurred due to natural disasters tap water, heating, air-conditioning,hot water, coal gas,

or accidents, covered by compensationreceivable; liquified petroleum gas, natural gas, coal/charcoalprod-

(vi) Donations for communitybenefits and charitabledona-
ucts for householduse;

books, newspapers,magazines;-

tions in excess of the deductible amounts; and dona-
feeds, chemical fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, agri--

tions other than those for community benefits or char-
cultural machineryand plastic covering film for farming;

itable donations; and
(vii) Expenditureon any sponsorship; other goods regulatedby the State Council.as-

(viii) Other items of expenditure that are not incurred in the
course of earning income. For taxpayers who provide repair and replacement services,

the tax rate is 17 per cent.

D. Administration
The tax rate is 0 per cent if the goods are for export, unless
otherwise regulated by the State Council.

A taxpayer pays his income tax to the local authority where VAT does not apply to the sale of land, buildings or other

the enterprise is situated. Income tax payable is calculatedon immovableproperty. Howeversuch transactions are liable to

an annual basis and provisional tax payments are made on a business tax.

monthly or quarterly basis. Provisional payments must be
made within 15 days from the end of each month or quarter.
The final settlementmust be made four months from the end C. VAT on sales
of-the tax year.

The VAT payable by taxpayers on sales is computed as fol-
Accounting statements and provisional income tax returns lows: Turnover (i.e. gross receipts exclusive of VAT) x

must be filed within 15 days from the end of each month or AppropriateVAT rate minus Input VAT paid on purchases.
quarter; The final accounting statements and income tax

returns must be filed within 45 days from the end of the tax Any excess credits in respectofVAT paid may be carried for-
ward.

year.

D. VAT on imports
IV. INDIRECTTAXES IN CHINA

VAT on imports is computedas follows:
The Industrial and Commercial Consolidated Tax and the

Import price + Insurance and freight + Custom duty + Con-
Product Tax have been repealed and replaced by a new sys- sumption tax x AppropriateVAT rate
tem of indirect taxes. The new indirect taxes comprise value
added tax, consumptiontax, and business tax. For taxpayers dealing in goods or providing taxable services

with different tax rates, the sales amounts for goods or tax-

able services with different rates are computed separately.
V. VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT)

The tax payable is the balance of output tax for the period
after deducting the input tax for the same period, i.e.:

VAT is one of the most important indirect taxes. Tax payable = Output tax for the period minus: Input tax for
the period.

China's VAT regime has the advantageofhaving a more uni-
form tax rate structure.3 Like the GST in Singapore, taxpay- Any excess input tax may be carried forward to subsequent
ers can claim back the input credits on purchases. periods.

Input tax on the following items is not available as a credit

against output tax:
A. Who is liable Fixed asset purchases;-

Goods purchased or taxable services used for non-tax--

VAT is applicable to both Chinese nationals and foreign indi- able items;
viduals and entities including foreign investmententerprises,
foreign enterprises, joint stock companies, state-owned

enterprises, collectivelyowned enterprises and private enter- 3. The Industrial and Commercial ConsolidatedTax and Product Tax which

prises. both had too many tax rates.
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Goods purchasedor taxable services used for tax exempt The time at which a liability to VAT arises is-

items (see list below); (a) In the case of sales of goods or taxable services, the date
Goods purchasedor taxable services used for group wel- on which the sales consideration is received or the date-

fare; the documentaryevidence of the right to collect the sale
Abnormal losses4 of goods purchased; and consideration is obtained.-

- Goods purchased or taxable services consumed in the (b) In the case of importationof goods, the date of input de-

production of work-in-progressor finished goods which claration to the customs office.
suffer abnormal losses.

For small-scale taxpayers engaged in selling goods or pro- G. Assessmentperiodviding taxable services, a simplified formula for calculating
VAT is adopted. The rate of tax for these taxpayers is 6 per The filing period for VAT assessment is one day, three days,
cent.

ten days, fifteen days or one month dependingon the amount

The criteria for determining small-scale taxpayers are pre¬ of VAT payable. The actual period is determinedby the com-

scribed by the Ministry of Finance. Any adjustment to the petent tax authorities according to the magnitudeof the VAT
rate applicable to small-scale taxpayers is regulated by the payable. Where VAT cannot be assessed in regular periods,
State Council. the tax is assessed on a transaction-by-transactionbasis.

E. VAT exemptions VI. CONSUMPTIONTAX (CT)
The following items are exempt from VAT:

ConsumptionTax (CT) is additional tax (i.e. in addition to
Self-producedagricultural products sold by agricultural

an
-

VAT) imposedon a limitedrange of (mostly luxury) goods. Itproducers; is imposed before the levy ofVAT.
Contraceptivemedicines and devices;-

Antique books;-

-- Importation of instruments and equipment directly used A. Who is liable
in scientific research, experimentand education;
Importation of materials and equipment from foreign All enterprises and individuals engaged in the production,

-

governments and international organizations as assist- subcontracting for processing or the importation of taxable
ance 'free of charge; consumer goods within China are liable to CT. Manufac-
Equipmentand machineryrequired to-be importedunder importers and processing subcontractorsare therefore-

turers,
contract processing, contract assembly and compensa- taxpayers for CT purposes.
tion'trade;5
Articles imported directly by organizations for the dis- The items liable to CT are specified in a list which includes

-

abled for special use by the disabled; and tobacco, cigarettes, alcoholic drinks and alcohol, spirits, cos-

Secondhandgoods. metics, fire crackers and fireworks, gasoline, diesel oil,-

motor cars and motor cycles, minibuses and vans.

Except for those items mentioned above, the VAT exempt/
reduced rate items are regulated by the State Council. Local

governments or departments do not have the power to regu- B. Consumptiontaxrate
late tax exemptions or reductions.

CT ratesvary from 5 per cent to 45 per cent..Alternativelyset

amounts may be charged based on the volume of trade. For
F. VAT minimum threshold vehicles, the tax rate is based on the type ofvehicle. The table

showing Consumption taxes currently in force is shown in
There is an exemption or reduction in the VAT rate to 5 per AppendixA.
cent where the turnover does not exceed certain threshold
amounts, i.e. Generally for normal cases, the formula for computingCT is

as follows:
Sale of goods Selling price inclusiveofall charges exceptVAT x Appropri-

Monthly turnover CNY 0 - CNY 599 Exempt ate CT rate
CNY 600- CNY 2000 5% or The assessablequantity x AppropriateCT rate

Sale of taxable services

Monthly turnover CNY 0 - CNY 199 Exempt
CNY 200- CNY 800 5%

VAT on transactionbasis 4. Losses other than normal losses, e.g. losses arising fromnatural diasters,
impropermanagementetc.

CNY 50 - 80 per day or per transaction 5% 5. Compensation trade is form of direct foreign investment through whicha

Chinese enterprisespurchase technologyand equipment from foreign investors
on credit. The purchaseprice and interest is then paid offwith products the Chi-
nese enterpriseproduces.
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There are special rules for determining the assessable value tax rates. The formulafor computingthe BT payable is as fol-
of goods for self consumption or for processing under sub- lows:
contracts. For imported goods, the assessable value is deter-

Tax payable Turnover Tax rate= x
mined by the cost, insuranceand freight and the import duty.

The tax payable is computed in, Renminbi. The turnover of
the taxpayer settled in foreign currencies is converted into

C. Consumption tax exemptions Renminbi based on the exchange rate prevailing in the for-

eign exchangemarketon the date ofsettlementi.e. whencash
Goods manufactured for export are generally exempt from is received.
CT. The procedures for exemption of exported taxable con-

sumer goods are regulated by the State Administration for Turnover is the total consideration and all other charges
receivable from the buyers for the provision of taxable ser-

Taxation.
vices, transfer of intangible assets or sales of immovable

properties, except in the followingcases:

D. Assessmentperiod - For transportationenterprises which carry.passengersor

cargoes from the territory of the People's Republic of

The CT assessable period varies, it can be one day, three China to overseas locations and trans-ship passengers or

days, five days, ten days, fifteen days or one month. The tax- cargoes to other transportationenterprises overseas, the

payer's actual assessableperiod is determinedby the compe-
turnover is the balance of the transport charges for the

tent tax authorities having regard to the magnitudeof the tax whole journey less the transport charges paid to the sub-

payable. If the CT cannot be assessed in regular periods it contracted transportationenterprises.
will be assessed on a transaction-by-transactionbasis. - For trade enterprises which organize tourist groups to

travel outside,Chinaand subcontractto other travelenter-

prises overseas, the turnover is the balance remaining
after deducting the tourist charges paid to foreign sub-

Vil. BUSINESS TAX (BT) contract travel enterprises.
For the main contractors in the construction business-

Business tax is the principal indirect turnover tax on the pro- who subcontract work to others, the turnover is the bal-
vision of services. ance of the total contractsum less-the payments made to

the subcontractors.

A. Who is liable
- For re-lending businesses, the turnover is the balance of

interest on lending less the interest on borrowing.
For businesses buying and selling foreign currencies,-

BT is imposedon entities and individualsengaged in the pro- marketablesecurities and futures, the turnover is the bal-
vision ofservices; the transferof intangibleassets; or the sale
of immovableproperties.

ance of the selling prices less the buying prices.
Other situations as regulated.by the Ministry of Finance.-

B. Business tax rate
C. Business tax exemptions

The BT rate varies from 3 per cent to 20 per cent.
There is provision in the Regulationsfor exemptionfrom BT.

The items liable to BT and the applicable tax rates are deter- Below is a list ofexempt items.
mined in accordance with the Business Tax Taxable Items - Nursing services provided by nurseries, kindergartens,
and Tax Rates Table'; attachedto the Regulationson Business homes for the aged, welfare institutions for the handi-
Tax (See AppendixB). capped, matchmakingand funeral services.

The State Council is empowered to make any adjustments to
- Personal services provided on an individual basis by the

the taxable items.and tax rates. The specific tax rates applica- disabled.

ble to taxpayers engaged in entertainment businesses are
- Medical services providedby-hospitals,clinics and other

determined by the People's governments of the provinces, medical institutions.

autonomous regions and municipalities which are directly - Educationalservices provided by schools and other edu-

under the control of the central government. cational institutions, and services provided by students

participating in work-studyprogrammes.For taxpayers engaged in taxable activities falling under dif-
Agricultural mechanical ploughing, irrigation and-

ferent tax categories, the turnover, transfers and sales amount
drainage, prevention and treatmentof plant diseases and

for each taxablecategorymust be accountedfor separately.If insect pests, plant protection, insurance for farming and
the turnoverhas not been accountedfor separately, the higher husbandry, and related technical training services, brand-
tax rate applies. ing and the preventionand treatmentof diseases of poul-
For taxpayers providing taxable services, transferring intan- try, livestock and aquatic animals.

gible assets or selling immovableproperties, the tax payable - Admission fees for cultural activities conducted by a

is computed by reference to the turnover and the prescribed memorialhall, museum, cultural centre, art gallery, exhi-
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bition hall, academy of painting and calligraphy, library The appreciation amount assessable is the balance of pro-
and cultural protective units; admission fees for cultural ceeds received by the taxpayer less allowable deductions.
and religious activities conducted at places of religious The allowabledeductions are:

worship. - the purchase cost of the land use rights;
The State Councilhas the power to add to or to vary any item

- costs and expenses incurred to develop the land;

on the above list and exempt any person or item. Local gov-
- costs and expenses incurred in the constructionof build-

ernments or departments are not empowered to regulate any ings;
tax exemptionor reduction.

- taxes related to the transfer of real estate including BT;
and

For taxpayers who qualify for tax exemptionor who produce - other deductible items as stipulated by the Ministry of
items chargeable at a reduced rate, the turnover is accounted Finance.

' for separately. If the turnover is not separately accounted for,
no exemptionor reduction is allowed.

C. Land appreciation tax exemptionsThe time at which a liability to BT arises is the date on which
the consideration for the provisionof services is received or

documentedevidence of the right to collect the consideration Exemptions from LAT apply to the following items:

is obtained by the taxpayer.
- the sale of an ordinary, non-luxury residence with the

approval of the tax authorities; and
BT must be withheldbythepurchaserof immovableor intan- - real estates taken over or repossessedby the State.
gible property.

D. Administration
D. Assessmentperiod

Taxpayers must file tax returns for transfers of real estate
The BT assessableperiod is five days,, ten days, fifteen days within seven days of signing the real estate transfer agree-
or one month. The taxpayer's actual assessable period is ment and pay the tax due within the period specified,by the
determinedby the competent tax authoritieshaving regard to tax authorities.
the magnitude of the tax payable by the taxpayer. Tax that
cannot be assessed in regular.periodsmay be assessed on a Unless the LAT due is paid, the Departmentfor Land Admin-

transaction-by-transactionbasis. istration and the Department for Real Estate Administration
will not process the relevant title change and the official
transfer of title will not be effected and recognized by the

Vili. LAND APPRECIATIONTAX (LAT) Government.

LAT is imposedon the sale of real estate, e.g. sale of'landuse

rights, sale of commodityproperties and other sales of inter- IX. REAL ESTATE TAX (RET)
ests in real estate.

The LAT is a tax in addition to IIT or Enterprise IncomeTax. Real Estate Tax is applicable to holders of land use titles.

It aims to regulate the conductof land and real estate transac-

tions, adjust the benefit from land appreciationand safeguard
the rights and interests of the State. A. Who is liable

RET is imposed on entities and individuals.
A. Who is liable

LAT is imposed on entities and individualsreceiving income B. Real estate tax rate

from the transfer of state-owned land use rights, buildings
and facilities. The RET rate varies from 1 per cent to 5 per cent according

to the Provinces. The rate is determined by local provincial
government,and the tax is based on property valuations.

B. Land appreciation tax rate

The tax rate varies from 30 per cent to 60 per cent depending C. Real estate tax exemptions
on the percentage of the land appreciationvalue.

Governmentbodies and individuals' properties not used for

Land appreciationvalue LAT tax rate carrying on a business are exempted from RET. A tax reduc-

Not exceeding50% of deductible items 30%
tion may be granted by local government.

50% - 100% 40%
100 - 200% 50%
Over 200% 60%
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D. Assessmentperiod D. Assessmentperiod
The tax is assessedby the local authoritieson an annual basis The assessmentperiod for resource tax is one day, three days,
and payable by instalments. The values are revised once five days, ten days, fifteen days or one month to be deter-
every three to five years. mined by the tax authorities.

Resource tax that cannot be assessed in regular periods may
be assessed on a transaction-by-transactionbasis.

X. RESOURCETAX

Resource tax is imposed on mineral products. XI. STAMP TAX

A. Who is liable Stamp tax is imposed on documents.

The resource tax is imposed on all entities and individuals
A. Who is liableengaged in the exploitation of mineral products or the pro-

duction of salt. The tax is levied on mineral products like
crude oil, gas, coal, metals and salt. Stamp tax is payable by all entities and individualswho exe-

cute or receive documents as specified in the Regulations
concerningstamp tax.

B. Resource tax rate The following are regarded as documents subjct to stamp
tax:

The Resource tax taxable items and tax amount range are as contracts or documents relating to: purchases and sales;-

below: undertakingsfor processing; contractingfor construction

Taxable items Tax amount range projects; property leasing; commodity transfers; ware-

Crude oil 8 - 30 yuan/ton housing; loans; property insurance; technologycontracts;
Natural gas 2 - 15 yuan/1,000m3 - documents transferringproperty rights;
Coal 0.3 - 5 yuan/ton business accountbooks;-

Other non-metal ores 0.5 - 20 yuan/ton or m3 - certificatesevidencingrights or licences; and

Ferrous metal ores 2 - 30 yuan/ton - other documents which the Ministry of Finance deter-

Non-ferrusmetal ores 0.4 - 30 yuan/ton mines to be taxable.

Salt
Solid salt 10 - 60 yuaif/ton

B. Stamp tax rateLiquid salt 2 - 10 yuan/ton
The resource tax payable is computed in accordancewith the The amount of stamp tax payable is calculated according to
assessablevolume of the taxable products and the prescribed the nature of the taxable document:
unit tax amount. The formula is as follows: on the basis of a percentage rate; or-

Resource tax payable = Assessable volume x Unit tax - a fixed amountper document.
amount

C. Stamp tax exemptions
C. Resource tax exemptions or reductions

The following documents are exempt from stamp tax:

Crude oil used for heating or repairing wells in the course of - duplicates or copies of documents on which stamp duty
exploitingcrude oil is exempt from resource tax. has been paid;

documents executed when property is donated to theIf taxpayers sustain substantial losses due to reasons such as
-

social welfare units or schools; andaccidents or natural disasters, tax reductions r tax exemp-
government,
otherdocumentsapprovedby the Ministryof Financefortions may be considered and granted at the discretion of the

-

People's governmentof the Provinces, autonomous regions exemption from stamp tax.

or municipalities.
The State Council may prescribe items for resource tax D. Administration
reductionor exemptions.

Tax stamps are affixed to taxable documents and .they must

be cancelled along the border with a seal or drawn line.

Tax stamps must be affixed to taxable documents at the time
ofexecutionor upon receipt.
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XII. INDIVIDUALINCOME TAX D. Tax deductions and exemptions
The new IndividualIncomeTax Law of the People'sRepub- A deduction,of 800 yuan is allowed in calculating monthly
lic ofChina (new IIT) was adopted on 31 October 1993, and taxable income on wage.and salary income. An additional
came into effect on 1 January 1994. deductionfor expenses of 3200 yuan is allowable for foreign

individuals.The aim of the new IIT was to consolidate and replace the
three existing taxes: The following items are exempt from IIT:

the Individual Income Tax of 1980 which applied to for- awards for achievements in science, education, technol-- -

eigners, ogy, culture, public health, physical culture and environ-
the Individual Income Regulatory Income Tax of 1986 mentalprotectiongrantedby the provincialpeople'sgov-

-

which applied to Chinese citizens and ernments, ministries and commissions under the State
the Household.Income Tax or the Self-Employed Indi- Council, the People's Liberation Army units at army

-

vidual Income Tax of 1986 which applied to Chinesecit- level and above and by foreign or internationalorganiza-
izens. tions;

The new IIT law applies to foreign individuals, Chinese cit-
- interestincomeon saving deposits and nationaldebt obli-

izens, individually owned businesses and to income derived gations and otherfinancialdebenturesissued by the state;
subsidies and allowances received under the state uni-under contracting and leasing operations.

-

form provisions;
welfare benefits, survivors pensions and reliefpayments;-

A. Who is liable - insurance indemnities;
military severance pay and demobilizationpay received-

The new IIT seeks to tax: by members of the armed forces;
Chineseresident individuals on their worldwide income; settlementpay, severancepay, retirement pay and retire--

-

and ment living allowances received by public servants and

non-residentson all income derived from within China. workers under state uniform provisions;-

income derived by the diplomatic agents and consular-

The new IIT law provides that an individual is liable to tax on officers and other personnel who are exempt from tax
income derived from sources within and outside China if he under the provisions of the relevant laws ofChina;
is domiciled in China,6 or resides inChina for a full year. - income exempt from tax as stipulated in the international

conventions to which the Chinese Governmentis a party

B. Individual income tax rates
and in agreements it has entered into; and
incomeexempt from tax with the approval of the finance-

departmentof the State Council.
The new IIT rates.are as follows:

Wage and salary income 5% - 45% Tax reductions may apply to the following items upon
Individuallyowned business 5% - 35% approval:
Other income 20% - income derived by disabled persons, unsupported aged

persons or members of a martyr's family;
where thetaxpayersuffers major losses caused by disas--

C. Taxable income under individual income tax ters;
in other cases in which reduction is approved by the-

IIT is levied on the following categoriesof income: finance departmentof the State Council.
(1) Wages and salaries; A credit is allowed for foreign taxes paid on income derived
(2) Income from production or business operationsof indi- from sources outside China.

vidual industrial and commercialhouseholds;
(3) Income from fees from contracted,operationsor leasing

ofenterprises and institutions; E. Administration
(4) Remunerationfor personal services;
(5) Authors' royalties; Foreign individuals must register with local tax authorities
(6) Fees for the use ofproprietaryrights; within 30 days of entering China.
(7) Interest, dividends and bonus dividends;
(8) Rental income; Tax is payable on a monthlybasis and must be remitted to the

(9) Income from the transferofproperty; State Treasurywithin seven days after the end ofeach month.

(10) Incidental income (or windfall gains); Normally the payer will act as withholding agent. Tax with-
(11) Other income that shall be determined to be taxable by held from wages and salaries must be paid to the State Trea-

the finance departmentof the State Council. sury by the employer.

6. Art. 1 Individual domiciled in China is defined as an individual who
maintains a household registrationor permanentplace of residence in China.
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XIII. TAX PLANNING ISSUES AND STRATEGIES five years, the investor may receive a full refund: of the
income tax already paid on the reinvested amount.

Foreign investors investing in China will no doubt expect
attractive returns on their investments. To achieve this, it is

E. Fines and penaltiesnecessary to consider some tax planning issues and strate-

gies, e.g. the availabilityof tax incentives, tax reductions, tax

exemptions, tax rebates,reinvestmentincentivesand benefits A fine is imposedwhere a taxpayerfails to pay tax within the

provided under the relevant tax treaty such as reduced with- time limitation. It is normallycomputedon a daily basis from

holding tax rates etc.
the day on which the payment is required'to be made at the
rate of 0.2 per cent of the amount of the tax unpaid.
Penalties are imposed if the taxpayer or tax withholding

A. Residence and source agent fails to comply with the law. The amount of penalties
varies from CNY 2,000 to CNY 10,000 depending on the

The concept of residence of the taxpayer and the source of nature and the seriousnessof the offence.
income are fundamentalto the Chinese tax system. Tax evasion is a serious offence and severe penalties are

The determinationof the residenceof an individual is based imposed,underboth the tax and criminal law.

principally on physicalpresence or domicile in China.
For evasion offences, penalty exceeding five timestax a not

In the case of enterprises, the determinationof residence sta- the amount omitted or underpaid is imposed.
tus is based on the location of the head office where effective

If the amount of tax evaded exceeds CNY 100,000 seven
control and managementof the entity is exercised.

years imprisonment will be imposed in addition to the
The Chinese tax laws do not have specific rules dealing with penalty.
the source of business income. Generally income is.deemed

Tax complianceshould be strictly adhered when formulat-
to arise at the place where the business activities take place.

to

tax to
The placeofcontractcan be considereda significant,factorin ing any planning strategies avoid penalties and impris-

determiningthe source of income.
onment.

A resident of China is taxable on his worldwide business

income, whereas a non-resident is taxable only on business XIV. FEATURES AND IMPACT OF THE
income derived from a Chinese source. CHINA-SINGAPORETAX TREATY

B. Foreign tax credit China has concluded tax treaties with over 40 countries.

The agreement between Singapore and China concluded on

A taxpayermay-claimcredit for income-taxespaid abroad on 18 April 1986 was ratified on 12 December 1986.
income earned outside China. However such credit cannot

The Singapore-Chinatreaty provides for reduced withhold-
exceed the Chinese tax payableon the incomeearned abroad.

ing tax rates on certain types of income and tax sparing relief.
For business enterprises, losses may be carried forward five

Some of the benefits of the double tax treaty discussedare
years. There is no distinctionbetween capital losses and non-

below.
capital losses. Individualsmay not carry losses forward.

C. Withholdingtaxes
A. Reduction in withholding tax rates

The normal withholding tax rate is 20 per cent on gross
Dividends, interest, royalties and taxable capital gains income from dividends, interest, royalties and other non-

payable to non-residentsare subject to a final withholdingtax business income sourced in China by a foreign enterprise.
of 15 per cent of the gross payment. The rate may be reduced However, under the treaty, the following reduced rates apply
by tax treaties to 7, 10, 12 or 15 per cent. No withholding tax

to payments by an entity in China to a non-residententity.
is levied on business profits remitted overseas.

Dividends

D. Reinvestment incentives Beneficialownership Withholdingtax on

in Chinese entity dividendpaid to

A tax rebate of 40 per cent of the income tax paid may be Singaporecompany
made if the income is reinvested for a period of at least five Less than 25% 12%

years. However, the reinvestmentmust be either in the ori- More than or equal to 25% 7%

ginal venture or in another investmententerprise. Interest & royalty Withholdingtax

If the foreign investor invests its profits in an export-oriented Paid to beneficialowner 10%
or technologicallyadvanced enterprise for a period of at least
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To qualify for the reduced rates the payments must not be paid. Article 24(3)(a) deems the underlying tax to be 10 per
linked to a permanent establishment or fixed base in China cent of gross dividends if paid by a joint venture with Chi-
from which independentpersonal services are performed on nese and foreign investors and 20 per cent in other cases.

behalfof the Singaporecompany. Underlying tax credit is in addition to DTR claimable for

With regard to interestand royalties, the paymentsmust be at withholding tax of 7 per cent or 12 per cent.

arm's length third party rates. Payments which contravene In the case of interest and .royalties, the Chinese tax paid is
these conditionswill be subject to the regularChinese corpo- deemed to be 20 per cent of the gross interest or'royalty
rate tax rate of 33 per cent. although withholding tax is only 10 per cent in these

instances.

B. Double Tax Relief (DTR) in Singapore Furthermore, DTR is available in Singapore for Chinese

withholding tax on technical service fees and management
DTR is claimable in Singaporeby the Singaporecompany to

fees.

the extent of Singapore tax payable on the same income that Finally the Singapore-Chinatax treaty contains tax sparing
has been taxed in China. provisions. Essentially these provisions allow DTR to be

In the case ofdividends,where the Singaporecompany owns
claimed by the Singaporecompany in Singaporeeven if Chi-

10 per cent or more of the shares in the Chinese company, it
nese tax has not been paid by virtue of tax incentives

is permitted to claim underlying tax credit. This is the corpo-
accorded to the China company.

rate tax paid on the income out of which the dividend was

APPENDIX A

CONSUMPTION:TAXABLE ITEMS ANDTAX RATES (TAX AMOUNTS)TABLE

Taxable items Scope of charge Tax unit Tax rate/Amount

I. Tobacco
1. Grade A cigarettes incl. imported cigarettes 45%
2. Grade B cigarettes 40%,
3. Cigars 40%
4. Cut tobacco 30%

II. Alcoholicdrinks and alcohol
1. White spirits made from cereal 25%

9 2. White spirits made from potatoes 15%
3. Yellow spirits ton 240 yuan
4. Beer ton 220 yuan
5. Other alcoholic drinks 10%
6. Alcohol 5%

III. Cosmetics incl. cosmetic sets 30%

IV. Skin-care and hair-care products 17%

V. Precious jewelleryand precious jade and stones incl. allkinds of gold, Silver,
jewelleryand precious
stone ornaments 10%

VI. Firecrackers and fireworks 15%

Vll.' Gasoline litre 0.2 yuan

VIlI. Diesel oil litre 0.1 yuan

IX. Motor vehicle tyres 10%

X. Motorcycles 10%

' XI. Motor cars

T. Those with a cylinder capacity (i.e. emission capacity)
of 2, 200 ml and above 8%
Those with a cylinder capacity of between 1,000-2,200 ml 5%
Those with a cylinder capacity of less than 1,000 ml 3%
2. Cross-countryvehicles (four-wheel drive)]
Those with a cylinder capacity of 2,400 ml and above 5%
Those with a cylindercapacity of less than 2,400 ml 3%
3. Minibuses and vans less than 22 seats
Those with a cylinder capacity of 2;000 ml and above 5%
Those with a cylinder capacity of less than 2,000 ml 3%
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APPENDIX B

BUSINESS TAX: TAXABLE ITEM AND TAX RATES TABLE

Taxable items Scope of charge Tax rate

1. Communicationsand transportation Transportation by land, air and pipeline,
loading, unloading andand delivery 3%

2. Construction Construction, installation, repair,
decoration and other engineeringwork 3%

3. Finance and insurance 5%
4. Posts and telecommunications 3%
5. Culture and Sports 3%
6. Entertainment Singing bars, dance halls, karaoke

lounges, commercial music halls,
musical teahouses, billiards, golf,
bowling and amusement facilities 5%-20%

7. Servicing Agency, hotel catering, tourism,
warehousing, leasing, advertising and other services 5%

8. Transfer of intangible assets Transferof land-use rights, patent rights,
unpatched technologies, trade marks, copyrightand goodwill 5%

9. Sale of immovable properties Sale of buildings and other attachmentsto land 5%
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NETF ERLANDS

THE DUTCH UNILATERALDECREE FOR THE AVOIDANCEOF

DOUBLE TAXATION
H. Pijl

Tax advisor, Arthur Andersen & Co, Amsterdam

I. INTRODUCTION The way in which relief from the avoidance of double taxa-

tion is granted according to the Decree, automaticallyapplies
In the absence of a tax treaty, the Netherlandstax system con- to most of the effective tax treaties concluded by the Nether-

tains a system ofunilateral rules for the avoidance ofdouble lands.

taxation. The rules cOncernedare laid down in the,Decreefor
the Avoidance .of Double Taxation (hereinafter: Decree) of
1989. A numberof importantchanges to this Decree, includ- III. OVERALLVERSUS PER-COUNTRY
ing a replacement of .the overall method by the per-country METHOD
method were introducedin 1994; they are effective as from 1

January 1995. To implement the Decree, the State Secretary In the old Decree, the results from all countries were set-off
of Finance has issued a substantial number of mles in the

against each other (overall method). In the amended Decree
ImplementingRegulation,andhas later clarifiedsome issues

exemption is granted on a per-countrybasis.
in a separate Decree. This article examines the most impor-
tant features of the new regime applying to unilateral relief.

Example 1

Assume the foreign net income from country A amounts to

II. THE SYSTEM OF DOUBLE TAXATION (10), from countryB to 5 and from country C to 5and that the

RELIEF IN GENERAL total net income amounts to 100. Under the old Decree, the

l fraction for the computationof foreign-netincome would not

result in any exemption for foreign net income (as the total
' According to the Decree, the majormethod for the avoidance

-

of double taxation is the exemption-with-progression foreign net income (5 + 5 10) is zero). However, according
to Article 3(4) of the new Decree, the negative foreign net

method. Consequently, all income from foreign sources is
income from country A be carried forward to be set-off

included in taxable income, but unilateral relief is granted for
can

the following foreign-sourceincome: againstpositiveforeignnet incomefrom countryA in the fol-

(a) income derived from a foreign permanent,establishment lowing year. However, an immediate exemption is granted
for the positive foreign net income from countries B and C.

or permanent dependent representative who has the
The fraction for the computationof this exemption (assuming

power to concludecontracts; applicable of 50 in the Netherlands)is 5/ioo
(b) income from foreign-situs immovableproperty; and

an tax rate per cent

x 50 per cent = 2.5 for both country B and for country C. The
(c) rights in the profits of an enterprise (bonds and shares total exemptionunder,the Decree, therefore, amounts to

excluded), the managementof which is situated abroad,
new

5.
provided this foreign-source income is subject to tax on

income at a national level in the foreign country and a tax Under the old Decree, there was a built-inceiling limiting
treaty does not contain a provision affecting the item of the relief to be granted: the fraction for the computation of
income. the reliefcould never result in a refund to the taxpayer. Under

the new Decree, this ceiling is maintained.1
The tax relief is granted in the form of a reduction of the tax

amount by a percentage equal to the percentage that the for-
r eign-source income bears to the worldwide income. Foreign- Example 2

i

source losses deductedin precedingyears may reduce the tax Assume that the foreignnet income from-bothcountryA and
relief. country B amounts to 150 (75 each) and that the total net

Furthermore, a credit is granted for dividends, interest and incomeamounts to 100. Withoutthe abovementionedadden-

royalties (including service fees) arising from certain devel- dum to Article 3(1), the computationof the reliefwould have

oping countries, which are subject to income tax (including
withholding tax) in the source country, provided that such 1. This can be concluded from an addendum to Art. 3(1) of the new Decree
income is not exempt from income tax in the Netherlands. which implicitly refers back to the overall method.
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resulted in reliefof 150/100 x 50 per cent = 75. As a result of VI. INTERACTION OF CARRY-FORWARDAND
the addendum, the maximumamountof the reliefis 50, as the CATCH-UP RULES
total Dutch tax is 50 per cent of 100 i.e. 50

Under the old Decree, the effectof the carry-forwardrule and
the catch-uprule was interrelated.Under the new Decree, this

IV. CARRY-FORWARD is no longer the case.

If, as a result of the above mentioned ceiling, the total net Example 5
income in a certain year is insufficient to give full relief for Year 1 Year 2 Year 2
the foreignnet income, then the excess foreignnet incomefor (after carry-
which no exemption could be given is carried-forwardto the forward)
next year.2 This carry-forward is applied on a per-country Total net income 50 50 50
basis.

Foreign net income.
From countryA (40) 100 60

Example 3 From country B 30 50 50

Total net income 100 From country C 50 (40) (10)
Foreign net income

From country A 70 In year 1, there is a maximum reduction in the amount of 50.
From country B 80 The amount of 30 from country B (being the smallest
From country C (10) amount) prevails the income from country C. Conse-over

a up
According to Article 3(3) of the Decree, an amount of 50 (70 quently, there is reduction for the income from C to 20

(50 - 30), the balanceof30 being carried forward to year 2.
+ 80 - 100) can be carried forward to year 2. The Imple- In year 2, an amount of (10) (i.e. (40) + 30) remains for coun-
menting Regulation prescribes that the smallest amount has

try C. The loss from country A (40) ofyear 1 is regarded as a

priority. Consequently70 from A is exempt as well-as (100-

negative of the income from-countryA in 2. Inpart year year
70=) 30fromcountry B. The balance from B (80 - 30=) 50 is

2, an amount of 60 ((40) + 100) remains for country A. After
carried forward to year 2.

the carry-forwards, the smallest amount derived from for-a

According to the new Decree, the surplus is carried forward eign country will qualify for relief in year 2 in the first
each year, until it is fully absorbed. In line with changes to the instnce. As a result, the income from country B (i.e. 50) is
Individual Income Tax Law and the Corporate Income Tax fully used for the reduction in year 2 and there is no room left

Law, the carry-forward is no longer l'mited to eight years; for any further reduction of the income from other countries.

instead, the surplus can be carried forward indefinitely. The According to the new Decree, the results from countryA (i.e.
effect of the new rule,can be illustratedas follows. 60) and country C (10) will be carried forward to year 3.

Example 4

Vil. ADMINISTRATIVERULESYear 1 Year 2

Total net income 50 80 The amountsqualifyingfor carry-forwardto thenextyear are
Foreign net income 60 10

determined by the tax inspector at the time when the tax

In year 1, there is only.roomfor granting an exemptionof 50;
assessmentis issued. Such a determinationbythe tax inspec-
tor be appealed against within 6 weeks of its issue. The

therefore, 10 (60 - 50) is carried forward to year 2. In year 2, may

the total net income (80), will be deemed to constituteforeign validity of such a determination is connected with the carry-

net income up to the amount of the surplus to be carried for- forward of the foreign net income from year 1 to year 2, and

ward. The fraction for the computationof the relief is there-
from year 2 to year 3, etc. The validity of the determination

fore: (10 + 10)/80. ceases, if a new determination is made, if the foreign net

income has been completely relieved or if it has otherwise
been taken into account.

V. FOREIGN-SOURCELOSSES Example 6

The rules with respect to foreign-sourcelosses (the so-called. Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
'J

catch-up rules) remain the same subject to certain modifi- Total net income 50 50 50 50

cations necessitated by the adoption of the new per-country Foreign net income

method. Accordingly, if foreign negative net income from a From countryA 70 60 50 20

particular country has reduced worldwide income, no com- From country B (10) - - 10

pensationor reliefwill be granted for foreign-sourcepositive
income from this country in later years. The foreign-source
losses will be carried forward indefinitely. 2. This can be concluded from Art. 3(3) of the Decree (so-called

stallingsregeling).
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The inspector made the following determinations in respect Example 8
of income from country A:

Taxable years
Year 1 20 (70 - 50); 12 3 4 5 6 7
Year 2 30 ((60 + 20) - 50)3 Foreign
Year 3 30 ((50 + 30) - 50)4 net income (20) (30) (10) - 60 - -

Year 4 No determination is issued, as there is sufficient
room for granting the exemption. Assume that the tax inspector omits to issue a determination

in year 1. As a result, he issues a determinationfor year 2 of
For country B, a determinationis issued for years 1,2 and 3.5 30, instead of 50. An amount of 40 (30 + 10) is carried for-
In year 4, the loss of 10 originating from year 1 is considered ward to year 3, and subsequentlyalso to year 4. In year 5, he
to be a. negative part of the income of 10 obtained in year 4 discovers the mistake made in year 1.
and no furtherdeterminationis issued.

In order to give the Decree a maximumeffect in this respect,
an exemption should be made in the amount of nil (i.e 60 -

60), thus rectifying the mistake made in year 1. However,Vili. APPEALS AGAINSTTHE INSPECTOR'S based on the text of the Decree, there are strong doubts as to
DECISION whether the tax inspector is still allowed to rectify if he has

already issued new decisionsbeforehe discovershis mistake.
According to Article 3a(1) of the new Decree, appeals can be
lodged, against the determinationconcerning the amount of
the foreignnet income to be carried over. This, however,only X. REVISION OF THE FOREIGN NET INCOMEapplies if the taxpayer did not have an opportunity to lodge
such an appeal against the determination in earlier years. In
other words, appeals should be lodged for each year's deter- Article 3a(3) of the new Decree provides the possibility to

mination separately, and may only apply to the eventual revise the amountof the foreign net income which is carried
forward to another year in a number of,cases. These includeincrease of the carried forward amount.
where:

Example 7 (a) As a result of a carry-back of losses, the assessment is
reduced.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 (b) The tax inspector issues an additional assessment.
Total net income 50 50 50 50
Foreign net income 60 60 60 60 Example 9

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3The inspector issues a determinationin year 1 for 10, in year
2 for 20 (10 + 10), in year 3 for 30 (20 + 10) and in year 4 for Total net income 50 50 50

40 (30 + 10). The taxpayer can lodge an appeal each year Foreign net income 90 60 -

against the annual increase of the amount to be relieved, but
-

no appeal can be lodged against the increase in earlier years.
40 (90 50) is carried forward to year 2. In year 2, 50 is
exempt, while 50 ((40 + 60) - 50) is carried forward to

The taxpayer also has an opportunity to lodge appeals, if the year 3. As a result no tax is due in year 3. If it appears in
tax inspector's decision is not issued simultaneouslywith the year 4, that the income obtained' in year 1 has to be
tax assessment. increased by 50, the tax inspector issues an additional

assessment relating to year 1, and the entire foreign net
income is exempt in year 1. The amount carried forward

IX. RECTIFICATIONOF MISTAKES MADE BY to year 2 is revised and reduced to nil. The. amount car-

THE TAX INSPECTOR ried forward from year 2 to year 3 is also revised and
reduced to 10 (60 - 50). The tax inspector also issues an

According to Article 3a(5), the tax inspector can rectify his additional assessmentfor year 3.

own mistakes concerning the carry-forward of the negative (c) The amount of the foreign income is too high and has to

foreign net income. Normally, such a carry-forwarddecision be reduced.

of a foreign source loss has to be issued simultaneouslywith In the above cases, it is not necessary that the tax inspector
the tax assessment. If the tax inspector has omitted to issue issues a separate determination with respect to the revised
such a determination, the amount is nonetheless taken into amount of income. This also applies to later years in which
account in the following year as a negative part of the for- the income has to be revised because of the fact that the
eign-source income. income in the first year was revised. The reason for this pro-

3. The determinationissued in year 1 ceases to have effect.
4. The determination issued in year 2 ceases to have effect.
5. The determinationfor years 2 and 3 having the effect that the earlier deter-
minations for years 1 and 2 cease to have effect.
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vision is expediency: ififoneoneofofthe aboveabovecasescasesoccurs, this anceanceofofpositive andandnegative incomencoomeehas tooobe computedompputeedinnn

couldouuldmeanmeanthat the foreign net income obtained in aanumber accordancewith Article 55ofofthe Decree. It should be noted,
ofofcountries andandfor aanumber ofofyears has to be revised. All however, that tax treaties have totobe applied separately, as

relevantchanges cancanbe madeby oneonedeterminationper coun- they containonnaannanan independent provision regarding the relief

try, i.e. preferably innnaayearyearinnnwhich ananassessmentassessmenthas notnot from double taxation. Under the newnewDecree, the term during
yetyetbeen made. which the tax onondividends, interest andandroyalties cancanbbecred-

ited is nonolonger limited: ifnonoforeignnt.axcancanbe creditedas aa

Exaample 1010 result ofofArticle 55 in the year concerned, that taxtaxis consid-
ered totohave been levied by the othercountry innnthe followingYear 1 1 Year 22 Year 33
year.

Total netnetincomencoomee 5050 5050 5050
Foreign netnetincomencoomee 200200 - - It should be noted that foreign taxestaxesonondividends, interestnneresst

andandroyaltiescancanonly bebecredited ififthey are derived from the

150150is carried over from year 11totoyear 2, 100 from yearyear22toto developingcountries asaslisted innnananimplementingregulation
year 33andand5050from year 33to year 4. In the assessmentassessmentyear 3, to the Decree. The decisionas totowhetheraacountry is aaqual-
the inspectornspeccorrdiscovers that the foreign netnetincomenccomeein yearyear11 ifying country is made after consultationwith the Ministerofof

amounted toto190. Instead ofofissuinng newnewseparate determina- DevelopmentAid; it depends ononthe amountofofthe perpercapita
tions according totowhich ananamountamountofof140140is carried forward grossgrossdomestic prooduct innnthe couuntry concerned. The list ofof

from year i1totoyear 22andandananamountamountofof9090from year 22totoyear qualifyingcountries waswasamended,effective asasperperI1January

3, he nownowonlynnyyissues aadetermination regarding the carry- 1995.

over ofofananamount ofof4040from year 33to year 4. Under the new Decree,,the credit is limited to the lower of:new to

(1)(1) the amountamountofoftaxtaxactuually levied bybythe source-couuntry;6
(2) the amountamountspecifiedby the following formula:7

Xl. EMIGRATION OF ENTITIES Dividends, interest, royalties less costs
XXTax ononworldwide incomencomeeWorldwide incomeicomee

If ananentity is incorporatedunder foreign law, but effectively (3) (in the casecaseofofdividendsreceived from developingcoun-

managedanageedinnnthe Netherlands, suchsuchan entity is considered toooan tries) 2525per cent.8
be aaresident taxpayertaxpayerfor purposespurposesofofDutch law. If suchsuchanan

per

entity incursncurssforeign-soourcelosses, the taxtaxinspector issues aa The first limitation
determinationaccording totowhich suchsuchaaforeign-source loss
is carried forward to the following year. If, however, the If, innnaacertainerraannyear, there is nonoroomroomtototake all taxestaxeslevied

place ofofeffective managementmanagemnntofofthat entity is transferred to by aaforeign country into account, then anyanysurplus amount is

another couuntry innnyearyear2, the entity ceasesceasestotobebeaaresident considered totobe levied bybythe foreign couuntry innnthe follow-

taxpayertaxpayerandandthe rules for the unilateral relief from double ingngg yearyear(Article 5(3) ofofthe Decree). In other words, the

taxationare nonolongerapplicable.Therefore, the taxtaxinspector amountamount ofof taxes levied by aa foreign country has to be

nono longer allows the carrying overoverofof the foreign-source increasedby uncreditedamounts ofoftaxtaxwhich have been car-

losses totothe followingyear, i.e. the foreign-sourcelosses are ried forward. Because the first limitation is based onongross

extinnguishedd If the effective managementannagementofofthat entity is receipts andandthe credit under Article 5(1)(b) ofofthe Decree is

transferredback totothe Netherlands in yearyear4, the reliefwhich based ononnetnetresults, the reliefwill beberestricted totothe secondsecond
wouldwouuldnormallynotnotbe granted under the Decree is available. limitation innnthe majority ofofcases.

To avoidvvooidthe possible abuse ofofsuchsuchsituations the Decree
The secondecoonndlimitation

contains anananti-abuse rule. It applies totoall casescasesinnnwhich aa

taxpayertappayerceasesceasestooobe aaresident (other than by waywayofofliqui- The numeratorumeratorofofthe above fractionconsists ofofthe amountofof

ddation) andandin which the taxpayerreturnstaxpayer returnstothe Netherlands dividends, interest andandroyalties totobe taken intonnooaccountaccountinnn
within eight years after emigration. The article applies if, in the yearyearconcernedonceereedless the costs directly related thereto.

the yearyearpreceding the yearyearin which the taxpayertaxpayerceasedceasedtoto Theoretically,although notnotexpressly stated innnthe text ofofthe

be aa resident taxpayer, ananamountamountofofforeign negative net Decree, there are twotwowayswaysto take these costs into account;
incomencomeeeligible for reliefhas been determined innnaccordance (1) the semi-net method: the amountamountofofthe foreign divi-

with Article 3a3aofofthe Decree. In suchsuchaacase, the foreignneg- dends, interest andandroyalties reduced bybythe costs directly
ative netnetincomeicoomeeis deemed totohavehavebeen determined innnthe related thereto;
year preceding the year in which the taxpayertaxpayerceases to be aa

resident taxpayer.
6. Art. 5(1)(b)).
7. The credit for the foreign taxtaxonondividends, interest andandroyalties can be

XII. CREDITS
lowerowerrthan the foreign taxtaxactuallyccuaalyypaidaaid(Art. 5(1)(b), as the Netherlandsdoes notnot

wish totoprovide reliefeeleeffor aahigher amountamountofoftaxtaxthan it wouldouuldhave leviedlvveeditself
ononthis income. Therefore, the Netherlands, asaswellwellasasmanymanyother countries,

For purposes ofofthe application ofof the credit method, the impose this secondsecondlimitationlmmiaatonntotothe credit. This limitationlmmiattonnis expressedby aafrac-

overall-methodhas been maintained. Therefore, the tax due
tiontonnwhich isssvery similar totothe oneonein Art. 3(1) of the Decree.

8. The third limitationlmmtiaatonn(Art. 5(2)) onlynnyyrefers totodividends, i.e. notnottotointerest

onondividends, interest andandroyalties which are part ofofthe bai- andandroyaltites.
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(2) the net method: the amount of the foreign dividends, next year is increased by the amount of the uncredited tax
interest and royalties reduced by all costs related thereto. levied at source. The second limitation is not affected by this

carry-forward. Therefore, the numerator of this fraction is
Carry-forwardof uncreditedtaxes leviedat source not, as in the case of the exemptionmethod, increasedby that

If the foreign tax on dividends, interests and royalties is part of the income for which no reliefhas been granted.
higher than the (proportionately attributed) Dutch tax The followingexample illustrates this point (assuminga cor-

thereon, part of the tax will remain uncredited. Pursuant to porate tax of 40 per cent and a foreign withholding tax of 25
Article 5(3), the foreign tax which remains uncreditedcan be per cent):
carried forward to the next year. The first limitation in the

Example 11

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Profits less losses 200 200 200
Foreign-source interest 100 20
Costs 80

Relief is granted as follows:
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

First limitation
25% x 100 = 25 (25% x 20) + 17= 22 14

Second limitation
100-80 20 0

200
x 80 = 8.

200
x 80 = 8

200
x 80 = 0

To be credited 8 8 0
Carry-forward 25-8=17 22-8 = 14 14

XIII. PASS-THROUGHENTITIES change of ownership at the beginning of 1998), the amount
thus carried forward is left out of consideration for purposes

Under the old Decree, a popular tax planning device was the of the computationof the relief in 1998 and is not carried for-
use of entities which disposed of a large amount of accumu- ward to 1999.
lated foreign net income, before fully or almost fully termi- The provision does not prevent application of the relief in
nating their business.9 In order to stop this abuse, a new Art- cases in which the entity benefits from the ,relief (up to the
icle 10 has been added to the Decree. The provision likewise amont of the profits carried forward) in the same year in
applies for taxes on dividends, interest and royalties which which all conditions of Article 10 of the Decree are met (i.e.would normally qualify for a credit. where the cessation of business and change of ownership
According to Article 10, foreign-sourceprofits which can occurs in the same year.
be carried forward pursuant to Article 3(3) of the Decreewill
not be taken into account for purposes of the computationof Example 13
the reliefunder Article 3(1). This implies the following: Assume that foreign-sourceprofits were carried forward to
If an entity ceases its business in year 1, the foreign-source 1996, that the entity ceases its business on 1 March 1996 and
profits are carried forward to year 2. If there is a change of that the original owners can no longer benefit from the relief
shareholders in year 2, the foreign-sourceprofits thus carried after 1 April 1996. In such a case, the entity can still claim
forward are no longer taken into account in that year, nor are applicationof the relief for the entire 1996 tax year.10they carried forward to any future year.

Example 12

Assume that foreignprofits of200 have been carried forward
from 1996 to 1997. In 1997, the entity ceases its business 9. Once the business was terminated the original shareholders in the entity
(without going into liquidation). In May 1998, new share- would no longerhave been able to benefit from the reliefforforeign-sourceprof-
holders take over the entity and,newbusiness operationsstart. its.

By the endof 1998, the net result amounts to 100 and the for- 10. This can be concluded from the wording of the provision, according to
which foreign profits are no longer taken into account in the followingyear, i.e.

eign net income amounts to 50. Although an amount of 200 in the fnancial year following the year in which the conditions for relief were

has been carried forward from 1997 to 1998 (there is no met.
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increase tax revenues as well as to strengthen financial instrumentsare discussed in this
the acceptanceof tax regimes among dissertation. Geldgids voor scholierenen studenten96/97.
taxpayers.The author analyses fiscal (B. 116.053) Deventer, Kluwer. 1996, pp. 241.
amnesties as introduced in Germany, ISBN: 90 200 1812 4.
Switzerlandand the USA, and makes Steuern im Verfassungsstaat.Symposionzu Guide for scholars and students. This guide
suggestionsof how to improve their efficiency. Ehren von Klaus Vogel. contains an overview of important information

(B. 115.915) Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 128. students need, i.e. the obtainingofhousing,
DEM 48. ISBN: 3 406 41571 7. entrepreneurship,the obtaining ofjobs,
Taxes in a constitutionalstate. Publicationin governmentstipendiums for study, etc.

honourof Klaus Vogel, 65th anniversary.With (B. 115.917)
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Meering,A.; Jonker, E.N.; Buis, W.; a.o. reversal of the burden of proofand the burden United Kingdom
Elsevierbelasting almanak 1997.42nd ofproof in case of administrative fines. The
Edition. book explains the existing regulations and ButterworthsFinanceBill 1997 handbook.
Amsterdam,Bonaventura. 1997, pp. 472. gives a critical analysis of those regulations London, Butterworths. 1997, pp. 323.
NLG 31.50. ISBN: 90 6882 274 8. and the jurisprudenceand investigateswhether GBP 27.95. ISBN: 0 406 99944 9.
Annual updated edition of guide for filing the the regulations are in accordancewith Article The provisions relating to VAT, air passenger
1996 individual income tax return and the 6 of the ECHR. The book is for scholars, duty, insurancepremium tax, income tax,
1997 net wealth tax return. practitionersand students. corporation tax, capital gains tax, inheritance
(B. 116.036) (B. 115.896) tax and stamp duty. With commentary.

(B. 116.133)
Kluwer belastingggids 1997. Wisselink,M.A.

Deventer,Kluwer. 1997, pp. 542. NLG 28.50. Fiscale informatie-uitwisselingtussen Soares, Patrick.
ISBN: 90.2001 8493. Europeseen andere landen. Offshore investment in UK land: tax-efficient
Annual guide to help individuals to file their Deventer,Kluwer. 1996. structures. 2nd Edition.
1996 income tax form and calculate their 1997 Fiscale Monogratien,No. 79, pp. 350. London, FT Law & Tax, 21-27 Lamb's
net wealth tax. NLG 86.50. ISBN: 90 200 1858 2. ConduitStreet, London WC1N 3NJ. 1996,
(B. 116.059) Exchangeof informationbetweenEuropean pp. 426. ISBN: 07 5200 2422.

and other countries. The book contains an The book.looks at the tax provisions which
Kavelaars,P. overview of all internationalregulations in the must be consideredwhen foreign,companies
Loonheffingen. field of exchange of informationand the and'individualsseek to invest in or develop or

Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. Netherlands implementationof those. trade in UK land. It looks.at the basic tax
Fiscale Hand- en Studieboeken,No. 8, Moreover, the legal protection regulation provisions and the armouryof anti-avoidance
pp. 682. NLG 250. ,ISBN: 90 200 1830 2. (WIB) of the Netherlands and its shortcomings sections available to the UK Revenue. The law
Wage tax. The book provides acomplete are explained. is stated as at 1 August 1996.
overview of all aspects of the Wage Tax Act (B. 115.905) (B. 116.089)
and premiums. Moreover, the tax system
applying to a cross-borderemployeeis Steuern im Verfassungsstaat.Symposionzu

explained.The book is very useful for Portugal Ehren von Klaus Vogel.
practitionersand students. Munich, VerlagC.H.Beck. 1996, pp. 128.
(B. 115.925) Portugal. Juridique, fiscal, social. DEM 48. ISBN: 3 406 41571 7.

Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Taxes in a constitutionalstate. Publication in
Rouwers, R.W.G. 1996. honourof Klaus Vogel, 65th anniversary.With
Buitenlandsebelastingplicht;drie contributionsby Paul Kirchhof(constitutionalDossiers InternationauxFrancis Lefebvre,
inkomensbestanddelenin historisch 304. FFR 410. ISBN: 2 85115 309 9. justificationof taxes), DieterBirk (taxationof

pp.
perspectief. Monographdescribingcompany law, families in the UK and in Germany), and

Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande. 1996, accounting law, labour law and taxation in Moris Lehner (role of the Parliament in the

pp. 386. NLG 89. ISBN: 90 5458 384 3. Portugal, followed by a.discussionof the enactmentof tax treaties).
Taxationof non-residents.The book deals with Portugal-Francetax treaty. (B. 115.959)
all aspects of the calculationof profits (B. 116.118)
attributable to a permanentestablishment,real Residents and non-residents.Liabilities to

estate income and income from a participation tax in the United Kingdom.
in the profit of a company managed from the

Spain
London, Inland Revenue. 1996, pp. 59.

Netherlands.The book is especially useful for Bookletexplaining what is meant by
practitioners in the field of international residence, ordinary residenceand domicile
taxation and also for researchers and students. Mementoprtico Edersa-FrancisLefebvre: and how these factors affect how much income
(B. 116.063) Fiscal 1995. tax and capital gains tax individual taxpayers

Madrid, Edersa-EdicionesFrancis Lefebvre, have to pay in the UK.

Kouwenhoven,F.D. S.A., GeneralPern 22, 28020 Madrid, Spain. (B. 116.071)
BTW in kort bestek. 2nd Edition. 1995, pp. 1373. ISBN: 84 88277 19 9.

Deventer,Fed. 1996, pp. 175. Handbook in Spanish containing an entire Wareham,Robert; Dolton, Alan.
ISBN: 90 6002 635 7. explanationof the Spanish tax system in force Tolley's value added tax 1996-97.
A short overview of the value added tax.

as of 12 March 1995. 13th Edition.

Entrepreneurs,governments and individuals (B. 116.092) Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.
are faced with aspects of VAT, regardless of 1996, pp. 872. GBP 33.95.
their place of establishment.The Netherlands A comprehensivedetailedguide to value
VAT is based upon EC Directives. Moreover, Switzerland added tax including the legislationand

taxpayers often have to pay VAT in other EU relevantcase law to the date of the Finance
MemberStates. The book explains all national Petrick-Rump,Barbara. Act 1996.
and internationalaspects of VAT and a lot of konomischeWirkungenvon (B. 116.049)
national and EU jurisprudence.The book is Steueramnestien.
useful for practitionersas well as for students. Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996.
(B. 115.893) FinanzwissenschaftlicheSchriften, Band 75, INTERNATIONAL

pp. 275. ISBN: 3 631 49094 1.
Koopman,R.J. Economic impacts of fiscal amnesties. Fiscal Hampton, Mark.
Bewijslastin belastingzaken. amnesties have become an importantmeans to The offshore interface. Tax havens in the
Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. increase tax revenues as well as to strengthen global economy..
FiscaleMonografien,No. 78, pp. 238. the acceptanceof tax regimes among New York, St. Martin's Press, Inc., Scholarly
ISBN: 90 2001853 1. taxpayers.The author analyses fiscal and ReferenceDivision, 175 Fifth Avenue,
Burden ofproof in tax matters. The book amnesties as introducedin Germany, New York, N.Y. 10010, USA 1996, pp. 272.
describes how the burden ofproof is divided in Switzerlandand the USA, and makes ISBN: 0 312 16412 2.
tax matters. A distinction is made between the suggestionsofhow to improve their efficiency. The author examines.theadvantages and
burden of proof in normal tax procedures, (B. 115.915) disadvantagesof offshore incentive legislation,
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the role of offshore centres in international OECD Mexico
commerceand their relationshipwith larger
economies. Includes case studies on Jersey and The taxationof global trading of financial GuzmanValencia,E.; GutirrezBarbosa, G.
the Caribbean, offshore finance in London, instruments.A discussion draft. Contenidoy estructurade la Ley de Hacienda
regulations and Euro currencies. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo- Municipal.
(B. 116.102) operation and Development. 1997, pp. 43. Guadalajara,Indetec. 1996, pp. 345.

The report was discussedby the Committeeon ISBN: 968 7544 10 4.

Tanzi, Vito; Zee, Howell H. Fiscal Affairs in January 1997. It describes the The structure and contents of local tax law.
Fiscal policy and long-rungrowth. challengesposed to tax authorities by the The book analyses the local tax law applicable
Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund. developmentof global trading and provides a in the states of Mexico. The authors analyse
1996. IMFWorking Paper WP/96/119,pp. 32. basis for a discussionbetween tax authorities the characteristicsof local taxes, contributions,
This paper discusses in a systematicand and between tax authorities and taxpayers on exemptionsand finally, proposea model for a

comprehensiveway the existing literature on the issues raised by global trading. local tax law to be applied to every state.

the relationshipbetween the growth of (B. 116.157) (B. 18:943)
countries' economies and various public
finance instruments,such as tax policy,
expenditurepolicy, and overall budgetary NORTH AMERICA
policy, from the perspectiveof allocative LATIN AMERICA

efficiency, macroeconomicstability, and
income distribution. It concludesthat fiscal Argentina Canada
policy could play a fundamentalrole in

shaping the long-run growth performanceof Asorey, Rubn O. Canadian federal budget, 28,February 1997.
countries. Reorganizacionesempresariales.Aspectos Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional

(B. 116.073) societarios, fiscales, antimoboplicose Publishing. 1997, pp. 60.

intemacionales.;Business reorganization in ISBN: 0 459 57562 7.

International tax glossary. 3rd Revisededition. Argentina. Corporate, tax, antitrustand Budgetaryproposalsof the Ministerof

Editor Susan M. Lyons. internationalaspects. Finance, the Hon. Paul Martin, with

Amsterdam,IBFD PublicationsBV. 1996, Buenos Aires, La Ley S.A. 1996, pp. 299. commentaryby Stikman,Elliott.

pp. 356. NLG 95. ISBN: 90 70125 85 4. ISBN: 950 527 161 1. (B. 116.146)
Approximately500 new terms are given clear, This interesting and unique book on this
concise definitions in this revised third edition, subject is.a complete analysis of the Argentine Ward's tax treaties 1996-1997.Representing
making in total over 2000 tax terms which are rules on reorganizations(mergers, divisions the current international tax treaties to

covered in English. Also included is a and transferof assets)fromacorporate, tax 30 November 1996.

significantlyexpandedcross-referencing and anti-trust legislationviewpoint. Besides Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional

system, as well as French, German and the in-depth analysis,containedin its Spanish Publishing. 1996, pp. 1652.

Spanish equivalentsof 400 essential terms. sections, it is worth mentioning that the book ISBN: 0 459 57558 9.

(B. 115.507) contains a section written in the English Compilationof English texts of double

language in which the author considers the taxation treaties concludedby Canada with

The foundationsofpublic finance. 2 Volumes. most importantaspects of the Argentine other countries.

EditorPeter M. Jackson. legislationregardingbusiness reorganizations. (B. 116.147)
Cheltenham,EdwardElgar PublishingLtd., 8 This English section contains, amongstothers,
LansdownPlace, Cheltenham, chapters on federal and local tax aspects of
Gloucestershire,GL50 2HU, United Kingdom. business reorganizations,anti-trust law, USA
1996. transfers within the same economicgroup, and
The InternationalLibrary of Critical Writing in internationalreorganizationsunder Argentine Petrick-Rump,Barbara.
Economics,No. 71, pp. 900. GBP 175. law. Moreover, the English section includes an konomischeWirkungenvon

The book presents the most importantarticles Appendixwith the most importantarticles of Steueramnestien.
and papers tracing the developmentof public the corporations, transferof going concern and Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996.
finance from the earliest tolls and customs antitrust laws affecting reorganizations.The FinanzwissenschaftlicheSchriften,Band 75,
duties levied on goods and land to more Spanish section is divided into XIII chapters: pp. 275. ISBN: 3 631 49094 1.

complex tax systems up to 1950. This legal aspects ofbusiness reorganizations, Economic impacts of fiscal amnesties. Fiscal
publication is a companion to and business reorganizationsand anti-trust law, amnestieshave become an importantmeans to

complements the work ModernPublic business reorganizationsand tax law, mergers, increase tax revenues as well as to strengthen
Finance (editorA.B. Atkinson), which covers division ofenterprises,sales and transfers the acceptanceof tax regimes among
the recentdevelopments in public finance from within an economicgroup, corporate taxpayers. The author analyses fiscal
1950. The book (covers 41 articles, dating transformation,the transfer of taxing rights amnesties as introduced in Germany,
from 1662 to 1959) appears in the series The and obligations,business reorganizationsand Switzerlandand the USA, and makes
InternationalLibrary ofCriticalWritings in other federal taxes, business reorganizations suggestionsofhow to improve their efficiency.
Economicswhich is an essential reference and local taxes, use of tax benefits, other (B. 115.915)
source for students, researchersand lecturers consequencesof reorganizations,international
in economics. tax-free reorganizations,and, international tax- Tax ideas.
(B. 58.281) free reorganizationsin the comparative law. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1996.

Finally, an Appendixcontaining the most This two volumes loose-leafpublication
Miedzynarodowystownik podatkowy. importantrules on reorganizationsis included covers a collectionof articles providing tax-

Amsterdam,IBFD Publications.BV.;Warsaw, in the book. saving strategies for individuals, families, and
Polskie WydawnictwoEkonomiczneS.A. (B. 58.266) businesses. Volume I covers planning for

1997, pp. 606. ISBN: 83 208 0986 X. individuals and families, real estate, securities,
Polish translationof the 1996 International and other investments,retirementand

tax.glossary,covering definitionsof over compensationplanning, and estate planning.
2000 terms. VolumeII covers strategies for specific forms

(B. 116.070) ofbusiness, business operations,.purchases,
sales, and other transfers ofbusinesses,
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complianceplanning, and a glossary. Future Loose-leaf France
supplementswill keep the work up-to-date.

1 (B. 116.113) Fiscalitpratique-Droits d'enregistrementset

de timbre
Horten, M.; GrafKageneck, K.E. Services

release 1
Joint ventures in den USA. Wirtschaftliche, Levallois-Perret,Editions,FrancisLefebvre.
rechtlicheund steuerlicheAspekte. Received between 1 and
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 292. 31 March 1997 Juris Classeur-Chiffre d'affaires-
DEM 84. ISBN: 3 406 39838 3. Commentaires
Introduction to the economic, legal and tax release 6172
aspects ofjointventures inthe USA. It Ed. du Juris Classeur, Paris.
includes detailed current US law regarding frica
amongst others: transactionnegotiation and Rglementationsociale pratique/Scurit
evaluationagreement,joint venture and Droit des affaires en Afrique sociale lgislationdu travail
shareholders' agreements, technology licence releases 3 and 4 release4
and technical assistanceagreement, trademark Paris, Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique. Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre.
licence agreement, etc.

(B. 116.076)
Australia GermanyStephens,R.B.; Maxfild, G.B.; Lind, S.A.;

Calfee, D.A. Australian tax practice: Deutsches SteuerlexikonFederal estate and gift taxation. 7th Edition. Rulings and guidelines releas 10-

Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1997, release 205 Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck.
pp. 2500. ISBN: 0 7913 2722 1. North Ryde, Butterworths.
An extensiveexplanationof the federal estate

and gift taxation, including the.generation-
Deutsche Steuerpraxis- Nachschlagwerk

skipping transfer tax. Future supplementswill praktischerSteuerflle

keep this loose-leafpublicationup-to-date in Belgium release 173

the context of legislative, administrative,and Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

judicial changes and expansionof the law. BTW gecordineerdeaanschrijvingen
(B. 116.045) release 16 Das Einkommensteuerrecht.Kommentarzum

Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen. Einkommensteuergesetz
Littmann-Bitz-MeinckeTax treaties.

Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1995. Commentairedu Code.des impts sur les release 30

Loose-leafpublication in three volumes revenues Stuttgart, VerlagSchffer.

reproducing the full official text ofevery release 5

treaty, supplementarytreaty, or protocol Brussels, MinistryofFinance. Handbuchder Besteuerungdes Grundbesitzes

relating to income taxes and estate and gift
release 61

taxes. Official documents,such as the text of Guide fiscal permanent Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

the 1977, 1981 and 1996 US Model Income releases 721-723
Tax Treaty, Council ofEurope-OECD Diegem, Ced Samsom. Kommentarzum Aussensteuerrecht

Conventionon Mutual Administrative Flick-Wassermeyer-Becker
Assistance in Tax Matters (with commentary)

release 38

and the 1977 and the 1992 OECD Income Tax Canada Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

Treaty are appended.The publication is
updated up to 1996 and future supplements Foreign investmentin Canada

Kommentarzum Abgabenordnungund

will keep the book up-to-date. release 2 Finanzgerichtsordnung
(B. 116.112) Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional Hbschmann-Hepp-Spitaler

release 151
Publishing. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.'Rhoades, Rufus V.; Langer, Marshall J.

-

Rhoades & Langer, US internationaltaxation
and tax treaties. 6 Volumes. Steuererlassein Karteiform

New York, Matthew Bender. 1996. Denmark release 425

This completely reorganized loose-leaf Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

publicationreplaces the former Income Skattebestemmelser

taxation of foreign related transactionsby the
- Skattenyt-Kronologisk Steuerrechtsprechungin Karteiform

same authors. The work covers US releases 5 and 6 releases 541 and 542

international tax law, and annotated texts of
- Skattebestemmelser- Systematisk Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.

ratified income tax treaties concludedby the release 3
'

US, in 6 binders up-to-date to December 1996, Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket Umwandlungsrecht
including the new US income tax treaties Informationskontor. Wismann-Mayer
concludedwith Switzerlandand Austria, and release 35

the revisionof the US Model Income Tax Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag.
Treaty. Future supplementswill keep this European Union
publicationup-to-date.
(B. 116.082) Handboekvoor de Europese Gemeenschappen International

Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken.-

release 377 Interfisc tax treaty service
Deventer, Kluwer. John Dewhurst

release 76
London, J.F. Chown.
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Netherlands Vakstudie- Fiscale encyclopedie Simon's Direct Tax Service
Inkomstenbelasting1964 release 25--

Cursus belastingrecht releases 1035-1040 London, Butterworths.

Mobach - Investeringsregelingen
release 252 release 184 Simon's Tax Intelligence
Deventer,Gouda Quint. - Lokale belastingenen milieuheffing releases 8-11

release 50 London, Butterworths.

Handboekvoor de in- en uitvoer -Loonbelasting
Algemenewetgeving inzake douane release 671 De Voil Indirect tax service-

-

release 261 - Omzetbelasting releases 15 and 16
Gecombineerdenomenclatuur releases 316-319 London, Butterworths.-

release 132 - Sucessiewet1956

Deventer,Kluwer. releases 191 and 191
Vennootschapsbelasting1969-

USA
Kluwers fiscaal zakboek releases403-410
releases 1,1 and 12 - Vermogensbelasting1964

Deventer,Kluwer. releases 181 and 182 Structuringforeign investment in US real

Deventer,Kluwer.
estate

Kluwers tarievenboek
Knight-Doemberg
release 10

release 468 Deventer,Kluwer.
Deventer, Kluwer. Norway

Tax treaties-Report bulletin
Nederlandseregelingenvan internationaal Skatte-nytt release 13
belastingrecht A, release 2 Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont.
release 208 B, release 3
Deventer, Kluwer. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening. United States tax reportr

release 52
Nederlandsewetboeken New York, RIA-ResearchInstituteof America
release 277
Deventer, Kluwer. Switzerland Inc.

US taxationof internationaloperations
De sociale verzekeringswetten Rechtsbuchder schweizerBundessteuern

releases 2-4
Algemenedeel release 99-

release 107 Basel, VerlagfrRecht und Gesellschaft,AG. Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont.

AOW/AWW-

release 87
Deventer,Kluwer. United Kingdom
Staats- en administratiefrechtelijkewetten Simon's Tax Cases
release 335 releases 8-11
Deventer,Kluwer. London, Butterworths.
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INTERNATIIONAL

TRENDS IN SOCIAL TAXATIOX
Dr David Williams

Professor of Tax Law, Centre for Commercial Law Sttudiess, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Universittyof London

I.I. IINTRODUCTION of some members of the state famiily otherwise than

throughgenerral taxation.The initial approach of social insur-

The task isis to carry out...a more.adequatecomprrehenssiionof ance was limited rather than universsall..6 Its sstrrength llay in

the doctrine of the ssociial, rather than the .indiviidual,forces in providingaafinancialstructure to ease the economicprressssures
taxation ofof the new industrial structuressrrucuress uponupon their workforces.7

(Seligman, Essssays ininTaxation, 11908)
This article isisdessigned too ssupplementthe debate about trends 1.1. ThereThereeisssmuchmuchpoteential confusion ofoflanguageaanngguuaggeeinnnthis areea, andandthetheefollow-

in taxation with an examination of social taxation. To this ingingdefinitionsarearetherefore offered for thethe termserrmsusedusedininthis article andandrelatedeeateed
discussion ininorderorderto.assistsssssttthetheereadereeaadeerrtoo obtain aaclearceearrview ofofwhat isss intended.

end, the article addresses two topicss.. Fiirrsst, itit comments on The chameleon term socialsocialisssused too indicatearrangementsororinstitutions thatthatt

discerned trends and possssiblle trends in social ttaxatiion, arearepuublic generalgeneralschemes for thetheepersonal benefitofofindividuuals,with thetheepuub-

refllecting on aacenturry since the first social ssecurity schemes lic elementeeemeenttbeingbeingdefined bybygeneral lawaaw ororotherttheerrprocessesprocessesassociatedassssoccateedwith gov-
ernment. SocialSoccaltaxestaxessarearetaxesaaxxessthat are earmarkedororhypothecated inn some wayway

were introduced.Second, the reviewof trends isisunderpiinned so thatthattthetheefunds collected from thethee taxaaxx are expendedexpendedfor socialsooccaalpuurpossees. Theso are

by an attempt toto cllarify what should be included inin the dis- designnatioonofofaapayment asasaamx isssdiscussed atatleenngth.beloow.A socialooccaalcontri-

cussion: what arearesocialsocialtaxes, social charges and social,con- bntion isssaapayment too aasocialooccaalinsurancennsuuraannceescheme. This may bebestated more geen-

tributions, and when should they be compared with other erally totobebeaaform ofofsocial charge where it is designeddessgnneedtoo reflect sspeecific paay-
ments too socialooccaal insurancennssuraanceeschemes inncluudinng thosethosee from persons who cannot

taxes There isis nono assssumption, however, behind'*this article direectly themselves benefit from thetheescheme. InIn this article, hhooweevver, thetheetermerm

thatthattsocialsocialtaxestaxesareareaanecessary orordesirable form ofoftaxation social contributio/t is usedusedtooocover all payments into aasocial insurancensuurancceefuunnd,

or the reverse. This was and isis in debate at-both ends ofofthe occal ss too thetheemeaningmeeaanng ofofaapaymentpaaymeentintonto aasocialsoccaalwel-
-

while social charge is confined
-

century, but itit raisesraisesissues beyond the sscope ofofthis ssurvey.
fare fund. InInother words, aapaaymeent issseither aasocialsooccaalcontribution ororaasocialsoccaal

ccharge. Howeevveer, thethe usageusageofofotherttherrtermseermssisssnotnotmeantmeanttoo bebemutuuallyexclusive.
Nor are the wider issues of the nature, valuevalueand effects of In,other wordswordsaasocialsoccaalcontributionororsocialsooccaalchargecharge may both, inin aaparticularparttccularr
earmarkedor hypothecatedtaxes addressed--allthoughtitmay cconteext,'bebe forms ofofsocial,tax. Social ittsm'ance isssusedusedtoo designate insuranceinsurance

riightly be observed,-that social ssecuriity charges and,taxes''can schemes thatthatt areare state--mandated andand state-reegulateed whereby persons areare

to too too soccaal
be viewed as the most importantofofthe earmarked taxes.2 required o contribute a,fund from which persons areareentitled claim social

as bbeennefits, butbutwhere claimscaamss for benefit maymayonlyonnyybebe mademadebybymembers ofofthethee
scchheeme, andandwhere meembership involves atatleasteeasttsomesomeliability tooopaypaycontribu-
tions. Faamily andandddeepeenndeents ofofmembers are also usuually allowed toooclaim onon

thetheebasis ofofthetheemember's contribution liability. A scheme where beneficiaries

II.II. TOWARDSAPOCALYPSEOR ZENITH needneed notnotbebe contributors oror members may bebe describeddesscrribeedasas aa social weefare
scheme.There isssclearlyceeaarry room for inndividduual nationalapproachestoo blur possible
distinctionsbetween thesetheesse two kinds ofofschemes andandfinance. One scheme may

A recent overview by the European Commiissssiion, comment- organizeorgaanze bybymeans ofofaasocialsocialinsurancenssuuraannccescheme'whatwhatanotheranottherrstatesae organizes byby
ing on devellopmentts in the lastlast two,decades within Western means ofofaa socialsocialwelfare scheme (for eexxaample, health ccaare). Social sseeccuurity

Europe notes that: Between 1980 and 11994, the Eurropean tendseendss toto bebe usedused asas aa globalgobaal term too ,include thethee totality ofofsocialsooccaal insuranceinssuuraanccee

average of the implliicit tax rate on emplloyed labour increased schemesschemeswithin aastate, andandsometimessocialsoccaalwelfare schemes too. It isisusuallyussuuaaly
therefore aamore imprecise term thanthaan thosethosealreeaady defiineed, andandisssalsoasso usedusedinn

from 34.7 per centcenttoto40.5 perpercent. The same rateraatefor other politiccal contexts tooorefer geennerally to thetheesocialooccaalbudgetbudgetofofthetheestate.

factors ofprroductiondecreasedfrom 44.1 per centcenttoo 35.2 per 2. G. Annddersoon, innnTheThefiscal significcaancce ofofuserusercchharges andandearmarked

cent. The rate forforother types of income was broadly stable, taxes,aaxxeess,,Chhap. 22innnR. Wagnner, eed., Chharginngfor Governmentt User Chhargesandand
EarmarkedTaxes in Prinnciple andandPractice, at 20. TheThecomment is speecificcally

rising slightly from 13.1 per cent to 13.8 per cent.''3 related tooothe OASDIcontributions innnthetheeUnited States.

With what should we be imprressssed if we review the devellop-
3. Commission ofof thethee EuropeanEuroopeeannCoommuunities, Taxation.innn thethee EuropeanEuroopeeaann
Union: Reepoort onon thetheeDeevvelopmeentofofTax Systeems,November 119996, parapara2.2

ments in the socialsocial asspectts of taxation during the lastlast cen- (EC, 119996).
turry One of the clearestclearesttrends isis the growth ofofthe income 4. Compulssorysocialsoccaalinsurancenssuuraanccee- thatthatt is, statesaaeeorganizedorgaannzzeedinsuranceinssuuraanncce- started- -

tax. But this did not occur in a vacuum. Social insurancecon-
with thethe schemes introducedby the German governmentunder Bismarck atatthethe
endendofofthetheenineteenth cceentuury.

tributions and charrges and direct taxes can be viewed as one 5. The National Insurancennssuuraancceescheme isssa Britishone notnotaaUnitedKingdomone.a one

in charting the grrowth of the social activities of the state. A sseeparate, thoughthouughnow ssuubstaantially similar, scheme aapplies inn Northem Ire-
land.

A century ago, the idea ofofsocialsocial insurancenssuraancceewas starting toto 6. Noonethheless, bothbooththetheeGerman andandBritish schemes were, innnccoonteext, sur-

develop. IIdo notnotwish too retell the history ofofthe creation and prisinngly broad innn their scopescopeonon introduction: seeseeOrme Clark, The National

introduction ofof socialsocial insurance first in Germany,4 then in InsuranceActAct19111911 (Butterworths,Loonnddoon, 1199112).
7. For aa recenteccenntrehearsaleehearsaalofofthetheestreenngths andandweaknessesweaknessesofofthetheeconceptcoonccepptofof

Great Britain5 and other states. The idea was adopted around socialsooccaal inssuuraancce, andand a survey ofof thethee criticai literatuure, see A.B. Atkinsona see

the turo of the century asas aadesirable way ofbettering the lot IncomesIncomesand thetheeWeefareState, Chhaap. 1111 (CaambridgeUnivversityPresss, 119995).
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Contemporary writers, including lawyers, appear to have A. Trends in,social contributionsand charges inthe
adopted the view that the compulsory contributions of OECD
employees and employers to social benefit funding were not

part of the taxing operation of the state, but some separate All the modern highly-developed states have large welfareactivity.8 Can we take that view today infrastructures.Most of them place large part of the infra-a

A realistic view of the fiscal provisions within our states at structure in the public domain. In the case of France and its
the end of the present century reveals the social budget continental neighbours, the infrastructure is essentially pub-
(social transfers- including schemes such as social housing, lic. By contrast, currentstate practice in the use of social con-

health and education) dominatingthe public financesof most tributions to finance social insurance and social welfare

developed states. Much of this high social budget must in schemes varies widely. There are those states-Australiaand

practic be financed on a continuing basis, as in many states New Zealand being the most developed - with minimal
little of it is funded. This has led in many states to high social social contributions. Workers are expected to belong to a

contributions and charges and high taxes. It could be argued compulsory but private pension system. Any social benefits
that this is as it should be, with the citizens of the state look-, paid by the state are funded from general taxes. Denmark

ing after th state family. In other words, it is simply major used to be in that category, but has over the last few years
states enjoying for the first time this century a pace divi- introduceda social contributionbesides its private schemes.
dend.9 The respite from actual wars and cold wars was Denmark stands in contrast, (as does Iceland;) to the ,other

expected by some to lead to tax cuts, although these did not Nordic states, which have significant social contributions
affecf the social budget. That expectation has proved short- imposed on employmentincome.16
lived, and hence there has been less room than some might
have hoped to absorb growing social costs. At the opposite end of the spectrum are states with social

contributionand charge mechanisms that have come to dom-
During the last decadeof the century we are seeing, I-suggest, inate theirpublic revenues in recent years. Frarie is in this
two shifts in thinking about thesocial budget. First, wehave category, aso are many states of the former Soviet Union
seen the rapid dismantling of the largest European social (FSU). In the FSU states, as in France, the funds channelled
experiment of them all - the Soviet system.10 Second, we

hear increasingly from those with a feeling of foreboding-

almost of impendingcrisis - about the extent to which mar-

ket economies can finance social provision. A century ago,
the process of elaborating the doctrine of the social forces in

8. On of the;first,British books on the then new National Insurance scheme
taxation was beginning. We must ask whetherwe are.ending was Orme Clark, supra note 6. It.nowherementions tax,although it.does com-

the century by turning away from that approach. The impli- ment that the 1911 Act is perhaps the most novel and far-reachingmeasure that

cation is that social insurance is but another Of the passing has ever been passed by Parliament. It is novel in that it applies principles of
to

phases in the developmentof the politicaleconomy. Is it only compulsionwhich it has hitherto been believed it would be impossible apply
to the Britishpeople. (at xxvii). Clark also observes, in a briefcomparisonofthe

the Soviet experimentthat.has proved a transitionalprocess, British scheme with the other great State National.Insurance scheme - Gr-
or is social insurance also a transitionalprocess many-that the Germanscheme.iswider than the.British,andalso that, compared

with 115 sections of law in the 1911 Act, the latest revision of the German
The 1996 deficit of'the Frenchnationalsocialsecuritysystem Insurance Law contains, it is reported, some 3800 articles (at xxix).
was reported to be runningat FRF48.6 billion (USD 9.45 bil- 9. Taking the same period of 1980 to 1994 (conveniently the period used by

the World Bank in its 1996 World-DevelopmentReport) defence expenditurelion).12That was after the Jupp reforms- which.causedsuch dropped in all the high-incomeeconomiesapart from Singapore.Health, educa-
social unrest in. France earlier in 1996 -cut social security tion and social transfers formedover half the total.budgetexpenditurein 1994 in

expenditureby aboutFRF 31 billion for the year. The French all thoseeconomiessave for, again,Singaporeadalso the United ArabEmirates

system is one of the most generous and complete of social (in both of which it'had risen sharply over the period) and Israel and'Spain (in
both of which it was 49 per cent). In 1980, by contrast, it was under half total

security systems in major economies; but it has now been budgetexpenditure in the United States, the UnitedKingdom, Italy, and Canada

hovering on the brink of bankruptcy for some years. Nearly of trie G7 states as well as several other states.

halfof the public revenues of France are contributions to the 10. The World DevelopmentReport1996, 'Fromplan to market, (Oxford Uni-

social security funds and the special taxes aimed at support-
versity Press, 1996) contains an overview of, and an,extensivetselectioof the
enormous literatureabout, thisprocess.

ing those contributions.13Two thirds.of,expenditure is onthe 11. The term crisis is increasinglyused in both the literatureand the media in
social budget. The overall budget deficit was 5 per cent of this context. The writer remains agnostic to the evocation of this emotive term

GDP and the share of taxes taken by the GDP was high.14The not least.becauseit is deployed in part as a challengeby thosearguing for radical
change:Frenchgovernment'sreactionto those figures was that there 12. FinancialTimes, 11 June 1996, at 3.

is no-question of raising contributions or taxes to meet the 13. The OECD Annual-RevenueStatisticscontain total figures for collectionof

deficit. It had reached the limit. This illustration of a major social security contributions/taxes,and the figures in this article are drawn from
source not

system which it is sensed is approachingcrisis poses an open
that if otherwisespecified.
14. Figures taken.from the World DevelopmentReport 1996, see supra note 9.

challenge to social insurance. One French solution has been 15. Another French solution was to introduce proposals for a funded pension
to use general taxes to fund part of the deficit in social con- scheme (proposaladopted by the nationalAssembly,22 November1996). A fur-

tributions.15 It is, I suggest, one reason that a discussion of ther set of reforms involvedcutting the benefits obtainedby reference to particu-
lar levels ofcontributions.See, on these andotherproposalsRetraite: tout ce quitaxes and tax trends must examine the identity of social taxes va changer,Le Nouvel Observateur1674, 11 December 1996, at 6.

and contributions,ifit is.to be comprehensive. 16. For a recent review of the Scandinavianwelfare systems, see Comparative
Wefare Systems, ed. B. Greve (Macmillan, 1996), especially Chap. 6, The
Nordic WelfareModel and the EuropeanUnion by R. Ervik and S. Kuhnle.
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through social contributions can approach half the total tax B. Reasons for the trends
collectionof the state. In some states - e.g. Slovenia17- they
have crossed the halfway mark. Between the two extremes This relative growth of social contributions and charges is a
are the other major economies, such as those of the United reflectionof the underlyingpressures on social insuranceand
States, Japan, the United Kingdom, and,Italy that have social social welfare schemes over the last four decades. Those
contributions and social insurance arrangements but also same pressures are continuing.Others have illustratedclearly
leave some part of the social budget to be met either from that they will make the funding of the social budget a grow-
general taxation or by mandatedprivate means. ing problem in most states over the next two to three

decades.21 Stated simply, nearly every country developingBehind these general statements there is an unremittingpres-
-

sure to find social funding. One clear trend throughout the and developed- faces an increasinglyadverse shift in the age

secondhalfof the century isa growth in the use ofsocial con- dependency ratio, the key ratio of earners to dependants.22
tributions and charges to meet this demand. Further, the The size of the working population in most states is rising
growth in social contributions is such that in most OECD much less sharply than the populationof those over working
states the social contributions are now more important than age. In some states, such as Denmark and Italy, the ratios are

income tax. The OECD's statistics show that in 1955 Austria, sufficiently adverse that the total population of the states is

Belgium, Germany, Italy, Portugal and New Zealand had going to fall while that part of it that is retired is still growing
social contributionsthat, in total, collectedmore than income swiftly.23Recent reports in the United Kingdom suggest that

it should be added to the list of countries with predictedtax. Since then, of course, New Zealandhas abandonedsepa-
rate social contributionsand, indeed, parts of its social infra- decliningpopulations. In the UnitedKingdom this is because

of the number of women electing not to have any children.
structure. But the trend elsewhere is of the relative growth of
social contributions. By 1965, contributions in France,

Even if, therefore,we pay no attention to social contributions

Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Spain had also or taxes, we cannot avoid noting that we must either take

exceeded income tax, while in Japan the two were returning
some politically unpleasant decisions about public expendi-

roughly equal revenues. By 1992, Japanese social contribu- ture or make otherchanges that increase the numberof work-

tions were the larger collector of revenue, and Norway and ers in the population in new ways to reverse the age depen-
Switzerlandhad also joined the list. In the United States and dency trends. It may be that a shift in the ratio of female

the United Kingdom the proportion of revenues derived by
social contributions as compared with income tax had also
risen, but had not exceeded the income tax (though in the
United States it is steadily catchingup, on present trends). Of 17. My information comes from the Ministry of Finance in Ljubljana, but I

the majoreconomiesonly Canadahas an income tax growing
have not seen the statistics. The reason is a particularly adverse demographic
ratio of retired people to employees,exacerbatedby a low retirementage. Slove-

faster than social contributions.18 nian officials point out that their social contributions were the highest of any
state, at 64 per cent of payroll a couple of years ago. This is now being reduced.

The methods of collection and delivery of social contribu- 18. Thesestatements are derived from the OECD'sannual volumes ofRevenue
tions and charges also vary widely. In the United Kingdom, Statistics.The totals ofsocial contributionsand income tax are measuredagainst

everything in the core provisionofwelfare is delivered to and the GDP of the state.

19. This statement is somewhatcontentious, as education and housing benefit
by executive agencies of the state.19 In many states - Ger- delivered by local authorities, and funded in by local taxation (theare are part
many, some states of the formerSovietUnion, and the United Council Tax). However, cumulativedevelopmentshave brought both the deliv-

States - the system is national and mandatory, but is at one ery of those services and the funding levels increasinglyunder national control.

remove from the Budget and central government. In other 20. For a critical review of attempts to categorize state welfare models see P.
Baldwin, Can We Define a European Welfare State Model, Chap. 2 in Com-

states - for example, Finland - the institutional basis is not parative WefareSystems (supra note 15).
part of the state machine even at one remove, although the 21. Most dramatic in title is the World Bank report, Averting the Old Age Cri-

contributions are still compulsory. Australia, as we have sis, published in 1995. It should be noted that not everyone agrees with its

noted, has privatized the major burden of saving towards
answers,but few dissentfrom the central thrust of the reportthatthere is a demo-

graphiccrisis approaching for which some answers must be provided.
pensions - although there is still significant state involve- 22. Definitionsvary to some extent, but the key ratio is usually taken as those

ment in both the duty to make contributions and the way aged over65 comparedwith those aged between 16 and 64. Where the retirement

those contributionsare held and distributed.Measures to cut age is not 65, this will obviously need adjusting, as it should if the age at which

working life starts is not 16. In the UnitedStates, the ratio ofcurrentworkersperback the substantial income tax privileges of these arrange- social security beneficiary was a comfortable 16.5 in 1950, when current

ments in the 1996 Budget met with predictable criticism. In schemes were taking their present shapes. By 1960, this had sorted itself out to

otherwords, even here the state is still heavily involved in the 5.1, but from that point it steadily declined to 3.7 to 1 in 1970 and 3.2 to i in

business ofpensions. Superficially, the range of social insur-
1980. It is predicted to stay at that level until after 2000, when it is predicted to

decline to 2.0 to 1 in 2030 (The Economist, 14 December 1996, at 54, Social
ance and welfare structureswithin the OECD states therefore Securitiesquoting figures from Sternbusiness).A similar trend is occurring in
varies almost to the maximum2obut in all of them (bar, possi- most other developedstates, although at different rates and with differing times

bly, New Zealand) the state is heavily involved in one way or
at which the most adverse ratio is reached. A lower retirementage rapidly leads

another.
to a more serious situation. For example, in France the retirement age in many
funds is 60, and in some 55. The retirementage of 60 gives a dependencyratio in
France currently of 2.7, dropping to 2.0 in 2015. This explains the greater
urgency ofFrench reformscomparedwith those in the United States: Le Nouvel
Observateurcited at supra note 15.
23. Fora good accountof this problem see the work ofRichardDisneyand oth-
ers of the Institute of Fiscal Studies in London (especially Disney's recent inau-

gural lecture at QMW).
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workers to male workers will provide a solution in some clearly there. The arrangements states deploy have a higher
states.24 That or any other rout to a solution must affect our profile than they had two decades ago. They are often operat-
discussions indirectlyeven if it does not do so directly. ing in different contexts to those for which they were

The cost of the longevityofpensioners is compoundedby the designed four or more decades ago. Furthermore, their
to more

growing unit cost of their health care. This is becoming importance will continue become significant. It is

increasingly expensive both as technology improves and against that background that I suggest that we need to exam-

ine rather more closely how funds are now transferred for
expectations rise, but.also as cheap methods of treatment

social We cannot ignore form of income that issuch as penicillin and quinine start to lose effect. This argues
purposes. a a

revenues
for a real increase in the cost of social budgets even without significant part of the public tax of each of the G7

and of all but three of the OECD member
demographicchanges.Less dramatically,we could chart sim- states, states.

to see we cannot
ilar pressures at work in other areas of social expenditure Equally, the full picture ignore the signifi-

-

such as housing costs. Those changes, inevitably, reinforce
cant compulsory transfers taking place in those states and
others - under other names. Any account of the income taxthe underlying demographic pressures. In other words, the
and its effects the time is complete without

trends indicated in the last paragraph are set to continue for
at present not an

account also of social taxes, contributionsand charges.
up to another four decades before there is any easing of the

underlyingpressures. Can the fiscal systems of states sustain
that kind of growth in social burden, and can they do so with-
out changing from the existing frameworks for handling the III. ARE SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONSAND
funding of social insurance and social welfare This is the CHARGES FORMS OF TAXES
dilemma facing those charged with reviewing the methods of
collecting social taxes and charges. Despite the contentionin the last paragraph,many surveys do

ignore social taxes and contributionsaltogether.This appears
sometimes to be for pragmatic reasons. Sometimes it is for

C. Trends in other states doctrinaire reasons.28 On the other hand, there are many who

say that whether a social contribution is or is not a tax does
Nor is there a consistentpicture among the new economiesor not matter. To the macroeconomistor public finance com-
otherdevelopingstates.25 Ofcourse, the pooreststates are not mentator, it may not matter what we call the payments. If we
able to organize social schemes except on extremely limited view the payments in terms of their efficacy, or in terms of
bases. Much ofAsia now presents a differentpicture. Among the economic burdens they place on individuals or business,
the so-called tiger states we find a heavy compulsory long- that is a fair observation. Another view is that it is obvious
term savings scheme in Singapore, with a lesser but also sig- what the payments are, and names do not matter. However,
nificant model in Malaysia. We also find high social contri- we must resist the false logic of viewing the system as a
butions in India. Korea has been expanding its social security whole, and then offering proposals for reform for only one

systems this decade. Nevertheless, in Thailand, also a tiger part of it. Again, from the point of view of the analyst that
economy, contributionsare still low. Support is still found by may be so, because the analyst has a clear view of the pos-
many in the extended family and in subsistencefarming, as it
is in much of China.

For completeness, we should note those states that do not 24. PatriciaApps has suggested that this applies to Australia. ,

need social contributions to be paid by earners, because they 25. For an overview see the World Bank report on Aging, note 3. See also K.

are paid directly from state wealth. I refer to the Gulf states
Nielsen, Eastern European Welfare Systems in Comparative Perspective,
Chap. 10 in ComparativeWefareSystems (supra note 16).

and similar countries,and also the smalleststates and territo- 26. The argument for retreat is put pithily in A false choice, The Economist,
ries like Bermuda, where the state can fund hospitals and 14 December 1996, at 20: privatisationwould lighten the demographiccloud...

pensions with minimal taxes or contributions, perhaps from which threatens to bring vastly greater federal budget deficits [in the United
States]. Without reform, Congress will one day either have to raise taxes or

oil revenues or from revenues from tax haven activities. penalize millions of pensioners.Neither is exactly a vote winner.For contrast-

It is not my task in this article to develop stories of crisis from ing views in France, including those opposing privatization, see Le Nouvel
Observateur,supra note 15, and the article that follows on at 30, Les germes

these trends. They do, however,pose a challenge. Should our d'une privatisationde la retraite.

reaction to the problem be that of retreat,26 or should we still 27. Seligman, A quarter century's progress in taxation, (1908) Proceedings
be moving forward Do we continue to discern the slow and of the American Economic Association, also incorporated into later editions of

his Essays in Taxation (Seligman, 1911), at 18.
laborious growth of justice in taxation or are we remindedof 28. I remember, for example, being strongly criticized by the formidablePro-

Seligman'sone lesson from the history of taxation, that the fessor Nooteboom of the Netherlands at the International Fiscal Association

ethical ideals of a tax system themselves depend for their Congress in 1983 (when for the only time at the annual IFA congresses social
contributionswre a major item of discussion) for daring to suggest in the ple-realization upon the economic forces that are continually session that social security contributions He told from the

transformingthe face of human society27
nary were taxes. me

chair of the Congress that social contributionswere certainlynot taxes, but were

insuranceof the same kind as compulsoryproperty insurance in certain cantons
This brief sketch is designed.to emphasize the lack of a pat- of Switzerland.Nobody, I might add, came to my defence. I was told in the cor-

tern in the approaches takenby states to the use of social con- ridors afterwards that no one at that time would call social contributions in the

tributions and charges to fund social insurance and welfare Netherlands a tax for fear of the consequences- and I do not recall that the per-
son making that comment was joking. See the annual Cahiers for that year. The

schemes. In this disparate rangeof choices, it may seem opti- report before the Congress was on social security contributions as a factor in
mistic to think about general trends. Nonetheless, they are international trade by MNEs.
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ition and does not engage in false logic. Is that true ofevery-. purposes.3* This definition implicitly assumes that some

one affected by the system kinds of contribution - for example, those to Australian

superannuationschemes- are not within the definition. That
Viewed in other ways - including I suggest the way many of

we must also examine.
the public view things- the distinctionmay be important. To
a lawyer, it can be important. This is because of the constitu- These views, and others, accept the common feature of com-
tional and administrative limitations placed on state powers pulsion.32 It is the use of the coercive power of the state that,
to tax, and which do not apply to privatepayments to pension I suggest, should be used as the dividing factor in what we are

plans. Similarly, the controls applied to taxes and similarpay- to count as social contributions. If the contributions are vol-
ments are often different in quality to those applied to private untary, then according to this view they are not taxes. If they
pension and insuranceschemes. The discipline- or lack of it compulsory, then they taxes. This distinction shouldare are

of the marketplacereplaces the politicaldiscipline or lack be on the face of the legislationnecessary require- -

apparent to
of it - applying to public funds.29 the compulsion. The issue of compulsion is critical. It is the

I suggest it also matters from a political point of view, partly one common feature of all taxes, and therefore the one com-

because public perceptions of taxes are often sharply differ- mon reference point for any general or comparative discus-

ent to perceptions of social contributions,and even of social sion. It marks the pointat which the state has decided to inter-

charges. For example, if we include social contributions as fere with the market- or personal choice - in a direct way.

taxes, but exclude compulsory contributions to private pen- How it has chosen to do so is a matter of means rather than

sion schemes (as current OECD and IMF statistics show), ends.

Australia is a low-taxd state, while France is a high-taxed
state. If we exclude all contributions, public and private,

The argument that the crucial factor ofcompulsion is central

France becomes a low-taxedstate. Conversely, if we include to the debate can be justified from several standpoints.There

both sets of payments, Australia's low tax status is forfeit. is, it is suggested, a fundamental difference between telling
Which is right The economic reality is that the populations

someone:If you want to do this, you must do it this way, and

of both states are subject to heavy labour-related taxes and not that way, and telling that person You must do this, and

social contributions and charges. Is itperceived that way by you must do it this way. That is the difference between

voters and those for -whom they vote allowing someone to contribute to a socially regulated insur-
-

.: ance scheme, and compelling that person to do so..The com-

Is it rightto includesociaicoritributionsand.charges 29. The argument that social insurance is justified by, and perhaps caused by,
in a/survey.offaxes- .. , j., . market failurehas been wfellrehearsed'inthe literature: see Barr, Economiethe-

.
-

..:....-
.. '

.. .. and.the welfare state 30 Journal ofEconomic Literature 741; Stiglitz,at7 ory, - -. 4- - .

. .

Economics of the Public- Sctor, Chap. 12 (Norton, New York, 1988). For
I would'like t.take up thes underlying issues of definition

a

. recent reflectionn these arguments', se A.B. Atkinson, Incomesandthe Wel-
and attitude, both,pragmaticand doctrinaire;t see ifthere is fare State, Chap. 11 (Cambridge University Press, 1995). Each of these refer-

sone..mpre solid;basis for .a,.consistntdiscussion of.social ences contains further relevant references to the literatureon this topic.
contributionsand-,harges,'.and,similar payments, in the con¬ 30. Seligmanpursues his analysis at length in The classificationofpublic rev-

text of'taxes. I shall discuss,,in.frtheranceof.the debate, the enues,Chap.XIV in his Essayson Taxation (first published in 1895). His final
classification is of revenuesas: quasi-privateprices; public prices; fees; special

followig linked policy questions: -
, . assessments; and taxes. A payment is a tax only if the special benefits to the

(A) When'is it accurate to call a social contributionor aioial payer are only incidental. As the special benefit increases, and the public pur-

charge a tax - pose becomes less significant, so we shift through the scale towards prices. The

term special assessmenthas now dropped out of public usage, as has the tech-

(B) Is it relevant in answeringquestion (A) that the contribu- nique. It is well illustrated in the history of my wife's school in rural England.
tions or charges are paid to a non-stateentity This was rebuilt exactly a century ago-when Seligmanwas writing-as a result

(C) Is it relevant in answeringquestion (A) that the contribu- of voluntary fund-raising. The funds were raised voluntarily because the state

passed a law operative in 1893 requiringall local areas to provide adequateele-
tions are accumulated so that there is no cross-subsidy mentaryeducation forall children. Iftherewas insufficientlocal provision, local

between contributors. residents were required to form a local school board, and impose a special prop-
erty levy on the area to meet the cost of building a new governmentschool. In

my wife's area, the local communitydid not want to lose control of their school
1. Compulsion (which was church based) and did not want to impose a formal levy on them-

selves. They therefore found the money without the special assessmentand built
Are social contributionsand social charges taxes In the fully the school themselves. Had they imposed the special assessment, it would have

rehearsedview ofSeligman,social contributionsand charges been that community,rather than the state, that would have benefited-hence the

would be regardedas receipts from the exercise of the taxing special category in Seligman's analysis. A modern view of his analysis would
therefore find a sharperdistinction than did he between taxes and fees.

power of the state, but sometimes not as taxes. Most social 31. See A Manual on GovernmentFinanciaiStatistics (IMF, 1986) on which

charges would normally be categorized as taxes, but social the IMF and World Bank annual statistical publications are based. To similar

contributions may be categorized as special assessments or effect see the OECD annual Revenue Statistics, which use the same definition-

sometimes fees.30 The assumption of the international agen-
although they show social contributions separately from other taxes in most

tables. It is understoodthat the approach of includingsocial contributions in this
cies in presenting revenue statistics is that some of them -

way is now being reassessed. Certainly, there is no acceptancewithin organiza-
those paid through public schemes- are tax, rather than non- tions such as these, or between states, that income tax and social contributions

tax, public revenues. This is because social contributions should be regarded as essentially the same for purposes such as double taxation
relief.

share with taxes the essential characteristics that they are 32. This was the feature regarded by Clark as central to the novelty of the

compulsory, unrequited, non-returnable receipts for public National Insurancescheme in 1911 (Clark, 1912).
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pulsion implies both an invasion of the freedom of choice of If we focus on the insurance aspect only, we may argue that
the individualand of the individual'spropertyrights in her or neither the British nor the French employer schemes are

his own.incomeand savings, and the introductionof a means social insurance schems with contributions that count as

of compulsion- by use of the criminal law or by imposing taxes. Official accounts of the two systems usually treat the

obligtions on the relationship between employers and French system as within social insurance (and, therefore, for

employees.It creates.amonopolydiversionof income or sav- current purposes, as a tax-based scheme) while the British

ings. It therefore involves state or public authoritiesunavoid- system is treated as a private matter. The suggestedapproach
ably in the administration or supervision of the process. It would treat both as forms of taxation regardless of the differ-
also enables the state authorities to assume compliance with ences in the way the funds are handled. It does so because the
the scheme so that alternativesmay be ignored, and therefore premiumsare compulsory,and are enforced.The existenceof
alters the political debate. the benefit is required by law. It is suggested that the method

of delivery of that benefit is irrelevant for present purposes.Viewed in this way, it is irrelevant that the law - or even the.
Only in this take view of the socialway can we a true com-

constitution- does not use the term taxes for the payments. mitments and funding ofarrangements a state.
The decisive issues are that the state has set a social frame-
workwithin which individualsare compelled to arrange their, A major area for sch compulsion is that of pensions. For
affairs and that powers of the state are used to ensure the example if, when I take on a form ofemployment(perhaps in
transfer of resources from those individuals through appro- the public sector), my employermust make contributionsto a

priate distribution channels. Whatever may have been the pension fund for me, or must make reserves in its accounts to

position in the past, and whateverthe linguisticderivationsof reflect the liability to fund my pension- which it is obliged to
the terms used, anyother answer, I suggest, now serves to pay - in due course, is that taxation371suggest when we are

confuse. It may, ofcourse, be politicallyexpedientto confuse trying to look at the total patterns of tax revenes and what

everyone about the identity of a payment for reasons such as trends appear in those patterns, we shouldnote these kinds of
the increased public acceptability of the rate of imposition, indirect obligationsor concealed taxes.

and the decreasedpropensity to avoid or evade social contri-
butions in some states,33 but those are matters ofpresentation
only.34 3. Institution

Does it matter that the social contributionsare paid to a non-

2. Contribution or insurance state body I suggest that it does not, provided that the frame-
work within which the funds are collected and delivered is

Is the existence of compulsionsufficient by itself to identify that of the state.38 In other words, the funds derived from the
social contributions and charges as taxes The counter argu- compulsory contributions and charges are available only for
ment is that a scheme of insurance is nonetheless insurance specified social purposes. I suggest that the key elementhere
becausepeopleare compelled to be insured. Contributorspay is whetherthe paymentsare for the purposesofpursuinggov-
in certain amounts and receive a direct benefit for doing so. ernmentsocial policy, rather than the fact that they are routed
The current benefit is knowing that there is in place a set of through an agency of government administration: This use'
financial safeguards against unemployment,disability or old for such purposes is therefore a second element that must be
age. The actual future benefit is, as with all insurance, specu- present to link a social contributionor charge to taxation.
lative.

For example, if a state decides to institute a national health
The argument that compulsory insurance is not taxation is system fundedby compulsorycontributionsfrom the popula-
strengthened by noting that in some schemes the contribu-
tions are compulsory,but the levels ofcontributionare not set

by the state. For example, insurance against the liability of 33. I do not regard this as a universal observation.The reverse is argued to be

employers for injury to employees is compulsory in many true in some states.

states, but takes fundamentallydifferent forms. In France, it 34. This was recognized in British literaturea generation ago. See for example
J. Coffield,A PopularHistory ofTaxation(Longman, 1970), at 180 : It is onlyis part of the state scheme. In Britain, it is imposed by sepa- a disguised form of taxation.

rate laws and the insurance cover is provided through the 35. The British social security scheme also includes entitlement to statutory

marketplace.35It is an offence in both states for an employer sick pay and incapacitybenefitand an industrial injuries disablementbenefit for

not to have insurance against employee liability, but the long term disablementfor those injured at work. For many years there was a sep-
arate, higher benefit for those injured in this way financedby a separate indus-

mechanisms are very different. However, in both states, trial injuries scheme, but it was merged into the general benefitscheme in stages
although in different ways, the rates of insurance are not set some years ago.

by the state, but by the market and the actuarial advisers to 36. For example, the OECD RevenueStatisticsdo not include such items.
37. The question is stated in the alternative to reflect the differences in thethe suppliers of the cover. The key difference is that in one Anglo-Americanway of doing these things, and the German way. The United

country the rate is generalized,while in the other it is, at least Kingdom has recently varied the approach by removing the element of compul-
in theory, individualized to the person insured. This also sion, but introducingbribes through the contribution and tax system to get peo-

poses the practicaldifficulty that the state authoritiesmay not ple to provide pensions in other ways. This has been spectacularly successful,
that the regulatory mechanisms proved woefully inadequate and much

know how much is paid by way ofcompulsorycontributions. except
missellingof pensions took place.

Such figures therefore are not likely to tum up in national 38. Historically,a relevantexample is the United Kingdom national insurance

statistics.36 scheme which, when first introduced, was run by private institutions with most

of the administrationleft to the insured. See supra note 3.
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tion at large, then it matters little what is the contractual link fer only in degree from contributory schemes whereby a per-
between individual hospitals, doctors and nurses on the one son can only benefit in full ifhe or she has contributedin full

hand, and the state on the other. The funds pay the doctors; (the case with many social insuranceschemes). Indeed, from
the doctors treat the public as their patients; and the public the point of view of a full contributor in, say, Singapore and
have to contribute the funds. The circle is complete. the United States of America, there may be little difference

save in the compulsory levels ofpayments in and the entitle-
The system compels the public to contribute the funds, and

ments to payments out. In both the funds heldcases, are
prevents the use of those funds for purposes other than the invested in government securities, with return thereforea
provision of public health. The fact that some states have determined by the' securities in, which the investments are
national health services funded entirely by the public while

placed.other states do not put the services as such in the public
domain, and others again have chosen to transfer the delivery
of the services from the public domain to the private sector 5. Games with names

by privatizing the means of delivery is, I suggest, not deci- This argument about whether social contributions and
sive.

charges are taxes may be regarded, nonetheless, as somewhat
Of course, there are strong arguments about the merits of to the side of the main issues. It has been pursued for two rea-

market-determined rates, and market-regulated institutions, sons. The first is that unless we know what we are examining,
rather than politically-determinedrates and publiclyaccount- we cannot decide what is happening to our subject matter.

able institutions.Not least, it has been argued throughout this The second is that the discussionreveals significantpractical
century that the market can deliver supplies of pensions only pressures on how we label things. We have touched on sev-

imperfectlyand at considerableexpense and risk, while pub- eral ways in which the state can impose social security
lic provisioncan overcome these problems.391do not wish to arrangements while maintaining that the funding of those

be understood as dissenting from such arguments- or agree¬ arrangementsdoes not involve taxation:

ing with them. The issue here is not which is a better way of (a) a compulsory scheme without cross-subsidies is a sav-

achieving the object, but a recognition that once the state has ings scheme, and the payments made are savings not

decided to interfere in the market, then responses to the inter- taxes;
ference by public and private agencies are both essentially (b) a compulsory scheme imposing an obligation to engage
similar in relying on the powerof the state to ensure that they in risk-poolingarrangementsof a regulatedkind but pro-
collect their funds. vided by the marketplace is insurance, and the payments

are premiums.nottaxes;
(c) a variant on the last point is that of arrangements for

4. Contributionor saving employment-related compulsory pension schemes,
where the payments to the arrangementsare pensioncon-

Does there have to be some cross-subsidy in the system tributionsnot taxes;before it becomes a form of taxation I have in mind here
(d) a scheme which provides help to the general public or

schemes such as the Singapore and Malaysian compulsory
savings schemes. This gets us near the limits of the idea of specific needy categories may impose tariff or token

as an to state support or con-
compulsion. It also picks up a term in the standard statistical charges additional,element

tributions.
definition: taxes are non-returnable payments.40 Is the stat

here appropriating the funds, with a promise to return them The recognitionof the common issues involved in these dif-

later, or is it securingonly the use of the funds Further, if the ferent formulations of schemes is of importance because it

funds, and their income, are accrued to the benefitof the indi- would seem that these games with names may be on the
vidual and the family only, so that the benefit to the state is increase, The pressures to reduce taxation have applied,
only indirect, does that alter the answer above all, to the rates ofdirectpersonaland corporate income

tax. As we have seen, these pressures have coincided with
As with all attempts to draw a line, this case tests the demar-

pressures to expand social expenditure. One solution is to
cation suggested above. Clearly, in the view of the govern- look for ways of ensuring that social insurance and social
ments imposing these kinds of schemes they are not tax welfare is funded by means other than an income tax. What.

schemes, or insurance schemes, but savings schemes. The has clearly happened,inrecent years is that growing levels of
two additionalelementsof the absence ofcross-subsidization

payments are made by or for potential beneficiariesof social
and the return of the savings are the crucial factors in that insurance and welfare while ensuring that the payments are

argument. For the purposes of our present survey, however, I not called income tax. That process would seem to have
suggest that we shouldagain treat these as within the scope of had a capacity to fool many people for much of the time,41 or,
our survey, not removed from it. This is essentially because
systems such as that in Singapore use the coercive power of
the state for the collectionof the funds, to regulate the way in 39. See, in particular, Stiglitz, Economics of the Public Sector (Norton, New

York, 1988), Chap. 12 for a concise statementof the arguments for public sys-
which the funds are held, and also to control the conditions tems. See also the other works cited at supra note 29.
under which and the purposes for which the individual can 40. See the definitionquoted at supra note 30.

withdraw the funds. In so doing, the savings are fulfilling 41. Certainly, in the United Kingdom there is traditionally less propensity to

public objectives and removing the need for other forms of
avoid social contributions than income tax, and a much lower rate of appeals
against determinations of liability. However, over the last few years this ten-

funding for supportof the public generally.The schemes dif- dency is less obvious.
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alternatively, to have given the obligation to pay a more con- former Soviet system has failed, as has the converse attitude

vincing basis. Whatever the reason, it is confirmed by the in some other states that you can keep thestate out of general
European Commission noting in its recent report42 that social schemes. By contrast, in others, the state has quietly
between 1980 and 1994, the main increase in the burden of opted itself out to place the burden on employers and
taxes and social charges on labour was through,social contri- employees but without the rationale of a partnership, and in
butions (an increase of an average of 1.5 per cent of GDP). others again, there is a drive to privatize the provision of

social benefits. We have already noted the general pressure
on states to keep income tax down, and therefore to divert
costs elsewhere. Shifting the burden of social securityIV. WHO PAYS THE PIPER schemes from the state to others is, for some states, the only
major way in which such costs can be reduced. The burden.is

There may be a further, less obvious, reason why there is dis- transferred to some form of social contribution,or the game
agreementabout the true nature of social contributionsand of names is employed to disguise the methods used to fund
charges. It may be that the nature of those contributions has schemes. Pragmatism has produced answers in producing
been changing while the names used, and the superficial funds that paradigms do not. 44

appearancesof schemes, have not. When first introduced, the
German scheme imposeda scheduleof contributionsdepend- There are also otherpressures at work. The first is the global-
ing on the band of income within which an employee was izationof the economy. Payroll costs were of little concern to

paid. The British scheme imposed a flat rate, depending on employers even 20 years ago.45 Now, as the French govern-
the age and sex of the employee. Over the intervening cen- ment is uncomfortably aware, payroll costs are part of total

tury this flat-rate approach to contributions has been aban- labourcosts, and total labourcosts may make an employer,or

doned. Nearly all social security contributions are now col- a nation, uncompetitive.46Employersare thereforeconcerned
lected as earnings-related payments by employers, by to see their payroll taxes and contributions minimized. The

employees or by both.43 two simplest ways of doing this are to lobby for a transfer of
costs to employees, and to seek to avoid and evade contribu-

There was also no standard approach to the way in which the tions. States are also concerned to make the costs of social
burden of the contribution is shared between the employer security more transparent. There is still a profoundly mis-
and the employee. Variations reflected different conceptual judged, but understandable, belief in states that were for-
bases of the framework of social security. In the former merly part of the Soviet system that it is the job of the state to
Soviet model, the state - through the state-run employer - provide for its citizens, but that there is correlativedutyno on
was the provider of all good things, including the whole of citizens to fund the state.47Why should there be if for decades
social security. Therefore, it was natural for the employer to citizens have had no need to pay fr the largesse of the state
pay the social contributions,with the employeebearing either All these pressures reinforce a trend towards ensuring that
a token cost or no cost at all. Elsewhere in Europe, things employees bear a larger share of total contributions.48 In the
were seen as a partnership between the state, the employer
and the employee, so the contributionwas shared among all

three, but not in any particular way. In some other parts of 42. Seesupra note 3.

Europe and in the United States, the plan was a form of self- 43. For a comparativedescriptionof the detailsofemployeeandemployercon-
help, a partnership between employer and employee from tributions,seeD.W. Williams, Social security taxation in Tax law Design and

which the state was said to be excluded. This partnership Drafing,ed. V. Thuronyi (IMF, Washington, 1996).
44. ... the present 'stateof the art' in most welfarestate research has been char-

was, and is, reflectedby an equal share in the costs ofcontri- acterized by a lack of theory. Most welfare state analyses lack a clear under-
butions between employers and employees. These standing of concepts... Thomas Boje in Welfare-statemodels in Comparative
approaches might now seem to be disparate reactions to the Research, Chap. 1 in Comparative Wefare Systems (supra note 16). Perhaps

this reflects, and also helps explain, a similar vacuum in ideas by those charged
same issue, but they reveal, it is suggested, something more with adjusting the systems.
fundamental about the individual systems from which they 45. When I was preparing the United Kingdomnational report on social contri-

were derived. It was this that differentiatedthe schemes from butions for the 1983 IFA Congress, I spoke to the heads of taxation of several of

income taxes. In the case of a Soviet-stylesystem, there was
the United Kingdom's largest companies. Without exception, they told,me that
social contributionswere not a concern. Most told me that they were not able to

no contribution by the employee. Rather, the benefits quantify the social contributionsborne by their companies. In recent years, that
received after work ended were part of the reward for work. benign indifferencehas ceased.

The attitude by the schemes that worked on a partnership 46. This is currently a major theme in European Commission thinking. See
note 3.1 basis of funding had perhaps the same rationale but a radi- supra

47. One of the major problems in economies in transition is the failure to pay
cally different approach to its realization. Other schemes social contributions. While experience in Western Europe is that contributors
were based on worker solidarity, and others again on a pater- pay social contributions more readily than income tax, authorities in countries

nalistic attitude of the state assisting the partners in work as a
like Russiahave reported the reverse to be the truth. An element in this is the dis-
trust of the ordinary.individual as to the-way in which the contributionswill be

sort of huge family. All contrasted with the simple basis of used.
incometax- a measure of the taxable capacity of individuals 48. This shift can be convenientto the state for anotherreason.Employersocial

to contribute to the common good. contributionsare usually dductible against profits tax. Employeecontributions
are often not deductible. A transfer'of the burden from employer to employee

Whathas happened, and is continuing,are subtle shifts in the may thereforesave the state some tax revenue. However, that is but a small part

relationships between the various contributors. A series of
of the shifts of funds between the social security system and the tax system that
occur unavoidably in every state. These shifts also shift the burden of funding,

pressures has come to bear on the question of who pays. The but chasing that issue is beyond my present focus.
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FSU, this means breaking away from a traditional pattern V. SIMPLIFYINGTHE SYSTEM
where the employerpays 30 per cent or more ofpayroll to the

fund, while the employee pays only 1 per cent or nothing at Compliance costs add to the burdens that employers see

all. That total has gone up in many states, but the increases themselves as bearing under a social security system. What
have been shifted to the employee.Employeesnow pay more are those compliance costs They are broadly the same as

than 13 per cent in the Czech Republic and 10 per cent in those imposed on employers in collecting personal income
Hungary.49 Perhaps the most dramatic shift was in the tax from employees. They must act as agents of the tax

Netherlands, where the main burden of social security has authorities, and the social security authorities, in collecting
been placed firmly on the employee. The shift was so great most of the amounts paid out and transferring them to the tax

(the employee rate is now more than 30 per cent) that for authorities. If the burden of contributions is a flat rate across

some years employers were required to pay a compensation payroll generally, then the compliance task is simple. The
allowance to employees to reflect the decreased cost on the employeraccounts for a share of the payroll. If, however, the
employerand increased cost on the employee resulting from employees are required to contribute, and records are kept of
the shift. those contributions, the task is more difficult.

However, a shift away from employer funding, or indirect In a scheme based on employee contributions the employer
funding from other sources through a state contribution may be faced with accounting for both tax and contributions
towards direct and transparent funding by employees, is a on each employee. This adds to the direct cost of the contri-
shift towards the-tax base of the income tax and a shift away butions the need to pay for the machinery to ensure compli-
from the original rationales for separating social contribu- ance. Attention to this compliancecost has drawn attention to

tions and charges from the income tax. This presents us with another aspect of contributions: differences between the tax

a paradox: social contributions are increasingly similar to base for contributions and the tax base for income tax. If
income tax while political pressures argue towards the there are differences between these tax bases, then this

increasingneed to emphasize the differences. imposes a need for separate calculations of tax liability and
contribution liability. This has generated in some states -.

notably the United Kingdom - a pressure to make the tax

Linking contributionsand benefits base for contributions the same as the tax base'for income
tax. This is something that the Netherlands achieved in its
reforms a few years ago.50

One way of distinguishing a social contribution from an

income tax is the linkage between contributions and individ- The logical consequence of this trend is - as the Dutch sys-
ual benefit entitlement. The main social security cost is the tem illustrates- that there is a convergencebetweenpersonal
funding of retirement pensions..It is here, however, that the income tax liability and employee social contribution liabil-

increasing burden of funding is being particularly felt. This ity. This convergencecan also be used by the state authorities

has resulted in increased sums being raised from contribu- to cut their own costs and strengthen both systems. The col-

tions and those increased contributions have, inevitably, led lection and enforcementmachinery of the tax authorities can

to increasedavoidance and evasion. be harnessed to collect social contributions, or the reverse.

For example, in the United States and the United Kingdom
One response to these forces is strengthening the link the taxpayer identificationnumberused by the tax authorities
between contributions and bnefits. Previously, a pensioner is, in fact, the social securitynumberof the taxpayer.Both tax

in some states could qualify for a state pension after paying authorities, using this number and their income tax powers,
contributionsfor only a few years. One aim of the reforms is collect most of the social contributions as agents for the
to ensure that those contributions are .paid through the life- social schemes.
time of the individual. What was a 5 or 10 year qualification
period is becoming 35 or more years. Non-payment used The use of tax collectionpowers is also useful where employ-
therefore to be irrelevantexcept in the few years leading up

ers start using tax avoidance techniques to reduce the cost of

to retirement. The plan is that an erratic career will in future social contributions.A country thathas gaps in its social con-

lead to a small pension, or perhaps none at all.
tribution tax base as compared with its income tax base may
be attracted to the use of its income tax anti-avoidancepow-

This linkage is only possible if there is an identifiablecontri- ers,to dampen down the contributionavoidance.

bution for each employee, and clear records are maintained Where does that take us It takes us further towards a pos-
of those contributions. That imposes greater administrative ition where personal income tax and personal social contri-
costs on those running the scheme, and greater compliance butions are increasinglydifficult to distinguish.Therein lies a
costs on employers. The advantages of imposing contribu-
tions on employees, and linking those contributions to bene-
fits, are the removal of the ignorance of the employee about

pension funding, some damping of the employee's indiffer- 49. Currentrates are taken, for the purposesof this article, from the currentedi-
tion of InternationalTax Summariesby Coopers & Lybrand.

ence to whether employers pay contributions or not, and a 50. The Netherlands scheme now closely coordinates the employee's social
reductionof benefit where contributionsare reduced. contributionsand income tax liability, placing.thetwo together in a coordinated

schemeof rates so that, in effect, employeespay a rising rate of total tax andcon-

tributions as income rises, of which one part is identified as specific contribu-
tions and the other as,general tax revenue.
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dilemma for the reforming government. If it becomes all but the basic levels of pension. We should adopt Chilean
increasingly obvious that individual social contributions are schemes.52 However, if we adopt the wide view of what we

just another name for some extra income tax, then the result regard as taxation as argued above, we see rather more

is that-manystates have experiencedincreases in the effective clearly that this is not fundamentallychanging what is going
rate of income tax at a time when there is supposed to be a on- rather it is in part a change of names and in part a change
decrease. If that is high on the political agenda of a govern- from the public administrationof schemes to private admin-
ment, it must ensure that there is not too much convergence istration.
between social contributions and personal income tax. In
other words, the system must be left with at least some

opaqueness and inefficiency. The price of that inefficiency VI. SUMMARYhas to be paid by the employer.
There are no tidy conclusions from a problem that is

Contractingout of the problem expressedagainst so many external factors and variables,but
we can pull some threads together:

How else can the rational employerrespond to the increasing 1. Social security costs have been growing, and will con-

pressures of the social security system One answerhas been tinue growing, in almost every state. In some states, the shift
to seize the learning of business schools, and engage in in the age dependency ratio is one that has set alarm bells

downsizing, outsourcing and empowered rationalizations- ringing. This factor is reinforced by the expectations of citi-
in other words, shedding staff. Employees become.self- zens further increasing actual and potential costs.

employedand full-timersbecomepart-timers.These changes 2. The upward social costs has against
may be neutral for income tax purposes, but they usually pressure on come a

background of pressures on states to reduce their budgets,have a sharp effect for social securitypurposes.Traditionally, and in particularto reducepersonal income tax rates for polit-the self-employed have inhabited a sort of twilight on the ical reasons and corporate income tax rates for competitiveedge of state social security schemes. Philosophies involving reasons.
partnerships tend to break down. There are no traditional

paying agents. There is much less cooperation from taxpay- 3. One result is an upward trend in social contributionrates.

ers. Ideas such as unemploymentand absence from work due This shift has either caused or coincided with a growing
to sickness or disability are less meaningful, and employer awareness of the payroll costs to employers and states of

liability loses all meaning. The answer, in some states, is to social security schemes.
leave the self-employedto their own devices. In others it is to

4. Another result is that social security contributions
give the self-employed partial membership of the state

are

often felt to be less value for money than used to be the case.schemes. Few treat the self-employedas honorary employ-
ees fully participating in. the state system.51 5. Social security funding has often been seen as a bipartiter

Part-time working and short-term contracts impose different partnership between employer and employee, or a tripartite
partnership between employer, employee and the state. In

pressures, and problems on a traditional social security other countries it has been seen as the responsibility of the
scheme. There are often minimum levels of earnings before

employer or the state. Both the employer and the state have
contributionsbecomepayable.A series ofpart-timejobs may beenkeen in recentyears to shift at leastpartof the burdenon
leave the employeebelow those minima for each job. Unless

to the employee.This hasbeendone by direct transfers of the
the contribtitions are calculated on an annual basis, the burden from the state and from the employers, by indirect
employeemay end up working,paying income tax, yet being transfers using what I have termed contracting out byoutside the social security system. Even if the employee's employers, and also by transferring the burden of providingcontributions can be calculated annually, what happens to social security to schemes that are, in name at least, not
each of the several employers regarded as social security.
Anothermeans of contracting-outis to employ people in the 6. Employers have become more conscious of those social
grey economy. Without being able to put figures to it, anec- contribution costs they still bear, both substantive costs and
dotal evidence suggests that this is a serious factor in many compliance costs. A previous benign indifference has been
states. It is unlikely that it is decreasing at a time when both replaced by the same approach as is used for taxation. This
the actual costs and the compliancecosts ofcontributionsare has resulted in measures being taken to reduce contributions
increasing. A fourth way of contracting out is to move the by any appropriatemeans.
jobs to a cheaperjurisdiction.Herein, arguably, is perhaps the

biggestchallenge in the future facing social security funding. 7. For this and other reasons, some states have been align-
Can we let the world's economy develop so that the workers ing their income tax and social contribution schemes more

are all in one part of the world and the pensioners are all in
another That is an exaggeration, but if we take away the

hyperbola, the issue is still there.
51. Sweden is one state that integrates the self-employed, but this imposes a

high price as the self-employed individual is expected to pay at a rate reflecting
both the employer'sand the employee'scontributions.Yet, if that is not done (asHow should the rational state react The fashionable in the United Kingdom) the result may be a subsidy of the self-employed.

answer is that the state shouldwithdrawfrom the provisionof 52. This is the core of the views expressedby the World Bank.
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closely. How far can that go before we end back where we welfare state is coming towards 'the end of its useful life.
started Maybe such schemes will fade in response to newer patterns

ofemploymentand retirement.That, however,does not meanMost of the responses of states in recent years to the pres-
sures on social security funding have been pragmatic. Funds that the state is required to withdraw from the role it has

have been found in the Colbertianway.53 Schemes have been adopted for most of this century of requiring workers to pay

trimmed to meet short-termneeds to balance the books, with for provision for their own and others' welfareneeds.As the

less attention to the future. This article has examined only century ends, the fundamental shift towards using compul-
two aspects of this problem, namely what is happening to

sion to ensurecontributionstowards the better welfare of the

social contributionsand charges, and how far those contribu- individual- the point on which Clark expressed so much sur-

tions and charges are, and shouldbe, regarded as part of taxa- prise in 191154 - remains, even if the means are changing.
tion. In doing so, it may be viewed as itself accepting the The emphasis on the social, rather than the individual,

weakeningof-a system that dependson.balancingincomeand approach remains in the underlying methodology of devel-

outgoings. It does so, however, as a response to the pragma- oped states, although they may, at the superficial level, feel
the need again to place more emphasis on the individual.tism.

The key underlying questions are how far the state is

regarded as the means to ensure the well-being of its mem-
53. That is, by plucking the maximumamountof feathers from the appropriatebers, and how much thosemembershave to pay to secure that
parts of the anatomy of geese'so that they do not hiss too much.

well-being. It may be that the social insurance model of the 54. See supra note 6.
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UNITED KINGDOM

HYBRID ENTITIES An-D FINANCING STRUCTURES
A VIEW FROn THE UNITED KINGDOM

Jonathan S. Schwarz

unlimited liability company. Such entities are taxed as
Jonathan Schwarz is a partner and head of corporate corporations in the United Kingdom. However, the Inland
tax atPaisner & Co, English Solicitors. He graduated from Revenue Service (IRS) has ruled in certain cases that theythe Universityof Witwatersrand in South Africa with BA
and LL B degrees. He has an LL M from the Universityof should be taxed in the United States as partnerships. Where

California, Berkeley. He is an English, Canadian and South the structures call for a United States based entity, in some

African lawyr, and a Fellow of the Chartered institute of circumstancesan S Corporationmight be used, being treated
Taxation. His practice focuses on internationaltax as a corporationfor UnitedKingdom tax purposes and a flow
planning. through entity for US tax purposes. The introduction of the

This article is based on a paper given by the author at the check-the-box regulations in the United States has intro-

Annual Meeting of the IFA United States branch in New duced a new degree of flexibility,which may create opportu-
York on 28 February 1997. nities through differing classificationof entities.3

II. UK ENTITIES
I. INTRODUCTION

There are several somewhatconfusing terminological issues
The use of hybrids in the context of cross-borderinvestment in relation to entity classification in the United Kingdom.
and financing in the United Kingdom has had a long history. Under the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988, cor-

Hybrids in this sense have focused specifically on the differ- poration tax is charged on the profits of companies (TA
ent categorizations of entities or instruments between two 1988 Section 6(1)). A company is generally defined in TA

f countries. For example, a common form of financing for UK 1988 Section 832(1) to mean any body corporate or unin-
subsidiaries of foreign based multinationalswas through the corporated association, but does not include a partnership, a

use of dual resident companies.Until 1988, the UnitedKing- local authority or a local authority association. Specific
dom adopted a centralmanagementand control test for deter- exceptions to thisdefinitionare found in Section 832(2).
mining the residence of companies. Other jurisdictions such That section makes the definitionsubject to the provisionsof
as the United States adopt an incorporation test only. As a two areas of legislation dealing with anti-avoidance,namely
result, a company formedunder the laws of one of the United Sections 703 to 709 which deal with the cancellation of tax
States but managed and controlled in the United Kingdom advantages from certain transactions in securities and Sec-
was residentin both countries for the purposes of the tax laws tions 774 to 777 which contain anti-avoidance provisions
of both countries.Thus, a single companycould be a member relating to transactionsbetweenacompanydealing in land or
of a UK tax group and a US tax group permitting losses, par- securities and its associatedcompanies,sale ofpersonalearn-

ticularly in the form of interest charges to be used in both ings and certain other transactions in land. Other exclusions
places. This arrangementwas attacked by legislation and the apply in defining the circumstancesin whichpersons are con-

utility of such structures is now significantlycurtailed.1 nected and generally Section 768 treats authorizedunit trusts

A second form of cross-border financing arrangement has as companies for most purposes. A general exclusion also

involved hybrid investment instruments. Typically, these indicates that the definition does not apply where the con-

instruments were designed to be treated as debt of the issuer text otherwise requires because some other definition of

for UK tax purposes, thus permittingan interestdeduction. In companyapplies.
the other country, for example the United States, the instru- The most importantgeneral conclusionabout the definition:is
ment was treated as equity in the hands of the holder, thus that it generally requires reference to the underlying corpor-
permitting access to underlying or indirect foreign tax credit
on payments received pursuant to the instrument. This form
of arrangement was similarly terminated for instruments 1. See Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988 (TA 1988) Sec. 404.

2. See TA 1988 Sec. 209(2)(e)(vii).
issued by UK companies in 1992.2 3. See for example Cross-border,Planningunder Check-the-BoxProposals
A third fairly common form ofhybrid entity in the contextof StanleyC. Ruchelmanand HaroldL. Adrion, TaxPlanningInternationalReview

July 1996 at 3; Check-the-Box'Regulations Adopted Stanley C. Ruchelman,
US-UK transactions over the last decade has been the UK FT WorldTaxReportJanuary 1997 11.

.

at
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ate law, rather than to specific tax definitions as to what con- III. FOREIGN ENTITIES
stitutes a company. It is only in exceptionalcases that tax law
definitions are applicable. The characterizationof foreignentities as a company is to be

Companies generally are formed under the various compa- determinedunder the rules of English conflictof laws by ref-

nies acts applicable separately to England and Wales, Scot¬ erence to the general law of the country of incorporation in

land and Northern Ireland.4 the case of a corporate entity. English law will recognize the
existenceof a corporationduly created in a foreigncountry as

A company may be formed with or without limited Iiability. a matter of common law.9 Whether the entity in question is aa
Companies with limited liability are either limited by shares corporationwill depend on the law of the country where it is
where the company has a share capital or are companies lim- formed.
ited by guarantee where the company has no share capital. In
this case, the liability of its members is limited to such The only statutory recognition of this rule applies if a ques-
amounts as the members undertaketo contribute to the assets tion arises whether a body which purports to have or, as the

of the company in the event of it being woundup. A company case may be, appears to have lost corporate status under the

limited by shares means the liability ofits members is limited laws of a territory which is not a recognized state should or

to the amount, if any, unpaid on their shares.5 should not be regarded as having legal personality as a body
under the law of of the United Kingdom.

Companiesmay also be public or private. A public company
corporate any part
Under the Foreign Corporations Act 1991, if it appears that

must be a company limited by shares and must meet certain the laws of that country at that time applied by settledare a
minimum capital requirements. A private company is any court system in that territory, the question and other material
company which is not a public company.6 questions relating to the body must be determined and

Corporations cover a broader scope. A corporation may be accountmust be taken of those laws as if the territory were a

defined as a body-of persons (referred to as a corporation recognized state.

aggregate) or an office (referred to as a corporationsole),
which is recognizedby the law as having a personalitywhich

There are few cases either in tax or general law on this. An

is distinct from the separate personalities of the members of entity which according to its proper law possesses certain

the body or the personality of the individual holder for the aspects of separate personality may not necessarily be

time being of the office in question. Corporationsare created regarded as a corporation. In Von Helfeld v. Rechnitzer &

either by royal charterof incorporationfrom the Crown or by Mayer Frres & Co,10 it was held that a French partnership
could not be sued in its own name in the absence of evidence

authority of Parliament.
that by French law the partnership different legal entitywas a

Cases which have considered the meaning of these terms in from its partners. In Dreyfus v. IRC, ' the court referred to

relation to domestic entities have tended generally to focus French law in determiningwhetheran SNC (Sociten Nom
on various forms of unincorporatedassociations, rather than Collectif) constituted a company or not. UK resident mem-

business entities.7 bers in the SNC successfully proved that under French law,
The principal business entity under domestic law which is an SNC was a legal person. Consequently,the members were

distinguishedfrom corporationsis the partnership. A distinc- not liable to UK super tax on the entity'sprofits as they arose.

tion must be recognized in this area betweenEnglish law and In that case, the question was whether the entity was a part-
Scottish law. Under Scottish law, partnerships do have sepa- nership or a company.

rate legal personality. Under English law (and that of North- As a result of'these rules, the possibility arises for entities to
ern Ireland), they do not. Partners are generally liable for the be treated as corporations for UK tax purposes even though
debts of the partnership. Exceptions only exist in relation to in the country of their formation, they may be deemed to be
the limited partners of limited partnerships. The absence of fiscally transparentby the local tax law.
any judicial consideration of the status of domestic entities
under domestic tax law is likely because the distinction
between corporationsand partnershipsunder domestic law is
assumed to be fairly clear.

In the corporate finance context, characterization as a com-

pany has taken on an increased significance in recent years.
The important tax reforms and codifications in the corporate 4. See generally CompanyAct 1985 (1985 C6).
finance area have resulted in significantdifferences between 5. CompaniesAct 1985 Sec. 1(2).

6. CompaniesAct 1985Sec. 1(3).the treatment of companies and other taxpayers. New rules 7. For example, Conservativeand Unionist Central Offce Burrell [1982]v.

relating to foreign exchange, gains and losses, new financial STC 317 CA; Frampton v. IRC [1987] STC 273.

instruments and debt financing (now called loan relation¬ 8. The principal rules were introduced in Finance Act 1993 (Foreign

ships) apply to entities within the charge to corporation tax.8 exchange gains and losses), Finance Act 1994 (Financial Instruments) and
FinanceAct 1996 (Loan Relationships).

These are UK resident companies and branches of non-UK 9. Henriquesv. GeneralPrivilegedDutch Co., Trading to Westlndies(1728)
residentcompanies.Wherebusinessentities do not qualify as 2L Case D Raym 1532; Newby v. Von Oppen & Colt's Patent FirearmsManu-

companies, other rules apply which have developed over a fcttoing Co. (1872) LR7 QB 293; Lazzards Brothers & Co v. MidlandBank
Limited [1933] AC289 HL.

long period of time and may produce anomalous results in 10..[1914] 1 Ch 748 CA.
some circumstances. 11. 14 TC 560.
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IV. TREATY CLASSIFICATION treaty countries. If the UK entity pays dividends to a com-

pany which holds directly or indirectly at least 10 per cent of
The precise manner in which an entity is classified for treaty the voting shares of the UK corporationpaying the dividend,
purposes will depend upon the particular treaty in question. it will be entitled to payment of one half of the credit that a

Article 3(1)(b) of the OECD Model defines a company as UK resident individual would be entitled to, subject to with-

any body corporateor other entity which is treated as a body holding of 5 per cent on the credit repaid plus dividendunder

corporate for tax purposes. Although the first part of the def- a number of such treaties. In most of,these treaties, all other

inition is similar to the UK domestic law definition, it taxpayers typically receive repayment of the whole credit

requires the status of a body corporate to be determined by subject to a 15 per cent withholding on the dividend plus
reference to tax rules rather than the general law. This defin- credit repayment.13
ition itselfdoes not explain which contractingstate's tax pur- DividendsReceived
poses are relevant in this respect. On a first reading, it might The distinction for 10 per cent shareholders also exists .in

f be taken to refer to the contracting state for the purposes of relation to dividends received. Where a UK corporation
the tax of the contracting state where the convention is to receives a dividend paid by a non-residentcompany, treaties
apply. In other words, where UK tax is in question, UK clas- will typically permit the UK shareholderowning at least 10
sification is relevant. This would, as described above, point per cent of the voting shares of the non-residentcorporation
to the domestic general law of the other contractingstate. to credit not only withholding tax paid on the dividend, but

underlying corporation tax paid by the non-residentcorpora-
Classificationof an entity as a companyunderArticle3(1)(b) tion on its taxable profits.14 Other shareholders typically are
does not automaticallyconfer treaty benefits. Article 1 limits only entitled to credit for tax at the shareholder level.15
the applicationof treaties to persons who are residents of one

or both of the contractingstates. As a result, recoursemustbe
had to Article 4(1) which defines a resident of a contracting
state to mean any person who under the law of that state is VI. US ENTITIES AND THE US-UK TREATY
liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence,
place ofmanagementor other criterionof a similarnature. In Not all UK treaties follow the OECD Model. The most sig-
other words, it is the tax law of the country of residence that nificant of those that do not is the treaty with the United

determines whether the entity is a resident of a contracting States. It is significantnot only because it deviates consider-

state and therefore within the personal scope of the treaty. ably from the OECD Model, but also as a result of the new

Furthermore,under Article 1, the partnership must be a per¬ flexibilitygiven under US federal tax law, under the check-

son. Can treaty benefits be available in the United Kingdom, the-box regulations, to elect corporate or transparentstatus

therefore where UK law would classify the entity as a cor- for a wide range of entities for US federal taxpayers.

4 poration but the foreign law would classify the entity as a The US-UK Treaty does not follow the OECD Model and
partnership The answer to this question appears to depend contains its own somewhat extended definition. A corpora-
on whether the other contracting state would treat the part- tion means any one of the following:
nership as such as a resident of that state for the purposes of (i) a US corporation;
its domestic tax laws. A related question is whether the part- (ii) a UK corporation; or

nership is regarded as apersonfor the purposeofArticle 1. (iii)any body corporate or other entity of a third state which
The answer to both questions would appear to be affirmative is treated as a body corporate for tax purposes by both
in at least some countries.12 contracting states.16

A US corporation is either:
a corporation which is created or organized under the-

V. TREATY BENEFITS laws of the United States or any state thereof or the Dis-
trict of Columbia; or

Where a foreign entity is treated as a corporationfor UK pur- any unincorporatedentity treated as a corporationfor US-

poses and qualifies for treaty benefits, the significanceof this tax purposes.17
classificationvaries from treaty to treaty.

A UK corporation is any body corporate or unincorporated
MostUK treaties, and indeed the OECD Model, do not gen- associationcreated or organizedunder the laws of the United
erally distinguishbetweenbenefits available to companies as Kingdom excluding a partnership, local authority or a local
opposed to other taxpayers. Classificationas a companywill authority association.18
principally determine entitlement to treaty benefits as a per-
son resident in a member state.

12. The issue was consideredin detail at the 1995 IFA Congress in Cannes. See
The principal area where a distinction is drawn between the Cahiers de Droit Fiscal InternationalVolume LXXXa InternationalTax Prob-
treatment of companies and other entities is in relation to lems of Partnerships,Kluwer 1995.

dividendspaid and received. 13. See for example UK-NetherlandsTreaty, Art. 10.
14. See for example UK-NetherlandsTreaty Art. 22(1)(a).

DividendsPaid 15. See for exampleUK-NetherlandsTreaty Art. 22(.1)(b).
16. Art. 3(1)(a).A number ofUK treaties permita repaymentofthe tax credit 17. Art. 3(1)(b)(i).

associated with dividend payments to qualified residents of 18. Art. 3(1)(b)(ii).
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Limited liability companies formed in the United States for - a UKresidentcorporationin which more than 50 per cent

example,may qualify for transparentstatus under the check- of the voting power is controlleddirectly or indirectly by
the-box regulations. On the basis that a limited liability UK resident individuals.

company is treated as a corporation under the laws of the While United States based LLC is likely to qualify fora
state in which it is incorporated, it will. likely be viewed as a

treaty benefits as described, it is not unlikely that the Inland
companyforUK tax purposesand for the purposes of making Revenue will take active interest in claims by LLCs,an par-
a claimunder the US-UKTreaty. The implicationsof this are

ticularly in the light of the flexibility given to US taxpayers
as follows.

by the check-the-box regulations. Concerns about treaty
Dividends shoppingwill mean that cases that are potentiallywithin Art-

The LLC will qualify for the benefits under Article icle 16 will be particularlycarefully examined.

10(2)(a)(i). This permits a US corporation which alone or In this regard, it should be noted that there are two applica-
together with other associated corporations controls directly tion forms for relief under the US-UK treaty dealing with
or indirectlyat least 10 per cent of the voting stock of the UK interestand dividends. One for individuals taxpayers and the
corporation paying the dividend to payment of a tax credit other for corporations. An LLC would be required to fill in
equal to one halfof the credit that a UK resident individual is the corporate claim form. In some cases, particularly if more

entitled to subject to withholding of 5 per cent of the credit than 25 per cent of the voting power is held by non-US per-
repaid plus dividend. sons, more extensive informationmay be required in order to

succeed with a treaty claim.
Interest

Entitlement.toeliminationof withholdingtax on interestpaid It should be noted that if the LLC falls Within Article 16
to US residents will apply regardless of characterization of because a part of its capital is owned by non-qualifyingnon-

the entityY If the LLC for example is a US corporation and US persons, the LLC will be completely disqualified from

thus a US resident for treaty purposes, it should benefit from claiming the benefit of the US-UK Treaty (Steele v. Euro-

treaty provisions. pean Vinyls Corp. (Holdings)BV).2i There is no possibilityof

apportionmenton the basis of part US ownershipof the LLC.
Characterization of the LLC as a company will also bring
into play Article 16 of the US-UKTreaty. This is a limitation If, in addition, members of an LLC are resident in a third

ofbenefits provision. Its application is restricted however to country, they may have difficulty in qualifying for treaty

dividends, interests and royalties, It essentially adopts a dis- benefits under their own treaties with the UnitedKingdom. If

qualificationtest based on the liability of the entity to US fed- the LLC is treated as a company, the shareholders will be

eral taxation. Treaty benefits relating to these items of viewed as separate, and distinct persons who will not be

income are not available to a corporationif: shareholders in the UK company paying the dividend.
someFirstly - tax upon it in its country of residence,onthe divi- Although in situations, the Inland Revenue has

dends, interests and royalties in question is sub- attempted to argue that the ultimate recipient of interest in a

stantially less than the tax generally imposed by back-to-backfinancing arrangement is the beneficial owner,

that state on corporateprofits; or
it will not look through the structure in order to allow reliefat

the corporation is a US resident and receives the rate that might be provided in a treaty with third country
-

residentshareholders.
more than 80 per cent of its gross income from
non-US sources in accordance with Sections

861(a)(1)(B) and (a)(2)(A) of the US Internal
Revenue Code; and Vil. CHARACTERIZATIONOF DIVIDENDS FOR

Secondly 25 per cent or more of the capital of the corpora- FOREIGN TAX CREDIT
tion is owned directly or indirectly by one or

morepersonswho are not individual residents of The risks in using hybrid instrumentsin cross-bordertransac-

the contracting state of residence of the entity or tions was illustrated well by the High Court in the recent

nationals of the United States.20 decision of Memec Plc v. IRC.22 A UK company (Pic) held

directly or indirectly through four wholly owned UK sub-
Article 16(2) provides certain exceptions from this general sidiaries the entire share capital of a German resident and
rule where the recipient of the income is a US corporation. incorporatedcompany (GmbH).Plc and the subsidiarieseach
The limitations do not apply where such a corporation is owned20 per cent ofGmbH's shares. GmbHowned all of'the
more than 75 per cent owned by: shares of two Germanresident and incorporated trading sub-

a US corporation which itself receives 20 per cent or sidiaries. Dividends were paid by the trading subsidiaries-

to
more of its gross income from US sources; or GmbH which paid dividends to its UK shareholders and
a non-US corporation which would not be treated as a credit for .German tax given pursuant to the Germany--

was

close company for UK tax purposes by virtue of that sec- UK treaty.
tion (TA 1988 Section 415). This section generally
excludes from the definition of a close company those
where at least 35 per cent of the voting power is benefi- 19. Art. 11(1).

cially held by the public and the shares have been both
20. Art. 16(1).
21. [1995] STC 31 (CHD) and [1996] STC 785 (CA).

listed and dealt in on a recognizedstock exchange; or 22. [1996] STC 1336 (ChD).
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On 14 February 1995,.GmbHentered into a silentpartnership around the world and the possibleways in which double taxa-

under German law whereby Plc was the silent partner. It tion might be addressed as set out in the commentary to the
made a capital contributionto GmbHand obtained in return a 1963 OECD draft Convention on which the UK-Germany
contractual right to payment of 87.84 per cent of the annual treaty was based. He also noted that the commentary was

profits of the partnership. written before the United Kingdom introduced corporation
tax.

Under German law GmbH remained the owner of the busi- ,

ness assets and of the inconie from those assets. Plc as the The treaty addresses the question of dividendspaid by a Ger-
silent partnerhad no proprietaryinterest in the assets. GmbH man trading company to a UK residentshareholderby giving
ran the business. A silent partnership has no separate legal credit for the 15 per cent withholding tax. Credit for underly-
personalityunder German law. ing tax suffered by the German company is allowed only if

the recipientshareholderis a companycontrolling25 per cent
The question arose as to whetherPlc was entitled to credit in

of the votes in the German This credit would
respect of the German trade tax (Gewerbesteuer)suffered by company.

extend to trade tax suffered by the German companyitself. It
the subsidiaries on profits paid by them to GmbH and in

would not permit credit for trade tax suffered by Germana
whose profits Plc took a share by virtue of the silent partner- subsidiary of the German paying dividend to
ship agreement. No dispute arose as to the creditability of company a a

UK company.German corporation tax. Three issues were identified as

being relevant to the question. Article VI of the treaty contains a definitionof dividends for
the purpose of that article (which limits withholding tax on

A. Characterizationof the partnership dividends to 15 per cent). The definition includes income

arising from participation in the capital and profits of a com-

The first issue revolved around the transparencyof the silent pany resident in the Federal Republic of Germany and the

partnership. In the ChanceryDivisionRobertWalkerJ. noted income derived by a sleeping partner from his participation
that the formationof the silent partnershipprovided Plc with as such. The taxpayerargued that the definitionofdividends
a new source of income replacing dividends from GmbH. in Article VI was for the purpose of that article only andthat
The dispute was, however, whether the income should be for the purpose of the relief from double taxation provisions
identified as dividends from the trading subsidiary, divisible of Article XVIII, reliance should be had on Article II (3)
and distributableafter expenses as prescribed by the partner- which requires undefined terms to carry the meaning under

ship agreement or should be identified as Plc's contractual the domestic law of the contractingstate in question.
right under the partnership agreement to payment of the pre- The taxpayer's position supported by decision of the
scribed share ofpartnershipprofit.

was a
,

German Federal Tax Court on the Germany-Switzerland
After considering the categorization of entities under both treaty and the views of ProfessorKlaus Vogel. The taxpayer
foreign and English law he concluded that the arrangement also argued that the extensin of the credit was necessary to

embodied in the silent partnership was not transparent. achieve an elimination of double taxation which was one of

Transparency,he said, is normally associatedwith a situation the main objectives of the treaty. The Crown argued that
where the ultimate recipient of the underlying income in given the divergenc of tax systems, relief by way of credit

question has a beneficial interest in it from the start. If the cannot be expected to mesh togetherexactly.
income is not transmuted at some intermediate stage, for

It held that although perfect symmetry be unattain-was mayexampleby the need for trustees to exercisea discretionor by able that should not be for rejecting much
its being packaged so as to reach the ultimate recipient in the

a reason as sym-

form of a fixed annuity or other form which is different from metry as can reasonably be achieved by the distributivepro-
visions ofArticle VI and the relieving (tax credit) provisionsthe underlying income, then the entity is transparent. of Article XVIII of the treaty. Therefore the references to

In this case, the silent partnership provided Plc with a new dividends in Article XVIII for credit purposes under the
source of income, namely the partnership replacing divi- treaty do include distributionsof silent partnershipprofits.
dends. Plc therefore did not receive or become entitled to

dividends paid by the trading subsidiary. It was only entitled C. The meaning of dividend under domestic law
to an amount determinedby reference to the dividends rather
than the dividends themselves. Consequently it could not The foreign tax credit provisions of Taxes Act 1988 contain

qualify directly for treaty reliefby way ofcredit for trade tax no special definitionofdividend.It was noted that the term

paid by the trading subsidiary by virtue of Article XVII (1) originallyreferred to the dividingup .ofprofits among several

(a) and (b) of the UK-Germany Treaty. Consequently the people and had different meanings in different circum-

interpositionof GmbH and the partnershiprequired analysis. stances, although generally today it is viewed as a payment
out of part of the profit in respect of a share of a company.

B. Treaty meaning of dividend The statutory provisions dealing with distributions referred

only to companies.Although it was noted that the foreign tax

The taxpayerargued that Plc ought to be entitled to credit for credit provisions have to cover a variety ofcommercialenti-

underlying tax allowed by Article XVIII (1) of the treaty as ties which may be relevant to claims for treaty or unilateral

operated by Section 801 of TA 1988. In considering this the relief, the court held that for domestic law purposes the term

court noted the differences in the systems of corporation tax dividend did not include distributionsof profits made by a
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silent partnership for the purposedf the foreign tax credit assigned mainly for the purpose of taking advantage of the

rules. Since the foreign tax creditprovisions are made subject interest article and not for bona fide commercial reasons.

to the rules of domestic law the taxpayer had to succeed on Although the Inland Revenue has not succeeded in applying
the meaningofdividend, both in the treaty and in the domes- this type of wording in relation to similar domestic law pro-
tic foreign tax provisions, which it failed to do. visions relating to interest with much success, it may be

effective in counteringmore blatantforms of treaty shopping.

Vili. LIMITATION OF BENEFITS
IX. HYBRID ENTITIES AND THE PARENT-

The United Kingdom does not adopt a general limitation of SUBSIDIARY DIRECTIVE
benefits article in its treaties. Limitation provisions have

appeared in numerous treaties over the years. The currentUK The official view in the United Kingdom is that the EC Par-

position is to seek protection against treaty abuse in respect ent-Subsidiary Directive (90/435) does not apply to affect

of dividends, interests and royalties on a systematic basis. ACT on dividend payments made by UK subsidiaries of EU

This is also extended to the other income article in order .to parent companies.25 There are several general observations
coverpayments in respectof new financial instruments.Typ- that may be made on the application of the Directive in this

ically, such provisions now deny the benefit of the specific context. Broadly speaking, the Directive prohibits withhold-

treaty article if the main purpose or one of the main purposes ing taxes on profit distributions paid by European Union

of any person concerned with the creation or assignments of companies to parent companies in otherEU MemberStates.26
the rights in respectofwhich the dividend, interest, royalty or The threshold for ownership in order to qualify as a parent
other income is paid is to take advantage of the article by company is 25 per cent of the capital of the subsidiary.27 In

means of that creation or assignment.23 This is not however addition, the parent company's state of residence is required
the only approach that has been taken. to eliminate double taxation fully by adopting an exemption

or credit system for underlying tax.28
For example, Article 10(3)(d)(i) of the UK-Netherlands

Treaty adopts a look-through test in relation to dividends. In order to qualify for benefits under the Directive, it is nec-

Netherlands companies only qualify if they are listed on a essary to be a companyof a Member State. There re four

Netherlands stock exchange and European requirements for requirements in this regard. The entity must:

listing are met, particularlyrelating to the minimumvalue of (i) take one of the forms listed in the annexe to the Directive.

shares listed, transferabilityand dispersionof the shares.This In each case, companies must either be in the form of a

generallymeans that the shares must be freely negotiableand private company or public company recognized gener-
that at least 25 per cent of the subscribedcapital should be in ally for the purposes of European corporate law and, in

public hands, or a lowerpercentage if the marketwill operate particular, the First Company Law Directive (68/151),
properly. the Second Company Law Directive (77/91) and the

Third CompanyLaw Directive (78/855);
Non-public companies will only qualify if they are not con- (ii) be considered to be residentin a MemberState according
trolled by a person or two or more associated or connected to the tax laws of that MemberState;
persons who or any of whom would not have been entitled to (iii)not be treated as residentoutside the EU for the purposes
a tax credit if any of them had been the beneficial owner of of any treaty entered into between a Member State and a
the dividends. The provision thus differs from the US treaty third country;
in that if it is owned by shareholders in a suitable treaty juris- (iv) be subject to corporate income tax imposed by one of the
diction, treaty benefits may still be available. There are how- MemberStates.29
ever two important traps in this provision. Firstly, since the
test is expressed in the negative, if anywhere in the chain, the There is no particular requirement that the company be res-

Netherlands company is controlled by persons who would ident in or subject to corporate income tax in the country of

not themselves qualify for the tax credit, then benefits under incorporationas long as it is subject to corporationtax in one

the UK-NetherlandsTreaty are unavailable. Secondly, as a Member State. However, it would appear unlikely that a

result of the extremelybroad definitionof associated or con- companymight qualify as a partnership in one MemberState

nected persons, many commercial joint ventures will find and as a company in anotherfor the purpose of applicationof

that if the joint venture vehicle is a Netherlands company or the Directive. Despite this, the fact that either a parent com-

one which controls the Netherlands company, that treaty pany or a subsidiarymay be treated as a partnershipunder the

benefits may be lost even if one minority participant in the tax laws of a third country, such as the United States, would

joint venture does not qualify for the tax credit. As a result of not itselfexclude.the applicationof the Directive.

the decision in the Euro Vinyls24 case, most typicaljoint ven-

ture shareholdersagreementswill have this effect. 23. See for exampleArt. 12 UK-GuyanaTreaty.
A further importantdistinctionisthat the look-throughprovi-

24. Steele v. European Vinyls Corp. (Holdings)BV [1995] STC31 (CHD) and

[1996] STC 785 (CA).
sions only apply in relation to dividends. Article 11(6) of the 25. Inland Revenue: EC Direct Tax Measures - A Consultative Docuinent
UK-NetherlandsTreaty contains an early form of what has 1991.

now become the standardUK limitationofbenefits clause. It 26. Art. 4.

prohibits the application of the treaty benefits if the debt
27. Art. 3(1).
28. Art. 4.

claim in respect of which the interest is paid was created or 29. Art. 2.
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PORTUGA_

THE TAXATION OF DERIVATIVEFINANCIALPRODUCTS
IN- PORTUGAL

Adelaide Passos

Arthur Andersen, Lisbon

I. INTRODUCTION - they have the effect of transferringbetween the parties to

the instrumentone or more of the financial risks inherent

Despite the existence of a market for derivative financial in an underlyingprimary financial instrument; and

products in Portugal, including a regulated exchange (the - their fair value depends on the fair value of the underly-
Oporto Exchange), until very recently there was no specific ing primary financial instrument.
tax law in Portugal for these products. Instead, these instru- Futures, forwards, options and swaps are given in that Direc-
ments were subject to the general tax principles. tive 17 as typical examples of financial derivatives.
Decree-Law 257-B/96 of 31 December 1996 establishes the It is also submitted that the concept of a financial derivative
income tax regime of financial derivatives, while Decree-

as adopted in the 1995 General Report of the International
Law 85/96 of 29 June 1996 regulates the stamp tax applica- Fiscal Association on the Tax Aspects of Derivative Finan-
ble to these instruments. From a VAT point of view no spe- cial Instruments might have a persuasive influence for Por-
cific legislationhas yet been published.Therefore the normal

tuguese tax purposes. Under that definition a derivative
VAT rules still apply to financial derivatives. financial instrument is one under which the payment rights
In this article we will analyse the income tax regime applica- and obligations of the parties (and therefore the value of the
ble to financial derivatives as introduced by Decree-Law contract) derive from the value of the underlying cash or

257-B/96. physicalmarket (e.g. foreignexchange, securities,commodi-

ties) or from particular financial indices or combination of
indices.

II. INCOME TAXATION The main characteristics of derivative financial instruments

according to the concept adopted in that General Report are

A. The concept of financial derivatives similar to those highlightedaboveand accepted by Directive
17.

The tax legislator has opted for not giving a definition of
financial derivatives. In the explanatorynote introducing the B. Characterizationof the gainnew tax rules for these instruments, it is stated that derivative
financial instruments constitute original forms of utilizing Within the context of the Portuguese income tax system the
classicalfinancial instruments.

characterization of the income/gain under the Personal
In various provisions of the tax law reference is made to Income Tax Code (the IRS Code) determines the tax regime
swaps, forward exchange agreements, futures and options, applicable to that income/gain.
which are the most commonly used derivative financial

In the of individualsthis characterizationdeterminescase notinstruments.There is no doubt that these constitutederivative
financial instruments for Portuguese tax purposes.

only whether the income/gain is taxable or exempt but also
the allowable deductions and the applicable tax rate.

Since in Portugal there is normally a direct relationship It is also based this characterizationthat the levying ofon abetween the accounting treatmentof a transaction or instru-
tax rate

ment and its tax treatment we believe that the accounting withholding is made and the appropriate determined.
The withholdingof tax on gains on derivatives is particularlycharacterizationof a financial derivative should also be rele-

vant for tax purposes. In this regard, PortugueseAccounting importantfor the following reasons.

Directive No. 17 (hereinafter: Directive 17), applies to If the recipient is a non-resident,other than a foreign resident
futures traded on a regulated exchange and to non-financial company with a permanent establishment in Portugal, the
institutions. Importantly,Directive 17 describes the attributes levying of a withholdingtax will determinewhether the non-

of a financial derivative. According to Directive 17 financial resident has a liability for Portuguese taxation and, if so, it
instruments display two fundamentalcharacteristics: normally limits that liability to a flat rate on the gross amount
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received without the non-residenthaving any further obliga- general accepted even if in some instances the substance
tion to submit an annual income tax return. might indicate a differentobjective.
For resident individualsbecause they may either only pay the The scope of this principle appears to be wider in the case of

withholding the income/gainreceived corporatetaxpayers than for individuals,where the reclassifi-tax on gross or opt to

also disclose that income/gain in their annual income tax cation of a gain seems to be limited to gains on instruments

return and pay tax at normal progressive tax rates. In this lat- deemed to give rise to investmeht income (see above). In

ter case the withholding tax will be considered to be a pay- general, it should also only be with respect to instruments

ment on account of the final income tax due. Under this deemed to give rise to gains characterized as investment

regime specified deductions may then be allowed in the cal- income that tax avoidancemay occur in the case of individu-

culation of the taxable income. als.

For resident corporate taxpayers or Portuguese permanent
establishmentsof foreign companies, although the withhold-

ing tax is considered as an advance payment on account of Ill. TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS
the final tax due1 the cash-flow impact that the withholding
normally has may be very significant. A. Investment income
Prior to the enactment of Decree-Law 257-B/96 no specific
reference was mad in the IRS Code to the nature or classifi- When the gain is deemed to constitut investment income,
cation of the income/gains arising on financial derivatives. the amount taxable is calculated as follows:

These are now classified under one of three categories of currency swaps or forward exchange agreements as the- -

income as follows: positive differencebetween the agreed exchange rate for

income from commercialor industrial activities;2 the future sale/purchaseand the market rate ofexchange
-

income from farming;3 or
on the date the contract is concludedfor the same pair of

-

currencies;investment income.4-

interestrate swaps or combinedcurrency and interest rate-

The gain arising on the following types of financial deriva- swaps - as the positive differencebetween the two rates

tives is deemed to constitute investmentincome: and, in addition in the case of the currency-interestrate

currency swaps; swaps, the exchange gain on the amounts swapped.-

interest rate swaps; One therefore assume that in a normal swap of curren-
-

must
combinedcurrency and interest rate swaps; and cies where the initial exchange and future re-exchange are

-

at
forward exchange agreements that hedge the risk of and the exchange rates there will be gain for accounting-

same no

are linked to an underlying asset or liability namely a purposes and therefore similarly no gain for tax purposes.
bank deposit or securities.

Another inference from the above rules is that it is the net

The gain on financial derivatives, other than on the deriva- payment to pass between the two. (swap) parties that repre-
tives referred to above, will be classified as farming income sents the gain subject to the withholding tax. Problems may
provided the taxpayer carries on farming activities and the howeverarise if instead of a net payment there is a flow each

gain is attributableto those activities. way on a gross basis at different times. Although the gain
In all other cases the gain arising on financial derivatives is subject to withholding tax still appears to be the net amount

between those two payments, difficulties may arise as to
classified as commercialor industrialincome.

determining the date the tax withheld should be paid to the
tax authorities (see below).

C. Substance over form If the swap or forward exchange agreement has been

assigned or cancelled, the taxable amount is in principle the

The new legislationempowersthe tax authorities to disregard amount, if any, paid for the assignmentor cancellationof the

the form in terms of which an operation/transaction(includ- operation. The limitations referred to below when dealing
ing a series of operations/transactions)has been undertakenif with corporatetaxpayers on the taxationofpaymentsmade in

that form differs from the substance (presumably the com- respectof the assignmentor cancellationofthese instruments

mercial substance) of the operation/transactionand to tax the apply with the necessaryadaptations to individuals.

transaction/operationin accordancewith its substance. The gross taxable income calculated in terms of the above

A point to stress is that only with respect to transactions rules is subject to a withholding tax of 20 per cent with the

which are either presented in the form of a financial deriva_ entity making the paymentbeing obliged to withhold, the tax.
.

tive instrumentnot being in substance so, or vice versa, can The events triggering the liability for withholding tax are

the authorities reclassify and tax the respective gain/income therefore:

in accordancewith the commercialsubstance of the transac-

tion. 1. A refund will be given if no or a lower corporate tax is due.
2. Art. 4 (2) (g) category C.

This is a new measure within the Portuguesetax system since
-

3. Art. 5 (2) - category D.
the legal form of a transaction or series of transactions is in 4. Art. 6 (1) (p)- categoryE).
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when the interest becomes due and payable during the these are attributable to a farming, commercial or .industrial-

life of the instrument; or activity they should be added to those types of income and
at the settlementdate of,the instrumentor the date of its taxed accordingly. The withholding tax suffered on those-

assignment/cancellation. gains would then be considered as a payment on account of
the final tax due.

The individual taxpayer, being a ,resident, has the option of

including that incomein his annual income tax return and pay A final point to note is that it might be possible that the num-

tax at normal progressive rates up to 40 per cent. In general, ber, frequency and size of the transactions in derivatives
the rate applicable to the individual's total taxable income undertakenby the individualmay indicate that the individual

(including the gain on the above derivatives) will be higher is carrying on a trade in these instruments.
than the 20 per cent withholding tax. Hence, in most

instances, individuals should opt against including the gain
on these derivatives in their annual income tax returns.5 C. Tax benefits

Where the individual is a non-residentthe withholding tax is Until the year 2001 (inclusive), the net gains on futures,
always a final tax. (See below for a discussion of the impact options on shares, and indices on shares, traded on a regu-
of Portuguesedouble tax treaties on the withholding tax). lated exchangeare taxed at a final and top rate of 10 per cent.

The net gains on other futures and options traded on a- regu-
B. Farming income and commercial or industrial lated exchange are taxable according to the followingsched-

income ule:

Tax Year Percentageof the Gain Taxable
As stated above, if the individualcarries on farming activities

1.997 50%
and the gain on the derivatives is attributable to those activi- 1998 60%
ties it will be classified as farming income. 1999 70%

If the gain on the derivatives is not deemed to be investment 2000 80%
2001 90%

income and it does not constitute farming income, it will be
classified as commercialor industrial income. At first sight it In the same way, up to the year 2001, a loss incurred on these
might then seem not to matter whether or not the taxpayer instruments is only allowed as a current deduction to the
carries on any commercial or industrial activity, since the extent of the above yearly percentages. The balance of the
income in any event will be classified as commercial or loss, not allowed as a current deduction, may be carried for-
industrial income. Nevertheless the distinction is relevant in ward for a period of five years but again, up to the year 2001,
view of the fact that the corporate tax rules will apply in cal- it can only be set off against future taxable gains at the per-

/ culating the quantum.andtiming of the gain (see below) if the centage which, in accordance with the above table, is appli-
gain is attributable to a commercialor industrial activity car- cable to the year in which the loss will be used. For example,
ried on by the individual. The same corporate tax rules will if in 1997 the individual realizes a net loss of 1,000 on these
also apply in the case of the gain being qualified as farming instruments and in the year 1999 a gain, he may set off
income. against that gain a tax loss carried forward of 850 calculated

Where the individual does not carry on a commercial or
. as follows:

industrial activity or the gain is not attributable to that activ- Loss deductible in 1997 - 50% of 1,000 500

ity, he will have to disclose for tax purposes only a realized Plus
gain/loss. It is submitted that in calculating that gain he is Balance of the loss deductible
entitled to deduct the costs directly incurred in connection in terms of the percentage
with the instrumentsuch as commissionspaid. He may offset applicable for theyear it

against the gains realized in a year the losses incurred in the will be used - 70% of 500 350

same year on the derivatives and be taxed on the net gain. If Total loss deductible in 1999 850
a net loss is realized he is entitled to carry it forward for a

period of five years but can only offset it against gains on As mentioned before, if the individual does not carry on a

derivatives realized in future years and not against other farming, commercial or industrial activity to which a loss

types of income or gains. incurred for the year on these instruments can be attributed,
The tax law does not establish any rules for attributing the

he will be entitled to carry forward the loss for a period of
five years and set it off against a gain incurred on the same

gain/loss to the commercial, industrial or farming activity
carried on by the taxpayer. This question will have to be type of instruments.The calculationof the loss deductiblefor

the year in question follows the above rules.resolved,onthe basis of the relevantfacts and circumstances.
In this context it will be necessary to prove the existenceof a If, on the other hand, the loss is attributable to a farming,
close connectionbetween the derivatives in question and the commercialor industrialactivitycarried on by the individual,
particularactivity carried on by the taxpayer. that loss will be allowed as a current deduction against
It is submitted that even when the individual derives gains
which are classified as investment income (see above), if 5. I.e. since then they only suffer the 20 per cent withholding tax.
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income generated from that activity but, up to the year 2001, In the case of symmetrical positions the loss on one of the

only to the extent of the percentages set out above. It further positions may only be deductible to the extent that it exceeds

appears that if the individualcannot currently deduct that net the untaxed gain on the other position (see below).
loss against.his farming, commercialor industrial income he

may carry it forward but can only offset it againsta future net

gain realized on the same category of instruments, subject to B. Valuation of open contracts
the limits imposed by the above table for the year in which
the loss will thus be used.6 This regime is only applicableup The basic rule is that derivatives that are traded on a regu-
to the year 2001 inclusive. lated exchange market must be valued at the'year end on a

mark-to-marketbasis. The relatedunrealizedgain or loss will
The wordingof the above provisionsdo not specificallylimit

either be taxable deductible.or
the tax benefits to instruments traded only on a Portuguese
regulatedexchange. However, in the explanationto the legis- The gain/loss on OTC financial derivatives is taxable or

lation introducing these tax benefits, it is stated that these deductible in the year the contract matures unless a gain has

benefits are granted due to the need to develop Portugal's been realized or a loss has been incurred in relation to the

regulated exchange. instrument in a previous year.

It is thereforeprobable that in practice the authoritiesmay try
to restrict those benefits to qualifying instruments traded on C. Hedgingthe Portugueseregulatedmarket. In the view of the writer this

position, if taken by the Portuguesetax authorities,cannotbe Where a derivative traded on a regulated market provides a

justified by the wording of the legislation. hedge against a risk which can arise in the followingyear on

another type of transaction to be concluded in a different
market and subject to a different valuation.system,the taxa-

IV. THE TAXATION OF COMPANIES tion of the gain is postponed until the hedge operation is
unwound. Unrealized losses, however, continue to be

A. Introduction deductible on a current year basis.

The conditions for the deferral of the taxation of the gain on

A company's taxable profit is calculated on the basis of its the derivativeoperation that has been entered.into as hedge
accountingprofit adjusted for tax purposes. against the risk on an underlying transactionare as follows:

As mentionedabove, there is a directive (Directive 17) which
- the derivative operation must be designed to effectively

applies to the accounting treatment of futures traded on a
eliminate or reduce the real risk arising on an underlying

regulated exchange. This directive closely follows the transaction;

accountingprinciples laid down by InternationalAccounting
- there should exist a firm commitment in relation to the

Standard (IAS) 32, Financial Instruments: Disclosure and underlying transaction;7
that underlying transaction must be of different naturePresentation of June 1995 and Exposure Draft (ED) 48 -

-

Financial Instruments of January 1994. In the absence of from the derivative operation i.e. it should belong to a

other Portuguese accounting directives on derivative finan- different market and be subject to a different valuation

cial.instrumentsthe accountingprinciplesof the International method;

Accounting Standards Committee will apply to areas not
- an economic relationship should exist and there should

covered by Directive 17. be a high correlation between the asset/liability being
covered and the hedging transaction (or derivative oper-

In the case of credit and financial institutions InstructionNo. ation);8 and finally
109/96 of the Bank of Portugal should be relevant. - after taking into considerationthe above correlation, the

Decree-Law257-B/96 establishes specific tax rules as to the value of the derivative operation must not exceed the

way the gain/loss on derivatives should be calculated for tax value considerednecessary to cover the risk of the under-

purposes, and the timing of the recognitionof that gain/loss. lying transaction.

Additionally, it grants specific tax benefits on the taxationof If at any time one of the above conditions is not met the tax
derivatives. treatmentof the operation as a hedge is no longer applicable.
In taxing financial derivatives the Portuguese tax law distin- Moreover, if the taxationof the gain on the derivative instru-

guishes between instruments traded on a regulated exchange ment has been postponed on the basis that the instrument

from over-the-counter(OTC) derivatives.The tax law further
acknowledges the use of derivatives in hedging transactions 6. In this the individual will be allowed higher relief for the loss (theway, a

by allowing a deferral of the taxation of gains on hedging reliefpartly calculated in terms of the percentageapplicable for the year the loss

instruments.-However, for these purposes only a narrow eco- will be used) but he is restricted to the type of profits againstwhich that loss car-

nomic concept of hedging is accepted. Amongst others, ried forward is offsetable.
7. This includes a futurecommitmenton an underlyingtransactionundertaken

insurance companies, banks and financing companies are in prioryears but whichhas not yet been finalizedor an underlyingtransactionon

denied the right to the tax treatmentofderivatives as hedging which the probabilityof being concluded in the followingyear is high.
instruments. 8. I.e. one should expectthat the gains on the hedging transaction will cover

the possible losses on the underlying transaction.
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hedges a qualifying underlying transaction and this transac- (i) the settlement payments or termination payments
tion is not completed within the prescribed period, the gain made in accordancewith the original contract; or

will be taxed in the year that it should have been taxed, if it (ii) the market value of operations bearing the same

was not for the tax hedging treatment. Under these circum- characteristics of the operations assigned or can-,

stances, the taxpayerwill have to pay compensatory interest celled and namely with a term equal to the remaining
on the tax that should have been paid if it was not for the tax term of the operation assigned or cancelled.

hedging treatment.
In the the cost of acquisition of position insame way, a an

If the taxpayerhas an assessed loss, that loss will be adjusted existing swap contract is only acceptablefor tax purposes if it

accordingly and there will be no liability to compensatory does not exceed the following:
interest. The present rate of compensatory interest is 12 per - the settlementor terminationpayments as included in the
cent. Compensatoryinterest is not tax deductible. original contract; or

the arm's lengthprice for a similaroperationcovering the-

The law deems the followingoperations to be excluded from
to contract must

being treated as part of a hedging operation: remainingperiod. The parties the prove
that an arm's length price was used.

those intended to cover risks of third parties or establish--

ments of the entity taking the cover which are taxed Fees paid to intermediariesfor arrangingswaps are generally
under a differentregime; taxable receipts in the hands of the intermediariesand allow-
those entered into by investmnt funds, funds of funds, able expenditurefor the payer.-

venture capital funds, pension funds, insurance compa-
nies, credit and financial institutions; and
those not identified by the taxpayer as hedging opera¬

F. Tax benefits- futures and options-

tions in-the respective tax form.
The net profit on futures and options traded on a regulated
exchange which do not constitutea tax hedge is taxable up to

D. Symmetrical positions the followingpercentages:

Tax year Taxable percentageWhere the company holds symmetrical positions, other than
in the context of a hedge, the loss (whether realized or unre- 1997 50%

alized) on one of these positions can be deducted from tax- 1998 60%

able profits only to the extent it exceeds the untaxed gain on
1999 70%
2000 80%

the other position and provided the taxpayerhas completeda 2001 90%
specific tax form disclosing the symmetrical positions and
filed it with its annual income tax return. The current year deductibility of a net loss on those instru-

Position is defined as the direct or indirect holding of finan¬ ments will similarlybe restrictedby reference to those annual

cial derivatives, securities, foreign currencies, negotiable percentages. The balnce of the non-deductible loss may be

debt instruments, loans or a commitment relating to these carried forward and, up to the year 2001, it may be set off

instruments. against the net taxable profit arising on the same type of
instruments. However, the set off is restricted to the percent-

Positions are deemed symmetricalwhen their values or their age applicable for the year in which the loss will be used (see
yield are closely correlated in such a way that the risk .of table above).
value,oryield variationpertaining to one position is compen-
sated by the other position. In-this context, it 'is not necessary

For example if in 1998 the company realized a net loss on

that the positions in question be of the same nature or traded these instrumentsof 6000, the amount of that loss that could

on the same market place nor have the same term. be carried forward and used in 1999 is as follows:

Loss deductible in 1998 - 60% of 6000 3,600Investmentfunds, funds of funds, venture capital funds, pen- Plus
sion funds, insurance companies and credit and financial Balance of the loss
institutionsare specificallyexcludedfrom this regime.9 deductible in 1999 - 70% of 2,400 r,680

Total loss deductible in 1999 5,280

E. Cancellation and assignmentof swaps and
forward exchange agreements Since the taxpayerenjoys a partial exemptionon the taxation

of these gains, in terms of the general corporate tax rules, the
net loss .carried forward attributable to these gains cannot be

If a swap or a forward exchange agreement is assigned or
offset against profits from the taxpayer's normal tradingcancelled with payment or receipt of settlement values the
activity. Given that no tax benefits will apply to these instru-

following applies: ments as from the year 2002 onwards, the net loss broughtthe amounts due are consideredas profit or loss in the tax-

year in which the contracthas been cancelled; and
9. These entities cannot therefore recognize for tax purposes symmetricalthe amounts deductibleare limited to the lowerof the fol-

on one to extent
-

positions with the loss position being deductibleonly the that it
lowing: exceeds the untaxed gain on the other.
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forward on these instruments should from that date be fully C. Hedging - symmetrical positions
allowable as a set-offagainstother trading income.

For the reasons referred to above when dealing with the taxa- Investmentfunds and venture capital funds are not entitled to

tion of individuals, the tax authorities are likely to restrict in either the tax hedging treatment or to the tax regime applica-
practice the tax benefits to instruments traded on a national ble to symmetricalpositions.
regulated exchange. Again, if the authorities take this pos-
ition, in the viewof the writer, their interpretationcannot be

justified in terms of the wording of the relevant legislation. VI. THE TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTS

G. Withholding tax A. Withholding tax

Where the gain is characterizedas investment income it will Non-residents (excluding foreign companies with a Por-
be subject to a 20 per cent withholding tax. For the character- tuguese permanent establishment to which these gains are

ization of the gains as investmentincome and the calculation attributable) are subject to a 20 per cent withholding tax on

of the amount subject to withholding tax etc. please refer to gains paid by Portuguese residents and characterized as

the taxation of individuals above. investment income. See above for the list ofderivativefinan-

The withholding tax will be allowed as a credit against the cial instruments the gains on which are deemed to constitute

final corporate tax due. If no corporate tax is due the with- investment income.

holding tax will be refunded within three months after the In the case of swaps the amount subject to the withholding
date on which the company submitted its income tax return tax is the net payment to pass between the two swap counter-

provided it did so within the prescribed time limits. parties. Please refer above for a more detailed analysis of the

There.is a dispensationfrom withholding tax on gains classi- gain taxable as well as the events triggering the liability to

fied as investment income paid to financial institutions sub- withhold the tax.

ject to Portuguese corporate taxation (e.g. Portuguese banks
or Portuguesebranches of foreign banks).

B. Non-residentfinancial institutions

Gains arising from swaps made by non-resident financial
V. THE TAXATION OF INVESTMENTFUNDS institutions with credit institutionsheadquartered in Portugal

are exempt from taxation in Portugal.
A. General rule

Income obtained by investment funds or venture capital C. Double taxtreaties
funds, constitutedunderPortugueselaw, other than on swaps
or other instruments the income of which is deemed to con- The Portuguese double tax treaties in general closely follow
stitute investment income, is taxable at a fiat rate of 25 per the wording of the OECD Model Tax Conventionapplicable
cent computedon the net income of each period. at the date that the treaty was negotiated.
These funds are howeversubject to a 20 per cent withholding The term interest is generally defined in Portuguese double
tax, which constitutes a final tax, on gains on derivatives tax treaties as income from debt-claims of any kind. The fact
characterizedas investment income (see the characterization thatthedebt-claimcarries a right to participate in profits or is
rules above). secured by mortgage does not change the interest nature of

the related income. In general, in Portuguese tax treaties the
definition of interest is further extended to cover other

B. Tax benefits income assimilated to income from money lent by the taxa-

tion law of the state in which the income arises. Under nor-

Portuguese investment funds or venture capital funds also mal circumstancespayments made under derivativefinancial
enjoy a reduced 10 per cent flat rate on gains realized on instrumentsdo not arise from a debt-claim.Although in some
futures, options on shares and indices on shares traded on a instances a currency or interest rate swap or a forward
regulatedmarket. exchange contract may have as an underlying transaction a

Investment funds are also entitled to the same percentage debt-claim, those derivatives are nevertheless a legally inde-
reductionon the taxationof their net gains arising from other pendent and separate transaction from the underlying debt-
futures and options traded on a regulatedexchange as well as claim. The fact that under Portuguese domestic legislation
to the same rules for the carry-forward of a loss on those gains on currency and interest rate swaps and under certain
instruments as individuals (see above). circumstances forward exchange agreements are, like inter-

As discussed above in all likelihood the benefits will be est, classified as investment income and subject to the same

restricted to instruments traded on a Portuguese regulated withholdingtax rate of 20 per cent in itselfdoes not meanthat
those gains are assimilated to interest for treaty purposes.exchange.
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Accordingly, in principle, these gains cannot be included' in. 'Finally it should be rememberedthat the Portuguesedomes-
the definition of interest for treaty purposes but instead tic tax legislation includes provisions empowering the tax

should be classified as either business profits or as other authorities to tax these transactions in terms of their sub-
income. If characterizedas business,profits the non-resident stance as opposed to their.form.Thus, it may be possible that
will be exempt from withholding tax unless the gains are where the contracts^in question,constitutedisguised loans, the
attributable to a local permanent establishment. In most relatedgains may then be reclassifiedas interest. Under these
treaties concluded by Portugal an exmption from withhold- circumstances, though Portugal may levy a withholding tax

ing tax will also be achieved by the non-resident under the on those gains, it will, on the otherhand, be obliged to reduce
other income provision as the right to tax this income is the rate of that withholding tax according to the interest

normally allocated exclusively to the state of residence. clause of the respective treaty.
Some of the treaties, e.g. those with Germany, France and
Finland make that exclusive allocation to the state of resi-
dence of the right to tax that income dependent on the fact
that the income is taxable in th countryof residence. In par-
ticular, the treaties with Brazil and'the United States llocate
to 'both States the right to tax other income.
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CANADA

Tax PLANNINGFOR ImmlGRATiONTO CanADA
Jack Bernstein

Aird & Berlis, Toronto, Ontario

I. INTRODUCTION to implement the new foreign reporting requirements
announced in the 27 February 1995 Budget. Also released

Canada's political stability and economy together with its were draft informationreturns thatwill be required to be filed
business immigration programme, have made it a logical under these new rules in 1998. The 5 December 1996 Notice
choice for people who wish to emigrate from Hong Kong, of Ways and Means motion proposed changes to the foreign
SouthAfricaand otherjurisdictions.Many US executivesare reportingrules. Individualswillnot be required to file foreign
temporarilyrelocated to Canada by multinationalemployers. property information returns for the year in which they first

This aiticle deals with the special considerations for a US
became resident in Canada.

executivewho is transferredto Canadafor three years as well The annual reportingrequirementsare intended to discourage
as planning for US citizens immigrating to Canada who wish Canadians from attempting to hide assets offshore in foreign
to give up their US citizenship. It also deals with tax strate- trusts or foreign corporations or in foreign investments (e.g.
gies for others planning to immigrate to Canada. bank accounts, stocks, etc.). The reporting requirementswill

In particular, the article focuses on the Canadian tax implica- provide Revenue Canada with an opportunity to audit addi-

tions where a person, who is not resident in Canada, forms a tional-offshoretransactionswith a view to,eitherchallenging
trust outside Canada for the benefit of his spouse and chil- them based on deficiencies in their structure or, alternatively,
dren. An immigration trust can provide significant tax sav- to recommend that changes in the legislation be made in

ings and the trust and the beneficiarieswill not be subject to order to curb abuses. In order to ensure compliance, signifi-
Canadian tax on income or capital gains earned or realized cant penalties are proposed for any violations of the new

outside Canada for the first five years of Canadian residency reporting requirements.Among other things, the new report-
and possibly longer. ing requirementswill have the followingeffects:

Taxpayers with interests in foreign' property such as-

shares, bank accounts, real proprty (other than personal-
II. RESIDENCY use property) in excess ofCAD 100,000 will be required

to report and provide details of such holdings.
A resident of Canada is subject to Canadian income tax on

- Taxpayers with foreign affiliates will have to provide
worldwide income. A person will become a resident of additional financial and tax information with respect to

Canada at such time as the person moves to Canada with the each controlled foreign affiliate.
intention of residing in Canada. A person who spends more - Beneficiaries of certain non-resident trusts will have to

than 182 days in a year in Canada is deemed to be resident in file an information return for the year in which they
Canada..The precise date ofbecominga residentmay depend receivea distributionora loan from the trust.

on the date the personbecomes a landed immigrant,moves to - Persons who have transferred or loaned property to a

Canada with his or her family or commencesemploymentin non-residenttrust will be required to file an annual infor-
Canada. A person earning employmentincomewill require a mation,return in respectof the trust.
social insurance number. For the year of immigration, the

Failure to comply with these requirementswill result in sub-
immigrant will be taxable in Canada on Canadian source

stantial penalties.income received before immigration and on worldwide
income earned after the date of immigration. The first tax

return of the new immigrant must be filed by 30 April fol-
lowing the year of arrival. Personal exemptions will have to IV. US CITIZENS IMMIGRATINGTO CANADA1
be prorated based on the time spent in Canada.

Tliere are special Canadianand US tax considerationsfor US
citizens immigrating to Canada. It is assumed that the indi-

III. DRAFT FOREIGN REPORTING vidual would be deemed to be resident in Canada under the

REQUIREMENTS tie breaker clause of the Canada-US treaty. As a US citizen

On 5 March 1996, Finance Minister Paul Martin and Rev-
1. I wish to thank James Crker of the Washingtonoffice of Alston & Bird,

enue Minister Jane Stewart jointly released draft legislation LLP for reviewingmy commentson the US tax implications.
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the person will be required to continue to.file US tax returns. be available in the United States by virtue of Article XVIII,
If the US citizen owns shares of US private companies, the paragraph 7 of the Canada-US Tax Convention. Under the
shares would be deemed to be acquired for Canadian tax pur- foreign retirement arrangement provision in paragraph
poses at fair market value. 81(1)(r) of the Income Tax Act earnings accumulating in an

For US purposes, the personalholding company, foreignper-
IRA are not taxable in Canada.

sonal holding company, personal foreign investment com- In Canada, each individual files a separate tax return. There

pany and SubpartF rules would continue to apply. In order to are personal tax credits available including a marital credit.
avoid the negative impact of these provisions, the US citizen There are no joint returns.

may wish to ensure that all investment income is annually Canada does not impose gift tax estate tax. Gifts to
distributed.

a or an

family members are deemed to occur at fair market value.
In addition, the Canadian foreign accrual property income There is a deemed disposition at fair market value for Cana-
rules would operate to attribute undistributedforeign passive dian tax'purposes the instant before death of depreciable and
income earned in an offshore (non-Canadian)corporationor non-depreciablecapitalpropertyand land inventory.exceptto
trust to the US citizen - Canadian resident. Although other the extent that the property is bequeathed to a spouse or to an

immigrants to Canada can legitimately use offshore trusts to exclusive spouse trust in which case there is a roll-over.
avoid Canadian tax on incomeearned by the trust for a period AlthoughCanadadoes not impose a gift tax, a US citizen res-

of five years (see the discussion on immigration trusts ident in Canada would be subject to US gift tax.

below), a' US citizen would be required to continue to report Canada has income attribution rules which operate to tax thethe income of the offshore trust for US tax purposes. transferor who transfers property to a spouse or minor child
Some US citizens apply for residency in a Caribbeancountry or to a trust for such a person. The transferor is taxable on all
prior to immigrating to Canada and settle a trust in a tax capital gains realized by a spouse and on any income earned
haven. After moving to Canada they give up their US citi- on the transferred property or substituted property by a

zenship in order to avoid US tax on the accumulation in the spouse or by a minor child.2 This would include income or

offshore trust. They may become Canadian landed immi- capitalgains realized on assets transferred to family members
grants and ultimately Canadian citizens. Canada taxes based prior to immigration.
on residency and not citizenship. This strategy may enable
the immigrantnot only to benefit from the five-year tax holi- A US citizen who resides in Canadamay benefitfrom a CAD

day affordedby an immigrationtrust but also to subsequently 500,000 Canadiancapital gains exemptionon the disposition
of shares of a qualified small business corporationor a quali-leave Canada and move to a tax haven without continuing to

be subject to Canadian or US tax except in respect of Cana-
fied farm. However, the capital gains exemption would not

be recognizedfor US tax purposes.dian and US-source income. Section 877 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code would have to be consideredas it may create a lin- If the US citizen wishes to invest in a Canadian venture, US
gering (ten year) liability for US tax on certain income. entities such as an S corporation or a limited liability cor-

Measureshave been passed in the United States to restrict the poration (LLC) should generally not be used. There is a risk
ability of individuals to return to the United States if they ofdouble tax as payments from Canada to a US entity would
renounce their citizenship for tax avoidancepurposes. be subject to Canadian withholding tax. Canada would treat

the S Corporation or LLC as a corporation for Canadian taxTo the extent that a US citizen must file both Canadian and
US tax returns, the individualwill be subject to the higher tax purposes. The Canadian resident would be fully taxable on

of the two jurisdictions.Attempts to shelter income are often all distribution from an S Corporation or from an LLC. It
should be noted that Canada does not provide treaty relief tofrustratedas the result of the differentdeductions which may

be claimed on each return. Investments which are based on
an LLC as an LLC is not liable to tax in the United States. In

favourableprovisionsof the IncomeTax Act may be of no or
other words, Canadian withholding tax at the rate of 25 per

little benefit to a US citizen as the deductions may not be cent will apply to passive income paid to an LLC (e.g. divi-

available on the US return. dends, rent, royalties, interest or management fees). A com-

promisemay be to use a Nova Scotia unlimited liability cor-

Some relief is available for earned income. A US citizen may poration which qualifies as a hybrid entity (i.e. as a flow
claim the foreignearnedincome exclusionand not be subject through entity) for US purposes and a corporation for Cana-
to US tax on USD 80,000 of earned income subject to satis- dian purposes. However, a Canadian resident US citizen
fying all of the qualifications. would not receive a foreign tax credit in Canada for any

Foreign tax credits shouldprovide some reliefagainstdouble undistributed income of the Nova Scotia company which is

taxation. However, a foreign tax credit for Canadian tax may
taxable for US purposes.

not generally be claimed in excess of the US tax that would Canada has a principal residence exemption. Canadian res-
have been payable on the income. As a result the higher tax idents may not deduct the interest relating to the purchase of
rate of the two jurisdictionswill apply. a residence but are not taxable on the profit on resale. A US

Canadawill not recognizecontributionsto an IRA (a US pen- citizen will be subject to the US replacementproperty rule or
.

sion) and the UnitedStates will not allow deductions to a reg- the proposed USD 500,000 US exemption on the sale of a

istered retirementsavings plan (RRSP) in Canada. A deferral
of US tax on the investment income earned in an RRSP may 2. I.e. a child under age 18.
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residence. For US purposes, the interest pertaining to the tax the settlor. In the United Kingdom, a UK settlor would
Canadian residence,,may be deducted within prescribed lim- have to be concernedabout UK gift and inheritancetax.
its. The Canadian case of ThibodeauFamily Trust v. The Queen,
For an employeewho is relocated to Canada, the treatmentof (F.C.T.D.) 78 DTC 6376, in which a Canadian resident was

employeebenefits will be of concern. Canada does not allow one of three trustees,establishedthat a trust would not be res-

the deduction by an individual of moving expenses from a ident in Canada where the majority of the trustees were not

location outside Canada to Canada. The treatment of resident in Canada, the trust deed establishing the trust

employeestock options and otherbenefitplans will be differ- required decisions to be made by a majority of the trustees,

ent in Canada than in the United States. Canadawill tax pay- the trust property was located outside Canada and the trust

ments to an employeemade in order to cover part of the cost was administeredoutside Canada.

of acquiring a home but may not tax paymentsmade to cover The court rejected the argument that the residency of a trust
the loss on the dispositionof a former residence. should be determinedbased on central managementand con-

If a person resident in Canada subsequently moves back to trol. As a result of this decision, it is generally accepted that

the United'Statesor to another country, Canada has a depar- the residency of a trust is determinedby the residency of the

ture tax. Basically there is a deemed dispositionof all assets majorityof trustees. It has been suggested that a more appro-

other than Canadianreal estate, inventoryused in a Canadian priate test would be the place where the trust is administered.

business, employee stock options and rights to pension In Interpretation Bulletin IT-447 Revenue Canada confirms

income. Some relief is available to a person who leaves that a trust will generally be resident where the trustee who

Canada within five years of immigrating. The exemption is manages the trust or controls the trust assets resides. Revenue

for an individual who resides in Canada for less than 60 Canada does caution that the residency of the settlor or the

months during the ten years prior to departure. Gifts and beneficiaries may be determinative of the residence of the

bequests of assets made during the five years are exempt trust where these persons exercisea substantialportion of the

from departure tax. As a result of the step-up of the cost of managementor control (InterpretationBulletin IT-447, para-

assets, other than taxable Canadianproperty, on immigration, graph 5).
it is only the gain after immigrationwhich will be subject to In summary, the majority of trustees should all be resident
Canadian departure tax if the individual leaves within five outsideCanadaand no personresident.inCanadashouldhave
years. It is also proposed that an individual who departs the authority to control the trust.
Canada owning assets in excess of CAD 25,000 file a list of
assets with Revenue Canada.

A. Five-year tax exemption

The beneficiaries would not be taxable on the undistributed
V. IMMIGRATIONTRUSTS income of the non-resident trust until all of the following

conditions are satisfied:
Generally, Canada has rules known as the foreign accrual (a) in any taxation year a person beneficially interested (i.e.
property income rules which would tax a resident of Canada a present or contingent income or capital beneficiary) in
on undistributed passive income of a non-resident trust or the trust was a person resident in Canada,3 was a non-

corporationin which he is a beneficiaryor shareholderas the arm's length corporationor trust of such person or a for-
case may be. However, it is possible for an individual, who is eign corporation controlled by the individual and up to

planning to immigrate to Canada to form a discretionary four other Canadian residents or controlled by the indi-
trust, residentoutside Canada, for his family, in order to have vidual and related parties; and
the trust earn income and capital gains free of Canadian tax (b) the trust or a non-resident corporation, that would be a

for a period of five years. More aggressivestructures are pos- controlled foreign affiliate4 of the trust if the trust were
sible which would permit an extension of the five-year residentin Canadahas acquiredproperty directly or indi-
period. The general anti-avoidance rule would have to be rectly5 from a resident beneficiary or person related to a
considered. Significantassets wold be required to merit this beneficiary or the uncle, aunt, niece or nephew of the
type of planning. US citizens should be cautious as they beneficiarywho is resident in Canada at any timeduring
would continue to be taxed in the United States on the the 18-month period before the end of the current taxa-
income earned by the trust unless and until US citizenship is tion year of the trust and (in the case of an individual),
renounced. was resident in Canada for a period or periods totalling
It is also possible for relatives residing outside Canada and more than 60 months (subparagraph94(1)(b)(I) and Sec-

who have not previously resided in Canada for 60 months to tion 94(6)).
settle trusts outside Canada, for the benefit of Canadian,res-

idents which could provide the Canadian beneficiaries with
tax free income beyond five years.

3. Subpara. 94(1)(a)(I).
4. I.e. a corporation controlled by the taxpayer and not more than four other

Care must be exercised in selecting a settlor of the trust. If a persons resident in Canada or a related group of which the taxpayerwas a mem-

ber..
US citizen is a settlor, the US grantor trust rules may apply. 5. This includes the provision of financial assistance such as aback to back
Australia has complicated international rules which would loan.
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It is this last requirement which created the opportunity for B. Attribution
the five-year holiday. It is a cumulative test and would
include any time an individual was previously resident in

One of the in structuringsuch trusts is to that
Canada.

concerns ensure

Section 75(2) of the Act would not apply to attribute the
A beneficiarywould include any person who has an immedi- income to the Canadian resident prior to the expiry of the
ate or future, absoluteor contingentrightto income or capital five-year tax exemption. This rule may apply to a non-res-

of the trust (Section 248(25)). Section 94 also applies where ident trust. Section 75(2) applies where the trust property
the beneficiary acquiredhis interest by way of purchase, gift may revert to the settloror where the settlormay determineto

or power of appointmentby a person resident in Canada who whom the property is to be distributed (e.g. by power of
is related to the beneficiary or is the uncle, aunt, niece or appointment). Where applicable, the settlor will be required
nephew of the beneficiary. to report in Canada all income or taxable capital gains from

the property while he is resident in Canada (i.e. the five-yearIf, for example, an inter-vivos (or testamentary) trust is set-
tax exemptionwould not apply).tled by a parent, who continues to reside outside Canada, in

favour of children who are immigrating to or who are res- RevenueCanadahas confirmedthat a genuine loan or a bona
idents of Canada, then the exemption from Canadian tax fide sale of an income producingproperty would not consti-
would continue indefinitely provided the parent does not tute a reversion for the purposes of Section 75(2) (see Rev-
reside in Canada. If the settlor immigratesto Canada, then the enue Canada Roundtable, Report of proceedings of the 38th
tax exemption would be limited to five years. If the settlor Tax Conference, 1986 ConferenceReport, Question46, page
previously resided in Canada and then returns to Canada, the 51:24). If funds were loaned to the trust, there is also an argu-
prior period of residency in Canada would be counted in the ment that Section 75(2) would apply only to income'earned
five-year calculation. The settlor must also have been res- on the property settled on the trust and not to income earned
ident in Canada in the previous 18 months. on funds borrowedby the trust. ..

If the amount of income or capital to be distributed depends In 1986, RevenueCanadaconfirmedthat the fact that the set-
on the discretion of any person, the trust would be a discre- tlor is also beneficiary of the discretionary trust will nota
tionary trust. If the trustees only have discretionas to the tim-

trigger Section 75(2) provided he alone does not control the
ing of distributions, the trust would be non-discretionary. exercise of the discretion. The distribution of the settled
Once the other requirementsnoted above are met (e.g. once

property to the settlor in his capacity as a capital beneficiarythe settlor has resided in Canada for five years), a discre-
tionary trust would be deemed to be resident in Canada for may not result in triggering Section 75(2). In 1989, however,

Revenue Canada cautioned against any transfer of property
purposes ofPart I of the Act and would be taxable on its tax-

by beneficiary the For this the settlora to trust. reason, must
able income earned in Canada and its foreign accrual prop- not be beneficiary of the trust. This will be most problem-a
erty income. It is not subject to tax on active business income atic where the would-be resident is single and thus cannot
earned outside Canada directly or in a corporationowned by settle trust for the benefit of his her and children.a or spousethe trust. The beneficiariesare jointly and severally liable for
the tax. Section 75(2) poses a problem as the immigrantwould want

If the trust is non-discretionary, the trust is deemed to be a
to participate in the trust and to receive income or trust prop-

non-residentcorporationfor any beneficiaryhaving at least a erty in. the future. If, for example, the husband and wife

10 per cent interest. The beneficiarieswould then be taxable jointly settled the trust for their benefit and the benefit of

on the foreign accrual property income of the trust (i.e. the their children, Section 75(2) could apply. One solution may

foreign income other than active business income). be to have the husbandsettle a trust for the benefitofhis wife
and children. The wife could settle another trust for the bene-

Such trusts would typically provide that the income is to fit of her husband and children. As the settlor in each case
accumulate and that distributions of capital only are to be would have no reversionary right to the trust assets, Section
made during the period of the tax exemption. As the trust 75(2) would not apply.
would likely be resident in a no-tax or low-tax jurisdiction,
there would be little or no tax on current income. The accu- The general attributionrules in Sections 74.1 and 74.2 which

, mulating income would be added to capital which would be attribute income distributed to beneficiaries in the case of a

available for a tax-free distribution to the Canadian benefi- trust for a spouse or minor children and capital gains in the
ciaries in a subsequent taxation year (paragraph 12(1)(m) case of a trust for a spouse, would have to be considered as

f would not apply to tax the beneficiaries on accumulating they may apply once the transferor becomes resident in

income). Subparagraph104(13)(c)(ii)excludes capital distri- Canada. However, attributionmay only arise once income is
butions from a beneficiary's income. As the beneficiaries paid or payable to a beneficiary. As capital rather than
would not be required to purchase their interest in the trust, income would be distributedduring the tax holiday, the attri-
the trust should qualify as a personal trust. As a result, the bution rules should not pose a practical problem. The immi-

provisionsofparagraph 104(13)(c),which requires the inclu- gration trust indenturewould typicallyrequire that income-be
sion in income of an amountpayable in the year by a trust to accumulated and the trustees would be authorized to make
a beneficiary, would not apply. capital distributions.As the trust would qualify as a personal

trust, the capital distributionswould not be taxable.
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The sale ofproperty or loan of funds to a foreign corporation dian assets. This would protect any gain on such assets

owned by a non-residenttrust would be subject to the corpo- accrued while the trust was not resident in Canada.
rate attribution rules in Section 74.4 of the Act if the spouse
or minor children of the settlor are beneficiariesof the trust. 2. Liquidation
Where applicable, the individual would be taxable on

imputed income. A liquidation may be considered because the trust would be
taxable in Canada on all of its income, other than foreign

Section 94.1 of the Act would apply if the settlor becomes a active business income, at top personal marginal rates. On a
Canadian resident and has indebtedness in a non-resident liquidation, the beneficiary would be deemed to dispose of
corporation. The individual would be currently taxable on his capital interestfor proceedsequal to its adjustedcost base
imputed interest income. Careful planning is therefore

.

and the beneficiary acquires the trust property distributed to
required if property is to be transferred or funds loaned to a him at its tax cost to the trust (Section 107(2)) which may
non-residentcorporation. have been increasedon the change of the trustees to Canadian
It is recommendedthat funds be given, rather than loaned to trustees. In otherwords, the propertymay be rolled out of the

the trust where the settlor plans to immigrate to Canada. Sec- trust to the beneficiary.
tion 56(4.1) of the Act applies to attribute income to an indi- In some cases, once the beneficiary has become a Canadian
vidual who has loaned property at less than a reasonable rate citizen (three years after immigration) and thus achieved the
of interest directly or indirectly by means of a trust to a par- goal of political security, the individual may choose to
ticular non-arm's length individual and it may reasonably be become a non-resident of Canada in order to avoid payingconsidered that one of the main reasons for the loan was to Canadian tax on non-Canadian source income. The indivi-
reduce or avoid tax by causing income from the loanedprop- dual would remain a Canadian citizen. If the individual has
erty to be included in the income of the particularother indi- resided in Canada for less than five years, no departure tax
vidual. WhereSection56(4.1) applies, any income for a taxa- would arise with respect to property owned when the persontion year of the particular individual from the property (not became a Canadian resident.
business income or capital gains) that relates to the period
during which the individual was resident in Canada and not

dealing at arm's length with the other individual shall be C. General anti-avoidancerule
deemed to be income of the individual. In other words, if
funds were loaned to the trust and the settlor subsequently The general anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) appliesbecame a resident of Canada, Section 56(4.1) may apply to

to any
transaction that is a tax avoidance transaction unless it does

tax him on all income from property earned by the trust.

However, this rule may not apply if the income is accumu-
not constitute an abuse or misuse of the Act read as a whole.
If a transaction which results in a tax saving was undertaken

lated in the trust. There is also an exception to this rule in
Section 56(4.2) which applies where (i) interest was charged primarily for bona fide non-tax purposes, it will not be an

avoidance transactionand thus will not be subject to GAAR.
on the loan at a rate equal to or greater than the lesser of the

prescribed rate in effect at the time the loan is made and the If a transaction is tax motivated and thus an avoidance trans-

rate that would have been charged between arm's length par-
action, the only defence is that it does not result in an abuse

ties, (ii) the interest is paid within 30 days after the end of the or misuse of the Act read as a whole.

particular year; and (iii) the interest in respect of each taxa- If GAAR is applicable, Revenue Canada may disallow a

tion year preceding the particular year was paid within 30 deduction, reallocate a deduction, recharacterize a payment
days of the end of each year preced.ing taxation year. or ignore the tax effects that would otherwise result. In

On the expiry of the tax exempt period, the trust may either essence, if a transaction results in a tax benefit and is not

be liquidated or in some instances it may be more advanta- motivated by a bona fide non-tax purpose, it will be neces-

geous to change the trustees to Canadian trustees in order that sary to demonstrate that the plan does not contravene the

the trust may becomeresident in Canada. object and spirit of the Act. Information Circular IC-88-2
issued by Revenue Canada on 2 October 1988. elaborates

1. Charige of residence that, in its view, althougha taxpayermay rely on specificpro-
visions of the Act, the consequencesmay be so inconsistent

While subparagraph 94(1)(c)(I) would operate to automati- with the general scheme of the Act that they cannot have

cally deem the discretionary trust to be resident in Canada, been within the contemplation of the parliament. It is
for purposes of Part I of the Act, on the expiry of the five arguable that as Section 94 of the Act specifically contem-

years, it does not deem the trust to become resident in plates a five-year tax exemption for a trust settled by a non-

Canada. On becoming resident in Canada, there would be a resident, the proposal is not contrary to the object and spirit
potential step-up in the cost base of the trust property, other of the Act and as a result, GAAR would not apply. At the
than taxable Canadian property. This may be accomplished 1989 Revenue Canada Round Table, Revenue Canada con-

by replacing the trustees with trustees resident in Canada. firmed that, while the creation of the trust may be an avoid-

Paragraph 128.1(1)(c)would deem the trust to have acquired ance transaction,GAARwouldnot apply on the basis that the
each property, other than taxable Canadianproperty, at a cost transaction would not normally constitute a misuse of or an

equal to its fair marketvalue at that time. This would apply to abuse having regard to, the provisions of the Act. If more

the shares of Canadian public companies and to non-Cana- aggressivestructures are used with the intent ofperpetuating
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the tax free period beyond five years, there is a risk that Rev- may be named in the trust indenture.The trust can, under this
enue Canada may seek to apply GAAR. provision, be made a resident of Canada after the expiry of

five years.

D. Trustees The trust should also permit the automatic transfer of assets

owned by the trust to anotherjurisdiction.
Trustees would have to be selected in the appropriate tax The trust may restrict the ability of the trustees to disclose
haven 6 Alternatively,family members who do not immigrate informationconcerningthe affairs of the trust to anyoneother
to Canada may be trustees provided their acting as trustees than the protector or investment advisor unless required by
does not make the trust resident in a taxable jurisdiction. the laws of the jurisdictionof the trust.
Considerations involved in choosing a tax haven are political The settlor have the with the trustee(s) to amend
stability, no taxation or exchange control, favourable trust may power

laws, excellent communications, location of suitable banks
or vary the trust provisions other than those pertaining to the

and trust companies,and accessibility.Some trust companies appointmentof the beneficiaries.

charge a significant start-up fee plus ongoing fees and possi- The settlor may also provide the trustees with a non-binding
bly a closing fee. Careful planning by the would-b immi- letter of wishes designed to limit the power of the trustees

grant prior to taking up residency in Canada can yield sub- without the settlor being considered to control the trust.

stantial tax savings. Planning may also be required prior to
the expiry of the tax holiday.

F. Summary

E. Trust provisions In summary, it may be possible for an individualwho plans to

immigrate to Canada with his family, to form a trust outside
The trust indenture may contain certain investment restric- Canada which would not be subject to Canadian tax. Typi-
tions. These may depend on whether the trustee is to invest cally, this would involve the following:
the money or whether an outside money manager is to be (1) A trust would be settled in a tax haven by way of a gift
retained. For example, the trust may provide that the invest- from a non-residentof Canada, who is not a beneficiary
ments are to be restricted to certain types of investments (e.g. of the trust:

investmentshaving a triple A rating) or may provide that the (2) The trustees would be non-residentsof Canada.
trustees must only invest in investments chosen by a money (3) No additional funds would be loaned to the trust by the

manager designatedby the protector. settlor.
trust

The trust may but need not have a protector. The protector
(4) The would be irrevocable and would be discre-

would be someone whom the settlor has chosen to act as
tionary.

trust
advisor to the trust. The protector may have to be consulted (5) All investmentswould be made outside Canada.

trust
with respect to sales of investments or trust distributions. If (6) The indenturewould require that the annual income

be accumulatedand the trustees would have thepower tothe protector has too much control, the protector may be
make capital'contributionsto the beneficiaries.viewed as a trustee. It is .recommendedthat the protector not

be resident in Canada. The Canadian beneficiaries of the trust would not be subject
accumulationsfor five where the whoFor purposes of Section75(2), the trust should be irrevocable

to tax on years person
has transferred'property to the trust immigrates to Canadaand the trust assets should not revert to the settlor. A charity and has not previously resided in Canada. Such trusts are

may be named as a contingent beneficiary in the event of a
only recommendedfor an individualwho has assets in excess

catastrophe. of CAD 1 million as a result of the costs .of forming and
The trust may also contain emergency provisions which maintaining the trust.
would cause the trust to change jurisdictions in the event, for
example, ofpotential instability in the tax haven. The protec-
tor may have the ability to change the trustee (e.g. appoint a 6. E.g. Bahamas, Anguilla, Cayman.Islands,Bermuda, Cook Islands, Isle of
replacementtrustee in another tax haven) or a standby trustee Man, Channel Islands ofJersey or Guernsey,Barbados.
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SOUTH AFRICA

NEW UNITED STATES-SOUTHAFRICATREATY
THE POSITION OF US SHAREHOLDERS- CONFUSIONSURROUNDSTHE DIVidEND TAX CREDIT

Marius van Blerck

10 per cent of the voting stockof the companypaying the
Mr van Blerck is founding editor of the SA Tax Review, dividends; and
Chairman of the South African Fiscal Think Tank, author (b) 15 per cent of the gross amount of the dividends in all
of Mining Tax in South Africa, Group Tax Consultantwith
the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, other cases.

originatorof the Taxfax site on the World Wide Web and Conventional limitationsexist for permanentestablishments,
editor of the InfoTax electronictax service on Southern

fixed bases, income from immovable property, and capitalAfrican fiscal affairs.
gains, as well as branches of government.

I. INTRODUCTION IV. LIMITATION ON BENEFITS

South Africa and the United States signed a new Double Tax Article 22 reflects the stringent limitation of benefits rules

Conventionon 17 February 1997. The Conventionstill needs common in more recent US conventions. In particular, a res-

to be ratified. This article examines the document's provi¬ ident of a contracting state will be entitled to benefits other-

sions insofar as they relate to US shareholders,with specific wise accorded to residents of a contractingstate by this Con-

reference to the controversial tax credit area. vention only to the extent provided in the article.

II. TAXES COVERED BY THE TREATY V. ARTICLE 23 - ELIMINATION OF DOUBLE
.

TAXATION
As will,be seen below the definitionofSouthAfricantax in
Article 2 is critical. The definition includes South African Paragraph 1 of this article deals with residents and citizens of

normal tax and South African Secondary Tax on Compa- the United States. It provides that, in accordance with the

nies (STC). provisions and subject to the limitations of the law of the
United States (as it may be amended from time to time with-

Normal tax is defined in Section 5 of the South African
changing the general principlehereof), the United Statesout

Income Tax Act (Act 58 of 1962, as amended) to comprise will allow to such a person (being a residentor a citizenof the
income tax. STC, in turn, is distinct from normal tax United States) as a credit against the United States tax on
(although legislated for in the same Income Tax Act). It is a income:
tax levied on South African Companieswhen they distribute (a) the South African tax paid or accrued by or on behalf of
dividends to shareholders (whether local or foreign). The tax such citizen or resident; and
is levied, in broad terms, on the net dividend position of the

(b) in the case of a US company owning at least 10 per cent
company for the period since the last dividend distribution. of the voting stock of a company which is a resident of
By net dividend position is meant the excess of the com- South Africa and from which the US company receives
pany's dividend-declaredover its dividend income. The cur- dividends, the South African income tax paid by or on
rent STC rate is 12.5 per cent - as recently as 1995 the rate behalf of the distributing with the
was extremelyhigh, 25 per cent.

company respect to

profits out of which the dividends are paid.
South Africa has had no other withholding tax on dividends The use of the undefined term SouthAfrican incometax in
since the abolitionofnon-residentshareholders' tax in 1995. (b) rather than the term SouthAfricantax (which is defined

to include STC) implies strongly that (b) does not embrace
STC. This seems logical, provided that (a) covers STC. The

III. DIVIDENDS question thus arises as to whether (a) embraces STC. If STC
is a tax paid or accrued on behalf of the shareholder, the

Article 10 provides that the payor State's power to tax divi- answer would be that (a) does embrace STC. However, in
dends cannot exceed: fact STC is levied on the company, and not on the share-

(a) 5 per cent of the gross amountof the dividends if the ben- holder, implying that (a) does not embraceSTC. But,,ifthis is
eficial owner is a company which holds directly at least the case, why mention STC at all in the Convention
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It seems probable that (a) was meant to embrace STC, and, impose under the provisions of this Convention, other
therefore requires amendment. The addition of the words- than taxes that may be imposed solely by reasn of citi-
or by the payor on distributionof the income to such citizen zenship under the saving clause of paragraph 4 of Art-
or resident to (a) would be one way to eliminate the prob- icle 1 (General Scope);
lem. (b) for purposes of computing US tax on those items of

incomereferred to in subparagraph(a), the US will allow
Alternatively,if it was intended that (b) shouldembraceSTC, as a credit against US tax the income tax paid to South
then the removal of the word income from the phrase Africaafter thecreditreferred'to in subparagraph (a); the
South African income tax would suffice, since the phrase credit so allowed will not reduce the portion of the US
South African tax is defined in Article 10 to include STC. tax that is creditable against the South African tax in

Paragraph2 of this article deals with US citizens who are res-
accordancewith subparagraph (a); and

idents of South Africa. It provides that: (c) for the exclusive purpose of relieving double taxation in
the United States under subparagraph (b), items of(a) with respect to items of income',thatunder the provisions income referred to in subparagraph (a) will be deemed toof this Convention are exempt from US tax or that are
arise in South Africa to the extent to avoidsubject to a reduced rate ofUS tax when derivedby a res- necessary
double taxation of such income under subparagraph (b).ident of South Africa who is not a US citizen, South

'

Africa will allow as a credit against South African tax, Once again, the reference in (b) to South African income
only the tax paid, if any, that the United States may tax appears clearly to exclude STC.

I

.
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refers also to the most important foreign company law. as of 1 July 1996, accounting aspects are also dealt with. Especiallybecause
doctrine. law, the latest tax measures as well as social of the comparisonbetween the different

(B. 115.842) security law. systems the book is useful for scholars,
(B. 115.819) practitionersand students.

Fiscaal praktijkboek '96-'97. Directe (B. 116.105)
belastingen.Editors W. Maeckelberghand,
P. Carlier.
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Europese BTW-heffing.Rapport van de Holdorf-Habetha,Britta. Fichtelmann,Helmar.
Commissie ter bestuderingvan de BTW- Der bergangvon gewerblichgenutztem Betriebsaufspaltungim Steuerrecht.

heffing ten aanzien van grensoverschrijdende Vermgen im Wege der Erbfolge im 9. Auflage.
goederenbewegingenbinnen de EU. Einkommensteuerrecht. Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.
Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. 1996, pp. 238. DEM 78.50.
Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor ZivilrechtlicheSchriften, Band 10, pp. 300. ISBN: 3 8114 407961.
Belastingwetenschap,No. 202, pp. 91. CHF 72. ISBN: 3 631 30152 9. Splitting-upof a company or an enterprise. In
ISBN: 90 200 1898 1. Inheritanceproperty, which is used for Germany the conceptof dividing an enterprise
EuropeanVAT levy. Reportof the Foundation business purposes, under German income tax into one which holds the property and another
ofTax Research.This book explains problems law. This dissertationdeals with how best to one which runs the business has become well
of cross-bordertransactionsconcerninggoods tax inherited business property. Underpara. established.The authorpresents the
and the cross-bordersupply of services. The 7(1) Income Tax Ordinance tax will only be commercialand tax rules governing it- the
book deals with harmonizationmeasures levied on a transferof business assets if no bookkeeping, liability of the associates, the
which can be taken in order to come to a considerationhas been paid. The author evaluationof assets, and other tax aspects.
definitivesystem. The report investigates assesses all possible configurations in (B. 116.065)
whether the Commissionproposals resulting in successionsand develops a more appropriate
a levy in the state of origin should be followed concept. With comparisionsmade to Dutch, Fleischmann,Michael S.
or whethersome alternativesshould be chosen, French and Belgian law. Die einkommen-und krperschaftsteuerliche
e.g. a special rate for cross-border transactions (B. 116.078) BehandlungbrsennotierterAktienoptionen
and the introductionof a cross-borderfiscal aus Kufersicht.
unity. Conventions fiscales. Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996.
(B. 115.932) Paris, Ministrede l'Economieet des EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V,

Finances. 1996, pp. 1201. FRF 290. Volks- und Betriebswirtschaft,Vol. 1911,
ISBN: 2 11 089398 2. pp. 287. ISBN: 3 631 30036 0.

France A compilationof all tax treaties concluded by A dissertationon the income and corporate tax
France up to 31 October 1996 with references implicationsof buying share options on the

Jacobs, O.H.; Spengel, C.
to taxes, to the guidelines issued by the Tax stock exchange.
Authorities on those treaties. (B. 116.052)European tax analyzer. EDV-gesttzter

Vergleichder Steuerbelastungvon (B. 116.161)

Kapitalgesellschaftenin Deutschland, SteuerorientierteUmstrukturierungvon

Frankreich und Grossbritannien. Bachelier, Gilles. Unternehmen.Herausgegebenvon Norbert
Le contentieuxfiscal. 2nd Edition.

Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Herzig.
1996. Paris, LITEC. 1996,402pp. FRF 512. Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1997.

ISBN: 2 7111 2719 2. SchriftenreiheDer Betrieb, 299.Schriftenreihedes ZEW, Band 11, pp. 455.
Completeguide to administrativeand judicial

pp.
DEM 138. ISBN: 3 7890 4337 0. DEM 78. ISBN: 3 7910 1132 4.

European tax analyser. Computer-based litigation in tax matters, including pre- Reorganizationsparticularly taking into

comparisonof the tax burden on corporations litigation alternativesand requirements. account tax aspects. Tax experts related to the

in Germany,France and the United.Kingdom.
Addresses in substantialdetail the required Tax Departmentof the Universityof Cologne

Descriptionof the software, presentationof its procedural rules and contains practical advice. wrote articles on reorganizations,some

results, analysis and reform suggestions for (B. 116.141) concern specifically internationalaspects. The
basics of reorganizations,pragmatic.these three countries.Projectsof the Center for

Mmentopratique Francis Lefebvre:
EuropeanEconomicStudies in Mannheim. (B. 116.060)
(B. 116.055) Comptable 1997.16thEdition. A jour au

1 septembre 1996. Jacobs, O.H.; Spengel, C.

Schmidt, Jean. Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. European tax analyzer. EDV-gesttzter
Fiscalit immobilire.5th Edition. 1996, pp. 1485. FRF 549. Vergleichder Steuerbelastungvon

ISBN: 2 85 115 316 1.
Paris, LITEC. 1996, pp. 544. FRF 220.

Annual updated edition dealing with basic Kapitalgesellschaftenin Deutschland,
ISBN: 2 7111 2704 4. Frankreichund Grossbritannien.

Revised and updated review of the French
norms and regulationsof accounting Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.

national and local taxes linked to real property. applicable to industrial and commercial 1996.
This fifth edition includes the developments in enterprises in France as of 1 September 1996. Schriftenreihedes ZEW, Band 11, pp. 455.
the field of private managementcompanies, (B. 116.178) DEM 138. ISBN: 3 7890 4337 0.

leasing and the net wealth tax. European tax analyser. Computer-based
(B. 116.180) comparisonof the tax burden on corporations

Germany in Germany, France and,the United Kingdom.
Bouvier, Michel. Descriptionof the software, presentationof its
Introductionau droit fiscal et la thorie de Eigendorf,M. results, analysis and reform suggestions for

l'impt. Abgabenordnung.8. Auflage. these three countries. Projectsof the Center for

Paris, LGDJ.LibrairieGnralde Droit et de Achim, Erich FleischerVerlag, P.O. Box EuropeanEconomicStudies in Mannheim.

Jurisprudence. 1996, pp. 212. FRF 95. 1264,28818Achim, Germany. 1997. (B. 116.055)
ISBN: 2 275 00326 6. Grundrissdes Steuerrechts,Band 1, pp. 215.
Condensed treatise on fiscal law and the theory DEM 31.50. ISBN: 3 8168 2018 2. KrperschaftsteuerHandausgabe 1996.
of taxation. In addition to a succinctdiscussion The Fiscal Code. Textbookproviding the Krperschaftsteuergesetzmit
of currentFrench taxation, it addresses the reader with all knowledgeabout the basic Durchfhrungsverordnung,,Richtlinien,
origins and justificationof taxes and various procedural tax enactmentwhich is necessary Hinweisen,Rechtsprechungin Leitstzenund
alternatives to taxes on income and on capital for employees in the public tax administration, Nebenbestimmungen.Bearbeitetvon Birgit
(e.g. flat taxes, expenditure taxes, energy a comparableprofession in the private sector Huhn und Hans Singbartl.
taxation). and for accountants.Well presented with Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 696.
(B. 116.140) instructiveexamples. DEM 62.80. ISBN: 3 08 3661296 6.

(B. 115.963) Corporate income tax handbook,updated as of
February 1997.
(B. 116.203)
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Brinkmann,Jan. Steuer-TelexBeratungsschriften,pp. 144. Munich, VerlagsgruppeJehle-Rehm,Postfach
Der Einfluss des EuropischenRechts auf die DEM 77.60. ISBN: 3 88606 193 0. 801940, 81619 Munich. 1996, pp. 304.

Untemehmensbesteuerung. The authors give informationuseful to DEM 46.30. ISBN: 3 8073 1275 7.

Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. understanding the text,of the Tax Act 1997. Income tax, withholding tax on salaries and

1996, pp. 207. DEM 9. ISBN: 3 7890 4240 4. They explain every single,amendmentin its wages 1997. A useful guide both for the tax

The influenceof European law on the taxation tax law, practical, and sometimeseven in its adviser and for the layman at home. All the
of enterprises.Dissertationdescribing the political and historical context. The practical changes are explained from A to Z. The new

spreadingof European law into the national dimension is welldealt with. The book equips tables of income and withholding tax,
business taxation, especially in Germany.A the tax council for the coming year. allowances, tax-freeamounts, reliefs, and the

rough outline is given of the ECJ decisions (B. 116.136) full text of the Income Tax Law as of 1

regarding the freedoms of establishmentand January 1997 are included.
movementas well as the MergerDirective and Handbuchdes Aussensteuerrechts1996. (B. 116.088)
the Parent-SubsidiaryDirective. Bearbeitetvon Franz Wassermeyer.
(B. 116.054) Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 1223. Bals, Bernhard.

DEM 138. ISBN: 3 406 40911 31. Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen-und
Kracht, R.; Schwartzkopff,C. Handbookon the tax law of departure tax,

Lohnsteuer 1997.21. Auflage.
ABC steuergnstigeGeldanlagen i997. foreign controlled corporations and transfer Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 304.

Gestaltungen,Rendite, Risiko. 3. Auflage. pricing 1996, residents with foreign income, DEM 46.30. ISBN: 3 08 317797 6.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 496. non-residentswith German income, tax treaty

Tax guide with the IncomeTax Law of 1997.
DEM58. ISBN: 3 08 214097 1. law and European'law.Collectionof all the Useful book for both the tax adviser and for

ABC of tax advantageous investment 1997. relevant texts pertaining to German the layman. All the changes are explained
Planning, return, risks. Introductioninto the international'taxation: statutes, decrees, court from A to Z. The new.tablesof income and

functioningof the capital markets, financial decisions, tax treaty provisions (updatedApril withholding tax, allowances, tax-freeamounts,
instrumentsexplained in their legal 1996) selected and put into perspectiveby the reliefs, and the full text of the Income Tax
environment.The book deals not only with judge of the Federal Tax Court who is well Law,are included in the 1997 updated version.

shares, bonds and investment funds, but also renowned in the field of German international (B. 116.108)
with real property and precious metals. taxation.
Remarks and examples from practitioners (B. 116.058) Ngele, G.

familiarwith day-to-daybusiness are included. Arbeitnehmer-Veranlagung1996. Lohnsteuer-

(B. 116.079) Seer, Roman. Jahresausgleich.2. Auflage.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag..1996,pp. 131.

Verstndigungenin Steuerverfahren. DEM32. ISBN: 3 08 214196 X.
.

Kraeusel,Jrg. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1996, Employeeassessment 1996. Overviewof all
Das Jahressteuergesetz1997. pp. 586. DEM 168. ISBN: 3 504 22204 2. relevantprovisions for the assessmentof
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 272. Agreementsbetween taxpayers and employees under the regime of the,income
DEM 39.80. ISBN: 3 08 216297 5. authorities. The author discusses the (withholding).tax.The relevant tax forms are
The 1997 Tax AmendmentAct. The changes possibilitiesand legal problems ofagreements explained line-by-line.in the various tax statutes (mainly Income Tax in all stages of the tax.procedure.This abstract (B. 116.098)
Law, VATLaw, Valuation,Law,Inheritance treatise develops the idea of a cooperative tax
and Gift Tax Law, and decrees) are described procedure, which'has- partly- already Holdorf-Habetha,Britta.
and hints are given on how best to manage become reality. Der bergangvon gewerblichgenutztem
your personal and business affairs. (B. 116.130) Vermgen im Wege der Erbfolge im
(B. 116.109) Einkommensteuerrecht.

Techner,K.; Alexander, S.; Reiche, K. Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996.
Doing business in Germany. Minerallsteuer,Minerallzollund ZivilrechtlicheSchriften, Band 10, pp. 300.
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 225. Nebengesetze.Kommentar. CHF72. ISBN: 3 631 30152 9.

Updated informationguide on doing business Munich, Verlag Franz Vahlen. 1996, pp. 500. Inheritanceproperty, which is used for
in Germany. The material includes information DEM 160.80. ISBN: 3 8006 1621 1. business purposes, under German income tax

on foreign investmentand trade opportunities, This loose-leafpublication(formerly known as law. This dissertationdeals with how best to

exporting to Germany, auditing, labour and theSchdel/Langer/Gotterbarm-
tax ihherited'businessproperty. Underpara.

social security, tax system, corporate income Minerallsteuer,Minerallzoll,Texte und 7(1) Income Tax Ordinance tax will only be

tax, individual income tax, trusts, VAT and Kommentar)with the texts of law and levied on a transferof business assets if no

other indirect'taxes. comments on the taxes and levies on mineral considerationhas been paid. The author

(B. 116.090) oils, is updated as of December 1995. assesses all possible configurations in

(B. 116.127) successionsand develops a more appropriate
Allemagne.Juridique, fiscal, social, concept. With comparisionsmadet Dutch,
comptable. 5th Edition. Stuber, H.; Oppolzer,A. French and Belgian law.

Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Die Einkommensteuer-Erklrungfr 1996. (B. 116.078)
1996. 56. Auflage. ABC des Lohnbros.Lohn- und
Dossiers InternationauxFrancis Lefebvre, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1996, pp. 333. Gehaltsabrechnung1997 von A bis Z.
pp. 562. FRF 452. ISBN:.2 85115 327 7. DEM 43. ISBN: 3 08 317196-X. Lohnsteuer,Sozialversicherungmit,BeitrgenRevised and updated edition of monograph Applicationof income tax,return 1996. Forthe zum Arbeitsrecht.
describing the German company law, business fiscal year 1996 all current application forms Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 730.
organizations, taxation, labour law and social are explained line-by-line.Some new tax DEM 59:80.ISBN:3 08 317897 2.
security regulations_Includesdiscussionon the saving possibilitiesare outlined. Practical ABC ofpersonnelaccounting.Wages/salariesincome tax treaty concludedbetween Germany guide for the individual taxpayer. computation1997'fromA to.Z, income
and France. (B. 116.097) (withholding) tax, social security.All laws the
(B. 116.123) accountantneeds to account for employees, in

Bals, Bernhard. their current wording. Referencebook with
Richter, Horst; Loy, Hartmut. Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen-und changes in income (withholding) tax, social
Das neue Jahressteuergesetz1997. Lohnsteuer1997. 21. Auflage. Gltig ab 1. security and labour law set out in an annex.

Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1997. Januar 1997. (B. 116.096)
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Greilich, W.; Tritz, G. Schuhmann,Helmut. ContemporaneaNo. 87, pp. 124.
SchnellbersichtSozialversicherung. Die Organschaft.Krperschaftsteuer, Monographon the Italian fiscal crisis. The
40. Auflage. i Umsatzsteuer,Gewerbesteuer.2. Auflage. authordescribes the weaknessofthe Italiantax

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 100. Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1997. system,in particular the general inefficiencyof
DEM 36.80. ISBN: 3 08 314197 1. Grundlagenund Praxis des Steuerrechts,Band the Tax Administration.The author is in

Practical manual on social security as of 1 31, pp. 215. DEM 49.80. favourof maintaining.thecurrent taxes and

January 1997. If for a particularperson an Special agreementestablishing the relationship belives that the challenge for the Italian
insuranceunder the social security system is between two companies with separate legal Governmentis thereformof the Tax
either mandatoryor an option, this guide gives entity. Discussedare the corporation tax, Administration.The book'provides an

answers. It also tells which public health business tax and turnover tax aspects. effectivepicture of the Italian tax environment
insuranceemployees can chose. The new law (B. 116.134) and contains suggestionsand forecasts on what
on students in the public pension insurance should or might happen in the future. It also
scheme and the easy income (withholding) tax Buyer, Christoph. constantlycompares the Italian system with
Haushaltsscheckverfahrenare explained. nderungder Unternehmensform.Handbuch that ofother European states.

(B. 116.099) zum neuen Umwandlungs-und (B. 115.911)
.Umwandlungssteuerrecht.6. Auflage.

Vogel, Klaus. Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1996,
Doppelbesteueru'ngsabkommender pp. 447. DEM 98. ISBN: 3 482 42256 7 6. Netherlands
BundesrepublikDeutschlandauf dem Gebiet Changeof the legal form of an enterprise.
der Steuern vom Einkommenund Vermgen. Handbookabout the new ReorganizationLaw Fiscale infrastructuur.Verslag van'het
Kommentarauf der Grundlageder and ReorganizationTax Law. The three most symposiumgehoudentMaastrichtop
Musterabkommen.3. Auflage. important forms one-personbusiness, 11 oktober 1996. EditorR.E.C.M. Niessen.
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 1923. partnershipand GmbH and their possibilities Deventer, Gouda Quint. 1997.
DEM 228. ISBN:'3 406 40497 9. are examined in a practical manner. German Maastrichtse fiscale symposia, No. 6, pp. 70.
Klaus Vogel on double taxationconventions. traditional ways and the new ways- merging NLG 49.50. ISBN: 90 387 0527 1.
A commentary to the OECD-,UN-,and US of partnerships,merging of partnershipwith An overviewofcontributions to a congressof
Model Conventionsfor the avoidanceof corporation,change of legal form and the UniversityofMaastrichtdealing with the
double taxationof income and capital with splitting-up- are explained in their legal amendmentsof the corporation tax concerning
particularreference to German treaty practice. framework.Alternativeswith legal and tax measures to attack erosin of the tax base and
Third revised and extended version. It is consequencesare indicated. the introductionof the financial risk reserve.

regarded as a highly authoritive text on the (B. 116.100) The book contains an explanationof the
interpretationof tax treaties. objectivesof the bill, an overview of new tax
(B. 115.793) incentives, the financial risk reserve, and a

Ireland contributionconcerning the classical system
SteuerlichesVertrags- und 'Formularbuch. and the new regime for substantial
Gesellschaftsvertrge- SonstigeVertrge- shareholders.The book is especially useful forO'Callaghan,J.M.
Besteuerungsverfahren-Rechtsmittel-

Taxationof estates. The law in'Ireland. practitionersand persons who are interested in
verfahren- Steuerstrafverfahren.3. Auflage. the background to theamendments.Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1993,Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 1275.

410. ISBN: 1 85475 621 4. (B. 116.106)
DEM 220. ISBN: 3 406 40447 2. pp.

Detailed descriptionof the taxation ofpersonalStandard forms and standard contracts in tax Wattel, P.J.
matters, shareholders' agreements,other representativesand beneficiaries.Topics

covered include succession law, income tax, Dividendbelasting.2nd Edition.
agreements, tax procedure, appeals, procedure Deventer,Fed. 1997.
in matters of financial offences. The German capital gains tax and capital acquisitions tax.

Sets forth the law as of 31 December 1992. Fed Fiscale Studieserie,No. 26, pp..216.
tax authorities refuse changes to already NLG 67. ISBN: 90 60025792.
presentedagreements.This book describes all (B. 113.243)

Second edition of monographexplainingall
legal problems arising when drafting the aspects of the dividend tax, including
agreements, applications,filling-in forms, etc. international tax aspects.
It also points to all the possible tax Italy (B. 116.110)
consequences.
(B. 116.077) Aspetti fiscali delle operazioni internazionali. Jansen, J.J.M.

Editors VictorUckmrand Carlo Garbarino. Belastingheffingvan coperaties.enhaar
Aushilfslhne.,Teilzeit-und Aushilfskrfte. Milan, EGEAEdizioni Giuridiche leden.
Lohnsteuer,Vermgensbildung, EconomicheAziendalidell'Universit Deventer, Kluwer. 1996.
Kirchensteuer,Sozialversicherung, Bocconi e GiuffrEditori Spa., Via Sarfatti 25, Fiscale Monografien,No. 80, pp. 310.
Arbeitsrecht. 16. Auflage. Milan. 1995, pp. 458. NLG 80. ISBN: 90 200 1867 1.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 145. This book deals with the Italian tax regime Taxationof cooperativesocieties and their
DEM 36.80. ISBN: 3 08 413497 9. concerningcross-bordertransactions. In members. The book deals especially with the
Wages ofmakeshiftworkers 1997. Part-time particular, it focuses on: permanent determinationofprofits in case of a

and occasionalworkers. Becausemakeshift establishments,,interest, royalties and cooperation, the financingof a cooperation,
workingcontracts are exempt from social dividends, income from employment,credit the fiscal positionofparticipants/individuals
security obligations, these so-calledDEM for taxes paid abroad, restructuringoperations and participants/corporations.A comparison is
580-jobsexperienceda strong rise in (mergers, divisions),joint ventures, tax made with the regime of the close company
popularityduring the last year. Four experts havens, the Europeaneconomic interest and the requirementsfor a change in a close
present the legal backgroundfor these grouping, and triangularoperations in the company are explained. The book is very
contracts: income (withholding) tax on their EuropeanVAT regime. useful for researchers,practitionersand
wages, church tax, social security, labour law, (B. 115.510) students interested in the tax regime for
for the wholeof Germany. cooperations.
(B. 116.107) Lupi, Raffaello. (B. 116.033)

Le illusioni fiscali. Risanaregli apparati per
riformare il fisco. Arendonk,H.P.A.M. van; Bartel, J.C.K.;

. Bologna, SocietEditrice Il Mulino. 1996. Brink, W.; a.o.
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Wegwijs in de belastingheffingvan Transferofplace of residenceofcorporations. Amsterdam,Coopers & Lybrand. 1996,
ondernemingen.2nd Edition. The book deals with all civil and fiscal law pp. 72. ISBN: 90 801576 3 5.

Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1996, aspects (exit tax, valuationof business Inheritanceand gifts. Tips for tax saving. This

pp. 314. NLG 69. ISBN: 90 5458 305 3. property and corporation tax consequences)of booklet contains a completeoverview of all
Taxation of entrepreneurs.Revised and the transferof place of residence in the national and internationalcivil and fiscal law

updated edition ofbook dealing with all NetherlandsAntilles, Switzerland,Belgium, aspects of inheritancesand gifts.
income tax regulations regarding the Germany and the Netherlands.European (B. 115.912)
determinationof taxable profits which apply to aspects are also dealt with. Especiallybecause
sole entrepreneursand partnerships. It also of the comparisonbetween the different Fiscaal Memo 3.
includes corporate income tax regulations systems the book is useful for scholars, Deventer,Kluwer. 1997, pp. 178.

regarding terminationof taxable profits practitionersand students. ISBN: 90 200 1861 2.

regulations for corporations.Moreover, the (B. 116.105) Fiscal Memo 3 contains an overview of the
book deals with the taxationof income from recently enacted resolutions and decrees of the
shares and income received by substantial Russo, R.; Korst, P.J. van der. Ministry of Finance and the rules of the Tax
shareholders.The book is a useful guide for Juridischefusie. Civiel- en fiscaalrechtelijk Administration.Furthermoreit contains a lot
students and practitioners. beschouwd. of important informationconcerning
(B. 116.064) Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1996, international taxation, i.e. existing tax treaties

pp. 212. NLG 80. ISBN: 90 5458 315 0. and tax negotiations.The booklet is very

Fiscaal Memo 1. Civil and fiscal law aspects of a juridical convenient for practitionersandstudents who

Deventer, Kluwer. 1997, pp. 306. NLG 31.50. merger. This book deals with all aspects of a
want a short overview of existing regulations

ISBN: 90 200 1859 0. juridical merger. The civil law part contains a
or a reference to sources.

Fiscal Memo 1 contains a complete overview chronologicaloverview over the complete (B. 116.137)
and explanationof all taxes, social security juridical mergerprocedure.The fiscal law part
contributionsand the system of student grants. includes all fiscal consequencesfor the Niessen-Cobben,R.M.P.G.

The booklet contains the forfeits, rates, merging companies and their shareholders. Wegwijs in de Algemenewet inzake

exemptionsand amounts of deductions as of Furthermore, the standard regulations are rijksbelastingen.
1993, together with a lot of practical enclosed. The book gives an overviewof the Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1996,
information. It is useful for persons who are advantages and disadvantagesof the juridical pp. 190. NLG 69. ISBN: 90 5458 264 2.

familiarwith the tax laws. Finally, it contains merger in comparisonwith other merger
An overview of the GeneralTax Code. The

an overview of importantbill proposals, press forms. Becauseof its completeness the book is book gives a systematic and complete
releases and recent tax information. especially useful for practitioners,researchers overview of all articles of the GeneralTax

(B. 116.138) and students. Code by means of lots of examples, i.e. with

(B. 116.181) regard to the collectionof taxes, assessment,
administrativefines, objections and appeal .-

Dun, M. van. possibilitiesagainst a tax assessment.The
Fiscale aspcten van Eenhoorn,P.H.

peopl'whobook is mainly of importancefor
aandelenvennootschappenmet een dubbele Wegwijs in de loonbelasting.

'

.want to

vestigingsplaats. Lelystad,-KoninklijkeVrmande'B.V. 1996, (B. 115.924)
study the subject. , . .

Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. pp. 148. NLG 62. ISBN: 90 54-58 109 3.
-

:

Fiscale Monografieen,No. 81, pp. 253. An overview of the wage.tax. The book '

Herzieningbelastigrechtspraak(2)! i -
'

;sys'tematic.ov'rview
. .

NLG 82.50. ISBN: 90 200 1893 0.
' contains a complete and Besprekingyan het rapport van de Commissie

Fiscal aspects of dual-residentcompanies.The of importantaspects of thewage tax, like the ,
. ter,bestderingvan de,herzieningvan de '

study analyses the position of dual resident terms employment,-wage,prs6ns. beIastiiigrehtspraak. , ;

companies in the Netherlands.The book subject to deductionfrom salary, claims; Deveriter, Kluwer! 1996.
explains the history of the establishment reimbursementsof expensesand' Ge'schriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

fictions in the various tax laws, the liabilities.The book is a good guide for Belastingwetenschap,N. 203, pp. 43.

consequencesof a transferof the legal seat and students and practitioners. ISBN: 90 200 1902 3.
the determinationof the profit of a company (B. 115.923) Discussionof a report of the Foundationof

.

established under Netherlands law with a dual Tax Research dealing with a reorganizationof
residence. The author notes that dual residence Holdorf-Habetha,Britta. the administrationofjustice by introducinga

may result in special problems, for example Der bergangvon gewerblichgenutztem two-tierobjectionprocedureand a change of
concerning the participationexemption, the Vermgen im Wege der Erbfolge im the cognizancerules for the courts, the
fiscal unity, the merger facilities and the Einkommensteuerrecht. introductionof temporaryprovisions and
taxationof investmentcompanies.The book Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996. judicial review by the courts.

also deals with the withholding tax problems ZivilrechtlicheSchriften, Band 10, pp. 300. (B. 115.931)
and the credit problems a dual residenthas to CHF 72. ISBN: 3 631 30152 9.
deal with. With regard to the income tax the Inheritanceproperty, which is used for Pensioen- en spaarfondsenwet,Wet verplichte
author investigateswhetherthe establishment business purposes, under German income tax deelnemingBpf, Wet verplichtedeelneming
fictions are effective and the applicationof law. This dissertationdeals with how best to Bpr.
income tax fictions. Finally, some procedural tax inherited business property. Underpara. Alphen a.d. Rijn, SamsomBedrijfsinformatie.
aspects like the complianceduties of dual 7(1) Income Tax Ordinance tax will only be 1996, pp. 276. ISBN: 90 14 05382 7.
residents are explained. levied on a transferof business assets if no Pension and savings fund, text of the

(B. 116.111) considerationhas been paid. The author regulations and commentary.Useful booklet
assesses all possibleconfigurations in for practitionersand students.

Bellingwout,J.W. successionsand develops a more appropriate (B. 116.086)
Zetelverplaatsingvan rechtspersonen. concept. With comparisionsmade to Dutch,
Privaatrechtelijkeen fiscaalrechtelijke French and Belgian law.

aspecten. (B. 116.078) Portugal
Deventer, Kluwer. 1996.

Vennootschaps-en rechtspersonenrecht, Nelissen,P.E.M.;'Verhagen,P.; Investimentoestrangeiro.
No. 54, pp. 510. NLG 115. Vijfeijken, I.J.F.A. van; a.o. Lisbon, ICEP Instituto do ComercioExterno
ISBN: 90 268 3001 7. Inzake ervenen'schenken. de Portugal. 1990, pp. 75.
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Foreign investment.Compilationof decrees Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. foreign income dividends and international
and laws regardingforeign investment in 1996, pp. 500. GBP 30.95. headquarterscompanies, international tax

Portugal. ISBN: 1 86012 301 5. issues for United States-basedmultinationals,
(B. 116.125) This book has 100 worked examples covering taxation of United Kingdom-sourceincome in

income tax, national insurance, corporation tax the hands of non-residents, international

andcapitalgains tax. This fully updated headquarterscompany, UK holding company,
edition incorporates the relevantchanges money laundering, tax evasion and

San Marino
broughtabout by the Finance Act 1996, professional liability. (B. 116.188)
including,current year basis and self-

Balducci, D.; Gabellini,R.; Valentini,A. assessmentprovisions, taxation of savings Simon's tax cases 1996. Editors Susan
Il commerciocon San Marino. Tutti gli income at lower tax rate, capital gains J. Murphy and DouglasJohnston.
adempimentifiscali da osservare. retirementrelief and roll-over reliefchanges, London, Butterworths. 1997, pp. 1528.
Milan, EdizioniFAG Srl. 1996, pp. 204. changes in relation to employeeshare ISBN: 0 406 89152 4.
ISBN: 88 86206 53 4. schemes, and much more. Bound volume of British tax cases 1996.
Handbookon company law and tax law (B. 116.189) (B. 116.159)
applicable to companiesestablished in San
Marino. In particular, it deals with indirect Dixon, John C.; Thornton,Grant. Simon's tax cases. Cumulative tables and
taxation and with all the administrative Tolley's trading in the EuropeanUnion. 2nd index 1973-1996. Editor Susan J. Murphy.
obligations affecting import/exportoperations. Edition. London, Butterworths. 1997, pp. 454.
(B. 115.384) Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompany Ltd. ISBN: 0 406 89153 2.

1996, pp. 466. ISBN: 0 85459 964 9. (B. 116.160)
A guide to business and taxation. The book

Sweden provides most of the informationUK Smit & Williamson (CharteredAccountants).
companies need when expanding into Europe, Tolley's professionalpartnershiphandbook.

Forfattningarom mervrdesskatt1997. including personal and corporate taxes, VAT, Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd.

Stockholm,Riksskatteverket. 1997, pp. 172. company formation requirements, the EU and 1996, pp. 392. ISBN: 1 86012 327 9.

ISBN: 91 38 31031 7. tax harmonization,Europeancompetition law, Handbookdesigned to be of use to a broad

Compilationof material and procedural laws
as well as basic practical tax planning and range of individuals involved in the

and regulations regardingVAT, applicableon
sources of business information in Europe. managementof partnerships including senior
This second editionhasbeen revised and and managingpartners, finance partners and1 January 1997.
updated to include: an overview of the other partners as well as those considering(B. 116.185) financial implicationsof trading in the EU; an partnership.The book contains practical
introduction to foreign currency risk features including: worked examples in the
management,and VAT content divided into taxation section to show how various

Turkey two chapters: an overview and state-by-state situations, including the implicationsof the
guide. ': self-assessmentsystem, affect the tax charge

Doing business in Turkey. (B. 116.187) borne by partners; pro-formapartnership
Istanbul, ArthurAndersen,BykdereCad. agreementsand accounts; checklists, such as

Beytem Plaza, Kat: 10 80220 i$i, Istanbul, Homer, A.; Burrows, R.; Gravestock,P. points to be included in partnership
Turkey. 1996, pp. 155. Tolley'sTaxwise II, 1996-97. Value added agreementsand points to considerwhen

General informationon doing business in tax, inheritancetax, taxationof trusts, tax choosing financial software^

Turkey, including tax system, social security planning. (B. 116.164)
system, free trade zones, expatriates, labour Croydon, Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd.

law and foreign investmentlaw. 1996, pp. 450. ISBN: 1 86012 302 3. Soares, Patrick C.

(B. 115.575) This book has 88 worked examplescovering VAT planning for property transactions.
VAT, inheritance tax, taxation of trusts and tax 6th Edition.
planning. The book is fully updated to London, FT Law & Tax, 21-27 Lamb's
incorporate the relevantchanges broughtabout ConduitStreet, LondonWCIN 3NJ. 1996,

United Kingdom by the FinanceAct 1996, including: changes to pp. 377. ISBN: 0 7520 0045 4.

group VAT provisions, scheme for VAT Analysis of the applicationof VAT to
Jacobs, O.H.; Spengel, C. payments on account by large payers, impact commercialproperty transactions.This
European tax analyzer. EDV-gesttzter of self-assessmenton trusts and tax planning, updated edition takes accountof: reverse

Vergleichder Steuerbelastungvon changes to business and agriculturalproperty premiums and VAT, determinationof a new

KapitalgesellschafteninDeutschland, inheritancerelief. building for VAT purposes, abolitionof the
Frankreich und Grossbritannien. (B. 116.189) deemed charge (self-supplyrule), conversion
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. of non-residentialbuildings into dwellings,
1996. Tolley's intemational tax planning. stamp duty on VAT, option to waive VAT
Schriftenreihedes ZEW, Band 11, pp. 455. 3rd Edition..EditorsMalcolmJ. Finney and exemption, separateVAT treatmentof waivers
DEM 138. ISBN: 3 7890 4337 0. John Dixon. within shopping parades or estates and the

European tax analyser. Computer-based Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. consolidationof VAT legislation.
comparisonof the tax burden on corporations 1996, pp. 1200. ISBN: 1 86012 331 7. (B. 116.172)
in Germany,France and the United Kingdom. The book provides practical strategies for
Descriptionof the software, presentationof its effective tax planning in an international Noakes, Patrick; Golding, Jon; Wareham,
results, analysis and reform suggestions for context, whilstgiving detailed examination to Robert.
these three countries. Projectsof the Center for a numberof areas of key importanceand Tolley's inheritance tax 1996-97.11thEdition.
EuropeanEconomicStudies in Mannheim. complexity. In addition, itprovides a mass of Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd.
(B. 116.055) data on the corporate and personal tax regime 1996, pp. 338. GBP 29.95.

of all EU MemberStates and on the corporate ISBN: 1 86012 276 0.
Homer, A.; Burrows,R. taxes in Canada and the United States. All A comprehensivedetailed guide to inheritance

Tolley'sTaxwise I; 1996-97. Income tax and chapters have been broughtup-to-date to 30 tax including legislation and relevantcase law
national insurance, corporation tax, capital September 1996. New chapters include a.o.: up to the date of the FinanceAct 1996. The

gains tax. double taxation, doing business in India, book includes precedents,claires.and
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elections. This eleventh edition is context, whilstgiving detailed examination to CommercialCode. Also includes other
accompaniedby a Post-BudgetSupplement, an a numberof areas ofkey importanceand regulations,such as: registry of commerce
invaluableupdate, from FinanceAct 1996 to complexity. In addition, it provides a mass of regulations,joint-stockcompanies' department
budget day. data on the corporateand personal tax regime regulation, Decrees 21060, 22410 and 22526,
(B. 116.186/186A) of all EU MemberStates and on the corporate free zones regulations.

taxes in Canada and the United States. All (B. 18.947)
Taylor, Rodney B. chapters have been brought up-to-date to 30
Tolley's double taxation relief. 2nd Edition. September 1996. New chapters include a.o.:

Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. double taxation, doing business in India, Brazil1996, pp. 274. ISBN: 1 86012 311 2. foreign income dividends and international
The book gives a detailed explanationof the headquarterscompanies, international tax
law and practiceof double taxation relief issues for United States-basedmultinationals, Cdigo tributrio nacional. 26th Edition.

relating to income, corporation,capital gains taxation of United Kingdom-sourceincome in So Paulo, Editora Saraiva. 1996, pp. 767.

and inheritance taxes. It provides (with over 40 the hands ofnon-residents, international, Tax Code. Last amendmentof 1996 with Law

practical examples) a full understandingof the headquarterscompany,UK holding company,
No. 5.172 of 25 October 1966.

principles and practiceofdouble taxation money laundering, tax evasion and (B. 18.953)
relief both in the United Kingdom and in an professional liability. (B. 116.188)
intemationalcontext. Includes the text of the
1995 revision of the 1992 OECD Model Taxing internationalbusiness. Emerging trends Colombia
Double Taxation Agreement, the loans in APEC and OECD economies.Editor
relationship legislationcontained in the Richard Vann. Constitucinpoltica de Colombia. 2nd
Finance Act 1996 and other important Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo- Edition.
legislativechanges and developmentsof recent operation and Development. 1997. Santa Fe de Bogot, Editorial Temis S.A.
years. OECD Proceedings,pp. 144. FRF 140. 1996, pp. 287. ISBN: 958 35 0037 2.
(B. 116.197) ISBN: 92 64 15455 8. Introduction to the Colombianconstitution.

Contributionsby various authors,to the APEC- (B. 18.951)Coopers & Lybrand Foreign ExchangeTax OECD Symposiumon IntemationalBusiness
Team. Taxation, held on 30 October- 1 November Cdigo de comercio.
Tolley's taxationof foreign exchangegains 1996, hosted by the AustralianTreasury and Santa Fe de Bogot, EditorialTemis S.A.and'losses. 2nd Edition. the AustralianTaxation Office. The meeting 1996, pp. 1452. ISBN: 958 35 0086 0.
Croydon, Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd. examined the tax policy and tax administration 1996 CommercialCode of Colombia.1996, pp. 475. ISBN: 1 86012.304X. issues which arise in taxing international (B. 18.949)A comprehensiveand practical guide to the businesses. Discussions focused on the
new foreign exchange gains and losses regime challenges facing tax administrationover the Pereira Monsalve, L.C.
as affectedby the corporate and government next decade, problems encounteredby PEC Cdigo civil.debt rules in the Finance Act 1996 and the economies in applying the OECD Transfer
revised foreign exchange regulations issued on Pricing Guidelines.andon how to minimize Medelin, Poligraficas. 1996, pp. 755.

The 1996 Civil Code of Colombia.21 May. The book helps the reader to review, conflicts in,this area both between tax

plan and restructure their foreign currency administrationsand taxpayers. (B. 18.945)
transactions to avoid potentiallymajor (B. 116.165)
increases in tax liabilities. Illustratedwith
numerousexamples to help prepare for the Paraguay
new rules and to make tax returns under them.
(B. 116.194) LATIN AMERICA

Mersan, Carlos A.
Manual de leyes. 2nd Edition.

Matthewman,Jim; Braune, Janet; Brogan, Bolivia Asuncion, OrganizacionLabor. 1996, pp. 757.
Brian; a.o. Second edition ofcompilationof the most
Tolley's social security and state benefits Compendiode recopilacionesde important laws concerning taxation,1996-97. disposiciones legales del sistema tributario. investment funds, forestry promotion,ecology,
Croydon, Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd. La Paz, EdicionesPea del Villar. 1996, social security, insurance, financial and
1996, pp. 745. GBP 42.95.

pp. 500. banking system, administrativeorganization,ISBN: 1 86012 340 6. The book is a compilationof the main tax laws elections registry, free zones, Civil Code
A comprehensiveguide to the wide range of of Bolivia, such as: VAT law,.corporate modificationsand procedure.social security and other welfare benefits income tax law, mining tax law, transfer tax (B. 18.955)available to an individual. This updated edition law, excise duties, remittancesabroad law,includes details of the Jobseeker'sAllowance, inheritance tax law, etc. Updated as of 31 July Codigo civil Paraguayo. Colleccionde codigosthe new rights for carers and all the major 1996. y leyes 1996.
changes in housing benefit legislation,and (B. 18.948) Asuncin,EditorialEl Foro. 1996, pp. 480.
other important legislationsuch as the Civil Code ofParaguay.Pensions Act 1995.

Compendiode resolucionesadministrativasy (B. .18.957)(B. 116.199) circularesrelacionadascon la administracin
tributariaemitidas del 2/i/96 al 31/12/96.
La Paz, DireccinGeneral.de Impuestos NORTH AMERICAINTERNATIONAL Internos. 1997, pp. 300.
Compilationofadministrativerulings related

Tolley's international tax planning. to the administrationof taxes, issued from 2 Canada
3rd Edition. Editors Malcolm,J.Finney and January 1996 to 31 December 1996.
John Dixon. (B. 18.958) Hogg, P.W.; Magee, J.E.
Croydon, TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd. Principlesof Canadian income tax law.
1996, pp. 1200. ISBN: 1 86012 331 7. Codigo de comercio. Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
The book provides practical strategies for La Paz, Editorial America S.R.L. 1990, Publishing. 1995, pp. 503. USD 33.75.
effective tax planning in an international pp. 376. ISBN: 0 459 57466 3.
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Introduction to the Canadian law of income Loose-leaf Canada
tax. The book covers personal,incometax,
with chapters on corporations,partnerships

Services Foreign investment in Canada
and trusts. It is designed for law students doing release 3
their first course in income tax law and for Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
lawyers who need a refresher in the basic Publishing.
principlesofpersonal income tax.

Received between 1 and 30 April(B. 116.166) 1997 Income tax references/Rferences la loi de

l'imptsur le revenue
The practitioner'sIncome Tax Act. release 73
11th Edition. EditorDavid M. Sherman. Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional
Scarborough,CarswellThomsonProfessional Africa Publishing.
Publishing. 1997, pp. 2227.
ISBN: 0 459 57549 X. Fidafrica
The book includes the text of the Act re- releases 3-12
enacted as R.S.C. 1985 (5th Suppl.) on 1 Paris, Fidafrica. Denmark
March 1994, and further consolidatedby
numerous amendingbills, plus draft Skattebestemmelser

amendments to 1 January 1997, the Canada- Australia
-Moms

United States and Canada-UnitedKingdom release 2

Skattenyt-Kronologisktax conventions, tax tables, InterpretationAct, Australian tax practice:
-

press releases, etc. releases 7 and 8
International agreements Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket(B. 116.168)

-

release 25 Informationskontor.

Duncan, Garry R.; Peck, ElizabethJ.
-Rulings and guidelines

release 206
Canadians residentabroad.

North Ryde, Butterworths.
Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional European Union
Publishing. 1995, pp. 388. USD26.50.

Australianstamp duties law
ISBN: 0 459 57464 7. Handbokvoor de EuropeseGemeenschappen
The book considers all those factors with Tolhurst-Wallace-Zipfinger

Verdragsteksten stukken.en aanverwante-

regard to the tax consequencesof leaving
release 145
North Ryde, Butterworths. release 378

Canada, taxation as a non-residentand Deventer,Kluwer.
returningback home. It provides a review of
tax law and real-life situationsdealing with
non-resident issues, including: emigration, Austria
health insurance, paymentsRRSP, RRIF, France

DPSP, non-residentstatus, trusts, tax havens, Kommentarzum Gebhren-,Grunderwerb-,
etc. Erbschafts-und Schenkungssteuergesetz' Documentationpriodique- Fiscal

(B. 116.167) release H release 1

Enns, SelbstverlagDr Karl-WernerFellner. Levallois-Perret,Editions-Francis,Lefebvre.

- - -

USA Die sterreichischenAbgabengesetze- Juris Classeur Droit fiscal Commentaires

Textausgabe Impts directs

release 63 release 1202
Burke, Karen C. Paris, Editions du Juris Classeur.
Federal income taxationofcorporations and Vienna, Anton Orac Verlag.
stockholders.4th Edition.

SteuerlicheTabellensammlungSt. Paul, West PublishingCo. 1996.
release 87

West Nutshell Series, pp. 379.
Vienna, Anton Orac Verlag.

Germany
ISBN: 0 314 06641 1.
This fourth edition has been completely ABC FhrerLhnsteuer
revised to reflectdevelopments in the statute, release 47

regulations and case law through to January Belgium Stuttgart, Verlag Schffer.

1996. The pocketbook introduces several
fundamental issues in the taxationof Commentairedu Code desimptssur les' ABC FhrerSozialversicherung
corporationsand stockholders,and focuses on revenus release'54

the corporationas a taxable entity, provides an release 6 Stuttgart, Verlag Schffer.
overviewof the taxation ofS-corporations,and Brussels, Ministryof Finance.
discusses various reform proposalswith Handbuchder Bauinvestitionenund

emphasis on corporate-shareholderintegration. FundamenteleBelgischewetgeving Immobilien-Kapitalanlagen
The work is intended to introduce students to release 74 release 87
the basic structureof corporate taxation. Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen. Heidelberg,C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag.
(B. 116.171)

L'indicateurfiscal Handbuchder Einfuhrnebenabgaben
releases 716-726 release 2

Diegem, Ced'Samsom. Aachen, Mendel Verlag.

Vennootschapen belastingen Steuererlasse,inKarteiform
release 33 releases 426 and 427

Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen. Cologne, VerlagDr Otto.Schmidt.
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SteuergesetzeI Kluwers subsidieboek Peru
release 115 release 178
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. Deventer, Kluwer. Codigo tributario.

release 65
Steuerrechtsprechungin Karteiform Modellenvoor de rechtspraktijk San Isidro, Editorial Economiay Finanzas.
release 543 release 158
Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. Deventer, Kluwer. Impuesto a la renta

release 87
Umsatzsteuergesetz(Mehrwertsteuer) Nederlandseregelingenvan internationaal San Isidro, Editorial Economiay Finanzas.
Hartmann-Metzenmacher belastingrecht
releases 1 and 2 releases 209 and 210 Impuesto a las ventas
Bielefeld, Erich SchmidtVerlag. Deventer, Kluwer. release 96

San Isidro, Editorial Economiay Finanzas.
Umwandlungsrecht Nederlandsewetboeken
Wismann-Mayer release 278 Tributos municipales
release 36 Deventer, Kluwer. release 42
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. San Isidro, Editorial Economiay Finanzas. 1

Omzetbelasting(BTW) in beroep en bedrijf
release 159

International Deventer, Gouda Quint. Switzerland
PersonenassociatiesInternational tax system and planning Die EidgenssischeMehrwertsteuer

techniques Slagter-Zwemmer release 8release 14Saunders Basel, VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG.
release 32 Deventer, Kluwer.

London, FT Law & Tax.
Rechtspersonen
release 136 United Kingdom
Deventer, Kluwer.

Netherlands Simon's tax cases

De sociale verzekeringswetten releases 12-14
Belastingpraktijkboekvoor de ondernemer - Algemene,deel London, Butterworths.
releases 27 and 28 release 108
Deventer, Kluwer. -AKBW Simon's direct tax service

releases 69 and 70 release 26
Belastingwetgeving' -AWBZ London, Butterworths.

Omzetbelasting 1968 (BTW 1978) release 156-

releases 109 and 110 - Coord. SV/Premieheffing Simon's tax intelligence
-Successiewet release 41 releases 12-15

release 12 -Heffing over uitkeringenen loon London, Butterworths.
Deventer,Noorduijn. releases 84-87

Deventer, Kluwer.
Cursus belastingrecht USAMobach Vakstudie- Fiscale encyclopedie
releases 253 and 254 - Algemenedeel
Deventer, Gouda Quint. releases 275-277 Structuring foreign investmentin US real

Inkomstenbelasting1964 estate
-

Dutch business law releases 1041-1048 Knight-Doernberg
release 11Schuit-Beek-Zevenboom-Schifman - Loonbelasting

release 12 releases 672-678 Deventer, Kluwer.

Deventer,Kluwer. - Omzetbelasting Tax ideas Reportbulletinrelease 320
-

releases 2-4Fiscale wetten - Vennootschapsbelasting1969
releases 249 and 250 releases 411 and 412 Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont.

Deventer,Fed. - Vermogensbelasting1964
Tax treaties Reportbulletinrelease 183

-

Handboekvoor de in- en uitvoer Deventer,Kluwer. release 14

Gecombineerdenomenclatuur-
Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont.

release 133
Tariefvan invoerrechten-

US taxationof internationaloperations
releases 151A and 152 release 5

Deventer, Kluwer. Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont.
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INTERNATIONAL

OECD TAx DEVELOPMENTSIn THE 1990S
Ken Messere

these terms are not explicitly a reference to either the pres-
Ken Messerewas head of OECD Fiscal Affairs Division ence or absence of common trends or to convergence and
frm 1971 to 1991 and author of Tax Policy in OECD divergence.1Countries: Choicesand Conflicts (Amsterdam: IBFD, 1993).
Since then he has been a consultantfor OECD, IMF and What has happened in the past is of relevance to .the issues
the World Bank in Eastern Europe and North Africa. In
addition, Mr Messere has been working on the discussed and Section II summarizes briefly tax trends and

forthcoming book referred to in footnote 3. main government tax preoccupations between 1.960 and
1996. Section III in somewhat greater detail does the same

over the last decade, concentrating in particular on how the

1. PRELIMINARYREMARKS tax climate and government preoccupations have changed
between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s. Section IV analyses

This article is primarilyaboutwhat has.beenhappening in the
tax revenue developments between 1985 and 1994 and
between 1990'and 1994 and is subdividedinto changes in tax

OECD tax world during the 1990s, how it has differed from
levels, changes in the tax mix, and changs in the share of

the past and what is likely to happen during the remaining revenues accruing to various sectors of general government.
years of the 20th century. The future speculations focus on

Section V discusses changes in the nominal rates of personal
two issues: first: are tax levels likely to increase, decrease or

and corporate income tax and ofVAT weil the flatteningas as
remain roughly the same Second: are countries' tax profiles ofthe personal income tax schedule. SectionVI considers the
likely to come closer together, further apart or remain more influence of the European Union domestic tax trends.on
or less as they are now On this second issue, a distinction

Finally, Section VII speculates on what might happen duringshould be made between convergence and common the rest of the century in relation to tax levels and the
trends. To illustrate the difference, here is a hypothetical approx-

imation
.

or otherwise of OECD countries' tax systems.
two-countryexample over the period 1985 to 1994.

This article does not cover international tax issues except in
Country A Country B Difference between so far as they may influence changes in the tax systems of
1985-1994 1985-1994 Country A/Country B

particular countries.22 Also lacking from this article is a
1985-1994

% % % % % % detailed study of the tax system of any particularcountry.

Ratio of total tax receipts Examinationof what has been happening to the tax systems
to GDP 42 50 35 37 7 13 in a number of countries together with the reasons why they

Ratio of personal income have happened (often due to current political and
tx receipts to GDP 18 25 15 20 3 5 pressure

Top rate of personal group influences) provides one reason for scepticism about
income tax 60 55 45 30 15 25 the likelihood of countries tax profiles coming closer

Standard rate of VAT 20 25 13 15 7 10 together,3 for though taxation is a major political issue in
most countries, it seems that what othercountriesdo is barely

These two countries share the same trends in that they have mentioned by politicians and the media, except perhaps in
both increased their total taxation to GDP ratio (henceforth Canada conceming the United States and in New Zealand
TTR), their personal income tax receipts to GDP ratio and concerningAustralia.
their standard rate ofVAT and have reduced their top rate of

personal income tax; but, as shown in the last two columns,
their divergence is greater in 1994 than it was in 1985. Thus
these two hypothetical countries share a common trend, but
in many respects their tax systems have become more diver- 1. I prefer not to use the word harmonizationwhich has been used to mean

gent. It is accordinglymisleading to use the terms common
identityconvergenceand common trends.
2. Accordinglynothing is said aboutdevelopmentsin double taxation treaties,

tax trends and tax convergence synonymously, since a transfer pricing practices, country cooperation to reduce international tax eva-

common trend does not entail tax convergence.This point is sion through withholding taxes or improvements in exchanges of information

made early, because in the literature these two terms have among tax authorities, or the border tax adjustments to be applied when goods

been used interchangeably when discussing whether the
cross EuropeanUnion frontiers.
3. I have just edited and contributed to a book which describes in detail what

forces making for convergencewill or will not overcome has been happening over the last decade in OECD countries (the G7 plus the

individual governments' desire to preserve their fscal Netherlands,Spain and Sweden), the bulk of the book consistingof ten chapters

sovereignty. In this article the expressions tax profiles com-
writtenby experts from thesecountries.This book is to be published late 1997 or

, early 1998 by the Oxford University Press under the title The tax system in

ing closer together or moving furtherapart are used when industrialisedcountries.
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O
r II. A BRIEF SURVEY FROM 1960 TO 1996 the average OECD TTR rose by something like 0.75 per cent

per year, but between 1977 and 1980 it remained static only
A. Economic growth (1960-1975)

to resume its increase in 1981 but thereafterat a much slower
rate (see table 1). Once voters' real disposable income failed
to increase and they were paying more income tax solely

During this period, apart from the blip that followed the first because of inflationary fiscal drag, governments became
oil shock in the early 1970s, continuousreal growth and low obliged to offset fiscal drag in order to resist wage demands
unemploymentlevels enabled tax levels to increase in all but which would cause further cost push inflation. The effect of
the poorest OECD countries (Greece, Portugal, Spain and taxation on inflation as well as inflation on taxation became
Turkey then under non-democraticregimes) with little politi- governments'main preoccupation in the tax area. Some gov-
cal opposition. Most of the increase in tax levels arose auto- ernments indexed the rate schedule in full or in part, some

matically through the effect of fiscal drag on income tax indexed allowances, some made ad hoc adjustments to both,
schedules. Rates were high and bands were narrow, so that but from the late 1970s the income tax lost its position as the
without change to nominal rates inflation and growth pushed most buoyantrevenue source. Followingthe second oil shock
taxpayers into higher brackets and the value of their standard in the late 1970s, governments began to use taxation as a
basic and family allowances were eroded. As income was means of influencingthe supply and demand for energy. Oth-
increasing in real terms these income tax increases were erwise, with rare exceptions once VAT had been introduced,
barely noticed and if noticed generally approved of because there was little in the way of tax reform, until the mid 1980s.
of a consensus, particularly in the richer Europeancountries, This was perhaps due to the perception of politicians that as
in favour of the welfare state, which in its turn permitted more and more voters were becoming aware that the taxes
social security contributions to be raised without protest. they paid was one of the main reasons why increases in their
Anotherreason for the rise in taxation was the introductionof real income had come to a stop, tax reform would not be a
VAT in 14 Europeancountriesbetween 1968 and 1973.4Thus popularmeasure to take on, especiallyamong thosewhopaid
bet.ween.1965and 1975 the unweightedOECD average total little tax because they could use or even abuse the extensive
tax receipts to GDP rose from 26.3 per cent to 34.4 per cent personal and corporate income tax reliefs then in force. Nev-
and in OECD Europe from 27.2 per cent to 36.1 per cent (see ertheless there was increasing dissatisfaction with the per-
table 1). Governmentshad their economicand financialprob- sonal and corporate income tax system, which was seen by
lems, but obtaining sufficient tax revenues was not one of economistsand tax specialistsas inequitable,non-neutraland
them. complex. Of special importance was the prevalence of very

Because of the general satisfaction with the public finances, high nominal rates of personal and corporate income tax

which in practice applied to an increasinglynarrow base dueapart from the move to VAT there was little in the way of

major tax reform during these 15 years. The most important to the numerous and often arbitrary expense related tax

were changes to the corporate tax system in a number of reliefs.

countries generally away from classical systems to zero rate,
split rate or partial imputation systems.

C. Tax reforms over the last decade (1984-1996)
Another tax trend that occurred in many countries during the
1970s was a move from family taxation to individualtaxation Between 1984 and the early 1990s most OECD countries
with regard to earned income. This was a (mostly) uncontro- reduced the rates of their personal and corporation tax and
versial response of governments to women's liberationpres- widened the base of these taxes by reducing or abolishing
sure groups and the rapid increase of women in the labour income tax reliefs. In some countries these reforms continued
force. In fact the family unit played a relatively minor part in or began in the 1990s. In addition between 1990 and 1996,
the relative tax bills of different social groups, and its effect nearly all countries raised their standard rate of value added
in isolation was to subsidize wealthy couples in the labour tax by 1 to 3.5 percentage points. More is said later about
market and penalize low earning couples. Probably in order these changes, particularly in Section V B and table 6.
to reduce such penalization there was a correspondingmove

from tax allowances for minor children which favoured the
rich because their value was a functionof the marginalrate of
tax, to tax credits or payments outside the tax system which
did not vary with income.

B. Stagflationwithout tax reform (1975-1984)
4. Whether to conform to Common Market requirements, to increase rev-

The first oil shock in the early 1970s already slowed down enues, to provide a more efficient general tax on goods and services, or to rely
less on income tax. Togetherwith theEuropeangreaterattachmentto the welfare

growth, but it was not until the late 1970s that there appeared state, its introduction explains why revenues increased more rapidly in most
to be consequences for governments' tax policy. The period European countries than in Australia, North America and Japan, where con-

of inflation plus low growth together with higher levels of sumption taxation was relatively low. These latter countries relied.primarilyon

the highly elastic income tax which is one explanationwhy TTRs increasedmore

unemploymenthad a dramatic effect on the revenue raising in these countries than in those of Southern Europe which relied mostly on the
capacity of governments.Each year between 1965 and 1977 less elastic social security contributionsand consumptiontaxes.
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III. CURRENT ISSUES ing trends as well as resulting in a regressive rather than pro-
gressive expenditure tax. It is generally believed that such

A. Main changes in governments'preoccupations
deductions would have little effect on the level of savings,

since the mid-1980s although most certainly they would affect the form that sav-

ings take. Changes in the tax treatment of savings could also

simplify the tax system as well as help to reduce opportuni-
The tax policy climate in the mid-1990s is very different ties for certain kinds of tax evasion, but whether such
from that of the mid-1980s.Following the radical changes in changes should take the form of unlimited deductions of
the late 1980s and early 1990s, reforms have increasingly income from savings is also a political issue.
shifted to administrative matters for most governments
accept that business requires stability in tax laws. Recent

changes typically concentrateon reducing administrativeand D. Back to schedular taxation
compliance costs, and improving the quality of the tax

administrations as well as relationships between the tax
Until 1985 there had been from schedulartaxa-

authorities and taxpayers.
a move away

tion (applying different rates to different kinds of income),
Changes in governments' pblic finance preoccupations towards global taxationof income. Portugal in the 1980s was

have also occurred. The flattening of tax rates and the .con- about the last of the OECD countries to abandon the old form
siderable fall in inflation solved a number of problems. Most of schedular taxation. More recently schedular taxation has

importanthow to deal with the effect of inflation on income returned in new forms including:
tax burdens has ceased to be a problem and offsetting fiscal - introduction of alternative minimum taxes (Canada and

drag is now undertaken only as a politically reassuring ges- the United States);
ture after governmentshave increased the yield through base - supplementary taxes on gross income (Denmark and
widening. Also the flattening of rates has enabled countries Norway);
which tax the individual'searned income rather than the fam- anti-shelterprovisions (United States); and-

ilies to do the same with their investment income, as there is most recently, a two-rate schedule that combines a pro--

now less danger of couples artificially splitting their invest- gressive rate on earned incomeand a low flat rate on cap-
ment income. ital income, the latter sometimes equal to the corporate
Since 1989, fiscal deficits have replaced the impact of infla- tax rate and/or the lowestmarginal rate on earned income

tion as governments'central preoccupation. (most of the Nordic countries).

B. Fiscal deficits E. New attitudes to net wealth taxes

Except in Greece and Italy, fiscal deficits were quite small Over the last few years a new attitude has arisen in countries
during the latter half of the 1980s and between 1985 and with net wealth taxes. A 1983 OECD report on capital taxes
1989 were decreasing in most countries, but thereafter noted that apart from France, Ireland and Spain net wealth
increased sometimes to unprecedented degrees, reaching taxes were generally around 50 to 100 years old, that 50 per
their peak in 1993. (OECD average -3.5 in 1985, -1.3 in cent of OECD countries with them had never seriously con-

1989 and -4.5 in 1993). Since 1993 they have been falling sidered abandoning them, and that 50 per cent of OECD
and by 1996 are expected to be around 1985 levels. (See countrieswithout them had neverseriouslyconsideredadopt-
OECDEconomicOutlook60 Annex table 30. (Paris: Decem- ing them. Things have changed recently. There have been
ber 1996)). Though fiscal deficits are expected to continue to proposals to reduce or abolish these taxes in Austria, Den-
fall over the next years, they remain a primary concern of mark, Netherlands,Norway and Sweden. This is perhaps due
many governments, partly because of the Maastricht crite- primarily to the increasingmobilityofcapitalwiththe fear of
rion, and more is said about the problems involvedin the con- capital flights from countrieswith such taxes.

cluding section.
However,this remains a politicalchoice for governmentsand
for example, the 1994 Swedish social democratic govern-

C. The taxation of savings ment reversed the proposal of the previous anti-socialist
coalition to abolish these taxes. Also it is possible that it was

Another area that has attracted greater governmentattention politicalmotivationrather than fear of capital flights that led
in recentyears is to level the playing field in respectof the tax to these proposals since (I believe) they were generally made
treatmentof savings. In the mid-1980s,progressiveexpendi- by right wing governments which had replaced socialist or

ture taxes plus cash-flow corporation taxes were widely social democratic governments. Certainly political concerns

advocated,whereasnowadays,governmentsgenerally recog- were the reason for the adoptionthen abolitionof the Irishnet

nize that such a radical departure from present tax systems wealth tax and in France, such a tax was introduced by a

would present too many practical problems. One currently socialist government, abolished by a right wing government
favouredsolutionwould allow the deductionof income from and then reintroducedby a socialist government.Also it was

all kinds of savings from the income tax base, which, of a socialistgovernmentthat introducedthe Spanishnet wealth

course, would have the effectof reversing recent base widen- tax.
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- F. Marginal effective tax wedges (METW) ments take a step away from progressivity in one direction

they tend to increase it in another. For example, the rate flat-

In the corporate tax area, there has recently been a growing tening of the late 1980s taken in isolation reduced progres-
interest among governments in establishingmrginal effect- sivity,,but it was offset by other factors such as increasing tax

ive tax -wedges on capital income, with a view to reducing tax thresholds and family allowances and by base broadening.
distortions within and between countries. By demonstrating The latter took the form ofeitherbringing into the tax net pre-
that tax systems are generallynot neutral as between the taxa- viously exempt income such as capital gains or a greater
tion of different assets,5 towards financing sources or differ- range of fringe benefits or, alternatively,reducing or abolish-

ent sectors in the economy, these studies have had some ing expense-related tax reliefs such as that on interest - in

influence on national legislation (see OECD 1991 pages 174- both cases placing a relatively greater tax burden on high
5 for some examples, including moving tax depreciation income taxpayers. In the 1990s there have been suggestions
nearer to economic depreciation and reducing differences in to take this process a stage furtherby having a single flat rate

average effective tax rates as between differentsectors of the tax with no reliefs. This was proposed by certain Republican
economy). Also the base broadening referred to earlier, candidates during the 1996 US election campaign. Whether

undertaken for other reasons, has generally reduced differ- or not it wouldbe possible to have a progressive income tax

ences in METWs, even if the reduction of nominal rates with only one rate is debatablebut the apparentunfairnessof

within countries has intentionally increased differences in a flat rate income tax, ledto its abandonmentby the Republi-
METWs as between countries, in certain circumstances to can party. Though it is unusual for a government systemati-
attract capital investment (see Ruding 1992). However, cal- cally to use the tax system over a long period with the inten-

culation of the METW rests upon a number of assumptions tion of providing greater equality or inequality, it does

about the firms considered (manufacturing, service, finan- sometimes happen. For example, during the 1980s and early
cial, etc., established or new, rate of growth, asset structure, 1990s the British governmentdeliberately made the tax sys-

etc.) and the effects on direct and portfolio investmenthave tem less progressive by substituting higher VAT and social

to be treated separately. Also while the larger MNEs may security contributions for lower income tax, introducing a

have a good idea of their own METWs and how to reduce poll tax and abolishing a tax on gifts.
them, there is evidence (e.g. written submissions to the Ru-

ding Committee) that the more numerous smaller firms are

more concerned with nominal rates of corporate tax com- I. The unemploymentand poverty trap
pared to those of their competitors in other countries, how-
ever misleadingnominal rates may be as a guide to effective The effect of payroll taxes (usually employers' social secu-

rates. rity contributions) and the tax benefit system as a whole on

unemployment levels has become more important as unem-

ployment has increased in most countries over the last
G. Fiscal federalism decade. Because payroll taxes fall most heavily on low-paid

and part-time workers, employers have reduced their labour
Another issue much discussed in recent years in a number of costs by insisting on their work force working longer hours
countries is that of fiscal federalism. The expression is used rather than taking on new labour. Countries with particularly
both normatively to suggest that subordinate levels should high payroll taxes (France, Italy and Spain) have abolishedor

have more taxing and spendingpowers and positively to pose reduced these taxes for special cases (e.g. youths, part time
the question what are the arguments for and against giving workers). A second problem is that taking up labour in the
them such extra taxes and spendingpowers. These arguments formal economy may result in withdrawal of benefits, often
have been frequently summarized and are not repeated here. of roughly the same amount, thus providing no incentive to

It is perhaps, however, relevant in discussing recent trends seek work (the unemploymenttrap) or if in work at low lev-
that there has recently been more pressure, for example in els of pay again there may be withdrawal of benefits if

France, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States for income increases, thus removing incentives to work over-

greater taxing and spendingpowers to be given to regional or time, earn productivity bonuses etc. (the poverty trap).
local governmentand greater resistance from central govern- Attempts have been made recently in the United Kingdom
ment becauseof their concern with their fiscal deficits. Some and the United States to alleviate this problem by providing
idea of what has happened over the last decade is given in benefits to lowerpaid parents in work, but the increase in the
table 5 and Section IV C below. shadow economy is doubtless due in part to the unemploy-

ment and poverty traps.

H. Income distribution
J. Environmental taxes

Whilst the progressivityof the tax system generally and the
income tax system in particularhave always been a matter of Finally, during the 1990s, there has been much more discus-
politicaldebate, studies in most countrieshave shown the tax sion than hitherto on introducingor increasingenvironmental
system as a whole to be generally proportional, the mild pro-
gressivityof the personal income tax being offsetby the mild. 5. E.g. buildings are usually treated more generously than machinery and

regressivity of most of the other major taxes. When govern- machinery more generously than inventories.
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taxes. However, this discussion is perhaps of more relevance international considerations render the introduction of a

to environmentalpolicy than tax policy, since the few exist- heavy tax unlikely in the near future. However, the already
ing environmentalexcises bring in little revenue. Important highly taxed activities of drinking, smoking and motoring
revenues would result only from a heavy tax on carbon emis- may also be regarded as pollution taxes which could justify
sions as recommended by the European Commission, but further increases.

IV. TAX REVENUE DEVELOPMENTS

Table 1

Total tax revenue as percentageof GDP

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Canada 25.9 27.0 28.1 28.9 31.1 31.3 30.8 31.3 30.9 33.3 32.4 31.8 31.2 30.8 30.6
Mexico
United States 24.3 24.6 25.7 25.1 27.6 27.4 25.9 26.6 26.6 27.1 26.7 26.0 26.7 26.6 26.5

Australia 23.2 22.6 23.4 23.2 24.0 24.2 24.7 23.8 25.3 27.1 27.5 28.0 28.0 26.8 27.5

Japan 18.3 17.8 18.3 18.5 18.8 19.7 20.0 20.7 22.5 23.0 20.9 21.8 22.3 24.0 24.4

New Zealand 24.7 25.6 25.4 25.2 25.2 27.4 27.5 27.2 28.5 31.3 31.1 30.7 33.2 31.8 32.7

Austria 34.7 35.4 35.3 35.3 35.8 35.7 36.4 36.9 37.1 38.1 38.6 38.5 39.1 41.4 41.0

Belgium 31.2 33.3 34.0 34.8 35.0 35.7 36.7 37.0 38.0 38.9 41.8 42.2 43.8 45.0 45.5
Czech Rep.
Denmark 29.9 32.5 33.1 36.0 35.7 40.4 43.5 42.9 42.4 44.2 41.4 41.6 41.9 43.4 44.5
Finland 30.3 31.5 32.4 32.8 31.3 32.5 34.1 34.6 35.5 34.7 37.7 41.7 41.9 38.2 36.7
France 34.5 34.3 34.7 34.9 35.8 35.1 34.5 34.9 35.0 35.5 36.9 38.7 38.7 38.6 40.2

Germany 31.6 32.2 32.2 32.2 33.9 32.9 33.4 34.8 36.3 36.5 36.0 36.8 38.2 37.9 37.8
Greece 22.0 23.7 24.8 25.7 25.7 25.3 25.2 25.4 23.8 24.6 25.5 28.0 28.5 28.8 30.1

Hungary
Iceland 26.2 27.0 29.6
Ireland 25.9 27.9 28.5 28.9 29.6 31.0 32.1 30.6 30.7 31.1 31.3 34.833.1 31.3 30.9

Italy 25.5 25.3 26.2 27.0 26.4 26.1 26.9 26.9 24.4 25.7 26.2 27.1 27.4 27.4 26.6

Luxembourg 30.6 30.3 31.0 30.0 30.2 30.9 33.6 34.2 34.7 35.8 42.8 43.0 47.7 48.7 45.5
Netherlands 32.7 34.1 35.1 35.8 36.1 37.0 38.8 39.6 41.1 41.6 42.9 42.6 43.3 43.9 44.3

Norway 33.3 34:6 36.6 37.7 39.1 39.3 42.4 44.9 45.3 44.8 44.9 46.2 47.3 46.6 45.7
Poland
Portugal 16.2 16.7 17.3 17.4 18.1 20.3 20.0 19.7 19.3 19.8 21.7 23.6 24.1 23.3 22.9

Spain 14.7 13.6 16.9 16.1 16.4 16.9 17.1 18.1 18.7 18.1 19.5 19.5 21.4 22.8 23.3
Sweden 35.0 35.8 36.7 38.8 39.8 39.8 40.6 42.0 41.2 42.3 43.4 47.6 49.9 50.3 49.0
Switzerland 20.7 21.5 21.6 22.6 23.7 23.8 23.5 23.9 26.3 27.3 29.6 31.3 31.6 31.6 31.1

Turkey 10.6 10.7 11.4 11.3 12.2 12.5 14.3 14.6 15.2 14.1 16.0 16.3 17.1 16.6 15.7
United Kingdom 30.4 31.6 32.9 34.5 36.1 36.9 34.8 33.3 31.3 34.9 35.5 35.3 34.7 33.0 32.6

Unweightedaverage:
OECD Total 26.3 27.1 27.9 28.4 29.0 29.5 30.3 30.6 30.9 31.7 32.5 33.6 34.4 34.3 34.1
OECD America 25.1 25.8 26.9 27.0 29.4 29.3 28.3 29.0 28.7 30.2 29.6 28.9 28.9 28.7 28.6
OECD Pacific 22.1 22.0 22.3 22.3 22.7 23.8 24.1 23.9 25.4 27.1 26.5 26.8 27.8 27.5 .28.2
OECD Europe 27.2 28.0 28.9 29.5 30.1 30.5 31.6 31.9 32.0 32.7 33.8 35.3 36.1 36.0 35.8
EU 15 28.3 .29.2 30.1 30.7 31.1 31.8 32.5 32.7 32.6 33.5 34.8 36.1 36.9 36.9 36.7

Table 1 (cont.).
Total tax revenue as percentageof GDP

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Canada 31.6 33.6 33.5 32.9 33.0 33.1 33.7 34.7 34.0 35.1 36.5 36.7 36.4 35.8 36.1 n/a
Mexico 17.4 16.9 17.4 19.4 18.7 18.3 17.4 18.4 17.7 18.6 18.6 18.9 19.4 19.7 18.8 n/a
United States 26.9 27.3 27.1 25.5 25.5 26.0 25.8 27.1 26.9 27.0 26.7 26.8 26.7 27.0 27.6 n/a

Australia 28.4 29.3 29.6 28.4 30.0 30.0 30.9 31.1 30.7 30.6 30.8 29.1 28.7 28.8 29.9 31.3

Japan 25.4 26.2 26.6 27.0 27.1 27.6 28.4 29.7 30.3 30.7 31.3 30.8 29.2 29.1 27.8 n/a
New Zealand 32.9 3.8 34.5 32.1 32.2 33.3 33.7 36.5 36.0 38.7 37.6 36.3 36.2 35.6 37.0 38.1

Austria 41.2 42.5 41.2 41.1 42.4 43.1 42.9 42.3 42.0 41.0 41.3 41.9 43.2 43.5 42.8 42.0

Belgium 44.4 45.0 46.4 46.4 47.4 47.7 47.1 47.5 46.0 44.5 44.8 44.9 44.9 45.6 46.6 45.9
Czech Rep. 47.8 47.3 45.8
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Denmark 45.5 45.3 44.5 46.5 47.6 49.0 50.8 51.5 51.7 50.7 48.7 48.8 49.2 50.3 51.6 51.7
Finland 36.9 38.9 37.8 37.6 39.2 40.8 42.4 40.1 43.3 43.4 45.4 46.9 46.8 45.4 47.3 45.8
France 41.7 41.9 42.8 43.6 44.6 44.5 44.0 44.5 43.8 43.7 43.7 43.9 43.7 43.9 44.1 44.5

Germany1 38.2 37.7 37.7 37.4 37.6 38.1 37.7 38.0 37.7 38.2 36.7 38.2 39.0 39.1 39.3 39.1
Greece 29.4 29.6 33.4 33.9 34.9 35.1 36.9 37.2 34.9 34.6 37.5 39.0 40.8 41.2 42.5 n/a
Hungary 42.4 42.4 42.0 41.0 n/a
Iceland 29.2 30.2 30.6 28.1 29.7 28.4 28.5 28.9 31.5 32.5 31.4 31.4 32.2 31.3 30.9 30.9
Ireland 33.8 35.0 36.5 38.0 38.8 36.4 37.2 37.4 39.0 35.4 35.2 35.8 36.2 36.4 37.5 35.4

Italy 30.2 31.4 33.7 35.8 34.9 34.5 36.0 36.1 36.7 37.9 39.1 39.7 42.1 43.8 41.7 46.8

Luxembourg 46.3 47.8 49.1 51.8 50.1 46.7 44.0 44.5 43.3 42.3 43.6 42.9 42.5 44.3 45.0 43.7
Netherlands 45.0 44.4 44.7 46.0 44.2 44.1 44.9 47.5 47.6 44.9 44.6 47.2 46.8 47.7 45.9 44.4

Norway 47.1 48.7 47.9 46.6 45.8 47.6 50.0 47.9 43.1 41.3 41.8 41.8 41.0 40.2 41.2 42.7
Poland 37.2 38.2 42.4 43.2 43.6

Portugal 25.2 26.7 27.4 28.9 28.4 27.8 29.4 27.6 30.1 30.8 31.0 31.7 33.4 31.4 33.0 33.9

Spain 24.1 25.4 25.6 27.5 28.8 28.8 30.6 32.5 32.8 34.6 34.4 34.7 36.0 35.0 35.8 34.2
Sweden 48.8 50.1 49.1 49.8 49.5 50.0 52.5 55.4 54.8 55.5 55.6 53.7 51.0 50.1 51.0 50.2
Switzerland 30.8 30.6 31.0 31.6 32.3 32.0 32.5 32.0 32.6 31.7 31.5 31.2 31.9 33.2 33.9 34.4

Turkey 17.9 19.0 18.4 17.2 14.3 15.4 17.5 18.8 17.8 18.7 20.0 21.0 22.4 22.7 22.2 21.1
United Kingdom 35.3 36.5 39.0 37.3 37.9 37.9 37.6 37.2 37.1 36.2 36.4 35.7 35.1 33.4 34.1 35.2

Unweightedaverage:
OECD Total 34.1 34.9 35.4 35.6 35.8 35.9 36.5 37.0 36.9 36.7 37.0 37.4 37.6 38.1 38.4 n/a
OECD America 25.3 26.0 26.0 25.9 25.7 25.8 25.6 26.7 26.2 26.9 27.3 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 n/a
OECD Pacific 28.9 29.7 30.2 29.2 29.8 30.3 31.0 32.4 32.3 33.4 33.2 32.1 31.4 31.2 31.6 n/a
OECD Europe 36.4 37.2 37.7 38.2 38.3 38.3 39.1 39.3 39.2 38.8 39.1 39.5 39.9 40.5 40.8 n/a
EU 15 37.7 38.5 39.3 40.1 40.4 40.3 40.9 41.3 41.4 40.9 41.2 41.7 42.0 42.1 42.5 n/a

1. Unified Germany beginning in 1991.

Source: Revenue Statistics 1990-1995 table 3, and 124 for 1995 estimates (OECD, Paris 1996)

A. Total tax revenues to GDP The results of convergenceand divergence as shown in table
2 explain nothing, but merely give an indication as to

whether countries which rely less on the public sector have
1. General trends caught up or whether, on the contrary, a country's attitude

towards high taxes and government expenditure gathersTable 1 provides TTRs for OECD countries between 1965
and 1994 with estimates for 1995 for most of them.6 Sections

momentum so that spending-pronegovernments have spent
II A and B have already commented on developments in the

more and taxed more while governmentsrelying more on the

unweighted OECD average which increased considerably private sector continue to do so.

between 1965 to 1977 and then remained stagnant for three If the majority of countries show a convergent trend during
years. There followed a large increase between 1980 and the two years in question one can talk of countries' TTRs
1981 and a consistent, but slight increase between 1981 and coming closer togetherand if the contrary, of moving further
1987 and a very slight decrease between 1987 and 1989. apart. The results provide an answer to one aspect of the
Since 1989 the pattern of 1981 to 1987 has been repeated, question are countries' tax systems getting closer togetheror

that is to say a consistentbut very slight increase in each year moving furtherapart. It should howeverbe recalled that con-

between 1989 and 1994. The TTR was higher in 1994 than in vergence and divergenceare used to cover both very extreme

1989 in all countries except Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and very mild departuresfrom a no change situation, so it can

Iceland, Norway, Sweden and the UnitedKingdom.7 give only a very rough guide to TTR trends, even more so

because in some countries there are large changes in the

2. Convergenceand divergence
intermediateyears not covered.

During the 1970s and 1980s I wrote various articles on tax

Convergence of total tax ratios in a given country occurs convergenceand divergenceand some of the results for each
between two years, if the deviation from the average OECD country are summarized on pages 76-77 of Messere (1993).
TTR is less in the secondyear than in the first and divergence Here is a brief summary of the earlier results .together with
occurs when the reverse is the case. To put it differently, con- the more recent comparisonsshown in table 2.

1 vergence entails that either a country with a below average
TTR increases it by more than the average chnge between
the two years or that a country with an above average TTR
increases it by less than the average increase. Divergence 6. Table 1 also includesavailabledata for Mexico,The'CzechRepublic,Hun-
occurs when the reverse is the case. (To simplifypresentation gary and Poland, which because of lack of data for earlier years are not covered

I do not take into account decreases, which until recent years in this article.

have occurred rarely, but the same principle applies.) 7. It should be observed that experienceshows that the estimates for the last

year (1995) will be revised formostcountriesand figures for 1993 and 1994 may
be revised for some as a result of recalculationof total tax yield or GDP.
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Years Number of Number of Number of For the reasons explained in Section II A divergence in TTRs
covered countries convergent divergent predominated in the period from 1965 to 1974. Convergence

covered countries countries has increased since then and was at its highest during the

1965-1972 15 6 9 1980s. Between 1990 and 1994, however, there was only a

1965-1974 15 6 9 slight trend towards convergence.
1965-1989 24 12 12
'

1975-1989 24 16 8
'

1982-1989 24 16 8
'

1985-1994 24 17 7
1990-1994 24 14 10

Table 2

Convergenceand Divergenceof total tax receipts to GDP 1985 to 1994 and 1990 to 1994

1985 1990 1994 (1994 minus 1985) (1994 minus 1990)
Australia 30.0 30.8 29.9 -0.1 D -0.9 D
Austria 43.1 41.3 42.8 -0.3 C 1.5 C

Belgium 47.7 44.8 46.6 -1.1 C 1.8 C
Canada 33.1 36.5 36.1 3.0 C -0.4 D
Denmark 49.0 48.7 51.6 2.6 D 2.9 - D
Finland 40.8 45.4 47.3 6.5 D 1.9 D
France 44.5 43.7 44.1 -0.4 C 0.4 C

Germany 38.1 36.7 39.3* 1.2 C 2.6 D
Greece 35.1 37.5 42.5 7.4 C 5.0 C
Iceland 28.4 31.4 30.9 2.5 D -0.5 C
Ireland 36.4 35.2 37.5 1.1 C 2.3 C

Italy 34.5 39.1 41.7 7.2 C 2.6 D

Japan 27.6 31.3 27.8 0.2 D -3.5 D

Luxembourg 46.7 43.6 45.0 -1.7 C 1.4 C
Netherlands 44.1 44.6 45.9 1.8 C 1.3 C
New Zealand 33.3 37.6 37.0 3.7 C -0.6 C

Norway 47.6 41.8 41.2 -6.4 C -0.6 C
Portugal 27.8 31.0 33.0 5.2 C 2.0 C

Spain 28.8 34.4 35.8 7.0 C 1.4 D
Sweden 50.0 55.6 51.0 1.0 C -5.6 C
Switzerland 32.0 31.5 33.9 1.9 D 2.4 C

Turkey 15.4 20.0 22.2 6.8 C 2.2 C
UK 37.9 36.4 34.1 -3.8 C -2.3 D
US 26.0 26.7 27.6 1.6 D 0.9 D
OECD

Unweightedaverage 35.9 36.7 38.4 2.5 1.7

* First year to include United Germany.

C = Convergent Convergent 17 14
D = Divergent Divergent 7 10

Source: as table 1

B. The tax mix Unweighted OECD average percentageoftotal receipts
1985 1990 1994

'

1. General trends 1. Personal income tax 30.5 29.9 27.5
2. Corporate income tax 7.8 7.6 7.5

Though various countries have their own special revenue 3. Social security contributions 23.3 23.6 25.9
sources, over 95 per cent of tax revenues derive from the six 4. VAT and sales taxes 15.5 17.3 17.5
forms of taxation listed below and this has been the case for 5. Excises and other specific taxes

many years. In fact one can ignore the smallestsixth category on goods and .services 15.1 12.3 12.7

of miscellaneous property and capital taxes, since there are
6. Property & capital taxes 4.9 5.3 5.2

unlikely to be any dramatic changes in reliance on them. Total of above taxes* 97.1 95.8 96.3

Table 3 accordinglygives details only of the first five of the
* There may be small discrepancies to the totals due to rounding differ-six categoriesof taxes shown below.
ences.

Source: Revenue Statistics 1965-1995 (OECD 1996)
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Before turning to table 3, it may be mentioned that various claiming that they are at a competitive disadvantage com-

governments, academics and pressure groups have been pared with other countries having much lower payroll taxes.

arguing for three kinds of changes to the tax mix.
Third, in few countries, from theemployees'sociala a move

First, for well-known reasons, not repeated here, there has security contributions base towards an income tax base has
been much advocation for a move from income taxation to been advocated even though the proceeds may remain ear-

consumptiontaxation.8 marked for social welfare benefits. Here the argument is

Second, in a few countries (France, Italy and Spain where between those who regard contributions as social insurance
contributionsrather than taxes and those who regard them as

employers' contributions are extremely high) a switch from

payroll taxes to VAT has been suggested. The argument is
a regressive form of taxation, with flat rates, no thresholds,

that doing so would move some of the initial burden from low ceilings and no allowances for family circumstances.

labour input to consumptionas a whole thus reducing a dis- The Nordic countries earlier and the Netherlands recently
incentive to taking on especially unskilled and part-time

have largely integrated the two levies and other countries
have reduced the regressivity of contributions by imposinglabour. In addition, such a move might improve international
floors,and increasingorabolishingceilings.trade balances, since VAT but not payroll taxes is rebated

when goods cross frontiers. In the long term tax shifting of In addition, without rational argument, a number of govern-
payroll taxes into lower wages and exchange rate adjust- ments have moved from unpopular income taxes to social
ments may invalidate these two arguments. But in the short security contributions,based on the assumption that employ-
run increases in payroll taxes may be reflected in both lower ees will more readily accept increases in-employers' social

profits and higherprices and in the EuropeanUnion there are security contributions.
constraints on exchange rate adjustments. There have been

many representations from employers in France, Italy and
8. Messere (1993) at 31-35 provides six reasons for a move from income to

Spain, who regard payroll taxes as a non-wage labour cost, consumptiontaxation as well as five reasons against such a move.

Table 3

Particular tax receipts as a percentageof total tax receipts (to nearest percentage point)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Personal Income Corporate Social Security VAT and Sales Excises and
Tax Income Tax Contributions Tax other specific

Taxes on Goods
and Services

1985 1990 1994 1985 1990 1994 1985 1990 1994 1985 1990 1994 1985 1990 1994

Canada 35 41 37 8 7 7 13 14 17 13 14 15 13 9 9
United States 38 38 36 7 8 9 25 26 25 8 8 8 8 7 8
Australia 45 43 40 9 14 14 zero zero zero 8 8 8 21 15 15

Japan 25 27 23 21 22 15 30 29 35 zero 4 5 12 7 8
New Zealand 60 46 45 8 6 12 zero zero zero 10 22 23 12 9 9
Austria 23 21 20 3 4 3 32 33 35 21 21 21 10 9 8

Belgium 35 32 31 5 5 6 32 34 33 15 16 16 8 8 9
Denmark 50 53 54 5 3 4 4 3 3 20 21 19 13 11 11
Finland 42 38 37 3 5 4 17 22 26 20 21 18 14 12 12
France 13 12 14 4 5 4 43 44 43 20 19 17 9 8 9

Germany 29 28 26 6 5 3 36 37 39 16 17 18 9 9 9
Greece 14 14 10 3 5 6 36 31 35 17 26 22 21 15 17
Iceland 19 26 30 3 3 2 2 3 8 33 32 32 26 17 14
Ireland 31 32 31 3 5 9 15 15 14 21 21 20 22 20 17

Italy 27 26 25 9 10 9 35 33 31 14 15 15 9 11 11

Luxembourg 26 23 21 18 16 17 26 27. 27 12 14 13 11 11 13
Netherlands 19 25 20 7 7 7 44 37 42 16 16 15 7 7 9

Norway 22 26 26 17 9 8 21 26 24 18 19 21 18 15 16
'

Portugal n/a 16 19 n/a 8 7 26 27 26 13 20 23 29 23 21

Spain 20 22 23 5
.

9 5 41 35 39 15 16 15 13 10 10
Sweden 39 38 37 3 3 5 25 27 .27 14 15 16 12 9 9
Switzerland 35 34 34 6 7 6 32 33 37 9 10 8 8 7 7

Turkey 27 27 24 9 7 6 14 20 16 23 20 30 12 7 6
United Kingdom 27 28 28 12 11 8 18 17 18 15 17 20 14 13 14

Source: as table 1.
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Table 3 shows that.between1990 and 1994therewere a num- VAT as a revenue source may be predicted over the next

ber of large changes (taken as 3 percentagepoints or more of years.
total tax receipts) in the tax mix and that these were in very Between 1985 and 1994 the following were the more signifi-
differentdirections. cant changes in the tax mix (taken as 5 percentage points or

more of total tax receipts).
Canada a move from personal income tax (-4)

to social security (+3) Australia a move from personal (-5) to corporate
Australia a decline in the personal income tax (+5) income tax

share (-3) Japan a move from corporation,tax(-6) to social

Japan a move from personal (-4) and corporate security (+5) and VAT (+5)
New Zealand a move from income tax (-15) to VAT

(-7) income tax to social security (+6)
New Zealand an increase in the corporate income tax (+13)

Finland a move from.personalincome tax (-5) to
share (+6) social security (+9)Finland a move from VAT (-3) to social security Greece an increase in the VAT share (+5)
(+4) Iceland a move from excises (-12) to personalGreece a move from personal income tax (-4) and income tax (+11) and social security (+6)
VAT (-4) to social security (+4) Luxembourg a decrease in the personal income tax

Iceland a move from excises (-3) to.personal share (-5)
income tax (+4) and social security (+5) Norway a decrease in the corporate income tax

Ireland a move from excises (-3) to corporate tax share (-9)
(+4) Switzerland an increase in the social security share

Netherlands a move from personal income tax (-5) (+5)
to social security (+5) Turkey a move from excises (-6) to VAT (+7)

Portugal an increase in the personal income tax United Kingdom an.increase in the VAT share (+5)
and VAT share (+3) During this longer period there has been a larger decline in

Spain a move from corporationtax (-4) to social
the share of personal income tax receipts and

security (+4) average a cor-

responding larger increase in the share of receipts from con-
Switzerland an increase in the social security share tributions and VAT. The average share of receipts from prop-

(+4) erty taxes, which had been consistently declining between
Turkey a move from personalincometax (-3) and 1965 and 1985 has been slightly increasingsince 1985. There

social security (-4) to VAT (+10) was a slight decline in the share of receipts from excises etc.
United Kingdom a move from corporationtax (-3) to VAT and little change in the share of receipts from the corporate

(+3) taxes.

One can detect two trends during the 1990s. The first is the
increase in the social security share of 3 or more percentage 2. Convergenceand divergence
points in eight countries, most often, but not invariably rep- Convergenceoccurs in any given country between two years
resenting a shift from the personal income tax. The increase in respectof the ratio of receipts from a particulartax to GDP,
in the share of contributions may be due at one level to if the ratio is nearer to the OECD average ratio in the second
increases in pensions and unemployment benefits resulting year than it was in the first year and divergence occurs when
from the higher proportion of pensioners and unemployed the reverse is the case.9 It follows that convergence occurs
and at another level in their greater acceptability than an when a country with above OECD average receipts from that
increase in other taxes, since taxpayers believe they are get- particular tax to GDP increases it below the average OECD
ting a quid pro quo. The' second trend is that for the first time changeover these two years: convergencealso occurs when a
since the 1960s, there has been a slight increase in the ratio of

country with below OECD average receipts from a particular
receipts from excises to GDP. The decline of these receipts tax to GDP increases it above the OECD average increase in
for most of the period during 1960 to 1990 has ben generally receipts from that particular tax to GDP. Divergence occurs
attributed to negative fiscal drag. Being subject mainly to when the reverse is the case. (As in the case of convergence
specific rates of tax their real value declines during inflation and divergence of TTRs, to simplify presentation I do not
unless governments raise the rates, something unpopular amplify to take into account decreases see Section IV A 2-

with both producers and consumers.This reversal during the above).
1990s is perhaps due to a combinationof lower inflation, the
increase in motoring and the EuropeanUnion's agreed mini-
mum rates (see Section VI D below). 9. An alternativeand equallyvalidmethodofdefiningconvergenceand diver-

of tax structures is to compare changes in the share of different taxes in
Of the other main taxes there has been a slight increase in the

gence
total tax receipts instead of changes in their yield as a percentage of GDP. As

share of receipts from VAT and a slight decrease in the share indicated in footnote 1 to table 4, somechanges in the numberofconvergentand

of the personal income tax receipts and hardly any change to divergentcountries would result. However, as earlier indicated, these results are

of limited analytical interest and are intended only as a rough illustration of
the corporate income tax share. In view of the rate increaseof whether countries' profiles have come closer together or further apart with
VAT in many countries during the 1990s, a greater switch to respect to revenues received from particular revenuesources.
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The main arguments for convergence are that excessive tions and for the most part convergentregarding excises etc.
reliance on a particular source of revenue tends to be dis- (taken as shorthand for taxes on specificgoods and services).
tortive and provoke taxpayers' resistance, because of its The social security receipts to GDP increased in nearly all
transparency,whereasdiversificationofrevenuesources may countries, no matter what years in the'1960s to 1980s were

be more acceptable since different kinds of tax are paid, at compared, but almost invariably it increased by more per-
least initially, by different people (earners, businesses, con- centage points in those countries .where this ratio was above
sumers). On the other hand, there are often practical reasons the OECD average in the earlier year. On the contrary, the
for countries to remain divergent, particularly when there is excise etc. receipts to GDP decreased in nearly all countries,
little taxpayer resistance as in the 1960 to 1975 period. For whatever years were chosen, but usually it decreased by
examplean increase (or adoptionin the case ofVAT) in a pre- more percentage points in those countries where this ratio
viously low source ofrevenuemay involvea substantialreor- was above the OECD average in the earlier year.
ganization of government tax departments as well as

Rather than repeating all these tests, table 4 provides detailsincreased compliance costs for business. The opposition in
the United Kingdom in the 1960s, in Switzerland in the only on these two levies, which in the past showed almost

universal divergence in the case of social security contribu-1970s and in Canada and Japan in the 1980s to introducinga
tions and predominantly in the of excisesVAT, an opposition which still prevails in Australia, provide convergence case

etc. Table 4 shows these trends no longer apply over theexamples. Sometimes tax eccentricitiesfade away but some-
decade 1985 to 1994. However, between 1990 and 1994, thetimes they have remained sustainable over many years, and
earlier predominanceof divergence from the ofstill remain. average rev-

enues from social security contributions has resumed with
For example in the early 1950s the UK obtained more rev- increases in contributions occurring in all countries except
enue from the tax on cigarettes than from the whole of its France, Norway, Sweden, Turkey and the United Kingdom
general consumption tax, the purchase tax that was replaced and of course in Australia and New Zealand which do not

by VAT in 1973. In 1965 excises and similar taxes on drink- have contributions: the larger increases generally occurring
ing, smoking and' motoring accounted for well over 40 per in countries with an above average contributions to GDP
cent of total tax receipts in Iceland, Ireland, Portugal and ratio in 1990. For the first time since records were available
Turkey and a third of total tax receipts in Greece. As late as in 1960, more countries have diverged from the excise
1980 they still accounted for over a quarter of tax receipts in receipts to GDP ratio and for the first time this ratio has
these five countries. In Ireland the tax administration then increased consistently throughout the 1990s in 14 countries,
affectionately called these excises, the old reliables albeit by small amounts, and the above average increases
because of the political and technical difficulties of subject- usually occurred in countries where the 1990 excise to GDP
ing farmers to income tax and the resentment of salary and ratio was above the OECD average.
wage earners who bore the whole income tax burden. How-
ever, over time with the widening of the income tax net and C. Attribution of tax revenues by subsectors ofthe introductionofVAT the share of receipts from exciseshas

general governmentconsistently declined in Ireland. Another extreme example
during the early to mid 1980s was that around 60 per cent of Table 5 provides the relative share of tax resources allocated
the total receipts of New Zealand derived from the personal to the various subsectors of general government for the years
income tax, and it was taxpayer discontent with the distor- 1985 and 1994. Figures shown under state and local govern-.
tions involved together with a reformingMinisterof Finance ment include revenues from those taxes which the subordi-
that permitted the introduction of a broad based VAT with nate level of government has no power to vary the rate or

consequential reduction in reliance on the income tax. Den- base, if revenues are shared between different levels of gov-
mark on the contrary has since 1975 obtained over halfof its ernments. Statisticians have generally preferred this catego-
tax revenues from the personal income tax with only 3 per rization even though some writers would claim these shared
cent from social security contributions, while since 1965 taxes are more akin to grants than taxes.10 The supranational
Francehas obtaineda highershareof its revenues from social column refers invariably to taxes paid to the EuropeanUnion,
security contributions (43 per cent in 1994) than any other whose revenues derive mostly from a percentage of a hypo-OECD country and the lowest share of personal income tax thetical VAT base. This is simply an allocativeformulawhich
revenues (14 per cent in 1994) except Greece. might be replaced by GDP per capita, and being clearly a

During the 1970s and 1980s I carried out various tests over grant and not a tax, the amounts are not included in the fig-
different periods concerning the convergence or divergence ures shown in the first column of table 5. There has been a

of countries' reliance on particularsources of revenue, using slightdecreasein the share ofEU revenuesbetween 1985 and

the methodologydescribed in the first paragraph of this sec- 1994 in all countries that were members in 1985.
tion rather than the alternative described in footnote 9. For
most taxes the results varied greatly according to the two

years compared, with generally more countries showing a

convergent than a divergent trend. This was the case with

personal and corporate income taxes and VAT or sales taxes.

However, no matter what periods were compared, nearly all 10. In mostcountriessubordinatelevels are able to vary the rates and/or base of
, countries were divergent regarding social security contribu- their taxes, but within strict limits.
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Table 4

Convergenceand diivergenceof Sociiall Securrity Contributiionsand excises etc. as percentageof GDP

(1985 to 1994) and (11990 to 1994)

Social Security Taxes on Specific Goods

Conttribution and Services
1985 11990 11994 1994 1994 11985 1990 1994 11994 1994

minus minus minus minus
1995 1990 11985 1990

Austtralia zero zero zzero 0.0(D) 0.0(D) 6..2 4.7 4.5 --11.7(C) --0.2(C)
Austria 13.7 13.6 115..0 11.3(C) 11.4(D) 4..3 3.7 3.6 --0.7(D) --0..11(D)
Belgiium 15.7 15.2 115..2 0..11(C) 0..3(C) 3..7 3.5 4.2 0..5(C)) 0..7(D)
Canada 4.5 5.2 6.1 11..6(D) 0..9(D) 4..3 3.5 3.1 -11..2(D) --0.4(D)
Denmark 1.9 1.5 1.6 --0.3(D) 0..11(D) 6..3 5.4 5.6 -0..7(C) 0..2(D)
Finland 7.1 9.9 112..1 5..0(C) 2..2(D) 5..7 5.3 5.7 0.0(D) 0.4(C)
France 19.3 19.3 119..1 --0.2(C) --0..2(C) 3..9 3.8 4.0 0..11(C) 0..2(D)
Gerrmany 13.9 13.7 115.4 11..5(C) 11..7(D) 3..3 3.4 3.7 0.4(C) 0.3(D)
Greece 12.5 11.7 114.7 2.2(D) 3..0(D) 7..3 5.8 7.2 --0..11(D) 11.4(D)
Iceland 0.7 1.0 2.5 11..8(C) 11..5(C) 7..5 5.4 4.5 --3..0(C) --0..9(C)
Irreland 5.4 5.2 5.4 0..0(D) 0..2(D) 8..0 7.1 6.4 . --11..6(C) --0..7(C)
Ittaly 12.0 12.9 113..0 11..0(C) 0..11(C) 3..1 4.1 4.4 1..3((C)) 0..3(D)
Japan 8.4 9.1 9.8 11.4(D) 0.7(C) 3.3 2.3 2.3 --11.0(D) 0..0(D)
Luxembourg 12.3 11.9 112.0 --0.2(C) 0..11(C) 5.3 4.7 - 6.1 0..8(D) 11.4(D)
Nettherlands 19.5 16.7 119.3 --0.2(C) 2..6(D) 3.2 3.3 3.9, 0..7(C) 0..6(C)
New Zealand zerozero zerozero zero 0.0(D) 0.0(D) 3.9 3.4 3.33.3 --0.6(D) --0..11(D)
Norway 9.8 11.0 9.9 0..11((C) --11..11(C) 8..6 6.4 6.8 --11.8(C) 0.4(C)
Porttugal 7.2 8.4 8.7 11..5(D) 0..3(D) 8..0 7.3 7.0 --11.0(C) :-0..3(C)
Spaiin 11.9 12.2

'

9.8 11..9(D) 11..6(D) 3..7 3.6 3.6 --0..11(D) 0..0(D)
Sweden 12.5 15.1 ' 3.9 11.4(C) -1 ..2(C) 5..8 5.1 4.8 --0..11(C) --0..3(C)
Switzerland 10.3 10.4

'

2..4 2..11(D) 2..0(D) 2..6 2.2 2.4 --0..2(D) 0..2(D)
Turkey 2.2 3.9 3.5 1..3(D) --0..2(D) 1..9 1.5 1.4 --0..5(D) --11..0(D)
UK 6.8 6.2 6..1 -0..7(D) --0..11(D) 5..2 4.6 4.7 -0..5(C) 0..11(D)
US 6.6 6.9 7.0 0:4(D) . 1 (D) 2..2 7.9 2.2 0..0(D) 0..3(D)
OECD unweighted
average 8.6 8.9 110.2 1.6 1.3 5..0 4.3 4.8 --0..2 +0.5

Convergent 111188 1313 8

Divergent 1313 16 1111 1616

If the alternative method of usiing total tax rreceiptts instead of GDP as the denomiinatorwas used the number of convergentand diver-

gent countries would have changed as folllows::

Sociall Security Contributions

1985-94 13 convergentand 1111 divergent iinstead of 1111 convergentand 13 diverrgent
1990-94 12 converrgentand 112 divergent iinstead of 8converrgentand 116 divergent
Excises etc.

1985-94 No change 13 convergentand 1111 diverrgent in either case

1990-94 7 convergentand 17 divergent instead of 8 convergent and 116 diverrgent
Source: As ttable 11

1.1. Federral countries ssector, there beiinglittle increasein the shareofsttate and local

governmentexcept for a rellatiivelly large increase in the share
In all seven countries except Australliia there has been an of sttate government in Australia. In most federai countries
increase iin revenues allocated to the social securiitty secttor, there has been a slliightdeclineover the llast decade in both the
and thiis has been faiirlly substtanttiial except in the United state and local governmentshare.
Stattes. Thiis reflects the general increase in Sociial Securiitty
contributions shown in table 3 as these receiipts are ear- 2. Unitarry countriies
marked for the social securiitty sector.

In unitary countries the share of central governmentreceiiptts
The share of federalgovernmentreceipts in 1985 varied from in 1985 varied from 93 per cent in New Zealand to 44 per
81 per cent iin Australia to 29 per cent in Switzerland and cent in Japan and the local government share from 30 per
between 1985 and 1994 declined in five.countriess, increased cent in Sweden to jusst over 11 per cent in Greece. Between
in Ausstriia and remainedmore or less unchanged in Gerrmany. 1985 and 11994, there have been mild sshifts from central to

The shift from federal governmentrevenues was ,tto the social local governmentiin Denmark,Fiinlland,France,Icelland, Nor-
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way, Portugal and a rather larger one in Sweden. The largest ment in Australia and from state to local (as well as federal)
shift of all was in the UnitedKingdom and in the other direc- government in Austria. Among the unitary countries there
tion, for central government's share rose from 71 to 77 per was a move from central to local government in most coun-

cent and the local government'sshare fell from 10 per cent to tries (10 out of 17), but except in Sweden the move was

4 per cent. There was also a slight move from local to central slight. In contrast, in the United Kingdom the local govern-
government in Luxembourgand New Zealand. ment's share already below average was reduced by more

than half and local government taxation powers have been
Unlike federal countries, there was little overall trend in the further constrainedby reduction in their grants if they raised
share of receipts of the social security sector, most countries their own taxes beyond a certain,limit.
increasing or decreasing this share very slightly. There were

however large increases between 1985 and 1994 in Finland,
Japan and Sweden and a large decrease in Italy and Spain.
Finally the unweighted average of the social security share V. NOMINAL RATES OF TAX

increased and that of both central and local government
decreased over this period. A. Introductory remarks

3. Fiscal federalism Although nominal rates of tax may be a poor guide to tax

actually paid, since this depends not only on the base to

The primary purpose of this section has been to see whether which the rates apply, but also upon the proportion of tax

the limiteddata available,as reproducedin table 5, throw any evaded, various questionnaires and enquiries have made it

light on the question whether over the last decade there has clear that it is nominal rates that predominate in political
been any trend towards or away from giving a higher propor- arguments on the incentive and equity effects of taxation.
tion of tax to subordinate levels of government. The above There are good reasons for this. Nominal rates are more

observations show that there has been hardly any trend in transparent than effective rates, for calculating the personal
federal countries: only a move from federal to state govern- and corporate income base is a very complicated operation,

Table 5

Attribution of tax revenues to subsectors of general governmentas percentageof total tax revenue

Supranational Central government State Local Social security

1985 1994 1985 1994 1985 1994 1985 1994 1985 1994

Federal countries
Australia 81.4 76.9 14.9 19.5 3.7 3.6 - -

Austria 48.9 49.7 13.1 10.5 10:7 11.0 27.2 28.8
Belgium 1.6 1.2 61.6 59.1 5.2 5.2 31.6 34.5
Canada 41.2 39.2 36,0 33.8 9.3 10.1 13.5 16.9
Germany 1.0 0.6 31.6 31.5 22.0 21.1 8.9 7.6 36.5 39.1
Switzerland 28.7 26.7 22.6 20.7 16.7 15.9 32.0 36.6
United States 42.1 41.1 20.2 19.9 12.6 13.6 25.2 25.5
UnweightedAverage 1.3 0.9 47.9 46.3 21.5 20.9 9.6 9.6 23.7 25.9

Unitary countries
Denmark 0.7 0.4 68.5 65.5 28.3 30.8 2.5 3.2
Finland 55.8 48.8 22.4 22.6 21.8 28.6
France 0.6 0.4 47.2 45.9 8.7 10.1 43.5 43.6
Greece 0.8 0.6 62.5 64.7 1.3 1.3 35.3 33.3
Iceland 81.4 80.1 18.6 19.9 - -

Ireland 2.0 1.3 82.1 83.4 2.3 2.3 13.6 12.9
Italy 0.6 0.4 62.3 63.6 2.3

'

4.8 34.7 31.2
Japan 43.7 40.5 26.0 24.4 30.3 35.1
Luxembourg 0.5 0.4 67.0 67.5 6.6 5.8 25.9 26.2
Netherlands 1.5 1.3 51.9 54.1 2.4 2.5 44.3 42.1
New Zealand 93.5 94.7 6.5 5.3 - -

Norway 59.5 56.3 18.0 20.9 22.5 22.8
Portugal 70.6 68.3 3.5 5.4 25.9 26.3
Spain 0.5 47.8 48.6 11.2 12.7 41.0 38.2-

Sweden 54.1 45.3 30.4 33.8 15.6 20.9
Turkey 75.5 75.1 '

0.2 9.1
'

4.3 15.8
United Kingdom 1.1 1.0 71.0 77.0 10.1 4.0 17.9 18.0
Unweigted average 0.9 0.7 64.4 62.6 '

2.3 11.8 22.9 24.9

Source: Revenue Statistics 1965-95 (OECD; Paris 1996) Table 134
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and the base will vary considerably between taxpayers. The from 19 per cent to 18.5 per cent. In contrast between 1990
base may be affected also by transfer pricing manipulation and 1996 there were increases in VAT rates in 11 of the first
and the varying ability of taxpayers to qualify for, or to generation VAT countries, exceptions being Austria, (no
understand how to take advantage of base-related conces- change), and Ireland and the Netherlands, where there were

sions. decreases. During the 1990s there was also an increase in the
rates of most of the second generationVAT countries. Taking

It is too difficult to comparenominal rates of Social Security longer view, there has been increase, often quite consid-
contributions and excises, but table 6 gives details of certain

a an

erable, in all the 22 countries since VAT was first introduced
aspects of the nominal rates of the other main revenue raisers with the exception of Canada, Japan (see table 6) Portugal
of central/federalgovernment, the personal income tax, the and Switzerland.
corporate income tax and the value added tax. For the central

governmentpersonal income tax the top marginal rate of tax

is compared over recent years, but as in many countries less C. Convergenceand divergence
than 5 per cent of taxpayers are subject to the top rates,
details are also given of the reduction in number of brackets Convergenceofnominal rates of a particulartax between two
or what is known as the flatteningof the income tax schedule. years in a given country would occur if the rate were nearer

Although there may be special rates for firms in certain sec- to the OECD average rate of that tax in the second year than
tors or with low profits, there is usually only one rate of cen- in the first, divergence if the rate was nearer to the OECD
tral government corporation tax which is that shown in the

average in the first year. However, as the amount of revenue

table. Also, although a number of countries have lower rates received from a given tax depends upon a number of factors
of VAT, the standard rate of VAT given in the table usually other than the rate, the concepts of convergence and diver-
accounts for 80 per cent to 100 per cent of total receipts. gence of rates give little informationof interest in,examining
Table 6 notes also that there are local income taxes in a num-

tax trends. Consequentlynothing more is said about conver-

ber of countries not reproduced. These are particularly gence and divergenceof tax rates.

important compared to central/federal government income
taxes in the Nordic countries and Switzerland. Unlike the
central rates, the local rates have not generally been reduced. VI. THE INFLUENCE OF THE EUROPEAN

UNION ON TAX TRENDS IN THE 1990S

B. Common trends A. General considerations

The three kinds of reform to the income tax summarized in The EuropeanCommission is empowered to make proposals
table 6 occurred in most countries during the late 1980s. In on consumption taxes and corporate income taxes, which if
contrast there was comparatively little change in the early approved by the European Parliament and unanimously by
1990s, though a few countries introduced one or more of the Council of Ministers which represent Member Govern-
these earlier reforms (France, Germany, Luxembourg) and ments, will become Directives having the force of European
also in late 1996 the French governmentannouncedthat over Union Law which overrides national law. The European
the next few years the top rate of the personal income tax Union has no power with regard to other taxes, notably the
would be gradually reduced from 56 per cent to 47 per cent. personal income tax and social security contributions,where
In nearly all cases the top marginal rate was substantially Member States of the European Union have complete
lower in 1995 than in 1986. Exceptions were Germany, Ice- sovereignty. (A complicationis that the corporate tax system
land, Switzerland where the decrease was slight and Turkey usually has implications for amounts of personal income tax
where there was an increase. In nearly all countries there was paid on dividends).
a substantial reduction in the number of personal income tax

brackets between 1986 and 1996. Exceptions were usually
An indirect influence of the EuropeanUnion on its Member

due tothere being very few brackets in 1986 (Australia,Den- States' tax policy is the Maastricht requirement that deficits

mark, Iceland, Ireland) but in Italy the decrease was only
should not exceed 3 per cent of GDP if countries are to join

from 9 to 7, in Luxembourg only from 21 to 17, while in the single Euro currency by 1999. Annex table 30 of the

Turkey there was an increase from 6 to 7 brackets and in December 1996 OECD EconomicOutlookpredicted this will

Switzerlandfrom 6 to 13. The nominal standard rate of cor-
be achieved by 1998 in all EU countries except Austria,

poration tax was also much lower in 1995 than 1986 except
Greeceand Italy. However,since then somedoubtshave been

in Italy, Spain and Switzerland, where it remained expressedas to whetherthis targetwill be met in certain other

unchanged, in the United Kingdom where it decreased very major countries such as France and Germany, in the absence

slightly and in Austria where it increased. of unpopularpolitical decisions which may be unacceptable
to the electoratein these countries.Whether the resultwill be

Table 6 shows that 14 countries adopted VAT between 1968 the relaxation or manipulation of the criterion or postpone-
and 1973, and a further 8 between 1986 and 1995 leaving ment ofthesingle currency is currentlyunderdiscussion.It is

only Australiaand the UnitedStates withouta VAT. Of the 14 also a Maastricht condition that the total (nominal value) of
first generation VAT countries the only change in rate gross debt shouldnot exceed60 per centofGDP. Annex table
between 1986 and 1990 was a decrease in the Netherlands 61 of the December1986 OECDEconomicOutlooksuggests
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Table 6

Nominal rates of personal and corporation income tax and VAT at federal/central level

Top marginal rates of personal Basic rates of corporation income tax Standard rate of value added tax as

income tax and number of rates to nearest percentage point (3)percentageof tax exclusive price

1986 1990 1995 1986 1990 1995 1986 1990 1996 starting year
rate introduced

Australia 57(5) 47(4) 47(4) 49 39 33 n/e n/e n/e n/e n/e
Austria 62(10) 50(5) 50(5) 30 30 34 20 20 20 16 1973
Belgium(4)(2) 72(12) 55(7) 55(7) 45 39 39 19 19 21 18 1971
Canada(1)(2) 34(10) 29(3) 31.3(4) 36 29 29 n/e n/e 7 7 1991
Denmark(1)(2) 45(3) 40(3) 34.5(4) 50 38 34 22 22 25 10 1967
Finland(1)(2) 51(11) 43(6) 39(6) 33 23 25 19.05 19.05 22 12.4 1969
France 65(12) 57(12) 56.8(6) 45 34/42(4) 33 18.6 18.6 20.6 20 1968

Germany 56(n/a) (n/a)53 53(n/a) 56/36(4) 50/36(4) 45/30(4) 14 14 15 10 1968
Greece 63(18) 50(9) 40(13) 49 46 35/40(4) n/e 18 18 16 1987
Iceland(I) 38.5(3) 33(1) 38.15(2) 51 45 33 n/e 22 24.5 22 1989
Ireland 58(3) 53(7) 48(2) 50 43 50 23 23 21 16.4 1972

Italy(2) 62(9) 50(7) 51(7) 36 36 36 18 18 19 12 1973
Japan(1)(2) 70(15) 50(5) 50(5) 43 38 38 n/e 3 3 3 1989
Luxembourg 57(21) 56(24) 50(17) 40 33 33 12 12 15 8 1970
Netherlands 72(9) 60(3) 60(3) 42 35 35 19 18.5 17.5 12 1969
New Zealand 57(6) 33(2) 33(2) 45 33 33 10 10 12.5 10 1986

Norway(1)(2) 40(8) 20(2) 13.7(2) 28 27 19 20 20 23 20 1970
Portugal(1)(2) 60(n/a) 40(n/a) 40(n/a) 42/47(4) 36 36 17 16 17 17 1986
Spain(1)(2) 66(34) 56(16) 56(16) 35 35 35 10 12.5 16 12 1986
SwedenO) 50(10) 20(1) 25(1) 52 30 28 23.5 23.5 25 11.1 1969
Switzerland(1)(2) 13(6) 13(6) 11.5(13) 4-10(5) 4-10(5) 4-10(3) n/e n/e 6.5 6.5 1995

Turkey(1)(2) 50(6) 50(6) 55(7) 46 49 25 12 12.5 15 12 1985
United Kingdom 60(6) 40(2) 40(3) 35 34 33 15 15 17.5 10 1973
United States(1)(2) 50(14) 28(2) 39.6(5) 46 34 35 n/e n/e n/e n/e n/e

1. Countrieswith sub central personal income taxes
2. Countrieswithsub central .corporation income taxes
3. Some countries also have special rates for firms with lower profits and for particularsectors
4. Retained and distributed profits respectively

n/a = not applicable
n/e = non-existent

5. Tax is a progressive rate.
6. Currently there are proposals to.increaseJapan's rate to 5 per cent.

none of the EU Member Countries will achieve this target enquire into the need and desirability of harmonizingMem-

except France and the United Kingdom,but nobody seems to ber States' systems, base and rates. Although the Ruding
be worrying about that. Committee made a number of priority recommendations to

alleviate existing tax distortions against investment across

borders of Member States, it made no recommendationsfor
B. Corporate income tax the adoptionof any particularsystem.

AlthoughcertainDirectiveshave been adopted in the field of The Ruding Committeemade no importantrecommendation
corporation taxation concerning the treatmentof parents and with respect to harmonizing the tax base. Some members of
subsidiaries, arbitrationprocedures and mergers, they do not the Committeethought it desirable to narrow the base, so that
relate to the matters referred to in this article, namely the tax European Union Countries would not be at a disadvantage

1 system (classical, imputation, shareholder relief, split rate compared to non-membercountries, others thought it should
etc.) the tax base and nominal tax rates. Three proposals be widened to reduce non-neutralities.
emanated from the Commission for a common system, in
1962 for a split-rate system, in 1970 for a classical system, The Ruding Committeedid recommendthat in the short term

and in 1975 for a partial imputation system. A number of the minimum nominal rate of corporation tax should be at

countries in the then Common Market changed their system, least 30 per cent and in the longer term the rate should not

but never in the direction recommended by the European exceed 40 per cent. I was never clear about the rationale for
Commission. In the late 1970s the EuropeanParliamentsug- the maximum rate, which could have been left to tax compe-
gested that the system should be considered together with tition. There was, however, evidence that certain EC States
rates and base. In 1990 the Commission withdrew its 1975 were imposing very low rates of corporate tax in certain cir-

proposals and in 1991 set up the Ruding Committee to cumstances in order to attract inward investment and that
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other countries could not afford the loss of revenue involved their citizens buy in neighbouring countries (Northern Ire-

to match these concessions. land, Germany and France respectively) but the high excise

As far as I am aware, Member States have accepted none of tax countries cannot afford the budgetary loss that lowering
these excise rates would entail and raising the rate in the low

the many recommendations of the Ruding Committee over

the last six years and accordingly they seem unlikely to
excise countries would be politicallyunacceptable.However,

accept the recommendationon rates during what remains of
in 1992 the Commission put forward revised proposals for
minimum excise rates, which it seems have been largelythe 20th century. observed.France, for example, increasedits rate on cigarettes
and beer to reach this minimum.I do not know if other coun-

C. VAT tries have increased their excise rates during the 1990s to

conform to the 1992 Rates Directive, but Greece, Italy and

The most important tax influence of the European Commis- Spain were below the minimum for cigarettes and Luxem-

sion has been to make adoption of VAT a conditionof mem- bourg for all forms of hydrocarbon oil.12 The minimum of

bership of the European Union, but of course all this hap-
zero for wine, which pertains in Germany (still wine only)

pened before the 1990s and potential candidates for Greece, Italy, Luxembourg (sparkling only), Portugal and

membershipalready have VAT in force. Spain evidently poses no problem.

The Sixth Directive has laid down a common base which Finally the European Commission'sdecision to limit excises

includes goods and services that must be taxed and those
to alcoholic drinks, tobacco products and hydrocarbon oils
has led to the phasing out in a number of countries of nui-

(mostly financial services) that may be taxed or exempt. For
sance excises products such coffee, salt and

the most part Member States conform to the Directive and
on as tea, sugar,

which bring in little revenue and have little rationale. Never-
during the 1990s Finland,and Swedenhave widened their tax

theless there remains proliferation of nuisance excises in
bases to includepreviouslyuntaxed services and Portugalhas.

a

Denmark, Finland, France and Italy and a few in Austria,
abolishedzero rating. Germany, Greece, Portugal, Spain and the United King-
It was once hoped that a single standard rate of VAT could dom.13 There are also a few pollution excises, especially in

apply to all EU States. However, given the wide variation in the Netherlands,which do have some rationale.
the percentage of the total .tax take represented by VAT (i.e.
13 per cent of the total tax receipts in Luxembourg to 23 per
cent in Portugal) this clearly is not possible. In 1987 the E. Conclusions
Commissionattempted to impose a standard rate of between
14 per cent to 20 per cent togetherwith a reduced rate of4 per To summarize this section, the European Commission has

cent to 9 per cent on strictly defined goods. For budgtary had during the 1990s a considerable influence on the VAT

reasons this was unacceptableto some of the countries with a rates and base and also on the rates of the main excises on

standard rate of over 20 per cent and no reduced rate. Later it motoring, drinking and smoking as well as the coverage of

was accepted that the minimum rate should be at least 15 per goods subject to excises, but no influence at all on the sys-
cent and countries were permitted rather than required to tems, bases and rates ofcorporation tax or any other tax.

have up to two lower rates, provided that the lowest rate was

at least 5 per cent. No higher rates than the standard rate were

permitted. This has had some influence during the 1990s Vil. QUESTIONS FOR THE REST OF THE
being one reason for the VAT increase in Germany, Luxem- 20TH CENTURY
bourg and Spain, all of which had previously a standard rate

'

below 15 per cent. Also during the 1990s above-standard
rates were abolished in Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Por- A. Tax levels: up or down

tugal and Spain.
Whether tax levels (defined as TTR) will increase, decrease

The main VAT rate problem remaining is the extensive zero

rating in Ireland and the United Kingdomwhich is permitted
or remain roughly the same over the next few years depends
on a variety of factors, only some of which will depend on

for a so far unspecified transitional period. It is considered governments' preferences. The rate of growth of economies,
unlikely that during the rest of the 1990s the Commission the levels of employmentand the results of the eternal strug-
will propose the end of the transitionperiod.11

gle between revenue officials and tax minimizers are among

D. Excises 11. The other main VAT,problem, in which country and at what rate goods
crossing frontiers of EU States should be taxed, is outside the scope of this art-

In 1987 the Commission unrealistically proposed complete
icle.
12. The informationhere is taken from my article for the December 1994 edi-

harmonization of excises. In 1985 excise revenues repre- tion of the Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation on International
sented 17 per cent of total tax receipts in some EU States and ConsumptionTax Rules but I am out of touch with more recent developments
below 9 per cent in others. It is true that differences in excise in changes in excise rates.

13. This information.istaken from the country tables in OECDRevenueStatis-
rates create distortionsand problems for high excise coun- tics which vary in the detail providedby countries, so this list shouldbe taken as

tries like Ireland, Denmarkand the United Kingdombecause illustrativerather than exhaustive.
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the factors over which governments may have some but not It is for these inductive reasons, together with a belief that
total control. Where governments are mbre directly con- generally governmentswill take seriously the need to reduce
cemed is in the relative importance they attach to reducing their deficits and will be unable to reduce by much their
fiscal deficits and increasing or decreasing or stabilizing the expenditures on health, pensions, education and social wel-

percentageofpublic expenditure to GDP, since it is their atti- fare that I believe that TTRs will continue to increase in most

tudes on these matters that will largely influence what hap- countries over the next few years. How will this be achieved

pens to TTRs. There is also, of course, the possibility of pri- Increases in rates ofpersonal or corporate income tax or cap-
vatizationwhich to some extentcan be a substitutefor raising ital gains are unlikely to occur, since this is the area where
TTRs though the scope for (further) privatization varies taxpayer resistance and politicians' pledges have focused.
betweencountries. As in the past, one may expectthe TTR to This leaves the income tax base where there is in many coun-

move in different directions in different countries. This sec- tries the possibility of abolishing or reducing tax reliefs
tion is conceredwith predicting what seems likely to be the related to certain expenditures or substituting tax credits for

general trend. It also tries to answer the question if TTRs are tax allowances,both of which can be defended on horizontal
to be increased, what forms will the increases take and vertical equity grounds. This applies in particular to tax

relief for savings. Though there is a trend in a few countries
In practice governments are unlikely to be neutral in their

to advocaterelieffor all savings (see Section III C above) the
choice to raise or lower theirTTRs. In favourof lowering tax

levels is the desire of most voters in most countries for such arguments for doing so seem flawed. In the firstplace the evi-
dence suggests that such universal relief for savings is

lowering. Even if in reply to opinion polls a majority may unlikely to increase their volume (e.g. OECD 94);see sec-
express a preferencefor higherspendingon health, education

ond, the terminologicalargument that savings should not be
and social welfare at the cost of tax increases, such altruism

doubly taxed has little validity. It is true that taxpayers have
tends to be forgotten when it comes to voting. Governments

already paid income tax on the income which they invest and
may also be constrained by their pre-election promises to

then tax again the dividends and interest from their
lower taxes, though since the days of read my lips the pay on

to save
promises may be qualified by as soon as the economic situ- savings, but equally if they choose spend rather than

ation or sound financialpolicy permits. Sound financialpol- they will pay VAT on what they buy, yet nobody then talks of
double taxation.15Also on the assumption that there is a need

icy refers evidently to the fiscal deficit which thanks to the
for increase in tax levels there is also why thean no reason

politicians, the media and the Maastricht criterion is gener- 1990s trend under which nearly all countries with VAT have
ally recognized as something which governments have to

raised the standardrate by 1 2 percentagepoints shouldnotor
address. Apart from increasing tax levels, the main way of

continue at the appropriate stage in the cycle. Such modest
reducing the deficit is to cut public expenditure,ofwhich that

rate increases bring in large of withoutcausingsums revenue
on pensions,health, social welfareand educationmakeup the

much pain to and without contributing greatly to
greater part. Cutting public expenditure is particularly diffi-

consumers

inflation. Past experience would suggest that governmentscult when in most countries demographic trends entail a

future increase in the ratio ofpensioners to those in the work may continue to take advantage of taxpayers' illusions about
the shiftingof their employers' contributionsand the benefits

force and when in many countries unemployment levels
they receive from their contributions, by increasing theown

remain very high. rates of both, howeverinappropriatesuch increases beinmay
The past provides some support for the view that increased countrieswith high unemploymentlevels. Finally, though the
taxation is necessary to reduce fiscal deficits. For example it specificallyenvironmentaltaxes may raise littlemoney,there
is noted in an article in OECD Economic Outlook 59 [Paris: may be a case for increasing the traditional excises on envi-
June 1996] commenting on the experience of 18 OECD ronmental grounds. This applies especially to petrol and
countries between the years 1974 and 1996 that significant other taxes on motoring, where demand may be most inelas-
fiscal consolidation,defined as positive change in the general tic.

governmentstructural financial balance equivalent to at least
3 percentage points of GDP which takes place continuously B. Tax profiles : closer together or further apart
over [at least two] consecutive years occurred on 15 occa-

sions. In all but one of these 15 cases, fiscal consolidation Tax profiles is used in a wide sense to cover the system,
included at least some increase in the proportionof total rev- base and rates of all the main taxes of the 24 countries cov-

enue to GDP. ered in this article. As notedin the preliminaryremarks,com-

ing closer together or moving further apart is intended to
A second reason for forecastingan increaserather than other- cover separately the questions of are any of the recent com-
wise in tax levels is that as noted in Section IV A 1) there has mon trends in tax profiles likely to continue or discontinue
been a consistentif slight increase in the averageOECD TTR and are TTRs and the ratio of particular tax receipts to GDP
in each year between 1989 and 1994 and the TTR was higher likely to converge or diverge
in 1994 than in 1989 in 17 of the 24 countries covered in this
article. In the longer term there have been annual increases in
this average in 25 of the 30 years between 1965 and 1994, the

exceptionsbeing during the aftermathof the secondoil shock
14. In fact leaving aside the war years since the increase between 1937 and
1944 was matched by a similar increase between 1887 and 1937 (R.Bird 1988).

in the late 1970s and in the late 1980s between 1987 and 15. This is not to disagree with the view that the taxation of savings requires
1989.14 reform in most countries on the grounds that it is non-neutralbetween different

forms of savings.
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Leaving aside the influence of the European Union, there is On the convergence/divergenceissue during the 1990s coun-

little evidence that other international factors such as eco- tries seem more or less equally divided into convergent and
nomic globalization and international tax competition have divergentcamps as regards TTRs (see table 2). Future devel-
had much influence on domestic tax profiles. There is per- opments here probably depend mainly on the political
haps one major exception to the fact that there is also little choices discussedin SectionVII A and it seems impossibleto

evidence that the actions of one country influence changes in make rational forecasts on what the results will be by the end
the tax profiles of other countries. That is the rate-lowering of the 20th century. However, the recent predominance of
and base-wideningof the personal and corporate income tax divergence of receipts from social security and excises to

in the 1986 US Tax Reform Act,16 which it is alleged forced GDP (see table 4) is somewhatsurprising. The arguments in
other countries to follow suit, because tax competitionwould favour of divergence discussed in Section IV B 2, seem to

have resulted in too much inward investment into the United have more force when there was little taxpayer resistance
States. It is for this reason that the terms the imitationeffect between 1960 and 1975. Nowadays it would seem more

or fascinationeffect of the US tax reform have frequently rational to diversify revenue sources for governments in
been employed. I use the qualifying perhaps, because it search of acceptable revenue increases.17 However, rational-

may be that other countries thought all along that these ity is rarely the predominant motive in governments' tax

reforms were desirable, but did not believe they could get choices and again I would prefernot to forecastwhat the situ-

away with such changes politically until the US success, ation will be in a few years time.
which itself was in the balance only a few months before it

In conclusion, it be said that the few trends thatcan common
was carried through. Also leaving aside Canada, which prob- have been identified well continuebut otherwise there is
ably had no other choice, one may wonder how much effect may

no reason to believe countries' tax profiles will come closer
the tax competitionaspect had when such major countries as

together the next few for that matter that theyFrance, Italy and Japan did not follow the US example for
over years, nor

will move furtherapart. It may be expected that governments
some years. However, whether the US reform is regarded as

will continue to make most of their choices tax matterson on
a cause ofor catalyst for similarreforms in other countries, it domestic grounds and without reference to the choices of
does appear the only major case over the last decade of one

other countries international developments, includingcountry's tax legislationinfluencing those of other countries.
or

those in the EuropeanUnion.
Nor do there seem many minor cases. One perhaps is New
Zealand in 1988 following Australia in 1987 in adopting a

full imputationsystem.
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AUSTRALIA

TISKERINGAT THE EDGES: RECENT CHANGES TO THE FOREIGN

SOURCE IncOME REGIME
Michael Dirkis

assessed in full in Australia with the offsetting foreign tax

LL M(Comm)(Adel),GDLP(SAIT), B Ec(ANU), FTIA, Senior credit limited to the actual tax paid in the foreign country.
Lecturer in Law at the Universityof Canberra, Australia.
Mr Dirkis is admitted as a Barrister and Solicitor, is a

memberof the Law Society of the Australian Capital A number of Australia's bilateral tax treaties provide for tax
. Territory's Revenue Law Committee, is Vice-Presidentof sparing relief.6The concessiongenerallyhas a limited opera-

the AustralasianTax TeacherAssociation and is a

correspondentfor the Bulletin for InternationalFiscal tion, usually for the period of ten years from enactmentof the

Documentation.He is the co-authorof Income Tax: particular agreement. Despite the wide spread use of these
Essential Cases and Materials (1997) and has authored and concessions in recent bilateral tax agreements, the Treasurer
co-authored chapters of books, revenue encyclopedia adopted in the Budget the recommendations for change in
entries, articles, book reviews and notes. policy (as foreshadowedin the InformationPaper). The Gov-

ernment has decided against including tax sparing conces-

sions in future bilateral tax agreements and will not renew

I. INTRODUCTION such concessions.7 The reasons, set out in the Information

Paper, for the policy change are:

In December 1996 the AustralianTreasurerreleasedan infor- tax sparing arrangements are redundant in respect of-

mation paper entitled Proposed Changes to the Taxation of active income as many of the countries receiving tax

ForeignSource Income (the InformationPaper).1 It contained sparing concession are listed or will be listed for the
a number of proposals for changing the scope of the foreign
source income measures (which includes the controlled for-

eign corporation(CFC) provisions)2,the foreign incomefund

(FIF) measures,3and Australia'spolicy in respectof tax spar-
ing. Following a period of consultation the Treasurer 1. Proposed Changes to the Taxation of Foreign Source Income (1996)

AGPS, Canberra (the InformationPaper).
announced in his Budget Speech on 13 May 1997 the actual 2. Division 6AAA of Part III (the transferor trust measures) and Part X (the
changes to be adopted in respect of the CFC measures, tax controlled foreign corporation (CFC) provisions of the IncomeTax Assessment

sparing and the FIF measures.4 Other changes to the CFC Act 1936 (hereinafter: the 1936 Act) were introduced by the Taxation Laws
Amendment(Foreign Income)Act 1991 (Cth) (No. 5 of 1991). All section refer-

measures were also announced.
ences following are to the 1936 Act, unless specified.
3. Part XI (the foreign income fund (FIF) measures) of the 1936 Act was

The.purposeof this paper is to outline the changes to the taxa- introduced by the Income Tax Assessment Amendment (Foreign Investment)
tion of foreign source income adopted in the Budget and to Act (Cth) 1992 (No. 190 of 1992). For a detailed examination of the scope of

indicate the likely impact of these changes. these measures, see Dirkis, M., The Last Chapter New Foreign Investment
Fund Measures,47 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation 12 (1993)
at 687-697.
4. 1997-98 Budget Paper 2 (1997), AGPS, Canberra. The budget papers are

II. THE CHANGES TO TAX SPARING
available electronically on the Australian Treasury home page at

http://www.treasury.gov.au/.
5. Sec. 6AB(5) and Reg. 152H of the Income Tax Regulations (the Regula-

By way of background, tax sparing is the process where a
tions). All regulation references following are to the Regulations.
6. The Agreements that contain tax sparing concessions include:

foreign tax credit is given to an Australian resident deriving China- Arts. 23(4) to 23(7) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule 28 of the

income from investing in a specific developing country Income Tax and Fringe Benefits (InternationalTax Agreements)Act 1953 (for-

despite the fact that no tax (or a lesser amount of tax) has merly the IncomeTax (InternationalAgreements)Act 1953).
to in Schedule32;-

been paid, due to the developing country offering tax holi- Fiji Arts. 25(2) 25(4) of the Agreementcontained
India- Arts. 24(2) and 23(3) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule35;

days (or reductions in tax) for income derived from certain Kiribati- Arts. 23(3) to 23(6) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule34;
sorts of development investment.5 The foreign tax credit Korea-Arts. 24(3) to 24(5) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule22;

given to the Australian resident is generally equal to the tax Malaysia-Arts. 23(5) to 23(8) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule 16;
to-

that has been foregone by that country. The rationale for tax
Papua New Guinea Arts. 23(3) 23(5) of the Agreementcontained in Sched-
ule 29;

sparing is that in the absence of such a concessionany bene- Singapore-Arts. 18(3) and 18(4) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule5A;

fits received by Australian companies investing in develop- Sri Lanka-Arts. 23(2) to 23(4) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule31;
Thailand-Arts. 24(3) and 24(4) of theAgreementcontained in Schedule30; and

ing countries (offering tax holidays or reductions in tax) Vietnam Arts. 23(4) to 23(6) of the Agreementcontained in Schedule38.-

would be lost. This occurs as the foreign income derived is 7. Supra note 1 at Ch. 6.
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exemptions in relation to non-portfolio dividends8 and FIFs commencingon or after 1 January 1997. It is argued'that
foreign branch profits;9 this will give affected taxpayers 12 months to reorganize
tax sparing arrangements provide opportunities for tax their investments.-

avoidance where mobile assets or income are involved;
and
the change in policy is consistent with the approach B. Approved stock exchanges-

adopted by the United States, New Zealand and several
other OECD countries. The informationpaperproposes to add to the listofapproved

This change in policy was signalledby the exchangeofnotes
stock exchanges the Bogota, Colombo, Zimbabwe and
Bratislava stock exchanges. It is argued that this change,between Australia and Vietnam on 22' November 1996,

which sought to limit the tax sparing concession in the Aus- which is effective from 24 December 1996, will reduce com-

tralia-Vietnamtreaty. Under these notes the tax sparing con- pliance costs in respect of investments listed on these

cession will now only be available to Australian residents if: exchanges.17
the activity qualifies for a tax concession under a Viet- The list of approved stock exchanges in Schedule 12 of the-

namese law specified in the notes; Income Tax Regulations is used in two ways under the FIF
the incentive is for a specified activity (targeted to genu- measures to reduce compliance costs.18 Firstly, the list pro-

-

ine economic development and active business income vides a simple method for determining whether a foreign
e.g. forest plantations,heavy industry projects and infra- company is principally engaged in active business. A com-

structure construction); and pany will be principally engaged in an active business
the income does not arise from certain activities, includ- under the stock exchange listing method if the activities of-

ing banking, insurance, accounting, auditing, the opera- the companyare classifiedby approvedstock exchangesas

tion of ships or aircraft outside Vietnam or schemes belonging to a class of companies in a designatedactivity
entered into to use Vietnam as a conduit for income or as (i.e. an active business).19 Secondly, stock exchanges on the
a location of property to avoid tax.10 list can also be used to provide a valuation (a marketvalue20)

Capito and Diskin argue that this complete rejection of tax for the purposes of the market value taxing method.21

sparing is an over reaction to the avoidance problems. The
issue should be addressed by targeting sparing arrangements
in the manner adopted in the Vietnam notes. IV. THE CFC CHANGES

The major changes foreshadowed in the Information Paper,
III. THE FIF CHANGES and adopted in the Budget, relate to Australia's existing CFC

and transferor trust regime. These changes, which include

The changes to the FIF provisions proposed in the informa_ changes to countries that are designated as listed countries

tion paper are minor. They involve repealing the exemption and the introductionof a repatriation list, are detailed below.

for approved country funds and adding additional stock

exchanges to the list of approved stock exchanges. 8. Under Sec. 23AJ non-portfoliodividends (i.e. where the resident taxpayer
controls at least 10 per cent of the voting power) received by residentcompanies
from related companiesresident in listed countries are exempt from tax in

A. Approved country fund changes Australia to the extent there is an exempting receipt (Sec. 380). That section
.also exempts from tax in Australiaany part of a non-portfoliodividendpaid by a

company resident in an-unlisted country out of profits that have been taxed by
The approvedcountry funds12are trusts that are established in assessmentin Australiaor in a listed country (Sec. 377).
countries which, in 1993, prohibited or restricted direct 9. Under Sec. 23AH income derived by a foreign branch of a resident com-

investment on their stock exchanges (e.g. Chile, India, the pany (a permanent establishment) in a listed country is exempt from tax in
Australia.A listedcountry is a country whose taxation system is broadlycom-

Republic of Korea and Taiwan). These funds were exempted parable to Australia's (see Reg. 152J).
from the FIF measures to ensure that Australian investors 10. The proposed amendments are contained in Arts. 23(5) to 23(7) and are

were not hindered by the measures from investing in these contained in Schedule 38A, which was introduced into Parliamenton 26 March

emergingmarkets.13
1997 by the InternationalTax AgreementsAmendmentBill (1) 1997.
11. AlfCapito and ZorachDiskin Proposedchanges to Australia'staxation of

The informationpaper argues that this exemption should no
foreign source income (1997) CCHTax Week 177, at 180.
12. Approvedcountry funds were initially listed in Schedule6 of the 1936 Act.

longer apply as its policy rationaleis no longer relevantsince With the makingofReg. 152M, the listofapproved funds is now found at Sched-
these countries have freed up their markets permitting direct ule 11 of the Regulations (see Sec. 513).
investment in active businesses.14Further, it is argued15 that 13. Supra note 1 at para 7.2.

the continuation of the exemption is inconsistent with the
14. The validity of this exemptionhas been in doubt for some time-see Dirkis

supra note 3 at 691.
policy underlying the FIF measures (to counter tax deferral) 15. Supra note 1 atpara7.2.
as many of these exemptfunds were in fact being exploited to 16. Taxation of interests in Foreign InvestmentFunds: An InformationPaper

give taxpayers tax deferral advantages.16 (1992), AGPS, Canberra, at 5.
17. Supra note I at para 7.3.

The repeal of this exemption (specified in Section 513 of the 18. Sec. 470

1936 Act and Schedule 11 of the Income Tax Regulations) is
19. Sec. 499.
20. Sec. 539(2).

intended to have effect for notional accounting periods of 21. Secs. 537 to 542.
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A. Background to Australia's CFC regime Capito and Diskin also believe that there is an unstatedpolicy
reason for the changes, which should have been clearly set

Under the CFC measuresAustralianresidents are taxed on an out in the Information Paper.27 They point to the fact that

accrual basis on their share of certain income earned by con- even where a tax concessiondoes not exist in a listed country,
trolled foreign companies. The income subject to attribution a CFC may derive tainted income which is subject to tax at a

is both the company's tainted income22 and income which is lower rate than applicable in Australia. If the tax arbitrage is

not subjected to comparable taxation. Whether income has positive (despite the loss of frankingcredits arising from pay-
been comparably taxed is determinedby two factors: ing foreign rather than domestic tax) taxpayers will seek to

- the CFC is resident in a comparable tax jurisdiction (i.e. derive tainted income in that country. To try and distinguish
it is resident in a country designated to have a compara- between listed countries with arbitrage advantages is not

ble tax system- a listed country;23 and administratively possible. If the changes adopted were

- the income is not subject to a tax concession in that listed intended to overcome this difficulty they are fundamentally
country (i.e. it is not eligible designated concession flawed at a policy level as they will result in the taxation of

income- income designated as not being taxed at com- tainted incomewhichhas alreadybeen fully taxed in a former

parable rates).24 listed country.28
This classification minimizes compliance costs, where a The new list will generally take effect for the statutory
company operates in a country with a comparable taxation accounting periods of CFCs commencing on or after 1 July
system (a listed country) by removing those interests from 1997 and the income year of a transferor trust commencing
the CFC measures, unless they are subject to concessionary on or after 1 July 1997. The new list will have little effect on

treatment in the listed country. the CFCs and transferor trusts resident in the listed countries
as the income derived will generally continue to be exempt,

B. Changes to the CFC list except for eligible designatedconcession income.29

The Information Paper recommended, and the Government C. Introductionof a repatriation list
accepted, a new short list of seven truly comparable tax coun-

tries for the purposes of the CFC and transferor trust mea-
The Information Paper recommended, and the Government

sures, called the controlledforeigncompany list (CFC list). accepted, that the existing list of comparable tax countries3o
The countries on the new CFC list are Canada, France, Ger-

be retained, updated and expanded. This list (the repatriation
many, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the

list) will operate for the of providing exemption31United States. This list is the same as that adopted in New purpose an

for non-portfolio foreign dividends and foreign branch
Zealand's grey list. income (i.e. repatriatedforeign profits). As these exemptions
The reasons, set out in the InformationPaper, for the change apply principally to active income that has been broadlycom-

are: parably taxed, the revenue risks in maintaining the long list
- that many of the countries currently listed do not have are considered small.32 There is also a compliancesaving by

comparable tax systems; not subjecting the distributions to the foreign tax credit sys-
- the administration involved in maintaining a list of tax tem.

deferrals in listed countries is difficult given the large
number of countries and as a result has had only limited

success;
the listing process only works when only genuinelycom- 22. Tainted income is passive income (such as dividends, interest and royal-

-

parable tax countries are included on the list. The oppor-
ties), and certain related party income.
23. The listedcountries are listed in Schedule 10 of the Regulations.

tunities for the derivation of tainted income in a foreign 24. The designatedconcessionsare listed in Schedule9 of the Regulations.
jurisdictionarises if a country is not consistently levying 25. A commonly cited example of such avoidance is the so called double

comparabletax;25 and dutch structure (see Mark Lawson, Global tax plan 'sledgehammer'Aus-
tralianFinancialReview21 February 1997,9,and MarkLawsonNew traps for

- the change in policy is consistent with the approach tax trickAustralianFinancialReview7 May 1997, at 14). Under this structure

adopted by Japan (which abandoned the designation a holding company is established in the Netherlands,with either a subsidiary in

approach in 1992) and the other 14 jurisdictionsthathave a European tax haven (such as Luxembourg), or the company establishes a

branch in a tax haven. Under the Dutchgroupingrules such a companyor branch
adopted CFC regimes (whichgenerally apply a compara- which carries on business in the tax haven is Dutch, resulting in the incomehav-
ble test or subjectall tainted income to accruals taxation). ing a Dutch source. The tax effectof this transactionis that if the incomeearned

in the haven is paid as a royalty to the Dutchcompanyit is only subjected to min-
These reasons are not universally accepted. Capito and imal withholding tax, while at the same time escaping Australia's CFC rules as

Diskin argue that if the stated reason for the changes to the the income is derived in a listedcountry,and as the income is not designatedcon-

listing procedure was leakage caused by insufficient vigi- cession income.

lance, then the problem could have been simply solved by
26. Supra note 11 at 180.
27. Id.

ensuring that the designation process was kept up to date.26 28. Also see Hans van Leeuwen, CFC changes threaten competitive edge
They argue that the proposed changes are an overreaction to AustralianFinancialReview 15 May 1997, at 9.

the problem encounteredin monitoring the current list, and a 29. Supra note 4.
30. In Schedule 10 of the Regulations.betterbalance between the number of countries listed and the 31. Under Secs. 23AJ and 23AH and related sections.

monitoringcould have been achieved. 32. Supra note 1 at 5.
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Despite assertions in the InformationPaper that the repatria- turnoveras tainted income and still obtain full exemption for
tion list will reduce taxpayer'scompliancecosts and, thereby, branch profits under Section 23AH. This will ensure a simi-
assist active Australian businesses to compete equally with lar treatment for branches in repatriation list countries as

competitors in foreign jurisdictions,33 the tax profession dis- applies to CFCs in repatriation list countries.

agrees. They argue that the changes impose unjustifiable a an to a
additionalcomplianceburdens on the companies in the coun-

Finally, where CFC changes residencefrom unlisted
listed country, Section457 taxes the Australiancontrollerson

tries that have lost listing status that is well in excess of any accumulatedprofits. The policy behind this that the
administrativeburden on the AustralianTaxation Office and any was

accumulatedprofits are likely to be lowly taxed and are then
the Treasury.34 They also argue that the changes indicate a

distributed exemptdividends the CFC becomingfailure by Government to recognize the growing investment
as upon res-

ident in the listed country. However^ the provision could act
in the Asian region and the need for Australiancompanies to

a on
be competitive35 as well as failing to recognize the sensitivi- adverselywhere country is included the repatriation list.

The Governmentwill amend Section457 such that it will not
ties aroused by labelling neighbouring countries as tax

havens.36It is also seen as contradictoryto the policiesofpro-
apply where the CFC has been resident in the newly listed

for three or more years. Where the CFC has been res-
moting Australia as a place for a regional headquarters and country

ident for a lessor period Section 457 will apply, but only to
will lead to companiesmoving elsewhere.37

realized profits.42
The repatriationlist will apply from 1 July 1997. The list will
also be updated from 1 July 1997 to add the Czech Republic 2. Changes to the calculation provisions.
and Vietnam and to take account of changes in the political
landscape such as the unification of Germany and the disso- Firstly, to reduce the compliancecosts of the CFC measures

lution of the USSR, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. The the Governmentannounced some changes to the calculation

countries emerging from dissolution will be treated as provisions. The definitions of tainted services income and

unlisted,'although transitional provisions will apply to treat tainted rental income will be amended in response to con-

CFCs resident in these countries as being resident in a 'listed cerns raised in submissions on the InformationPaper.43 The

country up to the release date of the InformationPaper.38 The definitions will exclude services income derived from an

law will also be amended to ensure that Hong Kong contin associated CFC resident in the same country, provided that

ues to be treated as an unlisted jurisdiction following the service income is subject to the normal rate of company tax

establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative in thatcountry and does not reduce the attributableincomeof

Region of the People's Republic of China on 1 July 1997.39 the associated CFC.

The Treasurer also stated that bank branches operating in The transferpricing rules will be amendedsuch thattheywill

countriesonly on the repatriationlist will be provided,with an
not apply to transactions involvingCFCs resident in the same

/
exclusion from tainted income, which is broadly consistent CFC list country. Similarly, the requirement to apply thin

with the current exclusion for CFC banks operating in repa- capitalization rules and debt creation rules in calculating the

triation list countries.40 attributable income of a CFC will be removed.44

Secondly, the Government announced changes to correct a

deficiency in the current formulae used to determine the pas-
D. Other changes sive incomeofCFCs ofAustralianlife and general insurance

companies. Since the introduction of the CFC measures a

The Treasureralso announced a number of changes that had concession existed under Section 446 that exempted from
to be made due to the creation of the repatriation list. accruals taxation passive income (e.g. interst, royalties,

dividends) derived by CFCs that carried on the business of
1. The consequential amendments life or general insurance,provided it arose from assets used to

meet the calculated liabilitiesofpolicies issued by the CFC to
A numberofconsequentialamendmentswhere announcedas

non-residentnon-associatedpolicyholders.However, the for-
a result of the changes.41 Firstly, tainted income taxed nor-

mulae for calculating the amount of exempt passive income
mally (i.e. no concessions apply) in the country of residence
will (as a result of the country of residence being placed on

the repatriationlist) be caughtby accruals taxation. Secondly, 33. Id.

to reduce compliance costs, the Government announced in 34. For example see Capito and Diskin supra note 11 at 181; Lawson Global
tax plan 'sledgehammer'supra note 25; Mark Lawson Howard Government

the Budget that the active income test for CFCs in unlisted squeezes more juice from the tax lemon Australian FinancialReview 7 May
countries will now apply to CFCs in the repatriation listed 1997, at 14; and van Leeuwensupra note 28.

countries. As most CFCs would satisfy the active income test 35. Id.
36. Lawson Global tax plan 'sledgehammer'supra note 25.

(i.e. their proportionof tainted income to gross profits would 37. Lawson Howard Governmentsqueezes more juice from the tax lemon
be less than 5 per cent), they will generally escape the CFC supra note 34.

measures. 38. Supra note 1 at 6.
39. Supra note 4.

Thirdly, the Government announced in the Budget that an 40. Id.

active income test concession will be provided for branches 41. Id. andsupranote 1 at Ch 5.
42. Supra note 4 and supra note 1 at 8.

of Australian companies operating in repatriation list coun- 43. Supra note 4.
tries. They will be. able to derive up to 5 per cent of gross 44. Id.
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was flawed. It also treated as exempt amounts derived from will be extended to the time when an Australian controller

assets which are in excess of the assets required to meet the lodges a tax return that is affected by the election.
liabilitiesof non-residentnon-associatedpolicy,holders.This

deficiency had the effect of sheltering from Australian tax

passive income earned from the excess capital. The changes V. CONCLUSION
to the current formulae will apply to passive income derived

by life and general insurance CFCs after 7.30 pm Australian The changes foreshadowed in the Information Paper, and
Eastern StandardTime, 13 May 1997.45 adopted in the Budget to the scope of the Australia's CFC,

transferor trust and FIF provisions and its policy in respect of
3. Election provisions tax sparing range from fundamental to minor changes that

The Governmentannouncedchanges to a numberof the elec- merely tinker with the edges of the system. What is clear is

tion provisions affecting CFCs. The election procedures in that they all will have the effect of raisingmore revenue46and

respect of a variation to the accountingperiod have changed. will add to the compliancecosts of resident controllers.

An election will now have immediate effect if made during
the firstperiod that a companybecomesa CFC. Further, if the 45. Id.

CFC is wholly owned by a taxpayer (either directly or indi- 46. Id. Budgetpaper2 estimates the revenuegain from implementingthe Infor-

rectly through other entities) the taxpayer will be allowed to
mation Paper recommendationsto be AUD 150 million and AUD 10 million for
the change to the passive income concession for life and general insurancecom-

make elections on behalf of the CFC. Finally, the time for a panies. The estimate AUD 150 million is seen in some quarters as somewhat
CFC to make an election for capital gains tax roll-overrelief optimistic (see van Leeuwensupra note 28).
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TI- E \lET- ERLANDS

NEW DUTCH RULES OS THE TAXATIOn* OF GAins DERIVED
FROM SUBSTANTIALPARTICIPATIONS

Prof. Dr T. Blokland and Dr Irene J.J. Burgers

I. INTRODUCTION interest on loans obtained for the purpose of financing the

acquisitionof the shares is usually treated as a negativecom-

In the Netherlands traditionallycorporation tax and income ponent.
tax were fully independent of each other. The unmodified As from 1997 the rate applicable to profit from a substantial
classicalsystemused to be applied. Profits derived by a tax- participationas defined above is 25 per cent, in as far as total
able body (amongst others BVs and NVs) were subject to income exceeds the higher amount'of the first bracket. This
corporate income tax at the rate of 35 per cent,1 irrespective implies that the 25 per cent also is applicable to dividends
of whether distributed or retained. Upon distribution a divi- distributed.Thus a modified classical system has been intro-
dend withholding tax of 25 per cent was levied. The distribu- duced: by levying income tax at a lower rate, economic dou-
tion was then aggregated in the shareholder'staxable income ble taxation of profits is relieved.
and subjected to tax in the normal progressivemanner.

'

In a classical system as described above shareholders are

tempted to let their NV or BV retain profits. The value of III. DEFINITION OF SUBSTANTIAL
their shares will thus reflect this accumulation.A capital gain PARTICIPATION
will be realized upon selling the shares. In the tax system of
the Netherlands,generally,capital gains derived by individu- As from 1997 a shareholdingqualifies as a substantial parti-als not being entrepreneurs are not taxed. However, to pre- cipation where the shareholderholds more than 5 per cent of
,vent retentionofprofits the Netherlands,as from 1941, levies issued capital. Corporate bodies may issue different sorts of
income tax at a rate of 20 per cent on the capitalgain (defined shares e.g. common shares, preferentialshares etc. Moreover
as transfer price minus acquisition price) derived upon the rights on profit and reserves granted by the common shares
alienation of shares belonging to a substantial partici- can differ. Where a person, either alone or together with his
pation. From 1 January 1997 the 1941 rules (modernized in or her spouse, owns 5 per cent or more of the number of
1964) have drastically changed. Not only has a modified shares of a certain class issued by the corporate body, all
classicalsystemnow been adopted,moreoveramongstothers other shares the person holds in that corporate body will also
the definition of substantial participation has also been qualify as shares belonging to a substantial participation. In
amended,with the result that the amountofparticipationnec- additionwhere one of the parents of a person or his spouse, or

essary for a participation to qualify as a substantial partici- one of his children owns a substantial participation in a cor-

pation is reduced from 331/3 per cent to 5 per cent. The sub- porate body, the shares ownedby thatperson in the same cor-
stantial participationrules will therefore be applicable in far porate body will similarly qualify as a substantial partici-
more cases than was the case before 1997. The new rules are pation.
explainedbelow.

The substantial participation rules not only apply to shares
held in a corporatebody incorporatedin the Netherlands,but
also to shares held in a corporate body incorporated by the

II. TOWARDSA MODIFIED CLASSICAL law of any other country. Whether the rules are applicableSYSTEM depends on the state of residence of the shareholder, not on

As from 1 January 1997 profit from a substantial partici- the state of residence of the corporation.
pation is no longerrestricted to the capital gain arising upon
the alienation of shares belonging to a substantial partici-
pation. Article 20a(1)(b) Wet op de Inkomstenbelasting
1964 (Income tax Act, hereinafter:Wet IB), as amendednow

includes capital gains derived upon the alienation of profit-
sharing notes or debt claims. Furthermorecapital gains aris-

ing upon the alienation of option rights on such shares are 1. This rate applies as from 1 October 1988. For the first NLG 100,000 of the
included.2 Besides these capital gains, regular gains derived taxableamounta higher tax rate applies, which graduallyhas been reduced from

from a substantial participation, such as dividends, are as 40 per cent (1988) to 36 per cent (1997). As from 1998 this special higher tax

rate for the first NLG 100,000 of profits will be abolished.from 1 January 1997 also treated as profit from a substantial 2. Art. 20a(4) Wet IB, as amended.

participation (Article 20a(1)(a) Wet IB, as amended).3 The 3. Before 1997 these gains used to be treated as income from capital.
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IV. CAPITAL GAINS, REGULAR GAINS AND Vil. DEFERRALAND PAYMENT SETTLEMENT
FINANCING INTEREST RULES

A capital gain is defined as the differencebetween the trans- In the case of an exchange of shares or a merger deferral of
fer price and the price for which the shares, debt claims or the capital gain is possible. The deferral ends when the

options have been acquired. Where only a part of the shares, acquired shares are alienated.

profit-sharingnotes or debt claim is alienated the allowable
deduction of the acquisition price is allocated on a pro rata The Invorderingswet 1990 (Tax Collection Act) contains a

basis. The capital gains will be taken into account at the time special settlementrule: the conserverendeaanslag (preserva-

agreement was reached between the seller and buyer of the tive assessment) for the followingcases:

shares. Amounts not capable of precise determination e.g
- shares inherited by a non-residentindividual;

contingent consideration, balance guarantees, etc. will be -- emigration of a Dutch resident shareholder;

estimated;differencesbetween the amount estimated and the -- a transfer of the statutory seat outside the Netherlands.

actual price realized will be taken into account at the time of No interest is due. However, security should be lodged, for
realizationas additionalprofit (or loss) from the alienationof example by providing a bank guarantee or through hypothe-
a substantialparticipation. cating the shares.

Dividends are normally classified as regular gains. They The tax to be paid on the consrverendeaanslag will be col-
are included in the income at the momentof realization (cash lected where the shares alientedwithin 10 If alien-
basis).

are years.
ation occurs after 10 years the tax will no longerbe collected.

Interest payable by the shareholder incurred to finance the

acquisition usually forms a negative component of the

profit/loss from a substantial participation.4However, this is Vili. RESIDENCE AND TAX LIABILITY
not the case were a real transfer of a business occurs: iii that
case the interest is treated as special expenses, and is
deductible from progressive taxed income. The cash method A Dutch resident taxpayer is subject to tax on the profits from

also applies to the interestexpense.
the alienation of a substantial shareholding irrespective of
whether or not the corporatebody is a resident of the Nether-

The capital gain from the alienation of a substantial partici- lands.
pation forms part of the taxable income. However, as men-

tioned earlier a special tax rate of25 per cent applies in as far A non-resident shareholder is subject to tax in the Nether-

as the taxable income exceeds the basic tax-free allowance lands upon alienation of a substantial shareholding only
plus the amount of income taxed in the first bracket. where the corporatebody is resident in the Netherlands (Art-

icle 49 Wet IB). For the applicationof this article a corporate
body qualifies as resident if it has its central place of man-

agement in the Netherlands. In addition a corporate body
V. LOSSES FROM SUBSTANTIAL having its statutory seat in the Netherlands falls within the

PARTICIPATIONS scope of this article.if the central place ofmanagementis out-

side the Netherlands, but had been in the Netherlands for a

Where the value received is lower than the acquisition price period of at least five years. In that case the corporatebody is
of the shares a loss results. This loss is not treated as a nega- deemed to be resident in the Netherlands for a period of ten
tive componentof the income,but-on the basis ofArticle 60 years after the transfer of the place of management outside
Wet IB, as amended- gives rise to a tax credit of 25 per cent the Netherlands.
of the loss. Where the credit cannotbe used in the tax year it

arises, the article allows a carry back of the credit for aperiod
of three years, and- if necessary- a carry forward for a max-

imum period of eight years. IX. EMIGRATION OF THE SHAREHOLDER

Upon emigration of a Dutch resident shareholder a con-

serverende aanslag will be imposed on the difference
VI. THE ALIENATION OF SHARES

between the marketvalue of the shares at the time ofemigra-
tion and the purchase price of the shares. The tax due is

In addition to a transfer of title, under the new rules the fol- reduced by:
lowing are treated as deemed alienations:

Dutch withholding tax dividends received after emi--

a purchase of own shares;
on

-

gration;5
a change of ownershipdue to marriage or inheritance;-

a tax levied by the new country of residence of the share-
a diminishmentof the participationto below 5 per cent;

-

-

holder on the capital gain realized upon alienation of the
emigrationof the Dutch resident shareholder; shares in far this capitalgain included in the tax

-

transfer of the seat of the corporate body from the
as as was

-

Netherlands to another state.
4. Art. 20b(3) Wet IB, as amended.
5. Art. 26(2)(a) and (b) Invorderingswet1990, as amended.
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base applied in determining the amount of tax due under the United States11 under certain circumstances allocate the
the conserverendeaanslag rules. right to tax capital gains derived on the alienation of shares

Where the shares are held for a period of ten years after the etc. to the Netherlands.12
end of the calender year of emigration the conserverende

aanslag is remitted.6 During the 1996 discussions of the
Dutch LowerHouse of the parliamenton Bill 24761 the Sec- XII. THE PASSER-BYRULES
retary of State for Finance indicated that in his view the con-

serverendeaanslag is not in conflictwith EC law as: Where an individual is a shareholderin a non-Dutchresident
Austria, Denmark and Germany also levy an exit charge company a conserverendeaanslag is not imposed if:

-

in case ofemigrationof a resident shareholder;7 the shareholderhas resided in the Netherlandsduring the-

. the freedoms laid down in the EC-Treaty do not pro- 25-year period prir emigration for a period of no
-

to
hibit an exit charge upon emigration of the shareholder longer than ten years; and
on gains that arose before the time of emigration; emigrationtakes place within.eightyears after (the latest)-

EC law is not harmonized in this field.8 immigration the Netherlands.13-

to
In the literature questions have been raised as to whether the
conserverendeaanslag is in line with the rules laid down in
the EC Treaty.9 XIII. REMIGRATION

A shareholderafter emigrationmay decide to remigrateto the
1 X. ALIENATION OF SHARES AFTER Netherlands. The conserverende aanslag is then remitted.

EMIGRATION The acquiringvalue of the shares is recalculatedso as to can-

cel the capital gain on the shares. Where the other country
Supposeupon emigrationa shareholder'sshares had a market
value of NLG 100,000. Purchase price of the shares was 6. Art. 26(2)(c) Invorderingswet1990, amended.as

NLG 60,000. A conserverende aanslag of 25 per cent of 7. This argumentbrings in mind the line of argumentof the German Govern-

NLG 40,000 will result. After a period of four years the ment in the Denkavit-case C-283/94: practically all other Member States inter-

shareholdersells the shares for NLG 120,000. In that case the preted Art. 5 of the Parent-SubsidiaryDirectivein the same way as did Germany.
The Court, taking into considerationthat many otherMemberStates adopted the

Netherlands will collect the tax due on the conserverende same reasoning as Germany and the fact that no case law was available on the

aanslag, i.e. NLG 10,000; however, the foreign tax on this matter, denied the plaintiffs the right to compensation for damages suffered.

capital gain may be deducted. In addition, the Netherlands 8. This argument will not hold before the Court of Justice. In amongst others
Werner (C-112/91), Bachmann (C-204/90) and Schumacker (C-279/93) the

, will- in the absence of tax treaties or where the treaty appli- Court ruled that a difference in treatmentcan not be justified by the fact that har-
' cable grants the Netherlands taxation rights on capital gains monizationdid not take place.

derived after emigration- also tax the additionalcapital gain 9. M.J.W.M. Ellis, Enkele internationale aspecten van het wetsvoorstel

ofNLG 20,000, although this gain did not accumulateduring inzake aanmerkelijkbelang, MBB 1996, at 294; M.G. de Jong, Wetsvoorstel

the Dutchholding period.10
24761: De emigratieheffing en de gevolgen van de mogelijke strijd met het

Europese recht en het internationalerecht, WFR 1.996, at 1465. For a different

Although technically due, where the shares are sold more opinion see J.W.J. de Kort, De emigratieheffing in de voorgesteldeaanmerke-

lijk belangregeling en de niet-strijdigheid met het Europese verdrag, WFR
than ten years after the end of the calenderyear in which emi- 1996, at 1594.

gration took place the tax relating to the conserverende 10. This not only is contrary to the basic idea underlying the exit charge to pre-

aanslag will be remitted. Tax treaties may limit Dutch taxa- serve the taxation rights on capital gains accumulatedduring the Dutch holding

tion rights. period, but also violates principles of international law.
11. Conditions vary. Under the treaty with Australia this is the case in respect
ofcapitalgains realizedon the alienationofshares and profit-sharingnotes. Cap-
ital gains on - underDutch national law- deemed alienationsas describedabove
under Section V can not be taxed in the Netherlands.The treaties with Canada,

XI. TRANSFER OF THE CENTRAL PLACE OF Norway, Swedenand the UnitedKingdom limit the taxation rights of the Nether-

MANAGEMENT lands to capital gains derived by a non-residentwho has been a resident of the
Netherlandsat any time no longer than six (Canada) resp. five (Norway,Sweden
and the UnitedKingdom)years prior to the alienation.The treatyconcludedwith

A transfer of the central place of management outside the Sweden limits this taxation right to the capital gain derived upon the alienation
of shares. The treaties with Canadaand the United Kingdomdo contain suchNetherlands does not have any tax consequences as long as
limitation.The Netherlands-US requires the individual

not

have been a res-
the shareholder remains a resident of the Netherlands. If,

treaty to

ident of the Netherlandsno longer than five years prior to the alienation. More-
afterwards however, the shareholder decides to emigrate a over at the time of alienation the individual (alone or with relatives) should pos-
conserverendeaanslag will then be imposed. sess at least 25 per cent of the shares. The treaty concludedwith Franceallocates

taxation rights on substantial interestholding capital gains to the countryofemi-

Where the shareholder is a non-residentat the time of trans- gration where the shareholderis a citizen of the Netherlandswithoutbeing a cit-

fer of the centralplaceofmanagement,for purposes ofDutch izen of France and has been a resident of the Netherlandsat any time no longer
than five years prior to the alienation.

individual income tax a capital gain arises. Thoughunder tax 12. The Netherlands-Belgiumtreaty, though on first sightcontainingrules that
treaties the right to tax capital gains usually is allocated to the seem similar, does not fall under this category as this treaty allocates the capital
other country, as concerns dual residence the tax treaties the gain to the Netherlandsonly in case shares arebeing alienated in a company that

Netherlands concluded amongst others with Australia,
is resident of the Netherlands as defined in the treaty. This implies the state
where the place of central management is situated.

Canada, France, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom and 13. Art. 20a(8) Wet IB, as amended.
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upon emigration of the shareholder to the Netherlands taxes drastically. The most important changes are the lowering of
the capital gain the acquisition value of the shares will be the minimum threshold necessary for the legislation to apply
adjusted to take this into account. from 331/3 per cent (alone or with relatives) to 5 per cent and

the introductionof an exit charge upon emigration. This exit

charge will howeveronly be collected if the shares are alien-

XIV. OTHER NEW RULES APPLYING TO A ated within ten years after the end of the calender year in

SHAREHOLDERHOLDING A which emigration took place (conserverendeaanslag).
SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST In addition to the changes mentioned above under domestic

law additional tax is now due on the difference between the

New measures have been implemented to prevent a share- capital gain actually realized and the capital gain taken into

holder from evading Dutch income tax, social security pre- account at the time of emigration.
miums and property tax by waivinghis right to income. Opinionsvary on the question as to whetherthe new rules are

Where the shareholdergives up his right to receive a salary, in line with the EC Treaty, especially with respect to Article
he is deemed to receive a salary of NLG 78,000. Evidence to 8A.
the contrary is possible,both from the taxpayer(lowersalary) Rules laid down in existing treaties apply also to the new
and the tax administration. Dutch rules (dynamic approach). Generally, where granted,
Where the shareholderwaives his right to receive interest on the taxing right of the Netherlands is limited to five years
loans he granted to his NV or BV, or to receive rent on prop- after emigration. It is likely that the Netherlandswill, on the

erty put at the disposal of the NV or BV the interest or rent basis of reciprocity,propose to their treaty partners a change
will neverthelessbe taken into account at arm's length value. of the capital gains article so that after emigration the other

state retains taxation rights for a period of ten years.

XV. CONCLUSIONS

As from 1997 the rules on th taxationofcapitalgains arising
on the alienation of a substantial participationhave changed
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BELG U V

FISCAL COMPETENCIESOF STATE, REGIONS, COMMUXITIES,
PROVINCESAND MUNICIPALITIESIS BELGIUM

Prof. Dr Kurt Deketelaere

Faculty of Law, K.U. Leuven and Arthur Andersen, Brussels

I. INTRODUCTION1 explicitly have been indicated by the Constitution as federal

competencies. However, these exclusive federal competen-
cies are not yet laid down. As long as this is the case, the

A. State structure residual competencies remain with the federal government.
Decrees2 and ordinances3 issued by community and regional

According to Article 1 of the Belgian Coordinated Constitu- councils, in matters for which they are declared competent,
tion, Belgium is a federal state, made up of three Communi- also have force of law. The municipalitiesand the provinces
ties and three Regions. The Communities are: the Flemish have a general authority to issue rules and regulations for
Community, the French Community and the German speak- matters of exclusive municipal, and provincial interests
ing Community. The Regions are: the Flemish Region, the respectively. However, the municipalities and the provinces
WalloonRegion and the Brussels Capital Region. Belgium is can only exercise these competencies for matters which do
further subdividedinto ten provinces and 596 municipalities. not fall within the jurisdictionofhigher authorities.

B. Division of powers D. Fiscal competencies
At the federal level, the legislative power is vested in the
House of Representatives,the Senate and the King, the exec-

Each of the Belgian'authorities mentioned above has certain

, utive power in the King, and the judicial power in the Tri- fiscal competencies.The legal basis for the exercise of these

bunals and Courts (Tribunals of First Instance, Courts of competencies can be found in different laws. The most

Appeal, Court of Cassation). importantones are: the CoordinatedConstitution; the Special
Law of 16 January 1989 concerning the financing of the

At the level of the Regions and the Communities (to which Communities and the Regions; the law of 23 January 1989
legislative and executive powers were devolved by the con- concerningArticle 11[7]0, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Coordi-
stitutional reforms of 1970, 1980, 1988 and 1993), the legis- nated Constitution regarding tax competence; the Province
lative power is vested in the councils, and the executive Law and the New MunicipalityLaw. Hereafter,each of these .

power in the governments. In Flanders, the organs of the legal frameworkswill be analysed.
Flemish Community also exercise the jurisdiction of the
Flemish Region, so that the powers are vested in one single
Flemish Parliament and Flemish Government. The same

does not apply for the French speaking part of the country,
which has both a Council of the French Communityand a

Walloon Regional Council. The Regions and the Commu-
nities do not have their own court systems.

At the level of the provinces, the legislativepower is vested
in the provincialcouncils, and the executivepower in the per-
manent deputations.

Finally,
T-i. ,,

at
. iT_the leveli ,

ofn theiT_ municipalities,
.....

the
,.

legislative
- . , . 1. Alen, A. (ed.), Treatise on Belgian ConstitutionalLaw, Kluwer Law and

Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1992 (hereinafter referred to as Alen Constitu-
power is vested in the municipalitycouncils, and the execu- tionalLaw),at 288; Alen, A., Belgium, in InternationalEncyclopediafLaws
tive power in the colleges ofmayor and aldermen. - ConstitutionalLaw, Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994,

loose-leaf; Alen, A., Handboek van het Belgisch Staatsrecht, Kluwer

Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne, 1995, (hereinafterreferred to as Alen Handboek)
at 889 ; Mast, A., Dujardin,J., van Damme, M. en Vande Lanotte, J., Overzicht

C. Legal
.

acts van het Belgisch administratiefrecht, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne,
1996, at 345-506.

. 2.

(Region'al)
By the FlemishParliament, the French (Community)Council, the WalloonraThe riConstitutioni.-* is .v.the supreme law.i rr-H

The federalj i i ,legislator,
*

Council and the German speakingCommunityCouncil.
who issues laws, is only competent for those matters which 3. By the Brussels Capital (Regional) Council.
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II. COORDINATEDCONSTITUTION(C.C.)4 2. The Communitiesand the Regions

A. Introduction (a) Principles
Article 170, paragraph2, subsection 1 C.C. stipulates:

Chapter V (Articles 170-181) of the Coordinated Constitu- No tax for the benefit of a Community or a Region can be estab-
tion deals with the Finances. It contains provisions con- lished other than by a decree or by a rule referred to in Article 134.7

cerning:
the principleof legality (Article 170);

This provision indicates that the Communities and the
-

the principleof annual ratification (Article 171); Regions are also public authorities with taxing powers. Like
-

the State, these Communities and Regions can only levythe principleof equality (Article 172);-

the charges (Article 173);
taxes with the approval of the elected representativesof the

-

the spending power (Article 174); population, residing in the Parliament (Council) of the rele-
-

the financial systems of the Flemish and the French
vant or as

-
Community Region. Moreover, with the State, this

Communities (Article 175); approvaldoes not only concern the tax itself, but also the tax-

able base, the tax rate, the tax reductions and the tax exemp-the financialsystemof the German speakingCommunity-

(Article 176);
tions. Therefore,all these elementsmust be determined in the
decree or the ordinance in which the tax is enacted.

the financial system of the Regions (Article 177);-

the specific situationof the Brussels CapitalRegion (Art- The taxing power of the Communities and Regions on the-

icle 178). basis of Article 170, paragraph2 C.C., is8 an autonomous or

Hereafter, each of these provisionswill be briefly analysed. general taxing power.9 This autonomous taxing power was

attributed to the Communities and the Regions in 1980, in

B. Legality5
response to their call for greater financial autonomy.10
The autonomous taxing power of the Communities and the

1. The State Regions should not be confused with the additional taxing
power of the Communitiesand the Regions and the transfers,

(a) Principles to the Communities and the Regions, from national tax rev-

enue. All three however, represent important sources of
Article 170, paragraph 1 C.C. stipulates : financialmeans for the financingof the budget (and policies)

No tax for the benefitof the State can be established other than by of the Communities and the Regions. The additional taxing
statute.

powers of the Communities and the Regions and the trans-

This provision implies that the (federal) State is a public fers, to the Communitiesand the Regions, from national taxa-

authority with taxing powers. However, the State ,must estab- tion revenue, will be analysed under Section III.
lish taxes by law. No taxation without representation: taxes

can only be levied with the approvalofthe elected represen- (b) Remarks
tatives of the population, residing in the House of Represen-
tatives. This approvaldoes not only concern the tax itself, but As mentioned above, Article 170, paragraph 2 C.C., speaks
also the taxable base, the tax rate, the tax reductions and the of the autonomous taxing power of the Communities and

tax exemptions. So, all these elements must be determinedin Regions. In this regard the followingpoints are relevant:11

the law itself. (1) the taxing power of the Communitiesand the Regions is

(b) Examples
an autonomouspower: taxes provide the concernedauthority
with means to pursue a policy; however, they are not tied to

the material competencies of the Communities and the
Obviously, the (federal) State has, during the past decades, Regions;
made great use of this autonomous or general taxing power
and has levied all kinds of taxes. For example:6 individual
income tax; corporate income tax; tax on legal entities; non- 4. The citations in English of the Coordinated Constitution are based upon:

resident income tax; prcomptes;taxation of dividends and Craenen, J.G. and Craenen, G.J., Constitutionof the KingdomBelgium - Coor-
dinated text ofFebruary17,.1994, Acco, Leuven/Amersfoort,1994, at 40.

remunerations of non-active directors; value added tax; 5. Alen ConstitutionalLaw at 251; Alen Handboekat 780-781.
motorvehicle tax; duty on betting and gambling; amusement 6. Tiberghien, A., Belgian taxation -An outline, Kluwer, Deventer, 1987, at

machine tax; registration duties; mortgage duties; court 93; Tiberghien, A., Handboek voor fiscaal recht '96, Kluwer Rechtsweten-

duties; estate duties; stamp duties; customs duties; excise schappen,Antwerpen, 1996, at 1303.
7. Art. 134 C.C.: The statutes made in pursuance of article 39 define the

duties; etc. authority of the legal rules made by the organs which they establish in the mat-

ter indicated by them. They may attribute to these organs the.power to draw up
decrees having the force of law, within the scope and in the way defined by
them.
8. Just-as for the State, on the basis of Art. 170, para. 1 C.C.
9. Alen, A. and Suetin,B., De fiscalebevoegdhedenvan de gemeenschappen
en de gewesten,T.B.P., 1989, at 271-288; van Orshoven, P., Gemeenschaps-
en gewestbelastingen,A.F.T., 1990, at 123-129.
10. Alen ConstitutionalLaw at 256; Alen Handboekat792.
11. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 257-258;Alen Handboek,at796-799.
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(2) the taxing powergranted is an integral concurrentpower: (ii) Environmental taxes15
taxes can only be introducedfor matters which are not yet the

As regards environmentaltaxes, the followingcategoriescan
subject of a federal tax; moreover, an earlier tax of a Com-

be distinguished:munity and/or a Region-canbe abolishedby a normal federal
law to make way for a federal tax on the same matter; in this - the removal of waste

way, the taxingpower is unlike the otherpowers of the Com- In the FlemishRegion, the tax on the removalofwaste is laid
munities and the Regions, which are exclusive powers; down in the decree of the FlemishParliamentof 2 July 1981

(3) the taxing powers granted can be limited on the basis of concerning the prevention and the management of waste.16
Article 170, paragraph2, subsection2 C.C., which stipulates: The Public Flemish Waste Company (OVAM) is responsible

A statute shall determine the exceptions which prove to be neces- for the (quarterly) collection of the tax. The revenues of this
sary with respect to the taxes referred to in the previous subpara- tax are deposited in the Fund for Environment and Nature
graph. (the MINA-Fund).

Accordinglythe federal legislator is able: In the Brussels Capital Region, there is still no regional tax
to indicate, which taxes may not be imposedby the Com- on the removal of waste. There are however some local-

munities and the Regions; (agglomeration)charges on waste.17
to limit or to abolish, retrospectively,a tax of a Commu- In the WalloonRegion, the tax the removalof waste is laid

-

on
nity or a Region, as far as the necessity of this is proven; down in the decree of the Walloon Council of 25 July 1991this competenceof.the federal legislator to reserve some fis-

concerning the tax on waste in the Walloon Region.18 Thecal matters, will be further analysed under Section IV.; revenues of these taxes are deposited in a Walloon budget
(4) the taxing power of the Communities and the Regions is fund for the financing of the Walloon wastepolicy.
limited by the territorialcompetenceof the Communitiesand the pollution of surface waters-

the Regions: Alen12 states rightly that:
This is a specificproblem in relation to the applicationof commu¬ In the Flemish Region, the tax on the pollution of surface
nity tax decrees in Brussels, as Flemish and French community waters is laid down in the law of 26 March 1971 concerning
decrees only apply to institutions in the bilingual region of Brus- the protection of surface waters against pollution.19 The
sels-Capital,not to persons, there being no subnationality; Flemish EnvironmentalCompany (VMM) is responsible for

(5) the taxing power is limited by the principles resulting the (annual) collectionof the tax. The.revenuesof this tax are

from the fact that Belgium, as a federal state, is an economic deposited in the MINA-Fund.

and monetary union; as a consequence of this, taxes intro- In the Brussels Capital Region, the tax on the pollution of
duced by the Communities and/or the Regions, having the surface waters is laid down in the ordinance of the Brussels
form of internal customs duties (or having an equivalent Capital Council of 29 March 1996 which levies a tax on the
effect), are forbidden; discharge of waste water.20

(6) the taxing power of the Communities and the Regions is In the Walloon Region, the tax on the pollution of surface
limited by the proportionalityprinciple: it is possible that a waters is laid down in the decree of the Walloon Council of
tax of a Community and/or a Region no longer has only a 30 April 1990 which levies a tax on the discharge of indus-
budgetarygoal but also becomes a policy instrumentand pur- trial and household waste water.21 The revenues of these
sues in this way a non-fiscal goal; when this non-fiscal side- taxes are deposited in a Walloon budget fund for the protec-
effectseems.tobe the primarygoal of the fiscalmeasure, then tion of surface waters.
the competencemust not only be examined from the point of
view of the fiscal competencerules, but also from the pointof 12. Alen ConstitutionalLaw at 257.
view of the material competencedivision between the State, 13. For a survey of regional taxes, see: van Orshoven, P., Fiscolex 1996 -

the Communitiesand the Regions; Regionale en provinciale belastingen, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Antwer-
pen, 1996, at 1048.

(7) the taxing power of the Communities and the Regions 14. Because of the previously mentioned problems concerning the compe-
must not be in conflictwith the taxingpowerof the provinces tence ratione loci, no specific Community taxes have been introduced yet,

and the municipalities: taxes levied by Communities and/or although a few attempts have been made by the French Community (Peeters, B.,
De fiscale bevoegdheidsverdeling na de vierde staatshervorming, A.F.T.,

Regions which limit the fiscal competencies.ofthe provinces 1994, at 197-206).
and the municipalities,are forbidden. 15. De Jonckheere, M. and Spruyt, A., Federal and regional environmental

taxation in.Belgium,Intertax, 1996,at 416-433;Deketelaere,K., Environmen-

(c) Examples
tal tax law in Belgium, in Green taxes -Environmentalprotection by means of
excises and contributions in the European Union, Borgsmidt, K. (ed.), Bundes-
anzeiger Verlag, Cologne 1997; Deketelaere, K., Milieufiscaliteit, in

(i) General13 NV/BVBA in de praktjk, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, loose-leaf.
16. B.S.G., 25 July 1981 (as modified).

During the past years, the three Belgian Regions14have used 17. E.g.: the charge for the removal ofwaste through collection; the charge for
direct disposals of waste in the installations of the Brussels Agglomeration; thetheir autonomous taxing powers.primarily to introduceenvi- charge for the collection of waste; the charge for the services rendered by the

ronmental taxes and slum taxes. Here after, a brief survey is RegionalAgency for Cleanness.

given of these taxes. 18. B.S.G., 20 November 1991 (as modified).
19. B.S.G., 1 May 1971 (as modified).
20. B.S.G., 1 April 1996.
21. B.S.G., 30 June 1990 (as modified).
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-

- intake of surfacesurfacewater trrative, environmentaltaxes. For example: taxestaxeson the issueissue
ofof fisshing permits (Flemissh Region and Walloon Region),InIn the Flemish Region, the taxax onon permits for the intake ofof

water isis laid down in the Prrogramme Decree 1991 ofof the hunting permits (Flemissh and WalloonRegion), waste trans-rranss-¬

Flemish Parliamentofof21 December 1990.22 The tax must be port documents (Flemissh Region), soil certificates (Flemissh
tax

paidpaaid on thethee issuessssuee ofofa permit for thethee intakentaakee ofof water. The Region), etc.
on a

amountofofthethe taxaax dependsdependsononthethe totalotaalvolumeofofwater taken.
(iii) Slum taxes2paaxeess29

No similar taxaax existsexsstssin either thethe Brussels CapitalReegion oror

the WalloonRegion.
- buildings and/or houses-

extractionextrractton ofofgrroundwater
In the FlemishRegion, aaslum tax on buildings and/or houses

-
-

isis laid down inin thetheProgrammeDecree 19961996ofofthe Flemish
InIn the Flemish Region, the taxaax onon thethee extraction ofofgrround- Parliamentofof2222December 1995.30
water isis laid down ininthe decree ofofthethe Flemish Parliamentofof
24 JanuaryJaanuary 1984.23 The Flemish EnvironmentalAdministra- InIn the Brussels Capital Reegion, there isis nonorealrealslum taxaaxonon

tion (AMINAL) isis reesspoonsible for thethee (annual) collection ofof buildings aand/oor houssees, butbut there isis aa taxtax which must bebe

thethe tax. The revenuesrevenuesofofthis taxaax arearedeepoositeed ininthe MINA- borne by those who occupybuilt-up propertiesand those who

Fund. holdholdrealrealrights inincertaincertaan immovableproperty.This taxaax isislaidaaid
down ininthe ordinanceofofthe BrusselsRegionalCouncil ofof23

InIn the Walloon Region, the taxtax onon thetheextraction ofofground- JulyJuy 1992.31
water isis laid down in the decree ofofthethe Walloon Councilofof30

April 1990 ononthetheprrotection andandthethe exploitationofofground- No similar taxtaxexistsexistsininthe WalloonRegion.
water and water that may be prroccessssed intointodrinking water.24

commercial- spaces-

The revenuesrevenuesofofthese taxesaaxeessarearedeepositeed ininaaWalloon bud-

getgetfund for thetheeproteection ofofbothbotththesetheesseeccateegoriees ofofwater. InIn thetheeFlemish Region, aaslum taxaax..ononcommercial spacesspaces isis
laidaaiddown inn thetheedecreedecreeofofthetheeFlemishParliamentofof1919April

No similar taxaax existsexstssininthethe Brussels CapitalRegion. 19951995 containingcontaanng measures too combat andand too preventprevent thethee

environmentalpermits standing empty andandthethe neglectofofcommercial sspacess..32-
-

In the Flemish Region, the taxtax onon environmental permits isis InIn the Brussels Capital Region, aa slum taxtax onon commercial

laid down inn the decree of the FlemishParliamentofof2828JuneJune spaces isis laid down inin the ordinance ofoftheBrussels Capital
19851985 concerningconcernng the environmental permitt.25 The revenuesrevenues Council ofof 1313 April 19951995concerning thethe rre--arrangementofof

from this taxtaxarearedeposited in the MINA-Fund. non--operratedororabandonedcommercialsspacess.33

InInthetheeBrusselsCapitalReegion, thetheetaxaax ononenvironmentalperr No similar taxaax exists ininthetheeWalloonReegion.
mits isis laid down in the ordinance ofofthe Brussels Caapital
Council ofof30 July 1992 concerning the environmentalper- 3. The Provinces
mit.26 The revenuesrevenuesof the taxtax areare deposited in the Brussels

Article 1170, paragrraph33 C.C. sstipulatess:fund forforthe prrotectionofofthe environment. No impoosition tax bebeestablishedbyby provinceotherttherrthanthaan bybyoror aax cancan aa roovvnnccee

No similar taxtaxexistsexsstssin the WalloonRegion. aadecision ofofits council. A statute shall determine thetheeeexxcceeptioons
which proveprovetooobebenecessarynecessarywith respecteespecttotothetheetaxesaaxxeessreferred toooinn

- reevouss- surplus ofofmanure thetheeprevious ssuubparaagraph.

InInthe Flemish Reegion, the variousvarrousstaxesaaxesson the overproduc-
A statutemay abbolish, innntotalotaalororinnnpart, thetheetaxesaaxxeessreferred too innnthethee
first suubbparagraph.

tion ofofmanure arearelaid down ininthetheedecreedecreeofofthe FlemishPar-
liament ofof23 January 19911991 concerningconcceernng thetheeproteection ofofthethe Under this provision thethee provinccees are therefore treated asas

environment againstagainst pollution byby manure.27 The revenuesrevenues public authorities with taxing powerrs. The taxing powers ofof
from these taxestaxesareareretained ininfavour ofofthe Manure Bank. the provinceswill bebefurther analyssed underunderSection V.

No similartaxestaxesexistexistin either theBrussels CapitallRegionoror

the WalloonRegion.
22. B.S.G., 2929December 19901990(as moodifieed).

- 5 1984- gravelgraveelextraction 23. B.S.G., 5 June 1984 (as moodified).
24. B.S.G., 3030June 19901990(as moodified).

In the Flemish Reegion, the taxaax onon gravei extraction isis laid 25. B.S.G., 1717SSeptember 19851985(as moodified).
down ininthetheedecreedecreeofofthetheeFlemishParliamentofof1414Julyuy 19931993 26. B.S.G., 2929August 19921992(as moodified).

governing the foundationof the Gravel Fund and the regulla- 27. B.S.G., 2828Februuary 1991.

tiotionofofgravei extraction.22 The revenues from the grravei taxtax
28. B.S.G., 1414October 1993.

revenues 29. Deeketelaaere, K., De Vlaamse heeffingeen inzake leeeegstaaaande, verwaar-

arearedeposited ininthe GravelFund. loosdeooossdeeenenverkrottegebboouuween,woningenwonnnngeennenenbbedrijfsruimteenn,innnDeeketelaaeere,K.
.

en van en

No similar taxtaxexistsexsstssin either the Brussels CapitalRegion or
(ed.., Leegstaannd, verwaaarlozing en verkrottinng van geebboouuwen, wooninngen en

bedrifsruimten, LeeuuVeeM, nr. 8, Die Keeure, Bruugge, 1199996, atat4411--11112; Roobbbben,
the WalloonReegioh. W., Leegstandenenverwaarlozinngvanvanbbedrijfsruimteen innnhethetVlaamse Geewest,

R.W., 199996, at 481-495.
- 30. B.S.G., 30 December 1999955(as moodified).- othersttherss 30

Apart from ihethee regional environmental taxes mentioned
31. B.S.G., 11August 1992.

aaxeess 32. B.S.G., 1313SSepteember 19951995(as moodified).
above, there areare aa few other, minor and essentially adminis- 33. B.S.G., 1313JuneJune1995.
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4. The Municipalities State, the Community, the Region, the urban area, the federationof

municipalitiesor.the municipality.
Article 170, paragraph4 C,C. stipulates:

No imposition or tax can be establishedby an urban area, a feder- Article 170 C.C., analysed above, expressly names all the
ation ofmunicipalitiesand a municipalityother than by a decision public authoritieswhich have the power to levy taxes in Bel-
of their council. gium (be it at the level of the State, the Community, the
A statute determines the exceptions which prove to be necessary Region, the Province or the Municipality).According to Art-
with respect to the taxes referred to in the previous subparagraph. icle 173 C.C., these same public authorities, togetherwith the

This provision indicates that the municipalities are public polders and the drained fens and the authorities which are

authorities with taxing powers. The taxing powers of the explicitly assigned by law, decree or ordinance,can also levy
municipalitieswill be further analysedunder Section VI. charges.

The following sets out the main characteristicswhich distin-

C. Annual ratification34 guish a tax from a charge:
(1) in general, a tax is an obligatory levy without immediate

Article 171 C.C. stipulates: compensation,executed by the public force on the means of
The taxes for the benefit of the State, the Community and the the citizens, in order to assure the payment of public expen-
Region, are voted annually. ditures;The rules introducing them are valid for one year only if not

renewed. (2) in general, a charge is a levy that is an immediateand rea-

In order to ensure the supervisory role of the Parliament sonable compensation for a specific and individually pro-

(State, Community,Region), this provisionstipulates that tax vided governmentservice, requestedvoluntarily from the rel-

laws (decrees or ordinances) remain in force until they are
evant government;

repealed (just like any other law (decree or ordinance)). (3) neither a tax nor a charge should be confused with the
However, the legislator (State, Community, Region) must social security levies (e.g. the contributions by employers
annually renew the government's authority for collecting and employees), which are normally based on earnings, and
taxes. This authorization is normally given in the (State, for which other rules apply;
Community,Region) Ways and Means Budget. (4) the levying of a charge is bound to the material compe-

tencies of the concerned authority; as .indicated above, this is

D. Equality35 not the case for a tax;

(5) the competent legislator which levies a charge can limit
Article 172 C.C. stipulates: itself to the indicationof the cases in which the charge is due

No privileges may be establishedwith respect to taxes. and the persons who have to pay the charge; the other ele-
No exemptions or reductions of taxes may be established other

ments of the charge (exemptions, reductions) be deter-than by law. can

mined by the competentexecutingpower. This is not the case
The first subsection is an application in fiscal law of the gen- for a tax as mentionedabove: all essentialelements of the tax
eral equality principle (cf. Article 10 C.C.36) Alen describes must be expressly framed in legislationenacted by the legis-
the principle thus37: lator;

Legal equality in taxation entails that all citizens who find them-
selves in identical situations should be taxed identically on the (6) the principleof annual ratificationonly applies to taxes.
basis ofgeneral, objectiveand impersonal tax laws [decrees, ordi-
nances]. It also implies that the different contribution which is

required of each citizen individually for sharing in the burdens of F. Spending power39
the State [Community,Region] should be based on objective and
reasonable grounds. Thus, citizens should be taxed according to Article 174 C.C. stipulates:theirability to pay. It has been ruled that tax regulations are uncon-

Each the House of Representativessettles the finalstitutional if the obligation to pay a tax depends on a condition that year accounts
and votes on the budget. However, the House of Representativesclearly bears no relation with either the nature of the tax or with its

aim. The mere fact that only one taxpayermay be liable for the tax
and the Senate, each for itself, settle the endowment destined for

does not in itselfmake that tax illegal.
their functioning.
All receipts and expendituresof the State must be included in the

The second subsection of this article confirms(as stated pre- budget and in the accounts.

viously) that: reductions and exemptions from a tax must be
included in the law, decree or ordinance that enacts the tax.

34. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at251-252;Alen Handboek,at 782.
35. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 252; Alen Handboekat782-783.

E. Charges38
36. Art. 10 C.C.: In the Kingdom there are no class distinctions.All Belgians
are equal before the law; only they can be called to civil or military office, but
for such exceptions as a statute may make in specific cases.

Article 173 C.C. stipulates :
37. Alen ConstitutionalLawat 252.
38. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 250-251;Alen Handboek,at 778-779; Peeters,Save for the benefit of the provinces, the polders and the drained B., De begrippenbelasting,,lasten retributie in de artikelen 110 en 113 van de

fens and in cases explicitly excepted by statute, decree or a rule Grondwet,R.W., 1987-1988,at 241-250.
referred to in Article 134, no retribution may be exacted from the 39. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 252-256;AlenHandboek,at782-792;Matthijs,
citizens other than solely by way of taxation for the benefit of the H., Overheidsbegrotingen,Die Keure, Brugge, 1996, at 278.
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This provision contains the fundamentalrules governing the This provision concerns the fact that the Flemish and the

spending power of the State.40 These rules have been elabo- French CommunityCommissiondo not have their own fiscal
rated upon in the Budget and Accounting Acts of 1846 and competence.As a consequenceof this, their expendituresare

1963, as amended in 1989 and as coordinated by the royal financed by donations from other authorities44 (Flemish
decree of 17 July 1991.41 The principleof legality, the princi- Community,French Community,Brussels Capital Region).
ple of annual ratification, the principle of universality, the

principle of specialization and the principle of the public
nature of the budget and the accounts, apply to these rules. III. SPECIAL LAW OF 16 JANUARY 1989

G. Financial systems of the Flemish and French A. Introduction
communities

The Special Law of 16 January 1989 (SpecialLaw) concern-

Article 175 C.C. stipulates: ing the financingof the Communitiesand the Regions45deals
A statute adopted with the majority indicated in the last paragraph with the financing of the Flemish Community, the French
ofArticle4, establishes the financialsystemof the Flemishand the Community,the FlemishRegion, the WalloonRegionand the
French Communities.

Brussels Capital Region. The system of financing46 estab-
The Councils of the Flemish and the French Communities decide

by decree, each in their own spheres, the allocation of their rev- lished by the Special Law, is based on two fundamentalprin-
enue. ciples: the financial autonomy,of and the solidarity between

the federated entities. Hereafter, the main principles of this
The special law establishing the financial systems of the law will be analysed.Flemish and the French Communitieswill be analysedunder
Section III.

B. Financial means of the Flemish and French

H. Financial system of the German speaking communities

community
1. General

Article 176 C.C. stipulates: According to Article 1, paragraph 1 of the Special Law, the
A statute establishes the financial system of the German speaking budgets of the Flemish and the French Communities are47
Community. now48 financed by:The Council of the German speaking Community decides by
decree the allocationof the revenue. - non-fiscalrevenues;

The normal law establishing the financial system of the Ger- - fiscal revenues;

man speaking Community is the law of 31 December 1983 - appropriatedparts of the revenues of taxes and levies;
which sets out reforms to the institutions of the German - loans.

speaking Community.42This law will be analysed under Sec-
tion III.

I. Financial system of the regions 40. These rules also apply to the federated entities (Alen Handboek, at 805-

807).
Article 177 C.C. stipulates: 41. B.S.G.,21 August 1991.

A statute adopted with the majority indicated in the last paragraph 42. B.S.G., 18 January 1984.

of Article 4, establishes the system for the financing of the 43. Alen Handboek, at 810.

Regions.
44. This financial system is laid down in the Special Law of 16 January 1989

concerningthe financingof the communitiesand the regions (B.S.G., 17 January
The Councilsof the Regions determineby a rule referred to in Art- 1989) and in the Special Law of 12 January 1989 concerning the Brussels insti-
icle 134, each as far as they are concerned, the allocation of the tutions (B.S.G., 14 January 1989, err. B.S.G., 16 March 1989).
moneys received. 45. B.S.G., 17 January 1989 (as modified).

46. There is a transitionperiod which expires in the year 2000.
The special law establishing the financial system of the 47. Besides the revenues of the community taxes levied on the basis of Art.

Regions will be analysedunder Section III. 170, para. 2 of the C.C.
.

48. This has been different in the past (Alen Handboek,at 792-795;Alen Con-
stitutionalLaw,at 146-148): (i) before 1980, the federatedentitieswere financed

J. Brussels Capital region43 by donations (federal budget credits), which were divided by reference to for-
mulae fixed by law; the federated entities could spend this money at their own

Article 178 C.C. stipulates:
discretion for their own competencies; this system did not encourage the finan-
cial and fiscal responsibilityof the federatedentities; (ii) in 1980, the system of

By the rule referred to in Article 134, the Council of the Region of donations was supplemented with returns of premiums or revenues from some

Brussels-Capital transfers financial means to the Common Com- federal taxes, which were attributed to the federatedentities. This allocationwas

munity Commission and to the French and the Flemish Commu- not computed by reference to fixed formulae (cf. donations), but instead

nity Commissions,under the conditionsand in the mannerwhich a reflected the principle of localization or the criterion of the real revenues of the

statute adopted with the majority specified in the last paragraphof taxes in the relevant federatedentity. All of this was replaced in 1989 by a com-

Article 4, determines. pletely new system of financing for the federatedentities, laid down in the Spe-
cial Law of 16 January 1989.
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2. Non-fiscal revenues49 6. German speaking community62
Article 2 of the Special Law stipulates that non-fiscal rev- The SpecialLaw is not applicableto the financingof the Ger-
enues, connected to the exercise of the Communities man speaking Community. As already indicated before, the
attributed competencies, may be retained by the Communi- law of 31 December 1983 containing the reform of the insti-
ties. The Communitiescan also receive gifts and legacies. tutions for the German speaking Community63 is applicable

to this Community. Besides the revenues of the community
3. Fiscal revenues50 taxes levied on the basis of Article 170, paragraph 2 of the

According to Article 5bis of the Special Law, the television C.C., the law of 31 December 1983 foresees the following
financial means: a credit chargeable to the federal budget;licence fee is a community tax. However, the term commu-
non-fiscal fiscal (television licence fee);nity tax is deceptive: as van Orshoven51 states, the television revenues; revenues

loans.licence fee is not a tax levied by the Flemish and/or French

Community; it is a federal tax the revenues from which are

attributed to the Communities; the federal legislator remains C. Financial means of the Flemish, Walloon and
competent for the fixing of the tax rate, the tax base and the Brussels Capital regionsexemptions from the tax.52 So it is better to speak of a quasi
community tax,53) since the only communityaspect of the tax

is that the Communities get the revenues. In this way, it is 1. General
also easier to underline the difference with the proper com- According to Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Special Law, the
munity taxes, being those levied by the Communities on the budgets of the Flemish, Walloon and Brussels Capitalbasis of their autonomous taxing power, laid down in Article Regions are64 now65 financed by:
170, paragraph2 of the C.C. As already indicatedpreviously,
problems concerning the competence ratione loci, have - non-fiscal revenues;
meant that no propercommunity taxes have yet been levied. - fiscal revenues;

-

For the purpose of the applicationof Article 5bis of the Spe- appropriatedparts of the revenues of taxes and levies;
national solidarity mechanism;cial Law, the televisionlicence fee54 is deemed to be localized

-

to the place where the television is kept.55 The French Com-
- loans.

munity gets the part relating to the net (licence fee) revenues

of the French linguistic area, augmented with 80 per cent of 2. Non-fiscal revenues66
the part of the net-revenues from this tax derived from the Article 2 of the Special Law stipulates that non-fiscal rev-
bilingual area Brussels-Capital. The Flemish Community enues, connected to the exercise of the Regions' attributed

, gets the net-revenues from the Flemish linguistic area
competencies,may be retained by the Regions. The Regionsincreased with 20 per cent of the part of the net-revenues
can also receive gifts and legacies.from the bilingual area Brussels-Capital.

The television licence fee was made a quasi community tax56
in 1993,57 because of the previously mentioned problems
concerningthe fiscal competenceratione loci of the Commu-
nities. Levying, among others, a quasi community tax in the
form of the television licence fee (and in this way increase 49. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 803.

the financial means of the communities), avoided new and 50. Alen Handboek,at 799-801.
51. van Orshoven,P., Gemeenschaps-en gewestbelastingen,A.F.T., 1990, at

difficult discussions concerning the communities taxing 123-129.

powers.58 52. However, the communitygovernmentsmust agree with a change in one (or
more) of these elements.
53. Which howeveronly concerns the revenuesof the television licence fee.

4. Appropriated parts of the revenues of taxes and 54. The Regions are competent to levy surtaxes on the television licence fee,
levies59 but they can not allow rebates (Arts. 5bis, paras. 3 and 11 of the Special Law of

16 January 1989).
Article 6, paragraph 1 of the Special Law stipulates that a 55. As regards the sets in cars, the place where the holder of the set is settled is
shared tax is a federal tax which is raised in a uniform way used.

across the whole territory of the country and of which the 56. Its purpose was to help meet the financial costs ofproviding for education
in the French language.

revenues totally or partly are attributed to the Communities. 57. Originally it was a shared tax.
The shared taxes are the value added tax (of which the rev- 58. Alen Handboek,at 798.

enues are divided on the basis of the number of pupils) and 59. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 801-803.

the personal income tax6o (which is deemed to be localized to
60. After the transitionperiod (during which the calculation is very technical),
these resources will increase in proportion to the nominal growth of GNP (Alenthe place where the taxpayerhas settled his dwelling-place). ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 801-802).
61. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 803-804.

5. Loans61 62. Alen Handboek,at 793.
63. B.S.G., 18 January 1984.

The Communities may finance their budgets through loans 64. Besides the revenues of the regional taxes levied on the basis of Art. 170,

subject to the conditions contained in Article 49 of the Spe- para. 2 of the C.C.
65. Seesupra note 48.

cial Law. 66. Alen ConstitutionalLaw,at259;Alen Handboek,at'803.
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.3. Fiscal revenues67 the Regions, on the basis of the localization of those taxes,

According to Article 3 of the Special Law, the following
can levy surtaxes (since 1 January 1994) or can grant rebates

not amount
taxes are regional taxes:68 (as far as these do exceed the of the attributed

tax
(1) duties on betting and gambling; revenue). The only joint is the personal income tax77

(which is deemed to be localized to the place where the tax-
(2) slot machines tax;
(3) opening tax on off-licences; payer resides).

(4) successionduties;
(5) assessed value tax on property; 5. National solidarity mechanisms78

(6) registrationfees on transfers of real estate;
(7) motor vehicle tax; According to Article 48 of the Special Law, a national soli-

(8) ecotaxes. darity contribution is paid to the Region or Regions, where
the personal income tax revenue per capita is below the

However, as was the case with the term community tax as national average.
applied to the television licence fee, in certain instances the

description regional taxes is deceptive.69 The taxes men-

tioned above are in essence federal taxes with regard to 6. Loans79

which the Regionshave certaincompetencies(on the basis of
The Regions finance their budgets through loans subjectthe Special Law) and of which they get, either all or part of may

the revenues.70So it is better to speak of quasi regional taxes
to the conditions set out in Article 49 of the Special Law.

(and of the additional taxing powers of the Regions), since
the only regional aspects of these taxes are that the Regions
get, on the one hand, the revenues of the taxes and, on the

other, some competencies regarding those (federal) taxes. In 67. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 258; Alen Handboek,at799-801.
this way, it is also easier to distinguish these taxes from the 68. The (quasi) regional taxes only forma small part of total regional income

proper regional taxes, i.e. those levied by the Regions on the (Alen Handboek,at 801).

basis of their autonomous taxing power, laid down in Article 69. van Orshoven,P., Gemeenschaps-en gewestbelastingen,A.F.T., 1990, at

170, paragraph 2 of the C.C. As previously indicated, the
123-129.
70. According to Art. 5 of the Special Law of 16 January 1989, the quasi

Regions have already levied numerousproper regional taxes. regional taxes (with the exception of the ecotax) are attributed to the Regions in

function of their localization.Those quasi regional taxes are deemed to be local-
As regards the competencies of the Regions concerning the ized as follows:

eight categories of quasi regional taxes mentioned above,71 (1) duties on betting and gambling: the place were the gambling takes place and

the following elements are relevant (Article 4 of the Special the bets are made;

Law):
(2) slot machines tax: the place where the machine is placed;
(3)'opening tax on off-licences: the place where the concerned room is situated;

(1) duties on betting and gambling: the Regions can change (4) successionduties: the place where the estate falls open or the Region where

the tax base, the tax rate and the tax exemptions; the goods are situated;

(2) slot machines tax:' the Regions can change the tax base, (5) assessed value tax on property: the place where the immovable is situated;
(6) registration fees on transfers of real estate: the place where the immovable is

the tax rate and the tax exemptions; situated;

(3) opening tax on off-licences: the Regions can change the (7) motor vehicle tax: the place where the taxpayer is settled.

tax base, the tax rate and the tax exemptions; 71. Of which they have already made use, quite often (Tiberghien, A., Hand-
boekvoorfiscaalrecht '95, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, 1995, at

(4) succession duties: the Regions can change the tax rate 967-968).
and the tax exemptions;72 72. This happened recently through enactment of the Arts. 14-22 of the Pro-

(5) assessed value tax on property: the Regions can change gramme Decree of the Flemish Parliament of 20 December 1996 (B.S.G., 31

the tax rate and the tax exemptions;
December 1996).
73. The tax concerningproducts damaging the environmentwas introducedby

(6) registrationfees on transfers of real estate: the Regions the Special and OrdinaryLaw of 16 July 1993 (B.S.G., 20 July 1993) concerning
can change the tax rate and the tax exemptions,as soon as the completionof the federalstate structure. According to the Special Law of 16

this tax is completelyattributed to the Regions; July 1993 (modifying the Special Law of 16 January 1989), the tax on products

(7) motor vehicle tax;
damaging the environment: (i) is a tax equated with excises and levied on prod-
ucts brought into consumption,because of the damage that they are deemed to

(8) ecotaxes73. cause the environment; (ii) is, as indicated.above,a quasi regional tax, whereby
the federal governmenthas the competence to change the base, the rate and the

The federal legislator remains competent74 for the fixation of exemptions from the tax (althoughonly with the consentof the regional govern-
the tax base of taxes (4) to (8) above, and also for the fixation ments); (iii) is a tax of which the total net-revenuesare assigned to the regions;
of the tax rate and the tax exemptions for taxes (7) and (8) (iv) is a tax of which the total net-revenues are divided between the regions

above.75 according to the numberof inhabitantsof each region. A cooperation-agreement
between the three regionsstipulates that the regions must use the revenuesof the

tax for supplementaryexpenditures in the sector of the environment.The differ-
ent productson which the tax is levied, the rates, the exemptionsand the reduc-

4. Appropriated parts of the revenues of taxes and tions can be found in the OrdinaryLaw of 16 July 1993 (as modified).
levies76 74. Contained in Art. 4 of the Special Law of 16 January 1989.

75. However, the regional governments must agree with a change in one (or
Article 6, paragraph 2 of the Special Law stipulates that a more) of these elements.

joint tax is a federal tax (i) which is raised in a uniform way
76. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 801-803.
77. See supra note 60.

across the whole territoryof the country, (ii) ofwhich the rev- 78. Alen ConstitutionalLaw,at 259-260;Alen Handboek,at 804-805.
enues are partly attributed to the Regions, (iii) and on which 79. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 259; Alen Handboek,at 803-804.
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IV. LAW OF 23 JANUARY 198980 VI. NEW MUNICIPALITYLAW

As indicated above the autonomous taxing powers of the As indicated above according to Article 170, paragraph 4
Communities and the Regions can be limited on the basis of C.C.,89 the municipalities are public authorities with taxing
Article 170, paragraph 2, subsection 2 C.C.81 According to powers.
this provision, the federal legislator82 is able (i) to indicate,
which taxes may not be imposedby the Communitiesand the However, the in principal general fiscal autonomy of the

Regions, and (ii) to limit or to abolish, retrospectively, a tax municipalities is, just as in the case of the provinces, limited
of a Communityor a Region, as far as the necessity of this is in different ways:90
proven. The federal legislator has used this competence to (1) the municipalities exercise their taxing powers in their
reserve some fiscal matters in the law of 23 January 1989 own territory; the link between the municipality and the

concerning the definition in Article 11[7]0, paragraphs 1 and tax base can take various forms;
2 of the C.C. of tax competence.83 (2) the taxing power of the municipalities is limited by dif-

Article 1 of the law of 23 January 1989 stipulates that the ferent legal dispositions which, on the one hand, exempt
Communitiesand the Regions are not endorsed to levy taxes,

different persons and/or institutions from the municipal-
to levy surtaxes or to grant rebates, on the matters which are ity taxes, and, on the other, forbid the municipalities to

already subjected to a federal tax (with exception however levy taxes on certain matters;

for the cases foreseen in Article 11 of the Special Law). (3) the tax regulations of the municipalities are subjected to

the administrative supervision of the provincial gover-
Article 2 of the law of 23 January 1989 stipulates that the nor;
Communities and the (federal) State are not authorized to (4) the municipalities are, in the exercise of their taxinglevy taxes, to levy surtaxes or to grant rebates, on the matters

to respectconcerning water and waste (as defined in Article 6 of the power, obligated the C.C., the laws, the inter-
national treaties and the general principlesof law.

Special Law of 8 August 1980).
The adoption, the settlement, the collection and the prosecu-
tion ofmunicipal taxes are regulated by the New Municipal-

V. PROVINCE LAW ity Law and the law of 24 December 199691 concerning the
settlement and the collection of provincial and municipal

As indicated above according to Article 170, paragraph 3 taxes.92

C.C., 84 the provinces are public authoritieswith taxing pow-
ers.

However, the in principal general fiscal autonomy of the 80. Alen ConstitutionalLaw, at 257; Alen Handboek,at 797-798.

provinces is limited in different ways:85 81. A statute shall determine the exceptionswhich prove to be necessarywith

(1) the ten86 provinces exercise their taxing powers in their respect to the taxes referred to in the previous subparagraph.
82. Accordingto Tiberghien(Tiberghien,A.,Handboekvoorfiscaalrecht '95,

own territories; the link between theprovinceand the tax Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, 1995, at 971), this rule creates the
base can take various forms; priority of the Fiscal Law,over the Fiscal Decree or over the Fiscal Ordinance,

(2) the taxing powers of the provinces are limited by differ- and this notwithstanding the fact that the law, the decree and the ordinance are

ent legal dispositions which, on the one hand, exempt
rules of law with an equal value.
83. B.S.G., 24 January 1989 (as modified).

different persons and/or institutions from the provincial 84. No imposition or tax can be established by the province other than by a

taxes, and, on the other, forbid the provinces to levy taxes decision of its council. A statute shall determine the exceptions which prove to

on certain matters; be necessary with respect to the taxes referred to in the previous subparagraph.
A statute may abolish, in total or in part, the taxes referred to in the first sub-

(3) the tax regulations of the provinces are subjected to the paragraph.
administrativesupervisionof the regional governments; 85. Tiberghien, A., Handboek voor fiscaal recht '95, Kluwer Rechtsweten-

(4) the provinces are, in the exercise of their taxing power, schappen,Antwerpen, 1995, at 957-960.

obligated to respect the C.C., the laws, the international
86. Since the division of the former province Brabant into the present
provinces Vlaams-Brabantand Waals-Brabant(I January 1995), there are

treaties and the general principlesof law. no longer provincial taxes in the districtofBrussels-Capital,since it is no longer
of a province. These former provincial taxes in that area have been taken

The adoption, the settlement, the collectionand the prosecu-
part
over by the Brussels Capital Region by the ordinance of 22 December 1994

tion of provincial taxes are regulated by the Province Law (B.S.G., 11 February 1995). As concerns the Brussels conurbation, it only has a

and the law of 24 December 1996 concerning the settlement well defined and limited taxing power.

and the collectionofprovincialand municipal taxes87 (which
87. B.S.G., 31 December 1996.
88. B.S.G., 12 February 1987.

from 1 January 1997 replaced the law of 23 December 1986 89. No impositionor tax can be establishedby an urban area, a federation of

concerning the collection and the differences concerning municipalities and a municipality other than by a decision of their council. A

provincialand municipal taxes.88) statutedeterminesthe exceptionswhichprove to be necessarywith respect to the
taxes referred to in.the previous subparagraph.
90. Tiberghien, A., Handboek voorfiscaal recht '95, Kluwer Rechtsweten-
schappen, Antwerpen, 1995, at 937-956.
91. As from 1 January 1997 this law replaces the law of 23 December 1986
concerning the collectionand the differencesconcerningprovincialand munici-

pal taxes. B.S.G., 12 February 1987.
92. B.S.G., 31 December 1996.
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Vil. CONCLUSIONS Craenen,J.G.and Craenen,G.J.,Constitutionofthe Kingdom
Belgium - Coordinated text of February 17, 1994, Acco,

The principal rules concerning the division of fiscal compe- Leuven/Amersfoort,1994.

tencies in Belgium have been set out above. Apart from the de Jonckheere, M. and Spruyt, A., Federal and regional
problemof the fiscal competenceratione loci of the Commu- environmental taxation in Belgium, Interfax, 1996, at 416-
nities, experiencehas shown, that the quite complex division 433.
of fiscal powers functions quite well. However, from a more

general perspective, one must say that the financing of the Deketelaere, K., Environmental tax law in Belgium, in

Communities and the Regions is a continuous point of dis- Green taxes Environmentalprotection by means ofexcises-

cussion between the Dutch speaking part and the French and contributions in the European Union, Borgsmidt, K.

speaking part of this country.93 This is true despite the fact (ed.), BundesanzeigerVerlag, Cologne, 1997.

that the financial means, and as a consequencethespending Deketelaere,K., Milieufiscaliteit,in NV/BVBA in de prak-
autonomy, of the federated entities has over the years shown tjk, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen.
a substantial growth.94 The earning autonomy of the feder-
ated entities also remains limited.95 The greatest part of their Deketelaere,K. (ed.), Vlaamsefiscaliteit- Status Questionis
financial means are appropriated parts of the revenues of 1997, Die Keure, Brugge, 1-997.

taxes and levies (value added tax and personal income tax).96 Mast, A., Dujardin, J., van Damme, M. en Vande Lanotte, J.,
This means that the federated entities have now considerable Overzicht van het Belgisch administratief recht, Kluwer
financial means available to facilitate the exercise of their Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne, 1996.
attributed competencies. Matthijs, H., Overheidsbegrotingen, Die Keure, Brugge,
According to Alen,97 the financial situation of the Belgian 1996.
federatedentities is quite comparablewith those of the feder-

Peeters, B., De begrippen belasting, last en retributie in de
ated entities in the United States, Australia, Germany, artikelen 110 en 113 van de Grondwet,R.W, 1987-1988, at
Canada or Switzerland: in modern federal financial systeas, 241-250.
the federal government remains competent regarding the
most important income sources while the most important Peeters, B., De fiscale bevoegdheidsverdelingna de vierde

expenditures relate to the level of the federated entities. staatshervorming,A.F.T., 1994, at 197-206.

Robben, W., Leegstand en verwaarlozing van bedrijfs-
However, not everybody shares this last point of view. For ruimten in het Vlaamse Gewest, R.W, 1996, at 481-495.
example: on 29 February 1996, the Flemish Government

approved a working paper for a further reform of the state;98 Tiberghien, A., Belgian taxation -An outline, Kluwer,
in that working paper, increased' financial and fiscal auton¬ Deventer, 1987.

omy is a very important point. This same idea is present in Tiberghien, .A., Handboek voor fiscaal recht '95, Kluwer
the draft of a constitutionforFlanders,99which was presented Rechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, 1995.
in 1996. So, it is to be expected that the following phase in
the reform of the Belgian state (due to commence in 1999) Tiberghien, A., Handboek voor fiscaal recht '96, Kluwer

will bring about changs in the field of the fiscal competen- Rechtswetenschappen,Antwerpen, 1996.

cies of the Communitiesand the Regions. The saga no doubt van Orshoven, E, Gemeenschaps- en gewestbelastingen,
will be continued ... A.FT., 1990, at 123-129.

van Orshoven,P., Fiscolex 1996 - Regionale en provinciale
belastingen, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen, Antwerpen,
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TALY

1997 BudGetLaw
Lorenzo Corsini

Studio Capaccioli, Florence

I. INTRODUCTION 1. Restructuringof business activities

The effectof the new regime is likely to lead to the modifica-
The 1997 BudgetLaw grants the Governmentthe authority to tion of business structures, since companies likely toare
issue delegated laws on fiscal matters. In this article I exam-

attempt to shift non-deductible costs into deductible costs.ine the main implicationsof the proposedchanges to the cor-
This might be achieved through:porate and individual income tax regimes. (i) the outsourcing of non-deductible labour costs into

deductible costs related to the purchase of labour inten-
sive services; or

II. CORPORATE INCOME (ii) leasing or renting material assets rather than purchasing
them through borrowings.'

The taxation of corporate income will be modified by a new

tax imposta regionale sulle attivit produttive (IRAP) - and 2. Royalties
by a reduction of the corporate tax rates due by companies
which increase their paid in capital- dual income tax (DIT). According to the Italian jurisdiction, the current local income
The two taxes will presumablycome into force in 1998. tax (ILOR) is due on the royalties paid to non-residents

which have been subject to a withholding tax. This treatment

applies in the majority of Italian tax treaties.
A. RAP

Furthermorethe Italianjurisdictionapplies ILOReven where

The new tax (IRAP) stands for tax on the value of produc-
a tax treaty provides an exemption from withholding tax.2
This circumstance implies an ILOR taxation of 16.2 per centtion.

the royalties paid in Italy.The value of production, subject to IRAP, is the value pro-
on

duced in Italy, by an Italian company or by the Italian perma- On the contrary, the base of the tax liability in respect of
nent establishmentof foreign IRAP is the value of the production produced in Italy.a company.

The value of the production is calculated according to the IRAP will bear upon the production value produced in Italy
type of business: irrespectiveof net income and withholding taxes. Therefore,

for an industrial or commercialbusiness, the taxablebase to to to
- (subject the legislation be enacted) the royalties paid

will be the gross value of the production (sales, increases non-residents by residents in Italy will probably be exempt
from IRAP because the value of the production (i.e. the roy-in inventories and other revenues) less the production

costs (purchases,depreciations,reductions in inventories alties) will be considerednot to be produced in Italy.
and other costs); The tax rate of IRAP is expected to fall in the range of
for a financialbusiness, the taxable base will be the inter- between 3.5 and 4.5 cent3 of the value of the production

-

per
est on loans plus other financial revenues less the interest as calculated above. IRAP will replace ILOR and therefore
on deposits, other productioncosts and depreciations; royalties paid to non-residents will be subject only to with-
for an insurance business, the taxable base will be the holding tax, unless otherwise provided for in applicable

-

an
insurance premiums net of commissions less the indem- treaty.
nities and provisions for compulsory technical reserves.

For all types of business, the tax base will be calculatedwith- 3. Tax on capital
out deduction of labour costs. Furthermore, for businesses

IRAP will also replace the tax capital (the calledother than financial, the tax base will not take into account
on so

interestpaid or accrued. imposta patrimoniale) which is currently levied at a rate of
7.5 per thousand on the company's net worth.

The new definition of the tax base is likely to mean that
industries with substantial labour costs and companies that
are thinly capitalizedwill be taxed more heavily than indus- 1. I.e. the interest on money borrowed to acquire the asset would not be

tries with low labour costs and companies with low net bor-
deductible.
2. See for example the treaties with Cyprus and Israel.

rowings. 3. Regions may impose a further tax of up to 1 per cent.
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The reason for thethe proposed adoptionadopttonofofIRAP isisthatthattit offers The new tax rate-rae DIT- ininconjunctionwith thetheeintroductionreason tax - -

thethee prospectprospectofof greatergreeaaerrneeutrality inn thethee field ofof corporatecorporraee ofofIRAP (see(seeabove)above)isis ininline with the expectedexpeecteedsuppression
taxation. It maymaybebearguedrgueedthatthaatthethe future IRAP isis aaproduc- ofofthethe taxtax ononccaapital, ccurreently 7.5 perperthousand.
tion taax, whereaswhereasthetheecurrent ILOR (116.2 perpercentcenttaxaaxxrate) is
ananincome tax. Given thetheeIowoow rateraeesuuggesteed for IRAP theretheree
is ananeexxpeectatioon ofofaareduction inn thetheeoverall corporate taxaxx C. Tax harmonization
burden.

The expectedexpeectedprovisionsprovisions(IIRAP and DIT) will reducereducethethe Ital-
ianian corporatecorporaaeetaxaax burden andand causecauseanan approachapproachtoo thethee EU

B. DIT averageaveragecorporatecorpooraaeetaxaax rate. Curreently, thetheeItalian corporatecorporaaeetaxaax

rate isis53.2 perpercceent, whereaswhereasdcoompetinng EU countries havehave

The new taxtaxrateaaeewhich issstotobebesetsetwithin aarangerangeofofbetween loweroowerrrates: e.g. 34.5 perpercentcentinn Germany; 33.3 perpercentcentinnn

12.5 andand2727perpercentcentwill applyapppyytotothethee(portion of) netnetincome Franncce; 3535perpercentcentinn thetheeNetherlands andandsosoforth.

calculatedbybyreference tooothetheefinancial returneeurn ononthetheeincreasenncreeasee
ininthetheeamountofofmooneey investednveesteedininaaccompaany asaspaidpaaidinincap-cap¬ D. Other benefits
ital andandnon-distributablereserves. The returneeurn ononsuchsuchinvest-
ment isss assumedasssumedequal toto thetheereturneeurn onon thethee samesameamount ofof

The 19971997BudgetLaw also provides for:
money investednvvesteedinin treeasury bonds and bondbondsecurities mar-

ketedketeedon thetheeItalian Stock Exxchaannge. The beneficiai taxtaxxrate (i) thetheeintroductionofofananadditional taxaax incentive toooccoompa-
on

applies tooo increasesnncreeasess innn thethee ccapital andand non-distributable niesnesscomingcoomnng onontooothetheeItalian StockExchangeExxcchaangeefor thetheefirst

reserves occurringoccccurrrnnggafter 3030SeptemberSepteemberr1996. TheThecurrentcor-
time. A reducedreduced rateaate ofof corporatecoopporaaee taxtxx onon incomennccoomee ofof

porateporaaeetaxaax rateraee isis 3737per cceent; therefore thetheereduction inn thethee
betweenbetweeeen 12.5 perpercentcentandand2727per centcentwill applyppppyytooothesethesee

per
rateraeeisisexpectedexpeecteedtoo bebeatatleastleast1010per centcent(37(37per centcentlesseessss2727 companies for thethe three businessbusinessyearsyearsfollowing thetheefirst

per per
per cceent). quotationquotatton ononthe Italian StockExcchaange;
per (ii) a taxtaxeexeemption for a group reorganizationeeorgaanzzatton taaking piaceplacea a

.TheTheefolloowinng example illustrates aahypotheticcal taxaaxxccompu- ininItaly throouugh ananexchangeexchangeofofshares ororcontributionofof
tation underunderthetheeproposedproposedreegime: ananeenterprise.

CorpCorppX.

(a) Incomennccome beforebeore taxes:
'

USDUSD5000,00000 E. Consequences
(b) NetNetcapitalaappiaalandand reservesreservesasasofof30/09/1996: USDUSD5,00000,00000
(c) NetNetcapitalcaappiaalandandreserves asasofof31/12/1997: USDUSD 110,00000,00000 A consequenceconsequenceofofthetheeexpectedexpeecteedprovisionsrovssonssanticipatedanttccpateedbybythethee
(d) Current returneeuurnnonontreeasury bonds: 77perpercentcentperperannumannum BuudgetLaw asasshownshownaboovve, will presuumablybe:

(i) taxaaxx motivated increasesncreeasess inn corporatecoopporaaeesharesharee ccapital andand
Therefore thethee ccapital increasenncreeasee isss 5,00000,00000 (110,00000,00000 - non-distributablereservves;-

5,00000,00000). (ii) thethee intercompany finnaanncinng ofof Italian subsidiaries byby
An amount ofof USD 33550,0000 (5,00000,00000 xX 77 perper centcent == their offshoreparentparentcompaniescoompaanesswill bebebybywaywayofofccapital
33550,0000) isssentitled too bebessubjeect too thetheelowerowerrrate. increasesincreasesratherattherrthanthaan deebt-fiinaancing;

(iii)thethe reeorgaanizzation ofof Italian businessbussneessss groupsgroups will bebe
The totalotaalincomewill thereforebebetaxedaaxeedasasfollows: enhancedenhancedbyby taaking advantageadvantaageeofofa tax exeemption sce-a tax
-
- 33550,00000 atat2727perpercceent; nario.
-

- 11550,00000 atat3737perpercent.

The taxaxxsavingsavvnggwill bbe, USD 335,00000 (10(10perpercentcentofof33550,00000).
Of ccoourse, thetheeamountmoouunntofofthetheetaxtaxsavingsavvnnggwill dependdependon thethee

'

on III. INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS
taxaax rateaaeefinally chosen.4 IfIfweweasssume, for instaancce, aa.rateaaeeofof
12.5 perpercceent, thethe taxtaxccomputationwill bebeasasfollows:

33550,000 atat12.5 per cceent;
The top tax raaeeononthe income of individualswill be reduced

-

per
top tax rate thee of be reduced

-

11550,00000 at 3737 cent.
too aarateaeeofofatatmost46 perpercent: ccurreently, thetheetoptoprateae is 5151perper:- at perper-

cent. The intermediatecurrent tax rates will bebemaintained:current aaxx
Upoon this assuumptioon, thethee totalotaal taxaxx savingsavvng will bebe USD

885,77550 (37(37- 12.5 ==24.5 perpercent. 33550,00000 xX24.5 perpercentcent==-

885,77550).

The new taxtaxrateaaee- DIT- will shift the attention ofofcorporatecorporae- -

maanaagers on too the ccaapitalizzation ofoftheir companies ratherattherr
4. In the rangerangeofofbetween 12.5 perpercentcentandand2727perpercent.

on 5. The folloowingexamplexxamppeeillustrates this:
thanthan ononthetheeassignmeentofofthetheenetnetincome too thetheereserves. On (i) current netnetreturn ofofinvestments in the Italian financial markets: 5.8 per

thethee otherttherrhandhandprivvate invvestors, asas shhareeholders, will pre- centcentperperannum;

ssuumaablybebewilling toooinvestnnvvestttheir money inn thetheecorporatesec- (ii) expectedxpecceed(dividend) return ononequity, at par-value: 77per cent. Upon these
money may to nvestt nn

tor, providedroovvideedthatthattthetheereturneeurn ofofalternative investments innnthethee
assumptions, private investors may be willing to invest in corporations
rather than innnthe Italian.financial markets, because the expected netnetdivi-

financialmarkets doesdoesnotnotexceedexceedthetheeexpectedreturneeurn ofoftheir dend ofof6.12 per centcent(7(7perpercentcentlessesss12.5 perpercent asasflat withholding tax)

investments ininthatthattsector.5 andandthe exxpectedcapital gainsgaanssofofthetheeinvestmentsmaymayoffset thetheehigherrisks

ofofinvestinng innnthetheecorporatesector.
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Net income (Lira)- Tax rate cent will apply. The tax will apply on all investments of cap-
30,000,000- 60,000,000; 34% ital. Currently, gains on several types of capital investment
60,000,000- 150,000,000; 41% tax free: for instance, the capital gains the purchaseare on
Over 150,000,000 46%

and sale of credits.
The taxation of capital gains will be reintroduced: currently Finally the current (optional) final withholding tax on divi-
capital gains related to sales made on the Italian Stock dends applied at flat rate of 12.5 cent will be main-a perExchangeare not subject to tax, provided that the negotiated tained. This rate will also apply to income from treasuryparticipationdoes not exceed 2 per cent of the capital of the

bonds and similar income.
company. Presumably the capital' gains tax rate of 12.5 per
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continuationof reform policies. pp. 116. DEM 34. ISBN:

-

337890789035533553X. proovisioons of the Income Tax Law; Huungary -

-

of
(B. 558.2992) The HWWAInstitute investigates the select provisionsofofAct IV/119559, Act

influenceofoftaxation andandthe revenue LXXXVI/1199991,Act LXXIV/1992ononVAT;
revenue

collectionsystems en social equity andandthe Romania -

-select provisioons ofofthe Law No. 2121
on

SouthSouthAfrica distributionofofincomencooeeinnnJamaicaandandIvory
for legal persons.

Coast. It also ascertainswhat general (B. 1116.308)

Meyerowitz,David. conclusionscouldouuldbe drawn for the

Meyeroowitzononincomencomeetaxtax1996-1997. continuationofofreform policies. European Union
Cape Toown, The Taxpayer. 1199997, pp. 880: (B. 558.2992) European Unon

ISBN: 0095839979583997778. Marithhoz, F.
BoundBoundvolumevoouumeedivided into twowoosections, TVAauxaux darttetet
Section AAcontainsontaanssrates, rebates andandtaxation EUROPE

L'appliccationde la TVA objets d'art

tables, andandSection BBcontains full commentary
d'antiquitenendroit suisse et communautaire.

&
ononthe Income Tax Act. Stating the lawaw at 11 Richter, Ute G.

BBasel, Helbing & LichtenhahnVerlag AG.
1996. ISBN: 33719071901521 1.

November 1996. FinanzanlagenundundEinkommensteuerinnn Swiss andandinternational tax lawsawssseries, 78.
(B. 13.543) Europa. SteuerstrategienfrAnleger.

tax pp.
CHF 54.

Wiesbaden,Verlag Dr. Th. GabierGmbbH., ApplicatioonofofVAT toooartefacts andandantique
IncomeTax Act 1996-1997. Cross-referenced Abraham Lincoln Str. 446, 65189 Wiesbaden, objects under Swiss and EC law. The authorand EC
totoMeyerowitzononIncome tax. Germany. 11996, pp. 177. DEM 58. gives coomprehensivveoverview of variousgvessaa vervvew of
Cape Toown, The Taxpayer. 1199997, pp. 322. ISBN: 3340940914176141766. problems arisinng in that field, doublenn e.g.
ISBN: 009583999795839997886. Investing andandincomencomeetax innnEurope. Tax taxation arising when piece ofofart is broughtaa
Consolidated texttextofofthe Income Tax ActNo. strategies for investors.The book answers onto the market by private individual.aa rrvvaaee
5858ofof1962 asasamended upupto andandincluding questions which private investors face. The Contrary to ECEClaw, Switzerlanddoes not have
Act 46 of 1996. readercan acquire a basic knowledge about specific rules in this field. The book

-

46 of
to -

can a nn bookcompares
(B. 113.544) tax. The private investorwill feel moremore the tax duedueunder the 7th ECECDirective andand

confidentwhenndealingwith aaprofessioonal under the Swiss proovisioons with eacheachother andand
Meyeroowitzononincomencomeetax. Double taxation investmentcounsellor,but the bookbookis also investigateswhether the Swiss regulatioon is innn
agreements. addressed totothe counsellorhim/herself, the accordance with Swiss constitutional law. The
Cape Town, The Taxpayer, P.O. BoxBox3191, fund manager andandtaxtaxadvisor. Emphasis on author concludes that it is not andandseveralon

Cape Town 80000, SouthAfrica. 19996, pp. 340. German incomennomeetaxtaxlaw. proposals are made to bring it into line.to
ISBN: 009583997958399766X. (B. 11116.173) (B. 1116.320)
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France Wiesbaden,Verlag Dr. Th. GablerGmbH., Hungary
Abraham Lincoln Str. 46, 65189 Wiesbaden,

Devereux, Michael P. Germany. 1996, pp. 177. DEM 58. Felkai, Roland.
The integrationofcorporate and personal taxes ISBN: 3 409 14176 6. Die Reform des ungarischenSteuersystems.
in Europe: the role of minimum taxes on Investing and income tax in Europe. Tax Ausgestaltungdes Besteuerungbei Einfhrung
dividend'payments. strategies for investors. The book answers der Marktwirtschaft.
Ottawa, Technical Committeeon Business questions which private investors face. The Wiesbaden,Verlag Dr. Th. Gabler GmbH.,
Taxation, Departmentof Finance. 1996. reader can acquire a basic knowledge about Abraham Lincoln Str. 46, 65189 Wiesbaden,
Working Paper No. 96-5, pp. 28. tax. The private investorwill feel more Germany. 1996, pp. 201. DEM 89.
The paper describes in some detail the confidentwhen dealing with a professional ISBN: 3 8244 6430 6.
imputation systems in France, Germany, Italy investmentcounsellor, but the book is also This dissertationalwork assesses the past
and the United Kingdom,paying particular addressed to thecounsellorhim/herself, the reforms and the need for new reforms to the
attention to the minimum tax. It also briefly fund manager and tax advisor. Emphasis on Hungarian tax system. Unfortunately the
addresses a number ofeconomic issues; it German income tax law. income tax and VAT reforms ofNovember
examines the likely impactof the minimum (B. 116.173) 1996 could not be included. It shows the
tax on the investmentand financing decisions transition of Hungarian taxes on Hungarians
of companies,and outlines how the impact of Leible, Stefan. from a central administrativeto a market
the imputation system depends on the Finanzierungsleasingund arrendamiento economy.
minimum tax; and-it also briefly raises the financiero. (B. 116.312)
issue of alternative forms of taxationof Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996.
corporatesource income. Untersuchungenber das Spar-, Giro- und
(B. 116.288) Kreditwesen,Band 102, pp. 478. DEM 98. Isle of Man

ISBN: 3 428 08916 2.
Code pratiqueFrancis Lefebvre: Fiscal. Two fifths of the 500 page dissertationdeals Investmentmanagement industry profile:
Code gnral des impts. Livre des procdures with German and two fifths with Spanish Isle of Man.
fiscales. Directives et autres textes. A jour au finance leasing law. The last fifth compares New York, Coopers & Lybrand. 1995, pp. 17.
10 mars 1997. the two laws. Finance leasing is explained in (B. 116.282)
Levallois-Perret,Editions FrancisLefebvre. detail, especially the civil law issues arising
1997, pp. 1470. from the triangularsituation with - usually - a

French Tax Code. Annexes to the Tax Code bank providing the finance. Legal Italy
and the Tax Procedures Code with reference, developmenttaken into account until
for each article, to the Documentation July/September1995. Devereux, Michael P.
Rapide of Lefebvre covering relevantarticles. (B. 116.250) The integrationof corporate and personal taxes
(B. 116.241) in Europe: the role ofminimum taxes on

UmsatzsteuerHandausgabe 1996/97 dividend payments.
Bearbeitetvon Chr. Forst, H. Treptow und M. Ottawa, Technical Committeeon Business

Germany Langer. Taxation, Departmentof Finance. 1996.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 960. WorkingPaper No. 96-5, pp. 28.

Dtsch, E.; Thielemann,K.; Jost, W.F.; ISBN: 3 08 361696 1. The paper describes in some detail the
Wehner, R. VAT law manual. Annual edition on German imputationsystems in France, Germany,Italy
Die Krperschaftsteuer-Erklrungfr 1996. VAT law including the law, guidelines, and the United Kingdom,paying particular
14. Auflage. accompanyingordinances, administrative attention to the minimum tax. It also briefly
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 414. directives,jurisprudenceand the EC Sixth addresses a number ofeconomic issues; it
DEM 78. ISBN: 3 08 317596 5. Directive. examines the likely impact'ofthe minimum
Annual updated publicationgiving instructions (B. 1,16.223) tax on the investmentand financing decisions
on filing the corporate income tax forms. of companies,and outlines how the impact of
(B. 116.306) Mller, Dirk. the imputation system depends on the

Struktur, entwicklungund Begriffder minimum tax; and it also briefly raises the
Devereux, Michael P. Verbrauchsteuern. issue of alternative forms of taxation of
The integrationof corporateand personal taxes Berlin, Duncker& Humblot GmbH. 1997. corporatesource income.
in Europe: the role ofminimumtaxes on Schriften zum Steuerrecht,Band 53, pp. 154. (B. 116.288)
dividendpayments. DEM 78. ISBN: 3 428 08845 X.
Ottawa, Technical Committeeon Business The Germanexciseduties: their common Barbalich, R.
Taxation, DepartmentofFinance. 1996. structure, their objects, how they arise, their Practical commercial law: Italy.
Working Paper No. 96-5, pp. 28. historical development.Also usable as a London, LongmanGroup Ltd. 1991.
The paper describes in some detail th referencebook for tax experts who are not too European commercial law series, pp. 212.
imputation systems in France, Germany, Italy familiarwith excise duties. ISBN: 0 85121 773 7.
and the United Kingdom,paying particular (B. 116.135) A practical and straightforwardguide to
attention to the minimum tax. It also briefly commercial law in Italy. The book ensures.a
addresses a numberof economic issues; it Loy, Helmut. clear understandingof Italian law and practice.
examines the likely impactof the minimum Schenkenund Vererben. 2. Auflage. A detailed explanation is given of the Italian
tax on the investmentand financing decisions Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag. 1997. civil law system. Differentsubject areas are
of companies,and outlines how the impactof Steuer-TelexBeratungsschriften,pp. 104. examined in each chapter, and coverage
the imputationsystem depends on the DEM 57.80. includes industrial and intellectualproperty,
minimum tax; and it also briefly raises the Arrangements to pass o property and to competition law, business organizations,
issue of alternative forms of taxationof reduce the gift or inheritance tax thereon. mergers and acquisitions,agency, franchising,
corporatesource income. (B. 1-16.305) distribution,property and succession,
(B. 116.288) immigrationand employment, taxation,

insolvency,debt and environmentaland
Richter, Ute G. planning law.
Finanzanlagenund Einkommensteuerin (B. 116.212)
Europa. SteuerstrategienfrAnleger.
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Jersey Debrot, R.H.D. Marithhooz, F.

Americcaan-Euroopeeaantaxaaxxseries. L'appliccatioondedeIa.TVA auxauxoobjets d'artdarttetet

Investmentmaanaageemeentinduustry profile: Tooronto, CarswellThomsonProfessional d'aantiquitenendroit suissesuusssseeetetcommunnaautaire.

JJersseey. Puublisshinng; Amsterddaam,New AmsterdamLawLaw Bassel, Helbinng& LichtenhahnVerlaag AG.

New York, Coopers & Lybraand. 1199994, pp. 18. Booooks, P.O. Box 55332994, 1007 RG Amsterddaam, 1996. ISBN: 3371907190152'1 1.1.

(B. 11116.28811) The Netherlands. 1199996, pp. 316. NLG 95. Swiss andandinternational taxtaxlawsawssseries, pp. 78.

Loose-leafpuubliccatiooncontaining thetheeEnnglish CHFCHF54.
texts ofofthetheeincomennccoomeetaxaaxtreaties betweenbetweeeennthethee AppliccatioonofofVAT toooartefacts andandaantiquue

Netherlands NetherlandsandandUSA andandthetheeNetherlandsandand oobjeects underunderSwiss andandECEClaw. TheTheeauthorautthoorr
Canada with related supplementarytexts andand givesgvvessaacomprehensiveoverviewovvervveew ofofvarious

Essers, P.H.J. official forms. At thetheedatedateeofofpuubliccatioon prooblems arisinng innnthatthattfield, e.g. double
Fiscale vooorraaaadwaaardderinng.7th Edition. citations andandannotationsofofrelevanteeeevvaantt taxation arising whenwhenaapiecepeecceeofofart is bbrouught
Deevveenter, Fed. 1996. juuriisspruudeenncceandandofficial commentary areare ontoonntothetheemarket bybyaaprivateprrvvateeindividual.
Fiscale BrochuresFeed, pp. 74. NLG 32. includednnccuudeedfor thetheeNetherlands (preparedpreepareedinnnco-co¬ Coontrary too EC laaw, Switzerlanddoesdoesnotnothavehave
ISBN: 9090600260026016012. ooperatioon with ProfessorA. Noooteboooom). speecific rulesuuessinnnthis field. The bookbookcompares
Seventh updatededition ofofmonographonon (B. 11116.00337) thetheetaxtaxduedueunderunderthethee7th ECECDirective andand
valuationofofstock-in-tradefor purposespurposesofof underunderthetheeSwissSwssssprovisionswith eacheachotherttherrandand
incomennccoomeetax. innvvestigateswhether thetheeSwiss regulatioon is innn

(B. 11116.22339) Portugal accordanceccccorrdanncceewith Swiss constitutional law. TheThe
authorautthoorrconcludescoonnccuudessthatthattit isssnotnotandandseveral

Moooij, R.A. de; Sinndderen, J. vvan; Tax guideguuidee1997. proopossals arearemademadetooobrinng it intontooline.
Tooeen-Gout,M.W. Lisboon, Arthur Andersen. 1199997, pp. 32. (B. 11116.3320)
Welfareeffects ofofdifferentpuublic Bookletcontainingcontaannng informationon thetheeon
eexxpeendituresandandtaxestaxesinn thetheeNetherlands. Portuguesepersonalpersonalincomennccomeetaax, socialoccaal
Rotterddam,Erasmus Univversity. 1996. seeccurity, ccorporate taax, VAT, prooperty transfer United Kingdom
OCFEB Research MemorandumNo. 9966002, taax, gift andandinheritance taax, municipalmuunnccppaal
pp. 35. ISBN: 9090553955390360364.

prooperty taax, stampstamp dduty, andandtaxaaxtreaties. Davis, Anthhoonny C.R.
The paperpaperdeals with thetheewelfare effects ofof (B. 11116.22770) Tolley's taxation innncorporate insolvvenncy.
puublic ccoonsuumptioon, incomenccoomeetransfers andand 3rd3rdEdition.
puublic investmentnnvvestmeenttfinanced throouugh either Crooyddoon, Tolleey PuublishinngCompanyCompanyLtd.
luump-suum taxesaaxessorordistortioonnary taxesaxxessonon Spain 1199996, pp. 310. GBP 43.95.
labouraaboouurrororccaapital. ISBN: 0085459854595735732.
(B. 11116.2711) Leible, Stefan. A praacticcal guideguuideetoo thetheetaxation ofofinsolventnssoovveentt

Estate plannninng. Editors F. Sonneveldtandand Finnaannzieruunngsleeasinngundundarrendamiento ccompaanies, their badbaddeebts, creditors andand

W.M. Kleijnn.
financiero. shhareehholdders, fully revisedevvsseedandanduupddateed upuptoto

Lelystad, KooninnklijkkeVermandeB.V. 1199996, Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH. 1996. I1 JuneJune1996.

pp. 234. NLG 55. ISBN: 9090545854583363363. UntersucchhuunngeenberUberdasdasSSpar-, Giro- undund (B. 11116.11991)

The bookbookdels with civil andandfiscal law Kreditwesen,BandBand11002, pp. 478. DEM 98.
.

ISBN: 3342842808916089162. SSccott, J.;'Maacckley-SSmith,G.B.
aspects ofofmatrimonial lawaw andandinheritance
laaw, life insurancennsuuraancceelaaw, fiscal reemigratioon,

TwoTwofifths ofofthethee500500pagepagedissertationdeals Tolley's ccapital allowances 1996-97. 9th
with German andandtwotwofifths with SpanishSpaannssh Edition.

trrusts, internationalcivil lawaaw andandincome andand
netnetwealth taxax ccoonsseequueencces. It gives a

finance leasingeeaassng law. The lastasttfifth ccompares Croydoon, Tolleey PuublishingCoompaanyLtd.
a

ccoomplete overviewovervew ofofthetheetransferofofccapital
thetheetwowo laws. Finance leasingeeaassng isssexplainedexxpaanneedinn 1199996, pp. 522. GBP 37.50.

duringdurrnnggthe dispoonerr's lifetimeandandafter his detail, espeecially thetheecivil lawaw issuesssuuessarisinng ISBN: 11 8601286012288288 4.

deathdeeatthfrom both anational andandinternational from thetheetrianngularsituation with -
-ussuually -a- a A comprehensiveguideguuideetoo the taxation

a

perspective.
bankbankproovidinng the finance. Legal provisions relatinng toooccapital alloowancces,

(B. 11116.11882) ddevveeoopmeenttaken into accountaccountuntil incluudinng thetheeleegislatioon andandrelevantcase lawaw

July/SSeeptembber1995. tooo11 July 1996.

Dietvvorst, G.J.B.; Lanndde, P.M.C. dde; (B. 11116.22550) (B. 11116..11992)
Smitteenaaar,G.V.
Pensioenmemo1997. Deevvereeuux, Michael P.

Deevveenteer, Kluwer. 119997, pp. 288. NLG 31.50. Switzerland The inteegrationofofcorporatecorpporaeeandandpersonalperssoonnaaltaxestaxxess

ISBN: 90 200 191019104. inn Europe: thethe roleoeeofofminimum taxestaxssonon

Annual updated edition ofofaasummary ofof Reich, Markkus; Duss, Marco. dividend paymeents.
relevantreeevvanttregulatioons andandrelated matters andand Unteernehhmensuumstruukturieruunngeenimm Ottawa,TechnicalCommitteeononBusiness

considerationsofofali aspects ofofpensionseenssoonnss(VUT Steuerrecht. Taxxatioon,DepartmeentofofFinance. 1996.

reegulatioon, life insurancce, socialooccaalseccurity Basel, Helbinng& Lichtenhahn. 1199996, pp. 717. WorkinngPaper No. 996-5, pp. 28.

payment) effective innn1997. CHF 238. ISBN: 3371907190155415548. The paper describes innnsomesomedetail thethee

(B. 11116.33227) Restruucturinngofofbusinesses innnSwiss tax law. imputatioonsysteems innnFrancce, Germanny, Italy
InInthetheefirstpart ofofthethe bookbookReich leadseadssthethee andandthetheeUnited Kinngdom, payingpayng particcular

Moltmaker,J.K. readerreaderthrouugh ali kinds ofofreestruuctuuring, inn attention too thetheeminimum tax. It alsoassoobriefly
Belastingeen'vanvanrechtsverkeer.6th Edition. particcular reeorgaanizzations,mergers andandssplit- addressesaddressesaanumberofofeconomicecconnoomccissssuuees; it
Devventer, Kluwer. 1997. ups under all Swiss taaxxes, inncluudinng socialsooccaal examinesexxamnessthe likely impact ofofthetheeminimum
Fiscale Moonnoografieen,No. 225, pp. 173. seccurity contributions.InInthetheesecondsecondpart Duss taxaaxononthetheeinvestmentnnvvestmenttandandfinnanncinng decisions
NLG 85. ISBN: 90 200200187618760. analysesnnaaysessthetheeinternationalandandintercantonal ofofccoompanies,andandoutlines howhowthetheeimpact ofof

Upddated edition ofofmonographmoonnoograpphononthetheetaxesaxessonon aspects ofofrestruucturinng.TheThebookbookcontains thetheeimputatioonsystemyssem dependsdeppenndssononthethee
thetheetransferofofimmovableprooperty, shhares, useful charts andandcalculations. It is useful asasaa minimum tax; andandit also briefly raises thethee
bonds andandotherttherrsecurities.This edition reference guidde. issue ofofalternative forms ofoftaxation ofof
includes thetheelatest amendmentsasasofof1818 (B. 11116.11774) ccoorporate sourcesourceincome.
December 19951995inn thetheefield ofoftransfer (B. 11116.28888)
taxxation, ccaapital duties andandturnover tax.

(B. 11116.11883)
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INTERNATIONAL NORTH AMERICA Federal Budget, February 18, 1997.
Montral,APFF Associationde Planification

Developingcountries Canada
Fiscale et Financire, 445, Boul. Saint-
Laurent, 300 Montral,Qc, Canada H2Y 2Y7.
1997, pp. 70.

Larosire,Jacques de. McQuillan,P.E.; Cochrane, E.C.
Financingdevelopmentin a world of private Capital tax issues. Bi-lingualsummaryof the federal budget

tables 18 February 199.7 by the Honorable
capital flows. The challenge for multilateral Ottawa, Ministryof Finance. 1996. Paul Martin, Ministerof Finance.
developmentbanks in workingwith the private Working Paper 96-8, pp. 40. (B. 116.261)
sector. This paper examines the history of federal
Washington,The Per JacobssonFoundation. capital taxes beginningwith the temporary
1996, pp. 36. capital tax on financial institutions introduced USA
(B. 58.294) in May 1985 (Part VI tax). The paper also

includes a comprehensivesummaryof the Feld, Daniel E.
rules for computingcapital tax under the

International various provincial regimes.
International tax digest. 1997 cumulative
supplementNo. 1.

(B. 116.264) Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1997,Head, J.G.; Cnossen, S.; Gammie, M.; 400.
Krever, R.; a.o. Compliance issues: small business and the pp.

Company tax systems. Editors J.G. Head and corporate income tax system. Prepared by This supplementupdated the main volume of

R. Krever. Plamondon& associates Inc., Ottawa. the International tax digest. It covers many

Sydney, AustralianTax Research Foundation. Ottawa, Ministryof Finance. 1996. international tax subjects, e.g. royalties,
1997. Working Paper 96-9, pp. 26. computer-relatedinternational tax issues,

transfer pricing, controlled foreignConferenceSeries, No. 18, pp. 378. The report focuses on the nature and extentof

ISBN: 0 949482 57 9. incrementalcompliancecosts, specific irritants corporations, foreign tax credits, tax treaties,
and tax laws of foreign countries. Detailed

This book is based on papers presentedat a in the system, and revenue-neutralinitiatives
conferenceorganizedby the School of Law at that the governmentcould undertake to tables and a comprehensiveindex are also

DeakinUniversityand the Graduate School of improve and simplify the system for Canada's included.

Governmentat Monash University and hosted entrepreneurs. (B. 116.298)

by the ATAXprogram at the Universtiyof (B. 116.265)
Debrot, R.H.D.

New South Wales. It covers the key issues
Debrot, R.H.D. American-Europeantax series.

relating to company tax systems both,from a
American-Europeantax series. Toronto, Carswell Thomson Professional

theoretical and practical perspective including Toronto, CarswellThomson Professional Publishing; Amsterdam,New AmsterdamLaw
country analyses. Publishing;Amsterdam,New AmsterdamLaw Books, P.O. Box 53294,1007RG Amsterdam,(B. 116.290) Books, P.O. Box 53294,1007RG Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 1996, pp. 316. NLG 95.

The Netherlands. 1996, pp. 316. NLG 95. Loose-leafpublicationcontaining the EnglishFeld, Daniel E.
Loose-leafpublication containing the English texts of the income tax treaties between the

International tax digest. 1997 cumulative

supplementNo. 1.
texts of the income tax treaties between the Netherlandsand USA and the Netherlandsand
Netherlandsand USA and the Netherlandsand Canada with related supplementarytexts and

Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont. 1997, Canada with related supplementary texts and official forms. At the date of publication1
pp. 400.

official forms. At the date of publication citations and annotationsof relevant
This supplementupdated the main volumeof

citations and annotationsof relevant jurisprudenceand official commentaryare
the International tax digest. It covers many jurisprudenceand official commentary included for the Netherlands (prepared in co-
international tax subjects, e.g. royalties,

are

included for the Netherlands (prepared in co- operation with ProfessorA. Nooteboom).computer-relatedinternational tax issues,
transferpricing, controlled foreign operation with ProfessorA. Nooteboom). (B. 116.037)

(B. 116.037)corporations, foreign tax credits, tax treaties,
and tax laws of foreign countries. Detailed Chemiavsky,B.

Chemiavsky,B.
Tax policy and job creation: specifictables and a comprehensiveindex are also Tax policy and job creation: specific employmentincentiveprograms.included. employmentincentiveprograms. Ottawa, Ministryof Finance. 1996.

(B. 116.298) Ottawa, Ministry ofFinance. 1996. Working Paper 96-3, pp. 30.
Working Paper 96-3, pp. 30. This paper provides a selective survey of

Tax law design and drafting. Volume 1. This paper provides a selective survey of literature from the last two decades on
Editor VictorThuronyi. literature from the last two decades on Canadian tax incentives for employmentWashington, InternationalMonetaryFund. Canadian tax incentives for employment creation and for recruitment from specific1996, pp. 494. ISBN: 1 55775 587 6. creation and for recruitmentfrom specific populationgroups. With reference to the US
The book considers the developmentof tax populationgroups. With reference to the US experience./ legislation from a comparative law experience. (B. 116.263)perspective. It covers a wide range of subjects, (B. 116.263)
from the legal frameworkfor taxation to VAT,
and includes such specialized topics as Keeshan, M.D.; Steeves, V.M.
inflation adjustment.The book should be of The 1996 annotated federal and Ontario
interest to students, academics, and InterpretationActs.
practitionerswith an interest in comparative Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional
tax law. Publishing. 1996, pp. 156. CAD 52.
(B. 116.315) ISBN: 0 459 56047 6.

The book reproduces official English language
versions of federal statutes and/or regulations.
(B. 116.213)
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Loose'leaf Fiscalitpratique- Droits d'enregistrementset Netherlands
de timbre J

Services
release 2 Belastingwetten(De Belastinggids)
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. releases 187 and 188

Deventer, Gouda Quint.
Fiscalitpratique- Impts indirects

Received between 1 and 31 May
release I Belastingwetgeving
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. - Vermogensbelasting19641997

.

relase 56
Juris Classeur-Droit fiscal - Code gnral Deventer, Noorduijn.
des impts

Africa release 85
Paris, Editions du Juris Classeur. Dutch business law

Droit des affaires en Afrique (La revue de Schuit-Beek-Zevenboom-Schifman
Droit des Affaires en Afrique francophoneet Juris Classeur-Droit fiscal-Fiscalit release 13
au Maghreb) immobilire Deventer,Kluwer.
releases 5 and 6 release 96

Paris, Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique. Paris, Editions du Juris Classeur. Fiscale wetten

releases 252-254
Rglementationsocialepratique/Scurit Deventer,Fed.

Australia sociale legislation du travail
release 2 Handboekvoor de in- en uitvoer

Australian tax practice: Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Intracommunautairetransacties-

releases 153 and 154

Legislation Deventer,Kluwer.-

releases 93 and 94 Germany
Rulings and guidelines Kluwers tarievenboek-

release 207 Einkommensteuer-und release 469
North Ryde, Butterworths. Krperschaftsteuer.gesetzmit Nebengesetzen Deventer, Kluwer.

Raupach-Herrmann
release 187

o

Leidraad bij de belastingstudie
Belgium Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. Van Soest-Meering

release 142
Guide fiscal.permanent Einkommensteuergesetz- Kommentar Deventer, Gouda Quint.
releases 724-727 Kirchhof-Sohn

Diegem, Ced Samsom. release 70 Modellenvoor de rechtspraktijk
Heidelberg, C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag. release 159

Deventer, Kluwer.
Canada Das Einkommensteuerrecht.Kommentarzum

Einkommensteuergesetz Nederlandseregelingenvan internationaal

Foreign investment in Canada Litmann-Bitz-Meincke belastingrecht
release 4 release 31 release 211

Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional Stuttgart, Verlag Schffer. Deventer, Kluwer.

Publishing.
Erbschaftsteuergesetzund Nederlandsewetboeken
Schenkungsieuergesetz releases 279 and 280

Denmark Kapp Deventer, Kluwer.
release 36

Skattebestemmelser Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. Personenassociaties

Slagter-Zwemmer
Skattenyt-Kronologisk

Minerallsteuer-Minerallzoll release 15-

releases 9-11 Schdel-Langer-Gotterbarm Deventer, Kluwer.
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UNITED \GDOM

RECENT UNITED KINGDOMDEVELOPMENTSIN

TRASSFERPRICInG
Jonathan S. Schwarz

Kingdom spend to save initiative announced in the
Jonathan Schwarz is a partner and head of corporate November 1996 Budget is in the same category.
tax at Paisner & Co, Solicitors. He graduated from the
Universityof Witwatersrand in South Africa with BA and The Inland RevenueAnnual Reportpublishedon 19 October
LL B degrees. He has an LL M from the University of 1995 referred to additional tax resulting from adjustments
California, Berkeley. He is an English, Canadian and South including transfer pricing at GBP 4,047,000. This included
African lawyer. He is editor of the FT World Tax Report
and a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Taxation. His one unusually large adjustment which produced GBP

practice focuses on internationaltax planning. 1,638,000 in additional corporation tax. Although they were

notat liberty to disclosethe nameof the party, there was con-

siderablespeculationthat the pharmaceuticalgiant Glaxo plc
was the company involved.This was deniedby the company.

I. INTRODUCTION The report also indicates that transferpricing is the most cost

effectivemethod ofcollecting tax in the anti-avoidancearea.

Transferpricing law and practice in the United Kingdomhas The ratio of tax to costs in transfer pricing for 1994/95 was

1 240 to 1, comparedwith 75 to 1 on technical avoidance,29 tofor many years been a shadowy activity. Although the
1 tax investigationand 24 to 1 tax fraud.

requirement for arm's length pricing for related party trans-
on on

actions has been on the statute book1 for some 50 years, the
absence of decided cases and the silence of the Inland Rev-
enue on transfer ,pricing policy have conspired to make it II. INLAND REVENUE ANNOUNCEMENTS
something of a black art. It has howeverreceiveda signifi-
cantly higher profile in recent times and several issues have A. The OECD guidelines
now been aired in public. This higher profile has manifested
itself in several ways: In October 1996, theInlandRevenue issued their firstpublic

new InlandRevenueannouncements,particularlyon pro- revised OECD transfer pricing guidelines
-

comment on the
cedural issues; since the guidelines were released in the middle of 1995.3 It
the proposed incorporation of transfer pricing into self- confirms that the Inland Revenue guided by the OECD-

are
assessment for .companies which may now come into principles. Unlike some other OECD countries, the United
effect in 19.98; Kingdomhas not published separate transfer pricing guide-
higher government priority givento investigative work lines. The last statementof this kind was in a press releaseon

-

including transferpricing as announced in the November 26 January 1981.4
Budget spend to save initiative;

Semi-annual meetings held between the Inland Revenue
litigation. Two recent cases, one in the High Court and

International Division and representatives of four profes-
-

the other in the Special Commissionersmay indicate an
sional bodies (The Chartered InstituteofTaxation, The Insti-

increasedwillingnessof taxpayers to seek recourse to the
courts in the face of tougher transfer pricing examina-

tute of Chartered Accountants in Scotland, the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and the Criar-

tions.
tered Association of Certified Accountants) have been the

The United Kingdom has not acted in isolation in this major venue for public statements by the Inland Revenue on

respect. These developments must be seen in the context of the subject in recent years.
the OECD rewrite of its transfer pricing guidelines and an

increasing awareness of the issue worldwide. Governments
are not only seeking to protect themselves from aggressive
international shifting of profits by multinational groups but

1. The principal provision is in the Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988,
are also trying to generate a source ofnew revenue. Transfer (Taxes Act 1988) Sec. 770. The arm's length rule in respectofcapital gains is

pricing, as the Clinton election campaignstatements in 1992 found in the TaxationofChargeableGains Act 1992 Sec. 17.

showed,2 is viewed as a source of revenue that can be 2. See for exampleFT World TaxReportJuly 1992 at 128.
3. InlandRevenue Tax Bulletin, Issue 25, October 1996 at 345.

increasedby focusing administrativeresources on it, without 4. GuidanceNotes: The TransferPricing of MultinationalEnterprises(Inland

O
the need for politically unpopular tax increases. The United RevenuePress Release26 January 1981).
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The issues raised at those meetings usually reflect concerns the case. Notwithstanding this, they claim however that the

of taxpayers and their advisors, rather than those that the procedurehas been effective in providing relief. The United
Inland Revenuewish to raise. Kingdomis not under an obligation to grantreliefif the other

contracting party for example does not accept that taxation
has been levied other than in accordancewith the treaty.

B. Cost contribution royalties Where there is adequate evidence satisfy UnitedKing-to the

The Inland Revenue have recently indicated at such a meet-. dom that an adjustment imposed by a treaty partner is in

ing, for example, that they would view a payment under a
accordance witli the treaty and pursuant to the arm,'s length

cost contribution arrangement as a royalty where the pay- principle there will normally be no difficulty in granting a

mentrelated almostentirely to obtainingrights to use already correspondingadjustment.
developed intangibles rather than constituting a contribution The Inland Revenue encourage the early invoking of the
to the costs ofdevelopinga new intangible. mutual agreement procedure in transfer pricing investiga-

tions. They state that their experience shows that this is

advantageous to companies and that early action can help to

III. MUTUALAGREEMENTPROCEDURE ensure that unrelievabledouble taxation does not arise from
the actions of one authority.

The Inland Revenue set out detailed guidelines in October
1996 for the first time on the mutual agreement procedure B. Methods of giving reliefunder United Kingdom bilateral tax treaties particularly in

respect of transfer pricing.5 As a general matter all mutual

agreementprocedures in respect of transfer pricing are dealt The manner in whichreliefis grantedby theUnited Kingdom
with by the InternationalDivisionexcept those relating to oil dependson the facts and circumstancesoftheparticularcase,

companieswhich are handledby the OilTaxationOffice. The it may be either by deduction against UK profits or by tax

guidelines emphasize that mutual agreement is a process of credit. Following agreementbetween the competent authori-

consultationbetween the two competentauthorities to which ties the UK company will normally be invited to submit

the taxpayer is not a party as such. The Inland Revenue may
revised tax computationsreflecting the agreed relief.

at theirdiscretioninvite the taxpayer to participateinformally The United Kingdom does not accept that a taxpayer may
in the process. make unilateral adjustments through its accounts in order to

The procedure remains informal. There is no set form of obtain corresponding relief for an adjustment imposed by
claim althoughUK taxpayersshouldset out claims in writing anotherjurisdiction. The only avenue is to claimreliefunder-

specifying the years concerned, the nature of the action giv- the mutual agreementprocedure.
ing rise to taxation not in accordance with the applicable
treaty and the full names and addresses of the parties to

SecondaryC. adjustmentswhich the procedurerelates including the UK company's tax

district and reference number.
Secondary adjustments are those which are intended to

restore the financialsituationof associatedcompanieswhose

A. Time limits transactionshave given rise to a transfer pricing adjustment.
This recognizes thatwhile the primary adjustmentwill adjust

One of the difficult issues in relation to invoking the mutual taxable profits of the enterprises, it will not rectify the situ-

agreementprocedure relates to time limits. The Inland Rev- ation that one enterprise actually retains funds that it would

enue statementnotes that the six-year time limit for making nothave retainedhad the transactionsin questionbeen under- '

claims generally applies to recourse under the mutual agree_ taken at arm's length.
ment procedure. Protective claims may be made in recogni- The secondaryadjustmentseeks to rectify this situation.This
tion of the fact that transfer pricing investigations takemay is commonly by assuming that a constructive dividend,
many years to resolve. One of the difficultquestions facing a equity contributionor interest-bearingloan has been made in
company in this context is the relationshipbetween adminis-

an amount equal to the transferpricing adjustment.
trative remedies and appeals procedures.The guidelinestates

that Where the transferpricing issue is settled by an appeal to Secondary adjustments may themselves give rise to double
the Special Commissionersor on to the courts it may not be taxation unless some form of relief is provided. The guide-
varied under the mutual adjustment procedure. In such cir- lines state that the United Kingdom will consider the merits

cumstanceshowever the Inland Revenue would be prepared of claims to deduct interest relating to the deem.ing of a con-

to take the matter up with the relevant treaty partner with a structive loan by a treaty partner following a transferpricing
view to obtaining a corresponding adjustment in that juris¬ adjustment.The claimwould howeverbe subject to the arm's

diction. length principle and would be considered in the light of any
relevantprovisionsrelating to the paymentof interest. Where

The Inland Revenue warn that the competent authorities are

under no obligation to guarantee relief from double taxation
but are merely required to consult and endeavour to resolve 5. InlandRevenue Tax Bulletin,supra note 3 at 346.
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a treaty partner applies a secondary adjustmentby deeming a - a claim for a corresponding adjustment in respect of
distribution to have been made, the United Kingdomneither action by an overseas authority must be made within six
taxes the distributionnor grants relief for tax suffered on.the years although in appropriate cases a protective claim .

distributionin the otherjurisdiction. may be accepted, and a claim may be made within six

years even if an appeal has been settled by greement
Similarly the repatriationof funds to restore the cash position under Section 54 or earlier;
of the associated company may in some cases remove the the means to ensurerelieffrom internationaldouble taxa--

need for secondary adjustments. Some jurisdictions encour- tion on transferpricing is an evolving issue and the Rev-
ge repatriation and have specific rules on this..The Inland

enue are open to representations.Revenue state that repatriationofprofits to the United King-
dom can be made withoutfurther tax consequencesproviding
the amountdoes not exceedtheamountofprofits reallocated E. EU Transfer Pricing Arbitration Convention
under the transferpricing adjustment. There is no opposition
in principle to the repatriationofprofits by an UK enterprise The Inland Revenuehave.respondedrecently to questions on
to an overseas enterprise following a transfer pricing adjust-¬ the ArbitrationConvention6at the regularmeetingswith
ment. However, ifunder the mutual agreementprocedure the pro-

fessionalbodies.
amount of the transfer pricing adjustment is modified, then
the amounts repatriated in excess of the modified adjusted The Revenue noted some time ago that they were not aware

price may in certain circumstancesbe regarded as a distribu- of any Member State having established any detailed proce-
tion. dures in relation to the Convention. On the question as to

which event triggers the first notification of the action in
To avoid such a result the Inland Revenue recommend that Article 6(1) of the Convention, the Revenuestated that a case
any repatriation from the United Kingdom be made follow-

cannot be made before 1 January 1995 although after that
ing agreementof the reallocationas part of the mutual agree- date a case may be made relating to an event in the precedingment procedure. three years. The Revenue seek to interpret Article 6(1) in a

manner favourable to the taxpayer. The question arose as to

whether the taxpayer should initiate proceedings at the earli-
D. Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) est possible stage. The Revenue'sview is that this shouldnot

be before crystallizationof a double tax liability. They pro-
The United Kingdomhas no formal mechanismfor entering pose to seek clarification about the trigger mechanism with
into advance pricing agreements. UK companies often seek other EU MemberStates.
pa.rticipationof the UK competent,authority in APAs which
their affiliates enter into with otherjurisdictions.This may be The Inland Revenue have stated frequently that they plan to

done under the mutual agreementprocedure. publish guidance on the application of the Arbitration Con-
vention in the future, although this has not yet been forth-

The United Kingdom considers each case on its merits. The coming. The Inland Revenue have mentioned in the most
Revenue note that the extent to which they will participate is recent discussions with professional bodies that the Arbitra-
limited by the terms of the mutual agreement procedures in tion Convention will.soon be due for renegotiation and that
the relevant treaty. they view it unlikely to continuein its present form.

Following the October 1996 Tax Bulletin article, discussions
were held between the Inland Revenueand professionalbod-
ies on the recent Revenue announcementon transferpricing. IV. SELF-ASSESSMENT
In particular clarification was sought on the interaction
between seeking competent authority proceedings and As part of the November 1996 Budget, the Inland Revenue
appeals settled by agreement under Section 54 Taxes Man- announced that legislation will be introduced to bring trans-

agement Act 1970. This section authorizes appeals to the fer pricing within the new self-assessmentframework.7
Commissioners to be settled by agreement. However, such

It would commence on the date when self-assessmentstarts
agreements are treated as decisions of the Commissioners.
The effect of the section is thus that the issue is deemed set- applying to companies, estimated to be 1998 at the earliest.

tled by appeal and competent authority proceedings are
This proposal was first floated as part of the November 1995

thereby excluded. The principal result of the discussionsare: Budget. A consultativedocumentwill accompany the legis-
lation setting out in detail how the new procedures are

the Inland Revenue may be willing to discuss the scope intended to work. Under currentrules transferpricing adjust-
-

for entering into competent authority discussions before
ments

an assessmentis settled; may only be made if a direction is issued by the Board
of Inland Revenue. The InlandRevenuerecently indicated in

early notification to the Revenue of disputes with over--

the May 1997 Budget Papers that the consultativedocument
seas authorities is welcome;
the UK competent authority does not have the power to-

modify transfer pricing adjustments on settled years but 6. Convention 90/436 on the elimination of double taxation in connection
with the adjustmentofprofits of associatedenterprises (23 July 1990, OJ 1990 L

will assist the group ofwhich the,taxpayeris a memberin 225/10).

O
securing correspondingrelief; 7. Inland RevenuePress Release26 November1968 Rev 32.
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would be issued in 1997. The Revenue have not issued the The Inland Revenue argued that the combinationof an open
discussionpaper to date, but have consultedprivately on this assessment resulting from an unresolved appeal and subse-

subject. While some taxpayers and professional advisers quent directionunder the transferpricing provisionswas suf-
have resisted this move, it seems clear that transferpricing in ficient to enable the direction to be consideredand taken into
some form will be incorporatedinto self-assessment. account on an appeal.
Self-assessmentof transferpricing in thosecountrieswhere it The companyclaimed that a directionunder the transferpric-
is already applied, such as the United States and Canada, has ing provision (Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1970 Sec-
resulted in a heavy compliance burden for multinational tion 485)11 was ineffectiveunless followedby an assessment.

groups. In particular, the need for documentation and the This would normally be a further assessment under Taxes

imposition of penalties have been extremely controversial. ManagementAct 1970Section29(3) made withintheappro-
Since the Inland Revenuehave given no clues on these diffi- priate statutory time limit, normally of six years.
cult topics, the debate on them has yet to begin. Mr Justice RobertWalker considered that the turnedcase on

the interpretationof the proceduralprovisionsofwhat is now

Taxes Act 1988 Section 770(3). This provides that no adjust-
V. SPEND TO SAVE ments to prices are to be made unless the Board of Inland

Revenue so direct and in such a case all such adjustments
In the November 1996 Budget Papers, a press release from shall be .made whether by assessment, repayment of tax or

the Treasury restated the position of the Chancellor that otherwiseas are necessary to give.effect to the direction.He
Fraud and abuse are unfair and unacceptable. So is avoid- held that these should be construednot only in the contextof
ance which makes large inroads into tax yields.8The Inland the section as a whole but in the context of the whole stat-
Revenue were to have an additional GBP 187 million which utory machinery for assessment, determination and collec-
was budgeted to produce revenue of GBP 1.95 billion. No tion of tax.
details as to how those funds will be spent within the Inland
Revenue were given. The press release however gave some

The Court rejected the argument that the requirement in

clear indications. It stated that Taxes MnagementAct 1970 Section 50(3)(b) to give rea-

the Inland Revenuewill be able to undertake additional corporate sons in support of the assessment impliedly prohibited an

tax enquiries and investigations into international transactions, inspector from giving grounds for increasing an assessment .

speed up the settlement of outstanding liabilities; take further especially on a new ground.
action to counter the shadow economy, and redeploy 1000 staff
onto collection and enquiry work after the introduction of self- The taxpayer argued that the adjustment mechanism could
assessmentis complete. only be invoked in relation to something that was there

a new assessment to
Given the exceptional return on costs invested in transfer already and that therefore had be made

since the circumstances causing the adjustment related to
pricing referred to above, and the priority given to interna-

new matters. The Court however felt that the adjustmenttional transactions in the Budget statement it is clear that a
mechanisms in indicatingthe practicalwere necessary conse-

fair amount of the extra resources were to be devoted to

transferpricing. quences of applying the statutory fictionwhich arose in rela-
tion to a transferpricing adjustment. Consequently,the Court

The Inland Revenue's own press release was in similar rejected the claim by Glaxo that a direction had to be fol-
terms.9 lowedby an assessmentwhichcould only be madewithin the

appropriatestatutory time limit.

Against the background of the Glaxo case, the Government
VI. LITIGATION announced that they intended to introduce legislation in the

next Finance Bill to remove any argument about the Inland
The UnitedKingdomhas almostno decidedcases on transfer Revenue's ability to make adjustments to taxpayers open
pricing as most matters have inevitably been resolved by tax assessments in order to give effect to a direction that a

negotiation. In Glaxo Group Limitedv. IRC,10 the High Court taxpayer's profits should be adjusted following a transfer
has considereda highly technical issue in relation to the man- pricing enquiry. In view of the Revenue's victory, the pro-
ner. in which transferpricing adjustments may be made. The posed clause was dropped.
question was whether the Inland Revenue could exercise
their powers to make adjustmentsby adjusting existing open

Entitlement to adjust prices between related parties by the

assessments as opposedtobeing obliged to issue new assess-
Inland Revenue exists by virtue of Taxes Act 1988 Section

ments subject to the normal six-year limitation. 770. The transactions that are potentially subject to adjust-
ment are describedin a most curious way in that section. The

The company had been in correspondence with the Inland main provisions refer to property sold betweenparties under
Revenue on transferpricingissues intermittentlysince 1976. commoncontrol. An associatedprovisionextends this princi-
Normally, group companies receive notices of assessmentto

corporation tax against which they appealed. Some appeals
had not been resolved either by a hearing, withdrawalof the 8. HM TreasuryPress Release26 November 1996 HMT3.

9. Inland RevenuePress Release26 November1996 Rev 9.
appeal or by consent. As a result, group companieshad open 10. [1996] STC 191 CA.
assessmentsgoing back for many years. 11. Now Taxes Act 1988 Sec. 770.
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O
- ple with necessary adaption to lettings and hiring of prop- The decisionmay however not represent total victory as far

erty, grants and transfers of rights, interests or licences and as the Inland Revenue is concerned. The Commissioners
the giving of business facilities of whatever kind. The appeared to draw a distinction between fixed loans and ad
Inland Revenuehave long held the view that theseprovisions hoc credits. Since the case involved ad hoc credit, the pos-
apply to interest payments although this view has not been ition in relation to fixed loans appears therefore to be unre-

shared universallyby practitioners. solved. Furthermore,with the ambiguityof the sectionbeing
aired in the courts, taxpayers may seek to argue that otherThe issue has recently come before the Special Commission-

ers in Ametalco v. IRC.12 In that case a UK subsidiaryof a US kinds of transactionsare not subject to adjustment.
company made interest-free loans to another non-UK res-

ident subsidiary of the US parent company. The Inland Rev-
enue issued directions and assessments that the profits of the Vil.- NEW GOVERNMENT
UK company should include notional intereston the interest-
free loans as if they had been made at arm's length. The election of a new governmenton 1 May 1997 has meant

that thepolicies on the move to self-assessment and theThe taxpayer argued that the giving of business facilities
todid not includeadvances ofmoney and that the expandedcat- spend save initiative will likely be'evaluatedagain. The

Inland Revenue press release issued as part .of the Budgetegory of transactionsonly referred to a seller in the course
Papers 2 July 1997 does not give indication eitherofhis trade. On this basis, advancescould only be included if

on any
While there 'be technical changes, the generalthe sellerwas a money lenderwho advancedthe money in the way. may

to
course of that business. approach is almost certain continue.

The Special Commissionersaccepted that the statutory pro-
visions are ambiguous and that it seems impossible to give
them an entirely satisfactory and consistentmodus operandi.
Notwithstanding this, it was held that business facilities
means or includes facilities for the purposesof the company's
business and that therefore the interest on the loans fell
within the scope of the transferpricing provision. 12. [1996] STC (SCD) 399.
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CANADA

TREATY CAPITAL GAINS EXEMPTION- Maybe NoT IN CAnADA
Jack Bernstein & Barbara Worndl

Aird & Berlis

I. INTRODUCTION fide purposes other than to obtain the tax benefit. GAAR
should thereforenot apply to a transactionwhich is motivated

It is a basic tenet of tax law that a taxpayershould be able to by bona fide business, investmentor family purposes.
legally structurehis affairs so as to minimizetax or at least so A tax benefit is defined to mean a reduction, avoidance or
as to not maximizehis tax. A taxpayershould thereforehave deferral of a tax or other amount payable or an increase in a
the right to choosewhether to sell shares or assets. A non-res- refund of tax or other amountunder the Income Tax Act.
ident of Canada residing in a treaty country would generally
b exempt from Canadian tax on gains realized on the dispo- GAAR does not apply if the transaction may reasonably be

sition of shares. A sale of assets and a liquidation of the considered not to result in a misuse of the provisions of the

Canadian company could result in double tax. As the com- Actor an abusehavingregard to the provisionsof the Income

pany would not be Canadian controlled, it would be subject Tax Act,read as a whole. A transactionwhich relies on a spe-
to Canadian tax on income at the combined federal and cific provision and which is consistent with the object and

provincial rate of approximately 45 per cent1 or approxi- spirit of the Act will not be affected.

mately 33 per cent on capital gains. In addition, deemed2 or

actual dividends on the distributionof the after tax corporate
proceeds wouldbe subject to Canadianwithholdingtax at the III. RMM ENTERPRISESAND McNICHOL
rate of25 per cent, unless modifiedby treaty.3A capitaldivi-
dend paid to a non-residentwould also be subject to Cana- In 1997, the first two cases on GAAR were herd. The tax-
dian withholding tax. Based the foregoing, share sale is

payerlost in both cases on similarfacts although inMcNicholon a

more attractivewhen a treaty exemption is available. the taxpayerwas Canadian and in RMMEnterprises the tax-

Section 212(1) of the Income Tax Act (of Canada) (the payer was a non-resident.In both cases a Canadiancompany
Act) provides for a deemed dividend rather than a capital was wound downprior to the share sale to the pointofhaving
gain on a non-arm's length sale of shares of a Canadian cor- only cash and/or near cash. The shares were then. sold to

poration by a non-resident to a corporate purchaser. How- arm's length parties rather than causing the liquidationof the

ever, this rule does not apply to an arm's length sale. companies. The resulting capital gain was not taxable in
either case while a dividend would have been taxable. There
was no business motive for the transaction. The sole objec-

II. GAAR tive was to trigger a capital gain which would not be taxable.
RMM Enterprises is especially interesting as it involves an

Effective for transactions entered into after 13 September analysis of whether an international tax convention which

1988, Canada introduceda general anti-avoidancerule (com- came into force before the enactmentof GAAR should pre-

monly referred to as GAAR) which is set out in Section vail.

245(2) of the Act. It applies generally to a tax motivated In RMMEnterprisesInc. v. Canada,4Itel Corporation,a large
transaction (defined as an avoidance transaction) which US public corporationacquiredall the issued and outstanding
results in an abuse or misuseof the provisions of the Income shares ofEquileaseCorporation(EC), a US corporation, in
Tax Act. Where applicable,RevenueCanadahas a numberof 1988. EC had a Canadian subsidiary Equilease Limited
remedies, including the right to recharacterize the transac- (EL) which in turn had a Canadian subsidiary Equilease
tion. Canada, Limited (ECL).TogetherEL and ECL had cash of

Specifically; it provides that when a transaction is an avoid- about CAD 3,000,000andan entitlementto receive a refund

ance transaction, the tax consequences to a person shall be
determined as is reasonable in the circumstances in order to

deny a tax benefit that, but for this section, would result
1. The tax reliefafforded a Canadiancontrolledcompany including the small
business deductionand refundabledividend tax would not be available to a non-

directly or indirectly from the transactionor from a series of resident.
transactions that includes that transaction. An avoidance 2. E.g. whichmayariseonaredemptionorpurchaseforcancellationofshares.

transactionis defined as a single transaction or a transaction 3. A Canadianshareholdercan receive onequarterof capitalgains realized by
the corporationas a tax free capitaldividend.

that is part of a series of transactionswhere the result is a tax 4. [1997] C.T.J. No. 302 (TCC), a decisionofMrJusticeBowmanreleased 10
benefitunless the transactionis carried outprimarilyforbona April 1997.
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of income tax of about CAD 1,500,000. EL and ECL also tribution or appropriationof the funds of the.propertyof EL
owned a portfolio of leases. However, the leasing businesses on the winding up and concluded that both characterizations
had been wound down and the sole activity carried on by EL applied. He stated I do not think that the brief detour of the
and ECL was collecting the rental paymentsunder the leases funds through RMM stamps them with a different character
and winding down their portfolios. EC was aware of the tax fromthat which they had as funds ofELdistributedor appro-
consequences of winding up a Canadian corporation and priated to or for the benefitofEC.
therefore decided that it would sell the shares ofEL in order '

It is somewhatironic that almost the same issue was raised in
to access the cash and income tax refund in ECL and EL.

McNichol et al. v. The Queen, 97 D.T.C. 111 (T.C.C.), the
A friend of the general counsel of Itel and two associates first GAAR case. In that particular case, Mr Justice Bonner

formed RMM Canadian Enterprises Inc. (RMM). RMM held that Section 84(2) did not apply. In McNicholfour share-

purchased the shares of EL from EC for an amount equal to holders owned all the shares of a corporationwhich had sold

the cash and income tax refund in ECL and EL. EC and Itel a building and, after payment of tax and distribution of the

guaranteed the amount to be recovered under the leases at capitaldividendaccount,had as its sole remainingasset CAD

USD 140,000 (as part of that negotiation it was agreed that 318,000 in cash. Instead of winding up the corporation and

the purchaseprice wouldbe reducedby USD 10,000 to cover realizing a dividendunderSection 84(2) the taxpayers sold

part of RMM's legal costs). The transaction was completed their shares to a third party and claimed the benefit of a cap-
on 27 June 1989. RMM borrowed the purchase price from a ital gains exemption on the sale of the shares. Mr Justice

bank, secured on the assets ofEL. Following the purchaseof Bonnerconcluded that in ordr for Section 84(2) to apply the
the shares, and on that same date, EL commencedwindingup transaction must be converted from that which in fact took

into RMM and ECL was amalgamatedwith RMM. Three or place into something else. In the Court's view, it was impos-
four days after the date of the purchase, RMM paid off its sible to conclude that the monies received by the selling
loan to the bank using the cash that had been in EL nd ECL. shareholders came from the.targetcorporation since the evi-

The Ministerassessednon-residentwithholding of 10
dence demonstratedthat the purchase price was funded with

tax per monies borrowed from the bank and the target corporation's
cent againstEC in 1989 and 1990 on the net amountreceived funds remainedin its bank accountuntil some time following
by it on the transaction, less the paid-up capitalofEL's shares the sale transaction.
of CAD 205, 100. The assessments were based on a combi-
nation of Sections 245, 84 and 212. He also assessed RMM In RMM Enterprises Mr Justice Bowman distinguishes the

as the Canadian resident that made the payment of the decision in McNichol on the applicationof Section 84(2) on

amounts to EC under Section 227(10) of the Act. the basis that there was no finding in that case that the pur-
chaser corporation' was instrumental in the overall transac-

Mr Justice Bowman held that the transaction represented a tion. A greater period of time elapsed before the bank was

distributionor appropriationofproperty or funds ofEL to or repaid and there was no paymentof the purchaser'slegal fees
for the benefit of EC on the winding up, discontinuance or by the shareholders.The purchasercorporationwas an exist-
reorganizationof EL's business within the meaning of Sec- ing corporationand was not, as in this case, created solely to
tion 84(2). As a result, the Court held that the transaction, facilitate the transaction which had as its only purpose the
gave rise to a deemed dividend which was subject to with- distribution of EL's funds to EC. Mr Justice Bowman held
holding tax under Section 212(2). According to Mr Justice that the words in Section 84(2) 'distributed or otherwise
Bowman there was no need to call in the heavy artillery of appropriatedin any mannerwhateveron the winding-up,dis-
GAAR. continuance or reorganization of its business' are words of

With respect to Section 84(2) the Courtconcluded thatRMM the widestpossible import and cover a large varietyfways

was interested only in earning what was in essence a fee for in which the corporate funds can end up in a shareholder's

acting as a facilitator in the transaction the purpose of which hands. As a result, the amount represented a deemed divi-
dend to EC.

was to enable EC to obtain the cash and near cash ofEL and
ECLwithoutpaying withholdingtax. It was significantto the The Court further held that RMM was liable for failure to
Court thatbefore any call was made on the guaranteeor there withholdunder a combinationofSections215(1) and 215(6).
was any necessity to make the guarantee payment, EC paid Counsel had argued that the Minister should have assessed
the guaranteed amount and RMM ceased to have any func- EL as opposed to RMM. The Court concluded that, one way
tion other than to endorse the subsequenttax refund cheques. or another, if EC was subject to withholding tax on the

Mr Justice Bowman acknowledged that there in fact
amounts paid to it by RMM, then RMM was liable for an

was a'

sale of the shares and that th transaction not sham. He
amount equal to that tax under either Section 215(6), or as

was a

also rejected the notion that he had relied the doctrine of agent under Section 215(3) or, on the basis of EL's liability
on

substance form. However, he concluded that the sale of
under 215(6), as a responsible representativeunder Section

over
159.

EL's shares and the windingup or discontinuanceof its busi-
ness were not mutually exclusive events. He regarded the TheMinisteralso argued thatEC and RMM were not at arm's
sale as one aspect of the transaction described in Section length and that accordingly Section 212(1) applied. Section

84(2) that gave rise to the deemed dividend. He rejected the 212(1) deems a non-residentcorporation which disposes of
notion that the amounts receivedmustbe characterizedeither shares of a Canadian corporati6n (the subjectcorporation)

O
as proceeds of the dispositionof the shares ofEL or as a dis- to another Canadian corporationwith which it does not deal
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at arm's length to have received a dividend equal to the the old Section 245(1) which was Section 137(1). Many tax

amount by which the non-share consideration exceeds the practitioners believed that the repeal of old Section 245(1)
paid-up capital of the subject shares, provided that after the and the introduction of the GAAR rules was designed to

transaction the purchaser and subject corporations are con- sever the tie between the old anti-avoidance legislation and
nected. In order for 212.1 to apply there must be non-arm's the new rule. In referring to the old case law, MrJusticeBow-

lengthpayment. As in the McNicholcase, the Courtreviewed man may have openedPandora'sbox in this regard.
the definition of arm's length and concluded that RMM did Mr JusticeBowmanwent to adopt the remarks ofMr Jus-
not deal at arm's length with EC. The Court admits that there

on

tice Bonner in McNichol at pages 120 to 122 in which he
was an arm's length bargainingrelationshipbetween the par- reviewed at length whether Section 245(4) prevented the
ties with respect to the amount that RMM would realize on

application of Section 245(2) in that Mr Justice Bow-
th transaction. However, following the negotiation of the

case.

fee, the Court held that RMM virtually disappearedfrom the
man further stated as follows:

... the Income Tax Act, read as a whole, envisages that a distribu-
scene and had no independent role. RMM and EC were tion of corporate surplus to shareholders is to be taxed as a pay-
directedby a commonmind and were acting in concert. As a ment of dividends. A form of transaction that is otherwise devoid

result, 212.1 also applied. of any commercial objective, and that has as its real purpose the
extractionof corporatesurplus and the avoidanceof ordinary con-

Finally, in an obiterdicta, the Court reviewedthe application sequencesof such a distribution, is an abuse of the Act as a.whole.
ofGAAR to this transactionand held that it would apply. The
Courtconductedan analysisof the applicationofGAAR first As a result he concludes that the general anti-avoidancerule

consideringwhetherthe transactionconstitutedan avoidance would apply in these circumstances.

transactionwithin the meaningofSection245. For it to be an Finally, he considered whether the fact that GAAR was

avoidance transaction, the transaction must result in a tax added to Canadian law after the entry into force of the Con-
benefit. The Court held that it Was obvious that there was a vention means that the Convention could restrict the opera-
tax benefit in these circumstances.The objectof the exercise tion of Section 245 of the Act. The appellant had contended
was for EC to extract EL's surplus without paying Canadian that, notwithstandingthe applicationof Sections 84 and 212
withholding tax. The more interesting question was whether of the Act, the transactionwas a sale giving rise to a capital
there was a reduction, avoidance or deferral of tax or other gain and that as such, recharacterizationof the payment as a

amount paid under the Act given that the benefit sought dividend under Section 245 is inconsistentwith the Conven-

depended on the application of the Canada-US Income Tax tion. Accordingly, the Convention must prevail and the sle
Convention (the Convention)to the transaction.The Court must be treated as giving rise to a capital gain which is tax-
held that the fact that the reduction of tax under [the] Act able only in the United States. Mr Justice Bowman rejected
was expected to result from the applicationof the Convention this argumerit and held that ...a tax avoidance scheme that
did not remove the benefit sought from the application of has its predominant, indeed sole, object the extraction ofas

Section 245. Mr Justice Bowman reasoned that it was the corporate surplus under the umbrella of a transaction that is
Act, not the Convention, that imposes the tax. ostensiblyan alienationto whichArticleXIII appliescannot

The second question the Court reviewed was whether the prevail.
transaction was undertaken or arranged primarily for bona The Court also consideredthe applicationof the Income Tax
fide purposes other than to obtain the tax benefit. The.argu- Conventions InterpretationAct. This provides in Section 3,
ment advancedby the appellantwas that by selling the shares that notwithstandingthe provisionsof a conventionor the act

ofEL, there was more tax saved in the United States than in giving the convention the force of law in Canada, to the
Canada. As a result, the primary purpose'wasnot to obtain a extent that a term is not defined in the convention or is not
tax benefitin Canadabut to save US taxes. The Courtwas not fully defined, that term has the meaning it has for purposesof

prepared to conclude that because the US tax saving was the Act from time to time. The appellanthad argued that Sec-

greater than the Canadian tax saving that this would remove tion 245 did not modify the definitionof dividends. Rather it
the transactionfrom the ambit of Section 245. permitted the recharacterizationof certain transactions giv-
The third questionposed by the Court was whether the trans- ing rise to deemed dividends. However, the Court concluded

that this was an unduly restrictivereading of Section 3 of the
action resulted directly or indirectly in a misuse of the provi- Income Tax Conventions Interpretation Act. It is submitted
sions of the Act or an abuse having regard to the provisions that the Court's analysis is superficial. The Court also
of th Act as a whole. Mr JusticeBowman concluded that it

reviewed Article XXIXA of the Convention which was
did result in an abuse or misuse of the provisions of the Act.

added by the 1995 Protocol, effective 1 January 1996 and the
However,he did proyide examplesof tax benefits that would

US TechnicalExplanationto this paragraph.As the US Tech-
not be caught by Section 245(2): incentives such as acceler-

nical Interpretationis not part ofCanadian law it shouldhave
ated capital cost allowance, investment tax credits and tax

no authority. Mr Justice Bowman concludes that, althoughincentives given to indiistries to encourage the establishment
the provision adopted number of after the

ofbusinesses in particularregions.
was a years pay-

ments in question were made, it indicates that there is an

In determining whether the transaction constituted an abuse inherent right in the Convention for Canada and the United
or a misuseof the Act the Courtmade reference to a decision States to apply their own anti-abuse provisions. As a result,
of the Supreme Court of Canada in Harris v. M.N.R., 66 the appeal was dismissed.
D.T.C. 5189. That case was decided under the predecessorto
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- IV. COMMENT In RMMEnterprises, the Court held that it is an abuse of the

provisions of the Act to structure a transaction as a sale of

This case, combined with the McNichol case is an unfortu- shares instead of a dividend. This analysis seems to ignore
nate precedent for the use of GAAR. In both cases the Court the tax consequencesthat arise under the Act sincebut for the

viewed a sale of shares of a corporationwhich had an undis¬ application of the relief from taxation provided for in the

tributed surplus as abusive. In McNichol the taxpayers relied Convention the tax on the capital gain arising on the sale of
on a specific provision in the Act available to shelter up to shares would likelyhave exceededthe withholdingtax on the

CAD 500,000ofcapital gains arising on the sale ofshares of deemed dividend..The Court glossed over the fact that the

a qualifying small business corporation. There is little or no exemption from tax arose under the Conventin and not

analysis in that case as to how the transaction could be an under the Act.

abuse or a misuse of the provisions of the Act given that the Mr Justice Bowman should have refused to apply GAAR in
tax benefitwas a directresultof the applicationofa provision circumstances where the Act contains specific anti-avoid-
in the Act which provided an exemption from taxation. ance rules (Sections 84 and 212(1)) which are designed to
Moreover, there is no discussionof the provisions of Section apply to surplus stripping. Indeed, he acknowledges that he
110(6) which are designed to restrict the availability of the need not apply GAAR where the .transaction is caught by
capitalgains exemption in certaincircumstancessuch as Sec- another provision of the Act. He nevertheless proceeded to
tion 110(6)(7) which prohibits the use of the capital gains apply GAAR even though he had found that the transaction
exemption to a series of transactions involving a butterfly or was caughtby Section 84(2) and Section 212(1).
Section 110(6)(8) which prohibits the use of the exemption
where it is reasonable to conclude that a significant part of Fortunately, the McNichol case has been appealed and we

the gain is attributableto the fact that dividendswere not paid anticipate.thatRMMwill also be appealed. We hope that the

on the shares. The Court simply held that it is the scheme of higher courts will clarify that GAARis not applicablewhere

the Act that corporatesurplus be distributedby way of divi- a specific anti-avoidancerule exists but is inapplicable to a

dends. particularcircumstance.Until the highercourts have clarified
the application of GAAR, taxpayers and their advisers must

proceed with the utmost caution.
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-ONG KONG

HONG KONG'S HANDOVER: THE PRIVY COUNCIL'S LAST

(UNHELPFUL)WORD ON THE SOURCE OF PROFITS
Jefferson VanderWolkand Philip Brook

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.'Hong Kong

I. ONE COUNTRY, TWO TAX SYSTEMS III. THE SOURCE QUESTION

As all the world knows, Hong Kong became a Special Hong Kong tax applies only to profits arising in Hong Kong.
AdministrativeRegion (HKSAR)of the People's Republicof The Inland Revenue Ordinance contains very few source

China (PRC) on 1 July 1997. As such, it will maintain its rules. Therefore it has been left to the Commissionerand the

legal and tax systems separate from those of the PRC for at courts to articulate guidelines for determining the source of
least 50 years, according to the agreement between Britain profits for tax purposes.
and the PRC. The BasicLaw for the HKSAR,which is effect-

ively Hong Kong's new constitution, provides that the Predictably, the guidelines that have been articulated in par- .

ticular cases are difficult to apply in other cases. The generalHKSARshall, taking the low tax policy previouslypursued
source a a

in Hong Kong as a reference, enact laws on its own concern- principle is that the of profit is hard, practical
ing types of taxes, tax rates, tax reductions, allowances and

matter of fact. Given that we are talking about legal and

exemptions, and other matters of taxation (Article 108). accounting concepts that do not exist in nature, the hard,
practical matter of fact test is not very helpful in deciding

So much for the formalities.What is likely to happeninprac- cases. Slightly more meaningful is the operations test of
tice In the short term- say, the ext five years - it is highly source, which states that a profit arises at the place where the
likely, in the authors' view, that no significant changes will operations occur which in substanceproduce the profit. This
be made to the Hong Kong tax system. Despite the relatively is easy to apply in cases where everyone can agree which
low rates (16.5 per cent for corporations) and the narrow operations produced the profit and those operations all
scope of Hong Kong tax (only Hong Kong sourced trading occurred in the same place. Of course, this is not often the
profits, rents and salaries are taxable), the system has raised case in tax disputes concerningsource.

sufficientrevenue over the past decade and a half to produce
a large surplus for the Hong Kong Government. Any signifi- The source of interest income has been determined, in prac-

cant change in the system involving higher taxes would be tice by the Commissioner and in law by the courts, on the

illogicaland self-destructive,as it would send a negativesig- basis ofwherethelendermade the funds available to the bor-

nal to the internationalbusiness community on which Hong rower. This is known as the provision of credit test. The

Kong depends. only exceptionto this has been in respectof financial institu-
tions (as defined in the Inland Revenue Ordinance). Their
interest income is considered to arise in Hong Kong if it

II. THE FAREWELLGIFT arises through or from the carrying on ofbusiness in Hong
Kong, under a particular provision of the Ordinance (Sec-

For over a decade, international businesses have had to tion 15(1)(i)). The correctness of the provision of credit test

accept that there is an element of uncertainty about Hong as a general matter was affirmed by a dictum of Lord Bridge
Kong taxation, due to the approach of the Inland Revenue in the Privy Council's decision in Commissionerof Inland

Department and the courts to the question of the source of Revenue v. Hang Seng Bank Limited (1990) 3 HKTC 351,
profits.AdecisionofthePrivy Council in Londonjustbefore where it was said that profits from lending money would
the handover has added to that uncertainty. The decision, arise where the money was lent.
CommissionerofInlandRevenuev. Orion CaribbeanLimited
(23 June 1997), departed from one of the few rules of source

that were thought to be settled, the provision.ofcredit test IV. THE ORLON CASE
for the source of interest income. This can only be viewedby
Hong Kong taxpayersas an unwelcomefarewellgiftfromthe The Orion case involved a Cayman Islands company, Orion
Privy Council, which will no longerbe the courtof last resort Caribbean Limited (the taxpayer), which earned interest
for Hong Kong cases. incomeby lending to unrelatedparties as a participantin syn- .

Before discussing the facts and the decision, we will briefly dicated loans. It was not a financial institution as defined in
discuss the background to the case. the Ordinance. It was wholly owned by a Hong Kong finan-
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cial institution, Orion Royal Pacific Limited (ORPL), which 3. The present case was far removed from the simple type
providedvarious services to the taxpayer in Hong Kong for a of loan transaction contemplatedby Lord Bridge. The busi-
fee. ORPL also entered into syndicated loan agreements in ness of the taxpayer was the borrowing and on-lending of

Hong Kong on behalf of the taxpayer from time to time. money with a view to a profit. The taxpayerallowed itself to

About 40 per cent of the taxpayer's loan agreements were be interposedbetweenits Hong Kong parent and the ultimate
concluded in Hong Kong in this way. borrowers as a channel for the loans. In all ways the parent
The taxpayer's directors met in the Cayman Islands and

acted as an agent for the taxpayer. The loan agreementswere

approved all of its loans there. In all cases the taxpayer, act- negotiated, concluded (in some cases at least) and serviced

ing through ORPL, made the loan funds available to the bor- by the parent from funds raised or provided by the parent in

rower outsideHong Kong. The taxpayerrelied on ORPL and Hong Kong.
another related bank in Singapore to lend it the .funds with The judgment did not consider whether the taxpayer was a

which it made its loans. ORPL handled virtually all aspects financial institutionfor the purposes of Section 15(1)(i).
of the taxpayer's business except for the decision making by
the directors. VI. COMMENTARY
The Commissioner'sassessmentofprofits tax was upheldby Lord Nolan reiterated the Board of Review's finding that the
the Inland Revenue Board of Review on the ground that the

served vehicle for avoidance schemeas a a
taxpayer was a financial institution carrying on business in taxpayer tax

and establishedthis as the foundationfor the decision. It was
Hong Kong and so its interest income was sourced in Hong not found, however, that the taxpayer not genuinewas a com-
Kong under the expansive source test of Section 15(1)(i) of
the Ordinance. On appeal, the Court of Appeal reversed the pany or that the arrangements could be disregarded under

either general principles or anti-avoidancelegislation.Board's decision, holding that the taxpayer was not a finan-
cial institutionwithin the meaningof the statutory definition. The provision of credit test has long been accepted by the

Therefore the expansivesourcetest of Section 15(1)(i) was Inland Revenue Department and its use of the test for non-

not applicable; rather, the provisionofcredittest was appli¬ financial institutions is stated in Departmental Interpretation
cable. Since the taxpayer had provided the credit to the bor- and PracticeNotes No. 13. In the Hang Seng Bankcase, Lord

rowers outside Hong Kong, its interest did not arise in Hong Bridge stated that interest arises where the money was lent in

Kong and was not taxable. order to demonstrate that the source of profit from the

exploitationof property depends on where the property was

situated. The test does not rely on determiningwhere the ori-
V. THE PRIVY COUNCIL'S DECISION ginal funds used to make the loan were acquired.

Lord Nolan has altered the test to determine the source of
The Commissioner appealed to the. Privy Council. It is not interest for an entity which is not a financial institution as

clear what the ground of appeal was, but the Privy Council defined in the Ordinance. If Lord Nolan's reasoning is cor-

was clearly of the view that the taxpayerwas simply a mech- rect, the provision of credit test is limited to the situation
anism by which ORPL had avoided Hong Kong tax on inter- where the money lent is the entity's,own money. If the tax-
est from syndicated loans to borrowers outside Hong Kong. payerhas had to borrow funds in order to lend, then it appears
The court did not even reach the Section 15(1)(i) issue, but that both the place where the borrowing took place and the
chose to reverse the CourtofAppeal'sholding that the source place of lending should be looked at in determining the
of the taxpayer's interest income must be determined under source of the interest.
the provisionfcredit test. It may be wondered why the Privy Council did not distin-
The joint judgment of the bench delivered by Lord Nolan guish between the loans that were concluded outside Hong
listed three reasons as to why the taxpayer's interest was Kong and those concluded in Hong Kong. In the Hang Seng
sourced in Hong Kong under the operationstest rather than Bank case, the court stressed the importance of determining
outside Hong Kong under the provisionof credit test. the source of particular profits from particular transactions.

In other cases, such as in CommissionerofInlandRevenue v.
1. A distinctionmust be drawn between the situationwhere

HK-TVB InternationalLimited [1992] 2 AC 397, the Privythe taxpayer lends out its own funds andwhere the taxpayer Council has seemed to look at the taxpayer's business
must borrow before it may lend. In the first situation the

as a

whole in determining the source of the taxpayer's profits,
source of the interest will be the place the money was lent.

rather than at particular transactions. Unfortunately, the
However, the latter case is more akin to a trading transaction

Orion .takes similar approach.involvingcommoditiesand both the place of lending and the
case a

place ofborrowing should be looked at.

Vil. CONCLUSION
2. The establishedauthorities, includingLord Bridge's dic-
tum in the Hang Seg case, do not stand for the proposition The Privy Council's refusal to apply the provision of credit
that Lord Bridge was laying down a rule of law to the effect test in the Orion case is a most unwelcomehandover gift to

that, in the case of a loan ofmoney, the sourceof income was the taxpayers of the Hong Kong Special Administrative

always located in the place that the money was lent. There is Region. The determinationof the source of profits for Hong
no simple single legal test - it is a practical hard matter of Kong tax purposes was alreadyproblematic.The Orion deci-
fact. sion will only make it more so.
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JAPAN

JAPASESE TAX TREATIESWITH MExico AND SOUTHAfrica1
Torao Aoki

Lecturer on Public Finance at Josai University, Saitama

I. INTRODUCTION Japan's direct investmentin South Africawas JPY 5.5 billion
in fiscal year 1995 and JPY 25.0 billion in fiscal year 1996.

On 9 April 1996, the Convention between Japan and the In 1996, a car manufacturingcompanymade a USD 100 mil-

UnitedMexicanStates for the AvoidanceofDoubleTaxation lion investment7and in the near future anothercar makerwill
and the PreventionofFiscal Evasionwith respect to Taxes on reportedlymake a USD 82 million investment.8
Income was signed in Mexico City. The Convention was

The tax treaties with Mexico and South Africa indicativeare
approved by the NationalDiet in Japan on 17 May 1996 and

of current Japanese treaty policy. Therefore, both
.

came into force as from 6 Novemberof the same year. On 9
conven-

tions are discussed together in this article.
March 1997, the Convention between the Government of

Japan and the Governmentof the Republic of South Africa
for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Preventionof
Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes on Income was signed III. THE TREATIES
in Cape Town. The Convention was approved by the
NationalDiet in Japan on 30 May 1997. A. Scope

1. Personal scope
II. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND

Both the Mexican and South African treaties make a person

A. Mexico
who is a residentof one of the contractingstates of the agree-
mentprimarily liable in his country ofresidence.For the pur-

tax term
Japan is an important trade partnerofMexico.2According to poses of the treaties, the person includes both an

individual and a company and any other body corporate.the IMF, DirectionofTrade Statistics, 1996, in 1995 Japan as

an exporter ranked second only behind the United States.
Under the treaty with Mexico the resident to which the treaty

Furthermorein that year Japan was the third largest importer3 is applicable is determined, in the case of an individual, by
of Mexican goods.4 The major import item of Japan from
Mexico is crude oil and the major export items are automo- 1. The author is much indebted to the Staff of the InternationalTax Affairs

bile parts and machinery. The foreign direct investment of Division,Tax Bureau, Ministryof Financeof Japan.

Japan in Mexico was JPY 65.1 billion, JPY 20.2 billion, and 2. TheNorthAmericanFree TradeAgreement(NAFTA),betweentheUnited
States, Canadaand Mexico was signed in October 1992 and enteredinto force in

JPY 12.8 billionduring the fiscal years 1994, 1995 and 1996 January 1994. Mexico joined the Organisation for Economic Co-operationand

respectively, according to the statistics of the Japanese Min- . Development(OECD) in April 1994. .

istry of Finance.5 3. I.e. following the United States and Canada.
4. The statistics of the JapaneseMinistry of Finance show that in 1995 Japan
exportedJPY 335 billion to and importedJPY 140 billion from Mexico.
5. The statistics of the JapanExternalTrade Organization(JETRO)show that

B. South Africa the accumulatedtotal of Japanese foreign direct investmentin Mexico from fis-
cal year 1951 to 1995 is USD 2,999 million, which includes transport'machinery

' commerce ser-

Japan is the fourth most important trade partner of South 1,509, mining505, iron and non-ferrousmetals 238, 184, and the
vice industry 182 (in millionsofUS dollars).Japan has been increasing its stakes

Africa.6 According to the IMF, DirectionofTrade Statistics, in the maquiladora(in-bond industry)plants.
1996, in 1995 Japan as an importer of South African goods 6. The Republicof South Africa is the only African country that is not classi-

ranked hecnd only Italy while it ranked fourth as an
fied as a developingcountryby any definition. Japan opened a Consulate Gen-to

exporter behind Germany, the United Kingdom and the
eral in 1952 and an Embassy in 1992, both in Pretoria. South Africa established
a ConsulateGeneral in 1962 and an Embassy in 1992, both in Tokyo.

United States. In the same year, the Japanese Ministry of 7. Accordingto the statistics ofJETRO, the accumulatedtotal oftheJapanese
Finance statistics show Japan's exports to South Africa were foreigndirect investmentin South Africa fromfiscal years 1951 to 1995 is USD

valued at JPY 230 million and imports at JPY 238 million,
76 million, which mainly consists of 31.4 for car manufacturing, 17.7 for iron
and non-ferrous metals, 5.7 for the chemical industry and 20.3 for mining (in

representing an annual increase of 10.9 per cent and 6.1 per millions of US dollars)
cent, respectively. Japan's major imports from South Africa 8. In addition two Japanese banks have established representativeoffices in .

are metals and metal products and its major exports are auto- South Africa. In April 1997, a twice-weeklydirect flight between Kansai Inter-

mobiles and their parts and machinery.
national Airport and Johannesburgwas inauguratedon the basis of the Bilateral
Air ServiceAgreementsigned in 1994 between the two countries.
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his domicileor residenceand, in the case of a compny,by its 2. International transport
head or main office, place of managementor any other crite-

Profits from international business taxed only in
rion of a similarnature. These criteriaalso apply to determine transport are

the country of residence of the enterprise as provided for in
Japanese residenceunder the treaty with South Africa. How-

the OECD Model. Both treaties follow the provisions of the
ever, an individual who is a resident under South African

OECD Model. To ensure the thorough application of thelaws is a resident of South Africa for the purposes of the
mutual exemption of taxation in the source country JapanJapan-SouthAfrica treaty. In the case of corporations if the

company has its place of effective management in South exempts a local enterprise.-Inturn, Mexico and South Africa

Africa it is treated as a residentof South Africa.
are expected to exemptJapaneseenterprises from any similar
tax if introduced in the future although as of now neither

Under both treaties, the status of those who are residents of country.has a tax of this kind.
both contractingstates will be determinedby: (1) in the case

ofan individual, the criteriaset forth in the OECDModelTax 3. Associated enterprises
Conventionand (2) in other cases, through the mutual agree-

,

ment of the competentauthorities ofboth contractingstates. Like the OECD Model, both conventionsprovide that profits
from the transactions between parent and subsidiary compa-
nies and companies under common control may be recom-

2. Taxes covered
puted using an arm's length basis. This is closely related to

By their very nature, both conventionsonly apply to taxes on the recent important issues of the transfer pricing of goods,
income and these taxes are enumerated individually for each technology, trade marks and the services of multinational

contracting state. In the case of Japan, they are (i) (individ- enterprises.
ual) income tax, (ii) corporation tax and (iii) local inhabitant The rewriting of transactionsbetween associated enterprisestaxes (on both individuals and corporations) while for Mex- . gives

.

rise to economic double taxation (taxation of the same
ico, income tax (impuesto sobre la renta) and for South income in the hands of different persons). In these circum-
Africa, (i) normal tax (personal and corporation taxes) and

stances, the resident country of the parent company has to
(ii) secondary tax on companies (tax on distributedearnings). make an appropriate corresponding adjustment so as to

It is to be noted that the conventions will also apply to any relieve the double taxation.
identicalor similar taxes, whethernationalor local, which are

imposed after the signature of the conventions in addition to

the above-mentionedtaxes. C. Income from capital

1. Dividends
B. Business profits Under the OECD Model, the maximum tax rate dividendson

imposed by the source country is 5 per cent between parent
1. Permanentestablishment and subsidiary companies, the ownership requirementbeing
The profits of an enterprise resident in one country are not 25 per cent or more. In all othercases the maximumrate of 15

taxed in the other country unless the enterprise carries on a per cent applies. When Japan joined the OECD in 1964,
business through a permanent establishment (PE) situated Japan used a split rate system for corporate tax under which

therein. Only the.incomeattributableto a PE9 is taxable. distributed earnings were taxed at a lower rate than retained
ones. Consequently, Japan reserved the application of this

The tax treaty with South-Africa generally follows the PE provision so as to make the maximum rate between parent
provisions of the OECD Model. However, the treaty with and subsidiary companies 10 per cent. However, the radical
Mexico modifies its related provisions by reference to the tax reform of 1988 led to the complete phasing out by 1990
United Nations ModelDoubleTaxation Conventionbetween of the split tax rate system for corporations. Therefore, ever

Developed and Developing Countries of 1979 (UN Model) since the tax treaty with Luxembourg of 1992, the above-
as follows: (1) a building site, a construction, assembly or mentioned rate has been changed from 10 per cent to 5 per
installation project or supervisory activities thereof which cent.
lasts more than six months constitutes a PE. This treatment

should be compared with that applying under the OECD Both treaties set the maximum rates on dividends at 5 per
Model where only when a building site or a constructionor cent and 15 per cent in line with the OECDModel. However

installationproject lasts more than 12 months, does it consti_ there is a requirement that 25 per cent of the subsidiary's
tute a PE. The treaty with South Africa includes assembly shares should be owned by parent companies for at least six

project or supervisory activities while retaining the 12- months in order to qualify for the rate of 5 per cent. To pre-
month requirement. (2) In both treaties an insurance enter- vent the favourable tax treatmentbeing abused by residents

prise which collects premiums or insures risks in the other of a third country, the treaty with Mexico applies the

country, except in regard to reinsurance, is deemed to have a favourable rate for dividends from subsidiaries to parent
PE in that other country. However, like the OECD Model, the companies only if they satisfy the following conditions:

treaties provide that an independent agent who acts in the

ordinary course of business on behalf of an enterprise res-

ident in the other country is not deemed to be a PE. 9. I.e. a place of management,branch, office or a factory.
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- the shares of the parent company are traded regularly on It is to be noted that the 10 per cent maximum rate is also
a recognizedstock exchangeof its residencecountry; applicable to proceeds from the alienation of any copyright,

- more than 50 per cent of the total shares are ownedby: patent, or the like exceptwhen the provisionsofcapital gains
(i) the government, local governmentsor other political are applied. In this connection, the Protocolof the treaty with

subdivisionsof the country;, Mexico clarifies that the provisionsofroyalties are not appli-
(ii) one or more individuals of the country of the parent cable to a genuine alienation which will be subject to the

company; provisions of capital gains and that any alienation shall be

(iii)one or more companies of the residence country of consideredgenuine if it does not leave the alienator any right
the parent company whose shares are regularly on such property.
traded on a recognizedstock exchange or more than
50 per cent of the total issued shares are owned by D. Capital gainsone or more individuals resident of the residence

country of the parent company; or

(iv) a combination of shareholders from (i) to (iii) In principle, both treaties'-provisionson capital gains follow

togethermeet the test.
those of the OECD Model. Thus, gains derived by a resident
of one of the contractingstates from-thealienationof immov-

Other provisions, including the definitions, the treatment of able property situated in the other contracting state may be
dividends attributableto a PE or a .fixed base and prohibition taxed in that other country. Gains from the alienation of any
oftaxationon dividendsfromprofits derivedfrom a source in other property are taxable only in the country of which the
anothercontractingstate by an enterpriseoperatingwithouta alienator is a resident. Besides the provisions of the OECD
PE there (subject to certain conditions), follow those of the Model concerningcapital gains, there are two special provi-
OECD Model for both treaties. sions in the treaty with Mexico:

gains from the alienationof the shares of a companymay-

2. Interest be taxed in the company'scountry of residenceif at least
25 per cent of the total shares issued are owned by the

The OECD Model and most of the tax treatiestowhichJapan alienator and persons related to him and at least 5 per
is a party set the maximum rate of taxation on interest in the cent of the total shares issued were alienatedby such per-
source country to 10 per cent. The treaty with South Africa is sons in one taxable year. This is in accordance with
no exception. But under the treaty with Mexico, the 10 per Japanese domestic tax legislation;12The UN Model also
cent maximum rate is only applicable to interest received by has the same provision, although it leaves the relevant
banks or insurance companies derived from bonds and secu- percentages to bilateral negotiations; and
rities traded on a recognized stock exchange, paid by banks, - gains from the alienation of shares of a company whose
or paid in respect of the sale on credit of equipment or property primarily consists of immovable property may
machinery.All other kinds of interest are subject to the max- be taxed in the country where such immovableproperty
imum rate of 15 per cent. is situated. This is intended to prevent the evasion of tax

Interestreceivedby the governments,both nationaland local, and is incorporatedinto the UN Model.13

local authorities, the central banks, and financial institutions

wholly owned by the governments and the interest from the
E. Income from personal servicescredit or insurance guaranteedby the governments or finan-

cial institutionswholly owned by the governmentsis exempt
from taxation in the country of source.10 By the Protocol, 1. Dependentand independentservices

interestderived from-thegrantingofcreditfor a periodof less Both treaties follow the provisions of the OECD Model
than three years guaranteed by the governments or govern- regarding dependent and independentservices. In particular,
ment-ownedfinancial institutionis not tax exempt.11 income from dependent personal services, such as salaries

Other provisions follow those of the OECD Model. and wages of employees, and income from independentper-
sonal services, such as fees and remunerationof physicians
and lawyers are not taxable in the country of source (where3. Royalties they offer the services) unless the length of the person's stay

The OECD Model limits the taxation on royalties in the
source country. In contrast the UN Model gives full taxing
power on royalties to the source country, leaving the percent- 10. As eligibe institutions, the treaty with Mexico names the Bank of Japan,
age of the maximum rate of tax at source to negotiation theExport-ImportBankofJapan, and the OverseasEconomicCooperationFund

between the contracting states. Japan's policy is to set the
and their Mexicancounterparts in existence.
11. The treaty with South Africa names, as qualified institutions, the Japan

maximum tax rate at 10 per cent at source, since Japan International CooperationAgency while on the part of South Africa as of now

reserved the right to tax royalties in such a way when itjoined only the South African Reserve Bank is named and other wholly government-

the OECD in 1964. In accordance with this Japanese policy
owned institutions may be added in the future as may be agreed upon-between
the two countries.

both treaties set the maximum rate on royalties in the source 12. TheJapanesetreatieswith the UnitedKingdom,Australia,Singapore,Den-

country at 10 per cent. However, most other provisions in mark, Franceand Vietnamhave a similarprovision.
principle follow the OECD Model. 13. The Japanese treaties with the Philippines,Singapore,France and Vietnam

contain a similarprovision.
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in that country exceeds in aggregate 183 days in any 12- 2. Tax sparing credit
month period. However, income from independentpersonal
services is taxable if the person has a fixed base, such as an

Tax sparing credit is a device to extend foreign tax credit

office or clinic, regularly available to him in that country to reliefto taxes that are sparedby the source country, i.e. that

performhis activities. are forgiven or reduced under legislation providing incent-
ives for foreign investment.The tax sparing creditwas one of

Directors' fees may be taxed in the company'scountryof res- the most controversial issues during the discussion of the
idence regardlessofwhere the services giving rise to the fees draft of the UNModel.While all the developingnations were
are performed.By its nature, income derivedby public enter- naturally anxious for the tax sparing credit clause, some

tainers, such as professionalsportsmenand artistes, is subject developed nations were adamantly opposed to it. The US
1 to separate rules. Such income may be taxed in the country Congress has been critical of this provision. Japan's policy

where the entertainer's activities are exercised. It is so taxed has been to grant the tax sparing to support the efforts for
even if the entertainer exercises the activities for an enter- economic development of developing countries, whenever
prise which has neither a PE nor a fixed base in the source necessary and appropriate.
country. Both treaties grant a tax exemption on income
derived by these persons under the cultural exchange pro- However, recently, the necessity and usefulness of the tax

gramme agreed upon between the two governments. sparing credit are being reassessednot only in Japan but also
at the OECD. Japan is now taking a more cautious and

2. Others restrictive attitude. One of the new policies is to put a time
limit on,such tx sparing credit.15

Like the OECD Model, both the treaty with Mexico and
South Africa provide that pensions in consideration of past The tax treaty with Mexico grants the following tax sparing
employmentare taxable only in the countryof the recipient.14 credit:

Likewise, those engaged in government service- are exempt (i) For those for which the provisionofroyalties of this con-

from taxation by the host country on their remunerationand vention is applicable, the tax is deemed to have beenpaid
pension unless they are nationals of that host country. They at the rate of 15 per cent for foreign tax credit purposes.
are subject to taxation by their own country for such remu- (ii) The Mexican Income Tax Law of 1 January 1981 pro-
neration and pension. Also like the OECD Model, both vides the following tax incentives:
treaties provide that payments which students or business - Under Article 13, the total tax amount payable of

apprentices receive from abroad solely for the purpose of enterprisesengaged in agriculture, stock farming and
their educationor training are exempt from tax in the country other specified industries will be reduced by 25 per
of residence. It is worth mentioning that like the OECD cent or 50 per cent, depending on the kind of indus-
Model neither of the two treaties provides for tax exemption try.
for professors and researchers. In the past Japanese tax - Under Articles 51 and 51-A, when new investments
treaties normally granted such tax exemption for a limited are made in fixed assets, enterprises may immedi-
period of two years (for China three years). ately deductas an expense74-97 per cent (depending

on the type of asset), of the total cost of the invest-
ment.

F. Elimination of double taxation
By virtue of the tax sparing creditprovision, a Japanesebusi-

1. Credit method ness would be deemed to have paid the Mexican tax amount

in full without enjoying the above-mentionedtax incentives
Both the OECD and the UNModel set forth two alternatives: for the purposes of foreign tax credit in Japan.
(a) the exemptionmethod; and (b) the credit method, in order
to eliminate international double taxation on income. In the It should be noted that the tax sparing credit is not applicable
case of the treaties with Mexico and South Africa, both con- to the business activitiesin the financialsectornor to the case

tractingparties employ the credit method. in which more than 25 per cent of the business profits, divi-
dends or royalties are derived from a source in a third coun-

Under the credit method, any taxpayer may deduct the
try. In line with the recent Japanese policy, the tax sparing

amount of tax paid to foreign countries from the tax payable credit for Mexico is to expire by the year.2005.
to the country ofresidenceto which he owes an unlimitedtax

liability according to that country's tax laws. Moreover, a

Japanese corporationwhich owns not less than 25 per cent of
1 the shares ofMexican or South African companies is entitled

to an indirect foreign tax credit. Under the treaty with Mex-
ico, when a Mexican company receives a dividend from a

Japanesecompanyofwhich it owns at least 10 per cent of the
total shares, that Mexican company may credit against the
Mexican tax the Japanese tax paid by that Japanesecompany 14. Incidentally,the UNModelprovides that the othercountrymay tax thepen-
with respectto the profits outofwhich the dividendsare paid. sion in certain cases such as.wherepayments are made under a public scheme or .

by a PE situated therein.
15. See for example the treaties with Singapore, Turkey and Vietnam under
which the tax sparing creditwill terminate in 2000, 2003 and 2010, respectively.
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G. Miscellaneous under certain conditions.Any informationthus providedwill
be treated as secret in the same manner as information

1. Non-discrimination '. obtainedunder the domestic laws of the recipientcountry. In
these days of growing globalization of economic activities,

Like the OECD Model, both the treaty with Mexico and the exchangeof informationbetween taxation authoritieshas
South Africaestablish the principleofnon-discriminationin a greater role to play.
taxation with regards to nationality, PE, payees of income
and capital. The non-discriminationclause is applicable not 3. Mutual assistance for collection of taxes
only to the taxes covered by the conventions but also to all
other taxes such as inheritance tax and consumptiontax. For the sake of the proper and fair enforcementof the con-

vention, each of the contracting states should endeavour to

2. Mutual agreement procedure and exchange of collect the tax which any taxpayer in the other state evaded

information by claiming a tax reductionor exemption (e.g. the maximum
tax rate on interest, dividends and royalties) whichhe was not

Also following the OECD Model, both treaties provide that entitled to under the convention. In collecting such taxes,
any prson may present a case to the competent authority of however, the country is not obliged to take any measure at
his residentcountry within three years from the firstnotifica- variancewith its laws and administrativepracticeor contrary
tion of the action. The competent authorities of both con- to the public policy. This article is included in the Japanese
tracting states should endeavour to resolve the problem by tax treaties with the United States, Pakistan, Norway, Singa-
mutual agreement. They may communicate with each other

pore, France, the Netherlands, the Republic of Korea, Fin-
directly for the purpose of reaching an agreement. land, Luxembourg, Turkey and Vietnam,16 although neither

By the same token, the competent authorities of both con- the OECD Model nor the UN Model has such a provision.
tracting states may exchange informationnecessary to carry-
ing out the provisions of this convention and the domestic
laws of their countries and also to prevent fiscal evasion 16. Mostof these treaties are relatively new.
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NEW ZEA_AND

DMDESD IMPUTATION IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION
EXTENSIONOF THE XEW ZEALAND FOREIGN INVESTORTAX CREDIT REGIME

TO NON-RESIDENTDIRECT INVESTORS

Brett Wilkinson

I. INTRODUCTION To the extent that existing imputationsystems do createprob-
lems in the context of growing internationalization, there

Recentworld historyhas seen dramaticchanges in the way in be grounds for pursuing harmonization betweenmay some
which cross-nationalbusiness is conducted. Barriers to trade countries. Potentially, such harmonizationcould be achieved
have been progressivelydismantled and economies exposed within the context of the CER agreementbetween Australia
to internationalcompetition.Multinationalcorporationshave and New Zealand, or within the broader APEC context.
become increasingly important in terms of world trade and

Althoughharmonizationis inherently difficult, as evidenced
investment, and technological change has introduced new

by the developmentsin the EuropeanUnion, it would appeardimensions to the conductof internationalbusiness. that the returns to harmonizationare potentiallyvery high.
The changes which have been observed have widespread This paper discusses the recentextensionoftheFITC regimeimplications for various aspects of government policy, not

to foreign direct investors in the contextof the imperative for
the least of which is taxationpolicy. More than ever before, national tax policies to address adequately international tax
national taxationpolicy may have a significantbearing on the issues. Section II of the paper reflects on the trend toward
level ofinvestmentinto and out of individualcountries. Iron-

globalization and the implications for national tax policy..icallyperhaps, the consequenceof this may be that the ability Section HI discusses the operation of imputation systemsof sovereign states to determine their own taxing arrange- generally and the tendency for there to be a bias againstments is constrained. That is to say, the.costof pursuing tax inward foreign investment. The basis for taxing foreignobjectives and policies which are incompatiblewith those of investmentis considered in Section IV, while Section V out-
other economies is likely to outweigh substantiallyany pos- lines some generally accepted international tax principles.sible benefit.

Section VI considers the issue of whether the benefits of
It is in this context that the operationof dividend imputation imputation can be denied to foreign investors over the long
systems needs to be assessed. Imputation systems cause run, and Section VII provides an overview of the FITC
problemsboth in terms of foreign incomereceivedby domes- regime. The possibility of tax co-ordinationwithin the Asia
tic companies and foreign shareholdings in domestic corpor- Pacific region is raised in SectionVIII with concludingcom-

ations. The problemsarising in the lattercontextare the focus ments in Section IX.
of this paper. Dividend imputationfrequentlyresults in a dis-
criminationagainstforeign investmentwith foreign investors

being denied access to the benefits of the imputationsystem. II. TAX IMPLICATIONSOF GLOBALIZATION
Authors such as Head (1993) have correctly noted that this
ability to tax foreign investmentis a benefitof the imputation In recent decades there has been a pronounced trend toward
system. However, the question arises as to whether such dis- internationalization of world economies. The progressivecrimination is sustainable within the context of increasing of economies through removalof trade barriers and
globalization.

openness
changes in technologyhave no doubt facilitated this process

In essence, New Zealand's foreign investor tax credit of globalization.
[FITC] regime, which has recently been broadened to The Bureau of Industry Economics (BIE)(1996) has nted
include non-residentdirect investors, represents an attempt that multinationalcorporationshave played a key role in the
to reduce the bias against foreign investment. As noted by globalization process. According to the BIE such corpor-Smith (1994) it is, in effect, a partial extensionof the impu- ations:
tation system to non-residents. The mechanism by which not only respond to emerging global opportunities (such as those
foreign investors given to the imputationsystem cre-are access createdby inter-governmenttrade liberalization),but they also
is highly effective, since it ensures that the benefit of the tax ate new opportunities for others (through technological and orga-
reduction flows to foreign investors and not to foreign trea- nizational innovation, etc.). By linking economies, [multinational
suries (Shewan & Heffernan, 1993; Smith, 1994). It enterprises] increase the interdependence of world economies.

reflects, nonetheless, a movement toward modification of (p. 4)

domestic tax arrangements to - accommodate international In 1993, the OECD reflected on the trend toward globaliza-
changes. tion stating:
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Over the last decades there has been an increasingeconomic inter- Bird (1989) went on to note that this outcome was particu-
dependencebetween the 24 Membercountries of the Organisation larly relevant to the Australian context, where foreign direct
for Economic Co-operation and Development. Barriers to cross- investmentaccountedfor a significantproportionofnon-res-
border trade have progressivelybeen removed and the volume of

idential fixedprivate investment.The same situationcould be
such trade and foreign direct investment has substantially
increased. Over the same period, multinational enterprises have said to apply in New Zealand, where, according to the New

come to play a dominant role in the international trade arena, Zealand Government: Foreign direct investment into New

accountingfr more than 50 per cent of international transactions. Zealandin the year to March 1994 alonewas NZD 4.7 billion
This globalizationof economic activity is widely recognized and From 1988 to 1992, the [Overseas Investment] Commis-...

has been accomplished by an increased fiscal interdependence sion declinedonly three out ofmore than 4,000 applications
betweenMembercountries. (p. 1) (Birch & Creech, 1995, p. 2).

In the Asia Pacific region, the establishment of the APEC

group reflects both an increased awareness of the growing It would seem, therefore, that New Zealand, like the majority
interdependenceof economies within the region, and a com-

ofcountries, is now facing the fiscal policy pressuresbrought
mitment to continue with a range of strategies likely to rein- about by globalization. In particular, the challenge faced by
force such interdependence (APEC Leader's Declaration of governments, is one of trying to balance, on the one hand,

CommonResolve, Bogor Declaration, 1994, paragraph2). their desire to preserve their national revenues and, .on the
other hand, their unwillingness to harm the international

It is apparent, then, that there has been substantial change in competitivenessof their domestic business interests (Razin
the operationof the internationaleconomy. The trend toward & Slemrod, 1990, p. 2).
globalization is profound and introduces new challenges for

policy-makers. In terms of tax policy implications, Frenkel, The recent extension of the FITC to non-resident direct

Razin and Sadka (1991) have suggested that: investors appears to reflect a shifting of the balance in New
The removalofeconomicborders among independenttaxjurisdic- Zealand toward ensuring international competitiveness. In
tions ... has immense implications for both the structure and the essence, the change represents a further extension of the

' overall burden of the tax system in each of these jurisdictions. imputation system to non-residents, beyond that noted by
When capital, labour, goods, and services can move freely from Smith (1994) in respect of the initial introduction of the
one taxjusdictionto another, the tax base becomes global, and its

FITC regime for portfolio investors. The fact that the Newdistribution among the various tax jurisdictions becomes endoge-
nous to all the various tax systems. (p. 3) Zealand Governmenthas seen fit to allow foreigners access

to the imputation system, albeit in a limited and predomi-
In essence, the suggestionis that it is becomingprogressively nantly nominal sense, is in itself quite significant and war-
difficult for individual nations to pursue tax strategies with- rants further review. Before turning to a detailedassessment
out due reference to the implications of such policies in an of the FITC regime and considerationof its implications, it
internationalcontext. This is not to say that anything like an is first necessary to pause and reflect upon the conse-

appropriate level of attention has been paid to international quences of dividend imputationsystems for inward foreign
tax issues in the past. On the contrary, as pointed out by Ault investment.
and Bradford (1990) in respectof the US situation, all too fre-

quently: International tax policy has been something of a

stepchild in the tax legislative process. The international

aspects of domestic tax changes are often considered only III. DIVIDEND IMPUTATION,GLOBALIZATION
late in the day and withoutfull examination (p. 11). AND INWARD FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Even beyond the need for countries to pay appropriateatten-

tion to the international implications of their tax policies is Under a classical system of company taxation, such as

the fact that globalizationis progressivelycurtailingnational existed in New Zealand prior to 1988, the income earned by
fiscal sovereignty. Choice over tax policy alternatives is companies is taxed twice- once in the hands of the company
essentiallybeing eroded. A discussionof tax reform issues at and then again on receiptof dividendsby shareholders.Such
a symposium of OECD and non-OECD countries on tax a system leads to very high effective rates of taxation on

reform was reportedby Anderson (1990) as indicating that: equity earnings, violating the principles of both equity and
While many of the recent reforms can be explained by domestic efficiency.
considerations, participants generally attached considerable

importance to international factors. Tax distortions can be toler- Full integration would redress this problem. As noted by
ated for much longerperiods in a purely domesticcontext, perhaps Head (1993) undera full integrationstrategy, the policy goal
because governmentsfind the costs acceptable comparedwith the is to ensure that any and all effects on domestic tax policy
costs and disruption associated with reforms. However, with objectives of the separate corporate level tax are completelyincreasing internationalizationof economies and greater capital eliminated, leaving the personal income tax the effectivemobility, countries have also become more fiscally interdepen-

as

dent. (p. 28) single-leveltax (p. 21).

In a similar vein, Bird(1989) has stated: the existence of A distinct trend toward integration has become evident in

important capital flows, and their apparent sensitivity to world economies over the last decade. As a result the pure
national budgetary policy, inevitably constrains to some classical system is now rare in developed tax systems in
extent the freedomof national policy-makers to decide their Western nations and it is more common to see in practice a

own tax system (p. 161). wide variety of idiosyncraticmechanisms for integrating the
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corporate and individual tax (Deutsch & Cooper, 1993, Foreign-tax
p. 209). credits 0 10.05

Discussionof the different systems of company tax integra- Imputation
tion is outside the scope of this paper: interested readers are credits

'

33 0.00

referred to the available literature for more detailed discus- Net foreign country
sion and analysis (Benge & Robinson, 1986; Deutsch & tax liability 0 12.06

Cooper, 1993; McLure, 1983). It is sufficientto say here that Total tax paid 33 55.11 (= 33 +
dividend imputation is but one means of achieving at least 10.05 + 12.06)

1 partial integration. The key point to note is that imputation
credits can be denied to foreign shareholders. Source: IRD, 1996, p. 25

In discussing the various types of integration options avail¬ Whilst imputation is logisticallyan effectivemeans of taxing
able, McLure (1983) points out that: foreign investment, the question as t whether this 'explicit

the various alternative approaches to dividend relief would be bias againstforeign investmentis sustainableover the longer
equivalent if all shareholders were resident individuals and no term is not so clear. As oted above, increasingly globaliza-
shareholders held shares in foreign firms. If tax-exemptorganiza- tion is impacting upon national fiscal policy: existing sys-
tions or foreigners owned shares in domestic firms the two basic tems need to be continuallyre-evaluatedwithin the contextof
approaches need not be equivalent.... the benefits of the imputa- the changing international climate. Ault (1992) made the
tion credit could be denied either to tax-exempt organizations or

foreign shareholders. (pp. 235-236) general comment that:
there seems to be increasing recognition that the solutions

Where the imputationcredits are denied to foreign investors, developed in the past are not adequate for an increasingly
essentially these investors bear the full impact of the New interdependentworld of internationaltrade and investment.
Zealand tax system. If the country of residencewill not rec- (p. 566)
ognize the imputationcredits arising in New Zealand, then to

the extent that the dividends paid to foreign investors are This commentmay well apply tothe use ofdividend imputa-
taxed in the country of residence, the foreign investorbears a tion systems for taxing foreign investment.The New Zealand

second tax on what is effectivelythe same corporateincome.1 FITC regime appears to be a direct response to an observed

It is clear that this represents an additional impost: while a need to redress some of the bias againstforeign investment.It

domestic investor is able to take advantageof the imputation is a highly appropriate regime, since as mentioned above it

system and thus receive corporate income which is taxed extends the imputationregime to foreign investors in a man-

only once, the income paid to the foreign investor is sub- ner which ensures the benefits are not diverted to foreign
jected to two layers of tax, one in each jurisdiction. Effect- treasuries (Shewan & Heffernan, 1993; Smith, 1994).
ively the foreign investorremains in the classical tax system. Before reflecting further on the merits of the New Zealand
This problem compounds where the foreign investor is a FITC regime, it is appropriate to give space to two more

'

company located in a non-imputationcountry. In that case, a issues:
further layer of tax may be imposed. the basis for taxing foreign investmentat all; and-

i

The operationof the imputationsystem as it applied prior to - the broad principles by which international tax systems
the extensionof the FITC regime to foreigndirect investorsis can be evaluated.
shown in Table 1. For the sake ofsimplicity the figures in the
Table are completed under the assumption that the dividend
is paid directly to an individual foreign shareholder who is IV. WHY TAX FOREIGN INVESTMENT
resident in a treaty country.
Table 1 : Total taxes paid by foreign and domestic shareholders That New Zealand is a small, capital-importingcountry, begs

under imputation the question as to why foreign investmentshould be taxed at

NZD all. Potentially, taxation will discourage foreign investment

Net profit before tax 100 and/or raise the cost of'funds in New Zealand (Birch &

NZ company tax 33 Creech, 1995). To answer this question, let us first consider
Net profit after tax 67 the bases on which tax is appliedand how this influences tax-

Domestic Foreign ing decisions in an internationalcontext.

investor investor There are two fundamental principles on which taxes are

1 Grossed-up applied: the sourceprincipleand the residenceprinciple.Ault
dividend 100 67.00

(1992) notes that the tax trety system was developed
Non-resident explicitly to allocate taxing claims with respect to interna-
withholdingtax tional income (p. 571). He also points out that: the legal
(NRWT) (at 15%) 0 (10.05) and political analysis.has in large part assumed the existence

Grossed-up dividend 100 67

Personal tax 1. Note that if the foreignjurisdictionwhen assessing an individual's tax lia-
payable (at 33%) (33) (22.11) bility recognizes the tax paid in New Zealand at the company level, no problem

O
emerges.
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of the primacy of source jurisdiction and the resulting tax V. INTERNATIONALTAX PRINCIPLES
share to the country of source (p. 572).

This is consistent with inter-nation equity which requires Musgrave (1987) has identified the three most relevant and

that nations of source take a 'fair' share of income accruing broadly accepted principles for the evaluation of interna-
as

to non-residents-(Musgrave, 1983, p. 282). This can be jus-
tional taxation systems being:

tified economically because the foreign investor benefits
- interjurisdictionalequity;
= locationalneutrality; andfrom services provided by the government and the general
-

economicenvironmentin place in the hostnation (Musgrave,
- taxpayerequity.

1983). The OECD (1991) notes that foreign investorsbenefit These three points are discussedbelow.

from the host nation's services and may also derive economic
rents from its operations through activities such as the

A. Interjurisdictionalequityexploitationof natural resources. According to Head (1993)
the revenue obtained from the taxation of foreign direct
investment is arguably the most important benefit that most Interjurisdictional equity is concerned with the appropriate
countries can expect to derive from such investment (p. 15). divisionof the returns to taxationbetweenjurisdictions.This

is largely the source versus residence debate. As noted ear-

Regardlessof the philosophicaland economic logic, this pri- lier, there is widespread acceptance of the dominanceof the

macy of the sourcebase provides the principalreason for tax- source country's right to taxation. As Musgrave (1987) has

ing foreign investmentincomesince failure to do so will gen- noted:

erally result in a net gain to foreign treasuries and not to It is clear that all jurisdictions, be they nation states acting inde-

foreign investors. Muten (1983) suggests that: Countries pendentlyor withincommonmarkets, or lower-levelpoliticalunits

offering tax concessions to foreign investors are certainly
within a federal system, assert and accept the entitlementto tax all
income arising withintheir boundaries, that is, their rights to tax as

unhappy when they find that the tax they abstained from is jurisdictionsof source. (p. 204)
only reducing the foreign tax credit in the investor's country,

A lengthy treatise the philosophical and economicrather thanbenefiting the investor himself' (p. 333). He on argu-

points out that the problem is eliminated if the residence ments for and against the alternative tax bases of source and

country exempts this income. Where the residence country residence is not possible here. Consequently, it is accepted
still applies a tax the net tax paid by the foreign investor that the source base, as themostwidely accepted base, is the

remains the same; only the jurisdiction of payment has most appropriate. In any event, worldwideacceptanceof this

changed. It is therefore: principle is likely to constrain any alternative New Zealand

in a country's interests to impose tax on domestic source income policy responses.
earned by non-residents to the extent that the tax can be credited

against residencecountry tax on that income. If imputationcredits
were extended to non-residentsthe resultmightbe simply to trans- B. Locational neutrality
fer revenue from the source country to the residence country.
(Rigby, 1991, p. 378) Musgrave (1987) refers to locational neutrality as requiring

However, while it maybe appropriate for the source country that: the tax system should not influence the choice ofjuris-
to derive some return from foreign investment income, the diction in which to invest on the part of investors resident in

use of the company tax regime and dividend imputationsys- any one jurisdiction (p. 205).
tem to achieve this end is not necessarily the best means. A Viewed from the perspective of worldwide welfare maxi-
less costly means,ofderiving such a return may be available. mization, tax systems should not interferewith,the allocation
Bird (1989) has argued that for capital importingcountries: of capital. That is to say, capital should flow to the areas of

Perhaps the best of all strategies ... in principle would be not to highest pre-tax return. Where tax systems distort the rank
adopt an imputationsystem at all but rather to have a relatively low orderingofprojectreturns,then global economicwelfarewill
corporate tax rate and high withholding taxes on payments abroad, be reduced. This possibility considered in the Newwith the total just equal to the rate in the capital-exportingcountry,

was

assuming that country has a credit-with-deferralsystem. (p. 172) Zealand Government'sdiscussion documenton international
tax. It was noted that:

The FITC regimewould appear to be consistentwith this sen- If the internationaltax regime is to play its part in encouraging the

timent - it is in effect a lowering of the tax paid by foreign efficient use of New Zealand's resources, the Government must

investors by reducing the income tax paid at the company
aim for a regime that does not distort the relative rates of return

level rather than the withholdingtax rate. This maximizesthe
from alternative investments both in New Zealand and offshore.

potential tax credit available in the residencecountry. This is
When relative rates of return are not distortedby tax, investorswill
concentrateon those activities that make the most efficient use of

addressed further in a later section. In order to more ade- New Zealand's resources, rather than those investments that take
quately assess the FITC regime, itis firstnecessary to review advantageof the deficiencies in the tax system. (Birch & Creech,
some broad international tax principles. These are discussed 1995, p. 8)
below.

The concept of locational neutrality is broadly embodied in
the notion of capital export neutrality [CEN], which is
achievedwhere an investor in countryA [is] not affectedby
tax considerationswhen choosing whether to invest in A, B
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or C (Musgrave, 1987, p. 205). In other words, worldwide VI. CAN THE BENEFITS OF DIVIDEND
efficiency in the allocation of resources would be achieved IMPUTATION BE DENIED TO FOREIGN
since the locationof investmentswould be determinedby the INVESTORS OVER THE LONGERTERM
pre-tax rates of return, thus maximizing worldwidewelfare
(Ault, 1992, p. 572). From the foregoing discussion it is clear that there are bene-

Capital import neutrality [CIN] is sometimes suggested as
fits associated with taxing foreign investment, and dividend

being an appropriatealternativebasis for evaluating the effi- imputationsystems serve as one means ofachieving this end.

ciency of international tax arrangements. CIN occurs where However, it has also been noted that ther is a clear trend

within a given taxing jurisdiction, domestic and foreign toward globalizationand that this trend has implications for

investors face the same tax rate (Rollinson 1993, p. 314). the conduct of national fiscal policy. The question that

inevitably arises is one as to how long dividend imputation
The difference is subtle, but nonetheless significant, since systems can be maintained in the face of growing globaliza-
both CEN and CIN have differentpolicy solutions. Unfortu- tion. Clearly, current systems do not promote CEN and thus
nately, economicanalysiscannotprovide definitiveanswers are unlikely to be welfare-maximisingfrom a globalperspec-
to resolve this debate (Anderson, 1988, p. 402). As a general tive. In essence, the question is really one as to how long
rule, however, CEN is held to be more appropriate than CIN othercountrieswill tolerate the apparentdiscriminationass-
(Musgrave, 1987; Rollinson, 1993). It is perhaps somewhat ciated with denial of imputationcredits to foreigners.
ironic then, that the tendency toward use of source-basedtax

Prior the introductionof imputation in New Zealand, Vann
systems means that CIN is achieved considerably more

to

widely in practice than is CEN, at least in EuropeanCommu- (1986) foreshadowed the likely pressure which would be

nity countries (Federal Trust for Education and Research & applied to countries with imputation systems, suggesting
Ernst & Young, 1991). The sartie is likely to apply in other

that:
because of the pressure that will be exerted by countries with

countries also. major investments in Australiaand New Zealand for extension of

An importantpoint to note in respectof locational neutrality imputation credits to their residents, it is necessary to consider
what are the appropriate fall back positions which will most suc-

is that while it leads to an enhancementofglobal welfare, the
cessfullyprotect the revenuebase. (p. 54)

practical outworking-of national tax policy all too frequently
reflects the sentiments of authors such as McIntyre (1993) With growing globalization, this pressure has indeed been

who pointed out that: realized. Harris (1994) has observed that:

Although a free flow of investmentcapital to its most productive There is a stady ground swell, pressuring countries with imputa-
use may tend to enhance worldwidewelfare, it does not necessar-

tion systems to integrate foreign taxes into their imputation sys-

ily enhancenationalwelfare... Worldwidewelfare is desirable,but tems. Once a number of major countries make the move, others

national welfare is the more appropriategoal of a national tax pol- will be pressured to follow or face handicap in the international

icy. (p. 320) investmentmarket. (p. 230)

Thus, the concept of locational neutrality, or colloquially
Whilst Harris's point is not so much related to the extension

speaking, the level playing field, is frequently sacrificed in of imputation benefits to non-residents, it still reflects the

favour of the pursuit of national self-interest. Whether this point that other countries are likely to continue to pressure

will continue to be a viable long-term strategy for countries imputation countries to modify their systems to suit foreign
in light of increasing internationalization is considered in interests. Bird (1987) noted th following in respect of

Canada's situation:Section VI.
Canada's general approach to the internationalaspects of integra-
tion may be illustrated by the recently concluded treaty with the
United States. The United States constantly criticized Canada

C. Taxpayer equity throughoutthe extended negotiations for discriminatingby failing
to extend its dividend tax credit to non-resident shareholders. In

The third tax principle to be considered is that of taxpayer
the end, Canada won the day, albeit only at the price of reducing

equity. Taxpayers should be treated equally irrespective of
the withholdingtax on dividendsfromits preferred 15 per cent rate
to 10 per cent. (p. 13)

the sources from which they derive their income. Musgrave
(1987) suggests that: Taxpayerequity requires that income Already, the United Kingdomhas moved to extend in part its

taxes apply to global income and only the country of resi- imputationsystemto foreignersby refundingsomeportionof

dence/citizenshipof the income recipient is in a position to advance corporation tax [ACT] to certain non-resident

tax this comprehensive measure of economic pursuit (p. investors (Smith, 1994). The likelihood that smaller

207). Specificperceptionsofequitywill vary from country to economies such as New Zealandwill be forced to follow this

country, and thus: Differentjurisdictionsmay be expected to lead is high. Indeed, Smith (1994) described the initial FITC

have different notions regarding the requirements for tax- regime, which was restricted to portfolio investors, as

payer equity and wish to apply those standards to their own extending dividend imputation to certain non-resident

residents (p. 207). investors (1994, p. 247).
The recent extension of that regime to non-resident direct
investorsmay representyet anotherstep toward allowing for-

eigners access to the imputationsystem. The Inland Revenue

(1996) notes, in respectof the FITC regime, aportionof the
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underlying company tax is effectively refunded to non-res- Mathematically, the FITC credit available to a company is
ident investors (p. 23). This is,much the same as the way the equal to 67/187 multipliedby the level of imputationcredits

imputation system treats domestic shareholders; that is, the which would be paid to non-resident shareholders. Table 2

underlyingcompany tax is refunded to residentshareholders. demonstrates the operation of the FITC regime. As can be
seen fromtheTable, the net result is that total tax paid in new

The change appears to have come about in recognitionof the Zealand reverts to 33 per cent.
need to be internationallycompetitivein the investmentmar-

ket. The Government's international taxation discussion Table 2: New Zealand tax paid under the FITC regime
documentstated that: NZD

The FITC mechanismalso recognizes that New Zealandis a small Net profit before tax 100
open economy, drawing on and investing in, a global economy. Company tax (at 33%) (33)
Any distortions the tax system introduces into interactions FITC credit 11.82 (21.18)
between New Zealand and the global economy can significantly 78.82
affect New Zealand's overall economic performance (Birch &
Creech, 1995, p. 42). Dividends paid 78.82

NRWT (at 15%). (11.82)
While it is unlikely that New Zealand would, or even should, 67.00

unilaterally adopt a policy of allowing foreign investors full Total tax paid in
access to the imputation system, the potetial benefits from New Zealand 33.00
achieving a multilateral solution to this issue are becoming (Source: IRD, 1996, 25)
more apparent. The possibility of mutual recognition of p.

imputation credits between Australia and New Zealand has An obvious question is one as to why such a complex mech-
once again become a topic for considerationwith the change anism was selected to essentially eliminate the non-resident
of governmentin Australia in 1996. The previous Australian withholding tax [NRWT] payable by non-residents on divi-

governmenthad demonstratedareluctance to follow through dends which are fully imputed. Why notsimply remove the
on this possibility (Shewan & Heffernan, 1993). The poten- tax altogether, as is the situation applying in Australiawhere
tial also exists for some form of multilateral arrangement dividendspaid from profits that have borne full company tax

betweenmembers ofAPEC. Further attention is given to this are not subject to withholdingtax

topic in SectionVIII but first a review of details of the FITC This questionhas been touchedupon earlier in this paper and
regime is warranted.

was dealtwithby Shewan and Heffernan(1993) in relation to

the FITC as it applied to non-resident portfolio investors.

They correctlypointed out that:

Vil. THE FITC REGIME: AN OVERVIEW
The reason is that in many countries dividends receivedfromNew
Zealand are fully taxable with a credit for NRWT paid in New -

Zealand. If New Zealand had simply repealed the NRWT, then

The foreign investor tax credit regime (FITC) came into there would be no credit available in the foreign jurisdiction and

effect in 1993. Initially, the regime was restricted to non-res-
the foreignportfolio investor's foreign tax liabilitywould increase

same amount as New Zealand tax liability reduced.identportfolio investors- that is, those holding less than a 10 by the his/her
The effectof this would be that the benefitsof repealingNRWTon

per cent voting interest.in a New Zealand resident company, franked dividends would simply be passed on to foreign tax juris-
but as of 1996, the governmenthas extendedthe regime to all dictions (p. 280).
non-resident shareholders in New Zealand companies. The
new regime is expected to ensure that the maximum New Smith (1994) similarly points to the manner in which the

Zealand tax borne by non-residents in respect of income FITC regime ensures the flow of benefits to the foreign
derived through a New Zealandcompanywill be 33 per cent,

investor.

. the same rate as that which applies to New Zealand domestic Thus it can be seen that the FITC mechanism,ensures that the
investors (Inland Revenue, 1996). But more than this, the benefit of the effective tax reduction is passed on to the

regime is designed to ensure that the benefitof this effective investor and hence the incentive effects of the tax cut are

tax reduction flows predominantly to the foreign investor, maximized.This is preferableto the courseofaction adopted
and not simply to the governmentof the home countryof the by other countries. Australia, for example, exempts from

foreign investor (Shewan & Heffernan, 1993; Smith, 1994). withholding tax any dividends which have been fully
imputed. However, in circumstanceswhere the withholding

TheFITC regime achieves this through a somewhatcomplex tax would have been fully creditable, this approach would
process called a supplementarydividend. As outlinedby the simply result in a transfer of revenue from Australia to that
Inland Revenue (1996): othercountry (Rigby, 1995, p. 179).

The FITC regime allows a company an income tax credit (the
FITC credit), which is calculated as a portion of the imputation It is also importantto pointout that the regime is entirelycon-

credits attached to dividends paid to non-resident shareholders. sistent with the principles outlined in Section V. The inter-
The company,is entitled to this credit when it pays a supplemen- jurisdictional equity issue is satisfied by ensuring that New
tary dividendof the same amount to its non-residentshareholders. Zealand, as the country of source, receives a return from the
Because it is based on the amountof imputationcredit attached to foreign investment. The return has been reduced, but the
a dividend, the FITC regime only applies to the extent that com-

majority of the reduction flows to the foreign investor. In
pany tax has actually been paid (p. 23).

terms of locationalneutrality, removalof the additional layer .
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of taxation on foreign investmentis a step in the direction of proper division of taxes (both corporate tax and personal' income ,

capital export neutrality. That is to say, the tax induced bias tax) on corporateprofits. Until each problem is addressed, tax will

against investing in New Zealandhas been loweredand there remain an impediment to international trade within the region (p.
is thus a greater likelihood of investment being made on a

208).

basis consistent with worldwide wealth maximization. Tax- Even within the context of CER between Australia and New
payer equity within New Zealandis generallynot relevant in Zealand, tax problems remain of concern. Shewan and Hef-
this instance since the concern lies with non-resident fernan (1993) suggest that: the absence of reciprocal impu-
investors. However, individual taxpayer equity between tation crediting between Australia and New Zealand is the
countries may be enhanced. single greatest obstacle to the achievement of a single mar-

It is not possible to commenton this issue in any detail with- ket (1993, p. 274). Deutsch and Cooper (1993) note that:

out reference to the taxing regimes existing in the countries given its physical and cultural proximity, the similarityof the cor-

of residence of individual foreign investors. Fundamentally,
porate tax structures and rates and the degree of mutual invest-
ment, the most logical place for the mutual recognitionof imputa-

these international tax principles are satisfied not only by' tion credits to occurwouldbe betweenAustraliaand New Zealand
virtue of the effective tax reduction, but also by way of the (p. 230-231).
mechanismfor reducing the tax. This mechanismensures the
benefit flows to the foreign investorand not the foreignjuris- They went on to note the difficulties which have been

encounteredin attempting to reach any such agreement, not-
diction. To that extent, it shouldbe noted that both the reduc-
tion per se and the process of delivery of the reduction are ing that: nothing has occurred for reasons which may well

strongly positive changes and should benefit both New
lie in the trade imbalance between the two countries and in
the inability of the two countries to agree how to remit dou-

Zealand and the global economy. ble in the absence of model (p. 231).tax a

It would appear then that there is a strong case within the

Vili. ASIA PACIFIC TAX HARMONIZATION: APEC context to pursue some form of tax harmonization

AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM within the region and thus foster the growth of inter-regional
trade and economic development. Whether or not such har-
monization is in fact realistic is another issue. The evidence

As has been noted earlier, there are increasing pressures on
from the EuropeanUnion debate tax harmonizationwould

countries to extend imputation systems to accommodate the
on

interestsofboth inward and outward foreign investment.The
seem to indicate that achieving tax harmonizationis in reality

difficult. The Ruding Committeenoted that:
FITC regime represents a partial extensionof the imputation extr'emely

Cooperation among Member States with regard to direct tax mat-
system in New Zealand to inward foreigner investors.This is ters is currently confined to an extensive network of bilateral tax
a unilateralresponse to the problem. There may, however,be treaties, designed to alleviate double taxation of cross-border
substantialbenefits frompursuingmultilateralsolutions,pos- income flows and transactions, together with some exchange of

sibly through a regional trade grouping such as APEC. information. Any attempt to achieve a more comprehensive tax

harmonizationat the Community level would encountera number
In essence, APEC is about removing trade and investment of major obstacles (Commission of the European Communities,
barriers, opening economies and promoting competition 1992, p. 45).
within the region. Paragraph 2 of the APEC's Leader Decla-

Whether harmonization be achievedwithin the
ration of Common Resolve, Bogor Declaration, 1994) states

or not tax can

APEC region is thus open to considerable debate. This
that:

should not, in any event, rule out further considerationof theA year ago on Blake Island in Seattle, USA, we recognizedthat our

diverse economies are becoming more interdependent and are topic. Whilst the path to harmonization may prove to be

moving toward a communityof Asia-Pacificeconomies.We have somewhat difficult, the benefits may be equally rewarding.
issued a vision statementin which we pledged: Anderson (1990), summarizing the discussion on tax reform

to find co-operativesolutions to the challenges of our rapidly at symposiumofOECD and non-OECDcountries, stated in
'

- a

changing regional and global economy; regard to policy co-ordinationthat:
to support an expanding world economy and an open multi--

The interest in this topic has emerged because of the possibility
lateral trading system; that there may be efficiency gains at the international level from
to continue to reduce barriers to trade and investment to policy coordination rather than policy competition which could-

enable goods, services and capital to flow freely among our lead to policy induced distortions. Competition may lead to poli-
economies; cies which place greater emphasis on national rather than interna-
to ensure that our people share the benefits of economic tional welfare objectives (p. 29).-

growth, improve education and training, link our economies

through advances in telecommunication and transportation, This same issue should be considered by the APEC
and use our resources sustainably. economies in determining the merits of choosing to cooper-

However, it seems that the full gains from trade liberalization ate on tax policy. It is not appropriate to discuss here the

will not be achieved in the absence of some reformof taxing details of how such harmonizationcould be achieved. There

arrangementswithin the region. Deutsch and Cooper (1993) are a broad range of alternatives which may be pursued -

have suggested that: some possible options can be found in Deutsch and Cooper
Not only do the various kinds of imputationsystems fail to mesh (1993). At this stage, emphasis should be placed in raising
appropriately,at a more fundamental level, it is our argment that the awareness of the need for, and benefits which may flow
there is as yet no common international understanding about the from, regional cooperationon tax policy.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS best answer. Wellington: Victoria University of Wellington,
InstituteofPolicy Studies.

There has been a marked trend toward internationalizationof Bird, R.M. (1987). Imputation and the foreign tax credit:
economies over recent decades. This globalization process Some critical notes from an international perspective. Aus-
has substantial implications for the conduct of international tralian Tax Forum, 4, 1-34.
tax policy. Increased capital mobility between nations raises
issues as to the impact of tax policies that discriminate Bird, R.M. (1989). Internationalaspects of tax reformin Aus-

against foreign investment. Questionshave been raised about tralia. In J.G. Head (Ed.), Australian tax reform in retrospect
the role of imputationsystems in this context. and prospect (pp. 161-183). Melbourne: Australian Tax

ResearchFoundation.
The initial introduction of the FITC regime and its recent

extension to non-resident direct investors appears to be a Birch, W., & Creech, W. (1995). Internationaltax: A discus-

direct response to the increased need to ensure that tax poli- sion document.Wellington: Authors.

cies do not impact adversely upon foreign investment. As Bureau of IndustryEconomics (BIE). (1996). Dividend taxa-
observedby Smith (1994), the regimeeffectivelyamounts to tion and globalisation in Australia, (Report 96/8). Canberra:
a partial extensionof the imputationsystem to non-residents. AustralianGovernmentPublishingService.
Whether this extension represents a first step toward whole-
sale change in the way the imputationsystem deals with for- Deutsch, R.L., & Cooper, G.S. (1993). Taxation and imputa-
eign residents and foreign taxes cannotbe determinedat this tion in the Asia-Pacificcontext. In Bureau of Industry Eco-

stage. In any event it reflects the pressures that globalization nomics, DividendImputation:PolicyForumSeptember1993

is bringing to bear on national taxing systems. (pp. 207-253). Canberra: Australian GovernmentPublishing
Service.

To the extent that the FITC regime changes reflect a ,need to
Federal Trust & Ernst & Young (1991). Thefuture ofensure that domestic tax regimes are compatible in an inter- corpo-

national context, it raises some questions as to the possibility
rate tax in the European Community. London: KoganPage.

of inter-regional tax harmonization. Whilst the European. Frenkel, J.A., Razin, A., & Sadka, E. (1991). International

experiencewould suggest harmonizationcannotbe achieved taxation in an integratedworld. Cambridge:MIT.

easily or costlessly, there remains nonethelesssome possible Harris, P.A. (1994). Passing corporate foreign tax credits to
benefits from pursuing harmonizationwithin an APEC con-

shareholders: Lessons from the UK's FID scheme. Aus-
text. The APEC economies have committed themselves to

tralian Tax Forum, 11(2), 229-246.
the progressive removal of international tradebarriers in
order to facilitate long term economicgrowth. It would seem Head, J.G. (1993). Imputation in the context of taxation
that tax policy, as well as being influenced by this process, reform. In Bureau of Industry Economics,DividendImputa-.
has a key role to play in progressingdevelopmenttoward free tion: Policy Forum September 1993 (pp. 9-69). Canberra:
and open trade on a regionalbasis. AustralianGovernmentPublishingService.

Inland Revenue. (1996). Foreign investor tax credit regime.
Tax InformationBulletin, 7(11), 23-31.
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BELGIUM

THE BELGIAn RDT1 SYSTEM CONFRONTS COMMUNITYLAW
ThE Time FOR A RETHINKHAS COME

Marc Dassesse (Partner, McKenna & Cuneo, LLP)

down obligations on Belgium that are ... clear and suffi-
Marc Dassesse, is a memberof the Brussels Bar and is ciently precise to be directly applied by a court against
Tenured Professor of Belgian and European Community nationalprovisions that conflictwith those of the Directive.
Tax Law, Universit Libre de Bruxelles.

They can also lodge a complaint with the Commission,
directly or via a professionalorganization, directed against a

possibleconflictbetweennational legislation and obligations
I. INTRODUCTION laid down by the Directive.

We propose to examinehereaftersome of the conflictswhich
The amendmentsmade by the Royal Decreeof20 December exist between the obligations laid,down by the Directiveand
19962 (hereinafter: the Royal Decree) to the Belgian RDT the Belgian RDT system, as modified and set out by the
systemmarks the high point of a legislativepolicy which has Royal Decree. The following list is not exhaustive.
heightened the conflicts between this system and the Euro- =

pean Parent-Subsidiary Directive of 23 July 19903 (here- The attention of the reader is drawn to the fact that'the criti-

inafter: the Directive).4 cal analysis which follows always assumes a situationwhere.
a Belgiancompany eitherpays dividends to, or receives divi¬

It is not proposed to examine in detail here the provisions of dends from, a non-Belgian company which is both resident
the Royal Decree which have once again amended the RDT for tax purposes and legally incorporatedunder the laws of
system. This exercise has already been undertaken several anotherMemberState.5
times in the last few months.

It is intended, rather, to draw the attention of readers to the

many difficulties that have arisen at this point in time III. DEDUCTING RDT FROM THE TAXABLE
between the Belgian RDT system and the requirements PROFIT IS NOT THE SAME AS
imposedby Community law. REFRAINING FROM TAXING IT
The concernof this analysis is not strictly academic. Belgian
taxpayers, i.e. natural persons and companies can directly In the Belgiansystem, the RDT is not excludedfrom the (tax-
invokeprovisionsofCommunitylaw againstconflictingpro- able) profit of the accountingperiod.
visions of Belgian law, and experience has shown that such Instead, it forms part of the said profit (as the same is deter-
efforts can meet with success. Can anyone really believe,that mined before deduction of possible recoverable tax losses
it was in a spirit ofmagnanimitythat the VAT authoritiesnot arising from previous accountingperiods).6
so long ago amendedthe applicablerules concerningbenefits
in kind Are we to believe that the recent amendmentsmade Thereafter, 95 per cent of the RDT will.be deducted from the

as to the taxing of non-residentcompanies, (the abolition of taxableprofit.
the discriminatorytaxationrate; the abolitionof the non-allo-
cation of withholding tax on income from movable
assets/dividends),not only for the future but also for current

1. RDT: Revenus dfinitivementtaxs (already taxed dividend income).
This is an abridged version of an article originally published in French and in

legal proceedings, are due to a benevolent and spontaneous Dutch in the Belgian Chartered Accountants Bulletin (L'Expert Comptable
initiative coming from the Belgian legislator Beige - Revue de l'Institut des Experts Comptables), July 1997, p. 24. The

author gratefully acknowledges the assistanceof Mr Andr E. Bywater, Barris-

ter, MiddleTemple, in the translationof the same into English.
2. MoniteurBelge of 31 December 1996, 4th ed., at 32,635 with the Rapport

II. A REMINDER: THE DIRECTIVE au Roi.
3. European Parent-SubsidiaryDirective of 23 July 1990 on the.common

systemof taxationapplicable in the caseofparentcompanies and subsidiariesof

AllMemberStates, were required to put their domestic law in differentMemberStates

alignmentwith the Directive as of 1 January 1992. 4. Council Directiveno.90/435/EC,OJ 225/6 of 20 August 1990.
5. The attentionof the reader is drawn to the interestingSurvey ofthe Imple-

From the same date onwards, Belgian taxpayerscan rely, not mentationofthe EC Corporate TaxDirectivespublished in 1995 by the Interna-

only in their nationalcourts but also before their national tax
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentationin Amsterdam.
6. See Art. 202 CIR: From the profits of the accountingperiod, are deducted

authorities, on those provisions of the Directive which lay ..:'
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As a result, no deductionof the RDT is possibleif there is no On the other hand, there is nothing in the CIR to prevent the
taxable .profit for the relevant accounting period. In other parent company from deducting without limit (in principle)
words, deductionof the RDT from the profit of the account- the true costs relating to its holding in the subsidiary.
ing period can never lead to the creation of arecoverabletax

The capping of the RDT deduction at 95 cent cannot
loss. per

therefore be justified by reference to Article 4(2) of the
The disadvantages of the system of first include, then Directive. Indeed, Belgiumhas not availed itself of that Art-
deduct have worsened since the 1993 accounting period. icle in order to exclude the deductionby the parent company
Article 205, paragraph 2 of the Code des impts sur les ofchargesrelating to [its] holding [in the subsidiary] ....
revenus (the Belgian Income Tax Code, hereinafter: the

CIR), specifies that the deductionfor RDT cannotbe applied
against taxable profit arising from non-deductibleexpenses, V. DISALLOWANCEOF THE DEDUCTION OF
except taxes, losses in value and reductions in value on

INTEREST EXPENSES UP TO THE AMOUNTshares.7
OF RDT GENERATED BY CERTAIN

This system appears to be incompatiblewith the Directive. HOLDINGS HELD FOR LESS THAN A YEAR

Indeed, Article 4 of the Directive specifies that the Member
State of the parent company must: In order to combat the inappropriateuse of the RDT sys-...

'

either refrain from taxing (the) profits (distributedby the tem... tax sought to prevent certain opera-- , the legislator
subsidiary); or,

tions whereby the deduction of interest expenses permitted
tax such profits while authorizing the parent company to under the provisions of Articles 52(2) CIR and 183 CIR,

-

deduct from the amount of tax due that fraction of the were combined with the exemption of RDT. To do this, the

corporation tax paid by the subsidiary which relates to tax legislation specifies that henceforth interest borne by a

those profits... up to the limit of the corresponding residentcompany is not a deductibleprofessionalexpenseup

domestic tax [payable by the parent company in respect
to an amount equal to that of the dividends received which

of.the profits distributed by the subsidiary and included qualify as deductibleRDT. This is insofar as these dividends

in the taxable base of the parent company]. relate to ... shares ... not held ... during an uninterrupted
period of at least one year at the time of their transfer.9

When the Directive was implementedby Belgium, the first

option was chosen. It is not required, however, for the deductionof intrest to be
disallowedthat the said interest arise from loans ... relating

Yet, in conflict with this chosen option, the Belgian system to the holding ... which has generated the RDT.
results in directly taxing RDT up to the total amountof non-

deductibleexpenses referred to in Article 205(2) CIR. On the contrary, the Governmentmade it.clear during the par-
liamentary proceedings regarding the law of 20 December

Additionally, in the situation where the activity of the com- 1995 which introduced this anti-abusemeasure in the CIR,
pany for the accounting period concerned results in a loss that it was not intended to establish any connectionbetween
(before inclusion of RDT in the taxable profit and before the acquisition of holdings giving rise to the payment of
deduction of recoverable prior tax losses), the result is the deductible RDT on the one hand, and of the purpose of the
taxationof the RDTreceivedduring the accountingperiodup loans the interest of which is disallowed on the other hand.
to the amount of the losses incurred by the company during The justificationthat was put forwardfor this refusal was the
the said accountingperiod. practicaldifficulty that would exist for the taxpayer to prove

the existenceof a causal link and for the authorities to be able
to check such proof.10

IV. CAPPING OF THE DEDUCTION The EuropeanCourt of Justice has howeverrepeatedly ruled
AT 95 PER CENT that contingentadministrativedifficulties cannot in any situ-

ation justify a policy which conflicts with a Directive, nor

Under the terms ofArticle4(2) of the Directive: indeed general principlesof Community law.11
... each Member State retains the option of specifying that any

charges relating to the holding [whichhas generatedthe dividends] The conclusion is that, here too, the Belgian RDT system
may com-... not be deducted from the taxableprofits oftheparent conflictswith the Directive.

pany. Where the managementcosts relating to the holding in such
a case are fixed as a flat rate, the fixed amount may not exceed 5

per cent of the profits distributedby the subsidiary. 7. For specific examples of the disadvantagesof this situation, see Dassesse

The CIR, however, limits the deductionofRDT from the tax-
and Minne, Prcis de droit fiscal, Bruylant,4th ed., at 686 and 687.
8. See Art. 204 CIR.

able profit (inclusiveof said RDT) to 95 per cent.ofthe gross 9. .Art. 198, 10 CIR This limitation is neverthelessnot applicable in as far as

amount,received (that is, before deduction of any applicable the RDTs are generated by holdings held in associated companies (whether or

Belgian withholdingtax.8 This capping at 95 per cent applies not they arebooked as fixed financialassets),orby shares bookedas fixed finan-
cial assets.

in all cases, irrespective of whether or not the parent com- 10. See Doc. Chambre, 1995-1996,no. 208/8, at 8 and 20.

pany has incurred any charges relating to [its] holding [in 11. See in particular, as regards tax, case C-204/90, Bachmann, of 28 January .

the subsidiary]. 1992,para. 17. Also, cases C-80/94,Wielockx,of.11 August 1995 andC-279/93,
Schumacker, of 14 February 1995.
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True, the Directiveclearly allows MemberStates to disallow - the commitmentof the parent company that it will main-
the deductibility of charges relating to the holding of the tain its holding in the subsidiary for the full period spec-
parent company. ified by the Member State of the subsidiary does not, as

such, oblige thatMemberState, in terms of the Directive,On the other hand, the Directive does not allow a Member
State whichhas opted for the exclusionfrom taxationofprof-

to grant the benefitof the exemptiobefore the minimum

its receivedby the parent from its subsidiary to undo the ben- holding period it has specifiedhas been accomplished.
efit of that exemption by engaging in a communicating As a result, the Member State of the subsidiary may, at its
vases exercise: increasing concomitantly the taxable profit own discretion:
of the parent by an amount of disallowed expenses equal to

- either grant the exemption immediately, provided it
the exempted profit, but unrelated to the holding which has receives adequate guarantees, as specified by its domes-
generatedsuch profit. tic law, that it will be able to recover the withholding tax

The Belgian system is also open to furthercriticism in that it initially waived, should the holding not be held for the

quite simply denies the taxpayerthe right to adduce evidence full, minimum, specifiedperiod; or

that the interest paid does not constitute charges relating to - wait until the full, minimum, specified period has been

the holding. accomplishedbefore retroactivelygranting the benefitof
the withholding tax exemption, with effect from the date
of acquisitionof the holding.14

VI. THE MINIMUM HOLDING PERIOD Belgian legislation refrains from applying the Directive on

REQUIRED FOR THE EXEMPTION OF this point too. .

WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DISTRIBUTED
PROFITS CONFLICTSWITH THE DIRECTIVE

Vil. SOME OF THE ANTI-ABUSE PROVISIONS
According to Article 5(1) of the Directive, profits which a

OF THE RDT SYSTEM DO NOT COMPLY
subsidiary distributed to its parent company shall, at least

WITH THE DIRECTIVEwhere the latterholds a minimumof25 per centof the capital
of the subsidiary, be exempt from withholdingtax.

This text should be read together with Article 3(2)(2), of the A. Preliminary remark
Directive. Under the terms of this latter provision, ... Mem-
ber States shall have the option of... not applying this Direc- As Professor Guy Kleynen has masterly demonstrated in a

tive to companies of that Member State which do not main- recent article,15 the degree of tinkering, pointless complexity
tain for an uninterruptedperiodofat least two years holdings and legal uncertaintyintroducedby the RoyalDecree into the

qualifyingthem as parentcompaniesor to.thoseof their com- RDT system in terms of anti-abuseprovisions has reached a

panies in'which a [parent] company [established in] another level rarely equalled in Belgian tax law.
Member State does not maintain such a holding for an unin-

terruptedperiod of at least two years. Havingregard to the scopeof the presentarticle, we will limit
ourselveshere to the analysis of the compatibilityofonly one

On 17 October 1996 the Court expressly considered this in of the anti-abuseprovisionsof the Belgian RDT system with
the case ofDenkavit.12 both the Directive and the general principles of Community

law. For a more detailed analysis, we refer the reader to theIn this case, which concerned German legislation but which-

I is equally applicableto Belgium,13 the Courtruledas follows: unabridged version of this article published in Dutch and in
French in the Belgian Chartered Accountants Bulletin (seeA MemberState may not make grantof [the exemptionfrom with-

holding tax provided for in] Article 5(1) of... the Directive... sub- note 1).
ject to the condition that, at the moment when profits are dis-
tributed, the parentcompany must have held a minimumof 25 per
cent of the capital of the subsidiaryfor a periodat least equal to B. Scope of the Directive'santi-abuseclause
thatset by thatMemberStatepursuant toArticle3(2) ofthe Direc-
tive. It is for the MemberStates to draw up rules for ensuring com-

pliance with.this minimumperiod, in accordancewith the proce- According to Article 1(2), this Directive shall not preclude
dures laid down in their domestic law. In no case are those States the application of domestic or. agreement-based,provisions
obliged under the Directive to grant the advantageimmediatelyon required for the preventionof fraud or abus.
the basis of a unilateral undertaking by the parent company to

observe the minimumholdingperiod [determinedby that Member
State underArticle 3, paragraph2 of the Directive]. 12. Joined cases C-283/94, C-291/94and C-292/94.

In other words:
13. Belgium, and a number of other MemberStates, made submissions to the
Court in support of the position of the German tax authorities and the German

a MemberState may not make the exemption from with- Government.-

holding tax subject to the condition that the minimum 14. On this question, see our commentary on the Denkavit case in the 20

period it may specify (but not exceeding two years) has November 1996 edition of the journal L'Echo: Participation mre-filiale et

prcomptemobiliersur dividendes.
been satisfied at the time when the dividends are paid; 15. Lacomplexification outrancedes revenusdfinitivementtaxs,L'Echo
but of 21 January 1997.
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However, the interpretation of the anti-abuse clause In other words, according to the Court, Article 3(2) ... ren-

referred to in Article 1(2) is not left to the discretion of the dered in more explicit detail the content of the anti-abuse
MemberStates. clause referred to in Article 1(2).

In order to ensure its uniform application throughout the It can thereforebe inferred that the anti-abuseclause referred

Community, the interpretation of this clause must be the to in Article 1(2) does not amount to a master-key which

same in all MemberStates. Therefore, in the final analysis, it can be used here, there and everywhere in supportofdomes-

is for the European Court of Justice to detrmine what con- tic or agreement-basedmeasures excluding certain holdings

stitutes^.. domestic or agreement-basedprovisionsrequired from the.scope of the Directive.

for theprevention of fraud or abuse and what constitutes This is ofparamountimportancewhen assessing the questionfraudr abuse within the meaningof the Directive. of the compatibility with the Directive of anti-abuse provi-
sions of the Belgian CIR denying the benefitof the RDT sys-In this respect it should be noted that the term necessary

referred to in Article 1(2) is the reflectionof the generalprin-
tem to dividendsreceivedby a Belgianparent company from
certain subsidiaries, including subsidiaries established in

ciple in Community law of proportionality.A Member State
other MemberStates.is certainly permitted to take necessary measures to prevent

fraud and abuse within the limits placed on these terms by Such a refusal may not be justified by relying on the anti-
the European Court of Justice. It couldn'tpossibly be other- abuse provisionofArticle 1(2) of the Directivewhenever the
wise. However, the means put into place to combat such holding in the foreign, EC subsidiary has been held by the
fraud and abuse, even in tax mtters,mustbe in proportionto Belgianparent for two years, being the maximumperiodpro-
the objectivepursuedso as to not unjustifiablyunderminethe vided for by Article 3(2) of the Directive, which article, as

freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty, and, in this particular held by the Court in the Denkavit judgment, explicates the
instance, the objectivespursuedby the Directive. general anti-abuseprovisionofArticle 1(2).22

Recentcase law of the EuropeanCourtofJusticehas applied The refusal to grant the benefitof the RDT system to the Bel-

this principle in tax matters. gian parent in such circumstancescan thereforeonly be justi-
fied, in the absence ofany abuse, if one of the conditions lay-

In the judgment in the Bordessa case of 23 February 199516 ing down the scope of the Directive is not met. These
the Court ruled that, a provisionofSpanish legislationwhich conditions are listed in Article 2 of the Directivewhich reads
made the exportation of pesetas in the form of 'bank notes as follows:
subject to prior authorization from the Spanish authorities, For the of this Directive company of Member
was prohibited by Community lw because such a require- purposes a

1 State shall mean any company which:
ment was disproportionate in relation to what the combat

against fraud and abuse required. The objective pursued (a) takes one of the forms listedin the Annex hereto;
. could'easily hve been achieved by making the exportation (b) accordingto the tax laws ofa MemberState is considered

subject only to a compulsory declaration to the Spanish to be residentin that State for tax purposes,and underthe

authorities.17 terms of a double taxation agreement concluded with a

third State, is not considered to be resident for tax pur-
The Court reiterated its position some months later in the poses outside the Community;
Lucas de Lera case,18 which concerned the exportation of (c) moreover, is subject to one of the following taxes, with-
bank notes to a non-MemberState, namely Switzerland.19 out the possibilityof an option or ofbeing exempt:

impt des socits/venootschapsbelasting in Bel--

In its above mentioned judgment in the Denkavit case, the gium...
Court also applied the principle of proportionality, this time - or to any other tax which may be substituted for any
in determining the scope of the anti-abuse clause of the of the above taxes.
Directive.

Indeed, the submissionmade in the Denkavitcase by ... the .

Bundesamtand the GermanGovernmentthat [their] interpre-
tation [of Article 3(2) of the Directive as allowing the with-

holding tax exemption to be made subject to a completed
period of minimum holding] was supported by [the anti-
abuse provision] of Article 1(2)20 was rejectedby the Court
as follows:21 16. Joined cases C-358/93 and C-416/93.

17. For detailed analysis of the published in
... it is to be noted that Article 1(2) of the Directive is a provision a more case, see our commentary
of principle, the content ofwhich is explained in detail in Article theJournalde DroitFiscal, 1995, at 240.

18. Judgment of 14 December 1995, joined cases C-163/94, C-165/94 and3(2) thereof Thus, Article3(2) ... is aimed in particularat counter-
C250194.

acting5
abuse whereby holdings are taken in the capital of compa- 19.

-

For a detailedA .

analysis of the Lucasr de
,

Lera
,

judgment
. ,

see our commentarynies for A,the solei purpose ofe-,

benefiting
c- *from thei

tax advantages
i

in the Journalde DroitFiscal, 1996, at 286. :,
available and which are not intended to be lasting. In those cir- 20. See para. 30 of the judgment.
cumstahces it is not appropriate to resort to Article 1(2) of the 21. Seepara. 31-ofthejudgment. .

Directive to interpretArticle 3(2). 22. Withouthoweversuggestingthata holdingheld for less than two years nec-

O
essarily comes within the scope of applicationof the anti-abuseprovision.
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C. Exclusion of dividends received from companies Therefore, even if it is accepted that Belgium can deny the

subject to an ... appreciablymore advantageous benefit of the Directive for dividends distributed to Belgian
tax regime companies by European Community subsidiaries subject to

corporation tax in another Member State on the sole ground
Article 203(1) CIR (as amended by Article 26 of the Royal that they benefit from an appreciably more advantageous
Decree) excludes from the benefit of the RDT system divi- tax system than the Belgian tax system, it should, in any

dends received from foreign subsidiarieswhich are subject in event, permit the Belgian parent company ... to deductfrom

their Member State of origin to a tax regime which is ... the amount of [Belgian corporation] tax due that fraction of

appreciablymore advantageousthan the Belgian system. the corporation tax paid by the subsidiary which relates to

thoseprofits.
To state that the collection of dividends by a Belgian parent
from a company established in another Member State
amounts to an abuse justifying refusal of the application of
the Directive, on the sole ground that this company benefits IX. CONCLUSION:A NEW MANIFESTATION

from a tax regime which is ... appreciably more advanta- OF THE ENDEMIC INSTABILITYOF

geous than the Belgian regime, means that the Directive BELGIAN TAX LAW

may only apply betweenBelgium and MemberStates whose

corporation tax system is the same as, or more onerous than, The instability of the Belgian tax system remains a major
the Belgian system. sourceofconcern.24It is already writtenin the stars that the

latest rehash f the RDT system as a result of the Royal
If this interpretation was also applied by the other Member Decree of 20 December 1996 will soon have to be amended
States, the resultwouldbethatthe Directivecould only apply
between Member States having essentially similar

once on a

corpora-
again number of points. Moreover, the endemic

instabilityof the Belgian tax system is becominga significant
tion tax regims.23Such an interpretation is clearly untenable handicap: as a result, any Belgian initiative in the tax field
since the very raison d'etre of the Directive is to permit, sub- designed to attract foreign investors becomes less and less
ject to the conditions laid down by the Directive, the free credible for foreign observers.
transfer of dividends between related companies throughout
the Commnity, notwithstanding the widely different tax Yet, Belgium is not an island,and the Single Currency which

regimes which apply oin the various MemberStates. it aspires to join will further reduce its already very small
room for manoeuvre.

Vili. REFUSAL OF TAX CREDIT FOR FOREIGN
DIVIDENDS EXCLUDED FROM THE RDT
SYSTEM

As was stated at the outset of this article, Article 4(l),of the
Directivespecifies that the Member State of the parent,com-

23. Indeed, if the corporation tax regime of Member State A is viewed by
pany must: the Belgian tax authorities being more onerous than the Belgian tax regimeas
- either refrain from taxing dividends received by the par- (and henceoutside the scope ofapplicationof the Belgiananti-abuseprovision),

ent company; it follows that, for its part, MemberStateAmay view the Belgian-taxregime
- or tax such profits while authorizing the parent company

as being significantly less onerous than its own tax regime, and hence apply its

to deduct from the amountof tax due that fraction of the
own anti-abuse provision to dividends received by parent companies based,in-
MemberStateA from subsidiariesbased in Belgium.

corporationtax paid by the subsidiary in its own Member 24. See, on this subject, our article Laperte de crdibilitdu lgislateurfiscal

State, concerning profits distributed to the parent com- et'financier: raison du dclin de la place financirebelge (The loss of credi¬
.

bility of the tax and financial legislator: reason for the decline of Belgium as a

pany. financialcentre),MlangesJean Pardon,Bruylant,Brussels, 1996, at 197.
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THE TAXATION OF FINANCIALDERIVATIVES IX EMERGInG
FINANCOEMarkets: THE HUnGARIAnEXPERIEnCE

Daniel Dek

Professor of Law, College of Finance andAccountancyH-1426 Budapest

I. INTRODUCTION
'

1996 it was registered as a recognizedexchangeby the Lon-
don Stock Exchange.5

A. Methodology 2. Legal structure

This paper seeks to clarify hov transactions in financial
Hungarian banking law in transformationderivative instruments (hereinafter: FDIs) are to be treated

a.

for commercial and tax accountingpurposes in an emerging Despite the inadequacies of Hungary's capital markets, the
market economy, namely in Hungary. In considerationof the relevant legal infrastructure has developed quickly in Hun-

early stage of developmentof the Hungarian capital markets gary. In 1987 Hungary was the first country in Central and
as well as the state of flux as experienced in the worldwide Eastern Europe to start to create the legal frameworkneces-

business in FDIs, the question of derivatives seems to be sary for modern Western style financial markets to function

quite esoteric.1A marketofderivativeproductshas neverthe-
less been created in Hungary and, most importantly, it is

expected to develop rapidly. 1. Since even in highly developed markets the various contractual forms that
constitutefinancialderivativeproducts are constantly evolving, it is not surpris-

The paper commences with some introductory remarks on ing that, in addition to the legal treatment, the accountingand tax considerations

the Hungarian financial and legal environment.2The exami- of FDIs also constitute topics that are widely discussed in recent years.

nation of the accounting and tax rules concerning FDIs is
See Taxationofnewfinancial instruments,Paris: OECD, 1994; and Ch.T. Plam-
beck, H.D. Rosenbloom,D.M. Ring, Tax aspects of derivative financial instru-

divided into three major parts. First comes an explanationof ments, Cahiersde droitfiscal international, Vol. LXXXb, 1985.

the commercial,and tax accountingtreatmentofcapital gains For the background,see: OrganisationforEconomicCo-operationand Develop-
in Hungary. As explained below, Hungary follows the fiscal ment,Taxationofglobal tradingoffinancialinstruments:Adiscussiondraft, 14

TNI 7 (17 February 1997). For a recent discussion of the topic regarding the

disparity principle. According to it, potential capital losses USA, see R.S. Avi-Yonah, L.Z. Swartz, U.S. International tax treatment of

must be recognized while unrealized capital gains need not financial derivatives, 14 TNI 9 (3 March 1997). The Hungarian legal problems

be..Secondly, the accounting and tax rules concerningFDIs
of financial derivativeshave not yet appeared in the literature. The only excep-
tion
.

is a paper on swaps: Z. Lengyel, W.A. Paardekooper, C. Young, Swap
will be dealt with in detail. This is the centrepieceof the anal- transactionsin Hungary,BakerandMcKenzieCentralEuropeanand CISLegal
ysis. It will be based on an overviewof the relevantaccount- Update (Winter 1996/97) at 13-15.

ing guidelines.The third major sectionof the paper sets forth 2. The term financialenterprise is taken directly from the relevantHungar-
ian law, which has been drafted on the model of the EC DirectiveNo. 93/22 on

examplesof the Hungarianaccountingand taxation treatment investmentservices. Financial enterprises as regulated in Hungarian law can be
ofFDIs. Finally, the article concludeswith recommendations compared to investment firms as regulated by the said EC directive on invest-

aimed at facilitating the future developmentof an improved mentservices.
3. Financial derivative instruments can be defined as the composite of con-

tax and accountingregime for FDIs. tractual rights and obligations that are established in relation to the transfer or

exchange of cash flows that is to be implemented at stipulated future points in
time. It is also crucial that the quantity of these cash flows is determinedby ref-

B. Financial and legal environment erence to foreign exchange, securities, commoditiesor financial indices such as

combined stock exchange rates or publicly offered interest rates. In the follow-
ing, nothing but the basic forms of derivative instruments (forward, futures,

1. Background option and swap contracts) will be discussed. Original issue discount bonds (or
zero couponbonds)are also dealtwith here forpracticalconsiderations,although

Financialderivativeproducts first emerged in the markets of these instrumentscannotbe treated strictly speaking as FDIs.

highly developed countries where huge concentrations of 4. In the CentralEuropeanregion, includingHungary,capital markets are rel-

atively small and in their infancy. To the extent that the volumeof trade is small,
capital have accumulated, and where it is necessary to intro- it is easy to exercise influence on market prices by disposing of minor contract

duce various means ofhedging the risks arising mainly from values.

the volatility of securities markets.3 5. The total marketvalueof the shares tradedon theBudapestStockExchange
increased in 1996 by about 160 per cent (in current terms of Hungarianforints).

In spite of difficulties,4the BudapestStock Exchange, which The combinedBudapestStock Exchange index, called BUX, showed an annual
increase of approximately 170 per cent (in current terms of Hungarian forints)..was established in 1990, has developed significantly. An The trade in derivativeswhich commencedin 1995 increasedat a rate of approx-

example of its growing international reputation is that in imately 2,000 per cent in 1996.
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properlly..6The firstofJanuary 1997 is an iimporttantdate in the that took effect on 1 January 1996, Hungary has undertaken
further devellopment of the llegal regullatiion of Hungary''s to honour Artiiclle VIII of the IMF Treaty of 1944 (as
financial markets.. As of that datte, the earlier law on credit amended) by declaring that the national currency, called

and financial institutions has been repllaced by Act CXII on forriintt, is to be freely available for use iin current account

Credit Institutions and Financial Entterpriises (following the payments..112Under the effective llaw, the admissionof foreiign
official Hungarianabbreviiattiion,hereinafter: HPT)..Allso, the securities in Hungary is subject to licensing..Allso, toengage
old law on capiittal markets has been supersededby Act CXI in a trade iin foreiign securiitiies, Hungariian investors must be
of 1996 on the Admission of Securiitiies, on InvesttmentSer- licensed. However, there isis an ever growiing number of quail-
vices and the Sttock Exchange (hereinafter:EPT). iifyiing foreiign ssecuritiies, the trade in whiich isis free for Hun-

garian invesstorrs, provided that they approach HungariianThe introductiionof the new laws are siigniifiicantbecause:
securiitiies ttraders. Any trade in financiial derivative products

-

with foreiigners is subject lliicensiing although this is- they creatte a ssystem based on the idea ofuniversalbank- to
ing,, in particular,,a uniformpublliic body (called the State

expected to be liberalized in the near future. Even at present
SupervisoryAgency ofMoney and Capiittal Markets) has

foreigners allowed to diirecttlly enter the Budapest Stock
been established to superviise both financial and capiital

are

Exchange in respect of a wide range of derivatiives without
marketts; beiing subject tto iindiiviidual foreiign exchange lliicensiing. This
the Hungariian ttermiinollogy of financiial law has further-

- is'becauseis the Exchange businesseswith derivatives
been approxiimattedto the llanguage of the Fiirst and Sec-

may run

based on a bllockpermiit issued by the NatiionalBankofHun-
ond Banking Law Directives (EEC 77/780 and EEC

gary.
13

89/646);;and
-
- clarifiicatiion has been made in the field of iinvestment

bankiing. Il.II. THE COMMERCIALAND TAX

b. Transactions in financiaiderivativesand trade in securities ACCOUNTIINGOF CAPITAL GAIINS DERIVED
FROM THE DISPOSAL OF SECURIITIIES

In order tto comply with EC Directive 93/22 on iinvestment
serviices, the Hungariian llegiisllatiionhas for 1997 siigniiffiicanttlly In Hungary, the accountiing treatmentof transactiions in FDIs
develloped tthe exiistiing llegal framework governiing transac- follows the general accountiingpriinciiplles. Before diiscussiing
tions carried out on financialmarkets. In particular:: FDIs, the Hungarian accountiing and taxation treatment of
-
- the civil law concept of commercial paper (iinclludiing tradiing in securitieswill be examinedin broad tterms. In gen-

negotiable instruments and securitiies) has been modern- eral, the corporate tax'base of a Hungarian resiidentbusiness
ized;7 organization is based on accountiingprofits..Therefore in the

-
- a wiider range of investmentservices8 isisnow. coveredby folllowing the bassic accountingrules are first describedpriior

regullatiions..9 to the analysiis of the main tax rules.
-
- the possitionofnomineehas been recogniized; and
-
- the llegal regullatiionof the securities depossit services has

'

been clarified.. A. Commerciial accountiing .

Transactions in FDIs, such as forward and futures contracts, The prerequisitefor the accountingofcapitalgains is to make
swaps and,-optionsare regullattedboth by the law on the stock a distinctionbetween.activeand passive income..In addition,
exchange and the law on the commodiittiies exchange..110The

llegal definiitiions of these transactions are basiicalllly identical
in both llaws. Futtures as such are not regullatted, but ititis pos- 6. I.e. by abandoning the monolithicbankiing ssysstem.
sible on the Budapest Stock Exchange to enter iinto agree- 7. As aaressullt, it isisno longerlongerobligatorytotophysicallysshow an individualdoc-

ments iin standardiizedterms regarding trreasury billlls, curren- ment too enforce the rights embodiedby th document.

cies and tthe sttock exchange index. These agreements are to
8. Investmeentsrvices relate too financial instrumeents. Theey arearelisted asas fol-

be iimpllemented through the central cleariing house called
lows:
- sseccurities, whetherpublicly traded orornot, and treeassury bills ororbonds, pro--

KELER. The scope of standardized transactions is expectted vided that they arereepublicly traadeed;
soon to be extended to the local inter-banking offered ratte,

-
- foreign exchange;;

.calllled BUBOR, the combined Central European Stock
-
- option contracts;
- products of the sstock exchange, i.e. derived by reference too the foreign-

Exchange Index, named CESI, and optiions. exchange rate, interestraterae and stock exchange iindex.
9. E.g. the underwritiing and portfolio assetassetmanagement activities arearenow

A siign that Hungariian financiial markets are getttiing more ssubjects ofof iindependentrregullation.
sophiistiicatted iis that the first foreiign securities (the shares of 10. For the latter, ssee: Act XLIX ofof 11994, asas amended, on the Commodities

Cofinec SA) were introduced in 1996 in terms of deposiittary Exchange and the Transactionson the CommoditiesExchange..

receipts.. Another sttep that has brought Hungary closer to
11.11. A nominee is authorized toto exercise shareholder rightts in his or her own

name butbutton behalfof the secutiesssecurittessowner. The posiitionof nominee isistherefore

achieviingdevellopedcapiittalmarkets is the iintroductionofthe similar too thatof a trustee inincommon law.

institutiion ofnominees.11 12. With regard to the OECD rreccommendations,some restrictions on ccaapitl
paaymeents havehavereemaineed (sseee 35-36 ofofForeign ExcchaangeAct), butbuttheytheey areare

In the field of the trade in ssecuriitiies, there are certain restric- beingbeingreemoveed step by steep.

tions for the purposes of foreign exchange control. Adopting 13. For eexaample, aablocck permit was issuedissuedbyby thetheeNationalBaank ofofHungary
onon22October 11996 to the BudapestStock Exchange for thethe trade ininBUX for anan

the new law on foreign exchangecontrol (ActXCV of 1995) indefiniteperiod..
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business organizations subject to commercial accounting, There are some special accountingrules on capital gains and'
and corporate tax, must consider the distinction between expenses that are applicable to credit institutions and finan-
operating and capital income. In commercialaccounting (see cial enterprises which are authorized to conduct a trade in
Act XVIII of 1991, as amended, on Accounting),businesses securities.19 These business organizations are professional
show in their income statement operating profits and finan- traders in securities. Credit institutions must not depreciate
cialprofits. For tax purposes, it does not matterwhetherprof- securitiesheld as capitalassets. Norcan their tradingstockbe
its are derivedfrom business operationsor investmentactivi- depreciated. As an alternative, credit institutions may make
ties. This is because uniform corporate tax rules are provisions.20 Financial enterprises are subject to provision
applicableboth to operatingand financialprofits. In cotrast making in respect of the securities held in their trading
to business organizations,Hungarian individualsare as a rule stock.21 Furthermore,it is explicitlyregulatedby 7(3) of the

i subject to a system of schedular taxation. Capital income, quoted decree on financial enterprises that these business
including interest, dividendsand capital gains, is (with minor organizations are allowed to account for the depreciation in

exceptions)not subject to progressivetaxation. Instead, taxes capitalvalue ofsecurities,whetherpublicly traded or not. For
at a flat rate, usuallywithholdingtaxes, are payableon capital commercial accounting purposes, it matters little whether
income. profits are reduced by way of depreciation or the making of

Business organizations subject to commercial accounting provisions.Howeverthis distinctionis importantfor tax pur-
As will be below, deductions for provision-mak-have to honour the principle of prudence as regulated in poses. seen

accounting law.14 According to this principleprofits must not ing are drastically restricted for tax purposes. The only
be accounted for until it is certain that receipts will be real- exception to this is that there is no fiscal restriction on bad

debtprovisions in the case ofcredit institutions.Furthermore,ized, while unrealized losses should be recognized immedi-
for tax purposes, business organizations are only under cer-

ately. Therefore,businesseshave to make provisions for var- tain conditions allowed relief for capital losses. This fiscal
ious purposes,15 or are obliged to review the historical value restriction is nevertheless not as strict as the restrictions
of financial assets - comprising debt or equity securities, or

applying to provisions.business stakes in private liability companies- or the trading
stock held by way of depreciating the original value of
assets.16 In addition to assets, liabilities can also be reviewed B. Tax rules
and revised. For example, the value of liabilities must be
increasedduring the life of a contract when a business orga- The loss in value of capital assets or trading stock by way of
nization has taken up a loan determined in terms of foreign reviewinghistoricalcosts can only be recognizedfor tax pur-
currency, provided that the functional currency has been after the revaluation. Thus the previous year's loss in
devalued. The revision of historical costs includes the possi-

poses
value is only allowableas a currentyear deduction, and onlybility not only to depreciatebut also appreciate assets. Busi- in proportion to the current year use of the relevant assets.

ness organizationsmay depreciate or appreciate their capital
assets with the exception of debt securities and loans speci-
fied in national currency.17 Notably, securities, whether

equity or debt securities, must in the appropriate circum- 14. 15(9) ofAccountingAct.
15. Id. 27.

stances be depreciated,but may never be appreciated. 16. Id. 39.
17. See: 41A(1) AccountingAct; in fact, tangible and intangible assets, and

As mentionedearlier following the tradition of the European loans denominatedin foreign currencymay be depreciatedor appreciated.
continent, Hungary relies on the principle of fiscal disparity. 18. It would be wise in Hungary to introducefiscal restrictionon the aboveway

This means that the depreciationof capital assets or trading of accounting for capital depreciation. Undoubtedly, it can be accepted that the
made becauseof the depreciationof capital assets recognized to

stockaffectsprofits while the appreciationof the same assets expenses are up
the extentof the appreciationofcapitalassets,.possiblyup to the extentofcapital

has no impact on profits. The depreciationcan be accounted gains whether realized or not. However, following this logic, combined profits
for as expenses but the appreciationdoes not have an influ¬ should not be reducedby the expensesmade in books because of the accounting
ence on profits because the increase in the value of capital for capital losses.

19. Credit institutionsare not yet allowedin Hungary to deal in publicly traded
assets is offset on the liability side of the balance sheet by an securities.
increase in the revaluation reserves. Being similar to capital 20. Credit institutions are widely allowed to make provisions. For the general
reserves, these reserves are part of equity, but do not repre¬

authorization of credit institutions to make provisions, see, 87 HPT. For the

sent profits. The decrease in the value of capital assets must, generalrules on provisionsmadeby financialenterprises,see 108 EPT. For the

particular rules on the provisions made by credit institutions, see Government
of course, be accounted for against the positive revaluation Decree No. 198/1996 (XII. 22.),on the annual accounts and book-keeping of

reserves. However,so far as the decreasein value exceeds the credit institutions and financial enterprises, 5(6), 6(9), 9(9), 9(11), 13(3)-(4).
value of these reserves, the balance reduces equity by reduc- Under 87 HPT, a credit institutionis obliged to make, in addition to provisions

madeforparticularpurposes, a generalprovision to the extentof 1.25 per centof
ing profits. This policy can be seen as a sign of prudence, the adjusted turnover (there are special rules on how to calculate the adjusted
which is justifiable in the eyes of creditors, but may be detri- turnover). In otherwords, 1.25 per centof total risk assets shouldbe generalloan
mental to governmentrevenues. The reason for this is that a loss reserves. This a is requirementbrought in accordancewiththe Basle Stan-

business' tax liability can be reduced dramatically by
dardsof 1987. See: W.A. Lovett,Bankingandfinanciaiinstitutions law in a nut-

shell, St. Paul, MINN: West, 1992 at 127.
accounting for the expenses stemming from accounting for 21. See GovernmentDecree No. 197/1996 (XII. 22.) on the annual accounts

capital losses.18 and bookkeepingof financialenterprises, 8(1). With regard to the abbreviation
in Hungarian, in the following, the quoted governmentdecree on financial insti-
tutions will be marked as HPTR, the governmentdecree on financialenterprises
as EPTR.
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There are complex rules on the tax accounting of expenses ness organization from bonds that have been issued or

constituting loss in value of capital assets or tradig acquiredbelow par value are subject to the mark-to-mar-
stock.22 However, there is considerable room left by the tax ket principle.
rules for the accountingof the expenses arising from capital
losses. In contrastto these tax rules, the tax law on provisions It can be seen that the Hungarian accounting treatment of

is very restrictive.The essenceofthese rules23 is thatit is only FDIs is based on conservativerules. Dependingon the devel-

possible to recognizeas an expense the annual increasein the opment of capital markets, they are expected to be relaxed,

provisions made because of bad and doubtful debts as fol- but the outcome of the changes to be made is not yet pre-
dictable. The current rules will now be discussed in detail.

lows:
- 2 per cent of debts that are overdue for more than 90

days; 1. Contingentassets and liabilities, the realization of
- 5 per cent of debts that are overdue for more than 180 gains or losses, hedging transactions

days; and Transactions with contingent assets and liabilities must not
25 per 'cent of debts that are overdue for more than 360 be accounted for the balance sheet. Items stemming from

-

days.
on

these claims and liabilities will only be accounted for on the

For tax purposes, bad debts may not normally be written off balance sheet when all rights and obligations have been
unless they have been overduefor more than 5 years. The tax determined. This is a rule that applies to all business orgni-
restrictions on provisions do not apply to credit institutions zations, although it is not based on statutory law provisions.
and financialenterprises.These institutionsmay makeprovi- There are, however, special legal provisions on the account-

sions under the rules on commercial accounting,24 and these ing forpending items that are applicable to traders (that is, to

provisions are not overridden by tax law. As mentioned, credit institutions and financial enterprises). Forward con-

under accounting law credit institutionsenjoy much freedom tracts, futures, options and swaps, whether traded publicly or

in provision-making.Financialenterprisesare also entitled to not, will therefore only enter the balance sheet at the time
treat their provisions as tax deductible without limitation. when their outcomehas been determinedthroughexpiry, off-

However, in contrast to the case with credit institutions, their setting or the disposal of the contract.26 It can further occur

opportunity to make provisions is restricted under commer- that traders act as nominees for third parties in respect of
cial accounting as regulated by the quoted government pending items. In such a case, a trader holds the status of a

decree. commissionagent.27
In contrast to business organizations subject to commercial In comparison to highly developedcountries, in particular to

accounting, individual taxpayers are only allowed to recog- common law countries, the Hungarian practice regarding
nize capital losses in one specific case which concerns the pending items seems to be very rigid. Indeed, in a modern
disposalofpublicly traded shares in Hungarianresidentcom- market economy, rights and obligations must be accounted
panies.25 for because they have certain current financial value even

when they have not fully matured. Since it is difficult to esti-
mate the present financial value of rights and obligations

III. THE COMMERCIALAND TAX whose ultimate value may depend on the outcome of future

ACCOUNTINGTREATMENTOF events the possibilityof later adjustmentsmust be preserved.
TRANSACTIONSIN FINANCIAL The Hungarian Institute of Chartered Accountants urgently
DERIVATIVES needs to find techniques, which may be used to assess the

early impact of contingent assets and liabilities on busi-
nesses. Similar to the procedures followed in accounting for

A. Commercial accounting

In Hungary the accounting treatmentof transactions in FDIs
22. See 7(1)(f), 7(2) and 8(1) of Act LXXXI of 1996 on CorporationTax
and DividendTax.

is based on the followingprinciples: 23. 7(1)(b), 8(1)(a) and 8(2) of CorporateTax Act.

transactions with contingent assets and liabilities/hust 24. 27(3)-(4) AccountingAct.-

not be accounted for on the balance sheet; 25. Under 67(6) of the law on individualincome tax (see ActCXVIIof 1995,
as amended,on PersonalIncomeTax), 20 percentof the loss sufferedon the dis-

gains or losses arising from finalized transactions with may
-

posal ofpubliclytraded shares in Hungarianresidentcompanies be credited
financialderivativescan only be accounted for where the against the 20 per cent schedular tax on the capital gains derived from the dis-

gains or losses in questionhavebeen realized through the posal ofany securities. In otherwords, thesecapitallossesmay be used to reduce

disposal of the underlying assets; gains or losses arising
the tax payable on capital gains derived from the disposal of securities. For the

purposes of this tax credit, the trade in shares must be effectuated through an

from a notional contract are to be recognized as the dif- authorizedsecurities trader. Losses that are not utilized in the currentyear can-

ference between the contractualand the striking price as not be carried forward. Under Hungarian individual income tax law; there are

soon as the life of the contractexpires; some tax reliefs relating to the trade in securities.An examplebeing that the cap-
ital gains derived from the transactions managed via capital accounts are tax

hedging (except in the case ofswaps) is based on the sep- exempt. accounts are afccountskept with authorizeddealers.
-

The capital special
'

arate accountingmethod; 26. 21(1) HPTR, 13(1) EPTR.

credit institutions and financial enterprises may recog¬ 27. In addition to a commission agent's business, some other instrumentscan
-

nize the non-realized gains stemming from certain for-.
be highlighted as particular pending items applicable to credit institutions as

well. They are as follows: suretyship, guarantee, standby letter of credit, con-

ward contracts; in addition, gains derived by any busi- tractual promisesand like obligationsassumedby credit institutions.
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contingent assets and liabilities, businesses have to follow gains relating to a trade in securities in certain conditions.
conservatism in the accounting of gains or losses as well. This is because, as mentioned, businesses may otherwise
Accordingly, gains or losses arising from transactions in only review the historicalcosts ofsecuritiesthroughrevalua-
derivatives, whether publicly traded or not, will only be tion.
accounted for at the time when the underlyingassets are dis-

Futures first appeared the Budapest Stock Exchange inon
posed of. In contrast to the transactionsbased on underlying 1995. They liquidatedeach day by the exchange'scentralare
assets, gains or losses arising from notionalcontracts will be

or
recognized as soon as when the difference between the con-

clearing house. Therefore investors show gains losses
contract

tractual and the striking price has duly been paid. For exam-
resulting from the thathas been offsetwith the clear-

ing house by increasing or decreasing the variation marginple, gains derived from a contract relating to BUX will be call.34 However, these gains losses will not be recognizedrecognizedat the time of settlement.28This rule applies to all
or

business organizations.
as realized gains or losses for accounting purposes. Instead,
the gains or losses arising from a contract will only be

Traders are obliged separately to account for hedging and accounted for at the time of expiry, disposal or offsetting.
hedged transactions.29 As a consequence, these transactions This rule applies to both the commercialand tax accounting
cannot be off set against each other. Due to the lack of any treatment as well as to traders and non-traders.35

explicitregulationapplicableto businessorganizations(other While special accountingrules only apply to financial enter-
than financial institutionsand financialenterprises),business prises in respect of interest rate swaps, credit institutions are
organizationshave to follow the separate accountingmethod. obliged to follow special rules for both currency and interest
The accounting for swap transactions is an exception to the rate swaps. Gains or losses, whetherarising from currency or
above rule. In regard to the nature of a swap, its outcomecan interest rate swaps, cannot be recognized unless they have
only be determinedas the resultofa comparisonbetween two been realized. In the case of interest rate swaps, the gains or
transactions.30This is a rule that can be applied to any busi- losses thathave notyet been realized are not to be recognized
ness organization. at the year end.36 In the case of currency swaps, non-realized

gains or losses may be recognized.However, it is not the dif-
2. Mark to market ference between the currency flows which is subject to

The principle of mark to market is applicable to the gains as
prompt recognition. Instead, the change in currency rates as

terms to
shown on the last day of the financial year in the books. In expressed in of Hungarian forints may be subject

revaluation. In the case of swaps between the domestic and a
Hungarian practice, this principle is. of relevance in two

foreign currency, the gains or losses are calculableas the difr
major fields. First, itmustbe followedby professionaltraders ference between the contractual currency rate and the fairin the case of certain forward contracts. Secondly, it implies marketrate expressedin Hungarianforints by the Nationalas
an obligation for any business to annually recognize part of Bank ofHungary on the last day of the year.37 In the case of
the non-realized gains on discount bonds that have been
issued or acquired below their face value. swaps stipulated in foreign currencies, the gains or losses are

calculated as the difference between the relevant currency
Credit institutions and financial enterprises may account for market rate effectiveon the day of the conclusionof the con-

those gains or losses that are shown on the last day of the tract and the contractual currency rate; both values must be
financial year, and arise from forward contracts operating as expressed in Hungarian forints at the rate determinedby the

hedging transactions that relate to the current year. This National Bank ofHungary on the last day of the year.38
applies irrespectiveof whether the forward contracts appear In comparison to the contractualvalue, the fair market value
on the stock exchange or not.31 Financial enterprises must in various cases can be defined as follows:
recognize unrealized losses, arising on stock exchange for- in the case of stock exchange transactions, the closing-

ward contractswhere these are not hedging transactions.Fur- prices of the exchange, or the prices determined by the
thermore, a financialenterprise althoughnot obliged to, may clearinghouse;
recognize the unrealized gains that relate to the current year in the case of transactions carried out with foreign cur--

which arise from non-hedging forward transactions carried the rates set by the National Bank of
out on the exchange.32The recognitionof non-realizedgains

rency, currency as

Hungary on the last day of the financialyear;
or losses is to be calculated by following the principle of
time delimitation.33According to this principle, the finan-
cial outcome of economic events lasting for more than one

year must be accountedfor in the currentyear as a.frctionof
28. 21(2) HPTR, 13(2)EPTR.the total value, which is in proportion to the current year 29. 22(1) HPTR, 14(1) EPTR.

value that relates to the financialvalue of the whole period of 30. 23(7) HPTR, 15(4) EPTR.

the contract. Notably, while the recognition of unrealized 31. 22(3) HPTR, 14(3) EPTR.

losses is an obligation, there is no such obligation to recog-
32. 15(2) EPTR.
33. 15(12) AccountingAct.

nize unrealized gains, merely a right. This means that the 34. In Hungaty it is called a variationdeposit.
pra.cticeof mark to market applies to traders engaged in cer- 35. For the commercial accounting applicable to traders, see: 24(3) HPTR,
tain forwardcontracts,but that it is not obligatory for them to 16(3) EPTR.

recognize unrealized gains. It is nevertheless important to
36. 23(7) HPTR, 15(4) EPTR.
37. 23(5) of the above decree on financial institutions.

consider the possibility of traders recognizing non-realized 38. 23(6) of the same decree.
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in the case of interestrate transactionsthat are carried out interest for individual income purposes.45
-

exempt tax
outside the stock exchange, the inter-banking offered Another explicit legal regulation in Hungarian individual.

rate, that is, BUBOR, as publishedat the endof the finan- income tax law is that the incomearising from swaps mustbe
cial year; in the case of other transactions that are carried regarded as the final result of the synthetic transaction in
out outside the stock exchange, fair market prices as terms of a differencebetween two capital flows comprisedof
fixed on recognizednegotiatedmarkets.39 individual transactions.46 This means that the interest

Gains or losses relating to options, whether they are used as amount, the calculation of which is based on the separate
hedging transactions or not, are not subject to current year transactionsconstituting the swap, is not directly targetedby
recognition.40As can be seen, the early recognitionofgains is tax law. It is noteworthy as well that the gains derived from

only open to traders. In addition, the gains arising from this the conversionof foreign currency into Hungarian forints, or

recognition can be offset by provisions. Credit institutions vice versa, is in Hungary tax exempt, provided that the con-

are widely allowed to make provisions on pnding transac¬ version is implementedby authorized dealers.47 This means

tions.41 In addition, financial enterprises are entitled42 to that currencyswap transactionsmay (subject to fulfillingcer-

makeprovisions in respectof forwardcontracts implemented tain conditions)be exempted from income tax.

on the stock exchange as non-hedging transactions.Further-

more, financialenterprisesmay account for capital deprecia-
There are no detailed Hungarian international tax law provi-
sions regarding FDIs. The income derived from forward or

-- tion if necessary. futures contracts,or optionsor swaps by foreignresidentcor-

Deep discount bonds as such are not in general regulated. porate or individual taxpayers is not taxable in Hungary
Neither are there special original issue discountrules or inde- unless its source is in Hungary. In corporate tax law, as a rule

pendentprovisionsgov'erningzero couponbonds. Since deep of thumb, the income derived by a foreign residentcorporate
discountbonds are not legally determined, there is no thresh- taxpayer is not located in Hungary. However, the law con-

old defined by reference,to a public index. Discount bonds tains a list of income items that are located, and so taxed, in
are only subject to special legal regulation in one specific Hungary. This list is short. It only contains interest, royalties
respect. In commercial accounting law, in respect of debt and dividends.48 Since 1 January 1997, capital gains are no

securities that have been acquired by an accrual-basis busi- longer sourced in Hungary. Any type of income not listed is
ness organizationat the timeof issue or later at a value,which
is lower than the nominalvalue, such a business organization
is obliged to recognize as receipts part of the positive differ-
ence betweenthe nominalvalue and the valueof issue or pur-
chase price at which the debt securities in questionhavebeen

acquired. This treatmentapplies whether or not these securi-
ties are publicly traded. The fraction of receipts to be recog-
nized fromyear to year is based on time apportionmentof the 39. See 22(5) HPTR and 14(5) EPTR.
return on capitalover the life of the contract.43 In otherwords, 40. See 24(4) HPTR and 16(4) EPTR.

in accordance with international practice, capital gains will 41. See 7(9) and 13(5) HPTR.
42. 8 (2) EPTR.

actually be cnverted into interest, and the result of this con- 43. 24(2) AccountingAct.
version iS the implementationof the mark-to-marketrule.44 It 44. For example, in the case where company B obtains a five-year bond for

can be seen that the above accounting rule is in principle of HUF 8 million at the very beginningof 1997 fromcompanyA and sells it a year

relevance to original discount bonds or market discount later for HUF 9 million to company C, and the bond was originally issued at the

bonds; However, in normal circumstances,it is hard to imag-
very beginningof 1996 for HUF7 millionat a par value ofHUF 10 million, then

companyB mustrecognizeHUF500,000 interest (one fourth ofHUF2 million),
ine that bonds other than original issue discountbonds can be which is due for 1997, in 1997 and HUF 1 million capital gain .in 1998 (in the

acquiredbelow the face value. year of disposal). Company A was obliged to recognize HUF 600,000 interest

(one fifth ofHUF 3 million) in 1996 and is required to show HUF 1 millioncap-
ital gain in 1997. Company C will only recognize HUF 333,000 interest (one
third of HUF 1 million) from 1998-2000until the expiry. In this case, the inter-

B. Tax rules est allocation is based on the straight-linemethod, so the time-valueof money
remains out of consideration.Given the early stage of developmentin Hungar-
ian capital markets, there are not yet bonds issued for 10 or 15 years or more. In

Due to the lack of explicit legal regulation, the tax conse- this case, it is notcrucial to replace the straight-linecalculationof interestby the

quences of transactions in FDIs may not be determined with economicaccrualmethod to reflectthe time valueofmoney.The structureof the

certainty. In the case of corporate taxpayers, there are no total return on capital can be illustratedas follows:

independenttax lawprovisions.That is also true for account- CompanyA CompanyB Company C
(Return in thousands of HUF)

ing rules except in the case of the early recognitionof gains Interest Cap. gain Interest Cap. gain Interest Cap. gain
on the acquisition of discount bonds. However, the special 1996 600
provisions concerning the accounting for transactions in 1997 500
FDIs that, are applicable to traders can be authoritative to 1998 1,000 333

other business organizationsas well. As mentioned, in Hun- 1999 1,000 333
2000 333

gary the corporate tax liability is based on accountingprofits.
There are specific tax rules applying to the gains derived by 45. 65(1)(b) ofAct on Personal IncomeTax.

individuals from the discount value of publicly issued and
46. See 67A(2) of PersonalIncomeTax Act. .

47. Annex 1(7)(4) to Personal IncomeTax Act.
traded debt securities. These gains are qualified as tax 48. 4(22) of CorporateTax Act.
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deemed to be derived outsideHungary.49This is the case with The parties arenot engagedprofessionallyin a trade ofdeal-
financial derivatives unless the interest elementof a transac- ing in securities. It is also assumed that the financial year
tion can be identified. In individual income tax law, many coincides with the calendar year.
categoriesof income are deemed to have a Hungariansource.

The basic commercial and tax accounting ofAmong other things, any income derived from Hungarian consequences
the above are as follows: As mentioned, a pending transac-located property, whether movable or immovable, is taxable

in Hungary.50The gains derived from FDIs are determined in
tion must not be accounted for on the balance sheet. There is
thus nothing to do in the period from 30 June-29 September.Hungarian law as an independentcategory ofgains subject to This solutionis not quitesatisfactorybecause the expectationa 20 per cent schedular tax.51 Under tax law, these gains of future economic events be of real present financialcanmight thus not be the same as capital gains. However, it is
value, but the Hungarianpractice is conservativein this

more likely that, as usually the case is, this type of gain will very

be considered to be capital gains. The characteristics of the respect. The transactionwill thus be accountedfor not earlier
than on 30 September. On that date, Party A will put the pur-gains derived from FDIs can be of relevance to the Hungar- chased shares in its portfolio by recording them at theian interpretationof treaty law. As in other bilateral income con-

tractual price, which is HUF 100 per share. This is becausetax treaties, it may occur in Hungarian treaties that interest is
normally taxablein the source country while capital gains are Party A is obliged to treat the acquisitionofshares asifithad

obtained the shares through a spot contract. Gains (or losses)rarely so taxable.
are not recognizedearlier than on 30 October. This is the date

It is not likely that foreign parties to the transactions in FDIs of disposal. That day, Party A will recognize a gain (or loss)
will be subject to Hungarian tax, provided that they derive of HUF 5 per share because it could sell the shares on the

capital gains since as mentioned above, the capital gains open market for HUF 105 (or 95) per share.
derived by foreign corporations are exempt from tax under

Party A followed the above procedure because the forward
Hungarian corporate tax law. Although this is not the case in

contract based the underlying shares. Where there isindividual income tax law, Hungarian bilateral income tax
was on

no underlyingasset, it would only be necessary to account fortreaties can be used by individualsto avoidpayingHungarian the difference between the stipulated price and the fair mar-
tax on capital gains. ket value, at 30 September. This is because the gainsas or

In' the case of original issue discount bonds, the rule on the losses arising from a notionalcontractmust be accounted for
current year gain recognition is not applicable to foreigners on the day when the forward transaction expires. In the spe-
who are not subject to Hungarian accounting rules. This cific case, ,Party A would have recognizeda gain (or loss) of
raises the problem of mismatching. This occurs where the 5 HUF per share on 30 September if it had entered into a

Hungarian debtor is an accrual-basis business organization, notional contract with Party B. It is the same whether or not
and so able to accelerate the recognition of the expenses of the forwardcontract is executed as:

the loan taken up, and, simultaneously, the creditor remains - a transactionon the exchange; or

outside the scope of Hungarian commercial accounting for - a hedging transaction.
any reason. In Hungarian tax law there are not yet special A hedging transaction take place where Party A
provisions combating this sort of mismatching. Another may agrees

on 30 June to sell 500 shares in corporationX to Party B onproblem is with the qualificationof swaps. To the extent that
30 September for HUF 100 share while Party A alreadyswaps must be accounted for in Hungary based on the linked per
holds a stock of 500 shares in corporationX. Assumingagainapproach, there is no interest elementof the return on capital that the marketprice is HUF 105 share 30 September,that could be carved out. As a consequence, irrespective of per on

and that Party A has originally obtained the shares for HUFwhether the parties to the transactionare foreign or domestic
100 share, it will show gain loss the hedgingtaxpayers, it is only the gains derived from the exchange of per no or on

transaction. Had Party A obtained the shares at the market
capital flows that may trigger the obligation to pay tax.

price 30 September, that is, for HUF 105 share, iton per
would have suffered a loss of HUF 5 per share. Simultane-
ously, party B can realize HUF 5 gain on the shares provided

IV. THE TAXATION OF FDIs that it sells them on the open market on 30 September. Party
A is not obliged to combinethe two transactions.It is thus not

A. Forward contracts and financial futures subject to the nettingofgains or losses, if any, derivedfrom a

hedging and a hedged transaction.

1. Forward contracts
49. In specific it decided by joint ruling of the Finance Ministry

=

a case, was a

Example: Party A contracts with Party B on 30 June 1997 to and the Office of Tax and Fiscal Audit [PM 57605/1995 - APEH

purchase 1,000.shares of C corporation in exchange for HUF 9250382034/95;in 8 Ado es Ellenorzesi Ertesito 2 (1996) at 59] that a foreign
100 per share on 30 September. Assume the market.priceof corporate taxpayerwas not liable for the taxpayableon the return on investment

certificates. Investmentcertificatesare shares held in an investmentfund as reg-one share is on 30 Septembereither HUF 105, or HUF 95. ulated by a special law. This fund is designed to manage collective transferable
securities.Because the return paid on investmentcertificatesdoes not appearonParty A disposes of the shares on 30 Octoberat a price of the list of Hungarian sourced income, it is not taxable in Hungary, the revenue

(i) HUF 105, or said.

(ii) HUF 95, respectively. 50. 3(3) of PersonalIncome Tax Act.
51. 67A of PersonalIncome Tax Act.
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To continuethe examplle ssupposse the shares purchassedon the sellersellerwas ablle to buy bonds atat a low value while he could
abov terms on 30 Septtember are sold on 30 January in the under the agreementseilsellthem at a hiigh value. In realliity, each

follllowiingyear..Since the forwardcontracthas expired,,it will day the buyer buys bonds at the stipulated price (whiich is
be accountedfor..However, there are not yet realizedgaiins on acttuallly the closingpriice on the previious day) and sells them
the last day of the financialyear. Gains or losses will onlly be . immediately at the fair market value. Siimiillarlly, the seller

realized in the follllowiingyear when the assetts are sold..Non- sells at the agreed priice (whiich is actually the cllosiing price
traders are not subject to the mark-to-marketrule. Traders are on the previiousday) the bonds, whichhe buys frrom the clear-

subject to itit iin the case of certain forward contracts but, as iing house at a market priice each day priior to sale. As men-

mentiioned, they are not obliged, but merely allowed to rec- tiioned, thiis daily accountiingdoes not have tax conssequencess.
ogniize non-realiized gaiinss. Even iif gaiins are shown as real- This isis because gains and losses are not deemed for tax pur-
iized, traders are given fairlywide sscope to offset tthe gain rec- poses to be realliized before the expiry date or tthe date when

ogniized'bymakiing proviissiions. someone diisposes of the contract by transfer or offssetting.
Of course, the gaiins or losses sttemmiing from a forward con- Apparrently, the Hungariian practiice of ttreating gaiins as

not
tract affect the.-profitposiitiion of a corporatte taxpayer..Under capiittal gains rather than ordiinary income is in line with

international practiice. The reason for the Hungarriian
Hungariian llaw, the capiittal gaiins realized by foreiign corpor- approach be that the FDI market isis onlly in itsits iinfancy in
ations or partnershiipsare not located in Hungary, so they are may

this counttry. In coatrast to the capiittall--orienttedpracttiice applii-
not taxable in tthis country. The capiittal gaiins deriived by indi-

cable non--ttraders, traders subject the mark--to--mar-
viidualls are subject tto a 20 per cent wiithholldiing ttax in Hun-

to are tto
ket requiirement. However, they are not obliiged but merely

gary. Foreign iindiiviiduals are also subject tto thiis Hungarian allowed recogniizenon--realizedgaiins ((againsst which tthey
tax unless they are able to benefit from treaty shelter. tto

may make proviisiions)).Premium expenses paiid tto traders are

recogniizednot earlier than the date the contract isis terminted
2. Futures becauseof expiiry, or by offsetting or diisposall.
Examplle: There isis a trade of 10 futures contracts of govern- The tax treatmentof the gaiins losses arisiing from futuresor
ment bonds wiith a face value of HUF 5 miillliion for each isis basiicalllly tthe same as that appllyiing tto gaiins derived from
bond. The contracts are executed on 28 December 1996 at

siimplle forward contracts. Hence, iindiiviidualls, whether
the agreed priice of 98.45 per cent. Cllearlly, each change of domestic foreignresident sufferfrom wiitthholldiingor persons,1/10o per cent is worth HUF 500. It is assumed that the fiiscal tax. Some uncertaintyremains regardiing the futurescontracts
year is equal to the calendryear andthatthe buyerand seller based the stock exchange index. In thiis.-case, because ofon
are not engaged in a trade in securities. The folllowiing fact the lack of real capiittal, that the gaiins cannotbeone can argue
patttern occurs: qualiifiied as capiittal gaiins. Instead, gains r losses fall under

the authorityof a speciial tax regiime. Hence, under treaty llaw,
Buyer Seller

the other iincome article (Artiiclle 21 of the OECD Model
28 December Treaty) can be relevant to the income deriived from futures.

Buy and sell atat98.45 Under Hungarian income tax treatiies, the appliicatiionof thiis
Cllose at 98..55 article in practice iimplliies tax exempttiion in the source coun-
Initial margiin cali (11,500,000) (1,,500,000)
Variation margiin call 50,000 (50,,000) ttry.

29 December
Cllose at 98..60
Variation marrgiin call 25,000 ' (25,,000) B. Optiions

30 December
Close at 98..50 Standardiized options have not yet been introduced to the
Variation margin call (50,000) 50,000 BudapesstSttockExchange.The accountingrules are the same

31 December
whether optiions are iimpllementedon the exchange or not, or

Close at 98..35
Variation margin call (75,000) 75,000 whether they are used as instruments of hedging or not. In

3 JJanuary Hungary the mark--t--market principlle does not apply to

Cllose at 98..15 optiions...So the year-end gaiin is not to be recognized in any
Variation marrgiin call (1100,000) 100,000 way..5252

4 JJanuary
Close at 98..30 Three examplles are presentted concerning accountiing for
Variation margiin call 75,000 ((75,000) optiions. It is assumed that the fiscal year coiinciides with the
Initial margiin refund 11,500,000 1,,500,000 calendar year and that neither the issuers nor the holders are

Net trade profit or loss (75,000) 75,000 traders.

As can be seen from the example, in aggrregate, the buyer has
on 4 January 1997 lost HUF 750,000 while the seller has

gained an identical amount. This is,becauseis the marketprice
on 4 January isis llower than the agreed price. Therefore the 52. Interest-rate guaraanteee aagreeeemeents cancanbebe made onon thethee over-the-counter

market. This way, aaborrowerororaalenderlendercancanbe protectedby ccap ororfloor agree-
buyer had to buy the bonds for a hiigh value and could onlly ments (or(orby collars) in returneurnfor the paymentofof fee. These transactions areaa are

sell them on the open market at a llow value. In contrast the modelledon optiions.
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In the first case, on 30 September 1997, A issues an option to' C. Swaps
B to buy his stockof shares in corporationX for HUF 150 per
share before 31 March 1998. B pays an option premium of Example: The accounting treatment of currency swaps is
HUF 20 per share. On 31 December, the fair market value is simpler, so there is no independentsample calculationofcur-
HUF 160 per share. On 31 March, the option lapses without rency swaps. A Hungarian resident company, which is not
being exercised. engaged in a regular trade in derivatives,borrows short term,
B will not exercisehis right to buy shares in corporationX if say in US dollars, at a fixed interest rate of 8.5 per cent and,
the share price falls below HUF 150 per share. At the time of relying on its strong financial, position and a boom on the

expiry, the option premiumof HUF 20 will be accountedfor financial markets, swaps with a Hungarian commercialbank

as an expense. At the same time, A will recognize the option for LIBOR, so the.bank:
Y premiumas part ofhis receipts. - pays 8.5 per cent to the company; and

receives LIBOR from the company.-

In the secondcase, on 30 September 1997, C issues an option
to D to buy his stock of shares in corporationY for HUF 150 At the time of payment it turns out that the LIBOR rate is 8

per share before 31 March 1998. D pays an option premium per cent. The bank therefore suffers a loss reflecting the dif-
of HUF 20 per share. On 31 December, the market value is ference of 0.5 per cent in the rate while the company gains
HUF 220 per share. On 15 February, D exercises the option. from the same difference. In Hungary the transactionmust be
The currentmarket value is at that time HUF 200 per share. accounted for by relying on the linked approach method.

Then it is only the difference between the receipts and
D will record the shares purchased in his books at a value of
HUF 150 per share on 15 February 1998. He will record a expenses relating to the two transactions,which is accounted

1 for. Assuming that the above companyhas fiscal residence invalue of HUF 150 per share because this is the acquisition
a country other than in the country of the bank, then this com-

price he will have paid. He will not show gains or losses
unless he disposes of the shares acquired. If he sells the pany may be subjectt withholdingtax in thesourcecountry.

So far as the said company is not-Hungarian tax residentshares on 15 February, he will realize a gain of HUF 50 per while its party to is Hungarian resident, .there isshare because the market price per share is HUF 200 at that
a swap no

tax
time. The premiumofHUF20 per share is an expenseD will Hungarian payable because capital gains derivedby for-

account for on 15 February while C as an option writer will eign corporations are exempt from Hungarian corporate tax.

In the case where the principal borrowedby the company is
recognizethe receipts derivedfrom the optionpremiumat the

USD 1 million, it accounts for the annual interest amount of
same time. It may occur thatD will only dispose ofhis shares

USD 85,000 less USD 5,000, that is USD 80,000. This islater. However, he is allowed to account for the expense of
becausethe interestpayableby this company may be reducedthe option premium at the time of acquisition, so he does not

have to wait until the time of disposal. by the differentialgained from the swap of interest flows.

In the third case, on 30 September 1997 E issues an option to
For foreign corporate investors, it would not be beneficial if

F to buy his stockof shares in corporationZ for HUF 150 per
the income derived from swaps was qualified as interest

share before 31 March 1998. F pays an option premium of becauseinterest incomeunderHungariancorporatetax law is

HUF 20 per share. On 15 December, F sells the option to G. subject to an 18 per cent withholding tax53 while capitalgains
Its price is HUF 80 per share. On 31 December, the market are tax exempt. However, to the extent that the separatetrans-

value is HUF 220 per share. On 31 March, G exercises the actions constituting the swap shall not be treated in Hungary
option. The currentmarketvalue is at that time HUF 210 per separately, there is no interest income that would be taxable.

As mentioned, foreign individual investors deriving gainsshare.
from swap transactionscarried out on the stockexchangeare

F will recognizea gain ofHUF 60 per share on 15 December, subject to a 20 per cent withholding tax unless they benefit
at the time when the option is sold, by accounting for the from treaties.
receipts of -HUF 80 per share and expenses of HUF 20 per
share. On 31 March, G, the new owner, will obtain the shares
at a value of HUF 150 per share as stipulated in the contract. D. Original issue discount bonds
Provided that he immediatelysells the shares, he will realize
a gain ofHUF 60 per share on the same day because the mar- In the examplesbelow, it is assumedthat there are Hungarian
ket price is at that date HUF 210 per share. At the time of residentcorporationsoperatingas accrual-basisbusinesses.It
acquisition, that is, on 31 March, G will get relief for the cost is also assumed that they are not traders, and that the fiscal
of the option he purchased.This is also the time for E, who is year coincides with the calendar year. In the first case, on 1.
the option writer, to recognize the receipts derived from the January 1996, CompanyA issues a zero-couponbond which

! option premium. Since G will have paid HUF 80 per share, matures on 31 December2005. The redemptionvalue is HUF
which exceeds the gain of HUF 60 per share that is derived 10 million. The annual yield to Investor X is 10 per cent.
from the option, G will eventually show a loss. InvestorX acquires the bond on its issue for HUF 3,855,000.
In all three cases the tax consequencesfollow the accounting On 31 December2005, X redeems the bond for HUF 10 mil-

rules. lion. As an accrual-basisbusiness organizationsubject to the

O
53. 15(2) CorporateTax Act.
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Hungarianaccounting law, X is obliged in 1997 to recognize ity exists. I.e. to the extent that the incomederivedby foreign
the fraction of non-realizedreceipts that relate to 1997. This corporations .from the discount is to be qualified as capital
is becauseCompanyX is subject to mark.to marketeach year gains, foreign corporationsenjoy tax exemption in Hungary.
until the expiry. Of course, Company A as an accrual-basis Capital gains derived by foreign individuals may be taxable
issuer is allowed to recognizethe interestexpensethat relates under Hungarian law, but the 20 per cent withholdingtax can

to the current year. In the second case, on 1 January 1996 be avoided by treaty.
^Company B issues a bond carrying 2.5 per cent interest

which matures on 31 December2005. The redemptionvalue
is HUF 10 million. The annual yield promised is 10 per cent. V. RECOMMENDATIONS
InvestorY acquires the bond on its issue for HUF4,852,000.
On 31 December2005, Y redeems the bond for HUF 10 mil- It is important to create a fiscal environmentfor transactions
lion. In this case, the original issue discount is.subject to the in FDIs, which does not impede innovationand is transparent
same accounting regime, provided that both the issuer and enough for national tax authorities to tackle abuse. To this
the investor are acrual-basis business organizations subject end, the following guidelines may be considered helpful in
to the Hungarian accounting law. the case of Hungary:
In the third case, on 1 January 1996, Company C issues a - the laws on foreign exchange control should be liberal-
bond carrying zero per cent interest which matures on 31 ized to facilitate the Hungarianmarket in FDIs;
December2005. Again, the redemptionvalue is HUF 10 mil- - in the long run, the application of the principle of fiscal
lion. The annual yield promised is 10 per cent. Investor P disparitymust be reviewed; in the short run, the account-

acquires the bond on its issue for HUF 3,855,000. On 31 ing for capital losses must be restricted in a way that they
December1998, P sells the bond to Q forHUF5,800,000.On should only be recognized to the extent that they reduce
30 June 2002, Q sells the bond to R for HUF 6,900,000. On capital gains, but they do not affect operating income;
31 December2005, R redeems the bond forHUF 10 million. - the accounting for pending transactions must be devel-
As was discussed above, accrual-basis business organiza- oped to promptly reflect the real financial expectations
tions subjectto Hungarianaccountinglaw continueto be sub- and, simultaneously, maintain the possibility of later

ject to mark to market as long as the acquisition price is adjustments;
below the par value. Hence, in the period 1996-1998, P rec- - parties to futures should be authorized to recognize the

ognizes the interest fractions that relate to the relevantyears. gains or losses as reflectedin variationdeposits from day
In addition, in 1998 P also recognizes a capital gain calcula- to day;
ble the difference between HUF 5,800,00 and.HUF - the separate accountingmethod should be substituted inas

3,855,000. Again, Q will recognize the interest fractions particularcases for the linked approachby providing that

relating the period 1 January 1999-30 June 2002. In 2002, professionaltraders opt for integration;to may
Q'-will also recognize a gain calculable as the difference - credit institutions and financial enterprises should be
between HUF 6,900,000 and HUF 5,800,000. Each year R subject to a greater degree to the mark-to-marketprinci-
will recognize the interest fractions relating to its ownership ple;
period (30 June 2002-31 December2005) on the basis of the - financial enterprises active in the trade in FDIs should
differencebetween the redemptionvalue and the acquisition get access to tax deductiblprovisions, in a similar man-

value of HUF 6,900,000. ner to credit institutions;.
anti-avoidance legislation should be introduced to com--

The tax consequences of,the above transactions follow the
bat mismatching in the of discount bonds with.case

accounting treatment. As mentioned, for a Hungarian res-

ident corporate taxpayer, it does not .matter whether the regard to an accrual-basis debtor and a cash-basis credi-

inc9me is held to be interest or capital gains because both tor;
detailed tax rules should be introduced on how to inter--

elements of income are part of taxable income calculable

according to the normal tax rules. It is however worth dis- pret the income derived from swaps and original issue
discountbonds for fiscal.purposes;and

cussing the tax liability to be assumed by foreign beneficia-
-

ries in more detail. To the extent that foreigncorporationsare uncertainty should be removed for fiscal purposes about
the nature of the income derived by individuals from

not subject to the Hungarian accounting law, there are no
transactions in FDIs that this type of taxable income

accountingprofits to be shown. Therefore in the absence of
so

shoulduniformly and unambiguouslybe treated as cap-the source being located in Hungary no Hungarian tax liabil-
ital gains.
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RUSSIA

TAX PENALTIESAND THEIRAPPEAL Ix RUSSIA
THE CURRENT SITUATIONAND LIKELY DEVELOPMENTS

Evgeny V. Astakhov and James T. Hitch, III

Baker & McKenzie, St. Petersburg

I. INTRODUCTION II. TAX PENALTIESAND THE APPEAL
PROCEDURE UNDER CURRENT LAW

Russia is currently undergoingone of the most critical stages
in its history. A numberof recentpolitical and legal develop- A. Tax penalties
ments give cause for optimism for both the internationaland
Russian business communities. However, there is major At present, Russian law imposes penalties for tax violationsa

obstacle in the way of any potential investor seeking to enter

the emerging and highly .promising Russian market. This
on the basis of the following two laws: Russian Federation
Law No. 2118-1 On the Tax System in the Russian Federa-

obstacle is the Russian tax system. tion of 27 December 1991, as amended (the Tax System
Certainly, problems in the local tax system do not appear at Law), and Russian FederationLaw No. 943-I On the State
random. Rather, they reflect a country's social and political Tax Serviceof the RSFSRof 21 March 1991 (the StateTax
situation. The Russian tax system was effectively born only, ServiceLaw).
at the end of 1991, when a numberof federal laws establish- Under these two laws, there are four groups of tax violations:
ing the majorRussianfederal taxes were enacted. Since then,
these laws have been regularly and chaoticallyamended. The a. If a taxpayerconceals or decreases the amountof the tax-

constantlychanging and erratic Russian tax rules make it vir- able income for profits tax purposes or the tax basis for

tually impossible for foreign and domestic investors in Rus- any other tax (e.g. VAT), the taxpayer is subject, respec-/
v

sia to in long-term manufacturing and construction tively, to the confiscation of the entire concealed orengage
projects in Russia. decreasedamountof taxable income or the amountof the

tax due. In addition, the taxpayer is subject to a fine of an

Unfortunately, in most cases these tax law amendmentspur- equal amount.
sue exclusively fiscal purposes. Traditionally in Russia the
tax laws have not had any business policy objectives, or any

b. If a taxpayerdoes not account for all of its taxable items,

regard for the underlyingbusiness concepts, which makes the the taxpayer is subject to a fine in the amount of 10 per
financialeffect of the tax laws on many business transactions cent of any taxes due from such omitted taxable items,
almost unpredictable. As a result, the current Russian tax which the tax authorities have discovered: The taxpayer
framework is' erratic, complicated and unfair. Ultimately, it is subject to the same fine if it fails to account properly
does not provide incentives for business development. for all of its taxable items.

One of the major tax evils in Russiais the tax penalty system.
c. If a taxpayer fails to present to the tax authorities any

For the most part, it is extremely severe and badly regulated. documents necessary for calculating and paying taxes

Basically, it does not matter whether a taxpayerhas commit- (e.g. tax returns), the taxpayer is subject to a fine in the

ted a tax violation intentionallyor erroneously. In almost all amount of 10 per cent of the tax due from it. The same

cases, the tax penalties are the same. As a result, honest cor-
fine applies if such documents are presented late.

porate citizens are treated in the same manner as inveterate d. If a taxpayerfails to pay a tax on the date when the tax is
1' tax evaders. due, the taxpayer is subject to a daily fine of 0.3 per cent

of the amountof the tax due.
Fortunately, the draft RussianFederationTax Code (the Tax

Code), which was recently approved in its first readingby
the Russian State Duma,1 the lower chamber of the Russian 1. The Tax Code was drafted over a period of nearly four years by a special
Parliament, gives sme hope that this negative trend will group of the Russian Government. In early May 1997, the Governmentfinally

change for the better in the foreseeablefuture.
submitted the Draft Tax Code for the considerationof the State Duma. In June
1997, the Duma unexpectedlyapproved the Draft Tax Code in its first reading.
(UnderRussian constitutional law, every federal law must be approved in three
readings by the State Duma, then ratified by the Federal Council, the higher
chamber of the Russian parliament, and thereafter approved and signed by the

President.) Despite such surprisinglyquick initial approval by the State Duma,
mostexpertsbelieve that the Tax Code is stillunlikely to be finally approved this

year and, consequently, it is unlikely to come into force even in 1998.
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Russian law does not currently distinguish between inten- that no other letters, rulings or other regulations issuedby the
tional violations and those made by negligence.As an excep- State Tax Service have binding force.5 However, even the
tion to this rule, PresidentialDecree No. 685 of 8 May 1995, internal regulations which have been issued by the State Tax

provides that, if a taxpayermakes a technical error in prepar- Service do not shed much light on the issue and, in fact, are

ing its tax calculations,which results in the underpaymentof contradictoryand inconsistent.6
taxes, it should not be subject to any tax penalties other than
fines for late payment. However, the applicability of this In brief, the administrative appeal procedure is as follows.

reliefis somewhatlimited. First, the taxpayermust reveal this Within ten days after its receipt of the report drafted by the

error and disclose it to the tax authorities, before the tax tax inspectorate alleging tax violations, a taxpayer may pre-
authoritiesdiscover it in the courseof their audit. Second, the sent to the tax inspectoratean act ofdisagreementcontesting
conceptof a technicalerror is not clearly defined in the tax the conclusionscontained in the report. Russian law does not

legislationand is subject to a narrow interpretationby the tax establishany special form for such a document.Rather, a tax-

authorities. payer may simply lay out in this act the reasons for .its dis-

agreementwith the conclusionsof the tax inspectorate. Sub-
Hence, the actions of nearly every taxpayer will almost ject to its review of this act, the tax inspectorate issues a

inevitably result in the levying of tax penalties and fines, if, decision imposing tax fines on the taxpayer after the above-
in the opinion of the tax authorities, they resulted in the mentioned ten-day term elapses. Then, within five days of its
underpaymentof taxes. Under current law, the tax authorities receipt of the decision, the taxpayer may voluntarilypay the
may impose penalties on corporate taxpayers without amount of the penalties. If it does not do so, then the tax
recourse to any court.2 The Russian ConstitutionalCourt has inspectorate may issue a debit notice against the taxpayer's
recently issued a ruling generally prohibiting the tax police bank accountand withdraw the funds from that accountwith-
(i.e. the law enforcementbranch of the fiscal authorities,who ot recourse to a court. Within 30 days of its receipt of the
investigatecases involving tax evasion and ensure the safety report, the taxpayermay still file a complaintwith the supe-
of the tax authorities) to impose penalties on taxpayers with- rior tax inspectorate. Within 30 days after its receipt of this
out prior recourse to a court. In contrast to,the tax police, the complaint, the superiortax inspectoratemust issue a decision
tax inspectorates, who are generally responsible for the col- confirming or repealing (wholly or partially) the decision of
lection of taxes, are not forbiddenby this ruling from impos- the lower tax inspectorate. If the taxpayer is dissatisfiedwith
ing tax penalties on taxpayers without a courtprocedure.3 the decision of the superior tax inspectorate, it may file a

Thus, if the tax inspectorateconcludes, in the course of a tax complaintwith the State Tax Service in Moscow, which must

audit, that a taxpayer has underpaid certain taxes or has oth- consider the complaintwithin 30 days (in practice, this usu-

erwiseviolated the tax law, the tax inspectorateneeds to sim- ally takes several months). Finally, the State Tax Service

ply file a debit notice against the funds deposited in the tax- must issue adecisionconfirmingor repealing (wholly or par-

payer's bank account and withdraw the funds equal to the tially) the decision of the lower tax inspectorateor the deci-

amountof the tax arrears and penalties. sion of the superior tax inspectorate.

Article 12 of the Tax SystemLaw generally states that a tax- As discussed above, this entire administrative procedure is

payer is entitled to challengethe actions of the tax authorities governed by several rulings of the State Tax Service. All of
and the tax officials in the mannerprovidedby law. In reality, the legal steps and terms specified above are, therefore, sub-
a taxpayermay follow one of two tactics to appealan adverse ject to interpretation by the tax authorities. In practice, the
decision of the tax authorities, namely: an administrative chances of obtaining a positive decision from an administra-
appeal to the superior tax bodies, or an appeal to the arbitra-
tion court.

2. Art. 13 of the Tax SystemLaw.
3. ResolutionNo. 20-P of the ConstitutionalCourt of the Russian Federation

B. Administrativeappeal with the superior tax
of 17 December 1996. By this Resolution, the ConstitutionalCourt ruled.thatthe

provisions of the Russian Federation Law On Federal.Bodiesof Tax Police,
bodies which allegedly permit the tax police to withdraw the amount of tax,penalties

from taxpayers' bank accounts without recourse to a court, contradictArt. 35 of
the Constitutionof th Russian Federation.This Articleprovides that no person

Under the administrative appeal procedure, a taxpayer may may be deprivedofhis/herpropertyotherwisethan by a courtdecision.The Con-

challenge a decision of a particular tax inspectorate or tax stitutional Court ruled that the tax police may not withdraw the amounts of tax

official before a superior tax authority.4 penalties from taxpayers' bank accounts,unless there is a valid courtdecision to

this effect. For equivocal reasons, the ConstitutionalCourt held, however, that

At.the.present time, the administrative appeal procedure is the tax police still may withdraw amounts of tax arrears and fines for late pay-

very poorly regulated. In fact, Article 14 of the State Tax Ser-
ments from taxpayerswithoutrecourse to the courts. Certainly, this conclusionis

highly debatable. In any event, this Resolution is, at a minimum, a highly posi-
vice Law provides only that a superior tax inspectoratemust tive move forward toward a more civilized tax environment.

consider a taxpayer's complaint within 30 days after it is 4. There are three levels of tax authoritiesin Russia: the municipal.taxinspec-
filed. No other federal law further specifies the procedure in torates, the regional tax inspectorates (i.e. the tax inspectoratesof those adminis-

trative units which considered subjects of the Russian Federation, theare e.g.
. detail. Moreover, to date the State Tax Servicehas not issued Cities ofMoscowand St. Petersburg),and the RussianFederationStateTax Ser-

any binding .instruction regulating the administrativeappeal vice.

procedure.UnderArticle25 of the Tax SystemLaw, the State 5. LetterNo. S1-7/OP-373of the HigherArbitrationCourt of 31 May 1994.
.

Tax Servicemay issue instructions implementingthe tax leg-
6. See, for example, Recommendationson the Application of Penalties for
Tax Violations by the State Tax Inspectorates approved by Letter No. VG-6-

islation. The HigherArbitrationCourtruled severalyears ago 14/344of the State Tax Servicedated 6 October 1993.
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tive appeal are fairly limited.Most importantly, the filing of a be obliged to return any funds which have already been used

complaint does not entitle the taxpayer to obtain an injunc- for some sociallymeaningfulpurpose.
tion against the tax inspectorate'simplementationof its deci-
sion (e.g. debiting the taxpayer's bank account). Sometimes, If a taxpayerdecides to bring a lawsuitagainst the tax inspec-
the superior tax inspectoratemay instruct its lower branch to torate, it must apply to the local arbitration court where the

suspend the imposition of penalties until the complaint has tax inspectorate is located. If the taxpayer decides to chal-

been considered. Such cases, however, are rather the excep- lenge in court a decision of the State Tax Service, it must file

tion than the rule. Besides, the lower tax inspectorate is not a suit directly with the Higher Arbitration Court, which, in

even legally bound by such an instruction from its superior this case, will act as the courtoffirstinstance. Importantly,
body. the taxpayer may initiate the arbitration court appeal proce-

dure regardlessofwhether it has been involvedin the admin-
In summary, the administrativeappealprocess is overwhelm- istrative appeal process. Under the general limitation rules,
ingly bureaucraticand is unlikely to result in the repeal of the the taxpayermay file a lawsuitwithin three years after the tax
initial claims brought by the tax authorities. In fact, this is authorities have adopted a relevant decision (or have with-
hardly a surprise, because the local tax inspectorates take drawn funds from.the taxpayer's bank account).
most of their decisions on the basis of the implementingreg-
ulations issued by the superior tax authorities. Therefore, In practice, before a taxpayer decides to file a lawsuit, it

when a taxpayer brings its claim to a regional or federal tax should carefully examine whether any similar cases have

authority, it is requesting the tax bureaucrats basically to ever been heard by the Higher Arbitration Court. Although
reverse their own directives. They are of course most prior decisions of the Higher Arbitration Court are not auto-

unlikely to do so. Lastly and most discouragingly, even if a matically binding on the lower courts, in practice a lower

taxpayer initiates an appealof its case through the tax author- arbitrationcourtwill inevitablybe persuadedby a decisionof

ities, they may still at any moment come after the taxpayer's the Higher ArbitrationCourt when considering any substan-

assets. Accordingly,most taxpayersprefer, immediatelyafter tially similar dispute. Therefore, a taxpayer may reasonably
the first administrative appeal is rejected, to file a lawsuit expect a favourable outcome for its dispute if there has

rather than to continue the predictablyunfruitful administra¬ already been a positive decision on a similar case heard by
' the HigherArbitrationCourt.tive appealprocess.

Theoretically, through the appeal procedure, a taxpayermay

C. Appeal in thearbitrationcourt
take its dispute all the way to the HigherArbitrationCourt in

'

the hope that the latterwill reverse its prior decision. In prac-
tice, however, it is quite difficult to convince the Higher

: The procedure for an appeal in the arbitration court is gov- Arbitration-Courtto reverse its own prior decision. Indeed to
erned by the RussianFederationArbitrationProceduralCode date it has not done so.
(the ArbitrationCode).7

In summary, the arbitration court appeal procedure is as fol-
Under the Arbitration Code, a taxpayer may file two major lows. After the tax inspectorate issues a decision imposingtypes of lawsuits against the tax authorities: (i) a taxpayer tax penalties the taxpayer, the taxpayer immediatelyon may
may challenge the legality of a decisionof the tax authorities

file lawsuitwith the arbitration court where the tax inspec-a
imposingpenalties;and (ii) a taxpayermay challengethe ille-

torate is located. The taxpayer may also submit a substanti-
gitimatewithdrawalof funds from.its bank accountby the tax

ated petition for injunction order prohibiting the taxan
authorities.8In practice, in most cases the taxpayersprefer to

inspectorate from imposing fines before the arbitration
contest the validity of the decisions by the tax authorities, any

court procedure is completed. The court must consider an
rather than to fight for the repayment of already withdrawn

application for injunction order within day after it isan one
funds. Indeed the first approachhas a numberof advantages. filed.1o The court is not required to grant the injunction, but,First, when filing such a lawsuit, a taxpayer does not bring in practice, it normally does so, particularlywhere it is obvi-
any property claims against the tax authorities and, hence,

ous that the decision in dispute is incorrect.
may pay a nominal state duty of only ten times the minimum

monthlywage (i.e. approximatelyUSD 140). Whereas, when
a taxpayer files a lawsuit containing property claims, the

stamp duty is calculatedas a percentageof the amount in dis-

pute (but not more than 1,000 times the minimum monthly 7. The system of arbitration courts in Russia is separate from the system of

wage).9 Second, such lawsuits may be filed regardless of common courts. The arbitration courts hear cases involving economic disputes
between legal entities, as well as disputes between legal entities and govern-whether any funds have already been withdrawn from the mental agencies, e.g..the tax authorities. Generally, they may not hear cases

taxpayer's account. The taxpayer may also apply for an involving individuals. In contrast, the common courts primarily hear cases

injunctionorderprohibiting the tax inspectoratefrom impos- involving individuals. The Arbitration Code regulates the structure of the arbi-

ing any fines before the arbitration court procedure is com-
tration courts, as well as the trial and appeal procedures in the arbitrationcourts.
The system of arbitration courts consists of four major elements: (i) the lower

pleted, which, of course, is not an option if the funds have local arbitrationcourts; (ii) the appeal panels of the local arbitrationcourts; (iii)
already been taken from the taxpayer. Third, but not the least the Federal CircuitAppeal Courts; and (iv) the HigherArbitrationCourt.

important, statistically the judges appear to be more willing 8. Art. 22 of the ArbitrationCode.

to satisfy the first type of lawsuit, primarily because they do 9. Art. 2 of Russian Federal Law No. 226-FZOn State Duty of 31 Decem-
ber 1995, as amended.

not have to confrontthe issue ofwhetherthe state budgetwill 10. Art. 75(2) of the ArbitrationCode.
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Within 30 dys after the lawsuit is received, the arbitration ters, which they generally consider to be a complicated and
court must try the case. As a general matter, the court may highly technical field. This leads them to defer to the exper-
either reject the claims or satisfy them wholly or partially. If tise of the tax authorities. Furthermore, in many instances,
the taxpayer or the tax authorities are not satisfied with the they also tend to favour the tax authorities because they rec-

court's ruling, then either of them may file an appeal to the ognize the Russian Government's extreme need to increase

appeal panel of the arbitration court within 30 days after the tax revenues and to enforce tax collections.
issuance of the lower court's decision. In turn, the appeal It is worth mentioning that corporate taxpayers also
panel must hear the case within 30:days after it receives the

. may
some tax area to common

appeal. The appeal panel may either (i) confirm the initial bring of their disputes in the the
courts or even to the Russian Federation Constitutional

decision of the arbitration court; (ii) repeal it wholly or par- Court. In particular, taxpayer challenge in'the
tially and return the case to the arbitrationcourt for retrial; or

any may com-

mon courts the validity of a normativeact issued by any gov-
(iii) issue its own decision in. the case. The decision of the

ernmental agency.12 Furthermore, taxpayer theoreti-
appeal panel becomes effective immediately. The injunction

a may,
even to

order ceases to be effectiveupon the issuanceof the decision cally, apply the Russian Federation Constitutional
Courtif it is seeking to oppose the validityof a federal law as

by the appealpanel. Thereafter,within 30 days after the deci-
sion is issued by the appeal panel, it may be challenged in a

being in conflictwith the Constitution.

Federal Appeal Court of the relevant circuit. (Notably, the Hopefully, with the enactmentof the Tax Code, Russian tax-

initial decision of the arbitration court may be directly payers will enjoy a more certain and favourable tax regime
appealed to the relevant Federal Appeal Court without first and, most critically, receive the additional tools needed to

passing it through the appeal panel). The Federal Appeal protect their legal rights.
Court must try the case vithin 30 days after it receives the

appeal. The decision of the Federal Appeal Court becomes
effective immediatelyand may not be appealed by either the III. TAX PENALTIESAND THE APPEAL
taxpayer or the tax authorities. PROCEDURE UNDER THE TAX CODE
As a final resort, however, the Chairmanof the HigherArbi-
tration Court and the State Prosecutormay initiate their own A. General trends
judicial review of a decisionof any arbitrationcourt, includ-

ing the Higher Arbitration Court, on the ground that it con- The Tax Code consists of four parts: (i) the General Part, (ii)
tradicts the law or is not properly substantiated. The Presid- Federal Taxes, (iii) Regional Taxes, and (iv) Local Taxes.
ium of the HigherArbitrationCourt tries such an appeal. The The GeneralPart lays down the majorprinciplesof the future
Deputies of the Chairmanof the HigherArbitrationCourt or Russian tax system. More than a quarter of the General Part
the State Prosecutor may bring an appeal against a decision (i.e. 112 articles) deals with tax violations, their investigation
of any arbitration court, other than the Higher Arbitration and their appeal.
Court.

In general, the Tax Code attempts to create a distinctand con-

Although, at first glance, the arbitrationcourt appeal process sistent terminological and definitional base for Russian tax

appears to be rather ponderous, in reality it is often surpris- legislation, as well as to establish a clearer legal relationship
ingly quick and effective. Normally, it does not take more between the tax authorities and the taxpayers.
than three to four months to go through all of the stages up to

Although, undoubtedly, the Tax Code represents radical
the Federal Appeal Court. Although, generally, the judges in

a

move towards a more civilized tax community, many of its
Russia do not have a strong tax academic background, they on tax pursue, to a
are not under the same political pressure as the tax officials provisions violations still high degree,

almostexclusivelythe fiscal interestsof the state. Someof its
are under. Also, they more readily refer to the tax legislation,
rather than to the internal regulations issued by the tax provisions are internally inconsistent,contradictoryand con-

authorities. Since most of the disputes arise from different fusing. Therefore, to ensure that the Tax Code will truly
constructions of the tax laws by the taxpayers and the tax improve the business environment, certain of its provisions

shouldbe furtherexaminedand modified to exclude.potentialauthorities, the judges are often at least willing to interpret controversiesand infringementsof taxpayers' basic constitu-
the tax laws themselves, in order to find the most reasonable

tional rights.and rational interpretation. Moreover, the Russian Constitu-
tion and the ArbitrationCde lay out an importantprinciple,
under which the courts must disregard the provisions of any
normative act or letter issued by a governmental agency, if
such provisions contradictthe federal laws.11

11. Art. 122 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation and Art. 11 of the

On the other hand, in many instances, the taxpayers are still
ArbitrationCode.
12. A.normative act is any regulation issued by an authorized governmental

to a large degree rolling the dice when bringing an appeal agency, which regulates a certain legal relationship and applies to an indefinite
in the arbitration court,because the Russian courts, particu- number of persons. For example, only instructions issued by the State Tax Ser-

larly the Federal Appeal Courts, are frequently pro-tax- vice have this status and, therefore, are binding for taxpayers. Recently, taxpay-
ers have become proactive in challenging the validity of the State Tax Service

inspectoratein tax cases. This is partiallybecause the judges Instructions themselves with the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (a
themselveshave no expertiseor even competencein tax mat- higher commoncourt in Russia).
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B. Tax penalties penalties are calculated as a percentage of the underpaid
taxes or taxes due.

Remarkably, the Tax Code finally distinguishes between On one hand, such diversity in classifying tax violationsis an

deliberate and negligent tax violations.13 As a result, the obvious improvement, because it allows the authorities to

severity of the tax sanctions will depend on whether a tax- treatmore equitably the various actions of taxpayers.Also, in
payerhas committeda tax violation intentionallyor by negli- many cases the Tax Code shifts liability from the taxpayers to

gence. Regretfully, if read narrowly, the Tax Code presumes their banks, if the latter fail to properly fulfil the instructions
that a taxpayerhas deliberatelyviolated the tax laws, and puts of the taxpayers to pay their tax obligations.19 Importantly,
the burden to prove the opposite on the taxpayer.14 In a cer- the tax penaltiesare dependenton whether the tax violations
tain sense, this provision contradicts Article 49 of the Rus- are intentional or negligent.
sian Constitution,which presumes that a person accusedof a

law infringementis innocentunless proven otherwise. On the other hand, such diversity raises a lot of questions.
First, the tax officials may simply lack sufficient academic

As a very positivedevelopment,the Tax Code exempts a tax- backgroundand legal skills to reasonablyinterpretthe factual

payer from liability for tax violations (i) if the taxpayer has circumstances which have resulted in a particular taX viola-
committed a non-intentional tax violation because of force tion. Second, the general wording of this Chapter makes a

f majeure, or (ii) in the event that a taxpayerwas relying on an frontier between certain violations almost elusive, although
official ruling or normative act issued by the appropriate the applicable tax penalties may differ dramatically.20Third,
authorities, which was later held to be unlawfulby an appro-

- in several instances, the Tax Code does not clearly define the

priate court.15 It is important to note that the Tax Code also scope of the relevantviolations.21

provides that, if any tax violation results in criminal liability Chapters 21 through 27 of the Tax Code thoroughlyregulate
or liability under the customs legislation, then no tax penal- the various aspects of the proceedingson tax violations from
ties may be applied.16 the discoveryof a tax violation by the authorities through to

Further, the Tax Code introduces the concept of tax the issuanceof a decision imposingpenalties on the taxpayer

amnesty, pursuant to which the tax authorities may exempt or, in certain instances, closing the case. Generally, in this

from tax liability a taxpayerwhich has negligentlyviolated a part the Tax Code closely follows the pattern set forth in a

tax law. To enjoy a tax amnesty, the taxpayermust inform the number of other Russian Codes regulating other branches of

tax authorities of the negligent tax violation before the tax Russian administrativelaw (e.g. the Russian FederationCus-

authoritieshave revealedsuch violation and before they have toms Code and the Russian Federation Code on Administra-

notified the taxpayerabout an upcoming tax audit. Logically, tive Offences).
however, such a regime should to some extentbe available to

a taxpayer regardless of whether it was notified of the tax
C. Administrativeappealaudit. Otherwise, the taxpayer is essentially stimulatednot to

cooperatewith the tax authorities in the course of a tax audit.
Surprisingly, only seven articles of the Tax Code are directly

Positively, the Tax Code establishes a 5-year limitation term, devoted to the appeal procedure. As a basic rule, a taxpayer
within which the tax authorities may bring claims against a

taxpayer which has violated the tax law. On the other hand, 13. Art. 254 of the Tax Code.
such a limitationterm is deemednegated if the taxpayercom- 14. Art. 254(2) of the Tax Code.
mits another tax violation before the initial limitation term 15. Art. 256 of the Tax Code.

elapses. The Tax Code does not specify whethersuch a viola- 16. Art. 252(3) of the Tax Code.
17. Art. 260 of the Tax Code.

tion must be the same as the initial one or just any violation. 18. Arts. 257, 258 and 261 of the Tax Code.
Undoubtedly, such broad wording makes the limitation con- 19. Currently, a tax obligation is deemed to be fulfilled when the necessary

cept almost meaningless.17 funds physicallycome to the appropriatebudgetaccount. Under the Tax Code, a

taxpayer will be deemed to have performed its tax obligation, after it has

The Tax Code further empowers the tax authorities to instructed its bank to make a tax payment, provided that there are sufficient
' funds in its bank account. Accordingly, in such cases, the tax authorities will

decrease or increase the amount of the basic tax penalties, apply tax penalties to the bank and not to the taxpayer.
under certain extenuatingor, to the contrary, aggravatingcir- 20. For example, Arts. 276 and 277.provide for two different types of tax vio-

cumstances.It generallyappears that the tax authorities,as an lations: (i) violations in the procedure for the keepingof records and (ii) evasion

interestedparty, should not be entitled to change at their dis- of the keeping of records, respectively.Under the currentdraft of the Tax Code,
the differencebetween these two violations is fairly subtle. The penalties, h'ow-

cretion the amount of the tax liability. Rather, this authority ever, differ dramatically. In the first case, the penalty is equal to 30 minimum
should vest with the courts.18 wages (approximatelyUSD 430 at the current exchange rate), whereas, in the

second case, the penalty may be as high as 80 per cent ofthe taxes due for the

Chapter 20 of the Tax Code provides for 25 types of tax vio- period in question, but no less than 600 minimum wages (approximatelyUSD

lations, including, interalia, evasionof tax registration,non- 8,600).
21. For example, Art. 293 subjects a taxpayer to a fine equal to 50 minimum

filing of tax returns, violationofbookkeepingprocedures, tax wages for exerting illegal influence on a tax body. When defining what illegal
evasion, exerting unlawful influence on tax authorities, etc. influence means, the Tax Code refers to a commitmentby a person toward

For most minor tax violations, the Tax Code establishes unlawful actions in order to affect a decision taken by the tax body... The Tax
not actions.

penalties calculated as a certain multiple of the minimum Code, however, does specify what may constitute unlawful

Undoubtedly, this Article should be further amended to ensure that it does not

monthly wage. Whereas for major tax violations, the tax leave any room for interpretation.
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may challenge aadecision ofofthe taxax authorities imposing taxax IV. CONCLUSION
penaltiesonly within 20 days after it isisissued. As isiscurrrently
the casecase the taxpayer may file aa complaint either with the Of courrsse, ititisisalmost imposssibletoo covercoverininoneoneshort article
ssuperiior taxtaxbody ororwith the arbitrationcourt.22 However, inin ali ofofthe problems andandtrends associatedassociatedwith tax dissputes inin
contrastwith the currentcurrrentprrocedure, the taxpayermay contest Russia. We hope, howeverr that this overview will prrovide
aa decisiondeeccsson ofof the superiorupeerorr taxaax bodybody onlyony atat th arbitration ourourreadersreaderswith aafair idaidaaofofthetheepeerplexityandandthethe multifor-
court.23 The taxpayeraaxpayermust file this secondsecondappealappealwithiri teneen 'mity ofoftaxaax procceeeedings inn Russia.
daysdaysofofits receipteeccepttofofaadecisiondecisionfrom the supeorupeerorrtaxaax body.
Appareently, by introducing such a shortshortterm for aappeeal, the The onlyony way byby which Russia cancan overcome the eexisting

a

legislature intends too accelerateacceerrate taxtaxprroceedings and totomake chaoschaossininits taxtaxssysstem isis too reform thethe taxtaxlaw and too consol-

them more efficient. It isis evident, however, that such time idateidateititunder the umbrellaofofaanew formal taxtaxcode. At the

periods .may simply be inadequate, particularly in compli-
same time, by introducingaataxtaxcode, Russiashouldnotnotmake

cated multi-issuetaxaax dissputes. To be fairfairtotothe drafters ofofthe its taxtaxssysstem overrssophisticated.Subject too its legal, political
Tax Code, it shouldshouldbebenotednoteedthat thetheeTax Code permits thethe

and economic peecculiaritiees, Russia shouldshouldprudently utilize

ssuperior taxax bodybodyor thethe courtcourthearing an appealappealtoo restoreeessoreethethe
thethee taxax cconcceepts andandmechanisms which havehaveprovedprovedtoo bebe

or

limitation term ififtheytheey deem that a taxpayeraaxpayerrhas missed this efficientoverovermaany yearsyearsininotherttherrjuriissdictions.Provided that
a

term for goodgoodreasons.24 suchsuchcconcceepts areareccareefully applieed too Russia's presentpresentlegallegal
frramework,Russiamay bebeable too defuse its existing taxtaxcri-cri¬

As aa rule, the superior tax body must consider aa complaint sissis much more quickly and ssmoothly, and, conssequently,
within 30 days after its rreceipt (or(or1515days ififthe reviewofofthe accelerateaccelerate its new positive economic andand socialsocial develop-
complaint does notnot rrequirre any additional examination oror ments.

audit)..25
Most importaantly, ififthetheetaxpayeraaxpaayerrfiles aaccomplaint cchalleeng-
ingingthe impositionofoftaxtaxpeenaltiees, suchsuchpeenalties may notnotbebe
leviedeveeduntil after the appeal procedureprocedureisisccompleteed..26InIncon-

trast, the taxpayer's filing ofofaa complaint againsst any other
decision ofof the taxtax authorities doesdoes notnot ssusspend the deci-
sion.27

22. Art. 404404oftheTaxof thee Code.
23. Thus, thetheeadministrativeappealpppeeaalprocessprocessunder'theunnderrtheeTax CodeCodeis effeectivvely

D. Appeal inin thethearbitration courtcourrt limited to aaoonne-stage appeal.
24. Art. 4404(4) ofof the Tax Code. Evidently, the Tax Code shouldshouuldfurther

Basiccally, the Tax Code does not change the arbitrationcourt
explainxxppaannwhat reasonsreasonsshouldshouuldbebedeemedgoodgoodfor the purposespurposesofofthis Article.

court 25. Art. 408408ofofthe Tax Code. As innnmanymanyother instances, this Article does notnot

appeal procceesss. Thus, this process will eessssentiallyremain the define innnwhich casescasesaacomplaintoomppaanttdoes notnotrequire additional examination oror

same and will be governedby the ArbitrationCode. The Tax aauudit, therebyproovidinng thetheepossibilityfor variousvarrooussabuses. Notably, this Article

Code envisages that every arbitration court will have a tax
allows thetheehead ofofthetheerespectivve tax bodybodyororhis/her deputy too extend this term

a to three moonths, if he/she considers this Again, such wordinng is
board, i.e. a separate departmentofofthe court dealing exclu-

upup oo if neccessary. such ss
a scarcelyccarcceeyclear. Finnally, ififaadecisiondeccssoonnofofthetheetax authorities is contestedcontesteedbybyaapuublic

sively with tax diissputes. Such novelty should certainly be proseeccutor, thetheetaxaxxauthoritiesmustmustconsiderconnssiderrhis/herobjectioonwithin 1010ddayss
haileed, beeccaausse, atat leastleastin the long teerm, it should improve 26. Art. 409409ofofthe Tax Code. The same rule applies ififaapuublic prosecutorfiles

an objectioon.the quality ofofthe taxtaxlitigation and make it more profeesssional 27.
an

E.g. a decision ofofthe tax authoritiesobligatinga taxpayer to presentcertaina a taxpayer
andand efficient. At the same time, thethee sharp limitation ofofthe documents tooothetheetaxtaxauthoritiesororaadecision to initiate aacriminalcrimnnaalinvestigation
appeal terms cannotcannotbut causecausesome astonishment. againstggaansttthetheetaxpayer.
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CE\TRA_ AMD EASTERN EUROPE

PRESUMPTIVETAXES In CENTRALAND EASTERN EUROPE
Steve Harrison*

I. INTRODUCTION situations, the use of such presumptionscan be seen as a nec-

r essary part of income tax administrationrather than an appli-
A presumptive tax may be defined as one which is levied on cation ofpresumptivetaxationper se, and so will not be con-

incomewhich a taxpayer is presumedto have received, rather sidered further.

than on his or her actual income.1 The justificationfor a pre- Rather, this article will concentrate on presumptive taxes

sumptive tax is essentially pragmatic: it is used instead of a which are applied to particular groups of taxpayers in place
tax on actual income (hereinafter an income tax) because of income taxes.5 Such a substitution implies that presump-
an income tax cannot be effectively or efficiently adminis- tive taxes are seen as offering particular compliance or

tered in the prevailingcircumstances. administrative advantages over income taxes, and their

Although presumptive taxes have a long history and are in effects in these areas will also be considered.

use in a number of developed countries, in recent years they
have become associated with the process of tax reform in B. Presumptions based on capitaldeveloping countries, where they are seen as offering par-
ticular advantages in dealing with hard to tax groups such Although a tax on income, a presumptive tax can be esti-
as individualentrepreneurs.2 mated by reference to both income and capital. Presumptions
This article is intended to give an overview of the types of based on capital are not particularycommon in CEE, and are

presumptive tax currently in use in Central and Eastern generallyconfined to those based on the value ofagricultural
Europe (hereinafterCEE), a comparativelyneglected area land.

in studies of this subject, and to consider some of the issues An example of such a tax, based on the cadastral value of
relating to the complianceeffect of such taxes. agricultural land, is found in Macedonia.6 Individuals who

own, lease or use land are assessed on the cadastral income
for each unit of land-whichis capableofbeing used for agri-

II. TYPES OF PRESUMPTIVETAX culture or forestry, regardless of whether or not the land is
used for productivepurposes. In Macedoniathe presumption
is (to some extent at least) rebuttable, in that it may be

A. Methods of classification reduced if yields are reduced due to natural disaster or other

exceptionalcircumstances.
Presumptivetaxes can be classifiedin a varietyofways.3 Per-

haps the most obvious method (and that which is followedin
* SeniorResearchAssociate,IBFD, Amsterdam.The author is currentlythis article) is by reference to the way in which the presumed part
of an IBFD team providing technical assistanceon tax compliance issues to the

income is calculated. However, taxes can also be classified MongolianGeneral Departmentof State Taxation.

according to certain structuralor administrativefeatures, and 1. In theory the presumed income is based on theaverageincomewhich the

in this respect there are two key criteria which relate to pre- taxpayercould be expected to derive from his or her labour or property: in prac-

sumptive taxes.
tice presumptionscan oftengive the appearanceofbeing more arbitrary than sci-
entific.

The first criterion is whether a presumption is rebuttable or
2. See Kenan Bulutoglu, Presumptive Taxation, in Parthasarathi Shome
(Ed), Tax Policy Handbook, IMF 1995, at 258-262; Vito Tanzi and Milka

not (i.e. whether the taxpayer can prove his income was Casanegrade Jantscher, The Use of PresumptiveIncome in Modem Tax Sys-
lower than the presumption): a rebuttable tax is perceived as tems, in Changes in Revenue Structures,Proceedings of the 42nd Congress of

being fairer, but inevitably imposes greater administrative the InternationalInstituteof Public Finance, Athens 1986, at 32-51.
3. See, for example,Tanzi and Casanegrade Jantscher, supra note 2.

burdens than a non-rebuttabletax. 4. Presumptions of income are also commonly used where.the permanent

The second criterion is whetherpresumptions of income are
establishmentof a foreign company has not determined its host country-source
incomein a manner acceptableto the tax administration.

applied generally to certain groups of taxpayers (or perhaps 5. It will also concentrate on individual, as opposed to corporate taxes.

at the election of the taxpayer) or are applied only to specific Althoughpresumptive taxes are more commonlyapplied to individuals, a num-

taxpayers in specific situations. This last category usually ber of CEEcountrieshave specialregimes forsmall companieswhich includean

elementofpresumption.However,a purposivedistinctioncan be drawn because
covers situationswhere the taxpayerhas understatedhis tax- such special regimes for companies tend to be introduced to encourage small
able income or has failed to maintain adequate records,4 and companiesby reducing'theiradministrativeburden (and thus are often linked to

in these circumstances the tax administrationwill invariably simplified accountingrequirementsetc.) rather than as a response to poor com-

be permitted to make a presumption of income. However, pliance or weak administration.
6. Arts. 18-27 Personal IncomeTax Law. A similar tax exists in severalother

O
although CEE countrieshave a varietyofapproaches to these of the formerYugoslavrepublics.
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This tax on cadastral income is generally applied to all indi- taxed at flat rates of between 12.5 per cent and 35 per cent,
viduals with agriculturalincome, unless they elect, before the depending on the level of the presumption.
start of the year of assessment, to be assessed on their actual

It is notable that although the flat-ratetaxationsystemmayincome. However, the tax administrationcan insist that actual
be chosen instead of the normal income tax, it does not con-

income is taxed if it considers that income from certain non-

arable agricultural activities substantially exceeds the fer a general exemption from the requirementsof the income
tax relating to the keeping of records and issuing of invoices.

cadastralvalue.
The significanceof this point will be discussedbelow.

Although the valuation involved in such a system is a major Presumptivedeductions also used in Bulgaria, the Czechare
undertaking (especially in an inflationary situation), pre- Republic, the Slovak Republic and Slovenia,11 but part ofas
sumptionsbased on cadastral incomehave the meritofbeing the system of income tax, not alternative to it. Suchas an
applied to a well-defined group of taxpayers and of being deductions generally confined to individuals engaged in
comparativelyhard to avoid if the land register is complete

are

agricultureand professionalor entrepreneurialactivities.
and up to date.

However structured, presumptions based on gross receipts
share a number of problems. Perhaps most significantly,

C. Presumptionsbasedon gross receipts unless the presumptionis rebuttableor the option to apply the

system is retroactive, businesses with high expenditure may

Presumptionsbased on gross receipts are more common than suffer a proportionately higher tax burden and businesses

those based on capital. Using this method, taxpayers are pre- with losses will receive no relief. Moreover, the compliance
sumed to have a net income which is determined as a per- controls required for such a system are not significantly
centageof their turnover, and on which tax is then due. lower than those required for a systembased on actual prof-

its: the most difficult task, the auditing of gross receipts, is
A distinction can be drawn between a true presumptivesys- common to both.
tem based on gross receipts and one where a flat rate of tax is

applied directly to turnover, without an explicitpresumption
of taxable income. However, it has to be admitted that the D. Presumptions based on estimated income
distinctioncan be a fine one, especiallywherethe rate of tax

applied is sufficiently low to suggest that an implicit pre- Also found in CEE are presumptions based on estimated
sumption of income can be inferred. Thus, for example, in income. Estimates are based on a variety of factors, but
Albania, the Law on Small Business Tax7 applies a variety of nowhere do they approach the relative complexityor sophis-
flat-rate taxes to individual traders, craftsmen and profes- tication of theforfaitsystem in France or the tahshiv system
sionals, at rates which are significantly lower than those in Israel.
applied to other forms of earned income: in general these
taxes take the form of fixed rate taxes,8 ranging from 3 per An example of a CEE presumptive tax based on estimated

cent for craftsmen to 8 per cent for lawyers and doctors, income is the Fiscal Duty (or tax card12) in Poland. This

which are levied on the gross receipts of the activity in ques- applies to individuals performingbusiness activities defined

tion - the comparable rate of tax on wage income would be in the law, which include any of 95 listed services and manu-

20 per cent. facturing activities (e.g. engraving, smithing, clock-making,
glaziery, cosmetic treatment), food retailing and catering,

True presumptive taxes based on gross receipts are found in small-scale transportationservices, independentprofessional
CEE, where they tend to take a rather specific form, namely activities and child-care and education. A further require-
thatof a presumptivededuction, i.e. a deductiongiven for tax ment is that the individualdoes not employmore than a spec-
purposes regardless of (and in lieu of) the actual expenses ified numberof employees (the thresholdvaries according to
incurred. Since the deduction is given against gross income, the professionor industrybut cannotexceedfive employees).
the effect is the same as making a presumption of taxable

profit.9 An example of such a system is found in Hungary,
which recently introduced an optional taxation regime for
small-scale entrepreneurs engaged in agriculture, manufac- 7. Law 7679/93 of 3 March 1993. This law replaced the earlier, but similar,

Law 7545 on the Income Tax of Individuals in the Private Sector of 6 January
turing, processing, repair activities and retailing (the so- 1992.
called flat-rate taxation.10) This regime, which taxpayers 8. Subject to a minimum tax of ALL 20,000 (approx. USD 110) for retailers

must opt for at the start of the tax year, applies to individuals and ALL 55,000 (approx. USD 300) for wholesalers.

engaged in qualifying trades whose turnover in the previous
9.. For example, allowing a 60 per cent deduction for expenses achieves the
same end as presuminga taxableprofitof40 per cent.

year did not exceed HUF 15 million (approx. USD 81,000) 10. ActCXVIIof 1995 on PersonalIncomeTax(as amended),Sets. 50-57. The

for retailers and HUF 3 million (approx. USD 16,200) for author is indebted to Maria Vghelyiof the IBFD for clarificationof a numberof

other activities. Taxable income is calculatedby deducting a points relating to these provisions.
11. Slovenia uses a minimum deduction for certain types of income (i.e. a

fixed presumptivecost ratio from gross receipts. The basic rebuttablepresumption).Theamountof the presumeddeductionvaries according
deduction is a seemingly rather generous 80 per cent of to the activities of the taxpayers, but is generally somewhat less generous than

turnover, and this is increasedto 87 per cent or 93 per cent for that available in Hungary.
certain retail activities and 92 per cent for a limited range of

12. Karta podatkowa. Decree of the Minister of Finance 17 December 1996

(OfficialJournal 1996, No. 151, item 171). The author is grateful to Aleksandra
agricultural producers. The resulting presumed income is Ostaszewskaof the IBFD for details of this tax.
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In most cases the tax payable is determined using a scale countries, particularly those which are members of the CIS.
which takes into account three variables: the profession or Sometimes they make an attempt to take individual circum-
activity being carried on, the number of employees and the stances into account (as in the case of the Azerbaijanisystem
numberof inhabitantsin the village or town where the activ- mentioned above), but more often this is not the case.

ity is performed.13By way ofexample, the monthly tax scale There are also various forms of lump-sum taxation. In Alba-
for smithing services is as follows (USD 1 = approx. PLN

nia, for example, individuals carrying ambulant business
3.2):

on

activities are taxed in fixed amounts17 according to their
Number of activities. These amounts range from ALL 2,000 (pprox.
employees Number of inhabitants: USD 11) per annum for a shoeshiner to ALL 110,000

up to 5,000 5,000-50,000 over 50,000 (approx. USD 600) for an individualoperatinga goods vehi-
0 PLN 106 PLN 118 PLN 126 cle with a carrying capacity in excess of 16 tonnes. .In all
1 PLN 201 PLN 233 PLN 254 there are eight main categories of service and retail activity
2 PLN 275 PLN 308 PLN 338 (with various sub-categories),but in general there is no pro-
3 PLN 318 PLN 359 PLN 401 vision for taking the taxpayer's individualcircumstancesinto
In certain cases other methods ofpresumption are used. For account. Similarly, Hungary has a so-called itemized flat-

example, the tax due from nurses, midwivesand certainother rate taxation system for hairdressers,cosmeticians and pas-

professions is based simply on the number of hours worked senger transport vehicle operators (private taxi drivers) who

(PLN 1.70 per hour for nurses and midwives), while the are sole traders.18 The scheme is optional and imposes a

charge for amusementservices is calculated by reference to lump-sumpaymentof HUF 100,000 (approx. USD 540) for
the number of machines, etc. being used. Taxpayers falling hairdressers and cosmeticians and HUF 120,000 (approx.
within the Fiscal Duty regime are not required to keep books, USD 650) for taxi drivers.
submit tax returns or make advancepaymentsof tax. Simple licence fees or fixed payments are the most adminis-

Although a number of CIS countries use presumptive taxa- tratively convenient method of presumptive taxation, but

tion in the form of licences for.individualentrepreneurs (see they often seem to bear little or no direct relationship to the

below), the system is, in some cases, developed enough to profits or potential profits of the individual taxpayer. More-

merit comparisonwith the Polish Fiscal Duty. In Azerbaijan, over, if the fees or payments required are not regularly
for example, a licence may be paid annually or monthly by updated, the real value of the charges can soon amount to lit-

individual entrepreneurs whose average monthly income tle more than a nominal form of taxation.

does not exceed 12 times the minimumwage of AZM 5,500
(approx. USD 1).14 The licence fee is determined according F. Minimum taxesto a 4-point scale which is intended to reflect the potential
income which an individual business can generate: factors
taken into account include the type of business, its location, In some cases, as in Albania, presumptive taxes are associ-

the numberofemployees and the income tax treatmentof the ated with a minimumtax. A minimumtax can also be used as

activity.15The monthly rate for a licence is: a separate device, which addresses some of the same prob-
lems as a presumptivetax19 and can (butneed not) be broadly

Level 1: 24% of the monthly minimumwage. equivalent in its effect.20 In its simplestform, a minimum tax

Level 2: 60% of the monthly minimumwage. requires all taxpayers to pay at least a predeterminedamount

of tax. In effect, this is equivalent to a tax based on the pre-Level 3:105% of the monthlyminimumwage.
a

Level 4:150% of the monthlyminimumwage.
sumption of minimum level of taxable income: the impor-
tant difference is that if actual income is higher this is taxed

These systems are simple enough to avoid many of the
administrativeproblems associated with more sophisticated
estimated income schemes,16 and at the same time may be
flexible enough to overcome some of the problems associ- 13. In general three categories are used: I - up to 5,000 inhabitants; II - from

5,000 to 50,000; and in - over 50,000. For transportservices four categories are
ated with fixed-sum licences. However, in their use of used: I - up to 25,000 inhabitants; II - from 25,000 to 100,000; III - from
turnover thresholds and their exemption from the normal 100,000 to 500,000; and IV - over 500,000.

record-keeping requirements they create new opportunities 14. Art. 13 of the Personal IncomeTax Law.
15. For example, whether an activity is beneficially taxed under the normal

for evasion and abuse (see below). income tax regime.
16. These disadvantages include the extensive technical resources required to

make detailed studies ofprofitabilityby type of activity and/or the need for suf-

E. Lump-sum fees ficientstaff to verify informationwhich taxpayersgive about their businesses.
17. An exception is an individualproviding passenger transport, who is liable
to a tax of 5 per cent on his gross income, subject to a minimum tax which

Perhaps the mostwidelyused methodofpresumptionin CEE depends on the size of the vehicle.

is the fixed lump-sumpaymentor licence fee. This normally 18. Act CXVII of 1995 on Personal Income Tax (as amended), Secs. 57/A-

applies to specific (small-scale) entrepreneurial or agricul- 57/C. These provisions also apply to income from certain forms of rented
accommodation.

tural activities, andoften replaces both income tax and VAT. 19. For a discussionof some of the practical issues relating to minimum taxes
see Janet Stotsky, MinimumTaxes in Parthasarathi Shome (ed), Tax PolicyLicences which both confer the right to trade and serve as a Handbook, IMF 1995, at 263-266.

presumptivetax on the proceeds are used in a numberofCEE 20. See Tanzi and Casanegrade Jantscher,supra note 2, at 45-46.
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in full,.with the minimum tax. generally being credited tive tax with an exemption from or relaxing of the normal

against the final tax liability. requirementsrelating to the maintenanceofbusiness records,
and this is the situation in most CEE countries which make

An interestingvariation occurs in Macedonia,where the tax-

able base for individuals must generally exceed the average
use ofpresumptivetaxation.

net salary,21 but a presumptionof income can be made by the However, this can, in the longer term, lead to serious compli-
tax administration, independently or on request; to allow ance problems.Most income tax systems require taxpayers to

individuals to pay less than this minimum.22 The amount of keep certain minimumbusiness records and to issue invoices

thepresumptiondepends on such factors as the size and loca- to their customers; since deductibleexpendituremust usually
tion of the business, and is determinedbefore the commence- also be verified by invoices from suppliers, there is both a

mentof the year of assessment. degree ofself-enforcementinherentwithin the systemand an

opportunityfor tax auditors to use the records ofone business
as a stepping stone to the control of others. Thus, if a pre-

Ill, PRACTICALPROBLEMS sumptive taxation regime exempts certain taxpayers from

key record-keeping requirements, opportunities to control

Presumptivetaxationis widelypromotedas a way of improv-
evasion amongst the taxpaying population as a whole are

ing overall levels of complianceby broadening the tax base,
reduced. The same is true ofpresumptivedeductions,which,

and/or collecting tax at a lower administrative cost than is if non-rebuttable or set at too high a level, also reduce tax-

possible under a tax on actual income. Paradoxically,if not payers' incentives to obtain an invoice for all purchases.

adequatelycontrolled, presumptivetaxes can actually under- The problem is not just one ofcontrolling existing evasion=-

mine both of these objectivesby creatingnew administrative a presumptive system can actually encourage evasion by
requirementsand adding to the scope for tax evasion.23 larger taxpayers. For example, if the issuing of an invoice is

ofno consequencefor a presumptivetaxpayer, entrepreneurs
and enterprises who are subject to the normal income tax or

A. Administeringturnover-basedsystems corporate tax regime have a ready source of false invoices
. with which they can reduce their taxableprofits.

As noted above, presumptive treatment is often available

only to individualswhose turnoverdoes not exceed acertain
threshold. In addition, several forms ofpresumptivetaxation
in CEE use gross receipts as the basis of the presumption. IV. CONCLUSIONS

The existence of a turnover threshold reflects the fact that Although a wide range of presumptive taxes are in use in
such systems are often (thoughby no means always) intended CEE, some generalizations concerning them can be made.
to apply to small entrepreneurs, as a first step towards their They are primarily applied to certain well-definedgroups of
full integrationwith the income tax regime. However, it also individuals, generally those within what conventional wis-
creates opportunities for evasion, most obviouslyby making domholds to be the hard to tax sectors.They tend to be col-
it advantageousto artificially split a larger business into sep- lective, applied to a group or sub-group of taxpayers as a

arate units, each of which falls below the turnover thresh- whole rather than being specific to individualcircumstances.
old.24 They also tend to be non-rebuttable(or must be elected for in

If such evasion is to be countered, the tax administrationwill advance, which has the same effect). These last two features

need to introducecontrol systems to identify sub-divisionsof simplify their administration, but in a number of cases any
a largerbusiness, in addition to those required to checkactual efficiency gains risk being offset by the need to establish an

turnover for the purposes of ensuring that only qualifying accurate measure of gross income on which to base the pre-

taxpayers are making use of the presumptiveregime, and/or sumption or to ensure compliance with qualification thresh-

verifying the gross taxable base. olds. The impact which these factors have on the effective-
ness of the presumptivetax in question is often compounded

In practice, the tax administration may consider that it has by an absence of record-keepingrequirements.
more serious problems to worry about than relativelyminor
tax evasionby various groups ofsmall traders. There is anec¬ The overall impression is that the presumptive taxes applied
dotal evidence that tax administrations in a number of CEE in CEE often (but perhaps not intentionally) create a

countrieS, perhaps understandably, have tended to concen-

trate their scarce resources almost exclusively on larger tax-
21. Art. 30 Personal IncomeTax Law.

payers, with the result thatpresumptivetaxes are poorly con- 22. Art. 31 PersonalIncomeTax Law.
trolled or audited.25 23. It could be added that presumptivesystems which give tax officials discre-

tion over the level of the presumptioncan lead to collusionor corruption.
24. The same device could also be used to circumventother limits, e.g. on the

B. Exemption from record keeping requirements
numberof employees.
25. CEE tax officials sometimesexpress the view that presumptivetaxes serve

the purpose of getting at least some tax from people who would otherwise pay

Presumptive taxes are frequently applied to sectors of the none - whether these taxpayers are paying less than they should is a secondary

economy where record keeping and accounting literacy are
concern. Moreover, it is apparent that in some countries taxpayers who should

strictly be paying income tax are allowed to remain in the (easier to administer)
low. It may therefore seem logical to accompany a presump- presumptivesystemwith the tacit approvalof the tax administration.
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fvourable tax environment,either because they apply a pre- favourablein its design or implementationcan underminethe

sumption of income which is unrealistically low, or because wider system of income tax, by providing a disincentive for
in practice the tax administrationmakes little effort to control taxpayers to move up to the declarativesystem, or by provid-
them. It is possible to argue that, nonetheless, they serve the ing opportunities for evasion which can be exploited by
purpose6fbroadeningthe tax base or allowingscarce admin- larger taxpayers. In the longer term these issues will need to

istrative resources to be focused in more productive areas, be addressed if the use of presumptive taxes is not to cause

but the fact remains that a presumptive system which is too more problems than it solves.
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significant features of each particular tax the tax on turnoverwith other types of sales foreign corporations,controlled foreign
treaty. Two introductorychapters deal with the taxes such as value added tax. The authors corporation(CFC) rules, foreign investment

developmentand use of tax treaty models in explain the convenienceand necessityof funds rules, and source of income and expense

general and then with an article-by-article changing the present system and suggest with rules.

commentaryon the OECDModel (intended to differentoptions. (B. 116.262)
supplementthe official commentaries) (B. 18.965)
highlightingsignificant-issuesand variations
as betweencountries and models. There is also USA

r a review of current issues i.e. treaty override, Mexico
unitary taxation,.offshoreexploration, treaty Boskin, M.

shopping and triangular situations. Original Larios Contreras, C. An economist'sevaluationof the political
work published in three loose-leafvolumes. Sistema de administracinde los derechos por discourseon fundamental tax reform
The 1996 and 1997 Supplements^published in el uso o goce de la zona federal maritimo proposals.
the fourth volume, update the information to terrestrey los terrenos ganados al mar Stanford, Center for EconomicPolicy
31 December 1996. (Zofemat). Research, StanfordUniversity,Standorf,
(B. 116.292) Guadalajara, Indetec. 1996, pp. 253. California94305, USA. 1995.

System for the managementof taxes for the CEPR PublicationNo. 446, pp. 30.

Broer, D.P.; Heijdra, B.J. use of the maritimefederal zone and the Paper presentedat the CEPR conference
The intergenerationaldistributioneffects of the territory by.the sea: Fundamentaltax reform,December 1995.
investmenttax credit under monopolistic (B. 18.956) (B. 116.259)
competition.
Rotterdam,Erasmus University. 1996. Arnold, B.J.; Li, J.; Sandler, D.
OCFEB ResearchMemorandumNo. 9603, Paraguay Comparisonand assessmentof tax treatment

pp. 54. of foreign-sourceincome in Canada, Australia,
(B. 116.277) Doing business in Paraguay. France, Germany and the United States.

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 137. Ottawa, Ministryof Finance. 1996.
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INTRODUCTION

THE 51sT IFA COnGRESS- NEW DELHI 1997
Prof. Avv. Pietro Adonnino
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1997 is a unique year in IFA's history. Immediatelyafter the Now the situation has evolved. The globalizationofmarkets,
jubilee celebrated last year in Geneva, for the first time ever the new rules in international trading, the delicate interna-
IFA is holding its congress in a country in a Southern Asia tional political balances, the creation of regional economic

region: India. and institutional organizations and the developmentof new

communication, information and transmission technologiesSo far the congresseshave been held in Europe and America, have rapidly changed the investmentand international trade
two continents which have been left only for the congresses scenario. There is, therefore, the trend to involve ever more
held in Australia and Israel. Furthermore, up until now the countries and ever more areas in internationaltaxationprob-
IFA Congresseshave been held in countrieswhich'aremostly lems.
concernedwith issues connectedto internationalinvestments

India is undoubtedly on the front line as far as this trend isand taxation.
concerned. It is a federal republic consistingof25 states and
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has from her iindependencepursued a democratic legal syss- II believe itit importtant to underline that a congresss held in a )a

tem. India has more than 900 million inhabitants and in the counttry with such ancient civilizations and traditions will
last few yearrs its economy has been sshowiing a considerable deal, among otherss, with a very ttopical iisssue, i.e. the taxation

devellopmenteffort and itittherefore needs a rapiid adjusstment of income deriving from the ssupply of technollogiies.
of its domestic tax llawss, partiicullarly as far as they affect Also in this case I believe that this meetiing between tradi-
international trranssactiionss. tions and the future repressents very well one of the pressent
The effort made toto relaunch the economy has rrequirred the major features ofofIIndia; the expresssionofofits own culture and

introduction ofof rules encourraging foreign investments and its own traditionand aalook atatthe needs ofoftoday and those ofof
the liberalization and derregulation of the markets. This alsoalso the nearnearfuture which requirre aagrreat effort in acquiring new

requires the frameworkof a more competitive taxation ssys- ttechnollogiiess.
tem. The second fundamental issue of this congrresss isis also hiighly
Aparrt from itsits iinteressting fiscal devellopmenttss, India has ttopiical: the taxation of investmentfunds which are an unsur-

much to offer delegattes. passssablle instrument used to ssupply the necessssarry financial

This isisa tterrittorywhere differentculturress, lifelifestyles and reli- means to the hiigh--technollogycompaniiess, emergiing markets

gions have met, thus giving riise to traditions and experiences
and privatiizationprogrammeswhich areareunder way in many

which are considerrably far, in some fundamental asspects,
countries.

are

from those of the Westerncountries but which deserve atten- The seminars will alsoalso focus on topical issues. Tax asspects
tion and further sstudy esspeciially at a time when there isis a will be discussed with rrespect to cross border valuation for
wide and fast exchange of poiintts of view among the various income ttax, VAT and customs duties (trransfer priciing)), taxa-

partts of the world. This may lead to new scenarios where tion of expatriiatess; a very iimporttant asspect will be examined
each one giives the contributionof itsitsown culture and experii- with reference to the instruments to assess the taxablebase in

ence and may receivereceivethe contributionofothers' cultures and situations where ititisis difficultor even iimpossiblle to proceed
experiiencess. on aadocumenttarrybasis: ttaxatiion based on presumptiionwill

therefore be dealt with. II wish to underline that this isis a
These considerations led us to accept the Indian Branch''s
invitation toto organize the 1997 Congresss ininNew Delhi. Fur- highly topical issue because it isisconnectedto the compllexity

ofofassssesssing the taxable base and isis being considered more
thermore, the Indian Branch has been an IFA member for

ahd more by developingcountries.
many yearrs and aa very active one, too; its repressenttatiives
have regullarly taken part in our congrresssses and have also In New Delhi ititwill be posssible to listen to useful ssuggess-
been members of the Association'sbodies. tions on how to do business in India and, obviioussly, there will

New Delhi, in particullar, isis a grreat ciity, the capittal of this be the now traditional seminar organiized under the joint

great state, which has aliall the hotel and business facilities ressponsibiillityof IFA and OECD on the Model Convention,
which this year will focus in partiicullar on some problemsneeded to host aa grreat international event such asas an IFA

Congressss. This isis evidenced by the fact that many other biig concerning the permanentestablishmentsuch asas those relat-

international congresssses have been verry well organiized in ing to the identification of the conditions under which the

India and in New Delhi in particular. performanceof services may be consideredasasconstituting aa

permanent establishment and those asspects relating to the
II am aware of the substantial efforts made by the Indian impact that the revolution in the world of communications
Branch to organiize this congresss. In close.cooperationwith may have on the permanentestablishmentconcept.
the Secrettary General, some changes toto the traditional orga-
niizing scheme of IFA Congressses have been accepted in

The scientiifiic,professssiional,bussinessss, cultural and tourist rea-rea¬

order to guarantee a perfect result. IIam very grateful for this sonssons are so many that II believe that the congresss in New
a

to the managerrs in chargeof the Indian Branch. Delhi, from 19 through 24 October 11997, repressentts aaunique
opportunity.

New Delhi and Indiapossssesss many naturalbeautiies, from the
coasts facing the Indian Ocean to the wide pllains and the The spousse progrrammeand the possssibiility to extend the visit

imposing mountains riissing out of the inner part of the coun-
to India after the congrresss arearefurtherasspectswhich shouldbe

try towards the Himalayas.This beautiful land has thousands
taken .into consideration.

ofofartistic trreassurres, esspecially temples and rreligious art, but IIam thereforecertain that many IFA memberswill attend the
also exquiisite pallaces and garrdens which remind us of the congrressss, thus sshowiing that they agree with the decision

llong and intensehiisstory of this country. made to host the congress in India.

Indiian'artisisssurely very differentfrom Western artartand this isis So, seeseeyou in New Delhi in October.

why ititnot only deserges to be seen but also to be known and
understood.
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O SUBJECTS AND SEMINARS OF THE 1997 CONGRESS

SUBJECT I TEMA I SUJET I THEMA I
The taxation of income derived La imposicin sobre la renta L'imposition,desrevenus Die Besteuerungvon Einknf-
from the supply of technology derivada del suministrode tec- provenant des transferts de ten aus der berlassungvon

General Reporters: S.R. Lainoff nologa technologie Technologie
(USA), Dr R.C. Vaish (India) Ponentes Generales: RapporteursGnraux: Generalberichterstatter:
Discussion Leader: Prof. Dr S:R. Lainoff (Estados Unidos), S.R. Lainoff (Etats Unis), S.R. Lainoff (Vereinigte
A.H.M. Daniels (Netherlands)' Dr R.C. Vaish (India) Dr R.C. Vaish (Inde) Staaten), Dr R.C. Vaish (Indien)

'

Presidente de Debates: Prof. Modrateur: Prof. Dr A.H.M. Diskussionsleiter:Prof. Dr
SUBJECT II Dr A.H.M. Daniels (Pases Daniels (Pays-Bas) A.H.M. Daniels (Niederlande)
The taxation of investment Bajos)
funds SUJET II THEMA II .

General Reporters: Mrs. L.J. Ed TEMA II L'imposition des fonds de Die Besteuerungvon Invest-
(United Kingdom), La imposicin de los fondos de placement mentfonds
Dr P.J.M. Bongaarts (Nether- inversin RapporteursGnraux: Generalberichterstatter:Frau
lands) Ponentes Generales: Seora

'

Mme L.J. Ed (Royaume-Uni), L.J. Ed (Vereinigtes Knig-
Discussion Leader: Y. Prussen L.J. Ed (Reino Unido), Dr P.J.M. Bongaarts (Pays-Bas) reich), Dr P.J.M. Bongaarts
(Luxembourg) Dr P:J.M. Bongaarts Modrateur:Y. Prussen (Lux- (Niederlande)

(Pases Bajos) embourg) Diskussionsleiter:Y. Prussen
SEMINAR A Presidente de Debates: (Luxemburg)
OECD Model Convention- Y. Prussen (Luxemborgo) SEMINAIREA
1997 and beyond La Convention Modle de SEMINAR A
Chairman: Prof. Dr K. Vogel SEMINARIOA l'OCDE - 1997 et au-del Das OECD-Musterabkommen
(Germany) El Modelo de Convenio de la Prsident: Prof. Dr K. Vogel - 1997 und darber hinaus

OCDE - 1997 y perspectivas (Allemagne) Vorsitzender: Prof. Dr K. Vogel
SEMINAR B futuras (Deutschland)
Cross border valuation for Presidente: Prof. Dr K. Vogel SEMINAIRE B
income tax, VAT and customs (Alemania) Evaluation des transactions SEMINAR B
duties (transfer pricing) transfrontalires:aspects fis- GrenzberschreitendePreis-
Chairman: SEMINARIO B caux et douaniers.(prix.de findung fr Einkommensteuer,
Prof. F. Vanistendael (Belgium) Valoracin en frontera para los transfert) Mehrwertsteuerund Zoll (Ver-

imponentessobre la renta, al Prsident: Prof. F. Vanistendael rechnungspreise)
SEMINAR C valor agregadoy aduaneros (Belgique) Vorsitzender:
Taxation of expatriates (precios de transferncias) Prof. F. Vanistendael (Belgien)
Chairman: Prof. R. Krever Presidente: : SEMINAIRE C

(Australia) Prof. F. Vanistendael (Blgica) Imposition des expatris SEMINAR C
Prsident: Prof. R. Krever (Aus- Besteerung entsandten Per-

SEMINAR D SEMINARIO C tralie) sonals
Presumptive income taxatin Imposicin de expatriados Vorsitzender: Prof. R. Krever
Chairman: Prof. R. Avi-Yonah (nacionales residentes en l SEMINAIRE D (Australien)
(USA) extranjero) Imposition forfaitaire du

Presidente: Prof. R.Krever revenu SEMINAR D
SEMINAR E (Australia) Prsident: Prof. R. Avi-Yonah Pauschalierte Einkom-
Doing business in India (Etats-Unis) menbesteuerung
Chairman: Prof. P. Shome SEMINARIO D Vorsitzender: Prof. R. Avi-
(India) Imposicin presuntiva sobre la SEMINAIRE E Yonah (Vereinigte Staaten)

renta Comment faire des affaires en

Presidente: Prof. R. Avi-Yonah Inde SEMINAR E
(Estados Unidos) Prsident: Prof. P. Shome Geschftsttigkeiten in Indien

(Inde) Vorsitzender: Prof. P. Shome
SEMINARIO E (Indien)
Haciendo negocios en la India
Presidente: Prof. P. Shome
(India)
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THE InDian SYSTEM OF ADVAnCE RULInGS
Justice S. Ranganathan

I.I. IINTRODUCTIION. sible apprehensionsof investors from abroad in venturingon

to Indian soil. One such iimportant measure, the first of its
Lessons iin iincome ttax, like lessons in llife have to be learnt kind in'South Asiia, was announcedby tle Fiinance Miniister
the hard way. One has to take aa'plunge iintto tthe turbulent of India iin hiis budget speech for the financiialyear 1992--93'.'
waters not knowingwhetherone will siink or sswim. Or, to use He said: '

a better known mettaphor, one has to get caught in th truly Haviing regard toto the complexities inin taxtaxlaws, IIhave been receiv-

perpllexiingmaze, often hellplless but sometiimes guiidedby the iing repressenttatiions that the Governmentshoulld give advance rul-

iingenuiity of professiional advisers (whiich diid not commend iings whenever a ttaxpayer has doubts about the ttax liiabiliity in

itself to Lord Siimon1) and take a chance of coming out least resspect of hiis intended transaction's. Thiis prractiice obtains in aa

number of countries. There are certain practiical difficullties in.
hurt. At tthe end ofhis experiience, all that tthe tterriifiedvictim implementiingssuch a suggesstiion.However, in the iinterestofavoid-

.

can do is to let out an anguiishedcry:: Oh!!HadI knownall this iing needless litigation and prromotiing better taxpayer rellatiions, a

before! The systemof advancerulliings provides someprottec- scheme for giviing advance ruliings in respect of transactions
tion against such trauma. It sounds a note of caution to the involving non-residents isis beiing worked out and will be put into

entrant in the batttle of manoeuvre that has waged for cen- operratiionsoon.

turcs between tthe tax gatherrer and the ttaxpayer,,2 warns him This proposalhas been given effectby the iinttroductiionin the
of the lurkingdaingerrs andsometimes also helps him to avoid IncomeTaxActt,,1961 (hereinafter: the Act)of a sspeciial facil-
pitfalllss. aity tto.non--ressiidentss,Indians and foreiigners alike, tto obtain

Uncertaiintyof tthe tax effe.ctts of one''s transactiions can prove rulliing frrom an Authoriity for Advance Ruliilngs (AAR) in

fatal to a busiiness entterprise, partiicullarlly when tthe area of respect of ttheiir ttransactions in India and know ttheir preciise
one''s busiiness operatiions begiins exttendingbeyond the fron- . tax liabiliitiies iin advance.4 The Autthoriitty proviides guiidance
tiers of one''s own counttry. In this era of glloballiizatiion, inter- in:.the correct iintterprettatiionof the Indian ttax llaw which tthey
national boundariies are fast diisappeariing and distances may not, otherwiise,be familiarwith and hellps them .iin ttakiing
between capitals and cities are shriinkiing..Gone are the days .iinvesttment deciisiions under an environmentof certtaiinty and

when the compettiitiin between sellers and buyers of com- in,avoiding tensions and conflicts. The purposeof this article

modities is confined to .thedomestic market; now we see that is to provide a broad summary of this newly introduced sys-
countries have become market pllaces and that there isis com- tem.

petition among countries in the matter of attttracttiion of more

and more iinvesttments from the entrepreneursof other coun-

tries. This 6pening up of the boundaries and liberalizationof II.II. CONCEPT OF ADVANCE RULIING
laws has resulltted in the emergence of a number of interna-
tional tax probllems suchas:as: the applliicatiion of Double Tax
AvoidanceAgreementts (DTAAs); their use and misuse in tax An advance ruliing may be strictlly defined as an authorittive

pllanniing; confliictts between DTAAs and domestiic llegiislla- determiinattiionregardiing the tax consequences of a proposed
tiion; ttaxatiion of internationalparttnershiips; ttransfer of assets future ttransactiion arrived at tthrough an iintterprettatiion of the

into and out of ttax juriisdiictiions; taxatiion of international proviisiions of tthe tax law and other laws rellevant to such a

acquisitions,,business.combinations,mergers and demergers; transactiion.. Such determinations are issued iin many coun-

taxation of serviices, penssiionss, royalltiess, ttechniical fees and tries by their tax authorities in response to requests by tax-

income from supplly of llabour, equipment; ttransfer priiciing; payerrs who wiish tto be certain of the tax consequences of a

thin capiittalliization;etc.3 proposed transaction prior to enteriing iintto tthe ttransaction.5

Indiia, after its iindependencein 1947 had opted for a pllanned
economic development..Iniittiialllly, foreign capital,, goods, ser-

vices and technollogy came to India in some areas onlly and
under condiitiions of strict regullatiion.But, tthanks tto,the meta- 1.1. Latilla v. LR. (11943) 25 Tax Cases 107 atat117117(H.L).

morphosiis iin worlld ttradiing patttterns, the rapiid sciientific and 2. Lord Greene, M:R. ininLordHowardDe Walden v. LR. (11942) 25 T.C 121

ttechnollogiicaladvancementof the devellopednatiions and the
atat134 (C.A).
3. Other problems include: taxationtaxatton ofof income ariising from international

emergenceof compettiitiive tendencies among the devellopiing sseabed, sea water and sspace; taxation ofofshareholders on distributed and undis-

natiions to atttract foreiign iinvesttmentts, Indiia has also opened tributed income of domestic and foreign companiess; taxation ofof broadcasts

up itsitsdoors tto foreiign investmentsduring thiis llast decade of through satellites; taxation ofof offshore companies, offsshore trusts, offshore
funds, crosscossssborder leeasing etc.; the determinationofofliiability for tax withholding

the 20th century iin almost all areas by lliiberalliiziing the rules (or(ortaxaax deductionatatsource) in internationaltransactionsand quesstions reegarding
and regullatiions governiing such investmenttss. With a view to the determinationofofpermanentestablishmentsofofforeign enterpriisses.

ensuriing the flow of forreign investmentts iinto Indiia, particu- 4. ChaapterXIX-B (Seec.'.245N too Sec. 245V) inserted w.e.f. 11JuneJune11993. This
isisstuppleemeenteedby the IncomeTaxRules (44 E and F) and the AAR (Prrocedure)

llarlly in ifrastructuralareas, the governmenthas been initiat- Ruless).
iing measures calculated to attract such capiital and allllay pos- 5. E.g. Canada,,the UniitedStates, Sweden, France and Germany..
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- The Indian definition6is, however, wider in that it covers not ber of the crew of an Indian ship, the period of 60 days men-

only a proposed transactionbut also a transactionwhich has tioned above would be increased to 182 days. An Indian
alreadybeen undertakenby the applicant.This safeguardsthe company is always residentbut any othercompany is treated
interests of the taxpayer in two ways. After tentativelydraw- as residentonly if the controland managementof its affairs is
ing up the broad outlines of a transactionwhich he proposes wholly situated in India. A firm, Hindu undivided family
to enter into, he may seek the ruling of the Authority before (hereinafter:HUF), an associationofpersons and every other
he actually puts the transaction through, perhaps even modi- person will always be considered resident except where the
fying .the transaction in, the light of the points raised at the managementand control of its affairs during the year is situ-
hearing. If the ruling is favourable, he can go ahead; but, if ated wholly outside India. It has been clarifiedby the Author-
the ruling is adverse, h can reformulate his strategies and ity that the residential status, for the purposes ofdeciding the
reframe his transactionin the light of the ruling given by the admissibility of the application, has to be determined with
Authority and protect himself against the adverse tax conse- reference to the financial year immediately preceding the
quences of the transactionoriginallyproposed. Alternatively, financialyear in which the application is made.
ifhe has already undertakenthe transactionhe can, instead of
waiting to be assessed in the normal course, seek an authori-
tative decision from the Authority regarding his tax obliga- IV. LIMITATIONSON THE JURISDICTIONtions once and for all thus avoiding costly and prolonged lit-

igation by way of assessment, appeals and further
proceedings which may go right up to the Supreme Court. The Authority's sole function is to pronounce advance rul- .

The ruling of the Authority im.parts, an elementofcertainty in ings which means the determinationof a questionof law or

respect of his tax obligations and saves avoidable delay and fact, specified in the applicationmade to it by a non-resident,
expense in their finalization. It has often been said In many

in relation to a transaction which has been undertaken or is

cases, it is almost true to say that.the spin of a coin would proposed to be undertakenby it.11 It will be noticed that the

decide [an issue] almostas satisfactorilyas an attempt to find statute does not place any limitations on the nature of ques-
reasons7. One cannot be always too sure of how a final tions that can be referred to the Authority for its determina-

authority would ultimately decide the same issue. If one
tion. But, havingregard to the context, it can be taken that the

keeps this in mind, it would not be wrong to say that a tax- questions posed should pertain to the income tax liability of

payer will be acting more prudently and saving time, money
the applicant qua a past or proposed transaction and should

and energy by getting an early ruling in advance rather than not be naked questions of .statutory interpretation,
in opting for a course of successive litigation. unclothed in the habiliments of a past or proposed transac-

tion. The questions posed should not relate to purely hypo-
thetical, or vaguely contemplated, transactions or be in the
nature of a prayer for a comfortruling merely .seeking an

III. CONSTITUTIONOF THE AUTHORITY affirmation of self-evident propositions or be one that is of
real interest to a thirdperson andnot the applicant.The ques-

The Authority is headed by a former Judge of the Supreme tions raised may be questions of law or even of fact. The
Court of India, who is entitled to such allowances and other number of questions raised may be one or many, depending
benefits as are admissible to a sitting Judge of the Court. It uponthenatureof the transactionsproposedand the nature of
also includes two more members, one from the Indian Rev- the doubts, ambiguities and difficulties encountered in a

enue Service, who is qualified to be a memberofth Central proper appraisalof the tax obligations.
Board of Direct Taxes and another, an officer of the Indian
Legal Service, who is, or is qualified to be, an additionalsec-

The statute, however, excludes three types of questions from

retary to the Governmentof India. The Authority thus consti- the purview of the Authority's jurisdiction.12These are the
situationswhere the question raised in the applicationtuted is not part of the revenue administrationbut is an inde-

pendent quasi-judicial tribunal. Its constitution is specially (a) is already pending in the applicant's case before any
structuredto give it a high status to combine in itselfjudicial, income tax authority, theAppellate Tribunal or any
revenue and legal expertise, to function totally independent court;

of the tax administration8 and thus to command the confi-
dence of the taxpayers.The Authorityat presenthas jurisdic- 6. Sec. 245N(a).
tion only in matters relating to income tax9 and can be 7. Greene, M.R in LR. v. British SalmsonAero Engines Ltd. (1939) 22 I.T.C.

29 at 43 (C.A).
approachedfor ruling only by non-residents. 8. TheServicerules conferon the Chairmanthe same terms ofserviceas a sit-

are toThe expressionnon-residentmeans a person10who is not a
tingjudgeof the SupremeCourtand the Members required seek retirement
from their previous office.

resident as defined in Section 6 of the Act. Under this sec- 9. Not purely as a consequence of the income tax legislation being separate
tion, an individualwouldbe a resident in any financialyear if from thosedealing with otherdirect taxes butbecause they mainly involveprob-
he has been in India during thatyear for 182 days or more; or

lems of valuationof various kinds ofproperty, a field which is sought to be kept
out of the purview of advance rulings as explained later.

60 days or more if he has also been in India for 365 days or 10. This expression connotes a legal entity and is classified for purposes of
more within the preceding four years. If the individual is a income tax into the following.categories: individual, Hindu undivided family,
citizen of India or a person of Indian origin who has come to company, firm, association of persons, body of individuals and other artificial

visit India in that year or is an Indian citizen who has left juridicalpersons.
11. Secs. 245N(a), (b) and (c).

India in that year for employment.outside India or as a mem- 12. Theproviso to Sec. 245R(2).
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(b) involves determination of the fair market value of any perusing the applicationor after considering it in the light of

property; the Commissioner's report, is satisfied that the application
(c) relates to a transactionwhich is designedprima facie for. has to be rejected, it may do so after giving the applicant or

the avoidanceof income tax. his authorized representativean opportunity of being heard.
It should also set out its reasons for the rejection.21 If, on the

The objects of these exclusions are clear. The first is to deter
other hand, it is of the opinion that the applicationshouldbe

taxpayers from having two strings to their bow and trying dealt with merit, it do straightaway afteron may so or con-
simultaneouslytwo different remedies which are intended to

be alternative.The second is to prevent the Authoritygetting ducting an oral hearing at which both parties are represented.
The Authority has also the powers of a civil court to obtain

entangled in intricateproblems ofvaluationwhich are gener- such further information it consider It willas may necessary.
ally the field of experts and are imprecise and time consum-

then its rulings the questions raised.
ing. The third is to eschew the possibility of a stamp of offi- pronounce on

cial sanction being affixed to a transaction that may be a tax' The statute requires that the ruling should be in writing but

avoidancedevice. Though simply stated, the fullimplications does not, unlike in the case of an order of rejection, require it
of these restrictions raise difficult issues13 for the considera- to be a reasoned one, apparently because the ruling is final
tion of the Authority. and no appeal therefromis provided for. However, in view of

the fact that the scheme has been recently introduced and
with a view to setting up a healthy precedent, the orders of

V. APPLICATIONSTO THE AUTHORITY the Authority at present are elaborate and comprehensive.
They set out thefull facts of the case on the basis ofwhich the

ruling is given,22 the arguments ofboth parties, the legal pos-To help in the precise drafting of the issues posed to the
ition in the light of relevant judicial decisions and other

Authority, the statute requires the application to be filed in
details which for the decisionmakingare necessary process.quadruplicate in a particular format.14 A nominal fee has to

accompanythe application15.The applicationshould: One other important statutory requirement is that the ruling
(a) set out fully and truly all relevant details of the transac- has to be givenwithin a periodofsix months from the date of

tion in relation to which questions are raised; the application.23This ensures speedy disposalof the applica-
(b) enunciatethe questions on which the advance rulings are tions under this procedure.

sought; and

(c) also set out the applicant's own view as to the nature of
the ruling expected, supported by reference to the facts Vil. BINDING EFFECT OF THE RULING
and relevant judicial decisions, if any, bearing on the
issue. The ruling pronouncedby the Authority is binding only:

The application is required to be verified in a manner pre- (a) on the applicant who had sought it;
scribed vide Rule 44E(2) of the Income Tax Rules.16 As per (b) in respect of the transaction in relation to which it had
this rule, in the case of an individual, HUF, company and been sought; and

firm, it shouldbe verifiedrespectivelyby the individualhim- (c) on the Commissionerand the income tax authorities sub-
self, the karta or any other adult memberof the HUF, Manag- ordinate to him in respect of the applicant and the said

ing Director/Directorof the company and the ManagingPart- transaction.
ner/Partner of the firm. In the case of an individual or a

A ruling, being one given on the basis ofcertainfacts relating
company, it can also be verified by a person who holds a

valid power of attorneyprovided the application is accompa-
to a particular taxpayer, is, understandably,no precedent for
other .cases. However, it can be stated with some assurance

nied by an affidavit setting out the unavoidable reasons for
which it has not been possible for the applicant to sign it.17
The application also requires the applicant to nominate an 13. Moredetaileddiscussion is avoidedhere as itwill be totally outside the pur-

authorizedrepresentativeas defined in Section288 ofthe Act pose and scope of the presentarticle.
14. Rule44E read with Form34C. The applicationshouldbe sent by post or fax

to representhim in the proceedingsand also furnishan autho- to: The Authority for Advance Ruling, 5th Floor, NDMC Building, Yashwant
rization for such person to act and plead on his behalf.18 The Place, SatyaMarg, ChanakyaPuri, New-Delhi-110021(Fax: +91-11-6113407).
applicant is at liberty to withdraw the application within 30 15. Sec. 245Q(2): Indian Rupees 2,500 in the form of a crossed draft on a New

days.19 Delhi bank made out in favour ofThe Authority for AdvanceRuling.
16. The verificationis in the nature of a solemn affirmationby the applicantof
the truth of the contents of the application.
17. Rule 14 of the Procedure Rules. The Procedure Rules framed by the

Authority require such an affidavit in order to ensure that the conditions of the
VI. PROCEDURE OF THE AUTHORITY rule are fulfilled.

18. Sec. 245R(1) and rule 13 of the ProcedureRules.

When an application is received in the office of the Author-
19. Sec. 245Q(3).
20. Sec. 288 of the Act prescribes the qualificationsof the person representing

ity, the concerned Commissionerof income tax is requested a taxpayer before the income tax authorities. A regular employee, a lawyer, a

to send the records of the applicant, ifany, and also his views chartered accountantand certain other categories of persons are comprehended
on the questions raised in the application and the' answers in the definition.

suggested by the applicant and if he wishes to be heard, to
21. Sec. 245R(2)- Second & third provisos.
22. This is also necessary for anotherreasn discussed later.

nominate .a person to represent him.20 If the Authority, on 23. Sec. 245R(6).
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that, where the question on which the ruling has been given intended to be a supplementto the existing case law and their-
decides a general question of law or principle, it will, as a principalgoal is nation-wideuniform.ityamong thetaxpayers
matter of convention and judicial propriety be followed in and also the officersof the RevenueService.There is no such
other cases too, provided the material facts are similar. bifurcationof the rulingsunder the Indian law. In India, many

of the questions coming up before the Authority are interest-
Another consequence of the ruling being based on a set of ing ones on which, generally speaking, decisions of the Highstated facts and the interpretationof the statute as it stands at Courts or the Supreme Court are not available.Therefore, the
a particular point in time is that it will cease to be binding rules of the Authorityprovide that such rulings be pub-even on the above parties if there is a change in law or if the may

lished25 in the public interest even though the rulings are .

actual facts of the transaction, as put through, are materially binding only in the case of the particularapplicant.Where an
differentfrom those on the basis ofwhich the ruling has been

applicant has any objection to the publication on account of
obtained. This is, indeed, the position in all the countries the confidentiality of his transactions, the Authority allows
where this system prevails. However, even otherwise, in publication only after abridging the ruling by taking out the
some countries, the validity or binding nature of the ruling is confidentialportions of the transactions which are not rele-
limited to a specified period. But this additional limitation vant for the decision making process. Publicationof rulingsdoes notprevailinIndiawhere the ruling givenwill be effect-

was decided upon because, although the rulings are bindingive without any limitation of time so long as the material only in the case ofthe applicant,comingfrom a high poweredfacts of the transactionand law continue to be the same. authority, the. ruling has a persuasive value, and its applica-
A third consequence of the ruling being based on the facts bility in any other case on the same or similar facts and the

placed before it by the applicant without deep scrutiny or positionof law by the same or any other authority or tribunal

detailed investigation is that the ruling should be treated as cannot be denied. This also helps in achieving uniformity in

void and non-est if it is found that it has been obtained by application of the legal provisions and ensuring equality
misstaterrientofrelevant facts or fraud. In such an event, the before the law. Owing to the uniquenessof these features, the
Revenuecan move the Authorityand the Authority,afterpro- setting up of the Authority for AdvanceRulings in India has

viding a reasonable opportunity to the applicant of being been welcomed as a step in the right direction and there is a

heard, may by order, declare the ruling to be void ab initio.24 . demand that this facility be made available to residents as

The resultant position will be as if no such advance ruling well.

had ever been made.

IX. INSTANCES OF RULINGS

Vili. THE UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE INDIAN
SYSTEM The Authority has, so far, pronounced rulings on several

importantissues, many ofthem involvingan interpretationof
the provisions of Double Tax Avoidance AgreementsThe system of advancerulings is well establishedin some of (DTAA) entered into betweenIndia and other countries! such

the developed countries lik the United States, France, Ger- as the United Arab Emirates, the United States, Mauritius,
many, Australia, the Netherlands,etc. but the system adopted France and Sweden. A few of these may be referred to here.
by India is unique in many ways. It is binding both on the The definition of the e.xpression resident, commonly used
Revenue and the applicant in respect of the transaction with in DTAAs, had to be considered in the context of an agree-reference to which it is issued unlike other countries where ment between two countries, one of which did not levy
the taxpayerand/or the Revenue could ignore it. Secondly, in income tax at all, and it had to be interpreted so as to prevent
many of the countries, the advance ruling is issued by the the treaty becoming a dead letter altogether.26 The difficult
officers of the RevenueAuthoritywhereas, here, a high level

concept of permanentestablishmenthas come up for con-
quasi-judicial and autonomous body headed by a former siderationin the contextof a numberof contractsentered into
judge of the Supreme Court of India has been set up to pro- by sub-contractorsdividingup the workof one principalcon-
nounce such rulings. To avoid indefinite litigation,no further tractor into sections of short duration so as to overcome one
appeal has been provided here, whereas in most other coun- of the clauses of the definitionwhich gives importanceto the
tries, since rulings are issued by the Revenue themselves, if a duration of the place ofwork in India.27 The concept ofper-ruling is considered to be adverse, an appeal can be filed manent establishmentin other contexts has also been ruled
whichmeans that litigationand concomitantdelay and uncer- upon.28 The consequence of the provision in DTAAs which
tainties are not avoided. The Indian system of advance rul- directs treatment of fees for technical services earned in the
ings is very helpful in one more respect i.e. that all the mat-

course of business activities as business profits and their
ters under the income tax law, except valuation of property, assessment, as such, in accordancewith the local legislation.

are coveredunder the jurisdictionof the Authority; therefore,
an applicant does not have to look to any other authority in

24. Sec. 245T read with rule 23.
matters relating to taxationofhis income. In other countries, 25. Rule 25.

however, there are only select areas in which advancerulings 26. MohsinallyMd. Rafik 1995 - 213 I.T.R. 317.

can be given. In countries like the United States rulings are 27. Many unreportedcases exist on this issue.

classifiedas private and publishedrulings..Privaterulings do
28. Advance Ruling No. P-10 of 1995 (1997-224 ITR 473); Tekniskil
(Sendirian)Berhard 1996-222I.T.R. 55; AdvanceRulingNo. P-8 of 1995 (1997-

not apply to any other case, whereas published rulings are 223 I.T.R. 416).
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ofofthetheetaxingaxnggState camecameupupfor consideration inn thetheeEricsson inininfrastructuralprojeects ininIndia. The quuestioon waswaswhetherwhettherr
case.29 Reecceently, a. quuestioon hashasbeenbeenraisedaaseedbyby aa television eacheachofofthetheesettlors-beneficiriesofofthetheeTrust waswasliable tooobebe

companycompanyfloated inn Maurititsasasto whetherchargeschargesscollected individduually assessedassessedononananaliquot portioon ofofthethe income ofof

bybyit from Indian parties for advertisementsononits televisioon the Trust atatthe concessionalcoonncessssoonaalrateraeeavailable underunderthe DTAA

channels wouldwoouldbebeliable tooobebecharged toto incomenccoomeetax atatall. with Mauritius oror whether the entire incomencoomeeofof the Trust

This issue hadhadbeenbeenconsidred atataaconference ofofsimilarly shouldbebeaggregateedandandassessedatthe maximummaxxmuummarginal
placedpaacceedorganizzatioons andandthe Central BoardBoardofofDirect Taxes ratesaaessininthetheehands ofofthetheeTrust. TheTheAuthoritypronouncedpronouncedits
hadhadissued aacircular stating thatthattthetheeprofits embeddedembeddedinn thethee rulinng after ccoonsiddering thetheerelevanteeevvanttproovisioons ofofthetheeAct.

chargescharggesscollectedbybysuchsuchccoompaanies inn Indiawouldwoouuldbebetaxedaaxeed It is unnecessarytoooelaborateeaaboraaeefurther. Suffice it tooosay thatthaatthetheeunnecessary sayatat1010perpercent. TheTheappliccant, hoowever, desired the Authority rulinngs ofofthe AAR havehavebeenbeenofofgreat helpheeppnot onlyonnyytotoIndi-reeaat not
tooogivegveeaaconsideredrulinng. This issue is awaiting decision.

ans residinng abroad andandhavinghavvnngginvestments inn India butbutalsoans

The Authhorityhadhadtoooconsidercoonssiderrobjectioons totoananappliccatioononon toto foreign enterprises enterinng intonnoo businessbussnessss arranngements
thethee groundgroundthatthaatthethe questioon relatedeeateedtoo aa transaction which andand collaborations inn India. TheThesetting upupofofthethe AAR inin
waswas deessggnneed vooidanccee oftaxax twowoocases. has thethee advantagesadvvaanaggeess ofof thethee scheme ofof

. prima facie designed for avoidance of in India has demonstrated
InIn oonne,33 thethee Authority refused tooo entertain thethee appliccatioon advanceadvancerulings asasananintegralnteegraalpartpartofofthetheesystemysseem ofoftaxation.

upholding thethee oobjectioon. The appliccant ccoompanies hadhad
investedhuuge funds innnIndian companiescoomppannessandandclaimedclameedthhat, asas

they werewerecompaniescomppannessincorporateedandandresident innnMauritius, X. THETHEINDIAN SYSTEM COMPAREDTO
they werewereentitled toooconcessionalcoonccessssoonaalrates ofoftaxtaxononthe interest OTHERS
andanddividend ificomeeamedeaarneedbybythemfrom Indian sourcessourcesandand
tooonil taxationononthetheeccapital gainsgaanssderiveddeervveedbybythem ononsalesaaeeofof Before ccooncluuding, it may bebeusefuluseefultoo providerovideea ccoomparissoonmay a
their Indian holdinngs ofofmovable property.3.1 The Authority ofofthethe procedureprocedurefor advanceadvancerulinngs prevalentreevvaalentininIndia with
found that the appliccants were ccoompanies with onlyony oneone thatthaatinnnvogue innnsome othercountriesofofthetheeworld. OneOneofofthetheevogue some
shareholder which waswas aa British BankBankandand it pma facie seminars at the 46th IFAIFACongressCongressheld in Mexico in 19921992at nn nn
appeared to the Authhority thatthatt the transaction waswas putput was on Advance Rulinng Practice andandLegality. The pro-was on
throouugh innnthetheeform ofofinvestmentsbybythetheeMauritian coompa- cceeeedinngs at thetheeseminar havehavebeenbeenpublisheed inn thetheeform ofofaat a
niesnessinn orderordertoootake advantageadvvanaggeeofofthetheeexemptioon/ccoonccesssioon booklet. Pages 53-5653--56 ofof this booklet features a synoopticcal
clausescauusess inn thethee DTAA between India andand Mauritius. The

a

table settinng outout thethee perspectives ofofFrancce, Germany, thethe
Authority, therefore, rejeecteed thetheeappliccatioon inn limine. But, Netherlands, SwedenSwedenandandthetheeUniteed States on this topic. Inon
innnanothranotthrrccasse,32 where material hadhadbeenbeenplacedpaceedononrecordrecord order toooprovide a ccoomparativvereview ofofthe Indian system,a
adducing the reasonsreasonsfor the locationofofthe appliccant innnMau- that table is made an appenndix tooothis article with one addi-an one
ritius, thetheeappliccatioonwaswasheld maintainable. tional columnpertaininng to India. This brinngs out .in relieftheoo nn thee

Maany otherttherrissues involvingnvoovngginterpretatioon ofofthetheeproovisioons salient features ofofthetheeIndian systeem.
ofofthetheeAct concerningcoonccernnnnggforeignners suhsuchasas thetheemeaningmeeaannnggofofthethee
expressionsxpressssoonss teecchhnician, maanufacturing processprocess andand
businessbussnesssscarried on,33on,33the tax reliefs available tooonon-res- 29. 1997-224 I.T.R. 203. Tekniskil (Sendirian)Berhard 1996-222 I.T.R. 551.
idents innn respectesppecct ofof India Devveloopment Bonds andand other 30. AdvanceRulingNo. P-9 ofof1995:1996-220I.T.R. 377.

Indian securities andand investmeents,34 the availability ofof 31. Arts. 10, 1,1 andand1313ofofthe DTAA.

exemptioon toooa foreign educational institution inn Inndia,35 thethee
32. AdvanceRuling No. P-10 ofof1995:19971997- 2241TR224 ITR473.-

a 33. RobertW. Smith 1995-212 I.T.R. 275; Monte Harris 1996-218 I.T.R. 413;
liability tooopaypayinterestneresstonondelayeddeeayyeedpaymentsofofadvanceadvancetax36aax36 ArthurNewell 1997-223 I.T.R. 776.
andandthetheemode ofofassessmentassessmentofofincomenccoomeefrom househouseprooper- 34. AdvanceRulingNo. P-5 ofof1995: 1997-223 I.T.R. 379.

ties37 havehavebeenbeenresolvedesooveedbybythetheeAuthority. InInanothernottherrccasse,38 35. Educational Institute ofofAmerican Hotel &&Motel Association 1996-219

the Authorityhadhadtoooconsiderthe tax liabilityofofa company innn
I.T.R. 183.

a company 36. AdvanceRuling No. P-2 ofof1994:1996-221 I.T.R. 172.
Mauritiuswhicch, alongaoonnggwith other organizzatioons innnIndia andand 37. JagtarSingh Purewal 1995-213 I.T.R. 512.

elseewheree formed ananIndian Trust tooohandle its investments 38. Supra note 32.
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COMPARATIVETABLE* RE: SCHEME OF ADVANCE RULINGS IN INDIA AND CERTAIN OTHERCOUNTRIESO

iOCEBRTO-1OUnited States France Netherlands Germany Sweden Indiam

I. Definitionof advance ruling CD$
CO

A decision regarding the tax conse- The decision must be in writing The advance ruling shouldbe in The decision must be in writing Decision may be written or verbal The decision must be inwritingThedecisionmustbeinwritingandJ

quences of a proposed transaction, writing, although there is one case generallygivesdetailedfactsand
given by the competentauthority of non-writtenagreement reasons
and binding upon that authority

= .

Which authoritytakes the decision IRS Local departmentor central admin- Tax inspector(Rotterdam) Competentauthority Council for Advance RulingsTheAuthorityforAdvanceRulings,.

istration, dependingon the case quasijudicialinnatureindependent
oftheRevenuedepartment

II. Does the taxpayerhave the right No. Advance Rulings can only be Generallynot. There is a case of No. Advance Rulings can only be Only in cases prescribed by law par- Only in certain cases Yes,.exceptinthreeexcludedcases
to obtain an advance ruling given in certain fields non-writtenagreementre abuse of given in certain fields ticula'rlyaftera tax investigation (i)alternativeremedypursued

law (ii)questionofvaluation
(iii)taxavoidancedesign

III. Does the taxpayer have a right No None to date No Yes, in principle Yes No.Questionofrefusaldoesnot
of appeal against an Advance Ruling arise
or against refusal to provide one

co IV. The tax authoritiesare bound by Yes, until it is revoked Yes. The Ruling can change only Yes, for fouryears of imposition Yes Yes Yes,onlegalaswellasfactualCO
-J AdvanceRuling on legal questions with regard to futurecase issues
5
CD V. Are the authorities bound by an No No 'No No No No,butotherwisetheyarebound

Advance Ruling if the facts change

o VI. Are Advance Rulings binding Open question Yes. In France advance rulings have Not if it contradictsthe law Yes Yes BindingontheRevenue,notthe
upon the court a legal base courts

03 VII. Can the taxpayer renounce the Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No.Neitherpartycanignoretherul-03

NETIBLUL
C

C
0 right to relyon an AdvanceRuling ingF
0)
t-.

Vili. Fields in which Advance rulings m
O given H
o are

-_q

oIsem tax duties indirect taxes tax audit) itance
0 A. Taxation: income tax, inheritance Yes, in the case of federal tax Yes Tax on company profitsonly Yes, except in certain cases (customs Yes, except tax on giftsandinher-Onlyinincometaxmatters

O Indirect taxation: especiallyVAT
o Customs duties
o
c B. Advance Rulings concern only Yes Originallyyes. Since 1987, it can No, but Advance Ruting'can be No, they also concem the facts of Yes No.Theyalsoconcernthefactsof
:1 interpretationof the law also be given on facts of a case given in five specific cases the case, applicationof the law to thecase,applicationofthelawto.

CD the said facts, and matters of judg- thesaidfacts,andmattersofjudg-D
W ing the facts of the case and the law ingthefactsofthecaseandthelaw

C. Are Advance Rulings limited to Yes, Advance Rulings cannot be ob- The Advance ruling on an abuse of Yes, they cover only: There are a numberof exclusions. No Itcancoveranyarearelatingtoin-
precise fields tained in areas where there is an law only covers a draft contract.The - holding companies The main reason for refusal of an cometaxliabilitywhetherpertaining

establishedadministrativepractice. other types of advance rulings are - finance companies Advance Ruling is where the tothestatuteordoubletaxtreaties
There also exists a list of areas in more general, but theyserve to stop - financing of fixed establishments claimant is only attempting to gain a

which AdvanceRulings cannot be only tax increases - licence contract conducted by fiscal advantage
given Dutch companies

applicationof cost price method-

for transfer pricing

D. Can Advance Rulings cover mat- Yes, but a list of exclusionsexists This is not forbidden in law Yes, but only in those areas where Yes, but the income in question Yes, on the same conditionsasaThereisnoprohibitionsolongas
ters of internationaltaxation AdvanceRulings may be obtained must be subject to German tax domestic.matter the.issueaffectsliabilitytoIndian

incometax
IX. Formal conditions for obtaining
advance ruling

The request for an AdvanceRulings Yes Yes, for advance ruling regarding No establishedpractice.Application Yes Yes Yes.Misstatementorfraudcanren-
must include: abuse of law must establish facts of the case derrulingavoidabinitio

full disclosureof the facts of the-

cse;
applicable law and legal prece--

dents;
the result sought by the claimant-

* Tabulation is taken from an IFA publication;column regardingIndia has been added. 154
en
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TAXABIIitYOF ROYALTIESAXI) TECHNICAL.FFES ARISINGI- I-DIA @
Sandeep Tandon

I.I. IINTRODUCTIION same by the non-residentis not necessary for its taxability in
f India.

The ttopiic of ttaxabiliity of income ariissing iin IIndiia, by way of The Indiian SupremeCourt in RaghavaReddi v. CIT2 has held
royalties and fees for technical serviices in the hands of that when an amount due to an assessee is crediitted on his

perssons resiident abroad, isis both an iimportant and a vexed iinstructions to an account in the books of the payer, such
issue. Thiis article deals with the basic proviisiions which gov- credit amountts tto receiipt by the assessee. Accordiinglly, the
ern the ttaxabiilliitty and certain difficulttiies arisiing in appllyiing Supreme Court has laid down that a crediit enttry iin the books
them. of account amounts to a deemed receiiptt, see Section

5(2)(a). ,

In Peforming Right Sociiety v. CIT,3 tthe Indiian Supreme
II.II. PROVIISIONS OF TAXABILITYUNDER Court held that royalty income received by a nori--resiident

INDIAN LAWS under an agreementexcuted.in England accrud or arose in

Indiia, since under the agreement the non-resident assessee

A. Basiis of charrge in the case of non--resiidents was broadcastiing itsits music in India. Thus, tthe setttlled legal
possitiion is tthat tthe source of income was not relevant under
Section 5((2))((b) iif the income accrues or arises iin India.

Section 4 of the Indian Income Tax Act, 1961 (the Actt)
which deals with the basis of charge of income tax in India Thus, taxabilityof royalltiies and fees for technicalservices in

proviides that every person to whom the Act applliies shall be India on an acttual (or deemed receiptts) basiis and the accrual

charged to income tax in respect of hiis ttottal ihcome for the basis has been unambiiguouslly held constiittutiional by the

previious year at the ratte. or rates of income tax in force for Indianjjudiiciial authoritis.
that assessmentyear. The term previiousyear referred to in
the saiid section means the financial year rellevant to the pre-
vious year in question.. Section 5 of the Act deals with the C.. Taxabiilliity on deemiing basis

scope of total income of an assessee. Subsecttiion (2) of Sec-
tion 5, which deals with the sscope of ttottal iincome of a'non- Section 9(1) of the Act which contains the deeming provii-
resident assssessssee, proviides that his tottal iincome for any pre-

siens for iincome proviides for the cases iin whiich income isis

vious year includes ali income from whatteverssourcederived deemed tto accrue or arise in India. The Fiinance Act, 11976,
which: amended the Act and insertedclauses (vii) and ((viiii) in Section

(a) is received or deemed to be received in India in sch year 9(1) deeming incomeby way of royalties and fees for techni-

by or on behalfof such person; or
cal services to accrue or arise in India thus making the non-

(b) accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise to him in resident recipientchargeablle to tax in cases where there was

India during such year. ambiiguiity or no tax lliiabiilliitty under the pre-exiistiing law.
These deemingproviisiions are discussedhereiinaftter.

B. Taxabiillity on the receiipts and accfualls bases D. Taxabiillity of royallty income

Where a non--resident receives income in IIndiia, or where Section 9((1l))(vi) of the Act deals with the ttaxabiility of roy-
income is deemed to be received in Ifidiiaby the non--resident alty income iin Indian aadeemed accrualbasiis. This section
or where income accrues or arises to a non-resiidentin Indiia, reads as follllows:
the matter is well settled by a spate of judicial pronounce- 9..(1) The folllloviingincomesshall be deemed to accrueor arise
ments by the Indiian courts. Some leadingcases rellatiing to the in Indiia::

taxability of royalltiies and fees for technical services in
India are discussedbelow. (vi) iincome by ,vay of royallty payablle by

(a) the Government;or

The Indian Supreme Court in Standard Triumph Motor Co. (b).. a person who isisa ressident,exceptwhere the royalty is payablle
Ltd. v. Cl has held that royalltiiesdue tto a non--residentunder iin resspect of any right, property or information used or ser-

a collaboration agreement for sales effectted by an Indian viices utiliized for the purposses of aabussinesss or professssioncar-

company were ttaxable in India on the receiptts basis since
ried on by such persson outside India or for the purposses of

or any any ssource

the.royalties due were credited in .the books of the Indian
making earning income from outside Indiia;
or

company, even though no part of the amount had actuallly
been received by ititabroad. The legal prroposition laid down

1. 201201ITR 391.
by the Supreme Court isis that once a royalty isis deemed to be 2. 44 ITR 720..
received in Indiia by the non-resident,,actual receiipt of the 3.3. 106 ITR 11.11.
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(c) a person who is a non-resident,where the royalty is payable in and the country seeking to tax him must xist before income
respect of any right, property or informationused or services tax may properly extend to that person in respect of his for-
utilized for the purposes.ofa business or professioncarried on eign income. The connectionmust be a real one and the lia-
by such person in India or for the purposes ofmaking or earn-

bility sought to be imposedmust be pertinent to thating any income from any source in India. connec-

tion.
For the purposes of this section, royalty means considera-
tion (including any lump sum consideration but excluding A closereadingofsub-clauses(b) and (c) ofSections9(1)(vi)
any considerationwhich wouldbe the incomeofthe recipient and 9(1)(vii) would go to show that the legislature while

chargeableunder the head capital gains) for enacting the provisions did not strictly adhere to the principle
(i) the transfer of all or any rights (including the granting of a of taxability of income on the territorialnexus basis.

licence) in respectof a patent, invention,model, design, secret

formula or process or trade mark or similar property; Under the provisions of sub-clause (b) of Sections 9(1)(vi)
(ii) the imparting of any informationconcerning the working of, and 9(1)(vii), any paymentmade by a personresidentin India

or the use of, a patent, invention, model, design, secret for- towards either royalty or fees for technical services will be
mula or process or trade mark or similarproperty; liable to be taxed in the hands of the recipient in India. The

(iii) the use ofany patent, invention,model, design, secret formula only exception provided in these provisions is that such
or process or trade mark or similar property; income will not be taxed in India, if the remitter of the roy-(iv) the impartingof any informationconcerning technical, indus-
trial, commercialor scientificknowledge,experience or skill; alty/fees for technicalservicesutilizes the benefits for its own

(v) the transfer of all or any rights (including the granting of a business or profession outside India or for earning any
licence) in respect of any copyright, literary, artistic or scien- income from any source outside India.
tific work includingfilms or video tapes for use in connection
with tlevision or tapes for use in connection with radio Such a narrow exemption results in a ridiculous situation

broadcasting,but not includingconsiderationfor the sale, dis- when a remittancemade by a person resident in India for the
tribution or exhibitionof cinematographicfilms, or aforesaid purposes is not ultimately linked to any activity in

(vi) the renderingof any services in connectionwith the activities India. For example, a marketingoffice of an Indian company
referred to in sub-clauses (i) to (v). abroad sustained by remittances from India, which is han-

dling purely marketing activities of the Indian company's
on a engagesE. Taxability of fees for technical services products global basis outside India marketing

consultants for advising on marketing strategies. On a strict

interpretation of the provisions of sub-clause (b) of Section
Section9(1)(vii)of the Act'deals with the taxabilityof fees 9(1)(vii), fees paid by the branch office to the foreign consul-
for technical services in India on an deemed accrual basis.

tants will come within the ambit of this section and would
This section reads as follows: render the incomeof the foreign consultants taxable in India.

9.(1) The followingincomesshallbe deemed to accrueor arise
in India: Furthermore,the branchoffice wouldbe required to withhold

taxes at source.
...

(rii) income by way of fees for technical services payableby Sub-clauses (b) ofSection 9(1)(vi) and Section 9(1)(vii) seek(a) the Government;or

(b) a person who is a resident, except where the fees are payable to charge a foreigner in respect of his income outside India
in respect of services utilized in a business or profession car- only because thepayment is made by an Indian resident,even

ried on by such person outside India or for the purposes of when the income arises under a contract which is made and
making or earning any income from any source outside India; performedentirely outside India and despite the fact that nei-
or ther the income nor the contract has any connection with

(c) a person who is a non-resident,where the fees are payable in India. The residence of a person from whom the income is
respectof services utilized in a business or profession carried

received afford sufficient, real pertinenton by such person in India or for the purposes of making or
can never a or nexus

earning any income from any source in India. to justify the levy of income tax on a foreigner in respect of
his income which has no other connection with India.

This section defines the term fees for technical services to Remarking on this provision, the learned Indian jurist Mr
mean any consideration (including lump-sum consideration) N.A. Palkhiwalain his commentaryon income tax has gone
for the renderingofany managerial,technicalor consultancy to the extent of saying that if the Indian parliament can cast
services (including the provisionof the services of technical the net wide enough to collecttax in such cases where the for-
or other personnel), but does not include consideration for eigner's income has no nexus with India, only because the
any construction, assembly, mining or like project under- income is derived from a transaction with an Indian then, in
taken by the recipient or consideration which would be future, it may even introducea provisionto tax hotels, stores,
income of the recipientchargeableunder the head salaries. professionals etc. for services rendered by them to Indians

while on their visits abroad.

F. Taxability under deeming provisions-territorial Under the provisions of sub-clauses (c) of Sections 9(1)(vi)
nexus and 9(1)(vii), any paymentmade by a non-residentin respect

of a royalty or fees for technical services to any person
It is a well-establishedprincipleof internationaltaxation that including another non-residentwill come under the mischief
as far as foreigners and foreign income is concerned, a suffi- of this provision provided the benefits derived from such
cient territorialnexus between the person sought to be taxed payments are utilized for the purposeof a business or profes-
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sion carried outoutby such non-residentininIndia ororfor the pur- suancesuanceofofagreements entered into with anyany Indian party by
..posse ofofmaking oror earning income inin India. This provision the non-residentcompany after 31.3.76.
has a very wide sscope and does not prrovide forforany excep- However, Section 115A of the Actprovides forfor special rate
tions.

aa rate
ofoftax of 30 per cent, which isisprropossed to be reduced to 20

A strict interpretation of this provision can result in absurd per centcent in respect ofofagreements entered intonto on oror after

situations. The revenuerevenueauthorities inin India would notnoteveneven 1.6.97 by the FinanceBill, 1997 for income bybyway ofofroy-
havehavethetheemeans too accessaccessinformation aboutaboutthetheetransactions alties andand fees for technicaleecchnccaalservicesservccess ofof aa non-resident

between two non-residentsand ultimatelymay notnotbe able toto company. This sectionsection isis applicable prrovided the relevant

enforce these provisions. For example, it isis common know- agrreementisisapprovedby the central government,ororwhere it

ledge that sspecializedengineering firms, conssultancyorgani- relatesrelates too aa matter included in the industrial policy ofof the

zations, etc. continuouslyacquire technologyororother techni- Governmentof India and the agrreementisisininaccordancewith

calcal services from their counterparts in other countries too that policy. The taxabilityof rroyaltiess and fees forfortechni-

ensure that they keep abreast of the latestlatestdevelopments and calcal services on aa gross basis has also been sspecifically
skills ininthe field ininwhich they areareeengageed. From the poolpoolofof embodiedin the provisionsofSection 115Aofofthe Act in line

technical knowleedge andand skills soso aaccquireed byby theem, aapartpart with Section 44D ofofthetheeAct asasdiscussed above.

maay bebepassed onontoo ananIndian ccompaany aagainst thetheepaymeent
ofofaaroyalty oror technical fees. InIn such aa situation onon aastricttrictt

interpretationofofthe prrovisions ofofsub-clauses (c)(c)ofofSection H. Grrosssiing up
9(1l)(vi) and 9(1)(vii), the paymentmade by the non--resident

enterpriseto anothernon-residententerpriiseoutside India for Section 195A prrovides for the grosssing up ofofthe royal-
the technicalknowlledgeand skills acquired from it wouldbe ties or fees for technicalservices in casescaseswhere such pay-

taxablein India undei: the aforesaid ssub--cllausse,since the said ments are to be made netnetof ttax, i.e. the Indian income tax lia-

knowleedge andand skills havehave been utilized inin aa business inin bility inin respectrespeect ofof such payments isis borne by the payer.

India. The first-mentionednon-.reesideentwill havehavetoo abide byby Howeever, where such paymeents are made in.purssuaancceofofanan

all other provisions ofofthethe Act including the withholding taxax aagreeementwhich isisapprovedapprovedbybythethe central goveernmeentororisis

prrovisions. It cancan thus be seenseen from this example that this ininaccordancewith thethe industrialpolicyofofthGovernmentofof

prrovision isisnot only in conflictwith the canons of taxation, India, the tax on such paymentts isis exempt (see(see Section

but in prractice be implementedby the author- 110(6A) ofofthe Act) and, thereforre, inn such casescasesno grosssingcannot revenue

ities in India. up needs to be done. .

From the aforsaidanalysiis of sub--clauses (b) and (c)(c)of Sec-
tion 9(1l)(vi) andand9(1l)(vil) ofofthethe Act, it cancanbebeseenseenthat these III.III. PROVISIONS UNDER DOUBLE TAXATION
clausesclausescannotcannotstandtaandthe legallegaltestesstinn aaCourt ofofLaw andandthethe AVOIDANCEAGREEMENTS (DTAs)Courtwould eitherrulerulethat theytheey areareultra viresvressthethe leegislative
powerrs ofofthe parliamentororrestrict their sscope totoonly those
casescaseswhere, inn fact, aasufficient nexus exists between India A. PrOvisions inin the Act goverrniing applliiccabiillityof
and the foreigner's income accruing and received abroad. DTAs
These clauses arearealsoalsoagainsst the letter and sspirit of various
tax treaties signed by India. Subsection (1)(1)ofSection 90 of the Act confers aapowerupon

the Indian Governmentto enter into a DTA with any countto
As ofoftoo date, these provisionsprovisionshave notnotbeen cchallengeed asas outside India inin respecteespeecctofofmatters ofofavoidanceavoidaancce ofofdoubll
beingbeingultra viresviresthe ConstitutionofofIndia aand, thereefore, they taxation ofof inccome, graanting ofofrelief inin respectespeecctofofincom
constitute valid provisions underunder thethe Indian law. Notwith- which has beenbeen doubly taxed, exchange ofofinformation for
ssttanding thiis, some ofofthese issuesissueshave been dealt with under preventionofofevasionevasionor avoidanceofofincome taxtaxand recov-or
certaincertanofofIndia''s tax treaties.The taxtaxtreaty asspects are exam-

ery of income tax under the corresspondinglaws of the rresspec-
ined in detail inn the lateraterrpart of this article. tive countries.

Subsection (2) fofSection 90 further provides that where the

G. Tax and deductiibiillityof expensses Indian Governmenthas entered into such an agreementunder
subsection (11), the provisionsprovisionsofofthe Act shall applyppy too the

The income ofofnon-residentccompaaniees isis taxable atatthetheerateaaee
extent thatthatt theythey areare more beenficial too thatthatt assessee. The

see
ofof55 per centcentwhich isisprropossed totobebereduced too 48 per centcent

Indian CentralBoard ofofDirectTax (CBDT) alsso, seecircular

by the Finance Bill, 19971997 w.e.f. 1.4.97. IfIfthe nature of the
No. 333 dated 2.4..11982, has clarified that where aaDTA pro-

rreceipts in the hands of the non-residentcompany isis that of
vides for a particullar mode of computation ofof income, the

rroyalties or fees for technical servicesunder the Act, the pro-
same shouldbe followed, irresspectiveofthe provisionsof the

visions of Section 44D of the Act will apply and the gross
Act. Where there isis no specifiic proviision inin the DTA, itit isis

rreceipts will be ssubjected to tax atatthe aforementionedrates.
basic llaw, i.e. the Act, that will govern the taxation of

Section 44D ofof the Act does notnotpermit deduction ofofany
income.

eexpeenditure oror allowance inin ccomputing income byby way ofof Section 9191 ofof the Act aapplies, where aa personpersonresidentessideentt in.
royaltieess andandfees for technicaleecchnccaalservicesserrvcceessreceivedreceivedininpur- India hashass paid income taxaax inin anyanyccountry with which India
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has not entered into a DTA, in respect of income accruing or rately covered under specific article for the rendering ofa

arising to him outside India; In such cases, the section pro- independentpersonal services.
vides that such person shall be entitled to a deduction from

In the ofDTAs withMauritiusand UAE, there isthe Indian income tax payableby him of a sum calculatedon
case no sep-

such doubly,taxed income at the Indian rate of tax, the rate
arate article dealing with fees for technical services and pay-or

of tax of the said country, whicheveris lower, at the Indian
ments,made for such services are covered by the residuaryor

rate of tax if both the rates equal.
article dealing with any income not specificallydealt with in

are
the DTA,.inwhich case the income of entitiesbasedin these

jurisdictionsis taxable in India only if they have a'permanent
B. DTAs with India based on the UN Model establishment(PE) in India.

/

1 In the case of the DTA with Malaysia, neither a specific art-
A UNModel Conventionwas finalizedin 1980 by a group of icle nor the residuaryarticle covers fees for technicalservices

experts on tax treaties between developed and developing and, therefore, its taxability is governedby the article dealing
countries. This Model Convention has now become a stan- with business profits which, in turn, only establishes a liabil-
dard format for DTAs which are being concluded between ity if there is a PE in India.
the developed and the developing nations. The DTAs con-

cluded by India in recent years have also been based on the
UN Model with suitable modifications to reflect the Indian E. Provisionsof the India-US DTA relating to fees for

. laws and the laws of the countries with which the agreement technical services
is concluded. India has entered into DTAs with more than 50
countries.These in most cases contain a separatearticle deal- It is worth noting that the India-USDTA gives a very precise
ing with incomeby way ofroyaltiesand fees for technical and restricted meaning to the term fees for included ser-

services. vices (anotherphrase used for fees for technical services),
which include payments for rendering technical or consul-

tancy services (including through the provisionof servicesof
C. Royalties as defined in DTAs with India technical or otherpersonnel)provided that:

such services are ancillary or subsidiary to the applicationor-

The definitionof the term royaltiesunder the DTs entered enjoymentof a right, property or information.for which roy-
alty is received; orinto with most of the major countries, viz. the United States, .

the United Kingdom, Germany, Singapore, Italy, Japan,
- they make available technidal knowledge, experience, skill,

know-how or processes, or consist of the development and
France, China, the Netherlands,Korea, Indonesiaetc. is more transferof a tchnicalplanor technical design. .

or less on the same lines as the definition of that term given
under the Act. However, the DTAs with Canada, Finland, The aforesaid DTA further goes on to exclude payments for

Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) exclude roy- certain services from the definitionof fees for included ser-

alties, or other amounts paid. in respect of the operation of vices, viz.

mines or quarries or the extraction or removal, .of natural services that are ancillary or subsidiary, as well as inextrica--

resources, from the said definition. bly and essentially linked, to the sale ofproperty (other than a

sale for which a royalty payment is made);
services that are ancillaryand subsidiary to the rental of ships,-

aircraft, containers or other equipment used in connection
D. Fees for technical services as defined in DTAs with with the operationof ships or aircraft in internationaltraffic;

India - services by employees as well as professional services ren-

dered by individuals and partnershipfirms;
The meaning of the term fees for technical services under

- teaching services in or by educational institutions; and,

the DTAs varies significantly between different countries
- services for the personal use of individuals.

with the result that the scope of that term is very wide in cer- The protocol to the DTA discusses in detail the category of
tain cases whereas, in other cases, the scope is considerably services intended to be covered by the said definition and
restricted. those intended to be excluded therefrom. It states that

whethera pa.rticularservice is covered or not by the said def-
In DTAs with major Europeancountries like Germany, Italy, inition must be determinedby reference to the.facts and cir-
France, the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Swe-
den and Spain and other countries like Japan, Korea, Canada

cumstances of each case. It goes on to explain that in order
for a service to be considered ancillary and subsidiary to

and China, the definitionis very wide and means paymentsof
the application enjoymentof right, property, etc., the

any amount in consideration for services of a managerial,
or a ser-

vice must be related to the application or enjoyment of the
technical or consultancy nature, including the provision of
services by technical or other personnel, but excludes pay-

right, property, etc. and the .clearly predominantpurpose of
such arrangementmustbethe applicationor enjoymentof the

ments by the payer to its employees. right, property, etc. It furtherexplains that technologywill be
In the case of DTAs with Canada, the Netherlands, Finland, considered made available when the person acquiring the

Japan, Korea, Sweden and Spain, fees for professional ser- service is enabled to apply the technology. The fact that the
vices rendered byan individual are also excluded from the provision of the service may require technical input by the

meaning of the said term. However, such services are sepa- person providing the servicedoes not per se mean that tech-
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nical knowlledge, sskiills, etc. are made available to the perrsson the commercial information oror manageriial services made

purchassing the service. Siimillarly, the use of aaproduct which available to the.payer in India does not have any ttechnical
embodies technollogy shall not per se be cnsidered to make .element.
the technllogyavaiillable..

The prottocol then goes.on to illustratewith the hellp ofexam- ' G. Treatmentof royaltiies and fees for technical
ples that paymentts for the follllowiingserviices will not be cov- services as business income under DTAs
ered under the definitionof fees for technical services:

-
- payments for performingaacontractmanufacturingsservice;

payments for services relating to furnisshing commercial All the DTAs ussually contain a proviissiion in the sspecific art-
-
-

informatine.g. advising on marketingsstrrategies; icleicledealing with royaltiess or fees for -technical services
-
- payments for initial insstallation, insspection and trraining ser- to the effect that if such income isisffectivelyconnectedwith

vices rendered asas aa part of an agreement toto sellsellmachinery, a PE or fixed base which the recipienthas in Indiia, tthey will
equipmentettc..; be taxable under the article dealiing with business profiittss

-

not- tuition fees paidpaid toto an educati6nal institution for a group ofof and the sspecifiic article dealiing with such income which
enginers sentsentto study for an engiineeringcourse.

proviides for concessionalrate of tax the amountofa on gross
The prottocol makes ititclear that the examplles giiven therein royallty or technical fees. Thus, in cases where a non--resident

are not intended to b an exhaustive listlistand the cattegoriiza- undertakes a turnkey project in India by proviidiing know- .

tion of a service should be detrminedby applyiing the prin- how, manageriial,conssulttancyand technical services and alsoalso

ciplles laid down to the factts and circumstancesof each case. proviides services in India for the execution f the project
a cases

For examplle, ifan Indian companyobtains commerciaiinfor- thrrough PE, then, in such the payment received for
or fees for technical services from the Indiian

mation from a US company on payment of fees, such fees royllty
concern will be taxed in the manner proviided for under the

would ordiinarily have fallen within the scope of fees for article dealiing with businessprofiitts.technical sserviicess, seeseeSection 9(1l)(vii) of the Act. But, due
to the accepttanceby the negotiiattors of both countries of the In the DTAs with Mauritiusand the UAE, there isisno separate
priinciplle of territorial nexus, the express proviisiions of Sec- article dealiing with fees for technical services. However,
tion 9(1)(viiii) of the Act have been overriddenby the provii- under the resiiduary article in these DTs, income by why of

sions contained in the protocol to the DTA and the said fees fees for technical services of the foreiign resident are tax-

would not be taxable in'India. The tax tratment woulld nt able in India if they are effectively connected with a perma-

undergo a change even if the US company had emplloyed nent establishmentor fixed base of the recipiient in Indiia, in

technicalperrssonnel in order to ssupply the aforesaidcommer- which case they are taxable under the article dealing with

ciaicial iinformation; since what isis made available to the Indian businessprofittss.
company isisonly commercialinformation. India's DTAs with Mauritius and the UAE contain aa provii-

sion that aabuilldiingsitesiteor constructinor assssemblyprrojector

F. DTAs with the United Kiingdom, Siingaporeand superviisory activities in connection therewith of a Mauri-

Switzerland tian/UAEentiity will constitutea PE in Indionlly if such siitte,
project or activities continue in India for a periiod of more

than nine months. Thuss, in the case of a Mauritian/UAE
It is noteworthy that DTAs between India and the United

entiity executiinga conttractof the naturereferred to above, the
Kingdom, Singapore and Switzerland also define the term technical fees payablle to the Mauritian/UAEentity would be
fees for technical services on similar lines asas the India-US taxable in India only if the contract continues in India for aa
DTA. However, iniii these DTAs, there isisno protocol describ-

periiod exceedingnine mnths. Therefore, in the casecaseof such
iing the category of services that would be covered as techni-

contracts of shorter drratiion, the non--resident Mauritian/
. calcal services with the help of examples asas in the case of the UAE entity would not be liable to tax in India in resspect of

India-US DTA. As poiinted out above, the prottocol to the the technical fes paiid for the contract.
Indiia-USDTA itselfclarifies that the..examplesgiven therein
are not exhaustive but onlly illustrative in nature and, there-

fore, on settled rules of iintterprettatiion, tthe expllanattiion and H. Computatiionof income from royalty and fees for.

cattegoriizatiiongiven in the.protocolto the India-USDTA can technical services when taxed under the article
be applied in the casecase of.-these three countries also. The rrellatiing to business prrofitssIndian judiiciial authorities have, by and llarrge, accepted this

iintterprettatiion and not much liitigatiion has occurred on this
In where the non--residentbeneficial of the roy-casescases owner

issue. alties or fees for technical services carries on business in
In the llightofthe aforementionedanalysiis, ititcan thus be seen India thrrough a PE situated in India and the royalltiess or

that, but for countries like the UnitedSttatess, the UnitedKiing- fees for technicalservices are effectivellyconnectedwith or

dom, Siingapore and Swiittzerlland, a majoriity of the DTAs attributable to the PE, the proviisiions of the article dealliing
wiitth European and other countries giive a very wide defini- with business profitts is relevant. In the first place,, almost
tion of the term fees for technical services. Thus, in these all the DTAs categoriicalllyproviide that income attributableto

cases any payment for manageriial or conssulttancy services the PE alone will be liable to be taxed in India. This income
will come under the mischiefof taxation desspite the fact that isisto be.dettermiinedby reduciingthe expensses allowableunder
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the DTA from the gross income attributable to the PE. The This leads to a very interestingsituation. In the case ofDTAs
manner of determination and the quantificationof expenses with a majority of countries which contain a provision simi-
allowablefor computingthe incomeof the PE varies between lar to the one in the case of the India-SwedenDTA regarding
DTAs entered into with differentcountries. the manner of computing the profits of a PE in India, any

In a majority of the DTAs, all expenses which are incurred payments which constitute fees for technical services

for the purposes of the business of a PE including executive
under the DTA as well as Section 9(1)'(vii) of the Act would
be taxed on a gross basis at the rate of 30 per cent, see Sec-and general administrative expenses, whether incurred in
tion 115A of the Act, if the fees effectivelyconnectedIndia or elsewhere, are allowable as a deduction in accor-

are or

attributable to a PE which the non-residentforeign companydance with the provisions of and subject to the limitations of
the taxation laws of India, viz. the United Kingdom, the

has in India.

United States, Germany, France, Singapore, Netherlands, However, the provision under the India-UAE DTA and
Japan, China, Sweden, etc. India-MauritiusDTA in such a situation would be different.

However, under the India-SwitzerlandDTA, only the execu- Here only the net fees after allowing all expenses incurred

tive and general administrativeexpenses are allowable as a for the purposes of the business of the PE as a deduction,
deduction in accordance with the taxation laws of India in without imposing any ceilings or restrictions under the Act,
computing the profits of a PE, while all the other expenses

would be taxable at the rate of 30 per cent in India. Similar

incurred for the purposes of the business of the PE are fully would be the position in the case of the India-Switzerland

deductible whether incurred in India or elsewhere, without DTA, subject to the deductionfor head officeexpensesbeing
being subject to any ceilings or restrictions contained under restricted to a ceiling of5 per cent of the net fees before com-

the Act. puting this deduction, see Section 44D of the Act. Accord-
ingly, the tax incidencemay be lower in these three countries

The DTAs with the UAE and Mauritius do not imposeany as compared to other countries in such cases.
restrictionson deductibilityof expenses incurred for the pur-
poses of the business of the PE and all such expenses whether The following example clearly illustrates the impact of the
incurred in India or elsewhere would be fully deductible in foregoingadvanceruling on the tax liability to which a PE of

computing the profits of the PE without being subject to any a foreign company will be subjected to in India depending
ceilings or restrictionscontainedunder the Act. upon the country of which the foreign company is a resident.

Let us take the case of a foreign company which earns tech-
nical fees of USD 100 for rendering technical services in

I. Rate of tax on income from royalty and fees for India and that company has a PE in India for rendering those
technical services which are taxed under the services. Als, assume that the company has incurred
article relating to business profits expenses of USD 40 in India and head office expenses are

USD 10 for the purposes of the business of the said PE. The
A recent ruling deliveredby the Authority of Advance Rul- tax liability of the PE in India dependingupon the country to

ings (AAR)4 in Ericsson Telephone Corp. v. CIT 5 contains which the foreign company belongs is computedhereunder:

very importantand far-reachingpronouncementson the issue
in question. In this case the AAR examined the issue of the Particulars Name of country (In USD)
rate ofwithholdingtax applicable to payments to be made by UAE/ Switzerland Any other
an Indian company to a Swedishcompany with a PE in India Mauritius country
towards installationand training fees. The AAR held as fol- gross fees 100 100 100
lows: less: expenses deductible:

The fact that Article 13(3) of the India-SwedenDTA dealingwith expenses in India (40) (40) 0
taxability of fees for technical services provides that in the event head office expenses (10) (3*) 0
that such fees are effectivelyconnectedwith a PE in India, the fees income taxable in India 50 57 100
would be taxable under the article dealing with businessprofits, current rate of tax 30% 30% 30%does not take away the characterof the receipts; tax liability in India 15 17.1 30
The fees paid for installation and training services therefore con-

* Head office in Switzerland restricted to 5 cent of net feesstituted fees for technical services under Section 9(1)(vii) of the expenses per
after deducting other expenses.Act;

Article 7(3) of the India-SwedenDTA provided that deduction in Thus, it is clearly evident that, in such a situatin, companiesrespectof expenses incurred for the purposesof the businessof the
resident in the UAE and Mauritius have significant taxPE were.allowableas per the provisions of the Indian tax laws and a

Section 44D of the Act negated the allowance of a deduction for advantage over companies resident in other countries. Com-

any expenses against fees for technical services due to a foreign panies resident in Switzerland would normally have a

company. Thus, the said fees were taxable in India on a gross slightly higher tax liability as compared to their counterparts
basis withoutallowing any expenses; in UAE and Mauritius, depending upon the exact amount of
Section 115A of the Act restricted the rate of tax to 30 per cent as

compared to the normal rate of55 per cent applicable to a foreign 4. This is a body set up by the IndianGovernment,under the Act to.pronounce
company, in respect of income by way of fees for technical ser- advancerulingson tax issues related to transactionsundertakenorproposed to be
vices due to a foreign company and, therefore, the said fees would undertakenby non-residents.
be taxable in India on a gross basis at the rate of 30 per cent. 5. AAR-NewDelhi; 90 Taxman 144.
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head office expensses incurred for the purposses of the busi- resspectof anyright, property, or informationused or services

ness of..the PE. utilized either iin the same or modified form for its PE in
India. The quesstiion arises whether the f.oreiign enterpriseIt may be noted that if the ttechnical services renderedby the
makiing another foreiign enterprise for such

foreiign company do not fall under the purviiew of Section payment to pur-

9(1)(viir), viz. in the case of a consttructiion, assembly,,miiniing poses would be oblliiged to deduct tax at source from such

or like project, the concessiionalrate of tax proviided (see Sec- paymentts, see Section 195 of the Act. It is ironical that under

tion 115A of the Act) will not apply and, consequentlly, the
the proviisiions of sub--clause (c) of Sections 9(1)(vii) and

as
normal rate of ttax, currrrentlly 55 per cent, applicable to a for- 9(1l)(viir) of the Act, such paymenttswould be taxable asroy-

alties and fees for technical services in India allthough the
eiign company would be appllicable to the income of the PE

computted after deduction of ali expensses, ifif so prviided in same have accrued or arisen and been paiid outside India. It,

the article rellatiing to businessprofiits in the relevantDTAs. therefore, follows that the foreiign enterpriisse would be

In such a cse the computtatiion of income and the ttaxabillity oblliiged to deduct tax at source from such paymenttss, see Sec-
tion 195 of the Act.

ofthe same on the facts of tthe examplegiven abovewill be as

follows: The said sub-clausecasts a very onerous responsibiilliityon the
non--residentpayer. This fact isishiighlliighttedby the difficulties

Particulars Name of counttry (IIn USD) that arise in enforciingthatproviisiionin certainciircumsttances,
UAE/ Switzerland Any other some of which are as follows:
Mauritius counttry the payment have been made long before the actual-

- may
grosss fees 100 100 100 utilizationof the ttechnology or the service in IIndiia; or
less: expensesdeductible: the technollogy or service may have been conssiderably-

-

expensses in India (40) (40) 0 -

iimproved changedby the before ussing ititin
head office expensses (110) (3*) 0 upon or payer

income taxable inin India 50 57 100 an Indian business or ssourceofincome; or

currentcurrentraterateofoftaxtax 55% 55% 55% -
- ititmy not be known atatthe time ofpaymentasas to whether

tax liability inin India 27.5 31.35 55 the technollogyor service would be used in Indiia; or

-
- iitt'may not be known at the tiime.0f payment as to what

** Head office expensesexpensesinn Switzerland restricted toto55perpercentcentof net ffees part of the ttechnollogy services acquiired to enrich itsitsor
after deducting otherotherexpenses. pool of iinformatiion, would ulltiimattelly be tilized in

India.
From the aforesaidexamplles ititcan be seen that the ttaxabillity
of royalltty/fees for technical services in the hands of the non- However, ali the DTAs ussually contain a ssaving proviision in
resident company under similar situations could vary this regarrd in the article dealiing with royaltiies and fees for

dependingupon the nature ofthecontractandthejuriissdictiion technical services which proviides that in .these circum-
in which it isisresident. sttances, such paymentts would be deemed to arise in India

only ififthey are borne by the PE in India. Therefore, in cases

where such paymentts are borne by the head office and not
J.J. Reimbursementof expenses rellatiing to royalty directlly reimbursedby the PE, such paymentts would not be

and fees for technical services between head office taxable in India and the questtiion of any lliiabiiliity of the for-
.
.. and the permanentestablishment eiign enterpriise to deduct tax at source (see Section 195)

would not arise. To thatextent, the harshness of the proviission
All the DTAs ussually contain a proviissiion in the article deal- contained in sub--clause(c) ofSection9(1l)(vii) and 9(1)(Vii) isis

.ing with business profiittss to the effect that the foreiign mitiigatted.
entterpriisse isisprohibittedfrom cllaimiing asasaadeductiion in com-

puting the profitts of the PE, any paymenttsmadeby the PE to

itsitshead office and other offices by way of royalties and fees
IV. AUTOMATICEFFECT ON RATES OF TAX

for ttechnical sservices, except when paid by way of reim-
AND OTHER PROVISIONS PRESCRIBED IN

bursement of expenses incurred by the head office or other
office on its behalf. This proviisiion also correspondiinglly THE DTAs IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES

exclludes, from the profitts of the PE, royalltiies and fees for
technicl services received from the head officeoffice and other The Indian Governmenthas recentlynotifieda DTA between

offices otherwise than by way of reimbursementof actual India and Germany which has effect in India in resspect of

expensses incrredby that PE. income ariising in any fiscal year begiinningon or after 1.4.97.
This DTA proviides for a concessionaltax raterateof 10 per cent

on income by way of royaltiess and fees for technical ser-

K. Provisions of sub--clause (c) of Sections 9(11)(vi) and vices which is lowerthan the rate proviidedundermost other

9((11))((viii) diluted by DTAs DTAs.6The prottocol to the DTAs siigned with France, Spain,
the Netherllands and Canada contain a proviisiion to the effect

A related issue which usualllly arises is asas to the tax.treatment tthat, if subsequent to the siigniing of those agreementts, Indiia
ofany paymenttsby way of royalltiies or fees for technicalser- siigns a DTA with any counttry which isis a member of the

viices made by the head office of the foreiign eiatterpriise to itsits
other offices or affiliates or other parties outside India in 6. The rateaaeenormally rangesrangesbetween 15-2015--20perpercent..

.
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OECD providing for a lower rate of tax than provided in V. A CASE FOR REDUCTION IN TAX RATES
those DTAs in respect of royalties and technical fees, , UNDER DTAs
then the same rate would atomaticallyapply to those DTAs
also. The DTA with Switzerlandcontains a similarprovision The Finance Bill, 1997 presented in the Indian parliament
but states the two countries shall enter into negotiationswith- proposes to amend Section 115A of the Act to lower the rate
out undue delay to.providethe same rate to Switzerland.Ger- of tax for foreign companies on income by way of royalty
many is a member of the OECD. Therefore, the aforesaid and fees fr technical services received in pursuanceof an
lower rate of tax of 10 per cent provided in the India-Ger- agreemententered into with an Indianparty on or after 1.6.97
many DTA will apply in case of payments to residents of from the existing rate of 30 per cent to 20 per cent. Since
France, Spain, the Netherlands and Canada in respect of DTAs signed by India with most countries provide for a tax
royalties and fees for technical services. Further, India rate ranging from 10 to 20 per cent in respectofsuch income,
and Switzerland ought to conclude negotiations in this the rates of tax under the provisions of the Act and the DTA
respect so that the concessional tax treatment in respect of would more or less be on par once this amendment comes

payments of royalties and fees for technical services is also into force, which would defeat th very purpose for which
extended to Swiss residents. DTAs are riegotiated. Therefore, it is essential that the rates

The protocol to. the DTA signed between Inclia and the under the existing DTAs are correspondinglyreduced.

Netherlands also provides that, if after the signing of that
DTA, Indiasigns a DTA with any country which is a member
of the OECD providing for a scope more restricted than the VI. CONCLUSION
scope provided for in that DTA in respect of royalty and
fees for technical services,,the same scope shall also apply Sections 9(1)(vi) and 9(1)(vii) of the.Act in respe,ct of taxa-
to that DTA in respect of the said items of income. The bility of royalties and fees for technical services are not
United'States is a memberof the OECD. The India-USDTA totally in line with the principlesof taxationbasedon the ter-
provides for a scope-morerestricted than the scope provided ritorial nexus; yet as discussed above, the harshness of the
in the DTA between India and the Netherlands in respect of above provisions is to a great extent mitigated by the provi-

'

'

fees for technicalservices.The DTAbetweenIndia and the sions containedin the DTAs signed by Indiawith other coun¬
Netherlands came into force on 21 January 1989 while the tries. A properunderstandingand interpretationof the provi-.
India-US DTA entered into force on 18 December 1990. sions of the DTAs read with the Act canenable foreign
Therefore, the restricted scope provided in the India-US enterprises to claim substantial tax reliefs in India thereby'

# DTA in respect of fees for technical services will apply in making the propositionof exporting technologyand special-
case ofpayments of fees for technical services to residents ized services to India attractive. '

of the Netherlands.
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THE HOLDINGA_-D SUBSIDIARYCOVIIaNNREGIME IN- InDIA
Nishith Desai, Keyur Shah and Janak Pandya

Nishith Desai Associates, International Legal & Tax Counsellors, Mumbai

I. INTRODUCTION (i) company' means a company formed and registered under
this Act or an existing company as defined in clause (ii);

(ii) existing company means a company formed and registered
The holding-subsidiarycompany structure caught the head- under any of the previous companies laws.
lines of the tax magazines in India recentlywhen the Author-

ity for Advance Rulings (AAR)1 ruled that on the particular The Act further divides companies into two broad categories
com-

facts ofa case a holding.companyhad a permanentestablish- dependingupon their characteristics.These are private
ment in India by virtue ofhaving a subsidiary in India. panies and public companies. A private company is one

which,- by its articles:
In India, the concept of holding and subsidiary companies (a) restricts the rightto transfer its shares, if any;

owes its origin to the Britishrulers who were also instrumen- (b) limits the numberof its members to fifty not including
tal in introducing the concept of limited liability entities. (i) persons who are in the employmentof the company; and

(ii) personswho, havingbeeti formerly in the employmentof
Holding and subsidiary company structures were, however, the company, were members of the company while in
not in vogue in Indiafor a long time afterthe legislature for- that employmentand have continued to be membersafter

mally recognized such entities in the 1920s. Recently, how- the employmentceased; and

ever, after the opening up of the Indian economy in 1992 (c) prohibits any invitation, to the public to subscribe for any

and the expansion of the operations of transnationalorgani- shares in, or debentures of, the company.

zations in India, such structures have become much more Provided that where two or more persons hold one or. more

popular. shares in a company jointly, they shall, for the purposes of
this definition,be treated as a single member.

In Indiaholding and subsidiarycompany structuresoffer cer-

tain advantages both in terms of savings in taxation and in Public companies are defined to include all companies that

reducing the regulatory approval process. Holding and sub- are not private companies. As a rule, private companies are -

sidiary companies in India are also used for protecting intel- less regulated than public companies especially in terms of
lectualpropertyrights. These factorshave meant thatholding reportingrequirements.
the shares ofgroup companiesin asingleholding company is
now increasinglycommon.

In light of the above, this paper explores some important III. HOLDING AND SUBSIDIARYCOMPANIES
'

aspects affecting the operations of holding companies in DEFINED
India by broadly discussing the generalprovisionsregulating
companies in India and the regulations governing invest- Section 4 of the Act defines the terms holding companies
ments into India through holding companies. It concludes and subsidiary companies.2 The important provisions of

with a considerationof some special aspects of taxation of the said definition are disussed below under the following
holding companies,' including a brief discussion on the heads:

recently published ruling of the AAR in India which con- A. Control through voting rights;
cerned a Swiss company. B. Control over the board ofdirectors; and

C. Foreign companies.

II. THE COMPANIESACT A. Control through voting rights

A discussionofholding companiesnecessitates a briefback- Section 4(1) describes the basic criterion for determining
ground on the evolutionof limited liability entities in India. whetheran entity is a holding company of another. This sec-

tion states that a companywould become a holding company
As mentioned earlier, limited liability entities in India were if it holds:
the legacy of the British raj, with the first legislation regu-
lating limited liabilityentities being introducedin 1866. Four
Acts, i.ncluding the present one have been passed since then.
These include the Indian Companies Act, 1882, the Indian

Companies Act, 1913 and the Companies Act, 1956 (the
Act). The Act has 658 sections and 15 schedules of which
Section 3 defines acompany.The operativeportionof Sec-

1. The ruling given by the AAR is similar to a private ruling given in the
UnitedStates.

tion 3 reads as follows: 2. For the text of Sec. 4 please refer to the Annexure.
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more than half the nominalvalueof the equity share cap- by virtue ofSection 4(1),9 it would be treated as a subsidiary-

ital of the other company; or3 of the foreign company.
it holds more than half the votingpower in.the othercom- Hence for example if American holds shares in

-

an company
pany either by way of eguity shares or preference shares

an Indian company and by virtue of the provisions of the
' which have the same voting rights as equity shares.4

Americanlaw, the Indian companywouldbe treated sub-as a

sidiary of the Americancompany then for the purposeof the

B. Control over the board of directors Act too, such a company would be treated as a subsidiary of
the Americancompany.

A company would also become a holding company if it con- On a close examinationof the above section, an interesting
trols the composition of the board of directors of another situation arises which can be explainedby way of the follow-

,

company.5 ing example.
A companyis said to control the board ofdirectorsofanother Company A is a company incorporated in India. Of the

company if it can, without the consent of any other person, shares of A Ltd. 51 per cent are held by an American com-

appoint or remove all or a majority of the directors in that pany, say B Inc. By virtue ofholding a majoritystak in A
other company.6 Ltd., B Inc. would become the holding of A Ltd.company

Now ifA Ltd., controls the board ofdirectors ofB Inc., then
Interestingly, the word control has not been defined under
the Act, hence one has to rely on case law for the definition by virtue of Section 4(1), A Ltd. would become the holding
of the same. In the old case of InlandRevenue Commission- company of B Inc. Ridiculous though it may seem, in situ-

ations described above, one cannot determine which com-
ers v. Harton Coal Co. Ltd.,7 the word control in relation to

is the holding and which is the sub-
a company was defined. It was held that control means the :pany company company

possession of the power by the exercise of voting rights to sidiary company.

carry a resolution at a general meetingof a company.

Control can be said to exist only if the membercompany, i.e.
the holding company,has independentpower by the exercise
of which either directly and/or through one or more sub-
sidiaries it can appoint or remove the whole ora majority of
the board of directors of another company.

Control may therefore.be' exercised indirectly. Tak the
f example of a company, X, which holds shares in three sub-

sidiaries, A, B and C. Now ifX is in a position to control the
subsidiaries of A, B and C then it would indirectly become
the holding company of the subsidiariesofA, B and C.

Exploring the concept of indirect control further, consider a 3. Sec. 4(1)(b)(i).
4. Sec. 4(1)(b)(ii).situation where a company, S, is controlledby another com- 5. Sec. 4(1)(c).

pany, H, along with a group of persons (who may be the 6. A company shall be deemed to have power to appoint to a directorshipof

directors of H) without each individual entity having the anothercompany if:

power to control the company.Then it could be argued that S (a) a person cannotbe appointed thereto without the exercise in his favour by
that other company of such a power as aforesaid;

shouldbe consideredto be a subsidiaryofH. However,going (b) a person's appointmentthereto followsnecessarilyfrom his appointmentas

by the strict letter of the law, S would not become a sub- director, or managerof, or to any other office or employmentin, that other

sidiary of H since H does not control, by itself, the board of company;r
an companydirectors of S, nor does it control more than half the voting (c) the directorship is held by individual nominatedby that other

or a subsidiary thereof.- Sec. 4(2).
powerin S. This importantlacunain the definitionofholding 7. (1960) 3 Ali ER 48; (1961) 43 ITR 541.

and subsidiarycompanieshas been used by Indian promoters 8. Foreign companiesare defined under Sec. 591 of the Act. The said section

especially for controlling public companies which are listed provides:
commencement

on the stock exchange.
(1) (a) companiesincorporatedoutsideIndiawhich, after the

of this Act, establish'aplace of business within India; and

(b) companies incorporated outside India which have, before the com-

mencement of this Act, established a place of business within India

C. Foreign companies and continue to have an establishedplace of business within India at

the commencementof this Act.
(2) Notwithstandinganything contained in subsection (1), where not less than

Section 4(6) and 4(7) are of particular relevance to foreign 50.per cent of the paid-up share capital (whether equity or preference or

companies.8 Section 4(6) states that for considering whether partly equity and partly preference) of a company incorporated outside

a company is a holding or subsidiary company, the laws of India and having an establishedplace of business in India is held by one or

more citizens of India or by one or more bodies corporate incorporated in
the country in which such a foreign company is incorporated India, or by one or more citizens of India and one or more bodies corporate
should be considered. Therefore, if an Indian company were incorporated in India, whether singly or in the aggregate, such.company
to become the subsidiary of another company by the provi- shall comply with such of the provisions of this Act as may be prescribed.

with regard to the businesscarriedonby it in India, as if it were a compaysions of the laws of another country, then even if the Indian incorporatedin India.

O
company would not be a su.bsidiary of the foreign company 9. For the text of Sec. 4(1) please refer to the Annexure.
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Besides the two sections stated above, i.e. Section4 and Sec-
USA tion 212, there are no other important sections regulating

.

C holdingand subsidiarycompanies in the Act and it seems that

B Inc. having formed the basic regulatory regime for holding and

subsidiarycompanies, the Indian legislativesystem has been
unable to keep pace with.thechangingbusiness environment.
This lack of concern on the part of the regulators is evident

\ ] from the fact that the Actlo does not even make it mandatory
for holding companies to consolidate their accounts nor has

controloverboardofdirectors 51%'shares the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India11 issued any
.

accountingstandards or guidancenotes on this topic.
..........................................................................................................................;

India

r \ IV. INVESTMENT IN INDIA THROUGH
HOLDING COMPANIESABROAD

A Ltd.

Investment into India was till recently a highly regulated
affair. The scenario changed significantlyonly after the New

\ Industrial Policy was announced in 1991 when the Indian

economy was opened up for foreign investment. Still, how-

ever, exchange.controlsare fairly strict in India and invest-
ment into India and exit from India require the approval of
the government.Section4(7) was-insertedin Section4 as the resultof the rec-

ommendationsof the Companies Act AmendmentCommit- The investmentapprovalprocess in India is in two forms, one

tee of 1957. The following extract sets out the gist of the re- being the automatic approval route12 and the other involving
commendationsof the.said committee: th.obtainingof approval of the Foreign InvestmentPromo-

In caseofprivatecompanieswhich are subsidiariesof foreignbod- tion Board (FIPB)13 on a cas by case basis. The government
ies corporate, but in which some part of the capital is beneficially has specified certain high priority industries where invest-
held by the Indian nationals or Indian companies, a provision be
inserted in Section 4 to make it clear that such private companies ment is approvedon an automaticbasis. Even in case ofauto-

will be treated as subsidiariesofpublic companies for all purposes matic approval, however, 100 per cent foreign'ownershipis
of the CompaniesAct. As regards the treatmentof private compa- not permitted other than where the foreign investors are per-
nies, the entire share capital ofwhich is owned by one or more for- sons of Indian origin14 or overseas corporatebodies.15
eign bodies corporate, it is a matterof economicand financialpol-
icy for the Government to decide, having regard to the position of Depending on the industry in which the investment is pro- .

foreign investments in the country genrally, whetheror not such posed to be made, a.foreign company can hold up to 50 per
private companies should continue, as at present to remain outside

cent of an Indian company's shares (industries primarilythe restrictions imposed on private companies which are sub-
sidiariesof Indianpubliccompaniesor whetherthey shouldhence¬ falling in the miningsector), 51 per cent (industries falling in

forth be subject.to such restrictions.

Complyingwith this recommendation,the legislationgranted
certain reporting exemptions to private companies that are

10. Interestingly, even the proposed companies bill, which is intended to .

100 per cent subsidiaries of foreign companies by treating
replace the existing Act, also does not provide for mandatory consolidation of
accounts.

such companies as subsidiaries of private companies, irre- 11. The ICAI is the body which governs the working of auditors in India. The

spectiveof the fact that the holding company of such a com- ICAIprescribes the accountingstandards which are mandatory.

pany was a public company.Among the concessionsgiven to
12. Automatic approval does not imply the bsence of approval require-
ments; it only means that the foreign investor has to apply to the Reserve Bank

companies which are subsidiaries of private companies is: a of India (RBI) for investing into India and if his investment falls within the

certificate for commencement of business is not required. parameters approved for automatic investment, the RBI would generally grant

Similarly, no limits on the remunerationof directors apply. approval for the investmentwithin 21 days.
13. Till reently foreigndirect investmentby the FIPB was approvedon a case-

Another important section dealing with holding and sub- by-case basis without setting any precedent; recently, however, the FIPB has

sidiary companies in the Act is Section 212. This section
announced certain guidelines would be followed when granting approvals for

foreign investment.While these guidelineswould be generallyadhered to by the
inter alia states that a holding company must file with the FIPB, it would continueto have the power to make exceptions.
Registrar of Companies in India the balance sheet and 14. As per the ForeignExchangeRegulationAct, 1973: Aperson (not being a

audited accounts of. its subsidiary along with its own
citizen ofPakistan or Bangladesh)shall be deemed to be of 'Indian Origin', if

at Or
accounts. Surprisingly, consolidationof accounts of holding

(i) he, any time, held a Indian passport.
(ii) he or either of his parents or any of his grandparentswas a citizen of India

and subsidiary companies 'is not mandatory in India and by virtue of the Constitutionof India or the CitizenshipAct, 1955. Or

hence most holding companies do not consolidate their (iii) thatperson is the spouseof an Indian citizenor of a person ofIndian origin

accounts. (not being a citizen of Pakistan and Bangladesh).
15. An Overseas CorporateBody is an entity in which notless than 60 per cent

of the equity is held by person(s) of Indian origin.
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the priority sector) and 74 per cent (infrastructure indus- ship. ceases to exist within a period of eight years from the
tries).16 date of transfer.

For investment into India, foreign investors have found the Also where a transfer of assets takes,place between holding
holding and subsidiary company structure for investmnt in and sbsidiarycompanies, the recipienthas to provide depre-
listed companies fairly useful due to some loopholes in the ciation on the assets using the transferor's written down
Indian regulatorysystem. This-structureis particularlyattrac- value.
tive in case of investments in public companies, like
finance/investment companies,17 that would otherwise

As is evident from the above discussion, the ITA views hold-

require the approvlof the FIPB. ing companiesand subsidiarycompanies as one entity for the

purpos of transfer of assets between these entities. There-

fore, no gift tax20 is levied in case of any transfer of an asset
from a holding companyto its subsidiarycompany.21

V. TAXATION OF HOLDINGAND SUBSIDIARY
COMPANIES

B. Transfer pricing issues arising asa result of
Having discussed the general frameworkgoverning holding holding and subsidiary relationships
and subsidiary companies in India, it is now appropriate to
discuss the taxation of such companies. The tax regime in Another importantissue that arises as a result of the transac-

. India is governed by the Income Tax Act, 1961 (the ITA). tions between holding and subsidiary companies is that of
Interestingly the ITA does not define holding and subsidiary transfer pricing. There are no specific regulations governing
companies. However, it does contain certain provisions that transferpricing in India under the ITA, nor are there any reg-
affect holding and subsidiary companies which can be ulations requiringconsolidationof accounts.

broadly divided into the followingsix categories: This has led to widespread exploitation of this concept bythe transfer of assets from a holding company to its sub--

sidiary; many companies. One of the most prominent methods of

avoiding taxes in case ofholding and subsidiarycompanies is
transfer pricing issues arising as a result of holding and

to transfer the profits of a profit making company to a loss
-

subsidiaryrelationships; making one, thereby reducing the tax burden of the profit
- the subsidiary as a PE of the holding company; makingcompany.Take for examplea profitmaking company
- the taxationofdividendsdeclaredby the subsidiarycom- A, which has a loss making su.bsidiaryB. Using the concept

pany in the hands of the parent; of transfer pricing, A can transfer some of its profits to B,
- Mauritian holding company structures for investment hence setting pff the losses madeby B and as a result, not payinto India; and'

any tax on the profits made by it. Indian taxplanners adopttaxationof investments from India-

different means of transferringprofits from one company to

another. Some examples of such methods are:

A. Transfer of assets from a holding company to its
- charging the costs of the ,loss making company to the

subsidiary profitmaking company;
selling goods at a price lower than the marketprice to the-

loss making company; and
Under the ITA, a capital gains tax of 20 per cent is levied on

buying goods from the loss making at price-

profits from the sale of long-term capital assets and a tax of company a

35 per cent (48 per cent in case of foreign companies) is higher than the marketprice.
levied on the profits from the sale ofshort-termcapitalassets. As stated above, the ITA does not lay down any scientific
An asset would become a long-termcapital asset if it is held method to counter transfer pricing for resident taxpayers.
for a period ofat least 36 months. (Investments into shares of There is, however, one Section,40A of the ITA, that empow-
companies and other listed securities would qualify as long- ers the tax officer to disallow any expenditure incurred by a

term capital assets if they are held for a minimum period of companywhere the benefitof such expenditureis derivedby
12 months.) Assets other than long-term capital assets are

classified as short-termcapital assets. 16. Part A, Part B and Part C of the expansionof the Annex III industries. Part
A of Annex III deals with mining industries, Part B deals with other priorityThe ITA provides for the special treatment of transactions ,

industriesand Part C deals with infrastructureindustries.For the entireexpandedbetween holding and subsidiary companies. It provides that Annex III list, see 3 Asia Paciic Tax Bulletin 3 (1997), at 73. ..

there would not be any capital gains tax on the tran.sfer of an 17. It is importantto note that, as per the recently announced takeovercode, if
asset from a holding company to its wholly owned Indian an entity were to investin a privatecompanybeing a holdingcompanyof a listed

and result of the investment the investing entity directly indi-
subsidiary.18Similarly, there wouldnot be any capital gains if company as a or

rectly holds more than 10 per cent of the shares of the listed company, it would
an asset is transferred by a wholly owned subsidiary to its have to make a public offer for acquiringat least another20 percent oftheshares
Indian holding company.19 of the listedcompany.

18. Sec. 47(iv) of the ITA.
It is important to note that the exemption from tax is granted 19. Sec. 47(v) of the ITA.

by the ITA only in cases where the recipientof.the asset is an 20. Gift tax is levied in India under the Gift Tax Act, 1958. The said act pro-
vides that transfers made without considerationor for inadequate consideration

Indian company. The exemption mentioned above would be would be liable to gift tax under the Gift Tax Act, 1958.
withdrawn if the holding and subsidiary company relation- 21. GTO v. VenestaFoils Ltd. [(1980) 124 ITR 660,673 (Cal)].
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a company in which the expendingcompanyhas a substantial tant to note that this rule does not distinguish between the
interest.22As is apparent, this section is highly subjectiveand person who is in control and the controlled. Therefore, the
leaves a lot of discretion in the hands of the tax officer. controlling company can also be an agent. Hence a holding

also become establishmentof its
As far as non-residenttaxpayers are concerned, Sections 92 company can a permanent

and 93 of the ITA contain certain provisions similar to Sec- subsidiary.28
tion 40A. These sections also give the tax officer the right to An interesting case on taxation of holding companies was

add to the profits of any resident taxpayer any amount he published recently.29This case involved the determinationof
feels has been reduced by the resident while dealing with a the tax treatment of the holding company of an Indian sub-
related non-residentcompany.' sidiary based in Switzerland. In this case the AAR ruled

Alarmed by the growing misuse of the transfer pricing tech- (despite the express provision under the India-Switzerland
Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement, to the effect that

nique especially by transnational corporations, the finance

ministry in India is studying the practice of transfer pricing merely having a subsidiary in India would not make the
Swiss parent have a PE in India) that the Swissparentof the

adopted by such organizations. According to a recent news
Indian Subsidiaryhad PE in India.

report,23 the finance ministryhas asked the National Institute
a

ofPublic Finance and Policy to undertakea study of transfer Although the rulings given by the AAR are not binding and

pricing and arm's length transactions adopted by transna- do not set a precedent, they do have a lot ofpersuasiveeffect.
tional corporations.It is hoped that the legislation formed on Therefore this decision,'itis predicted,may well have severe

the basis of the recommendationsof the National Instituteof effects on the operations of many transnationalcorporations
Public Finance will stop the widespread misuse of transfer in India.
pricing.24

D. Taxation of dividends declared by the subsidiary
C. The subsidiaryas a PE of the holding company company in the hands of the parent

As far as international transactions are concerned, the ITA Till recentlydividendsreceivedfrom the subsidiarycompany
gives an option to the taxpayer to avail of the provisionsof a by the holding company were exempt from tax if the holding
double taxation avoidance treaty or the ITA,' whichever is company distributedthe same to its own shareholders.30This
more beneficial to it.25 India has over a period of time signed can be illustratedby means of the following example:
approximately55 double taxation avoidance treaties. As per
the provisions of these tax treaties, subsidiaries normally do A is a wholly owned subsidiary of another company B. A

not constitutea PE of their holding company. Article 5(7) of declares a dividend of INR 100 that would be distributed to

the OECDModel Convention(MC) gives effect to the above B. Now if B were to distribute this entire INR 100 to its

statement, and provides that: shareholders,it wouldnot have to pay any tax on its dividend

The fact that a company which is resident of a Contracting State income from A.
controls or is controlled by a company which is a resident of the
other ContractingState, or which carries on business in that other The aforementionedprovision has been amended to provide
State (whether through a permanent establishmentor otherwise), that although there would not be any tax payable on the divi-

shall not in itself constituteof either company a permanentestab- dends in the hands of the shareholders of the company, the
lishmentof the other. company paying the dividend would have to pay a tax of 10

A similar statement is also present in the UN MC and the US per cent on the dividends declared by it.31 Hence continuing
the abve example, ifA wishes to fully distributeits profits it

MC. This article recognizesthe independencethat a company would have to tax of INR 9.09 the dividends dis-
has under private law. Its position as a taxable entity is not pay on

tributed by it and only the balance INR 90.91 would be paidaffected by its dependence under company law. Nor is the

controlling company a permanent establishmentof the sub-
to B. Now again if B.were to declare a dividend from its
income from A then it would again have to withhold tax at

sidiary it controls.
the rate of 10 cent the dividendsdistributedby it. Thisper on

The MCs make this clear by using the words of itself'. In new taxationregimehas made holding shares through invest-
such cases the subsidiary continues as a separate taxable ment companies suddenly very unattractive.

entity. Like any other unrelated company, however, a sub-

sidiary, if an independent agent, can very well constitute a 22. Sec. 40A(v) of the ITA.

permanentestablishmentof its parent if it is held to do so by 23. The Business Standard, 17 June 1997.

referenceto Article5(6).26A subsidiarymay, for instance, act 24. How far these regulations would be effective is still unclear, considering
as an agent of its parent company and conclude such con-

the fact that many transferpricing norms are inherentlycontroversial.
25. Sec. 90(2) of the ITA.

tracts for the latter on the basis of a correspondingauthority 26. Art. 5(6) lays down the circumstanceswhere an independentagent would

so as to go beyond the ordinary course of its business.27 be a permanentestablishmentof the parent.
27. Schurmann,W./Reinhardt,G., 20AWD (1974).

Ifa subsidiaryacts as an agentofthe parent, itwouldbe taxed 28. Para.41 MC Comm. Art. 5, 1992, which in this respecthas been adoptedby
in respect of its own profits and the parent would be taxed the UN MC commentary.

29. PetitionNo. 8 of 1995, In re (AAR-NewDelhi) [1997] 90 Taxman47.
also in respect of the profits derived from contracts con- 30. Sec. 80M of the ITA.
cluded by the subsidiary on behalf of the parent. It is impor- 31. Sec. 1150 of the ITA.
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E. Mauritius and holding companystructuresfor VI. CONCLUSION
investment into India

As is evident from the above discussion, regulating holding
Any paper describing the holding and subsidiary company and subsidiary1companies has not been a priority for the
regime in India would be incomplete without a mention of Indian legislature.33This is reflected in the fact that the pre-
the growing use of holding companies for investment into sent Companies Act does not even provide for consolidated
India through Mauritius. accounts. The government now seems to have realized this

The importanceofMauritiushas grown primarilybecause of
and has decided to take some steps towards preventing the

the favourable double taxation avoidance treaty signed by widespreadmisuse of such structures. The move to regulate'
abusive transfer pricing by transnationalcorporationscan beIndia and Mauritius. The said treaty, among other things,

provides for an exemptionfrom capital gains tax from invest-
viewed as a concrete example.

ment into India. Mauritiusalso has a well-developedoffshore The aggressivestand takenby the Tax Departmentin India in
companies administration regime. Furthermore, the Mauri- the case which involved the Swiss company also gos to
tius legal system allows the formationofvarious hybridenti- prove the maturity of the Indian Tax Department in dealing
ties. The favourite entity used by American companies for with complex tax issues.
investment into India from Mauritius is the Limited Life

Company, or LLC as it is popularlycalled. An LLC would be Thus, as the Indian economy is now on the threshold of

treated as a company for the purposes of Mauritius and becoming a mature economy, it is prudent that the Indian
Government.sets up an adequate regulatory regime govern-Indian law and would be treated as a partnership under US

law. One of the primary advantages of the LLC structure is ing holding and subsidiarycompanies.
that it does away with the double taxation, whicli usually
occurs when investing through a company (i.e. taxation ANNEXURE
occurs firstly in the tiands of the company on its income and
secondly in the hands of the shareholderby way of tax on the Meaning ofholdingcompany and subsidiary.dividends it receives).
The India-MauritiusTreaty has recently been criticizedboth (1) For the purposesof this Act, a company shall, subject to the provi-

sions of subsection (3), be deemed to be a subsidiaryof another if, ,by the Indianmedia and the IndianTax Department.The con-
but only if,

troversy surrounding the India-Mauritius Treaty revolves (a) that other controls the compositionof its boardofdirectors; or
around the fact that the Indian media and the Indian Tax (b) that other
Department view investment from- Mauritius into India as (i) where the first-mentionedcompany is an existing com-

being undertakenprimarily to avoid Indian taxes. The AAR
'

in respectof which the holders of preferencesharespany
has also begun questioningsuch investments and in one case issued before the commencement of this Act have the

did pierce the corporateveil of a company formed in Mauri- same voting rights in all respects as the holders of equity
tius for the purpose of making investments in India and shares, exercises or controls more than half of the total

votingpowerof such company;looked at the beneficial ownership of the company.32 How- (ii) where the first-mentioned company is any other com-

ever, one must note that despite all the controversy,Mauritius pany, holds more than half in nominal value of its equity
.

still remains the favourite vehicle for investment into India, share capital; or

and if the entity investing into India from Muritius is able to (c) the first-mentionedcompany is a subsidiary of any company
show some commercialjustificationfor following the Mauri- which is that other's subsidiary.
tius route, then its structure may also be recognized by the
Indian Tax Department. Illustration

Company B is a subsidiary of company A, and company C is a sub-
sidiary of company B. Company C is a subsidiary of company A, by

F. Taxation of investmentfrom India virtue of clause (c) above. If company D is a subsidiaryof company C,
companyD will be a subsidiaryofcompanyB and consequentlyalso of

With the opening up of the Indian. economy Indian company A, by virtue of clause (c) above, and so on.

entrepreneurs are looking to the international market to sell (2) For the purposes of subsection (1), the composition of a com-

their products. When expandingoperations abroad, minimiz- pany's board of directors shall be deemedto be controlledby another

ing taxation in the foreign country becomes an important company if, but only if, that other company by the exercise of some

issue. Though India has been fairly aggressive as far as sign- power exercisableby it at its discretionwithout the consent or concur-

rence of any otherperson, can appoint or remove the holders of all or a
ing treaties isconcerned, there are not many countries which majorityofthe directorships;but for thepurposesof this provision that
may be used as conduits where an Indian company wants to other company shall be deemed to have power to appoint to a director-
invest abroad. Though a Mauritian subsidiary could be used
for investing from India, some old treaties signed by India

32. Please refer to NatwestBank 220 ITR 377.case on
which are based on the exemption method of taxation could 33. However,such an attitude of the Indian regulatorscan be excusedsince till

provide a more tax efficientroute. recently India was a highly regulated economy, infested by what was known as

the licence raj, whereby practically each and every move of a.corporation
would have to be approved by the government. With the opening up of the
Indianeconomy, findinga system forregulating theholdingand subsidiarycom-

O
pany regimehas now become the order of the day.
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ship with respectesppeeccttooowhich anyanyofofthetheefolloowinng conditions,is satisfied, mentioned innnclausecausee(c) shall bebetreated'asasnotnothldheldororexercisable

that isistoo saysay bybythatthattother, ififthe oordinarybusinessbussnesssofofthat otherotherrororits suubbsidiary,
a person as case. (a)aa) that a person cannotcannotbe appointed theretowithout the exercise.exercise as thetheecase may be, includesnccudessthe leending ofofmoneey and the sharesshares

ininhis favour by.thatt.thattother ccompany ofofsuchsuchaapower asasafore- areareheld ororthetheepower isisexercisableasasaforesaidbybyway ofofsecurity
,

ssaid; onlyony for thetheepurpoosses ofofaatransactionenteredenteredintonto ininthe ordinary
(b) that aaperson'spersoonnssappointmeent theretotheretoofollows neeccesssarily from course ofofthat business.

his appointmentppppoontmenttasas direector, orormanager oof, oror tooo anyany other
(4) For the ofofthis Act, shall bebedeemed tooobebethethee

office or employmentin, that otherttherrccoompanny; or
purposespurposes aacoompanny

or or

(c)cc) thatthatt thetheedirectorship is heldheeldbyby an individual nominated byby
hholdinng company ofofanother if, butbutonlyonnyyif, that otherotherris its sub-

an

thatthattotherttherrcompanycompanyororaasuubsidiary thereof. sidiary.

(3)(3) InIndeterminingwhetherone ccompaany isisa subsidiaryofofanotheranottherr
(5) InInthis seectioon, thetheeexpressionxxpresssoonnccoompaany includesnccuudessanyanybodybodycor-

one a

(a) any sharessharesheldheldor powerexercisablebybythatthattotherttheerccompanyinin
porate, and the expressionexpresssson eequity shareshare capital hashass thethee same

any or

a fiiduciary ccaapaacity shall bebetreated as not heldheeldor exercisable. meaningmeeaanng asinas n subsectionubsseectton (2)(2)ofofSection 85.
a as not or

bybyit; (6) In thetheecasecaseofofaabodybodyccorporate which is inccorrporateedininaaccoountry
(b) suubject toooththeproovisioonsofclansesofcaasess(c) andand(d), anyanysharessharessheldheeld outside Inndia, aasuubsidiaryororholdinng companycompanyofofthetheebodybodyccoorpo-

ororpowerpowerexercisable rate underunderthetheelawlawofofsuchsuchccoouuntry shall bebedeemed tooo bebeaasub-

(i) byby anyany personperson asas aa nominee for thatthatt other company sidiary ororholdinngcompnycompanyofofthe bodybodyccorporatwithin the mean-

(except where thatthattother is concernedconcernedonlyonyyinn aafidduuciary ingnnggandandfor thetheepurposespurposesofofthis Act also, whetherwheetherrthetheereequireemeents
ccapacity); oror ofofthis section are fulfilledorornot.

(ii) bby, ororbybyaanomineenoomneeeefor, aasuubsidiary ofofthat other com-

pany, notnotbeingbeeng a ssubsidiarywhich isisconcernedcooncceereedonlyony inina
(7)(7) A private ccompaany, beingbeeing aassubsidiaryofofaabodybodycorporatecorporaaeeincor-

a a

fiduciary ccapaacity; shall bebetreated as heldheeldor exercisable porateed,outsideIndia, whicch, ififincorporatednccorrporateedinn India, would bebeaa
as or

bybythatthattother ccompaany;
public ccompaany within thetheemeeaaning ofofthis Act, shall bebedeemed

. for the purposes ofofthis Act too be aasubsidiaryofofaapublic ccompaany
(c) anyanysharessharesheldheeldororpoower exercisablebybyanyanypersonpersonbybyvirtue

ififthetheeentire shareshareeccapital innnthatthattprivvate is notnotheld bybythatthaat
ofof the proovisioons ofof anyany debenturesdeebeenturessofof thethee first-mentioned companycompany

company or'ofofa trust deeddeedfor securingeecuurnnggany issue ofofsuchsuch
bodybodycorporatecooporaaeewhether aloneaoonneeorortogetherwith oneoneorormore otherttherr

or a any bodies ccorrporate incorporatedoutside India.
debenturesdeebenturessshall bebedisregarddeed; .

.

(d) '

anyanyshares heldheeldororpower exercisablebby, ororbybyaanomineefor,
that other oror its suubsidiary notnotbeingbeenng heldheeldororexercisable as
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THE 1990s REVOLUTION-IN TAX POLICY
Parthasarathi Shome1

I. INTRODUCTION II. 1990s CHANGES IN THE TAX STRUCTURE

If one broadly compares the current rate structures of the There can be no doubt that the changes that the tax structure
main central taxes in Indiawith thoseprevailingat the begin- has undergone in the 1990s are significant.Across,the board,
ning of thedecade, it would be hard to deny that the 1990s tax rates have been slashed and their dispersionnarrowedon

have witnessedfar-reachingchanges in the Indian tax system efficiency grounds, while the basic deduction in the income
(Shome, 1996). Selected states have also been attempting to tax has been increasedand more sources of income subjected
clean up their sales tax rate structures22 in this period.3 These to tax deduction at source on grounds of both equity and tax

changes have been introduced in an environment of an administration efficiency. The overall tax structure has
extremely inefficient tax structure. For example, looking at increasinglybegun-to compare well with internationaltrends
commodity taxes, (i.e. excise duty,, customs duty and coun-' even though insufficient success in streamlining the wide
tervailingduty) which are levied by the Centre, and the sales prevalence of exemptions and allowances has affected rev-

tax which is levied by states, Aggarwal (1995), using 1989- enue productivity.
90 data, found that there were many distorting effects of
those taxes:

the burden of tax on consumers in rural areas was 11 per A. Direction of changes in the 1990s-

cent and in urban areas 12 per cent;
the burden varied between 3-40 per cent depending on The direction of changes in the structure of the main direct-

the commodity; and indirect taxes is illustrated in Tables 1, 2 and 3. This is
on average, sales tax accounted for the highest burden, followed by a brief descriptionf the tax rules for capital-

exceeding 5 percentagepoints of the effective tax rate; gains and depreciation.
effective tax rates reflected substantial input taxation:-

more than 30 per cent of the total for most commodities Capital gains: Capital gains are divided into long-term or

short-termwith referenceto the period ofholdingof the assetand even 100 per cent for iron ore and some services; and
the contribution of sales tax in input taxation was the by the taxpayer or by the previous owner and the taxpayer-

under certain circumstances. The capital gain is the differ-highest.
ence between the cost of acquisition (adjusted for inflation)5

Income taxation in the 1980s was also subject to very high and the fair market value on the date of the transfer. The gain
and multiple rates. In relation to those findings, the subse- is chargeable as income of the previous year in which the
quent tax structure as it has developed over the 1990s is transfer tookplace. Thelong-termcapital gain is subjectedto

clearly more efficient. The last two years, 1996-97 and 1997- a flat rate of income tax, which is 20 per cent for an individ-
98, have, indeed, speeded up the process to a revolutionary ual, Hindu UndividedFamily (being resident) and a domestic
pace. company and 30 per cent for a foreign company. Foreign
Lacunaedo exist, however, in the formof the continuationof institutional investors and non-resident Indians are taxed at

incentives, exemptions and uncharacteristically generous
the rate of 10 per cent (introduced in the 1997-98 budget). A

depreciation allowances that contribute to eroding the tax short-term capital gain is treated as part of the taxpayer's
base. These tend to afflict most taxes and affect the horizon- gross incomeand, therefore, is subject to the standardincome

tal and vertical equity of the tax system. Another deleterious tax rates.

impactof the changes in the tax structurehas been on tax rev- Depreciation: Under Section 32(1) depreciation on machin-
enue, which has tended to fall in terms of GDP during the ery and plant is to be allowed as a deduction only to the
1990s (Shome, 1997a, ExecutiveSummary). owner who actually uses the asset for the purposeof its busi-

This paper attempts to assess the impactof the major changes
on the efficiency, equity and revenue productivity of the tax 1. This article was written in May 1997 when the author was Director,

system. Section II presents a summary of those changes in National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, New Delhi. He is currently

direct and indirect taxes during the 1990s, treating the details Advisor, Fiscal Affairs Department, InternationalMonetary Fund, Washington
. D.C. The author is grateful to Dr H. Mukhopadhyay,Senior Economist,NIPFP,

of tax changes in the 1997-98budget independently.4Section forhelpingwith statistical information.The opinionsexpressed in this article are

HI examines the revenue experienceduring this period. Sec- solely those of the author and not necessarily of any other individual or institu-

tion IV analyses the efficiency and equity effects. Section V tion unless mentioned.
2. The focus of this paper is, however, on central taxes. State level taxes are

concludes. not considered.
3. At the local level also, property taxation, which is the mainstay of local
taxation in so many countries,yields very little revenue in India. This issue is not
looked at in the paper, however.
4. The Indian fiscal year is between 1 April and 31 March.

O
5. The acquisitioncost is to be increasedby the cost inflation index.
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ness or professiion. Different rates of depreciiatiion for differ- rattes, a broad ttax base and administratiion tthrough siimplle
ent cattegoriies of assetts are notified in tthe Income Tax Rulles, rulles, woulld conttiinue. The supplly side ellement iin thebud-
1962. However, the rates have been reviised several times in get was underlliined by the scalliing back of the personal
the pastt..Some current rates are as follllows: income ttax rattes from a rate structure of 15, 30 and 40 per
- furniture and fittings:: 10 per cent cent to 10, 20 and 30 per cent, respectively.. The standard
- plant and machinery:: 33.33 per cent deductionwas increasedfurther to INR 20,000 and seniorcit-
- water pollutioncontrol devices: 100 per cent izens were given 100 per cent reliefup to INR 40,000 annu-

- energy saving devices: 100 per cent ally.. In addition, in order to obviate the double taxation of

dividends,, they were made taxable at a flat rate of 10 per
cent..6 The surchargeof 7.5 per cent on the corporate income

B.. The watershedbudget, 1997-98 tax was abolliished and the tax rate on domestiic companiies
was reduced tto 35 per cent (tthough that on foreiigncompaniies

In hiis 1997-98 budget speech, the Miiniistterof Fiinancereiter-
atted that tthe tthrust of tax reform in tthe form of moderate 6.. This ttax isisdeductedat sourcesourceby thethe company.

Table 11

Personall IncomTax Rates

Taxablle IIncome
IINR '000 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98

0- 12 Nil Nil Nii Nil Nil Nil Nil Nii
112- 18 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nii
118- 20 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil
20- 22 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil
22- 25 20 20 Nil Nil Niil . Nil Nil Nil
25- 28 20 20 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil
28- 30 20 20 20 Nil Ni Nil Nil Nil
30- 35 30 20 20 20 Nil - Nil Nil Nil-

35- 40 30 20 20 20 20 Nil Nil Nil
40- 50 30 20 20 20 20 2£) 15 10
50- 60 40 30 30 30 20 20 15 10
60-100 40 30 30 30 30 30 30 20

100-120 50 50 40 40 30 30 30 20
120-150 50 50 40 40 40 40 40 30
over 150 50 50 40 40 40 40 40 30

Sourrce: Budget documents.'

Note: FFor tthe years 1990--91 and 119911--92, ssurcharge isss leviable where total income exceeds INR 75,,000. For the years 1992--93 and 11993--94, ittt isss levi-
able when total income exceeds INR 1100,000.

Table 2 Table 3

Corporatiion.TaxRates Peak Rates for Customs and Exciise (per cent)

1990-91 1991--92 1992--93 1995-96 1996-97 1997--98 Tariff rate Exciise
to 1994--95

1991--92 150 11110+ IINR 15,,750
Domestic 1992-93 110 11110+ INR 115,750
Company 50 40 45 40 40 35 1993-94 85 11110+ INR 115,750
Foreign 1994-95 65 70

Company
'

65 65 6565 55 55 48 1995--96 50 50
1996--97 50 50
1997--98 40 40

Source: Budget documents.

Note: 1515 perpercentcentsurchargesurcchaarge (for thetheAYs 91-9291--92toto966-997) oror7.5 perpercentcentsurchargesurcchaarge Source: Budget documents and CIl's posst budget memoranduum.

(AY 11997-98) onon income taxtaxififthethetotaltotal inccome of aadomestic ccompaany
exceeds INR 75,000. No surcharge isss paayaable in the case of a fforeign com- Note: Import-weightedaverage tariff ratesratessfor 1992-931992-93and 11994-95 were 55.5 perper

pany.. (AY = assessmentyear.)) cent and 30 per cent, rrespectively..They have decliined further to about 28

perrcent currently,,though exact figuressare not yettavaiilablle..
The distiinctiion between wiidely held and closely helld domesticcompany was

abolished iin 1995-96. Reportted figurres before 1995-96 are for the widely
held domestic company..The tax rates for the other group of domestic com-¬

panies isssalways higheer by 5 percentage points tilll 11994-95..
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remains at 48 per cent). Further, in order to remove a remain- tax authorities. The likelihood of success or failure of this
ing inequity against Non-Resident Indians (NRIs)7 who strategy is yet to emergebut, as willbe pointed out.in.Section
invest in India,.thecapital gains tax on transfers applicableto IV, the Minister of Finance has given definite pointers
them was reduced to 10 per cent from 20 per cent to make it regardinghis seriousness in pursuing tax evaders with a fist
comparable with the rate applicable to foreign institutional behind his rubberglove.11
investors. The Minimum Alternative Tax (MAT) that had
been reintroducedin 1996-978 at a 10.5 per cent rate on book

profits, was rationalizedby allowing the associated tax credit III. REVENUE IMPLICATIONS
to be carried forward for five years.9 However the exclusion
of exporters from the scope of MAT can be seen as a move- While the positive changes to the tax structure are widelyment in the opposite direction.

agreed to have improvedthe efficiencyof the tax structureby
The gambitof incentives was further expanded. Telecommu¬ reducing its cascading and other distortionary elements, it

nications companies were given tax holidays with the objec¬ may have been inevitable that tax revenue would decline in

tive of promoting improvements in infrastructure and tax terms of GDP because of the relative inaction in terms of
rebates were provided under Section 88 of the Income Tax expanding the tax base, for example,by ridding the systemof
Act.10 Tourism was granted a deduction of 50-per cent of exemptions or making sustained attempts to increase the

profits in new investment in hill, rural and pilgrimage areas. number of taxpayers. India experienced the beginning of an

Limits on business expenses were also increased. Thus, the economic crisis in 1990-91 when it entered into an Interna-

budget could not ultimately maintain a tight lid on granting tional MonetaryFund supportedStand-ByArrangement,ini-
additional erosionary tax incentives, exemptions and tiating major economicreforms and hasteningsignificanttax

allowances. policy changes. In 1990-91, the tax to GDP ratio of the Cen-
tre stood at almost 11 per cent, higher than in 1994-95 when

In continuationof the customs tariff reform the peak rate of the financial crisis was over and the economy had stabilized.
customs duties was brought down from 50 per cent to 40 per By the latter year, the tax to GDP ratio had fallen to less than
cent with most intermediate goods being charged at 20 per 10 per cent (Table4). This declineofabout 1 per centofGDP
cent. It was announced that ASEANlevels of customs duties can be broken down into a 1 per cent of GDP decline in cus-
would be reached by the end of the century while, within toms revenue, a 1/2 per cent ofGDP declinein excise revenue,
three years, the number of excise duties would be brought and a 1/2 per cent of GDP increase in income tax revenue

down to four from the prevailingnine. The new mean excise (shared about equally between individual and corporate
rate was set at 18 per cent. income tax, Bagchi, 1994).
The taxation of services remains haphazard. Selected ser- As will become more obvious in Section IV, the nature of
vices were brought under the tax net, including road trans- reforms emphasizingefficiency improvementswas expected
port, air travel and tours, consultingengineers,clearinghouse to lead to a possible decline in revenue from indirect taxes.

agents, manpower agencies and temporary construction The rise in direct tax revenue has only partially offset this

(mandals) for ceremonies. Such a mere experimentation decline.
with services taxation created a bad feeling among disaf-
fected businesses. A nationwide strike was called by road

transporters, adversely affecting economicactivity at consid- 7. Those Indians or persons of Indian origin who spend more than half the tax
erable cost to the exchequerand GDP. year abroad.

8. MAT was originally introduced for a trial period of two years in the late
To conclude, despite the obvious lacunae in the 1997-98bud- 1980s.

get, a new.direction was given through it in the form of low- 9. This follows the Mexican model, which was initiated with a five-year

ering the nominal tax burden for all taxpayers, thereby arrangement but which later incorporated indefinite carry-back and carry-for-
ward (McLees, 1991).

exhorting them as well as non-filers to improve compliance 10. This sectionharboursvarious tax credit schemes.

voluntarilyand enter into a more maturerelationshipwith the 11. Parliamentarydeliberationson 9 May 1997.

Table 4

Trends in Tax to GDP Ratio (per cent)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 (r.e) 1 1997-98 (b.e) 2

Gross tax revenue 10.8 10.9 10.6 9.5 9.8 10.2 10.5 10.6
Corporation tax 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Taxes on income 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5
Customs 3.9 3.6 3.4 2.8 2.8 3.3 3.5 3.6
Excise 4.6 4.7 4.4 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.7 3.6
Other taxes 0.3 0.4 , 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4

Source: Shome (1996) and Budget documentsfor 1997-98.

Note: 1. r.e. = revised estimates of the Governmentof India.
2. b.e. = budget estimates of the Governmentof India.
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The increase in direct tax revenue has occurred despite (or and final goods. The effective tariff rate has been slashed
becauseof) a scalingbackof income tax rates, faith on which over the 1990s with a top rte of only 40 per cent as indicated
has led to further slashingof rates in 1997-98. The belief that above, even though the overall levels remain on the higher
supply-side responses may be relied upon seems to have side by international standards. The Minister of Finance in
taken hold in Indian taxation philosophy at the moment; the his 1997-98 budget speech indicated that internationalcom-

accompanyingpolicy measures that are necessaryto generate parabilitywill be reached by early next century.
more revenue will be dealt with in Section IV. Excises have also been virtually rid of cascading, redressing
In 1995-96, there was a sharp improvementin the tax to GDP many distortions that had affected productive decisions

ratio, which crossed the 10 per cent markonce again. But this adversely prior to the expansion of the Modified Value

mainly reflected a depreciation in the domestic currency. Added Tax (MODVAT) scheme. This scheme in the

This bolstered customs revenue, which gained back 2/s per quintessentiallyself-styled manner of the Indian tax system,
cent of GDP although excise revenue declined further by l/s expanded over many years the coverage of VATable com-

per cent of GDP as the scope of input tax credit against the modities to an increasingnumber of goods.13 The total num-

excises was broadened. Preliminary 1996-97 figures point ber ofrates has been reducedto nine (plus two extremerates),
towards the same upwardmovement;nevertheless,the figure their dispersionhas been reduced, and the tax paid on inputs
of 10.5 per cent is lower than the 10.8 per cent of 1990-91. has been made creditable. First, only taxes on raw materials
This ratio is budgeted to remain about the same at 10.6 per wre made creditable. In 1994-95, taxes on capital goods
cent in 1997-98, lending credibility to the argument that the were also made creditable but only when actually installed

rapid GDP growth of the 1990s has not only not ledto a rise and utilized against a VATable item. In 1995-96, this

in the tax to GDP ratio but has actually resulted in a decline. restriction was removed. After the 1997-98 budget was

This has worried many social scientists for two diverse rea- passed, the Minister of Finance added that further excise

sons: first, because of high expenditure commitments of reformwould be carried out in the near future. '

which interestpayments are a rising componentand, second,
reflectingthe preoccupationthat, even though an overall.pro-
gressive tax structure should have automatically yielded a B. Equity issues
higher tax to GDP ratio as incomes rise, India's recent expe-
rience seems to have negated this orthodox view. While efficiency improvements have been significant, the

lack of progress in terms of eliminating exemptions and
incentives still renders the tax system inequitable. Both the

IV. EFFICIENCYAND EQUITY RAMIFICATIONS
customs tariff and excise structures, for example, continue to

be replete with them (Shome, Mukhopadhyay and Saleem,
1996). They run into pages, leading to problems of interpre-

Efficiency and equity issues are often intrinsically linked tation of the intent of the law, and often end up in litigation.
becauseof the natureofvarious effects ofa particularchange Revenuecollection is postponedand, therefore, its real value
in the tax structure. Nevertheless, they are separately treated is eroded because ofinflation. Further, not only is the system
where feasiblewhile their interlinkagesare pointedout wher- rendered inequitablebecauseof the differencethat obviously
ever needed. between those favoured with and those excludedemerges

from the incentives structure, but the system also tends to

become inefficient because, when their rationale becomes
A. Efficiency aspects unclear, the exemptions and incentives could very well

worsen resource allocation rather than redirecting resources

Within the income tax, the drastic reductions in the tax rates in desired channels.
are a cler impetus to efficiency,.both in terms ofencourage-
ment of savings as well as a motivation to work. Economic Anothersource of inequity in indirecttaxation is the marginal

inclusion of services in the tax base. As pointed out in Sec-
literature has been in consensus for some time now that sav-

ings incentives do not encourage overall savings but merely
tion II, its lackadaisicalextension covered only a handful of

channel the same quantum of savings in new directions services even though the services sector has been one of the

(Messere, 1993). On the other hand, it is likely that a scaled dynamic growth sectors as a result of liberalization.The per-

back tax rate structure may raise the overall savings rate, at
ceived unfairness of this strategy has led to strikes and the

least in developing countries (Muhleisen, 1997).12 A similar stoppage of economic activity. Much preparation and ratio-

efficiencyeffectmay be expected in terms ofencouragement
nalization is needed in this area so that servicescould'beade-

of work effort, thereby providing the necessary impetus for quately and broadly included in the tax net. Also, the states

growth. Thus the changes in the income tax structure in India have to be necessarilybrought into the picture since not only
in the last two years should undoubtedlyhave a salient effi- are many services that are consumed at local levels, more

ciency impact through differentchannels.
12. In developedcountries, the permanentincome hypothesis is more likely to

'

Improvement in efficiency has, in no small measure, been hold, i.e. there is a proportionalrelationshipbetween income and savings in the

introduced in the indirect taxes as well. Export duties have long run (OECD, 1994, Robson, 1995).

been abolished. The customs tariff structure has been fully
13. Theprocessbegan in 1986.This contrastsmarkedlywith theexperiencesof

other countries where, typically, an initial preparation for the VAT is made for
rationalizedin termsofprogressionovercapital, rawmaterial two to three'yearsafter which a full-fledgedVAT is usually introduced.
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amenable to state level taxation, but the constitution is also sources. Nevertheless, there is still much room for further
not too categorical about the assignment of the taxation of expansion in scope, especiallyin areas in which blackmoney
services. is easily geherated. However, various improvements are

needed in the administrationof TDS before coverage could
The income taxes also suffer from base erosion. It is well be broadened. These include updating of the taxpayer list,known that many profit making companies have not paid adequate disseminationof information to taxpayers, makingincome tax because of generous depreciation provisions, requisite forms available to taxpayers well to withhold-as as
allowances, incentives and exemptions: they are commonly ers, providing sufficientcompensationto withholders for the
called zero-tax companies.14In 1996-97, a minimumcom- free serviceprovidedby them to the Department,not subject-
pany income tax called the Minimum Alternative Tax ing withholders to double audit pertaining to regular activity(MAT), based on book profits (as opposed to the usual tax and, again, for activity as a withholderand, last but not least,
calculation based on taxable profits) was introduced but, the provision of innovative for computerizationbymeasures
under pressure, exporters were exempted from it in 1997-98. allowing some independence to local offices to computerizeA minimumtax based on bookprofits has a relativelynarrow in the short run while progressingquickly on the installation
scope and is subject to the possibilityofcontinued tax avoid- of a nationwide computer network (Shome, Aggarwal and
ance and evasion. A better alternativewould be one based on Singh, 1997).
gross assets.

A gross assets based MAT is one of the least understood The 1997-98 budget introducedanothermechanismbased on

taxes. Yet it has both efficiency and equity properties. It is the idea of presumptivetaxation in an attempt to reduce eva-

efficientbecause it results in a companyhaving to earn a min- sion of the personal income tax and improve equity. Any
imum rate of return on its assets in order to meet tax obliga- individual is now required to file a return if he has fulfilled

tions; otherwise capital vould have to be redirected. It is any two of the following four criteria during the previous fis-

equitable because it spreads the tax burden more evenly cal year: ownership of property, a phone or an automobile,
across capital use and, therefore, on profits. Thus companies and undertaking of a trip abroad. At the same time, a tax

pay tax according to profits irrespective of size or clout, amnestywas announcedin the hopeof initiating the actionon

thereby promotingboth horizontal and vertical equity.15 a clean slte.18 As an indicationof iron resolve, the Minister
ofFinance said in the parliamentduring the budget delibera-

Anothermatterof inequity is that foreign companies are sub- tions on 9 May 1997 that he plans to initiate prosecution
jected to higher nominal rates of taxation than are domestic against tax evaders. However, the tax admlinistration infra-
companies. Modern taxation norms would not uphold this structure in place both in terms of manpower and comput--

practice. On the other hand, there seems to be inadequate erization remains inadequate to handle the situationeven if-

understanding and preparedness in the Income Tax Depart- 9nly a portion of the potential taxpayer base responds to his
ment (hereinafter: Department) regarding the practices of call. Further, Rajaraman,Singh and Roy (1995) pointout that
multinationalsto maintain arm's length when dealing with presumptive taxation based on consumption indicators is
their branches and subsidiaries, or how they operate interna- likely to be far less successful than a system based on pro-
tionally through transferpricing mechanisms to minimize
their total tax burden, with possible detrimental effects on a

particularcountry's revenue intake. It would be preferable to
14. There is a 100 per cent exemption for operating profits from exports of

on

tax foreign companies at similar rates to domesticcompanies
goods and merchandise.Indeed, while duties exports reduce export competi-
tiveness in internationalmarkets and have virtually been eliminated, there is no

but to be well aware of their tax planning strategies so that apparentjustificationfor export incomes also not to be taxed at all. Second, there

revenue productivity does not suffer.16 However, this are concessions relating to: backward area location (terminating on 31.3.1998),
backward areas in non-backwardstates (scheduledbut not yet notified), power

approach would require investment in an in-depth study and generation and distribution (up to 31.3.1998), small-scale units (up to

analysis of at least those multinationals that are or are likely 31.3.2000), and infrastructureinvestment (not income bound). Third, while the

to set up operations in the country. Latin Americancountries existing investment allowance provision was terminated on 31.3.1990, the

have tended to adopt this tenacious yet more result-oriented depreciationallowanceswere enhancedstarting 1.4.1988.The acceleratedwrite-

approach to the taxationofmultinationals.
off now possible under Sec. 32 is the most widely exploitablemeans by which

corporate tax liability is reduced (NIPFP, 1997).
15. If a Constitutionalamendmentis needed for this, it may be better to prepare

The equity problem with the personal income tax has also steadily for the tax, comprehend its ramifications fully and then introduce it in

emerged in full force. Much of the tax revenue is collected the best form possible, rather than apply it on a narrow base, and even then not

from fixed salary earners, the total taxpayer list not exceed- very convincingly.

ing 12 million.17A simple calculationindicates that less than
16. Even developed countries are becoming increasinglypreoccupiedwith the

questionof adequatecontrolofmultinationalsfor tax purposesespecially as they
one sixth ofpotential taxpayers are in the tax net. If the mid- increasinglyreveal tendencies to minimize loss in the form of contributionto tax

dle class comprises 300 million individuals, of which 20 per revenue across the globe. See the 1996 conferenceproceedings of the panel on

cent is excludedas belonging to the untaxed agriculturalsec-
21st century taxation, InternationalFiscal Association (1997, forthcoming).
17. This list is not updated since there is delay in netting out stop-filers and.the

tor, with a family size of five and a 1.5 person average deceased. The more likely number is 10 million.
income earning capacityper household, this result follows. 18. This was termed the Voluntary Disclosure Scheme through which the

amount disclosed as cash, securities or assets is to be taxed at the new highest
The Department has extended the instrument of tax deduc- rate of 30 per cent. The scheme will be terminated.in 1997. Of the amount col-

tion at source (TDS) to various sources of incomebeyond the lected,77.'5 per centwill accrue to,thestates and will financebasicminimumser-

vices and infrastructure.Unfortunately, internationalevidence including that of
commonly subjected sources such as wages, and interest in India points to the ineffectiveness,ofamnesties in achieving their goals (Tanzi
order to enhance equity in the taxation of different income , and Shome, 1993).
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duction indicators. Clearly though, the imperative prerequi- ing the Centre and the states in order to internalize the full
site in the form of the strong resolve of policy makers at the benefitsofa broadbased, distortionreducing,comprehensive
very top to attack tax evasion seems to have emergedunmis- VAT.

takably on the horizon.
Third, mentioned above, the lack of coordinationas among
states, and between the Centre and states, has emerged as a

significantproblem, the longer-run negative implications of

V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS whichmay not be immediatelyobvious.This has had adverse
ramifications in various directions, for example, for the taxa-

Muchhas been achieved in India'sprogrammeof tax reforms tion of services. Services should be brought in comprehen-
especially in the last two years, but further action is essential sively under the tax net. VATs in most countries cover not

.

in selected areas. Summarizing the achievements as well as only goods but also services. In India, services have fallen

future needed action, first, under the income tax, it shouldbe between the two stools of Central and state jurisdictions. On

recognizedthat the 1997-98 budgethas slashed rates forboth the one hand, the Centre taxes manufacturingwhile the states

personal and corporate income tax to their lowest levels in tax sales. On the other, the Centre has all residual powers of

India's post-independence economic history. India's rates taxation, thereby expanding the coverage of services from

now comparewith those in LatinAmericancountries,and are time to time and very slowly. Even in the 1997-98budget, the

lower than in most OECD countries. In this, the FinanceMin¬ issue of service tax was dealt with lackadaisically at best,
ister has placed responsibilityon the taxpayer to respond to with the Centre naming a few services to be taxed. For exam-

his call for voluntary reporting. Nevertheless, to ensure.rev- ple, why consulting engineers alone - among a host of pro-
enue productivity from such a scaled back rate structure, .fessional services that could be easily taxed - were singled
administrative mechanisms haveto be hurriedly improved. out is puzzling. Instead, there should have been exhaustive

Measuresneeded include: discussions with the states before such an obviously hurried

the completion of the computerizationprocess and the and incomplete list was made law. Indeed, various states are
-

issuanceofPermanentAccountNumbers (PAN); now unilaterallycoming up with a list of services to be taxed

the reinstitutionofmeaningful informationsystems; and by them in their 1997-98 budgets. The pace ofdrawingup an
-

more transparentenforcementmechanisms. appropriate list of taxable services should be rationally and
-

comprehensively expanded in a coordinated ,manner. This
The VoluntaryDisclosureScheme announced in the 1997-98 could be achievedunder the auspices of an expert committee

budget whereby individuals are expected to file returns vol- that could also look into the possibility of allowing states to

untarily if any two criteria of four- ownershipof telephone, tax servicesparipassuwith the introductionof a harmonized

car, or real estate and foreign travel - apply to them for the VAT at the state level.

previousyear, couldnotbe expected to be successfulwithout
Fourth, customs tariff reform should progress at a briskpace

an adequate administrationstructure in place. With respect to with the aim of making the structure comparable with inter-
companies, exemptions and incentives should be eliminated

national standards. Given the of reform and recent
from the corporation income tax. Further, either depreciation pace

on various occasionsby the FinanceMinister
allowance should be cut back or a minimum tax based on

announcements
there is reason to be optimistic on this score. The ultimate

gross assets should be introduced.
goal shouldbe a single tariffpolicy- as in Chile- which has

Second, while the 1997-98 budget has not regressed from the attractive property of minimizingdisputes, lobbying and
earlier achievedexcise reform, much room exists for the final corruption.
phase of reform. The number of MODVAT rates has to be

Fifth, the prevalence of exemptions and incentives in the
reduced to two or three. That wouldallow the reintroduction

income taxes, capital gains tax, domesticproduction taxes as
of additional selected traditional excises, typically on

well customs duties despite attempts at contain--

petroleum products, tobacco products and alcoholic bever-
as some

ment- is just too wide to make the tax structuremeaningfully
ages (the last is a state matter in India) as well as on a very equitable efficient. The effective customs tariff rate, VATor
few select items ofextreme luxury. This is the commonprac- rate and corporate income tax rate for different industries are
tice in other- includingOECD, Asian andLatinAmerican-

almost impossible to compute because of exemptions and
countries and should be reinstated in India for revenue rea-

incentives and, in any event, they keep changing constantly.
sons so that the downward slide in excise revenue may be

This must have significant deleterious effects productionon
arrested. In the longer term, a harmonizedVAT between the

decisions. Exemptions must be eradicated from the tax
Centre and the states has to be designed. However, at present

sys-
tem.

there is little progress even towards harmonization at the
states level. States should togethertake the opportunityof the Finally, even though not directly addressed in the paper, a

existenceof a coalitiongovernmentat the Centre with a large rational and meaningful approach must be taken towards

regionalrepresentationto makepossible the introductionof a property taxation and, associatedly, rent control laws. With-
harmonizedVAT at the state level. For those states thatwould out it, not only will cities and, commensurately,their infras-

initially lose revenue, the possibilities of compensation tructures, break down, but the general government's overall
should be worked out including service taxation at the state fiscal deficit- consolidatingcentral, state and local govern-
level. Other compensation mechanisms are also possible. ment- is bound to remain unchecked in terms of GDP. Tai-

Ideally, the country should move to a dual VAT encompass- wan has had a successful tax on the speculative increase in
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the value of urban land and Korea has considered it. Such a Shome, Parthasarathi (1996), Fiscal Policy in the 1990s -

tax has been imposed at the point of transaction (see Tanzi NeededReforms andRamiicationsfor the FinancialSector,
and Shome, 1992) and Indian laws should be changed to Sir PurshotamdasThakurdas Memorial Lecture, The Indian
make it feasible. InstituteofBankers, Mumbai, India, November.

,(1997a), chairman, Tax Policyfor the Ninth Five
Year Plan (1997-98 to 2001-02), Report of the Working
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TRASSFERPRICING REGULATIONSIN InDIA:

CHALlEnGeSAHEAD
Mahesh C. Purohit

tors. Firstly, since 1991-92Indiahas embarkedupon a course

The author is Professorat the National Instituteof Public ofstructuralreforms.This has paved the way towards global-
Finance and Policy, New Delhi-110 067 (India). He is ization of the Indian economy and resulted in the removal of
indebted to K. Srinivasan and B.V. Kumar for helpful
discussionsand very useful comments on the original draft barriers such as prohibitivecustoms duties. The reformshave

of the paper. However, the author alone remains also done away with most of the other fiscal and regulatory
responsiblefor the errors, if any. restrictions in order to enable foreign enterprises, especially

the multinational corporations (MNCs) to participate in the
economic development of the country through their capital

I. INTRODUCTION and technology.

Secondly and more importantly,as the prevailing trends sug-
Transferpricing refers to the value attached to the transferof gest, there is a feeling that, in general, the MNCs pay less tax
goods or services including technologybetween related enti- than comparabledomestic organizations.4In the Indian con-
ties. The issues related to it are currently one of the most text it is felt that since the tax administration is lax and the
importantsubjects in the area of internationaltaxation. management information system (MIS) in the tax depart-
The enactment of Section 482 (Final Regulations) by the ments is practically non-existent, the MNCs would certainly
United States1 in July 1994 and the publicationof the revised not pay the tax due to the country.
Guidelines on Transfer Pricing by the OECD in July 19952 Thirdly, with the expansion of the export sector, the Indian
are the two most significantevents related to the subject. Fol- undertakings engaged in exporting their products could
lowing these developments, many countries from the differ- increasinglyexploit transferpricing to reduce their tax liabil-
ent trade blocks such as the European Union, the North ities through undervaluing their exports to their related or
AmericanFree Trade Agreement(NAFTA) and the ASEAN affiliated counterparts located in foreign low-tax regimes.
Free Trade Area (AFTA) have tried to harmonize their trans- Theserelatedenterpriseswould in turn transfertheir products-
fer pricing regulations. However, transfer pricing remains a back to the same or a related enterprise in India at higher
vexing problem for most developing countries, including prices and thus avoid the incidenceof tax. In order to protect
India. India's tax base it is therefore important that the laws are

In the context of the growing importanceof transfer pricing tightened.
issues and considering the fact that almost half of the trans-

As the inflow of direct foreign investment is increasing over
actions in international trade are potentially susceptible to

time, the above issues raisedby transferpricing are achievingtransfer pricing,3.thispaper aims at presenting a critical ana-
higher profile.lysis of the existing transfer pricing provisions under differ-

a

ent statutes in India and at making suitable recommendations
on the issues relating to this subject.

III. THEORETICALDEVELOPMENTS IN
The schemeofpresentationis as follows: SectionII examines

TRANSFER PRICINGthe significanceof the issues in transferpricing in the context

of the globalizationof the Indian economy. The next section
reviews the theoretical developments of transfer pricing in Transferpricing concerns the valuationof transfers of goods
different countries. Section IV analyses the existing provi- or servicesbetweenrelatedentities, i.e. parent and subsidiary
sions under Indian statutes. These provisions include regula- corporations, or sister corporations. To illustrate, domestic

tions under different taxes viz., income tax, customs duty, company A has a subsidiary or a associate multinational

and union excise duties. The following section puts forth the

suggestedreforms to the regulations.Finally, SectionVI pre- 1. Internal Revenue Service Final Regulations (TD 8552), relating to inter-

sents a summaryof conclusionsand recommendations. company transferpricing under Sec. 482 (referred to as US (1994)) published in
FederalRegisteron 8 July 1994.
2. OECD (1995), TransferPricing Guidelinesfor MultinationalEnterprises
andTaxAdministration,Reportofthe OECDCommitteeon FiscalAffairs,Paris.

II. SIGNIFICANCEOF THE ISSUES
Part I of theDraft titled Principlesand Methods,addresses the issues related to

the transferofgoods. Part II relates to the areas of transferpricing for intangibles
and services.

The importanceof issues related to transfer pricing has long 3. Quoted in CCHAustralianMasterTax Guide (1996), at 1234.

been recognized. The issues have, however, become critical
4. In a Reportfrom PriceWaterhouseitis shown that30 percent ofthe world-
widesales and 43 per centof the reportedbookprofits of the US MNCsoriginate

in India during the last five years due to three important fac- from their foreign offices.
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company B. Company A transfers some products (inputs or The above approachessuggestvarious arm's length solutions
finishedgoods) or assets to B. The value attachedto the prod- to the problemof transferpricing. There is.no one multilater-
ucts transferredby A to B is the transferprice. It is important ally applicablesolution to cover all situations. Nationalrules
that the transferprices of the products in questionwere fairly differwith regard to the priority of the methods.
set when determiningthe tax revenues due to countriesA and
B.

To find an answer to this problem, the approachoftheOECD IV. PROVISIONS UNDER THE INDIAN

emphasizes that the guiding principle is the arm's length cri- STATUTES
terion. The OECD Guidelines are intended to suggest mutu-

ally acceptable solutions. Accordingly, the Guidelines indi- Various tax statutes, the company law regulations, and the
cate differentpricing techniques, as set out below. foreign exchange regulations in India have dealt with the

issues related to transfer pricing. The following are the main
First, there is the principle of arm's length (elaborated in

provisions related to the issues.
chapter I of the Guidelines) which states, that if the price or

the margin is not within the arm's length range, adjustment
should be made by the tax administration.However, the tax- A. Provisions under income tax
payermustbe given the opportunityto presentadditionalevi-
dence. The US regulations are more rigid than the OECD

Under the income tax laws, if business transactionbetween
Guidelines.

a

a resident and a non-residentis so structured that it results in

Secondly, the Guidelines present the technique of compara- no profit or less than the ordinary profit, the tax authorities
ble uncontrolledprices (CUP). Since in a related party trans- may determine a reasonable amount of profit from the
action price can be controlled, there must be a reference to a transaction. The profit which has been so deciphered is

comparable situation where price is not controlled, i.e. a added to the taxable income of the resident assessee. The
benchmark. profit may be determined with reference to the value of the

transactionby applying the ratio of total business receipts or

Thirdly, there is a cost-plus technique. The starting point in by using any other appropriatemethod.
this method is the cost incurred by the supplier of the goods
in a transaction between the related enterprises. A profit Section92 of the Indian IncomeTax Act, 1961,5 covers trans-

mark-up is added to the costs. It is ideal in a sellers' market, fer pricing among other devices designed to avoid tax

where the international norms vary between 5 and 10 per between a resident and a non-resident.6When it appears to

cent. Disputesmay howeveroccur since it is possible that the the Assessing Officer that owing to the close connection

cost is likely to include a fair return on investment.What is a between them, the course of business is so arranged that the

fair return is not a matterof law but ofcommerceand may be business transacted between them produces to the resident

hotly contested. either no profit or less than the ordinary profit which might
be expected to arise in that business, the Assessing Officer

Fourthly, the Guidelines refer to a technique called resale shall determine the amount of profit which may reasonably
minus. According to this technique, the fair price is the price be deemed to have been derived therefrom and include such
at which the product is sold to an independentthird party by amount in the total income of the resident. Rules 10 and 11
a related enterprise, which subsequently resells the product. of the Income Tax Rules, 1962, prescribe the methods for
This resale price is reduced by a gross profit margin which determiningsuch income. Normally, it is calculatedas a per-
takes into account the relevantcosts and expenses and also a centage of the turnover. These provisions have, however,
reasonable profit in the light of the functions performed, rarely been invokedby the tax authorities.
assets used andrisks assumed. It is possible that the product
sold by a companymay not be sold by any othercompanybut In MazagaonDock Ltd. v. CommissionerofIncome Tax and

the pointhere is not the priceof the productbut the marginof Excess Profts Tax1 the Supreme Court considered the appli-
the dealer. For example, generally speaking, a distributor cation of the provisions. In this case the appellantwas a pri-
earns a 15 per cent commission. If the commission substan- vate limited company incorporatedunder the Indian Compa-
tially exceeds 15 per cent, the issue may require investigation nies Act and was carrying on business as marine engineers
by the tax officials. and ship repairers. Its registeredoffice was in Bombay and it

was resident and ordinary resident in India. Its entire share
Fifthly, there is the method called transactionalprofitmethod
or the profit split method. In such a method, the profit to be

split must be identified. Following this, the profit could be
5. The provisions of the IncomeTax Act are amended from time to time. The
Act and the rules presented here are as amended by the Finance (No. 2) Act,

split between the related enterprises. The Guidelines state 1996.

that this method is useful in the absence of comparables. 6. Some related provisions also exist in Sec. 93 concerning income from an

asset transferred to a non-residentas income of the residentunder certain situa-

Finally, there is a method called the net margin method. This tions and Sec. 94 relating to avoidanceof tax on certain transactionsin securities.

method examines the net profit margin in relation to the However, the mere fact that the transferresulted in the avoidanceof tax,liability
cannotbe the proofof the intention to avoid the liability. See CITv. Mohammed

costs, sales, or assets, which a taxpayerrealizes from a trans- IbrahimSahib (1962) 45, Income Tax Reporter, 301, (Cal).
action or aggregatedtransactionswith a related party. 7. Commissionerof Income Tax/Excess P.rofitsTax v. MazagaonDock Ltd.

(1955) 28 I.T.R. 35 affirmed.
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capitalwas beneficiallyownedby two Btishcompanies,the 1. Where - (a) an enterprise of one of the States participated
P&O Steam Navigation Corp. Ltd. and the British Indian directly or indirectly in the management, control or capital of an

Steam Navigation Co. Ltd., whose businesses consisted in enterprise of the other State, or (b) the same person participates

plying ships for hire. Under an agreement, entered into with directly or indirectly in the management, control, or capital of an

enterpriseof one of the States, and.an enterpriseof the other State,
these two companies, the appellant repaired their ships at and in eithercase conditionsare made or imposedbetweenthe two

cost, and charged no profits. Now, the point ofdetermination enterprises in their commercial or financial relations which differ
was whether on these facts, the appellant was chargeable to from those which would be made between independent enter-

tax under Section 42(2) of the IncomeTax Act, 1922.8 prises, then any profitswhichwould,but for those conditions,have
not so accrued,may be includedin the profits of that enterpriseand

The Income Tax Officer, Bombay, who dealt with the matter taxed accordingly.
took the view that the appellantcompanyhad so arranged its
business with the non-residentcompanies that it did not pro-

2. Where one of the States includes in the profitsof an enterprise
of that State and taxes accordingly profits on which an enter-

duce any profits, and that was because it was those compa-
- -

prise of the other State has been charged to tax in that other State
nies thatreally owned its share capital, and that, therefore,the and the profits so includedare profits whichwouldhave accrued to

profits which it could ordinarilyhave made but for theirclose the enterprise of the first-mentionedState if the conditions made

financial connection were liable to be taxed under Section between the two enterprises had been those which would have

42(2), and computedthe same at INR 680,000 for the account been made between independententerprises, then that other State

year 1943-44, etc. On the basis of the above findings, orders shall make an appropriate adjustment to the amount of the tax

of assessmentof income tax were made. Against these orders charged therein on those profits. In determining such adjustment,

the appellant preferred appeals to the Appellate Assistant
due regard shall be had to the other provisions of this Convention
and the competentauthorities of the States shall if necessarycon-

Commissioner who confirmed the same. The matter was sult each other.
referred to the Appellate Tribunal and the orders were set

aside. On appeal by the Departmentbefore the High Court it The above clausemakes the followingimportantpoints relat-
was held thatSection42(2) was applicableand that the appel- ing to arm's length transactions:
lant was liable to be assessed to income tax. The taxpayer - it addresses the question of the apportionmentof profits
appealed. Finally, the Supreme Court dismissed the tax- and commercialand financial relations;
payer's appeal on the basis that the charge was on the .busi- its scope is not limited to transactions or their pricing;-

ness of the appellantand not on the non-residentcompany.9 and

Section 142 (2A) of the Income Tax Act further envisages - it refers to certainpre-conditionsto the applicationof the

that article, such as the.degreeof associationor inter-connec-'

if, at any stage of the proceedings before him the Assessing Offi- tion between taxpayers, and whether the arrangementsor

cer, having regard to the nature and complexityof the accounts of dealings provided are different from those that would
the assessee and the interestof the revenue, is of the opinion that it have been entered into in an unrelated situation.
is necessary so to do, he may with the previous approval of the
Chief Commissioneror Commissioner, direct the assessee to get However, it is importantto note that the wordassociationis
the accounts audited by an accountant as defined in the Explana- capable of a wide meaning and may be interpreted subjec-
tion below subsection (2) of Section 288, nominated by the Chief

tively. It refers to direct or indirect participationas well
Commissioner or Commissioner in this behalf and to furnish a

reportof such auditin the prescribedformduly signed and verified as management,and control.

by such accountant and setting forth such particulars as may be

prescribedand such otherparticularsas the AssessingOfficermay
require. 8. The correspondingsection in the current Act is Sec. 92, which deals with

the determinationof profits. In addition there are provisions governing calcula-

This is a powerful tool given to the Assessing Officer by the tion of income through Secs. 37(1), 40A(2), and 44 C, each dealing with aspects

Income Tax Act. relating to expenses for calculating income.
9. Income Tax Reports (1958), Vol. 34, at 368-378. Here it is important to

note that for preventing evasion of tax, sufficient powers are provided by the
Income Tax Act for the assessing officer to determine the taxable income of a

B. The role of tax treaties business or profession. Sec. 37(1) entitles the assessing officer to examine
whetheror not expenditurehas been incurredwhollyand exclusivelyfor the pur-
pose ofthe business. Sec. 801 or 80IA, empowersthe AssessingOfficer to deter-

Tax treaties are useful in handling the issues related to trans- mine the deduction allowable to reduce the total income of the company. Sec.

fer pricing. These treaties could affect transferpricing in two 40A(2) specifically states that where the assessee incurs any expenditure in

different ways. First, by providing specific clauses, the respectof whichpaymenthas been or is to be made to any persons referred to in
clause (b) of this sub-section, and the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that

treaties define a specifiedbase for allocationof income. And such expenditure is excessive or unreasonablehaving regard to the fair market

secondly, the treaties identify the transaction to which the Value of the goods, services or facilities for which the payment is ma'de or the

basis would apply and provide for resolutionof disputes. legitimate needs of the business or profession of the assessee or the benefit
derived by or accruing to him therefrom, so much of the expenditure as is con-

So far India has entered into more than 60 Double Taxation
sidered by him to be excessiveor unreasonableshall not be allowed as a deduc-
tion. Also, Sec. 44C imposes a ceiling on the allowances of the head office

Avoidance Treaties.10 These treaties provide a safeguard expenditure in the case of non-residents.However, the Calcutta High Court has

against transfer pricing abuse by the .Associated Enter- held that the above restriction does not apply to a foreign company having its

prises. Therefore, each treaty incorporatesan article on this entire business in India. RupanjuliTea Co. Ltd. v. CIT (1991) 92 CTR (Cal) 37:

aspect, primarily following the OECD and the UNModels. It (1990) 186 ITR 301 (Cal).
10. See for details, SrinivasanK. (1997), Guide to Double TaxationAvoidance

stands as follows: Treaties,Vidhi Publishing,New Delhi-110002.
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Notwithstanding the above limitation, the article embodies (b) that any company is being managed in a manner likely to

the essentialsf a fair price. It suggests that the adjust- cause serious injury or damage to the interests of the trade, .

ments should be made in such a way that the profits are industry or business to which it pertains; or

derived and taxed in the hands of the enterprise, as if the con- (c) that the financialpositionof any company is such as to endan-
its solvency;cerned enterprise was not dealing with an associated enter-

ger
the Central Governmentmay at any time direct that a special audit

prise. However, the matter is not so simple. The profit that of the ompany's accounts for such period or periods as may be
would have arisen to that enterprise itself is likely to create a specified in the order, shall be conducted and may by the same or

problem of transfer pricing. The two contracting states may a differentorder appointeither a charteredaccountant.asdefinedin

themselves not agree on what is an arm's length price. The clause (b) of subsection (1) of Section 2'of the CharteredAccoun-

potential for disagreement is much more when one of the tants Act, 1949 ... to conduct such special audit. Provided that the

contractingstates has an aggressiveapproach to transferpric- special auditor shall, instead of making his report to the members
of the company, make the same to the' Central Government. The

ing and may operate a systemofdeterminingprofitallocation
expenses of, and incidental to, any special audit under this section

whichmay not be strictly in accordancewith the arm's length (including the remunerationof the special auditor) shall be deter-

principle. mined by the Central Governmentand paid by the company.

In addition, double taxation avoidance treaties derived from In addition, the central governmentis empoweredunder Sec-
the OECD/UNModels in general lack teeth. The article pro- tion 233B of the Companies Act to order 'the audit of.cost
vides for a consequentialrate adjustment,based on an adjust- accounts in certain cases.
ment that the enterprise in the other contracting state has
made. Section 227 of the Companies Act specifies the duties of the

auditors. Accordingly, an auditor is required to report under
It is also important to note that paragraph (2) of the article the Manufacturingand Other Companies (Auditor's Report)
does not specify the method for making the adjustment. It is Order, 1988 (MAOCARO)whether purchases of goods and
possible that some states would make correspondingadjust- materials and sales of goods, materials and services between
ments by reducing the taxable profits whereas others would associated parties are made at prices which are reasonable
prefer simply to give a tax credit. having regard to comparable market prices for transactions
Where the profits of a subsidiary taxable in India are artifi- with otherparties.12
cially reduced India may take recourse to Section 92 of the The above provisions have enough teeth to look into the
Indian Income Tax Act, 1961, to adjust the profits ofthe sub- problemof transferpricingofresidentas well as non-resident
sidiary upwards. The parent company should via the treaty companies, as and when the need arises.

' make an application to the appropriate tax authorities in its
own home country. The newly drafted OECD Guidelines for
transferpricing11 have attempted to reconcile the tax regimes D. Provisions under FERA
of various countries; whether it has been successful in its

attempts is not yet clear. The Foreign Exchange Regulations Act (FERA), 1973,
incorporates further checks relating to the misuse of foreign

C. Company law on transfer pricing exchange. Section 18(16) under FERA provides that
where the value of the goods specified in the declarationfurnished
under that subsection is less than the amount which in the opinionThe effect that transfer pricing may have on the profitability ofthe ReserveBank, in a case fallingunder sub-clause(i) ofclause

of a company is also considered in the provisions of the (a) of that subsection, represents the full export value of those
Indian CompaniesAct, 1956. goods, or in a case falling under sub-clause (ii) of that clause, the

value which the exportercan, having regard to the prevailingmar-
Section211 dealingwith the form and contentsofthe balance ket conditions, expect to receive on the sale of the goods in the
sheetand the profitand.loss accountrequires that everyprofit overseas market, the Reserve Bank may issue an order requiring
and loss account ofa company shall give a true and fair view the person holding the shipping documents to retain possession
of the profit or loss of the company for the financialyear and thereof until such time as the exporter of the goods has made

shall, subject as aforesaid, comply with the requirements of arrangement for the Reserve Bank or a person authorized by the

Part II of Schedule VI, so far as they are applicable thereto: Reserve Bank to receive on behalfof the exporter payment in the

Provided thatnothing containedin this subsectionshall apply prescribed manner of an amount which in the opinion of the
Reserve Bank represents the full exportvalue ofsuch goods or the

to any insurance or banking company or any company value which the exporter, having regard to theprevailingmarket
engaged in the generationr spply of electricity, or to any conditions, can be expected to receive on the sale of the goods in
other class of company for which a form of profit and loss the overseas market.

account has been specified in or under the Act governing These are additional checks on any party entering into trans-
such class of company. ferpricing to avoid paymentof due tax.

In addition, the Governmentof India, under the Companies
Act has the power to direct a special audit in certain cases.

Section 233A states that
(1) Where the Central Governmentis of the opinion
(a) that the affairs of any company are not being managed in 11. See for details, supra note 2.

accordance with sound business principles or prudent com- 12. As per para 4 (A) (xi) of MAOCARO the auditor is required to certify the
mercial practices;or reasonablenessof the price charged/paidfor the transactions.
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E.E. Transfer priiciing under customs duties (vi) bothbotthofofthem arearedireectly oror indireectly controlled byby aathird

party;
or a or

Transferprices are dirrectly relevant in determiningthe quan-
(vii) together theytheey directly orindireectly controlconttol athirdpersson; or

are (viii) they are members ofofthesame faamily.
tum of customs duties where the duty isis charged on an ad

valoreem.basis. Under arm's length principlees, the valuevalueofof Explanation:

importeed goodsgoodssshouldshouldreflect an open market pricce. How-
1. The term person also includes legaleeggaalpersoons.

an open 2. Persons who are associatedinnnthetheebusinessbuussnnesssofofone another innnthatthatt
ever, where the taxpayersaaxpayerss are relatedeateed thethe importer may bebe

are one .

oneone is the soieooee agentggeenntoror soleooee distributor oror solesooee ccoonccesssioonnaire,
inducednducceedtoo declaredeclareaavaluevaluewhich isislower thanthaan thethe fair market howeverddescrrbbeed,however ofofthe otherttherrshall.bebedeemed too beberelated for

price toto enable thethe importer too pay aa reduced amount ofof thetheepurposeofofthesethesse miees, ififtheytheey fall within thetheecriteriaofofthis sub-

duties. ruie.

To examine whether the importer has declared the corrct When the customs value cannot be determined under the

transfer prices, the authorities areare armed with the poiverrs Customs Act, a prrocesss ofofconsultationbetween the customs

derived from the Indian Customs Act, 1962. Alsso, there areare administrationand the importer isisinitiated and the valuation

speecific provisions for valuation underunder the Customs Valu- isis determined underunder thethe Customs Valuation Rulees, 1988.

ation (Deteerminationofofthethe Price ofofImporteed Goods) Rules, However, thethe inteerpretative notesnoeess too the Rules indicate the

1988. IfIfneedneedbe, the GeneralAgreeemeentononTariffs andandTrade followigreleevaant.aaspeectsrelatedeeateedtoo transferpriicing:
(GATT)13 could alsoalsobe used too invokethe relevantrelevantpowerrs ofof (a)(a) the saiesale price usedused between related buyers and sellers
the authorities. The GATT which has beenbeen signed by morr neds too be scrutinizedonly where there arearedoubts about

than 120 countries, isisbindingupon,allallof them.14 India and aliall the acceptabilityofofthe priice;
the other signatoriessgnatoressofofGATT thereforehave an obligationtoto (b) where related buyers and sellers buy from and seil, to

review, upon aarequestby anothercontrractingparty, the per- each other asas ififthey arearenot related, this woulddemon-

ation ofoftheir domestic law relating too valuation ofofgoods for strate that the pce hashasnotnotbeen influencedby the rela-

domestic purpossees. tionship;
InInthe Indian ccontext, Section 1414ofofthetheeCustoms Act, 11962, (c)(c) where it isis shown thatthatt thethee pricce isis adequateadeequate too ensureensure

provides thatthattthe assessablevalue ofofimported.goods shall be recovery ofofali costscosts plus prrofit, thethe cosst-plus formula
could be accepted asas aa ssatissfactory estimate ofoftransfer

deemed too bebethe pricce atatwhich suchsuchororlike goodsgoodsareareoordinarily
sold ororofferedfor ssale, for delivery atatthethe time andandplaceplaceofofimpor- priice;
tation ororeexportation, asasthe casecasemay be, ininthetheecoursecourseofofinterna- (d) inin determining whether one value closely approximates
tional trrade, where thetheeseller and thetheebuyer havehavenono iterestiteresttininthethee ttoanothervalue, various factors such asas the nature of the
businessbuussnnessssofofeacheachotherandandthetheeprice is thetheesoleooeeconsiderationfor thethee importeed gooods, thetheenaturenaaurreofofthe industry, thethe season in
salesaaeeororoffer for sale.Is which the goods are importeed, etc. areare required too bebe

InInthis contextconeextthetheecasecaseofofOrson ElectronicsPvt. Ltd. v. Col- taken intocconsideration;andand

lectorector ofCustomsBombay isisan important illustration.show- (e)(e) inn ccompariing thethee pricespricesbothbotth the commercial levellevel andand
the quantities in which the goods sold considereding the modus operrandi ofofevasionevasionunder this section. In this

'

in areare soldareare

case the transactiontook,placebetween 'Indian and Japanesse relevant.

companies. Higher value was declared too the Japansse Cus Recognizingthe difficulty in arriving atatan acceptable trans-
toms House and lower value was declared toto the India Cus- ferprice for the importedconsignment,the bestjudgementof
toms. The importing ccompaany had aa51 per,centper centshare ininthe thethe officercould be adoptedusingusingreasonablemeans consis-
supplier firm. The revaluation was done onon the basis ofofthe tenttentwith the principles andand generalgenerralprovisionsprrovssonssofofthe Cus-
documents seizedby the Japanese CustOms atatthe insistence toms Rules.17 Howeever, inn arriving atat such aa price some
ofofthetheeIndian Customs.16 principlees have beenbeenenunciatedenunccateed through different judge-
The valuation rules under the Customs Valuation (Determi- .ments ofofthe Suprreme Court. Firsst, the transactions must be

nation of the Price ofofIImported Goodss) Rules, 1988, provide betvceenrelatedperssons. Seccondly, there shouldbebe mutuality
an exhaustive list ofofthe circumstances ininwhich the transac- ofofinterestnteressttamong these related perrssons. The Supreme Court

tion value between the two parties needs to be examined has held that ,it isis notnotsufficient to show that the parties are

ccareefully before it isis accepted asas ,the transfer priice on the
basis ofofwhich assessablevalue cancanbedetermined.Howeever, 13. It is however important totonote that the rules ofofthe GATTGATTare notnotspecifi-
,thethee transaction valuevaauueewill notnotbe acceptedacccceepteedwhere thethee buyerbuyer cally meantmeantto safeguard the problem offtransfer pricing. Noonetheless, it does

andandthetheeseller are related. givegveeguidelines for valuationofofthe imported goooods. See GATT (1994) Guide to

are GATT.LawandandPractice, at 233-242.

The circumstanceswhere the,buyerand the,sllerselerrare deemed
14. GATT providesroovvidessforr.principlesprnnccppessfor valuatio for customscusstomspurposes. These

are arearesetsetforth innnArt. VII ofofthetheeAgreeeement.
to 'be related arearegiven ininRule 2(2) which statesstatesthat it 15. TheTheAct doesdoesnot acceptacceptasasthetheebasis for determinationofofassessablevaluevaauueeaa

includesnccudeesswhere transfer priceprrcce where thethe seller andandthethe buyerbuyerhavehaveananinterestnteresstinnn thethe businessbuussnnessssofof

(i) theytheey areareofficersoffccerssor directors ofofoneoneanother'sanottherrssbusineesss; eacheachotherttherrororwhee thetheepriceprcceeis notnotthetheesolesoeeconsiderationfor ththesale.

(ii) they arearelegally recognizedpartnersparrnerssininbusiness; 16. 19961996 (882) Excise Law Times, 499499(Tribunal) ininthetheeCEGAT, Court I, oldold

(iii) theytheyyare emplooyerrandandeemployeee; specialppeccaalbenchbenchA, New Delhi, atat499-503.
17. In thetheerecentecenntcasecaseof'Poonam Ieather Industries v. CollectorofofCustoms,

(iv) anyanypersonpersondireectly or inndirectlyoowns, controlsor,holds55perper Cochinit has come tooolight that forwantwantofofcareNI investigationthe transferpricecome
centcentorormore ofofthetheeoutstaandingvoting stockorshares ofofbothbotth could'beoouuld bereduced considerably,.andandthetheegoooods could:beberis-declared. SSee, 19961996
offthheem; (82) Excise Law Times, 493493'(Tribbuunnal) innn the CEGAT, special benchbenchA, New

(v)' oneoneOf them direectly ororindireectlycontrols thetheeother; 'Delhi, atat493-499.
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related; it is also necessary to show that the related parties ciated concerns or related persons. It is, however, important
have some mutual or common interest. Finally, it has to be to note that in many cases the normalprice under Section4

proved that the related persons flow back the differential in of the Central Excise Act is determined by the Excise
price to the concernedparties. The flow back could be direct Authoritieson the basis of availableevidence. InAir Control
through cash flow (an amount being deposited in a bank or .& Chemical Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Controller of Central
being paid to someone at some other place) or indirect in the Excise complete compressors were manufactured by the
form ofdoing some servicefor the relatedparty (for example, assesseebut compressorsand its parts were packed and billed

1 advertisementexpenditure to be incurred for the concerned separately. Such splitting up of the price between the com-

party). By enunciating these principles the Supreme,Court pressorand its parts was not done for commercialreasonsbut
has diluted the conceptof related persons considerably. merely to evade excise duty.23
It is useful to considerthe rules as given in GATT. For exam- The term relatedperson is defined to mean a person who
ple, Article 5 relating to deductive value or Article 6 con- is so associated with the assessee that they have interest,
cerning computed value could be important. These methods directly or indirectly, in the business of each other and
correspond to the Resale Price Method and Cost-Plus includes a holding company,a subsidiarycompany, a relative
Method, respectively. Similarly, Article 2 (dealing with the and aa distributor of the assessee and any sub-distributorof
transaction value of identical goods) or Article 3 (dealing such distributor. Considering the objective of safeguarding
with the transaction value of similar goods) resemble the the revenue, the scope of the term relatedperson has been-

1 Comparable Uncontrolled Price Method (CUPM) used to cast fairly wide. Judicial interpretationshave, however, nar-

determine the arm's length transfer price for income tax pur- rowed down the concept. For example, in Union of India v.

poses.18 Atic IndustriesLtd. it was held that the two persons shouldbe

The law also provides for an anti-dumping levy. This is in
consideredrelated only when each has an interest in the busi-

response to one aspect of the abusive use of transferpricing.
ness of the other. That is, where CompanyA holds some part
of the equity of CompanyB and vice versa, but not in a caseThe aim of the anti-dumping levy is to offset or prevent

dumping.Thus, the anti-dumpinglevy works as a backstop to
where company A holds some part of the equity of B, but

abusive transferprices. CompanyB does not hold any part of the equity ofCompany
A.24 Similarly, in ,Union of India v. Bombay Tyres Interna-
tional P Ltd. it was held that a relative is considered to be a

F. Provision under the union excise duties related person only when he is both a relative and a distribu-
tor of the assessee. Similarly, a distributoris to be considered

The concept of transfer pricing is equally important for the
a related person only where he is both a relative and a dis-
tributorof the assessee.25

revenue generated by the government from the union excise
duties. The tax is charged on an ad valorembasis on the price In view of variousjudgementsand the policy decisionsof the
of the commodity despatched by the manufacturer, in the department, where the first sale is to a related person, the
form of sale, or for storage to any other place or for captive assessable value is determined on the basis of the price at

consumption.When the goods are sold to another manufac- which the goods are ordinarilysold by the relatedperson (i.e.
turer for use as input, the problem of transfer pricing is not buyer) in the wholesale trade; the given sale price of the first
very serious because the concept of value added has been sale is ignored. The effect is to assume that the price of the
introducedunder the union excise duties.19Since the chain of firstsale to a relatedperson does not indicate the arm's length
transactions is properly traceable under VAT, transfer prices price and consequently the transfer price should be the price
do not create any serious problem. For instance, when the charged to an unrelated person. However, it is important to

' goods are transferred from Company A to Company B at a note that where a manufacturer sells his goods through say
lower price than the market price, the set-off available to B
would be the same as the amount of tax paid by A. The bal-

18. Art. 2 is similar the of the comparableand Art. 3 approximatesto use exact
ance of the tax would have to be paid by CompanyB, when it to the use of the inexactcomparable.See GATT, supra note 13.

finally sells the goods. 19. The union excise duties are levied by the Union Government.They follow
the principles of value added tax. It is known as Modified Value Added Tax

The problemstill remains for the four commoditiesnot cov- (MODVAT). Over the years the coverage of MODVAThas increased and now

r ered under MODVAT.20 Also, .the issue remains important it covers almost all items, yielding more than 85 per cent of the revenue from

when the goods are sold for resale or consumptionwhere the duties.
20. The commodities not covered under MODVAT include petroleum prod-

next transactionis not under the purview ofMODVAT.21 ucts, tobacco (including cigarettes),cinematographicfilms, and matches. These

The Central Excise Act, 1944, provides for determinationof
items yield approximately15% of the total revenue from the union excise duties.
21. The tax on sale is a state matter. Hence the sales tax is levied by the state

assessable value on the basis of the normal price which is governments on all transactions of sale by the manufacturer, wholesaler or

defined as retailer.

the price at which such goods are ordinarilysold by the assessee to 22. The basis of the tax is the clearance of goods from the factory. This is

a buyer in the courseofwholesaletrade fordeliveryat the time and also knownas the time of removal ofgoods.
23. During investigations it was found that the appellant was manufacturingplace of removal,22where the buyer is not a related person and the
completecompressorsbut after testing thempacking the compressorand its parts

price is the sole considerationfor the sale. separately. 1994 (72) Excise Law Times, 291 (Tribunal) in the CEGAT, special
bench A, New Delhi, at 291-306.

The Excise Act thus takes an extreme position of disregard- 24. 1984 (17) Excise Law Times, 323,327 (SC).
ing as unreliable, the transfer price adopted by the two asso- 25. 1983, Excise Law Times, 1986 (SC).
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four distributors, one of whom is a relative and the price already been done by the United States and many Asian and

charged to each of the distributors is uniform, the assessable Europeancountries.
value would be determinedby the price charged to the unre-

Secondly, wherenecessary special rules shouldbe adopted
lated distributors. to strengthen the hands of the assessing officer to enable

The Central Excise (Valuation)Rules, 1975, provide detailed him to apply a special clause of The Scheme of DIV 13,

proceduresforestimatingthe transferprice. The differentcir- based on the pattern of the Australian Income Tax Law.30

cumstancesunder which the transferprice would be recalcu- This provision could take a superior place in the statute and

lated are as follows: remain in addition to the existing laws. It is significantlydif-

(i) where the price charged is not the sole consideration the ferent from the existingprovisions in as much as it is not lim-

money value of any additional considerationis included ited to arrangements which have a dominant tax avoidance

in determiningthe assessablevalue (Rule 5): purpose. These provisions could be applied to transactions
where transfer pricing could be one among many reasons.

the salaries of the chief executive and the works-

managerborne by the holding company;26 The discretionwould be left to the assessingofficer. The pro-
visions of DIV 13 could be applied to attribute income to a

expenditureon sales promotionpublicity;27and
resident if non-arm's length agreement has

-

expenditure incurredby the buyer on advertisements company a
-

resultedin the shifting ofincome from India regardlessof the
and after sales service, during the warrantyperiod.28 motive or purpose. An importantfeature of the DIV 13 is that

(ii) Where the goods are captively consumed and also sold an additional tax is attracted if this provision is applied. The
(the same or comparable goods) the transfer price is level of additional tax depends on the extent to which tax
based on the value of the comparable goods which avoidance played a part in the transfer pricing arrangement
should be based on the arm's length selling price or the concerned and on whether it is reasonably arguable that the
normal price, as defined in the Act. transferpricing provisions are not applicable.31

(iii)Where the goods are captively consumed and there are

no comparablegoods on the basis of which value can be Here it is important to note that recognizing the prevailing
determined, the transfer price is taken to be the cost of practicesofavoidanceof tax through the mechanismof trans-

production or manufacture including profits, if any,
fer pricing, the Reportof the ExpertGroup to Rationaliseand

which would have normally been earned on the sale of Simplify Income Tax Law32 has suggested that the following
such goods [Rule 6(b)(ii)]. subsectionsbe added to Section 92 of the Indian Income Tax

Act:
In Madurai Soft Drinks (P) Ltd. v. Collector of Central Subsection (1)
Excise, Madurai, it was held that various expenses incurred Where the Assessing Officer is satisfied that the purpose or effect

by the assessee were not included in the sale price. These of any arrangementis directly or indirectly-
(a) to alter the incidenceof any tax which is payableby or which

charges were recoveredby a separate debit note and not dis- would otherwisehave'beenpayable by any person;
closed to the department.Hence, as per Rule 5 of the Central (b) to relieve any person from any liability to pay tax or to make
Excise (Valuation)Rules, 1975, these have to be included in a return under this Act; or

the value of the commodity.29 (c) to reduce or avoid any liability imposed or which would oth-
erwise have been imposedon any person by this Act, he may,
withoutprejudice to such validity as it may have in any other

respect or for any other purpose, disregard or vary the

V. SUGGESTED REFORMS arrangement and make such adjustment as he considers

appropriate, including the computation or re-computationof

gains or profits, or the impositionof a liability to tax, so as to
India's existing provisions on transfer pricing have not kept counteract any tax advantage obtained or obtainable by that

up with global developments.The efforts of the Indian Gov- person from or under that arrangement.
ernment to liberalize the economy and to put the country on Subsection (2)
the international trade map, will significantly increase the In this section, arrangement means any scheme, trust, grant,
number of MNCs coming to India. Already in most sectors understanding, covenant, agreement, disposition, transaction and

there is a positive trend in the inflow ofdirect foreign invest- includes all steps by which it is carried into effect.

ment. Transferpricing issues will therefore become increas-

ingly important. In future it might be all the more difficult to
26. This refers to Kerala Electric Lamp Works Ltd. CCE, 1988 (33) Excisev.

face the issues with the given provisionsof different taxes. It Law Times, 771 (T).
is suggested that the followingreforms are needed to protect 27. Eddy Current Control (India) Ltd. v. CCE, 1989 (39) Excise Law Times,
India's tax base. 147 (T).

28. CCE v. R. Gas ElectrodesPvt. Ltd., 1988 (33) 485 (T).
Income tax: As regards income tax, it. is essential that the 29. 1994 (74) Excise Law Times, 647 (Tbunal) in the CEGAT, special bench

existing provisions under the Indian Income Tax Act, 1961
A, at 647-655.
30. See for details CCH (1996), AustralianMaster Tax Guide, Sec. 30-500 at

are revitalized to take care of the intricate issues involved in 1234-1244.

the transferpricing by the MNCs. 31. Notwithstanding the overriding provisions, the DIV 13 does not prevail
over the InternationalAgreementsor any of the provisions of a double taxation

Firstly, measures recommendedin the OECD Guidelines for treaty.

Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administration (1995)
32. See Government-ofIndia (1997), The ReportoftheExpertGroup to Ratio-
nalise and Simplfy Income Tax Law, Department of Revenue, Ministry of

should be adopted wherever relevant and applicable, as has Finance, New Delhi, at 74-75.
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Subsection (3) Income Tax Act further envisages that the Assessifig Officer ,

This section shall apply to any arrangementmade or entered into, is empowered to order a special audit of any company, if he
orally or in writing, whetherbefore or after the commencementof so wishes. Section 211 of the Indian Companies Act dealingthis Act but, shall not apply to any arrangement carried out for

with the form and contentsofthe balancesheet and profit andbona fide commercial reasons which had not s one of its main
purposes the avoidanceor reductionof tax. loss account requires that every profit and loss accountof a

companyshall give a true and fair view df the profitor loss of
Proviso: Provided that the Assessing Officer cannot take any the company. In addition, the central government has the

1
action under this section without the previous approval of the

under the Companies Act to direct special auditCommissioner. power a

under Section 233A and to order an audit ofcost accounts in
The proposed provision is howevernot to be applied in case certain cases, under Section 233B. These provisions are sup-
of ordinary commercial transactions.33 Notwithstanding the ported by Section 18(16) under the Foreign ExchangeRegu-
above recommendationsof the Committee it is felt that the lations Act 1973, which provides that the Reserve Bank of
Australian provisions would better be able to combat the India could issue an order requiring the person holding the
menace of transferpricing in India. shipping documents to retain possession until such time as

the exporter of the goods has made arrangements to makeCompany law: Although many powers are provided under
the Companies Act, most of these are of an investigative good any underpaymentwhere the value of the goods speci-

fied in the declarationfurnished is less than the due amount.nature. It would be useful if an amendment was made to

imputean adverseinference in the eventofnon-productionof
These are additionalchecks on any party entering into trans-

necessary information by foreign companies under Section fer pricing to avoid paymentof due tax. With all these provi-
sions the corporate veil can be pierced when there is a fraud239 of the Act.
or attemptedevasion of tax.

Customs duty: The rules.related to customs duty have basi-
However, with the structural adjustment programme, Indiacally endorsedthe regulationsofGATT and the resolutionsof
has liberalizedits As player in the global market,the WTO. The provisions have ben based on the principles economy. a

the available fiscal instruments might not be strong enough.of related persons, the mutuality of interests and direct or
It wouldbe useful to adopt clauses from the OECDindirect flow back. Over the years the Supreme Court has necessary

diluted the conceptofrelatedpersonsconsiderably.However,
1995 Guidelines. Alternatively, we could adapt the provi-
sions of the AustralianIncome Tax Laws.

no major change in the law could be enacted withouthaving
requisite changes made to the GATT or WTO provisions. The rules related to customs duty have basicallyendorsedthe

t Nevertheless, it is important to follow the Australian system regulationsof GATT and in turn the resolutionsof the WTO.

,# of better investigation and in particular to have a well- Nevertheless, it is important to follow the Australian system
researchedprice list. On the basis of these lists the valuation of better investigationwhich is facilitated through maintain-
could be done by the customs authoritiesbecause they would ing a well-researchedprice list. The valuationcould be made
be backedby the flow of informationfrommany countries..In by the Customs authorities on the basis of these lists.
addition, their own staff could provide research support. In regard to the union excise duties it is importantto develop
Union excise duties: The provisions under the union excise a researchwing in order to have a completemarketingpattern
duties (MODVAT),as they currentlystand, are strongenough of the goods and services administeredby the excise depart-
to take care of the issues on valuation. The rules define the ment. It must establish the pattern of invoices and the prices
normal sale price and also take care of the cost and of the commodities/servicessupplied.
profit. For this purpose they concentrate on the condition

It is also necessaryto appreciatethe importanceofthe emerg-of comparability.34Nevertheless, it is important to gear the
ing trade blocks that provide a movement towards economicexcise departmentto cope with a larger share of the MNCs in
integration. India should play a key role in harmonizing thethe manufacturingand service sector.35For this reason it must
tax systems of all the ASEANcountries who have signed the

dvelop a research wing in order to have a completemarket-
AFTA Agreement in 1992.36 This would help in the creation

ing pattern of goods and services available to it. In-addition, of market and the strengthening of economicitmust independentlyestablishthe patternof invoices and the
a common

t cooperation.It could also be used to facilitatethe exchangeof
prices of the commodities/servicessupplied. informationand experiences in tax matters between ASEAN

countries.

VI. SUMMARYOF CONCLUSIONSAND
RECOMMENDATIONS

33. This provision is adapted from Sec. 33 of the Singapore IncomeTax Act.

The above analysis of the existing provisions of different 34. For example, the liquid and dry chlorine are not comparable. Hence, Rule

laws in India indicates thatprovisionsalready exist to combat 6(b) will not be applicable. See DharangadharaChemical Works Ltd. v. CCE,
1988 (34) Excise Law Times, 656, 661 (T).the evasion of tax through the proceduresof transferpricing. 35. The excisedepartmentlevies a service tax and administersit. See fordetails

The Income Tax Act provides for the assessmentof reason- Purohit, Mahesh C., Taxationof Services: Some Policy Imperatives for India,
able profits derived by residents from transactions with non- 51 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation 1 (1997),at35-46.

residents under Section 92, although the provisionhas rarely
36. See fordetails Sy DanteV. (1996), TransferPricing and Fiscal Incentives:
Issues for Coordinationand Harmonization,NTRC TaxResearchJournal, Vol.

been invoked. The provisions of Section 142(2A) of the 8, No. 5, Sept.-Oct.,at 1-14.
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FINA_N-COE STRUCTURESFOR Nos-RESIDENTS
ISVESTiNG IN INDIA

Har Govind

I

I. INTRODUCTION through their nominees. A company registered in India is an

Indian company regardless of the fact that some or all of its

One of the first important decisions a non-resident investor equity capital is held by'non-residents.
has to take at the time of setting up business in India is the
suitable legal form ofownershipof the bsiness undertaking.
Three commonly envisaged forms of business structure are: III. NEW INDUSTRIALPOLICY
proprietary business, partnership firm and limited liability
company. Over the years a well diversifiedindustrialstructurehas been

Generally, non-residents prefer to do business in India as establishedin India. However, barriers to entry and limits on

individual entrepreneurs or through a company. Investment' growth in the size of companies led to a proliferation of

through a company may be via a branch of a foreign com- licensing arrangements and an increase in the degree of

pany or through an Indian subsidiaryor associateof a foreign monopoly.,Therewas inadequate emphasis on reduction of

company. This Article discusses in brief the legal financial costs, upgrading of technology and improvementof quality
and tax structures for non-reidents investing in India. standards. To foster increased competition in the domestic

market, so that there are adequate incentives for raising pro- .

ductivity and reducing costs, a major deregulation of the
domestic industrial sector was introduced by a New Indus-

II. RESIDENTIALSTATUS trial Policy (NIP) announced on 24 July 1991. In a radical

departure from the past, the NIP introduceddrastic structural
The scope of the income liable to tax under the Indian changes, summarizedbriefly below.
Income Tax Act, 1961 (ITA) in a tax year depends on a tax-

t payer's residentialstatus. It does not dependon citizenshipor

domicile. Under the ITA the accountingyear, also called the A. Industrial licensing abolished
previous year, is the financial year beginning 1 April and

ending on 31 March next. The income of a financial year Industrial licensinghas been abolishedfor all projects exceptbecomes due for assessment or audit in the, next financial
for 16 industries related to security, strategic environmen-or

year which is called the assessmentyear. tal concerns and certain items of luxury consumption that
An individual is a resident in India in any accountingyear, have a high proportion of imported inputs. There are six
if he is in India in that year for an aggregate period of 182 industries reserved for the public sectorand 822 reserved for

days or more or having been within the four years preceding the Small Scale Sector (SSI). The government has recently
that year in India for an aggregateperiodof 365 days or more raised the investmentceiling for plantand machineryof SSIs
and is in India for an aggregateperiod of 60 days or more in to INR 30 million. The list of SSIs has also been pruned from
that year. 836 to 822 on the recommendation of the Abrid Hussain

Committee.The exemptionfrom licensing also applies to the
A companyis residentin Indiaif it is an Indian companyor expansion of existing units.
the control and managementof its affairs are wholly situated
in India. Even if part of the control and management is situ-
ated outside India, the company becomes non-resident. A B. Entry-and growth barriers removed
foreign company being registeredoutside India is invariably
non-resident for the purposes of the ITA. A taxpayer is

generally non-resident in India if he is not a resident of The earlierprovisionsof the Monopolies.& RestrictiveTrade

India. Practices Act 1969 (MRTP Act) contained restrictive provi-
sions which limited the expansionof units with assets worth

The formationofa companyin India is comparativelyeasy. It INR 1,000 million and more. The government has wholly
can be formed by nominees of a single person including a restructuredthe MRTPActby a major amendment.Pre-entry
foreign company.1 A CompanyLaw Board Circular No. 128 restrictions have been removed with regard to the require-
dated 27 July 1984 also permits an agent to sign the Memo- ment for prior approval of a new undertaking, expansion,
randumand ArticlesofAssociationto facilitatethe formation amalgamations, mergers, takeovers and appointment of
of a company if such an agent is authorized by a power of

attorney. These legal provisions facilitate non-resident indi- 1. DecisionofHouseofLords inAronSoloman'v.Soloman & Co.: (1987) AC
viduals and foreigncompanies in forminga company in India 22 (HL).
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directors. In future, no undertakingwillbe required to be reg- licensing years should not be less than INR 200 million for
-

istered as an MRTP undertaking. export house certification. The eligibility limits for trading
house, star trading house and super star trading house have
now been fixed at INR 1,000 million INR 5,000 million and

C. Majority holding for foreign investors INR 15,000 million, respectively.3

In conjunction with industrial deregulation, the government
has provided greatly increased opportunities for foreign E. Raising the foreign equity level in existing
investment. Such investment would bring the attendant companies
advantages of technology transfer, marketing expertise and
the introductionofmodern managerial techniques as well as The governmenthas notified revised procedures for increas-

promotingthe much needed shift in the compositionofexter- ing foreign held equity to the new 51 per cent limit in exist-

nal private capital inflows towards equity and away from ing companies. The increase in equity level must result from

debt-creating flows. In addition, restrictions on technology the expansionof the equitybase of the existingcompany.The

agreements have been relaxed. These broad objectives have foreign equity must be funded from a remittance of foreign
been implementedthrough the following steps: exchange.
(i) Automatic approval will be given for direct foreign' Theproposalsfor increasing the foreign equity level must be

investmentin 35 groups of high priority industries pro- approved by the RBI. On receipt of RBI approval, the com-

vided the foreignheld equity does not exceed51-percent. pany must pass a special resolution proposing preferential
The previous ceiling was 40 per cent. Foreign banks are allocation of the required volume of equity to the foreign
already'operatingand will continueto do so .through their investor. Existing closely-held or widely-held companies.
branches.All applicationsfor automaticapprovalhave to intending to take advantage of the new limits could' issue
be made to the ReserveBank of India (RBI) which gives equity at the price determinedby the shareholdersin a special
the approvalwithin a month after verifying that the appli- resolution which should conform to the guidelines issued by
cant satisfies all the parameters laid down in the NIP. the Securities and ExchangeBoard of India (SEBI).

(ii) Initially the approval for foreign investment was to be
In landmark decision in the of Hindustan Levera case

promptly given if (a) equity inflows were sufficient to

finance the importofcapital goods from the state making Employees Union v. Hindustan Lever and others.4 the
on

the investment and (b) dividends were balanced by SupremeCourtof Indiahas ruled relying the NIP that rais-
on to per cent not

export earnings over a period of time. The condition ing theceiling foreign equity 51 does vio-.
late the principles of 'public interest or public policy and is

(ii)(a) has since been substitutedby the conditionthat the

import of capital goods will be governed by the export
fully consistentwith the law.

import (E&I) policy in force at the time of import. Con-
dition (ii)(b) has been subsequently modified and eased F. Forign technology import norms liberalized
as discussed later in this article.

As announcedby the FinanceMinisteron 22 July 1996, in his The government has liberalized the import and payment
1996 budget speech the government has recently expanded norms regarding foreign technology. The government has

the list of industrieseligible for automaticapprovalfor 51 per identified 35 high priority industries mentioned earlier for
. cent foreign held equity. The existing list of 35 industrieshas automatic-approvalof the foreign technologyagreements.No

been enlarged to cover 16 more industries. In addition, for- permissionwillbe necessary for the hiring of foreign techni-

eign held equity of up to 74 per cent may.qualify for auto- cians or the foreign testing of indigenously developed tech-

matic approval in ten industries. These lists are contained in nologies. Paymentmay be made from blanketpermits or free

Notification2 dated 17 January 1997 issued by the Ministry foreign exchange according to the RBI guidelines. Earlier,
of Industry, Departmentof IndustrialPolicy and Promotion.2 import of foreign capital used to be tied with the import of

foreign technology. Foreign equity proposals need not now

be accompanied by technology transfer agreements. The

D. Controlling equity for foreign export houses automaticapproval ceiling of INR 10 millionfor a lump sum

paymenthas now been raised to INR 70 million (USD2mil-

Pursuantto raising the ceiling applying to foreignheld equity lion). Automatic .approval also applies where payment is
made through royalties of up to 5 per cent on domestic sales

to 51 percent the governmentalso decided to allow foreign
persons to hold equity of up to 51 per cent in domestic trad- or 8.per cent on export sales. Totalpaymentsmustnot exceed

ing companies primarily engaged in export activities. The
Ministry of Industries has since issued a 'Press Note on 2 2. The lists of industries reserved for public sector units, small-scale indus-

January 1992 laying down the principles and procedures for tries, industries requiring licences and industries in which foreign-heldequity of

approvalof such foreign investmentThe criteria for granting
up to 51 per cent and 74 per cent is permitted may also be obtained from that

Ministry located at Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: + 91-11-3011815,
export house, trading house or star trading house certificates Fax: + 91-11-3012626.

has been recently amended through the new export-import 3. For full details, the Handbookof Export-ImportPolicy issued by the Min=
to.

policy announcedon 31 March 1997. Under the new criteria, istry of Commercemay be referred
4. HindustanLeverEmployees Union v. HindustanLeverAnd Others. (1994)

the average FOB value of exports in the three preceding 4 CompanyLawJournalat 267 (SC).
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8 per cent of sales over a ten-yearperiod from the date of the the generalbody ofmembers:ofthe companypasses a special
agreement or seven years from the commencementof pro- resolution to this effct.
duction. The prescribedroyalty payments are net of taxes.

I. Fils will also enjoy concessional tax treatment
G. Approval machinery

A flat rate of tax of 20 per cent applies to the gross interest

Automaticapproval is given by the RBI if the applicationfor incomeand a tax rate of 10 percent to long-termcapitalgains
approvalmeets the guidelines laid down by the RBI. In short arising from the sale of shares held for one year or more.

the RBI verifies that the application is within the parameters However, short-term capital gains would be treated as busi-

set by the NIP. Where an application does not come within ness income and taxed at the rate of 30 per cent. The fairly
the parameters of automatic approval, it goes to a specially low rate of 10 per cent for long-term capital gains is an

empowered body, i.e. the Foreign Investment Promotion inducement to FIIs to retain their investment over a longer
board (FIPB). This board invites, negotiates and facilitates period.
investments from international companies on the basis of
commercial availability and mutually acceptable profitabil- J. Foreign exchange rules relaxedity. This is a high poweredbody having full flexibilityto con-

sider and finalize proposals even outside policy parameters.
No application forms are prescribed. No fee is payable. The TheRBIhas issuednotificationsunderSections 26(7), 28,29
FIPB is located in the PrimeMinister'soffice. It is chairedby and 31 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973
the Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister. (FERA) revising the provisions of these four sections giving

wide-ranging concessions to FERA companies other than
Since 23 September 1992, the governmenthas constitutedan banking. The changeshave been made to attractmore foreign
empowered committeet deal with foreign investmentpro- investment in India. Stated briefly, FERA companies will
posals recommendedby the FIPB for which the total invest- now be placed on a par with Indiancompaniesand will not be
ment in the project is up to INR 3,000 million. Proposals subject to any special restrictions under FERA. FERA com-

exceeding an investmentof INR 3,000 million are submitted panies broadly mean companies with foreign equity ofmore
to the Cabinet Committee on foreign investment. The than 40 per cent.

empoweredcommittee is chairedby the IndustryMinister.5
Under the existing provisions of Section 26(7) of FERA, no

person who is resident in India can lend any money to or

H. Stocks opened to foreign institutional investors depositany money with, a FERA company,not being a bank-
ing company unless the permission of the RBI has been
obtained. Now, FERA companies are free to borrow moneyThe governmenthas recently issued guidelines allowingFor- and accept deposits in India. This move also allows FERA

eign InstitutionalInvestors (FIIs) to invest in shares and secu- companies to raise resources by way of deposits in order to
rities in India. A foreign institutional investor is defined in. meet working capital requirements.Section 115 AD of the ITA. Itmeans such investoras the cen-

tral governmentmay notify in the official gazette. The gov- Presently, Section 28 of FERA, imposes restrictions on the
ernmenthas issued such notificationsfrom time to time. FIIs appointmentofcertainpersons as agents or technicalor man1

including institutions such as Pension Funds, Mutual Funds, agementadvisers in India and also on the use of trade marks
InvestmentTrusts, Asset ManagementCompanies, Nominee in India. The Notificationunder Section 28 will allow FERA

Companies and Incorporated or InstitutionalPortfolio Man- companies to us their trade marks freely in India and permit
agers (or those holding a power of attorney for these busi- them to act on behalfof or advise any person or company.
nesses) wouldbe welcometo make investments.Theywill be Section 29 of FERA, as it stands at present, is intended to
able to invest in all securities traded on the primary and sec- keep a watch on and regulate the trading, commercial or
ondary markets, including the equity and other securities or industrialactivities ofnon-residents,non-Indiancitizens and
instruments of companies which are listed on the stock foreign companies and their offices or branches in India.
exchanges in India, including the Over the Counter (OTC) Hitherto; FERA companies were encouraged to open sub-
Exchangeof India.6 sidiaries instead ofbranches.
There would be no minimumor maximum restriction on the After the issue of the Notifications under this section, there
volume of investmentfor the purpose of entry ofFIIS, in the will be no restriction. FERA companies will be permitted to
primary or secondary market. Also there would be no lock- open branches and liaison offices and to carry on in India any
in-periodprescribed for the purposeof such investment. activity of a trading, commercial or industrial nature. This

Portfolio investments in primary or secondary markets were
new policy is expected to prove attractive to trading compa-

subject to a ceiling of 24 per cent of issued share capital in
respectof the total holdings of all registeredFIIs, in any one 5. TheMinisierin chargeof the administrativeministry,chairmanFIPB, Cab-

company. This ceiling of 24 per cent is now raised to 30 per
inet Secretary, Finance Secretary and Secretary (Industrial Development) are

cent through the 1997 budget, subject to the condition that
members.
6. These would include shares, debentures, warrants and the schemes set up.the Board ofDirectors of the company approve the limit and by domesticMutual Funds.
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niesnieswhich areareprimariily interested ininbuying new materiais lines forforcapital accountaccountconvertibility.Further action will be

from India forforexport. taken ononrreceipt ofofthe Expert Committee'srreportt

The provisions ofofSection 31 of the FERA seek to imposse
restrictions on the acquisition, holding and disspossal of M. Privatization in core sectors
immovable property inin India, by foreign nationals and .for-

eignegn ccompaaniees. The objeect was too reducereduce thethe poteential
drainaage ofof foreign exchangeexchangereepatriiation ofof income from

The post--11991 periodpeerodsaw considerableprogressprogresstowardspar-
tial ororfull privatizzationinn some corecoresectorsseeccorssbriefly reeccapitu-immovable property (and salesale proceeds inin thethe casecaseofofdis-
lated here.

possal, ififany, ofofsuch prroperty).The Notificationissuedunder
Section 3131now permits FERA companies totoacquire and seilsell (i) Non-fuel minerais: In 11993, aa New Mineral Policy
immovableproperty in IIndia, prrovided the.,purchasseconsid- (NMP) announced in the parliiament, freed from statesae

eration isismade inin foreign exchange out ofofremittances from control13 non-fuel minerais prreviously reserved exclu-

abroad, andandneither the rental incomenot the salesaleproceedsof sively for statesae undertakingss..8To givegve effectefecttto the NMP,
nor the Mines and .Minerais (Reegulation & Develpmeent)thethe property will bebe allowed too be remitted atatanyanytime out-

Act ofof 1957.has1957 has beenbeen aameendeed, allowing for foreignsideside the ccountry. investment ofofupup too 5050perpercentcent inin thethee mining industry.
The new FERA reforms effected thrrough notificationshave Foreignparticipationmay alsoalsobebeallowed ininexcessexcessofof50
alsoalsobeen placedononthe statutesauebookby amendmenttoo the Act per cent by negotiation onon aa casse-by--casse basis by the
itself. These amendments will have aahealthy impact onon the FIPB.
climate forforforeign investment ih India. Two of the changes (ii) Coal: The UnionCabinetdecided 11 February 1997on 11 to

merit sspecial attention. The goverrnment's earlier prreference open coai mining and explorration to the private sector
for forreign investment via subsidiaries instead of thrrough and derregulatedistributionand pricing. A bill isisexpected
branches was costlier and alsoalsoentaileddifferent legalegalobliga- too be introduced inin the parliaameent soonsoon too amend the
tions andandledeedtoo dilution ofofforeign eequity stakes. SinceSncceetheytheey eexisting coalcoal mining laws too impleement dereegulation.
arearenono longerlongerobligeed too setsetup aa subsid.iary, foreign traading This new policcy will allow automaticapprovalapprovalfor 5050perper
companies shouldshould find India an easiereasier and more attractive centcentforreign equity. Investment in excessexcessofof50 per cent

pllace toto operate from. Likewisse, with the removal ofof the foreign equity couldcouldbe permitted by negotiation by the
restrictions on conssulttancy sservices, the expertisse available FIPB.
in FERA companies should now become more rreadily avail- (iii)Power: To bring ininadditional resources ininthe electricity
able to Indian companies. ssector, the governmenthas formulated aa new scheme to

encourage greater participationby private eenteerprissees in

eleectricity, geeneration, supplysuppy andand distribution. The
K. ,Dividend repattriation eased importantprovisionsrovssonssofofthethe new scheme are:

The Indian Electriicity Act, 1911910andand thethe Electricity-

The government hashass removed all the controls on dividend
-

(Supply) Act, 1948 have beefi amended to usher in
rrepatriiationother than the controls which apply to 22 indus-

to aa
to new legal, administrativeand financial environment

tries inn the consumer goods sector. An official prresss releaserelease for private enterpriisses in the electricity sector.
dated 19 June 1992 ssays thatdividendballancingwill also not

Thrrough negotiiation to 100 cent foreign-. up perbe applied in casecase ofof investment by apprroved international
-

organizationsrgaanzzattonss like the International Finance Corporation equity participationcan be permitted for prrojects setset

up by foreign private investors.
(Washington),thetheeGermanDeevelopmeentAgenccy (DEG), the

setup a
Commonwealth Deevelopmeent Corporation aridand thethe Asia (iv) Insurance: InIn 19931993 thetheegovernmerit set up aHigh Pow-

erederedCommitteeheadedheadedbybyformerReserveBank of,India
DevelopmentBank.

Governor R.N. Malhotra forfor in--depth sstudy ofof thean

By aa ssubssequent Press Note, No. 12 ofof1992 dated 26 JuneJune insurance indusstry aimed atintroducingat aamore competi-
11992, the MiniSstry ofofIndusstry has issued aa list of 22 con-

' tive environmentssubjectto suitableregulationand ssuper-
sumer industrieswhich will continue totorequire dividendbal- vision.

ancing with their export earringss..7 The Malhotra Committee in its called forreport ssweep-
ingng changeschaangeessincluding the entry ofofthethe private sseector, in

L. Convertiibilittyofofthetherupee
bothbotthlife andandgeneralgeneralinsuranceinsurancebusinessbusinessandandprivatizzation
of thetheelife andandgeneralgeneralinsuranceinsuranceccorporations.The Com-

Under aassysstemofofpartiial convertibilityofofthe rupee, the gov-
mittee suggested thatthatt foreign insuranceinsurance companies

ernment has allowed exporterrs and other foreign exchange should preferrably enterenterthe market by way ofofjointjonttven-

earners to convert 100 per centof their earnings atatthe market tures with Indian partnerrs. The much awaited pvatiiza-
rate. All imports will also henceforth be paid atat the market tion has been initiated though only in part, thrrough the

rate. Repatriiation ofofdividends isis now comparratively unre-

stricted. Thus thethe rupeerupeeisis now fully convertible onon trade
accountaccountbutbut notnot onon ccapital account.account.The goveernmeent isis 7. The list ofof2222industriescancanbe obtained from the MinistryofofIndustry; seesee

alsoalsodesirous ofofaachieeving ccaapital accountcconvertibility.The suprasupranote 2.
account 8. These 1313minerals are chrome, copper, diamonnd, gold, iron ore, leead., man-

RBI has appointed anan Expert Committee too prreparre guide- gaannese, molybbdeennuum,nickel,,platinnuum, sulphhur, tuunngsteen andandzinc.
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1997 budget. The governmenthas opened up the health The agreementfurther.providesthat nationalizationor expro-
insurance sector by permitting the General Isurance priation shall not be resorted to except in the public interest,
Corporation (GIC) to set up joint ventures with selected by laws and on a non-discriminatorybasis and against com-

Indian companies.Foreignoperatorscan acquireup to 49 pensation. Nationalization and expropriation shall also be
per cent of the equity in such joint ventures. The govern- .subject to reviewby ajudicialor other independentauthority..

ment has allowed the Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) There are also special conditions under which compensation
to promote joint ventures in the pensions business. for losses can be paid. Each countryshall grant to investorsof

1 According to Mr James Robertson, the India managerof the other country a free transferof investmentsand returns.

Eagle Star Insurance, this.is an encouragingfirst step and

augurs well for the future.

(v) Drug companies: Industrial licensinghas been abolished IV. TAX INCENTIVES
for all bulk drugs and their intermediates and formula-
tions except for certain bulk drugs reservedfor the pub- Some importantamendmentsmade by the Finance Act 1997
lic sector.9 Foreign investment of up to 51 per cent and which are of interest to non-residentsare discussedbelow.
foreign technology agreements in the case of all bulk
drugs, their intermediates and formulations thereof, Unless indicated otherwise the amendments made by the

except those produced by the use of recombinantDNA FinanceAct 1997 (FA) will take effect from 1 April 1998 and

technology, will be granted automatic approval subject will accordingly apply in relation to the assessment year
to the parameters laid down by the RBI. 1998-99 and subsequentyears.

(vi) Ports: Opportunitiesare now availableforprivateparties
to participate in port constructionactivities.10

A. Individuals(vii)Telecommunications.Under a new telecompolicy:
multinational companies are allowed 49 per cent-

equity participation in.basic telecom services. Indi-
There is no change in the exemption limit, which remains at

rect ownership of 49 per cent of the balance of-the INR 40,000. However, the tax rates have been significantly
equity is permitted through an Indian holding com-

reduced at all income levels and the income slabs have also
been changed as tabulated below. These rates apply to all

pany. Automatic approval is available for up to 51

per cent foreign' held equity in .companies manufac- individuals, that is residents as well as on-residents,
turing telecom equipment. regardlessof their nationalityor domicile.

j the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) Income (INR) Existing Income.(INR) New
-

has been set up with retired Justice S.S. Sodhi as
.

rates (%) rates (%)
Chairman and Mr N.L. Zutshi and Mr N.S.
Ramachandranas members to regulateand supervise up to 40,000 Nil up to 40,000 Nil

- -

the orderly development of the basic and cellular 40,001 60,000 15 40,001 60,000 10
60,001 - 120,000 30 60,001 - 150,000 20

telecom services. over 120,000 40 over 150,000 30

In a landmark decision delivered on 19 February 1996, the The maximum rate of income tax'is now only 30 per cent on

Supreme Court of India upheld the validity of the policy and taxable income above INR 150,000n compared to the previ-
procedure adopted by the central government for inviting ous rate of 40 per cent on taxable income of above INR
domestic and foreign sector promoters to provide basic tele- 120,000.
phone services. This has freed up the process .of issuing
licences to private companies.

N. Investmentprotection agreements

To allay fears of confiscation and to accelerate the flow of
' direct foreign investment the government has entered into

9. Licensing will, however, be required for bulk drugs such Vitamin-Blas

comprehensiveinvestmentprotection agreementswith some and its salts and derivatives.Vitamin-B2,folic acid, tetracyclineand its salts and

foreign countries. A typical agreement with Germany is oxytetracycline and its salts. Licensing will also be required for bulk drugs
briefly describedhere. involving the use of recombinantDNA technologyand bulk drugs requiring the

use of nucleic acid as the activeprincipal. Formulations.based on the use of spe-

On 19 June 1995 India and Germany signed an investment cific cells/tissue-targetedformulationswill also need industrial licensing.

treaty making German investment in India attractive. The
10. I.e. for container handling facilities, construction of berths and' jetties,
equipment handling and storage and warehousing facilities of the country's

broad intent of the bilateral agreement is to promoteand pro- majorports.
tect investment from either country into the other. The word 11. Under the existingprovisionsofSec. 16 of the ITA a standarddeductionof

investment is broadly defined as meaning every kind of a sum equal to 33'h per cent of the salary or INR 15,000whicheveris the lower
is allowed. A higher deduction of INR 18,000 isallowed to women whose total

asset including intellectualproperty rights invested in accor- income does not exceed INR 75,000. A similar deduction is also available to
dance with the national laws of the country in which the other persons, if their gross salary is not more than INR 60,000. Th FA

investmentis made. enhances the upper limit of standard deduction to INR 20,000 in the case of all

persons.
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B. Companies because there are stipulations in many of the tax treaties
between India and OECD14 countries, e.g. Norway and

The existing and new rates of tax are as below. France, which specificallyprovide that if subsequentto their

signing ofa tax treaty with India India enters into a tax treaty
Existing rate New rate with any OECD country and the tax rate for royalties and

Company type Income tax Surcharge on Income tax Surcharge on technical services as per that treaty is lower than the tax rate

(%) income tax (%) income tax'2 stipulated in their treaty, that lower rate will also be applica-
Domestic 40 7.5% of 35 Nil ble to them. Thus, the lower rate of 10 per cent as applicable

.

income tax to Germanywill also become applicable in respect ofOECD
Foreign countries having tax treaties with India containing the afore-
company 55 Nil 48 Nil mentionedprovision.

C. Concessions under tax treaties holiday for infrastructure industriesE. Tax

Since 1976 India has expanded its treaty network consider-
Under the provisionsofSection 80-IA'ofthe ITA, five-yeara

ably. India's tax treaties with foreign countries follow a mix
of the OECD Model and the UN Model. India gives greater

tax holiday and a deductionof 25 per cent (30 per cent in the
case ofcompanies) in the subsequentfive years is allowed to

importanceto source taxationas against taxationon the basis
an undertakingengagedin the businessofgeneration,or gen-of citizenship or domicile. To date, the country has entered
eration and distribution of to industrial under-

into tax treaties with 65 countries. Of these, 43 treaties are in power, or an

respectof taxes and incomeearning activitiesand the remain- taking set up in backward states/districts. ..

ing 22 treaties are partial treaties which cover only shipping To encourage investment in the telecommunication sector,'
or aircraft profits. The ITA makes a provision in Section 90 both basic and cellular, the FA extends the benefits.ofSection
as amended in 1991 that if the tax,regime under the ITA is 80-IA to the telecommunicationsector.

more beneficialas compared to the regimeunder a tax treaty, Now 100 cent deduction from the profits of taxpayerthe more beneficial tax rgime, that .is the one under the ITA, per a

will be applicable. Indian courts have also decided that if the engaged in the business ofproviding telecommunicationser-

vices will be allowed for the initial five assessmentyears. A
provisions of the tax treaty are more favourable as compared deduction of 25 cent (30 cent in the of
to the provisions of the ITA, the provisions of the tax treaty per per case compa-

will prevail.13
' nies) from such profits will be allowed for a furtherperiod of

five years. The deduction will be allowed to an undertaking
which begins to provide telecommunicationservices at any

D. Treaty rates of tax on royalties and similar time during the period commencingon 1 April 1995 andend-

payments ing on 31 March 2000.

The proposed amendment will take effect retrospectively
Earlier, the tax rates for deductionof tax at source from roy- from 1 April 1996 and will accordingly apply in relation to
alties and fees for technical services, dividends and interest, assessmentyear 1996-97 and subsequentyears.
were 30 per cent, 25 per cent and 25 percent, respectively.By
the Finance Act 1995, the government reduced the rate on

dividends and interest to 20 per cent. It may be mentioned F. Amortization of telecom licence fees
that the Finance Act, 1997 totally exempts dividends in the
hands of shareholders.The tax rate on royalties and fees for In order to give fillip to this sector in addition to the tax holi-
technicalserviceshas also beenreducedby the FA 1997 from day, the FA inserteda new Section 35ABB into the ITA. This
30 per cent to 20 per cent. The governmenthas recently rati- section provides that any capital expenditure incurred and
fied the India-Germanytreaty. As per this treaty, the tax rate actuallypaid by an assessee on the acquisitionof any right to
on royalties, dividends and interest has been reduced to 10 operate telecom services by obtaining licence will bea

per cent as per the table below. allowed as a deduction in equal instalments over the period
for which the licenceremains in force.

Item, Domestic Rate in Rate in
rate (%) the existing the new

agreement (%) agreement(%) G. Abolition of tax on dividends
Dividends 20 15 10
Interest 20 10 (banks) 10 Under the existing system of collection of tax on dividends,.

15 (others)
Royalties 20 20 10 every company, at the time of paying dividends to a share-

Fees for technical holderin excess ofINR 2,500, is requiredtodeduct tax at the
services 20 20 10

The low withholding tax rates in the India-Germany tax 12. From the assessmentyear 1998-99, the surchargehas been withdrawn.

treaty will not only attract investmentfrom Germanybut will
13. CommissionerofIncome tax v. DavyAshmoreIndiaLtd. (1991) 190 ITR at

626 (Calcutta).
also encourage investment from other OECD countries 14. Organisationfor EconomicCo-operationand Development.
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specified rate and deposit it in. the central government the basis of the normal computationof the total income
account. The company is also required to issue TDS certifi- of the company.
cates to all shareholders in whose cases the tax has been (ii) The MAT credit may be carried forward for a period of
deducted.The shareholders in turn have to show the dividend five assessment years immediately succeeding the
in their return of incomeand pay the tax at the rate applicable assessmentyear in which the MAT is paid. Unabsorbed
in their case. They also have to enclose the TDS certificates MAT creditwill be allowed to be accumulatedsubject to
along with the return and claim credit for the deduction at the five-yearcarry-forwardlimit. -

source. Often, the tax deductedor a part thereofis required to (iii)In the assessment year whn regular tax first becomes
be refunded to the assessee. Thus, the procedure for tax col- payable, the difference between the. regular tax and the
lection is cumbersomeand involves a lot ofpaperwork. tax computedunder the MAT for that year will be set off

In order to encourage investment in the shares of domestic against.the MATcredit available.

companies, the FA exempts from income tax dividends (iv) The credit allowed will.notbear any interest.

receivedfrom domestic companies on or after 1 June 1997. The rationale for allowing credit in respect of taxes paid
underMATin the aforesaidmanner is that company should
always pay a minimum tax. The above method will ensure

H. Tax on distributed profits that the companywill always pay a minimumtax even when

offsetting the MATcredit against regular tax.
The FA introducednew provisions for levying a moderate tax
on distributedprofits. Under the new provisions, the amount This amendmentwill take effect from 1 April 1997 and will,
declared, distributed or paid on or after 1 June 1997 by a accordingly,apply in relation to assessmentyear 1997-98and

'

domestic company by way of dividends shall be charged to subsequentyears.
additional income tax at a'flat rate of 10 per cent. In addition
to the normal income tax chargeable on the income of the

J. Reduction in the tax rate applying to royalties andcompany, the company shall be liable to pay the said income
technical services feestax to the central governmentwithin 14 days from the decla-

ration of its dividends. Nodeductionunder any of the provi-
sions ofthe ITAshall be allowed to the companyor the share- Section 1.15A of the ITA, inter alia, provides for a conces-

holder in respectof the tax on distributedprofits. sional tax rate of30 per cent in respect of income by way of
royalties and fees for technical services received by foreignThe new provisions are to be made effective in respect of companies from the governmentor an Indian concern in pur-

amounts declared, distributedor paid as dividends on or after suance ofan agreementmade after 31 March 1976 which ful-
1 June 1997. fils th specified conditions.

The FA further reduces the aforesaidconcessionaltax rate of
I. Minimum AlternativeTax on companies 30 per cent to 20 per cent. The reduced.rate will be applicable

to royalties and fees for technical services received by for-
The Mininium Alternative Tax (MAT) on companies was eign companies under agreements made on or after 1 June

introducedby the Finance (No. 2) Act 1996 with effect from 1997.
1 April 1997 to ensure that companies with business profits
do not regularly avoid paying tax. This was necessary due to
the rise in the number of zero'tax companies in view of tax K. TDS returns on magnetic media
preferences granted in the form of exemptions, deductions
and high-rates of depreciation. The rate of the minimum tax Section 206 of the ITA provides for filing of returns of tax

was kept at a modest figure by deeming 30 per cent of book deducted at source by. persons responsible for deducting tax

profits to be total income. This modest amount is likely to be in accordancewith the provisions ofChapterXVII-B.
reduced in line with the downwardrevision ofthe corporate The returns of tax deduction contain voluminous data, par-tax rate and abolitionof the surcharge. ticularly in the case of large organizations. Preparing these
The FA exempts the exportprofits that are eligible for deduc¬ returns and then verifying the data containedtherein requires
tion underSection 80HHCfrom the purviewofthe Minimum substantialmanual effort.
AlternativeTax. The amendment, therefore, provides for filing of these
The FA also inserts a new Section 115JAA into the ITA to returns on magneticmedia such as floppies, diskettes, etc. as

provide a tax credit scheme by which the MAT paid can be may be specified by the Board. It is also provided that the
carried forward to set off against regular tax payable during information iri such returns shall be admitted in evidence in
the subsequentfive-yearperiod subject to the followingcon- any proceedingunder th ITA.
ditions: .

(i) When a companypays under the MAT, the tax credittax
earned by it shall be an amount which is the difference
between the amount-payableunder the MAT and the reg-
ular tax. Regular tax in this case means the tax payableon
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V. EPIILOGUE India provide aamutually beneficialenvironmentfor non-res-

ident investmentin Indiia.

Despiitte isolatedinstancesof some objectiionablleactivities of

multinatiionallss, foreign companiies have aa good business

image in India. Though the track record.ofsome Indian com- 15. The judiciary in India isisindependentndepeendeenttofofthetheeexecutive.Under thetheeConstitu-n

panies isis better than ofofmany forreiign companies, generally tion ofofInndia, anan aggrieved party has accessaccess tooo the courts for redressal ofofits

speakiing, the quality ofmanagementof foreigncompanies isis grieevvaancces. TheTheSupreme Court hashasgivengvveennimportaant rulinngs innn thetheeHindustan

high. They pay betterwagesand follow fair labourpractices. Levercasecaseandandthetheetelecommuniccatioonscasecasebriefly discussedearlier.

Business collaborationwith foreign.companiesis quite popu-
Apart from thethee separate appellate machinnery for taxaax aaddministratioon, there are

is also proovisioons for advancadvancerulinngsbybyananAuutthority for AdvanceRulinngs (AAR)
larlarasasevidencedby the generrallyhigh deemandforfortheir goods for non-residents.These rrulinngs, though limited iff their appliccatioon only tooothe

and services and the handsome premiia commended by the non-residentaappliccaantandandhis assessingsssessssng aautoriities,havehavegreatgreatpersuasivevalue.

shares of Indian subsidiaries and associates of foreiign com--.
The AAR isssheadedheadedbybyaretireedjudgea judgeofofthe SupreemeCourtofIndia.of Established

paniess. These possitive factors together with the independent
in 1993, the AAR hashasgiven maany rulings ononresidentialstatussaaussand taaxaability ofof

specific items ofofincome. Such rrulings are regularly reportedeeporteedinin the IncomeTax

judiiciial 'sysstteml15 and liberal financil and tax structures in Reeports publisheed ininMadras andandother taxax journals.
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INDIA-MaURITIUSDTA
REAPING TAX BENEFITS,WHILE THE SUN SHINES

Keyur Shah and Nishith Desai

Nishith Desai Associates

Since the ITA provides that any taxpayercan take the benefit
Keyur Shah is a CharteredAccountantwith the law firm ofeither a double taxation treaty or the provisions of the ITA
Nishith Desai Associates. Nishith M. Desai is the founder whichever is more favourable,3 the concessions provided by
of.the law firm Nishith Desai Associates. the DTA would no .longer seem to be attractive. However,

certainvery interestingissues arise as a result of the dividend

exemption.The main one being that. of the availabilityof tax

I. INTRODUCTION credit for the underlying tax payable by the company. The
ITA provides that in India, neither the shareholder nor the

A tiny coral island surroundedby sandy beaches and sunny dividendpaying companywouldbe allowed to take credit for

skies, Mauritius is a well-knowntourist destination. Surpris- the 10 per cent tax paid on the dividend, however, the

ingly, however, it is not the beaches of Mauritius but its' off- MOBAA has announced that any Mauritian company hold-

shore business regime that has been the prime attraction for ing at least 5 per cent of the shares of an Indian company
the businessmenvisiting Mauritius. The Mauritius Offshore wouldbe entitled to a tax credit for the 10 percenttax paid by
Business Activities Authority (MOBAA)which began oper- the Indian company.4 This credit would be beneficial for

ations in 1992 has been extremely successful particularly in companies based in Mauritius especially after. 1 July 1998

.routing investments into India. when Mauritian offshore companies would havet pay a tax

of 15 per cent on their profits.

II. KEY ADVANTAGESOF THE INDIA-
MAURITIUS DTA B. Capital gains exemption

This small island ofMauritius with a populationof lessthan
The other important advantage offered to investors by the

one tenth of that of Mumbai has now become the fourth

largest foreign investor in India. The popularityof Mauritius
DTA is that there would be no capital gains tax payable in
Indiaby a Mauritiancompanyon the profits madeby it on the

for routing investment into India is primarily the result of
sale of shares held in Indian Normally,both the favourable double tax avoidance treaty betwen

an company. a non-

residentforeign companywouldhave to pay capital gains tax
these two countries and the offshoretaxationregime in Mau-

at rates of 20 cent 48 cent5 capital gainsritius that gives a Mauritian based offshore company an per or per on any
madeby it. This exemptionhas proved to be a good incentive

. option to pay tax within a range of 0 to 35 per cent1 at its dis-
for investment to hold their funds formed for

cretion. The treaty, christened the Convention for Avoid- managers
investment into India, in Mauritius. It is interesting to note

ance of Double Taxation and Prevention of Fiscal Evasion
that the shares of the Mauritian company are not required to

with respect to Taxes on Income and Capital Gains and for
be beneficiallyowned by Mauritianresidents in order for the

Encouragement of Mutual Trade and Investment between
India and Mauritius (the DTA), was signed in 1983 and for exemption from capital gains tax to apply.
non-residentsis one.of the most beneficiai treaties signed by
India. The DTA offers the following advantages for invest-
ment into India.

1. These rates are applicable to offshorecompaniesincorporatedin Mauritius.
One can also incorporate internationalbusiness companies in Mauritius which

A. Concessions on dividend income are tax exempt. However, such companies are not entitled to the benefits of the
double taxation avoidance treatiessigned by Mauritius.

One of the most important advantages offered by the DTA 2. Till recently, any dividend paid by an Indian company to a non-resident

was in terms of the reduced withholding tax on dividends shareholderwas liable to a withholdingtax of20 per cent. However, ifthe Indian

paid by Indian companies to Mauritiancompanies.2Recently, companywas to pay a dividend to a Mauritiancompany that beneficiallyowned
more than 10 per cent of the shares in the Indian company, the withholding tax

however, the Indian Income Tax Act, 1961, (the ITA) was was reduced to 5per cent and in othercases, the withholding tax was reduced to

amended to provide that there would be no taxation in the 15 per cent.

hands of a shareholder of dividends received by it from an
3. Sec. 90(2) of the ITA.
4. The EconomicTimes, 28 June 1997, at 3.

Indian company. The dividend paying company, however, 5. A non-residentwould have to pay tax at the rate of 20 per cent on the prof-
would be liable to pay tax at rate of 10 per cent on the its made by it on the sale of a long term capital asset and a tax of 48 per cent onthe
amount of dividend declred by it. This tax of 10 per cent the profits made by it on the sale of a short-term capital asset. A share in an

Indian companyor any other listed security would qualify as a long-termasset if
would be in addition to the tax payable by the Indian com- it is held for period exceeding 12 months. In all other it would be treateda cases

pany on its profits at the rate of35 per cent. as a short-termcapitalasset.
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C: Payment of fees for technical services tain observationswhich were in the nature of an obiter dic-
tum. These observationscreated an impression that the AAR

Like many of the old double taxation avoidance treaties was of the view that investmentsmade into India from Mau-
signedby India, there is no provision in the DTA for the taxa- ritius are primarily for the avoidanceoftaxation.
tion of fees for technical services. This provides an opportu- The effects of the observationsmade by the AARin Natwest
nity for routing technical services through Mauritius. Bank were overruled to a substantial extent in another case

1
In the absenceofany provisionspecificallycovering the pay- before the AAR. This case dealt with the Mauritian sub-
mentof fees for technical services; such fees would either be sidiaries of the insurance.giantAIG11 wherein these compa-

/ covered by Article 7 (Business Profits) or Article 22 (Other nies were able to show a certain amount ofcommercialjusti-
Income) depending upon the nature of the activities under- fication for the investment into India via Mauritius. While
taken by the Mauritian company. In both cases, if the accepting that taxation did form an important reason for the

provider of technical services does not have a permanent AIG subsidiaries routing their Indian investments through
establishment in India, the fees received by it would not be Mauritius, it was not the only reason for their doing so. The
taxable in India. AAR stated, ... certain suspicious features notwithstanding,

a ruling cannotbe declined on the ground that the transactionThe above mentionedpropositionwas recently confirmedby
the AuthorityforAdvahceRulings (AAR) in India in.thecase was designed for the avoidanceof tax.

ofTekniskil(Sendirian)Berhardv. C.I.T (AAR).6Though the On a detailedreadingof these two rulings, one may conclude

ruling in this case was based on the India-Malaysiatreaty, the that the AAR was, to a certain extent, justified in denying a

.authors feel that it would also be applicable to the DTA since ruling to the Natwest Bank. This is because of the fact that,
both the treaties are similarly placed as far as the taxation of though tax planning is perfectly legitimate in India, the AAR

fees fortechnicalservices is concerned. is not an authorityset up to approve the tax planningschemes
ofnon-residents.

D. Income from investment in entities other than V. MAURITIUS THE FUTURE-

companies =

Mauritiushas decided to levy a 15 per cent tax on the profits
A tax efficient structure for portfolio investments into India ofoffshorecompanies.from1 July 1998. However,on a close
involves investing into the units of an Indian mutual fund.7 examinationof the provisions,one notices a numberof loop-
The income from the mutual fund would not be liable to any holes, the importantones being:
taxationin India8 but wouldbe taxed in Mauritiusonly. Since - existing Mauritian offshore companies may decide if'

the investors in such funds would be issud units and not they wish to fall under this regime; and
shares in the mutual fund, the income derived from the - offshore companies owning more than a 5 per cent share
investmentwould not be dividendincome. Therefore, in the in an Indian company would be entitled to take credit for
absence ofany specific provisionsdealing with such income, the Indian taxes paid on the profits made by that Indian
it would fall underArticle22 ofthe treaty and wouldbe liable company. (Interestingly, even if the company in which
to taxation only in Mauritius. This view has been upheld by the investment is made is a tax exempt entity, the off-

.

the AAR recently in a ruling pronounced in the case bf shore company would be deemed to have paid tax on its
DLJMB Mauritius InvestmentCompany.9 income at the tax rate prevailing in the country of invest-

ment.)
Thus Mauritian companies would still only pay a paltryIII. INVESTMENTFROM INDIA USING amountof tax in Mauritius.

MAURITIUS
To conclude, one may say that Mauritiushas proved a bless-

It is worth mentioning that though Mauritius is a good coun- ing for investors wishing to invest in India. Indeed India
try for investing into India from abroad, it does not prove to probably would not be such an attractive place to invest in,
be tax effective for investment from India. This is primarily sans Mauritius because, though tax may not be the'only
due to the fact that the income receivedby an Indian investor determining factor, for foreign investors usually it is high on

from its Mauritian entity would be taxed in the hands of the the agenda. One must also, rememberthat the DTA is one of
Indian company at the rate of 35 per cent (which the Indian the few treaties whichhas not only been signed for the avoid-
companymight not pay if it invested through a country other ance of double taxation but also for the encouragementof
than Mauritius). mutual trade and investment. The offshore business regime

can be said to have promotedtrade betweenIndia and Mauri-
.tius to a great extent!

IV. NATWESTANDAIG

The AAR in Natwest Bankl0 refused to give a ruling to 6. [1996] 222 ITR 551.

Natwest's 100 per cent owned Mauritian subsidiary formed. 7. These funds are usually formed as trusts.

for investment into India on the grounds that- its investment 8. See provisions of.Art. 22 of the treaty. .

9. AAR No. 315 of 1997. This ruling overrules the earlier opinion on this
was designed prima facie for the avoidance of Indian taxes. topicgivenby the AARin thecase ofDr RajnikantR. Bhatt [1996] 222 ITR562.
When denying the ruling in the said case, the AARmade cer- 10. Please refer to 220 ITR 377.

11. Tax expert 566 of 1995.
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Ax- OWRVIEWOr the IXDIAX Tax SYSTEM
G.K. Kwatra

Sweepingchanges have been brrought about, the thrust being
LLLLM, Delhi; LLLLM, Harvard. InternationalTax Programme towards aastructure that has aawide base but moderate rates,
(Harvarrd). SecretarySeccrettary (Intterrnational Business LLaw), drrawing on the bluepriint chalked, out by the Tax Reform
Federation of Indian Chambersof Commerce & Industtry
(FICCI) and SSeccrettary, International Fiscal Association Committee setset up in 1991 vith Prof. Raja J. Chelliah asas

(IIndia Branch). Chairman. The focus of the governmenthas been the simpli-
ficationof the law through rationalizationof its structure, the
removal of redundantssectionss, and the codificationof aanew

I.I. ECONOMIC REFORMS law in order totomeet the rrequirementtsof an increassinglyopen
and competitive economy. The beneficial effects of these

The recentecentradical changes in fiisscal, industrialand trade poli-
reforms have resulted in increasedForeignDirect Investment

ciesciessignal majormilestones in India's economiehisstory. The (FDI). .

'

Government ofof India has amply demonstrated its commit- Since 11990, FDI flows have become the largesst and fastest
ment to provide aa distinct outward orientation to its policy grrowing single component ofofexternal finance for the devel-

regime in order to facilitate India's rapiid iintegrration into the opiing world. The noted economiist, Dr Raja Chelliah says,
world economy. simpliicity, trransparrencyand perceivedfairness are essential

In the passt the major obstacles facing forreign investors to attracting the much--neededforreign investments.And-this
has been the thrust ofofgovernmentpolicy over the last five to

included:

long bureaucraticdelays in the Indian ssystem which pre-
six

-
yearrs.

-

vented quick decisionmaking; The focus ofof government policy has been broadened toto
-
- the very rigid and cumbersome policy and procedurral encourageprivate investmentin inffrasstructure,particullarlyin

frameworkthat had to be complied with; the power, highways and telecom sectors. In addition the
-

- short viisibility and lack of contiinuity in the IIndiian Gov- .government'semphasis isis now on the upgrrading of techno-
ernment's polliiciies towards foreign iinvessttorrs; .' llogy and the promotion of forreign exchange earniings:

-
- limitatiionson the quantumofforeignequityparticipation

in joint yenture projecttss;
way a man-a-

- the rapiid rate of iindigeniizatiionby of phassed III.III. TAX STRUCTURE
ufacturing prrogrramme which the Indian Government
made applicable for aliallnew projects; and

inadequate infrastructure facilities as compared to the India has aa federal structure ofofgovernment, and taxesaxess are-

toas-

other countries competing forforforeign investmeht. levied by the central government,the statessaessand locallocalauthor-
ities. The taxes levied by the central government can be

India's comprehensive policy reform package isis directed brroadly classifiedasasDirect and Indirect taxes.
towards liberalliizing the economy by .removing restrictions,resstricttionss,,
ssimplifying procedurress, opening,up several areas to the prii- Direct taxes are taxes on income (except from agriculltture),
vate sector hitherto resserved for the state, encouragiingcom-

taxestaxesson wealth, gift tax and interest tax while indirect taxes

petition and iinviting foreiign investment. Therefore, the are customs dutiies, centtral excise dutiess, expendiituretax and

changes too government policy.have removed many signifii- service tax.

cant hurdles that previously had impeded potential forreign State governments also levy excise duties and a sales ttax, as

investtors.Indiaisisnow moving towards a non--diiscrimiinattory well asas aa tax on agriiculturral income. Local authorities have
rregime in which the government'srregulatoryrole over indus- limited powerrs to levy and collect taxes.

try has been ssubsstantially reduced. The gqvernment isis thus
aware of the deficiencies inherent in the Indian sysstem and
which have thus farfarisolated India from the restrestof the world.

IV. DIRECTTAXESThe object ofthis new reformpackage isisto removewhatever
obstacles there might be and enable the Indian economy too

rapiidly integrrate with the global economy. A. Income tax

In India the basis of the charge to incometax isis independent
11.II. EMERGING FAVOURABLETAX REGIME of the nationality and domicileof the taxpayer. It depends on

FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT the taxpayer's perrssonall residential status. The residential
status isis linked in the case of an individual to the number of

India has undertaken major reforms of itsits tax structure in
recentyearrs as partof the economicreforms initiated in 1991. ,1..1. I.e. whether idividual, firrm, ccompaany, etc.
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days of stay ofthe taxpayerin India. In the case of a company 2. Taxation of non-residents:specific provisions
a company is treated as resident if it is incorporated in India
or the control and managementof its affairs is situated exclu- In addition to providingspecial rates of tax for non-residents,
sively in India. All other companies are treated as. non-res-

the Income Tax Act contains, some special provisions for

ident. A taxpayer, whateverhis residentialstatus, is taxed on computing profits and, gains in the case of non-residents

all'incomes derived from whatever source which is received engaged in certain specified businesses. These provisions -

or deemed to be received in India by him or on his behalf or
Sections 44B, 44BB, 44BBA, 44BBB, and 44C - in effect

i accrues, or arises, or is deemed to accrue or arise to him in provide for taxation ofpresumptiveincome from these activ-

India. Only taxpayers with resident status are taxed on
ities. They were introduced with a view to simplifying the

incomewhich accrues or arises to them outsideIndia. The tax assessmentprocedure for non-residentssince, in many cases,

base is, thus, narrower for non-residents. their books of account are maintained abroad and are pre-
pared pursuant to the laws of another country, making it dif-

In computing the taxable income, resident and non-resident ficult to verify various expenses and compute income for
taxpayers are, by and large, treated at par. Taxable income is income tax purposes. The relevant provisions are described
arrived at after deducting all revenue expenses incurred as follows.
wholly and necessarilyfor the purposeof the taxpayer'sbusi-
ness or profession. However, certain expenses are expressly Oil exploration. Section 44BB provides that in the case of a

disallowed e.g. the expenditure on an advertisement pub- non-resident engaged in the business of providing services

lished by a politicalparty. Depreciationis allowableat speci- and facilities in connection with, or supplying plant and

fied rates on blocks of assets of the same class. For foreign machineryon hire used or to be used in the explorationof and

companies, limits have been specified for allowancesofhead productionof mineral oils, a sum equal to 10 per cent of the

office expenses. aggregate of certain specified amounts will be deemed to be
income chargeable to tax. This will include the amounts

The basic rate ofcorporationtax applying to a domesticcom- received or due to be received in India on accountof the pr-
pany in Indiais 35 per cent. Foreign companies are subjectto vision of such services or facilities or supply of plant and
tax at the rate of48 per cent. However, a concessionalrate of machinery. This section was inserted by the Finance Act,
20 per centhas been specified for incomefrom dividends'and 1987 with retrospectiveeffect from 1 April 1983.
interestreceivedfrom an Indian concern. Royalty and techni-
cal service fee receipts are also taxed at 20 per cent although Shippingenterprises.Section44B provides that in the case of
lower rates of tax have been provided for in various tax a non-residentengaged in the business ofoperatingships, the

.

treaties. India has concludedcomprehensivetax treaties with profits and gains from such business are deemed to equal 7.5

over 50 countries while with five others there are limited per cent of gross receipts on account of carriage of passen-

agreements covering shipping profits and nine agreements gers, livestck, mail, or goods shipped at any Indian port,
covering aircraft profits. India has adopted the UN Model as plus the full amount received or deemed to be received in
a blueprint when negotiating its tax treaties. An important India on accountof such carriageofpassengers, etc., shipped
aspect of the treaties entered into by India is the tax sparing at any port outside India. The provisions of this section

clause.sothat the countrywith which the treafy is being nego- became operative from the assessmentyear 1976-77. Prior to

tiated grants to its residents a credit for the tax spared by the the introductionof this section, the taxable profits of foreign
tax incentive provisions in India. In addition to the tax shipping enterprises were determinedby suitably apportion-
treaties, the Income Tax Act provides unilateral relief in ing their global profits between their Indian business and for-

respect of income that is taxed both in India and a foreign eign business or on the basis ofvoyageaccounts.

country with which India has no tax treaty. Aircratoperations.Section44BBAprovides that the income
of a non-residentengaged in the businessofoperatingaircraft

1. Tax on distributed profits and exemption of dividends shall be computed at a flat rate of 5 per cent of the amount
from domestic companies received or receivable for carriage of persons, livestock,

Dividends received from domestic companies are exempt mail, or goods from any place in India and the amount
receivedor deemed to be received in Indiaon accountof suchfrom income tax. However, the amountsdeclared, distributed

or paid by a domestic company by way of dividends are carriage from any place outside India. The provisions of this

charged to income tax at a flat rate of ten per cent, in addition sectionwere introducedby the FinanceAct, 1987, with effect

to the normal income tax chargeable on the income of the from 1 April 1988.

company. No deduction under the provisions of the Income Turnkeypowerprojects.Section 44BBB provides that in the
Tax Act is allowed to the company or the shareholder in case of a foreign company engaged in the business of civil
respect of the tax on distributed profits. The additional construction,erection, testing, or commissioningofplantand
income tax so paid by the companyis treatedas the final pay- machinery in connection with a turnkey power project
ment of tax in respect of the amount distributed and no fur- approved by the central governmentand financed under any
ther credit for such tax can be claimed either by the company international aid programme, income shall be deemed at 10
or by any other taxpayer. per cent of the amountpaid or payable to such taxpayer or to

any person on his behalf, whether in India or outside India.
This section was inserted in the Income Tax Act by the
Finance Act, 1989, with effect from 1 April, 1990.
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Deduction ceilings for head ofice expenses. Section 44C, -
- measures sspecifiically aimed atat attrracting foreign capittal

inserted in the Income Tax Act, with effect from 11 June, and augmentingexchangeearnings; and

1976, llays down certain limits for the deduction of head -
- othermeasures dessiigned to secure investmentgrrowth.

office expenses in computiing the taxable profitts of non--res-

ident ttaxpayers. Under this proviisiion, non--residentscarryiing 4. Measures to attract foreiign capital and augment
on any business in India through theirbranches are entitled to exchange earniings
a deduction of head office expendiiture and this deduction is
limited to either 5 per cent of the adjusstted totaltotalincome of (a) Measures inducing better exportperformance
the ttaxpayer for the relevant year, or the actual amount of
head office expenditurreattributableto the business of the tax- Exemptionfor new industtrial undertakings in FTZs. A com-

payer in Indiia, whichever isis lower. pllette tax holliday is availablle to industrialunderttakiingsestab-
lished in sspeciifiied FTZs, Electronic Hardware Technollogy

3. Tax incentives Parks or Software TechnollogyParks. In total there are siix
FTZs. The benefit isis an exemptiionof the proffiitts of an under-

There are a variietty of tax concessions. The most iimporttant ttakiing for five consecutive assessmentyears begiinniing with
are the partiial tax holliiday for newlly established small-scale the initial assessmentyear. For this purpose the undertaking
industrial underttakiings, the full five year tax holiiday for shouldhave been set up in an FTZ and commencedmanufac-
entrepreneursbuilldiingiinfrastructurefacilitiesand the full tax ture during the previious year relevant to the assessmentyear
holiidays for industrial units established in Free Trade Zones 1981--82 and ssubssequentyearrs. However, the law proviides a

(FTZss) and for 100 per cent Export Oriented units. In addi- choice to the ttaxpayer. The concession offered isis in lieu of
tion to tax holiidays ali profiitts derived from the export of other benefits like the tax holiday scheme contained in Sec-
computter software are deductible in computing taxable tion 80IA.
income. Furthermoreexporters of goods or merchandiseare

also allowed a 100 per cent deduction in resspect of profiits Deductionofprofitsfromprojectsoutside India. To stimulatte

derived from their export trade in computiing their taxable the export of projectts, a tax benefit isis available to Indian

income. These benefits can be passed on to the supportiing companiies or non--corporatte entities .resident in India at 50

manufacturerswhose goods are exportted through the tradiing per cent of the profitts earned on a foreiign project proviided
or export houses. the said 50 per cent of proffiitts are remitted to India in foreiign

exchangewithin six months of the end f the relevantprevii-
For companiies a minimum alternative tax (MAT) linked to ous year and a reserve account isis also created for the same.
bookprofiit applies where the total incomeof the company, The amount in the reserve account can be utilized only for
as computedunder the Income Tax Act after availing of all business purposes for a periiod of five yearss. The expressssiion
eliigiblle deductions isis lesslessthan 30 per cent of the bookprofiit. foreiign project connotes work carried on outside India
In such casescasesthe company's total income isisdeemed to be 30 rellating to the constructionof roadss, buildiings etc.., asssemblly
per cent .ofofthe book profiit and tax isis charged accordinglly. or installationofpllant or machiinery; and such other work, as

Companiies engaged in the power and infrastructure ssectors, 'may be prescribed.
establishmentsand industrialunderttakiingsin backwardareas

and export profiitts fulllly deductibleunder Section 80HHC are, Deduction of profiits earned from an export business. An

however, exemptted from the llevy of MAT. When a company exportter of goods or merchandise is allowed a 100 per cent

pays MAT, the tax credit earnedby it may be carried forward deductionofprofitts derived from an export trade in comput-
for a period of five assessment yearrs commencing with the iing itsits taxable income. This benefit can be passssed on to the

assessmentyear in which regullar tax becomes payablle. The manufacturerswhen goods are exported thrrough a tradiing or

differences between the regullar tax and taxtax computed under export house.

MAT for that yearyear may be set off againsst the MAT credit Deductionofroyalties and otherpaymentsforforeign enter-
available. Thuss, atat the new 35 per cent raterateof corporate tax, prises. A 50 cent deductionfrom the income ariissing to
every company (including the so--called zero--tax compa-

per an

Indian company and othernon--corporatettaxpayers fromroy-
niies) will have ttopayincometax ofnot less than 10 per cent alltiies, commiissiions, fees or similar paymentts received or
on their book profiitts. The credit allowed will not bear any receivable in convertible foreiign exchange and brought into
interest. India as per the Foreiign Exchange Regullatiions, is proviided
Speciial tax treatment has been proviided to foreiign institu- for. The incomeernedmustbe in respectof the proviisiionby
tional investors in resspectof income from securities and cap- the ttaxpayer to a foreiign government or entterprisse for use

ital gaiinss. Dividends and interest on investments made by outtssiide India of any patent, invention, model dessiign, secret

foreiign institutionalinvestors are taxed atata concessionalrate formula or processss, or similar propriietary right or iinforma-a

of 20 per cent and llong--term gaiins at a rate of 10 per cent. tion concerning industtriial, commercial or scientifiic know-
Short term capiittal gains arising on the sale of securities are ledge, experience or skill. The income earned from profess-
subject to tax at the rate of 30 per cent. Indian companies are sional services rendered from India isis also deductible under

rquired to pay 20 per cent tax on llong--term capiittal gaiins. this proviissiion.
Foreiigncompaniiesand non--residentnon--corporattettaxpayers
are also charged a 20 per cent tax on llong--ttermcapiittal gaiins. Exempttiion for foreign technicians. Foreiign technicians

iinclludiing non-resident Indiians, requiired to serve in Indiia
The exiistiing tax incentives can be divided into two groups: under an approved contract of service are generalllly paiid
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remuneration net of tax. The tax liability is borne by the - tax treatment of their incomes. In their case, the income
Indian enterprise employing the teclinician, and the techni- derived from any foreign exchange asset is taxed at the flat
cian will owe no further tax. rate of 10 per cent. Foreign exchangeassets mean any speci-

fied asset acquired, purchased or subscribed to by the non-Deductionofprofitsderivedfromtheexportofcomputersoft- resident Indian in foreign currency in accordance with the
ware. Section 80HHEof the IncomeTax Act, 1961, provides ForeignExchangeRegulationAct, 1973, and rules madefor the deductionfrom the total income of the taxpayerof all any

thereunder.Specifiedasset means:
profits derived from the export of computer software. This

shares in Indian Company;an1
-

concession is available to Indian companies as well as res-
debentures issued by Public LimitedIndian Company;-

ident non-corporate taxpayers. The broad features of the
a

deduction are as follows:
- deposits with a Public Limited Indian Company;

securities of the central government;-

the concessionis availablewith regard to profits from the-

exportof software2and consultancyservices delivered to
- units of a unit trust of India; or

the foreign client outside India;
- any other asset which the GovernmentofIndiamay spec-

the concession is available only when the export profits- ify by notification in the Official Gazette.

are received in or brought into India in convertible for- Having made an investment in foreign exchange assets, the
eign exchange within six months of the end of the rele- taxpayereventuallymay wish to sell those assets, which may
vant financial year or within such further period as the give rise to a capital gain. If the sale or transfer of such an

Commissionerof Income Tax may allow; asset takes place after a period of 36 months (12 months in
to claim the tax concession, the taxpayer must furnish case of shares etc.), the capital gains arising therefrom are

-

along with its return of income, a report of a chartered taxed at a concessional rate of 20 per cent. If a taxpayer
accountant certifying the correctness of the claim for decides to change his investmentfrom one foreign exchange
deduction. . asset to another, he can avoid liability for this capital gains

tax by investingor depositing,within six months, the net pro-
(b) Measures inducing inflowofforeign investment ceeds realized on the transfer of a foreign exchange asset in

any other specified asset or in a non-resident (external)Concessional tax ratesforforeigninstitutional investors. To account in any bank in India or in a savings certificate noti-
promote investmentby foreign institutional investors in the fied by the central government. If the investment in the new
Indian capitalmarket, such investors are subject to tax at con- asset or the amount deposited in the new account is less than
cessional rates on certain income. Income received from the net proceeds realized on transfer of the foreign exchangesecurities listed on a recognized stock exchange in India in assets, the exemptionfrom the capital gains tax is allowed on
accordance with the Securities Contracts (Regulations) Act, a proportionatebasis, i.e. in the same proportionas the costof
1956, is taxed at the rate of 20 per cent. Long-term capital acquisitionof the new asset or the amountofdepositbears to
gains arising from the transferof the said securities are taxed the net.proceeds.
at the rate of 10 per cent and short-term capital gains at the
rate of 30 per cent. To qualify as long-term capital gains the Relaxedproceduresfor non-residentIndian investment. The
securities must be held for a period ofmore than 12 months. Indian Governmentalso has relaxed certain procedural rules .

, for the setting up of industrial and other ventures by NRIs.
Section 196D provides for withholding tax (at 20 per cent) NRIs are permitted to make investments on a non-repatri-from income derived by foreign institutional investors from ate basis in new sectors, including infrastructure, housingsecurities. The deduction must be made either when the and real estate development. NRIs with foreign nationalityincome is credited to the payee's account, when payment is will not have to obtain permission under Section 31 of the
made in cash, or when a cheque or draft is issued, whichever Foreign Exchange Regulation Act when acquiring any resi-
is earlier. dential property in India. However, they are not allowed to

Exemptionof investmentincome ofEEC investors.Under the repatriate the rental income and proceeds from the sale of
EC InternationalInvestmentPartners Scheme, the European such property from India. A chiefCommissionerfor non-res-

Economic Community (EEC) provides grants, interest-free ident Indians has been established to facilitate interaction

loans, and equity participationfinanced through the reinvest- between non-residentIndians and the central government.
ment of dividend income accruing in India from investments
made under the scheme. To facilitate investmentby the EEC 5. Other measuresto induce investmentgrowth
in India such income from investmenthas been made exempt
from income tax. Clause 23BBB in Section 10 provides a (a) Tax holiday
complete income tax exemption for Indian-sourceincome in

Section 80IA of the Income Tax Act, 1961 allows certainthe form of dividends, interest or capital gains derived by
a

EEC investors from investmentsmade out of funds under the percentageof taxable income derivedfrom a small-scalenew

industrialunit, ship or a hotel as a deduction. The deductionscheme.
rate is 30 per cent of profits derived from the new industrial

Incentivesfor investment by non-residents of Indian origin. undertaking, etc. in the case of companies for a period of 10
With a view to encouraging investment made with foreign
exchange in India by non-residentIndian (NRI) citizens and 2. Exportincludesexport throughmagneticmedia,paperand throughsatellite
foreigners of Indian origin, the law provides for concessional data links.
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yearsyearsand 2525perpercentcentofofsuchsuchprofits for aalike periodpeerodinn the paayer. The five-year taxtax holiday isis available too anan

casecaseofofotherotherrbusinessbusinessentities. For ccooperative ssocietiees, the eentreepreeneur who has begunbegunororwill begin toto operateoperaaeeinfra-
benefit periodperodisis 112yeears. InInaddition too this general, partial structure facilities ononororafter 11 Apriil 1995. When the initial
tax holiday, eenterprisses engagedennggaggeedinn speecific investmentpro- fivve-yeear taxaax holiday eexpires, the eentrepreeneur will bebe

jeects are entitled toooother full taxax holiddays asaswell: These are allowed tooodeductdeduct3030perpercentcentofofits profits, ififit is aaccoompany
describedbelow. andand2525perpercentcentififit is aanoon-ccorporateeentity. This incentive

is available too ccooooperativvesocieties for the first 1212years andand
Tax holidayfoor industriallparks.A taxaax holiday is avvailable too

industrial parks notified for this purposse ininaccordanceaccordancewith
too othersttherssfor thethe first tenen years ofofoperation. (For the compu-
tation ofofthese periodspeerodsssee below.)see

anyanyscheme too bebeframed byby thethe central governmeent. Indus-Indus¬ ,

trial parks which startsarrtoperating during thethe periodpeerodbeginningbeginning An entrepreneur is allowed too choosechoosethe initial yearyearfrom
onon11April 19971997andandending onon3131Marc.h20022002will bebeeligi- which hehewants toooavail ofofthetheefive-yeear taxax holidday. The taxax

ble for aa100100perpercentcentdeductionfor thethe initial five ssessmeent holiday hashas too bebeavailed ofofwithin thetheespanspanofofthethee first 1212

years followedbyby2525perpercentcent(30(30percentper centinn case ofofccoompa- yearsyears ofofoperation (in casecase ofofaa cooperative soociety). This

nies)ness)for thetheesubsseequueentfive assessmentyeears. means thatthaataa ccooooperative societyooccety which chooseschooses thethee fourth

Tax holidayfor new industrial undeertakings inn undrdevel- yearyearofofoperationoperatton asasthethe initial yearyeargets aafull taxaax holidaay for
new five years from the fourth too thethe eighth year andand thethee30 per

opeed areas. With aaview too encouragingencouragingnew investment inn years year per

industriallyunderdevelopedunderrdeveeopeedstates and Union Territories, the
centcentdeduction for thethe remainingeemanng four yeears, that isisfrom thethe

saaess

governmentoffers a full five-yeearrtaxtx holidday ccoamneencinginn.-
ninth year too the fwelfth.yeear.

a

ththyearyeartheproductionbeginsbeeggnssfor new industrial undeerak- As ananincentive for financial institutionstoo providerovide loong-term
ingsngsslocated inn the North-EasternStates, Jammu & Kashmir, financing for thethee developmentdeeveeoopmeenttofofinfrastructure faacilitiess aa

HimachalPraaddesh, Sikkim, Goo, thetheeUnion Territories ofofthethee deductionofof4040per centcentofoftheir taxable incomenccoomeederivedfrom
AndamanadadNicobar Islands andandDadra andandNaagar Haveli, finaancing investments inin infrastructure facilities isis alsoalso
Daman andand Diu, Laakshdweep ad Pondiichrry. A similar allowed too such institutions provided this amount isiscredited
deduction isis ofered o new industrialundertakings inn certaincertain too aaspecialpeeccaalreserve.

backwardareas ofofothertthrrstates.
Tax holidayfoorscientiiicandandindustrialresearch. A fivve-yeer

After thetheefifth yeear,, the industrial unnddertaking is eentitleed, for tax holidday isis available tooo approvedpproovveedcompanies exclusivelyxccussveyy
the balance ofof thethee appliccable periood (i.e. sevensevendditi0nal engagedengaggeed inn scientific andand industrial researchresearchdevelopment
yearsyearsfor cooperativesocieties andandfive for otherttherrentities), tooo activities conductedononaacommerciaibasis. This incentive isis
the profitss deduction provided under SectionSeectton 80IA (See(See available toto ccompaany that hashas asas its main objeectiv activi-
above3). ties in the areas ofof scientific andand lndustnal

J

researchresearch andandin thee areas

Tax holidayforthepowergeneratingsector A full five-yeear development and which has beenbeeen accorded approval by the
tax to

taxaax holidday is available inn respectespeecctofofthetheeproffts and,gainsganssofof , prescribbeedauthority. The ax holiday is available o anyanycom-

,newnew industrial unddertakifigs setset upup anywhere in India for pany, whethernewnewororexisting,which is accordedaccordedapprovalpproovvaalbyby
power-geeneratingprojeects.TheThfivve-yeear taxax holiday is avail- ththepreesscribeedauthority atatanyanytime before 11April 1998. The

able to undertaakingsthatthatthave begunbegun'ororwill beegin.too generategeenerrae
100100perpercentcentdeductionfor five-yeearperidshall commence

power onon oror after 11 April, 1994. When thethee taxtax holidaay from thethe assessment yearyear relevantrelevanttoo thethe previouspreviousyearyear inin

expires, the undertaakingwill bebeallowedtoo deduct30 perpercentcent
which'thetheeapprovalby,the prescribedauthority isisaccorded to

of.its prrfits ififit isisorganizedrgaanzzeedasasaaccompany, andand2525perpercentcent
suchsuchaaccompaany.

ififit is aanoon-ccorprateeentity. Again, these deductions will be
available for sevensevenassessmentassessmentyears too cooperativesocieties (b) Deduction Offexpeenndituresforscientific researchresearch
andandfive years too otherttherrtaxpayers. Section3535ofofthetheeIncomeTax Act allows deductionfor con-

Tax holiday for infrastructure, building. To promote the tributions too approvedpprovveedscientific research aassssociations, uni-

expansionexpansionof'ofquality infraastructure, aafull five-year taxaax holi- versities, ccollegee, ororother institutions thatthattarearetoo bebeusedusedforfor

day isis available too any.enterpriseany enteerprrsseethatthattbuilds, maintains, andand scientific .research. To encourageencourage industry toto make useuse ofof

operatesoperaessanyany infrastructurefaacility, such asas roaads, highways facilities offered by national laboratories andandresearch insti-

ororexpresssways,new bridges, airports, ports, tapid rail trans- ttutes, this section also allows aa weighteed deduction ofof125125

port systeems oror water supply projeects, irrigatioon systeems, perper centcentofofcontributions tooo approvedapproovveedational laboratories

sanitation andand sewage systemsyssemss onon aa BOT (bbuild, ooperate, andand institutions carrying outout research andnd development inn

traansfer), BOOT (bbuild, oown, ooperate, transfr), oror similar naturalnattraalandandapplieed sciences.
basis. The enterprise must havehave entered intonto anan agrreement A 'ational laboratory is defined scientific laboratoryis asas aa
with the central ororstatesae governmeent,aalocallocalauthority, ororanyany functioningat the national levellevelunder the aegisaegisofofthe Indianatotherttherrstatutorysaauorryaauthority for this purrposse. The period within

Council ofof Agriccultural Reseearch, thethee Indian Council ofof
which thetheeinfraStructurefaacilityhashastooobebetransferred,needstooo Medical Reseearch, the Council of Scientific and Industrial
bebestipulateed inn thetheeagreementagreementbetweenbeweeeen thetheeunddertakinng andand Reseearcch, the Departmeent f Eleectroniccs, the Defence

of and

thethe governmentconcerned. f

The tax'holidaay isisallowed ininrespect ofofincomedevedfrom 3. I.e. 3030perentcenntdeduction'ofofthetheeprofits ofofsuchsuchuunndertakingsinnnthecase ofofper case

the useuseofofthethe infrastructure facilities developeddevelopedby thethe tax- companiesandandaa2525per cetdedctin innnthetheecase of,otherentities.
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Research and DevelopmentOrganization,the Departmentof 7. Advance rulings for non-residents
Biotechnology and the Department of Atomic Energy and

India offers scheme for issuance of advance rulingswhich is approved by the prescribed authority for this pur-
a on

questionsof law or fact in respectofproposed transactionsor
pose.

transactionsundertakenby non-residents.The taxpayermust

(c) Exemption of venturecapital income apply to the AdvanceRulingAuthorityin the prescribedform
and manner, and pay a fee of INR 2,500. A request for a rul-

To encourageventurecapital financing,clause23F to Section ing may be withdrawn within 30 days. The authority may'

10 of the Income Tax Actprovides an income tax exemption accept or reject an application, although no ruling will be
for all dividendsand long-termcapitalgains ofa venturecap- issued where the request involves an issue already pending
ital fund or a venture capital company from investments before the income tax authority, the Appellate Tribunal or
made by way of equity shares in venture capital undertak- any court; involves the determinationof the fair marketvalue

.

ings. To obtain this exemption, the venture capital fund or of any property; or relates to a transactionwhich is designed
company must obtain approval from the prescribedauthority prima facie for the avoidanceof income tax.
and satisfy the prescribed conditions. The approval by the

The Advance Ruling Authority is required to issueprescribed authority will have effect for the immediate an

advance ruling within six months from the date of receipt ofassessment year or up to three assessment years, as may be

specified in the order of approval.
the application. The ruling is binding on the applicant in
respect of the specific transaction to which the ruling was

If the equity shares are transferredby the venturecapital fund sought. The Commissionerof Income Tax is also bound by
or company at any time within three years from the date of the ruling..The scheme does not provide for any right of
their acquisition (other than in the event that the shares are appeal to the courts against the advance ruling.
listed on a recognizedstockexchangeof India), the aggregate An advance ruling be revoked if it is subsequentlydis-amountofdividend income on such equity shares thathas not may

coveredthat it was obtainedby fraud or the misrepresentationbeen included in incomein the years preceding that in which
of facts. The ruling will continue to remain in force unlessthe transfer has taken place shall be deemed to be income of

a or onthe venturecapital fund or company for the year in which the
' there is change in the law in the facts the basis of

which it was granted.transfer took place. In these circumstancesno exemptionwill
be allowed in respect of long-termcapital gains, if any, aris-

ing on the transfer of the shares. 8. Return of income

Each taxpayer has to file a return of income or loss for the
6. Adjustmentfor business losses previous year by specified dates:

In India, there are five broad heads of income under which a (i) company: 30 November.

taxpayer's different sources of income may be grouped. (ii) non-company, which is required to get its accounts

Except for speculation losses, long-term capital losses and audited, or furnish audit certificates for claiming certain

losses from some specified sources like horse-races, gam-
deductions: 31 October.

bling, etc., losses from any source are eligible for set-off (iii)non-company,
-.

having income from business but not

against the profits from any other source under the same head
.

requiring audit: 31 August.
of income. The net loss under any head is further eligible for (iv) non-company,no income from business: 30 June.

set-off against income arising under other heads. However, Thesedates are mandatory.If the return is delayed, interestat

capital losses are not allowed to be set off against income 2 per cent per month or part thereof, on the tax (excluding
from other heads but may only be carried forward to be set advance tax and withheld tax) has to be paid, and proof of

offagainstcapital gains arising in the subsequenteight years. payment attached with the return.

If a loss cannotbe set off againstprofits under the same head 9. Assessment procedure
or under differentheads on account of inadequacyof profits
in the same year, it may be carried forward and set offagainst The income disclosed is generally accepted, subject to the.
the income arising under the same head in subsequentyears. adjustment of prima facie incorrect claims. Any further tax

Business losses and unabsorbeddepreciationallowances can found due on such adjustmentwill carry a 20 per cent addi-
be carried forward for eight years. tional levy. The system is thus basically one of self-assess-

ment. The AssessingOfficermay scrutinizeselectedcases. If
Another welcome provision aimed at salvaging loss-making the taxpayer does not file a return despite notice, or fails to
units permits the carry-forward and set-off of accumulated

produce the accounts and evidence for scrutiny, the Assess-
business.losses and unabsorbed depreciation allowances of ing Officer may make the assessmentexparte, to the best ofthe amalgamatedloss makingunit in certaincases ofamalga- his information.An orderofassessmentafter scrutinyor a tax
mations. demand arising from an adjustment of prima facie incorrect
India's Income Tax Act unlike the tax statues of some of the claims has to be made within three years from the end of the
advanced nations does not allow the carry-back of business accountingyear.
losses. However, .India has made a promising start iri the
reform of its tax regime, and future progress in this area is
certain.

'
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(a) Partnerships payments are salaries, interest, dividends, rent, income from
units ofmutual funds, lottery and race winnings,payments to

Salary to workingpartners and interestpaid to partners as per contractors and sub-contractors, payments for professional
the partnershipagreementare deductibleup to specified lim-

and technicalservices, and certainincomesfor non-residents.
its. The partner will bear the tax on the salary and interest

The tax withholder has to file with the tax office periodical
receivedby him, and the firm will be taxed on the profit in its
accounts. The partnership firm is subject to tax at the maxi-

statements of the taxes deductedby him and paid to the gov-
ernment.

mum marginal rate of income tax applicable to individuals.

(b) Associationofpersons (AOP) B. Other direct taxes

An AOP comprises two or more persons joining in an activ-

ity forprofit. An AOP is taxed at the maximummarginal rate 1. Wealth tax
of40 per cent in most cases. An annual wealth tax is levied non-productiveassets (res-on

idences,jewelleryand bullion, yachts, aircraft and unutilized
(c) Trusts urban land) of individuals', Hindu undivided families and

Public trusts set up for religious or charitable purposes are companies. Mutual funds are exempted. Certain debts and

generally exempt from tax, if specified conditions are met. liabilities are deductible, but debts located outside India are

Private discretionary trusts (where the shares of the benefi- not admissible in the case of a non-citizen, a non-resident,or

ciaries are not known) are taxed at the maximum marginal a foreign company. Wealth tax is charged at 1 per cent of the

rate of 40 per cent. In the case of a private trust where the net wealth exceeding INR 1.5 million.
beneficiariesshares are known the beneficiaries are taxed on

'

their share of income, either directly through the Giftor trustees; 2. tax
'

but if the trust has an income from business, the maximum
Gift tax is payable by a donor at 30 per cent of the aggregatemarginal rate will apply. value of taxable gifts made by him in previous Pub-any year.

(d) Joint-ventures
lic companies, a company in a scheme of amalgamationwith
an Indian company, and charitableand religious trusts whose

Joint-ventures(JVs) between a non-residentand a residentin income is exempt from tax, are exempted from gift tax.

Indiawill be taxed accordingto the constitutionof the JV, i.e.
as a partnership, association of persons, or company, as the 3. Expendituretax
case may be.

This is a 10 per cent tax on expenditure(includingaccommo-

(e) Non-residentsand their agents dation, food and beverages, and other services) in a hotel
where the room charge is INR 1,200 or more per day per per-

A non-residentmay appointan agent in India to look after his son. This is collected by the hotel and paid to the govern-
tax matters, failing which it i open to the Assessing Officer ment.
to treat an employee of the non-resident, or a person with a

business connection in India, or through whom the non-res-. 4. Interest tax
ident receives any income, as the agent of the non-resident
for tax purposes.

A tax at 2 per cent is levied on the gross interest income of
credit institutions such as banks and public financial institu-

10. Appeals tions, includingcompanies carrying on hire purchase, invest-

ment, and other similar activities. Gross interest includes
The taxpayercanappeal to the Commissioner(Appeals).The commitmentcharges and discounts; but interest earned by a

Revenue and the taxpayer can appeal further to the Income credit institution on loans and advances given to another
Tax Appellate Tribunal. On points of law, questions can be credit institutionis excluded.
referred to the High Court and further appealed to the

Supreme Court. Only lawyers can appear in the courts.
Interest tax is deductible in computing the income tax liabil-

Lawyers, accountants, or employees, duly authorized, can ity of the credit institution. Interest tax is payable in advance

appear before tax authorities and the Tribunal. during the accounting year, in three instalments due on 15

September, 15 December and 15 March. Returns are to be

11. Withholding taxes filedby 31 Decemberof the followingyear.

On certain payments the payer must withhold tax at source,
and pay it to the government. The payee can claim credit for V. INDIRECTTAXES
the amount so withheld, in his tax return. For this purpose,
the payer issues a certificateof deductionof tax to the payee. Since India is developingcountry, the general income level
These certificates should be filed with the return to support

a

of its. population is low. Consequently, the tax base of direct
the claim for tax credit. taxation is narrow. Inevitably, therefore, indirect taxes pro-
The rate at which tax is to be deductedfrom each type ofpay- vide the lion's share of the government's revenues. These
ment is specified in the FinanceAct of each year. Important taxes broadly include import duties, Union Excise Duties
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levied by the central governmentat the manufacturer'slevel, Though initially capital goods were generally kept out of the
sales tax, motor vehicles tax, passenger and goods tax and MODVATscheme, from the 1994 budget the governmenthas
octroi levied by the states. included capital goods under the scheme.4 In India the

assessees are giyen a full tax credit for the excise duty suf-
fered once the capital goods are delivered and put into use.

A. Customs duty The credit can be used immediatelyfor paying duties on fin-
ished excisable goods produced in the factory even though

Customs duty is levied on a ad valorem basis on all the the capital goods may be used for producing goods for a

goods that are imported into the country. With a view to number of years.

opening up the Indian economy, the reforms that started in There have been difficulties in extending MODVAT credit
1991-92 reduced the peak rate of import duty. It was brought benefits for the various inputs including capital goods in
down to 150 per cent in 1991-92 and to 50 per cent in 1995- India, where these goods get supplied otherwisethan directly96, with the average effective rate reducing .to 28 per cent from the originalproducer.This is mainlybecausethe dealers
from a high of over 44 per cent in 1991-92. Furthermore, the are not liable to payment of excise duty as they are only
procedures have been simplified and various requirements involved in the sale of goods in the further chain of distribu-
which applied to bonds, certificates, test reports, end use cer- tion and do not undertake any manufacturingactivity which
tificates, etc. have been abolished with a few exceptions for would generate a liability .to MODVAT. However, to make
concessional or duty free imports. Applicable rates of duty the MODVAT scheme operational and to provide the
have been rationalized to the extent that there are now no intended input relief the government has evolved various
more than three rates in a chapter. The bulkf the compo- rules and procedures even when the inputs/capitalgoods are
nents and parts required by industry in India carry a rate of routed through one or more intermediarydealers. The dealers
duty ofonly 25 per cent as against 65 per cent in 1993. are required to be registered and follow certain prescribd
Special concessional low rates of import duty are levied on formalitiesconcerningdocumentation,storage of goods etc.

some specified sectors. Also, all import items used to pro- A number of simplifications have also been effected in the
duce gods for export are exempt from importduty. years 1995, 1996 and 1997 for easier administration of the

MODVAT provisions. For example the Central ExciseUp until 1991-92 there were many specific duties' in force.
During the last few years, they have all been made ad val- Department has introduced certain measures to simplify
orem, leaving little scope for disputes on classification of operational procedures. Self-assessmentand Selective audit

goods or on rates.
are two such schemes.

Self-assessment:
In order to encourage the growth of industrialunits in speci- New simplified format ofmonthly return (RT-12).-

fied sectors such as leather goods, electronics and telecom- Self-assessmentof duty by assessee on the RT-12 return.-

munications,special concessionalrates have been continued. No need to await assessment order by Central Excise-

India's objective is to have a duty regime which is similar to Officers, an acknowledgementsuffices.
those in the newly industrializing countries within the next - No need to attach invoices to the return.

two to three years. Indian industries engaged in competitive - Quarterly returns for Small Scale Industry (SSI) units
areas should be able to reorganize.productionto meet exter- continues.
nal competition in that time. The process of downward - Assesseescan requesta provisionalassessmentin certain

adjustmentof rates was continued in the 1997-98 budget. cases.

Assessees must mention Excise Control Code (ECC) of-

supplier and buyer of inputs/capitalgoods in the MOD-
B. Union excise duty (MODVAT) VAT return (RG 23) to facilitate on-line verificationby

computer.
Excise duty is levied on all the goods manufacturedin India.

- Scrutiny of returns of larger assessees by higher level

The tax is paid at the time of removalof goods by the manu-
officers.

facturer from his factory premises. Since 1986, a Modified Selective audit:
Value Added Tax (MODVAT) has been introduced. All the - Large-scale units (paying duty of INR 10 million and
goods under the Union excise duties except petroleumprod- above annually) shall now be subject to excise audit, nor-

ucts, tobacco products including cigarettes, cinematographic mally only once a year. However, commissioners may
films and match boxes are taxed under MODVAT implying '

order a higher frequency of audit to reflect risk percep-
that the set-off for the tax paid at the input stage is given tions based on prescribed objective factors including the
whenthe goods are finally sold. The Union excise duty there- assessees compliancerecord.
fore.does not suffer from the cascading effect. The reforms - Units paying duty of less than INR 10 million wuld be
have led to the tax rate being made ad valorem in most cases. audited only selectively, based on objective factors like
The rate categories have also been reduced considerably.
Currently there are only nine rate categories. Furthermore, 4. This is unlike many countries which have adopted the VAT system and
proceduralreforms have been introducedparticularly for the whichhad eithernotextendedVATto capital goods, orwhenextendedprovided
small dealers. reliefofduties paid on capitalgoods over a period of time and notcompletely in

the year of receipt.
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negative revenue trend and vassiion--pronecommoditiies, telegraph serviices, insurance agents, advertiising agenciiess,
etc. pager serviices, courier sservices, transsporters of goods by

- SSI units to be visited onlly on written authorization by road, conssulting engineers, customs house agents, steamer-

the AssistantCommissionerconcerned. agentts, air travel agentts, cllearingand.forwardiingagenttss, out-

- Invoices are not to be submittedwith the'retturns (RT--112), door.catterers,pandal contractors and mandap keeperss, man--

but they have to be produced on demand to Range power recruitmentagencies or consultantsand tour operators
staff/Auditparties. includingarcarrentals.

- Audit would covercoverstatutory records asas well asas internal-

records i.e. balance ssheets, bank sstatements, storessoress and
customers ledgerrs, etc. E.E. Sales tax

While almost all Central Excise Commissioners and their Sales tax isis levied on the sale of moveable goods within
divisions in the country are already computeriized,many new India. The rate of tax varies depending upon the type and
ssteps are beiing consideredto make the systtemmore effective nature of the goods and the state in which the sale takespllace.
and to move towards Electronic Data Intterchange (EDI) in The Union government levies tax on inter--stattesale transac-
the near future. tiions, while the statestate governments levy salessales tax on sale

transactions concluded within the state, Generrally, in most

C. Appellllatte prrocedurres sstates, goods sold more than once within the same sstate, in
the same form, ar taxed only once. Subject toto compliiance

Once the final order requiring any person to pay a speciifiic
with certain rrequirements, salessalestax isis levied atat4 per cent on

amountofCentralExcisedutiiess, tines and penaltiies isispassssed
most inter-statetransctiions.Tax payablleon intra-statetrans-

by the proper offiicer, the assessee has two optionss. If he is actions varies.from2 per cent to 25 per cent. Exportts and ser-

reasonablysatisfiedby the order, he complliies with it.On the vices are exempt..fromsales tax.

other hand, if he feelsfeelsaggrievedby the order, he can appeal. Since 11995, efforts have been made to repllace salessales tax by
There are two tiers ofofquasi-judicialappellate authorities: the destination-basedVAT by the states. MaharashtraState cur-

Commissioner (Appealss) and the Central Excise & Gold rently levies.VATlevies on ali dealers having aaturnoverabove INR

Control AppellateTribunal (CEGAT).
5 million, and Madhya Pradesh State and Tamil Nadu State
have prropossed toto levy VAT ononalialldealers having a turnover

Appeals too the Commissioner (Appeallss) may be made above INR 10 million and 7.5 million resspectivelly. In addi-

agaiinstorders passssed by any Central Excise officerup to the tiion, Andhra Pradesh State levies VAT on 20 select com-

rank of Additional Commiissiioner,while ttiat to the CEGAT modities.
lie againsst orders of the Commissioners and above. The
Commissioners (Appeallss) of the Central Excise function
have sspecifiied juriissdictionss, depending on work--load. The F. Octroi
CEGAT.haas regional benches atat Callcutta, Chennai, and
Mumbai and principalbenches at Delhi. Octroi isislevied the entry ofofgoods into municipalareas forforon areas

use or
The Commissioners (Appeals) passs orderss-in--appeal after conssumption, sale. The levy of octroi varies, depend-

obsserving the principles of natural jusstice. A second appeal ing ononthe municipaljuriissdiction.
lies agaiinsst this order to the CEGAT. The orders of CEGAT
arearenot appeallabllein any High Court. However,speciial leave G. Research and devellopmentcess
petitiions can be filed agaiinst these in the Supreme Court by
either the assesseeassss'essssee or the departtment. The CEGAT can be Researchand devellopmentcesscessisisat prressent levied atatthe rate

petitioned for rectification of miisttakes (on the face of the of 5 per cent on the import of technollogy into India and isis
rrecord) in its orders and alsso for referenceofany pointof law payable by..the importer. Technology refers to any sspecial or
to the jurissdictionalHiigh Court. technical knowledge or any sspecial service required for any

purposse by an industrial concern under any foreign collabo-

D. Service tax
ration and includes designs, drrawings, publications and the
services of technicalperssonnel.

Every taxable serviceserviceisis taxed at the raterateof 5 per cent of itsits
value. Taxable services include services of stock brokers,
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law in Belgium: the with(B. 58.303) China (People's Rep.)
company company
charitableobjects (socit finalit
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China hand. Investing, licensing and oogmerk). The author describes the rules (as of
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC trading conditions in the People's Republic of July 1996) applicable to these companies.

China. (2 volumes.) (B. 116.219)
The concise tax guide. Selectedcorporat tax

' London, The EconomistIntelligenceUnit.

aspects in the Asia Pacific. 1997.
Hong Kong, Baker& McKenzie. 1997, pp. 57. An entirely reprinted copy of ChinaHand, Bulgaria
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treatmentof dividends, treatmentof interest publication (updatedup to March 1997) OECD economicsurveys: Bulgaria 1996-
and royalties, foreign tax credits and 'treaty 1997.
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Pariis, Orgaanissationfor EconomicCo- Coompreeheensivestudytudy concernedconcernedwith thethee HandbuchderderSteeuerveraanlaagunngeen1996.
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and
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Doing businessbuussneessssinnnthetheeCzech Reepublic. relevantrelevantnew laws andanda topicalopccaalindexindexare
countries. The bookbookprovides informationon,on

.
. a are individual and income laaws, and

,

EditorAdam JJolly. included. andcorporatecorporae taxaax and
covers

Loondon, Kogan Page Ltd.
.

1997. GBP 18.95. (B. 11116.3370)
covers the taxationofofnon-residentsandand

ISBN: 0 7494 1474
Page

X. withholding taxax ratesraessunderunderdouble taxation
1474 treaties. This edition reflects the tax systeems
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source ofof3131July 1996.
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-
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New York, nitedNations. 1995, pp. 263. economic factors: (1) the ageing of Castletown,Parallel Books, 35 Malew Street,
ISBN: 92 1 104439 1. populations,,(2) the determinationof current Castletown, Isle ofMan IM9 1AE. 1992,
A comparativestudy of existingnational and spending based on decisions made in the past, pp. 292. ISBN: 0 9518499 1 3.
regional legislation and regulationsenacted and (3) the effect of increasedgovernment Detailed outlineof the Isle ofMan's income
with the purposeof regulating the operations debt on worldwidesaving. Contains numerous tax system and a comprehensivedescriptionof
and activitiesof transnationalcorporations. statistical charts and diagrams. the Island's practicerelating to determinations
This eighth volume covers 15 selected (B. 116.316) of residencestatus as they affect individuals,
countries, of which five (the Democratic companies,partnerships, trusts and estates for
People'sRepublicofKorea, Laos, Mongolia, Receuildes cours. Collectedcourses of the purposeofManx income tax.
Myanmar, Paraguay and Vietnam)have not The Hague Academy of InternationalLaw, (B. 116.299)
been covered in previous volumes. 1995. Tome 252 de la collection.
(B. 116.317) The Hague, KluwerLaw International,P.O. Solly, Mark.

Box 85889,2508CN Isle ofMan. Partnership.law.
The locationof foreign direct investment. The Hague, The Netherlands. 1995, pp. 453. Castletown,ParallelBooks, 35 Malew Street,
Geographicand business approaches.Editors NLG 205. Castletown, Isle ofMan IM9 1AE. 1996,
MilfordB. Green and Rod B. McNaughton. ISBN: 90.411 0168 3. 555. ISBN: 0 9518499 5 6.pp.
Aldershot,Avebury, AshgatePublishingLtd., Book containinga p.aperentitled The Comprehensivedescriptionof the partnership
Gower House, Croft Road, Aldershot, Hants institutionof the trust in civil and common

law of the Isle ofMan and the institutional
GU1 3HR, United Kingdom. 1995,-pp. 270.

law by Waters D.W.M. at 113-454. In- frameworkwithin which it operates. The book
GBP 39.50. ISBN: 1 85972 067 6. pages

covers a descriptionof relevantgovernmenttrust conceptCollectionofpapers dealing with the factors depth analysis of the including its
authorities,an outline of the nature andhistorical developmentand a descriptionof the-

determining the locationof transnational modem anglo-americantrust and its practical
sources ofManx law, a descriptionof the law

corporationsand their foreign direct
application. Attention is also paid to a number ofpartnership and the law governing limited

investments. Contains numerousstatistical ofspecificjurisdictions includingcivil law partnership, registrationofbusiness names, a
charts and diagrams as well as an extensive countries and tax havens. summary of taxes that are charged in the Isle
bibliographicallist. . ofMan, a descriptionofManx income tax and(B. 115.811)(B. 116.314) its impacton partners, and a descriptionof the

recently introducedinternationallimited
Multilateral treaties depositedwith the , .Moles, P.; Terry, N. partnerships.
Secretary-General.Status as at 31 Dcember

,

The handbookof international financial terms. (B. 116.300)
1995. New York, Oxford UniversityPress Inc. 1997,
New York, UN United Nations. 1996, pp. 986. pp. 605. GBP 65. Solly, Mark
ISBN: 92 1 133508 6. ISBN: 0 19 828885 9. Manx income tax. Double taxation relief.
Comprehensiverecord of status of treaties A comprehensiveand up-to-datereference Castletown,Parallel Books, 35 Malew Street,
depositedwith the United Nations as at 31 book available to those who are involved in Castletown, Isle ofMan IM9 1AE. 1993,
December 1995, including the Multilateral the worldof finance. Covering over 14,000 pp. 435.
Conventionfor the AvoidanceofDouble entries, detailed list of abbreviationsand The book describes and illustrates the
Taxation of CopyrightRoyalties. acronyms, full of internationalcurrencies and administrativeframeworkwithinwhichManx
(B. 116.329) currency codes, clear explanationof the use of income tax is assessed and double taxation

terms and instrumentsin differentmarkets and relief is granted, the double taxation
Implicationsof the Uruguay Round differentcountries, fully cross-referencedand arrangements that the Isle ofMan has
Agreements easy to use. respectivelywith the United Kingdomand
for the Asian and Pacific region. with the United States, and the main
New York, UN United Nations. 1995. Studies Fridson, Martin S. legislationprovisions relating to the grant.of
in Trade and Investment,No. 15, pp. 277. Financial statementanalysis. A practitioner's double taxation relief for the purposesofManx'
Papers and proceedingspresentedat the guide. 2nd Edition. Chichester,John Wiley & income tax. It also includes a detailedoutline
ESCAP/UNDP/KDIRegional Symposiumon Sons, Inc. 1995, pp. 294. GBP 32.50. of the Isle of Man's income tax system.
the Uruguay Round Agreements, 30 ISBN: 0 471 16044 X. (B. 116.355)
November- Detailed guidelines on how to read and
3 December 1994, Seoul. interpretbalancesheets, income statements,
(B. 58.250) and other key financial documents.Covers Italy

new and expandedcoverage of revenue

Studies in leasing law and tax 1997. recognition, country-to-countryvariations in Lupoi, M.
London, EuromoneyPublicationsPlc. 1997, accountingmethods, new techniques for Introduzioneai trusts. Diritto Inglese.
pp. 64. analysingcredit risk, the auditor's role, and Convenzionedell'Aja.Diritto Italiano.
This special supplementto World leasing more. Milan, Dott. A. GiuffrEditore. 1994, pp. 301.
yearbook and Airfinanceannualcovers (B. 114.785) ISBN: 88 14 05066 X.
contributionson leasing aspects in: USA, Discussionof the characteristicsof a trust and
Kuwait, the Netherlands,Colombia, the types of trustavailablein a wide range of
Switzerland, the People's Republic of China. Ireland jurisdictions.
and France. (B. 115.193)
(B. 116.335) Budget 1997. Financial statementof the

MinisterofFinance, 22 January 1997. Lupi, Raffaello.
The new world fiscal order. Implicationsfor Diritto tributario. Parte speciale. I sistemi dei
industrializednations. Editors C.E. Steerle Dublin, GovernmentPrinter. 1997, pp. 143.

singoli'tributi.4th Edition.
and M. Kawai. (B. 116.341) Milan, Dott. A. GiuffrEditore. 1996, pp. 449:
Aldershot, Avebury, Ashgate PublishingLtd., ITL 50.000. ISBN: 88 14 06281 1.
GowerHouse, Croft Road, Aldershot,Hants Handbookon the main taxes in Italy. It deals
GU1 3HR, United Kingdom. 1996, pp. 277. Isle of Man especiallywith individualincome tax (IRPEF),
GBP 39.95. ISBN: 1 85972 312 8. corporate income tax (IRPEG) and VAT.
Collectionofpapers dealing with fiscal policy Solly, Mark. (B. 116.170)
implicationsof the followingstructuralmacro- Manx income tax. Residence.
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Russsso, Passquuale. Balleegoooijee,C.W.M. van. socialsocialsseeccurity systeem, eespeecially the benefit
Manualedi diritto tributario. 2nd2ndEdition. De nieuwe regeisregelsinindedelooonbelasting. reequireemeents, the leveieeveelofofthe benefit andandthe

\

Milaan, Dott. A. GiuffrEditore. 119996, pp. 866. Deeveenterr Kluwer. 1997. ssysteem ofofsome othercountries. The book alsoalso
lTL 100.000. ISBN: 8888 14 06272 2. Fiscaal acctueel, pp. 83. NLG42.50. dealsdealswith the EC directive andandtreaty
Handbookon the fiscal reegime ininItaly. It dealsdeals ISBN: 90 200 191919198. reegulations.on . -.: .-'
with the principlesofoftaxation, liability to tax, Chaanges ininthe wage tax. A ccomplete overview (B. 11115.6884)
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CHINA

COUNTERACTINGCORRUPTION IX THE TAXADMINISTRATION
In TRA-SITIOSALECSOMIES:A CASE STUDY OF CHISA

Jinyan Li

II. CORRUPTIONAND TRANSITIONAL
Jinyan Li is Associate Professor, Faculty of'Law, University ECONOMIESof Western Ontario. E-mail: jinyanli@julian.uwo.ca.

This article is based on a lecture givent the International A. Corruption definitional and data problems-

Tax Program, Harvard University.The author wishes to
thank her colleague Dr Randy Kostal for his insightful
commentson earlier drafts of this article, and her research Corruption in the tax administration is a difficult subject to
assistant, Stephen Gillespie for his assistance.The author study. One of the difficulties is definingcorruption.In gen-also benefited greatly from discussionswith Robin Adair

eral terms, corruption the misuse of publicand Toshiki Wahimotowhile on an OECD mission to means power
Mongolia, with Charles Demond, a student at the Faculty for private profit (need not 'be monetary).3 One cannot

of Law, The Universityof Western Ontario, and with assume, however, that corruption always means the same

participantsat the seminar at Harvard University. thing. It varies based on the cultural/moral standard and
social or legal norms'. In the Chinese context, for example,
corruption is understood to include all types of irregulari-

I. INTRODUCTION

Like bacteria, corruption is omnipresentand resilient. While 1. There are two wid.elydivergentviews on the effects of corruptionin devel-

oping countries. One is that corruptioncontributes to national integration,main-
it stubbornly endures mature capitalism, it thrives in trans- tains political stability, fosters political development, and promotes economic

.

itional economies. In countries converting from command growth. Theother is that corruption impairs bureaucraticeffectiveness,political
to market economic structures, opportunities for corrupt development, and economic efficiency. The more accepted view is the latter.

practices are ruinously abndant. Corruption bleeds public Corruptionhas been described as cancer (or anothersuch fatal disease) by the
World Bank and leaders of many countries. For general discussions, see M.

revenue and retards economic development. It corrodes the Shahid Alam, Some Economic Costs of Corruption in LDCs, (1991) Journal

(already fragile) confidence of citizens in the public frame- ofDevelopmentStudies 27 at 89-97; Frank Anechiarico and James Jacobs, The

work and public institutions. It undermines the ability of the PursuitofAbsoluteIntegrity:How CorruptionControlMakes GovernmentInef-

state to finance and implementpublic policy.1
fective (John HopkinsUniversity, 1997); David Bayley, The Effects of Corrup-
tion in a Developing Nation, (1993) The Western Political Quarterly, at 723;

a
The Chinese tax administrationprovides an illuminatingcase

Building Global Coalition Against Corruption: Transparency International
Report 1995 (Transparency International, Berlin: 1995); David Gould and A.

study in corruption.2China began its economictransitionand Amaro-ReyesJose, The Effects of Corruptionon AdministrativePerformance:
'

constructionof a modern tax system.in the late 1970s, about Illustrations from Developing Countries, World Bank Staff Working Papers,
a decade earlier than Russia and other transitional countries. No. 580, Managementand DevelopmentSeries No. 7, 1983; Robert Klitgaard,

To a large extent, the causes and effects of corruption in
Controlling Corruption (Los Angeles, University of CaliforniaPress, 1988);'S.
J. Rubin, InternationalAspects of the Control of Illicit Payments, (1982) Vol.

China.reflect those in other transitional economies. China's 9 SyracuseJournal of InternationalLaw and Commerceat 325; Due V. Trang,
recent experiments with corruption control may provide ed., Corruption & Democracy (Budapest: Institute for Constitutional and Leg-
some useful lessons for other countries. islativePolicy, 1994.

2. Like other transitional countries, China's economy is being transformed

This paperprobes the nature and originofcorruptionin trans- into a market economy. Unlike many other transitional countries, however, the

itional economies.It examinesopportunitiesfor corruptionin
transition in China has been largely limited to an economic transition and the

accompanying changes in the legal system. China's political system remains
the tax administrationand argues that corruptioncan be con- dominated by the Communist Party. China's approach to economic and legal
trolled. The paper sets out short-term and long-term strate- transitionis evolutionaryrather than revolutionaryas in many Eastern Euro-

gies for fightingcorruptionin the tax administrationand uses pean countries and Russia. The evolutionaryapproach has also been adopted in
the developmentof the tax system and legal system. Despite the differences in

China as a case study. approach to the transition, the causes and effects of corruption in the tax admin-
istration are similar in China and other transitional countries. China's experi-
ments with corruption control may be representativeof similar experiments in
other transitionalcountries,or provide some useful lessons for other transitional
countries.
3. J.J. Senturia, Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Vol. VI (1993); Gould, et

al., supra note 1. David Gould states that administrativecorruption is the insti-
tutionalizedpersonalabuse ofpublic resourcesby civil servants in Handbookof
Comparative and Development Public Administration,ed. by Ali Farazmand
(1990), at 467.
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ties and connotesbribery, embezzlement,extortion,expropri- 2. Data problem
ation ofpublic money, favouritism, and nepotism.4 Data corruption is difficult obtain and trends inon to corrup-
It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a single defini- tion are difficultto quantify. Becausebribery and other forms
tion ofcorruption.For the purposes of this paper, corruption of illicit payments are by their nature covert, it is impossible
in the tax administrationrefers to the behaviouron the part to accurately quantify their amount or frequency. But
of tax officials to improperly and unlawfully enrich them- accounts from businessexectives,developmenteconomists,
selves, or those close to them, by the misuse of the public officials from transitional economies, and journalists
power entrusted to them.5 throughoutthe world underscorethe breadth and seriousness

of corruption in transitionaleconomies.For example, Trans-

1. Forms of corruption parency International's annual surveys on corruption ranked
China, Russia, and other transitionaleconomiesas among the

Broadly speaking, corrupt behaviour in the tax administra- most corrupt countries in the world.12
tion can be categorized into two generalclasses. Class A cor-

ruption involves practices that are clearly illegal in formal Press reports in China also serve as useful evidence of the

terms and involve a personal infringement of institutional extent of the problem and the growth of corruption in that

rules for purely private purposes. In the Chinese context, country.Althoughthese reports are partofa larger struggle in

these crimes include: which allegations of corruption are political weapons, they
embezzlement; are nonetheless impressive. Between 1982 and 1986 the

-

graft;- Communist Party's Central Discipline Inspection Commis-

bribery, also called gifts favours, sweeteners, cases
-

sion investigated 230,000 in which .148,163 Party
inducements,gratuities,commissions; members were disciplinedfor bribery and theft, and an aver-

official speculation (trading of goods or services by tak- age of 22,000 cases of corruption were tried per year. From
-

ing advantageof the officialposition for private profit); 1988 to 1993, over 870,000 cases were investigated, with

fraud;6- 730,000 members being disciplined and 150,000 expelled
stealing state property;

from the Party. The Supreme People's Procutorate (which-

maintenanceof luxury living based on the' abuse ofpub- now has an anti-corruptionbureau) was reported to receive
-

lic property (such as cars and housing); or
citizen reports ofcorruptionat a rate of about 1.25 millionper -

enjoying large-scale gifting or entertainment (dining, in recent Given the general ineffectiveness of
- year years.13

sightseeing, and amusement) from taxpayers. corruption control measures, these numbers make one won-

der how many more cases of corruption there are that remain

Corrupt officials are punishableby both criminal and admin- undiscovered.
istrative penalties. For example, in China, a tax official who
was found guilty of embezzling tax funds of 100,000 yuan

In Russia, there also have been many reports that crime and

(about USD 11,500) was imprisoned.for 16.5 years;7 a tax corrption are rampant.14 Corrupt payments apparently tran-

auditor was found guilty of soliciting bribes totalling 36,500
scend all levels of government: two thirds of state and com-

yuan (aboutUSD 4,350) and was sentencedto a short-termof mercialbodies are involvedin corruption,includingfinancial

imprisonment;8tax officialswho profited from sellingcertifi-
cates of tax payment resulting in the loss of tax revenue of

10,390 yuan were convictedof the crime of official specula-
tion and punished by a two-year term of imprisonment;9and 4. Michael Johnston and Yufan Hao, China's Surge of Corruption: Delayed
tax officials who assisted taxpayers in fraudulentlyobtaining Political Development, Markets, and Democratic Reform, (1995) Journal of

tax refunds were sentenced to a 12-year term of imprison-
Democracy;TingGong; The PoliticsofCorruptionin ContemporaryChina:An

AnalysisofPolicy Outcomes (Westport,CT: Praeger, 1994); and MayfairYang,
ment.10 Gits, Favors, and Banquets:The Art of Social Relationships in China (Ithaca,

NY: CornellUniversityPress).
Class B corruption reflects the operation of pervasive net- 5. See TransparencyInternational,National IntegritySystems: The TI Source

works of personal ties that give rise to patterns of behaviour Book (hereafterTISource Book'), Chap. 2.

that are often regarded as corrupt. These include: 6. In 1994, at least 56 tax officials were found guilty of committing fraud
at

preferential treatmentfor friends and relatives;
involvingVAT invoices;ZhongguoShuiwu, 1995, No. 6, 6.

- 7. The directorof a local tax bureau who embezzled 10,070 yuan (aboutUSD

bendingrules to benefit individualsor small groups; or 1200) was sentenced to a five-yearterm of imprisonment;seeZhongguoShuiwu-

expenditures on gifts and entertainment to create and-
Bao, 17 February, 1995, at 3.

maintain connectionswith superiors.
8. Supplementary Provisions Concerning the Punishment of the Crimes of
Embezzlement and Bribery, promulgated by the Standing Committee of the

on case was
For example, certain Chinese tax officials who waivedvar-

National People's Congress 21 January 1988. The reported in Liu

Lixian, ed., The Crime ofBribery (Beijing, China Procutorate Press, 1996), at

ious taxpayers' liabilities or penalties out of friendship or 135.

family relationships were found guilty of corruption.11 9. Ye Huilun, Cao Kang, Shen Yuedong, eds., Crimes Related to Taxation

Accepting gifts from subordinates in the form of lucky (Beijing, China ProcutoratePress, 1996), at 367.
10. Ye, et al., supra note 9, at 353.

money or a bonus is punishableby administrativediscip- 11. He Gang, AnalysisoftheNatureofTax ExemptionsAllowedby Tax Offi-
line or, in serious cases, by imprisonment. cials WithoutLegal Basis, ZhongguoShuiwu, 1992, No. 5, at 23-24.

12. TransparencyInternationalSurvey: 1995 and 1996.
13. Johnstonand Hao, supra note 4.
14. BarbaraEttorre, Why Overseas Bribery Won'tLast, Mgmt. Rev., 1 June

1994, at 20.
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and trade organizations, law enforcement agencies and tax Corruption generally subverts trust and cooperation among
services.15 banks and pri- officials, violations of rules and regulations,and customs 70 to 80 per cent of all tax encourages

vate enterprises were reportedlyvictims of extortionby gov- and intimidates and terrorizes honest officials into silence.23
ernmentofficials-.16 There is a corrosive quality to corruption.Many will commit

acts of corruption out of the belief that others are corrupt.Data on corruption in the tax administrationis even more dif- Dishonest officials feel justified in their action. Honest
ficult to gather. There has been very littlepublished literature may

officials may be impelled to choose one of two options: to
on the subjectofcorruption in the tax system.17According to

apply non-corrupt standards and the risk of beingrun
TransparencyInternational,however, tax collectionis one of ridiculed or isolated, or to participate in corrupt practices.the areas most vulnerable to corruption.18 Corruption in the

Most observers note that in corrupt bureaucracies the ten-
tax administration appears to be increasing as well. For

dency is to hire corruptible individuals exclusively, regard-
example, in 1994 the Chinese tax administrationinvestigated less of their professional qualifications.24 Such hiring prac-1,857 cases of corruption (of which 460 were referred to the tices perpetuate the corruptcultureof the administration.
People's Procutoratefor prosecution),209 persons were con-

victedunder the CriminalLaw, 225 persons were deprivedof
the right to be a civil servant; and 340 were dismissed or 2. Corruption destroys voluntary compliance
demoted.19 The number of cases increased by 11 per cent in The raison d'etre of any tax administrationis to ensure com-
1995.20

pliance with tax laws. In an ideal law-abidingsociety, people
Despite the difficulties in measuringprecisely the amount of would pay the taxes they owe, and the tax administration

corruption,TransparencyInternational'ssurveys and the offi- would amount to little more than the provision of facilities
cial press reports in China and Russia seem to support the for taxpayers to dischargethis responsibility.25No such coun-

perception of widespread corruption in China and other try exists, or is likely ever to exist. Compliancewith tax laws -

transitional economies. From the perspective of preventing must be created, cultivated, monitored, and enforced in all

corruption in tax administration,the precise amount of cor- countries,especilly in countries with a short historyofmod-

ruption taking place is almost a secondary issue. The percep- ern taxation.

tion ofcorruption is as damaging to the tax system as corrup- Widespreadcorruption in the tax administrationis considered
tion itself.

an important factor influencing taxpayers' attitudes in com-

plying with tax laws.26Actual or perceivedcorruptioncauses

B. Damaging effects of corruption in the tax taxpayers to lose respect for tax laws and confidence in the

administration tax administration. Facing the prospect of dealing with dis-
honest officials who will demand bribes or otherwise cause

trouble for the taxpayer, the taxpayer will have little confi-
Corruption in the tax administrationis damaging. It reduces dence that paymentswill be handledproperlyby the officials
the efficiency of a tax administration,destroys public confi- and that other taxpayerswill be treated in the same way. The
dence in the tax system, ruins the morale of tax officials, and perception that dishonest taxpayers benefit from a corruptbleeds tax revenue.21 Widespread corruption may derail the

system by avoiding taxes may encouragehonest taxpayers to
economic transitionprocess. become dishonest. Such a spin-offeffect will destroy a vol-

untary compliancesystem.
1. Corruption reduces efficiency in tax administration

The efficiencyof a tax administrationcan be measuredby its

performancein carryingout two main functions: revenuecol- 15. AssociatedPress, Russia for Sale: Plenty of Takers, Chi. Trib., 15 April
lectionfor the governmentand equitable.treatmentof taxpay- 1993, at 8; Randolph Ryan, Forum Explores Lawless Business Landscape in

ers. Corruptionmakes a tax administrationineffective in car- Russia, Boston Globe, 19 Nov. 1994; at 5.
16. Jefferey P. Bialos and Gregory Husisian, The Foreign Corruption Prac-

rying out these functions. With respect to revenue collection, ticesAct: Copingwith Corruptionin TransitionalEconomies(DobbsFerry, New

corruption generally involves a txpayer paying bribes to York, OceanaPublicationsInc. 1996), at 9-24.

officials to reduce or avoid tax payments. The taxpayer and 17. Richard Bird and Milka Gasanegra de Jantscher, eds., Improving Tax

the officials both benefit from the transaction by dividing
Administrationin DevelopingCountries(InternationalMonetaryFund, 1992), at

8. '

the tax savings between them at the expense of the govern- 18. TI SourceBook, supra note 5, Chap. 2. Other areas includepublic procure-
ment. Therefore,a portionof tax revenueflows into the pock- ment, re-zoningof land, and governmentappointments.
ets of the officials, rather than into the coffersofgovernment. 19. ZhongguoShuiwu, 1995, No. 6, 4-7, at 5.

20. ZhongguoShuiwu, 1996, No. 5,4-6, at 5.
It is difficult to assess the amount of revenue lost as a result 21. See Gould, et al., supra note 1, at 25-26.
of corruption. Anecdotal evidence indicates that in some 22. Thegapbetween the revenueauthorizedby the law and the actual taxes col-

transitionalcountries, about 10 to 15 per cent of tax revenue lected is greater in developing countries than that in developed countries. For

cannot be collected because of corruption.22 Corruption example, in New Zealand, 85 , per cent of the tax authorizedis collected,whereas
in Russia, only 45 per cent of the tax authorizedby law is actuallycollected.

causes unequal treatmentof otherwise similarly situated tax- 23. Gould, et al., supra note 1, at 33-34.

payers. Honest taxpayers must incur expenses in terms of 24. Id.

time and money to comply with tax laws, whereas dishonest 25. Amaresh Bagchi, Richard Bird and Arindam Das-Gupta, An Economic
to Tax AdministrationReform, (InternationalCentreforTaxStudies,

taxpayers can bribe tax officials to avoid tax. or obtain tax Approach
1995).

benefits that would otherwisebe unavailableto them. 26. Bagchi, et al., supra note 25, at 15.
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3. Corruption underminesthe processof economic depends on the confidence of the people in the integrity of
transition their government.30

In transitionaleconomies,taxationis used to raise revenue, to

regulate the economy, and to redistribute income. Wide- 5. Is corruption always bad

spread corruptioncan defeat these objectives and make it dif- Some would argue that corruption can have beneficial
ficult for the governmentto implementeconomicreforms. effects. Bribes and pay-offs expedite transactionsby helping
Corruption in the tax administration weakens the goyern-

overcome cumbersome rules and . regulations.31 In other

ment's ability to use taxation as a policy tool to promoteeco- words, corruption is a bit of grease that helps the wheels of

nomic development. Corruption favours taxpayers who, governmentand business turn.32 Some academics argue that

because of the special treatment they receive from tax offi- bribery can be acceptable when there are irrational interven-

cials, are able to reduce their tax liability. If the statutory tax tions by governmentin the economy. For example, if it takes

system has been designed to be neutral, corruption will two years to get licences and permits to sell one's crop, then

destroy the neutrality by giving a competitive advantage to a bribe that gets the deal done in two weeks may increase

some taxpayers over their competitors. If the statutory tax economic efficiency. However, counter-argumentsare often

system has been designed to provide incentives to encourage
more acceptable. Corruption leads to economic inefficiency

investment in certain economic sectors, granting incentives and waste. Any gains obtained through corruption are

to unqualified taxpayers as a result of corruption will defeat unlikely to be transferred to the investment sector.33 More-

the purpose of the tax incentiveprogrammes.Corruptionalso over, the practice of giving speed money is actually often

has a damagingeffect on attractingforeign investment.Many the cause of administrative delays. Civil servants may get
transitional economies are short of capital, modern technol- into the habit ofholding back papers from clients until some

ogy and management skills. As part of the solution to the form ofpayment is made to them.34

problem, they encourageforeign investment.Systematiccor-

ruption may deter foreign investmentas it increases the ;'hid-
den cost ofdoing business ad creates uncertainty in the tax

C. General causes of corruption
system.27

There are many'causes ofcorruption.Low salaries, social and
Corruption distorts the redistribution of income. There is a economic factors, deficiencies in substantive tax laws and
growing gap between the haves and the have-nots in administrative procedures, and the lack of a system of
transitionaleconomies.Where taxes are designedto facilitate accountability can be considered as main causes of corrup-
the redistribution of income, if some taxpayers reduce their tion in the tax administration.35In transitionaleconomies, the
tax payments by bribing officials, corruption will neutralize transition itself also creates abundant opportunitiesprocess
the redistributionfunctionof taxation. for corruption.
Governmentshave an importantstabilizingrole to play in the

process ofeconomictransition.That role requires a reduction
of the deficit and expenditures on various government pro-
grammes. Corruption in the tax administrationreduces gov-
ernment revenue and raises the cost of tax collection. The
revenue loss heightens the deficit problem and undercuts the 27. See Paolo Mauro, The Effects ofCorruptionon Growth, Investment, and

GovernmentExpenditure (International Monetary Fund, Policy Development
government's ability to assume a stabilizing role. In some and ReviewDepartment, 1996).
countries, there is lack of funding for social welfare pro- 28. Gould, et al., supra note 1, at 29-30.

grammes, education, and health-care programmes, invest- 29. See TI Source Book, supra note 5, Chap. 2; Johnston and Hao, supra note

ment in infrastructure projects, regional developments, and 4; AgnisezkaKlich, Bribery in Economies in Transition: The Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, (1996) Vol. 32 Stanford Journal of InternationalLaw at 121;

government staffing costs. This causes social unrest and DanielMcGrory,Civilizingthe RussianUndergroundEconomy: Requirements
otherproblemsin society. and Prospects for Establishing a Civil Economy in Russia, (1995) .Vol. 5

Transnat'lL. & Contemp. Probs. at 65; Louise Shelley, Post-SovietOrganized
Crime and the Rule of Law, (1995) Vol. 28 Marshall L. Rev. at 827; Csaba

4. Corruption impedes the developmentof th ruleof Varga, Transformation to Rule of Law from No-Law: Societal Contexture of

law the DemocraticTransition in Central and Eastern Europe, (1993) Vol. 8 Conn.
J. Int'l L. at 487.

Endemic corruption ruins the efforts to establish therule of 30. Corruptionwas a major impetus for the pro-democracymovement in Bei-

law in transitional economies. The transition from a com- jing in the summer of 1989; corruption and political reactions to it have been
serious concerns for the Party leadership in China.

mand economy to a market economy requires the establish- 31. Newsweek,4 November 1994, at 13.
mentof a legal system and respectof the rule of law. Corrup- 32. Id.

tion breeds disrespect for law and order. Corruption also 33. TISourceBook, supra note 5, Chap. 2.

hinders a country's political development. It is likely to gen-
34. For example, in Columbia, tax officials would conveniently lose tax

returns accompaniedby cash, or alter amounts of payments.reportedon returns;
erate conditions of violence, social unrest, political instabil- McLure, Improving the Administrationof the Colombian Income Tax, 1986-

ity, and regime change.28 In transitional economies where 88, in Bird, et al., supra note 17, at 134.

there is a genuine attempt at developing the rule of law and 35. An individual's incentive to be corruptwill be 'minimalor absent ifhe is of

democracy, if corruption is not checked and controlled, it strong moral character, ifhis colleaguesare not corrupt, ifhe is more loyal to his

organization and country than to his family and friends, if his wages are ade-
will undermine the whole process of reform.29 Democracy quate, and if corruption is not condoned in his society.
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1. Low salaries During the economicreforms, althoughmarket forces began
to replace central planning in allocating resources, personal

Low salaries have been found to be a major cause of corrup- connections continue to play an important role in allocating
tion in many countries.An officialmightbe forced to indulge certain resources. In the area of taxation, the taxpayer'sneeds
in coriupt acts if he/she is not earning enough to maintain a

are obvious: i.e. to reduce/avoidtheir tax liability. Good con-
decent living.36 In transitional economies, the nominal nections with officials will often mean that the officials will
monthly salary of tax officials is generally below USD 100. be more inclined to exercise their discretionin the taxpayer's
Rapid inflation in recent years has hit officials particularly favour.
hard. Their salaries have fallen even further behind the
incomes (legitimate and otherwise) of the newly emerged Preferential treatmentbased on guanxi led to systematic cor-

entrepreneurs, some of whom were former colleagues or ruption. Officialshigh and low feel comfortableapplying the

friends. Some officials may be motivatedto trade tax favours principle of guanxi in their day-to-day work, as it reflects a

for material advantage to themselves or their families.37 value system that is understoodby everybody.The regulated
feel compelled to impart in the regulator a feeling of obliga-

Low salaries may explain why some officials took bribes38- tion by the giving of gifts or favours in exchange for special
if they had a living wage they would not be as tempted. In attention to their case; the regulator consequently comes to
many cases, however, perpetrators are high-salariedofficials expect this sort of reward.43 Thus, a system of normative
who commit acts of corruption out of greed or passion for behavioural expectations has been developed. In such a

luxury.39 structure the safest course is for everyoneto insist that every-
thing is always to operate just as it is supposed to.44 Where

2. Cultural traditions officials in high positions are corrupt, it is very likely that
local officials or citizens will follow suit. A ChineseproverbMuch of the research on the causes of administrativecorrup-

tion has focused on the persistenceof traditional values and
customs that conflict with the requirements of modern
bureaucracies. Parochial loyalties and kinship ties tend to 36. One Thai official is reported as saying: Whatyou have called corruption,
influence the behaviour of bureaucrats. An official is faced I call survival.My subordinatescounton me to help them in any way possible. I

with two sets of ethics: ethics toward the job, and ethics
like myjob. I am supportinga large family.Theremay be otherways, but I don't
see them and besides, I am not hurting anyone. You tell me what alternatives

toward family and friends. The dominanceof loyalty to fam- there are. Do you know my salary I am not stupid. I know my duty and so does

ily and friends over loyalty to the job may lead to corrup- everyone else. Corruption is a problem in Thailand but there's no better'way
tion.40

.

now. Besides, every person in this [section] has been involved [in corruption
activities] for years. See Jon S.T. Quah, Bureaucratic Corruption in the

In China, the entrenched social norm of seeking favours
ASEAN Countries: A ComparativeAnalysis of Their Anti-CorruptionStrate-

gies, (1982) Vol. 13, No. 1 JournalofSoutheastAsian Studies, at 153-77, and
through connections (guanxi in Chinese) by appealing to at 165 quoting from Clard D. Neher, Political Corruption in a Thai Province,
nepotism, patrimonialism, and the like causes corruption. The JournalofDevelopingAreasXI, 4 (July 1977), at 484-89.

Such socialnorm is, to a large extent, derivedfromthe feudal 37. Other factors contributing to corruption in many developing countries
includehigh unemployment,widespreadpoverty, and widening social and eco-

tradition of granting privileges to some and not to others. nomic inequalities. Poverty forces individuals not only to tolerate corruption,
Chinese traditional culture attaches great importance to but also to initiateit wherenoneexists and to take advantageofit where it is pre-
humanrelations. Values such as loyalty, mutual trust, and ful- sent. Sometimes favours are extended to other individuals,particularlyrelatives

filmentofpersonal obligationsare emphasized in the context
and friends, because of the desire to alleviate their poverty. At other times,
favours may be extended with the objective of exacting certain future benefits

of relationships. Consequently,personal networks based on from the recipients. See Gould, et al., supra note 1.

traditionalvalues are exploited in this fashion in order to sur- 38. Manual on Practical Measures Against Corruption Submitted to the 8th

mount institutionalbarriers or to circumvent the legal rules. UN Congresson the Preventionof Corruptionand the Treatmentof Offenders,

Chinahas alwaysbeen markedby favours that soon become Havana, 17 August- 7 September 1990.
39. Low salaries couldhardly bepleadedby Roh TaeWoo, formerpresidentof

bribes, that in turn often are obtainedby extortion.41When a South Korea, indicted for reaping USD 365 million in bribes; or the former Ital-

former MinisterofRailways was convictedof corruption,he ian prime minister'sbrother, charged for bribing tax inspectors for tax audit; or

defended himselfon the grounds that (a) it would have been the African leaders who have stashed away in Swiss banks several billion US

dollars; or the UK senior tax inspector in charge of special investigationswho
impolite forhim to refusegifts from friends, and (b) that once was jailed for taking a bribe of USD 90,000; see Guardian Weekly, 2 March
he had accepted their gifts, he had to do them favours in 1997, Finance 19; Tax Notes International, 11 August 1994, at 155; The Chris-

return.42 tian ScienceMonitor, 29 November1996, Friday, at 20.
40. Gael McDonald, Raymond Zepp and Pak Cho-kan, ComparativeEthical

The Chinesetraditionalvalues emphasizingpersonalconnec- Perceptions of Australian and Hong Kong Managers, in Geerhold Becker, et

tions (guanxi) became further entrenchedunder socialism. In al., Ethics in Business & Society: Chinese and Western Perspectives (Berlin:
Springer, 1995), Chap. 3; Vito Tanzi, Corruption, Governmental Activities,

socialist China, where the allocation of goods and services and Markets, in Fiorentini & Peltzman, The Economics of Crime (Cambridge
was made under the centrally planned system, the work unit UniversityPress, 1995).
was the source of all basic things in daily life. The lack of 41. L. Cheng and A. Rosett, Contract with a Chinese Face: Socially Embed-

ded Factors in the Transformationfrom Hierarchy to Market 1978-89,Journal
viable'alternativesmeant that maintainingguanxi was essen- ofChineseLaw, 1991, No. 5, at 143, 178.
tial to acquire scarce resources. At the work unit level, offi- 42: Editorial note, Chinese Lawyers: the Search for Identity, China News

cials could use their power in distributing goods, services, Analysis, 1994, No. 1501, at 1, 8, citing Guangming Ribao, 7 April 1993. See

and other benefits to exchange favours among themselves also Peter Come, Foreign Investment in China: The AdministrativeLegalSys
tem (Hong Kong: Hong Kong UniversityPress, 1996), at 233.

and to create loyalty from subordinates. Guanxi was culti- 43. Corne, supra note 42, at 228-9.
vated with anyone who had the resources to satisfy a need. 44. Cheng and Rosett, supra note 41, at 179.
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expresses this notion aptly, shangliang bu zheng, xialiang cai (get promotion and then become rich). Corruption
wai (in English, if the upper beam is not straight, the lower thus became an indispensable component of officialdom in
ones will go aslant). imperial China.

In many cultures, exchangingofgifts is a laudablesocial cus- The long bureaucratic tradition is accompaniedby a history
tom emphasizing the importance of personal relations in of corruption in China. It was stated that the entire Chinese

social life. Cultures differwidely as to what is reasonableand history was a history of embezzlement.49Recorded history
appropriate. In many cases, however, that tradition has been of corruption goes back to 1027 B.C. Through dynasty after

abused and used as an excuse for lavish gifting to officials in- dynasty, corruptionwas not only a fact of life, but also a way
return for favours.45 of life for bureaucrats.50Widespread corruption contributed,

if not caused, the downfall of some dynasties, including the

3. Bureaucratictraditions nationalist government in 1949. The Chinese Communist

Party came to power in 1949 with a strong idealistic and rev-

Bureaucratic traditions in a country may also be a cause of olutionaryagendaand was able for a while to rely on that rev-

corruption. China is one of the oldest bureaucratic countries olutionary fervour to contain the spread of corruption. How-
in the world.46Today's corruption is largely a continuanceof ever, as that fervourbegan to dissipate, behaviourassociated
the tradition ofbureaucraticcorruption, which is reflected in with corruption appeared and spread. When the economic
three aspects: (a) highly integrated powers to officials; (b) transitionbegan in the late 1970s, the effectofcorruptionwas

officials protect other officials; and (c) becoming an official felt through most economic activities. Since then, the prob-
is a road to wealth. lem of corruption worsened year after year.51 The stakes for

cases more
In imperial China (prior to 1911), supreme legislative, judi-' corruptionalso increased: in 1980, involving than

10,000 yuan accounted for less than 10 per cent of the total
cial, and executive powers were vested in the emperor. The

whereas in 1993, it accounted for than 57
emperor was above the law: he made laws, the laws were

cases, more per
cent overall and 80 per cent in the more developed regions.52binding on all subjects, but he himselfwas not so bound and

could alter the laws by decree at any time. Based on the Con-
4. Transition to a market economyfucian value systems, checks on and division ofpower were

hardly necessary as the emperorwas the son of heaven and Economic transition involves a market economy replacing a

the governmentwas believed to rest on the rule of virtue.47 command economy and the establishment of public institu-
At levels ofgovernmentbelow the emperor, there was no for- tions and legal systems to accompanythe transition. In China
mal separation ofjudicialpowers from other powers, and no and other transitional economies, some of the corruption in

developed doctrine of judicial independence.48 The local recentyears has been causedby the process of this transition.

magistrate served both as chief administrator and judge. During the transition, the society is doubly plaguedby prob-
Local officials acted as parent officials fu mu guan) over lems attributableboth to central planning and to the market.
their children citizens. Just as the power of the head of a The transitionprocess opens new opportunities for malfeas-

family could not be challengedby the membersof the family, ance while the sources of corruption inherent in the planned
the powerof the parentofficialscouldhardly be challenged economy continue to exist.

by citizens. In case of abuse of powers, the officials were
The transitionalstage lacks both legal legitimacyand institu-

often protectedby the system. tional strength result of fragile and poorly developedas a

Bureaucratswere subject to a top-downmanagementsystem. administrativeand political structures. There is no adequate
Under the vertical management system, where a subject corruption control in place. Under the planned economy, the

broughtan action againsta local official, the appeal was adju- government was the largest employer, investor, and devel-

dicated by higher officials responsible for supervising and oper, and the bureaucracy was in a monopolistic position,
scrutinizing the conduct of local officials. The alleged mis-
conduct of the local official may reflect poorly on the judg-
ment of the higher official in his appointment of the local 45. There is no cultural explanation,however, for lavish gift-giving in return

official. In the meantime, the local officialwould activatehis
for favours bestowed by government officials. Lavish gifting, usually done in

secret, has in fact distorted the traditionalpractice into institutionalizedbribery
connections to influencethe higherofficial in his decision. In in the name of goodwill tokens.I shudderat how an integral aspect ofour cul-

the end, officials protect other officials and the abuse of ture could be taken as thebasis for rationalizingotherwisedespicablebehaviour.

powers went unchallenged. In theAfricanconceptof appreciationand hospitality, the gift is usuallya token.
It is not demanded.The value is usually in the spirit rather than in the material

Attachedtb the powerswere high social status and privileges. worth. It is usually done in the open, and never in secret. Where it is excessive,

Top bureaucratsstoodhigh in the social order, well above the
it becomes an embarrassmentand it is returned. If anything, corruptionhas per-
verted and destroyed this aspect of our culture. (TI SourceBook, A, Chap. 2.)

artisans,merchantsand peasants,justbelow the emperor.The 46. Gong, supra note 4, at 37.

high social status meant not only glory but also personal 47. Id., at 38.

wealth. Officials with high virtue provided governmentser-
48. For example, a local magistrateserved both as the chiefadministratorand
the judge. Where officials took advantageof tax collection for personal gains or

vices and personal security for their children citizens. In engaged in extortion, taxpayershad virtually iio chanceofprotestingagainst the

retum, they received material rewards as well as deference action.

and respect from the citizens. Corrupt officials used the 49. Gong, supra note 4, at 37.
50. Id.

power to assemble wealth through extortion of gifts and 51. Huasheng Yuebao, 1996, No. 7, at 6.
bribes and embezzlement. To the Chinese sheng guan fa 52. Id.
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empowered with discretionary authority. There were oppor- nepotism, but was ineffective in controlling other forms of
tunities for corruption.53 Couuption did occur, but wise corruption.58
bureaucrats did not push it to excess because of the control

During the period of socialism and economic transition, the
system. In China, for example, during the Mao era (pre- Chinesegovernmentand the Party have wagedconstantcam-
1976), the system was built upon revolutionary ideology, a

paigns against corruption. During each campaign, the media
charismatic leader, and Party-state dominance. Corruption publicize the results of the campaignsand the punishmentsof
was regarded as individual deviance, and people were mobi-

guilty officials. Although these campaigns have raised the
lized in periodic rectification campaigns to report wrongdo- public awareness of the problem and indicated the govern-ing and criticizedecadentthoughts and behaviour.Such cam-

ment's and the Party's disapproval of corruption, they have
paigns sent officials down to lower levels (countryside or

not been effective in fighting corruption. Investigations in
labour camps) to remould their attitudes and behaviour. The such campaigns rarely proceed above a certain level of
perks and privileges conferred on such officials were with-

seniority in the governlent or the Party. Therefore, higherdrawn. The Party-state was able to detect and control offi- officials committing acts of corruption have rarely been
cials' behaviour and corruption was controlled to some

brought to justice. The scapegoats are always less powerfulextent. During the process of economic transition, there is a
administratorswho do not have the necessaryconnections to

political and economic decentralization.54The Party-state protect themselvesfrom prosecution,or are just unlucky.The
system has not yet been replaced by a system of law and

anti-corruption campaigns do not change the underlyingorder to control corruption. In the meantime, economic social norm; they merely reduce the corrupt behaviouruntil
reforms create uncertainty and generate many opportunities the campaignhas blown over. Ultimately, they actually rein-
for officials to trade power for private gain. force the recognition of the omnipotence of guanxi and the

Faced with temptationsarising from the poor salary situation impotence of the rule of law. The Chinese experience illus-

and a defective regulatory environment, a high-quality indi- trates three major hurdles in introducing the rule of law: (a)
vidualwith honesty and self-disciplinemay repeatedlywalk an over-concentration of power with the bureaucrats; (b)
along the beach without wetting his shoes.55 Unfortunately, somepeople are above the law so that the upperbeamof the

however, in transitional economies, there seems to be a
house is aslant; (c) laws and penalties are not consistently

widespread decline in social and public morality under the and equally applied.
impact of reforms. Personal integrity and self-disciplineare There is a lack of rule of law in other.transitionaleconomies.
being swamped in a wave of money-making fever and After decades ofcommunistdictatorship,with law serving as

getting rich first. There has appeared a value vacuum; an instrument of, rather than a check on, arbitrary state
some people have forgotten the most rudimentary sense of power, the rule of law is fragile and largely undeveloped in

righteousness essential to a society and of professional these countries. The popular acceptance of and respect for
ethics (sic).56 law is low. Enforcementstructures and judicial systems have

yet to be put in place.59 While the governments are writing
5. The lack of rule of law new anti-corruption laws and business regulations, these re-

gulations contain significant gaps, and the development of

The rule of law contemplatesa governmentconductingitself institutions to implement and enforce these new laws is a

according to rules binding on all persons, entities, and orga- long-termprocess.

nizations, including governmentagencies and is enforceable

by the courts. Where the powers of governmentofficials are

not subject to meaningful controls by the public nor review-
able by an independentjudiciary, corruption tends to be ram- 53. Under the formerpublic-ownershipsystem, property belonged to the state,

pant. hence to every citizen, hence to no one. Profiting from public positions for pri-
vate gains was not perceived to hurt anyone. Frequent shortages of goods and
servicesencouragedpeoplewith power to use their power to gain access to such

Counteractingmeasures in China have failed so far because goods and services. The society was egalitarianon surface, classed underneath;
of the absence of a systembased on the rule of law. In China, self-help was justified. Many people would excoriate high officials for benefit-

paramountrlers of imperial dynasties often put certain con- ing from their positions, but would not hesitate to engage in similar practices
on a seetrols on bureaucraticbehaviour, for fear that rampantcorrup-

themselves,albeit much smallerscale. For further, Andrei Schleiferand
RobertWishney, PervasiveShortages under Socialism, (1992) Vol. 23 Rand

tion wouldlead to social unrest. These controls included: (a) JournalofEconomicsat 237; Johnstonand Hao, supra note 4.

recruitingofficials throughcivil serviceexaminationsto min- 54. In Russia and other former members of the Soviet Bloc, the economic

imize recruitment through personal connections; (b) requir- transition has been accompaniedby political liberalization. In China, although

ing officials at lower levels to be accountable to their superi-
the Party remains in control, decentralizationhas weakened its control, espe-
cially over local officials.

ors; (c) avoiding assigning officials to their native places or 55. Chinese terminology,used by Jiang Zemin, General Secretary of the Chi-

recruiting relatives in the same government department.57 nese CommunistParty (CCP), in addressing a meeting of the CCP Central Dis-

These measures were ineffective. The examination system cipline Inspection Commission on 23 January 1995, reported by NCNA, Bei-

was corrupt in itself and provided opportunities for corrupt
jing, 1 March 1995, and quoted in GordonWhite,Corruptionand theTransition
from Socialism in China, (1996) Vol. 23 Journal ofLaw and Society at 149,

examiners. The system of accountability contributed to the 157.

development of organized corruption networks in which 56. White, supra note 55, at 157.

superiors demanded payments from their subordinates who
57. Gong, supra note 4, at 40-41.
58. Id.

soughtprotection. Similarly, the system of avoidancecurbed 59. See Bialos and Husisian,supra note 16, at 13-14.
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6. Power andopportunitiesfor corruption economic turmoil during the Cultural Revolution (1965-76),
law and order was in disarray, the role of taxation was disre-

Low salaries, societal attitudes and cultural influences are
tax name.65

important causes of corruption, but they are generally not garded, and the departmentexisted only in

critical. For example, in some cases, perpetrators are high- The economictransitioncommencedin 1978, two years after
salaried officials.60 Similarly, societal attitudes and cultural the death of ChairmanMao Zedong. The new economicpol-
influences contribute to corruption, but are not .the driving icy had two parts: openingup China to the outside world and

forces behind corruption. The key cause of corruption in the reforming the domestic economic system. Establishing law
tax administration seems to be the lack of the rule of law, and order and a modem tax system were considered key to

resulting in unconstrainedadministrativepowers and oppor- the suCcess of the policy. To facilitate the transition,aa two-

tunities for corruption. Power corrupts; absolute power cor- track tax systemwas introducedso that a Western-taxsystem
rupts absolutely. Power corrupts the few, while weakness in would apply to foreign firms and individualsand anothersys-
the systemcorrupts many. tem would apply to Chinese firms and citizens. In 1980 and

1981 income tax laws were introduced to apply to foreign
individuals, Chinese-foreignequity joint ventures, coopera-
tive joint ventures, wholly foreign-owned enterprises and

III. OPPORTUNITIESFOR CORRUPTION IN THE other foreign entities doing business in China. In 1983 and
TAX ADMINISTRATION 1984, state enterprises became subject to taxes - a reform

which is commonlyreferred to in Chinese as li gai shui (taxa-
In transitionaleconomies,because of the nature of the trans- tion replacing profit delivery),66 and new taxes were intro-
ition and the short history of.modern taxation, tax officials' duced to apply to the emerging collective and private enter-
powers are broad and are often subject to little meaningful prises. By the end of 1986, there were five turnover taxes
control. This creates many opportunities for corruption. The (VAT, product tax, business tax, salt tax, consolidatedindus-
combinationof low salaries, high opportunities,and the lack trial and commercial tax), six income taxes (individual
of meaningful checks on the. powers of officials is an open income tax, Chinese-foreignequityjoint venture income tax,
invitationforcorruption.The Chinese tax system is discussed foreignenterprise income tax, state-ownedenterprise income
below to illustrate the dangerous combination. tax, collective enterprise income tax, and private enterprise

income tax), and numerous miscellaneous taxes on property

A. Economictransition and evolution of the Chinese and transactions. Taxation also assumed a new importance:
whereas in the period of 1958-1978, tax revenue accounted

tax system for only 40 per cent of state revenue (mostly from turnover

taxes), by 1986 this proportionhad risen to more than 90 per
In imperial China, taxes took the form of levies on land, poll cent.
taxes, excises (on salt, tea, and tobacco), and customs duties.
Business and income taxes were introducedearly in the 20th The years following 1986 have seen the rationalization,con-

century. Corruption in tax collectionwas widespread,61espe- solidation, and reformation of existing taxes. In 1991, the

cially in places where the mountain was high and the separateChinese-foreignequity joint venture income tax and

emperorwas far away (Shangao huangdiyuan).62 the foreign enterprise income tax were consolidatedinto the

Enterprise Income Tax on Foreign Investment Enterprises
In 1949, the Communist government formed the People's and Foreign Enterprises. In 1994, the five turnover taxes
Republic and initiated a socialist reconstructionof the econ-

omy. The reconstruction involved rebuilding the country
from the ruins of economic and technological' stagnation,
massive social disorientation, and political chas brought

60. Supra note 38.
61. Gong, supra note 4, at 39.

about by several decades of imperialistexploitation (such as 62. A Chinese saying.
the Opium War), external and civil wars, and the ineffective 63. Issued by the ExecutiveCouncil of the CentralPeople'sGovernmenton 1

economic policies of the previous governments. One of the January 1950 along with the Decision to Unify NationalTax Policy.
64. See Jinyan Li, Taxation in the People's Republic of China (New York,first acts of the government was to introduce the General Praeger, 1991), Chap. 1; Yao Meiyan, Hao Ruyu, eds., Guide to theApplication

Principles on the Implementation of National Tax Policy63 ofChina'sNew Tax System, (Beijing,ChinaForeignEconomicand TradePress,
and to establish the General Tax Bureau as a department in 1994, at 109-20 (in Chinese).

the Ministry of Finance. Major taxes introduced in 1950 and 65. Li, supra note 64.
66. Provisional Regulations on Levying Income Tax on State Enterprises,

1951 included deed tax, industrial and commercial taxes adopted by the Ministry of Finance on 29 April 1983. The first stage of reform

applicable to public enterprises,house property.tax, land tax, commencedin 1983 in accordancewith the ProvisionalRegulationson Levying
slaughter tax, stamp duties, and commodity tax.64 Income Tax on State Enterprises.By the end of 1983, over 90 per cent of prof-

itable state enterprises were paying income tax. At this stage, state enterprises
From 1956 to 1978, a strict Soviet-type command economy were still required to deliver part of their extra after-tax profits to the State.

'

to greaterwas practised and the private sector almost vanished. Indus- Thepurposeof the reformwas give enterprisemanagers independence
and controlover the allocationof funds and with regard to investmentdecisions

try and commerce were completely controlled by publicly and, by permitting a substantial part of the profit to be retained, to provide an
,

owned enterprises. State-owned enterprises delivered all incentivefor greaterefficiencyand to promotecompetitionbetweenenterprises.
their profits to the governmentand turnover taxes were gen-

There was, however, a major obstacle to this. Due to the distortions caused by

erally used to facilitate the transfer of funds from enterprises price controls and the unbalanced allocation of natural resources and capital
investment, the level of after-tax profits among state enterprises did not neces-

O
to the government's coffer. At the peak of the political and sarily reflect the level of managementand productivity.
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were replaced by three new taxes (VAT, Business Tax, and ment of enterprise groups. The circulars provide substantive

Consumption Tax); the three domestic enterprise income rules creating legal rights and obligations for taxpayers.
taxes were replaced by a consolidated domestic Enterprise
Income Tax; all taxes levied on personal income67 were also 2. Statutory interpretation powers
consolidatedinto the new IndividualIncome Tax.

The inherent flexibility of the legislation allows for a wide
variation in its application. Statutory interpretationbecomes

B. Broad powers of the tax administration vital. UnlikeWesterncountrieswhere the courts have the sole

power of statutory interpretation, in China, interpretationof

Under Chinese law, the boundaries between the constitu- laws is separated into legislative,judicial and administrative

tionl powers of law-making, administration, and adjudica- interpretation.
tion are blurred. The Chinese tax administrationplays a piv- Legislative interpretative power belongs to the legislature
otal role in all three aspects of the tax law. (Standing Committee of the NPC),77 which performs both

legislative and judicial functions. In practice, however, the
1. Law-making powers legislature has never exercised its judicial function, and has

Tax legislation in China takes the form of law or provi- delegated the power of legal interpretation to the Supreme
sional regulations, supported by detailed rules for imple- People's Court and the SupremePeople's Procutorate.78

mentation: Judicial interpretative power belongs to the Supreme Peo-
laws are formally promulgatedby the legislature (the ple's Court.79 With its inherent power and the delegated-

National People's Congress or its Standing Commit- power from the. legislature, the Supreme People's Court has

tee);68 the formal power to construe laws. However, in practice, the

provisional.regulations are formally introducedby the SupremePeople's Court rarely hears cases because cases are-.

State Council69 under the power delegated to it by the generally not appealed to the Supreme Court. Courts of the

legislature;70 second instance, usually the intermediatecourts, render final

implementationrules for laws are promulgatedby the-

State Council; and

implementation rules for .provisional regulations are 67. The Individual Income Tax (1980), Individual Income Regulatory Tax
-

promulgated by the State Administration of Taxation (1986) and PrivateInvestors' RegulationTax.
68. The National People's Congress (NPC) is the highest level of legislative

(SAT) or the Minisfry of Finance. authority under the Constitution. It is an elected body of about 3,500 delegates
that has recently met once a year. It has the right to revise the Constitutionand

In practice, tax laws, regulations, and implementingrules are create major legal codes referred to as basic laws.

drafted by the SAT pursuant to a delegation clause in an 69. The State Council is the head of China's executive and its members are

enacting law or regulation, or under the directionof the State electedby the NPC.
70. Resolution of the National People's Congress Standing Committee issued

Council. Such delegation clauses are very general in nature in September 1984 - the Resolution Concerning the Authorization of the State
and grant the SAT virtuallyunlimitedrule-makingdiscretion. Council to Reform the Industrial and CommercialTax System and Issue Provi-

sional Regulationson Tax Collection.
In addition to the delegated law making, the SAT'also enjoys 71. Art. 90 of the Constitutionprovides that the State Council and its depart-
some inherent law making powers..TheSAT is a department ments or ministrieshave thepower to enactadministrativeregulations,measures,

of the State Council. As such, the SAT is vested with inherent
and rules within a specificmandatethat arises from theirnaturalor inherentpow-
ers of office.

legislativepower by the Constitution71 and the Organic Law 72. Art. 10 of the Organic Law of the State Council provides that each depart-
of the State Council.72This legislativepower arises from the ment or commissionof the State Council is empowered to introduceadministra-

SAT's power to enforce tax laws and regulations, and is con-
tive measures.

73. For example, Interim Provisions concerning Withholding Individual
sidered an intrinsic function of the SAT. Under this power, Income Tax, 6 April 1995; Interim Provisions concerning the Collection and
the SAT has introduced regulations concerning various Administration of Individual Income Tax on Income from Construction and

aspects of tax administration,such as withholdingof individ- InstallationActivities,22 July 1996; and InterimProvisionsconcerning the Col-

ual income taxes,73 control ofVAT invoices,74 administrative lection and Administrationof Individual Income Tax on Income from Advertis-

ing Activities,29 August 1996.
appeals,75 and regulationof tax agents. The exercise of such 74. DetailedRules concerning the Control of Invoices, issued on 28 December

power is limitedby the principle that legislationissued by the 1993; VAT InvoiceControl Measures, Guo Shui Fa [1996] No. 166, 18 Septem-
SAT cannot create rights and obligations that have not ber 1996.

75. Tax AdministrativeReview Rules, issued on 6 November 1993.
already been recognizedby higher law, nor can it change the 76. For further, see Liu Ning, Tax Legislative Power, Zhongguo Shuivu,
nature of rights and obligations in the higher law.76 However, 1993, No. 2, at 19-21 (in Chinese); Corne, supra note 42, Chap. 2.

such limitation is ineffective as the higher laws, regulations, 77. Constitution of the People's Republic of China, Arts. 62 and 67 and the

and implementing rules are broadly drafted with much dis- Resolution on Strengthening the Legal Interpretation of Laws, passed by the

Standing Committeeof the 5th NationalPeople's Congress as an amendmentto
cretion left to the SAT. the 1955 Standing CommitteeResolutionon the Interpretationof the Law. See

Corne, supra note 42, at 136.
In exercisingits administrativepowers, the SAT also assumes 78. See Liu Ning, An Ignored Source of Chinese Law: The Gazette*of the
a legislative role:Someof the interpretationcirculars issued Supreme People's Court, 5 Connecticut Journal of International Law, 1989,

by the SAT are legislativein nature. Such circulars are gener-
No. 5, at 271,276.
79. Organic Law of the People's Courts of the People's Republic of China

ally issued when the law and regulations are silent on a par- (1983), Arts. 32 and 33; Organic Law of the People'sProcuracy of the People's
ticular issue, such as corporate reorganizationsand the treat- Republicof China.
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decisions. The Supreme People's Court functions almost - to establish the basis of deduction foie salaries and bene-

exclusivelyas a law interpretingauthorityrather than a deter- fits paid to employees (Article 24);
miner of the litigants' rights. The Supreme Court has made - to permit the deductionofbad debts (Article 25);
no interpretation in respect of tax laws, except those related - to permit the deduction of depreciation on a basis other
to the crimesof tax fraud. Because the courts have only a lim- than the straight-linemethod (Article 33);
ited power of judicial interpretation, cases that go to court - to allow accelerateddepreciation (Article 40 and Article

generally involve the assessmentof tax penalties, rather than 41);
the assessmentof tax liabilities based on the interpretationof - to permit changes in the inventory valuation method
tax laws. (Article 51);

to establish entitlement to tax incentives applicable to-

Administrative interpretation is the most important form of
certain business profits (Articles 73-75);.and

interpretation.It is not only the most importantmode of legal when assessingpenalties (interest and fines).83-

interpretationin China, it is in effect an authoritativesupple-
ment and accretion to legislation. Indeed, the principle of Broad discretion creates opportunities for dishonest tax offi-

jurisprudenceadopted in China is that only the enactingbody cials to take bribes, to extort or solicit bribes, or to commit
or its representative or controlling organ is competent to other types of corruption. In China where traditional values

interpretany piece of legislation in a manner that is generally emphasizepersonal connections, the existence of such broad

binding.80 The SAT's power of interpretation is conferred discretion opens a window of opportunity for corruption.
within the legislation itself. Since the SAT draftedsuch legis- Detectingcorruptionis very difficult.For example, where the

lation in the first place, it is not surprising that it ensures that qualifications for tax exemptionsare determinedby local tax

the SAT is allocated as much discretion as possible. This officials, and the rules for such exemptions lack specificity,
allows the SAT to define its positionthrough interpretationor these rules may be subject to different interpretationsby dif-

to change position through reinterpretationwhere necessary. ferentofficials.The fact that officialshave discretionover the

The SAT's interpretationtakes the form ofcirculars, or expla- granting of exemptions conveys the impression of a system
nations, some ofwhich are published.81Administrativeinter- of favouritism, and one where connections are important,
pretations are generallybinding on the courts.82 rather than one where the law is applied evenly among tax-

payers. Such an impressionmay encouragetaxpayers to com-
Chinese tax laws confer broad discretion to the SAT. This in winning favours from officials, providing opportuni-pete
approach seems suitable for the Chinese situation during the ties for officials to abuse their powers.84
transitional stage; it is unrealistic to introduce Western style
tax legislation in Chinabecauseof the lackof familiaritywith
the concept and operationof taxation. As a consequence, tax C. Complexityand uncertainty in tax legislation
laws are treated only as flexible guidelines that set the para-
meters within which administrative discretionary authority Complexity in the tax structure or substantive laws often
can be practised. The authority to specify and interpret tax cause confusion to both taxpayersand officials. Tax laws that
laws is thus the source of enormous power, a power that can are known to be impossible to administer invite taxpayers
be easily abused. and officials to cheat in self-defence,knowing that.everyone

else is doing the This is serious issue in transitionalI same. a

3. Administrativediscretionarypowers economies. Although the tax laws in transitional economies
are simple in substance, the overall structure of the tax sys-

Chinese tax laws confer extensive discretionary powers to tem tends to be complex, confusing, and sometimes nonsen-
the tax administration in respect of assessing tax liabilities sical. To cope with rapid economicdevelopments,tax laws in
and penalties. For example, the Income Tax Law Applicable these countries are generally introduced on an ad hoc basis
to Foreign Investment Enterprises and Foreign Enterprises and are changed frequently.
provides that the SAT's approval is requiredwhere a taxpayer
wants to: In China during the 1980s, taxes were specific not only to

extenda tax holidaybeyond the standardfive-yearperiod each type of domestic and foreign investmententerprise, but
-

(Article 8); also to the type of goods and services. Each of the taxes was .

claim a tax refundfor reinvestmentin China (Article 10);-

pay no withholding tax or pay tax at a reduced rate on 80. Cheng, J.Y.S., The ConstitutionalRelationshipbetween the Central Gov--

royalties (Article 19). ernment and the Future Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Govern-

ment, (1988) 20 Case WesternReserveJournalofInternationalLaw, at 65.

The implementationregulations for that law further provide 81. Jinyan Li, Chinain InternationalGuide toAdvanceRulings (Amsterdam:
InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,loose-leafservice).

that the SAT's approval is required in the followingcases: 82. In rare cases where the administrativeinterpretationgoes too far and con-

whereparties to a cooperativejointventure in the form of stitutes an abuse of power, the court may narrow the interpretation. See Corne,-

a partnershipelect to have th venture taxed as one entity supra note 42 above, at 145.

(Article7);
83. Similar requirements are contained in other tax laws and regulations. In

many cases, the approval is giveby the tax authoritieswithout issuing a formal
where a taxpayeradopts a fiscalperiod other than the cal- ruling.-

'

endar year as its taxationyear (Article 8);. 84. Someadministrativemeasureshavebeen introducedto preventabuseof the
tax

- to permit the deductionof interest incurred for purposes
granting of exemptionsby officials. For example, checks and balances have

-

been established by requiring that exemptions of given amounts must be
ofproductionor operation (Article.21); approvedat higher levels.
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assesseddifferently.Although the tax structurehas been sim- little functionalspecialization.At the very local level, the pri-
plified after the 1991 and 1994 reforms, the system is still mary .managementmodel used was to assign one tax official

complicated. Tax .administration was complicated by too to a given number of taxpayers (based on locality or the

many reporting requirements,numerous forms, and a variety nature of the taxpayer's business). That official (called a

of procedures. There was also a great deal of uncertainty in designatedtax official)was responsiblefor the assessment,
the tax system as a result of tle frequent changes and the collection, and audit of the taxpayers.The model was used to

inconsistenttreatmentof different taxpayers. ensure the paymentof taxes by large-size taxpayers, and as a

means of providing taxpayerassistance. It was necessary at

the.beginningof the transition to the tax system as taxpayers
D. Deficiency in structuring the tax administration had little experience. It became apparent, however, that the

model gave one official too much authority and permitted
Two types of deficiencies in structuring the tax administra_ taxpayers and officials to develop a closer relationship than

tion may contribute to corrupt practices: the coexistence of was appropriate. In a culture where personal connections

over-centralizationand over-decentralizationin management were overwhelmingly important and the tax officials had

structure;-and lack of functionalspecialization. broad discretionarypowers, such a managementmodel pro- .

vided fertile ground for corruption.86
In general the rigidity of over-centralized decision-making
structures and processes tend, in many cases, to delay official

action, with the result that those seeking to expedite transac- E. Lack of accountabilityand transparency
tions may resort to bribes and pay-offs as a means of over-

coming cumbersome regulations and indecision.85 On the Many transitionalcountries are in the process of introducing
other hand, over-decentralizationresults in lack of control administrative procedures for reporting, collection, audit,
over local officials by the central government. In China, for penalties,and disputeresolution. In the meantime, the lackof
example, under the pre-1994structure, the tax administration such procedurespresentopportunitiesfor corruptionbecause
was organized at several levels: the state tax bureau and tax the decisions of tax officials are subject to little accountabil¬
bureaus at the provincial level, the municipal/district level, ity and control. Some local tax officials are called lone
and the local level. The state tax bureau was part of the cen- wolves or kings.
tral government,whereas the tax bureaus at lower levels were

part of the respective local governments.The state tax bureau
set national goals or quotas concerning the amount of rev- F. Lack of computerization
enue to be collected in eachprovince; local tax officials, who
were employees of the local government, collected taxes. The use of computers plays a critical role in modern' tax
Local officials had somelatitudein granting tax exemptions. administration.In many transitionalcountries, the tax admin-
Local tax officials'were under the dual control of the local istrationhas difficulties in gathering or utilizing the informa-
government in terms of administration, and the state tax tion collected. It does not have an adequate system of tax-
bureau ,in terms of tax administration. Such dual lines of identification numbers, good record-keeping
authority made uniform implementationof tax laws imposs-

payer nor a

system. These failings contribute to the problem of corrup-
ible as the state tax bureau could not closely monitor the tion in that acts of corruption can be concealed. These prob-
actions of local tax officials. lems cannotbe resolvedin most cases withoutcomputerizing
Lack of functional specialization in the tax administration the information system. Effective computerized information

also contributes to corruption. Functional specialization processing and record keeping will enable the monitoringof

refers to the organizationof the tax admlinistrationby func- tax officials' actions and strengthen internal controls.87 In

tional divisions, such as information processing, examina- China, for example, opportunities for corruption have been

tion, audit and investigations,and collection. Such organiza- reduced greatly in places where computers are used to keep
tion contains a built-in anti-corruptionmechanismin that no taxpayer information and for the initial selection of targets

single official.hascompletecontrolover a taxpayer's tax situ¬ for audit. Some taxpayers even complained that they do not

ation. The checks and balances among tax officials improve know whom to invite for dinner nowadays.
efficiency and minimizecorruption.
Until recently, China's tax administrationwas not organized
based on functionalspecialization,but along the line of taxes.

For example, each tax bureauhad a separatedepartmentdeal-

ing with individual income tax, foreign-related enterprise 85. Bialos and Husisan,supra note 16, at 9-24; McLure,supra note 34.

income tax, domestic enterprise income tax, turnover tax and 86. It was reported that it was to the mutualbenefitof both the tax official and

local taxes, and departments dealing with staff functions . the taxpayer to reduce tax payment for one year so that the tax quota for the fol-

(such as personnel, training, internal inspection, etc.). Offi-
lowingyear would be reduced accordingly.Where the amountof taxes collected
from the taxpayer exceeded the quota, both the tax official and the taxpayer

cials in one departmentperformedall functions related to the could be rewarded. See Wang Qiyuan and Yan Chunlin, New Management
ModelBringsCleanAdministrationand New System,ZhongguoShuiwu,1996,payment of the taxes (i.e. collection, administration, and
No. 7.

inspection). Although a certain.degreeof specializationwas 87. Bagchi, et ai., supra note 25, Chap. 4. Computerizationmay, however,cre-

developedin respectof the particulartype of taxes, there was ate new opportunitiesfor crime involving the misuse of computerinformation.
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G. Ineffective internal coritrols The last approach seems the most suitable for fighting .cor¬

ruption in the tax administrationin transitionaleconomies.

A internal control system generally consists of a set of
behavioural guidelines and an inspection agency to enforce

A. Creating an island of integrity in the tax
the guidelines, audit tax officials, and detect corruption. administration
Many transitional countries lack such control systems. Cor-

ruption implies that an official has broken the law or rules of
Is it possible island of integrity in the admin-conduct. This requires that the rules and laws be clearly

to create an tax

stated. In the absence of such rules, does acceptinga gift on a
istration
. .

in a countrywith rampantcorruptionThe answer is

national holiday, or having dinner with a taxpayer constitute yes if the governmenthas the political will. Governments
of transitional economies must realize the damaging effects

an act ofcorruptionDoes the answer to that questiondepend
on the cost of the gift/dinner, the relationship between the ofcorruption.They cannotturn a blindeye or a deafear to the

issue. There is tremendous international effort in fightingtaxpayer and official, the reason for the gift/dinner, and
whether the official's decisionwith respect to the taxpayer is corruption.Major internationalagencies and funding institu-

tions are now actively involved in fighting corruption: theaffected by the gift/dinnerSome transitionalcountries have
UN calls countries to criminalizebribery in foreignset up internal control agencies, but the officials in the agen-

on com-

cies are not yet well-trainedand are ineffectivein controlling merce; the OECDrecommendsthe removalof tax deductions
for bribery payments; the World Bank and the IMF link

corruption. financial aid with anti-corruption reforms; members of the

Organizationfor American States have signed an agreement
H. Weak external controls to essentially outlaw bribery in transactionsbetween Ameri-

can states; the World Trade Organizationhas tried to tie cor-

ruption with trade issues; Transparency International, a new
Some degree of autonomousparliamentary,judicial, or even lobbying group based in Berlin, has given real visibility to
media supervision gives the state the means of reviewing or the fight against graft.
auditing the acts of the tax administration, thus providing
safeguards against arbitrary or privately motivated decision Ifthe government makes a long-term commitment to fight
making. Transitional countries generally lack a high-power, corruption, the tax department is a good place to start. It is

high-prestige, independentcorps of auditors and inspectors, one of the largest government agencies; it is vulnerable to

' which makes detection of corruptiondifficult, if not imposs- corruption; and there is a quick fix. From a technical per-
ible. There is also a general lack of an independentjudiciary spective, changes in the organizationof tax administration,in
and lack ofpublic awareness and respect for the rule of law. substantivetax laws, and in administrativeprocedurescan be

implemented in isolation from other areas of government
activities. Furthermore, international experience in corrup-
tion control should be transferable to transitional countries.

IV. STRATEGIES FOR COUNTERACTING With the technical assistance provided by the OECD, the
CORRUPTION IN THE TAX IMF, the BIFD and other internationalagencies, it is feasible
ADMINISTRATION to establish or strengthen anti-corruptionmeasures in trans-

itional economies.

Systemic corruption in the tax administration, if uncon-

trolled, may derail or destroy the economic and political
transitionin China and other transitionaleconomies. Corrup- B. Steps in counteractingcorruption
tion must therefore be conscientiously dealt with. Fighting
systemic corruption, however, is no small feat. It involves Anti-corruptionreforms should, at first, emphasize account-

removal of the main causes of corruption - a virtually ability measures and attitudechange in the tax administration

impossiblemission. Ifhistory is any indication,systemiccor-, over substantive tax reforms. The reason is simple - it is a

ruption has been dealt with in differentscenarios. quick win situation. Tax administration's two main func-

One is an old-fashionedrevolution, followed by the jail- tions are collection of and providing services
- taxes, to tax-

ing or summary executionof the former leaders.88It often payers. Accountability measures include mechanisms that

turned out that the new regime soon slumped into the improve transparency in officials' decision-making. These
practices of the old. measures help bring the public service closer to taxpayers
Another scenario is to transform a society from top to and enhance its cost-effectiveness.Moreover, accountability-

bottomwith a full packageofcivil service reforms. Such measures can often be put into effect relatively quickly and

sweeping reforms are usually most feasible when they can help create an environmentwhere corruption is no longer
take place in the wake of a major shift in power and are

tolerated by most officials and taxpayers. Finally, the tech-

undertakenby a new political establishment.89 niques for introducing greater accountability in tax adminis-

The third scenario is the enclave or island of-

integrity approach.90This approach fences oft an area 88. The Communist-led revolution in China is of this category. See.also TI
of governmentactivity to address corruption in a manner Source Book, supra note 5, Chap. 5.

isolated from the cross-pollinationofother influences. 89. Ugandahas adopted this approach: TI SourceBook, supra note 5, Chap. 5.
90. TISourceBook, supra note 5, Chap. 5.
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tration are relatively well-understood and transferable employees is low. The need forparity is often raised as a con-

betweencountries.By contrast, substantivetax policy reform strainton improvingcompensationfor tax officials.As a rule,
is likely to be more difficult and time consuming. Such however, flexibility is possible through special pay, bonuses
reform often intertwines with reforms in other areas and can or rewards, acceleratedpromotions,posting to easy jobs, and

only be introduced through legislation. other non-salary forms of remuneration.95 The constraint is
thus often more apparent than real.96 Furthermore, payingIn the long run, however, substantive tax laws must be

reformed to minimize administrativediscretion or to specify higher salaries involves cost to the government. Whether it

the legal basis for exercisingthe discretion.Moreover,effect- can afford paying higher salaries to tax officials must be
examined in light of the potential loss of tax revenue caused

ive external controls by the courts, parliament, the press, or

the public must be established. by corruption. On a.cost/benefitanalysis,raising salaries for
tax officials may result in a net revenue gain tothe govern-

There are some success models in corruption control. For ment.97
example, Singapore's anti-corruptionprogramme,consisting
ofboth legal and administrativemeasures,has made it one of In China, tax officials' income levels are not low by Chinese

the most corruption-free countries in Asia and indeed the standards.Theirnominalmonthlysalaries are aboutUSD 50,
world.91 In the United States, major corruption and embez- which is above the average income of Chinese citizens. In

zlement scandals involving top Internal Revenue Service addition, tax officials generally receive subsidies for food,

(IRS) officials in the late 1940s resultedina substantialreor- bonuses, and benefits in the form of free housing, uniform,

ganizationof the IRS in 1952. The InspectionServicesof the
IRS was formed at the directionofPresidentHarry Truman.92
The Inspection Service and other integrity action pro- 91. Id., Chap. 3; Jon S. T. Quah, Singapore'sExperiencein Curbing Corrup-
grammes help to make the IRS one of the most efficient tax tion, in Arnold J. Heidenheimer, Michael Johnston, Victor T. Levine, eds.

administrationsin the world.93 Political Corruption: A Handbook (New Brunswick, Transaction Publishers,
1989), at 841-53.
92. The mission of the Inspection Service is to promote public confidence in
the Internal Revenue Service by providing managementwith independent and

C. Objective of anti-corruption reforms professional internal audit and investigativepowers that:

promote the economic, efficient and effective administration of the-

The ultimate objective of anti-corruptionreforms should not
nation's tax laws;
detect and deter fraud and abuse in IRS programmesand operations;and-

be absolute eradicationof corruption,because it is a safe bet - protect the IRS againstexternal attempts to corruptor threaten its employ-
that corruptionwill never disappear. Efforts to eradicate cor- ees.

ruption may be cost-prohibitive and make the government
See AnnualReportofInspectionActivities,Departmentof the TreasuryInternal
RevenueService, Office of Chief Inspector.

ineffective. For example, where tax officials' discretion and 93. Problems in the Struggle Against Corruption in Tax Administration-

judgment are necessary for the job, such as in auditing, it is Integrity: A Cornerstoneof the US Tax System, a paper given at Inter-Ameri-

impossible to eliminate all possibilities of corruption. In the can Centerof Tax Administrators(CIAT) 1995 General Assembly.

United States, according to one source, about 50 per cent of 94. For example, even in the IRS, it.was reported that in New York city in the
1960s as many as 50 per cent of the agents doing office and field audits are

auditors in certain cities were involved in bribery.94 Tax col- involved in bribery.'SeeDavid 'Burnham,A Law Unto Itsef(NewYork: Ran-

lection is a high-risk business. Anti-corruption reforms dom House, 1989), at 196.

shpuld aim at reducing corruption to a reasonablelevel. 95. Where possible, in addition to nominal salaries, the following compensa-
tion schemes can be considered:

Bonus based on performance: Officers are paid a standard salary (esp. in-

countries like China that still has a pay scaleprescribedby the government)

V. CHINA'S RECENT INITIATIVES IN
and the amount of bonus depends on the performanceof the officers. The
evaluation of performance can be determined based on the nature of the

CORRUPTION CONTROL job, the amount9f extra revenue recovered,etc.

Rewards to auditors and similarofficers in proportionto the revenueraised-

The ChineseGovernmenthas not conscientiouslysingledout
due to their efforts. In practice, assessmentsoften take a long time to com-

plete due to appeals by the taxpayer,counterappeals and so on. To counter
the tax administrationas an enclave in terms of corruption this, a partial reward could be paid immediately on the audit being com-

control. During the past few years, however, the tax adminis- pleted. For assessments quashed on appeal, an amount greater than the

tration has gained more autonomy in implementing its pro-
reward initially paid out could be recovered from the officer. In practical
terms, this could be implemented by a ledger account for each officer.

grammes. There are many functions, typicallystaff and supervisory functions, which
do not directly result in additional revenues but are essential for efficient
administration.One way to preserveincentivesmay be for incentivepay to

A. Salaries be pooled and shared proportionatelyamong various units.
Rewardsmay also be paid to officers who have performedwell by allocat--

ing betterhousing and affordingother non-monetarybenefits.
In many countries, low salaries are a majorcauseboth ofcor- - Better working conditions can also be used as positive incentives. (see
ruption,and of the drain ofcompetent individualsaway to the Bagchi, et al., supra note 25, Chap. 9)

private sector. Paying a living salary to tax officials is an
96. Intangiblebenefits for working in the tax administration(versus working in
the private sector), such as work environment,hours, life style and family, job

effective way of reducing corruption because an honest security, prestige, sense of justice- on the right side, power and respect. It
career in the administrationbecomes a reasonable choice for is difficult to put a dollar value on these intangibles. To many dedicated and

qualified people. Raising salaries for tax officials in trans- competenttax officials, these intangiblesare importantand probably the reason

tax to sector.
itional economies may be difficult, although'notimpossible. why they remain in the administrationrather than going the private

97. See Timothy Besley and John McLaren, 'Taxes and Bribery: The Role of
To begin with, the general salary level for government Wage Incentives, (1993) Vol. 103, The EconomicJournal at 119-141.
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free transportation between home and work, subsidized It is no longer convenient for taxpayers to develop
meals, subsidizedrecreationalactivities,health care, medical close relationshipswith particular tax officials.
insurance,and child-care.98High-rankingcadres are provided - Functionalspecializationgenerallyrequires officialsper-
with chaffeur-driven automobiles. Directors of local tax forming different functions to document their decision.
offices are parent officials, and are entrusted with the wel- Thus, a paper trail is created, which enables management
fare of their subordinates. Some tax offices have their own to detect improperconductmore easily.
farms, orchards, gardens, training/resort centres, and other The SAT has become more professional. Some of the tax
profitable enterprises. The tax department is generally con-

policy and drafting functions are being transferred from the
sidered a prestigious and attractiveplace to work. SAT to the MinistryofFinance. The SAT is now focusing on

Low salaries may cause wide-spread corruption, but paying tax collectionand tax compliance.A civil service system has

living wages is often not enough to control corruption.Even been gradually introduced in China. Should the system be

with an appropriate salary level, one still needs a system of implemented in the tax administration, recruitment and pro-

accountabilityand a system that minimizes opportunities for motionof tax officialswill be basedon meritand corruptper-
corruption. Some officials are corruptbecause of their greed sonnelwill more likely be kept out of the administration.The

and passion for wealth. Reducingopportunitiesfor corrup- tax administrationwill be less influenced by political fac-

tion can prevent corruptpractices or make them detectable. tors and will maintain a professionalstandard. The potential
loss of job security will make some officials think twice
before committingacts ofcorruption.

B. Reorganizingthe tax administration The tax staffhave become more professionalas well. They
are specialized in one function, thus developing greater

Reorganizingthe tax administrationcan reduce the deficien- expertise and potentially higher productivity. Improvedeffi-
cies that cause opportunities for corruption, namely decen- ciency and accuracy in administrationhas gained taxpayers'
tralization and lack of specialization and internal controls. confidence in the tax system. At local levels, new personnel
Over the past several years, the Chinese tax administration management techniques have been experimented with, to
has undergone several changes that assist in the control of improve professionalism in the tax administration. These
corruption. techniques include: rotating officials between differentposi-

tions or locations, separating functions in administration,To deal with the problem of over-decentralization,the SAT
was givenmore control over local tax offices. The tax admin- group discussions and decision-making in respect of tax

istration at provincial and local levels (other than Shanghai exemptions and reductions, and routine inspection by the
internal inspectionunit.

and ZhejiangProvince) was separated into state tax adminis-
tration and local tax administration. Officials of state tax

administrationat provincialand local levels became employ- C. Administrativeprocedures-L separation of duties
ees of the central governmentand ar under SAT's sole con- and increased accountabilitytrol. Officials of local tax bureaus remained subject to the
dual control of both the SAT and local governments. With Until 1986, tax collection and administrationin China were
respect to counteractingcorruption, the centralizationin con- governed by. rules contained in each of the substantive tax
trol enables the SAT to monitor the actions of officials'of laws and the responsibilities of the tax administration and
local SAT offices more closely, and reduces undue influence

were on
from local governmentsand taxpayers.99 taxpayers not clearly specified. Separate legislation

tax administration was first introduced in 1986 as provi-
The SAT has gradually introduced functional specialization. sional regulations and promulgated in the form of law in

In 1991 a managementmodel to separate some or all of the 1991.101 Since 1994, more rules and procedures have been

functions was introduced.100Under the new model, taxpayers
are required to report their tax liability at newly established
tax servicecentres and assessment,collectionand audit of the

taxpayer are conducted by different officials. If,the official

responsible for collectionmakes a mistake, especially if it is 98. At present, those benefits can only be'enjoyedby governmentemployees.

in the taxpayer's favour, the official responsible for auditing
About 80 per cent of the Chinese population live in the countryside where no

such benefits are providedby the government.
provides the check and corrects the mistake. Functional spe- 99. The recentreformin separatingSATlocal officesfrom local tax officeshas

cializationappears to have reducedcorruptionfor the follow- been accompaniedby new problems. One of the new problems is an increase in

ing reasons:
the compliance burden for taxpayers. The assignmentof responsibility for tax

collectionsis incomplete,creating confusion for taxpayers and lack of coopera-
It has become more difficult for a taxpayer to bribe tax tion between local tax authoritiesand state tax authorities.-

officials because he/she has to bribe more than one offi- 100. Xiang Huaicheng, Deepen and Push Ahead Tax AdministrationReforms

cial. It is also more risky for the officials involved and Work Hard towards the Modernizationof Our Nation'sTax Administration
at

because they have to always act in common to avoid System,ZhongguoShuiwu, 1996 No. 8, 5-10 (in Chinese).
101. This law was first introducedon 21 April 1986 by the State Council in the

detection. form ofprovisionalregulations;on 4 September1992, it was upgraded to law

More importantly,opportunitiesfor corruptionhave been promulgated by the National People's Congress Standing Committee; on 28
-

reducedunder functional specializationbecause tax offi- February 1995, the law was amendedby the NationalPeople'sCongressStand-
. ing Committee. Implementing rules for the law were introduced by the State

cials no longer maintain routine contacts with taxpayers. Council.
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introduced to deal with invoice management,102tax adminis- with the law, to ensure collectionof tax revenue, to maintain

trative reviews,103 tax audit,104 .internal inspection,105 assess- proper law and order in tax administration,and to encourage

ment of tax penalties,106and issues related to tax litigation.107 voluntary compliance.112 Discretion and opportunities for
'

Togetherwith functionalspecialization,these rules have cre- corruption are controlled through separating audit functions

ated some preliminaryseparationof duties and increased the and the establishmentof a mechanismto ensure accountabil-

accountabilityof officials. ity.
With respect to the selection of files for audit, the discretion

1. Move towards self-assessment of an individual official is minimized. Selection is done by
using a computerized screening and selection process,

At the beginningof the economic transition, it was.necessary through random selectionbased on a percentageof taxpayers
for tax officials to directly assess taxpayers' tax liabilities

or based on information from the public. Cases that may
since taxpayers were unfamiliar with tax laws.108 As the involve tax evasion, fraud,'orlarge amountsof tax owedmust
transitionprogresses there has been more reliance placed on be automaticallyaudited.
taxpayer, reporting. By 1994, a self-assessmentsystem had
been implementedand tax servicecentreshad been created in Officials who select targets for audit cannot conduct the

most tax offices across the country. The move towards self- audits. Cases involving serious tax evasion or having politi-
assessment has proven successful in China. Taxpayers are cal or social implications must be audited by higher tax

now responsible for determining their own tax liability and authorities.113 An auditor must disqualify himself or herself
take initiatives in learning the tax laws. With the help of tax from auditing a taxpayer if he/she is related to that taxpayer,
advisors, txpayersnow file tax returns at tax servicecentres. has other interests in the taxpayer, or has a relationship that

Tax collectors are no longer directly involved in establishing may impairhis/her impartiality.114Audits must be conducted
a taxpayer's tax liability. There is less face-to-facecontact by a team of more than two auditors.115 Auditors must prop-
between taxpayers and the tax officials who assess their tax erly document and keep any information and evidence gath-
liabilities, and thus fewer opportunitiesfor dishonest taxpay- ered during the audit, explain to the taxpayer under investi-

ers and tax collectors to colludein cheatingon the tax system. gation the results ofthe audit, listen to the taxpayer'sopinion,
o

To ensure the success of the self-assessmentsystem, the tax

authorities have introduced measures io improve taxpayer
102. Rules on invoicemanagementwere introducedby the Ministry of Finance
on 19 August 1986 and were reissuedon 12 December1993. Implementingrules

services, such as taxpayer education about tax laws and pol- were introducedby the StateAdministrationofTaxationon 28 December 1993.

icy, making tax information (tax laws, regulations, adminis- 103. Issued by the State AdministrationofTaxationon 6 November1993.

trative policies and tax forms) easily available to taxpayers, 104. Issued by the SAT in December1995.

and answering taxpayers' questions. Tax officials are also 105. These include Provisional Regulations on Tax Inspection, issued on 23
June 1995; Measures on the Hearing of Tax InspectionCases (trial use), issued

required to smile at taxpayers,offer a cup of tea to taxpay- in 1995;Decisionsof the SAT on EstablishingBodiesofDisciplinaryInspection
ers when taxpayers visit the tax center, or just be nice and and Internal Inspection, issued in 1995; and Interim Measures on Specially

polite to taxpayers by putting themselves in the shoes of tax- invited Tax Inspectors, issued by the SAT in 1995; and Measures on Investigat-

payers.109 ing Tax InspectionCases, issued by the SAT in 1995. Full text of these rules is
found in ZhongguoShuiwu Bao, 15 and 22 November 1995.
106. ImplmentingMeasures for Hearing Proceduresin relation to Tax Admin-

2. Computerization istrative Penalties, issued by the SAT on 28 September 1996; Implementing
Measures for the Separation of Investigation and Hearing Evidence from the

The move to self-assessmenthas been accompaniedby com-
Decision to ImposeTax Penalties, issued by the SAT on 28 September 1996.

puterization.Opportunitiesfor corruptionhave been reduced
107. These rules becameeffectiveon 1 January 1995.
108. In general, after tax registrationwith the local tax office, a taxpayer.hadto

greatly after the computerizationof taxpayer records and ini- report to the tax authoritiesits productionand business situationand fill out a tax

tial selection of targets for audit. Most tax offices 'are appraisal form. After examining this form the tax authorities issued a tax

equipped with computers. Tax returns and financial state- appraisalcertificate,which set out taxable items and quantities,applicable rates,
and tax obligation, etc. When changes occurred in the taxpayer's business or in

ments can be submittedelectronically in some big cities. tax laws, a reappraisalwas needed. In the case of large enterprises, the appraisal
was made by the tax collectors responsible for that enterprise. The taxpayer

3. Audit
would pay taxes based on the appraisal certificate.Since taxpayersdid nothave
a strong idea ofhow to pay taxes or an understandingof the tax system, thetax

to taxpayer's responsibilityat the time of
A specializedaudit functionwas establishedwith the move to appraisalprocess helped establish the

registration.All taxpayerswere required to make tax declarationsand submit tax
self-assessment. By the end of 1995, most tax offices had returns, financial accounting statements, and other tax information to the tax

established an audit and- examination department and the authorities. Tlie information declared might be used to assess the following
SAT has established an audit bureau. Previously, tax audit year's tax appraisal.

109. Shenzhen.Local Tax Bureau, Strengthening the Service Function and
was conducted by taxpayers themselves and by tax inspec- Establishing Modern Tax Administration System in the Special Economic
tors.110 That system was plagued with problems, such as Zone, Zhongguo Shuiwu, 1996, No. 10, at 5; Zhang Zilu, Guo Fengxiao, Liu

unqualified auditors, lack of resources, random selection of . Xiaoqing, Open a New Sky and Land, ZhongguoShuiwu, 1996, No. 7, at 15-

targets for audit, and lackofguidanceor control overauditors 19.
110. Wang Shaoting, Discussions of the Audit System under the Model of

who had broad discretion in conducting the audit nd were Administration,ZhongguoShuiwuBao, 3 June 1996, at 3.
. believed to engage in trade with taxpayers for money or 111. Id.

personal favors.111 Some of the problems are addressed in 112. Arts. 1-3 of the AuditProcedures,supra note 104.

the AuditProcedures.Accordingto the AuditProcedures, the
113. Arts. 8-17 of the AuditProcedures,supra note 104.
114. Art. 20 of the AuditProcedures,supra note 104.

main function of an audit is to investigate non-compliance 115. Art. 21 of the AuditProcedures,supra note 104.
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and keep an auditoriginal report.116Upon completionof an by the governmentagency in chargeof foreign trade. The tax

audit, auditors must prepare an audit final report, consist- authorities then review the information and approve tax

ing of information on the source of the audit, basic informa- refunds.Local tax offices must file quarterly reports to higher
tion about the taxpayer under investigation, the time and tax authorities with respect to the amountof tax refunds, and

scope of the audit, main facts and methods of the taxpayer's informationon taxpayers claiming refunds.

non-compliance,measures taken during the audit, attitude of
the taxpayer, and recommendation for reassessment. The 5. Tax penalties
audit report and other evidencemust be deliveredto the audit The tax authorities have the power to impose civil penaltiesreview section. for failure to keep records and books ofaccount, to pay taxes

The auditreview section is staffedwith its own personneland on time, to withhold tax, for tax evasion, and for other non-

is charged to review the audit report and other information compliance with tax laws. These penalties are referred to as

provided by auditors. The purpose of the review is to estab- administrativepenalties because they are imposed by the
lish whether: (a) evidence and information obtained by the tax administration, as compared with those imposed by the

auditors is complete and accurate; (b) the law, regulations, or Procutorateor the courts.124 The Tax Collection and Admin-
rules were applied correctly, (c) procedures were followed istration Law and other tax laws generally set out a range of

correctly, and (d) the reassessmentsuggestedby the auditor is penalties for each type ofnon-compliance.For example,,fail-

appropriate.The review section must.preparea.reviewreport
ure to keep properbooks ofrecords and accounts is generally

and a decision report. In case of a big, important, or difficult punishableby a penalty not exceeding2,000 yuan. In serious

case, the decision must be further reviewed by higher offi- cases, the penalty can range from 2,000 to up to 10,000
cials. Where the auditors suggest non-reassessmentof a tax- yuan.125 The exact amount is determinedby the officialbased

payer, the review officials may accept that recommendation, on the facts and circumstancesof each case. Such discretion
or order a secondary audit by the original auditors or others. often provides bargaining power for the official and an

opportunity for the taxpayer to commit corruption. Some
These audit procedures have erected at least a paper cage checks on the scope of the official's discretion have been
for the lone wolf' auditors by separating functions and introduced in the new SAT Rules concerning the Separation
increasing transparency.Whether the paper cage can become ofTax Investigationand ImpositionofPenalties,and rules on
an iron cage will depend on how well these procedures are Hearihg Tax AdministrativePenalty Cases.126The rules pro-
implemented. The shortage of qualified auditors to staff the vide that the officials responsiblefor determiningthe amount
different sections of the audit department is one of the diffi- of penalties must be detached from those who conducted
culties. the investigations.Taxpayrsare given an opportunityto pre-

sent their cases before penalties are imposed. These require-
4. Tax refunds ments should theoreticallyreduce the arbitrarypowerofoffi-

cials and improve the protectionof taxpayers' rights.
Processing refunds is an area vulnerable to potential corrup-
tion. Under the Chinese tax system, VAT refundspose serious 6. Dispute resolution
problems for the tax administration. Refunds of other taxes
are either insignificant or fairly straightforward.117 VAT In China as in many countries, there are two methods of
refunds for both domesticsales and exports provide opportu- dispute resolution: administrative reviews and judicial
nities for dishonestofficials to commit fraud. For example, a

taxpayer may inflate the amount of VAT on inputs, and an

official may be bribed to approve refunds for the inflated
amount.

116. Arts. 22-23 of the AuditProcedures,supra note 104.

To control fraud and corruption in processing tax refunds, the 117. As in the case of enterprise income taxes that are collectedon the basis of
self-assessment.SAT has adopted three main measures: invoice control, 118. Invoice ManagementMeasures, Ministry of Finance, 23 December 1993;

inspection, and computerization. In China, invoices have Implementing Rules for Invoice Management Measures, SAT, 28 December

always been managedand controlledby the tax authorities.118 1993.

Because of the importance of invoices for the implementa-
119. Rules on the Use ofVAT Invoices (trial use), SAT, 27 December 1993.
120. Decision of the National People's Congress Standing Committeeon Pun-

tion ofVAT, special VAT invoices, designed and strictly con- ishing the Crimes of Forging entries on VAT Invoices, Forging VAT Invoices
trolled by the SAT, must be used by all taxpayers.119 Any and UnlawfulSale ofVAT Invoices,and the Interpretationby the SupremePeo-

unauthorized sale of VAT invoices,, the maling or use of ple's Court, 17 October 1996 and issued by the SAT to all tax offices, Guo Shui
Fa [1996] No. 210, 15 November 1996.forged invoices, or the making of fraudulent entries on 121. Supra note 119.

invoices is punishable by a fine or death penalty.120 The 122. SAT Notice on the Work of ExportGoods Tax Inspection, issued in 1996.
invoicecontrol centralizesmanagementofVAT refunds.121 In 123. ManagementMeasures on ElectronicProcessingof ExportRefunds, SAT,
addition to routine audit, there is random inspections of 10 May 1996.

124. AdministrativePenalty Law of the People's Republic of China, promul-export tax refunds.122 Since 1995, the processing of VAT gated by the Fourth Session of the Standing Committeeof the Eighth National
refundshas been computerized.123Taxpayersclaimingexport People's Congress, 17 March 1996. See Wang Yongqing, Handbook on the

refunds must use an authorized software system to register Application of Administrative Penalty Law (Beijing: Zhongguo Fangzheng
with the tax authorities and complete all the required forms Press, 1996).

125! Art. 37 of the Tax Collectionand AdministrationLaw, supra note 101.
electronically. These forms must be reviewed and approved 126. Both were issued on 28 September1996.
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appealss'.22 Administrative reviews areare conducted by tax oftheof public asasspecial inspectorss totosuperviseandandmonitor

reviewcommitteesestablishedatateachacchlevel of the taxtaxadmin- the work ofoftax inspectors.135

istration. Becauseofofthe size ofofthe country andandlack ofofmod- The tax inspectionunit is, in theory, helpful in fightingnn cor-
emerntransportation andandcommunication in somesomeparts ofofthe

ruption in the tax administration.It can investigateandanddetectcan
country, administrative reviews are handled generally by actions of corruption, which not only result in the
local review committees. Review decisions mustmustbe made. of maymay not pun-

ishmentofofthe corrupt officials, but also actactas a'adeterrent. It
within 3030days after the applicationfor review is made.128If aa also provides channel for taxpayers honest officiais toaa or

taxpayer disagrees with the review decision, he/she maymay behaviour. In practice, it is difficult ascertain
appeal to the Peoplee's Court. A large majority of the admin- reportreportcorrupt to

ppeeal to A of the effectivenessof this mechanism.However, trie traditional
istrativereview decisions are upheld by the court.129

legacy ofofofficiais protect officials is still alive. It maymaybe

In recentrecentyears, the Chinese courts have given more support difficult for the inspectionunit totoactacttruly independently.
tototax collection andandadministration.Courts at various levels
make full useuseofoftrial functions totocounter criminai activities E. Inteegrity-thethebookbookofofproohibitioonofoftax evasion andandother tax law violations. Some cities have

-

setsetup tax courts to hear civil tax cases. Such cases generally The tax administrations in Western countries have
involve the assessment of tax penalties, characterizationof nnsomesome aa

of tax of
facts for tax purposes,andandunlawfulactions of tax Officials.13 code ofofethics totoassist tax officials in maintainingtheir repu-

tation for integrity, andandtotogive them a basis on which they
Appeals toto the courts-are governed by the Administrative a on

Procedure Law.131 Local tax offices are generally namednamedas
cancanmake the day-to-daydecisions andandjudgmentsrequiredofof
them.136 In China, the SATSAThas issued a series ofofintegrity or

the defendantin civil cases. The SAT has issued guidelines to
clean administration guidelines and

a

published them in
help local tax offices prepare for the defence, make argu-

and nnaa

ments in court, file appeals, andandenforce court decisions.132 pocket-sizedhandbook. These guidelines are intended totobe
court aaaruler for tax officials totomeasure their conduct andanda basisa

Procedures for both administrative reviews andand judicial for the managementtotosuperviseandanddiscipline the activities

appeals provide taxpayers with somesomeprocess to voice their ofoftax officials.137 Tax officials must !'carry aacopycopyofofthe

complaints. Although Chinese culture andandthe tradition ofof
book with them, compare their conduct with the rules innnthe

socialism discourage litigation, with the increase innnprivate book, exercise self-respect andand self-discipline, keep the

ownership andandprivate wealth, the useuseofofthese formal proce- warning-bellringing all the time, andandnever let their attention

dures is expected to increase accordingly. The fact that tax- totothese rules lax.138

payers cancaninvoke the process should effect some degree ofof The book contains numerous don'ts andandconsequencesfor
control over the arbitrary decision-making ofoftaxtaxofficials. non-observance.Some ofofthe mainnaanndon'ts include:
China is considering the possibility ofofcreating aaspecialized - don't acceptaccepttaxpayerss' invitations to banquets, celebra-

-

tax court. tions ororvisits totoforeign countries;
-

- don't acceptaccepttaxpayerss' gifts in cash, kind or marketable

securities;
D. Internal inspectioon - don't claim reimbursement from subordinate units for

-

personal expenses;

The SATSAT recently issued the Interim Provisions onon Tax

Inspection. According to these provisions, the SAT, state tax 127. See Tax CollectionandandAdministrationLaw and implementitngrules, suprasupra
bureas atatlocal levei, andandlocal tax bureaus mustmustestablish aa notenote101 above.

tax inspection unit andandthe number ofofpersonnel innnthe unit 128. Rules ononTax AdministrativeReviews, SAT, Guo Shui Fa [1993] No. 119,

should be no less than twotwoper centcentofofthe total staff. The 66November 1993.
no 129. Yao Meiyan andandHao Ruyu, supra notenote64, atat663-669.

supramandate ofofthe tax inspectionunit is totoinspect actions ofoftaxtax 130. Song Shuwen, Ma Xia andandKong Bing, eds, Case Commentson Litigatitonon

officiais innnviolation ofoflaws, regulations,policies, andandcodes between Citizens andandAdministrativeAgencies (Beijing, China Politics andandLaw

ofofconduct. Tax inspection units must carry outouttheir work UniversityPress, 1992), atat146-52.
131. The Administrative Procedure Law ofofthe People's Republic ofofChina,

independentlyandandbe free ofofinterferencefrom anyanyagencyagencyor adoptedon 4 April 19891989at the Second Session of the SeventhNationalPeoplee'son 4 at
individual.133Cases under inspectioninclude all forms ofofcor- Congress
ruption in the tax administration.134 Inspectors are given 132. Operational Guidelines ononResponding totoTax Administrative Appeals,

broad powers to carry outouttheir mandate. effectiveonon1 1January 1995. See also Decisionof the SATSATononSeveral Questions
ConcerningEstablishingDisciplinaryandandInspectionOffices, ZhongguoShuiwtt

Bao, 1515November 1995.
Who inspects the inspectors There are somesomecontrol mea- 133. Arts. 22andand33of the InterimProvisionson Tax Inspection,23 June 1995.on

sures. For example, inspectors are rotated every three totofive 134. SATSATMeasures ononInvestigating Tax Inspectiton Cases, Zhongguo Shuiwu

years. If anan inspector's decision againstgaansstananofficial is notnot Bao, 2222November 1995.

agreeable to the official, the official can apply to the same
135. Interim Measures ononthe Work ofofSpeciallly Invited Inspectors ininTax

to can same Administration, Zhongguo Shuiwu Bao, 1515November 1995; Lin Zhiqiang,
inspectionunit and/or higher tax authorities for reconsidera- Clean orornot, Ask YourSpeciallly Invited Inspectorr,ZhongguoShuiwuBao, 1717

tion or apply for judicial review. Severe penalties apply to July 1995.

inspectors who abuse their powers, use the power for private 136. For example, the IRS of the United States andandthe ATO, Australia.
use power 137. Preface to the Handbook.

gains, are negligent in performing their duties, orordisclose 138. SAT, Tax
to

Oficialss'Clean AdministrationHandbook (Beijiing China Tax

confidential information. Some tax bureaus invite members Press, 1995), preface.
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don't use one's position to buy goods at below-market exemption is less than 50,000 yuan, (b) obtaining gains-

prices; (less than 5,000 yuan) by buying goods from taxpayersat

don't use one's position to borrow money or goods from below-marketprices, or (c) directly or indirectly engag--

taxpayers or use taxpayers' goods for no consideration; ing in commercialactivities;
don't accept rebates or commissions; demotion to a lower rank, which is imposed for other- -

don't accept benefits under taxpayers' benefits pro- forms of non-observancewhere the amount of personal-

grammes; gains or losses to the state is significant;
don't take advantage of personal events (such as wed- demotion to a lowerpost; and- -

dings, funerals, relocations, etc.) as an excuse to hold -dismissal.

parties and make demands for gifts; One cannot be promotedwhile of the first two sanctions
don't delay in paying public funds; any

-

apply. The next three levels of sanctions ' all prohibit the
don't make excuses on behalf of family members, rela-

to same
-

offenderfrom continuing work in the position.These
tives or friends; sanctions can be imposed by the internal inspection unit or
don'tbuy and sell stock in violation of regulations; are

-

manageaentof the tax administration. Before sanctions
don't accept gifts from subordinates; a a

-

imposed, there is generally discussion in public hearing.

don't use government-providedcredit cards for personal and'the person under investigationis required stateJiis/her
-

to
use; case. Suchhearings tend, however, to resemblemore.apublic
don't use public funds to subscribe for club membership humiliation than an opportunity for natural justice. The

-

or pay for luxurious entertainmentactivities; names of offenders are often made public to generatea deter-
don't engage in business activities or participate in profit rent effect.

-

sharing with taxpayers; and
don't hold positions in any type of commercial entity These sanctions can be effective in reducing corrupt-

(includinghonorarypositions),exceptwhere specialper-
behaviourin respectofabuse ofpowers and misuseofpublic

mission is granted and no remunerationis paid.139 funds. However, they will not be very effective in situations
where the official has tax favours to trade with taxpayers,

Further don'ts are provided to specify prohibited activities and especially where the tax laws or procedures are ambigu-
involving banquets, entertainment, and gift-acceptancefrom ous and provide unconstraineddiscretion to the official. The

,

subordinates.140 In addition, the SAT has taken a positive reason is that the Chinese cherish personal connections. As
approach to award and publicize model tax officials who long as there are tax favours to be traded, taxpayers and tax
can resist bribes and maintain a high moral and professional officials can find ways of trading favours for gifts or bribes.
standard. These models are expected to inspire others to fol- In the long developing system of tax administrationrun, a
low suit. based on the rule of law is the only meaningful way to stop
Administrative disciplinary sanctions are imposed against the trade.

officials for non-observanceof these don'ts. In case ofvio-
lations of tax laws or anti-corruption laws, the officials are

F. Substantive law reformsalso punishable under those laws. Administrative disci-

plinary sanctions have traditionally been a very effective
method of punishing officials for dereliction of duty. They Opportunities for corruption have been reduced to some

are generally more severe than administrative disciplinary extent through reforms to China's substantive tax laws.

action in Westerncountries. This is because the sanctionwill Althoughthe tax administrationstill possessesenormousdis-

be included in the personal dossier (dang an) of the sanc- cretionarypower, the range of discretion has been narrowed

tioned official. As a direct or indirect employee of the Gov- as a result ofsimplificationin the structure of the tax system,
ernmentof China (either as a civil servant, party member, or greater detail and certainty in the legislation; and greater
state enterprise),one cannotescape the contents ofone's per- equity in the treatmentof taxpayers.
sonal file. An administrative disciplinary sanction, once The tax reforms of 1991 and 1994 resulted in rationalization
listed on one's file, has dire consequences in terms of of tax laws. The current tax structure consists of turnover
prospects for promotion or seeking employment in other taxes (VAT, BusinessTax, and ConsumptionTax) accounting
units. The allocation of privileges and promotion (such as for more than 50 per cent of the total tax revenue, enterprise
betterhousingand social security) also depend on the state of income taxes accounting for about 40 per cent of total tax
one's personal file. Therefore, the threat of such measures is revenue, and individual income tax accounting for about 2
a powerful normativeinfluenceon those whose career lies in per centf total tax revenue. Such a structure seems to suit
the bureaucracy, or any governmentemployment. China's current situation where administrative capabilities
Administrativedisciplinary sanctions include: are limited and cultural attitudes toward taxation need to be

warnings (jin.g gao), which are the lightest form of cultivated. Both the turnover taxes and enterprise income
-

sanctionand are made against those who have committed
an offending act for the first time;
black marks (li guo) or big black marks ji da guo), 139. SAT, Several Provisions on Clean Administrationand Self-disciplinefor-

Tax Officials, Guo Shui Fa [1995] No. 123, 5 July 1995.
which are normally imposed for: (a) approving tax 140. Guo Shui Fa, [1995] No. 033,17 February 1995; Guo Shui Fa, [1995] No.

exemptions without legal basis, and the amount of 067, 12 April 1995; Guo Shui Fa, [1995] No. 126,4 July 1995.
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taxestaxessare easiereasiertotocollectthan the individualincome tax. The independentjudiciiary, and aa legislature with democrratically
individualincome tax isisnot significantin terms ofgenerrating elected memberrs, these anti--corrruption laws have not been

rrevenue, but very importantpolitically and ssocially. Collec- effectively and consisstentlyenforced.
.

tipn ofofthis taxtaxdepends on withholding atatthethe sourcesourceand, inin
most casses, thethe withholding taxax isis final. The 1994 reform

-simplifieed thethee ssysteem andand made withholding more effect- VI. CONCLUSION
ive.141 An effective withholding reduces opportunitiees for

ccorruption, asas taxpayers have virtually nononeed too deal with Corruption isisa cancer inn a body politic. Corruptionin the taxa a
tax offiicialls, and withholding agents have lessless financial administration representsrepresents only part ofof thethe problem. In the
incentive than taxpayerrs too bribe taxtaxofficials. Misconductofof long term, anti--corruptionstrategiees ininthe taxtaxadministration
withholding agentsagentsmay be easiereasiertoo detect asas they arearemuch work well ifif the ssysstemic corruption prroblem isis dealt with
smaller ininnumber than the potentialpool ofoftaxpayers. thrroughpolitical liberalizationand the developmentof a ssyss-a

In addition totostructural reforms toto the tax ssystem, the 1991 tem based on the ruleruleofoflaw.144 The ssystem should be such

and 1994 reforms have alsoasso resulted ininmore certainty ininthethee that whether eeking outout aa humble living, maaking aa lavish

taxaax ssysteem. For exaample, from 19841984 too 1993, thethee four lifeestyle more sso, oror doingdoing favours for faamily andand frieends,
turnoverurnoverrtaxestaxesandandthetheestatesaae enterpriseincome taxtaxwere leviedlevied individuals must reachreachthetheepointpointofofobeyingobeyingthethe law without

under rregullations introduced by the State Council in aadraft excuses. Governments need notnotonly too paypaycivilcivilservants aa

form. In the 1994 reforrm, the word draft was drropped, decent wage, too encourage whistle--blowers inin the presss and

implying that these taxes would be effective forforsome time. toto develop an independentjudiciary, but also-toalso o encourrage aa

tax has more sensesense of cannotLegislation goverrning each has become ssophiisti- general of .civic virtue. Unfortunately, this be

cated in substantivesubstanttveterms. For example, the legislationgov- accompliisshedovernight.
emingernng domestic enterps income taxaax notnotonlyony consolidated
thetheethree former taaxes, but alsoalsocontainscontaanssmore detailedprovi-
sions on the ccomputing ofofincome and taxable inccome, new

transfer pricing rules, and fewer tax exeemptions.142

G. External control and the developmentof the rulerule
141. Prior tooo thhat, personal incomennccoomee waswas taxedaaxeed differeently ddepenndinng enon thethee

nnatioonnality ofofthethee individual andandonon thetheecategory ofofincome. Withholdinng hashas
of law becomemore effectivebecausebecausethetheereformed taax:.(a) aapplies totoboth Chinese cit-

izenszenssandandforeignners,(b) hashasintegrateddifferentsourcessourcesofofinccoome, (c) bashasaasim-

Over the past decadedecadeor sso, China has establishedsome anti- pler rate struucture, andand (d) has fixed deductions for personal exemptioons andand
or itemized expenses. With fixed deductions applied toootaxable incoome, the with-

ccorruption mechanisms. An aanti-ccorruption bureau was holding agentcangennt caneasily calculate the amountofoftax tooobebewithheld.Withholdinng
establishedinin19951995within the SupremePeeople'sProccutorate; agents keep 22per centcentofofthe taxes withheldas service fees.

sspecial anti--corrruptionlaws have beenbeen introduced; cadres inin 142. For a discussion ofofthis taax, seeseeJinnyan Li, Peoplee's Repuublic ofofChina:

government and the Party have been rrequirred to disclose
DomesticEnterprise IncomencoomeeTax,Tax,,4949Bulletinfor International Fiscal Docu-
mentation22(1199995), atat81.

information onon their (and their family memberrss'') housing, 143. DeclarationofofImportantmportanttPersonal Events ofofCaadres, issued bybythetheeCentral

business dealings, foreign visits, and marriages to forreign- Office oftheof theeChineseCommunistPartyPartyyandandthetheeOffice oftheof theeState Councilonon2323

ers.143 Because ofof the lack ofof trruly independent mediia, an
March 1997.

an 144. White, supra note 335, at 165-66.supra
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TAX SIMPLIFICATIONS- A TALE OF THREE COUNTRIES
Simon.James, Adrian Sawyer and lan Wallschutzky

Universityof Exeter, United Kingdom; University of Canterbury, New Zealand; University of Newcastle, Australia.

I. INTRODUCTION - The legislationhas a very poor structure, making it dif-
ficulteither to get an overviewof the law or to find where .

It is clear from a cursory examination that simplification is particularconcepts are dealt with;
not a simple issue. In fact it is quite complicated. While the - over the yea.rs, important additions to the tax law

aim of simplification appears to command widespread sup- have been tackedon to the existing legislation, fur-

port there does not seem to be agreementofhow simplifica- ther obscuring its structure;
tion can be achieved. This article will examine the simplifi-

- most significantly, the language of the law has pro-
cation work in three countries (Australia, New Zealand and gressively adopted a style of such formality and pre-
the United Kingdom) to determine if there are lessons for cision that its true meaning is hard to find.6-
other countries wishing to embark on the task of simplifying There are, of course, other reasons why the law has become
their tax systems. First there will be some discussionon why so complex including the complex business and social envi-
tax systems become complex. This will be followed by a ronment which the tax system has to serve, the vast array of
description of what each of the three countries has done to complex financial prducts that exist, the flood of specific
simplify their respective tax systems. From this lessons will provisions introducedto stop tax avoidanceopportunitiesand
be drawn for others: the apparentperceived need to make legislation comprehen-

sive to ensure thatjudicialinterpretativeneeds couldbe satis-
fied.

II. CAUSES OF COMPLEXITY New Zealand's tax legislation suffered from almost the iden-
tical defects identified as inherent within the Australian leg-

Cooper has identified several levels and layers of complex- islation. The legislationwas devoidofany coherentstructure,
ity:1 its core provisions and their relationships with other provi-

Complexity in the choice of tax system. For example, the sions were indiscernible, and additions had been made over-

choice of an income tax is likely to be far more complex the years by way ofadd-onswithoutany concertedthought
than the choice of a poll tax. to theirwider import. The languagehad not only failed to rec-

According to Cooper a tax on income typically raises ognize changes in usage over the years, but its excessive for-

multiple questions and sources of dispute: what is mality and inconsistency had made interpretation a special-
income; how much is the income; whatkind of income is ization for the expert:7
it; when is it income; whose income is it...2 The current Income Tax Act has not coped well with the demands

Complexity in the implementation of the tax. Cooper placed on it in recent years. The numerous and major changes to
-

tax law made over thepast decadehave resultedin the Act's lengthsuggests that one example of this kind of complexity increasing by some 80 percent. These changes have added to the,

arises from having too many rules and systems within the com,plexityof the Act. Such complexityhas had a numberofunde-
income tax dealing with the same thing.3 sirable effects: the policy intent of the legislation has not been as

In an Australian context several examples are given clear as desirable, compliancecosts for taxpayers and their advis-

including multiple provisions dealing with depreciation,
fringe benefits and foreign income.

Complexity in the expressionof rules. This, Cooper sug- 1. G.S. Cooper Themes and issues in Tax Simplification,(1993), 10 Aus-
-

gests, extends beyond the language used to express the tralian Tax Forum at 417-460.
tax rules. It also extends to design and presentation of 2. Id.

legislationas documents intended to communicateinfor- 3. Id., at 434.
4. Id., at 441.

mation to the reader.4
.

5. Tax Law ImprovementProject, The BroadFrameworkAugust 1994, Can-
berra, at 6.

Several reasons can be cited for the complexity that exists in 6. Id., at 8.
the Australianincome tax system. 7. Valabh Committee, Final Report of the Consultative Committee on the

Since its introduction in 1936, the Income Tax Assess- Taxation of Income from Capital, 1992, Wellington, Valabh Working Party,-

on
ment Act (ITAA) has increased from 126 pages to over

Working Party the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 1976, 1993,
Wellington, and OrganisationalReview Committee, OrganisationalReview of

5,000.5 the Inland RevenueDepartment,April 1994, Wellington,at 85.
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ers havehavebeen higher than necessary, andandsometimes the law has (v)(v) A desire totoincreasenncreeaseetaxpayers' willinngness andandccapacity
had unintendedandandunforeseen ccooisequuencces.8. too comply with taxax laws.

New Zealand's taxpayers faced ananidentical ccoomplexitybur- TLIP's mandtemanndaeeis limited tooo improving the formulation ofof
den toootheir Australian nneighbbours, andandinnnaasimilar mannermanner existinng law andand does NOT extend tooo makinng significcant
created the impetusmppeeuussfor reform, seeseeSection III. B. below. changeschangesinnntaxtaxpolicy. Hoowevver, duringdurrnnggthe re-write processprocess
Almost exxactly thetheesamesamesituation developed inn the United smU changeschannggessinnn taxaax policy hhave, with the approvalpproovvaalofofthe

Kingdoom. Althoouugh income-taxnccoomee taxwaswasfirst introduced there inn AssistantTreeasurer,been made. SuchSuchchangeschangeshavehavegeenerally
117799, thetheesituation regardinng ccoomplexity deterioratedpartic- ccoomplieed with thetheefolloowing criteria:

ularly inn recentrecentyears. The result hashas beenbeen an increasingncreeassnngg
- nonosignificcantrevenuerevenueimpactmppacttis innvvolved; andand

an
-

amountamoount ofof criticism, for example from experts suchsuch as
- the needneedtotoclarify the law; ororas
-

Beightoon,9 aa former deputy chairman ofofthe UK Board ofof - the needneedtotobng thethee lawaw intontoo line with commercialcoommerccaaloror-

Inland Revenue, andandWilliams.l1 As Munro informed aacon- actuai practice.
ference onon taxtxx draftinng, recentrecentFinance Acts inin thethee United

Kingdoomhavehavetendedeenndeedtoo bebemuchmuchlongeroonnggerrthanthaan their preeddeecces-
TheThefirst areaareaofoflaw. totobebere-written waswasthethe substantiation

sors. The four Finance Acts 19931993tooo1996: proovisioons.Theseproovisioons setsetoutoutthe basis inn which claims
for workworrkrelatedexpenses andandcar expenses are totobe substan-

...have notnotintroducedanyanymajor newnewtaxes; indeed sincesncee19801980the expenses expenses
trend has been to abolish taxes. But the average length ofofeacheachofof

tiated ififaavalid claimcaam is totobebemademadeinnnaataxpayer'saxppayyerrssreturns.

these Acts has been 400400pages. And the reason for this is notnothard The proovisioons werewerechosen firstbecausebecausethey affectedsevenseven

to find. Although the total number ofofUKUKtaxestaxeshas reduced, the outoutofofeveryeverytenten taxpayers. The bill introodduucinng these proovi-
.

taxestaxesthemselveshavehavebecomemuchmuchmoremoreelaborate andandcomplex sioons, thethee Tax Law Improvement (Suubbstaantiatioon) Bill waswas
.

as aaresult ofoftax reform (for example, selfeelfassessment), the chang- introduced intonoothetheeparliaameent onon88December 1994. It lateraaerr
ing business environment, changes in the wider legal framework became lawlawandandapplieed from 11Julyuuyy1994. BecauseBecausethetheenewnew
andandaatendency to introducemore andandmoremoredetail innnorder to make
the provisions as all embracing andandas certain as possiblee.11 frameworkfor the newnewAct hadhadnotnotbeenbeenestablished atatthis

as as as
, time the newnew lawaw waswasappennded toto the oldold law bybywaywayofof

The pressurepressurefor simplificcatioon inn thetheeUnited Kinngddoom hashas schedules.12 It is also clear thatthattthe newnewtaxax lawaw applieedpor
ledeed to twowo initiatives, oneonebyby the Inlard Revenue andand thethee totothe time it receivedeceeveedRoyalRoyalAssent.To this extent it involved
otherttherrbybythetheeInstitute for Fiscal Stuudies, andandthesethesseeare sum- ananelementeeemeentofofretroospeectivity.
marized inn Section III. C. below.

The secondsecondstagestaggeeofofthe rewrite appeared inn 11995, however,
thetheebills lapsedapseedwhen thetheeparliamentroserosefor the federalelec-
tion. After aa changechangeofofgovernmentgovernmentthe bills werewerereintro-

III. THE SIMPLIFICATIONEXPERIENCES ducedducedwith only minormnnorrchhannges. For aatime it waswasunknownunknown
whetherwhettherrthetheenewnewgovernmentgovernmentwouldwoouldproceedproceedwith thetheeTLIP oror

A. Australia whetherwhettherrit might havehavealso.wanted aafundamentalreview ofof
taxtaxpoliccy. It seemsseemstooobebeprooceeedinngacccordinngtotothe originalrrgnnaal
intentbutbutpuublic debate is foocusinng ononthe tax structurerather

InInAustralia simplificcatioonhashastaken thetheeform ofofaaccoomplete
re-write of the Income Tax Assessment Act 119336,

than simplificcatioon, innnparticular the casecasefor introodduucinng aa
'

of as
goooods andandservices tax. For instance, inn a statementmade onas

a on
amended. The processprocesshashasnotnotbeenbeencalled simplificcatioonbutbut 1313 Auugust 11997, thetheeAustralian Prime Minister announcedannounced
thethee Tax LawLaw Improvement Projeect (TLIP). This projeect, thetheeestablishmentofofa TaxationTaskForceForcetoooprepare ooptioonsa prepareexpectedexxpeecceedtoto take three yearsyears,toooccoomplete, waswasconceived byby for tax reform. OfOfthe five issues put before the Task Forceputthe government innn December 1993. Its fuunndinng approxi- not one was specificcallydirected at tax simplificcatioon.
matelyAUD 1010million (est.), commencedfrom 11July 1994. not one was at tax

ByBy11July 19971997less thanthannhalfhaalfthetheerewritehadhadbeenbeenccoompleted.
This meantmeantthatthaatinnnthethee 19971997BudgetBudgetfurther funds hadhadto bebe
allocated totocover thetheecost.

The aim ofofthe project is totorestruucture,renumberrenumberandandrewrite 8. New Zealand Government,Rewriting the Income TaxAct: Objectives,pro-
the incomencoomeetaxtxxlawaw sosothatthaatit cancanbebemoremoreeeasily understood cess, guideeiness--Adiscussion document,December 1994, Wellington,atat3.

bybythose whowhoneedneedto readreadit. 9. L.J.H. Beighton,TheFinanceBili: Scope forReform (1995)British Tax

Review, atat33-48.

The project teamteam coomprises over 4040 peoplepeooppee andand is split 10. D. Williams, The Finance Act 1993: Incredible Drafting, Extraordinary

betweenbetweeeen Canberra andandBrisbane. It includes privvate sectorseeccorr Prose, (1993) British TaxReview, at 483-495.

reeprresseetatives, involves consultation and invites puublic
11. N. Munro, Inland Revenue (UK), Proceedingsofthe Tax Drafing Confer-

nvoovess and enceence27-29 November 1996, Inland RevenueDepartmentofNewof Zealand atat99.
comment. Its gooals include: 12. Sec. 82KZBE82KZBEin SubdivisionGAGAofofPt III of the 1TAAITAAsets outoutthe applica-

(i) A desirettreduceeeduceethe time andandeffort expenndeedbybyva- tion of the newnew law (i.e. Sch 2A2AandnndSch 2B). For the 1994-95 yearyearofofincome

ous peoplepeooppeeinnnusingssnnggthe tax laws; only, Sec. 82KZBEprovides82KZBE for the operationof the oldooldlawaww(SubdivisionF) ifif
ous the newnewlaw prevents aaperson from deducting ananexpenseexpensefor the 1994-95 tax

(ii) A desire totoreducereducethetheecoomplexity ofofthe taxaxxlaws; yearyearthat they wouldouuldotherwisehave been entitled totodeductunder the,oldoldlaw.

(iii)A desire totoimprovediscussionofoftaxtx policy; Sec. 82KZBBE(4) also gives the taxpayertaxpyyerthe option to useusethe oldoldlaw for the

(iv)A desire to make it easier for taxpayers to understand
1994-95 taxtaxyearyearififit will result innnaagreatergreaterdeduction than under the newnewlaw.

oo easserr aaxpayerss o unnderssand Thisspreventsany disadvantagetototaxpayerstappayersfor the transitional 1994-95 yearyearofof
their rights undertaxax law; andand income.

any
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The bills introduced into the parliament.in1996 had a variety the Tax Administration Act 1994 and Taxation Review
of functions: AuthoritiesAct 1994.14

The Income Tax Assessment Bill 1996 proposed to-

establish the structureand frameworkof thenew legisla-
The aim of the project bears remarkable similarity to the
TLIP in Australia; the rewrite is designed to reorganize,tion.
renumber and rewrite income tax (and related) law in order

The.IncomeTax (ConsequentialAmendments)Bill 1996
may more to

-

that it be easily understoodby those who need
amended other Commonwealth Acts that contain refer- read it and that the associated costs of compliance will be

. ences to the income tax law. reduced.A separatereporting divisionhas been set up within#
The Income Tax (Transitional Provisions) Bill 1996-

the Legislative Affairs Directorate of IRD National Office,
determined when and how emerging instalments of the which is based in Wellington, to oversee the process. The
new law will apply. Initially thesecond instalmentwas to

'

Parliamentary Drafting Office will provide a final quality
apply from 1 July 1996 but this was changed to 1 July assurance check on draft legislation from the IRD's drafting1997 so that the law would not have retrospectiveeffect. unit. To assist the rewriting process, an advisory panel was

These bills, as amended, were passed by both houses of the also formed, comprisingrepresentativesfrom the Instituteof

parliamentand receivedRoyal Assent on 17 April 1997. One CharteredAccountantsofNew Zealandand the New Zealand

of the bills gave rise to the new act, the Income Tax Assess- Law Society, togetherwith senior officials from the IRD and

mentAct 1997. Itcontainsthe structureof the new legislation the Treasury. The hallmarkof the process is consultationand

and is the first instalment of rewritten provisions, including public comment.

those dealing with the core provisions, substantiation,losses, The goals include:
capital allowances and mining and quarrying. The Tax Law (i) The desire to clarify the law in order to minimizethe var-

ImprovementBill 1997 which received Royal Assent on 8 ious costs faced by taxpayers and society generally
July 1997 represents the second stage of the tax law rewrite. because of the way the law is expressed.
It contained provisions dealing with assessable income, (ii) The desire to improve the Act's structure, making the
recoupment of deductible expenditure, leased cars, deduc- interrelationshipsbetween the parts of the Act explicit,
tions, gifts, entertainment, depreciation, exempt income, and adopting a plain language style of drafting.
trading stock and capital allowances for primary producers. (iii)The commitment to address separately the policy issues
There is still much to be done. that arise through the normal policy process; they are

'

Further instalments of the rewritten law are proposed to be beyond the briefof the rewrite.

introduced on, essentially, an annual basis. Each bill is pre- (iv) The desire to provide taxpayers with an opportunity to

ceded by Exposure Drafts which are available for public absorb the changes through.a manageableprogressively
comment. staged rewrite, with the draft legislation emerging from

each stage open for consultation.

(v) While not specifically noted, there is a desire to both

B. New Zealand make it easier for taxpayers to understand their rights
under the tax law and that taxpayers' willingness and

In similar vein to Australia, New Zealand's simplification capacity to comply with the tax laws increase.

process has taken the form of a complete rewrite of the The rewrite team's mandate does not extend to making sig-
Income Tax Act 1976 (as amended), and the Inland Revenue nificantchanges to tax policy; small changes must be identi-
Department Act 1974 (as amended). Eventually this will fied and approved by the government prior to inclusion in
extend to encompass the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 publicly disseminated draft legislation. Policy changes
and other revenue legislation. approvedas part of the rewritehave compliedwith one of the

The rewriting process must not be confused with a previous
same three criteria utilized for the TLIP, namely:

attempt at simplification, a process which resulted in two
- no significant revenue impact is involved; the proposals

reports issued on over 170 ways in which the tax compliance
should be revenueneutral; and

and administrationprocess could be made simpler. Tax pol-
- the law needsto be clarified; or

icy had to remain unchanged and the recommendationshad
- the law needs to be brought into line with commercialor

to be revenue neutral. Rewriting of the legislation was not actual practice, particularlyas interpretedby the courts.

part of the brief.13 Simplification, as used in this study, is Examples of such changes include the comprehensiveadop-
known as Rewriting the Income Tax Act, under the aus- tion of a gross/global approach to the calculation of income
pices of the Working Party on the Reorganization of the tax liability, revisions to the previous reorganization(reloca-
IncomeTax Act 1976. The WorkingParty recommendedthat tion) of provisions, which itself led to potential changes in
the legislation be progressively rewritten over four to five

years. This project was given governmental support in 13. Waugh Committee, Tax Simplification: Consultative Document Taxon
December 1994, evidenced by the release of the first of a Simplification,December1989, Wellingtonand Tax SimplificationConsultative
series of discussion documents. To date, NZD 3.5 million Committee, Tax Simpliication: Final Report of the Consultative Committee,

(est.) has been appropriated to the project since the 1994/95 September 1990, Wellington.
14. The time frame for completion of the rewrite process must necessarily

year. The'projectis now in its fourth year of a projectedtotal exceed the five years originally, intended since the majority of the Income Tax
offive for the rewritingof the IncomeTaxAct 1.994, and later Act 1994 has yet to be rewritten.
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inteerpretation, andand new purposse andand inteerpretation provi- originally intendednteendeedtoo take effect from 11 April 11996, delaysdelays
sions. Savings provisions areareincluded too ensureensurethat changes within the parliaameentaryprocessprocessand the desire too avoid the

ininterminology arearenot intended totochange taxpayers' tax lia- problems associated with retrosspectivity, led toto the rewritten
bilities. corecoreprovisions inin most instancesinstancesonly taking effect from 11

April 11997, although taxpayerstaxpayerswith ananearlyearry balancebalancesheetsheet
InIncontrast too thethe TLIP, thethe first stepseep was thetheeccomplete reor- datedate would bebe ssubjeect too thethee new provisionsrovssonssas early as 11as as

ganizzation ofofthetheeIncome Tax Act 19761976andandthethe Inland Rev- October 1996.
enueenue Departmeent Act 19741974 too form three new Acts: thethe
Income Tax Act 11994, the Tax AdministrationAct 1994 and Atpresent there arearenonobills beforetheparliaameentconcerning
thethee Taxation Review Authorities Act 1994. Other revenuerevenue thetheenextnextstagesaage ofofthethe rewrite; neither arearethere anyanydiscussion

legislation was notnot directly afffected, exceptexcept for necessary documents released from which draft legislation may

conssequential reference alterations. Rather thanthan take aa nar- emerge. Indeed there isis nonosspecifiic targetedargetedoutput from thethe
row focus asas with the TLIIP, the rewrite inin New Zealand Inland RevenueDeepartmeent ininits forecastreportreportfor the year

ssought too immeediatelyimprove the entire income tax legisla- too 30 June 1997. A further ccompliccating factor isis the recentrecent

tionton with aa reeorgaanizzation, aa processprocess which itself would Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) eleection, which has

revealrevealfurther deficiencies innnthethe existing legislation. resulted inin aa coalition goveernmeent, ccomprising partiees with

eesssseentially similarfiscal policcy from thetheerevenuerevenueperspeective.
InInDecember 11993, aadiscussion document was releasedeeeeaasseedbyby
the governmentononthe propossed reorganizationprocesss, fol- A recent governmentannouncementhas signalled that aadig-

lowingrrecommendationsofofthe Working Party Ononthe Reor- cussion document should emerge in latelate 1997 which prro-

ganizationof the IncomeTax Act. Draft legislationwas intro- posses the rewriting of Parts C (Income further defined), D

ducedducedintonto thethe parliaament, passedpassedonon 88 December 19941994andand (Deeductions further deefineed) andandE (Timing ofofIncome andand
assentedssssenteedtoo onon2020December 11994, with effect from 11 April Deeductions) ofofthethe Income Tax Act 1994. Further develop-
19951995for thethe 1995/961995/96income yeear. The oldoldActs were effect- ments areareexpectedexpeecteedinin19971997andand1998.

ively repealed from that date, although they were speecificcally
referredtoo ininthe savingsprovisionsand relevantrelevantschedulesofof
thethereorganizedActs asasaatransitionalarrrangement.There was C. United Kingdom
nono obvious retrosspectivity with this rreorganization; indeed
there were nonosignificantsgnifccaanttwording cchaangees, but onlyony aareeorga- Attemptsatatsimplifyingtaxation ininthe UnitedKingdomhave
nization ofof anan aasscceending numeric style too aa new alpha- aalong history. One ofofthethe earliest initiatives was the produc-
numeric style with discrete but interrelated parts, each ofof tion ofofan early taxaax guide sshortly after income taxax was first
which containedvariousvaroussssubparts. For exarriple, Section 104104 introduced inin 1799. It was entitled A Plain, Short and Eaassy
(wheen deductions maay bebepeermitteed) became Section BB 77 Deesscriptionofofthethe DifferentClauses ofofthetheeIncomeTax sosoasas

(partparttofofthetheePart B, thetheecorecoreprovisions). too renderrenderit Familiar too thethe Meanest Capaacity..17
The second stage ofofthe the first rrewriting Since that time, the quantityand complexityof legislation'

stage prrocesss, compo- oftaxtax

nent, was signalled by the releaserelease ofof aa further discussion has grown enormously- very much the experience of other-

document ininDecember 1994.15This discussiondocumentsetset countries.Accccording too thethe Inland Reeveenue, andandwith respecteespeecct
thethee frameworkfor thethe remainder ofofthethe process;process;it outlined too direct taxation only, there arearenow 6,0000 pagespagesofofprimaary
thethee stagessaagessofofthethe rewrite (rewriting thethe corecoreprovisionsrovssonss(and(and andandsecondaryseeccondary legislationpluspusstenseenssofofthousandsthoussaandssofofnon--stat-

necessarynecessarycconsseequeential provisions)rovssonss)andandthentheen thethe remainder utoryuory doccuments, extra-statutory concessionscooncceessssonss andand soso on.11
ofofthe Income Tax Act 1994); the objeectivees ofofthe procceesss; Increasingly the view ofofcommentatorshas beenbeenthat taxaax le-
the sscope of the rewrite inin terms of policy and structural gislation in the United Kingdom has beenbeenexcesssively com-

issues;isssuess;; and the drafting process and guidelines. The major plex and sometimespoorly drafted.19

areaareaof contention was whether the rewriting processprocessshould
bebe inin oneone stepseep ratheraatherr thanthaan progressiverogreessssve steps; preefereencce As inin Australia andand New Zeealaand, thethee most recentrecentmoves

eemergeed for thethe latter.16 towards simplificcation havehave graavitateed aroundaround thethe ideaideea ofof

simplifyingthe languageofoftaxtaxleegislation,thoughthoughthethe United
General acceptanceacccceepaancce from taxaax advisers onon this.discussion Kingdom isisstill somewhatbehind the otherttherrtwo countries inin
document led too aa second discussion doccumeent, issued inin developing this aapproaacch. The Institute ofofFiscal Studies setset

May 1995. Specific proposals for the rrewriting ofofthethe corecore up aaTax Law Review Committee (TLRC) ininthe Autumn ofof

provisions were included, accompaniedby aassummary ofofthethe
problems with the currentcurreentprovisions and the implicationsofof 15. New Zealand Government,supra, note 8.

the new aapproaacch. Proposseed draft leegislation was alsoalso 16. For further discussion see, A. J. SSawyer, Two Significant Legislative

included for public .comment. Devveloopmeents: Taaxpayer Compliance, Penalties andandDisputes Resolution andand
Taxation (Core Provisioons) Bills BecomeBecomeLaw,Law,5050Bulletinfor International

Draft leegislation andand a ccompreeheensive commentary on thethee
FiscalDoocumentation, 1010(1999966, atat440-447.

a on

Taxation (Core Provisions) Bill 1995 eemergeed in December
17. A. Famsworth, Addington: Author ofofthe Modern Income Tax, Stevens,

1995 in 19511951at 15.

1995;1995; the draft legislation was referred too thethee Finance andand 18. C. Davidsoon, An Update on thetheeWork ofofthetheeTax Law Review Commit-on

Expenditure Select Committee for the hearing ofof submis- tee,eeee,,(1199996) 1717FiscalStudies atat103.
19. S. James, Seef-AssessmentandandthetheeUK Tax System, ResearchBoard ofofthethee

sions. Legisllationwas eventuallypassssed by-theparlliiamentonon InstituteofofCharteredAccountantsinnnEngland andandWales, Lonndoon, 1199995, atat16-

116July 11996, andandassented too atatthe end ofofthatthattmonth. While 19.
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1994 and in due course it has produced an interim report2o Similar statements have been expressed over the New
and a final report.21 The terms of reference of the TLRC are Zealahd'rewriteprocess, although the reasoning for leaving
To keep under review the state and operation of tax law in tax policy changes outside the brief has now been generally
the United Kingdom. It does not seek to question govern- accepted. Exceptions include a deliberate attempt to have a

ment policy but rather whether that policy is being achieved consistent gross/global approach to the calculation of
in a satisfactory and efficientmanner or how it could be bet- income, and modifications to the treatmentof trading stock,
ter achieved. Almostin parallelwith this initiative; the Inland especially for situations involvingshares and land.28
Revenue issued its own approach to simplification22together A Joint Committee of Public Accounts which has reviewed
with some further information23and followed this up with.a the work of the TLIP has said that [t]here is a clear sense of
consultative document.24 The general conclusions are basi- frustration in the tax profession that highly complex sections
cally that tax legislation could be drafted in a more compre- of the 1936 Act are being perpetuated in the new legisla-hensiblestyle and the question then is how this mightbest be tion...29
done.

Consequently, it concluded its investigationby saying that:Within that.generalapproach, the TLRC developed four pro- The underlyingcomplexityof the 1936 Act suggests that tax sim-jects25 i.e. taxlegislation,tax appeals, SchedulesD and E, and plification and a reduction in compliance costs in Australia
tax avoidance. The work on tax legislation echoes earlier requires more than just a rewrite of the existing legislation...It
work on simplification26but also recommendedthe provision requires a wide rangingreview of tax policy and the administrative
of explanatory memoranda with each clause of the Finance procedures that underpin the law...Only after such a review can

Bill. The project on tax appeals is more fundamental in the compliancecosts come down significantly.30
sense that it is examining whether a more coherent and con- Thus one of the significantchoices a legislaturehas to makesistentsystemcouldbe achieved. Theprojecton SchedulesD is whether to simplify the way tax law is written or simplifyand E refers to the taxationof the self-employedand employ- both the way the tax law is written and tax policy. It is sug-ees respectively, the differential treatmentof which has been gested that simplificationof the words alone is unlikely to
a cause for concern since the 1920s when the assessment of bring lastingbenefits. In New Zealand, earlier administrative
employees was almost arbitrarily transferred from Schedule simplification measures,31 coupled with specific simplifica-D to the far more restrictive provisions of Schedule E. Tax tion policy initiatives outside of the rewrite process (foravoidance is potentially a more complicated issue and it example the disputes resolutionprocess changes and the cur-
remains to beseen how far the work of the TLRC will result rent proposal to simplifyprovisional tax and IR 5 Individualin significantprogress in this area. Tax Returns), have not, or are not expected to, introducelast-
The immediateresultofthese reportshas been the acceptance ing benefits.

by the governmentof a need to rewrite tax legislationand this In the UnitedKingdomas well, the idea of radicalreformwasis going ahead. The head of the drafting unit in this process, really the agenda in the first place. For instance, theGeoffrey Sellers, stated that:
never on

interim report of the TLRC32 stated explicitly that the mainOur aim will be to redraft all the law in as clear and simple terms
as we can achieve. We are not going to stop at the point where the factor in determining their [the Finance Acts'] length is the
tax is intelligible to the professionals.Ifwe can go furtherwe will. government's decision as to how many changes it wants to
But equally we don't regard ourselves as committed to making make to the tax code each year, and this is a policy matter
every section intelligible to the man in the street37 outside our remit. A slight shift of approach was sen with

It is too early yet to assess the impact of these initiatives on respect to purposive legislation. The interim report of the

tax simplificationin the United Kingdombut they focus very
TLRC doubted whether a move to purposive legislation

much on the simplificationof tax legislation rather than any
attempt to reform the developmentof tax policy as a whole. 20. Tax Law Review Committee, Interim Report on Tax Legislation, Institute

As such they are unlikely to form the basis of a strategy
for Fiscal Studies, London, 1995.
21. Tax Law Review Committee,FinalReporton Tax Legislation, Institute forwhich is likely to contain the pressures for complexity in Fiscal Studies, London, 1996.

modern society, pressures which are summarized at the 22. Inland Revenue, The Path to Tax Simplfication,HMSO, London, 1995.

beginningof the paper. 23. Inland Revenue, The Path to Simplification:A BackgroundPaper, HM.SO,
London, 1995.
24. Inland Revenue, TaxLawRewrite the Way Fonvard:A ConsultativeDocu-
ment, Inland Revenue,London, 1996.

IV. LESSONS 25. C. Davidson,supra note 18.
26. For example, S. James, A. Lewis and F. Allison, The Comprehensibilityof
Taxation,Avebury,Aldershot, 1987.

A. Tax policy
27. G. Sellers, Inland Revenue (UK), Proceedingsofthe TaxDrafting Confer-
ence 27-29 ovember 1996, Inland RevenueDepartmentof New Zealandat 97.
28. A discussiondocument has been released on proposedchanges to the taxa-

In Australia major changes to tax policy were never part of tion of trading stock; although this documentspecificallyexcludes land from its
ambit. '

the TLIP's mandate. Much of the criticismof the rewrite can 29. Report 345 An Interim Report on the Income Tax AssessmentBill 1996,
be said to have arisen because tax policy has not. been the IncomeTax (TransitionalProvisions)Bill 1996, and the IncomeTax (Conse-
addressed. For its part the team would say that it might not quential Amendments)Bill 1996 at xiii.

30. Id., at 66.
yet have delivered anything if tax policy was first to be 31. See Waugh Committee,supra note 13.
reformed before the legislation rewrite was to take place. 32. Tax Law Review Committee,supra note 21, ExecutiveSummary, at vii.
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wouldwoouuldbebean improovement.Hoowever, innnits Final Report,33 it thatthaatminimalmnmaalchangechangetotothe existinng taxtaxsystemmaymaybebeantic-
an

ppateed the next the
revised its view andandconcluded that it wouldwouuldbebepossible to ipated overover next three years. Coonsoliddatinng
draft primary fiscal legislation innnterms ofofgeneral principles, widespreadchanges andandallowing time totogaugegaugetheir impact
but innnview ofofthe needneedto change parliamentaryprocedures is important. Nevertheless, rewrites ofofall provisioons other

first, left this simply as a longer term aim.am..
than the interpretatioon guidelines andand the corecore provisions

as a containedoonnaaneedin Parts AAandandBBrespectively, are expected during
The samesame situation holds with respecteespect tooo the Inland Rev- 1997.
enue'snnuueessproposals for taxtaxsimplificcatioon innn the United Kinng-
dom. The Inland Revenue undertook consultations and a

,

In the United Kingdom, the return ofofaanewnewLabour Govern-
and a

senior official stated that: mentmentin 19971997waswassoonsoonfollowed by aaFinanceBill designed
withoutexceptionall the major representativebodies have saidaaidwewe

totobegin the implementationofofits manifesto innnoppositioonn
will notnotgetgetveryveryfar unless wewecancansimplify the underlyingpolicy24 Hence, asasmightbebeexpected,proposals for aawindfall taxtaxandand

[However] We have ...made it clear innnourourdiscussions with the other measuresmeasurestookooookprecedenceoveroveranyanyoverall strateegy for
mainaannrepresentativebodies that weweseeseetheir pointpoonntandandin general taxtaxsimplificcatioon.
wewe[the InlandRevenue] accept it. ButpolicyBut reform is notnotononoffer
nownowororinnnthe foreseeablefuture. Almostall ofofthem have acceptedccepteed
this. They welcome the rewrite for the benefits it will provide andand B. Delivvery ooptioonsthey will continue their campaign for the bigger prizerrzeeinnnother
forums.35

OneOne ofofthe important decisions innn Australia waswas howhow the
Another prooblem thatthaathashasbecomebecomeapparentappparentinnn Australia is TLIP waswastotodelle;er the final proodduct. The twowomainmaannooptioons
that the governmentofofthe daydayycontinues to have aathirst for were aastagedtageedintroduction ororaabig bbang. While the profes-
newnewtaxtxxpolicy. In the 19961996Budget the followinngwereweresomesome sional bodies favoured aa big bangbang approoach, the TLIP
ofofthe measuresmeasuresannounced: addopted the alternativeapprooach...Thiswaswasdone sosothat workworrk
-

ouuld be- increase innntax free thresholds for families; could be completed by particular dates. As it transpired the
-

on paannneed daaess were not and commencement- surcharge on superannnuuatioon contributions for high planned strt dates werenot achieved and commencement

ii,come taxpayers; waswasdeferred. Innnpartpartthis waswasdue totothe election butbutalso thethee
-

on processes oo- restrictionon the recoupmentrecoumnntofoflosses bybytrusts; consultative andand review processes appear to have slowedsoweed
- as- rules totodeem certain dual residents as non-residents; thinngs down.
-

- extendedcapital gains roll-overrelief for small business;
Debate before Joint Committee of Public Accounts,

rebate for privvate health insurance;
aa of can-

-

vassedvassedaathird ooptioon for delivery, described asas warehous--

- on a upon ing.36 This approach envissaged progressive of- ccapital gainsganssexxemptioonon saleaaeeofofa small businessbussnnesssupon nngg..36 ppprooacch roogresssvveeenactmentnnactennt of
retirement.

newnewlaws but aacommoncommonstart date. ThatThatis newnewlawslawswouldoouuldbebe
These undermine the efforts ofofthe TLIP team totosimplify the warehoused as. they werewerewritten andandwouldwoouuldnotnotcomecomeinto

law. OneOne wayway tooo allow taxpayers andand tax practitioners toto force until the last ofofthem waswasenacted.

become moremorefamiliar with tax laws is tooohave aalong term Such approachpproacch saidsaidto have the twin advvantages ofofSuchanan waswas
moratoriumononchangeschangestotoexistinng laws. If goovernnments are introodducinng the new lawaw innnmannageeablepieces andandalloowinngnew
seriouserroouss aboutabout makinng the lawaw moremore ccoomprehhensible theytheyy for technical errors to bebecorrected.
shouldresist changing it sosooften.

New Zealand'srewriteprocessprocesshas followedananidenticalphi-
In contrast toto Australia, remarkably few tax changes werewere losophy to the TLIP in preferring to adopt a staged introduc-to to a
announcedannouncedinnnthe 19961996and. 19971997New Zealand Buuddgets. The tion. The warehousing idea was raised innn submissions butbut
twotwoochangeschangesannouncedannouncedinnnthe 19961996BudgetBudgetwere first, con-

was

firmation of the tax rate reductions (in two stages;
were

the first
neverneverreceivedecceeveedanyanycredible supportsupportfrom the addvisory com-

of tax rate woo mittee oror goovvernment. In aa further casecase ofofdj vu, the
tookooookeffect from 11July 1199996, the secondsecondhas been delayedbyby intended startsarrtdates were not achieved for the core provisionwere not core
the newnewgovernmentgovernmentfrom 11July 19971997toto 11July 19981998atatthe rewrite; their implementationwas 1212months later than origi-was
earliest); andandsecoond, aareduction innnthe amountamountofofsuperan- nally expected, which is a result ofof the consultative andanda
nuation surcharge. Most channges werewereannouncedannouncedseparately, review process andand the demanding legislative timetableprocessaccompanied byby discussion documents. A remedial provi- placedpaceedon thethee select committee consideringcoonssideerng severalseveralmajoron
sionssoonss bill waswas introduced andand passedpassed during 19961996 which Of draft tax leegislatioon.
tidied up a variety ofofissues rather than introoducinngnew pol-

piecces fnewnew tax
up a new

icy initiatives. The 19971997Buudget confmned aapostalpossaalballot
referendum will bebeheld innn SSeptember 19971997 concerning aa C. Structure
proposedropposeed compulsory superannuuation scheme which, ifif
enndorseed, will attract compensatorycoompeenssaaoorytaxtaxrate cuts proovidinng TheThe Australian rewrite usedused a pyramidpyramid as a structure totoa as a
fiscal conditions permit. Other taxtaxchan.ges havehavegenerally the content of thethee law. The top ofofthe pyramidyramid
been announcedby ministerialnotificationand IRD publica-

arrange of newnew oopp
been announcedby and
tions.

AA de facto moratorium toto radical taxtax changes has been 33.- Id., ExecutiveSummary, atatviii.

effected throuugh the 1996 MMP GeneralElection. The coali-
34. Supra notenote11, atat101.

1996 35. Id.
tion goovernment, formed onon 1111 DecemberDecember119996, hashasstated 36. Report345, suprasupranotenote29, atat41-43.
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represents core provisions which deal at a broad level with complex and in places, tortuous. In the Rewriting the
how much tax taxpayers are required to pay. After the core Income Tax Act discussion document, the government
follows, in turn, provisions which apply to large sections of openly admits that complex tax policy, complex transactions
the community (e.g. provisions dealing with income and and business organizations, and the elaborate and sophisti-
deductions); then rules that deal with specialist groups (e.g. cated transactions devised by taxpayers to circumvent the
companies, trusts, partnerships). There is also a toolbox legislation,necessitates,in its view, complex tax law with the
which contains definitions and other aids. associatedcompliancecosts.

According to the Joint Committee of Public Accounts this Simpler style brings with it its own potential problems
structure has, generally, been well received.37 The Specialist including:
Tax Adviser to the Commonwealth Ombudsman suggested (i) Possible lack ofprecision. Laws rewritten in simple lan-
an alternativestructure: guagemay containunintendedchanges in tax policy. The

the developmentof a series of fundamentalpropositionsor princi- rewritten laws may be clearly expressed and easy to
ples which are agreed as being beyond debate- they are in effect understand but they may be different to the laws theyaxiomsof the tax system. There would then be rules on how to

'

replaced.apply these axioms in various contexts.38

Certainty or clarity may come not with the choice of
While not formally applying the TLIP's pyramid structure, words but the approach adopted in the legislation. In
New Zealand's rewriting process has developed a structure Australia (and in New Zealand to a lesser degree), a
within the new Act that mirrors a pyramid structure. After debate has existed over whether tax laws should be writ-
providing general interpretation provisions, the top con- ten in general terms (fuzzy law) or in intricate detail
tains the core provisions at a broad level, which in each sub- (black letter law). Atpresent the old law in Australia (and
part contain the letter to which the expanded details are con- New Zealand) contains a mixture of both and this is one
tained in consequentialprovisions in the latter parts of the

. of the problems faced by those seeking to interpret the
Act. Likewise, provisions that apply to large sections of the provisions;41
community follow (income and deductions further defined,
and timing and apportionmentof these items). Later, the rules (ii) Likely inapplicability of judicial decisions which have
that deal with specialistentities, the treatmentof losses, and resolved the meaning ofmore complexwords;
the tax liability calculationcomponentsare set out. (iii)The likelihood that rewritten laws might also, inadver-

Loosely speaking, a toolbox containing definitions is pro- tently or otherwise, rewrite tax policy.
vided at the end of the New Zealand legislation.Other aids to To counterunintendedchanges the new law in Australiacon-

interpretation, such as flow charts and diagrams, are con- tains a provision (Section 1-3) which, at paragraph 2, pro-
tained in the relevant parts of the act, especially in Part B vides:
containing the core provisions, so as to provide a visual road (2) If:

map of the interrelationshipsand structureof the Act. (a) [the old law] expressed an idea in a particular form of words;
and

(b) [the new law] appears to have expressed the same idea in a

D. Drafting style different form of words in order to use a clearer or simpler
style;

One of the techniques used in Australia to improve readabil- the ideas are not to be taken to be differentjust because different

ity.was the introductionof clearer, shorter sentences and the
forms of words were used.

use ofplain English. For example, in the substantiationlegis- In submissions before the Joint Committee of Public
lation sentence length was reduced from an average of 241 Accounts, the accountingbodies expressedconcern over this
words to 37.39 For the depreciationprovisions, the rewrite provision. In particular, they thought it placed the onus on

has reduced by half the 20,000 words that were used in the taxpayers to determine whether the difference between the
old legislation to express the law. An identical philosophy old law and the new law was one of style or a deliberate
was adopted for the New Zealand rewrite. change in policy.42
The Australian legislation also contained other aids such as This has then led to the suggestion that taxpayers should not

maps and graphics, tables, signpostingand examples.Further be disadvantagedby the rewrite. That is, they shouldhave the
it was directed at a reading age of someone with ten years of
schooling (about 14-15 years old) rather than two years of
universitystudy.

37. Id., at 13.
While similar interpretation aids are provided with the New 38. Id., at 15.

'

Zealand legislation to those introduced through the TLIP, 39. P. Langenakker,The Tax Law ImprovementProject, Paper presented at

there has been no conscious effort to reduce the reading age
the AustralasianTax Teachers' ConferenceFremantle,20 January 1995, at 3.
40. See L.M. Tan and G. Tower, The Readabilityof Tax Laws: An Empiricalto the commendable goal of the TLIP. A policy of plain Study in New Zealand, (1992) 9 AustralianTax Forum, at 355-372.

English drafting and the publicized drafting code make no 41. For a recent discussion of views from the tax drafters of Australia, New

reference to reducing the requiredreading ability from that of Zealand and the UnitedKingdom, see the Proceedingsofthe Tax Drafting Con-

a person with a university degree.40Indeed, while the emerg-
ference, IRD, 27-29 November 1996, Inland Revenue Department of New
Zealand.

ing legislationis easier to read than.itspredecessor,it remains 42. Report 345, supra note 29, at 21.
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option, atat leastleast for aa transitional period, ofofbeingbeing assessedassessed Of coursecourse thosethosse who previously prepared returns for this

under either the new ororthe oldoldlegislation. While this might groupgrouphavehave disputeed the needneed for the ordinary taxpayer too

suit some taxpyerstaxpayersit would make life miserable for the taxtax read and understandtaxtaxlaws. Theey believe that sosolong asastaxtax

professsion andandwould make aamockery ofofthetheesimplificcation returneeturn preparers understand thetheelaws that should bebeenough.
prooccesss. Perhaps whatwhatt is behind thetheeTLIP thinnking is thethee desire tooo

genuinelygeennuneey reducereduceccoompliancce costs andandthis is bestbestachieved
For prraactitionerswhat Section 1-31--3will mean is thatthaattheythey will ififtaxpayers themselves can lodge their taxaax returnseurrnsswithoutcan
havehavetoo havehaveonontheir desks bothboththe new and thethe old leegisla- eemploying someone too do it for them.
tion soso asas toto make ccomparisson between the two and decide
whether anyanydifferences were intendednteendeedorornot. How cancanthis This explainsexpaanssthetheechahgechangeinin drafting styletyee inn thethee substantia-

leadleadtoo simplifiiccation tion provisionsrovssonssfrom thethee third personperson (the taxpayer)aaxpayerr) too thethee
secondsecondpersonperson(yo). This styletyee isss notnot toto bebe adoptedadopteed inin all

The New ZealandZeeaaaandrewritten leegislatiooncontains aasimilarpro- areas. For eexxaample, thethee mining provisions areare likely too bebe
vision tooo Section 1-31--3 inn Australia throough the inclusionnccussoon ofof directed tooospecialists inn that induustry.
SectionAA 1, which proovides:

(2) TheThereorganizzatioonofofthetheeproovisioons andandthetheechangeschangesofofstyletyyee
Whetherorornotnotindividualtaxpayerstaxpayersaactually useusethethe new leg-

andandlanguageanngguuaggeecarded outoutbybythis Act innnrelation tooothetheeproovisioonsofof islation remains too bebeseen. What is clearclearisis thatthaatinin thetheepastpast
thetheeIncomeIncomeTaxTaxAct 19761976arearenotnotintended toooaffect thetheeinterpreta- individual taxpayerstaxpayershavehavenotnotusedusedthethe oldold laws. What theythey

.

tion ororeffect ofofthosethosseeprovisionsasastheytheey areareincluded innnthis Act. havehaveusedusedthough, isisthethe taxtaxreturnreturnforms andandguidesguides-pnci--

This provision was part ofofthethe original reorganizedeorganzedIncome pally TaxPack. The benefits ofof simplificcation will be lostlost
unlessuneessssthesetheseeaids are also written inn simple laannguuaage. InInAus-

Tax Act 19941994andandremained asaspartpartofofthethe rewritten corecorepro- tralia, simple language is geennerally used.
visions. Furthermore, Nannestaad,43 aa seniorIRDsenior ssolicitor, aanngguaaggee

arguesarguesthatthattwhen thethee new legislationegssatton [the reorganizedeeorgaanzzeed19941994 There arearesomecuouscurrousssimplificcations.For exampleananoys-oys¬
Income Tax Act] isis interpretednterpreteedininthethe contextconextofofthethe overrid- tertrr44''44 has become ananaaquaticmollusc.45This changechangeappar-

inging statutorysauory inteerpretation principles aappliicaable inin New ently occurredoccurredasasaaresult ofofindustry repreesseentation.
Zealand (including the scheme and purpose aapproaacch), the The debatedebateover whether thethee leegislation should bebe writtenover
necessarynecessary conclusionconccusson is thatthat thethee pre--eexisting law was

direectly with thetheetaxpayeraxpayerras thethee.readerreaderbybyusingussng youyouhashasas
unchangedunchangedbyby thethee 19941994Act. Insofar asas thethee reewriting ofofthe notnotextendedexteendeedtooothetheeotherttherrsidesideeofofthetheeTasman Sea. Tax leegisla-
corecore proovisioons andand necessarynecessary ccoonseequueential provisionsroovvssoonss tioon, like all other leegislatiooninn New Zeealand, remains imper-
speecificcally changechange thethe 19941994 reorganizedeeorgaanzzeedform ofof thethee Act, ssonal; it refers too the taaxpaayer, with thethe expectation thatthatt
thentheen Section AA i1 has limited effect. rarelyrareey will taxpayerstaxpayers readread taxtax leegislation themselves. Tax

There hashasbeenbeennonoatteemptttotorequire taxax praactitioners inn New praactitionerswill normallybebethetheetargetargeetaudience for reeaading
Zealand too compareoldoldandandnewnewversionsversionsofofthe leegislationtoo leegislation, while taxpayersaaxpaayerss will normally bebe contentconentwith

determine whether differences inin languagelanguage.were intendednteendeedoror
useruser frieendly taxaax guidesguideess andand similar material, suchsuch asas thethe

not. SectionAAl andandthetheeIRD's interrpretatioonofofthis seectioon, IRD's Tax Information Bulletin. The continual advanceadvance

havehaveresolvedresoovveedthetheeissueissuefor thetheereorganizedeeorgganzzeed19941994Act. How- towards comprehensiveself-assessmentappearsappearstoo bebecreat-

everr this issue is far from resolvedesooveedwith thetheeleegislatioon aris- ingng nonosignificcaant impact ononthisstateofofaffairs.

ingng asasaaresult ofofthethe reewriting ofofthethe corecoreprovisions.
F. Aids toiintterrprrettationto

E.E. Tone
The old laws containedcontained aboutabout 5,000 definitions.. These

appeared throoughoout the leegislatioon. The newnew lawaw brings
One ofofthetheeunusualunusualfeaturesofofthetheeAustralianleegislatioonisisthethee togetheroogettherrall ofofthesetheseedefinitions at the endendofofthetheeleegislatioon.
toneooneeofofthetheeleegislatioon.The leegislatioonaddresses thetheetaxpayer. Mostdefind terms are identifiedbybyan asterisk. It isssnow thetheean
For exaample, To deductdeductaaworkworkexpenseexpenseyouyouneedneedtoo sub- intention thatthatt each page ofof leegislation, which containsconttanss apage a
stantiate it byby getting written evidence.evidence..This approachapproachhashas defined teerm, will have a footer telling thethe readerreaderwhere the.a
beenbeencriticized becausebecausetaxpayerstaxpayersgeenerally dodo notnotread thethe definitioncan be found.can be
legislation. It isis read by aaccccountaants, laawyers andand revenuerevenue
officiais who maay notnotappreciateppreeccateethethe useuseofofthis tone. It raises The newnewlaw alsoalsocontainscontaanssaanumberofofotherttheerraidsaidsstoo inteerpre-
aabasicbassccquuestioon: tation. These includenccude diagraams, theme statements andandtables

ofofcontents. While oneonewould havehavethoouught thatthaatthesetheseewould
ForForrwhom shouldshoouuldthetheetaxax lawslawsbebewritten havehave gonegone without criticism, thethee NSW Law SocietySooccety

One ofofthethe debatesdebatessininAustralia, which affects thetheechoice ofof expressed some concern. It noted thatthatttherethere was nonoauthor-

drafting style, isis over thethe targetargeetgroup for whom thethe laws ity....concerningthe interpretationtoo be'given totoaadiiagrram..446
over group

shouldshouldbebewritten. The TLIP team looked,atatthetheeccompliaancce
group. That is, ififsome laws areareforforwaage andandsalarysaary earners

then thosthossetaxpayersaaxpayerssshouldshouldbebeable too readreadthetheelawlawandanddeter-
43. A. Nannestad, Reading the 19941994taxtaxlegislationn, (119995) CCHCCHTax Plan-

ning Report, February, atat5-8.
mine their respoonsibilities. Particcularly, noow, whenwhen theytheey 44. See Sec. 66ofofthe oldolddefinitionoffishingof operatingss.
lodgeoodggeetheir returnseeurnssunderunderaaregime ofofselfseelfassessment. 45. SeeSeeSec. 995-1 the newnewdefinition ofofprimary production.

46. Report 3345, suprasupranote 29, atat30.
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With New Zealand's rewrite, an early decision was made to two (apart from the subsection and paragraph options within

place definitionsin one readily accessible location; in a sepa- a section). Nevertheless it imposes a significant relearning
rate part at the end of the legislation. Specific reference to obligation for a system that bears no resemblance to its pre-
this approach is made in Section AA 4(2) of the Act. Part O decessor.
of the Income Tax Act 1994 is effectively a dictionary of

words, terms and phrases used elsewhere in the Act. Follow-

ing the rewrite of the core provisions, terms contained in the H. Status of tax rulings
core provisions in Part B, which are defined in Part O, appear
at the end of each section after the word Defined; the In Australia, as elsewhere, tax rulings have become an

equivalentof the asterisk approach in Australia. importantaid used to interpret the tax law. Over recent years

Aids to interpretation such as diagrams and lists of defined many public rulings have been issued. Most of these have
been welcomedas assisting in the interpretation of the law.

terms are provided in the Act; an innovative feature not pre- All of these rulings will need to be amendedifonly to reflect
sent in other New Zealand legislation. Section AA 3(2) the numberingsystem.new
removes some of the uncertainty as to the legislativeweight
to be given to such aids: neof the consequentialamendmentsthat is being made is

(2) Diagrams and lists of defined terms at the end of sections in to ensure that rulings remain valid under the new law pro-
this Act are includedonly as aids to interpretation,and vided the new law expresses the same idea as the old! Again
(a) if there is a conflictbetween a diagram and a provisionof the simplification may have the consequence of requiring tax-

Act, the provisiongoverns; to know both the ideas expressed in the and the
(b) if a defined term is used in a section and is not included in the payers new

old law. This can hardly be said to be a simple result.
lists of defined terms for that section, the term is nevertheless
used in the section as it is defined for the purposesof the Act. Ultimately all rulings will need to be rewritten. This is likely

While words overrule conflicting visual presentations the to take longer than it took to rewrite the tax laws themselves.

absenceof a defined term will stillrequirejudicial interpreta_ If a rewrite is to take place, there are other ways the ruling
tion as to how the term is defined for the purposesof the Act. system can be amended.47

Judicial assistancemay also be necessary to resolve whether New Zealandrevenueauthoritiesand practitionershave been
in fact there is any conflict between diagrams and words.- able to arrive at a practical compromise which has received
Inclusion of this approach within the statutory framework government endorsement with respect to binding rulings.

' would alleviate the concern expressed by the NSW Law The core provisions, as the first stage in the rewriting pro-
Society over the authority for the interpretationofdiagrams. cess, have introduced significant changes to tax legislation.

As provided in the binding rulings legislation,48 changes in

G. Numbering system
legislation dictate that a binding ruling relying on amended

legislationceases to have legal effect. From the date of appli-
cation of the Taxation (Core Provisions)Act (in most cases 1

In Australia the numbering system adopted involves a two April 1997), public, private and product rulings which relied
componentnumber. The firstcomponentis the numberof the

on the pre-amendmentstate of the IncomeTax Act 1994 will
Division. The second component is the number of the sec- be terminated.On the basis that the amendmentscontainedin
tion, starting with the number 1 at the start ofeach Division. the Taxation (Core Provisions) Act are not intended to

It was clear some change was necessary as the former num- change underlying policy, a simple transition process to

bering system had run out of sensible numbering options. restore certainty to taxpayers with a binding ruling was

Sections, such as Section 159GZZZZA(2)(b)(iii)(B), had implemented.49
been used. While the new system will likely be an improve- The process eventuallyagreedbetween the IRD, the Minister
ment it does have some disadvantages: ofRevenueand the Financeand ExpenditureSelect Commit-

those familiar with the old numbering system will be tee to handle this situation encompasses the following:
-

required to learn a new system; (i) The Adjudication and Rulings Unit within the IRD will
it is not clearhow big the gaps in the new numberingsys--

examine all private rulings and product rulings, issued
tem need to be to allow for subsequent changes to the before the enactment of the Taxation (Core Provisions)
law. Act, which apply for the 1997/98 year onwards and

The alphanumeric numbering process in New Zealand's which are potentially affectedby the bill.

Income Tax Act has a three component number. The first (ii) The IRD's review will be directed at determining
component, a letter of the alphabet, refers to the Part of the whether the ruling in each case will terminate on the

Act. The second alpha character refers to the subpart. The application date of this Act, and whether the ruling may
third is the number of the section, starting with the number 1 be issued under.the new legislation, or whether it needs

at the start of each subpart. This approach is more radical to be altered because ofpolicy changes in this Act.

than the Australian Division and section number style and
avoids the nonsensicalnumberingoptions under the previous 47. See S. James and I.G. Wallschutzky, Considerations Concerning the

1976 Act. It also has an advantage that it is less likely to suf- Design of An AppropriateSystemofTax Rulings.RevenueLaw Journal, Vol.

fer from insufficientgaps to allow for subsequentchanges in 5, 1995.
48. See Sec. 91G Tax AdministrationAct 1994.

the law as it offers three levels in the hierarchy rather than 49. For furtherdiscussion,see Sawyer, supra note 16.
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(iii)Wherepossible, the ruling will be reissued as a new rul- affects their practices, accountants and others are unlikely to

ing with the same assumptions and effect as contained in invest the time needed to become familiarwith it.
the terminatedruling, being applicable for the balance of

The consultationprocess has been less formalized in terms ofthe period specified in the terminated ruling, and a copy efforts to include particular with the New Zealand
is sent to the person to whom the terminated ruling groups

rewrite, although the process has been open and comprehen-applied. Rulings in this situationwill be reissued without
sive with several public discussion documents, the select

cost to the applicant. committeesubmissionsand hearings, and of advisoryuse an
(iv) If the core provisions have substantiallyaltered the way sector tax experts.the law applies to the taxpayer, the taxpayerwill be noti- panel made up ofpublic and private How-

fied that the terminated ruling cannot be reissued. The ever, the process has been centralized through Wellington
and has not expanded to include presentations in the other

applicantwill be invited to request a new ruling, without
major centres. Interestedparties have had to make the effort

a requirementto pay an application fee or incur anyfur- to take their concerns to Wellington rather than have the
ther cost from the IRD. rewrite team bring their proposals to the people as has been

(v) If the request is made for a new ruling, a new ruling will followed in Australia. In practice, however, consultations
be issued with the same assumptionsas the terminated normally comprise written communications and telephone
ruling, applicable for the balance of the period specified conversationsrather than a physicalmeetingbetweenthe tax-
in the terminated ruling, and a copy is sent to the person payer's agent and the IRD rulings official.
to whom the terminatedruling applied.

This compromise approach, on balance, is fair to both tax-

payers and the IRD; it enables as far as is legally permissible J. Public awarenessof changes
retention of the status quo concerning the content of binding
rulings, while making the changes necessary to reflect sub- In October 1995 Cowdroy wrote of the Australian situation:

stantive changes in the law. Taxpayers have the option, of a large proportionof the businesscommunityand almostthe

requesting a new ruling; indeed they may wish to continue entiregeneralpublic is unaware that the tax law improvement
withoutthe ruling if the change in the legislation is perceived project is being carriedout.51 Cowdroy argued that the bene-

to be favourable or await future judicial considerationof the fits of improvedlegislationwould be wastedif the public did

change in legislation.Nevertheless, there is the risk that with notknow aboutthe changes.He argued that an extensiveedu-

a substantive law change, the new ruling may adversely cation programmewas required.
affect the taxpayer. If a new ruling is requested (this is During Septemberand October 1996, in conjunctionwith the
expected to be the preferred option for most recipients of UniversityofNSW's ATAX, the project team conductedpre-
affected rulings), it can be obtained free of charge. The IRD sentations in ten cities across Australia.Curiously, these were
is also restrained in its process of reissuing rulings; it will for practitionersnot the generalpopulation.Perhaps the latter
need to absorb the costs involved in preparing new rulings, are to be catered for later
which may be substantial where substantive law changes
have occurred. Awareness of the changes in New Zealand is at best on par

with Australia; realistically the average taxpayer is
The United Kingdom has considered introducing both pre- . unawareof the changes as they do not refer to tax legislation.
transactions and post-transactions rulings. The system of Journalistic Work in national and local newspapers and the.
post-transactionsrulings is being introducedbut the govern- occasionalreferencein IRD publications,wouldbe the extent
ment decided against a system of pre-transactions rulings. ofopportunityfor the generalpublic to realize the scale of the
The InlandRevenuehad found thatmostofthe people likely rewritingprocess. There has been no effort to date to actively
to be affectedactuallypreferredthe present informalarrange- publicize the changes in the manner undertakenin Australia;
ments to any .formalized scheme, despite the element of perhaps there is a desire.to leave taxpayers in the dark for
Uncertainty that may exist under the present system.50 their own sake.

I. Consultation K. Removal of discretions

From the outset, the TLIP tam in Australiabelievedconsul- Another thing that the TLIP team in Australia did was to

tation was essential for the success of the project. Apart from eliminatewherepossible, discretionswhich existedin the old

private sector representatives there was a consultative com- law. For example, in some cases a provision may have
mittee which containeda wide spread of backgroundsinclud- offered a deduction to the extent considered reasonable by
ing academics, accountants, lawyers, trade unions and ethnic the CommissionerofTaxation.While such provisions were

groups. tolerated under an assessment regime they did not sit well
under self assessment,where the onus was on the taxpayer to

Draft bills have been made available for public comments get it right.and presentationshavebenmade in mostmajor cities. If this
process fails it will not be for lack of effort on the part of the

50. Munro, supra note 11 at 100.TLIP teambut ratherbecauseofapathyon the partofusers of 51. P. Cowdroy 'Tax Law: Improvementor Impairment(1995) 4(2) Taxation
the legislation. There is the view that, until the new law in Australia, October, at 94-104.
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The approach in Australianow is to use the expressiionas is -
- Wiitthouta change in approach tto ttax'polliicy, tax laws wiilll

reasonable..It is then left to the ttaxpayer, or the taxpayer''s neverbe siimplle. What is needed is general statements.of

adviiser, to decide what is reasonable..Provided reasonable policy not detailed statementts of rules.. The core provii-
care iis exerciised,52 the ttaxpayer isis unlliikelly to be penalliized siions in New Zealand .,at lleast have made a galllant
just because a posiitiion different tto that of the Commissioner attttempt to proviide some general sttattementts of polliicy,
iis taken. allthough essentiialllly made wiitthiin the bounds of the poll-
The New Zealand rewrite process has not speciificalllly icy inherent in the 1976 Act. Purpose proviisiions have

been includedat the commencementofParts A and B of
addressed the issue of whether discretions grantted to the

the rewritten Core Proviisiions; these offer guiide-Commissionershouldbe removed. Rather, as a sseparatte mat-
some

lliines as to the inherent policy behiind the folllowiing pro-
ter, there have been severral attempts tto remove discretions
frrom the Commissionerwhere thiis iimprovesoverallcerttainty

viissiions in each part. The exerciisse has not been atttempted
for ttaxpayers, such as making depreciation deductions

for the remaiiniingpartts of the Act ((as yet). In the United

mandatory accordiing to a legislatively enacted schedule and Kingdom,,the TLRC concluded in its final report that it

the new fixed levels of expandedpenalties due to take effect
was possiiblle to draft satisfactory purposive llegiisllatiion

from 1 Apriil 1997.
but rellegatted this to just a llonger term aim. The work

currentlly beiing done by tthe Inlland Revenue in rewriitiing
Neverthelless,while there has been a theme witthiin the rewrite ttax llaw does not include such an approach.
process tto maintain fllexiibiilliity iin order tto accommodatemod- -

- Siimplliificattiionof tax laws alone may not help ttaxpayers
ifications and exttensiions, discretionshave been left with the reduce their complliiance costs.. Something also needs to

Commissioner where this is considered to enhance the be done about social security laws,,superannuation,,com-

admiinistrationfunction of the Commissionerwith respect to pany llaws, etc.53 New Zealand''s Legiisllatture has siimpllii-
the Act. The Commiissssiioner''s diiscretiions will be revisited fied other importtant llegiissllation, typifiied by the new

wiith a discussion document expected tto be released in late Companies Act 1993. However, much remains to be
1997 as part of formalliiziing a sellf--assessment sysstem for done for the country's social security law, allthoughat the

compliancewith tax obligations in New Zealand. time of writing possiiblle changes to superannuationhave
beenproposedby the coalitiongovernmenttthrougha ref-
erendum to be held duriing Septtember 1997.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Whatcan be ascertainedas the collectiveexperiiencefrom the

simplification exercises in Australia, New Zealand and the
United Kiingdom Allthough the Uniitted Kiingdom isis some-

what behind the other two countriies ititappearrs to be treadiing
very much the same path.

Simplifiicationisisa process not an event. The experiiences 52. For casescases involvingnvovng aa taxaax shortfall ofofAUD 10,000 taxpayersaaxpaayerssmust alsoasso
-
-

of Australliia, New Zealand and the United Kiingdom all
have aareeassonaablyarguaableposition.
53. Australiahas also ssimplifiied itsitss company llaw..This did more than rewrite

atttest to this. exiisting policy..For example The First CorporateLaw SimplifiicatiionAct 1995

True siimplliificatiionrequiires tax polliicy to be siimplliifiedas the distinctionbetweenexemptand non--exemptproprietarycom-
-

abolished
-

well as tax llegiisllatiion. For Australliia, New Zealand and panies. Financiall'reporting,auditing and lodgement rrequirrements previioussly
based on this distinction areare now based on company size. Small proprietary

the United Kiingdom, thiis has been outside the brief of companiesgenerallyhavereduced rreportingrequirementsandandneedneednotnotprreparre
their respectiive siimpliifiicattiionprojectts. and llodge financiallreports with the AustralianSecurities Commission.
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SINGAPORE

1997 BUDGET:A BUDGET FOR THE FINAncE SECTORTO

FURTHERDEVELOP SINGAPOREAS A REGIONAL
FINAN-COE CENTRE

Lee Fook Hong MBA, Ph.D, FCIS, FAIA, ACIA

The Minister emphasized the importance of government's
Lee Fook Hong is the Principal Consultantof Lee Fook heavy investment in the developmentof the economic infra-
Hong & Co, Chartered Secretaries & Management structure and'human resources. This investmentwas neededConsultantsand an AdjunctAssociate Professor in the
School of Accountancy& Business, Nanyang Technological to maintain and improve Singapore'seconomic competitive-
University. ness in the face ofgrowing competitionfrom both the region

as well as developedcountries.

On infrastructurethe Ministerrevealed that a major commit-
I. INTRODUCTION ment was government's vision to bild a world class public

transportsystem.
The Minister for Finance, Dr Richard Hu, presented Singa- In his announcementon proposed tax changes, the Minister
pore's 1997 Budget in the parliament cn 11 July 1997. The explained that as the corporate tax and personal income tax
budget speech was comprised of three parts: a review of the rates had been reduced in 1996, there was no need to make
economy; the financial year 1997 Budget; and revenue and further adjustment to these tax rates so soon after the last
tax changes. revision. However, the tax incentives would be fine-tuned to

The Minister reported that the growth rate of Singapore's promote activities yielding high value-added with high
economy slowed down to 7.0 per cent in 1996 after three growth potential.
years of above-potential growth. The slowdown eased the
pressure of high growth but had not adversely affected the
economic fundamentals. II. TAX CHANGES FOR COMPANIES

On the outlook for 1997 the Minister was autiously opti-
mistic. He expected the global electronics industry to pick up

A. Tax incentive for ACU activities
towards the end of 1997 and revealed that the Ministry of
Trade and Industryhad forecastthe economicgrowth in 1997 At present, income earned from Asian Currency Units
to be between 5 to 7 per cent. (ACUs) activities is taxed at a concessionaryrate of 10 pr

cent. Incremental income derived from certain high value-
TheMinisterrealizedthat with a limiteddomesticmarketand added activities is tax at a.reducedrate of 5 per cent. To qual-few resources, Singaporehad no choicebut to be open and to ify, the taxableincomeofcertainofthese activitiesmust each
compete in the world market to survive and prosper. He said exceed SGD 10 million.
staying competitivewould not be easy. To meet the challenge
as a nation, Singapore had to adapt to the challenges of the To furtherencouragethe ACU activities, the 5 per cent tax on

incremental income will be extended to income earned fromnew operating environment.
all ACU activities if the taxable income from such activities

The Ministerannouncedthatas a crucialexercisethe govern- exceeds SGD 50 million.
ment had set up an Economic Committee comprising repre- ACUs have the option of either the existing incentive forsentativs from the private, academic and public sectors to
study the crucial issue of Singapore's longer term competi-

selected high-value activities or the new incentive which

tiveness. covers all activities.

The new incentivewill be granted for ainitial period of fiveOn expenditure policy, the Minister said the government years.1would continue to adopt prudence in its expenditure'policy.
As before the expenditurepolicy would focus on the delivery
of essential public goods and services, consolidating the
national economic infrastructure and channelling more

resources to assist in the developmentof the people. 1. With effect from year of assessment 1998.
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B. Tax incentive for the fund management iindustry tthe conditiions for granttiing the ttax exemptiion is that the issue
must be underwrittenby financiial instiittutiions in Siingapore.

Currently,,income earned by fund managers approved under In view of the borrowers' ability to raiise funds on their own
the Tax Exempt Scheme from managiing non--resident funds credit standing in the financial markets, without need for
is taxed at a concessionaryrate of 10 per cent. underwriting by financial institutions, the Minister an-

For years of assessment 1996 to 2000, fund managers who nounced that the requirement that the debt issues must be

managemore than SGD 5 billionworth ofnon-residntfunds underwrittenby financial institutionswouldbe removedwith
' can enjoy a reduction in the tax rate to 5 per cent on incre- immediateeffect.

mental income earned.2
As a resullt of the change all fees earned by financial institu-

With effect from year of assessment 1998, fund managers tions in arranging offshore debt issues willl be tax exempt
who have substantial operations in Siingapore will be irrespectiveof whether or not the issues are underwrittenby
exempted from tax altogether for income earned from man- fiinancial institutions in Singapore..
aging non-residentfunds..To qualliify, the fund managermust

manage at least SGD 10 biilllliion of non--residentfunds in Sin-

gapore, emplloy at least seven professiional fund managers F. Tax incentive for credit ratiing agenciies
and anallystts and have a ttrack record of three years operattiion
in Singapore under the Tax Exempt Scheme for Fund Man- To encourage reputable credit rating agencies to set up op-

. agement.. erations in Singapore,,a concessionarytax rate of 10 per cent

The new incentivewill be granted for an initial periiod of five will be granted in respect of income derived from providing
years..3 credit rating services with respect to the issue of foreign cur-

rency denominatedsecurities in Singapore..

C. Tax exemptiion for managiing IIPOs of foreiign To qualliify for this iincentive, tthe crediit rattiing agency must

currencyshares sattiisfy the follllowiingconditions:
- have a track record in iintternatiional credit ratiing of at-

To devellop the Stock Exchange of Siingapore (SES) into a
lleast tten years;

regional securities centre in line with the objectiive of devel-
-
- employ at least two qualified crediit anallystts in Siinga-

oping Siingapore into a regional financialmarrket, the SES has pore;;and

been actiively encouragingforeigncompaniieswith the neces-
-
- incur annual business expenditure of at least SGD

sary trackrecord to list their foreign currency shares on the 500,000 in Siingapore..
SES.. Thisnew incentivewill be granted for an initialperiodof five

Income earnedby banks and merchantbanks from managiing years..6
initial publliic offers of foreiign currency denominated shares
tto be listed on the SES wiilll be exempt from tax.

G.. Tax deduction for generall proviisiions made byThe exemptiion will be granted for an initial periiod of five banks and merchant banks
years..4

Since the year of assessment 1992, banks and merchant

D. Tax exemptiion for tradiing in foreiign currency banks have been allowed tto cllaiim a deduction in respect of

shares generalproviisiionsup to a limit of2 per cent of their loan and
investmentporttfolios..

Currently ACUs arid Approved Securities Companies In view of the keen competition in the fiinancial market and
(ASCs) enjoy a concessionary tax rate of 10 per cent on the banks' exposure to greater risks in their actiivitiies, the
income derived from the trading of foreign currency shares.. limit on tax deductiblegeneralprovisionswillbe raised from

To furtherencourage the trading of foreiign currency deom- 2 per cent to 3 per cent of qualifying loans and investments.

inated shares, the income earned by ACUs and ASCs from This is to encourage banks and merchant banks to increase

tthe.ttradingof foreiign currency shares which are listed on the ttheir llevel of general proviisiions tto buffer agaiinst any unex-

SES will be fulllly exempt from tax. The exemptiion will be pectted llosses.

grantted for a periiod of five yearrs..5 The iincrease isis effective from of assessment1998.year

E.. Extension of tax exemptiion scheme for syndiicated
offshorecredit and underwriitiing facilities

2. I..e.. compariing the currentwith the previousyear..

Presently income earned by financial institutions and 3.. Wiith effect from year of assessment 1998..
4.. Wiith effect from year of assessment 1998..

approvedsecurities companies from the underwritingof syn- 5 Wiith effect from year of assessment 1998..
dicated offshore debt securities is exempt from tax. One of 6. With effect from year of asssessment 1998.
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H. Overseas enterprise incentive- onward payment The changewill apply to approvedbuildingswith effect from
of tax-exemptdividends out of qualifying income year of assessment 1997.

The Overseas Enterprise Incentive (OEI) which provides for
K. Singapore Commodity Exchange Limited (SICOM)a tax exemption for a maximum period of ten years on

income derived from approved overseas investments and

projects was introduced in the 1993 Budget. The OEI also The SingaporeCommodityExch.angeLimited (SICOM),for-

allows the flow-through of tax-exempt dividends for up to merly known as the RubberAssociationofSingapore (RAS)
two levels of shareholding subject to a 100 per cent share- was granted a five-year tax holiday when it was established

holding requirement. in 1992. As the Exchange is still in its developmentstage, the
tax holiday granted to SICOM will be extended for a further

Changes were .made to the Income Tax Act in 1995 to allow five years. In addition to existing income items which qualify
the flow-through of tax-exempt dividends beyond two tiers for the tax holiday, tax exemption will be granted to new
of shareholding for foreign sourced income exempted under income items which have arisen from the Exchange's devel-
the Income Tax Act, provided that a 50 per cent shareholding opment, such as:

requirementis satisfied.
- fees for the quality assuranceofphysical commodities;

To further encourage regionalization,the following changes
- registration fees for nominatedwarehouses;

will be made to the OEI: - fees for the processingof applications.forregisteredrep-
the reduction from 100 per cent to 50 per cent of the persons;- resentatives and associated

shareholding requirement for flow-through of tax-
- annual subscription fees from registered representatives

exempt dividends to the second tier of shareholding; and associatedpersons;
the extension of the flow-through of tax-exempt divi- -

- local membershipprocessing fees;
dends beyond the second tier of shareholding.provided

- fees for processing of leases of seats on SICOM;and
the 50 per cent requirement is satisfied. Holding compa-

- proceeds from the sale.of trading permits.
nies at every tier of a corporate-structurewill be allowed
to onwardpay exemptdividendsdeclaredoutofthe qual-
ifying OEI income; III. TAX CHANGES FOR INDIVIDUALS
the waiverof the 50 per cent shareholdingrequirementin-

the dividend paying company for onward payment of
A. Income tax rebate

exempt dividends on a case-by-casebasis.

The above changes will apply to dividends received on or An across-the-boardone-offrebate of 10 per cent of individ-
after 11 July 1997. ual income tax will be granted in year of assessment 1997.

I. Tax incentive for satellite operations B. Income tax relief for dependents
To encourage companies in Singapore to launch their own 1. Aged parents relief
satellites, the investment allowance incentive will be
extended to satellite operators for approved capital expendi- Presently, there is a tax relief of SGD 3,500 for the mainte-

ture which satisfies certain criteria. nance ofeach aged parent. As a recognitionto those who live -

with their elderly parents, a two-tieredrelief for aged parentsAt present, payments to non-residentpersons for the use of is introduced.
satellites are subject to withholding tax at a rate of 15 per
cent. To further boost the broadcasting and telecommunica- The relief for those who live with their aged parents will be

tion industry, payments for the leasing of capacity on satel¬ raised from SGD 3,500 to SGD 4,500. For those who main-

lites operated by non-residentpersons will be exempt from tain their aged parents but do not stay with them, the relief

tax with immediateeffect for an initial period of five years.
will remain at SGD 3,500.
The two-tieredreliefwill be effectivefrom the year ofassess-

J. Industrial building allowances for logistics
ment 1998.

operators 2. Wife relief

To promote the growth of the logistics industry, Industrial The allowable wife relief will be increased to SGD 2,000
Building Allowance (IBA) will be granted in respect of from SGD 1,500.
buildingswhich are owned and used for storageofgoods and =

materials by companies providing logistics services, and 3. Child relief'
which currently do not qualify for IBA.

The allowable normal child relief will be increased from
Logistic services would include integrated logistics services SGD 1,500 to SGD 2,000 for each qualifyingchild.
covering warehousing, distribution,' information manage-
ment and other high-value-addedlogistics operations.
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4. Income cceiilliing condition The Pre-Medisave Top-Up Scheme isis to help older Singa-

The income ceiling condition for elliigibility of parent reliief, poreans who retired before or soonsoonafter the introductionofof
Medisave to build up their Medisaveaccounts.

wife reliief, handicappedssibling relief and child reliefreliefwill be
relaxed. The resspectivereliefs will be allowed soso llong asas the

dependent has income of not more than SGD 2,000 aa year G. Volluntarrycontributions1o CPF
1 (previiouslySGD 1,500).

Ali the abovereliefsareareeffectivefrom the year ofofassessment Foreignerrswho are issued with ananEmploymentPasss, Profes-

1998. sional Visit Passs, ororWork Permit ononororafter 11 Augusst 1995
arearenotnotrequired too participate inin the Central ProvidentFnd

(CPF) Scheme. A grrace period up toto3131December 19981998was

C. Rebates on HDB service and consserrvancyand given to foreiign workers who jointly apply with their

rental charrges emplloyers to the CPF Board to continue with the mandattorry
contributions proviided the foreiign emplloyee remains with

Currentlyabout 70 per cent of individualsdo not pay income the same emplloyer.
tax. InIn rrecognition ofofthis grroup's contribution toto the econ- With effect from 11January 1999 any CPF contributionsmadeany

1 omy the governmentwill grrant rebates on HDB Service and by a foreign employee or his emplloyer voluntarily or anya or or

Consservancy (S & C) charges and rentalsrentalstotocitizens staying CPF contributions which are obligatorry under a contract ofare a
inin rented and owner--occupiiedHousing DevelopmentBoard employment will no longer be taxtax deductible for either the
(HDB) flats. employer ororthe employee. Further, the emplloyer'scontribu-

The rebates on the S & C charges and rentwill range from tions will be taxable in the hands ofofthe foreiign emplloyee.
one to three months depending on the type ofofHDB flatflatt in However, the current tax exemptiionforfor Singaporeansposstted
which they ssttay. overseas who make volunttary CPF contributions will con-

tinue too apply.
D. Rebates for revision inin utilities rates

The governmentwill grantgrantrebates ononthe public utilitiesbills IV. OTHER TAX CHANGES
forforSingaporeans living inin one toto four-room HDB flats. The
rebatewill range from SGD 50 to SGD 100 dependingon the Concessssiionarrytax rate for rresidentiial prropertiies
type of HDB flat in which they sttay. underrgoiing construction
To further offset the water rate increase for lower income Currently, home owners who demolish their propertiies for
housseholds,an additionalS & C grrantwill be given to Singa- reconstructionpay prroperty tax ofof12 per cent on the annual
poreans staying ininoneonetotofour-roomHDB flats rranging from valuevalueofofthe vacantvacantland. With immediateeffecthome owners

SGD 3 to SGD 5.50 dependingon the type ofhousehold. who demolish their houses for reconstruction for their own

The grrant will be given forfor aaperiod of two years from JJuly ssubssequent occupation will be eligible for the owner--occu-

19971997totoJune 1999. pier's raterateofof4 per centcentofofthe annualannualvalue duriing the period
when their houses areareundergoing reconstruction. All home
owners who arearepressently rebuillding their homes will alsoalsobe

E. CPF MedisaveTop--up Scheme elligiblle for the concession.

The governmentwill pay SGD 100 into the accountaccountof every

Singaporecitizen agedagedbetween21 and 59, andandSGD.200 into V. CLOSING COMMENTS
thethe accountofofevery citizen aged 6060and above.

The above paymentwill be made on 11 October 1997. The Minister pointed out that the world economy today isis
much more open. Investments and labour flow freely acrossacross

borders. Competiition in this new gllobal environment isis also

F. Pre--MedisaveTop--Up Scheme keener. Siingapore''s continued successsuccess will depend on its

abiility to adapt and adjust to this new world economic order.

Havingpaid the firstfirsttwo instalmentsunder the Pre--Medisave However, the Minister isis confident that if Singapore contin-
Top-Up Scheme in January 1996 and January 11997, the gov- ues toto adopt far--ssightted policies, remains alert toto new chal-
ernment'will pay the third insstalment in January 1998 asas lenges and opportunities,and stays nimbleand flleet--footted,it
scheduled.The top--up grantwill be paid into the CPF Medis- will be able to succeed in the new global economy and thus
aveaveaccounts ofofeligibleelgibe Singaporreans, who areare 6363 yearrs oror continuecontinuetoo do well ininthe yearrs ahead.
older onon 11 April 1997.1997.For this third insstalment, thethe co-pay-
mnt requirred will be SGD 20. The governmentwill match
this SGD 20 with aa contribution of SGD 100 toto SGD 350

dependiing on the age grroup.
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VI. REACTION TO THE 1997 BUDGET 7. In particular:
The manufacturingsector was disappointedthat the Budget did not specifically

Some membersof the parliamentwho participatedin the par- address the issue of the rising costs of business operations.
liamentary debates on the budget statement described the The Small and Medium Enterprises felt that the government could have

addressed the issues relating to their needs to face the challengesof the business
Budget as prudent and focused. However, many members environmentand could have made available to themsomeappropriateand direct
voiceddisappointmentover its failure to address the pressing tax incentives.The SMEs also proposed the introductionof a two-tiercorporate
concerns of businessmenover the rising cost of doing busi- tax rate, such as 23 per cent for SMEs and 26 per centfor large corporations.
ness in Singapore. There were other members who com-

Whilst the finance sector welcomed the tax incentives for further developing
Singapore as the regional financial sector, the public at large felt the Budgetmented that the Budgetcould have offeredrelief to manufac- focusedtoomuchattentionon the majorplayers in the financeindustrywith very

turers and small and mediumenterprises (SMEs) and that the few benefits for the overall business sector.

governmentrebateswere inadequate.The public'sreaction to Amongst individuals, there were mixed feelings. Some welcomed the tax

the Budget echoed the feelings expressed above.7 changes and the rebates which would save them income tax over the next few
years.
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ITALY

DYSA_lICS-OFCROSS-BORDERFLOWS OF MULTINATIOSALS:
THE ITALIAN TAX IMPLICATIONS

Dr Piergiorgio Valente

III. INBOUND INTEREST
Director of InternationalTax Planning- Studio Associato
Legale Tributario (associated with Ernst & Young
International)- Milan. This section concerns the Italian tax aspects affecting the in-

flow of interest on loans extended.by an Italian company to
This paper, originally presented by the author at the

foreign entities of multinational The provisionsseminar organized by the Federation of Co-ordination a group.
Centres, Ghent, Belgium, on 22-23 May 1997, has been regardingwithholding taxes on interest are also analysed.
revised for the Ernst & Young InternationalTax

Interest received by entities carrying trade businessConferencesto be held in New York, 11-12 November on a or

1997, and Chicago, 13-14 November 1997. activity is included in their taxablebase as businessincome
and taxed at the ordinary rate of53.2 per cent (IRPEG 37 per
cent plus LOR 16.2 per cent).6

I. INTRODUCTION1 In a multinationalgroup, determinationof the taxableamount
of the intrest'receivedby an Italian company from a foreign

This article examines from an Italian perspective the tax related company is affectedby the transfer-pricingrules con-

treatmentof intra-groupcross-borderflows of income which tained in Article 76 of the ITA. According to this provision
include, among other things, dividenddistributionsand inter- the taxable amountof the interestpaid to an Italian company
est payments.22 by a foreign related company may be adjusted by the tax

authorities, if the amount declared is not in line with the
arm's length principle, that is with the interest rate applied

II. THE GROUP3 UNDER ITALIAN LAW on loans entered into by independentparties. The positionof
the Ministry ofFinance on this subject has been clarified by
Ministerial Instruction 32/9/2267 of 22 September, 1980,7.Italian legislation does not provide for a systematic regime which states that the relevantmarket to be taken into con-

nor for special provisionsregarding a group of companies.
Furthermore, while the Civil Code outlines cases in which
control may exist4 it does not give a legal definitionof the 1. See Valente, Profili fiscali delle 'InternationalHoldingCompanies',Dir.
term group.5 Prat. Trib., 1/1997, m, at 20.

2. See Valente, Gli interessi nella pianificazione fiscale internazionale,From a tax standpoint, consolidated balance sheets are not CommercioInternazionale,14/1997, at 673.
taken into considerationby the tax authorities,and each legal 3. See Ferrarajr.-Corsi, Gli i,nprenditorie le societ, Milano, 1987, at 690;

entity is regarded as a separate taxpayer. Schiano di Pepe, Il gruppo di imprese, Milano, 1990; Vella, Le societholding,
Milano, 1993; Cassandro, I gruppi aziendali, Bari, 1988; Valente-Valente-

As far as transactionsbetween related parties are concerned, Vernassa, Il gruppo di imprese, in Le holding nella pianificazione fiscale

transferpricing rules are containedin the Italian Income Tax internazionale,in CommercioInternazionale,4/1996 annex.

4. Art. 2359 of the Civil Codeprovides that the followingshall be considered
Act, (hereinafter: ITA) Article 76, paragraph 5, according to controlledcompanies: (a) companiesin which anothercompanyhas the majority
which of votes to pass resoluti9ns in regular.meetings;(b) companies in which another

the income components derived from transactions with compa- company has votessufficient to exercise a dominant influence in regular meet-

nies not residentwithin the territory of the State and whichdirectly ings; (c) companieswhich are under the dominantinfluenceof anothercompany
or indirectly control the enterprise, or are controlled by it or are by virtue of particularcontractual relationships.Generally, the control is pre-

controlled by the same company which controls the enterprise,
sumed when the controllingcompanyholds at least 51 percent of the participat-

shall be valued on the basis of the normal value of goods trans- ing interestof the controlledcompany.
5. See Cottino, Diritto commerciale, I, Padova, 1994, at 772; Galgano,ferred, of services performed, and goods and services received, Diritto civile e commerciale,HI, Padova, 1990, at 155; Di Sabato, Manuale

determined in accordance with paragraph 2, [arm's length] if delle societ,Torino, 1988, at 337.
incomeis thereby increased.The same rule shall apply if income is 6. According to Law 662/1996 ILOR (rate: 16.2 per cent) will be replacedby
reduced, but only in respect.ofagreements reached with the com- a new tax, IRAP, which will be levied at a maximumrate of4.5 per cent; in addi-

petent authorities of foreign countries following special mutual tion the regions have the possibility of adding 1 per cent on the basic rate. With

agreementenvisagedby internationaltreaties against double taxa- reference to companiesother than bankingand other finance institutions, interest

tion. is not included in the taxable base for IRAP purposes (i.e. the interest is neither
taxablenor deductible).
7. See Maisto, I1 'transferprice' nel diritto tributario italiano e comparato,
Padova, 1985.
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sideration to determine the arm'sarmss length principle is thethee Italian companycompanytoooanothernnootherrItalian companycompanyorortoooananItal-

market ofofthe lender. Furthermore, the determinationofofthethee ianaan bank;
fair market value is based ononaanumber ofoffactors, suchsuchas: - aaforeignbranchofofananItalian entity is notnotaaseparate legai-

(a) the amountamountofofthe loan; entity;
(b) the durationofofthe loan; - for the purposepurposeofofthe application ofofwithholdinng tax,-

(c) the legal title ofofthe loan; paymentpayymeentofofinterest is treated asasififthe paymentpayymeenthad been
1 (d) the financialpositioon ofofthe borrower; mademadetooothe Italian bank. Therefore, nonowithhholdinng waswas

(e) thetheecurrency;
levied ononthe interest paidpaaidbybythe Italian companycompanytotothe

(f) the exchanngerisks; foreign branch ofofthe Italian bank.

(g) the warranties.relatedtotothe loan. SuchSuchaamodusoperandi is nonoloonger convenientfor avoidance
ofofwithholding tax because, based onon the newnew lawaw (Law
66662/1199996), aa 1515 perper centcentwithhhholdinng taxtax is also imposedmpposeed

IV. OUTBOUND INTEREST where thetheeItalian borrower payspaysinterest ononaaloanooannobtained
from the (foreign) permanent establishment ofof anan Italian
lender. In this case, the withholdinng taxaaxsosodeducted is cred-

This section outlines the mainmaannItalian tax aspects affectinng itable against the lender's Italian corporate tax liability ififtheggaansst txx
loans extended to ananItalian parent companycompanyby companiesofof interest is actuually paid to the foreign branch. OnOnthe otherpaaid to
thetheesamesamemultinationalgroupgrouplocated abroad. In particular it hhannd, if the interest is actuually paid throouugh the branch toif ooaa
focuses onon thetheewithhholdinng taxaxxaspects imposedmpposeedononinterestnneresst tax and

.

paidpaaidbybythe Italian company andandon the tax deeduuctibility ofof
foreign resident, the withhholdinng is fial liability and isaa

company on tax thereforenotnotcreditable.
that interest.

B. Rules forforthethetax ddeedduuctibilityofofinterestnneresst
A. Withhhholdinng taxtax paaymeents
Interest paidpaaidbybyananItalian companycompanytoooaaforeign entity with- No anti-thin ccapitalizzatioonrule is proovideed for bybyItalian taxtxx
outoutaapermanent establishmentinnnItaly is subject totoaa1515perper legislation.12 Accordingly, the tax deductibility ofof interest
centcentfinal withholdingtax atatsource to bebelevied bybythe Italian payments is notnotlinked totoa certain debt/equity ratio. How-a

companycompanyat the time ofofpayment.8. The withholdinng tax rate
ever, restrictions tooo the taxtax deductibility (for IRPEG pur-

maymaybebereducedreducedinn applicatioon ofofthe taxtaxtreaty provisioons. poses)poosess)ofofinterestnteresstare imposedmpposeedbybyArticle 6363ofofthetheeITA.13 Theare
For the purposepurposeoftheof appliccatioonofofthe withhhholdinng tax, the
duration ofofthe loanooannis notnotrelevvant; coonsequuently, the with-

holdinng tax is levied both ononshort andandloong term loans.

In cases where the foreign companycompanyhas aapermanent estab- 8. Theraterateof the interestwithholding tax ononcorporatebondsis 12.5 perpercent.

lishment innnItaly andandthe interest is effectivelyconnectedwith
Interest ononbonds issued by the Italian Treasury orby aacompanycompanylisted ononanan

Italian stocksocckexchange is notnotsubject totowithholdingtaxtaxififthe recipient is ananItal-
aaloanooanngranted byyythe permanentestablishment,acccordinng toto ian resident company. Individual andandcorporate investorsnvessorssresident in aacountry
the proovisioons ofofthe taxaxxtreeaty betweenbetweennItaly andandthe statestaeeofof with which Italy has aataxtaxtreaty thatcontains ananexchangeof informationprovi-

residenceofofthetheehead office, the interest.on the loanooan is taxedaxeed
sionsonn(almostall the treaties) are exemptexemptfrom withholding taxtaxinnnItaly.
9. Frequentlyutilized in the past.

asasbusiness income atatthe permanentestablishmentlevel andand 10. The funds are deposited by a foreign company in a foreign branch ofofana a an

nonowithholding is levied atatsource ononsuchsuchincome. Italianbank. The foreignbranch, innnturn, wouldouuldgrant the loan tooothe Italian com-

pany.
In the recent pastpastthe withholdinng tax waswasgenerally avoided 11. Art. 7, para. 55ofDecreeof 323 ofof2020June 1996, converted into Law 425 ofof88

throouugh the useuseofoftaxplanningpannnnnggtectiniquues,suchsuchasasthetheeback- August 1996, asasmodifieddbyArt. 2, para. 158158ofLawof 662662of22of22December 1996.

to-back loan. InInthis kind ofoftransaction the loanooanntotothetheeItal- 12. In Italian tax law the only provisionrelatingcapital totodebts is Art. 95(2) ofof
the ITAITA(which refers totoArt. 43) which lays down that the presumptionofofthe

ian companycompanymaymaybebechannelledthrough aathird entity (ccoon- right totointerestononcapital loaneddoes notnotapply totopayments by shareholdersto

duitt') located innneither aacountry in which the tax treaty with aacompany by way ofofcapitalappiaalononeacheachbond, provided that the payments have

Italy does notnotimposempposeeaawithholdingtax ononinterestpayments been made ononthe basis ofofaaformal resolution.

(e.g. Bulgaria, Hunngary, Mauritius, Kuwait andandCzech andand
13. Anotherprovision which wouldouuldlimit the deductibilityofofexpenses is con-

tainedaaneedinnnArt. 76(7-bis) ofofthe ITA. According totothis article, taxpayerstaxpayersare notnot
SlovakSoovvaakRepuublics),ororinnnthe samesameccouuntry ofofresidenceasasthe allowed totodeduct expensesexpenses(including interest) connectedonnecceedwith transactions

lender. TheThelatter is, for instancce, the case9case9where the loan is between resident undertakingsandandcompanies which have their fiscal domicile

channelled through the foreign branch ofofananItalian bank.l1 innnaanon-EU State (or territory) with aaprivileged taxtaxregime,eggmee,,wheneversuchsuch

Recent changes in the law have discouraged this extensively companiesdirectlyor indirectlycontrol the Italianundertaking,or are controlled
nn by the latter, or wheneversuchsuchcompanies-are controlledby the samesamecompany

utilized techhniquuee.11 Up until the enactmentnacctenntofofthese provi- controllingonnroollnggthe Italianundertaking.Based ononArt. 76(7-bis)(2)of the ITAITAaastatestate

sionssoonsssuchsuchaastructurepermittedavoidanceofofthe withholding (or territory) is considered as having aaprivileged taxtaxregime whenever the

tax on the interestpaymentsmademadebybythe Italian companyfor income ofofcompanies fiscally domiciled therein is notnotsubject toootaxtaxononincomencomee
tax on company ororis subject tototaxtaxononincome innnananamount lower than 5050per centcentofofthe total

the folloowinng reasons: incomencomeetaxtaxlevied innnItaly ononincome ofofthe samesamekind. However, in the eventevent

generally speakinng, nonowithholding taxtaxis due ononinterest that the undertakingsresidentinnnItaly proveprovethat the mainaannactivity ofofthe foreign-

-

payments when the interest is to be considered asasbusi- companycompanyis ofofaabusiness nature, or that the transactions do mirror aarealeaaleco-

nomic interest andandwere actually performed,suchsuchexpenses (including interest)
nessnessincome andandnotnotincomencomeederived from the invest- are deductible(Art. 76-ter(I)).Theburdenofproofrestsof with the Italian resident

ment ofofcapital.This occurs when interest is paidpaaidby anan undertakingsclaiming the deductions.
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general rule provides that interest paid is deductible in an - the foreign subsidiary must have one of the legal forms
amount not exceeding the ratio between taxable income and listed in the annex .to the Directive435/90;
total income (includingexempt income). Inpracticethe inter- - the foreign subsidiarymust be a residentof an EU Mem-
est deductibility is limited to the percentage resulting from ber State; and
the following formula: A : B = X : 100, where A is the tax-. - the foreign subsidiary must be subject to taxation in the
able income,.B is the total income (taxable and exempt) and state where it is resident (according to the list provided in
X'is the percentage of tax deductible interest. In calculating annex A), without any exemption other than temporary
this ratio, capital gains are included only to the extent of the or territorial.
portion which is taxable in the tax period (i.e. at least one

fifth of the capital gain).14 Should the above mentioned conditions not be met, the for-
eign dividends would be subject to one of the following tax

Foreigndividendsand interestare includedin the calculation, treatments, depending on the percentage of participation of
even if totally or partially exempt from taxation on the basis the Italian parent:
of a tax treaty or of domestic law. This provision is advanta- - where the foreign subsidiary is an affiliated company
geous for holding companies whose income mainly consists (i.e. the Italian parent company holds at least 20 per cent
of dividends, capitalgains and proceeds from the sale ofpar- of the foreign subsidiary'sshare capital):1940 per cent of
ticipations. Based on these provisions, Italian holding com- the foreign dividends are subject to IRPEG at the rate of
panies are allowed to deductalmost 100 per cent of the inter- 37 per cent, while the remaining 60 per cent is tax
est payable on the loans incurred for the acquisitionof their exempt. The tax burden in this case is 14.8 per cent;
shareholdings.15 - where the Italian parent company holds less than 20 per

cent20 of the subsidiary's share capital and in all other
The 1997 Budgetgave the governmentthe authority to intro-

cases in which the foreign company is not a controlled
duce a new tax (IRAP), applicableon a regionalbasis, which

or affiliated company within the meaning of Article
will replace ILOR (Local IncomeTax), the local tax currently 2359 of the Civil Code: no tax exemptionis availableand
levied at the rate of 16.2 per cent. For IRAP purposes (tax therefore, the dividends are fully taxed at the rate of 37
rate: not exceeding 4.5 per cent, plus a discretionary 1 per cent.
cent levied by each region) the interest paid by companies

per

other than banks is not deductiblefrom the taxablebase. This Furthermore dividends distributed to an Italian parent com-

provision is applicable also to interest relating to loans pany 'by a subsidiary resident in a tax haven21 are fully
incurredfor theacquisitionofparticipations (as mentionedin taxed.
aa precedingnote). Wheneverthe more favourableEU tax treatmentis not appli-

cable, it would be worthwhile to considerth advisabilityof
reorganizingthe structureof the foreign investmentby inter-

V. INBOUND DIVIDENDS

This section deals with the tax treatment of dividend distri- 14. The proceeds derived from the transfer of participations are included only
to the extent that they exceed the costs sustained in connectionwith the acquisi-butions made by foreign subsidiaries to their Italian parent tion of the participations.

company.16The main issues are Italian taxation of dividends 15. The rules mentionedabove concern interstexceeding the amount of inter-
at the Italian parent company's level, the recoverability of est exempt from taxation derived from public and private securities, acquired

since 28 November 1984. Interest paid up to an amount corresponding to thewithholding tax on dividend payments possibly levied at amountof the exempt interest received is not tax deductible.
source by the state where the paying company is residentand 16. As regardsoutbounddividends,according to Art. 27(3)(1)ofDecree600 of
the availabilityof a tax credit for taxes leyied abroad on the 29 September, 1973, dividends distributed by a resident company to a foreign
same dividends. shareholder are subject to a final withholding tax of 32.4 per cent, subject to

treaty provisions.The foreign shareholdermay claim a refund of the tax paid in
its country of residenceon the dividendof up to two-thirdsof the tax withheld inAccording to the general rule, dividends are subject to Italy (Art. 27(3)(2)), provided that the paymentof tax on dividends be certified

IRPEG and not ILOR. Within the EU, the tax treatment of by the competent-taxauthoritiesof the foreigncountry.
dividends is regulatedby Directive435/90 (the Parent-Sub- 17. Art. 96 bis of the ITA, introducedby LegislativeDecree 136/1993.

sidiary Directive), which has been implemented in Italian 18. According to a recentResolutionof the EC Court of Justicedated 17 Octo-

legislationby LegislativeDecree 136 of March 1993. As far
ber 1996, (cases C-283/94, C-291/94 and C-292/94,) the.one-yearperiod need
not necessarilyhaveelapsedat the date of theboardmeetingwhich resolves the

as the tax treatment of inbound dividends is concerned, the distribution. No change has been made in the Italian law to comply with the
law17 provides that only 5 per cent of an EU dividend Denkavit decision, neither has a Ministerial Resolution been issued. Thus it

received by an Italian company is subject to IRPEG (Corpo-
seems that the year holding period still has to be satisfied (unless the taxpayeris
preparedto litigate). In theDenkavitcase the ECJ denied the taxpayerthe right to

rate Income Tax) at the rate of 37 per cent, while the remain- obtain compensation for the loss incurred in connectionwith the postponement
ing 95 per cent is exempt fromtaxation.This results in a total of the profit distributionon the basis of, the fact that the interpretationgiven by
tax burden of 1.85 per cent. Such a favourable tax treatment, Germany (and other Member States) was not manifestly contrary to the Direc-

however, is subject to the followingconditions:
tive. However, considering that the ECJ has ruled on the issue Member States
which breach the Directiveon this point may well be held liable to pay compen-

the parent company must have held a participationof at sation.-

least 25 per cent of the capital of the foreign subsidiary 19. Generally, the same treatmentalso applies to controlledcompanies.
onfor a period of at least one year at the date of the board

20. Ten per cent if listed the StockExchange.

resolution;18
21. A list of countriesdeemed to have a privileged tax regime is providedby
Decree of 24 April 1992.
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posingbetweenthe Italianparent and the foreign subsidiarya In Italy the withholding tax incurred abroad is recoverable

holding company located in an EU Country which allows, under the provisions of Article 15 of the ITA, which states

upon certain conditions, a total or quasi-exemption from that final taxes incurred abroad can be recoveredin Italy, up
taxation for foreign dividends. For instance, a Dutch holding to the amount of the Italian tax rate corresponding to the

company could be used as a vehicle to reduce the tax burden ratio: foreign income/total income (domestic plus foreign).
on foreign dividends, since dividends distributed to a Dutch Normally, dividends distributed by a company resident in a

1 holding by its foreign subsidiaries could be exempted from Member State are exempt from withholdingtax at source, as

Dutch tax by virtue of the participationexemption.22After- per the provisions of Directive 435/90. The Italian benefi-
wards the dividends, once repatriated to the Italian top-hold- ciary can request the non-applicationof the withholding tax

ing, could take advantageof the EC Directive435/90. on those dividends or, alternatively,can ask for the refund of
the withholdingtax once applied.The question of the availability of the provisions of the

Directive in all those cases in which the dividends are not With reference to foreign dividends subject to restricted Ital-
taxed at the distributing company's level (as in the case of ian taxation (i.e. where the dividend is 60 per cent exempt,
dividends which are distributed from tax-exempt income see above),27 only 40 per cent of the withholdingtax suffered
under the participation exemption at the Dutch holding abroad is recoverablein Italy.28
company's level) was discussed in the recent past, because it With regard to the availabilityof a tax credit for the underly-
was uncertain whether in those cases the subject to tax

ing tax borne abroadon the dividendsdistributed to an Italian
requirementwas to be considered as fulfilled or whether, on

parent, some of the most recent treaties entered into by Italythe contrary, the Italian tax authorities could, in light of a and otherEU MemberStates grant a taxpayerresidentin one
decision of the Italian Supreme Court,23 deny the applicabil- of the contractingstates the right to receive directly from the
ity of the Parent-Subsidiaryregime. According to this deci- Ministry of Treasury of the other contracting state the tax
sion the expression subject to tax (assoggettato ad credit to which a residentof the latter state would be entitled,
imposta) requires a concrete and effective subjection to tax, had he received the dividends. With respect to the availabil-
while the potential liability to tax, rendered in English by the

ity of the tax credit, the tax treaties signed by Italy may be
term liable to tax, would be translated as assoggettabile classified into four categories, as follows:
ad imposta.2 (1) treaties which grant the tax credit and/or the refund of an

With respect to the interpretationof the subject to tax con- amount equal to the equalization tax paid by the dis-

dition required by EC Directive 435/90, EU experts25 have
'

tributing company29(i.e.with France);
taken the view that the entities which are in principle liable (2) treaties which grant only the refund of the tax credit (i.e.

t

to tax in their state of residence, but in fact are not subject with the United Kingdom);
to tax because they derive incomewhich is exempt from tax (3) treaties which grant only the refund of the equalization
under the participation exemption, can benefit from the EC tax (i.e. with Germany and the Netherlands);
Parent-SubsidiaryDirective, since they are in principle sub- (4) treaties which do not grant the right to either tax creditor

ject to tax and theexemptiononly concerns specific income. refundofthe equalizationtax (i.e. with Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg,Portu-

The Italian law which has implemented the Directive has gal, Spain and Sweden).
extended the applicability f the Directive to companies
which benefit from a domestic exemption regime, so long as

such regime is temporary or territorially limited. Article 2(c)
of the Directive 435/90, provides that in order to qualify for 22. The participationexemption(deelnemingsvristelling)is availableto Dutch

or
the EC tax regime, a company must be subject to one of the companies, foreigncorporationswith Dutchbranches,holding investmentsin

other companies (exceptportfolio investments).
corporation taxes mentionedin the Directive, or to any other 23..Corte di Cassazione,Decision4301, dated 8 April 1992.

tax which may replace any of them, without the possibilityof 24. See Marino, New Dutch rules on group-financing and the participation
an option or of exemptions. According to Article 96-bis of exemption - IFA joint meeting Netherlands-Italy, Lausanne, 30-31 August

1996.
the ITA, which has implemented the Directive into Italian 25. See Dibout, La directive communautaire du 23 juillet 1990 relative au

law, the Directive is applicable to companies which are sub- rgime fiscal commun applicableaux socits mres et filiales d'tats membres

ject to the corporate income taxes listed in the Directive, diffrents,Droitfiscal, 1991, at 477; Schonewille,Somequestionson the Par-

without the possibilityofbenefiting from a regime of option ent-SubsidiaryDirectiveand the MergerDirective,Intertax, 1992, at 13.
26. See Marino, supra note 24.

or exemption (unless such regime of option or exemption is 27. I.e. in case of dividends distributedby an affiliate company in which the

temporally or territorially limited). Therefore, the position parentholds a participationof at least 20 per cent of the share capital, not quali-
taken by the EU experts seems to apply to the Italian case as fying for the exemptionunder EC Directive435/90.

well, particularlysinceArticle96-bis, has extendedthe appli-
28. See Ministerial Instructions to the tax return of corporations (mod. 760);
Circular Letter 50/1984, para. 24 issued by 'Assonime (National Association,of

cability of the EC Directive.26 Stock Companies) and Instruction 24.656 dated 28 May 1996, issued by the
Regional Inspectorate of Emilia Romagna. Contra: Decision 423 dated 19

Dividends are in principle subject to taxation in the state of September1995 of the Tax Court ofFlorence(lst degree).
the beneficiary. However, the state of source can reserve the 29. The objectiveof the equalizationtax is to assure that taxes paidby the com-

to amount tax to the resident share-
right to tax dividends, by imposing a withholding tax. The pany correspond the of the credit available

holder. The formula is 9/16 of the dividend, which corresponds to the underly-
rates.ofthe withholdingtax may be reducedby the provisions ing IRPEGof36percent.UnderDecree41 of23 February 1995, the IRPEGrate

of a tax treaty. is increased to 37 per cent. This means that the formulaof9/16 does not fully
eliminate the double taxation and that 1 per cent of the tax paid is lost.
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It is worth describing briefly the effects of the implementa- Directive and subsequently applies for the refund of the tax

tion ofEC Directive435/90 on the treaty provisionsconcern- credit, the withholdingtax is levied on both, i.e. the dividends

ing the above mentioned refunds. The procedure to be fol- as well as on the refund (avoirfscal).
lowedby an Italianparentcompanyreceivingdividendsfrom

As alternative to the refund of the tax credit, the Italianan
a subsidiary located in one of the above states in order to

shareholder ask for refund of the equalizationtax (pr-obtain those refunds is detailed in Circular Letter 151/E
can a

tax
issued by the Ministry ofFinance on 10 August 1994. compte), if this has effectively been paid by the French

company. Such a refundis subject to a 5 per cent withholding
The following is a summary of the taxation of dividends tax where the participation has been held for a period of at

under some of the treaties Italy enteredinto. Furthermore,the least 12 months and does not exceed 10 per cent.

main aspects ofthe refundprocedureaccordingto the various
treaties and to Circular 151/E are outlined hereafter. (b) Italy-United Kingdom

With regard to dividends distributed by companies falling
(a) Italy-France within .category (2) above, it is worthwhilepointing out that

The provisions of EC Directive 435/90 have been imple- the 5 per cent withholding tax provided for by the tax treaty
mented in France by Article 24 of Law 91/1323 dated 30 between Italy and the United Kingdom is levied both on the

December 1991, which has amended Article 119-ter of the refund of the tax credit and on the dividend distribution.
Code Gnraldes Impts (C.G.I.).Based on this article the

The positionof the UK tax authoritiesconcerningthe coordi-
withholding tax at source provided by Article 119-bis para- nation of the tax treaty provisions regarding dividends with
graph 2 of the C.G.I is not applicableto dividendspaid to EC the EC provisionshas been clarifiedby the InlandRevenue in
resident companies, provided that the following conditions

a Circular Letter dated December 1991. This document
are met. The parent company must:

points out that the purposesof the EC provisions are satisfied
be the effectivebeneficiaryof the dividends; not any

-

by the UK domestic legislation, which does impose
have its effective management headquarters in an EC tax on

-

withholding dividendpayments.30
MemberState;
have one of the legal forms providedby the annex to EC- The Italy-UK tax treaty (Article 10, paragraph 3) provides
Directive435/90; for a refund to the Italian shareholderof the ACT (Advance
have held at least 25 per cent of the French distributing corporationtax) paid by a UK company on the dividendpay--

company's share capital for a continuous period of at ments.31Theamount of the refund depends on the percentage
least two years; ofparticipation:
be subject to tax in the state where the effective head- - parent company owns per-

where the Italian less than 10

quarters of the company is located. cent of the voting power of the UK company: the tax

credit is totally reimbursed.The refund is subject.to a 15
Furthermore, the parent company must not be allowed to per cent withholdingat source. The withholding is levied
benefit from the payment by the French Treasury of an on both, the refund of the ACT and the dividend;
amount corresponding to the tax credit (avoir fiscal) with where the Italian parent company owns at least 10 per-

respect to the dividends. Article 10 of the Italy-Francetreaty cent of the voting powerof the UKdistributingcompany:
states that an Italian resident beneficiary has the right to the the refund is equal to 50 per cent of the tax credit. Both,
refund of the avoirfiscal on the dividend received from its the refund and the.dividend, are subject to a 5 per cent
French subsidiary. The amount of the refund depends on the withholding.
percentageofparticipation:

where the percentage of shareholding is less than 10 per-
With reference to the tax treatmentof the dividendat the Ital-

cent: the Italian shareholder is entitled to the refund of ian beneficiary'slevel, accordingto Article96-bis of the ITA,
the whole tax credit. Such a refund is subject to with- the dividend is 95 per cent exempt from taxation. The

holding tax at source at the rate of 15 per cent. The refund remaining5 per cent is subject to IRPEG at the rate of 37 per
is subject to the condition that the dividend be subject to cent. Consequently, the total tax burden amounts to 1.85 per

taxation at the Italian beneficiarycompany's level; cent of the dividend (37 per cent of 5 per cent =1.85 per

where the percentageof shareholdingranges between 10 cent).-

per cent and 25 per cent and the participation has been Article 10, paragraph 3(d) of the Italy-UK treaty states that
held for a periodof at least 12 months: the refundis equal the treaty provisions are not applicable if the beneficiary of
to 50 per cent of the tax credit, subject to a 5 per cent the dividend and the tax credit is not subject to Italian taxa-

withholding tax at source; tion. The generally accepted opinion is that the Italian bene-
where the percentage of shareholding exceeds 25 per ficiary cannot, in this be consideredexemptfrom taxa--

case,
cent and the participationhas been held for a period of at

.

least 12 months: according to the tax treaty, the refund
amounts to 50 per cent of the tax credit, subject to a 5 per 30. This position is contentious and may be challenged. See Dietz R. ACT,
cent withholding tax. Dividendsand UK WithholdingTax: We Are Not Amused, 51 BulletinforFis-

cal Documentation 5 (1997), at 224. See also Bouzoraa D. The Parent-Sub-

The tax regime providedby EC Directive 435/90 is an alter- sidiaryDirective: Denkavit'sLessons, 37 European Taxation 1 (1997), at 18.

native to the tax treaty regime. Therefore, if the taxpayerasks
31. When a UK company pays dividends it must account for tax (ACT), at a

rate such that the tax amounts to the sum of dividendplus tax, multiplied by the
for the non-applicationof the withholding tax under the EC basic rate of income tax.
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tion, as, in fact, the dividend is taxed, although at a reduced dividend distribution, if paid by the German company. The
rate. Therefore, in the absence of an official clarification on refund is granted to Italian resident shareholders, indepen-
this subject, the clause containedin paragraph3(d) ofArticle dently from the legal form and the percentageofparticipation
10 of the tax treaty should be satisfied, provided that the Ital- in the German distributingcompany. Both, the dividend and
ian tax on the taxable part of the dividend is effectively the refund of the equalization tax are subject to withholding,
applied. which amounts to 15 per centof the gross amontof the divi-

dend. At the Italian parent company's level the dividends areAs far as the refundofthe ACT is concerned,theinternallaw

provisions do not say whether such a refund should be taxed partially exempt (95 per cent) from taxation.

ih full at the Italian company's level; howeverit is a common

opinion, based on a literal interpretation of Article 96-bis, (d) Italy-Netherlands
that the quasi-exemption(95 per cent) of the dividend should The tax treaty (Article 10, paragraph3) entitles the Dutch res-

not apply to the refund of the ACT, which is therefore fully ident shareholder to a refund of the equalization tax paid by
subject to tax. the Italian subsidiary. Since the equalization tax does not

exist in Dutch legislation no refund is given to the Italian

(c) Italy-Germany shareholder. At the Italian parent company's level the divi-

The tax treaty (Article 10, paragraph 4) entitles the Italian dends are partially exempt (95 per cent), based on Article 96-

shareholderto a refund of the equalization tax relating to the bis of the ITA.
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various Europeancountries. The first part of various articles on accounting and auditing,
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business advising, enterprise taxation and Channel Islands business activity, the non-discrimination
international tax law issues. principle, function of the PE and European
(B. 116.450) Doing business in the Channel Islands. Union issues related to PE.

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 117. (B. 115.921)
1994 editionofDoingbusiness in the

Belgium
Channel Islandsupdated by 1 January 1996 Aronowitz,A.A.; Laagland,D.C.G.; Paulides.
supplement.The booklet covers information Value added tax fraud in the EuropeanUnion.
on the investmentclimate, foreign investment Amsterdam,KuglerPublicationsBV., l

Rousseaux,J.; Wolf, E. de; Tiberghien,A.; and trade opportunities,banking and finance, P.O. Box 11188, NL-1001 GD Amsterdam.
Dillen, J. auditing and accounting, the tax system, 1996, 150. ISBN: 90 6299 136 X..

.I
Fiscaal zakboekje 1997/1. taxationof corporationsand individuals,

pp.
This research study aims to fill the knowledge

Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1997, pp. 324. taxation of trusts and estates, and other taxes in
ISBN:905334 893 X. the Channel Islands.

gap concerningorganizedbusiness crime by
1

First 1997 update of the overview of the (B. 116.410)
highlightingone specificphenomenon, that of
EU cross-borderVAT fraud. Insight is to be

currentBelgian tax rules. The set-up of the provided into: the effectivenessof the presentbookletmakes it a handy quick referenceguide VAT control system; the vulnerabilityof
for the practitioner.

.(B. 116.397) European Union legitimate trade to criminal inroads; and the

developmentof organizedcrime in this area.

EuropeanTax Handbook 1997. The main research extended the examination
Tiberghien,A. Amsterdam, IBFD PublicationsBV. 1997, of control systems ofBelgium, Germany, the
Tiberghien 1997. Handboekvoor fiscaal recht.

pp. 566. NLG280. ISBN: 90 70125 99 4. Netherlandsand the United Kingdom, and
18th Edition. examinedfraud cases in those countries asAnnuallyupdatedhandbookcontaining
Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1997, pp. 1389. summariesof the taxationofcorporationsand well.
ISBN: 90 5334 640,6. individuals in Europeancountries. The (B. 116.443)
Annually updated handbookon the various taxation systems of 35 countries are covered,
Belgian taxes. It covers income tax, corporate togetherwith a separatechapter on the taxation EuropeseBTW-heffing(2). Besprekingvan

tax, non-residents,registrationduty, of the EuropeanUnion. het rapport van de Commissie,terbestudering
succession, stamp duties, VAT and other (B. 116.446) van de BTW-heffingten aanzien van
indirect taxes, as well as social scurity grensoverschrijdendegoederenbewegingen
contributionsand international tax aspects. Inventoryof taxes levied in the MemberStates binnen de EU.
(B. 115.783) of the EuropeanUnion by the State and the Deventer, Kluwer. 1997.

local authorities. 16th Edition. Geschrifte'nvan de Verenigingvoor

Fiscolex 1997. Inkomstenbelastingen. Luxembourg,Office for OfficialPublications Belastingwetenschap,No. 204, pp. 34.
Samengestelddoor S. Sablon. of the European Communities. 1996, pp. 767. ISBN: 90 200 1964 3.
Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1997, pp: 1006. ISBN: 92 827 5234 8. Documentof the Society for Tax Research
ISBN: 90 5334 793 3. Survey describingall taxes levied in each concerninga VAT levy on cross-border
1997 Update of the Income Tax Code together MemberState of the EU. This edition reflects transactionswithin the EU. The report first.

with the executorymeasures and the Tax Code the situation as of 1 January 1994. gives an overview of the EC proposals to come

assimilatedwith income taxes'togetherwith (B. 116.448) to a final VAT levy. Thereafter, it deals with
the executorymeasures.This edition is up-to- the principlesof the EuropeanVAT system
date as at 15 February 1997. Terra, B.J.M.; Wattel, P.J. and explains the criteria a final VAT system
(B. 116.365) European tax law. 2nd Edition. should meet and whetherthis VAT should be

Deventer,Fed. 1997. levied in the State of origin on behalfof

Boekhoudrechtelijkeaspecten i.v.m.: de Fed Fiscale Studieserie,No. 29, pp. 365. Brussels. The report contains a good overview

overschakelingop de Euro; de VVPR-strips. NLG 66. ISBN: 90 6002 713 2. of the currentproblems to arrive at final

Brussels, CommissievoorBoekhoudkundige The book offers a systematicsurvey of the tax VAT system and provides solutions.
Normen. 1997. implicationsofEuropeanintegration and of (B. 116.383)
Bulletin van de Commissievoor Community tax harmonizationpolicy, and a

BoekhoudkundigeNormen,No. 37, January
discussionof the Community tax rules in force

Rechtspraakinternationaalbelastingrechten

1997, pp. 35. and pending. The book is divided into five
Europesesociale zekerheid. Editors A.H.M.

Positionof the Commissionfor Accounting parts: the consequencesof general (non-fiscal) Daniels,A. Pleijsierand M.J. Weerepas.
Standards regarding the accounting treatment CommunityLaw for national tax law; Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1996,
of the switch to the EURO and the accounting Community tax harmonizationpolicy; current

518. NLG 39.50. ISBN: 90 5458 267 7.pp.
treatmentof shares which are subject to a pending secondary CommunityLaw

Jurisprudenceof international andtax
reducedwithholding tax. concerningindirect taxes; current and pending

Europeansocial security law. The book
(B. 116.489) secondaryCommunityLaw concerning direct

contains complete overviewof importantEC
taxes; and exchangeofinformationbetween a

national tax administrations. jurisprudencein the field of tax matters and
Annuairefiscal 1997.1 (B. 116.464) social security. An overview of the literature

Diegem, Ced Samsom. 1.997, pp. 1000. and useful comments on each case are given.
ISBN: 90 5334 967 7. FranciscoAlfredoGarcia Prats Therefore, the book is very useful for

Annual revised and updated guide covering El establecimientopermanente.Anlisis practitioners,interestedpersons and students.
useful professionalinforniation,such as judico-tributariointernacionalde la (B. 116.377)
addressesof collectors', inspectors' and imposicinsocietaria.
directors' services, descriptionofntry into Madrid,EditorialTecnos S.A. 1996, pp. 504. Europees belastingrecht.Regelgevingen

force of recent laws, summary ofprocedures, ISBN: 84 309 2820 0. jurisprudentie.Editors I.J.J. Burgers and L.W.
amountofwithholding taxes and a description Permanentestablishments.Overviewof the tax Gormley.
of the taxationof income, registrationduties treatmentand other issues concerning Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1997,
and VAT. establishments.The book describes 490. NLG 59. ISBN: 90 5458 312 6.permanent pp.
(B. 116.529) ttie origin, legal background, concept, types European tax law provisions and .

.and taxationofPE. It also covers specific jurisprudence.The book contains a complete
matters like the.agent's clause, the meaningof overviewofEC provisions, importantEC
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jurisprudenceand proposals Qf the European Germany not only can but should apply to counteract
Commission. constructions,i.e. the transferof valueless
(B. 116.378) FernandoSerrano, Antn. loans into njoymentrights.

La terminacinconvencionalde (B. 116.393)
Sociale dialoog en sociale rechten. Uw sociale procedimientostributariosy otras tecnicas
zekerheidwanneeru zich verplaatstin de transaccionales. EStR-krit 1996/97. Veranlagungsze.itraum
EuropeseUnie. Madrid,AsociacinEspaola de Asesores 1996. Vorauszahlungszeitraum1997.
Brussels, EuropeanCommunity. 1997, Fiscales,Montalbn,3-6 dcha. 28014-Madrid, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 1686.
pp. 230. ISBN: 92 827 5610 6. Spain. 1996. DEM 197.80. ISBN: 3 08 360196 4.
This book contains a comprehensiveoverview MonograflasNo. 9, November 1996, pp. 130. Income Tax Directivescritically commented
of all rights and obligationsin the area of ISBN: 84 89025 07 X. , upon- for tax payments in the year 1997 and
social security. The EuropeanDirectives as Conventionalterminationof tax procedures for the assessmentof the fiscal year 1996.
well as the national regulationsof the various and other methodsof transactions.This book Examples, explanations,advice and critical
EC-Member-Statesare included. The book is describes the differentmethods of ending a domments as to the applicationof the Income
especiallyuseful for cross-borderemployees procedurebetween the taxpayerand the tax Tax Directivesby the tax authorities. Related
and for persons who intend to reside in another authorities. It also compares the Spanish statutes, by laws, letters of the Ministryof

EuropeanMember-State. regime with the Italian and German ones. Finance and an index are annexed.

(B. 116.405) (B. 116.340) (B. 116.461)

Bekkers, V.J.J.M.; Bonnes, J.M.; Moor, A.J.C. Handbuchzur Krperschaftsteuerveranlagung Assmann,E.

de; Voermans,W.J.M. 1996. Kraftfahrzeugund Steuern. 2. Auflage.
Brussel en Nederland: tegenliggers, Munich,Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997. Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1996,
spookrijdersof reisgenoten Implementatie Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen pp. 103. DEM 38. ISBN: 3 8202 1104 7.
van de EG-regelingenin de Nederlandse Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund Second edition of an introductorybook on the
rechtsorde. Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp. 342. tax aspects of a company car.

Zwolle,W.E.J. TjeenkWillinkBV. 1993, DEM 45. ISBN: 3 406 41813 9. (B. 116.478)
pp. 225. ISBN: 90 271 3740 4. Book of the GermanResearch Institute for Tax
A comprehensiveoverviewofproblems Practitionersand Tax Representatives.This Halaczinsky,R..

arising in the area of the implementation book contains a complete overview of the Jahressteuergesetz1997 mit Umsatzsteuer-

process ofEC-regulations,especially the German CorporationTax Act, other important nderungsgesetz1997.

backlog. The book focuses on the national and (tax) laws for corporationsand tax forms. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997, pp. 564.
community factors which impede the Changes in the tax law are highlighted.The DEM 68. ISBN: 3 406 42283 7.

implementationofEC-regulations.The book is very useful for tax practitioners and The Tax Act 1997 contains the changes in tax

juridicalcriteria and the mechanismsused in students. law and in the VAT. The grounds for the
the implementationprocess are analysed. (B. 116.353) changes are listed as on the parliamentary
Finally, some solutions are mentioned to documents.Where necessary the changes are

1. resolve the existingproblems. The book Senger, Th. explained.
contains a lot ofuseful informationfor Reform der deutschen (B. 116.247)
juridical and public administrationeducation Konzernertragsbesteuerung.
and for practitionersof Community law. Cologne, Verlag JosefEul GmbH., Brandsberg Handbuchzur Gewerbesteuerveranlagung
(B. 113.214) 6,53797Lohmar, Germany. 1997. 1996.

Reihe: Steuer, Wirtschaftund Recht, Band Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997.
137, pp. 269. DEM75. ISBN: 3 89012 538 7. Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen
The book contains an overviewof the existing Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund

France
regulationsconcerninggroup tax treatment, Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp. 196.
whichdiffer for various taxes. Furthermore DEM 36. ISBN: 3 406 41812 0.

La taxe professionnelle.Conseil des impts. great differences exist concerningnational and Book of the German Research Institutefor Tax
Quinzimerapport au Prsidentde la internationalgroups. The author investigates Practitionersand Tax Representatives.The
Rpublique, 1997.2 Volumes. whether these differences and the German book contains a complete overviewof the
Paris, Journal Officielde la Rpublique taxation meets the requirementsfor the GermanBusiness Tax Act. Changes in the tax
Franaise. 1997, pp. 670. group

realizationof the internal market. The author law are highlighted.The attachmentscontain a
ISBN: 2 11 071226 7. explains four group concepts,by means of the list of the municipal tax base and an
15th Reportof the CouncilofTakes to the separate liabilitycriterium and the explanationofappeal possibilities.The book is
Presidentof the Republic entirely dedicated to participationof external partners, which can be very useful for tax practitionersand students.

t the business tax. Includes a full analysis of this used for the realizatioof the internal market. (B. 116.388)
tax and its advantagesand drawbacks. (B. 116.392)
(B. 116.425) Prfungsklausuren1997.7 Original- '

Todtenhfer,F. Klausurarbeitenmit Lsungenaus der

t
Douet, F. Die bertragbarkeitder Grundstzeber Steuerberater-und Steuerinspektoren-Prfung.
Contribution l'tude de la scuritjuridique Kapitalaufbringungund Kapitalerhaltungauf Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1997.
en droit fiscal interne franais. Genussrechte. Prfungsklausuren,Band 1997, pp. 187.
Paris, LGDJLibrairieGnralde Droitet de Cologne, Verlag JosefEul GmbH., Brandsberg ISBN: 3 8168 5011 1.
Jurisprudence. 1997, pp. 383. 6,53797 Lohmar, Germany. 1997. Exams and solutions of the tax practitioners
ISBN: 2 275 01544 2. Reihe: Steuer, Wirtschaftund Recht, Band examinationsin Germany.
Thesis on the legal protectionof taxpayers 140, pp. 217. DEM 76. ISBN: 3 89012 549 2. (B. 116.301)
under French domestic law. If certain requirementsare met enjoyment
(B. 116.447) rights are equal to equity. It is uncertain Bloss, H.U.

whether the raising of a minimum capital and ErtragsteuerlicheAuswirkungender Haftung
the maintenanceof a minimumcapital apply to im einfach und qualifiziertfaktischen
enjoyment'rights.The author.-investigates Abhngigkeitsverhltnis.Eine Abgrenzungzur

whetherthese regulations can apply in those sogenanntenverunglcktenOrganschaft.
cases and comesto'theconclusionthat they Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang. 1996.

'f
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EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihen, Cologne, Verlag JosefEul GmbH., Brandsberg Bellstedt, Chr.
rechtswissenschaft,Vol. 1984, pp. 188. 6,53797 Lohmar, Germany. 1997, pp. 280. . GeschftsfhrerundVorstndeim
CHF 53. ISBN: 3 631 30547 8. DEM 74. ISBN: 3 89012 531 X. InternationalenSteuerrecht.Einkommensteuer,
This book deals with the fiscal nd accounting This book contains a completeoverviewof the Vermgensteuer.
treatmentof liabilitiesbetween related jurisprudenceduring the last decades Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt. 1996.
companies.This question is investigatedby concerninga silent partnership.The author Berufe, Branchen,Ttigkeiten im
means of a comprehensiveoverview of explains all kinds of silentpartnershipsknown InternationalenSteuerrecht,Band I, pp. 100.
literature and jurisprudencein the area. Special in Germany and their classificationby means DEM 49. ISBN: 3 504 26942 1.
attention is given to the transferof losses of the criteria developed in Jurisprudence. Managers and directors in international tax law
withingroups of companies and groups of Finally, the author describes new criteria (Income tax net worth tax). The author

.

-

companiessoon after their establishment. which resolve all existingcontradictions in the describes the tax issues arising from being
(B. 116.424) presentcriteriaused'. employedabroad. Devised as practical advice

(B. 116.394) for the addressedgroup, whetherworking fora

Schaumburg,H:; Piltz, D.J. residentor a non-residentcompany, and their
InternationalesUmwandlungssteuerrecht. Handbuchzur Einkommensteuerveranlagung tax counsellors.28 examplesexplainwhich

Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt. 1997. 1996. country has the right to tax in a specificcase.

Forum der InternationalenBesteuerung,Band .Munich,Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997. The amendmentsof the 1997 Tax Amendment

11, pp. 253. DEM 92. ISBN: 3 504 61510 9. Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen Act relating to nationalsof the EU or the EEA

Corporaterestructuringsand internationaltax Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund are included.

law. Corporaterestructuringsbased on the Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp. 1320. (Bi 116.470)
GermanReorganizationLaw and German DEM 63. ISBN: 3 406 41811 2.

ReorganizationTax Law discussed from an This book contains a complete overviewof the Lohnsteuertabellen1997. Tabellenbandmit
internationalviewpoint. German IncomeTax Act, income tax tables, Berechnungsprogramm.
(B. 116.427) the rates of the church tax and figures for Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997, pp. 380.

importantincome tax subjects. Changes in the DEM 88. ISBN: 3 406 41752 3.

Beck'schesSteuerberater-Handbuch1996/97.
tax law are highlighted.The book is very The book contains an overview of importantuseful for tax practitionersand students.

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1996, pp. 2125.
(B. 116.352) provisionsof the wage tax, social security law

DEM 188. ISBN: 3 406 40547 9.
' and labour law. Wage tax tables and

1996/97 Manual for tax advisors. This sixth calculationsare included.

updatededition covers all relevan't topics Broudr,A.M. (B. 116.440)
Die Sicherungvon Steuervergnstigungenfrrelated to tax consultancy,including Policendarlehen.Finanzierungenunter Einsatz

accounting,valuation,profits and loss Wittenbrink,C.
vonLebensversicherungsansprchen.statements,accountingwithin a group, 2. Auflage. Der Einfluss der Besteuerungfreiwilliger

substantivetax law and procedural tax law. betrieblicherSozialleistngenauf
Includingan extensiveaddress-listof tax Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag. 1996,

Arbeitsvertragsgestaltungen.
advisors, tax authorities and other pp. 225. DEM 68. ISBN: 3 8202 1080 6.

Cologne, Verlag JosefEul GmbH.., Brandsberg
organizationsin Germany'relatedto the tax

How to secure yourselftax breaks for loans
from insurances how to raise funds using the

DEM 73. ISBN: 3 89012 522 0.consultancyprofession.
-

6,53797 Lohmar, Germany. 1996, pp. 258.

(B. 116.441)
claim from a life insurancepolicy. Guide to

raise money from insurancecontracts so that The authorhas investigatedthe influenceof

tax advantages are preserved. With tables, voluntarybenefits providedby companies as

Handbuch zur Lohnsteuer1997. examples, illustrations,and extensiveannex part of a labour contracton the choice of the

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997. with the relevantprovisions, letters of the place of investment.Moreover, the author
Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen explains the taxationofdifferentkinds of suchMinistry ofFinance, and other legal material.
Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund (B. 116.455) benefits and its consequencesupon the level of

Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp. 728. income.
DEM73. ISBN: 3 406 41821 X. LStR-krit. Anmeldungszeitraum1997. (B. 116.395)
This'bookcontains a completeoverviewof the HerausgebersH.D. Fumi und J. Urban.
GermanWage Tax Act. In the attachments Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 1342. Handbuchzur Umsatzsteuer1996.
figures for importantwage tax subjects are DEM 171.80. ISBN: 3 08 360497 1. Munich,Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997.
listed..Changesin the tax law are highlighted. Salary and wage.(withholding),taxdirectives Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen
The book is very useful for tax practitioners critically commentedupon for filing the Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund-

and students. fiscal year 1997 return. Explanationsand Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp. 795.
(B. 116.390) critical commentsas to the applicationof the DEM 67. ISBN: 3 406 418147.

directivesby the tax authorities. Related Book of the GermanResearch Institute for Tax
AmtlichesEinkommensteuerHandbuch 1996. statutes, decisions referred to in the directives, Practitionersand Tax Representatives.A
Bundesministeriumder Finanzen. and letters of the MinistrybfFinance and an completeoverview of the GermanValue
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 197, pp, 1561. DEM index are annexed. AddedTax Act. Changes in the tax law are

39. ISBN: 3 08 361196 X. (B. 116.463) highlighted.The attachmentscontain a list'of
This book contains a comprehensiveoverview goods for which the lower tax rate applies and
of the IncomeTax Act, decrees of the Ministry Pahlke, A.; Franz, W. decrees for supplies in Germanyof foreign
ofFinance and importantdecisions of the Grunderwerbsteuergesetz.Kommentar. entrepreneursand decrees concerningNATO

SupremeCourt. Changes in the law are Nachtrag, Stand: Januar 1997. offices and soldiers resident in GermanyThe

highlightedand the law is explainedby means Munich,Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997, pp. 19. book is very useful for tax practitionersand
of a lot ofexamples.The attachmentcontains ISBN: 3 406 42586 0. students.
the income tax tables. This January 1997 supplementupdates the (B. 116.389)
(B. 116.346) 1995 edition ofGrunderwerbsteuergesetz-

Kommentar, the extensivecommentaryon UStR-krit 1996/97. Vetanlagungszeitraum
Troost, J. the GermanReal EstateTax Law. 1996. Voranmeldungszeitraum1997.
Die steuerlicheAbgrenzungzwischen (B. 115.025) Herausgegebenvon A. Klever.

typischenund atypischenstillen Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 1198.
Gesellschaften. DEM 171.80. ISBN: 3 08 360796 2.
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VATDirectivescritically commentedupon- A survey on recent developmentsand Luxembourg
for tax payments in the year 1997 and for the economic prospects. Includes informationon

assessmentof the fiscal year 1996. Examples, foreign trade and balance ofpayments, Warner, Philip J.
explanations,advice and critical comments as financial markets, public finance and foreign Luxembourgin international tax planning.
to the applicationof the VAT directivesby the debt. Amsterdam,IBFD PublicationsBV. 1997,
tax authorities. Related statutes and an index (B. 116.484) pp. 410. NLG 245. ISBN: 90 70125 96 X.
are annexed. This book provides a practical in-depth study
(B. 116.462) of Luxembourgin international tax planning. It

is.divided into five parts, i.e.: introduction
Kraeusel, J. Italy an

to Luxembourgas a country and financial
Das neue Umsatzsteuerrecht1997.5. Auflage. FernandoSerrano,Antn. centre; fully-taxableresidentbusinesses,
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1997, pp. 674. La terminacinconvencionalde including the calculationofprofit taxes, other
DEM 63.80. ISBN: 3 08 313605 6. taxes, and the taxationofnon-residents;fully-otras
The new 1997 VATLaw. The author procedimientostributarios y tecnicas

taxable specialpurposes vehicles, includingtransaccionales.
considers all changes to the VATLaw and to

Madrid, AsociacinEspaolade Asesores analysis of the banking and reinsurance
the VAT Directives introducedby the 1996 Fiscales, Montalbn,3-6 dcha. 28014-Madrid, sectors, holding company, SOPARFI; tax
Tax Law. exempt vehicles, with reference to the 1929Spain. 1996.
(B. 116.472) MonografiasNo. 9, November 1996, pp. 130. holding company and investmentfunds; and

' the taxationof corporatereorganizations.ISBN: 84 89025 07 X.
Weinmann,N. Conventionalterminationof tax procedures (B. 116.401)
Das neue Erbschaftsteuerrecht1997. and other methods of transactions.This book

L'utilisationde la nouvelle conventionMunich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1997, pp. 193. describes the differentmethods ofending a
DEM 48. ISBN: 3 406 42326 4. procedurebetween the taxpayer and the tax Suisse-Luxembourg;The

taxThe book provides a comprehensiveoverview authorities. It also compares the Spanish Switzerland-Luxembourg convention: a

of the new provisions in the area of the regimewith the Italian and German ones. practical guide.
inheritanceand gift tax. It contains an (B. 116.340) Lugano, FidinamTrust CompanyLtd. 1996,
explanationof an importantdecisionby the pp. 33.

German Supreme Court on which the legal Come cambiato e come cambiernel '97 il (B. 116.481)
changes are based. Furthermore, the book fisco italiano.
mentions all legal changes in the Tax Act 1997 Rome, MinistryofFinance. 1997. La Guida
which are of importancefor the inheritance del Contribuente,No. 15, pp. 59. Netherlands

i and gift tax. Finally all changes in the Bookletdescribing the changes to the Italian
ValuationTax Act and in the Inheritanceand tax system for 1997. Informationcurrent to 30 Haan, P.M. de; Perik, R.G.M.; Scheijndel,

, GiftTax Act are explained, especially, the January 1997. Includes informationand rates M.P. van.
valuation of real estate, the rates and the tax table of the extraordinarylevy forEurope and Winstdrainageen concernfinanciering.
free amounts. The book is of great interest for details of the forfeitary tax regime for small Deventer,Fed. 1997, pp. 118.
practitionersand students. taxpayers. ISBN: 0 6002 722 1.
(B. 116.248) (B. 116.354) This book contains a complete and clear

descriptionof the main changes to the
Handzik, P. Permanentestablishments:comparison in CorporateIncomeTax Act includingan

Die neue Erbschaft-und Schenkungsteuer. some Europeancountries. overviewof the legal regulationswhich in the
Gesamtdarstellungmit allen nderungen Lugano, FidinamTrust CompanyLtd. 1996, Netherlandsare in force at 1 January 1997.
durch das Jahressteuergesetz1997. pp. 35. Special attention is drawn to importantrulings
Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag. 1997, The conceptofpermanentestablishmentin of the Supreme Courtwhich led to the
pp. 1'72. DEM 39.80. ISBN: 3 503 03591 5. Italy in the context of the Italian Fiscal Code is introductionof the legislationon the
The book provides a comprehensiveoverview discussed. Includes a comparativeoverview of limitationsof interest deduction, the treatment
of the inheritanceand gift tax and the the definitionof a permanentestablishment in ofcurrency results and the new facility for
ValuationLaw Act. All changes are explained Belgium, Germany,France, the United group finance companies.The book is very
by means ofuseful cases. The complete Kingdom, Luxembourg, the Netherlandsand useful for practitionersand researchers.

.

regulationsare includedin the book. Austria. (B. 116.422)
(B. 116.302) (B. 116.480)

Bakker, J.R.; Bos, E.; Geld, J.A.G. van der;
Konzernabschlsse'95. Ausweis- Gestaltung Nus, D.J. van; Smit, P.M.; Dool, R.P. van den.

Berichterstattung. De nieuwe regels in de-

LiechtensteinDsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1997, vennootschapsbelasting.
pp. 306. DEM 148. ISBN: 3 8021 0734 9. Deventer, Kluwer. 1997.
1995 Consolidatedfinancial statement. Results Hier, K.J. Fiscaal actueel, pp. 106.ISBN: 90 200 1928 7.

of an examinationand evaluationof 100 big
Die Unternehmensstiftungin Liechtenstein. This book provides a comprehensiveoverview

' corporationsand firms in Germany showing Vaduz, LiechtensteinVerlagAG., Postfach of the amendments to the corporateincome
tendencies in the commercialand fiscal 133, FL 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein. 1995, tax. Main items are the possibility to report
balancesheets, e.g. with respect to the pp. 167. CHF 90. ISBN: 3 85789 101 7. taxable income in foreign currency, limitations
treatmentof permanentestablishmentsabroad, Enterprise foundationin Liechtenstein. of the deductionof interest for certain

inflation adjustmentsetc. Comprehensiveinformation(company law, intragroup transactionsand reorganization,the

(B. 116.391) organizationand administration,taxation and financial risk reserve, changes in the
various other topics) on the Liechtenstein participatiotiexemptionand measures for an

foundationset up for business purposes. alternativecalculationofnon-deductible
(B. 116.439) intereston loans to acquire shares to which the

Iceland participationexemptionapplies.
(B. 116.309)

The economyof Iceland;

Reykjavik, Central Bank of Iceland. 1997,
pp. 51. ISSN: 1024 0039.

'
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Schuit, S.R.; Janssen, J.E. Aronowitz,A.A.; Laagland,D.C.G.; Paulides. Amsterdam,Bonaventura. 1997, pp. 408.
M&A in the Netherlands. Value added tax fraud in the EuropeanUnion. NLG 59.50. ISBN: 90 6882 301 9.
The Hague, KluwerLawIntemational.1996, Amsterdam,KuglerPublicationsBV., The 1997 edition of the monographon

pp. 280. NLG75. ISBN: 90 411 0319 8. P.O. Box 11188, NL-1001 GD Amsterdam. marriage, gifts and inheritances law. Text of

Comprehensiveand practical descriptionof the 1996, pp. 150. ISBN: 90 6299 136 X. the Dutch SuccessionLaw 1956 is appended.
legal and tax aspects of mergers, acquisitions, This research aims to fill the gaps in (B. 116.547)
takeovers andjointventures in the .knowledgeconcerningorganizedcrime by
Netherlands. highlightingone specificphenomenon, that of Hund, D.; Lucas Luijckx,B.J.J.M.

(B. 116.451) EU cross-borderVAT fraud. This publication Internationaalfiscaal memo.

provides insight into: the effectivenessof the Deventer,Kluwer. 1997, pp. 290. NLG 47.

Laman, B.; Dijkstra, K. presentVAT control system and the ISBN: 90 200 1901 5.
Alles over stichtingenen'verenigingen.Wat vulnerabilityof legitimatebusiness to Annual pocket edition containingrelevantdata
iedere bestuurdermoet weten. 3rd.Edition. organizedcrime. This research examines the on double taxation treaties concludedby the
The Hague, DelwelUitgeverijBV, control systems ofBelgium, Germany, the Netherlands. Summariesof the 35% ruling, tax

Alexanderstraat26, P.O. Box 19110, 2500 CC Netherlandsand the UnitedKingdom, and treaties, social security contributionsand other
The Hague. 1997, pp. 154. NLG 45. fraud.casesin those countries as well. domestic tax laws are appended.
ISBN: 90 6155 800 X. (B. 116.443) (B. 116.376)
This bok deals with the financial and fiscal
situationof societies and foundations.The Elsen, E.H. van den. Kromhout,A.J.; Mierlo, T.C.M. van; Tuk,
book contains a complete overviewof the Onroerendezaken: BTW-constructiesen P.J.B.
most importantfiscal aspects. Special attention economischeeigendom. De gevolgen van de Praktijkboekbelastingrechtvoor accountants,
is drawn to accountingpractice and the risks reparatiewetgeving.(1) administrateurs,controllers,bedrijfseconomen.
and liabilitiesofmanagersof those entities. Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1997, Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1997,
(B. 116.415) pp. 126. NLG 45. ISBN: 90 5458 294 4. pp. 848. NLG 85. ISBN: 90 5458 306 1.

Real estate VAT avoidanceschemes and bare. Practitionersbook for accountants,
Fiscaal memo 2. ownership.The book gives a complete administrators,controllers and business
Deventer, Kluwer. 1997, pp. 332. overview of the changes in VAT to counteract economists.The book contains a complete and
ISBN: 90 200 1860 4. VAT avoidanceschemes and schemes to avoid clear overview of the most importantaspects
Bookletcontainingupdated informationon transfer tax. The book explains.theeffects on ofDutch tax law. Furthermore, the actual
relevantregulations in Dutch tax law as of 1 the exploitationand rental of real estate. changes, such as the new regime for

January 1997. (B. 116.363A) substantialshareholdersand the counteracting
(B. 116.357) of base erosion and the measures to strengthen

Dielwart,V.C.E. the fiscal positionof the Netherlandsare

Reuvers, M.R.. KemboekjeBTW plus 1997. explained.
Het inkomenvan buitenlandse Deventer,Fed. 1997, pp. 227. NLG49. (B. 116.362)
belastingplichtigen.8th Edition. ISBN: 90 6002 732 9.
Deventer,Fed. 1997. An overviewof the most importantrules Klaassen, J.; Zevenboom,G.H.
Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 94. NLG 51. concerningvalue added tax in the Netherlands, De nieuwejaarverslaggeving.7th Edition.
ISBN: 90 600 2735 3. includingdecrees of the Ministry ofFinance Deventer,Fed. 1997, pp. 217. NLG 55.

Updated and revised edition of a monograph and the most importantcourt decisions. ISBN: 90 6002 669 1.

explaining the limited tax liabilityof non- (B. 116.421) Comprehensiveanalysis of the main
resident taxpayersunder the Dutch income tax accountingrequirements.The book contains
law (both individual and corporate) and related Elsen, E.H. van den. an overviewof a balance sheet, a profit and
tax aspects. Onroerendezaken: BTW-constructiesen loss account, consolidatedgroup accounts, the
(B. 116.476) economischeeigendom. De gevolgen van de publicationrequirementsand accountant

reparatiewetgeving.(2) control. Moreover, each chapter contains
Bouwman,J.; Vries, M. d. Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V. 1997, . practical cases.

Ouders en studerendekinderen. 2nd Edition. pp. 84. NLG 45. ISBN: 90 5458 294 4. (B. 116.423)
Deventer, Kluwer. 1996. Real estate VAT avoidanceschemes and bare
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 19, pp. 148. ownership (part 2). This secondpart deals with Caminada, Koen.
ISBN: 90 200 1848 5. implementingorders.andchanges to the De progressievan het belastingstelsel.
Revised and updated edition of the monograph former proposals. Amsterdam,Thesis PublishersAmsterdam,
dealing with taxation aspects arising from the (B. 116.363B) Prinseneiland305,1013LP Amsterdam. 1996,
financial relationshipbetweenparents and pp. 21. NLG42.50. ISBN: 90 5170 387 2.
children. Paulus, A. Progressionof the tax system. The book
(B. 116.467) The feasibilityof ecological taxation. contains a good quantificationof the

Antwerp,Maklu Uitgevers, Somerstraat3-15, developmentsin tax progression,by taking
Pensioengids 1997. Vraagbaakvoor 2018 Antwerpen,Belgium. 1995, pp. 315. into accountdevelopmentsin tax rates and

pensioenen. BFR 1950. ISBN: 90 6215 502 2. deductionpossibilitiesand the effects on tax

Deventer, Kluwer. 1997, pp. 364. The book provides an overviewof the revenues. It is especiallyuseful for students.
ISBN: 90 6002 725 6. possibilitiesand difficultiesofusing taxes (B. 116.375)
Updated practicalguide for what a pension, directly or indirectly for ecologicalpurposes.
supplementary-,and early retirementpension Ecological taxes are presented, analysed and Sociale dialoog en socialerechten. Uw sociale
is, howit is built-up and for whomit is discussedwithin the context of two different zekerheidwanneeru zich verplaatst in de
intended. Attention is also paid to life . approachesof ecological taxation: the double EuropeseUnie.
insuranceand saving schemes for employees. dividendapproach and the ecological Brussels, EuropeanCommunity. 1997,
International tax and financial aspects of concerns approach. pp. 230. ISBN: 2 827 5610 6.
pensions are also outlined. (B. 11.6.381) This book contains a comprehensiveoverview
(B. 116.358) of all rights and obligations in the area of

Bos, G.; Kauer-VanDijk, M.; Verhaegh, social security. The EuropeanDirectives as

P.H.F.G.;Vrede-Pompe,C.J.S. well as the national regulationsof the various
Elsevierschenken & erven almanak 1997. EC-Member-Statesare included. The book is
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especiallyuseful for cross-borderemployees Spain Lugano, FidinamTrust CompanyLtd. 1996,
and for persons who intend to reside in another pp. 33.
EuropeanMemberState. Fernando Serrano, Antn. (B. 116.481)
(B. 116.405) La terminacinconvencionalde

procedimientostributariosy otras tecnicas Behnisch,U.R.
Bekkers, V.J.J.M.; Bonnes, J.M.; Moor, A.J.C. transaccionales. Die Umstrukturierungvon

de; Voermans,W.J.M. Madrid,AsociacinEspaolade Asesores Kapitalgesellschaften:.nationalund
Brussel en Nederland: tegenliggers, Fiscales,Montalbn,3-6 dcha. 28014-Madrid, grenzberschreitend.Eine rechtsvergleichende
spookrijdersof reisgenotenImplementatie Spain. 1996. Studie.
van de EG-regelingenin de Nederlandse MonografiasNo. 9, November 1996, pp. 130. Basel, VerlagfrRechtund GesellschaftAG.
rechtsorde. ISBN: 84 89025 07 X. 1996.
Zwolle, W.E.J. TjeenkWillinkBV. 1993, Conventionalterminationof tax procedures Die EidgenssischenSteuern,Zlle und

pp. 225. ISBN: 90 271 3740 4. and other methodsof transactions.This book Abgaben, Band 8/1996, pp. 484. CHF 152.50.
A comprehensiveoverview ofproblems describes the differentmethods ofending a This book deals with all civil, competitionand

arising in the area of the implementation procedurebetween the taxpayer and the tax fiscal law aspects of a restructuringof a

process of EC-regulations,especially the authorities.It also compares the Spanish limited company in Switzerland, the United
backlog. The book focuses on the national and regime with the Italian and German ones. Kingdomand the Netherlands.The book
community factors which impede the (B. 116.340) especially focuses on the realizationofhidden

implementationofEC-regulations.The reserves and a descriptionof capital gains and

juridical criteria and the mechanismsused in CiprianoMuozBafios profits. The existing system is explainedby
the implementationprocess are analysed. Infraccionestributariasy delitos contra la constitutionaland financial arguments.Finally
Finally, some solutions are mentioned to haciendapublica. the book investigateswhether the existing laws
resolve the existingproblems. The book Madrid, Editorialesde DerechoReunidas. for a restructuringresult in distortions and
contains a lot ofuseful informationfor 1996, pp. 478. ISBN: 84 7130 866 5. discrimination.
juridical and public administrationeducation Tax infringementsand offences against the (B. 116.228)

.

and for practitionersof Community law. Treasury. The book deals with aspects related
(B. 113.214) to tax infringementsand offences against the

Treasury in Spain. In particular, it covers the United KingdomBehnisch,U.R. different types of infringement(minor and
Die Umstrukturierungvon major), tax sanctions (and enforcement Interim reportby the Tax LawReview
Kapitalgesellschaften:nationalund mechanism)and their imposingprocedure and Committee the tax appeals system.on
grenzberschreitend.Eine rechtsvergleichende penalty surcharges on late paymentof tax. London, IFS The Institute for Fiscal Studies.Studie. (B. 115.886) 1996, 122. ISBN: 1 873357 62 1.
Basel, VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG. pp.

' Recommendationson certain aspects regarding1996. FranciscoAlfredoGarciaPrats the UK tax appeals system.Die EidgenssischenSteuern, Zlle und El establecimientopermanente.Anlisis (B. 116.293)Abgaben,Band 8/1996, pp. 484. CHF 152.50. jurdico-tributariointernacionalde la
This book deals with all civil, competitionand imposicinsocietaria. Chennells,L.
fiscal law aspects of a restructuringof a Madrid,Editorial Tecnos S.A. 1996, pp. 504. Labour's windfall levy.limited company in Switzerland, the United ISBN: 84 309 2820 0. London, IFS The Institutefor Fiscal Studies.
Kingdomand the Netherlands.The book Permanentestablishments.Overviewof the tax 1997.
especially focuses on the realizationofhidden treatmentand other issues concerning IFS Commentary,No. 59, 19.
reserves and a descriptioncapital gains and permanentestablishments.The book describes pp.

profits. The existing system is explainedby the origin, legal background,concept, types
ISBN: 1 873357 65 6.
The LabourParty has made a pledge that,constitutionaland financial arguments.Finally and taxation ofPE. It also covers specific should they be elected in 1997, they wouldthe book investigateswhether the existing laws matters like the agent's clause, the meaning of
impose one-offwindfall levy th

applying to a restructuringresult in distortions business activity, the non-discrimination
a on excess

and discrimination. principle, functionof the PE and European
. profits of the privatizedutilities. This

(B. 116.228) Union issues related to PE. commentarydiscusses the backgroundto the

policy, presents the economicarguments for
(B. 115.921) and against the levy, and examinessome of the

issues about how the levy (or tax) might
Poland Rosembuj,Tulio.

actually operate in practice.El fraude de ley y el abuso de las formas en el
(B. 116.339)derecho tributario.Mastalski,R.

Wprowadzeniedo prawapodatkowego. Madrid,MarcialPons, EdicionesJuridicas Simon's direct tax service. FinanceAct 1997
f Warsaw,WydawnictwoC.H.Beck. 1995, S.A. 1994, pp. 331. ISBN: 84 7248 182 4. handbook.

Tax fraud and the abuse of forms in tax law.
pp. 122. ISBN: 83 7110 061 2. London, Butterworths. 1997, pp. 180. GBP 20.

This book analyses the legal qualificationofIntroductionto the Polish tax law and legal tax fraud and other forms of abuse of the tax
ISBN: 0 406 89509 0.

system. The provisions relating to income tax,
(B. 116.420)

law. In particular, the authorexamines the
corporation tax, capital gains tax and

general anti-abuseprovisions containedin the inheritancetax with explanatorynotes.
General Tax Law and specific cases related toDas polnischeRecht der Rechnungslegung (B. 116.364)

und Prfung.
tax avoidance. Contains extensive

Dsseldorf, IDWVerlag GmbH. 1997, bibliographicalreferences.
Ferer, Ian; Sherring, Tony.

pp. 307. DEM 65. ISBN: 3 8021 0732 2. (B. 115.465) Tolley'sUK taxationof trusts. 6th Edition.
This book provides a comprehensiveoverview Croydon, TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.
of alllaws and decrees in Poland concerning 1996, pp. 239. ISBN: 1 86012 296 5.

accountingand controllingpractice. The book Switzerland The book has been fully revised and updated
is especiallyof interest for practitioners. to include the changes broughtabout by the
(B. 116.367) L'utilisationde la nouvelleconvention FinanceAct 1996, and in particular its effect

Suisse-Luxembourg;The Switzerland- on agriculturaland businessproperty reliefs
Luxembourgtax convention: a practical guide. and offshore trust planning. New material
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includes: a further-expandedchapter on.self- Maas, R. London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC.,
assessment,references to theInlandRevenue's Taxationof employments.4th Edition. 7 CrescentStable, 139 UpperRichmond

Trust.Manual, the forms 31 and 32 (1996) and Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. Road, London SW15 2TN, UnitedKingdom.
commentaryon significantnew cases. 1995, pp. 396. ISBN: 1 86012 044 X. 1994, pp. 150. GBP 90.

(B. 116.196) A comprehensiveguide to the tax and case law ISBN: 1 8700070 86 0.

relating to ScheduleE including the provisions This book describes the backgroundto

Maas, Robert. of the FinanceAct 1995. employeeshare schemes, contains a detailed

Tolley's anti-avoidanceprovisions. 2nd (B. 116.198) examinationof the conditions for approvalof
Edition.

.

share option schemes, discusses alternative

Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd. The taxationof ministers of religion. types of scheme includingemployee trusts,
1991, pp. 579. ISBN: 0 85459 519 8. London, The ChurchesMain Committee, profit sharing and savings related option
This book contains a full expositionand Fielden House, Little CollegeStreet, schemes. Describes the law and practice as at

analysis ofUK anti-avoidancelaw and London SW1 3JZ. 1996, pp. 12. January 1993.

practice. Thebookis topic based but follows CircularNo. 2 of 1996 dealing with the main (B. 116.208)
closely the related legislativeframework.Most aspects of income tax and capital gains tax
major taxes are covered. which are peculiar to ministers of religionby Blundell, R.; Dearden,L.; Goodman,A.;
(B. 116.200) virtue of their office. Reed, H.

(B. 116.503) Higher education, employmentand earnings in
Grundy,M.; Field, J.; Briggs, J. Britain.
Asset protection trusts. 2nd Edition. . Venables,R.; Hardy, A. London,IFS The Institute for Fiscal Studies.
London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC., Inheritancetax planning. 3rd Edition. 1997, pp. 77. ISBN: 1 873357 67 2.
7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond London,Key Haven PublicationsPLC., This study examinesthe impactofhigher,

Road, London SW15 2TN, United Kingdom. 7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond educationon individuals' employment
1993, pp. 95. GBP 90. ISBN: 1 870070 94 1. prospects and wages in the medium to longer
This book details the law relating to'asset Road, London SW15 2TN, United Kingdom.

1997, pp. 718. ISBN: 1 870070 99 2. term.

protection trusts from the standpointof settlor, This book is compilationof five separate (B. 116.429)
creditors and beneficiaries.The book contains

a

works on estate and gift tax planningby this
a discussionof the legal status of pre- acknowledgedspecialistpractitioner.The Jones, A.; Posnett, J.
bankruptcysettlements in Englandand the books focuses on tax on inheritance, tax on Individualgiving and the impactof tax.
United States as well as an overview of recent
asset protection trust legislation in a numberof gifts, trusts and agriculturalproperty. The London, CharitiesAid Foundation. 1997,

book provides detailedplanning techniques, pp. 4.
offshorejurisdictions.Extracts from relevant

as as
laws are appended.There is a briefdiscussion legislativebackground well non-resident Broctiure investigatingthe determinantsof

issues. The law is stated as at 1 January 1997. charitablegiving in the United Kingdomand
of tax issues and drafting. The law is stated as

at 31 March 1993. (B. 116.231) analysing the impactof tax deductibilityon

giving by covenants.
(B. 116.21'1)

Kessler, J.; Vaines, P. (B. 116.505)

Venables,Robert; Kessler, James. Tax planning for the foreign domiciliary. 2nd

Tax planning & fundraisingfor charities. 2nd Edition. Nock, R.S.

Edition. London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC., Stamp duties for property transactions. 2nd

London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC., 7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond Edition.

7 CrescentStables, 139 Upper Richmond Road, London SW15 2TN, United Kingdom. London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC.,

Road, London SW15 2TN, United Kingdom. 1996, pp. 155. GBP 140. 7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond

1993. GBP 140. ISBN: 1 870070 84 4. ISBN: 1 870070 98 4. Road, London SW15 2TN, UnitedKingdom.
This book contains a detailed explanationof This book deals with the practicalproblems 1996, pp. 700. GBP 120.

the law togetherwith a discussionof the which arise whena foreign domiciliarycomes ISBN: 1 870070 89 5.

practical problems faced by charities and to live in the United Kingdomand, in This book contains a detaileddescriptionof

donors to charity.While the main emphasis is particular, the steps which can.be taken to stamp duties relating to property transactions.

on taxationof charitable income, attention is reduce or eliminateUK taxes (including In addition to the traditionalforms of

also given to other taxes. Each form of inheritance tax). The law is stated as at 1 April transactionsuch as conveyancesand leases,

fundraisingis separatelycovered including 1996. other issues are coveredsuch as financingand

covenantedpayments,gift aid and gifts. There (B. 116.205) securitization,unit trusts. There is also a

is a separatepart dealing with issues such as chapter on industrialand intellectualproperty.
tax efficientorganizationalstructuring, Venables,Robert. The interactionbetween stamp duties and

corporateacquisitions, tax avoidance,double Non-residenttrusts. 6th Edition. VAT is also discussed. Particularfocus is

taxation treaties and trusts. The law is stated as London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC., given to the interpretationproblems arising
at 1 January 1994. 7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond from the FinanceAct 1994. The law is stated

(B. 116.209) Road, London SW15 2TN, UnitedKingdom. as at 31 October 1996.

1995, pp. 431.GBP 175. (B. 116.206)
The Ernst & Young's tax saver's companion ISBN: 1 870070 87 9.
1996. The first part of this book sets out in a practical Blow, L.; Hall, J.; Smith, S.

Chichester,John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1996, manner the answers to key questionsrelating Financingregionalgovernmentin Britain.

pp. 298. GBP 9.99. ISBN: 0 471 96105 1. to the creation, life and terminationof a non- London, IFS The Institute for Fiscal Studies.

A pocket size book containingconcise resident trust. The second part analyses the 1996, pp. 66. GBP 7.50. ISBN: 1 873357 59 1.

descriptionsof fundamental tax issues as well relevant legislationand case law, with a focus Official data on territorial and regional
as practical guidanceand planning ideas. The on capital gains tax issues. The law is stated as spending.
focus is on individual taxationbut also extends at 1 August 1995. (B. 116.336)
to business taxation. (B. 116.207)
(B. 115.873) Matthews,Paul.

Thornhill,A.; Randall, P. Trusts:.migrationand change of proper law.

Employee trusts and approved employeeshare London, Key Haven PublicationsPLC.,
schemes. 2nd Edition. 7 CrescentStables, 139 UpperRichmond
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Road, London SW15 2TN, United Kingdom. Saunders, I. Radebaugh,L.H.; Gray, S.J.
'

-

1997, pp. 107. GBP 95. ISBN: 1 870070 97 6. Taxation.Judicial review and other remedies. Internationalaccounting and'multinational
Practice oriented book covering the essential Chichester,JohnWiley & Sons. 1996, pp. 215. enterprises.4th Edition.
questions surroundingchanging the residence GBP 60. ISBN: 0 471 96080 2. Chichester,JohnWiley & Sons. 1997, pp. 696.
ofUK trusts or changing the proper law The book addresses questions such as: what ISBN: 0 471 05601 4.
governing trusts, includingspecific drafting proceduralrules mustbe followedwhen Studenthandbookpresenting international
points. The UK legislationon trust recognition seeking a review in a tax case; is judicial accountingwithin the contextofmanaging
as well as the non-implementedprovisionsof review always the most effective remedy in multinationalenterprises. It includes a

the Hague Conventionare appended. light of the differentroles played by the tax comparativereview of differentcountries'

1 (B. 116.325) commissioners,the Adjudicatorand the accounting systems and the factors affecting
Ombudsman;and what,is the difference those differencesas well as the implications

Parliamentaryprocedures for the enactmentof betweenjudicial review and the established tax for internationalharmonisationof accounting
. rewritten tax law. Reportof a working party of appeal structure standards.The book takes into account real

the Tax Law Review Committee. (B. 116.414)
'

world'issuessuch as cultural differences,
London, IFS The Institute forFiscal Studies. political developmentsand (global).business
1996, pp. 30. GBP 12.50. strategies. One part deals with general
(B. 116.334) INTERNATIONAL principlesof internationaltaxation and their

interrelationwith accounting.Each chapter
Johnson, P.; Disney, R.; Stears, G. Tax avoidanceand the rule of law. Editor includes study questions and a case study.
Pensions: 2000 and beyond. Volume 2: GraemeS. Cooper. (B. 116.412)
analysis of trends and options. Amsterdam,IBFD PublicationsBV. 1997,
London, RetirementIncome Inquiry, pp. 378. ISBN: 90 70125 98 6. The taxationof investmentfunds. 51st
31 Great Peter Street, London SW1P 3LR; The subjectofthis volume of essays is the Congress of the InternationalFiscal
London, IFS Institute.forFiscal Studies. 1996, operationof the general anti-avoidancerules Association,New Delhi 1997..
pp. 159. GBP 10.50. ISBN: 0 9527479 1 X. (GAARS) often enacted by governmentsin Deventer, Kluwer. 1997.
The book outlines currentpensionprovision in their tax statutes. The essays examine, in IFA Cahiers de DroitFiscal International,
the UK and looks at trends in pensioner particular, to what extent there may be a VolumeLXXXIIB,pp. 910.
incomes, SERPS, the effects of some options conflictbetween GAARS and the traditionof ISBN: 90 411 0392 9.
on a range of individuals,and examinespolicy the rule of law. The book is based in part on Summaryofnational reports on the topic
options for first-tierprovisionand some the discussionsat a conferenceheld in Sydney deliveredby various contributorson the
aspects ofprivate sector provision. in May 1995. taxationof investmentfunds. The report by
(B. 116.343) (B. 116.400) Lynne J. Ed andPaulJ.M. Bongaarts is fully.

published in English, French, German and
Worldwidecorporate tax guide, 1997.Behnisch,U.R. Spanish.

Die Umstrukturierungvon
New York, Ernst & Young International. (B. 116.474)

Kapitalgesellschaften:nationalund 1997, pp. 667.

grenzberschreitend.Eine rechtsvergleichende
The book summarizes the corporate tax Worldwideexecutive tax guide, 1997.

Studie. systems in over 130 countries,based on
New York, Ernst & Young International.

informationcurrent to 1 January 1997.
Basel, VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG. 1996, pp. 591.
1996. (B. 116.379) The book summarizesfor executives the
Die EidgenssischenSteuern, Zlle und The taxationof income derived from the personal tax systems in over 130 countries,
Abgaben,Band 8/1996, pp. 484. CHF 152.50. supply of technology. 51st Congress of the based on informationcurrent to 1 September
This book deals with all civil, competitionand InternationalFiscal Association,New Delhi 1996.
fiscal law aspects of a restructuringof a 1997. (B. 116.382)
limited company in Switzerland, the United Deventer, Kluwer. 1997.
Kingdomand the Netherlands.The book IFA Cahiers de DroitFiscal International, Marthoz, J.P.; Szymanski,M.
especially focuses on the realisationofhidden VolumeLXXXIIA,pp. 860. Behind the wire. Anti-unionrepression in the
reserves and a descriptioncapital gains and ISBN: 90 411 0391 0. exportprocessingzones.

. profits. The existingsystem is explainedby A summary in English, French, Germanand Brussls, InternationalConfederationofFree
constitutionaland financial arguments. Finally Spanishof each country report on the topic is Trade Unions, BoulevardEmile Jacqmain 155,
the book investigateswhether the existing laws appended. The report by Steven R. Lainoffand B 1, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium'. 1996, pp. 64.
for a restructuringresult in distortions and Ramesh C. Vaish is published in full in the ISBN: 2 87390 022 9.
discrimination. four languages. Bookletreporting on the treatmentof trade
(B. 116.228) (B. 116.473) unions in exportprocessingzones. There is a

descriptionof the internationaldevelopmentof
Trends in contemporarytrust law. Editor A.J. Brown, Bill Penman. these zones with a focus on Maquiladoras.The
Oakley. Offshorefinancial services handbook. book ig also available in French entitled
New York, Oxford UniversityPress Inc. 1996, Abington, GreshamBooks, AbingtonHall, L'enferdes nouveauxparadis fiscaux. La
pp. 341. GBP 45. ISBN: 0 19 826286 8. Abington, CambridgeCB1 6AH, United repression antisyndicaledans les zones

Collectionofessays by a group of trust Kingdom. 1996, pp. 291. GBP 75. franches.
lawyers. The papers cover areas which are ISBN: 1'85573 251 3. (B. 116.051)
currently importantto the legal profession, e.g. An informativeand comprehensivesurvey of
non-charitablepurpose trusts (importantwhen the legitimateuses of offshore financial The Law of the Sea. Declarationsand
using tax havens in commercialand estate services. The book deals with.bothbackground statementswith respect to the United Nations
planning roles), the protector, pension trusts, and.practicerelating to offshore financial Conventionon the Law of the Sea and to the
liabilities and remedies forbreach of trust. services, theirprovision and regulation. Agreementrelating to the Implementationof
(B. 116.468) Discusses the taxationof offshorecentres, Part XI ofthe UnitedNations Conventionon

asset protection, offshore trusts, the use of the law of the Sea of 10 December 1982.
offshorecompanies,captive insurance New York, UN United Nations. 1997, pp. 1-35.
companies, investment funds, offshorepension ISBN: 92 1 133511 6.
funds, companymanagement,etc. (B. 116.426)

1 (B. 116.444)
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Introductionto intellectual.property.Theory Environmentaltaxes and green tax reform. Mexico ',

and practice..EditorWIPO- World Paris, OECD Organisationfor EconomicCo-
IntellectualProperty Organization. operationand Development. 1997. Tax reform 1997.
The Hague, KluwerLaw InternationalLtd. ISBN: 92 64 15516 3. Mexico, Ortiz, Sainz y Tron, PorfirioDiaz
1997, pp. 644. NLG 325. The report reviews the current situation and 102, Col. del Valle, C.P. 03100, Mxico D.F.
ISBN: 90 411 0938 2. the lessons which can be drawn e.g. as to the 1997, pp. 35.
The book provides a comprehensive competitiveness,social equity and Briefanalysis of the legal provisionscontined
introduction to intellectualproperty and cvers employmentimplicationsof green taxes., in the Federal Fiscal Code, Income Tax Law,
all aspects of intellectualproperty law and (B. 116.465) Tax on Assets Law, VATLaw, Special Tax on

administration.Particularattention is paid to Productionand Services Law, New Cars Tax
the subjectof internationalcooperation in Sustainabledevelopment:OECD policy Law, tax on Holding and Use of Vehicles Law,
intellectualproperty, includingan analysis of approachesfor the 21st century. Federal Duties Law, Fiscal CoordinationEaw,
the principalmultilateral treaties which deal Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo- Organic Law of the Federal Tax Court,
with the protectionof intellectualproperty. operation and Development. 1997, pp. 181. Customs Law, and the decree granting tax
The role of intellectualproperty in cultural, FRF 100. ISBN: 92 64 15487 6. incentives.
economicand technologicaldevelopmentand The book provides an overview and analysis (B. 18.979)
the interactionbetween industrialproperty of trends and identifiespolicy gaps and trade-
offices and the various users of the intellectual offs that have been encounteredand points to

property system are also outlined. future options. It first concentrateson socio-
(B. 116.449) economic issues, including the integrationof Peru

economics and environment; trade and
Kim, H. environment;changing consumptionand Doing business in Peru. ..

Fundamentalanalysis worldwide.Volume I: productionpatterns; assessing environmental Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1996, pp. 153.

Financialstatementanalysis. performance;developmentco-operation;and Informationguide on doing business in Peru,

Chichester,John Wiley & Sons. 1996, pp. 400. the evolutionof aid agencies since the Rio originallypublished in 1994, updatedby a

GBP 75. ISBN: 0 471 12229 7. - Earth Summit in 1992. In the secondprt it February 1996 supplement.Information is*

Investingand managing money in takes an in-depth look at nine sectorial issues: given on foreign investmentand trade
v

internationalcapital markets. A comprehensive energy, transport, agriculture, toxic chemicals, opportunities,banking and finance, auditing
.

explanationofhow t9 implement fundamental climate change, nuclear energy, urbanization, and accounting, taxation of corporationsand

financialanalysis to make sound international biotechnology,and education. individuals,VAT and other indirect taxes.

investmentdecisions.This volume offers a (B. 116.418) (B. 18.974)
general overview ofcorporate financial
statementanalysis. It provides comparisonsof
differentfinancial reportingpractices in many LATIN AMERICA MIDDLE EAST
countries.
(B. 116.457)

Argentina Kuwait

Euro-Pacificinvestmentand trade. Strategies
and structural interdependencies. Cdigo de Comercio; 1997. Kennedy, P.D.

*

Cheltenham,EdwardElgar PublishingLtd., 8 EditorFernandoMarcelo Zamora. Doing business with Kuwait.

LansdownPlace, Cheltenham, Buenos Aires, VictorP. de Zavala S.A., London, KoganPage Ltd. 1997, pp. 506.
.

Gloucestershire,GL50 2HU, UnitedKingdom. Alberti 835, 1223 Buenos Aires, Argentina. ISBN: 0 7494 2250 5.

1997, pp. 302. GBP 59.95. .1997, pp. 1680. ISBN: 950 572 370 9. The book provideshands-on informationad
advice on how internationalbusiness people .ISBN: 1 85898 368 1: CommercialCode1997. Extensive

This book critically reviews the activities of commentaiyon the ArgentineCommercial need to adapt their existingtechniques and

European and Pacific internationalfirms, Code includingall recent amendments. skills to deal effectivelywith clients from ~

assesses their differing degrees of (B. 18.975)
Kuwait.Topics covered include: business -T
infrastructureand background,political :

competitivenessand their effects on economic
structures in the Trade pattern of industrialized Cdigo civil, 1997. structure and the economy,business laws and

democracies,and discusses options for EditorRicardo de Zavala. regulations, taxation (corporate income tax,i

corporatedecision-makersand governments. Buenos Aires, VictorP. de Zavala S.A., Zakat, import and export duties), conventional
and islamic financig,hydrocarbonand no-The book contains many of the papers that Alberti 835, 1223 Buenos Aires, Argentina.

were presentedat the HalifaxEuro-Pacific 1997, pp. 1510. ISBN: 950 572 368 7. hydroarbon industries, the marketplace and

Investmentand Trade conference in May Commentaryon the ArgentineCivil Code as opportunities,behaviouraspects, and useful

1995. of 1997.
contactnumbers.

(B. 116.380) (B. 18.976) (B. 58.318)

NORTH AMERICAOECD CIAT

Dziobek, C. Modelo de CdigoTributario del CIAT. Canada
Regulatoryand tax treatmentof loan loss Panama, CIATExecutiveSecretariat,

-

provisions. P.O. Box 2129, Zona 9A, Panama, Rep. of Provincialbudget.
Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund. Panama. 1997, pp. 146. Montreal,APFFAssociationde Planification
1996. CIAT's ModelTax Code. A model of the Tax Fiscale et Financir. 1997, pp. 65.
IMFWorkingPaper PPAAl96/6,pp. 25. Code containingonly general provisions on Summaryof the ProvincialBudgetof 25
(B. 116.513) taxation for countries (especiallyLatin March, 1997.

.Americancountries). (B. 116.514) i
(B. 18.982)
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USA Loose-leaf France

Blumenberg,Jens. Fiscalitpratique Impots indirects
Die Besteuerungder Gesellschafter- Services release 2

-

Fremdfinanzierung- unterbesonderer Levallois-Perret,EditionsFrancis Lefebvre.
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Unternehmensverhltnissein den'USA. Received.between 1 and
Munich, Jens Blumenberg. 1995, pp. 485. 31 August 1997 GermanyThis dissertationdeals with the problems
resulting from loans provided to companiesby ABCFhrerLohnsteuerthe partners. As a resultprofitdistributionscan Africa release 48be transformedinto interest distributions and
therefore several countries have introduced Stuttgart, Verlag Schffer.

Droit des affaires en Afrique (La revue dethin capitalizationrules or restricted the Droit des Affaires Afriquefrancophoneet Abgabenordnung Finanzgerichtsordnungdeductibilityof interest.Moreovercivil law
en -

aspects concerning the liability with regard to
au Maghreb) Tipke- Kruse

capitlprovidedare explained. The thesis
releases 8-10 release 82
Paris, Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique. Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.focuses especially on the legislation and

jurisprudencein the United States. The book
1 consists of fourparts. First the accounting Australia

Abgabenordnungund Finanzgerichtsordnung
Hbschmann Hepp Spitalerprinciplesof equity financingare explained.

- -

release 153The Secondpart deals withthemain aspects of Australian tax practice: Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.United States tax law, Part three contains a
-

completeoverview of all regulations,decrees, Legislation
releases 95 and 96 DeutscheSteuerpraxis Nachschlagwerkand cases concerningequity financing of North Ryde, Butterworths. praktischerSteuerflle

-

companies in the United States. Part four
releases 175 and 176

finally, provides solutions for the problem and Australian international tax agreements Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.
deals'especiallywith proposalsof the US-

Tolhurst-Wallace-Zipfingertreasury. release 64 Einkommensteuer-und(B. 116.311) North Ryde, Butterworths. Krperschaftsteuergesetzmit Nebengesetzen
Lorenz, V. Raupach- Herrmann

release 188Die Bilanzierungvon Finanzinstrumentenin
den USA. Belgium Cologne, Verlag.DrOtto Schmidt.

Wiesbaden,DeutscherUniversittsVerlag
GmbH.; VerlagDr Th. Gabler GmbH., FundamenteleBelgischewetgeving

Handbuchder Aktiengesellschaft
release 27AbrahamLincolnStr. 46, 65189 Wiesbaden, release 76

Germany. 1997, pp. 190. Diegem, KluwerRechtswetenschappen. Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.

ISBN: 3 8244 6413 6.
Handbuchder Besteuerungdes GrundbesitzesAccountingpracticewith regard to financial
release 62instrumentsi the United States..As a resultof Canada Cologne,.VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.the fact that existing accountingpracticedoes

not always provide a clear insight into the Canada's tax treaties Handbuchder Einfuhrnebenabgabenprofit and loss situationof companies, the release 55 release4
GenerallyAcceptedAccountingPrinciples Markham, Ont., Butterworths. Aachen, Mendel Verlag.(GAAP)of the United States becomemore

and more important. The book contains a
Foreign investment in Canada Handbuch der Personengesellschaftencomplete overviewof institutionaland release 7 release 24

conceptualparticularitiesof US accounting Scarborough,Carswell ThomsonProfessional Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.practice. Thereafter, the developmentand the
purposes of GAAP are clarified. The book Publishing.

Kommentarzum Aussensteuerrechtespecially focuses on hedge-accounting
principles and explains existing regulations

Flick- Wassermeyer- Becker

concerning accounting for financial Denmark release 39
t instruments. The book is especiallyuseful for Cologne, VerlagDr Otto Schmidt.

teachers of accounting law, students and Skattebestemmelser
Kommentar Gewerbesteuergesetzzum

practitioners. - Moms
Lenski Sternberg(B. 116.409) release 4

-

Skattenyt Kronologisk release 79
- -

-

releases 14-17 Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.

Skattebestemmelser Systematisk- -

releases 7 and 8 SozialversicherungHandbuchfr die

Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket betrieblichePraxis

Informationskontor. Figge
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Cologne, Verlag Dr Otto Schmidt.
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TREATYI MONITOR
Editorial

Welcome to the Decemberspecial issue of the Bulletinwhich is devoted to the theme of tax treaties. This issue
is designed to celebrate the birth of a new section in the Bulletin the Treaty Monitor which is intended to be

published at approximatelythree-monthly intervals. The 'Treaty Monitor will examine various important issues

affecting the application of tax treaties. A review of significant events and a list of recently signed treaties will
also be included. The next Treaty Monitor is scheduled to appear in the March Bulletin.

TReaTY NEWS
Barry Wachtmeester

Tax Treaty Department, IBFD, Amsterdam

India Netherlands-Malaysia
India is well known for its policy ofprotecting its right to tax The protocol of 4 December 1996 between the Netherlands

passive source-income at relatively high rates in its tax and Malaysia was not given automatic approval in the
treaties. For example with respect to royalties; many Indian Netherlands. The protocol therefore has to be discussed in
tax treaties concluded before .1995, particularly with OECD parliament. The discussion will most likely focus on the
membercountries,containwithholdingrates of 15per cent or denial of tax treaty benefits to so-called Labuan offshore
more. This policy reflectedIndia's responseto being a capital companies (LOCs) which are considered to be tax haven

importing country. However, over the last few years India companies (i.e. 3 per cent corporate income, tax under
seems to have shifted its policy towards lower treaty with- .LOBATA). It appears that the denial of treaty benefits con-

holding rates. The Germany-Indiatreaty, signed on 18 June tains some overkill (i.e. double taxation) with respect to

1995 and already effective, and the Sweden-India treaty, profits derived from permanent establishments in Labuan

signed on 24 June 1997 and not yet in force, provide for a which are (partly) taxed at the normal rate in Malaysia and
maximumwithholdingrate of only 10 per cent for dividends, also with respect to interestand royalties derived from LOCs.
interest and royalties. This shift towards the OECD Model is The question then is whether the Netherlands unilateral
also interesting for countries which have negotiated most- decree for the avoidanceofdouble taxation can be applied in
favoured-nation (MFN) clauses into their tax treaties with these cases. However,even if the unilateraldecree is applica-
India. These clauses might lead to a reductionin withholding ble, this will not eliminate the double taxation regarding
rates to 10 per cent on Indian sourcepassive income. The fol- interest and royalties derived from LOCs; under this decree

lowing countries includedMFN clauses in their treaties with the Netherlandswill only grant a credit if the interest or roy-
India: France, Israel (royalties and technical service fees alties is derived from a developingcountry. For the purposes
only), the Netherlands,Norway (royalties and technical ser- of the unilateral decree, Malaysia is not regarded as a devel-
vice fees only), Spain (royalties and .technical service fees oping country. Another interesting point is the following:
only) and Switzerland. Except for the treaty with Switzer- under certain circumstances, the exclusion of treaty benefits

land, the lower rates will be applied automatically. to LOCs under the new protocol seems to be ineffectivewith

respect to the routing of dividends through Malaysia.
Germany According to a Malaysian decree of 12 December 1995 (the
Not only tax treaties contain MFN clauses. Commercial, Income Tax (exemption)(No: 31) Order 1995), Malaysian
investmentprotection and friendship agreements might also companiesare in certaincircumstancesgrantedan exemption
incorporate such clauses concerning taxes. In German liter- in respect of foreign source dividends. Together with the
ature a debate is now going on regardingthe applicationofan absence of a Malaysian withholding tax on dividends this
MFN clause in the friendship treaty with the United States may result in a taxation treatment effectively similar to

signed on 29 October 1954. One of the issues arising there LOCs. Now, the question is whether the Malaysian decree
for example is, whether it is possible to apply the exemption falls under the scope of the protocol provision regarding
from dividend withholding tax under the Parent-Subsidiary LOCs. The protocol also denies treaty benefits to any law
Directive for dividend distributions to a US parent company, substantiallysimilar to LOBATA. Is this decree substantially
insteadof the 5 per cent rate under the income tax treaty. The similar

application of these MFN clauses in non-taxation treaties is
still highly questionable; however, further research in this Netherlands-Argentina
field mightbecome rewarding. Another issue is the term financial lease under the treaty

between Argentina and the Netherlands.The treaty provides
1997 International,Bureauof Fiscal Documentation
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that financial lease payments,are not consideredroyaltiesbut RECENT TREATIESbusiness profits. The term itself is not defined in the treaty.
However, the Dutch explanatory note refers to a memoran-

dum of understanding in which the term is explained. Countries Date of Conclusion

According to this memorandum the term financial lease Canada-Netherlands(protocol) 25 August 1997

follows the definition under Argentinian domestic law. Fur-

ther, Argentina is allowed to change this definition unilat- Lesotho-Mauritius 29 August 1997

erally. Peculiarly this is made public; not by publication of
Luxembourg-Ukraine 6 September 1997

the memorandum of understanding itself but through the
Dutch explanatorynote (which is only available in the Dutch B.elgium-Indonesia 16 September 1997

language). It is not clear what legal force can be ascribed to

the memorandum. Malaysia-Sri Lanka 16 September 1997

=

Canada-Denmark 17 September 1997
Hong Kong
After the resumption of Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kazakstan-UnitedKingdom (protocol) 18 September 1997
Kong on 1 July 1997, China.announcedthat it will not extend
the benefitsofits treaties Hong Kong. All official Croatia-Turkey 22 September 1997tax to state-

ments publish.ed by China's treaty partners agree that Hong
Kong is not to be consideredas a part ofChinafor treaty pur- Iceland-Netherlands 25 September 1997

poses. So far, statements are available from the following All these treaties are not yet in force.
countries: Australia, Belgium, France, Japan, the Nether-

lands, Sweden, the United Kingdomand the United States. It
is likely the other 30 or so treaty partnerswill reach the same

conclusion.

. ServiceWEEKLY! - - -

Keep track of the latest taxation news from all over the world with this highly
acclaimed weekly newsletterfrom IBFD. TNS is the most comprehensive
international tax update available. Coverage of developmentsof international

interest is assured through a network of local correspondentsfrom over 200

countries, all experts in their field. News, trends, proposals and changes in

taxation and investmentare all reported as they occur. For business

professionalsand tax experts alike, there's simply no better way to keep up

with events in international taxation.

Annual subscription: NLG 690

Residentsof the Netherlands,and residentsof the EU withouta VATnumber, are liable to value
1 addedtax on the priceof this item.

Binder, quarterly cumulative indexes and postage by air are all included. TNS articles include full

references to IBFD loose-leafservices.

IBFD PublicationsBV, PO Box 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
IBFD

Publications Tel: +31 20 626 7726 Fax: +31 20 622 8658
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CHANGES TO THE OECD MODEL TREATY
AND COMMENTARYSINCE 1992

Klaus Vogel

I. INTRODUCTION treaty's application.3However, in 1982, in the Meford case

the Canadian Supreme Court confirmed a decision of the

In 1991 the OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs decided that Court of Appeals according to which the law at the time at

the Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital (here¬ which the treaty was signed was controlling.4This led to an

inafterMC) and its official Commentary (hereinafterMC extensive discussion in which the majority criticized the

Commentary)which since their original enactment in 1963 Canadian rulings and supportedan ambulatoryrather than

had been revisedonly once, in 1977, should from that time on a static approach.5 Moreover, in Canada a specific statute

be updated periodically in much shorter intervals.1 Such on the interpretationof tax treaties was enacted6 to overrule

updating was done in 1992, 1994 and 1995. A 1997 update the SupremeCourt's decision.

was recently passed by the OECD Council and will be pub- The OECDFiscal Committeewas reluctantat first to commit
lished shortly.Apart from adding totheModel a new, second itself to a clear-cutsolution. In its 1992 update, it left the text
loose-leafbinder which will contain an overview of the posi- ofArticle3(2) unchangedand only mentioned the problem in
tions of certain non-OECD countries to the individual Art- a few brief addenda to the Commentary. Here it started by
icles and paragraphs of the MC and, in addition, a number of saying that the ambulatory approach should prevail (para-
earlier OECD reports which were out ofprint, the changes to graph 11), but immediatelyqualified that statementby some
the Articles of the.MC are very minor those to the OECD rather obscure observations regarding the influence of the
Commentary relatively minor.2 To prepare for the new context on interpretation (paragraph 12).7 Moreover by
amendment it is useful to look back and sum up what was adding that two conflictingobjectives were involved: on the
achievedby the former three revisions. one hand to have a durable, lastingrule, on the otherhand one

In the second sectionofthis article amendmentsto the textof which is practicable confused matters further. According to

the MC will be reported together with their explanation by the Commentary the original wording of Article 3(2) pro-
the Commentary.The third and final section highlights some vided a satisfactory balance between those two interests

major amendmentsto the Commentarywhich were not moti- (paragraph 13). In view of the controversy over what the

vated by a revisionof the text of the MC. clause really meant this conclusion was difficult to compre-
hend.

In 1995, however, the Committeeresolved to take a definite

II. AMENDMENTSTO THE TEXT OF THE step, viz. to amend the text ofArticle 3(2). It now reads As

MODEL TREATY regards the application of the Convention at any time by a

ContractingState, any term not defined therein shall, unless
the contextotherwiserequires,have the meaning that it has at

A. Interpretationby reference to domestic law that time under the law of that State ... This is clearly in
favour of an ambulatory interpretation. Paragraphs 11 to 13

One of the most discussedprovisionsof the OECD MC is its of the Commentarywere not changed, but in view of the new
Article 3(2) governing interpretation of treaty terms which text their reservations lost some of their weightand their lack
are not defined by the. treaty. The article sets down that, of clarity became less important. The conclusion that the
unless the context otherwiserequires, both contractingstates
shall interpret such terms according to their domestic law. 1. OECD, Model Tax Convention Income and Capital, loose-leafbinder,on
The 1995 update rephrased the provision to clarify two updated September 1995, Introduction,paragraph9.
issues: first, whetherArticle3(2) refers to the domestic law in 2. According to the statement of an OECD official at the 51st IFA congress
force at the time at which the treaty was concluded (static 1997 at Delhi.

3. See, e.g. R. Lenz, (1960), L'interprtationdes Traits de Double Imposi-reference)or to the law in force at the time when the treaty tion, General Report, Cahiers de Droit Fiscal InternationalXLII, at 294 and
is applied (ambulatoryreference), and second, what to do 297.
when the legal usage of the state applying the treaty attaches 4. The Queen v. MelfordDevelopmentsInc., 35 DTC 5020 (1981), 36 DTC

more than a single meaning to a term. The new text answers
6281 (1982).
5. In particular: J.F. Avery Jones, et al., (1984), The Interpretation of Tax

the first question clearly, with regard to the second there is Treaties with ParticularReference to Article 3(2) of the OECD-Model,British
less clarity. Tax Review, at 14. For further references see: K. Vogel, On Double Taxation

Conventions, 1997, Introduction,marginalno. 124 b et seq.
6. Income Tax Conventions Interpretation Act, 20 Dec. 1984, Canadian

1. Static vs. ambulatory reference Gazette Part III 863 (1984).
7. See the criticismby K. Van Raad, 1992 Additions to Articles 3(2) (Inter-Until the early 1980s it was generally assumed that Article pretation) and 24 (Non-Discrimination)of the 1992 OECD Model and Com-

3(2) referred to the law as it.currentlystood at the time of the mentary, Intertax, (1992), at 671.
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wording of paragraph 2 provides a satisfactory balance ent situations, paragraph 13.1 applying when a treaty term is
became correct, though it was not changed, because it now not used by the law on the taxes to which the Convention
refers to anotherwording. applies and, therefore, Article 3(2) is not applicable. But I

admitthat this is just an attempt to retain an acceptablemean-

2. Tax law vs. other branches of law ing for the paragraph which otherwise would have to be dis-
carded as being in flat contradiction to the clause that it

In addition, the domestic law - or better: the legal termino- should explain.
logy - of the state applying the treaty to which Article 3(2)
refers was determinedby a new formula. The article origin-
ally read: ... the meaning which it [= the undefined term, B. Leasing
K.V.] has under the law of that State concerning the taxes to \

which the Convention applies. The new wording goes: ... Royalties under the 1963 and 1977 -versions of the MC
under the law of that State for the purposes of the taxes to included payments of any kind received as a consideration
which the Conventionapplies, and it continues: any mean- industrial,commercial... for the use of, or the right to use, or

ing under the applicable tax laws ofthat State prevailingover scientificequipment (Article 12(2)). Thus leasing payments
a meaning given to the term under other laws of that State. were royalties and as such under the MC were taxableonly in
The words for the purposes of the taxes appear to be the state of residence of the lessor (Article 12(1)). The only
slightly more precise than concerningthe taxes,but convey question which bothered the 1977 Commentary in this
no differentsignificance: it is the tax law of the state in ques- respect was how to distinguish leasing rents from sales pro-
tion to which Article 3(2) refers, more precisely the law of ceeds.13 It is well known, however, that many countries in
taxes on income and capital, for those are the taxes to which their tax treaty negotiations request the right to levy a with-
accordingto Article2 MC the Conventionapplies.8Conse- holding tax on royalties which in particular is a permanent
quently, if the treaty term the meaning of which is unclear is demand of developing countries. Therefore, the UN Model
not used by the tax law of the state in question, but by other provides for such withholdingtax in the same way as the MC
branches of law (e.g. the law of treaties or the commercial does for dividends and interest and many tax treaties follow
law), or if it is used only in the context of other taxes than that example.
those on income and capital, then the rule ofArticle3(2) can-

not apply.9The newly added phrase that a meaning in tax law It is equally known, however, thatthe troublewith withhold-

prevails over meanings in otherbranches of law does not lead ing taxes lies in their being levied on gross receipts. If the

to a different conclusion, for it presumes that the term in profitmargin is narrow, the withholding rate may well equal
questionhas got a meaning in tax law. or even exceed the actual profit so that the income received

may be taxed at 100 per cent or more. This can particularly
So much for what is to be gleaned from the new MC text. happen in the leasing business where, as the lessor is nor-

Some difficulty is raised, however,by a simultaneousamend- mally not in a monopolisticposition,profit margins typically
ment to the Commentary, a new paragraph 13.1 destined to will be lower than profits from licensingpatents or the use of
explain the new text. It reads: For purposes of Paragraph 2, know-how. The UN Model took this into consideration by
the meaning of any term not defined in the Conventionmay not including leasing in their royalty definition. In 1992 the
be ascertainedby reference to the meaning it hasfor the pur- OECD followed and deletedequipmentfrom the definition
pose ofany relevantprovisionof the domestic law of a Con- of royalties in Article 12(2). In treaties that follow the UN
tracting State, whether or not tax law (emphasis added). and the new OECD version leasing proceeds, therefore, are

This is evidently in contradictionto the text which it purports not treated as royalties, rather they belong to the profits of
to elucidate. We have to ask, therefore, whether in view of an enterprise which are governed by Article 7. In other
such contradictionthe text of the MC prevails over the Com- words, even if the country of the lessee under the treaty
mentary or vice versa. In general, it is recognizedthat among retains the right to levy a withholdingtax on royalties, this no

OECD memberstates provisionswhich are identicalor simi- longer applies to leasing proceeds; these are taxable in the
lar to the MC should be interpreted according to the view

expressed in the Commentary, for it can be presumed that
8. According to Art. 24(6) this article exception applies to taxes ofas an

those states in adoptingthe MC wordingwanted to follow the everykind and description.But it is not the Conventionwhich applies to these

Commentary. The Commentary in such cases establishes other taxes, and the words to which the Conventionapplies in Art. 3(2) would

either a special meaning of the words of th treaty as sup- be meaningless if they would refer to all other taxes as well.

ported by H.G. Aultlo or even their ordinary meaning as I
9. In this case general considerations regarding the interpretation of treaties

apply. They may lead to the same result as Art. 3(2), but the reference to domes-
tend to think in agreementwith RainerProkisch.11But all this tic law is not mandatory. See K. Vogel, loc. cit. (supra note 5) marginal nos. 95

is not conclusive when there is such a striking disaccord et seq.

between the MC and its Commentaryas in the presentcase.
10. H.G. Ault, (1993), The Role of the OECD Commentariesin the Interpre-
tation ofTaxTreaties, in: H.H. Alpert,and K. VanRaad, (eds.),Essays in Inter-

Paragraph 13.1 appears to be all the more mysteriousby say-
national Taxation. To SidneyL Roberts., at 61, also in Intertax, (1994), at 144.

ing that the meaning may be ascertained ... May be
11. R. Prokisch, Fragen der Auslegung von Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen,
4 Steuer und WirtschajtInternational,(1994), at 52. The resolutionof the OECD

implies a certain latitude, a power of discretion,12 whereas Councilon the 1997 updateobligates the tax administrationsof the OECD mem-

according to Article 3(2) MC the term has the meaning ... ber countries to follow the MC Commentary, in applying their countries' tax

which is uncompromising.It seems that the best way to har-
treaties.
12. CompareMC CommentaryArt. 23 para. 7.

monize both statements is to assume that they refer to differ- 13. See 1977 MC CommentaryArt. 12 para 9.
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lessee's country only if the lessor has a permanentestablish- not be allowed to tax the activities during that last phase.
ment there and the equipment leased is part of the assets of However, there is nothing in the wording of Article 15(2)(a)
that establishment. which would suggest a restrictive interpretationand, .in addi-

tion, the OECD ReportThe 183 Day Rule from 1992 made
it unmistakably clear that the clause is meant to be read

C. The 183-day rule according to its strict wording, even if the activity abroad as

a whole is not one ofshort duration.17
When an employee resident in a contracting state receives
wages etc. for work exercised in the other contracting state, For the calculationof the 183-day period the MC Commen-

under the 1963 and 1977 MCs taxation remained with the tary following the reportjust mentionedpronounces itself in

residence state as long as the employee's presence in that favour of what it calls the days of physical presence
method18arguing that physicalpresencecan easily be ascer-otherstate did not exceed 183 days within the fiscal year con-

cerned. This rule which still can be found in many existing tained and proven, if necessary. Under this method the fol1

treaties leads to problems when the employee's presence lowing days are included in the calculation:part of a day, day
ofarrival, day of departureand all otherdays spent inside the

. exceeds 183 days but not in one fiscal year, starting, e.g. in

mid-July and ending next year in early June. If the tax rate in state ofactivitysuch as Saturdaysand Sundays,nationalholi-

the state where the activity is exercised is higher than in the days, holidays before, during and after the activity, short

state of residence, employers and employees might be breaks (training, strikes, lock-out, delays in supplies),days of

tempted to structure a working stay in the other state so as to sickness (unless they prevent the individualfrom leaving and

make it less than 183 days in each of two connecting years.
he would have otherwise qualified for the exemption) and

On the other hand, if the tax rate in the state of the activity is death or sickness in the family.... It follows from these prin-
lower than in the state of residence and if the state of res- ciples that any entire day spent outside the State of activity,
idence under the treaty exempts income from employmentin whether for holidays, business trips or any other reason,

the other contracting state, the splitting up of the period of should not be taken into account.19

presence in the other state may well be disadvantageous to
the employee.14

D. Minor changesThe 1992 update, therefore, following a suggestionmade by
an OECD report from 198415 undertookto solve this problem The beneficial owner clause of Articles 10 and 11
by slightly changing the text of Article 15(2)(a). According

was

to the new version taxationremains with the residencestate if slightly changed in 1995 through replacing the words if the
ownerthe 183 days are not exceeded in any 12-monthperiod com- recipient is the beneficial of the dividends (resp.

interest) by if the beneficial owner of the dividends is a res-
mencing or ending in the fiscal year concerned. For com-

ident of the other Contracting State. The Commentaryputing whether this requirement is fulfilled,- a number of
short stays has to be aggregated. Thus, starting from the ini- explains that this amendmentwas made to clarify that, when

an intermediaryis interposedbetweenthe beneficiaryand thetial arrival, the periods ofpresence for employmentpurposes the limitation of tax in the state of is availablein the state where the work has to be performed have to be payer, source

owner a con-added up in any 12-monthperiod to see whether they amount only when the beneficial is residentof the other

to more than 183 days. And if they do, the state of the activ- tracting state.20This is in accordancewith Article 1 MC under
which the beneficial owner is entitled to treaty protectionity may tax the wages or salary, otherwiseit may not. If at the
only if he is resident of contractingstate. Moreover, if heend of the 12-month period the employee is still present and

a a

is a residentof the state of the payer, to granthim the tax lim-continues to exercise his activity, a new period of 12 months
itation would be against the underlyingpolicy of Articles 10starts for which again it must be calculated whether the
and 11. Further, the formerversionmighthave led to the con-

periods of presence add up to more than 183 days. If the
clusion that in where the recipient and .the beneficialcases

employee is not present at that time, a new 12-monthperiod owner are differentpersons the reductionof withholding taxwill start when he or she next arrives to perform his/her
employmentactivities.

Under the former wording of Article 15(2)(a) it was contro-
14. The MCCommentary,Art. 15 para4, pays attention to thepossibilityof tax

avoidanceonly.versial whether in case of a continuous stay ofmore than 183 15. Taxation Issues Relating to the International Hiring-out of Labour, in:

days in one fiscal year- maybe even a stay during the whole OECD, (1985), Trends in InternationalTaxation.

fiscal year or several years- but not more than 183 days dur- 16. K. Locher & W. Meier & R. Siebenthal, Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen

ing the last fiscal year, the exemption from source state tax
Schweiz/Deutschland, 1971 and 1978, loose-leaf, B. 15.2 Nr. 2; M. Popp,
Besteuerung von Arbeitnehmerentsendungen ins Ausland, Der Betrieb,

applied for that last term. It was argued that in such case the (1976), at 2081.

presence was not a temporary one and that, therefore, the 17. The 183 Day Rule: Some Problems of Application and Interpretation, In:

state of the employment was entitled to tax the wages OECD, Model Tax Convention, Four Related Studies (Issues in International
Taxation,No. 4), 1992, para 19.

received during that last period.16 With regard to the new, 18. MC CommentaryArt. 15 para 5 (the paragraphwas originally inserted into
updated version the same view might be held in cases when the Commentary,in 1992, it was amended, but not in substance, in 1995). See,
afterone or several 12-monthperiods the finalphase amounts too, The 183 Day Rule (supra note 17) paras. 13 et seq.

to less than 183 days. It is indeednot quite satisfactorythat in
19. K. Vogel & R. Prokisch, Article 15, marginal no. 22b, in K. Vogel, supra
note 5.

such cases the state where the activity was exercised should 20. MC CommentaryArt. 10para 12, Art. 11 para 8.
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wouldhave had to be denied even ififthe beneficialownerwas aacourt when aa casecase isis contested. And in that case ititmay be
a resident of the other (seen from the payer) contractiing iimporttantat what time and how the revision was made.21
state. The new wordiing thus .is in fact an iimportantclarifica-
tion. Article 12 did not need a similarclarificationbecause itit
already under MC 1977 had a similar wordiing in paragraphs
1 and 3. III.III. AMENDMENTSTO THE COMMENTARY

NOT INDUCED BY A CHANGE OF MC

In Article 17 the word athlete was substituted in 1992 by
ssporttssman(ssurrpriisiinglynot genderneutralwhereas the for- A. Conduit companiiesand base companiies
mer term wass). This is,is,of courrsse, no substantivechange, the
Fiscal Committee certtaiinllydiid not mean to exclude In 1987 the OECD had publliisshed two rreportts concerniing
sporttsswomen from the proviissiion. In contrasst, in 1995 a sub- conduit and base companiess, respectiivelly..222When the Com-
stantivechangewas made to the article whiich, surpriissiingly, isis menttary was revised in 1995 what seemed to be essential
not reflected in the article''s text. Its rule was extended to from these reportts was iinttegratted into the discussion of
sporttsmen and -women in government service to whom itit ImproperUse of the Convention at Article 1 paragraphs7
was not applliicabllebefore by iinsertiingan iinconspiicuous17

et seq. and ofdividend taxationat Article 10 paragraphs37 et
into Article 19(2) where the excepttiions to the state of the The Commenttary considers several to withdraw
fund priinciiplle of Article 19(1) are listed. Thus Article 17 seq. ways

treaty benefits from such companiies, but in view of the
now prevaiills over Article 19 which itit did not do before.

numerous differences of llegal proviisions and factual situ-
There was no intention to deceive anybody, itit was jusst the ations in OECD member countries makes no strict recom-

ssimplesst way to carrry out the intended amendment. But as a mendations. ItItdiiscusssses, inter alia, a llook--tthroughapproach
conssequencethe change miight easily esscape attention. comparable to the US--advocated limitation on benefits

cllausse, an exclusion of certain types of ttax--exempt compa-
The remaining changes to the MC are more of a linguiisstiic nies to be defined in the treaty from treaty benefiitts, general
type. Maybe the rephrasiingof Article 25(4)iin 1995 in so far subjectt--tto--ttaxproviisiions, and a channelapproach intended
as itit concerns a compettent autthoritty consultation by way of to defineconduit companiies and to exclude them from ttreaty
esttablliishiing a joiint committee and the simultaneous repllace- benefits. On the other hand, the Commenttarryemphasiizes the
ment of the words involvedin by concernedwith in Art- necessiity of phrasiing the proviisiions in'-such a way that tthey
icle 26(1) may have a very slliight substantive effect. But the do not interfere with bona fide business activities. To avoid
insertionofonlly into the tiebreakerrules ofArticle4(2)(a), this ititagain considers several different solutions including a

(b), and (c), carriedout in the sameyear, is nothingmore than generralbona fide proviisso, an activiityproviisso etc. Further, the
aa cllarifiication, the transspossitiion of the definition of Commenttry discusses the appllicability of general sub-
national from Article 24(2) to Article 3(1l))(f) in 1992 only stance--over--formrules to tax treatiestreattesswhich do not include an

iimproves the MC's systematiicsand the repllacementofany expliciit rule of this type..23 Whereas in former statements the
by aliall in that definition isis merrelly sstyliistic. Finally, the OECD Fiscal Committee seemed reluctant tto adopt such a

repllacementtsof the terms diipllomatiicagentts and consular general approach, the 1992 Commenttary states that by that
officers by members of diipllomatiic missions and mem- time [t]he llarge majoriitty of OECD Member countries did
bers of consular postts put into effect in 1994 adaptts the it.24 But still there unaniimity..
MC''s tterminollogy to that of the two Vienna Conventionson

approve was no

DiiplomatticRelations and on ConsularRelations. In the context of Article 10 the 1992 Commenttary further
examines the trreaty conssequences of a Subpart--F type

In addition, the MC loose--leafedition atatthe end of the His- approach to base companiess. It affirms that Article 110(5)
ttorry sections of Articles 11 and 3 mentions that in 1995 aa does not ban such approach because this parragrraph isis con-

llong--term project, firsst, to iimprove the drrafting of the MC fined to taxation atatsource and has no beariing on taxationby
and itsits Commenttarry without changing their meaning and, the residence state. Unforttunattely the Commenttary isis lessless

second, to harmonize more cllosselly the Engliissh and French clear with regarrd to he quesstion of how the income of the
versions was started and that in this context changes to the subsiidiiary when attributed to the parent should be dealt with
title as well as to Articles 11 and 3 and theiir Commentaries under the ttreaty. Whether such notional income falls under

were made without beiing documented in the MC''s publliica- the definition of dividends (Article 10(3)) so that anaffili-
tion. One year before in the course of the 1994 reviiew,
changes such as substiitutiingif' for when - of course not-

21 See for more argumeentK. Vogel, Reflectionsononthe Future ofofthethe OECD
everywhere--that for which etc. had been made without Model Conventionand Commeentary,50 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDoc-and 50

having ever been mentioned. Though of minimal iimpact, umeentation, 11/1211/12(1199996), atat527527andand529.

peoplle who have to apply those texts and the treaties which 22. DoubleTaxationConventionsandandthetheeUse ofofBase CompaanieesandandDouble

are based on them should know about these actions. And Taxation Conventions and the Use ofofConduit Compaanies, in: OECD, Interna-
tional Tax Avoidance and Evasion - Four Related Studies (Issues inn Interna-

allthough the improvementtsattained certtainly deserve apprro- tional Taaxation),No. 1, 119887, 60.81.
-

bation itit isis unfortunate that they were not publiisshed. For 23. For this probleem seesee inin more detail K. Vogel, (ssupra note 5)5) Article 11

though tthey were not intended to change the content of the marginalnos. 77 etetsseq.

MC or itsitsCommenttary,nobody knows in advancewhether a
24. MC CommentaryArt. 11 para 23. This changeofofopinion isiscriticized, internter

alia, by D.H. Ward, AbuseofofTax Treatiess, In: Esssays inn InternationalTaxa-
differentmeaniingmay be attributedto the revised versionby tionton (supra note 110), atat397, alsoalsopublisshed ininIntertax, (1995) atat176.
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ation privilegeprovidedby the conventionwould be applica- C. Thin capitalization
ble is called doubtful (but not incorrect), the Commen-

tary goes on to say that the country of residence may face Following another OECD report31 the Commentary to five
th[at] allegation.25 And when it comes to the question MC articles was amended in 1992 to deal with the problems
whether a withholding tax on a subsequent distribution of of thin capitalization. First, it was stated that Article 9 does
dividends by the subsidiary should be creditable against the not prevent the applicationofdomestic rules providing that a
former tax on the notional dividend the Commentary again loan may be considered equity and, that therefore, interest
does not dare to give a strict answer (one might argue, on paid on that loan may be treated as dividends in certain situ-
the other hand, would suggest).26 Evidently the Fiscal ations as long as the arm's-lengthcriterion is observed.32In a
Committee was divided on these questions and, therefore, later context examples are given of factual situations which
took refuge in those very weak phrases. may justify such requalification.33Further, the Commentary

asserts that participating bonds or convertible bonds do not

normally fall under the examples given, therefore as a rule
B. Allocation of income the proceeds from such bonds is interestunder the MC unless

the loan effectivelyshares the risk of the debtorcompany and
The attribution of income to permanent establishments was thereby, under a substance over form approach, it proves to
the subject of a report which the OECD adopted in 1993.27 be equity.34 Moreover, the Commentary asserts that the
The results of this report were transferred into the 1994 lender's state of residence is obliged under Article 23 to give
update to the Commentary.28The basic principleofArticle7, credit for taxes withheld in such cases of thin capitalization
paragraphs 2 to 4, that the profits of a permanent establish- from payments treated as dividends in accordance with the
ment should be computed as if the permanent establishment convention.35And finally, two brief observationsrefer to the
were a distinct and separate enterprise is elaboratedby these applicationofArticle 24 to thin capitalizationrules.36
amendments in much. more detail than it was before and a

number of questions of doubt are discussed. The addenda
refer, in particular, to the evaluation of transactions between D. New financial instruments
the head office and the permanentestablishmentor between
permanent establishments of the same enterprise, further to Regarding non-traditional financial instruments a brief
the realizationofhidden reserves when assets are transferred observation was inserted in 1995 that payments under such
to a permanentestablishmentabroad, and finally to the trans¬ instruments are not normally covered by the definition of
fer of bad loans between permanentestablishments in inter- interest in Article 11(3) MC.37 However, the Commentary
national banking. These considerations are of considerable goes on to say, that that definition would apply to the extent

practicalvalue, but they may shortly be superseded,when, as that a loan is considered to exist under a 'substance over

it is intended, the problem of transfer pricing between head form' rule, an 'abuse of rights' principle, or any similar doc-
officeand permanentestablishmentsis addressedby a special trine. It is not clear whether this means principlesofdomes-

chapter of the OECD's transfer pricing guidelines. tic law of the contractingstates (and ofwhich of the two con-

tracting states) or of public international law. If the Fiscal
In contrast, the Commentary'scommentsconcerningthe cen- Committeeintended to refer to principles of domestic law, it
tral transferpricing rule which is Article 9 MC are relatively is doubtful whether any doctrine of domestic law, even if it
few in number and so are the updates. was adoptedafter the conclusionof the treaty in question,can

This may be felt to be surprising at first sight. But it seems modify the treaty's definition of interest. But here is not the

that it is a paradoxical consequence of the subject being so place to discuss this.

broad. If transfer pricing between associated, though legally To the extent that proceeds from non-traditional financial
independent enterprises were examined in the Commentary instruments are not interest they may be other income
in such detail as other questions are (not all of them that falling under Article 21 MC.38 In this respect the Commen-
would have deserved such discussion, it is true), the Com-
mentary'sbalance would be gravely impaired. Therefore, for

25. MC CommentaryArt. 10 38.
a discussionof transferpricing the 1992 revisionof the Com- para.

26. MC CommentaryArt. 10 para. 39.
mentary confined itself to referring to an OECD report pub- 27. OECD,Model Tax Convention:Attributionof Income to PermanentEstab-
lished as early as 1979;29 it refrained from integrating that lishments (Issues in InternationalTaxation, no. 5), 1994.

report into the Commentarythough it did so with most other 28. MC CommentaryArt. 7 paras. 11 et seq.
29. OECD, TransferPricing and MultinationalEnterprises, 1979.

OECD reports that had been published on MC questions 30. MC CommentaryArt. 9 paras. 4, 6, 10, and 11.
since 1977. The Transfer Pricing Guidelines continue that 31. OECD, Thin Capitalization- Taxation of Entertainers,Artists and Sports-
tradition and by their sheer size they confirm that it would men (Issues in InternationalTaxation,No. 2), 1987.

32. MC CommentaryArt. 9 para. 2.have been impossible to publish them as a part of the Com- 33. MC CommentaryArt. 10 para. 25.
mentary to Article 9, which systematically they are. It is for 34. MC CommentaryArt. 11 para. 19.
this reason that the 1992 updates to the comments on Article 35. MC CommentaryArt. 23 paras. 67 et seq.

9 only refer to some small questionsofprocedure.30 36. MC CommentaryArt. 24 paras. 56 and 58.
37. MC CommentaryArt. 11 para. 21.1.
38. Subject to the factual or legal situationArts. 7 or 13 may be applicable as

well. See B.A. Elvin, The Re-Characterizationof Cross-Border Interest Rate

Swaps: Tax Consequencesand Beyond, Florida TaxReview, (1995), at 631.
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tary shows concern that the convention might be abused by F. Software
agreeing on non-arm's length paymentswhere there is a spe-
cial relationshipbetween the parties involved.A 1995 update The treatment of computer software in the international tax
to the Commentary,therefore,suggests a specialparagraphto field was studied by the OECD in another report44 which like
be added to the Other Income articlewhichwould be similar those mentioned before was integrated into the MC^Com-
to Article 11(6) MC,39 yet would differ from it in so far as for mentary in 1992.45 As with leasing (supra II.B) the Fiscal
the excessiveamounton which would remain subjectto dou- Committee's tendency here was also to limit source state
ble taxation.40 As Article 21 MC covers all income not dealt withholding. The Committee did not consider it necessary,
with in the preceding articles the same would apply to the however, to change the MC text for the benefit of software
suggested new paragraph, but the Commentary considers it taxation. According to the Commentary, Article 12 still
unlikely that a situation for which this suggested paragraph includes software licences for industrial developmentor use.
could become relevant might arise outside of those financial With respect to licenceswhich are exclusivefor a certainarea

instruments for which the provision is intended. Evidently or period the same would follow from the MC's text, the
the Committee or Sub-Committee in charge did not realize Commentary,however, seems to be in favour of characteriz-
that Article 21 does not only cover income the class or type ing income from such licences as enterprise profits under
of which is not dealt with in the preceding articles. Rather it Article 7. In any case, the transfer of software ownership
covers income, too, the type of which is dealt with in those does not fall under Article 12 (even if the remuneration is
articles, but only in so far as it arises in the other contracting currentand variable) and neitherdo softwarelicencesfor per-
state. To such incomeArticle21 applieswhenit arises in and sonal use of the licensee: here the transactionis economically
is received from a third state,41 thus-to income from immov- equivalentto the sale of tangible goods.
able property (Article 6(1)), dividends (Article 10(1)), inter-
est (Article 11(1)), royalties (Article 12(1)), capital gains
from the alienation of immovable property or permanent G. Amendmentsof minor importance
establishments (Article 13(1) and (2)), dependent personal
services (Article 15(1), second sentence, and (2)), director's A number of other smaller amendments were made in 1992
fees (Article 16), income of artistes and sportsmen or - as well. Consideringthatunderthe more limiteddefinitionof
women (Article 17(1)), and to income from governmentser- royalties introduced that year the leasing of containers falls
vice (Article 19). In contrast to what the Commentarymain- under Article 7 MC instead of Article 12 the question as to

tains, the suggested paragraph 3 to Article 21 would, under what conditions such activity could lead to the consti-
therefore, apply not only to new financial instruments. tution of a permanentestablishmentbecame relevant; for this
Rather, it would be a provisionofbroadestapplicationwhich the Commentary refers to another OECD report discussing
is particularly undesirable because the provision upholds this particular type of business.46 Further, the explanationof
double taxation. the diverging systems of corporate income tax, in particular

integratedand non-integratedsystems, and their role in inter-
national taxation was rewritten in part.47'Moreover,the com-

E. Triangularcases ments concerningthe provisionon excessiveinterest (Article
11(6)) were amended.Followinga report on the hiring-outof
labour48 a reference to the problems involved here wasThe problem of permanent establishmentsreceiving profits, inserted.49 Some other minor amendments made with

in particular, dividends, interest, or royalties, from a third
were

state, but not protected by the treaty between that state and respect to the taxation of artistes and sportsmen.50 The dis-
cussion of the mutual agreement procedure was revised inthe state of the permanent establishmentbecause permanent

establishments are not persons, has been discussed exten-
several respects with the intention of simplifying that proce-
dure and improvingthe taxpayer'srights.51 Regardingadmin-

sively, inter alia, by a report from the OECD.42The results of
this reportwere incorporated,into,theCommentaryon Article
24 MC in 1992.43 Agreementis affirmedthat the double taxa- 39. MC CommentaryArt. 21 paras. 7 et seq.

tion which arises in such situationsshouldbe eliminated. It is 40. MC CommentaryArt. 21 paras. 10.
41. D.A. Ward, et al., The Other IncomeArticle of Income Tax Treaties, 38

stated that this can be achievedby adequateprovisionsof the Canadian Tax Journal, (1990) at 233, reprinted in 44 Bulleti,zforInternational
domestic law of the state concerned. If there is no such pro- Fiscal Documentation, 8/9 (1990), at 415; K. Vogel & M. Lehner, Article 21

vision, the Commentaryrecommendsto incorporateinto Art- marginalno. 13, in K. Vogel, supra note 5.
42. TriangularCases, in: OECD, Model Tax Convention,Four RelatedStudies

icle 24(3) after its first sentence a clause according to which (Issues in InternationalTaxation, no. 4), 1992, 27 et seq.
the state of the permanent establishment is obliged to give 43. MC CommentaryArt. 24 paras. 51 et seq.
credit for withholding taxes of the third state on dividends, 44. The Tax Treatmentof ComputerSoftware, in: OECD, Model Tax Conven-

interestand royaltiessubject to the usual tax credit limitation. tion, FourRelated Studies (Issues in InternationalTaxation, no. 4), 1992.

For other triangular situations the Commentary refers the
45. MC CommentaryArt. 12 paras. 12 et seq.
46. The Taxation of Income Derived from the Leasing of Containers, in:

states involved to bilateralnegotiations. OECD, (1985), Trends in InternationalTaxation.
47. MC CommentaryArt. 10 paras. 40 et seq.
48. Taxation Issues Relating to InternationalHiring-OutofLabour, in: OECD,
(1985), Trends in InternationalTaxation.
49. MC CommentaryArt. 15 para. 8.
50. MC CommentaryArt. 17 paras. 3 to 10 and 12 to 14.

O 51. MC CommentaryArt. 25 paras. 8 to 10, 22, 23, 30, 34, 40, 48.
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istrativeassistancein tax matters the Commentaryreferred to providedby GATS was studied.55And, finally, the Commen-
the relevant Convention drawn up within the European tary now explicitly states that under Article 26 information
Council.52

may not be disclosed to authorities that supervise the general
The 1995 updates to the Commentary which have not yet administration of the Government, where these authorities

been mentionedinclude a discussionof the applicationof the are not involved specifically in tax matters.56
tie-breakerrules (Article4(2)) applying where a taxpayer is a

resident of both contracting states for only a part of the tax-

able period. Logically they in this case apply only for that

period in which he or she was so dual resident.53 For artistes
and sportsmen the comments regarding taxation of orches- 52. MC CommentaryArt. 26 para. 3.

53. MC CommentaryArt. 4 para. 10, sentences 3 to 6.
tras, teams etc. and, on the other hand, certain avoidance 54. MC CommentaryArt. 17 para. 11.
schemes were supplemented.54The interactionof the mutual 55. MC CommentaryArt. 25 paras. 44.1 et seq. .

agreementprocedure with the dispute resolution mechanism 56. MC CommentaryArt. 26 para. 12.1.

---
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THE THEORY OF THE InTERPRETATIOXOF TAX TREATIES,WITH

REFEREXCETO DutcH PRACTICE
I Hans Pijl1

Arthur Andersen & Co., Amsterdam

-

I. INTRODUCTION sion. In the meantimenot all States have joined, not even the
most importantStates. Though the UnitedStates only signed,

The aim of this article.is to give (with special reference to and has not yet filed an instrumentofratificationor accession

Dutch practice) an overview of the principlesapplying to the with the depository, this does not mean that.the interpretation
1 interpretationofdouble taxationconventions.We pay special articles do not have persuasive authority in the United

attention to the preparatory work, which in our opinion States.6

shouldhave a moreprominentplace in the interpretationpro- Article 4 Vienna Convention states that the conventiononly
cess (section II). In section I[I we argue that for the applica- applies to treaties concludedafter the ViennaConventinhas
tion of Article 3, paragraph 2 OECD Model Convention

come into effect for the States in question. This implies that
(hereinafter OECD MC) the formal aspects of a treaty term the articles of interpretation (31 and 32 Vienna Convention)
(the sign) do not literally have to coincide with the sign in only apply to treaties concluded after the coming into effect
national law. We also argue that fictions in national law have of the Vienna Convention, as far as the Netherlands is con-
effect for treaty interpretationthrough the mechanismofArt- cerned to treaties concluded after 9 May 1985. However, a
icle 3, paragraph 2 OECD MC. In section IV the position of differentoutcomeresults ifArticles 31 and 32 are nothingbut
the Commentary,in the Netherlands is discussed. It will be a codificationof customary law or if they havebecomecus-
shown that the question whether the most recent version of tomary law in the meantime, since internationalcustomary
the Commentary is to be used or the one current at the con- law applies even without the Vienna Convention.7Ac.cording
clusion of the treaty is not answeredunequivocallyin Dutch to influentialauthors8 the rules of interpretationof the Vienna
case law.

1. Hans,Pijl studied linguistics, literature and fiscal law at the universities of

Groningenand Leiden. He worked as a tax inspectorfor the Dutch RevenueSer-
vice in the Oil and Gas team and assisted the Ministry of Finance in the devel-

II. VIENNA CONVENTIONON THE LAW OF opment of a computersystem for the avoidance of double taxation. Mr Pijl cur-

TREATIES rently lectures InternationalTax Law at the Training Institute for Tax Advisors.
He was national reporter for theNetherlandson an EU projecton the Interpreta-
tion of DTCs. He joined ArthurAndersen in 1996.

Sinclair2 classifies the traditional approaches to the interpre- 2. I.M. Sinclair, The Vienna Conventionon the Law ofTreaties, Manchester,
tation of treaties as the objective (determiningwhat the text (1973), at 70. He follows similar earlier divisions, compare G.C. Fitzmaurice, .

reads), the subjective (determining the intentions of the
The law and procedure of the International Court of Justice; treaty interpreta-' .

tion and certain other treaty points British Year Book of International Law
States concluding a treaty) and the teleological approaches 1951, at 1-28. With respect to this, see also C. van Raad, Interpretatie van .

(first determine the purpose and tenor of the treaty). The belastingverdragenMaandblad Belastingbeschouwingen, (1978), no. 2/3, at

Commentaryto Articles 31 and 323 of the ViennaConvention 50-51.
3. BeforerenumberingArts. 27 and 28. :

on the law of treaties of 23 May 1969 (hereinafter: Vienna 4. R.G. Wetzel and D. Rauschning, The Vienna Convention on the Law of
Convention) makes the same tripartition.4 The Vienna Con- Treaties; TravauxPrparatoires, [hereinafterreferred to as Dokumente] Frank-

vention has put an end to any dispute on the preferable furt am Main 1978 [DokumenteBand 44], at 250.
1

approach by favouring a synthesis of the three. Synthesis,
5. Thearticle... is based on the view that the textmustbe presumed to be the
authenticexpressionof the intentionsof theparties;and that, in consequence,the

though the texthas supremacyand the intentionis the weaker starting point of interpretation is the elucidationof the meaning of the text, not

part, i.e. the wording is supposed to reflect the intention of an investigationab initio into the intentions of the parties. (Dokumente,at 252)
the parties. The interpretationthereforestarts with the letter.5 6. P.H. Blessing,Income tax treatiesofthe UnitedStates, [hereinafterreferred

Although the focus nowadays has shifted to the text with
to as Blessing] Bostn, loose-leafedition,at 1-60. Footnote246 sets forth that the
State Departmentregards these articles as codifying internationallaw.

respect to its purpose and tenor (Article 31 Vienna Conven- 7. CompareArt. 38, para. 2(b) ICJ Statute.

tion), the conditionsunder which the intentionsof the parties 8. Sir Ian Sinclairat the IFA congressof 11 September 1985 in London, sum-

to the treaty may also be investigatedas a factor independent marized in: Interpretationof tax treaties 40 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal
Documentation,2 (1986), at 75; K. Vogel (Generalbericht),Cahiersde droitfis-

of the wording, are so extensive that the intention of the par- cal international, Vol. LXXVIIIa,at 32. Also compareH.F. Kck, Vertragsinter-
ties may just as well play a part. pretation und Vertragsrechtskonvention;zur Bedeutung der Artikel 31 und 32

der Wiener Vertragsrechtskonvention1969, Berlin 1976, at 95: ... dass es sich

The Vienna Convention was effected on 27 January 1980 als eine getreue Konsequenz aus den herrschenden Auffassungen ber die

after the ratificationand accessionof the 35th State. The pro- Auslegung vlkerrechtlicher Vertrge darstellt und somit der traditionellen

visions have been applicable to the Netherlands since 9 May
. Methodologie gefolgt ist. M.N. Shaw, International law, (1994), at 561 also

argues (by referring to the Lithgowcase, Goldercase Bretagne case and Beagle

O
1985: the 30th day after the filing of the instrumentof acces- Channelcase) that the rules of interpretationare codified customary law.
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Convention are indeed part of the international customary Finance the Explanatory Memoranda are an accurate repro-
law. Consequently, the rules of interpretation also apply to duction of the discussions between the contracting states.15
Dutch tax treaties that have been concluded before 9 May This opinion must be seriously questioned. For example on

1985. one of the subjects discussed in the ExplanatoryMemoran-
dum on the Netherlands-Turkeytreaty (rate of the Turkish
branch profits tax), the literature evidences the fact that the

A. Article 31, paragraph 1 Vienna Convention Turkish authorities have a totally opposite point of view to

their Dutch counterparts. The State Secretary of Finance's

The central interpretation rule is Article 31, paragraph 1 view therefore must rather be seen as an attempt to counter

Vienna Convention: A treaty shall be interpreted in good the growing demands of taxpayers to have access to the

faith in accordancewith the ordinary meaning to be given to preparatoryworks of treaties (see further below).
the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its Whilepursuing the meaningof an expressionby means of the
object and purpose. This rule combines the grammatical rules of the Vienna Convention, the traditional principles of
(ordinary meaning), teleological (object and purpose) explanation remain valid, such as the ejusdem generis prin-
and systematic (context) methods without giving prefer- ciple16 and the principle of the expressio unius est exclusio
ence to any one method. The starting point will be the gram- alterius.17 The ejusdem generis principle requires the inter-
matical reference, but this does not have priority: the final pretation ofgeneral words within the settingof special words
result will also have to be supportedby context and purpose. in the special context. The expressio unius est exclusio

Ordinary meaning is nothing more than an assumption as is
alterius principleexpresses that mentionofone specific term

shown from Article 31, paragraph 4 Vienna Convention. In rules out other terms.

case of deviation the special meaning supersedes, however The treaty is to be explained in good faith. Althoughvaguely
the burden ofproofrests on the advocateof the specialmean- defined this criterion is fundamental to the interpretation of
ing.9 Although it can be assumed that the special or technical tax treaties. After all, an interpretationbased on the text only
meaning can also be deducted from the context, eventually a can result in unreasonable consequences. We derive a fine
separateprovisionwas incorporatedregarding this in Article example from Grotius: The Locrians, then, availed them-
31, paragraph4 Vienna Convention.10The issue whether the selves of a stupid evasion in their perfidy; for they took oath
ordinarymeaning is.to be found in commonusage or whether that they would keep the agreement as long as they should
a meaning from a specific jargon is to be preferred, is solved stand on that ground and should bear heads on their shoul-
in favour of the ordinary meaning, which, in our opinion, ders; they then.threwaway the earth which they had placed in
means the lexical meaning. The literature11 assumes, for that their shoes, and the heads of garlic which they had laid on

,matter, that an expression is to be understoodas the meaning their shoulders, as if in that manner they could free them-
of the expression adhered to at the time of concluding the selves from the religious obligation. 18,19

agreement.12There seems to be some tension with regard to
One of the maxims for interpretation of treaties has alwaysthe dynamic interpretation accepted for the application of been the principle of effective interpretation ut magisArticle 3, paragraph2 OECD MC.

res

valeat quampereat. According to this principle, a treaty is to

The ordinarymeaning is to fit the context. The context incor-

porates the surrounding text in the first instance (Article 31,
paragraph2 ViennaConvention), including the preambleand 9. Legal Status of Eastern Greenland, P.CI.J. 1933, Series AB, No. 53, at
annexes. The context is extended to (a) any agreementrelat- 49. I. Brownlie, Public,InternationalLaw, [hereinafterreferred to as Brownlie]
ing to the treaty which was made between all the parties in Oxford 1990, at 629.

connection with the conclusion of the treaty, and (b) any
10. Dokumente, at 254.
11. D.P. O'Connell, International Law, Vol. I, [hereinafter referred to as

instrument which was made by one or more parties in con- O'Connell] London 1970, at 258, Brownlie, at 629, J.G. Starke, Introduction to

nection with the conclusion of the treaty and acceptedby the InternationalLaw, [hereinafterreferred to as Starke]London 1989, at 479.

other parties.as an instrumentrelated to the treaty. 12. Rights of US Nationals in Morocco, I.C.J. Rep., 1952, at 176 and 189;
South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa),

The Dutch Nota's van Toelichting (ExplanatoryMemoranda) (Phase 2), I.C.J. Rep., 1966, at 6 and 23.
13. For example Supreme Court 11 October 1978, 18 579, BNB 1978/300;on treaties cannot be included as part of the context of the Supreme Court 24 June 1981, 20 216, BNB 1981/236; Supreme Court 28 June

treaty, nor should the Senate Foreign Relation Committee 1989, 25 731, BNB 1989/286.

Reports, the Treasury Technical Explanations etc. in the 14. Xerox Corp v. UnitedStates, 41 F3d 647 (Fed. Cir. 1994); Taisei Fire &

United States, nor similardocumentselsewhere.These docu- Marine Ins. Co. v. Com., 104 TC 27 (1995); Clayton v. UnitedStates, 33 Fed CI
628 (1995); Burghardt v. Comm., 80 TC 705 (1983) and many more in the

ments are not approvedby both contractingstates and should United States.
not be relied upon. The Dutch ExplanatoryMemoranda are 15. His answer of 18 August 1997 to parliamentary questions on the Dutch

merely instruments used to inform the Dutch Parliament- treaty policy.
16. For a practicalexamplesee e.g. S.I. Roberts, TheAgencyElementofPer-that has limited authorityregarding treaties- about the treaty manent Establishment: The OECD Commentaries from the Civil Law View

in question. The documents are and remain a unilateral (PartTwo), Intertax (1993), at 501.
instrument in default of acceptance by the other state con- 17. Brownlie, at 629.

cluding the treaty. However, in the general practice of the 18. Hugo Grotius,Dejurebelli acpacis,Libri tres, ChapterXVI [On Interpre-
tation], Translatedby F.W. Kelsey, Oxford/London1925, at 409.

treaty interpretationthe ExplanatoryMemorandaare referred 19. Anothergood example is to be found in L. Oppenheim,InternationalLaw;
to repeatedly.13, 14 According to the Dutch State Secretary of a Treatise,Vol. I, London etc. 1947, at 858, note 3.
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be interpreted in such a way that it has the intended effect. not been determined. What is clear, is, for that matter, only
When drafting the Vienna Convention, the effective interpre- known after the hermeneuticprocess has been gone through.
tation was not incorporatedseparately, for it was expected to A word in itself does not have any value, according to his
be incorporated in the doctrineof goodfaith: When a treaty opinion, except for conveying the party's-intention. There-
is open to two interpretations, one of which does and the fore, he thinks it wrong to limit access to the travauxpr-
other does not enable the treaty to have appropriate effect, paratoires (preparatory work): he believes every text -

good faith and the objects and purpose of the treaty demand whether clear or unclear- is to be examined on the basis of
that the former interpretation should be adopted.20,21 In the the travaux prparatoires. O'Connell also turns his back
literature the effective interpretation is still used as a from the idea that a term can'be clear in itself: ... it may be

.

maxim.22 doubted whether a clear and unambiguous clause has ever

Restrictive interpretation23has not been incorporated in the
been devised.34 Vattel's words35 that if interpretation is not

required, interpretationmay not be applied, thereforeis to be
canon of the Vienna Convention. Restrictive interpretation received reservedly in opinion.36 We advocate muchour a
means that in areas in which the sovereignty of the State is

wider of the preparatory work. In this respect it beuse can
.limited, the treaty is to be interpreted in such a way that

noted that the US Courts show hesitation to resort to such
sovereignty is violated little possible.

no
as as

materials, as for example in Air France v. Saks, 470 392

Objectandpurpose.The expressionsof the treaty are also to (1985): In interpretinga treaty it is proper, ofcourse, to refer
be interpreted in the light of the object and purpose of the to the records of its drafting and negotiation.37
treaty. Object and purpose can mostly be found in the target Article 32 Vienna Conventionprovides the treaty interpreter
phrasingof title24 and/or in the preamble25of treaties. In prac- with other methods of interpretation as additional instru-
tice this rule is followed frequently.26 ments. The reference to the preparatorywork of the treaty in

Article 31 Vienna Convention does not create an hierarchy particular facilitates interpretation with a view to the inten-

between the grammatical, teleological and systematic inter- tion of the parties. Article 32, however, can only be used in

pretation methods shown therein,27 at the most there is some three cases: to confirm the meaning resulting from the appli-
logical order, in which the text of the treaty is the logical cationofArticle31, to determinethe meaningwhenthe inter-

starting point. An interpretation ensuing from a combined pretationaccordingto Article31 leaves the meaning ambigu-
applicationofthe methods ofArticle31, paragraph 1 Vienna ous or obscure, and to determine the meaning when the

Convention must be the aim of the process. This becomes interpretationaccording to Article 31 leads to a result which

apparent from the phrasing of the said paragraph, as well as

from the singular form of the head of the article General
Rule of Interpretation. The result of the interpretation is 20. Dokumente,at 251.

21. It appears as if O'Connellmissed this, at 255. With respect to this, also see

made by combining the three methods in which the gram- the criticismof Sinclair, supra note 2, at 74.
matical meaning is by no means dominant.28,29 However, 22. Starke, at480, Brownlie, at 631.

Starke sees the grammatical method as predominant and 23. H. Lauterpacht, Restrictive Interpretation and the Principle of Effective-

believes that there is only for the influence of context
ness in the Interpretation of Treaties The British Year Book of International

room Law, (1949), at 48-85.
and object and purpose in case of doubt.30 24. With respect to this, for example: Convention... for the avoidanceofdou-

ble taxation and the preventionof fiscal evasion.
25. With respect to this, for example from the Poland-Netherlandstax treaty:

B. Supplementarymeans of interpretation
TheGovernmentof the Kingdomof the Netherlandsand the Governmentof the
Polish People's Republic desiring to further develop their economic relation-

ships, and to conclude to that end a conventionfor the avoidanceof double taxa-

Thus, the linguistic, teleological and systematic interpreta- tion and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income and on

tion methods do not have a hierarchicalrelationship.For the capital.
26. With respect to this, for example in Rights of US Nationals in Morocco,

connection between Articles 31 and 32 however, subordina- I.C.J. Rep. 1952, at 176 and 196.

tion is to be noted.31 The supremacy of Article 31 becomes 27. [The Commission]considered that the article, when read as a whole, can-

apparent from the fact that Article 32 cannot be used to deny notproperlybe regarded as laying down a legal hierarchyof norms for the inter-

pretationof treaties. (Dokumente,at 252).
the interpretationresulting from Article 31: Article 32 solely 28. TheCommission,by heading the articleGeneralrule ofinterpretationin

speaks of confirm. This supremacy can also be deduced the singular and by underlining the connectionbetween paragraphs 1 and 2 and

from the expression supplementary shown in the head of againbetweenparagraph3 and the two previousparagraphs, intended to indicate

Article 32. On the other hand, the Commission states that a
that the applicationof the means of interpretationin the article would be a single
combined operation. All the various elements ... could be thrown into the cru-

rigid dividing line between Article 31 and 32 Vienna Con- cible, and their interactionwould give the legallyrelevant interpretation(Doku-
vention is not to be drawn: The fact that Article 28 admits mente, at 251-252).
recourseto the supplementarymeans for the purposeofcon- 29. Brownlie, at 255.

30. Starke, at 478-479.
firming the meaning resulting from the application of Art- 31. Sinclair, supra note 2, at 73.
icle 27 establishesa general linkbetween the two articles and 32. Dokumente,at 252.

maintains the unity of the process of interpretation.32 33. Permanent Court of International Justice, PCJI-Publications (1932), Ser.

A/B, no. 50.

In his dissenting opinion in the judgement on Interpretation 34. O'Connell, at 253.

of the 1919 ConventionConcerningEmploymentofWomen 35. M. de Vattel, Le droit des gens ou principes de la loi naturelle [1758,
ChapitreXVII De l'interprtationdes Traits], Washington 1916, at 461.

During the Night33 Judge Anzilotti concluded that no right 36. Sinclair, supra note 2, at 72.

il- interpretationsexist as long as the intentionof the parties has 37. For further referencesBlessing, at 1-64, footnote270.
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is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.Although these limita- III. ARTICLE 3, PARAGRAPH 2 OECD MC
tions might seem to imply a limited role for Article 32, the
three situations are described so broadly that in principle the
article can play a part in many interpretativematters. A. Theory
The travauxprparatoiresof a treaty are defined as the docu- The expression term is to be explainedaccording to the rules
ments that form the basis for the establishmentof a treaty. of Articles 31 and 32 Vienna Convention. According to the
These are documents or oral statements (which could be dictionary this expressionmeans word. A word is a combina-
made later, e.g. in Hunter Douglas,38) that contain informa- tion of form (sign) and content (concept).42The questionnow
tion on the course and the content of the treaty negotiations is how to interpret term: is the mechanismofArticle 3, para-(designs, agendas, consulteddocuments,minutes), the stand- graph 2 OECD MC not triggered if the treaty sign does not
points of parties on certain subjects, the differences in opin- literallycoincidewith the law sign Or, if the stress of the ref-
ion about the apparentambiguityof the treaty text, etc.39

erence is on the concept aspect of the term, can Article 3,
The Dutch courts in the field of international tax law have paragraph 2 OECD MC do its work if. the signs differ, but

only rarely considered the preparatory work. See Supreme refer to similar concepts This question has only been casu-

Court 16 December 1959, 14 083, BNB 1960/50. In this ally dealt with in the international literature: Van Raad and

judgement,both the Court and Supreme Court relied heavily Ward in the IFA congress reportof 1985 define term as being
on a letter written to the Dutch Governmenton 27 November inclusive of content, whereas Vogel does not.43 Avery Jones
1948 (the treaty was concludedon 30 December1949) by the raised the question again in 199344 and Van Raad recently
French MinisterofFinance and Economics. signalled that this problem is still waiting to be solved.45 In

1996, the matter has led to controversies in Dutch literature.
The limited use of the preparatory work in Dutch case law

Pijl defended with appeal to the treaty effectiveness thean
can be easily explained by the current inaccessibilityof the

.conceptual explanation, whereas Van-Scheijndel defended
preparatory work: the documents are in the offices of the the explanationaccording to the sign.46Ministry and are not published. The readiness of the Dutch
Governmentto supply the documents is not to be overrated. In Dutch case law a preferencefor the conceptualexplanation
This is partly explained because the preparatory work dis- can be found. Court 's-Hertogenbosch 6 June 1975,
cusses the interests of individual taxpayers mentioned by 488/1974, BNB 1975/278 considered the treaty term

name.40 Publication could be a violation of the statutory ob- employee's pay for labour equivalent when applying the

ligation of secrecy. However, in the Nethrlands anonymiza- lex fori provision to the term in the legislation earned
tion of administrativedecisions (case law in the field ofpub- income. In SupremeCourt27 November1985,22717,BNB
lic governmentconcerningrulings) is consideredan adequate 1986/47 guidance regarding the meaning of the treaty term

means to avoid these problems and for that reason publica- compensation of loss was obtained from the legal term

tion has been argued for.41 We believe that the publicationof settlement of losses. In Supreme Court 4 July 1989,
the preparatorywork would greatly facilitate the attaining of 25 660, BNB 1989/274 the question was raised whether the
the ultimate goal of double taxation conventions: avoidance treaty term pensions ... paid by virtue of the statutory social
of double taxation. insurance of another State included AAW and the WAO

The Dutch State SecretaryofFinanceWillemVermeend is of 38. HunterDouglas v. MNR 1979, DTC 5340.
another opinion. In his recent answers to questions from the 39. Vogel believes that the preparatory work would only involve documents

parliament he states that publication could endanger the an deren Ausgestaltungbeide Vertragsparteienbeteiligt waren, in denen also

openness of the representatives of the other state. This of
ein gemeinsamerWille beider zum Ausdruck kommt (Generalbericht,at 41).
H. Pijl, Aantekeningenbij de lexfori bepaling in belastingverdragen,Week-

course makes no sense in the light of the obligations con- bladvoorFiscaalRecht 1995/6164,at 1262argues thatrelevantconclusionscan

tained in Article 32 Vienna Convention.Apart from that, this also be drawn from documents which lack a common intention. Whatever the

statement obviously.tries to blur the practice of the Ministry extentof the preparatorywork to be taken into consideration,the fact is there are

such works.
of Finance. Again, we refer to the above-mentionedjudge- 40. J.F. Avery Jones, The interpretationof tax treaties with particular refer-
ment Supreme Court 16 December 1959, 14 083, BNB ence to Article3(2) ofthe OECD, British Tax Review2 (1984), at 99, does not

1960/50. This case shows that the tax administration is cap- assign the preparatory work with much practical interest, because this material

able of gaining access to the preparatory work and also uses
does not exist in his opinion, that is to say he believes the negotiationsbetween
both States are confidential.

this if required. (The letterof the French supportedthe Dutch 41. See supra note 39, H. Pijl, at 1262.
tax authorities' view of course.) Quite apart from the obliga- 42. With respect to this, comparefor exampleJohnLyons, Introductionto the-

tions of the ViennaConvention, to ensure a fairer application oretical linguistics, Cambridge 1968, at 55 who describes a word as the rela-

of the law eitherboth taxpayersand the tax authoritiesshould tionship between 'form' and 'meaning' (betweenexpressionand content).
43. Interpretation of tax treaties 40 Bulletin for Fiscal Documentation 2

have access to the preparatory work, or neither of them (1986), at 85. With respect to this, also see M.R. Reuvers in his national report,
shouldhave. Cahiersde DroitFiscal'InternationalVol. XVII (1960), at 231.

44. J.F. Avery Jones, Article 3(2) of the OECD Model Convention and the

Commentary to It: Treaty Interpretation, 33 European Taxation 8 (1993), at

257.
45. C. van Raad, Tax Treaty Issues - Currentand Future Developments,36

EuropeanTaxation, 1 (1996), at 4.
46. See supra note 39, H. Pijl, at 1254-1265;M.P. van Scheijndel, Voor een

beter begrip van de term 'uitdrukking' in Art. 3(2), OESO-Modelverdrag,
WeekbladFiscaalRecht, 1996/6190,at 409-410 with an epilogueby H. Pijl.
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(allowances of the Dutch social security system). In prin- Secondly, the Commentary states that specific fictions in

ciple, the SupremeCourt in this case did not object to linking national legislation are accepted in treaty interpretation.The
the term in question through Article 3, paragraph 2 OECD following instances illustrate this point:
MC with the entirely differently formulated term in Dutch

Commentary3(4): The questionwhether activity is performedan

law, but at the end did not do so because the content of the within an enterprise or is deemed to constitute an enterprise in
1 statutory and treaty term did not coincide. itself has always been interpreted according to the provisions of

the domestic laws of the ContractingStates.

Meaning is also subjected to the articles of interpretation31
and 32 Vienna Convention as a treaty term. As with other Article 6, paragraph 2 OECD MC: The term 'immovableprop-

treaty expressions the ordinary meaning is to be found. Lexi- erty' shall have the meaningwhich it has under the law oftheCon-

tracting State in which the property in question is situated. From
cally it means contentof a word or a compoundofwords.47 Commentary6(2) of this article it can be deducted that a legal fic-
To apply Article 3, paragraph2 OECD MC the text does not tion is also meant here: The paragraph specifically mentions...

require a real definitionof the expression in national law. The the assets and rights whichmustalways be regardedas immovable

way in which national law assigns meaning to the term is property or not.52

.irrelevant. It may thus imply the explanation that is given to Commentary4(8): [The definition] also covers cases in which a

the term in'the legislativehistory or in case law.48 In a more person is deemed, according to the taxation laws of a State, to be a

1 general sense, this means that the national rules of explana-
residentof that State ...

tion will be part of the treaty interpretation,by means ofArt- From Court Amsterdam 11 April 1989, 3310/87, BNB 1991/
icle 3, paragraph 2 OECD MC. The text of this article does 68 it becomes apparent that the Dutch courts also accept the
not require that the national legislation actively assigns pervasion of national fictions into the treaty, albeit that the

meaning to the expression, but only that the meaning can be pervasionof the national fiction (of course) is limited by the
derived: the broad scope of the phrase under the laws can- context which may require otherwise. The taxpayer (Dutch
notbe explainedotherwise in our opinion. resident) lived separated from his wife (German resident).

The wife enjoyed incomefrom immovableproperty situated
In general, Dutch case law assumes the same. We refer to a in Germany and interest from Germanbank accounts. Based
decisionofCourt 's-Hertogenbosch.49The Court tried to find on the Dutch legislation the wife's income was allocated to
a correspondingterm for the treaty term to carry on an enter- the husband. It was questionedwhetherthis fiction was to be
prise in the national legislation and found it in Article 2, applied for the purpose of treaties as well. The Court: The
paragraph 1(d) CorporateIncomeTax Act. However, the def- parties concludingthe treaty cannothave intendedby Article
inition required furtherclarification.The Court subsequently 2, paragraph 2 of the treaty, to respect all national fictions.
assigned content to this expressionby appealing to case law The purpose of the treaty and the relation between the sen-

that had been establishedwith respect to this article.50 tences of the Articles 4 and 14 of the treaty require other-
wise. Because the wife was the person receiving the income

The Netherlands law uses formulationssuch as y is consid- under the treaty, Article 20, paragraph 1 of the Nether-
ered under x, x is considered as y and x is considered to lands-Germany treaty was applicable to her income and
be y. From these formulations, one may deduct that the le- therefore remained outside the Dutch basis of levy.
gislatorbelieves that x is actuallydifferentfrom y, but y is

equivalent by fiction to x only for the sake of legal conse- When explaininga term used in the treaty, there are two con-

quences. However justified this approach may be, in our tradictory objectives: to strive for a collective meaning in

opinion it cannot result in another treatmentof these fictions both states (for this purpose the context is to be the primary
than the real meaning of x for the purpose of treaties. Our factor) and the relative ease with which the treaty interpreter
argumentswill be presentedbelow.

In the Dutch literature the question has been raised whether 47. Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford 1989, part IX: The signification,
the fictions in national legislationpermeateDutch treaties by sense, import; a sense, interpretation. Also, the intent, spirit as apart from the

virtue of Article 3, paragraph 2 OECD MC. The majority of ltter (ofa statement, law, etc.).
authors are of the opinion that this is the case.51 Regarding 48. B. Klebau, Einzelproblmebei der Auslegung von Doppelbesteuerungs-

at H. Pijl supra
this pervasion, a number ofarguments can be pleaded. In the

abkommen,Recht der InternationalenWirtschaf (1985), 128;
note 39, at 1260; J. Sasseville, Interpretationof Double Taxation Conventions

firstplace it can be argued that an expressiondoes not have a in Canada; An Update,48BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation,8/9

generally valid fixed meaning. A meaning is established in (1994), at 375.

certain settings and for the benefit of a specific situation. If 49. SupremeCourt 23 March 1994,29 084, BNB 1994/192.
50. In Estate of Charlotte Burghardt v. Commissioner (80 Tax Court 705

this setting implies that an expression does have a certain (1983)) a similar path is taken. For the expression 'specific exemption' the tax

meaning, then this is the meaning applicable to this situation. court applied a law historical method, by applying a law that had already been

In connection with this, the term fiction is misplaced: by replaced before signing. For insecurities with respect to this judgement see H.

using formulas with considered, deemed etc. the meaning
Shannon, United States income tax treaties: Reference to domestic law for the

meaning of undefined terms, Intertax (1989, No. 11), at 455.
itself is stipulated for the part that the expression plays. 51. P.H.G. Albert, Dubbelewoonplaatsen vaste inrichting in het verdrag met

Moreover, adoptinga differencebetweenrealmeaning and de Verenigde Staten WeekbladFiscaal Recht, 1995/6146, at 549 and 550; H.

fictions would lead to a highly complicated (philosophical Pijl supra note 39, at 1259. C. van Raad, The national law when explaining
naar aan mr

and etymological) analysis of the real meaning of an
treaty provisions, Van Wet recht; opstellen aangeboden prof P.

Scheltens, Deventer 1984, at 166. Deviating: C.J.A.M. van Gennep, Dual res-

expression. identBV,MaandbladBelastingbeschouwingen11 (1994), at 378.

O
52. Our emphasis.
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can deduct the meaning (for this purpose national legislation the time the treaty was concluded, the Income ,Tax Decree
is to guide the interpreter initially). The opinions of interna- 1941 was in force, in which the latter term did not appear.
tional experts differ regarding the relation between context The court apparently is. of the opinion that there is to be a

and meaningpursuant to the national legislation.Dutch liter- strictly similar expression in the act involved, and also
ature generally presumes (in accordance with the interna- assumes that the expression in the act in force during the con-

tional opinion on this53) that the meaning in national legisla- clusion of the treaty is to be looked for. Neither one of these
tion supersedes the meaning according to context.54 On the opinions is supportedby us. Interesting is Court 's-Hertogen-
basis of the text ofArticle 3, paragraph2 OECD there seems bosch 28 May 1984, 1827/1981, BNB 1984/250. This case
to be little room for another opinion: any term not defined dealt with the meaning ofany claims secured by mortgage
shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the mean- (Article III, -paragraph, 1 the Netherlands-Canada treaty of
ing that it has under the law of that state. Apparently, the ref- 1957). The lexfori provision Article II, paragraph 2 of this
erence to the context has been formulated as the exception treaty refers to acts in general, not to tax legislation in par-
here and the main reference is to the national law. Yet there ticular. The Court therefore considered investigating the
are dissenting voices in the Netherlands. According to the meaning in the civil legislation, since there was no tax act
Explanatory Note to the US treaty, the context supersedes with a description of this term. However, given the fact that
nationalmeaning.55Peeters also has this standpoint.56In Ger- the Dutch civil law also includes the rules of Dutch interna-
many, this vlkerrechtsfreundlicheor autonomous theory is tional private law, and given the fact that this latter source

generallysupported:57a treaty is first to be explainedfrom its appoints the Canadian law as decisive, the meaning was
own context and only if this does not succeed, by means of eventually found in the Canadian civil law. Special attention
referring to national law. The theory is founded on the idea should also be paid to Court 's-Hertogenbosch6 June 1975,
that a treaty is to be consideredas a closed legal system with 488/1974,BNB 1975/278, in which the Courtwith an explicit
its own nomenclature, and is supported by the Bundesfi- appeal to the lexfori provision of Article II, paragraph 2 of
nanzhof.58 The theory admittedly has its advantages: if an the 1957 Netherlands-Italytreaty found the meaning of the
expressionof a treaty is first explained from its own context, treaty term (Article XI) employee's pay for labour in the
the risk of deviating interpretations and positive or negative legal term earned income. From this, the willingnessof the
qualificationconflicts caused-by this is smaller. However, the Dutch court to interpret the lexforiprovision in a more com-
text of Article 3, paragraph 2 OECD MC must prevail and prehensible manner (term as concept) may be deducted, as

therefore, also in Germany, the vlkerrechtsfreundlichethe- we have noted supra. TheCourtAmsterdam21 March 1986,
ory has not remainedundisputed.59 1781/84, Vakstudie Nieuws 1987, at 299 interprets the term

salaries, wages and other similarremunerations(Article 17
of the Netherlands-Israeltreaty) according to the meaningof

B. Dutch practice wages in the national law with reference to Article3 of that
*

treaty. In Court Leeuwarden 12 August 1988, 440/86 E II,
The lexfori provision is generally taken seriously in Dutch FED 1988/710, the Court seeks advice in vain from Dutch
case law.60 Supreme Court 15 June 1955, 12 374, BNB national law for the meaning of the term fixed base. (This
1955/279 has been as far as we could work out, the first term is not found in Dutch law.) In Court Amsterdam 11
judgement in the Netherlands in which the lexfori provision April 1989, 3310/87, BNB 1991/68 the limitation inherent in
was explicitly incorporatedby the Supreme Court in its dic-
tum. In this case Article II, paragraph 2 of the Nether-
lands-US treaty 1948 however was ultimately not applied 53. J.F. AveryJones, see supra note 40, at 107,; K. Vogel, La clausede renvoi

since the treaty itself contained the definition of the term in
de l'article 3(2) Modle de Conventionde 1' OCDE, R/lexionsoffertes Paul
Sibille, Brussel (1981), at 962; K. Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions; K.

question. In the Supreme Court's very carefully considered Vogel and R.G. Prokisch,Generalbericht,Cahiersde DroitFiscal International,
judgementof 7 October 1959, in 13 997, BNB 1959/368, the Vol. LXXVIIa (1993), at49.

grammatical analysis is confirmedby the lexfori provision. 54. E.A. Brood, Compendium van het Nederlands internationaal belasting-
Supreme Court 23 June 1965, 15 412, BNB 1965/206

recht (Deventer: 1992) at 28; C. van Raad see supra note 2, at 52; H. Pijl supra
note 39, at 1254-1255;M. Romijn, Internationaalbelastingrecht, 1991, at 115.

(Netherlands-Germanytreaty) dealt with the explanation of 55. In the second paragraph of Article 3 it has been established as usual, that
income from claims which...by means of a mortgage...has every expressionnot defined in the treaty is to be interpretedwithin the context

been secured with immovable property situated in another
of the treaty and according to the national law of the States, if the context is not

decisive, VakstudieNieuws 1993, at 2114.
State. The interestedparty had revalued the mortgageclaims 56. J.B.J. Peeters, Internationaal belastingrecht in Nederland, Amsterdam
downward in the past, and revalued these upward in the year 1954, at 138.

concerned. It was in dispute whether this revaluationupward 57. For example H. Debatin, Auslegungsmaximen zum internationalen

might be considered income allocated to Germany. The Hof
Steuerrecht Aussenwirtschaftsdienst des Betriebsberaters, Dezember 1969,
Heft 12, at 480.

interpreted income with an appeal to the lex fori provision 58. BFH 15, Januar 1971 III R 125/69 BStBI, II 1971, at 379; C. Gloria, Die
Article2, paragraph2 of the treaty and excluded the changes DoppelbesteuerungsabkommenderBundesrepublikDeutschlandund dieBedeu-

in value from this. A remarkable decision is Court Amster- tung der Lex fori-Klausel fr ihre Auslegung Recht der Internationalen

dam 29 April 1971, 688/1970, BNB 1972/108 in which the
Wirtschat,December 1986, nr. 12, at 978.
59. W. Diehl, Qualifikationskonflikteim Aussensteuerrecht,Finanz-Rund-

explanation of the term entire income (Article 20, para- schau, 23 November 1978, at 517.

graph 2 the.Netherlands-Germanytreaty) accordingto Dutch 60. Other examples: Court 's-Gravenhage26 February 1982, 16/81 M III, BNB

law was'rejected. In this, the court assumes a static point of 1982/132;Court 's-Hertogenboschin SupremeCourt4 April 1990,.26 075, BNB
1990/157;SupremeCourt 10 June 1981, 19 934, BNB 1981/242;Supreme Court

view. The link to national law is not possiblebecauseduring 4 July 1989,25 660, BNB 1989/274.
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.
the lexforiprinciplewas again highlighted. In this case a fic- decisions.62The Convention does not include any remarks
tion from the national law was left outside of consideration. about recommendations.Recommendationsonly oblige the
Sometimes the lexforiprovision is not applied at all and the Member State according to Article 18(c) of the rules of pro-
use of this provision is not even considered, as in Supreme cedure of the OECD63 to investigate whether the recom-

f Court 23 November 1994, 29935, BNB 1995/117. The term mended measure is opportune.
pay in the provisionconcerningState pensions (Article 12,
paragraph 2 of the Netherlands-Germanytreaty) is actually The ModelConvention, includingthe Commentary,therefore
found in the Dutch legislation (Article 38 Individual Income has weak status. It is appendix to recommendationa a mere a

f
Tax Act) and is considered in case law. In its dictum the accepted by the OECD Council on 23 July 1992, in which

Supreme Court, made no reference to the national law and Member States are advised to conclude new treaties and to

stated somewhat dogmatically: what [matters] is where the adjust existing ones on the basis of the Model Convention
r pension build-up was made. Only then the distinction presentedin combinationwith the Commentary.The status of

between State pensions and private pensions which is of the being non-bindingwith regard to international law is estab-
essence here, is done justice. In our opinion, the non-appli- lished by this. The Model Conventionis not a convention, it
cation ofArticle 3, paragraph2 OECDMC in a situation like is a draft, which can serve asa startingpoint for entering into

:
this, where all circumstances allowed the application of the real treaties. The Modei Convention is therefore no supple-
lexfori provision, was incorrect. mentaryconventionwhich is to be taken into accountaccord-

ing to Article 31 paragraph 3(a) Vienna Convention (every
agreementbetweenparties realized at a later time).

IV. THE ROLE OF THE OECD COMMENTARY
B. The status of the Commentary in literature

A. The judicial status ofthe OECD MC and
Commentary The question is to be asked whether the Commentary may

V only be used in the last instance (in case of ambiguities,
As stated therein, the OECD ModelConventionand the asso- obscurities or absurdities in the meaning that has been estab-

ciated Commentary, do not have binding power asthey are lished in a different manner) or also when establishing the

only a recommendation:with regard to this see the General meaning itself. This discussiontakes place with regard to the

Remarks on the Modl Convention from the Committee on articles of interpretation31 and 32of the Vienna Convention.

Fiscal Affairs repor,t of 1977 that accompanied the Model of The question arises to which category the OECD Commen-

1977. In the present Introduction there is a remark similar to tary belongs, to the context or to the preparatory work. As

the one in the former General Remarks: ... the Commen- described above, for that matter, the context is always con-

taries are not designed to be annexed in any manner to the sidered togetherwith the establishmentofthe meaning,while

conventions to be signed by Member countries, which alone the preparatorywork only is a supplementarymeans (Article
constitute legally binding international instruments ....61 In 32 Vienna Convention).
our opinion, nothing concerning the status of the Model can Van Raad bases the value of the Commentaryon the fact that
be deducted from this. It is, for that matter, a paradox if the ithas been realized in commonconsultationwith theMember
non-binding Commentaryproclaims its own status of being States which could have made reservations. Therefore he
non-binding. There is nothing which makes it clear that the 'believes that it is a contextual documentin the sense of Art-
above-mentionedtext supersedes (the rest of) the Commen- icle 31, paragraph2(b) Vienna Convntion.64.The opinionof
tary and makes a meta-statement. Van Raad is doubtedby Avery Jones:65 firstly, the Commen-

The Commentary is, however, indeed in no way binding tary is not a reporton a multilateraltreaty. Secondly,although
under internationallaw, according to the conventionalframe-
work the Model treaty has been embedded in: the treaty pur-
suant .to the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and 61. GeneralRemarksno. 26 and Introductionno. 29.

Developmentof 14 December 1960. To realize its objectives, 62. M.A.G. van Meerhaeghe, International economic institutions, Dordrecht
at '

among other things, the OECD can take decisions and make
1985, 221.
63. Quoted in Vogel on. Double Taxation Conventions, Introduction (80)..On

recommendations (Article 5 OECD Convention 1960). The judicial aspects H.J. Hahn and A. Weber, Die OECD, Organisation fr

binding decisions (exceptas otherwiseprovided) that serve wirtschaflicheZusammenarbeitundEntwicklung,Baden-Baden 1976.

as the starting point, are only really binding on a Member 64. DavidA. Ward, Principlesto be applied in interpretingtax treaties,XXV
Canadian Tax Journal. Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions, Introduction

State if that Member State has satisfied the demands of its (80) also derives from the circumstance that reservations and.observationsare

constitutional procedures. Because conversion into national being made that these aremore than a recommendation.Webelieve that the pos-

law is not compulsory, the decisions are characterized to a sibility to make reservationsand observationsdoes notchange the legalstatus of
the OECDModel Conventionand Commentary.AgainstVogel's statement that

large extent as containingno obligation, and in this respect it high qualified official experts have stated their opinion in the OECD Commen-
1 must also be mentioned that concrete decisions are seldom tary, Nooteboomhas justly argued that this cannotjustify the preferentialposi-

taken. Van Meerhaeghe remarks with blatant irony after tion of the Commentary.A. Nooteboom,De invloed van de OECD-modelbe-

reviewing a listing ofvague OECD activities that the OECD lastingverdragen terzake van inkomen en vermogen van 1963 en 1977 op de

(in his opinion a huge publishing house) demonstrates rechterlijke oordelen in Nederlandgepubliceerd in de BNB's in'de jaren 1981-
i. 1993, Lelystad 1994 (last'lectureon 2 July 1993 UniversityGroningen).

remarkable activity but one searches in vain for concrete 65. J.F. Avery Jones, see supra note 40, at 92.
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it is a documentpertaining to the treaty, it is not a document Model Convention of 1963 is followed to the best possible
made in connectionwith concludinga treaty. extent and that the English version ofArticle 8, paragraph9,

of the Agreementis almost literallysimilar to the English text
In our opinionArticle 31, paragraph3(b) Vienna Convention
offers morepossibilitiesto justify the use of the Commentary.

of Article 10, paragraph 5 of the above-mentionedModel

In connection with the content, any subsequentpractice in Convention, as a result of which, as rightfully argued..., the

the applicationof the treaty which establishes the agreement Commentary to the latter provision referred to is of major
of the Parties regarding its interpretation is to be taken into importancefor the interpretationofArticle 8, paragraph5 of

considerationas well. In our opinion, this text can be broadly
the Agreement, and does not offer, to quote the Court's

interpreted as comprising the interpretationalactivity itself, words, something to go on.67

such as the use of the Commentary. It is not required that Which version of the Commentary is to be used is a vexed

agreement is realized by common practice: we believe it is issue: is it the Commentary current at the conclusionof the

satisfactoryif one of the parties practices and the other party treaty or the Commentaryat the time of the disputeFrom the
does not object. This may also become clear from the Com- above cited BNB 1992/379 it appears that the SupremeCourt

mentary to the Final Draft of the articles of interpretationof follows the version of the Commentary as it was current at

the International Law Commission: The text provisionally the time when the treaty was concluded: after all, the

adopted in 1964 spoke of a practice which establishes the Supreme Court followed the Commentary of 1963 for the

understandingof all the parties. By omitting the word all Netherlands-Ireland treaty of 1969. This method was also
the Commissiondid not intend to change the rule. It consid- used in SupremeCourt28 June 1995, 29 435, BNB 1996/108,
ered that the phrase the understandingof the parties neces- in which the Court (judging in 1993) with regard to the

sarily means the parties as a whole. It omitted the word Netherlands-United Kingdom treaty of 1980 followed the
all merely to avoid any possible misconceptionthat every Commentaryunder the OECD MC of 1977.

party must individuallyhave engagedin the practice where it The OECD itselfrecommendsthat the most recent Commen-
suffices that it shouldhave accepted the practice. 66

tary is followed.68 For its interpretation of the Nether-
lands-Austriatreaty of 1970, the Court in Supreme Court 4

C. The Commentary in Dutch practice July 1989, 25 660, BNB 1989/274 with explicit reference to

the Introductionto the Commentaryuses the 1977 Commen-

With regard to the interpretationof treaties the Commentary tary. The Supreme Court approved this. The same happened
was first used in the judgementof Supreme Court 24 March with regard to the Netherlands-Indonesiatreaty of 1973 in

1976, 17 812, BNB 1976/121. In his appeal, the State Secre- Supreme Court 12 June 1991, 27 310, BNB 1991/312: the

tary of Finance uses the OECD Commentary to support his Court consciously followed the Commentaryof 1977, by re-

opinions about the negative list in the permanent establish- cognizing the recommendationof the Introduction.

ment article (Article 2 paragraph 2(b) Germany treaty). It is In the above-mentioned, the concrete treaty was realized
significant that the State Secretary referred to the OECD under one of the versionsof the Commentary.Does the Com-
Commentaryof 1963 when dealing with a treaty originating mentary, however, also play a part in interpreting if it cannot
from 1959. For that matter, the State Secretary motivatedhis have been part of the treaty negotiations historicallyFrom

appeal to this Commentary by referring to the preliminary the statementin the Introduction(29) that the Commentaryin
publicationof this article in the Fiscal CommitteeReport in general can be of great assistance ... in particular, in the set-
1958. With respect to this, see further the State Secretary in tlement of any disputes, it can be deducted that this may be
Supreme Court 10 March 1982, 20 933, BNB 1982/127 and the case. In Dutch case law this is incorporated in the inter- 1

Supreme Court 15 June 1988, 24 881, BNB 1988/258. pretationof the Netherlands-UnitedStates treaty of 1948. In

In the Advocate-General'sconclusions, as a rule, the Com- Supreme Court 20 April 1983, 21 047, BNB 1983/204 the

mentary is always quoted when appropriate. Occasionally, Supreme Court sanctioned the relation to the Commentary
the relevanceof the Commentaryin question is consideredin sought by the Court, even though the Commentary did not A
more detail, for example when it is clear from the accompa-

exist at the time when the treaty was being concluded.

nying documents (the Dutch ExplanatoryNote or its foreign i
counterpart) that a certain treaty has been inspired by the
OECD MC. See for example Supreme Court 22 July 1988,
25 075, BNB 1989/2.

The courts have made use of the Commentary,see for exam- 66. Dokumenteat 254.
ple SupremeCourt2 September1992,27252, BNB 1992/379 67. In Supreme Court 11 October 1978, 18 759, BNB 1978/300 the Commen-
and in the Court's judgement in Supreme Court 25 May tary was also followed, now explicitly because the treaty in question - the

1994, 28 959, BNB 1994/219. Because of the relevance, the Netherlands-Belgiumtreaty- had been derived from the OECD MC to a large

consideration of the Supreme Court in BNB 1992/379 is extent, as appeared from its text and the unilateral explanationsof the contract-

ing states. Withoutadditionalcomment, we also refer to SupremeCourt 17 May
cited: ... it is to be assumed that in the Agreement (the 1961, 14 458, BNB 1961/196; Supreme Court 24 June 1981, 20 216, BNB

Netherlands-Irelandtreaty) as appears from both its text and 1981/236; Supreme Court 28 June 1995, 29 435, BNB 1996/108; Court 's-Her-

the explanatory note supplied to the Dutch Senate and the togenbosch 19 September1975, 728/1974,BNB 1976/103;Court 's-Gravenhage

Parliament by the Dutch Government... that the OECD
26 March 1984,22/84M I, BNB 1984/249.
68. Introduction(33-35).
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. ARTICLE 23 OF THE PROPOSED
UNITED STATES-IRELANDTAX TREATY

'
William T. Cunningham

, Arthur Andersen, Dublin
',,,'

I. INTRODUCTION II. QUALIFIED PERSONS

On 28 July 1997, Ireland and the United States signed a new Article23(1) grants all the benefits-ofthe Treaty to a resident
tax treaty, to replacewhat is probably the oldestUS tax treaty of a contractingstate who is a qualifiedperson.7 There are

currently in force. Like all recent tax treaties entered into by six categoriesof qualifiedperson:
the United States, it contains, at Article 23, a Limitation on (a) an individual;
Benefits (hereinafter LOB) article.1 This concept has (b) a qualified governmentalentity, as defined;
evolved considerablysince its first appearance in Article 16 (c) a person other than an individual, at least 50 per cent

of the US 1977 Model Convention,probablyreaching a peak ownedby qualifiedpersons or residents or citizens of the
of complexity in Article 26 of the Netherlands treaty. The United States, where that person meets a detailed base
LOB article in the proposed United States-Ireland treaty, erosion test;
(referred to throughoutthis article as the Treaty)2 although (d) a unit trust listed and traded on a recognized stock

quite complex, is far more succinct. It nevertheless contains exchange or at least 50 per cent owned by qualified per-
some interesting additional material reflecting the evolution sons or residents or citizens of the United States;.

of the US negotiators' position since 1993 that may be of (e) a company having its shares substantially and regularly
broader internationalinterest. traded on one or more recognizedstock exchanges, or at

least 50 per cent owned by such publicly traded compa-This article analysesArticle23 of the Treaty and comparesits
nies, by qualified governmental entities, their sub-

terms with versions of the correspondingarticle in the recent
or

sidiaries or by any combinationof these;treaties between the United States and the Netherlands,Lux-
a anyembourg and Portugal (referred to in this article as the other (f) pension trust, certain employee benefit trusts and
charitableor other exempt organization.treaties).3 This selection, although apparently arbitrary, is

not entirely so.4 All foui countrieshave special corporate tax

regimes, set within ostensibly normal tax systems.5 They
therefore represent ideal targets for the refinementby the US
Treasury negotiators of their anti-treaty-shoppingweapon -

1. However,only the most recentcontain the LOB article in its presenthighly
the LOB .clause. In most cases,6 diplomatic delicacy has pre- evolved form. EarlierUS treaties with Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda,
vented explicit references to the regimes targeted by the China, Egypt, Finland, Germany, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Korea,
United States. The bilateral nature of tax treaties also neces- Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,

sitates the use of two-way language, which further hinders Russia, Spain and Trinidad & Tobago all contain LOB provisions following
either the 1977 US Model Treaty or the 1981 ProposedUS Model Treaty.

clear drafting and interpretationof LOB clauses, which pri- 2. Exceptwhere it and another treaty or treaties are being listed for purposes

marily reflect the concerns of the US negotiators. The result ofcontrastingtheirprovisionswith thoseofothertreatiessurveyedin this article.

is a set of objective tests such as a qualified shareholderand In these cases, the term US-Irelandtreaty is used.
r 3. Or, where referred to singly, as the Netherlands, Luxembourg or Por-

base erosion test, a publicly traded test, an activity test, a tuguese treaties respectively.
derivative benefits test and possibly other special rules. 4. By coincidence,two ofthefour are also countrieswith which the authorhas

These tests are supplemented by discretionary relief provi- had considerablefirst-handexperience.
5. These are, in Ireland the International Financial Services Centre, in the

sions that require a subjective analysis involving the imputa- Netherlands the favourableholding company and finance company regimes, in
tion of a principal purpose. If treaty abuse motives are not Luxembourgthe 1929 holdingcompanyand Soparfiregimes, and in Portugal the

regarded as the principal purpose of a transaction or struc- tax exemptions available to activities licensed in designated islands in the

ture, treaty access may be permitted. This familiarpattern is archipelagosofMadeiraand the Azores.

followed in the Treaty.
6.. The exception is Art. 17(6) of the Portuguesetreaty. Both sides were saved
much draftingeffortwhen Portuguesenegotiatorsacceptedan express reference
to the Madeiraand AzoresFree Zone. The paragraphexcludes from the benefits
of the treaty any companiesenjoying the benefits applicable to these parts of the
two-AutonomousRegions ofPortugal,which includeno tax on corporateprofits
until 2012 and no withholdingtax on out-paymentsofdividends, interestor roy-
alties. This wording could have unintended scope, depriving Portuguese banks
with branches in Madeira of all treaty benefits, even in respect of fully taxable
income.
7. TheNetherlandstreatyuses the termqualifiedresident.The Luxembourg
and Portuguese treaties avoid the use of either term.
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The detailed requirements applicable to each category of (b) Ownershipby the public via a recognizedstock exchange
qualifyingperson are examinedin the paragraphsthat follow.

Categories (c), (d) and.(e) above are considered together. A company is a qualifiedperson where:

(i) the principal class of its shares is substantiallyand regu-
larly traded on one or more recognizedstock exchanges;

A. Individual or

(ii) at least 50 per cent of the aggregatevote and value of its

The term individualis the only onenotrequiringdefinition shares is owned directly or indirectlyby companies in (i)
or qualification. above, or by qualified governmentalentities or by com-

panies more than 50 per cent of the aggregate vote and
value of which is owned by qualified governmentalenti-

B. Qualified governmentalentities ties or any combinationof these.

The definitionhere is quite detailed. It extends more clearly
A fund is a qualifiedperson if:

than the other treaties to entities that are owned by the gov- (i) the principal class of units in it is listed on a recognized
ernment, although in practice there will be very few that.fall stock exchange located in either contracting state and is

within the definitioncontainedin Article 3(1)(j): substantiallyand regularly traded on one or more recog-

(i) any person that constitutes the Governmentor a Department nized stock exchanges; or

of Government of a contracting state, or a political subdivi- (ii) the direct or indirect owner of at least 50 per cent of the
sion or local authorityof a contractingstate; beneficial interests in it is a person referred to in (i) or

(ii) a person that is wholly owned, or the beneficial interest of whose principal class of shares is substantiallyand regu-
which is whollyowned, directlyor indirectly,by a contracting larly traded on one or more recognizedstock exchanges.state or a politicalsubdivisionor local authorityof a contract-

ing state, provided (A) it is organized under the laws of the The term units is defined in Article 23(8)(c) as including
contracting state, (B) its earnings are credited to its own shares or any other instrument,not being a debt-claim,grant-account and (C) its assets vest in the contractingstate, politi-
cal subdivisionor local authority upon its dissolution; and ing an entitlementto (i) a share in the assets or income or (ii)

(iii) a pension trust or fund of a person described in subparagraph receive a distribution from it. This inclusion of funds repre-
(i) or (ii) that is constituted and operated exclusivelyto sents an additionalcategory, not includedin the Netherlands,
administeror providepensionbenefits described in Article 19 Portugueseor Luxembourgtreaties. It provides considerable
(GovernmentService), provided the incomeof the entity does scope for using IFSC-managedvariablecapital companies to
not inure to the benefitof a private person and the entity does invest in the United States and enjoy the benefits of reduced
not carry on commercialactivity. US withholding tax.

There are several Irish state-ownedcommercialenterprises in
the transport, utilities and telecommunications sectors. Recognized stock exchanges are also more extensively

defined in the Treaty than in the other treaties. They include
Because these carry on a commercial activity, they are not

the NASDAQ System, stock exchange registered with
qualifiedgovernmentalentitiesunder the above definition. any

However, for as long as they remain in public ownership,
the US Securities and ExchangeCommission, the Irish stock

they may qualify for treaty benefits under the other owner- exchange, the stock exchanges of Amsterdam, Brussels,
Frankfurt, Hamburg, London, Madrid, Milan, Paris, Stock-'

ship tests describedbelow.
holm, Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto, Vienna and Zurich, and any
other stock exchange agreed upon by the competent author-

C. Persons meeting certain ownership or other ities. The Luxembourg stock exchange is not included. The

requirements equivalentdefinition in the other treaties includes only NAS-

DAQ and one (or, in the case of Portugal, two) national

The wording here is similar to that of the other treaties, but exchange(s)and can be extended only by agreementbetween

also deals specificallywith unit trusts. the competentauthorities. In the case of closely held compa-
nies, NASDAQ is excluded from the term recognizedstock

1. Ownership exchange in the Netherlands and Luxembourg treaties. In
thecaseofLuxembourg,closelyheldcompanieslisted on the

(a) Ownership byqualified-persons..orUS.citizens.or LuxembourgStock exchangeare also excluded. The concept
of closely held company does not arise in 'the United

residents
States-Irelandor Portuguesetreaties.

Under this test, at least 50 per centof the beneficial interestin
the entity (or in the case of a company at least 50 per cent of The term regularly and substantially traded is defined in

the aggregate vote and value of the company's shares) must
the United States-Ireland and Luxembourg treaties. Both

be owned, directly or indirectly, by qualified persons or res-
treaties require that the aggregate number of sharess of that

idents or citizens of the United States. This ownership test is class traded on such stock exchange or exchanges during the

not satisfied in the case of a chain of ownership unless it is previous fiscal year is at least 6 per cent of the average num-

satisfiedby the last owners in the chain. ber of shares or units outstandingin that class during that tax-

Of the other treaties, only the Luxembourg treaty contains a

similar test. 8. Or, in the case of an Irish unit trust, units of that class.
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able year. The Treaty goes further, however in imposing a III. NON-QUALIFIEDPERSONS QUALIFYING
frequencyas well as a volume test, and requires that trades in FOR TREATY BENEFITS
such class are effected on one or more of such stock

exchanges other than in de minimis quantities during every
quarter. It also addresses the problems faced by newly listed Active trade or business
shares or units by deeming the 6 per cent volume test to be

i met if the class was not listed on a recognizedstockexchange UnderArticle23(3) ofthe Treaty, a non-qualifiedpersonmay.
in the previous fiscal year. qualify for treaty benefits if it is involved in an activetrade or

business in its country of residence (other than the business
The unique position of Irish Building Societies, which are of making managing investments, unless such business is
usually owned by their depositors,9 is addressedby deeming

or

carried out by a bank or insurance company acting in the
them to be a company the principal class ofshares in which is ordinary course of its business) and the item of income from
listed on the Irish Stock Exchange, and which in any fiscal the other contractingstate is connectedwith incidentalor
year is substantiallyand regularly traded on such exchange. to the trade or business in its country of residence. The

Treaty contains the usual proviso that, if the income is con-
2. Base erosion nected with a trade or ,business in the country of residence

This test follows the pattern establishedin the other treaties. and the resident has an ownership interest in the activity in

A person is not a qualifying person where amounts paid or the other contracting state that generated the income, the

accrued by that person during its fiscal year, which are tax trade or business is substantial in relation to the income-

deductible expenses for that fiscal year to persons that are producing activity. The requirement that the income arising
neither qualified persons nor residents or citizens of the in the other state be connectedwith and incidentalto the

United States, exceed 50 per cent of the gross income of that trade or business in the country ofresidenceiscommon to all

person for that year. Arm's length payments in the ordinary four treaties.

course of business for services or purchasesor rentals of tan- For group treasury companies located in the IFSC, carrying
gible property, as well as payments in respect of financial

on intra-group lending activities, the question arises as to
obligations to a permanent establishmentof a bank in either whether the United States will regard their activities as the
contractingstate are not taken into considerationin applying making or managing of investments. In practice, these
this test. The reference to payments in respect of financial operations can be substantial, employing large numbers of
obligations is not found in the other three treaties. financially trained personnel. Until the Technical Explana-
The base erosion test does not apply to quoted companies or tion by the US Treasury is available, this question cannot be

funds. answered, but if the precedent established in the Technical

Explanationto the Dutch treaty is followed, these companies
are likely to fail the active trade or business test.

D. Pension funds, charities and other exempt
organizations 1. Substantiality

A pension trust and any otherorganizationestablishedin that The substantiality test is also common to all the treaties

state and maintained exclusively to administer or provide covered by this survey, but the definitionsof the term are not

retirement or employee benefits that is established or spon-
identical. The United States-Ireland and Luxembourg

sored by a person that is otherwise a residentunder Article 4 treaties contain a subjective all relevant facts and circum-

(Residence) is treated as a qualifyingperson; as is any char- stances test as well as an objective test based on relative

itable or other exempt organization,provided that the use of asset values, gross income and payroll expense. Under this,
the organization's assets, both currently and upon the disso¬ in both treaties, the trade or businesswill be deemedsubstan-

lution or liquidation of such organization, is limited to the tial if, for the preceding fiscal year, or for the average of the

accomplishmentof the purposes that serve as the basis for three preceding fiscal years, the asset value, the gross income

such organization'sexemption from income tax. and the payroll expense that are related to the trade or busi-
/

ness in the first-mentionedstate equals at least7.5 per cent of
The relevant paragraph is much more detailed than the the asset value, the gross income and the payroll expense,
corresponding ones in the Portuguese and Luxembourg respectively, that are related to the activity that generated the
treaties. The Irish negotiators were clearly at pains to ensure income in the other state, and the average of the three ratios
that pension funds established by Irish companies would exceeds 10 per cent.10

qualify for treaty benefits in respect of income from invest-
ments that they might make in the United States. They did The Netherlands treaty uses the same percentages but con-

not, however, go as far as the Dutch negotiators, who also tains a more extensive set of additional conditions and

expressly included private foundations and trade unions. In options. Under these, Netherlands residents may elect to

Ireland, these would normallybe charitableor other exempt
organizations for tax purposes, and covered by that term in
the Treaty. 9. As in the UnitedKingdom, there is a trend towards the de-mutualizationof

these societies, which results in their conversionto publicly quoted companies.
10. Art. 23(3)(ii) of the treaty.
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apply aa modified version ofof the above three ratios tule,rule, income tax ififthe country ofofincorporrationgrrants an equiva-
underwhich assets and activities rellating to the business con- lent exemptiion to US corporatiionsand certain other require-
ducted in other EC Member States by the Netherlands res-res¬ ments are met.12 In both treatiies, the wording conforms

ident or certain related parties or affiliates can be combined cllossely to that ofUS domestic tax llegiissllation,but neithermir-

with the Netherlands assets and activittiies,111 The Portuguesse rors ititexactly.
treaty does not contain any definition of the term substan-
tial in this context.

V. DERIVATIVE BENEFITS
2. Banl(in-g and insurance ccompanies
The positiionofbanks and insurancecompaniies in the context The concept ofofderivative benefits extends treaty benefits toto

of the active'tradeororbusiness testtestisismore clearly setsetout in non--qualliifiiedperssons--companiies that arearecontrolledby per-
the Treaty than in any of the other treaties. Parragrraph9 of the sons who arearenot residents ofofthe contracting sttattes, but who

Protocol to the Treaty expands on the proviisions of Article meet other defined criteria. Some recent US treaties have

23(3) with regard to banks and insurancecompaniies.It statesstates impossed conditions that limit this faciliity, and the Treaty fol-

that, in any casse, aabank will be considered totobe engaged in lows the Luxembourg and Netherlands treaties in this
the active conductofaatrade or businessififititregularlyaccepts rresspect. All three treaties contain similar conditions with

deposits frm the public or makes loans to the public. A res-res¬ rregard to dividends, interest and rroyalties, and imposse asas aa

ident of a contracting statestate that, asas of 28 July 11997, was conditionof trreaty access aarequirrement that the state of res-res¬

licensed by the banking authorities in that statestateto engage in idence of the perrssons controlling the entity has concluded aa

the business of bankiing satisfies this requirement. Simiillarly, tax trreaty with the United States113 proviidiing at least as

an insurance company will be considered to be engaged in favourable treatment for the same ttype of income. The llogiic
the active conduct of aa trade or business if itsits grosss income underlyingthis concept isis that residentsof third countries are

.

consists priimarily of insurance or reinsurancepremiiums and unllikely to be engaging in trreaty sshoppiing by iinvessting
investmentincome attributabletotosuch premiums. thrrough an entity resident inin oneoneofofthe contrracting statessaessifif

they could obtain identical orormore favourable treatmentby
investing directly from their own country. The Portuguesse

IV. INCOME FROM OPERATION OF SHIPS OR trreatyontainsconttanssnonosuch conditions.Pressumably,the exclusion
ofofMadeira and the Azores from the benefits of that trreatyAIRCRAFT IN INTERNATIONALTRAFFIC reassured the US negotiiators that third country investors
were unlikery to useusea normally taxedPortuguessecompanyas

This is dealt with in the context of LOB only in the United a conduit for exttracting income of this type from the United
States-Ireland and Netherlands treaties. Article 8 of both States.114
treaties proviides generally that profits derived from the

operrationof sships or aircraft in international.traffic(interna- The Trreaty provides15 that aacompany isis entitled to ali of its

tional trranssportation income) may be taxed only by the benefits if atatleastleast95 per cent of the aggregatevote and value

country ofofresidenceofofthe persson that earns the prrofits. IfIfaa ofofallall its shares isis owned dirrectly oror indirectly by seven oror

persson that has international trranssportation income fails toto fewer residents ofofEU ororNAFTA16countriescountrressand it meets the

qualify asas aa qualified persson, and cannot ssatissfy the active base erosion testesstt described above. Residents ofofNAFTA

business tesst, the perrsson neverthelesswill be entitled to ttreaty countries and EU Member States areare treated as qualifiied
1

benefits in resspectof that income if at least 50 per cent ofofthe persons for purposes of that testtestin this context. There isisno

beneficiai interest in such perrson (or in the casecaseof aa com- minimumIrish ownerrshiprequirement,and any combination

pany, at least 50 per cent,of the aggregatte vote and value of of EU or NAFTA residents isis permiisssiblle. This isis more

the company'sssharessisisowned directly or indirrectly: cllearly expressssed than in the Luxembourg treaty, which had
-
- by qualifiied perrssons or citizens of the United States or given risersse to doubts as to whether the seven or fewer res-res¬

individuals who areareresidents of a third state; or idents of EU or NAFTA countries had all to be from either
-
- by a companyor combinationof companies the principal

classclassss of shares inin which areare ssubsstantiially and rregularly 11. For ananextensive treatment ofofthesethesseeandandofofthethe LOB article innnthetheeNether-

traded on an establishedsecuritiesmarket in a third sstate, landslandstreeaty, seeseePhilip H. Speecter, 4747Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Docu-

proviided that such third statestategrantts an exemptiionunder meentation,44(119933), atat159.
12. Sec. 883(c)883(c)InternalnternaalRevenueCode.

similar terms for proffitts referred to in Article 8 of this 13. ForForaacommentary onon thetheeccompatibility ofofthethee relevantrelevantprovisions ofofthethe
Conventionto citizenscitizensand corporationsof the other statestate Netherlands-UnitedStates treeaty with EU leegislation seeseeHelen Doyle Is Art-

either under its national law or in common agreement iclecce 2828ofofthe Netherlands-UnitedStates Tax Treeaty ccompatiblewith EU Law

with that other statesae or under a conventionbetween that
3535EuuropeaanTaxatioon, 11 (1199995), atat14.

or a 14. Hoowevver, an unintendedoopportuunityfor treeaty-shhooppinngmay reemain, sincesncceean
third statesae and the other state. aaPortuuguuesehholdinng company (Sociedade(SoocceedaadeededeParticipaesSociais--SSGPS),

whether locatedinnnMadeiraororelsewhereinnnPortuugal, issstaxedaxeedatatananeffectiverateaaee
This prrovisionreflects the reciprocalexemptionprrovisions ofofbetweenbetweeeenn1.8 perpercent.andand1.98 per centcentonondividend income from all sources.

of the Internal Revenue Code with rregard to international A two-tier struucture, with aa Madeira company owningownnnngg aa Portuuguuese SSGPS,

ttransportattiion income. Under these proviisiions, income would therefore appear too provide aa tax-efficientmechanissm for eextraction ofof
dividend incomefrom the United States atattreeaty-reeduucceedwithholding rates.

derived by a foreign corporatiion from the international op- 15. Art. 233(5)(aa.
eration of sshipss, aircraft or rail roads isis exempt from US 16. United States ofofAmeericca, CanadaandandMexico.
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the EU or NAFTA. Both treaties grant a wider range of treaty no determination by them of the absence of undesirable
access to eligible companies than the Netherlands treaty, motives. The obligation containedin the Treaty for the com-

which limits access to only four articles of the Treaty (Divi- petent authorities to consult each other before denying the

dends, Branch Tax, Interest and Royalties). The Netherlands benefits of the treaty to residents of the other state is absent

treaty also contains a joint ownership requirement17- more from the Luxembourgand Portuguesetreaties.
than 30 per cent of the aggregate vote and value of all the
claimant's shares must be owned by certain residents of the
Netherlandsand more than 70 per cent by certain residentsof
the European Union. Unlike the United States-Ireland and Vil. FOREIGN BRANCH EXEMPTION
Luxembourg treaties, it contains no mention of NAFTA
countries.18

t This is one of the rare instances of a treaty provision being
Throughoutthe treaty renegotiationprocess, financial institu- drafted in one-way terms only.20 It addressesthe concernof
tions in the Dublin International Financial Services Centre the US negotiators that the United States may be conceding
(IFSC) have been apprehensive about the possible impact treaty benefits to US-source income that is exempt from tax
of the LOB article. A significant part of their business in Ireland. Although there are many types of income that can

involves the management of Agency Treasury Companies, be so exempt (e.g. royalties from patents on which the related
which engage in cross-border lending to subsidiaries of work of research, planning, processing, experimenting, test-
multinationals.For many groups, particularly those based in ing, devising, designing, developingor similaractivity which
countries without a tax treaty with the United States, access was carried on in the state, stallion and greyhound stud fees,
to the Irish tax treaties was a major attraction of companies copyright royalties earned by authors, composers etc. in
established in the IFSC. The introduction by the United respectof works certified by the Revenue Commissionersas

States ofanti-conduitregulations in September 1995 reduced having artistic or cultural merit), the Treaty addresses only
the scope for these non-Irish owned IFSC companies to lend US-source income arising to a branch of an Irish resident
to US borrowers and enjoy interest income free of US with- companyin a third countrywhere that incomeis exemptfrom

holding tax. However, with appropriate capitalization of tax in Ireland. This ForeignBranchExemption is relatively
IFSC entities, it remained possible to avoid the impact of new.21 Its acceptance by investors has so far been limited,
these regulations. The restrictions imposed by the LOB art- with only two known instancesofits applicationboth involv-
icle impose additional obstacles on IFSC-based treasury ing US financialgroups. For these, and those that may follow

companies owned by residents of non-treaty partners of the them, the Treaty provides for the denial of treaty beriefits
United States. They also affect investors in the IFSC who are where the rate of tax applicable to the income is less than 50
resident in countries that have tax treaties with the United per cent of the generally applicable tax that would be
States- for example, Canadianand Italian-ownedIFSC com- imposed in Ireland on an enterprise deriving such income

panies. The treaties between these countries and the United directly from the United States. Any dividends, interest or

States contain less favourable provisions regarding source- royalties to which this paragraph applies will be subject to

country taxationof interest, causing Irish residentcompanies United States tax at a rate not exceeding 15 per cent of the
owned by residents of Canada or Italy to fail the at least gross amount.

equivalent benefits test in Article 23(5)(b). However, the

impact of this is mitigated by the unusual transitionalprovi- These provisionsdo not apply if the incomederivedfrom the
sions - see below. other contracting state is connected with or incidental to the

active conductof a trade or business carriedon by the perma-
nent establishmentin the third state (other than the business

VI. LACK OF TREATY SHOPPING MOTIVE of making or managing investments, unless these activities

The Treaty follows the other three in empowering the com- 17. Art. 26(4) of the Netherlands tax treaty.
petent authority to extend the benefits of the treaty to persons 18. More recent treaties (with Mexico and Portugal) also includeNAFTA.

Y who would otherwisenot be eligible. Under it,19 a residentof 19. Art. 23(6).
20. The comparable(otherwisealmostidentical)provisions in Art. 24(5) of the

a contracting state that is not a qualifiedperson shall, never-
Luxembourg treaty are drafted in the more usual bilateral terminology.

theless, be granted the benefits of the Conventionif the com- 21. It was introduced in Sec. 29 of the 1995 Finance Act to encourage large
petent authorityof that othercontractingstate determinesthat international groups to establish regional operational headquarters in Ireland.

the establishment,acquisitionor maintenanceof such person
Under this, the profits earnedoutside Irelandby branchesofqualifying Irish res-

. ident companies are exempt from tax. To qualify, a company must have an

and the conduct of its operations did not have as one of its investmentplan approved in advanceby the Ministerfor Finance.The plan must

principal purposes the obtaining of benefits under the Con- envisage the investmentof substantialpermanentcapital in the state for the pur-

vention. This is stronger language than that contained in the pose of creating substantialnew employmentin the state in trading operations
Netherlands and Portuguese treaties, which merely require carried on, or to be carried on, in the state. The Ministerwill grant a certificate

where, followingconsultationwith the MinisterforEnterpriseand Employment,
the competentauthorities to use these motives as a guideline he is satisfied that the capital and employment targets will be met and that the

or as one of the factors to be taken into account in grantingor maintenanceof the employmentso created in trading operations in the state will

denying treaty access. The comparable Luxembourg provi¬ be dependent on the carrying on by the company of qualified foreign trading
activities.Thesear defined as trading activitiescarried on by a qualifyingcom-

sion is remarkably short, and provides no guidelines for the through branch outside the state in territory specified in the

competentauthorities in reaching their decision and requires
pany a or agency a

certificate issued by the Minister.
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are banking or insurance activities carried on by a bank or IX. CONCLUSION
insurancecompany).

Overall, the provisions of the LOB article contain few sur-

prises, and are particularlyclose to those of the Luxembourg
Vili. ENTRY INTO FORCE treaty. The most radical difference is perhaps the additional

two-year delay in the application of the DerivativeBenefits
The Treaty in general enters into force on the exchange of provisions. The other differences relate primarily to matters
instrumentsof ratificationand its provisions have effect: of detail a more precise definition of recognized stock-

(a) for taxes deducted at source, for amountspaid or credited exchange, inclusion of some country-specific entities
on or after 1 January following the exchange of instru- (building societies, unit trusts, state-owned)and exclusionof
ments of ratification; others (conduit companies,headquarterscompanies,holding

(b) for other taxes, in the case of the United States, for tax- companies).
able periods, and in the case of Ireland, for financial

years (corporation tax) and for years of assessment The practical impact of the LOB article on international

(income tax and capital gains tax) beginningon or after 1 groups of companies will be limited. The vast majority of

January following the exchange of instruments of ratifi- IFSC-basedcompaniesdo not have US-source income, being
cation. already constrainedfrom having US-source income by Sub-

Part F and anti-conduitconsiderations. The large proportion
It contains a one-year delay where the 1949 treaty would of IFSC companies that are owned by US corporations will
have afforded any greater relief from tax to a person entitled continueas before, enjoyingdeferralofUS tax and the 10 per
to its benefits than is afforded under the Treaty. In these cent Irish rate of corporation tax on income from their inter-
cases, the old treaty continues to have effectfor a periodof12 national treasury, insurance, reinsurance or manufacturing
months from the date on which the provisions of the Treaty activities in Ireland or relevant trading operations in Shan-
would otherwisehave entered into force. Although the Lux- non and will be largely unaffected by the Treaty. Some will
embourg and Dutchtreaties permit the taxpayer .to elect to lose the benefitof the interestexemptionunderArticleXVof
have the old treaty continue to apply, the Treaty contains no ) the presenttreaty, but this was an unintendedanomaly, and its
provision for such election. It is understood that the Irish removalhas nothing to do with the LOB 6oncept.
authorities attach no particularsignificance to this omission,
and regard the 12-monthextension as optional for taxpayers.

The main impact of the LOB clause will be to provide a

three-year window of opportunity to Canadian and Italian
The Treaty contains a unique delay mechanismin relation to groups to maximize the use of their existing IFSC structures,
the Derivative Benefits provisions of Article 23(5). The if any, and to encouragethose who have not yet ventured into
denial of treaty benefits to companies owned by residents of the IFSC to consider, establishinga short-termtreasury func-
countrieshaving a tax treaty at least as favourable(regarding tion there for lending to the United States. Irish regulators are

dividends, interest or royalties) with the source country22 known to be hostile to the latter idea, and new applicants for
shall not have effect for a period of24 calendarmonths from IFSC licences are likely to face considerablescrutiny if they
the date on which the provisions of this Convention would appear to be planning to channel Canadian or Italian funds to
otherwisehave effect. This is in addition to the potentialone- the United States via the IFSC.
year deferral applicable in cases where the old treaty was

more advantageous.23This means, for example, that if instru- .In practical terms, therefore, the LOB article is likely to be of

ments ofratificationare exchangedbefore the end of 1997, a more interest to negotiatorsfromcountries that are in the pro-
Canadian-owned Irish company receiving interest from cess of negotiating/renegotiatinga treaty with the United

sources in the United States, and having a 31 December States, and to students of this aspect of tax treaties than- to

accounting year-end could continue to receive interest gross
internationalbusinesses. Its effect will be preventive, rather

from the United States up to 31 December2000. than necessitating immediate reorganization of ownership
structures or financing arrangements. In this, it has probably

It is not clear from the wording of the Treaty whether these fulfilled.theobjectivesof the US negotiatorswhilehaving the
provisions can operate selectively,continuing the application Irish negotiators satisfied that they have concluded a treaty
of the old; treaty in respect of items of income where the old .containing a state-.of-.the-.artLOB ,clause that is no worse for
treaty affords greaterbenefits,while simultaneouslyapplying residents of their country (and in some respects, better) than
the terms ofthe Treaty to.otheritemsofincomeor gain.where the correspondingprovisions ofother US treaties.
the treatment is equal or more favourableunder it. However,
it is generally expected that taxpayers who elect for contin-
ued applicationof the existing treaty will continue to be cov-

ered by it in its entirety. If they do not so elect, the Treatywill
apply in full from the date it enters into force.

22. Art. 23(5)(b).
23. This interpretation accords with the Explanation issued by the US Joint
TaxationCommitteeof Congress.
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CONTROLLEDFOREIGn COMPANIESAND TAX TREATIES
Jonathan S. Schwarz

The issue has come squarelybefore the UK courts recently in
Jonathan Schwarz of 3 Temple Gardens, Tax Chambers, Bricom HoldingsLimited v. IRC.5 The facts of the case were
London, is a graduate of the Universityof Witwatersrand straightforwardand undisputedby the parties. BricomHold-
in South Africa with BA, LL B degrees. He has an LL M
from the Universityof California, Berkeley. He has ings Limited (the Taxpayer)was a companyresident in the

practised as an English, Canadian and South African UnitedKingdom.It owned 100 per centof the shares of Spin-
lawyer in the international field over the last 20 years. neys International B.V. (the Dutch company). The Tax-tax
He is editor of the FT World Tax Report and a Fellow of payer was also one of several UK resident and incorporated
the Chartered Institute of Taxation. companies forming a group of companies. The Dutch com-

pany was incorporated in and resident in the Netherlands. It
carried on business as .a restaurantoperator through a branch

I. INTRODUCTION in Singapore. After selling the branch, the Dutch company
had surplus funds. Companies in the UK group borrowed

One of the most problematic areas in the relationship substantial amounts of money from the Dutch company and

between tax treaties and domestic law is where one contract- paid interest to the Dutch company in respectof the loans.

ing state treats a particular item of income as belonging to UnderUK domestic law, interestpaid by the UK group com-
one payer while the other contractingstate treats it as belong- pany to the Dutch company was subject to tax under Case III
ing to another. One area where this issue is highlighted is in of ScheduleD. The Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988
the interaction between treaties and controlled foreign com- (Taxes Act 1988) Section 349(2)(a) & (c) requires deduc-
pany legislation (CFC).1 Specific legislation attributing the tion of tax at source and Section 350(4) and Schedule 16 con-

income of CFCs to resident shareholders was introduced in tain rules for accounting for the tax so deducted. However,
the UnitedStates in 1962. Similarregimes have been adopted Article 11(1) of the Netherlands-UnitedKingdomtreaty (the
since then by a large number of OECD countries and by cer- Treaty) provides that interest arising in one of the States
tain other countries such as Brazil. Most CFC regimes, which is derived and beneficially owned by a residentof the
including that of the United Kingdom introduced in 1984, other State shall be taxable only in that other State. There
post-date the publication of the 1977 OECD Model Double was no dispute that the UKpayers were entitled to pay inter-
Taxation Convention. It was only by way of amendment to est without deductionof tax as authorizedby the Treaty.
the Commentaryon Article 1 in 1992 that the official OECD

Commentaryreferred to the inter-relationshipbetween CFC The scope of the disagreementbetweenthe Taxpayerandthe

type provisions and treaties.2 Inland Revenue was narrow, but significant. There was no

dispute that the Dutch company was a CFC. The Taxpayer
The Commentarydeals with the issue in relation to Article 1 accepted that, but for the Treaty, as sole shareholder in the
(personal scope) in the context of treaty abuse generally. It Dutch company it was potentially liable to apportionmentof
notes that the large majorityofOECDmembercountriescon- the whole of the chargeableprofits, as well as creditablefor-
sider that CFC type measures are part of the basic domestic eign tax of the Dutch company as a CFC in accordancewith
rules set by national tax law for determiningwhich facts give UK domestic law.
rise to a tax liability. These rules are not addressed in tax

treaties and are thereforenot affectedby them.3 It does, how- The Inland Revenue did not dispute that interest payable by
ever, note that the spirit of the Model Convention would be UK resident companies to the Netherlands company was

violated if a company ended up with no or almostno activity exempt from UK tax by virtue of Article 11(1) of the Treaty.
or income being attributed to it and the contracting states
took divergent views on the subject with economic double

1. Another,currentexample is.in_relation.tohybrid.entities. See for exampletaxation resulting therefrom, the same income being taxed Jonathan Schwarz, Hybrid Entities and Financing Structures: A View from the
twice in the hands of two different taxpayers. United Kingdom51 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation,6 (1997),

at 265.
The Commentary also points to a dissenting view which 2. The issue was however raised in the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs

holds that CFC type rules are subject to the general provi¬ Report: Double Taxation Conventions and the Use of Base Companies in

sions of treaties especially where the treaty itself contains
InternationalTax Avoidanceand Evasion- Four RelatedStudies (1987, Paris).
3. The only UK Treaty which deals with' CFC rules is that with Canada in

provisions designed to counteract improper use. The United which Canada reserves the right to apply its equivalentdomestic law provisions
Kingdom has not entered any reservation in relation to this Art. 27(3).
issue. The subject has attracted the attention of several 4. For example, Daniel Sandler, Pushing the Boundaries - the Interaction

writers.4 In the concludingwords of his book, Sandler noted
Between Tax Treaties and ControlledForeign CompaniesLegislation (Institute
of Taxation/Institutefor Fiscal Studies 1994); Michael-Edwardes-Ker,Chap. 55

that it was only a matter of time before the issue is tested in a Do Tax Treaties and CFC ProvisionsConflict,Tax Treaty Interpretation,(In-
domesticcourt. Depth Publishing).

O
5. [1996] STC (SCD) and'.[1997]STC 1179 (CA).
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It is particularly noteworthy that the Inland Revenue profits for this purpose are a whollynotionalamount, no part
accepted that the effectof the Treaty was to exempt the inter- of which is paid to or received by anyone. The argumentof
est from UK corporation tax and not merely the resident of the Taxpayerwas that the CFC legislationdid not change the
the Netherlands who received it. They therefore acknow- nature of the income which is that of K source interest

ledged that the benefitof the exemption is capable of enuring received by a Netherlands resident. It retains its Treaty
to the Taxpayer company. The Inland Revenue argued that exemptcharacter,even when brought into the computationof
the Treaty did not apply to the CFC charge. chargeable profits. It was thus argued that the chargeable
The issue in dispute was the correctness of assessments profits were not purely notional amounts operatingmerely as

which included that part of theDutchcompany'sprofits that
a measure for apportionmentpurposes.

comprised the interestit had receivedfrom the UK company. The Special Commissionersheld that the interest lost its ori-

ginal character. They simply noted that once the amount had
been determined in stage one, it would be apportioned to the

II. CFC PROCEDURES UK resident shareholdersat stage two. In the final stage, the
UK resident shareholder, in this case the Taxpayer, is

Under UK domestic law, the applicationof the CFC rules is assessed. The assessment.is not on profits, as would have

not automatic. Taxes Act 1988 Section 747(1) gives the been the case if this was a charge to corporation tax, but on a

Board of Inland Revenuepower to direct that the CFC provi¬ sum equal to corporation tax. It is levied on the amount of

sions contained in Chapter IV of Part XVII of the Taxes Act profits apportioned to it, less creditable foreign tax appor-
are to apply. Such .a directionmay be madeifthe Board have tioned to it.

reason to believe that the CFC regime is applicable. The crucial issue said the Special Commissioners was

The Board of InlandRevenueserved severalnoticesofdirec- whetheratthe end of the three stageprocess,Article 11 of the
tion applying the CFC provisions to the Taxpayer in respect Treaty could exemptthatpartof the net sum assessableon the
of its ownership of the Dutch company and assessments company, which is attributable to the interest obtainedby the

apportioning the. whole of the profits of the Dutch company Dutch company from the UK group. The Special Commis-
to the Taxpayer followed. sioners consideredthat the interestelementloses its character

The Taxpayer appealed against notices of direction and of
as such at the first stage of the process. By the time the
assessmentstagehas been reached, Article 11 has no applica-assessment on the basis that they included amounts
tion because the amount actually assessed is not income

attributable to interest accruing to a Dutch residentcompany arising in of the states which is bneficiallyowned by
contrary to the provisionsofArticle 11 of the Treaty.

one a

resident of the other. It is simply a sum equal'to tax com-

The decision both of the Special Commissioners and the puted on the statutory assumptions and apportioned from the
Court of Appeal involved a clos interpretationof the CFC beneficial owner to its UK resident shareholder. The CFC

provisions and the manner in which they operate. rules thus deprived,thechargeableprofits of their real world

The applicationof the CFC rules was analysedby the Special status.

Commissioners as requiring three stages to be undertaken. On appeal to the Court of Appeal,6 the Taxpayerapproached
This approach was endorsed by the Court of Appeal. The the mannerin -which the Treaty ought to be applied somewhat
three stages are: ascertainment, apportionment and assess- differently. It argued that the UK source interest income
ment. shouldbe excludedfrom the computationof the CFC charge-

able profits at stage one. On this basis, it would not be

Ascertainment,apportionmentand assessment
included in the amounts apportionedor assessedunder stages
two and three. The foundation for this argumentwas that the

assumptionin Schedule24 that the CFC be treated as UK res-
Chargeable profits of .the CFC are to be ascertained under identdid not require the further assumptionthat the company
Taxes Act 1988 Section747(6)(a)and Schedule24. Schedule

was not residentin the Netherlands.It argued thereforethat in
24 requires three assumptions to be made in determining the ascertaining chargeable profits, the Dutch company should
chargeableprofits for an accountingperiod of the CFC. They be treated as actually resident in the Netherlands, but
are:- assumed also to be UK resident. Dual residence is not

the CFC is assumed to be resident in the United King- uncommon
-

and the Taxpayer argued that there is nothing in
dom; Schedule 24 to require the further assumption that there was
the CFC is assumed to have become UK resident at the-

between the United Kingdomand the Netherlands.
beginning of the first accounting period for which the

no treaty
As a dual resident, it would be entitled to the benefit of the

CFC rules are directed to apply; Treaty. In argument, the Inland Revenue accepted that if this
the CFC has.madeclaims for all reliefs available to com-

was correct source exempt
-

the approach, UK interest being
panies within the charge to UK corporationtax.

In the view of the Inland Revenue, there was no basis for
exclusion of the interest in ascertaining the chargeable 6. A party to any appeal in England and Wales who has the right to appeal

profits. No part of the chargeableprofits is interestderived against any decision of the Special Commissioners to the High Court may
insteadappealdirectlyto the CourtofAppeal if the conditionsmentionedin Sec.

or beneficially owned by the Dutch company. Chargeable 56A(2) Taxes ManagementAct 1970 are compliedwith. *
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from UK corporation tax under the Treaty would fall out of a residual issue to be considered later on as it was in the
the computationof the Dutch company'schargeableprofits at Bricom decision. Only once this issue has been determined
stage one. can the relationship between the specific treaty distributive

rules and the mechanical aspects of the CFC charge be con-
It was essential to the Taxpayer's argument that Schedule 24 sidered.
operated on the assumption that the company which is ex

hypothesi resident outside the United Kingdom is also res- This is best illustratedif the startingpoint is the Treaty, rather
ident in the United Kingdom. Millett LJ did not accept this than the UK domestic law. It goes without saying that the
and concluded that the assumption is that the company is Taxpayer was within the personal scope of the Treaty under
insteadresident in the United Kingdom. Article 1. The Treaty applies to persons who are residentsof

one or both of the states. Article 11(1) states clearly that
He concluded that the nature of the assumptions were such where interest arising in one of the states is beneficiallythat they required that the assumptions are to be substituted ownedby a residentof the other state, it is taxableonly in that
for the actual facts, not that additional assumptions be made other state. According to Article 2(1)(a)(ii), the taxes which
in combinationwith the actual facts. Accordingly,profits had

are the subject of the Treaty in the United Kingdom include
to be ascertained on the footing that the company was a UK income tax and corporation tax. The CFC charge is not
resident instead of the actual residenceof the company. Con- specificallyreferred to. The Treaty also applies to identical
sequently, chargeableprofits must be ascertainedat stage one

or substantially similar taxes which are imposed after the
without reference to the Treaty. date of signatureof the Treaty in addition to or in place of the

The Taxpayer emphasized that at stages two and three, what existing taxes (Article 2(2)).
is apportionedunder the CFC rules is not an amount equal to The Inland Revenue argued that the sum assessedunder Sec-
the chargeableprofits, but chargeableprofits themselves.The tion 747 is not corporation tax. It is assessable not on the
courthoweverruled that it is not actualprofits that are appor- profit of a company assessed, but on a sum equal to corpora-tioned, but a notionalsum which is the productof an artificial tion tax on a notionalprofit of the non-residentCFC. In sub-
calculation. Thus, although the Court of Appeal upheld the

stance, the charge is a fiscal impostsui generis introduced to
result of the Special Commissioners, they did not entirely cover a specific form of tax avoidance. It has nothing to do
agree on the reasoning. The Court of Appeal did not agree with the profits of the company assessed. Consequently,that interest lost its character as interest by the end of stage when the taxes that are covered by the Treaty in Article 2(1)
one. It held, however, that interest received by the Dutch

are examined, the CFC charge is not one covered by the
company should not be included in the sum apportioned to

Treaty. The taxes referred to in Article 2(1) are income tax
the Taxpayeron which tax is chargeablebecause the statutory and corporationtax.
process merely provides a measureby which an elementin a

conventionalor notional sum is calculated. It is that conven- The Taxpayer argued that the CFC charge is corporation tax.

tional or notional sum which is apportioned to the Taxpayer Taxes Act 1988 Section 754(2) reads: For the purposes of
and on which tax is charged. the Taxes Act, any sum assessable and recoverable under

Section 747(4)(a) shall be regarded as corporation tax .....
The Special Commissioners were of the view that leaving
aside this provision, the CFC charge is a tax but not corpora-III. CFC CHARGE AS CORPORATIONTAX tion tax. It is a sum equal to corporation tax. It noted that the
reliefs againstcorporationtax generally are not availableand

The Taxpayer raised further arguments on the nature of the instead only those available against the particular tax found
CFC charge which are relevant to the relationship between in Schedule 26 apply. The Special Commissioners rejected
the CFC rules and treaty provisions. If the income which is the Taxpayer's interpretationof the section which they ruled
exempt under the Treaty is nonetheless charged to tax under was limited to matters such as the period of assessments, the
Section747, is the tax so charged corporationtax If it is not, contents of the notice of assessment, and other mechanical
then is it substantially similar to corporation tax If it is matters of administration. It did not alter the sui generis
corporation tax or substantially similar, is the income nature of the CFC charge.
exemptedfromUK tax by Taxes Act 1988 Section788 which
authorizes the incorporationof treaties into domestic law. Although the Court of Appeal declined to decide the issue,

Lord Justice Millett did note that there was force in the Tax-
The Court of Appeal regarded it as unnecessary to consider payer's argument that the conclusion that the charge is not a
these questions. The failure to consider these questions does charge to corporation tax may fail to give full effect to Sec-
howeverleavekey issues on the relationshipbetweendomes- tion 754(2) of the Taxes Act 1988 whichprovides that for the
tic law and the Treaty unanswered. Furthermore, this failure purposes of the Taxes Act, any sum assessable and recover-

may reveal a fundamentalflaw in the approach to this impor- able under Section 747 shall be regarded as corporationtax.
tant issue. The analysis of the CFC provisions examined in
detail on which the court relied, addressed more of the
mechanical and computational aspects of the CFC charge
than itsessentialcharacter. It is suggestedthat the questionas

to whetherthe CFC charge is corporationtax should move to

li
' the top of the list of issues to be considered,rather than being
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The approachby the SpecialCommissionersto this issue dif- respect8 only refers to relieffrom incometax or from cor-
fers widely from thatof the High Court in Yatesv. GCA Inter- poration tax in respectof income or chargeablegains. If the

national,7where the questionwas whethera foreign tax cor- tax is not corporationtax, then on a literal reading, in effect

respondstoUKincomeor corporationtax for the purposeof domestic law as set out in this provision, is defectivebecause
double taxation relief. The Special Commissioners in that it does not permittheincorporationofTreaty provisions into
case noted that the tax imposed in Venezuela bears all the domestic law insofar as they relate to substantially similar
hallmarks of a tax computed by reference to income and taxes. The Special Commissionersnoted that the position is

corresponds to UK income or corporation tax. The mere fact unsatisfactory because a conclusion in this respect would
that the tax was determined by reference to presumptive place the United Kingdom in breach of the Treaty in not giv-
incomedid not change its essentialnature. In consideringthis ing effect to it under domestic law.9 They regarded this as not

issue on appeal, Mr Justice Scott (as he then was) considered being necessary for their decision in any event.

the structure of the Venezuelan income tax law generally, as

well as the specific provisions dealing with presumptive
The conclusionsreached in this case are based on a highly lit-
eral reading of the CFC legislation and the legislation incor-

income. In that case, in effect 90 per cent of gross income
was deemed to be net profit. He concluded that to the extent porating treaties into domestic tax law. Is such an approach in

that the relevant provisions of Venezuelan law sought to keeping with that of the House of Lords on interpretationof

charge net profits to income tax, they served the same func-
tax statutes expressed in the recent decision of IRC v.

McGuickian.10 Of particular importance are the views of
tion as income tax and corporation tax serve in the United

Kingdom.
Lord Steyn11 that there has been a shift away from literalist to

purposivemethodsofconstruction.The modern emphasis,he
The learned judge also noted that the word correspond is said, in that case is on a contextual approach designed to
defined in several ways, including to be similar to. The identify the purpose of a statute and to give effect to it. Fur-

question, in that case, he said, was whether the Venezuelan thermore,applying the logic ofLord Cook in the McGuickian
tax was similar to, or does it serve the same function as, case, the line between a conventional or notional sum and
income or corporation tax. Similarly, the European Court of profits actually chargeableto corporationtax is necessarily
Justicehas adopted a substanceover form approach in exam- somewhat artificial.12 Indeed, the concept of profits even in

ining indirect taxes to decide whether they are turnovertaxes accounting terms is somewhatartificial. On a literal and for-

prohibitedby Article 95 of the Treaty of Rome. Recently, in malistic interpretation, the CFC rules give rise to a tax

Careda SA v. Administration General del Estado (Joined charged on a conventionalor notional sum which exists only
Cases C-370/95 and C-372/95) the ECJ held that for a tax to as the product of a calculation. A contextual approach to the
be classified as a turnover tax prohibitedby Article 33 of the CFC rules, the legislation incorporating treaties into domes-
Sixth VAT Directive, it must exhibit the essential characteris- tic law and the Treaty itself may produce a different conclu-
tics ofVAT even ifit is not identicalin every respect. It would sion.

appear likely that the CFC charge is corporation tax and
therefore one of the taxes which are the subjectof the Treaty
in accordancewith Article2(1)(a)(ii). B. International law

.

A public international lawyermight come to an entirely dif-
A. Substantiallysimilar tax - ferent conclusionby reference to the Treaty itself. The terms 1

ofArticle 11(1) of the Treaty are plain. Where interestarising
The Special Commissioners did however incline to the in one of the states is beneficiallyowned by a residentof the
view that the differences between the charge and corpora- other state, it is only taxable in that other state. This imposes
tion tax are not so great as to prevent it from being substan- a simple obligation on the United Kingdom in respect of
tially similar to corporation tax. The differences noted by income arising in the United Kingdombut derived and bene-
them are principally'thatit is charged only on UK resident ficially owned by a resident of the Netherlands. It must

companies having interests in CFCs, it is not charged on the exempt such income from the taxes referred to in the Treaty,
profits of the UK company itself, but on profits of the CFC namely income tax and corporation tax. Article 26 of the
apportioned to it and .only subject.to-specifiedreliefs set-out '-Vienna-Convention-ofthe law-of treatiesprovides-that--every
in Schedule 26. The Special Commissionersconsidered that Treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be
the tax base is the most' importantfactor in determiningsim- performedby them in good faith. Thus, the United Kingdom
ilarity so that a tax computed on the same basis as corpora- is bound in international law to give effect to the exemption
tion tax but charged on a specified class of company with
some appropriatevariationsmight well be substantiallysim-
ilar to corporation tax. On this basis, the charge would be

7. [1991] STC 157 ChD.
8. Taxes Act 1988 Sec. 788(3)(a).

covered by the Treaty as a substantially similar tax. The 9. The argumentby the Inland Revenue that domestic law does not fully give
application of the principles in Yates v. GCA International effect to the Treaty is astonishing. As an executive act, it would appear to be a

would also support this conclusion. breach of internationallaw itself: Art. 27 ofThe ViennaConventionon the Law
ofTreaties provides that [a contractingstate] may not invoke the provisionsof

The consequences of a finding of this kind were significant its internal law as justificationfor its failure to perform a treaty.

according to the Special Commissioners.The provision that
10. [1997] STC 908 (HL).
11. At 915.

1authorizes incorporationof treaties into domestic law in this 12. At 918.
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in Article 11(1). If the CFC charge is corporation tax or sub- state rather thanthe taxpayer. Given the finely balancedargu-
stantially similar to income or corporation tax, then the fail- ments in the Bricom case, there is no reason why the courts
ure to give the relief claimed by the Taxpayer would be a should not favour an argument that upholds Treaty obliga-
breach of a Treaty obligationunder international law. tions, rather than breaches them. This approachwas apparent

in the decision of the Special Commissioners in the context
Sandler notes13 that when the CFC legislation was originally as to whether the CFC charge was similar to corporation tax.
proposed, the Inland Revenue adopted a system of deeming The conclusion might apply circumven-same to an apparentincome to belong to shareholders: This approach was

tion of a treaty obligation. A contrary finding would have
replaced by the notional tax approach. Complexity of draft-

ing was suggested as one reason and the possible need to implicationsfar beyond the tax chargeon UKshareholdersof
CFCs. For example, it may bring into question the creditabil-

renegotiate treaties was another. Sandler questions why this
should make any difference..Inhis view, arguably the former ity of the CFC charge in other contracting states, whose res-

idents owned UK companies which were subject to that
approach is merely a more fundamentalbreach.

charge.
However, as noted by Professor Vogel,14 avoidance in the

Treaty contextcan be practisedby contractingstates as much
as taxpayers. Treaties can be circumventedby drafting laws IV. OTHER IMPUTED INCOME
that avoid certainTreaty situations, although in substancethe

Treaty situation is present. Indeed, he cites CFC rules as a Two other importantUK provisionssek to tax UK residents
prime example of this. in respect of the profits of non-residents. The CFC rules do

Leaving aside the issues between the contracting states as a not apply to capital gains. The Taxationof ChargeableGains

matter of international law, what ought a UK domestic court Act 1992 Section 13 imposes tax on UK resident sharehold-

to make of the UK CFC rules in this light Firstly, there is a ers where there has been a capital gain by a non-UKresident

presumption that Parliament intends to fulfil rather than company, if that company would have been a close com-

break an international agreement.15Resolution of any doubt pany, had it been UK resident. The mechanism adopted is

should if possible be in favour of that which is consistent significantlydifferentin that it apportions the gain to UK res-

with the provisionsof the agreement.16 ident shareholders. There is no notional or conventional

charge. The Inland Revenue have confirmed that where the
In Bricom, the arguments were finely balanced and the rea- non-residentcompany disposing of capital assets is resident
sons given in the Court of Appeal and by the Special Com- in a suitable Treaty country, the gain will not be taxed in the
missionerswere not identical. The applicationof a purposive United Kingdom.
approach combined with these principles on the manner in
which Parliament's legislation is to be construed in the con- The CFC provisions only apply to corporateshareholders. In

text of internationalobligationswould lead to the conclusion the case of individuals, Taxes Act 1988 Section 739 deems

that the CFC charge is corporationtax for the purposes of the the income of certain non-residententities to be that of the

Treaty or if it is not, that it is a substantiallysimilar tax. Sim- UK residenttransferor. The interactionof this provisionwith

ilarly, the enacting legislation should be read as including treaties was consideredby the Special Commissioners in the

substantiallysimilar taxes into the domestic law. It is only case of Willoughbyv. IRC.11 ProfessorWilloughbymade con-

at this stage, in other words, after it has been determined that tributions to a retirement fund made up of personalized off-

the Treaty applies to the CFC charge as a corporationtax, that shore single premium portfolio bonds issued by an Isle of

the distributiverules in the Treaty are to be considered.In this Man insurancecompany.He argued interalia that the income

case, it would result in exemption from UK tax. Thus, a pri- which was sought to be attributedto him was protectedunder

ori if the CFC charge is corporation tax within the Treaty, its the United Kingdom-Isleof Man treaty on the basis that it

provisions will always be subject to any limitations imposd formedpart of the industrialor commercialprofits of a Manx

by the Treaty. enterprise and should not be subject to UK tax, because that
, enterprise had no permanent establishment in the United

If the proper context for analysis of the application of CFC Kingdom. The Special Commissioners distinguished
provisions therefore ought to'be within the frameworkof the between actual income and deemed income. Deemed
Treaty itself, limitation of benefits provisions may permit incomfe, they reasoned, did not come within the business
their application. Thus, for example, Article 11(6) of the profits provisionof the Treaty and was therefore not exempt
NetherlandsTreaty disapplies the benefits ofArticle 11 if the by virtue of it. This aspect was not considered further on

debt-claim in respect of which the interest is paid, was cre- appeal.
ated or assignedmainly for the purposes of taking advantage
of this article and not for bona fide commercial reasons.

Therefore, in the context of Treaty obligations, it should be

necessary to demonstrate that the taxpayerhas fallen foul of
this provisionbefore the UnitedKingdomis releasedfrom its 13. Supra note 4 at 104.

obligationsunder Article 11(1).
14. Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions- Kluwer 1990 Paragraph
125.

States can of course violate international laws by their 15. See for examplemostrecently Garlandv. BritishRail EngineeringLimited

[1982] 2 All ER 402 (HL).
domestic legislation and indeed do. The remedy in such cir- 16. Quazi v. Quazi [1979] 3 All ER (HL) 897 at 903.

O
cumstances would lie in the hands of the other contracting 17. [1995] STC 143 (CA).
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V. CONCLUSIION payer suggessted that ititwas because the interest article in tthe
UnitedKiingdom-NetherllandsTreaty was unusual and that in

In the Bricom case, Lord Justice Millett expressed surpriise most ttreattiies, the ttaxpayers' argumentwoulldnot in anyevent
that the issues had not previiouslly come before the courtts, succeed. While this isis true iin relation to interest artiicles

giiven their fundamenttalnature and the fact that the CFC le- which often proviide for partiial exempttiiononly, similar priin-
giisllatiionhad been in forceformore than 12 years. The Inland ciplles may be applliicablle in relation to business profiitts and

Revenue claimed that this was because its understtandiingof other income in partiicullar. It remains to be seen whether the

the effectof the proviisiions is so obviiouslycorrect that no one matter will be appealled further or whether a reference to the

had consideredit worthwhileto challengeititbefore. The Tax- EuropeanCourt ofJusticewill be ssought.
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ARTICLE 17(2) OF THE OECD MODEL In TRianGularSITUATIONS
DOES ARTICLE 17(2) Al'eLY If THE ARTISTE OR SPORTSMAN

IS RESIDENT IN A THIRD STATE

Rijkele Betten and Marco Lombardi

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation

I. INTRODUCTION states adopt two types of approach: (i)under the first

approach, commonly referred to as the look-through
In this article we examine the scope of Article 17(2) of the approach, payments to a Third Person are considered to be

1992 OECD Model Convention as amended in 1994 and made to the Performer himself; (ii) under the second
1995 (hereinaftertheOECD Model). In particular, this art- approach, the Third Person itself is subject to tax on the
icle intends to investigatewhether, if incomecoveredby Art- income derived from the Performer'sactivities in the Source
icle 171 does not accrue directly to the artiste or sportsman State.2
himselfbut rather to a third person, it is relevant that the tax

As clarified in the last sentenceofparagraph8 and in the sec-
treaty between the state in which the activities are exercised

ond sentence of paragraph 11(c) of the 1992 OECD Com-
and the state where the third'person is residentcontains a pro-
vision similar to Article 17(2) of the OECD Model. mentaryon Article 17, if the look-throughapproach is taken,

the Source State may tax the Remuneration under Article
In this article the artiste or sportsmanresidentin a state (Per- 17(1) totally disregarding the Third Person and the circum-
former State) is sometimes simply referred to as the Per- stances related to it, including the state of residence of the
former so as to include generally the persons covered by Third Person. Thus, the Source State may tax the Remunera-
Article 17 of the OECD Model. The state where the perfor- tion regardless of whether Article 17(2) is incorporated into
mance takes place is referred to as the SourceState and the the relevant treaty.
remuneration paid by'a resident of the Source State in con-

nection with the.performance is referred to as the Remu- Alternatively, if the domestic law of the Source State does

neration. Finally, the third person resident in a third state not provide for a look-through approach but provides for

(ThirdPerson State) who receives the remunerationin con- taxationof a non-residentThird Person who receives income
nectionwith the Performer'sperformanceis referred to as the .derived from performances rendered by the Performer, the
ThirdPerson, irrespectiveof its actual legal form. issue is whether the presence of Article 17(2) of the OECD

Model in the Source State/Third Person State treaty allows
the Source State to tax the Remunerationeven if the perfor-

Performer'sState
n Source State mance is. rendered by a Performer resident in neither the

/ \

/ \ Source or Third Person State. In this article we deal mainly
with this last issue.

Performer Payor
First we examine the historical development of Article 17

(Section II). In Section HI we submit some observations

I based on the analysis contained in the preceding sections.

J .e5
'

Third Person

Third Person State

1. In para. 9 of the Commentary on Art. 17 of the 1992 OECD Model it is
When dealing with Article 17(2) OECD Model it is essential stated that Art. 17 covers income directly and indirectly connected to perfor-
to considerwhether the state in which the activities are exer- mances or appearances in the Source State, such as advertising or sponsorship
cised taxes the income derived therefromunder its domestic

income. Other royalties for intellectualproperty rights will normallybe covered

by Art..12.
legislation. Since tax treaties generally do not create an 2. In some states (e.g. Italy) the domesticprovision,althoughclearly dictated
income tax liability Which does not already exist under by anti-avoidancepurposes, is drafted in such a way that it is not clear which of

domestic law, the taxationof income that is paid to the Third the two approaches is actually taken. See on this point A. Trivoli, Taxation of

Personrather than to the Performerhimself has to be based
non-residententertainers-Profiles of thesituation in Italy, in TaxationofNon-
ResidentEntertainers, IFA - Kluwer, The Hague - London- Boston, 1995, at

on the domestic law of the Source State concerned. Broadly, 67-68.
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II. THE OECD WORKS entertainers and athletes8 from their personal activities as

sch may be taxed by the country in which the activities are

A. 1963 Draft exercised.

It is to be noted that Article '17 of the 1963 OECD Draft,
Article 17 of the 1963 OECD Draft Double Taxation Con- unlike other Articles9 of the 1963 Draft, did not stipulate

i vention (1963 Draft) reads as follows: where the ertertaineror athlete had to be resident. The refer-
Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 14 and 15, income ence to Articles 14 and 15 may be implicitlyunderstoodas an
derived by public entertainers, such as theatre, motion picture, indication that the artiste or sportsman should be resident in
radio or television artistes, and musicians, and by athletes, from

one of the contracting states. Otherwise, Articles 14 and 15
their personal activities as such may be taxed in the Contracting would not be applicable and there would be need toState in which these activities are exercised. no

exclude their application.The non-inclusionof the term res-
According to the Commentary to the 1963 Draft this provi- ident in Article 17 could be accidentalbut can also be inter-
sion stipulates that public entertainers and athletes may be preted as an early, not-yet-explicit attempt to enable the
taxed in the state in which the activities are performed. This Source State to tax the income in conduit situations.
rule should apply regardless of whether the activities are of
an independent or of a dependent nature. Article 17 is an Incidentally,it can be noted that anothermethod for enabling
exception to the rules laid down in Articles 14 and Article the Source State to tax artistes and sportsmen performing
15(2).3 According to paragraph 2 of the 1963 OECD Com¬ within its territory is to provide that the supply by a non-res-

mentary on Article 17 the provision makes it possible to ident enterprise of services of artistes and sportsmenconsti-

avoid the practical difficulties which often arise in taxing tutes a permanentestablishmentin the state where such ser-

public entertainers and athletes performingabroad.4 vices are rendered. For example, some tax treaties concluded

by Brazil1ocontain a provisionwith the following (or similar)
An exampleof the difficulties that arose at that time occurred wording:
in the case of the application of the 1931/1959 tax treaty An enterpriseof a ContractingState shall be deemed to have a per-
between Germany and Switzerland.5 This tax treaty did not manent establishmentin the other Contracting State if it provides
contain a provision specifically dealing with the taxation of in that other State the services of artistes or athletes to whom Art-

artistes and sportsmen. Therefore, originally, for the alloca- icle XVII applies.lI

tion by the tax treaty of the right to tax income derived by Australia too has used this methodology,e.g. in Article 12(2)1 artistes from public performances it had first to be deter- of its 1969 tax treaty with Japan. In addition, Article 4(4) of
mined whether the artiste was conducting activities of a the 1977 tax treaty between Botswanaand the United King-
dependentor of an independentnature. In case of dependent dom also contains a similar definition.
activities the right to tax could under certain circumstances
(e.g. a 183-days rule) be allocated to the state where the per-
formancewas rendered, but in case of independentactivities B. 1977 Model
the state where the activity was exercised could only tax the
incomeof the artiste if there was a fixed base in that country. The OECD has not chosen this alternative PE route, which
In practice, difficulties arose regarding the issue of whether

would have made unequivocalthe OECD intentionof
the activitieswere of a dependentor of an independentnature

cover-

and under what circumstances the presence of a fixed base ing triangular cases. Instead, the 1977 OECD Model Double
Taxation Convention on Income and on Capital (hereinafterhad to be assumed.
the 1977 OECD Model) included an amended Article 17.

A 1957 Supplementary Protocol to the Germany-Switzer- The text then read:
land tax treaty dealt with these issues. The solution chosen 1. Notwithstandingthe provisions.ofArticles 14 and 15, income
was that with regard to professionallyactive actors (theatre, derived by a residentof a ContractingState as an entertainer,
radio, television and movie artistes), professional sportsmen
and other artistes, the cndition that the presence of a fixed 3. Para. 1 of the 1963 OECD Commentaryto Art. 17.

base was required before the state where a public perfor- 4. This paragraphofthe Commentarydeals also with culturalexchanges.This

mance was made could tax the artiste's income, was abol-
issue is not dealtwith in this article.
5. This treaty is no longer in force, since it has as of 1 January 1972 been suc-

ished. Under the 1931/1959 tax treaty dependent artistes ceeded by the tax treaty between Germany and Switzerlandof 11 August 1971.
could still claim applicationof the 183 days exception.6 6. The above two paragraphsare based on M. Kempermannin Commentary

to Article 17, Flick/Wassermeyer/Wingert/Kempermann,Doppelbesteuerungs-
The historical development of the 1931/1959 Germany- abkommenDeutschland-Schweiz,Kommentar,Kln, Artikel 17.

Switzerlandtreaty may help explain a potentialreason for the 7. See K. Vogel, H.A. Shannon, R.L. Doernberg, K. van Raad, UnitedStates

inclusionofArticle 17 in the 1963 OECD Draft: the applica-
Income Tax Treaties, Kluwer (Deventer-Boston) as at 1996, at 2 -Part II. Com-
mentary Art. 17. These authors also point out that one of the main purposes of

tion of other articles of the treaty did not function satisfacto- Art. 17 is to allow the SourceState to tax workers with high levels of remunera-

rily for the Source State. In other words, Articles 14 and 15 tion during a shortstay in the SourceState.

would rarely allow the country where a public performance 8. This is the phrase used in the 1963 OECD Draft Convention. In this article
we will,not discuss which particularartiste or athlete is covered by this defini-

was made to tax the income derived by the artistes or sports- tion, and/or other definitions.
men from such an event.7 9. See e.g. Arts. 14 and 15 of the 1963 OECD Draft Convention.

Therefore,Article 17 starts by expressingthatArticles 14 and
10. E.g. the treaties with Argentina (1980), Germany (1975) and Luxembourg
(1978).

0
15 do not apply. Consequently, income derived by public 11. Art. 5(7) of the tax treaty between Argentinaand Brazil of 17 May 1980.
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such as a theatre, motion picture,,radiio or televisionartiistte, or tion between the income and the PE/fixedbase);; if the Third
a mussiciian, or as an athlete,, from his perrssonal activities as Person does not conduct a business it appears that the other
such exerciissed in the other ContractingStatte, may be taxed in income article would allocate the right to tax the income to
that other State.. the Tliird Person State.113

2. Where incomein respectofpersonalactivitiesexercisedby an

entertaineror an athlete in his capacity as such accrues not to

the entertaiiner or atthlete himself but to anotther person,, that
income may,,notwithstandingthe provisions of Articles 7, 14 C. The 1987 OECD Study and the 1992 reviisiion of the
and 15, be taxed in the Contracting State in which the activi- OECD Modell Convention and Commentary
tiies of the entertaineror athlete are exercised.. thereto

Allso, the tiitle of the proviisiionwas amended tto Artistes and

athletes..Hereinafter reference will be made to artistes and In 1987 the OECD publiished its study on the Taxation of

athletes,,but we do not deal with who exactly is covered by Entertainers,,Artistes and Sportsmen (hereinafter the 1987

the newcand/orold definition. Study)..14 The Commentary (hereiinaftter: 1992 Commen-

tary) to the revised 1992 OECD Model conttaiined, some
The firstparagraphofArticle 17 now speciiffiicallllyrefers to an amendments regarding Article 17.115 The amendments were
artiste or athlete who is a resident of one contractiing state based on the 1987 Study..116 Therefore the 1987 Study and the

'

derives iincome fromhis personalactivities thatwho are exer- 1992 revisionof the OECDCommenttaryto Article 17 will be
cised in the other contractiing state.. The latter state may tax jointly discussed..
such income..

Article 17(2) of the 1977 OECD Model deals with the situ-
Nothing was added to the Commentary to reflect the main

principles behind the provisiion.. The 1987 Study, .,however,
ation where income accrues to anotherperson..Notwithstand- included the followingmain principles::117
iing the proviisiionsof Articles 7, 14 and 15 such income may 114. The maiin priincipllewhichunderliines thiis report isis that income
be taxed by the contractiing statte iin whiich the activities are from entertaiinment and sportiing activities sshoulld be taxed in the
exercised. In compariison with Artiiclle 17(1), Article 17(2) ssame way as iincome from any activities. Exceptiions to this priincii-
also sets asiide Article 7. Thiis iis necessary because if the ple should be kept to aaminimum. (.....)118
other person receiiviing the iincome is an enttrepreneur 115. The ssecond priinciple upon which this report isis drrafted isis that

(whether a llegal entiity or an iindiiviiduall) then the state where artiisttes and athletes, are, asas are other taxpayers, fullly liiable to tax
.

in their countrry of ressidence, and, ideally, should be taxed accord-
the activities are exercised coulld onlly tax the income

iingly. Whillsst certain countries proviide for exemptiion of foreiign
received by that other person iif this had a permanent estab- iincome, the amount of income earned abrroad sshoulld be known
lishment in that state. Because Article 17(2) excludes the when,, under the generall income ttax, this affects the progressive
application of Article 7 to this income, the PE requirement rate that is applied to other income sources..

does not apply..12Article 17(2) of the 1977 OECDModeldoes 16.. However,, as is usualllly the case with itinerant activities, the

not state where the Performershouldbe resident. country of residence has diifficullty in identifying the activities of
its residents abroad. It will therefore have tto rely mostly on infor-

Witth respect to the scope of Article 17 of the 1977 OECD mation provided by the country where the activities are exercised.

Modell, it may be argued that it is a better speciificatiionof the For..this reasson, and also in order to avoid practicaldifficultiies, ititisis

scope already contained in Article 17 of the 1963 Draft, the felt that the principlleon which Article 17 of the 1977 Model Con-

latter haviing siimply been split into two paragraphs. If the vention is based should be followed. The main purpose of this

iintterprettatiionofArticle 17 ofthe 1963 Draftsuggesttedabove report is therefore to help member countries to establish a ssysstem
by which the iincome of artistesartistesand athletes could effectively be

is correct, the latter did not speciify iin which sttate the enter- taxed iin the country of perforrmance.
ttaiiner or athlete should be resiident, its function beiing to 17. In ttaxing artistes and athletess, tax autthoritiies encounterprrob-
allllow ttaxation in the Source Sttatte regardlless of where the lems first iin obttaining information about the perforrmances ttakiing
Performer was resident in conduit situations.. Under this pilace and secondlly in the assessmentof legailavoidanceschemes..

iinterpretatiion,,the two paragraphs.,of Article 17 of the 1977
OECD Model are two independentprovisions.. 12.. If the other person does not conduct aa busiiness enterprise, then normallly

allso the state where the activities areare exercised may,, at least according to the

Conversely,,it may..be argued that th two paragraphsof Art- 1977 OECDModell,,tax the income::Art. 21, allllocatiing the righttto tax to the res-res¬

icle 17 of the 1977 OECD Model cannot be read separately idencestate,,is only applicableto items of incomenotdealtwith inpreviousarti-

one frrom the other. As a result,, since Article 17(1) of the cles(Art. 211((11) of the 11977 Model).

1977 OECD Model speciificalllly requires that the entertainers
13.. Under this interpretation the other income article is applicablle,,because
even ififthe treaty contaiins a provisionsimilar to Art. 17((2) of the OECDModel,

or artiisttes be resident in one of the contractingsttattes, Article this isisnot applicable sincesincethe entertainerentertanerrororartiste isisnot resident iin one of the

17(2) of the tax ttreaty bettween the SourceState and the Thiird two contractingstates..Comparewith the previous footnote..

Person Sttate is not applliicablle unless the Performer is also
14. OECD,,Issues in InternationalTaxation,No.2,1987,,37--64.
15.. The only amendmenttoo Art. 17 ofofthe 1992Model, as compared to Art. 17

resident in one of the two contractiing states..Follllowiing this of the 11977 ModelConvention,isisthe replaccementof the term athleteswith the

reasoniing, if the Performeris not residentineiither the Source term sportsmen..In 11977 entertainersentertainersswas rrepllaced by artiistes..

or the Thiird Person Sttate, the Source State could only tax the 16. For a more complete desscriiptiion of the sstudy and the amendments to the

Commentary,,see Daniel Sandiler, The Taxation of International Entertainers
Third Person if it is entitled to do so under other articles of

.

and Athletes,, Kluwer Law Interrnatiionall, The Hague,, The Netherlands, 11995,
the tax treaty between the Source State and the Third Person 182-196..
State. If the Third Person conducts a business or another 17. At 40--41.

iindependent actiivity,, the presence of a permanent establish- 18.. The remainder of this paragraph refersrefers to culturall exchange events,
which were already mentioned in previious OECD commentariies and are not

ment or of a fixed base is requiired (and, normalllly, a connec- dealtwiith iin this articlle.
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When discussingpossible improvementsof the domestic leg- which has not a conventionwith State S, whose right to tax there-

islationconcerningthe taxationofartistes and sportsmen, the fore cannotbe limited.

following two fundamentalquestions are raised:19 In paragraph 103 it is stated that the shadow company does

1. How far shouldresidentand non-residentartistes and not need to have a permanent establishmentin State S to be

athletes be treated alike or differently taxable there, becauseArticle7(7) of the OECDModelstipu-
lates that it does not apply to items ofincome that are covered

2. How far should artistes and athletes be treated differ- by other articles of the Convention. The question then is
ently from other performers of dependent, or inde- whether the item of income is covered by Article 17. Cer-
.pendent, services tainly not by Article 17(1), since the activities are not exer-

In the Study it is suggested that the taxation of resident and cised by a residentofone of the contractingstates. Therefore,
non-residentartistes and athletes shouldbe similar.20Regard- ultimately, the issue is again whether Article 17(2) applies
ing the second question, the suggestion is made to impose a even if the entertainer is not resident in one of the two con-

withholding tax on all the self-employed and independent tracting states. Implicitly, the 1987 Study seems to suggest
contractors.21 that Article 17(2) is applicable, since it concludes that the

state where the performance is made may tax the income
A first conclusion,whichmay be drawn from the 1987 Study, derived therefrom. Quite significantly, the above-mentioned
is that there is the feeling that income derived by artistes and paragraphs 102-104 have in the course of the 1992 revision
sportsmen should be treated in the same or similar way as of the OECD Model Conventionnot been included therein.
income from any other activity. It also appears, especially
from paragraph 16 of the 1987 Study, that the state of res- Some tax treaties show how treaty negotiators have dealt
idence has often difficulties in identifying activities per- with this issue. For example,.paragraph2 ofArticle 17 of the
formed abroad by its residents.22 1979 treatybetweenFinlandand Germanyreads as follows:26

One other addition to the 1992 Commentary that is worth
2. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Convention,

income which a resident of a Contracting State derives from
noting is that whereas the 1977 Commentaryonly mentioned the otherContractingState for services suppliedby it and per-.
the purposeofArticle 17(2) as being to counteractcertain tax formed by a person as referred to in paragraph 1 in the other
avoidance devices (in paragraph 4),23 the 1992 Commentary ContractingState may be taxedin the ContractingState where

also mentions two other situations where Article 17(2) may the services were performed, even f this person is not a res-

be applied: when there is a management company which ident ofa ContractingState (emphasis added).27
receives income for the appearanceof e.g. a group of sports- This Article 17(2) departs from the 1977 OECD Model in
men (which is not itself constituted as a legal entity),24 and that it makes it explicit that it applies regardlessofwhetheror
secondly when the team, troupe, orchestra, etc, [] is consti- not the Performer is resident in the other state. Also Article
tuted as a legal entity.25 17(1) of this treaty deviates from the 1977 OECD Model,

since it lacks the specification that the Performer should.be

D. Triangularsituations resident in a contracting state. Probably the specification in
Article 17(2) was wantedby Germany (see its Observationto

The 1987 Study contains three paragraphsdealing with trian- the OECD Commentary).The reason for.includingan Article

gular situations: 17(1) which deviatesfrom the correspondingprovisionof the
1977 OECD Model is not clear. It may be that Article 17 of102. A number of difficulties experienced by countries involve

three-country situations. One case is where the artiste resides in this tre'aty, which was signed in 1979, was drafted before the

State A, performs in State S and is employed under an exclusive publicationof the 1977 OECD Model. In this case this treaty
slave contract by a shadow company situated in a non-treaty provision is not relevant for the interpretationofArticle 17 of
country B (e.g. a tax haven) and which supplies the entertainer's the OECD Model. It may also be that the deviationofArticle
services to a producer in State S against payment of a fee. The 17(1) was implementedto assure that Article 17(1) and 17(2)
question then arises as to whetherState S may tax remunerationin would have the same scope. Because of the uncertainties it
respect of the entertainer's performance. An affirmative answer

does not right to draw general conclusions from thisshould be given to this questionsince Article 17 of the convention seem

betweenA and S, which applies to the artisteresidentin A, confers particular treaty provision.
on State S the power to tax, and furthermorethis power is not cir-

As a result, the opinion expressed in some German literaturecumscribedby any conventionbetween A and B.

103. In another three-countrysituation, the artiste is residentin a that the reference to an artiste resident in a third state in Art-

third State B, while the shadow company is established in State
A. Even if there is a convention between A and S, the shadow 19. Para. 60 of the Study.
company in A could not argue that the remunerationpaid to it by 20. Para. 61 of the Study.
the producer of the performance in State S constitutes business 21. Para. 63 of the Study.
income receivedwithout the interventionofa permanentestablish- 22. However, the informationaspect is outside the scope of our article.

ment, since paragraph7 ofArticle7 stipulates that the Article does 23. In the 1992 Commentary still included, and slightly expanded, as para.

not apply to items of income which are dealt with separately in 11(c).
24. See para. 11(a) of the 1992 Commentary.otherArticles of the conventionbetweenA and S.
25. See 11(b) of the 1992 Commentary.

104. Consequently, it appears to matter little where the per-
para.

26. UnofficialEnglish translation, IBFD'sTax TreatyDataBase on CD-ROM.
former resides since this will either be in a State that has signed a 27. Based on a search on the IBFD's Tax Treaty Data Base on CD-ROM, this
convention with State S (where the activity is performed), under is the only treaty that contains the italicizedphrase. As mentioned,Art. 17(1) of
the terms of which State S has the right to tax, or else in a State this treaty is worded according to the 1963 Draft.
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icle 17(2) of the tax treaty between Finland and Germany is (d) Oneof the unquestionablefunctions of both paragraphs
merely an illustrationof how the interpretationshould be for of Article 17 is to tackle conduit situations. The OECD
all Germantax treaties thatcontaina similarprovisioncannot Commentary on Article 17 at paragraph 8 states that

be shared completely.28,29Nonetheless,as we discuss below, where a look-throughapproach is adopted by the Source

there are other arguments in favour of the applicability of State Article 17(1) applies in triangularsituations.30Lo-
Article 17(2) in triangularcases. gically, the same conclusion should then apply also to

Article 17(2).

(e) It appears to us that under the current version of the
III. OBSERVATIONS OECD Model (including Commentary), the question of

the applicability of Article 17(2) to triangular situations
Based on the above discussion, we submit the following cannot be given a general answer. We think that it is
observations. desirable that, where possible, a consistent interpretation
(a) Article 17(2) refers to incomereceivedby a personand of the OECD Model should be pursued. Accordingly, in

excludes the application of Articles 7, 14 and 15 with our opinion, the Commentaryshouldbe amendedso as to

respect to this person in case of income having an artis- provide a clearer interpretationof Article 17(2). In par-

tic or sportivecharacter.The absence of any referenceto ticular, based on the analysis of the literal formulationof
the provision, which is centred on two elements: the

where the artiste or sportsman should be resident can be

interpretedas an implicit admissionthat they may as well tainted income and the person receiving this income, it

be resident in a third state. In other words, Article 17(2) is our opinion that the Commentary should make it

provides a special rule with respect to tainted (i.e. explicit that Article 17(2) applies also in triangular situ-

artistic,
.

sportive, etc.) income of non-residents. ations. This would eliminate the need of any specific
Observations in the Commentary like the one currently

(b) This observation is not fully confirmed by paragraph 11 added by Germany.
of the ECD Commentary on Article 17. The second
sentence of paragraph 11 can be read in two different

ways: either that paragraph2 ofArticle 17 ,is, or that it is

not, a provision independent from paragraph 1. If it is

independent, in order for paragraph 2 to apply, the Per-
former does not have to be resident in one of the con-

tractingstates. If it is not independent,then it would seem
28. See DrteMody, Die deutscheBesteuerung intenzationalttigerKnstler
und Sportler,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,Baden-Baden, 1994, at 173.

that the Performer, as well as the Third Person, has to be 29. Grl (in Vogel, DoppelbesteuerungsabkommenKommentar, 3rd edition

resident in the other contractingstate. (in German),Mnchen 1996, Art. 17, Rz. 44b, 44c, 44e) is somewhatcontradic-

tory by specifying at another place (Art. 17, Rz. 48) that the tax treaty between

(c) As mentioned above, paragraph 103 of the 1987 Study Finland and Germany contains expressly an extended scope bf application. It is

was much clearer in indicating that the Performer does certainly not indicated there that this is the general position to be taken, rather

not need to be resident in the Third Person State and it is the formulationhints at the treaty being an exception.
30. Where a look-through approach is not adopted the scope of Art. 17(1) is

to be regretted that the same clarity has not been incorp- restricted. It may, however, still apply to triangular situations where salary is
orated into the 1992 OECD Model. paid from the Third Person to the Performer.
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TREATYASPECTS OF THIN CAPITALIZATION
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I. INTRODUCTION and purpose. Article 31(2) of the Convention states that
besides the. treaty text itself the preamble, the annexes, as

In the last decade, the thin capitalizationproblemhas become well as any agreement relating to the treaty or instrument
more prominent.1 In particular, several countries2 have which has been made by one or both treaty parties in connec-

recently introduced regulations against the erosion of their tion with the conclusion of the treaty, belong to the context.

tax basis by means of thin capitalization. This means that an interpretationaccordingto the wording,of
the provision is the startingpoint. However, the .more subjec-

A clear cut definition of thin capitalizationcannot be given. tive interpretation approach can be used as a marginal test.
The OECD uses ... the expression 'thin capitalization' ... in This can be deduced from Article 32 of the Convention:
its loose sense ... i.e. to describe the whole range of hidden Recoursemay be had to supplementarymeans of interpreta-
equity capitalization.3In this respect the OECD argued that tion, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the...,

hidden capitalization (i.e. the use of hybrid financing instru- applicationof Article 31, or to determine the meaning when
ments) as well as a high debt-to-equity ratio could both be the interpretationaccordingto Article31 (a)leaves the mean-
seen as manifestationsof thin capitalization. ing ambiguous or obscure; or (b) leads to a result which is
National thin capitalizationrules can be subdivided into two manifestly absurd or unreasonable.

main categories: (1) the rules which reclassify the debt into

equity or interest into dividends, and (2) the rules which just
deny the deductibilityof the interest. B. International tax law
In this contribution, the treaty aspects of national thin cap-

# italizationrules shall be discussed. The main questionexam- According to Vogel,8 internationalpublic law contains only a

ined is whether a double tax convention (hereafter: DTC) very general interpretation rule which cannot apply in the

protects the taxpayer from double taxation when the source specific situations dealt with by DTCs. The OECD Model

country applies thin capitalization rules. Therefore, both Convention (hereafter: OECD-MC) contains in Article 3(2)
juridical and economic international double taxation will be its own interpretationrule: As regards the applicationof the

taken into consideration.The analysis will proceed by refer- Convention by a Contracting State any term not defined

ence to the provisionsof the OECD Model Convention.4 therein shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the

meaning which it has under the law of that State concerning
the taxes to which the Convention applies. This provision

II. INTERPRETATIONRULES IN DTCs
seems to refer to the domestic law of the source country (lex
causae). This approach would solve the problem of interna-

A. International public law

When interpreting treaty provisions under internationalpub-
1. In 1987 the OECD published a Report on Thin Capitalization,Issues in
International Taxation, No. 2, Paris, OECD 1987; In 1996 the IFA-.Congress

lic law, a distinction can be made between the method in discussed and agreed upon a resolutionon this subject.
which the real intentionsofthe treatyparties are reflected, the 2. Amongstothers Germany,Hungaryand the Czech Republic.
teleological method and the interpretation according to the 3. Report on Thin Capitalization, Issues in International Taxation, No. 2,

, wording of the provision.5 The former method is based on a
Paris, OECD 1987.
4. From 1992 the OECD Model Convention (and particularly its Commen-

subjective approach. In order to find out what the intentions tary) has been changed continuously. In this contributionI shall refer always to

of the treaty parties were, an appeal could be made to the the latest version.

travauxprparatoires.6The latter method (or the objective 5. See, among others, Fitzmaurice, The Law and Procedure iri the Interna-
tional Court of Justice: Treaty Interpretationand Certain Other Treaty Points,

approach)starts from the idea that the wordingof aprovision 28th British Yearbook of InternationalLaw, 1951; C. van Raad, Interpretatie
is the most clear expressionof the intentionsof the treaty par- van Belastingverdragen,MBB 1978, nr. 2-3; A.J.M. Timmermans, Interpreta-
ties. tion of DoubleTax Conventions,NationalReport, IFA-Cahier1993; David A.

Ward, Principles to be Applied in Interpreting Tax Treaties, 34 Bulletinfor
The generally accepted principles on the interpretation of InternationalFiscalDocumentation,12 (1980), at 545-551.

treaty provisions are codified in Articles 31 to 33 of the 6. As travaux prparatoires are considered all working documents of the
are

' Vienna Conventionon the law of treaties (hereafter: the Con- treaty parties. With respect to DTCs these documents normally not made
availableto the taxpayer.This is the reason why, in my opinion, thesedocuments

vention).7 Article 31 of the Convention contains a general cannotplay a decisiverole in the interpretationof DTCs.

interpretationrule: A treaty shallbe interpretedin good faith 7. The Vienna Convention on the law of treaties was concluded on 23 May
in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the 1969 and came into force on 27 January 1980.

8. K. Vogel, Double Taxation Treaties and Their Interpretation, Interna-
terms of the treaty in their contextand in the lightofits object tional Tax andBusinessLawyer 1986, Volume4:1, at 33.
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tional double taxation in the easiest way;9 This appro.ach, tion: as well as income from other corporaterights which is

however, does not procurejusticeto most of the treaty provi- subject to the same taxation treatment as income from
sions which allocate the right to impose tax.10 In my opinion, shares. In the autonomous part of Article 10(3) OECD-MC

according to Article3(2)OECD-MC the definitionof a term an explicit exception is made with respect to profit sharing
should first be found in the treaty itself. If a treaty definition interest: ... other rights, not being debt-claims,participating
cannotbe found, the term should be interpretedaccording to in profits ... A narrow interpretation, which starts with the
the meaning in the domestic law of the country which applies definition of interest in Article 11(3) OECD-MC, limits the
the treaty (lex fori).11 This interpretation should be checked interpretationof the term 'corporateright' to shares and other
with the context. The term 'context' as used in Article 31(2) incorporatedrights. This interpretation, however, leaves the
of the Conventionis not very helpful in DTCs. The intention general formulatedpart meaningless; the intended rights are

of treaty parties to give away as few rights.toimpose taxes as already mentioned explicitly in the autonomous part of the

possibledoes notjustifya 'narrow' interpretationof the term definition. Therefore, a broader interpretationshould be fol-
'context'. A broader interpretation is argued by referring to lowed. The OECD Commentarysupports this view by using
the UK approach where the history of the treaty is also taken the term capital when loan other contribution to thea or

into account. Beside the text of the treaty and any additional company does not, ..., come as capital under company law

documents, Vogel12 includes also the domestic laws of the but when on the basis of internal law or practice (thin cap-
treaty parties as well as the OECDModelConventionand the italization, or assimilation of a loan to share capital), the

Commentary thereon as 'context'. However, the interpreta- income derived in respect thereofis treatedas dividendunder

tion according to the lexfori approach might lead to interna- Article 10.18 The question arises whetherdomestic thin cap-
tional double taxation or non-taxation. italization rules can be seen as a corporate right. Vogel19

describes a corporate right as [Ein] Oberbegriff fr
The reference to the domestic legislation can be either static

smtlicheRechtstitel,deren Ertrgenach Abs. 3 als Dividen-
or ambulatory. A static interpretation is given, if a country den anzusehen sind (a general term for of legala groupapplies the internal laws which exist at the timethetreaty was

signed to define the meaning of terms. The ambulatory inter- rights remunerationof which according to Section 3 will be
treated as dividends. E.g. participatingbonds). In my opin-pretation takes into account the internal law of a country at
ion,
.

the applicationof domestic thin capitalizationrules can-
the moment the treaty is applied. Most countries seem to

have accepted the ambulatory interpretation, which is in
not be hindered, as a debt instrumentcan be treated as a cor-

accordance with international law.13 In literature14 the appli- porate right.
cation of the ambulatory interpretation has been limited to In the internationalliterature,20 the ambulatory interpretation
situations in which the internal laws have been changedwith- method is usually accepted in order todeterminethe meaning
out impairing the balance or affecting the substance of the of the term dividend. As discussed before, the ambulatory
treaty. Otherwise, the pacta sunt servanda rule15 obliges the interpretation method is limited by the following phrase:
country to inform the other party.16 This country can decide without impairing.thebalance or affecting the substanceof
whether to accept the interpretation or to renegotiate the the Convention.21The questionarises whetherdomestic thin

treaty. -

9. John F. Avery Jones and others, The Interpretationof-Tax Treaties with
-

ParticularReference to Article 3(2) of The OECD Model, British Tax Review,
1984, at 14-54 and at 90-108.

III. DIVIDENDAND INTEREST IN DTCs 10. K. Vogel, Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen- Kommentar,3rd edition, Ver-

lag C.H. Beck, Mnchen, 1996, Art. 3, Rz. 65.
11. C. van Raad, Het nationale recht bij de uitlegging van belastingverdra-

A. Dividend gen, in: Van wet naar recht, Kluwer, Deventer, 1984, at 159-'178; M. Romijn,
Internationaalbelastingrecht,4th ed., Tilburg, 1991, at 105.
12. K. Vogel, supra note 10, Art. 3, Rz. 72.

In Article 10(3) OECD-MC the term dividend is defined as 13. OECD Commentaryto Article3(2); See also SirIanSinclair'scomments in

... income from shares, ..., or other rights, not being debt- Interpretationof Tax Treaties (a seminar at the 1985 IFA congress), 40 Bul-

claims, participating in profits, as well as income from other letinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation,2 (1986), at 75-83.
14. See e.g. John Avery-Jones,supra note 9, at 26-28 and K. Vogel, supra note

corporaterights which is subjectedto the same taxation treat- 10, Einl., Rz. 124d. '1
ment as incomefrom shares by the laws of the State ofwhich 15. Art. 31 of the Vienna Convention.

the company making the distribution is a resident.From the 16. E.g. after German unification in 1989, the Ministry of Finance in Bonn

textof this provisionas wellas from the OECD Commentary, wrote to all its treaty partners stating that it had the intention to apply the treaties
concluded by the Federal Republic of Germany also with respect to the former

it can be deduced that this definitionis not exhaustive. In the German DemocraticRepublic territories.

provision a general reference is made to the definitionof the 17. K. Vogel, supra note 10, Art. 10, Rz. 186.

term dividend in the country of source. Whereas Article 10 18. OECD Commentaryon Art. 10, para. 15(d).

OECD-MC mainly focuses on the imposition rights of the
19. K. Vogel, supra note 10, Art. 10, Rz. 188.
20. K. Vogel, supra note 10, Art. 10, Rz. 199; ratherbalanced: John F. Avery-

country of residence (recipient), this country has to follow Jones, supra note 9, at 36; R. Pllath/A. Rdler, Die vorgeschlagene
the definition in the country of source (paying company).17 Erweiterungdes 8 Abs. 3 KStG-VoraussetzungenundWirkungennach inner-

staatlichem und Abkommensrecht,Der Betrieb 1980, Beilage Nr. 8, at 16 as

As a result of the various civil and fiscal definitions in the well as H.-M. Pott, DieVereinbarkeitdes Entwurfseines 8a KStG (KStndG
OECD member states, a communis opinio in drafting an 1982) mit dem Vlkerrecht, StuW 3/1982, at 223 and 228, doubt very much

exhaustive treaty definition of dividends was not possible
whether in case of a substantialchange in the internal definition of dividend an

ambulatory interpretationcan still be applicable.
and, therefore, a general formulationwas added to the defini- 21. OECD Commentaryon Art. 25, para. 34.
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capitalizationrules upset the balance of the impositionrights interestwhich is deemed to be a dividend. Both Articles, fur-
in DTCs regarding the remunerations of shareholders. Both thermore,refer to the balanceof impositionrights at the level
with respect to dividendand interest, the impositionright lies of the creditor only. The right to tax interest or a dixidend is
in the country of residenceof the recipientwhereas the coun- in principle given to the country of residenceof the creditor,
try of source (paying company) has a limited imposition eventually a limited right to tax is given to the country of

right. By reclassifying interest as a dividend, the balance of source. The treaty definitions of dividend and interest there-
the imposition rights does not shift. The limited imposition fore, exclusively refer to the voidance of international

right of the country of source, however, may, as far as the juridical double taxation (withholdingtax).
applicable rate goes, differ. This is in my opinion not suffi-
cient to deny the ambulatoryinterpretationmethod in case of
thin capitalizationrules. D. Avoidance of international juridical double

taxation

B. Interest If the country of source (paying company) reclassifies inter-
est into dividends, Article 10(3) OECDrMC prescribes that

In Article 11 (3) OECD-MC, interestis defined as ... income the country of residence (recipient) has to accept this treat-
from debt-claims of every kind, whether or not secured by ment and, according to Article 23 OECD-MC, is obliged to
mortgageand whetheror not carrying a right to participate in give relief for double txation with respect to the limited
the debtor's profits, and in particular, income from govern- impositionright of the countryofsource (withholdingtax). If
ment securities and income from bonds or debentures, the country of source prohibits the deductibilityof the inter-
including premiums and prizes attaching to such securities, est payments, in my opinion, Article 11 OECD-MC con-
bonds or debentures. This is an autonomous definition tinues to apply. As a result, there is no dangerof any interna-
which does not refer to any internal laws. It is interesting to tionaljuridical double taxation.
considerthe reason why internal laws are not referred to: the
formula ... ensures that conventions would be unaffected by
future changes in any country's domestic laws.22

IV. CORRECTION OF PROFIT (ARTICLE 9
The definitionof dividend excludes the definitionof interest OECD-MC)
by excluding 'debt-claims'.This is emphasizedwith respect

+ to domestic thin capitalization rules.23 If the interest accord-

ing to these rules is reclassified as a dividend, Article 11 A. Arm's length principle
OECD-MCwill not apply.

At the heart of a DTC are the provisions which allocate the
Another important provision is stipulated in Article 11(6) to on
OECD-MC: Where by reason of a special relationship rights impose taxation certain incomecategories.These

tax
between the payer and the beneficial owner or between both provisions may focus on the position of the recipient (in

the cases discussed: the creditor). Article 9 OECD-MC dif-
of them and some other person, the amount of the interest, fers in principle from this structure it contains provisionhaving regard to the debt-claimfor which it is paid, exceeds

as a

which refers to the tax position of both the creditor and the
the amountwhich wouldhave been agreedupon by the payer debtor in different countries. Where the creditor and the
and the beneficial owner in the absence of such relationship, debtor related Article 9(1) OECD-MCrules that
the provisionsof this Article shall apply only to the last-men-

are persons,
if transactionsbetweenthem did not take place accordingto-

tioned amount. In such case, the excess part of the payment arm's length standards the tax administration correct-

shall remain taxable according to the laws of each Contract-
can

the tax basis. This provision contains, in other words, an
ing State, due regard being had to the otherprovisionsof this

internationalprofit allocation rule within of
Convention.Thephrasehavingregard to the debt-claimfor

a group compa-
A nies.

which it is paid refers, however, to the possibility to correct

excessive interest rates due to the special relationship with
1 the creditor rather than to the application of domestic thin B. Thin capitalizationas an 'arm's length' problem

capitalizationrules.

Article 9(1) OECD-MCstates that:

C. Scope of application
Where (a) an enterpriseof a ContractingState participatesdirectly
or indirectly in the management,control or capital of an enterprise

By introducing thin capitalizationrules, the domestic defini-
of the other Contracting State, or (b) the same persons participate
directly or indirectly in the management, control or capital of an

tions of dividend and interest can differ from the treaty defi- enterprise of a Contracting State and an enterprise of the other
nitions. As regards the correctionofprofits according to Art-
icle 9(1) OECD-MC, the application of the domestic

22. OECD Commentary Art. 11, 21.
*

on para.definitions does not seem to be hindered. Both Article 10(3) 23. OECD Commentaryon Art. 11, para. 19: In situations of presumed thin
OECD-MC and Article 11(3) OECD-MC.give definitions capitalization, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between dividends and

interestand in order avoid possibilityofoverlapbetween the categoriesofwhich apply only in these Articles: The term ... as used in to any

this Article means ... In addition, Article 10(3) OECD-MC
income dealt with in Article 10 and Article 11 respectively, it should be noted
that the term 'interest' as used in Article 11 does not include items of income

refers to interest which is treated as a dividend, rather than which are dealt with underArticle 10.
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Contracting State, and in either case conditions are made or exist,'in their commercialorfinancial relations, conditionsdiffer-

imposed between the two enterprises in their commercialor finan- ent from those which would have been made between independent
cial relations which differ from those which would be made enterprises,any item ofprofit or loss which has been, in this man-

between independent enterprises, then any profits which would, ner, diverted to the other enterprise, shall be entered in the
but for those conditions, have accrued to one of the enterprises, accounts of such former enterprise, subject to the rights of appeal
but, by reason of those conditions, have not so accrued, may be allowed under the law of the State of such enterprise [emphasis
included in the profits of that enterpriseand taxed accordingly. added].

The most importantquestion is whetherArticle 9(1) OECD- When this provision was implemented in 1933, thin capital-
MC constitutes a hurdle to the application of domestic thin ization was not an issue for tax authorities. Thus in his study
capitalizationrules. The Committeeon Fiscal Affairs for the Caroli29 listed an interest free loan and a loan with excessive

OECD (hereafter: the Committee) has the opinion that Art- interest payments as examples of non-arm's length transac-

icle 9(1) OECD-MC does not hinder the application of thin tions but not excessivedebt financing.The thin capitalization
capitalization-ruleswhich result in either the non-deductibil- problem has been discovered relatively recently and is con-

ity or the reclassificationof the interest payments: Article sidered an important issue by some (but by no means all)
9(1) allows the tax authority of a ContractingState to adjust countries. Article 9(1) OECD-MChas simply not been writ-

the taxable profit of an enterprise of that State to include ten with this issue in mind.

profits.whichhave not accrued to it in its accounts but which Another argument for the limited scope of Article 9(1)
would have accrued to it in the arm's length situation OECD-MCis that originally this provisionwas implemented
[emphasis added].24 Thus it can be deduced that any profit in order to guaranteethe independenceof the parentcompany
eliminated as a result of interest payments to a related com- in relation to the subsidiary. Vogel3o refers in this situation to
pany, to the extent that the payments exceeded arm's length the Verteilungs-norm.3iThis means that with respectt the-

payments,can be taken into accountby the countryofsource. legal protectionof the taxpayer every correctionof taxable-

Article 9(1) OECD-MC does not contain any definition of profits can only be acceptedifcertainstrictly formulatedcon-

'dividend' or 'interest'. In addition, it refers to profit alloca- ditions have been met. This is made even more explicit by
tion ratherthan to the determinationoftaxableprofits. In my implementing in Article 9(2) OECD-MC a provision in

opinion, Article 9(1) OECD-MC does not interfere with which the other contractingstate ... shall make an appropri-
domestic thin capitalization provisions which prohibit the ate adjustment to the amount of the tax charged therein on

interest deduction. These domestic provisions are part of the those profits.
internal rules which determine the taxable profit.
With respect to domestic thin capitalization rules which C. Restrictive or illustrativeapplication
reclassify interest payments as dividend distribution, in my A second important issue which has to be addressed is
opinion, theOECDview is not valid. The text ofArticle9(1) whether Article 9(1) OECD-MC limits any correction
OECD-MC refers explicitly to conditions ... made or according to domestic thin capitalization rules to the arm's
imposedbetweenthe two enterprises in their... financialrela- length profit In this respect it is important whether Article
tions. This phrase makes the existing financial relations the 9(1) OECD-MC should be interpreted restrictively or illus-
starting point rather than the subject of Article 9(1) OECD. tratively.The term 'condition' has a rather limited meaning similar to

the 'terms' of a contract;25 The Commentary26states no re- A restrictive interpretation would mean that Article 9(1)
writingof the accounts of associatedenterprises is authorized OECD-MC prohibits any correction of profits which would

if the transactionsbetween such enterpriseshave taken place lead'to a higher taxableprofit than the arm's length profit. An

on normal open market, terms. In this narrow interpretation, illustrative interpretation of Article 9(1) OECD-MC would,
only the (excessive) remunerationcan be changed by apply- on the other hand, give the profit correction just a conven-

ing Article9(1) OECD-MC.Bear in mind that with respect to. tional framework. It does not prohibit the contracting states

excessive interest payments the OECD Model Convention from correcting the taxable profits in excess of the arm's

has a specialprovisionin Article 11(6). Only if a broad inter- length profit.
pretation of the term 'conditions' is adopted, could Article
9(1) OECD-MC apply to these domestic thin capitalization 24. Report Thin Capitalization, 1, 48-49. This opinion hason supra note para.rules.27 The reclassification of the debt as equity should, been laid down in the Commentaryon the OECD Model Convention,Art. 9(1),
therefore, be deemed as a 'condition' in, the financial rela- para. 2.

tion.28 In my opiniqn, however, the text of Article 9(1) 25. David W.M. Walker, The Oxford Companion to Law, Oxford 1980, at 268.

OECD-MCdoes not allow this broader interpretation.
26. OECD Commentary,Art. 9, para. 1.
27. F.C. de HossonandG.M.M.Michielse,Treatyaspects of the 'thin capital-

Also the historical interpretationof Article 9(1') OECD-MC
ization' issue-A review of the OECD Report, Intertax 1989/11', at 480.
28: K. Vogel, supra note 10, Art. 9, Rz. 30, made.a choice for this extensive

directs to a more restrictive interpretation. Article 5 of the interpretation:Er [i.e. the term 'condition']umfatneben den Voraussetzungen
LeagueofNations Model Convention1933 was qua text to a fr das Zustandenkommenund die Abwicklung einer Leistungsbezieh.ungins- 1

large extent identicalwith Article 9(1) OECD-MC: besondere die fr die Wertbildung der Leistung magebenden Vereinbarungen
und die Bewertungbzw. den Preis der Leistung selbst.

When an enterprise of one Contracting State has a dominantpar- 29. Mitchell B. Caroll, Taxation of Foreign and, National Enterprises -

ticipation in the managementor capitatof an enterpriseof another Methodsof AllocatingTaxable Income,LeagueofNations, 1933, No. 358
Contracting State, or when both enterprises ar owned- or con- 30. K. Vogel; supra note 10, Art. 9, Rz. 10.
trolled by the same interest, and as the resultofsuch situation there 31-. See also: H.-M. Pott, supra note 20, at 223-230.
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In the OECD Report on Thin Capitalization (hereafter: the D. Subject of reference
Report),32 the Committee has not reached communis opinio
between the member states regarding the scope of Article Article 9(1) OECD-MCgives the tax authorities of the con-

9(1) OECD-MC. The Committee, however, is of the opinion tractingstates the possibilityto adjust taxableprofitsby com-
that the profit adjustmentbased on domestic thin capitaliza- paring the conditions made or imposed between two associ-
tion rules should not result in taxable profit in excess of the ated enterprises in their commercial or financial relations
arm's lengthprofit. Thus, the Committeechooses in favourof with those made or imposed with an independent third per-
the restrictive interpretation. son. The subjectofreferenceis thus an independentthirdper-
Three arguments can be put forward in favour of a restrictive son. There are two methods which may be used to determine

interpretation.33First, that.the restrictivecharacterof the pro- whether this independent third person under identical cir-

vision is based on its history. At the implementationof the cumstanceswould also have been granted a loan.

text in 1933, the primarypurposeof the provisionwas to pro- In the first approach the tax authorityjudges the facts and cir-
tect the taxpayer from arbitrary profit corrections made by cumstances of the presented case. It considers many factors
tax authorities.This purpose was reached by mentioning the including: a high, debt-to-equityratio, the long-termneed of
circumstances under which tax authorities could correct the taxpayerto financehis business, the proportionalityof the
profits. The Commentary on Article 9(1) OECD-MC debt to the capital providedby the shareholder, the financing
repeated that no re-writing of the accounts of associated of a loss position, the possibilityto convert the loan into share
enterprises is authorised if transactions between such enter- capital, the subordination of the repayment obligation, etc.
prises have taken place on normal market commercial All these elements should be compared with the conditions
terms.34 which an independentcreditor would have imposed. Often it
A second argument is that there is a close relationship is suggested that a commercial bank might be just such an

between the provisions of Article 9(1) OECD-MC and Art- independent creditor. In my view, there are problems with

icle 7 OECD-MC: the profit allocationbetweenheadquarters using a commercialbank as an approximationto an indepen-
and permanent establishment. In Article 7 OECD-MC the dent creditor. The reasons for a parent company granting its
arm's length principle is formulatedas follows: subsidiary additional loans in order to protect its original

... there shall in each ContractingState be attributed to that perma- investment,can easily interferewith the reference to an inde-
nent establishmentthe profits which it might be expected to make pendent third party.
if it were a distinct and separate enterprise engaged in the same or

similar conditions and dealing wholly independently with the Another approach could be that the tax authorities reclassify
enterpriseofwhich it is a permanentestablishment. the interestpaymentsas dividenddistributionsif the financial

structure of the paying enterprise exceeds a fixed debt-to-This means that- at least in theory- the profit allocationhas
to-be based on the separate entity approach. However, based equity ratio. The fixed debt-to-equityratio could be based on

on the Commentary,35 some payments between head office
the normal ratio in the market. If this ratio can be seen as a

safehaven and the taxpayerhas the possibilityto prove thatand permanent establishment (e.g. interest and royalties) the loan is arm's length (i.e. independent wouldhave to be disregardedin determiningthe taxableprofitof the at an party
have also granted the loan), this approach would be accept-latter. Whereas both Article 9(1) OECD-MC and Article 7
able. This view has been implemented in the OECD Com-OECD-MChave the same roots in Article5 of the League of

Nations Model Convention, it is not very likely that Article mentary.37However, the taxpayer could be faced with a bur-
to

9(1) OECD-MCpermits a profit correction which would go
den of proof which would be difficult discharge. An

beyond the arm's length profit.
extreme form of this approach can be found in the United

Kingdom where interest paid to non-resident shareholders
The last and perhaps the most important argument for the cannot be deducted automatically.38 In its DTCs the United
restrictive interpretationcan be found in the fact that it does Kingdomhas implementedthe possibilityofcounterproofif
not seem to be useful to concludeDTCs based on which con- the arm's length standard is met, the interestcan be deducted.
tracting states could correct profits which go beyond the In my opinion, the burden of proof regarding its financial
arm's length profit. In that situation, the risk of international structure should not be with the taxpayer as there is no com-

economic double taxation would be maintained or even munis opinio about an arm's length financial structure. In
increased. addition, shifting the burdenofproof to the taxpayerdoes not

Meanwhile the Commentary on the OECD Model Conven-
tion explicitly expressed that the correction of profits based
on domestic thin capitalizationrules normally [should] not 32. ReportonThin Capitalization, 1987, supra note 1, para. 50.

have the effect of increasing the taxable profits of the rele-
33. F.C. deHossonand G.M.M. Michielse,supra note 27, at 482.
34. OECD Commentary,Art. 9, para. 1.

vant domesticenterprise to more than the arm's length profit, 35. OECD Commentary, Art. 7, para. 18: The ... payments which under the

, and that this principle should be followed in applying exist¬ name of interest, royalties, etc. are made by a permanent establishment to its

ing tax treaties.36 head office in return formoney loaned, or patent rights conceded,by the latter to
the permanentestablishment. In such a case, it is considered that' the payments
shouldnotbe allowedas deductionsin computingthe permanentestablishment's
taxable profits.
36. Commentary,Art. 9, para. 2(c).
37. OECD Commentary,Art. 9, para. 4.

O 38. ICTA 1988, Sec. 209(2)(e)(iv)and Sec. 209(2)(e)(v).
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match with thethee generalgeneraldomestic approachpproaacchadoptedadopteedinin most B.B. Methods ofofdouble taxtaxreliefelef(Article 23A OECD-
countries. MC and Article 23B OECD--MC)

Article 23A OECD-MC and Article 23B OECD-MC setsetout

V. RELIEF FOR INTERNATIONALECONOMIC thethe alternative methods ofofdouble taxtaxrelief. The ccountry ofof

DOUBLE TAXATION reesideencce, which hashas too givegveeaarelief for double taxation for
income thatthattmay bebetaxedtaxedininthetheeccountry ofofsourcesourceaaccccording

A. Corrresspondiingadjusttment
too the OECD Model Convention (like businessbusinessprofit asas aa

result ofofthe non--deeductibilityofofintereest), may dodososoviaviaanan

exemption (Article 23A OECD-MC) ororviaviaaacredit (Article
Another prroblem isis the question whether the correction ofof 23B OECD-MC). Where the country ofofresidence chooses

profits according toto Article 9(1) OECD-MC will actually the exemption method for dividends received, the tax with-
lead too international economic double taxation sincesince it isis held inn the country ofofsourcesourcemight notnotbebecreditable eveneven

highlyuncertainunccertaanwhetherthe ccountry ofofresidenceeessideencceofofthe cred- though the withholding tax ononinterestpaymeents would have
itorwill acceptacceptthe correctionsmadebybythetheeccountry ofofsource. beenbeen creditable. Likewisse, where the ccountry ofofresidenceessideenccee

chooseschooses the credit meethod, thethee same problem might occur.

This probleem isisaddressedbybyArticle 9(2) OECD-MC: NeitherArticle 23A OECD-MCnornorArticle 23B OECD-MC
Where aaCoontraacting StateStateeincludesnccudessinn thetheeprofits ofofananenterpriseenterprrssee givesgivesaageneral rulerulethat the country ofofresidenceresidencehas toto fol-
ofofthat StateState - andand taxesaaxessaaccccordingly- profits ononwhich ananenter- low the reclassificationinin thecountryof based its- - source onsource
prisse ofofthethe otherttherrContraactingState hashasbeenbeencharged too taxaax ininthatthatt domestic thin capitalizationrules. Furrthermore, the contract-
other State andand thetheeprofits soso includednccuudeedare profits which would
havehaveaccruedaccruedtooo thetheeenterprise ofofthetheefirst mentioned State ififthethee ingingstatessaesshave the freedom too implemeentaaspecialpeeccaalreegime inin

conditionsmademadebetween.thetheetwo eenterpriseshadhadbeenbeenthosethoseewhich which dividends receivedreceivedononaaqualifieed participationcancanbe

would havehavebeenbeenmademadebetween inndepennddeententerrprises, thentheennthatthaat (partly) exeempt from taxableprofits.4.2
other State shall makemakeananappropriateadjustmeent tooothetheeamountofof
thetheetax charged thereinthereennononthoethooeeprofits. Accccording too the Committeee, the aboveabovementioned probleem

has too bebe primariily solved byby interpretationofofthethe individual
The purposse ofofthis provision isis too avoidavoid international eco-eco¬ treaty prrovisions ororbybythethe national legislation.ininthe country
nomic double taxation, in the same manner asas Article 23A ofofresidence of the recipient. Two situations can be distin-
OECD-MCand Article23B OECD-MCprotectagainst inter- guisheed:
nationaljuridiccal double taxation. (1)(1) where the equivalentprovisiontoo Article 23A(2) OECD-

The phrrasse ...... that otherottherr State shall make anan appropriate MC eexplicitly refers too the provision ofof Article 10

aadjustmeentt....ininArticle9(2) OECD-MCsuggestsuggeessssananobliga- OECD-MC, the ccountry ofofresidenceeessideencce hashas thethee obligation
tion too thethee ccountry ofof residenceeessideenccee too follow the corrections too treat thethee interestntereesttwhich hashas beenbeeen reeclasssifieed inn thethee

based on thin capitalizationrules ininthe country ofofsource. InIn country ofofsourcesourceasas dividend accordingly. This applies
the Commeentarry,39however, it isis statedstatedthatthattthethe corresspond- only with respect toto the relief which has totobe given forfor

iing adjustmentdoes notnothave to be given automaticallyby the withholding taxestaxesininthe latter country; oror

ccountry ofof residence. The country ofof residence isis only. (2) where the treatytreay provision does notnotrefer too Article 10

obligeed too give aaccorreesponding aadjustmeent ififit agrees both OECD-MC, the country ofof residence should be alsoalso

ininprinciple andandamount too the correctionsmade in the coun- obligeed too follow thethe classification inin thethe ccountry ofof

try ofofsource. This isisprecisely the weakspotpotofofthe proision. source:

It assumes the same quualificcation ofofthe facts andand circum- - ifif the reclassification isis inn accordanceaccordancewith Article-

stances asaswell asas thethe same interprretationofofwhat isisatatarm's 9(1) OECD-MC; oror

length. Since countries have various approachesapprroachesstoo the thin - ifif the domestic thin capitaliization rlesrules apply inin-

capitalizationprroblem, ititisis doubtful whether tax authorities
'

reverse orrder;43 oror

will agreeupon each othersottherssviews. The Reeporrto ssuggeests that - ififthe ccountry ofofresidence justifiees the reclassifica--

the country ofofresidenceessideencceeshould have ananobligation too follow tion too the ccountry ofofsource.

the correction ofof the interest paymeent inin the ccountry ofof InInthis waay, oneoneachieves the solution which isisgivengveen by Art-

ssourcce, ififtheir thin ccaapitalizzationrulesrulesareareininline with Article icleicle9(2) OECD-MC.

9(1)9(1)OECD-MC. This ssuggeestion isis inn my view, notnot imple-
mented in thethe 19921992Commentary. Such an obligation would

The appliccation inin reversereverseorderorderraisesraises thethee queestion ofof thethee
an internal balance ofofdomestic thin capitalization rules. These

have--even within the arm's length limitation--been ananinvi-invi¬ rulesrulesapply normally onlyony too the taxtaxpositionofofthe debtor. IfIftation toto the countries ofofsource too introduceintroducethe most strict

debt--to-equiityratios. What remains too unwilling treeaty part-
ners, in that ccasse, isiseither the abolition ofofthe DTC ororreesig- 39. OECD Coommentary,Art. 9, para. 6.

nation too the fact that the DTC does notnotfully avoid interna-
40. ReportononThin Capitalization,suprasupranote 1, para. 65.
41. Germany,however,has evenevenintroducedaalegalegaaldebt-to-equityratio within

tional double taxation. Inn reeality, countries ofof sourcesourcewill the frameworkofofthethee'Stannddortsicheruungsgesetzz'',which Act contains incentive

exerciseexerccsseewith greatgreatcarecarethethe impleemeentationofofa strict debt- schemes to strengthen thetheeGerman economy.

tt-eequity ratio ononpenalty ofofaadeteriorationofoftheir competi- 42. SSee, amongst othhers, Article 220(2) third sentence ofofthetheeDTCDTCbetween the

tiveness (i.e. the danger of international economie double
NetherlandsandandGeermanny.

danger of 43. I.e. thatthattthosethoseerulesuuessshouldshoouuldalso applyppppyyregardinng thetheetaxaxxpositioonofofthetheecred-

taxation).4.4 itor andandnotnotonlyonnyyreegardinng thetheedebtor.
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the countryofresidenceof the creditor,however, also applies the purpose of determining the taxable profits of such enterprise,
thin capitalizationrules, in my opinion, it should apply those be deductibleunder the same conditionsas if they had been paid to

residentof the first-mentionedState.rules in reverse order. This means that- if these thin capital- a

izationrules reclassify interestas dividend- an exemptionor This provisionprotects resident companies against domestic
a credit for underlyingcorporate income tax should be given. legislation which aims at the non-deductibility of certain

business costs paid to non-residents. Notwithstanding this,
however, it excludes the correction of profits based on the

VI. OTHER TREATY INSTRUMENTSTO arm's length principle.
PROTECT AGAINST INTERNATIONAL It is clear that once this provisionhas been implemented in a

DOUBLE TAXATION DTC, it directly influences the application of domestic thin

capitalization rules. This happened e.g. with respect to the
Next to the provisions which give a direct relief for interna- deductibility rules on intercompany interest in the United
tional double taxation, the OECD Model Convention con- Kingdom which had to be withdrawn in most of the United
tains two other instruments to avoid international double Kingdom'stax treaties (see above). As arguedbefor, domes-
taxation: the mutual agreement procedure and the non-dis- tic thin capitalization rules are neither covered by Article 9
criminationprovisions. OECD-MCnor by Article 11(6) OECD-MC. In that way, this

provision could protect taxpayers against the application of
thin capitalizationrules. In practice, this provision is not very

A. Mutual agreementprocedure often implemented in DTCs. Usually, contracting states are

just willing to implement a very general non-discrimination
Article 25 OECD-MC contains a mutual agreement proce- clause. Furthermore, doinestic legislators are quite keen on

dure. Individual taxpayers have the possibility to force the drafting thin capitalizationrules which in theory also apply to

tax authorities in the country of residence to solve the inter- residentcreditors.
national double taxation by mutual agreement with the
source country's tax authorities (Article 25(1) OECD-MC). 2. Ownership non-discriminationprovision
This situation occurs when it is argued that one of the con-

tracting states does not levy tax according to the treaty provi-
Next to Article 24(4) OECD-MC attention should be paid to

4 sions. This might happen if the countries qualify differently Article 24(5) OECD-MC. The latter provision states that an

the facts and circumstances.This means that only classifica- enterprise of a Contracting State, the capital of which is

tion differences between contracting states based on domes- wholly or partly owned or controlleddirectly or indirectly,by
tic thin capitalization provisions can be the subject of a

one or more residentsof the other ContractingState, shall not

mutual agreement procedure. In practice, however, some
be subjected in the first-mentioned State to any taxation or

Ministries of Finance will also start procedures in case of any requirementconnected therewithwhich is other or more

internationaleconomicdouble taxation.44 burdensomethan the taxation and connectedrequirementsto
./- which other similar enterprises of the first-mentionedState

It shouldbe borne in mind that a mutualagreementprocedure are or may be subjected. The question arises what consti-
does not guarantee that the tax authorities actually find a tutes a similar enterprise; in other words what is the subject
solution (i.e. give relief for internationaldouble taxation). In of referenceThis could be the company ofwhich the shares
addition, I doubtvery much that consultationsbetweencoun- are owned by residents of the same State or the company of
tries will result in an acceptablesolution.While an agreement which the shares are owned by residents of a third State.
on the applicationofa clear legal provisionis highlyunlikely, According to the Commentary,46it seems that the subject of
an agreementon facts (e.g. arm's length prices) is-perhaps a reference is the first-mentioned: Its [Article 24(5) OECD-
possibility.45A country cannot accept just halfof the conse- MC] object therefore is to ensure equal treatment for taxpay-
quences of its domestic legal provisions in order to reach a ers residing in the same State... The Report47 also implies
compromise: it is impossible to be a little bit pregnant. this view as it stated that Article 24(5) OECD-MC aims

J Finally, these mutualproceduresare usually time consuming, broadly at preventing 'tax protectionism'- i.e. the deterrence
which results in a long period of (fiscal) uncertainty. by tax measures of investment from outside the country.

Anotherhint for this interpretationcan be found in the nego-
tiations of the UN Model Convention. Some developing

B. Non-discrimination countries proposed an amendmentto this provision in which
an explicit reference to shareholders in third countris was

Article 24 OECD-MCcontains a general non-discrimination made. This amendment, however, was heavily criticized by
provision. Sections 4 and 5 of this Article are especially the developedcountries. One could thereforebelievethat the
importantto the thin capitalization issue.

44. E.g. the Dutch MinistryofFinance.
1. Deduction non-discriminationprovision 45. I.e. an agreementon the applicationof the law is highly unlikely since it is

Article 24(4) OECD-MCstates that:
not possible to accept only half of the consequencesof the application. In con-

trast an agreementon the facts and circumstancescan be achieved (one can find
except where the provisionsofparagraph 1 ofArticle 9, paragraph an arm's length price which is acceptable to both countries.
6 ofArticle 11,..., apply, interest...paid by an enterpriseof a Con- 46. OECD Commentary,Art. 24, para. 57.

O
tracting State to a resident of the other Contracting State shall for 47. Reporton Thin Capitalization,supra note 1, para. 66.
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reference made in Article 24(5) OECD-MC applies only to B. International economic double taxation
companies in the country of source whose shareholders are

residents of that country. Based on the text and the Commentary, in my opinion, Art-

This provision also protects taxpayers from application of icle 9 OECD-MCdoes not apply to domestic thin capitaliza-
domestic thin capitalizationrules which are designed to pro-

tion rules. If such thin capitalizationrules reclassify debt or

hibit interest payments to non-residents. The Report48 con-
interestpayments, the wording of Article 9 OECD-MCdoes

cludes that the wording of Article 24(5) OECD-MC is so
not allow such reclassificationas a 'condition'. Even if the

general, that Article 24(4) OECD-MC takes precedence in term 'condition', however, is interpreted broadly this would

case of deductibility of interest payments (i.e. lex specialis result in the danger of international economic double taxa-

takes precedence over lex generalis). The Report, however, tion. Any agreement based on Article 9(2) OECD-MC is

takes the positionthat thin capitalizationrules are coveredby unthinkable.In addition, the correspondingadjustmentis not

Article 9(1) OECD-MC. at all obligatory. Some countries (like Germany) have even

made a reservation to Article 9(2) OECD-MC and are not
Where the profit correction is not hindered by Article 24(4) willing to implement it in their DTCs.
OECD-MC,Article24(5) OECD-MCcannothinder it either.

AlthoughArticle24(5) OECD-MC is more general, attention Ifa thin capitalizationruleprohibits the deductibilityof inter-

should be drawn to the fact that it applies to payments to all est payments, (this is occurringmore and more often in prac-

creditors whereas Article 24(4) OECD-MC only applies to tice), and should be qualified as a profit determinationrule,
Article9 OECD-MCis not applicableat all. Article9 OECD-

payments to shareholders/creditors.As a result, Article 24(5)
OECD-MC can only apply, in the view of the OECD, if the MC refers exclusively to a correct internationalprofit alloca-

thin capitalizationrules also apply to non-shareholders.This tion between associated enterprises. The international eco-

is correct because thin capitalizationrules which are drafted nomic double taxation occurs as a resultof the different rules

in line with the arm's length principle, by definitionconsider on profitdeterminationin the countryof source and the coun-

the non-shareholderas an independentthird party. try of residence. This double taxation is not solved by any
.

DTC.

Vil. CONCLUSIONS C. Other instrumentsof treaty protection

A. Internationaljuridical double taxation
The OECD Model Conventionprovides in Article.25 another

possibility to avoid international double taxation. The Min-

istry of Finance can start a mutual agreement procedure to
Article 10(3) OECD-MCsets out for the purposesofthispro- solve the double taxation situation. This provision, however,
vision a definition of the term 'dividend'. This definition does not give any guarantee that an acceptable solution will
states that the reclassificationof the interestpayments in the be found. An acceptableagreementis hard to find. In case the
country of source has to be followed by the country of res- thin capitalizationrule prohibits the interest deductibility, in
idence. This implies that thin capitalization rules which

reclassifydebt or interestpayments,with respect to the appli-
my opinion, an agreement is impossible as that will infringe
the sovereigntyof that country.

cation of Article 10 OECD-MC should be followed by the

countryofresidence.As a result, the countryof residencehas Another possibility might be found in the applicationof the.
to give a relief for international juridical double taxation non-discriminationclauses ofArticle 24 OECD-MC.Section

either by exemption (Article 23A OECD-MC) or by credit 4 and Section 5 of this provision are relevant. Article 24(5)
(Article 23B OECD-MC) for the tax withheld according to OECD-MC can be seen as a lex generalis; a resident com-

Article 10 OECD-MC. pany of which the shareholder is a non-residentmay not be
treated in a manner differentor more burdensomethan a res-

Where the country of source has thin capitalization rules ident company ofwhich the shareholderis a resident (owner-
which prohibit the deductibility of interest payments, these ship non-discrimination).At first sight, this provision seems

paymentswill continue to be treated as 'interest' and covered to forbid thin capitalizationrules which apply to non-resident
by Article 11(3) OECD-MC. Although this treaty provision shareholders. Because lex specialis precedes lex generalis,
contains in Section 6 a special rule with respect to excessive

any other specific treaty provision protecting the taxpayer
interest, this rule does not apply in situations of thin capital- from the application of thin capitalization rules should first
ization. Also in these situations the country of residence is be taken into account. Based on Article 24(4) OECD-MC a

according to Article 23A OECD-MC (exemption) or Article residentcompany which pays interest to a non-residentcred-
23B OECD-MC (credit) obliged to give relief for interna- itorshouldbe treated tax wise in the same way as if the inter-
tional juridicaldouble taxation. est had been paid to a resident creditor. However, Article

The definitionof the terms 'interest' and 'dividend' given in 24(4) OECD-MCmakes an exceptionwith respect to correc-

Article 11 OECD-MC and Article 10 OECD-MC respec- tions ofprofitmadeaccordingto Article9 OECD-MCor Art-

tively apply to these provisions. In otherwords, these defini- icle 11(6) OECD-MC. As argued before, thin capitalization
tions are meaninglesswithin the context ofArticle 9 OECD-
MC. Therefore the internationaljuridicaldouble taxationhas 48. Report on Thin Capitalization, supra note 1, especially para. 66(b) and
not yet been solved. para. 87(b).
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rules will never be covered by these treaty provisions and as authorities about the international allocation of the imposi-
a result the exception is not applicable. Domestic thin cap- tion rights on. business profits. In order to solve the interna-
italization rules may therefore be contrary to these non-dis- tional economic double taxation problems which arise as a

criminationprovisions. result of the applicationof domestic thin capitalizationrules,

In practice, however, tax treaties usually do not follow the the OECDhas at the very least to rewriteArticle9(1) OECD-
1 MC. Perhaps a more fundamental approach would be the

OECD Model Conventionon this point. They containmostly introduction of generally accepted debt-to-equity ratioa
a very.general non-discriminationclause (like Article 24(1) which could be incorporated into DTCs and applied to both
OECD-MC). Thin capitalization rules will thus lead. fre-

the country of and the country of residnce.49
quently to international economic double taxation. In my

source

opinion, this is reprehensible as thin capitalizationrules are

drawn up by States in order to protect their budget (base ero- 49. G.M.M. Michielse, 'Thin Capitalization' in het fiscale recht, Diss.,
sion) and thereby create a vulgar fight between the tax Kluwer, FiscaleMonografieen,Nr. 67, Deventer 1994.
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE UX MODEL IN PRACTICE
Willem F.G. Wijnen and Marco Magenta

'ple, that Mexico and Hungary, which joined the OECD only
Prof. W.F.G. Wijnen is head of the research staff of the recently, were counted as developingcountries.
IBFD. Dott. Marco Magenta is with Studio Associato
Legale Tributario, associatedwith Ernst & Young In the first instance the research focused on the tax treaties
International, Milan. concludedby developingcountrieswith eithera developedor

another developingcountry. This group, referred to as Group
This paper was written specially for the UN Ad Hoc Group A in this paper, comprised 697 treaties. The project also
of Experts on InternationalCooperation in Tax Matters, looked at the tax treaties concluded between OECD
for presentationat the Group's eighth meeting in Geneva

coun-

in December 1997. It summarizesthe results of an tries. This group comprised 114 treaties and is referred to as

extensive research project, carried out by the International Group B.
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,on the impact of the UN

The following provisions that specific to the UN Model
Model Double Taxation Convention BetweenDeveloped

are

and Developing Countries. were scrutinized:
Art. 5(3)(a) constructionactivities

The authors present this report inthe knowledgethat Art. 5(3)(b) furnishingof services
they cannot promise to have been complete but in the Art. 5(4)(a) and (b) deliveryof goods
hope that their work will provide some new insights to Art. 5(4)(f) OECD combinationof activities
the reader. Art. 5(5) stock agents

Art. 5(6) insuranceactivities
Art. 5(7) agents with one principalCHAPTER I
Art. 7(1) limited force of attraction
Art. 7(3) management fees, interest and

INTRODUCTION royalty payments
Art. 7(5) OECD purchaseofgoods

The aimof this report is to assess the impactof the UN Model Art. 8B shippingprofits
DoubleTaxationConventionBetweenDevelopedand Devel- Art. 12(3) radio and televisionbroadcasting
oping Countries (the UN Model) on current tax treaty prac- Art. 13(4) real property shares

tice. It is based on an extensive,researchprojectin which 811 Art. 13(5) other shares

concluded treaties were scrutinized in order to ascertain Art. 14(1) additionalcriteria

whether they adopt the distinctive provisions of the UN Art. 16(2) top-levelmanagerialofficials

Model. These provisions were determinedby comparing the Art. 18B(1) and (2) pensions
UN Model with the OECD Model Tax Convention on Arts. 18A(2) and 18B(3) social security payments
Income arid Capital (OECD Model) of 1977. The c.hanges Art. 20(2) equal treatmentof students

madet the OECDModel in 1992 and subsequentlywere not Art. 21(3) source state taxation of other

taken into account.
income

Art. 25(4) implementationclauses
The research project was carried out using the IBFD Tax Art. 26(1) prevention of tax fraud/evasion,
Treaty Database. It covered all comprehensive tax treaties secret ir!formationand implemen-
concluded from 1 January 1980, the year in which the UN tation ,

Model was published, to 1 April 1997, the date of the most
The provisions relating to the Withholding taxes divi-on

recent version of the Tax Treaty Database. The treaties con-
dends, interest and royalties weje not examined, as the UN

cluded by the former USSR and the former Republic of Model, unlike the OECD Model, does not recommenda par-
Yugoslavia that continue to be applied by a number of new ticular percentage for these categories of income. In this
states in thatregionof the world were counted only once. respect any withholding rate, including the rates recom-

For the purposes of this research project a distinctionhad to mended ,by the OECD Model, is consistent with the UN

be drawn betweendevelopedand developingcountries. Such Model. A more fundamentalaspect that was not examined is

a distinction inevitablycarries an elementofsubjectivity,and the omission from the UN Model of the second sentence of

so this invidious..taskwas considerably simplified by refer- Article4(1) of the OECD Model, which limits the treaty con-

ence to membershipof the OECD when the UN Model was cept ofresidence.The inclusionor omissionof this provision
publisled.The 24 countries thatwere a memberofthe OECD is so intertwinedwith the rest of the treaty and the domestic

in 1980 were regarded as developed countries and all other law of the treaty partners that it would have been impossible
countries were regarded as developing countries, regardless

to considerit withoutextending the project to Herculeanpro-

of their actual stage of development. This meant, for exam- portions.
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Even the most cursory glance at a number of concluded b. Minimum period
treaties is sufficient to reveal the tremendousvariety that can

There 513 treaties that prescribe minimum periodare a
be achieved within the confines of a seemingly simple and

shorter than the 12 months recommended by the OECD
rigid framework.The authors of this paper had-no choice but

Model. Of these treaties 484 have been-concludedby devel-
to select the most important and commonly occurring vari-
ations for comment.Nevertheless,where it was felt appropri- oping contries, with either a developed or another develop-
ate, someprovisionsofparticularinterestare mentionedeven ing country (group A), and 29 have been concludedbetween

though they are found in only a very limited number of developedcountries (group B). Of the 29 treaties in group B,
5 prescribe a 9-month period and 24 prescribe a 6-month

treaties. ChapterII ofthis papersets out the detailedresultsof
period. The fol.lowing periods shorter than 12 months are

the research and Chapter III summarizes the results in a
found in the treaties:

schematicform.
Number of Period in
treaties days months

CHAPTER II 50 - 9
2 275 -

2 - 8

Article 5(3)(a) 1 - 7
355 - 6

Constructionactivities 58 183 -

1 - 5

1. The UN Model 5 120 -

29 - 3
3 90 -

Article 5(3)(a) of the UN Model reads as follows: 7 0* 0*
(3) The term permanent establishment likewise

* No minimum period is included.
encompasses:
(a) A building site, a construction, assembly or

There 298 treaties that prescribe minimumperiod of 12are a
installation project or supervisory activities in

months longer. Of these treaties 215 have been concluded
connection therewith, but only where such site,

or

, by developing countries, with either a developed or another
projectoractivitiescontinueforaperiodofmore

than six months; developing country (group A), and 83 have been concluded
between developedcountries (group B). All treaties in group(b) (...). B prescribe a 12-monthperiod.

The relevant differences between the construction clause of
The following periods of 12 months or longer are found in

the OECD and the UN Model refer to:
the treaties:

(a) the inclusionof supervisoryactivities, and

(b) the minimumperiod of six months. Number of Period in
treaties days months

2 - 36
2. Tax treaties 4 - 24

.

3 - 18
-

a. Supervisoryactivities 289 12

According to the OECD Commentary s.upervisory activities For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that a

are explicitly subsumed under the construction clause pro- few treaties contain different limits for the various types of
vided the work is prformedby the main contractorhimself. constructionactivity.
However, supervisory activities performed by a subcontrac-

i tor who is not engaged in the physicalwork do not constitute
a permanent establishment. In this respect the UN Model

Article 5(3)(b)departs from the OECD Model. According to the UN Model,
supervisory activities may constitute a permanent establish- Furnishing of services
ment irrespectiveof whether they are performedby the main
or subcontractorand irrespectiveofwhether the contractor is 1. The UN Model
physically involved in the work.

There are 449 treaties in which supervisory activities are Article 5(3)(b) of the UN Model reads as follows:
included as one of the elements that may constitute a perma- (3) The term permanent establishment likewise
nent establishment. Of these treaties 410 have .been con- encompasses:
cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or (a) (...);
anotherdevelopingcountry (groupA), and 39 have been con-

' (b) Thefurnishingofservices,. includingconsultancy
eluded between developedcountries (group B). services, by an enterprise through employees or

other personnel engaged by the enterprise for

O
such purpose, but only where activities of that
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nature continue (for the same or a connected (b) The maintenance of a stock of goods or mer-

project) within the country for a period or chandise belonging to the enterprise solely for

periodsaggregatingmore than six monthswithin the purposeof storage or display []; (...).
any 12-mnthperiod. In this paragraph the delivery provided in theterm as cor-

This provision is not specifically included in the OECD respondingprovisionsof the OECD Model is omitted.
Model.

2. Tax treaties
2. Tax treaties

There are 221 tax treaties with a specific provision for the There are 167 tax treaties that do not list delivery as one of

furnishing of services. Of these treaties 219 have been con- the activities .that do not constitute a permanent establish-
cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or ment. All these treaties are concluded by developing coun-

another developingcountry (group A), and 2 have been con- tries, with either a developed or another developing country
cluded between developedcountries (group B). (group A).
The followingperiods are found in the treaties:

Numberof Period in
treaties days months Article 5(4)(f) OECD

1 - 18 Combinationof activities
19 - 12
9 - 9
2 275 - 1. The UN Model
1 - 8

111 - 6 The UN Model does not include the provision contained in
34 183 -

Article 5(4)(f) of the OECD Model which is formulated as
3 - 4

follows:6 120 -

23 - 3 the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for
2 91 - any combination of activities, mentioned in subpara-
5 90 - graphs (a) to (e), provided that the overall activity of the
5 0* 0* fixedplace ofbusiness resultingfrom this combinationis

* No minimum period is adopted. of a preparatoryor auxiliary character.

In 10 treaties concludedby developingcountries (group A) a

distinctionis made betweenservices performedfor unrelated 2. Tax treaties
enterprises and services performed for related enterprises. In
these treaties a minimum period applies to services per- In line with the UN Model, no provision for the combination
formedfor unrelatedenterprises and no minimumperiod or a of activities is adopted in 264 treaties. Of these treaties 233
shorter minimum period applies to services performed for have been concluded by developing countries,'with either a

related enterprises. Seven treaties prescribe no minimum developed or another developing country (group A), and 31

period in situations involving related parties and 3 treaties have been concluded between developed countries (group
prescribe a shorter period than for situations involving unre- B).
lated parties (i.e. 30 days instead of 90 days).
The two treaties between developedcountries (group B) pre-
scribe the 6-monthperiod recommendedby the UN Model. Article 5(5)(b)

Stock agents

Article 5(4)(a) and (b) 1. The UN Model
Deliveryof goods

Article5(5)(b) of the UN Model reads as follows:
1. The UN Model (5) Notwithstandingthe provisions of paragraphs 1 and

2, where a person - other than an agent of an inde-
Article 5(4)(a) and (b) read as follows: pendent status to whom paragraph7 applies- is act-

(4) Notwithstandingthe precedingprovisionsof this art- ing in a ContractingState on behalf of an enterprise
icle, the term permanent establishment shall be of the otherContractingState, that enterprise.shallbe
deemed not to include: deemed to have a permanent establishment in the

(a) The use of facilities solely for the purpose of first-mentioned Contracting State in respect of any
storage or display [] of goods or merchandise activities which that person undertakes for the enter-

belonging to the enterprise; prise, if such .person:
o. ,,
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(a) Has and habitually exercises in that State an (6) Notwithstandingtheprecedingprovisionsofthisart-

authority to concludecontracts ; or icle, an insurance enterprise ofa Contracting State
(b) Has no such authority, but habitually maintains shall, except in regard to reinsurance, be deemed to

in the first-mentionedState a stock ofgoods or have a permanent establishment in the other Con-
merchandise from which he regularly delivers tracting State i it collectspremiums in the territory
goods or merchandise on behaf of the enter- of that other State or insures risks situated therein
prise. through a person other than an agent ofan indepen-

dent status to whomparagraph7 applies.This subparagraph(b) extends the conceptof an agent.
This provision is not included in the OECD Model. The pro-
vision broadens the definitionofpermanentestablishmentby

2. Tax treaties including the following activities carried bn by insurance

enterprises:
There are 243 treaties with a specific provision for stock (a) the collectionofpremiums
agents. Of these treaties, 234 have been concludedby devel- (b) the insuranceof risks
oping countries, with either a developed or another develop- These activities qualify as a permanentestablishmentonly if
ing country (group A) and 9 have been concluded between

they are not performed through an agent of an independentdevelopedcountries (group B). status.

These provisions differ in wording, albeit not in content.

Thus, in 62 of these treaties reference is made to the fulfil-
ment of orders or to the supply of goods rather than to the 2. Tax treaties
delivery of goods.

There are 210 tax treaties with a specific provision for insur-
In addition to the provision for stock agents, 56 of these

ance activities. Of these treaties 184 have been concludedbytreaties include a specificprovision for agents who habitually developing countries, with either a developed or another
secure orders for the sale of goods or merchandise. Further, developing country (group A), and 26 have been concluded
30 of these treaties include a specific provision for agents between developedcountries (group B).who manufactureor process goods. An example of the first
type ofprovision is: It should be noted, however, that only in 137 treaties (5 of

(c) he habituallysecures ordersfor the sale ofgoods or which belong to group B) are insurance activities deemed to

merchandise in the first-mentionedState, wholly or constitutea permanentestablishmentas provided by the UN

almostwholly on behafofthe enterprise itsel, or on Model. In the remaining 73 treaties (21 of which belong to

behafof the enterprise and other enterprises con- group B) the same result is achievedby adopting in Article7
trolledby it orwhich have a controlling intrest in it. or in the protocol to Article 7 a provisionstating that the pro-

visions of Article 7 do not affect the applicationof domestic
An exampleof a provisionfor agents who manufacturegoods law regarding the taxationofprofits from insurancebusiness.
is:

(c) he manufactures,assembles,processes,packs or dis- In 7 treaties in group A the right of the source state to tax

tributes in therst-mentionedStateforthe enterprise profits from insurance activities is limited to 2.5 per cent of

goods or merchandisebelonging to the enterprise. the gross amount of the premiums. In one of these treaties
this limitation applies only to profits from reinsuranceactiv-

Finally, in two treaties the specificprovision for stock agents ities while the right to tax profits from insurance activities
applies only in the case of abuse. This provision reads as fol- remains unlimited.
lows:

j (b) (stockagent) ... The foregoingprovision of this sub-
paragraph shall apply only i it is proved that in

Article 5(7)order to avoid taxation in the first-mentionedState,
suchperson undertakesnot only the regulardelivery Agents with one principal
of the goods ormerchandise, but also undertakesvir-

tually all the activities connected with the sale of 1. The UN Model
goods or merchandise exceptfor the actual conclu-
sion of the sales contract itsef Article 5(7) of the UNModel reads as follows:

(7) An enterprise of a Contracting State shall not be
deemed to have a permanent establishment in the

Article 5(6) other Contracting State merely because it carries on

Insurance activities business in that other State through a broker, general
'

commissionagent, or any other agent of an indepen-
dent status, provided that such persons are acting in

1. The UN Model the ordinarycourseof theirbusiness. However when
the activities ofsuch an agent are devotedwholly or

O
, Article 5(6) of the UNModel reads as follows: almostwhollyon behafofthat enterprise, he willnot
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be considered an agent of an independent status Clauses (b) and (c) strengthen the positionof the source state

within the meaningofthisparagraph. by extending its right to tax to profits from business activities
that are not carriedout by an enterprise through its permanent

The second sentence of this provision extends the scope of
establishment. The source state may attribute such non-p.e.

the permanent establishment concept by treating an agent profits to a permanentestablishmentof the enterprise if they
who acts wholly or almost wholly for one principal as a

are derived from the sale of goods or merchandise or any
dependentagent. otherbusiness activity in the source state, provided that these

transactions are similar to those concluded through the per-

2. Tax treaties
manent establishment.

There are 243 tax treaties with a specificprovision for agents 2. Tax treaties
with only one principal. All these treaties have been con-

cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or There are 162 treaties with a limited force of attractionrule.
another developingcountry (group A). Of these treaties 153 have been concluded by developing
In 54 of these treaties the scope of this provision is limited to countries, with either a developed or another developing
cases in which the transactions between the agent and the country (group A), and 9 have been concluded between

enterprise are not on an arm's length basis. An example of developedcountries (group B).
such an additionalclause is: (...) f the transactionsbetween In 38 of these treaties (one of which belongs to group B) the
the agent and the enterprise were made under conditions enterprise may prove that the transactions or activities were

which diferfrom those which would be made between inde- genuinely carried out otherwise than through the permanent
pendent enterprises. In 5 of these treaties the taxpayer is establishment. The wording of this provision differs in the

given the possibility of demonstrating that the transactions various treaties. Two frequently recurring examples are:

were concluded in arm's length conditions.
However the profits derivedfromthe sales described in

In 22 of these treaties this specific provisionnot only covers subparagraph(b) or other business activities described

activities performed by the agent on behalfof the enterprise in subparagraph (c) shall not be taxable in the other

itself, but also activities on behalf of associated enterprises. State if the enterprise demonstrates that such sales or

In that case the provision may be formulated as follows: business activities have been carried out for reasons

However, when the activities of such an agent are devoted other than obtaininga benefitunder this convention.

wholly or almost wholly on behalfof that enterprise itsefor The provisions of subparagraph (b) and (c) shall not
on behafofthat enterpriseand otherenterprisescontrolling, apply f the enterpriseshows that such sales or activities
controlledby, orsubject to the same commoncontrol, as that couldnot reasonably have been undertaken by thatper-
enterprise, he will not be consideredan agentofan indepen- manent establishment.
dent status within the meaning ofthisparagraph.

In 19 of these treaties (5 of which belong to group B) the lim-
ited force of attractionrule applies only in cases of tax avoid-

Article 7(1)
ance or abuse. In this case the burden of proof is on the tax

authorities.An example of such a provision is:

Limited force of attraction The provisions of subparagraph (b) and (c) shall only
applyprovided that it is proved that the transactioncon-

cernedhas been resortedto in order to avoid taxation in
1. The UN Model the ContractingState where thepermanentestablishment

is situated.
Article 7(1) contains a force of attraction rule which is lim-
ited as follows: In 12 treaties (3 ofwhich belong to group B) the limited force

(1) The profits of an enterprise of a Contracting State of attraction rule applies only if there is some connection

shall be taxable only in that State unless the enter-
with the permanentestablishment.An exampleof such a pro-

prise carries on business in the other Contracting
vision is:

State through a permanent establishment situated The provisions of subparagraph (b) and (c) shall, only
therein. If the enterprisecarries on business as afore- apply provided that the permanent establishment has

said, the profits of the enterprisemay be taxed in the contributedin any manner in those sales or activities.

other State but only so much of them as is In 6 treaties in group A the scope of the limited force of
attributable to (a) that permanent establishment; (b) attraction rule is restricted; the rule applies only to sales of
sales in that other State ofgoods or merchandiseof goods or merchandise and business activities of the same

the same or similar kind as those sold through that kind as those sold or effected through the permanent estab-

permanent establishment; or (c) other business lishment, not to similarsales and activities.
activitiescarriedon in that otherState ofthe same or

One treaty in A refers only to sales, not to other busi-
similarkindas those effectedthrough thatpermanent

group

establishment.
ness activities.
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Article 7(3) No profits shall be attributed to a permanent establish-

Managementfees, interest ment by reason of the mere purchase by that permanent
establishmentofgoods or merchandisefor the enterprise.

and royalty payments

1 1. The UN Model 2. Tax treaties

Article 7(3) of the UN Model reads as follows: In line with the UN Model the above-mentionedprovision is
(3) In the determination of the profits of a permanent omitted from 45 treaties. All these treaties have been con-

establishment, there shall be allowed as deductions cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or

expenses which are incurred for the purposes of the another developingcountry (group A).
.

'

business of the permanent establishment, including
executive and general administrative expenses so

incurred, whether in the State in which the perma-
nent establishmentis situatedor elsewhere.However Article 8 B

no such deduction shall be allowed in respect of Shipping profits
amounts, fany, paid (otherwise than towards reim-
bursement of actual expenses) by the permanent
establishmentto the head office ofthe enterprise or 1. The UN Model
any of its other offices, by way of royalties, fees or

other similar payments in return for the use of Article 8 B(2) of the UN Model reads as follows:

patents or other rights, or by way ofcommission,for Profitsfrom the operationofships in internationaltraffic
speciic services performed or for management, or shall be taxable only in the Contracting State in which

except in the case ofa banking enterprise, by way of the place of effective management of the enterprise is

interest on moneys lent to the permanent establish- situated unless the shipping activities arisingfrom such
ment. Likewise, no account shall be taken, in ihe operation in the other Contracting State are more than
determinationoftheprofitsofapermanentestablish- casual. If such activities are more than casual, such

ment, for amounts charged (otherwise than towards profits may be taxed in that otherState. Theprofits to be
reimbursementofactualexpenses), by thepermanent taxed in that otherState shall be determinedon the basis
establishmentto the head office of the enterprise or of an appropriate allocation of the overall net profits
any of its other offices, by way of royalties, fees or derived by the enterprise from its shipping operations.
other similar payments in return for the use of The tax computed in accordance with such allocation

patents or other rights, or by way ofcommissionfor shall then be reduced by ... per cent. (The percentage is

specific services performed or for management, or to be establishedthrough bilateralnegotiations.)(...)
except in the case ofa banking enterprise by way of
interestonmoneys lent to the headofice ofthe enter-

This provision attributes to the source state a limited right to

prise or any of its other offices.
tax shipping profits, if the shipping activities in the source

state are more than casual.
In this paragraphthe principles laid down in the first sentence

are defined and clarified in the second and third sentences.

2. Tax treaties

2. Tax treaties
There are 108 treatiesprovidingfor source state taxationwith

There are 201 treaties that include a clarificationwith respect respect to shipping profits. Of these treaties 105 have been
concluded by developing countries, with either a developedto the determinationof the profits of a permanentestablish-

ment. Of these treaties 195 have been concludedby develop-
or another developing country (group A), and 3 have been
concludedbetween developedcountries (group B).ing countries, with either a developed or another developing

country (group A), and 6 have been concluded between

developedcountries (group B). 3. Deviations from the UN Model

Article 7(5) OECD A number of treaties contain provisions similar to, but devi-

ating from, the UN Model. The most relevant deviating pro-
Purchase of goods visions can be summarizedas follows:

in 4 treaties in groupA the taxing rightof the source state-

1. The UN Model is unlimited;
in 101 treaties in group A and 3 in group B the right of-

The UN Model does not include the provision contained in the source state to tax is not dependent on the activities
Article 7(5) of the OECD Model which is formulatedas fol- being more than casual. Consequently, under these

O
lows: treaties it is irrelevant whether there is a scheduled or
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'

planned visit of ship to 'a particularcountry to pick Article 12(3)a up
freight or passengers; Radio or television broadcastingin 14 treaties in group A the scope of the provision is-

extended to air transportprofits;
5 treaties in group A provide for a limited taxing right-

during the first 10 fiscalyears after the entry into force of 1. The UN Model
the treaty. After thatperiod the source state loses its right
to tax profits of shipping enterprisesof its treaty partner. The royaltydefinitionofArticle 12(3) of the UNModelreads

as follows:
In 3 treaties in group A the taxing right of the source state is
limited to profits from the operationof ships betweenports of (3) The term royalties as used in this article means

the source state and ports of third states. Profits from opera-
paymentsof any kind received as a considerationfor
the use of, or the right to use, any copyrightof liter-

tions betweenports of the source state and ports of the treaty
partner state are therefore not subject to tax in the source ary, artistic or scientific work including cinemato-

state. graph films, orfilms or tapes usedfor radio or tele-
vision broadcasting, any patent, trade mark, design
or model, plan, secret formula or process, or for the

4. Limitationsto the taxing right of the source state use of, or the right to use, industrial, commercial, or

scientific equipment, or for information concerning
There are various types of limitation in the 104 treaties that industrial, commercialor scientific experience.
provide for a limited right to tax in the source state. These The OECD Model does not include in the definition of the
limitations can be summarizedas follows: term royalties payments made as a consideration for the

59 treaties in group A and 3 in group B provide for a of, the right to films tapes used for radio or tele--

use or use, or-

reductionof the tax imposedby the sourcestate by 50 per vision broadcasting.
cent;
1 treaty in group A provides for a reduction of the tax-

imposed by the source state by two thirds; 2. Tax treaties
5 treaties in group A provide for a reduction of the tax-

imposedby the sourcestate of50 per cent during the first There are 712 treaties that mention films or tapes used for
5 years after the entry into force of the treaty and of 25 radio or television broadcasting in the royalty definition. Of

per cent during the subsequent5 years; these treaties 610 have been concludedby developing coun-

8 treaties in group A allow a withholdingtax to be levied tries, with either a developed or another developing country-

on the gross amountof the receipts derived in the source (group A), and 102 have been concludedbetween developed
state. The withholdingpercentages vary from 1 per cet countries (group B).
to 3 per cent; It should be mentioned, however, that radio broadcasting is
5 treaties in group A provide for a maximum taxation in

group
-

not mentioned in 39 treaties in A and 6 treaties in
the source state equal to the lesser of 50 per cent of the

group B. Further, 6 treaties in group A and 5 in group B
tax imposedby domestic law and a certain percentageof include a generic reference to sound and video recording or
the gross receipts derived in that state. The percentage to all means of reproductionof sound and image, while tele-
varies from 2 per cent to 4 per cent; vision and radio broadcastingare not expresslymentioned.
13 treaties provide that the tax charged by the source-

state shall not exceed the lesser of: (a) 1.5 per cent of
the gross revenue derivedfromsources in that State; and

(b) the lowest rate of(nameofone ContractingState) tax Article 13(4)
that may be imposedonprofits of the same kind derived Real propertyshares
under similar circumstances by a resident of a third
State. In one of these treaties, the percentage in (a) is 1

1. The UN Model
per cent rather than 1.5 per cent;
10 treaties provide that (a) the tax imposedby the source

Article 13(4) of the UN Model reads follows:
-

state is to be reduced by 50 per cent and (b) the taxable as

profits are to be deemed not to exceed a certain percent- (4) Gains from the alienation of shares of the capital
age of the gross receipts. The percentage varies from 5 stock of a company the property of which consists

per cent to 7.5 per cent. directly or indirectlyprincipallyof immovableprop-
erty situated in a ContractingState may be taxed in
that State.

This provision is not specifically included in the OECD
Model.
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2. Tax treaties deviate considerably from the recommendation of the UN
Model set out above. The complexityof this regime in many

There ar 374 treaties with a specific provisionfor real prop- treaties'makesit difficult to consider its elements in isolation

erty shares. Of these treaties 308 have been concluded by rather than in their entire context. Nevertheless,a few general
developing countries, with either a developed or another remarks can be,made.

1
developing country (group A), and 66 have been concluded In many treaties the taxation right attributed to the source

1 betweendevelopedcountries (group B). In a numberof these state is limitd:
treaties real property shares not dealt with in separate -are a in 82 treaties in group A and in 25 treaties in group B the
paragraph, but together with gains on the alienation of real source state has only the right to tax capital gains on

property in the firstparagraphof the capital gains article. shares derivedby individualswho emigratedto the treaty
In many treaties real property shares quoted on an approved partner state. In most of these treaties this taxation right
stockexchangeare excluded from this specialregime. On the is limited to a certain period after emigration;
other hand quite a number of treaties specifically include in 13 treaties in group A the tax that the source state may-

interests in real propertypartnerships and/or trusts. levy on capital gains on shares is explicitly limited to a

certain percentagevarying from 10 to 25 per cent;
In 9 treaties the special regime for real shares -property in 7 treaties in groupA and 1 in group B the taxationright
applies only if the participationexceeds a certain limit. of the source state is limited by the exclusion of capital

gains realized in the course of a corporate organization,
reorganization, amalgamation, division or similar trans-

Article 13(5) action;
-

Other shares
in 2 treaties in groupA and 3 in group B the taxationright
of the source state is limited to cases in which the shares
are sold to a residentof the source state.

1. The UN Model In 228 treaties in group A and 50 treaties in group B no min-
imum participationrequirementis adopted. Of the remaining

Article 13(5) of the UN Model reads as follows: 106 treaties 44 have a participationrequirementbased on the
(5) Gainsfrom the alienation ofshares other than those shares sold and 62 have one based on the shares ownedby the

mentioned in paragraph 4 representing a partici- seller.
pation of... per cent (the percentage is to be estab-
lished through bilateral negotiations) in a company
which is a resident of a Contracting State may be

Article 14(1)taxed in that State.
Additional criteria

Under the OECD Model the right to tax capital gains on the
alienation of shares is attributed to the state of which the
alienator is resident, whereas under the UN Model this right 1. ,The UN Model
is attributed to the state ofwhich the company is resident (the
source state). Article 14(1) of the UN Model reads as follows:

(1) Income derived by a resident of a Contracting State
in respect of professionalservices or other activities

2. Tax treaties of an independentcharacter shall be taxable only in
that State except in the following circumstances,

There are 384 treaties which more or less follow the recom- when such income may also be taxed in the other
mendationof the UNModel. Of these treaties 322 have been ContractingState:
concluded by developing countries, with either a developed (a) If he has [] a fixed base regularly available to

.' or another developing country (group A), and 62 have been him in the other Contracting State for the pur-
concludedbetween developedcountries (group B). pose ofperforming his activities; in that case,

so as to
In all these treaties the taxing right on capital gains on shares only much of the income is attributable

that fixed base may be taxed in that other Con-
is explicitly attributed to the source state. It should be men-

or
tioned, however, that the same result may be achieved with- tracting State;

(b) f his stay in the other ContractingState is for a
out such an explicit attribution.This is the case if, for exam-

period periods amounting exceeding inor to or
ple, the capital gains article does not contain a sweeping the aggregate 183 days in the fiscalclause and there is no otherincomearticle, or there is an other year con-

cerned; in that case, only so much ofthe income
income article that is in conformitywith Article 21(3) of the

as is derivedfromhis activitiesperformed in that
UN Model. Such situations in which the source state can

otherState may be taxedin.that otherState; or
apply its domestic legislation are not included in the above-

(c) If the remunerationforhis activities in the other
mentioned figures. Contracting State is paid by a resident of that

Further, it should be mentioned that the structure and word- Contracting State or is borne by a permanent

O ing of the regime for capital gains on shares in many treaties establishment or a fixed base situated in that
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ContractingState and exceeds in thefiscalyear.. There are 45 tax treaties that include a criterion based on the

(the amount is to be establishedthroughbilateral amount of remuneration. All these treaties have been con-

negotiations). cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or

another developingcountry (group A).The principal differences between the independentpersonal
services provisions of the OECD and the UN Models are to No fixed base criterion has been adopted in 14 of these
be found in the criteriabased on: treaties; 2 of them also include no length of stay criterion.

(a) a length of stay of 183 days, and

(b) an amountof remuneration.

Article 16(2)
2. Tax treaties Top-level managerial officials

a. The length of stay 1. The UN Model
In comparisonwith the OECD Model the source state's right
to tax is extended by a provision that it may tax if a profes- Article 16(2) of the UN Model reads as follows:

sional is present in that state for at least 183 days in a fiscal (2) Salaries, wages and other similar remuneration

year, even if there is no fixed base. derived by a resident of a Contracting State in his

capacityas an official in a top-levelmanagerialpos-
There are 284 tax treaties with a length of stay criterion. Of ition of a company which is a resident of the other
these treaties, 264 have been concludedby developingcoun- ContractingState may be taxed in that other State.
tries, with either a developed or another developing country
(group A), and 20 have been concluded between developed In this provision the principle applicable to the taxation of

countries (group B). directors' fees is extended to the taxationof the remuneration

paid to top-levelmanagerialofficials.
The followingperiods are found in the treaties:

Number of Length of stay in
treaties days months 2. Tax treaties

225 183 -

There are 68 treaties dealing with remunerationpaid to top-1
'

182 -

22 180 - level managerialofficials.Of these treaties 62 have been con-

1 - 6 cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or

17 120 - another developingcountry (group A), and 6 have been con-
2 91 - cluded between developedcountries (group B).

36 90 -

In 11 of these treaties (5 of which belong to group B) a def-
There are no treaties between developed countries that pre- inition is adopted of the term top-level managerial func-
scribe a period shorter than 183 days. tion. According to this definition the term applies only to

The length of stay must be computed over the fiscal year,.a functions similar to those carried out by the members of the

period of 12 months or the calendar year. One treaty, how- board of directors referred to in Article 16(1) ofthe OECD

ever, provides for a length of stay (183 days) to be computed and the UN Models.
over two consecutiveyears. In 7 of these treaties (3 of which belong to group B), remu-

No fixed base criterion has been adopted in 46 of these nerationfor the dischargeofday-to-dayfunctions is excluded

treaties, two of which have been concluded between devel¬ from the scope ofArticle 16. In these treaties such remunera-

oped countries. In one treaty in group A neither a fixed base tion is covered by Article 15 (DependentPersonal Services).
nor a 183 days' presence in the source state is per se suffi-
cient.to attribute a taxing right to the source state, but both
criteria must be met at the same time. Article 18A(2) and 18B(3)
In two treaties in group A the right to tax is attributed to the Social security payments
source state if a fixed base is maintained in that state for at

least 183 days. In this case, the existence of the fixed base is
1. The UN Modelirrelevant if it is not maintained for a period of at least 183

days. On the other hand, the fact that a professionalstays in
the source stateformore than 183 days is also not relevant in The provision recommended by the UN Model in Article

the absence of a fixed base maintainedfor the said period. 18A(2) and 18(B)(3) on social security payments reads as

follows:

b. The amount of remuneration Notwithstandingthe provisionsofparagraph1, pensions
paid and other payments made under a public scheme

In the UNModel the sourcestate's right to tax is extendedby which is part ofthe social securitysystem ofa Contract-
a provisionthat the source state may tax any remunerationfor ing State or a political subdivision or a local authority
independentpersonal services that exceeds a certain amount. thereofshall be taxable only in that State.
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This provision is not specifically included in the OECD one treaty in group B the exclusive taxation right of the
Model. It attributes an exclusive taxation right to the source source state applies only to the State's own nationals.
state.

In 149 treaties in group A and 28 in group B the taxationright
of the source state applies to annuities. It should be noted,

2. Tax treaties however, that in 6 ofthose treaties in groupA the sourcestate

taxation applies only to annuities and not to pension pay-
'

There are 254 treaties with a separate provision for social ments which are taxable exclusively in the residencestate.

security payments attributing the right to tax to the source In 16 treaties in groupA and 8 treaties in group B the taxation
state. Of these treaties 206 have been concludedby develop- right of the source state is limited to lump sum payments,
ing countries, with either a developed or another developing while all other pension payments are taxable only in the res-

country (group A), and 48 have been concluded between idence state of the recipient.
developedcountries (group B). In numberof treaties the right of thea source state to tax pen-
Most of these treaties prescribe an exclusive taxation right. sions is not specificallydealt with by a separate treaty provi-
Only in 31 treaties in group A and 20 treaties in group B is a sion. In 14 treaties in group A and 3 treaties in group B this
non-exclusivetaxation right attributed to the source state. taxation right is based on an other income article that is in

In 15 treaties in group A and 5 in group B the taxation right line with the UN Model. In 6 treaties there is no other

attributed to the source state is limited by the exclusion of income article, which means tht the source state can apply
social securitypaymentsmade to an individualwho is both a its domestic law.

residentand a nationalof the treatypartnerstate. In one treaty In 34 treaties in group A and 6 in group B the taxation right
in group A and one treaty in group B the taxation right of the of the source state is limited to a percentage that varies from
source state is limited to social security payments made to 5 per cent to 20 per cent. Furthermore, 2 treaties in group B
nationals of.the source state. Finally, in one treaty in group B provide for a reductionof 50 per cent of the ordinary tax rate
the taxationright of the source state is limitedby a maximum in the source state. In most of these treaties the limited flat
rate of 17.5 per cent. rate does not apply in all cases. In some treaties the limited

taxation right applies only to periodic payments', while lump
sum payments are subject to ordinary taxation. In other

Article 18B(1) and (2) treaties pensions are subject to a limited taxation right or, if

lower, the tax which would be due by a residentof the source
Pensions state on the pension payment and/or annuity. Further, there

are treaties providing for different percentages for pension
1. The UN Model payments and annuities.

In 6 treaties in group A and 1 in group B the taxation right of
The provisions recommended by the UN Model in Article the source state is limited to payments that exceed a certain
18B (alternativeB) (1) and (2) on pensions read as follows: amount per year. In 6 other treaties in group A the allocation

(1) Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article of the taxation right to the source state is subject to the con-
' 19, pensions and other similarremunerationpaid to a dition that the pension and/or annuity is borne, paid or

resident of a Contracting State in consideration of deductedby an enterpriseor a permanentestablishmentsitu-
past employmentmay be taxed in that State. ated in that state.

(2) However suchpensionsand othersimilar remunera-

tion may also be taxed in the other ContractingState In 9 treaties in group A and 2 in group B the taxation right of

i the payment is made by a resident of that other the source state is limited to pensions and/or annuities that

State or a permanentestablishmentsituatedtherein. are paid to a former residentof the source state.

The OECD Model does not attribute any right to tax to the In a number of treaties the taxation right of the source state

source state. The UN Model attributes a non-exclusivetaxa- depends in various configurations on the nationality of the

tion right to the source state. receiver of the pension payment or annuity. A few other
l treaties contain a number ofother additionalconditions.

2. Tax treaties

Article 20(2)
There are 295 treaties attributing to the source state a right to -

tax pensions. Of these treaties 259 have been concluded by Equal treatmentof students

1 developing countries, with either a developed or another

developing country (group A), and 36 have been concluded 1. The UN Model
between developedcountries (group B).
Most of these treaties prescribe a non-exclusive taxation Article 20(2) of the UN Model reads as follows:

right. Only in 41 treaties in group A and 4 treaties in group B (2) In respect ofgrants, scholarshipsand remuneration

O
is an exclusive taxation right attributed to the source state. In from employmentnot coveredby paragraph1, a stu-
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dent or business apprentice described in paragraph Article 25(4)
1 shall, in addition, be entitledduringsucheducation

Implementationclauses
or training to the same exemptions, reliefs or reduc-
tions in respectof taxes available to residentsof the
statewhichhe is visiting. 1. The UN Model

This provision is not specifically included in the OECD
Article 25(4) of the UN Model contains the following bilat-Model.
eral (second sentence) and unilateral (third sentence) imple-
mentationclauses:

2. Tax treaties (4) (...). The competent authorities through consulta-
tions, shall develop appropriate bilateral proce-

There are 53 treatieswith a specificequal treatmentprovision dures, conditions, methods and techniques for the

for students.All these treatieshave been concludedby devel- implementationof the mutual agreementprocedure
oping countries, with either a developedor another develop- providedfor in this article. In addition, a competent

ing country (group A). authority may devise appropriate unilateral proce-
dures, conditions, methods and techniques to facili-

It should.bementioned,however, that there are many treaties tate the above-mentionedbilateral actions and the
prescribinga greater exemption, reliefor reduction than that implementationofthe mutual agreementprocedure.
recommendedby the UN Model.

This provision is not specifically included in the OECD
Model.

Article 21(3)
Source State taxation 2. Tax treaties

There are 39 treaties that cover the implementation of the
1. The UN Model mutual agreementprocedure. In 27 treaties only the bilateral

implementationclause of the second sentence is adopted and
Article 21(3) of the UN Model reads as follows: in one treaty only the unilateral implementationclause of the

(3) Notwithstandingthe provisions ofparagraphs1 and third sentence is adopted. The remaining 11 treaties include
2, items of income of a resident of a Contracting both implementationclauses.
State not dealt with in the foregoing articles of this
Convention and arising in the other Contracting All these treaties have been concluded by developing coun-

State may also be taxed in that other State. tries, with either a developed or another developing country
(group A). None of them has been concludedbetween devel-

This provision deviates from the OECD Model in that the oped countries.
source state may tax other income that arises in the source

state.

Article 26(1)
2. Tax treaties Prevention of tax fraud/evasion

Secret information
There are 343 treaties providing for source state taxation on

Implementationclauseother income arising in the source state. Of these treaties
308 have been concluded by developing countries, with
either a developed or another developingcountry (group A), 1. The UN Model
and 36 have been concluded between developed countries
(group B). Article 26(1) of the UN Model reads as follows:

It shouldbe mentioned that there is no other income article (1) The competent authorities of the Contracting States
shall exchange such information as is necessary forin 38 treaties. Such situations in which the source state can

apply its domestic legislation are not included in the above- carrying out the provisions of this Convention or of
the domestic laws of the ContractingStates concern-mentioned figures.
ing taxes covered by the Convention, insofar as the

Three of these treaties in group A provide for a withholding taxation thereunder is not contrary to the Conven-
tax to be applied on the gross amountof other income.The tion, in particularfor the preventionoffraudor eva-

withholding rates are 10, 15 and 17.5 per cent. Three other sion of such taxes. The exchange of information is
treaties in group A attribute an exclusive taxing right to the not restrictedby Article 1. Any informationreceived
source state rather than the non-exclusive taxing right pre- by a ContractingState shall be treated as secret in the
scribed by the 'UN Model. same manner as information obtained under the

domestic laws of that State. However if the informa-
tion is originally regarded as secret in the transmit-
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ting State it shall be disclosed only to persons or CHAPTER III
authorities (including courts and administrativebod-
ies) involved in the assessment or collection of, the
enforcement or prosecution in respect of, or the Summary
determination of appeals in relation to, the taxes

UN Model. Tax treaties
which are the subject of the Convention. Such per- group A group B
sons or authorities shall use the informationonly for
such purposes but may disclose the information in Art. 5(3)(a):

supervisoryactivities 410 39
public courtproceedingsor injudicialdecisions. The period 12 months 484 29
competent authorities shall, through consultation, Art. 5(3)(b)

'

219 2
develop appropriate conditions, methods and tech- Art. 5(4)(a) and (b) 167 -

niques concerning matters in respect ofwhich such Art. 5(4)(f) OECD 233 31

exchanges of information shall be made, including, Art. 5(5) 234 9

where appropriate, exchangesofinformationregard- Art. 5(6) 184 26

ing tax avoidance.
Art. 5(7) 243 -

Art. 7(1) 153 9
Art. 7(3) 195 6
Art. 7(5) OECD 45 -

2. Tax treaties Art. 8 B 105 3
Art.

'

12(3) 610 102

a. Prevention of tax fraud/evasion (first sentence) Art. 13(4) 308 66
Art.

'

13(5) 322 62
There are 154 treatiesthatexplicitlyrefer to the preventionof Art.

'

14(1)(b) 264 20
tax fraud or evasion. Of these treaties 146 have been con- Art.

'

14(1,)(c) 45 -

cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or Art.
'

16(2) 62 6

another developingcountry (group A), and 8 have been con- Art. 18A(2) and B(3) 206 48

cluded betweendevelopedcountries (group B). Art. B(1)(2) 259 36
Art. 20(2) 53 -

There are only a few treaties the wording of which deviates Art. 21(3) 308 36

' from the recommendationsof the UN Model. Art. 25(4):
implementationclauses 39 -

1
Art. 26(1):

' b. Secret information (fourth.sentence) prevention fraud/evasion 146 8

There are 50 treaties explicitly dealing with information that secret information 50 -

is secret in the transmittingstate. All these treaties have been implementationclause 65 -

concluded by developing countries, with either a developed Tax treaties 1980/1997 697 114

or another developingcountry (group A).

EPILOGUE*
c. Implementationclause (last sentence)
There are 65 treaties that cover the implementation of the It can be seen from the table above that the UN Model has
exchange of information. All these treaties have been con- developed into an important instrument in the negotiationof
cluded by developing countries, with either a developed or tax treaties. Many developing countries, in shaping their tax
another developingcountry (group A). treaty policy, have allowed themselves to be guided by its

A few of these treaties do not contain any reference to tax recommendations.But this is not all. It is equally apparent
avoidance. fromthe above table that the, influence of the UN Model on

the tax treaty policy of OECD members is far from negligi-
ble. The OECD can no longer ignore this influence, even

f though its model remains the greatest common denominator
of OECD countries' tax treaty policy. The time has come for
the OECD to adopt some of the UN recommendationsin its
own model and to discusscertainotherUN recommendations
in its commentary.

* This epiloguewas written after the submissionof the Report.

,
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